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aTer«?'RXl^l! a n’’"’'*'''
AbroadR glatered as a Newspaper at the GeneraY^t pf^,^e

'-'-’iNumuNS OF SURVIVAL-
h'^fEDOM OF THOUGHT AND THE
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

^HE GenialAssembly ofthe International Council

dn+trn p
formulated clearly thedutyofmen ofscienceto mamtam a spirit offranliness

mteS- co-operation;and to wk for’

^lon^'T P™ promote the de-

mtnh^T ^ay most beneficial to

to nmvlr? influence so far as possible

nnt^n 1 H
^ ® ®'nd to serve the coinmumtynot only by their specialized work but also by assist^

Sc in\r educatioJ of the

To assort fr
achievements of science.

be reatr^M
conditions cannotbe realized under commumsm as we see it in Sonnet

bun^'l"”! co-operation IS impossible,but rather to clear the way to an understandingwhich IS based on mutual respect. For if it is impera-

naHom«r^
“ uncompromisingly that surrender ofnational sovereignty is an essential and unescapable

condition of the control of atomic energy and avoid-ance of the evils of atomic, biological cfb^chl^cal
arfare, it is equally imperative that nothing shouldbe left undone, consistent with that principle to

r-S.S.E. tta. they to™ „othu,g £ i-Sfrom the American lead while the super-national
authority is being established.
One of the more recent “Looking Forward”

pamphleta on reconstruction issued by the Royal
Institute of International Affairs helj to clarfiy^ concludes hisirvey of Power Politics” with a section in whichhe pomts out that, though the tradition of an in-ternational commumty with a common standard ofobligation and jiistice had faded, it has not altogether

modi'fi
I'^fluence that hasmodified and can yet modify thb operations ofpower

CwlV"? ft!” TT
I—ble tothe Charter of the tJniied Nations. It must boromembered, too, that morality in international

politics IS not simply a matter of civilized tradition,hut IS equally the result of security—a truth that

Mr. Wight points out that profound as is the com-

Tthe^elr' devoirpr^^t
Of the economics of geographical areas and groups

Every Power has an interest greater than welfare an

ItTo wolfare1:;rds

tteTfs fli; f
maintenance of power itself. Never-theless, the idea of a common moral obligation isprobably a more fruitful social doctrine than^the idea

1 a common material interest, and if the greaterrealism which characterizes the mood of 1946 as

t high ideals hut the discarding of foolish expecta-feons and above all of appeasement, the traditiLs oTEi^ope may not he destined to be put aide!In tlus sense the position taken up by men of
since the existence bf theXiJc
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bomb waR firai made known to tbe world liaw

consistoiitly roaliatK*. Tluy ha\ c n<wor wav<'irod I rom

the position that (»ho a,(h''ont ol adoniio oju'r^JC.V'* Jif>a'rt

from any other potential methods ol R<i(aitdi(i war-

fare, has made some siirronchu’ ol national sovetna^^nty

the condition of the survival of enilimtion. Th<y

have emphasized, too, that tho linos ol adv^anee to

secure the restoration and reconstruction ol nuaii

of the cultural life and values of tho Woska'n world

are exactly those upon which scjontifh; advau(‘o li.soll

depends. As Prof. Farrington Danictls has point'CMi

oat, tlie withholding ofknowledge handH*a])s sciontilic

workers even within a single country or ll<i<h and,

while engendering ill-will, is iiKifeo-tiivo ex<Hi]>t lor a

brief period. Restoratron ol full fret'dom of investiga-

tion and of conmninication, except in a veiy limit od

and highly technical field of actual production ol

weapons of war, is an indis])onsablo conditron if

creative thought is in be stimulati^l and tho intr^n^st

and keenness of men of scaonco in tho work main-

tained in the way that will ensure the fullest use <>1

their abilities.

Freedom, m tho fullest sense of freedom of oxciiango

of ideas and discussion, tho abrogation so far as

possible of all controls and restrictions, freedom from

pressure, from fear and from want, tho provision of

the proper atmoBjihoro for intoll o(*.tual activity is the

first and most essential roquir(?mont- for science, as

Dr. L. A, DuBridgo pointed out in a H])o()ch ‘SScumco

and National Policy’’ to the J:5igma Xi ScK'ioty, and
without it all is lost. Dr. DuJiridge follows ibis

plea for free exchange of scientilie information and
its corollary that our national progranmas and tho

organisations adopted to oxocuio it, must ensnro

tho mamtenanco of tho freedom of Bcionce, with a

further plea that/ science is not a national but an
international problem and that science should point

the way to world co-operation, lie ib as emphatic
as Prof. Daniels that the fundamental problem is

international control and tho organisation of Ihe

'^zorld to prevent war. If the human race is to survive

war cannot continue.

The world-wide freedom for tho human mind
claimed in these addresses involves equally, as

Dr. C. E, Merriam has pointed out in an address,

“Physics and Politics”, to the American Political

Science Association on March 29, an analysis of the
ways and moans of preserving freedom and tho con-

sent of the governed in the new age opening before
us. The public need of our time is tho reconciliation

of order with freedom, of planning and personal

initiative, and it is exompliiiod equally in this question
of freedom of scientific investigation and communica-
tion whether in nuclear energy or in other fields of
science, and at the political level in the general rela-

tions between Soviet Russia and the United States

and Western Europe. At both levels we may have,
indeed, to evolve new forms oforganisations and even
new institutions to serve the needs and purposes
of the post-war world.

Deliberate and serious planning through as serious

all effort as in war to apply atomic and related

energies to peace-time purposes, to increase the gains

U R E

of ci\iIization whil<^ giuira-iiitHung t.o all m<ai a,

share of Miorc gams, ilu^ amUysis el Mit^ organ

of a world commnmiy a/iul a- world gov(a*nnu>iii‘uia|':

mapfu'ng ilio roa.ds i<'n,ding ilua’cto- UicRi^ a4‘(^ pro^

j(K^kR lor syRliomatic study m a.u <a*a. of <*!os(^r uni(i>r

of physics tmd ]»olit.i(‘s sulmittad by Dr. l\'hiTiai»\

and tho ciasis o\(a‘ 1ho ruture ol (k'nmwiy, tb

terinination of U.N R.R.A,, and the dovc^lopmont

tlK» Food and Agriculture Organisation are sufliciob

illustrati</n <1* tJioir sonudiu ss. V\'e may not yet know

the inslitutional forms, wlmthm- on the national

tho intornat'ional s( ale, vliich wall b(‘st s(a‘\o om
pnrpoKc^s ; hut in (wa>lntion of tlu'se foims ^

sha.Iln<‘ed not merely the nwairch a»ef ivila s (nivisago**

l)y Dr. Mernam hut aJso (weiy hit of help that siP'

institutions as the univorsit.kw or tho n^ligious hodi^*

can give That la^lp will h(^ rcapiinHl both m i\u) stiaf

and thought leading i.o tho iwolntion of n</W institu-

tions or tho modihc*ation of old oiK^H and (ho (Hlncatioi

of public o[)imon as to lumi for change and tl

fun<‘Tions and meaning of tho mwv inslhiutions, ba(/

even mom will ho necessary on tho sjiiritual and

othi(‘al piano.

Tho need to <lraw' on tho full intolIe(dnaI, nior
,

and spiritual resourcos of Wi^slmii civilizaf ion mi|

b<^ ronuanlKirod abovo all on political pla-no wh*
wo afiproach thali iirobk^m of f.ho rtHaaicihatioii

|

froodom and dis<'i])lino whicli Ji<s at ih(^ ro(>t tJ

(hnicuItKHs Ix^twoen Soviet Rimsia aiul tho Unitr

Stales of AmcuMca and (IreaT Briiain, If ordi^r ai|

discifilino are n^garded by tho IJ.S.S.H/. as (hixr prn|

ary ikhxI and ihey an^ <liHpoH(Hl in tho sixirish f

security to saiTihix^ hninan iMX'sonality UiUd freodot

it is right that every elTort should ho made to nHisHiu

tliom, to eliminate any substantial fouiKlations for fear

that the IJiutoil Nations Organ isaf/ion or any other in-

ternational instrumenl/ may bo dire<*Tod against thoT*'

i t is tx |uai ly i rn p< x‘aiRM i tl la t in do ing so , i n fonu u lating

our plans for any intiornadonal organisaOon or Hupoi'*

national authorify, fhore should be no surrondor

tlioBO moral and spiritual vahu^s of Wiwtern (xvilizs

tion in which tho lumum sjiirit has found its highof*’

expression and in which alone tho (5onditions cj

scientific advance and <‘rt^aiave achievement arb*

satisfied. Tho way to understanding and r(x*,oncilia

tion of tho Wostom democracies with tho XJ.S.S.d

and with it tho solution of tho problem of the

control of atomic energy will not bo found h

appoasomimt, but only when tho <u>nc<%pi.s aixl tlu

spirit of human rights and human freedom ar i

accepted and c.iiltivatod.

No one nation or group of naf/ions can ])rescrih

tho methods or oven provide tho moans by whil^

any other nation can realize and maintain its own

spiritual ideals ; but wifhout co-operation those ideall

may bo unattainable, and without mutual rospo'
|

and good faith they can scarcely bo maintained. Th
|

inadequacy and bankruptcy of brute force and i*

inability to satisfy oven the material needs <)f

kind is increasingly apparent to-day, and the hcab#
of the nations and tho solution of tlioso difficilf

problems of th© control of atomic energy, tho rolfi

and rehabilitation of Europe and the Far East, t||
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•traising of staiidards of health and nutrition, will

com© ii(^c.ror art the nations recognize tlie need for a
moral and spininal basis for the task of reconstruction

and CO-operation. Some spokesmen of science such as

,;Sir Homy Dale and Prof. Hiels Bohr have already

* I'.endorod great service by their witness to the import

-

4nco to the preservation of civilization, and with it

*f sciontilic effort, of re-estabhshmg the common
raditions and ideals of intellectual and spiritual life,

including the fullest freedom of intellectual inter-

•ourse. 'They have set an example which statesmen
will do well to note, and if the XJ.S.S.K. or other

^owors reject the traditions of civilization and refuse

o make^the essential surrender of national sover-

ignty, the way forward does not he in the surrender

by other nations of those traditions and ideals. A
letter course is to shape national policy and practice

upon such ideals and conditions and to build up
as far as possible among the nations who share them
itho organisation and institutions which will serve

tehoir common purposes. So far from being directed

against those who remain outside, such action will

“ultimately win the confidence and co-operation of

Ties© nations by the way in which such institutions

iginistor to the needs of mankind, encourage the

ilovelopment and equitable distribution of resources

md eliminate those disparities which have so often

joen the root cause of misunderstanding, ill-will and
open conflict. If even Britain and the United States,

for example, j*oined with other Powers holdmg
4milar ideals, put into jiractice the safeguards and
inspection system recommended by the Lilienthal

fCommission and demonstrated the feasibility of the

/sacrifice of national sovereignty therein involved,

something well worth while might bo achieved which
might prove a steppmg-ston© to a true super-national

I authority. But any such experiment demands the

-real and susi/ained interest of ordinary men and
women who fully apprehend the nature of the moral

and spiritual struggle involved, not simply for their

own physical survival or material comfort but also

IS for the preservation of the great intellectual, cultural

land spiritual heritage of civilization.

THE EXPLANTED CELL
Biology of Tissue Cells

Essays. By Albert Fischer. Pp. ix-f 348-h21 plates.

(Copenhagen : Gyldendalsk© Boghandel, Hordisk
Forlag ; Cambridge : At the University Press ; New
York : G. E. Stechert and Co., 1946.) 315. 6d. net.

^iniSSUB culture, it has been said, is a technique
» JL that has had a brilliant future. The criticism

thus implied is one which Dr. Fischer refers to several

^times m his new volume of essays, and he does his

utmost to refute it. But the result of the followmg
Hmagmary experiment with biological history will
^ make it clear that there is some good ground for our
disappomtment. Suppose that tissue cultivation had
not proved workable, or that ©very record of its

prosecution were to be wholly expunged from the
literature. Would biology b© so very much the worse
off ? It is difficult to say i®^st if we exclude
from formal tissue culture the embryologist’s use of

U R E

explantation methods to study the organised growth

of large tissue fragments over relatively short

periods.

The great theoretical achievements of tissue cul-

ture were mostly the work of its first ten or fifteen

years. Tissue culture made it possible to prove that

the ceU-lineages of the ordmary somatic cells of the

body are md©finite or mdeterminate ; to put it m
the usual loos© way, that somatic cells are potentially

‘immortal’. More recently it has been shown that the

cell t3q)es of ©xplanted tissues are cytogenetically

fixed : they breed true to histological type, and their

de“differentiation is superficial and, under the appro-

priate conditions, reversible. Again, tissue culture

has proved a theorem of real importance for the

theory of development, namely, that the rate of

growth and state of differentiation of cells vary

mversely with one another. No ©xpermients have

mad© this clearer than Fischer’s own. Third, it has

given evidence of the universal and spectacular

mobility of cells. Fischer says that biologists have

been slow to appreciate the significance of this

mobility, which he associates with Vogt’s famous

demonstration of the movements of cellular sheets

in the process of gastrulation. Fischer himself

believes that the cells of the intact organism are

sessile, and remam so until a commodity which he

calls life space’ is made available to them in vitro.

Some modern histologists, however, are prepared to

believe that the majority of cells and cell processes

in the organism are mobile, and that they undergo a

sort of slow jostling movement in which the ‘life-

space’ made available to any on© moving cell may
be that left vacant by another.

A modem view of tissue culture is that it is a

technique of distmet but subordmate value which is

capable of giving decisive and formally beautiful

answers to problems of a rather narrow range. (One

calls to mind, for example, the elegant demonstration

by Landsteiner and Parker that rabbit cells contmue
to manufacture compounds serologically specific to

the rabbit even after w'eeks of cultivation in media

taken from the hen ; and there are equally good

examples from the more recent literature.) But only

a small proportion of tissue culture work has been of

this type. Much of it is cultivation for its own sweet

sake, for as Fischer says, the beauty of cultivated

tissues has beguiled many research workers into work
of the narrowest general significance—^to be likened,

perhaps, to that of histologists who are for ever

mventmg new multi-coloured stains. Perhaps (is

this heresy ?) the formal insistence on the use of

‘permanent strains’ has something to do with the

failure of tissue culture to pull its weight. There are

radical and important differences between cultures

freshly ©xplanted from embryos of different ages ;

but as cultivation proceeds, the cells either come to

acquire a dull uniformity of behaviour, or a diversity

which bears no relationship to the age of the embryo
from which they came. Meanwhile, their metabolism
changes profoundly. Cultivated cells seem to bear

the same relationship to their counterparts in vivo as

does monastic life to the hurly-burly of everyday

affairs—and not merely because monks, like cultures,

live in cells.

Another misfortune of tissue culture is that the

demand it makes on the practitioner’s time and work
IS very often out of proportion to the value of the

results to be achieved- One of Fischer’s anecdotes

tells how for years he renounced a holiday, m order^

to mamtain and propagate his cultivated strair^
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TiKsiK^ eiilturo is ovidont'ly a jcuilous misi.mss , Is

very milvind i4> siigjj^osi she is now a Iitdlo ])asi. hor
])rimc ?

Fischer’s book does not claim to bo a triuitisc^ and
it has not the fnllriess of docuinoutaticm of a review.

It IS to bo regarded as a soikvs of essays by one of filu^

great masters of tissno-cultiirc teelinic|uo on tlio

problems most relevant to general biology. Fisclior

describes the sigmoid growth-curve oftlio culture, its

limiting size, shape-regulation, and power of true
recoiistitutivo regeneration. In those respects it

roprodiiees the properties of tlio intacst organism in

miniatiiro and accessiblo form, for a culture is indeed
an organism, and no more assondilago of individual
colls All biologists should riMid Cliaptors Jl, 4, t>, 7

and 8, in which the relevance of tissue culf.ure to
general biology is made admirably (dear. The laf/i^r

chapters are of more tedinical mteresf. : one givi^s

‘stop-press news’ about the nai/ure of 'iwnbryo-

extract’. The translation, by a Danish colhmgiuv is

grammatical but not always idiomatic.

P. H , Mkhawau

RURAL LIFE IN JAPAN
A Japanese Village : Suye Mura
By John P. Embroe. (International Library of
Sociology and Social Reconstruction.) Pp, xx~l-
268+32 plates. (London; Kogan Paul and Co.,
Ltd., 1940.) 18^9. not.

SOCIAL anthropology sooms at present t-o bo
eutoring a state of transition from (lie study of

purely primitive sociotios to that of the exi^remely
(‘.omplox sociotios which make up (be civilized werUL
The toohniipio devolopod in the study of primitives
will clearly need modification if it is to serve
study of civilized communities.

Dr. Embreo’s “Japanoao Village” is an excellent
example of the way in which social anthropology is
developing to-day. The author has selected a viliago
to suit his purpose, a village that is small enough
for him to deal with the whole population, ordinary
enough not to differ in any striking jiarticular from
the general run of villages, a rice-growing village

, neither very rich nor very poor. This he has studied
in detail. After briefly sketching in the general
historical background, the author doBcriboB in the
three succeeding chapters the organisation and
population ofthe village as a co-operative agricultural
unit j the individual household with its relationships,
its daily life and its festivities

; the various fonns of
co-operative activity undertaken by the village in
routine, such as road-makmg, bridge-building or
house-building, in emergency, in co-operative credit
societies, or on the more social occasions of festivals
and gift exchanges. These chapters are followed by
three more dealmg with social classes and associations,
social sanctions and avoidances, with the life-history
of the individual, and with religion and superstition,
including a calendar of monthly observances. The
last chapter deals with observable change at present
taking^ place. Appendixes are added on the economic
basis of village life, and on household expenses, and
specimens of talks and lectures given at' village
^eetmgs are included. There are a bibliography and
fcdex and sixteen pages of good photographs, while

contains the necessary figures and maps,
will be seen that the life of an inhabitant of

'•^^^^lura is described in most of its aspects
; but

particular omphaHiH is laid ou ihe mtoraciaon bof»v\

tlio individual cornponoiifs of soiui^fry and tlioir pi*

111 Mi(» Htrucl'uro of tlii^ social iuul tiuTif-orial groi

Much oftfu^ maloria! di^alt wifb is more (MHuplicm

than most rural comiminil u\s might bc^ o\p(M'ic<l

show, an instance fimng (bat of tlu^ ko or co-operafb
credit (dubs which condnuo function of a <*<

operative credit bank wifb (bat of a iot(.eiy. Thi
IS no more a foaiaire of a [irnnitivi^ society tfiat

.Tapaneso painting or ceramics, and (be d(w*riptio

of (bis viliago eominurnty ihrtiws a fn^sh liglit o

Japanese culture. A (*onf4*as(i (lO it is to be found i

the religious observances of tlu^ village, th(^ mos
ini[>ortant part of whadi scKims to <‘oimisi> in a stadc

of riiaial ofiservams^s (dosely bound up wifh i>h

phases of the moon, and likewisi^ in (be st'a-soiU'

oceupai.ions ofda^ life of an agraniKaira.! villagt^.

Tfie U/Uthor’s general nadbod of approaidg whi<*

is m the most modern style of som’al anfbropology
recalls a remark of Disraeli’s somewdnav^ (-o th(!» (dfec

that ultimately ‘ht is pnvaitt life (ba.(- governs the

world”. J. H. Hutton

GAME ANIMALS OF BRITAIN
British Game
By Brian Vosey-Fitzgc'rahL (TIk^ TMew Naf-uralis

Hories.) I^p. xv
|
210

1 72 ]>lateH. (Loudon ani

Glasgow : Win. Gollins, Sons aaid (Jo,, Li^l., U)4(h

1()6^. net,

I
N (bis latest volume of ‘‘New Naturalist’
series, Mr, Vescy-FifvgiTald sets forth to tvll thi

giHieral rimder abouf* Hie mammalH and birds of thi

British Isles tfiat a.r<^ commonly laUhni ^ganaf. Th*
book is produiHHi in tla^ sa^ne lumdHomi^ siyh^ as i(

prediMsi^ii’H a,nd is illuHf.rat.ed by a numbea^ of exeid

lent photographs, also by (’olotir u^prodiud.iotm ofot
sporf/ing prints, (4c* aufihor's remarks on th*

history of game preservation in Britain are inter

OBting. First ho ])oin(s out (be probability that tli<

Komans reanKl pheasanfs in England ;
but he aim

tells us that he cannot- find any nderence to a game
keeper earlier tha-u 1814, little more than one hundriy
and thirty years ago. As a facd., game pn^stawatioi

in the sense of the iirotoction of phoasant-s, partridgi*.

and grouse for sport-iug purposc^s is a comparatived;
recent development in (bo life of the W(dl-to-(h

countryman. Chimo pres(uwation as regards tin

King’s deer and so on was, on tlio contrary, muidi tc

the fore in the Middh^ Ag(^s, when game laws aiu*

penalties were sf-ririgent. Game in some w^nse oi

other has long lieen an impoid-ant fa(d-or in th<

eountry life of the British Iskw.

The author is tud. cenfcnit l-o deal merely with th<*

game birds, those mentioned above and tla^ ('aper-

caillo, black grouse, jitarrnigan, red-logged part-ridgo

and quail, but wril-os entoH-aimngly of wildfowl, (-hat

is, swans, geese and ducks, of the waders, including
woodcock and smjio. Part 4 deals with “ground
game and various”, and part 5 with our throe
species of deer, while paid- 6 is devoi-(Hl to the pre-
servation of game. Among (-ho iUirntrations to the
ground game section is a pheiograph by Mr. 0. lb
Kcary of a mountain hare in its form m (-h,o snow,
which is a really remarkable snapshot.

is somewhat ironical tha(- an animal which prev

vidoB perhaps more sport t-han any other British

creature, namely, the fox, is always classod as v(»nh
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tlioroforo in i-his book is only niontioned in that

p-i^gory, apropos of which tho reviewer was sur-

1.0 find a remark about foxes killing wealdy
•O]). That hill foxes commonly take the small

1 lbs of mountain sheep is well known, as it is that
lowland foxes will very occasionally lift a wealdy

‘ f dead lamb ; but that foxes often tackle sheep, even
H'eakly ones, is definitely another matter. The
.fjviowor, with more than forty years experience of
tie deeds and misdeeds of foxes, has never come
f*ross a case.

j
Tiie chapter on tho enemies of game, which treats

<>1 tho birds and mammals that are adversaries, also

,/any that aro quite harmless, such as the barn owl,

.putains inueh that is useful ; but the chapter
pvotod to tho preservation of game is the one that
rovidf^s most food for tliought. Its remarks on the
panged and changing balance of ISTature, on the
‘ffoct of shooting, plus game preservation, on British

yild life, together with comments on the ‘bird

.^rank’, the collector, the scientific ornithologist, etc.,

md tho controversies that have arisen between them,
mo well worth reading and much to be commended,
».s are the author’s lilioral views on the preservation

•f the rarer predators. F. Pitt

4 ELECTKIC POWER SYSTEM

;

. CONTROL
electric Power System Control
'3y PI P. Young. (Monographs on Electrical Engin-

horing, Vol. 11.) Second edition, revised and enlarged.

Pp. xii"-h369. (London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

'1946.) 25^. not.
It

*

:A HOUSEHOLD electricity supply installation

iiA. oxomplifios m the simplest form and on a
iinall scale tho power systems, the control of

vhich IS desonbed in tho book under review. In
.^ho case of tho household model m Britain there is

,isually only one source of supply. Its capacity is of

lie order of 5 kilowatts at 230 volts. It is subdivided

j.t a distribution box from which circuits of about

d kW. capacity radiate to the different parts of the

.^remises and supply lights, radiators, cookers, power
olugs and the like. Each circuit is controlled by a
iimple hand-operated switch, and provision in the

4,brm of fuses is made for automatically disconnectmg

circuits which become faulty. All apparatus and
lairing is well protected against mechanical damage
•$0 that faults aro infrequent.

,
In tho power systems which supply domestic and

industrial consmiiors, the distribution is at 400/230

(VoHs and each distribution circuit is of about 200 kW.
Supplying tho distribution system, there is a net-

work of higher voltage cables working at, say, 11,000

volts, each capable of carrying about 4,000 kW . The
11,000 volt systems are in turn supplied by 33,000

volt or 66,000 volt systems, with proportionally

higher power-carrying capacities.

All these systems are mtercoimeoted by the Grid,

which operates at 132,000 volts and which has

standard circuits of 90,000 kW. capacity.

: The Grid and the correlated systems already men-

I
iioned are subjected to hazards from lightning, air-

jCeraft, accidents and tempests. It is not economically

jUraoticable to preclude the occurrence of faults

ji,,*ia*ismg from such causes, so that efiSlcient means for

disconnectmg faulty sections must be provided. The
circuit-breakers and associated relaying systems for

the Grid must discomiect almost instantly faults

which may reach magnitudes of tho ordor of 2,000,000

kW. Bui‘ing the War, faults of maximum severity

occurred very frequently, and the almost perfect

continuity of electricity supply during that abnormal
period provided final evidence of the value of an
interconnected power system to Britain,

In peace, the mam objects of power systems are to

secure maximum overall economy of production and
the best practicable degree of contmuity of supply.

It is now well known that the Grid has made an
important contribution to the national welfare by
reducing the average fuel consumption per kilowatt

hour generated by some 15 per cent compared with
pre-Grid generation by smaller power systems
working independently.
An extremely satisfactory standard of reliability of

service has likewise been attamed.
The book under review draws largely from Grid

practice. It provides technical information regardmg
the equipment which is used to control individual

components in generating stations and interconnected
workuig of power systems. It also provides a clear

picture of the maderlying prmciples of parallel

operation.

Circuit-breakers, which are probably the most
important component in the control of a power
system, are admirably dealt with, and the latest

forms of oil and air-blast types are adequately
described.

Apparatus and methods for control and regulation
of voltage, frequency and power flow also receive

sufficient attention to satisfy the needs of users of
electrical power plant. All of the foregoing com-
ponents have been evolving for almost fifty years,

and they are approaching stability of form and
principle. There are, however, items of control

equipment which have only been brought into being
since the Grid was started m 1927. These are instru-

ments and relays for indicating in a central control
room electrical measurements such as power flows.

These remote indications, as they are termed in

electricity supply circles, are transmitted over tele-

communication channels or actual power lines by
high-frequency carrier currents, Tho same prmciples
as are used for indications can be apiolied to remote
control of plant and equipment, and the present
trend is towards such control.

Mr. Young gives a good exposition of remote
control and mdication as at present used on the Grid
system. It is probable that there will be great and
even revolutionary developments m this branch of
power system control, when the possibilities of
apparatus used for war purposes become more widely
appreciated.

A comprehensive bibliography is provided which
will help those desirous of exploring the subject more
completely. The diagrams and illustrations, although
rather lacking in character, are adequate for their
purpose.
The first edition of the book appeared in 1942 and

the second m 1946. As only a few thousand people
are mtimately interested in power system control,
this constitutes an excellent testimony to tho value
of Hr. Young’s book. The reviewer considers that
the book is an excellent basic treatise on a subject of
growing importance, and hopes that further editions
will appear as and when technical developments
justify them. C. W. MabshalIi
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ROCKET DEVELOPMENT

By Dr. W. H. WHEELER
Deputy Director of Guided ProjectilcSp Ministsy of Supply

Scope of Rocket Development

Rockets were dovelopetl and. produced on
^

a

considerable scale as weapons and tlirust units

by all four major contestants in tlio Second Woidd

War, There has been since 1940, as there still is,

official interchange of iafonnation between the

Americans and ourselves, and a good deal is known

about Gorman dovolopmonts. Comparativ<dy little

has been published by the Russians, but they are

familiar with the German work and it may bo assumed

that they are active in the rocket field.

Pre-war developments^ It is as well to adinit fdial-

in rocket toehniquo the Gormans wore conHidonibly

ahead of all competitors. The reason is simplo ;

namely, they started soonest and applied most <dtort.

So early as 1933 the rocket experimental Btai.iou in

Berlin was a well-ostablishod concern, d<5velopmg a

rocket stabilized by on© large gyro in the nose j and

in 1934, the gyro having now been shifted to tlio

centre, the rocket was successfully launched on a

flight of 2,000 metres. By 1938, a projectile smiilar

m shape to the V.2 and about^ 25 ft, long, with

automatic steering and rudders in the gas stroam,

was launched vertically in the manner ovoninally

adopted for V.2. This projectile had a range of Homo

18 km.
As a measure of Gorman ohioial intoroBt, tlio

experimental station at Poonemundo, constructed in

1937 and 1938, cost (according to the Gormans)

300,000,000 Boichmarks; and it has boon Htaiu<l

that a prototype V.2 was the first rocket to bo tested

at Poenomundo, which indicaioR the advanced stage

reached at this time.

It is of interest to note that bo early as 1935, f,ho

factory eqmpmont firm of Wilhelm Schmidding of

Kbln-Niehl had been in touch with Dr, von Braun
at Peenemunde and devoted a section of if,B research

department to the development of assisted take-off

units and rocket propulsion units, Selimidding’s

firm was a typical non-armament organisation ; no
doubt the Geiman armament manufacturers wore
already considerably implicated.

The scope of contemporary British development
may be assessed from the fact that until early 1939,

when the 3-in. rocket trials took place in Jamaica,
no occasion had arisen justifying a large-scale ballistic

trial of any British rocket. In the United States still

less official mterest was shown in modern rocket

development until 1940, when Sir Henry Tizard took
there full details of British progress and plans. This
in spite of the fact that Goddard and Hickman, at
the Smithsonian Institution and elsewhere, had made
and fired a number of solid fuel rockets for the U.S.
Army about 1919, and later forestalled, in prhaciplo

at any rate, much of the technique embodied in the
German V.2.
War developments. In Germany, during the War,

many of the best-known armament and engineering
firms were heavily involved in rocket development,
and Peenemiind© retained direct control of only the
liquid-oxygen types. Dr. H. Walter, director of the
Walterwerk© at Kiel, was given responsibility for the
development of hydrogen peroxide motors. Drs.
Pietzsch and Adolph at the Elektro-Chemische Werk©

at Mimiidi, and lah^r al» Bad ha,iit(>rl)or.i», d<nH>l<»|

proooBSOB aiul hud down oxi'cMuIingiy liirgu-sc-ah^ plai

ior inanurjictiiro of <*onr<inl raJod hydrogon pnrnxui
j

Tho l>a.yoris(*iH' Mol.onni VVhaTvo wia’o rospniiwiblo

th(^ (U’twdnpmont ol" nitra^ lU’id rnnkot motor mil

Knipps, !Uioiiinu4al BorMig, Dyinunif' A.Ch iuid mai
other <H)n<ua*nH dovolopiui solid liio! rockih.s, inrludi,^ ,

a multi-stage rock<d< by Rh(uuiu<h<al Borsig wsib a'

anticipated rangii of 190 nnh^s ; and tli(5 Sclnniddn
coiKJorn was involv(Hl m tb<i diwolupmont ef’ roik*

motorw using irudbyl nd.ral.o a.nd nK^ihyl ak'oiio

(‘MyroF) as profK^lanl..

In tho United Stahls a.lso, particularly towiirds tk

(^nd of tho War and al’terwards, <*oinpn5hoiisp(^'

dovcdopnanit (•enl.ra<‘ts vvi^ro phwuMl witli indnKtrki

undertakings (many of wbu'h are still <mrroiit) airi.cd'

at tho dovtdepuK^nt of long-range^ and anti-aircraft

guided I'oc.Io^ts.

In Groat Britain tlu^ majority ol ro(*k(^t d<a"<dop.'

mont has beiMi carried on by ITio GovornuHait, slarted

in 1930 and controlhHl smci^ tdiiai by Hir Alwyn Crow
in tho Ministry of Supply. Noino ai^adeniK*. anc

industrial institutions liavo (*,olla.horai,ed, i<, ih tna
notably It. ik Frasia’ at iho Impcnaad (^dlego (

Science and T(H*luiology and 1. Luhhixdv at tli^

Asiatuj Potroknrai Compa,ny, Imf. (bo tota.I mnnlxr »

extramural rosoandi workm's rognhuiy («np!oy(Kl h

scarcely over oxcoodod 1 weniy . I n all <mos, monxw',
those collaborators hav(^ (.ackkxiBolf-(ion(»aiuo<lKec(.g

of tho work. On<^ rosult ih that only a few jioopli^

Groat Brham an^ liwniliar with all aspecds of roc^

work, wliilo olJu'rs aro awaro only o/‘ wfiocifkt appla
tioiiH u])on whiidp for one roasou or anotlaa*, they luv *:

boon onlightoiuHl. Ju this tboro Hixans a, du.ngor (b.
*

both tho OHHontial virtuoH and tho inh<n‘oiiit (kdiidtxK

of rockot moliors may bo impm’focCy diftcorned by d \

H<*.ioiitili<! and laigineoring coinmunif<y a^H a whole, miii I

Bntisli rockot t<Hdmi((U(' may never ro<'ei\e dif‘|

impotim whicli diadves from infornuHl, widosjireack

dimuiHHioii and thought.
'

Technical Progress

Jt Ih hnpoHsiblo to overlook tho importance oft
Gonnan V.2 as a landmark in rockol- dovolojauei
8o late as 1944 there was a very sfirong body i

technical opinion in ibilahi, and in tlio UniUxl F>(at<

convinced that roekots with rangoH of tlio order
100-200 tniloB woro imiiraoticablo. It was adini(/te

that thoso ranges might bo attained by tho employ
mont ofmulti-stago rockots ; but the added coniploxh
introduced by tho staging was hold to produdo tl

omj)lo;paont of such rodcoi.H as practical weapon.
Tho missile whi<5h landed in Bwoden on Juno 13, 194
provided tho first irroful-able ovidonco that lon£

range roikots oxistod, and V,2 rockot (iompomvib
rocovorod from Gorman trials near Ifiizna in Poland
a few months after this date (and very sliortlj

afterwards in Groat Britain 1) iurnmhod detail

establishing tho singlo-Btago nature of tho rocket

Following, as it did, immediately after an unsatisfyinf
period of somowliat hazardous conjocturo, tho rapidi

accumulated mass of technical doi.ail conc^oming a re

long-range rockot sorvod t.o fix and ciystalik

technical thought. Wlioro previously every argum
had ‘been diffuse and unconvincing, duo to lack
©xporimental support, it now became piossiblo

catalogue tho essential prae/tical roquiroments in loi

rang© rockets and define proHont and future p<
ities with some conviotiom Most imporf'.anf} ^

there was tangible evidonco, for all to soo, of pi
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JroHcly and indicative of the potentialities
latent in ro(*,kot teehnique.

But this phase introdncod a danger, aggravated by
•ostrictod knovvdodgo, that the virtues and poten-
lahtios of more conventional rocket weapons might
ho foi’gotton ; and thoro is still real need for the
oxoreiso of an informed analytical approach in
assessing the weight and disposition of technical
brfort to bo directed into the various channels of
rocket research and development.

In spite of its groat complexity in detail, even the
V.2 IS siinxdo enough in conception, and it would be
a tonabio conclusion, after consideration of present-
uay ro(*kot tochniquo, that no revolutionary or
hlndaniontial discoveries have been made during the
last ton years. It can he argued that the rocket,
oxtornally a sim])le example of the prmciplo of
conservation of linear momentum, and internally an
ombodnnont ofthe principle of conservation of energy,
offers comparatively little scope for fundamental
discovery. Support is claimed for this argument m
the fact that advances during recent years have been
made rather in the better understanding of fonctional
iotails and the application of inijiroved materials m
hiore effectivo compromise, than in rocket funda-
mentals.
Two different views are expressed, arising out of

^loso considerations : one, that the time has come to
!aeo the development of rockets m the hands of
igineors, the function of scientific research being to
.rmsh, on demand, data ancillary to design ; the
thor, that for several years the development of
Iiprovod rockoiiS must await the fruit of scientific

esearch programmes designed to replenish the
: >rkod"Out store of basics knowledge upon which tho

^

'nginoors must draw. Tlio weakness of those views
lu^H in tho tacit a(‘eoptanco, in both, that scientific

rosearoll and enginooring design applied t.o rockets
musti bo treated as separate arts. To a greater extent,

possibly, than any other dovolopmont at tho present
time, rocJmts depend on tho concerted efforts of men
^ Boionco, designers and production engineers. Their
;)sost possible integration, much more than a clear

fforontiation between tho responsibilities of the
^arious professional groups, should be the starting

ssumption.
This is tho lesson to be learned from our own

xperience smee 1939 when projectile development
bas constituted a self-contained establishment ; from
tie German system, omploymg self-contained teams
A industry ; and from the Americans, who have
illowod suit and announced their rejection of the

,

yoposal to separate propellant research from com-
plete motor dovolopmont. Indeed, tho American

> Service staffs have, in several instances, placed
.yequiremonts as a whole with firms and academic
mstitutions. Examples are Johns Hopkins XJniver-

Mty ; California Institute of Technology ; Sperry
’gyroscope Co* ; General Electric Co. ; Aerojet

,
Corporation.

Rocket Characteristics

’ Cfeneral considerations. The outstanding common
^aracteristic of rocket motors*, whether for projec-

ts or power units, is the development of thrust for

omited, time with minimum mechanical complexity

d weight. According to the thrust required and its

iryPOse, and tho period ofits application, the emphasis
'

's between constructional simplicity and minimum

, 'AOkot motor* is the name adopted to denote the rocket-thrust
• <dy without warhead or luggage.

weight, qualified by reliability and suitability for

production and service. The broad coiivsiderations,

therefore, which eventually govern tho choice of a
rocket motor system are as follows : (i) thrust

;

(ii) duration
;

(in) weight
;

(iv) shape ; (v) com-
plexity

; (vi) reliability ; (vii) suitability for produc-
tion.

In rocket projectiles, but not m thrust units,

ballistic accuracy is often an overriding consideration.

Rochet velocity. In a non-resisting medium, and
disregarding for the moment the gravity component,
the velocity attained by a rocket at the end of
burning is governed by (a) the proportionate weight
of propellant m tho rocket, and (6) the efflux velocity
of tho propellant gases. The relationship can be
written •

F 4- w / W\
Vr^V.loge = F,l0g, (l + ->

where the suffixes r and g denote ‘rocket’ and ‘gas’

vBlocities respectively, and W and w are the propellant
weight and empty weight respectively of the rocket.

It IS often convenient to have an approximate ready
reckoner for rocket velocities, and by taking the first

two terms of the expansion for log (1 -|- a?) and taking
6,000 ft. per sec. as a good working value of Vg we get :

Vr = 6,000
IT

w -f TF/2

as an approximate but useful formula for all-burnt
velocity m rockets where the time of burnmg is not
too long.

Performance index. Reference is frequently made
to ‘perloimance index’ in rocket motors. It is the
same thing as ‘specific thrust’—pounds thrust per
potmd of propellant burned per second—and is

directly related to efflux velocity by the momentum
equation, so that

Performance index (1) =
9

Proportionate weight of propellant. It lias also
become customary in many quarters to use the ratio
of propellant weight to total weight of a rocket as a
criterion, and the ratio is generally written as a.

that is, a
W

Using these terms, the ‘all-burnt’ velocity of a
rocket in vacuo becomes

r,-2siog,

and the vacuum range at 46° becomes

l>-(rA)]’ 1\

Eig. 1 shows how maximum range varies with I and
a, and it is useful in showing the relative effectiveness
of improvement in I and a in arriving at increased
range for rockets with comparable ballistic coefficient.
One of the most important characteristics of the

(;ierman V.2 rocket was the high value of oc achiovod.
For an all-up weight of 12i tons, the rocket carried
some eight tons of propellant, representmg an overall
value of a of 0-64, which is si^ificantly higher than
had been believed practicable in preliminary calcula-
tions made in Britain. By this means the Germans
were able to content themselves with a reasonably low
performance index, thereby reducing the problem of
sustaining the combustion chamber against excessive
heat and pressure.
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Internal Ballistics

Broadly speaking, the difficulties of achieving high

performance m rocket motors are the same for

projectiles as for thrust units ;
the aim is always to

reduce to a mmimum the weight of metal components
comprising fuel containers, nozzle, combustion
chamber and ancillary gear, and to secure at the

same time the maximum gas velocity. In projectiles,

accuracy of flight imposes special difficulties. Unfor-

tunately, high efflux velocity of propellant gases is

almost synonymous with high combustion tempera-

ture and pressure, both of which tend to require

heavy metal components ; and in all cases, therefore,

it is necessary to seek a compromise which must
imtisfy the broad practical considerations listed above.

Under ideal conditions where heat and friction

losses are neglected, gases are assumed perfect, and
all expansion is adiabatic, the equation for the jet

velocity can be derived by integrating the following

equation from the pressure and temperature in the

combustion chamber to the pressure at the nozzle exit

:

, VdV-vdp= -y-,

where v is volume, p is pressure, V is gas velocity,

and g is acceleration due to gravity.

The result can be expressed in the form

Efflux velocity, == >\/2gETc

or, performance index,

[>-

where the suffixes e and c refer to exit and chamber
conditions respectively, M is the molecular weight of
the gases, E is the gas constant and y is the ratio of
speoiflo heats.

This relation shows that the performance index
increases with the expansion ratio PcIPe ; that is, with
an increasing chamber pressure and decreasing exit

pressure ; and also with increasing combustion
temperature and decreasing molecular weight. How-
ever, Fig. 2 shows that increasmg chamber pressure
produces only a diminishing return in performance
index, and in practice it is seldom profitable, on
performance grounds, to employ pressures much
above 600 lb, per sq, in. Higher pressures are some-

U R E

times used to jUHX'uro fastc^r or more stable burning

of propellants.

For the usual rocket jno tor combustion chamber
and nozzle design, and the usual fuel systems, the

term involving the expansion ratio and the ratio of

the specific heats can be taken as roughly constant ai.

about 0*6. The influential factor, thoroforo, in

determining the performance index is TcjM, and it is

noteworthy that the maximum value of I does not
necessarily occur at the maximum value of Tc- With
systems employed at the present time the molecular
weight of the exhausi; gases for most fuels is between
20 and 26, except in systems containing largo quan-
tities of hydrogen of which part remains unburnt in

the jet gases. On the face of it, there is scope for

improvement in I by reductionm M, but this improve-
ment is not realizable unless means can be found lor

increasing the hydrogen content in practical rocket

motor fuels.

It is of great practical interest to observe the varia-

tionsm Tcandin Tc/Mas the proportion ofcombustible
to oxidant is varied in a rocket motor system. If Tc
is i>lotted against the percentage of combustible, it

rises steadily to a maximum at the stoichiometric

mixture and then falls again quite steeply (Fig. 3).

On the other hand,M will usually be falling steadily

over the whole range and c-onsequontly the ciu*ve for

TcjM will have the form indicated in Fig. 4. It is

immediately evident that if it is necessary to reduce

the combustion temperature (c. 3,600® C. for a
stoichiometric ethyl alcohol/oxygon mixture) to

safeguard the combustion chamber, porfonnanco will

bo im})airod much less by dilution on the fuel-rich side

than on the oxygen-rich side of the stoichiometric

mixture.

Some Constructional Problems

Solid-fud motors. Turning now to the lactoi‘s

governing the ratio of propellant weight to total rocki^t^

weight, it is apimront Irom Fig. 1 that, theoretically

at any rale and actually in practic.o also, there is much
to bo gained in ballistic porformanco if the ])ropollaut

weight/total weight ratio, oc, can bo significantly

increased. The problems liero arc mainly those

of materials and design. Up to the present time,

all solid fuel rocket weapons which have seen Service

use have employed steel as the main mat’onal

Sbenying how perfortiiauce
index is infliiericed hy vat-

iations mdiamber pressure 4^

ztssnnaing efflux gases expanded
tjQ a.t:mo3pferle pressure.

10 20 30 4.0 50

(ic.cdiAtnber pressure ma'briosplteres)
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of construction. The virtues of light alloys and
plastics have long been recognized, and sporadic
attempts have been made to utilize them ; but the
exigencies of the War prevented until recently any
determmed attack on the special problems associated
with the use of these materials m rocket motors.
The adoption of multi-stage rocket designs is another
approach to the problem, and it is obviously possible
to combine both teclmiques. But there are many
incidental difficulties, particularly those arismg from
the broad practical considerations listed earlier.

When development of cordite rockets started m
Great Britam, it was anticipated that the thm-walled
steel tube contammg the propellant would not survive
the burning period of 1^2 sec. if cordite gases (at

some 2,500° C.) were allowed m contact with the
bare tube. The charge design adopted, therefore,
was one in which burning took place only on the
inner surface, which was star-shaped so that as
burnmg progressed and the star section deteriorated
into a circle an approximately constant burning
surface was retained. The outer surface of the charge
was protected by a thui layer of plastic material
intended to prevent any burnmg on the outer surface.

In this way the propellant itself was used as thermal
insulation, protecting the thin steel tube. Unfor-
tunately, the plastic material developed for the
purpose proved unsuitable in certain respects and the
design was abandoned. It was replaced by a simple
tubular charge design in which no attempt was made
to restrict the burnmg surface ; constancy bemg
secured by the fact that the outer surface decreased
as the mner surface increased. Surprisingly, as it

seemed at the time, the steel survived the burnmg
period. Heating was minimized just sirfficiently for

practical purposes by reducing the outer diameter of
the charge somewhat, and providing a thm layer of
refractory material on the mner surface of the tube,
or by using a thicker steel tube. Although the
ultimate temperature attained by the steel was often
as high as 700° C., at which temperature the tensile

strength was too low to withstand the burning pres-

sure, the tubes survived because heat conduction
through the walls was slower than the rate of heat
input. Thus, at the mstant when burning ceased and
the internal pressure disappeared, a relatively cool

and therefore strong outer skin of steel stiU existed.

Only several seconds later was the mean temperature
attamed throughout.

Wliile this arrangement served a good purpose
during the War m avoiding the development of
technique for controllmg surface-burning of the
cordite, it could not be employed in rockets with
light-alloy tubes where the strength has practically

disappeared at 400° C. One of the present problems,
therefore, m the reduction of empty weight, is to
perfect means for burning the propellant on its inner
surface only. The problem may be tackled in two
ways : by the application of suitable non-combustible

material on the outside of solid or tubular charges

;

or by pressmg or casting the propellant into the tube

so that it adheres sufficiently to prevent burning on

the mterface. For the latter system cordite is

unsuitable, and mouldabie, putty-like or thermo-

plastic propellants are envisaged.

Boeket motors will undoubtedly the

fairly near future in which light-alloy tubes and

coated or plastic charges are employed. It is a

reasonable assumption that solid-fuel rockets utilizmg

this technique will attain a charge/weight ratio (for

the motor, exclusive of payload) of 0*6 or even higher,

compared with 0*4 as the best figure attamed with

existmg designs. This represents a velocity increase

ofmore than 50 per cent for a rocket with 25 per cent

pay-load, and an mcrease m maximum range of more
than 100 per cent.

It may be appropriate here to insert an example of

the advantage obtamable by usmg multi-stage rockets.

The object is to reduce the wastage of propellant

energy absorbed m accelerating the dead weight of

fuel containers, which perform no useful function at

the target end.
Ideally, the emptied portions of fuel containers

would be discarded as fast as the fuel was consumed,
but this is obviously not practicable. Instead of this,

discrete units are discarded immediately they have
completed their function. In practice, owing to the

reduction m benefit for each additional stage and the

increasmg structural complication, the number of
stages which can be employed is small.

A smgle-stage rocket of 100 lb. all-up weight, with
a pay-load of 25 lb. and a motor containing 40 per cent

by weight of propellant, would achieve an ‘all-burnt’

velocity of about 2, 100 ft
.
per sec . For the same all-up

weight and pay-load, a rocket comprising a first

-

stage motor of 50 lb. and a second-stage motor of
25 lb. would achieve an ‘all-burnt’ velocity of 2,650 ft.

per second. The first motor, discarded on completion
of burning, would produce a velocity of 1,300-1,350 ft.

per sec. ; the secondmotor would mcrease the velocity

by the same amount.
Liquid-fuel motors, A method of improving the

ratio of propellant weight to total weight which is

particularly applicable to liquid-fuel rockets is to
extend the time of burnmg. The main items of
weight in the rocket motor are the combustion
chamber and nozzle, the fuel expulsion gear, the fuel

tanks and structure supporting them, and the fuel

itself. If the time of bummg is mereased while the
thrust remains constant, the fuel must bo increased
accordingly and the tanks and supporting structure
with it, but the other mam items of weight will

remam sensibly constant. It is clear, therefore, that
by this means the ratio of propellant weight to total
weight (a) will steadily increase, although at a
declming rate as the period of burnmg is extended.

There is, however, a limit to the time of burning in
projectiles above which overall performance declines.
This will be clear on general grounds from considera-
tion of a rocket in which the weight of fuel is increased
to the point where the projectile weight is greater
than the thrust. Assummg vertical launch, m such a
case, burnmg would proceed uselessly until sufficient
fuel had been consumed to reduce the weight to a
figure lower than the thrust. The useful limit for
projectiles is actually reached at a point much lower
than this, and it is unlikely to be profitable to mcrease
the rocket weight much beyond half the thrust.
With the relatively short times ofbummg commonly

employed in rocket motors used for projectiles, the
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survival of metal components is attributable largely

to tlieir heat capacity. By the use of massive nozzles

it IS possible to extend the period before failure, and

for small thrusts of the order of 50-100 lb. this is

generally satisfactory. But as the size of nozzle

mcreases the practicable burning period diminis les,

and for larger venturis hquid-coolmg of the walls

becomes imperative if a high performance index is

desired. It is not practicable as yet to use liquid

oxygen as coolant, and there are obvious risks with

self-contained propellants of the ‘MyroP type where

combustible and oxidant are already in close mo ^
cular association, but ethyl alcohol, nitric acid and

hydrogen peroxide have been used successfully. In

all cases where liquid cooling is employed, venturi

construction is necessarily more complicated.

Accu racy

It is generally accepted that uncontrolled rockets

are relatively maccurate as weapons. Up to the

present tune this is, mdeed, generally true ; but it is

wrong to conclude that rockets are necessarily and

inherently grossly inaccurate weapons.
^

The position

is that the factors governmg the ballistic accuracy of

rockets are by no means fully understood.^ None the

less, where accuracy is of such outstanding import>ance

that other conflicting requirements, mamly relating

to performance, can be sacrificed, a good standard of

accuracy can already be attamed. It is quite reason-

able to assume that this standard will gradually be

extended to unguided rockets of high performance.

At the present time an angular dispersion of less

than 0*4® (linear mean deviation) for a rocket of high

peidormanoe, fired from a stationary projector of

convenient length, would be coinmeiidablo. For

rockets launched from aircraft the intrinsic rocket

dispersion is at present about half this figure, but in

this case the situation is complicated by difiiculties of

sighting associated with curvature of the rocket

trajectory, and by sensitiveness to flight direction

relative to the aircraft.

Bockets designed for special purposes have attained

dispersion figures of less than 0*1® mean deviation,

and while this is still about five times greater than

the corresponding figure for line (as distinct from
range) dispersion with guns, it could reasonably be

taken as the criterion ofaccuracy for high-performance

rockets of the future. However, this very substantial

improvement will not easily be obtained with rockets

of the highest capabilities, the essential lightness of

construction of which is prejudicial to rigidity.

As a point of general interest, tables are included

to indicate 50 per cent zones for hypothetical rockets

with the improved accuracy assumed above.

Table 1

Total Maximum Linear 50 per cent zones at
weight Pav-load range maximum range
(lb.) (lb.) (yd )

1

Line (yd ) Eange (yd.)

60 30 17,000 80 170
160 75 24,000 120 240
300 100 40,000 190 380

Table 2

Total Pay-load Maximum Diameter of 50 per cent
w^eight (lb) velocity circle at 500 yd
(lb.) (ft /aec

)

(ft.)

45 20 2,600
'

8
SO 40 2,600 8

One of tlio most important objoofcivos of {utnro

development will bo the improvomont of rookot

accuracy, and it is clear that this would bo holjiod

considerably by a theory capablo of accounting

quantitatively for tho oxistnig dispersion. Jtarly

theories assume that dispersion oi linned roclmts can

Ido attributed to three causes :

() Malalignment of tlio venturi on tho mass contro

ol the rocket. The malaligmnoni produces an

upsetting couple about the mass contro and causes,

the rocket to deviate irom its theoretical trajectory.

() Malalignment of tho fins.

(c) Un]3redictablo moioorological conditions, such

as wind gusts.
, , i x-

Lack of rigidity in tlie XE’ojoetor and loss of pro-

pellant during burning are other contributory causes,

but they are usually treated separately. For experi-

mental purposes, complete rigidity of ilio jirojoctor

can easily bo ensured and the loss in range aitributablo

to loss of propellant can bo estimated from tlio

reduction in velocity at tho end of burning.

Of the throe causes listed above, tho first is pre-

dominant and tho one around which most iniiorost

centres. The simple approach is tho assumption that

tho axis of tho resultant thrust on the roejeet coincides

with the geometrical axis of tho emergent cone of iho

venturi. The malaligmnent can bo moasurod for

rounds before they arc fired, and from those data tho

dispersion expected from this cause can bo calculated.

Trials have shown, however, that there is no (dear-cut

correlation, either m inagmliude or in direction,

between tho deviations observed m firings and those

estimated on the basis of this assumptHDii.

It is an obvious criticism of iho sinqilo assumption

made above that tho malalignment measured on an

unfirod round may net bo sigiuficumt bocaiiso tho lino

of tho jot may not comcido wiih tho axis of tlio

omorgont cono ; and tho hot propel lant» gases and

sudden onsoi/ of pressure may shift or disl.ort tho

venturi or alter iiho curvature of tho rocket tulio.

Moroovor, tho hoad of tho rocket is efton ati-achod io

tho motor tube in such a way tliat it might bo

temporarily displaced by pressure in tho tube.

The oxporimontal tochniquo noodod to ohicidato tho

actual mechanism and intrinsic significance of those

various occurrences is quite difficult and progress is

being made rather slowly. The result is that it is not

yet known precisely at what points oxtremo accuracy

of manufacture and the greatest possible rigidity and

freedom from distortion should be insisted upon, nor

where manufacturing relaxations can bo pormittod

with impunity.
It might be hoped that the difficulties encountered

with finned rockets could foe evaded by tho adoption

of gyroscopic stabilization. It would bo oxpociiod

that errors contributory to dispersion wonltl f )0

smoothed out by rotation about tho rockol axis. To
some extent this is certainly true, and rotaiiod rockoi'S

have provided some good dispersion figuros, but the

disconcerting feature is that the disparity between

calculated and actual dispersions for rotated rockets

IS of the same order as for fin-stabihzed rockets. It is

from the elucidation of this ‘unknown factor’ in

rocket dispersion that major progress m accuracy

may be derived.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it may be observed that after

sporadic development through several coixturios and
quite intensive development during the last ton years,

rockets have reached a stage where they can bo
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consiciorod a reliable mochanism. As heat engines
they arc necessarily niefficiont, and there is little

pros])ocL olmimatiiig coinpletely the supply and
stoni.ge considerations peculiar to rocket propellants.
None the less, rocket motors perform certain func-
tions more efficiently and economically than any
other power miit. Wlierever power is required for
relaidvely short periods, for the mmimum of trans-
ported weight, rocket motors will compete ; and in

the absence of air the technique of rocket combustion
may offer the only feasible system of propulsion.
Used as projectiles, the peculiar advantages of
absonce of recoil and comparatively low set-back
inherent in rockets have already given rise to remark-
able weapon applications. Of these, on the British
side, probably the most outstandmg were the aircraft

rocket enabling a smgle-seat fighter to deliver a salvo
equal in hitting power to the broadside from a small
cruiser ; the ‘rocket ships’, each capable of chsgorgmg
highly lethal ammunition on the chosen target area
at the rate of half a ton a second, for nearly a mmute ;

and the ‘land mattress’ (so called because it was a
‘softening’ weapon), in which a battery of 12-30
barrel mountings concentrated, under one command,
medium artillery fire power comparable with the
nomial complement of a whole Army Group.

This article has been written by Dr, W. H. ‘Wheeler,

a member of the staff of the Ministry of Supply
associated with the British development work
described. Thanks are due to the Director General of
Scientific Besearch (Defence) for arranging for the
preparation of the article and for penxiission to

publish the information.

TROPIC-PROOFING OF OPTICAL
INSTRUMENTS BY A FUNGICIDE
By Prof. J. S TURNER^ Associate Prof. E. L

McLennan, dr. j. s. Rogers and
E. MATTHAEI

University of Melbourne

I
T is remarkable that the problem of the deteriora-
tion of optical mstruments by fungihas remained so

long without thorough investigation. Until 1939 very
few people seem to have realized that fungi can grow
actively on or over the internal optics of bmoeffiars,
cameras, etc., exposed to warm and humid conditions.
The trouble became acute, however, in Australia
.when military units went into action in New Gumea.

Not only were the facilities for storage of instru-
ments extremely primitive in the early stages of
this campaign^, but, as has since been shown, parts
of New Guinea are climatically the worst possible
places for fungal troubles. In a short time, the
fungal infection of instruments designed for temperate
regions became a major problem. Optical instrument
workshops, adequately equipped and staffed for
normal repair work, found themselves entirely unable
to cope with the flood of fungus-infected mstruments
which descended upon them. Many types of instru-
ments lasted only for four to eight weeks before
mfection ; and, very often, new instruments awaiting
issue in depots were found to be deteriorating rapidly
on the shelves because of fungal attack. In fact,
instruments in store were affected more than those

i'TG. 1 Pemcillium BP()^^,ULA'X’1^0 C’OLOM on lilNOUULAE
HUSM FEOM New Guinea a 50

in use, and the trouble was greatest where they were
housed in leather cases and stored m wooden boxes.

Accordmgly, in 1943, the Australian Scientific

Instrument and Optical Panel (an advisory panel

to the Ordnance Production Directorate of the

Mmistry of Munitions, Australia) set up a special

subcommittee, which earned out research on this

problem and which has issued interim reports from
October 29, 1943, up to the present time^. Consider-

able research was carried out during the same period

in both the United States® and Great Bntam^. In
this report w© shall summarize the results of the

Australian work, which led to a reasonably effective

method of tropic-proofing optical instruments.

The fungi which grow m optical instnimonts
belong to the groups Phycomycetes, Ascomycetes and
Fungi Imperfecti. The following species wore fre-

quently isolated from instruments which had been
in New Guinea : FenicilUum spinulosum^ Tliom.,

P. commune, Thom., P. citrinum, Thom., Aspergillus

niger. Van Tiegh., Triehoderma viride. Pars. ex-Fr.,

Mucor racemosus, Fres., and M, ramannianus, A.
Moeller. So far, Monilia crassa has not been isolated

from Australian mstruments, although Dr. W. G.
Hutchinson®, of the United States, found this to be
a common species in the Panama zone, and it has
also been recorded as frequent in West Africa by
Major I. G. Campbell®.
The fungal spores germinate on the moist surface

of the glass lenses or prisms or, more frequently, on
particles of dust, luting wax, cork and other organic

debris. The mycelium spreads thence over the whole
surface of the clean optical glass (Fig. 1). The moulds
are particularly troublesome when they grow on
graticules, but they are also capable of obscuring
lenses and prisms. The fine hyphal threads in contact
with the glass surfaces are often surrounded by
mmute condensed water droplets (Fig. 2) or by
droplets of alkali-soluble substances liberated from
the glass itself. If the mycelium remams for many
months in contact with the glass, it is capable of
etching a pattern into it. More commonly, when
removed, the mycelium leaves only a slight stain

(Fig. 3) resembling an oil film which can be removed
by cerium oxide polishing.

The committee concentrated at first on methods for

tropic-proofing the many thousands of impressed
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Fig 2 SintFACE VIEW OF LENS FROM RANGE-MNDEH IN ('KNTRE
IS A P ARTICLE 01? ORGANIC DEBRIS PROM WHICH THE M\0ELIHM OF
Pemcdlmm HAS radiated The halo op liquid droplets
WHICH SURROUND EACH HYPHA IS CLEARLY VISIBLE a 50

civilian binoculars whicli were to be issued to the
Australian Services. It was early decided that it

would be futile to attempt to desiccate these instru-

ments or to ensure that they were optically clean

and sterile when dispatched. A search was made,
therefore, for a suitable volatile fungicide which
could be placed in the instrument during its first

reservicing and fitting with graticules. The require-

ments of the fungicide were : (a) toxicity to all

possible contaminants, (h) action at a distance (that

is, volatility) for the substance could not be placed
directly on the optics, (c) stability in moist air and to
a temperature of at least 00° C., (d) porsistonco of
action over some months or, preferably, years, (e)

lack of power to corrode metals, especially brass,
steel, and alummium alloys, (/) non-toxicit.y to
man, (g) mite repellent (because mites have been
shown to enter optical mstruments carrying fungal
spores with them), {h) availability in war-tmie.
As might be expected, very few of the known

fungicides passed even the first of these tests. The
initial laboratory experiment was designed to select
a fungicide with the properties noted in (a) and (b)

above. For this purpose the substance under test
was incorporated m lutmg wax and a drop of this
was melted on to a microscope slide. This was then
inverted and a hanging-drop culture of mixed spores
from optical instruments was set up around the
wax.
The followmg known fungicides were shown to be

mefiective under these conditions for some or all
of the moulds concerned : ‘Ceresan’, ‘Agrosan’,
‘Shirlan*, 8-hydroxy-qumoline, penta-brom-phenol,
tetramethyl thiuram disulphide, tri-brom-phenol,
azo-chloranide, clove oil, copper naphthenate, phenyl
mercuric acetate, tri-oxy-methylene, methyl alcohol
and thymol. Many other fungicides were not tested
here, following adverse reports on their properties
from other workers, for example, naphthalene,
paraformaldehyde. Thymol was the most promising,
but further experiments with it were discontinued
when it was found that an organic mercurial com-
pletely suppressed the germination of all the species
with which we were concerned. This substance was
sodium ethylmercurithiosalicylate, referred to here
as ‘M.T.S.k It had been produced in Australia on a

large laboratoiy scale by Prof. V. M. Trikojus and
his associates of the Univorsiiaes of Sydney and later

of Melbourne. It/ was in use by tlio Australian Army
Medical Corps for the preservation of blood. Prof.

Trikojus suggested its trial for tropic proofing, and
veiy extensive tests have shown it to bo the best

fungicide so far investigated by us for this particular

purpose.
At first, the M.T.S. was incorporated only into

luting waxes, but later it was mixed with a black
lacquer, which was used to cover the mtorior metal
surfaces of optical instruments. It was mixed with
this paint to give a concentration of 0*2 per cent

in the liquid and it was also incorporated m the
microcrystalline wax which we used for lutmg
purposes. Our experiments show that the diy M.T.S.

,

pure, or in paint, is scarcely volatile at all, bufc in

the presence of water vapour it is decomposed,
probably by hydrolysis, to give a very active fungicidal

and fungistatic vapour.
Following hanging-drop tests, binoculars and

range-finders wore pamted internally with the
poisoned lacquer and mixed fungal spores wore
dusted on thin agar films with which i-ho optics had
been coated. The instruments were thon assembled
in the normal way and placed m a tropic-proofing

test cabinet under conditions of high humidities and
temperatures. Some of the instruments wore also

wrapped in damp calico which had boon sprinkled
with spores, and living mitos wore introduced into

the cabinets. Under these conditions, no fungal
growth occuiTod inside the treated instruments, ])ut

there was abundant growth m tho control instrumonts
which had not boon poisoned. In later exporimcuits,

cylindrical tins of 300 em.*^ capacity wore pain tin!

internally with black lacquer, seme of which had
boon poisoned with M.T.S. or with its butyl or
methyl esters, m cone.ontrations of 0*2 ])ch* ciuit*

Tho space inside was saturated with waUa* vapour,
and each tin contained, for tho actual tost/, a rnH*ro-

scopo slide covered with a film of nutrient agar Uriid

dusted with fungal sjmros. In no instancies have
spores germinated in tins containing tho M.T.S.*
poisoned paint, although some of those toBi<s wch’o

carried out six months after the paint had boon
applied to tins open to the aiTuosphore through

Fig. 3 LBNB prom TELEKOOHR. ALL FUNGUH HAH BEEN REMOVED
BY OPTICAL CLEANING, BUT THE ‘OIL HTAIN’ LS HTU*L VISIBLE UNDER

SUITABLE ILLUMINATION BO
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nimut© holes. The vapour arising from the M.T.S.
paint has boon shown to kill the spores as well as to

mhibit their growth. Further experiments, earned
out ])y an officer of the Victorian Department of
Agriculture, have shown that the vapour arising from
the hydrolysis of M T.S. is lethal to mites, but it

does not act as a mite repellent. This corresponds
with our own experience ; and we have found that,

while mites entering M.T.S. -treated instruments are

killed, their bodies do not then act as centres for the
growth of fungi.

In the experiments with closed tins referred to

above, some germination of spores did take place

when the paint contamed either the butyl or the
methyl ester of M.T.S., but only when the tms had
previously been stored for six months. The methyl
ester was the less promising, but Dr. Hutchinson, of

the United States, has informed us that the butyl
ester which we supplied to hun was rather more
effective than M.T.S. itself in his Panama Zone
experiments. This ester has the advantage of being
soluble in lipoid solvents, and further trial may
prove it to be a fungicide of better value than the

sodium salt (M.T.S.) itself.

Once the value of M.T.S. as a fungicide was
established, it became necessary to test its corrosive

power. The first results were most discouraging, as

it was found that aqueous solutions of M.T S., both
in the acid form and as the sodium, copper and
zme salts, brought about rapid accelerated corrosion

of alummium and some slight corrosion of brass.

The corrosion was of a type which suggested that

free mercury ions were released in solution and
catalysed the reaction. However, it has since been
found that when mcorporated in a suitable lacquer,

the M.T.S. causes no corrosion at all of the metal
under the lacquer or of unpainted damp metal
surfaces near by, even when the test piece is enclosed

in a small volume of warm, damp air. On the con-

trary, the layer of lacquer protects the metal surfaces

against the action of water vapour, which is known
to cause extensive corrosion in optical instruments

exposed to tropical conditions. So far as experiments

have gone, there is no evidence that M.T.S. attacks

lens cements (balsam or n-butyl methacrylate), nor
does it cause the filming of optics.

This lack of corrosion by M.T.S. in paint may
have been due in part to the special properties of the

pamt we employed. We have recommended the us©

of a nitro-cellulose lacquer which dries quickly to a
reasonably matt surface. It is manufactured by
B.A.L.M. under the name of ‘Duco Enamel Lacquer’.

Kecent reports from England mdicate that other

lacquers are not necessarily suitable. We have also

found it not advisable, from the point of view of

corrosion, to incorporate the MT.S. into the zinc

oxide-retinax grease used as a lubricant for eyepiece

threads. It should bo noted here that the M.T.S.

makes up 0*2 per cent of the liquid lacquer ; when
this dries out, the mercurial poison is dispersed in the

film at a concentration approachmg 0*8 per cent.

Our corrosion tests are supplemented by observa-

tions on binoculars which have been tropic-proofed

with M.T.S. and exposed for long periods as follows :

(1) some instruments were kept for three months in

the laboratory in Melbourne
; (2) others were

exposed for two months in a test chamber to 100

per cent relative humidity and 30° C. ; (3) about

thirty instruments were exposed to tropical con-

ditions in Hew Guinea for two and a half months
and then returned to Melbourne for examination.

Corrosion in all these instruments was limited to
that taking jDlace on exposed aluminium alloy surfaces
and its extent was that which would bo expected,
from control experiments, to occur whether M.T.S.
was present or not. Experiments at the Munitions
Supply Laboratories, Maribyrnong, have also shown
that black lacquer contaming 0 2 per cent M.T.S.
does not cause 'season cracking’ of brass. Finally,
although many thousands of optical instrmnents
have now been tropic-proofed in the way recom-
mended, there has been no report from the Services
of corrosion in these instruments.
These tests and observations have convinced us

that there is very little danger of corrosion by M T.S.
m pamt. They have, at the same time, led us to
recommend that all internal metallic surfaces of
optical instruments for tropic use should be painted
or anodized so as to render corrosion by water vapour
negligible.

Since 1943, numerous field experiments m Hew
Gumea have confirmed the value of M.T.S. as a
fungicide m optical munitions. A short test m 1944
with thirty-four binoculars in stores at Milne Bay,
Lae and Port Moresby was inconclusive m that
many of the control instruments did not become
infected. However, at Lae, four binoculars contaming
M.T.S. remained free from mfection on all optics,
while two untreated instruments were all infected
on various optical surfaces

Later, twenty binoculars and six range-finders were
exposed in Kunai grass near the jungle for six months
and then returned to Melbourne for examination.
One side of each of the bmoculars was tropic-treated,
while the other side acted as control. Tliree range-
finders were treated and three acted as control.
After six months, there was no infection in any of the
treated sides of the bmoculars, except for one slight
trace of non-spormg fimgus on one prism. Practically
all the imtroated sides were infected, some badly.
All three tieated range-finders were free of fungus,
while all the untreated instruments were badly
infected. This is a strikmg proof of the efficacy of
M.T.S., as the range-finders are badly sealed instru-
ments and yet even in these the fungicide retained its

activity.

A long-term experiment has just been started m
Hew Britain. On© hundred instruments (binoculars)
have been assembled with exactly the same luting,
lacquer and eyepiece grease ; but on one side of
each mstrument the lacquer and luting contain
M.T S., while the other side is free of this substance.
Twenty-five pairs are to be returned to Melbourne
at six-month intervals for examination. The efficacy
of the fungicide will thus be tested over a period of
two years.

Three pairs of bmoculars treated with M.T.S. in
Melbourne have been exposed to tropical conditions
in the Panama zone. They are still under test, but
they have so far remained free of fungus for a period
of five months.

Perhaps the most striking evidence in favour of
M.T.S. IS its control of fungal infection m aircraft
cameras, which are, of course, badly sealed instru-
ments.

^

At the begioiung of 1944, the secretary of
the Scientific Instrument and Optical Panel was
approached by an officer of a camera repair unit
of the U.S.A.A.F., who reported very severe damage
to aircraft cameras caused by fungi. The unit
adopted the M.T.S. treatment for all its cameras
and has reported that non© of the 360 cameras so
treated became infected during a period when
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approximately a liiiiidred lenses, including fifty from

aircraft cameras, were returned lor the remo\^al

of fungi from tlio optics One aircraft camera,

treated with. M.T.S , has remained internally free of

fungus for a period of twelve months, although, on

occasion, fungi have had to be wiped off the external

lens faces. Officers of this unit have also found that

the growth of fungus in fibre eases for canyiiig

cameras could be prevented by coating the^ cases

internally with black lacquer contauiing M.T.b.

The Australian Military Forces adopted the M.T.S.

treatment m 1944, and all types of optical instruments

manufactured or assembled in Australia, including

thousands of binoculars, have been treated m this

way. The It.A.A.F. and one section of tho XJ.S A.A.F

have also adopted the method, as has the Royal

Australian Navj’". Recent reports from Rritain

mdicate that the method is undergoing tests by tbo

R.A.F., although it is there recommended that

mtemal metal surfaces should bo anodized or covered

with a primer before the poison lacquer is applied.

In aqueous solution M.T.S. will prev^ent the growth

ofPemcilliuniBiii concentrations so low as 1 in 2 millions.

It IS used locally in 1 in 1,000 solution, as a tincture

for skin disinfection and as a nasal s])ray, and it

has also proved of value for preservmg blood serum’.

It IS regarded as most unlikely to cause any harm to

man m the concentrations recommended for tropic

proofing, as the lethal dose for man is believed to bo

about 1,000 milligrams. Its action at a distance is

best shown as follows. Black paint containmg 0*2

per cent M.T.S. is used to coat glass plates apjiroxi-

mately 4 in. square ;
the painted surface is then

apposed to a similar plate coated with thm agar

dusted richly with Pemcilltum spores. Tho two

plates are kept 2 mm. apart by spacing strips round

the edges. spores germinate (in fact they are

killed) on the agar when the two plates are incubatod

under humid conditions. If, liowevor, the paint is

applied in two narrow bands forming a cross, spores

do germinate to form a thin mycelium, but only in

the corners of the plate. The myceliiun then slowly

spreads towards the middle where the concentration

of toxic vapour is at the maximum. Under these

conditions it appears that mutual reaction between
the fungus and the vapour keeps the concentration

down and allows slowly continued growth ofmycelium.
The vapour (which presumably contains a mercury
compound) takes effect whether the paint lies above
or below the agar

;
but m some experiments it was

noticed that the inhibition of growth on plates held

vertical was exerted over a greater distance on the
lower sides of horizontal painted bands.

Incorporated mto paints, M.T.S. may prove to be a
useful fungicide apart from its application to optical

munitions. For example, Mr. P. G. Law has suggested
its use as a preventive of mould spotting in framed
prints. Preliminary tests mdicate that, if the wooden
back of a picture frame is painted with M.T.S.
lacquer on the side facing the prmt, mould growth
in humid atmospheres is prevented. Technical
officers m museums and galleries may find that
further investigation along these Imes is worth while.

The authors desire to acknowledge the valuable
assistance of the other members of the Scientific

Instrument and Optical Panel committee : Mr. P. G.
Law, Mr. J. W. &amey, of the University of Mel-
bourne ; IVIr. G. C. Wade, of the Victorian Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Our thanks are also due to
Prof. V, M. Trjkojiis, Mr. G, M. Willis of the Metal-
lurgical Department, University of Melbourne, Mr,

M. Pack of B A.L.M and so\ural oiiicors ol tho

Munitions Sujiply Laboratories, who all made con-

tributions towards tlio solution ol tho ]>robl(an, Tho
Tropical ISeiontific Section ol ilio Scieut.illc Liaison

Bureau, Melbourne, rendered assistance in thc^

carrying out of tho field test s in New Guinea.

CHEMISTRY OF SODIUM
ETHYLMERCURITHIOSALICYLATE

By Prof. V. M TRIKOJUS
University of Melbourne

S
ODIUM ethylmorcurithiosalicylate (1) is a white
crystalline solid, melting at about 230^ G. and

easily soluble m water and tho lower al(*ohols, but/

insoluble in lipoid solvents. Its ])roparatK)n was first

reported by Kharasch in 1928®, who used tho fol-

lowing reaction (cf- also Waldo®) :

SH

+ CAHgfHal

)

COOH
SHgC.Hs

+ Na(HaJ.)

COOKa
(I)

In tho maniifactnro of tho drug in Australia for

plasma preservation and tropii^-proofing, undortakon
initially liy J. E. F’alk and since, in larger quantities,
by R. 11. Hackman, othylmercuribromide was
condensed with thiosalicylic acid (J5 [»or coni excjCHs)

in aquoons-othanol with tho oc[invalent of 2*5 mol.
sodium hydroxide. About a kilogram of iliiosalicylit*

acid was used per batch. Tho crude othylmercurithio-
salicylic acid (by precipitation witJi hydro(ffilori(i

acid) was purified by reorystalhzing tho sodium
bicarbonate-Bolublo, acetic acid-procipitablo fra(5tion

from 50, 75 and finally 98 per cent othanoL The
yield was up to 80 per cent of (jolourloss crystals,
m.p. 112°. One criterion ofpurity was that tho sodium
salt should give a clear 10 per cent aqueous solution.
An unexpected impurity, isolated in small quantity, is

probably di(ethylmorcuri)thioBalicylato (II, colour-
less leaflets, m p. 157°

; Hg ; found, 65 5 per cent ;

calc. (CiiHiiOaSHga), 65*6 per cent).

SHgC,H«

COOHgO.H^

(II)

(I) 2 Molecules + 2HOH

GOONa
(IV)

SH

Methyl - (ethylmercuri) - thiosalicylato (colourless
solid, m.p. 40/41°; Hg ; found, 50-5 per cent;
calc. (CioHiaOgSHg), 50*55 per cent) and tho corros-
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ponding n -butyl derivative (pale liquid; Hg •

found, 44*9 per cent; calc. (CiaHigO^SHg),
45 7 ]jer cent) were obtained in practically

quantitative yields from ethylmercuribromide,
sodium hydroxide and the thiosalicylic esters.

Both compounds are insoluble in water but readily
soluble in lipoid solvents, an obvious advantage
when applying the materials to paints and lacquers ;

moreover, the methyl ester can be obtained m a pure
condition much more conveniently than the sodium
salt.

The action mechanism of the sodium salt as a
fungistatic and fungicidal agent is uncertain. It

has been iDroved to act at a distance, but it is improb-
able that a sodium salt of this configuration would
possess a significant vapour pressure. Kdiarasch has
pointed out that aqueous solutions of the sodium
salt tend to break down to ethylmercurihydroxide
(III) and sodimn thiosalicylate, the latter, m the
presence of oxygen, passing irreversibly to the dithio-

salicylate (IV). Thus the access of water vapour,
providing conditions for fungal growth, might also

favour a similar breakdown ofthe lacquer-mcorporated
mercurial, or even fm’ther to more volatile substances.

‘ Scientific Liaison Bureau, Australia “Eeport on the condition of
Service Material under tropical conditions in New Guinea ”

—Restricted—October 21, 1943.
^ Scientific Instrument and Optical Panel, Mimstry of Munitions,

Australia ‘'The Tropic Proofing of Optical Instruments, Part I”,
July 1944

^ 0 S.R.D Reports, U S A
,
No 1833, July 1943, No 4188, September

1944

Reports of Optical Instruments Panel of Conference on Tropic
Proofing, Controller of Chemical Research and Development,
Mimstry of Supply, Great Britain, papers issued under MG/OPT.

“Hutchinson, W. G., m 0 S.RD. Report, No. 1833, July 1943
® Campbell, Major I G , "I'ungi in Optical Instruments under Tropical

Conditions, and Possible Control”, DME War Office, Great
Britain, December 1944

Simmoiis, R T
, and Woods, E P

,
Austr J. Sn,, 8, 108 (1946).

« Kharasc'h, M S
,
U.S.P

, 1, 072, 015 (1028).

« Waldo, J Amer. Chem Soc
, 63, 993 (1931).

Comments hy Dr. J. W. J. Fay, Ministry of Supply

I AM glad to have seen these two interesting papers,

and take the opportunity of offering the following

comments on British experience.

Two factors have militated against the use in

Britam of M.T.S. on other than an experimental scale.

First, in the design of new mstruments, or the
modification of old types, the tendency has through-
out been towards the improvement of sealing and of
packaging. This, coupled with the use, if necessary,

of a desiccatmg agent, is considered the ideal at

which to aim, since the need of a fungicide is

eliminated.

Secondly, in connexion with the protection of old

mstruments, mcludmg ex-civilian surrendered types
of iinlmown history, the mcorporation of volatile

fungicides was not without its dangers. Thus, various

substances tried gave rise to such troubles as softenmg
of cements, corrosion and filming. Nevertheless, the
need for a suitable fungicide was recognized and
many were tested.

Among these, M.T.S. , of which the vapour pressure

is extremely low, was foimd to depend for its action

upon a decomposition in the presence of moisture,

givmg rise to a volatile mercury compound which is

presumably the active agent. The decomposition was
found to b© accompanied by a corrosion danger, and
in the lacquers we have used this danger has not yet
been overcome. We are, however, now awaiting

samples of Australian lacquer for test.

In general, therefore, oven in the case of old-type

instruments, our attitude has been to improve scaling

and methods of servicing, packing and storing, and
the tendency is in any case to regard the incorporation

of a desiccant as preferable to the use of fungicides.

With reference to the New Guinea experiments,

we have had the opportunity of examining a few of

the instruments tested, and our view is that while the

results afford evidence of the superiority of the now
cornplete Australian ‘tropical treated’ method over

the old one, it is not entirely clear, in the absence of

true controls, how much of the improvement is to be
ascribed to the use of M.T.S. For this reason, we
shall look forward with great interest to the results

of the long-temi New Britain exxeermients in which
rigid controls are ajiparently included.

FIBROUS PROTEINS

Both the man of science and the technologist are

greatly indebted to the Society of Dyers and
Colourists for its enterprise m organising a sym-
posium on fibrous proteins so soon afier the end of
the War. The meetmgs wore held at the University
of Leeds during May 23-25, and among tho three
hundred m attendance were visitors from Australia,

Belgium, France, Holland, Norway, Sweden and the
United States Full details of the proeoedings will

appear m a volume which is to be issued shortly by
the Society. Some thirty papers Were read and dis-

cussed • they covered subjects ranging from the
structure of protein molecules to the production of
synthetic protein fibres

,
from the thermodynamics

of water adsorption by proteins to the production of
an unshrinkable finish on wool. No distinction could
be drawn between science and tochnology, for now
methods of examining the structure of wool and silk

were shown to give results with a profound bearing
on recent hypotheses concerning the structure of
Xirotein molecules m general, and technological
advances were found to be the direct outcome of
a clearer understanding of the nature of tho
proteins.

Our present conception of the structure of protein
molecules is based to a large extent on the results of
X-ray analysis in the hands of Prof. W. T. Astbury
and his collaborators. In their view, proteins of the
keratm-myosm-epidermis-fibnnogen group are char-
acterized by long-range elasticity and the reversible
a—p intramolecular transformation. When wool
fibres are steamed for two minutes at 50 per cent
extension, they contract to a length 30 per cent less

than the original length on release in steam. Super

-

contraction of this type has been referred by Astbury
to more severe foldmg of the polypeptide chains tlian

in the case of a-keratin. Dr. K M. Kudall pointed
out at the time when this hypothesis was advanced
that folding ot this type should he revealed by a
cross-p pattern on examination hy X-ray methods.
A crosS'P pattern had been obtained by Astbury m
work on the denaturation of egg-white m boiling
water, and has since been observed m a number of
other cases.

In his paper on the structure of epidermal protein,
Budall showed that a cross-p pattern c<juld he
obtamed with strips of cow’s lip epidermis whicli
had been supercontracted in water at 100® 0.
Similar behaviour was observed with films of the
protein extracted from the epidermis with 50 per
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cent urea. The most striking of ItudalFs observations

was, however, the demonstration that the cross-(i

pattern oi supercontracted epidorinis and opKlonniii

disappeared and was replaced by a normal a-pattera

when the protein was treated with 50 per cent urea.

This at once prompted Kudall to examine the offoc't

of 50 per cent urea on steam-set (3-keratin. Cotswold

wool stretched 70 per cent and set in boiling water

for five minutes showed a complete return of the

a-photograph after forty-eight hours in saturated

urea. The return was less complete with fibres which

had been steamed for thirty minutes at 60 per cent

extension ; but Rudall was led to inquire whether

the settmg of ^-proteins is not mainly a process

whereby the chams are locked by close fitting in the

backbone direction. Both Prof. J. B. Speakman and

Mr. H. J. Woods pointed out, however, that the sot

released by saturated urea was probably simply

temporary set, that is, the set which disappears when
the fibres are released in steam. According to Speak-

man, true permanent set is due to disulphide bond
hydrolysis, which permits relaxation, followed by
linkage rebuildmg, through the combination of basic

side chams with the products of hydrolysis of the

disulphide linkages, which gives stability to the

relaxed structure. IFurther support to the structure

is, of course, afforded by hydrogen bonding between
the main peptide chams, but true permanent set was
beheved to be impossible without the formation of

new cross-linkages between the peptide chains.

Curiously enough, Dr. H. Phillips, m his paper on
the division of the combined cystine in wool into

four sub-fractions of differing chemical reactivity , was
led, on different grounds, to make the same sugges-

tion that pennanent sot is due to hydrogen bonding
between the main chains of the relaxed fibre.

Phillips’s reason for making this suggestion was a
doubt whether disulphide bond hydrolysis could take
place in the very short time of steaming necessary
to relax the extended fibre. It seemed to him much
more likely that the weaker hydrogen bonds of the
extended fibre are broken by the initial steaming and
re-form slowly in the relaxed fibre. Against this view
it was pointed out that stretched fibres could not be
set by immersion in concentrated solutions of weak
acids which eliminate hydrogen bonding between the
main peptide chams, followed by washing and drying
to permit re-formation of hydrogen bonds.
The special problems involved in the structure

analysis of high polymers by X-ray methods were
discussed by Dr. I. MacArthur in a paper which
included an exhaustive summary of recent develop-
ments in experimental technique. Data of great
value in supplementing the results of X-ray analysis
are likely to be obtamed by Dr. A. J. P. Martin’s
methods of examming partial hydrolysates of pro-
teins. He outlined the results so far obtained in an
examination of a partial hydrolysate of wool, with an
average chain length of a little more than two units,
by ionophoresis and partition chromatography. Up
to the present, only that fraction of the hydrolysate
which moves towards the anode in ionophoresis has
been examined ; but the results are of far-reaching
importance. Seventeen dipeptides involving aspartic
and glutamic acids were isolated and identified, and
Martin argued that the existence of so many dipep-
tides is sufficient to disprove Bergmann and Xiemann’s
view that ‘‘the radicals of each sort of amino-acid
occur at regular intervals in the peptide chain . . .

the intervals being of the form 2”^^ places”. Further,
as regards Astbury’s view that the amino-acids in the

polypoptido chains of kenUm ai’O aliornatoJy fiolar

and non-polar, he concludiHl ilmi the liypothosis

cannot bo correct because^ ho succioodod in isolating

fromtho {lartial hydrolysah^ a nunifwr of polarqiolar

dipeptidos, imduciing aspartyi glutamic, glutamyl

glutamic, soryl aspartic, soryl glutamic and tyrosyl

glutamic acids

During tho course of* tlio siilisocpicut discussion,

Prof. Astbury replied tliat his projiosal was that

polar and non-polar residues for the mmt part

follow one another alternately ;
wool is not nocoss-

anly a single protein, and room for tho ocenr-

ronce of polar-polar dipoptides is thus jirovidod.

Martin was, however, unable to accept oven the

suggestion that polar and non-polar rosiduos follow

one another altornatoly for the most part because,

although he had no quantitative data, tho individual

dipeptide of the jiolar-jiolar typo was not notably
weaker than that of tho ])olar non-polar or non-polar
polar types. In faci», glutamyl glutaimc acid “was
one of tho strongest present”. Bolero any final con-

clusions can be drawn, howovor, data for tho noui/ral

and positive fractions of the partial hydrolysate must
be obtained.
Tho Borgmann-Niomann liypothosis was also dis-

cussed by Dr. D. Coloman and Dr. F. O. Howitt m a
paper on tho structure of silk libroin. Tliey have
found that silk can be brought into solution by moans
of cupri-etliyleno diamino, each combined copper
atom being co-ordinatod with the nitrogen atoms of
two adjacent amino-acid rosiduos. When tho solutaou

is noutrahzod with acetic acid and dialysed until free

from copper, a clear solution of fibroin is obtained.

The moan molecular weight of tho dissolved jirotom
was about 30,000, but, on digestion with tryfisiu, a
substauco having a mean molecular woighl/ of
8,000-10,000 separated out-. 'Tiiis subst-anco was froo

from prolino and contained loss t-han 1 pia*

tyrosine. Tho Bcu’gmann-Xiomaun hypot.hosis, how-
ever, requires that, ol t-ho 420-430 amino-acid
I’osidnos in tho silk molocuJo, tho four prolino and tlio

twenty or so tyrosim^ rosiduos arc regularly sjiacod

along the chain, y nice the pro(lu<*.t of tryptic digestion
is comjiosod of molecules which arc about one third
the length of tho parent molecule and contain no
proliiie and veiy lit-tle t-yrosmo, it is obvious that tho
Bergmann-Xiemann hypothesis is invalid for silk

fibroin. All or most of the tyrosine residues and all

the proline residues appear to be situated at points
roughly on© third and two thirds along tho length of
the moloeul© from on© end.

Closely related to the work of Coloman and Howitt
IS that of Dr. C. S. Whewell and Mr. H. J, Woods,
who found that roughly ono atom of copper is

associated with every two amino-acid rosiduos wlion
wool is treated with a solution of cuprammonium
hydroxide. The wool does not, howovor, jiass into
solution, presumably because tho main po|)tido chains
are cross-linked by cystme. Instead, tho fibres (con-

tract 26 per cent with progressive weakening of the
a-photograph, which returns when tho librc^s resume
their original length on removal of copper with
sulphuric acid. Supercontraction appears to bo due
to additional folding of the mam peptide chains,
brought about by co-ordination of copper with neigh-
bouring nitrogen atoms in tho chains.

In the case of fibroin, solubilization by moans of
cupri-ethylene diamine is duo to soparatwin of chains
in the (3-configuration through hydrogen bond break-
down, when the nitrogen atoms of neighbouring
amino-aoid residues are co-ordinatod with copper
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atoms, followed by folding of the molecules at the
points rich in proiine and tyrosine. In agreement
with this view, films prepared from the dissolved
jirotein were found to be capable of extension to
three or four times their original length. Further,
whereas the origmal film was water-soluble, the
stretched film was msoluble in water. These observa-
tions lend considerable support to Astbury’s con-
ception of a common structural pattern for all

proteins, for fibroin appears to be an ideal example
of denaturation, and Coleman and Howitt have
succeeded in converting it into the globular form,
and from the globular form into the fibrous form.
Hitherto, in fibre technology, it has merely been
possible to convert globular proteins, such as casern,

arachin and egg albumin, into the fibrous form.
Various aspects of the production of fibres from

globular proteins were discussed by a number of
speakers. The optimum conditions for extractmg
protein from groundnuts and soya beans were defined
in a paper by Mr. R. H. K. Thomson, but fibres spun
from solutions obtamed under such conditions are
weak and highly extensible in water, even after

hardenmg with formaldehyde. As indicated by Dr.
M. Harris and Dr. E. Brown in their comparison of
natural and synthetic protem fibres, more effective

cross-linkmg of the mam peptide chams in the latter

IS a pressing need. The problem was discussed by
Dr. F. Happey and Dr. R. L. Wormell, who showed
that the strength of casein fibre could be mcreased
by after-treatment with basic zinc chloride and
formaldehyde, owmg to the formation of metal-
containmg cross-lmkages. Even then, however, the
rate of dyeing of casein fibre with acid dyes is much
greater than that of wool, as indicated by Mr. C. P.
Tattersfield. In practice, accurate control over the
degree of cross-lurking of the casein is essential, and
Dr. L. Maaskant, in an interesting paper, showed how
the surface film technique could be used for this

purpose. The orientation of macromolecules by inter-

faces was also discussed by Dr. D. J. Crisp.

One of the most interesting features of the sym-
posium was the discussion on the mechanism of water
adsorption by proteins. Dr. G. A. Gilbert criticized

the three theories at present in use for describmg the
adsorption of water by textile fibres, namely, those
of Peirce, Cassie, and Brunauer, Emmett and Teller.

Cassie’s theory is a modification of that of Brunauer,
Emmett and Teller, and its nature and consequences
were summarized by the author. After discussing

the effect of swelling on the sorption isotherm he
proceeded to derive a stress-free isotherm. From an
analysis of the latter he concluded that the water-
attractmg groups in keratin are —CO— groups.
Objection to the view that the multilayer of water is

under very great pressure was taken by Gilbert, and
Dr. P. H. Hermans believed that “the entire

theoretical reasoning in Dr. Cassie ’s paper supports
the solution theory”. Dr. R. M. Barrer thought it

doubtful whether the model on which the Brunauer,
Emmett and Teller isotherm is based can be applied
to compact, non-porous sorbing media such as wool,
and he outlmed an alternative theory based on (a) an
initial, rather energetic, sorption of water molecules
upon a finite number of localized sites obeymg the
Langmuir type of sorption, and (b) a simultaneous
and independent process of sorption by mixing of
water and polymer chains. Opinion seemed strongly
in favour of this conception, the elaboration of which
will be awaitedwith interest. It has an important bear-
ing ontheattemptswhichhavebeenmade to determine

the Tree’ and hound’ water in proteins, a problem

which was discussed by Dr. H. Ellers and Dr. J . W. A.

Labout in connexion with hides and the processes of

leather manufacture.
Turning now to technological processes, a number

of papers were concerned with the dyeing of textile

fibres. Dr. B. Nilssen discussed the formation of

strongly coloured complexes when tyrosine-contaming

fibres are treated with nitrites and metallic salts. As
regards the usual methods of dyeing, Dr. R. M.
Barrer believed that the art has outstripped its

scientific foundation, and he laid the foundation for

a fundamental study of the kmetics of dyeing by
derivmg four differential equations to describe the

non-steady state of flow. Methods of obtaining the

difiusion coefficient from each of these equations were
mdicated, and procedures for determining the activity

of the sorbed molecules were described. The applica-

tion of these methods to the study of dyeing processes

IS likely to bring about a marked improvement in

our understanding of their nature.

The combmation of wool with acids and acid dyes
was also discussed by Prof. J. B. Speakman and Dr.

G. H. Elliott, chief attention being given to the

apjiarent conflict between the chemical and X-ray
evidence concerning the mode of combination of

colour acids with wool. The nature of the conflict is

best illustrated by taking the case of Coomassie
Milling Scarlet G. The combmmg capacity of wool
for the colour acid is the same as for hydrochloric
acid, suggestmg that all the free ammo groups of
wool are accessible to the colour acid. X-ray exam-
mation of the dyed fibres by Dr. I. MacArthur,
however, revealed no distortion of the normal
a-photograph, suggesting that the dye anions had
not penetrated the crystalline phase, though ponotra-

tion of hydrogen ions was indicated by its impaired
setting properties. The authors suggested that the
two sets of observations could bo reconciled if

hydrogen ions were to penetrate tlie micollos and
leave an equivalent number of dye anions on their

surfaces. A safeguard against the development of

an excessive potential is provided by micollar sub-
division and by the electron mobility of the protein

molecule itself.

The properties of damaged wools were discussed
by Dr. D. R. Lemin and Dr. T. Vickerstaff, normal
wool bemg compared with chlormated, peroxide-

treated, alkali-treated and carbonized wools. After
establishing the isoionic points of the wools, they
determmed their titration curves with hydrochloric
acid and their affinities for Xaphthalene Orange G,
but the differences in affinity for the dye were small.

Analysis of the hydrochloric acid titration curve led

the authors to suggest the presence of two types of
carboxyl group in the fibre, but objection to the
mathematical treatment was made by Mr. L. Peters.

As regards the combination of wool with acid and
determinations of the isoelectric point, he emphasized
that much confusion would be avoided if attention
were given to the internal pH of the fibre and not,
as is usual, to the pH of the solution with which it is

in equilibrium. Using the Donnan theory of mem-
brane equilibrium, he was able to show that a single

curve will describe the titration of wool with solutions
of hydrochloric acid containmg sodium chloride in

all concentrations up to 1-OM. Similarly, Dr. T, H,
Morton, in a paper on the equilibrium between silk

and aqueous solutions, stressed the importance of the
internal pH value of silk whenever its chomical
reactivity is being studied.
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Considerable attention was also given to jirocessos

for making wool textile materials unshrinkable, tkat

is, for preventing the kind of shrinkage whieh wool

fabrics, as distinct from those composed of cotton or

rayon, undergo when they are rubbed in aqueous

media. Shrinkage of this kind is due primarily to tlie

surface scale structure of wool fibres. The scales

function as a ratchet and cause the fibres to migrate

under pressure in the direction of their root ends,

thus consolidatmg the structure Shrinlvage can be

prevented by treating the wool with gaseous chlorine

or chlorine water, which leads to the formation of a

gelatinous degradation product of keratin on or under

the scales of the fibres According to Speakman, the

essential reaction in the chlorination process is

disulphide bond breakdown m the surface layers of

the fibre, and it is interesting that most present-day

processes, which were exhaustively reviewed by Mr.

M. Freney, are based on the use of reagents such as

chlorine, sulphuryl chloride and sodium hydroxide,

which are known to be capable of causing disulphide

bond breakdown. Further support for this view was
provided by Dr. R. F. Hudson and Dr. F. Alexander,

who showed that when wool is made unshrinkable

with fl.uorine, sulphur is removed as the volatile

hexafluoride. Dr. Alexander also found that wool
could be made unshrinkable by treatment for only

fifteen seconds in a 0-5 per cent solution of potassium

permanganate in 0 r>N sulphuric ac.id (hinously

enough, tho treated run,tonal shrinks on being worki^d

m acid solution, although it is unshnnkablo in soap

solution, possibly boeauso of tho grc^aiior ,swelling of

the degraded protein in aJkali,

In recent years, sowirai now mothods of making
wool fabrios iinshrmkablo have b<wn proposed.

Instead of attacking tho surface scale siaTioturo of

the fibres, their elastic properties are modified. One
such method, whicli was described by Dr. J it.

Dudley and Dr. J. E. Lynn, consists in im])regna,tmg

the fabric with a solution of methylated mothyloi
melammos and an acid catalyst, drying, and baking
at 285° E A high degree of unshrmkability is

obtained with 10 per cent of ])ol;vnnGr within fhe
fibres. Alternatively, tho elastic jiro^iortios oF the

fibres can be altered by increasing ilio number of

cross-linkages between tho pc])tido chains, and f.ho

advantage of these new processes is that the weight
and wear-resistauee of tho fabrics are increased. Ev<%n

bettor results, as regards wear-resisi,ance, are olitained

when anchored films of ])olymor are formed on the
surface of tho fibres, unshrinkability being obtained
in this case by masking of the scales In fiho light of
these and other developments tliei'e can bo little

doubt that polymerization reactions will continue to

find extensive applications in the textile industries.

J. B. Sl’KAKMAN

NEWS and VIEWS
Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture :

Mr. O. T. Faulkner, C.M.G.

Mb. 0, T. Faulkneb has just retired from Trinidad,

where he has occupied the post of ])rmcipal of f.ho

Imperial College of Trojiical Agnoultiiro since Sep-
tember 1938. He had only been in cliargo for a year
when war broke out. It fell to his lot, therefore, to

admmister the College during a period of excoediug
difficulty, and all schemes for development and pro-
gress had perforce to be kept in abeyance. That he has
been able to keep the Institution alive as a going con-
cern and m a fit state to tackle future developments
is all the more to his credit. For it must be remem-
bered that the College is perhaps unique in that its

governmg body, from which its policy emanates, is

four thousand miles away. In peace-time, this alone
presents certain problems ; but during a war, when
all commtmications are liable to be upset and per-
sonal visits are prohibited owing to transport dis-
locations, the difliculties are greatly increased. On
the academic side, one of the main problems was to
arrange for the lecture courses, as students were
liable to arrive at all sorts of times owing to shipping
difficulties. Further problems arose when, after the
Cambridge School of Agriculture closed early on in
the War, it was decided to send the Colonial Office
agricultural scholars to XTuridad for two years
instead of the customary one. With no additional
personnel and a depleted staff long overdue for leave
in a temperate climate, it can readily be imagined
that the problem was not an easy one. In spite of
this, and of the difficult economic and social problems
in Trinidad caused by war conditions, the new duties
were cheerfully accepted.
On the research side an immense amount has been

done by Faullmer and his staff m planning for the
future and m continuing existing lines of work.

Although tho report of tho 1939 Royal CommiHHion
on tlio Wont Indies was not publiHliod in full untdl

after the War ended, its roiMmiTnondatioiiB io make
the College the contire of resiuireh For all the ( ’arihlH'aji

((olonioH wore examined in detail in eonjunctiion with
tho Comptroller of Dcwelopmont a»n<l W<^lfaa‘o and
lus staff. Now after long diHiamsion, a di^finih^ plan
for tho dovolopmeui. of Uio Colk^gi^ with great.ly in-

(jreasod duties on tlio rosoareh sido and widca* eoniiadis

with other seiontilh* and aeadoiuK; instituiiioim has
finally boon achieved, and Mr. Faulkner will be able

to retire with tho full Jcuowlodgo and satisfaction

that all lus labour and careful thought during tho
war years will not have boon in vain

Physics in the University of Dublin : Dr. E. T. S.

Walton

The appointment of Dr E. T. S Walton to the
Erasmus Smith professorshi]) of natural and experi-

mental philosophy in the University of Dublin, in

siiccossion to Prof. R. W. Ditchburo, will bo wole.onuHi

by all those who know Dr. Walton’s work Dr.
Walton joined tho Cavonchsh Laboratory as a rest^mih
student m 1927, after a gocid exporimcuital roe-ord in

classical physics at Trinity College. Rutherford sug-

gested that he should investigate the possibihiy of a
new method of accelerating electrons, by spinning
them in the circular electric field surrounding a
changing magnetic field—the method which was later

to be developed into the betatron. Walton first

investigated theoretically the conditions for stable

orbits m the system and obtained two of tho well-

known betatron stability equations—tho flux condi-
tion and the radial field variation, condition. I Co built

an apparatus m which tho induction field was
obtained by discharging a condenser through a (*oil

wrapped round an evacuated glass tube of about
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8 cm. diameter. A filament provided an electron
source, and X-rays were looked for. These experi-
ments did not succeed, but Walton’s theoretical work
was a guide leading to the later success of Wideroe
and Kerst.
Walton built also about this time a very early

model of a ‘linear accelerator’ It is probably still to
be found among the Cavendish ‘junk’. Walton then
turned to work with J. D. Cockcroft, who was
building an apparatus for the acceleration of positive
ions. During the years 1929-32 they developed
together the voltage quadrupler steady potential
generator of 600 kilovolts, and the acceleration tube
for protons which led to their discovery of the dis-

integration of the light elements by protons The
nature of these dismtegrations was established by
Wilson chamber work carried out by P. I. Dee and
Walton. For the work on disintegration of the light

elements, Dr. Walton and Dr. Cockcroft were awarded
jointly the Hughes Medal of the Koyal Society in 1938.

Atomic Energy for Industrial Purposes

The text of a report submitted to the United
Nations Atomic Energy Commission in New York by
the U.S. representative, IMr. Bernard Baruch, has
been released through the U.S. Information Service.

It sets out the results of a careful study of the costs
of producing nuclear power by the relatively m-
efiicient process in use at Hanford ; that is, with a
slow-neutron reactor, usmg a graphite moderator
and ordmary uranium metal, modified to allow of
heat extraction at a tem

2Derature where the heat-
exchangmg medium, gas or water, can be used
efficiently in a gas or steam turbine. The report was
prepared by the staff of the Clinton Laboratories (the

experimental ‘pile’ at Oak Kidge, Teimessee), assisted

by engineers of the Monsanto Chemical Co. Their
conclusion is that by the use of existing techniques
it should be possible to generate electric power at
0*8 cents per imit compared with 0 65 cents per unit
for a coal-burning station, makmg the same assump-
tions in each case concernmg amortization of capital

charges and interest on capital. It is assumed with
confidence that certain difficult technological prob-
lems connected with the extraction of the heat at a
high temperature can be solved.

This is an important statement since it contradicts
the pessimistic view about the industrial application
of atomic eneigy which has been expressed m some
influential quarters m Britam. The report emphasizes
that nuclear xDOwer has many advantages over existing

sources of energy for some specialized applications
as, for example, where fuel or cooling water are
unobtainable. It emphasizes that coal costs are
tendmg to move upwards, while further research and
development will undoubtedly make the cost of
nuclear energy move downwards. These conclusions
should give impetus to the development of nuclear
energy for industrial purposes m Great Britam and
the British Commonwealth, where conditions exist

already for the rapid application of the new methods
as an alternative to coal or hydro-electric power.

American Physical Society and the Freedom of

Science

The summer meeting of the American Physical
Society was held in Chicago on June 20-22. It was
mainly devoted to nuclear physics, and much of the
work done under the Manhattan Project and only
recently declassified was made public for the first

time. There were ninety-se\''en contributed papers,

the abstracts of which have since been printed m the

Physical Review (70, 101 ,* July 1946). In addition,

there were eight invited papers. These included .

“Elementary Pile Theory”, by E. Fermi , “Theory
of Nuclear Reactions”, by G. Breit ; “Physics

Research and Release of Nuclear Energy”, by A. H.
Compton (this was delivered as an after-dinner

address) ; “The Transuranium Elements”, by G. T.

Seaborg ; and two papers dealing with neutrons

The following resolution was passed by the Council

of the Society : “The Council of the American
Physical Society, being convinced that the national

welfare and even the national security depend on the

progress and diffusion of scientific knowledge, go on
record as affiiming that the restoration of freedom of

scientific research and publication as it existed before

the war is an urgent national necessity. The healthy

condition of our science and technology, which was
such a great national asset during the war years, will

be greatly impaired if the freedom of science is not
restored m the immediate future”.

Atomic Energy and Political Propaganda

The pamphlet “Atomic Energy and Social

Progress” issued by the Communist Party demon-
strates clearly how the words of men of science may
be distorted to political ends. It is difficult to believe

that any scientific worker will have the patience to

read the mixture of dialectics, irrelevancies, dis-

tortion and jDrejudice which Mr. William Paul has
woven into this piece of pure propaganda mas-
querading under a catchword title. Its existence is

not merely a warning to men of science to weigh their

words, but also an illustration of the difficulty due to

titles which besets the compiler of any bibliography
m rej'eetmg the chaff while retaining the gram.

Geomagnetic Disturbance of September 16-23

A WEEK of geomagnetic disturbances, culminating
m a ‘great storm’ during September 21-22, comcidccl

with the epoch of the autumnal equinox as well as

with the passage across the sim’s disk of a largo

group of spots during September 13-26. Spots of

area 500-1,000 millionths of the sxm’s hemisjijhere

are, however, now fairly frequent with the rise to-

wards maximum of the 11-year solar cycle ; but the
recent group with a maximum area around 1,000

millionths represented a renewal of activity m the
region of the great July sunspot {Nature, Aug. 3,

p. 160). This recent epoch of geomagnetic disturb-

ance opened on September 16 at 13h. 47m. xj.t. with
a ‘sudden commencement’, but the small storm which
followed may be taken as having ended on the follow-

ing day about 6h. Fourteen hours later a long-

continued disturbance began somewhat indefinitely,

and lasted until September 20, Oh The maximum
ranges at Abinger during this interval of nearly three

days were considerable, namely, 250 y horizontal

force and 290 y m vertical force, tlie latter range
almost raising the status of the disturbance to that
of a great storm. Although no specific solar flares

can as yet be related to these two periods of magnetic
disturbance, it should be noted that at the time of
the sudden commencement on September 16, the
centre of the spot group was within the central part
of the sun’s disk, which is effective in the Imown
statistical relationships between the greater magnetic
storms and individual large sunspots. However,
storms of moderate intensity do in any event occur
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with markedly increawod frequency at the epoch of

the equinoxes even at solar minimum.
The ‘great storm’ which next followed was, with

a high degree of probability, directly associated with

one or more solar flares within this sunspot region

that had shown intense activity two months earlier.

The magnetic storm began on September 21 witli a

marked ‘sudden commencement’ at 17h. 13m. u.t.,

but activity did not become conspicuous until 04h

25m. on September 22. The most intense period was
still later, bet'ween lOh and 22h Betw^'oen 14h. and
15h., the movements of the traces were so rapid that

ranges of 200 y in If in one minute of time were fre-

quent. The storm ended rather uncertainly about 8h.

on September 23 The extreme ranges at Abinger

(kmdly communicated by the Astronomer Royal)

weie :
2° 16' in decimation ; 925 y in horizontal

force, and 450 y in vertical force.

A complete but short-lived radio fade-out beginning

at llh. 05m. on September 21 was reijortod to Green-

wich by Cable and Wireless Ltd., and during this

fade-out a solar flare (not of great magnitude) was
partially observed at Greenwich. But the statistical

average time-interval between the beginning of a
great magnetic storm and its antecedent intense solar

flare is 21J hours. This interval from the ‘sudden
commencement’ at 17h. 13m. on September 21 would
place the probable flare during the Greenwich night
hours. Solar observations in Hoc from America,
Australia and India are required to pursue further

the connexion between this storm and a specific

solar outburst within the sunspot area.

Experimental Stress Analysis Group

A meeting was held at University College, London,
on September 6, with the provost of tlio Collego, Br.
D. R. Pye, in the chair and some sixty persons from
academic, govermnent and industrial research estab-
lishments present to discuss the formation of a
society concerning itself with photo -elasticity. It
was decided to extend the scope to other techniques
of experimental stress analysis, and to foim an in-
formal group the object of which will be the inter-
change of knowledge and experience among its

members. Some of the research workers had sug-
gested that the group should be part of the Institute
of Physics rather than form a new society. The
secretary of the Institute of Physics, who was present
by invitation, stated that the Institute was always
prepared to give sympathetic consideration to re-
quests from informal groups interested in applied
physics for a little assistance in the inaugural period,
and that this could be accepted without prejudice to
the ultimate decision. It was therefore agreed to
leave the constitution open for the present, and in
the meantime to make a formal request to the
Institute for temporary assistance.

Colonel H. T. Jessop (University College, London)
was elected chairman of the Group, and Mr. E. K.
Erankl (Engineering Department, University of Cam-
bridge), honorary secretary. The following were
elected to the Committee : Mr. W, A. P, Fisher
(R.A.E., Famborough), Mr. R. G. Manley (Vickers
Armstrong, Ltd., I^ewcastle-on-Tyne), Mr. C. W.
Newberry (L.M.S. Railway, Research Dept., Derby),
Dr. S. C. Redshaw (Boulton Paul Aircraft Co.,
Wolverhampton), Mr. D. G. Sopwith (Engineering
Div,, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington),
Dr. J. Ward (Huddersfield Technical College). The
Committee w^ instructed to : (1) widen the circle
of membership by getting in touch with research

U R E

workers m all fields of cxponiiK'iuial st^ross aiiialysis ;

(2) make aiTangoiru^iits lor a mooting w*iMim twelve

months at w'-lucfi [)apers shali bo r<Mul and the future

constitution of the Group shall Ix^ doindcHl
; (3) pre-

pare and circula.te bulletins of information which may
bo of intorost to members. Any rosi^arch workers or

otliors who are mtorosted in experimental stress

analysis are invited to t'omimuucaio with the
honorary secretory of the Group.

Dissemination of Scientific Information

Among tho papers ]iresonted at the Royal Society

Em])ire Scientific Oonferonco Iasi. July, a group
dealing with tho dissemination of sciontific informa-
tion among scientific workers do not appear i.o have
been noticed in the scientific^ and tc)chm(*al Press,

although they mdu^aiiO ])osHibihi.i(w rocontly diseussod

in these columns (sei^ Nature, 157, 745 ; 1946). Prof.

J. D. Bernal’s coni.ribntiou, “Tlio Form and Disi.ribn-

tion of Scientific Papers”, briefly summanzivs ideas ho
expressed at the Conforonce last year of' tho Associa-

tion of Special Libraries and Jnforination Jhii'canx,

while Dr. L, M. Lamiiitt’s paper, “An Abstowding
Service”, discussing tho difficulty of reconciling boi.h

tho informativo and indicative abstract, novortholoss

concludes that a central absi.racf.ing sciouco service

should bo developed which should issue both typos
of abstract. On the council or board of this body
would bo re]iresontativos of all tho major jiublishmg

socuetios and institutions. 13oth typos of abst.rai*!

should bo highly seidionalized and tho sifiiomo should
be financed jointly by tho State, induBi.ry and tho
scientific worker. Dr. Lamxiitt’s jiroiiosals thus go
some way t.owards mooting th(^ ideas of Prof. Iksmal ;

MissDitinas’ paxier on “Special Lihrarios” also (.ouches

on tho question of abstracting, hut. li. is mainly con-

cerned with tho library sy.sbnn and with biblio-

graphical Horvicos. Ideas presmif.ed in Mrs. Lucia.

Molioly’s pa])(u% “A Ooni.ral Office of Documtafi.ary

Reproduction”, have alnnidy boon distaissiHl in Nature
(157, 38 ; 1946), while tlio largest* paper in this

symposium, a review of information services hy lh*of.

R. S. Hutton, su])plotnents tho otlior four c.ontribu-

tioiis, examining the fundamental roquironionts of

the collection and distribution of sciontific and
technical information, the growing diflicultios which
face such services, and indicating some jiroxiosals

which have been made for improvomenlj. Neither
Prof. Hutton nor Miss Ditmas refers to tho earlier

report of tho British Commonwealth Science Com-
mittoo (cf. Nature, 152, 29 ; 1943), which contained
a strong recommendation in favour of co-ox)oration

m abstracting services.

British Medical Students' Journal

“Foa tho first time,” says tho editor of the first

issue of this journal, “British medical studoni.s from
all over tho country arc to produce a journal.” Tho
first plan for this journal was drawn up by A. JVlalono

of the London Hospital and D. Whiiitingham of

Durham, and the editorial board of throe men and
one woman propose to publish m the future technical
articles and news, “complemented wherever possible
by art and literature of a high standard”. Resisting
attempts to impose upon them a partisan approach
to many problems, the editorial board have wisely
decided to be guided only by the wishes of the
majority. They will fight for iniemational co-opera-
tion and have, for this reason, devoted tho whole of
this fi.rst issue to an account of tho new International
Students’ Federation and of the re-birth of the Czech
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universities ; for it was in Prague at the World
Students’ Congi*ess in November 1945 that an im-
portant part of the work on the foundations of this
new organisation was done. The first ordinary issue
of the Bntisli Medical Students' Journal (published
from B.M.A. House, Tavistock Square, London,
W.C.l) is appearing in October, and thereafter one
issue will be published each term, each containing
essays, articles and news interesting to medical
students. An indication of the kind of fare to be
provided is given by the announcement in this issue
that the October number will contain articles by Sir

Joseph Barcroft on foetal respiration, by Prof.
Samson Wright on hypertension, by Br. James
Marshall on penicillin and venereal disease, and by
Dr. Charles Hill, secretary of the British Medical
Association, on the National Health Service, together
with news, short stories and articles contributed from
all over Britain. An interesting feature will be a
section devoted to nurses who wish to improve the
efficiency and conditions of their service. It is par-
ticularly gratifying to Imow that medical students,
like so many other sections of the community, wish
to help the nurses to attain the status, remuneration
and conditions of life and work which are merited
by the important part; they jilay in modern medical
practice.

Man’s Ancestry in Africa

Fxjbtheb details of the circumstances and character
of the recently announced discovery of relics of two
early forms of extinct antlmopoids have now been
recorded by Dr, L. S. B. Leakey (The T^mes, August
23). Two lower jaws were found within 15 ft. of one
another by Dr. Leakey, while on leave from war-time
duties, in the Lower Miocene deposits of Pusinga
Island which lies at the mouth of Kavirondo Bay
in the north-east corner of Victoria Nyanza. Of
these two specimens, one has since been identified

as belonging to the genus Proconsul, the other as

belongmg to the genus Xanopithecus. These two
genera with a third, L%mnopithecus, were first dis-

covered and described by Dr. A. T. Hopwood in 1931
when working as a member of the “Third Leakey
East African Archaeological Expedition” on the Lower
Miocene deposits at Koru in Kenya. Further dis-

coveries of fossil ape material were made by Dr.
Leakey and other members of his expedition at

Rusinga and elsewhere between 1931 and 1935. Dr.
Hopwood regarded Proconsul as a very close relative

of the chimpanzee, and Limnopithecus as bemg of

the same stock as the gibbons. When the new
specimens now recorded by Dr. Leakey had been
cleaned and examined it was found that the Proconsul
jaw, which is very nearly complete and the most
nearly perfect of any fossil anthropoid jaw yet dis-

covered, did not show so close a relationship to the

chimpanzees as Dr. Hopwood had thought. It was,
m fact, much more human in certam characters than
not only the chimpanzee jaw but also that of the
Piltdown skull. The chiia is more vertical, there is

no simian shelf (the ledge of bone on the anterior

aspect of the symphysial area of the jaws of all apes)

and the condyle m many ways is more like that of a
man than an ape. Of possible alternatives, Dr.
Leakey favours the view that in Proconsul we have
a near approach to an ape-like form from which the
human stem eventually was evolved, and goes on to

suggest that notwithstandmg recent tendencies to

look to Asia, Africa may well be the place of origin

of man.

The Old Moon m the Arms of the New
Mohd. A. R. Khan, of the Hyderabad Academy,

Begumpet, Deccan, lias a paper with this title in

Popular Astronomy (53, No 7, August 1945) m whicii

it IS suggested that variations in the lunar earthshmo
may be partly due at times to intense meteoric

activity on the moon. It is not necessary to suppose

that the moon has an atmosphere to make this

theory feasible, because bombardment of the moon’s
unprotected surface could explain the appearance. A
profitable piece of research would be to try to corre-

late the Imninosity of that portion of the moon visible

imder earthshme with meteoric displays observed on
the earth. Reference is mad© to a paper by Walter H.
Haas, “Concerning Possible Lunar Meteoric Phe-
nomena” {Contributions of the Society for Research

on Meteorites, 3, 98), which describes two lunar

flares that he observed with his 4-in. refractor in

1938. It would be interesting to know what con-

clusions, if any, have been drawn from these

observations.

Swelling Pressure m Gels

Forest Products Research Special Report
No. 6 (London : H M. Stationery Office, la.) deals

with “Swelling Stresses in Gels, and the Calculation

of the Elastic Constants of Gels from their Hygro-
scopic Properties”. The results are of importance m
the use of composite wood products or synthetic

plastics derived from natural fibres, and the general

aspects of the subject are also dealt with. The
abstruse theory is concisely but adequately set out,

and the tendency of the paper is theoretical, very
little experimental material being presented.

Announcements

The Royal Astronomical Society will celebrate the

discovery of Neptune on September 23, 1846, by
holding a conversazione on October 8. Prof. W. M
Smart, regius professor ofastronomy in the University
of Glasgow, wull deliver an address on “John Couch
Adams and the Discovery of Neptune”, and there

Will be exhibits relating to Adams, L© Verrier, Tycho
Brahe and John Flamsteed.

Sra James Chadwick, professor of physics in the
University of Liverpool, will deliver the Melchett
Lecture for 1946 of the Institute of Fuel on October 8,

at 6.0 p.m., at the Central Hall, Westminster,
London, S.W 1 ,* he will speak on “Atomic Energy
and its Applications”.

Dr. J. Ramsbottom is giving lectures at the British

Museum (Natural History) on edible fungi on Mondays
and Wednesdays at 2.30 p.m. The lectures will bo
contmued until October 16.

The Committee of Priv^^ Council for the Organisa-
tion and Development of Agricultural Research has
appointed Dr. A. N. Drury, Dr. Joseph F. Duncan
and Prof. T. J. Mackie to be members of the Agri-
cultural Research Council. They succeed Prof. D.
Keilm, Major James Keith and Prof, F. T. Brooks,
whose terms of office have expired.

The Committee of Privy Council for Medical
Research has appointed Mr. C. A. B. Wilcock, M.P.,
Prof. C. A. Lovatt Evans (Jodrell professor of
physiology in the University of London) and Prof.
R. A. Peters (Whitley professor of biochemistry in
the University of Oxford) to be members of tlio

Medical Research Council.
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The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for opinions expressed by their correspondents.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications

Cryoscopic Proof of the Formatjon of Nitronium Ion

As the result of \^ork on the optical ahsoiytion and electrical

conductivity of mixtures of nitiic and sulphuric acids, and on the

depression of the freezing point of sulphuric acid by added nitiic

acid, Hantzsch concluded that in such solutions nitiic acid is largely

converted into two cations, HaNO-,4- and H-}NO,++, the latter being

the principal form piescnt m excess ol sulphuiic acuP The optical

and electrical %vork showed essentially that the nitnc acid is conveited

into an altered form, and that this consists of oi contains ions The
cryoscopic wmik fnimshed a specific aigiimcnt m fa\oui of the bi-

valent ion Foi the univalent ion conesponds to a twm-foUl, and the

bivalent ion to a three-fold, dcpiession by nitric acid of the freezing

point of the sulphuric acid solvent the van’t Holt ^-facto^s would
be as sliow'ii Bxjjeniuenially, Hantzsch found a thicc-fold de-

piesbion (i = 3)

HNO 3 -f- IT 2SO4 - H 3N0 ,+ -E IlSO ” (< - 2 )

HNO3 4- 2HaS04 = HaNOa+d- -h 2USU,- (i - 3)

The remaining evidence of a specific nature consists m Hantzsch’s
claim to ha\e isolated crystalline pci chlorates conespondmg to each
of his ions, namely, the salts (HaNOj+) ((JIO4--) and (HaHOa+H-)
(C104—)a (cf the following note)

The purpose of this note is to record a revision of the freezing point
evidence ,

for when conected it provides an unambiguous proof that

the cation into which nitric acid is actually converted in sulphuiic

acid IS neither of Hantzsch’s 10ns, but the nitronium ion, NO2+
Hantzsch’s conclusion in favour of a three-fold depression of freezing

point was later supported by Eobles and Moles®
,
but the methods

employed were not accurate, nor were the results concordant How-
ever, the technique of cryoscopy m sulpliiinc acid has since been
much improved by Hammett®

;
and, using essentially his methods,

we have established that the depression produced hv nitric acid is

four-fold, that is, that each molecule ofmtnc add added to the sulphuric
acid solvent produces four solute particles Only one mtcrpietation is

possible, namely, that JSrOs+ is formed accoiding to the equation

HNOa + 2HaS04 - NOsH- + HaO+ + 2IISO4- (i - 4)

We also find that each of the oxides of nitrogen, HsO®, N8O4 and
KjOa, produces a six-fold depression of the ficezmg point of sulphuric
acid The corresponding eipiations are

JTaOs + 3 Hs,S04
NaO* + 3HaS04
NflOa + 3HaH()4

- 2NOa"l- 4- H 3O+ 4- :UIS04- (/ -- 0)
=» NOs4- 4- NO+ 4- H,0+ 4- 3IISO4- (t 0)

2N04- 4- 1I80+ -h 3 IISO 4- (t - II)

Turthennore, Mr. I). T. Millen has conflrnu'd the pri'sencom the i dovant
solutions of all the ions represented m tiiese equations hv the method
of Raman spectroscopy—excepting for Ila04-, which, as is well known,
cannot be detected by this means.
Our experimental values for the t-factors of van’t Hoff arc as follows *

HKOb 10 determinations i «= 3 82
NaOs 10 „ 5 85
Na04 6 „ 5 84
K2O3 5 „ 5 85

Hammett’s results for HjO lead to ^ = 1 92. The small deviations of
all these figures from integral values give mean activity coefficients
of 0 96 ± 0 01 for the formed binary electrolytes, (H#04") (HSO4—),
(N034-) (HSO4-) and (^04-) (HSO*-).

R J. Gillespie
J Graham
E, I) Hughes
C K iNGOLD
B R. A. Peeling

Sir William Ramsay and Ralph Eorster Laboratories,
TJniversitv College, London

Sept. 2.

1 Numerous papers (1907-32).
® Anal Fhs Quim

, 32, 474 (1934).
® J. Amer Chem Soc , 55, 1900 (1933); 59 1708 (1937).

Isolation of Salts of the Nitronium Ion

Hantzsch^ has claimed to have prepared, from anhydrous nitnc
and perchloric acids, two nitracidium perchlorates, and to have
established their compositions by analysis He represents their forma-
tion as follows

HNOa 4- HCIO4 = (H8KO34-) (CIO4-)
HNOb 4- 2HCIO4 == (H8N08++){C104-~)8.

He states that either salt could be obtained by using the acids m the
appropnate proportions, while with intermediate proportions mixtures
were produced, which by crystalbzmg from warm nitnc acid could
be converted into the pure monoperchlorate or by crystallization from
warm perchlonc acid could be completely transformed into the
diperchlorate.

Hantzsch’s expenmental methods, however, were not wholly suit-
able for the treatment of such sensitive compounds. We have there-

foic iepeat<‘(l the ivoik, emplovuig a vaciiiiiu b'cluiKiiic deaiguod
(ompletelv to exclude aimospheiic moistme, juul using tempeiatuies
low enough to pieveiit (i(‘eom()ositiou ol tlw (uik^ acids, with th<‘

eonseqiKUit piodiietum of sueii eouiammaiils as miiosonmm per-
chlorate, (NO+)((’l()i“-)
We find that it is ic'adilv iiossible to obtain a solid pioduet of the

ai>pio\imate composition of (1! •jNOvE+) ((ilO,— );. , it is not. e\en
lUMOssam that the two aends should be used in the ilwoic'tieal laopoi-
tioub Houe\ci, tiuH prodiK't is a mixture, separable by fiaetiorial

CTvstallization fiom lutiomeihane into two componeuts. The less

soluble has hi‘eii showm to be nitronium peieliloiatc, (NOnd-) ((UO4—)

,

the othei is the salt (HaOd-) (CIOi™), wndl known as thc‘ hydrate of
peicdiloiic acid
Wo have not been able to prepare any diy salt, or diy mixtiiie, of

the composition of (HaNOgd-) ((dOj-*) However, w'e find that ad-
henng mtnc acid is somewhat cliilicult to rennovo from (NOjd-) (CIO4—

)

bv pumping, and it is possible that Hantzsch, wdio dried his prepara-
tions only on poious tile, may hav(‘ obtained c ornpositions appiox-
imating to that of (HaNOsd )(('lOi— ) fioni certain of his mixtures
of (N’Ojd-) ((!lOi— ) ii'Ud (fl ->0+) (UlGi“) which by (dunce coutamed
roughly thi‘ light amount of adheimg nitric acid
The separation of (WOyf ) (CdOi“) fiom (lUOT) ((IIO4— ) by crys-

tallization fiom nitiometham’ is tedious, and can be avoided by
decomposing the (H^Od-) (cllOi— ) by nunins cif NaOp The reaction is

eonvemeutlv conduetecl 111 nitaomethamn with such concontiations
that tlie loimod (NOa+l (UlOi— ) crystallizes

Nitiomum peiehloiate has almost eoitaanly lieen pieparcd bc'foie,

Goidon and Spinks® having olitaiinnl a deposit of the composition
NtdOo, which with watci gav(‘ nitric and peichlouc acids, by mixing
gas-sit earns c‘oiitamlng ozone, nitrogtm dioxide and etilorme dioxide
An aiiahsis of oui salt may be quoted acid e(|uivaleui, 73 0 (calc

,

72 7), (diloriiie, 24*3 (calc, 24*4), mtiogiui, 9 52 (eale., 0 63 peu

cent) The salt, has a vciy low vapour iin^ssure, seaieely fumes m
air, and dissolve's in water wuih but slight hlieiatioii of heat Tlio
c'onstitiition of the solid salt has bei'ri (‘stabll,she'd b\ Mi H 4 MiUen
by the obseivation of its llamari spec'tumi, wdiudi consists simplv of

the combined knowm siiee.tra of the ions and CU04“ Other
physical pi operties of the salt are Is'ing exanuiu'cl, and othei mtionium
salts, mcliiciing the bisulphate, bisi'li'iiate and bipyrosulfdiaic, are
being studied.
Our failure to isolate nitracidium pi'iehloraio, (IIsNObH-) ((IIO4—),

IS consistent w'lth the following noti', which shows that the immediate
(‘ffect of adding a small amount of peiehlonc acid to mine acid is to
produce the NOa4- ion Thus it appears that any icm H 2NO8+ formed
wutii the aid of perchlonc acid is laigoly eonvc'rted into ISlOud- in an
anhydious nitiic acid lucjchum The ion II4NO8+ itself is piobably
not detectable' bv the Raman effect, just as the ion H»0+ is not
(Ictcc'tahle by this means.

3>. R. Gobpard
E 1 ). Hughes
0. K. iNGOLl)

Sir William Ramsay and Ralph Forstc'r Laboraionc'S,
Univorsltv College, London.

Sept 2.

» Rer
, 58, 958 (1925).

® aamdktii J, lies., B, 18, 358 (1940).

Spectroscopic Identification of the Nitronium Ion

EXTENSIVE studies of the Raman spectra of mixtuic's of nitric

and sulphuric acids have been made by Chdicimb He showed that
such spcctia ivere characterized by the appearanc e of two prominent,
polarized lines, at 1,050 and 1,400 cm"'\ whicdi did not belong to the
spectrum of either the nitnc acid or the sulphuric acid molecule. The
same tw'o lines appeared if he added oithci nitrogen pentoxide or
phosphorus pentoxide to puie mtnc acid. He therefore assigned these
lines to nitrogen pentoxide

,
but, since solutions of this substance in

organic solvents gave a different Raman spectium, he supposed that
the nitrogen pentoxide, when in solution in nitnc or subihunc acid,
exists m some special form

Bennett and Williams have interpreted those results on the basis
that Ch<5dm’s special form is an ionized foini® fn particular, they have
assigned the line at 1,400 cm~^ to NO24-, comparison with the iso-
electromc molecule CDs having shown that a polarized Raman fre-

quency would he expected to appear in this region They have
attributed the Imo at 1,060 cm“^ to NO a", ox‘, in the prosonco of
sulphuric acid, to HSO4"', assignments which arc consistent with the
known spectra of these ions.
The purjioso of this note is to supply a spectroscopic demonstration

of the correctness of Bennett and Williams’s suggestion concerning
the origin of the frequency 1,400 cm.”^ it is an important suggestion,
because it renders Raman spectroscopy the most convenient and
ceitain method for the identiflcation of NO34-.
With the mixtures mentioned, Oh(Sdm had always obtained his two

lines, 1,050 and 1,400 cm."S together, and roughly in proportion to
each other as regards intensity Neithcu ho nor anyone else® has
hitherto observed the hne 1,400 cm."^ without the other line Ch^dm
naturally assumed the twm to oiigmate in the same molecular source.
The spectroscopic selection rules show, however, that, if two such
lines should come from the same source, that source could not he
3SrOa4- , for this belongs to the small class of molecules which cannot
have more than one strong Raman line. It is permissible to avoid the
difficulty by assigning the other lino to either NO a— or H8O4—

;

but the decisive experiment to determine whether the source of the
line 1,400 cm“"^ has xn fact one or tw'O lines m its Raman siiectrum
would, of course, be to produce the line 1,400 cm.~^ without its hitherto
constant companion, by mixing mtnc acid with any other acid which
(a) has no line in the neighbourhood of 1,050 cm.“\ (5) gives an anion
which has no line near 1,050 cm “b and (c) is a stiong enough acid to
destroy nitrate ion. Both perchlonc acid and selonio acid lulfll these
conditions ; and we find tliat the addition of each of these acids to
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nitric acid produces a strong appearance of the Raman line at
1,400 cm without any accompanying line at 1,050 cm
The only molecules w'hich possess but one fundamental Raman

frectuency are (i) diatomic molecules, (u) lineai, symmetrical, tnatomic
molecules In the present problem the former can be excluded on
both spectroscopic and chemical grounds, and thus the demonstration
gi\en identifies the derivative of nitric acid responsible for the fre-

quency 1,400 cm“^ as the linear, symmetrical, tnatomic molecule

0=N = 0 Evidently the Raman-active stretching vibration, of
ficquency 1,400 cm“h is spectrally similar to the vibration of a
diatomic molecule, the symmetry securing that during the vibration
the ccmtral atom remains stationary.
Chedm obtained the lines 1050 and 1400 cm“^ from solid N2O5,

w^hich, we therefore suggest, may have the ionic structure (^02+)
(EO3-)

C K iNGOLD
D J MinLEN 27'

H G. Poole
Sir William Ramsay and Ralph Eorster Laboratories,

University College, London.
Sept 2

^ Numerous papers since 1935.
^ Privately communicated
M6dard, C,R

, 197, 833 (1933) , 199, 1615 (1934). Angus and Leckie,
Nature, 134, 572 (1934) ,

Proc Roy Soc
, 149, 327 (1934) Bnner

and Susz, Helv chim. Acta, 18, 378 (1935), Venkateswaran, Proc
Indian Acad Sci

,

A, 4, 174 (1936)
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Derivation of Meteor Stream Radiants by Radio Reflexion

Methods

Since October 1944 we have earned out investigations of the short
duration scattei echoes observable in the neighbourhood of the E
region of the ionosphere at frequencies well above the critical

frequencies for eithei the normal or abnormal E lasers The
general occurrence of such echoes was first reported by Appleton,
Naismith and Ingram^ m their observations during the Polar
Year 1932-33 Schafer and GoodalP, w'ho worked m collaboration
wuth SkelletP in an investigation of nieteois as a source of
abnormal E region lomzation, had also noted them as a specific

10 20

January 1946 April 1946

Mean hourly echo rate

0 6 12 18 24 0 b 12 18 24 0 b 12 18 S

G.MT. (hr)

Station I Station II Station III
(hearing 180°) (bearing 0°) (heanng 90°)

Eig. 2. Diurnal variation of mean hourly rate of echoes July 26-aug 1,

1945 Times at which radiant (R A 345°, dec -10°) is favourable are
indicated by heavy lines O.A

,
station out of action

Right Ascension

Fig 3 Coverage of possible radiant positions of MiiN
PEAKS OF Stations II and III R is the derived RADIA^T

Station II, , Station III,

feature of the Leonid shower of 1931 An adequate reference to sub-
sequent research cannot be given m a brief communication

,
but the

work has for the most part led to the view' that the transient 10110-
sphenc echoes are caused by meteors (see, for example. AppletorP)
Our expeiiments have led us to confirm that the majority of scatter
echoes must be of meteoric origin and are due to reflexions from meteor

tiains or streaks these columns of ionized gas,
ciused bv meteoric impact wuth the molecules of
the upper atmosphere, present their ma.xinium echo-
ing areas when view ed at right angles to theirlength

In our investigations, pulse transmitters with
\ agi aerials were operated on wave-lengths of 4-5
metres at 150 kW peak power With the radio
beim directed vertically upwards, observations of
scatter echoes were made simultaneously with a
visual watch for meteors during the nights of
April 20, 21 and 22, 1946. This reveabal that

ffi those meteors which passed nearly overhead co-

\ intided with radio reflexions Theie weie, m
1 \

addition, about seven times as many radio echoes

/ 1 with no meteors seen It is well known that

/ telescopic meteors exist in large numbers, so that

( \ f{
reasonable to assume that many meteors not

iA/V- discermble to the naked eve may cause radio
V ^ reflexions

To test this hvipothesis we must consider whether
,

the characteristics of all the echoes are such that

I J they could be classified as of one type with a close
30 correspondence to the propeities of meteors One

16 simple example is showm m Fig 1, in which the
mean hourly rate of occurrence of echoes for a
vertical-looking station is given for December 27,
1945~Januarv 27, 1946, and for April 1-30, 1946
fthe results are the average for 0915-1200 hr and
1400-1630 hr. GMT, except during April 20-22
wdien the times were 2030-24 )0 hr to coincide with
the visual meteor w'atch) Reference to J P M.
Prentice’s Meteor Diary m the B.A,A Handbook,
1946, indicates that the important showers during
these periods are the Quadrantids on January 3,
1946, of duration one day only, and the Lvnds,
April 20-22, with a maximum on April 21 Fig 1
shows marked peaks coinciding both ui date of inci-
dence and duration with these two important
shower's
Even more striking has been the derivation of

certain of the most active meteor radiants by
means of stations with inclined beams set on
difteient bearings It w'as discoveied that the
variation of diurnal rate w'as dilicrent according to
the bearing of the equipment. Fig 2 shows the

1 fkl-u,
average of results obtained for the period July 26-

"] August 1, 1945, for three stations on bearings 0°,

Tfn respectively. These results indicate
that the echoing source is sensitive to aspect

L I il.| I- 4-1-

L

li- Assuming that the echoes are due to meteor trains
or streaks presenting the most favourable aspect

17 10 94.
viewed at right angles to then length, we° have marked m Fig 3 the radiant positions corre-

sponding to the peaks m hourly rate for Station 11

on III Station III at 0530 hr. These
ng 90°) coverages of possible radiant directions intersect,

^ w assume that the centre of overlap,
(Y 26-AUG 1, R in Fig 3, is m the vicinity of a verv active
lURABLE ARE radiant The periods for which such a radiant is
ION favourable may now be tabulated
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Station Bearing (OS Gnd)

I
II 0 =

III 9U°

l^eiiod foi Avliich ladxant ih at iiffht

angles to ladio beam

Not fa\oniable.
VeiV favourable, 21^0-0730 hi o at t

Navourablo, 032U-0710 lir, o M T

It IS therefore evident that this lacliant accounts Avd] for the main

diurnal variations shovn in Fig 2 Position of th^^^
nnurovimatelv HA 345°, Dec — 30°, which cleaily indicates the

dAquarids, a prominent stream ot this epoch. This tieatmcnt has

beeh successfully applied to other peiiods and
Its application and of other propeities of the scatter echoes AAdl oc

pubhshed shortlv The above techniques, which are capable of con-

Lderable refinement, open a new field for the meteor observer and wi

enable him to obseivc the activity and iadiant directions of the mam
meteor streams both bj day and by night m all weathers

We wish to acknowledge the valuable assistance placed at om
disposal bv the CJ 0 C -m-C ,

A A Command, m watches piioi to

August 1945 We are indehicd to the Directoi General of Scientific

Besearch and DeA elopment (Defence), Mmistiy of Supply, for per-

mission to publish this communication
^ ^
G S Stewart

Ministry of Supply,

0

B G (W andE ),

Broadoaks,
West Byfleet,

Surrey
Aug 20
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2 Schafer and Goodall, Pioc Inst, Rad Eng
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20, 1933 (1932).

^ Appleton, J Inst, Rad Eng , 92, 340 (1945)

Short-lived Radioactivity from Lithium Bombarded
v/ith Neutrons

The production of a short-lived activity as a result of the neutron

bombardment of lithium was first reported in 1936 by Knol and
VeldkampS who found a ^ activity of period 0 8 sec after irradiating

a lithium sample with slow neutrons from a 90 me radium-beiyllium

souice. This activity they ascribed to Li® formed accoidmg to the

reaction

Li^ {n,Y) Li* (Q = + 1*9 MeV.). . (1)

Eumbaugh, Roberts and Hafstad® afteiwards pointed out that it

should he possible to observe delayed a-particlcs from irradiated lithium

due to the break up of the Be® formed from the /3 decay of Li® As
they could find no delayed a-particles from LB irradiated by a neutron
source of a strength equivalent to 70,000 me. of radon-boryllhini they
tentatively ascribed the activity observed by Knol and Voldkamp
to He* produced by residual fast neutrons according to the reaction

Li® (n,p) He® (Q = — 2 9 MeV.). . (2)

As He® and Li® have almost identicalperiods, and Knol and Veidkamp
measured only the period of their product, this interpretation of their

results is quite permissible
, , ,

Although the periods of Li® and He* are almost identical, the energies

of the i3-particles emitted are by no means so. The most reliable

measurements*'* place the end point for the /S-particles from Li® at
12 5 MeV., and those from He* at 3 *5 MeV , and it is therefore possible

to decide which of reactions (1) and (2) takes place during the neutron
irradiation of lithium by comparing the energy of the /3-particles

emitted by the radioactive body of 0 *8 sec half-life with the energies

of the ^-particles emitted from He* and Li® respectively In order to

investigate these y?-particle energies a sample of 20 5 gm. of lithium
metal was irradiated by neutrons produced by bombarding targets

of beryllmm, boron or heavy phosphoric acid with 50 M- of deuterons
at 900 keV. For slow neutron irradiations both the target and the
sample were surrounded by paraffin wax. Arrangements were made
to interrupt the ion beam of the high voltage apparatus and to count
the induced jS-activity of the lithium for a period of a few seconds
immediately following irradiation. Both the period and absorption
m iron of the i^-particles were measured, precautions being taken to
eliminate background effects. The absorption curves obtained were
compared with those measured under similar geometrical conditions
using samples of boron carbide and of beryllium metal instead of
lithium, which are known to yield Li® and He® according to tho
reactions

(w,a) Li® and Be® {n,cL) He®.

In this way it was established that the slow neutron irradiation
of lithium leads to the production of Li® m accordance with reaction
(1). Efforts were then made to detect the delayed a-particles due to
the break-up of Be® using a lithium-coated ion chamber with the same
irradiation technique, and evidence was obtained for the appearance
of extra a-particles above the a-particle background produced by
stray neutrons from the high-tension set. An estimate of the cross-
section for process (1) was made by a comparison with the activity
induced in an indium foil by the slow neutron source; the value
obtamed was

(j [LP (tt,Y) Li®] cm.%

which is coiifeistciit with the upper limit given by Bumbaugh ami
Hafstad The numbei oi dclived a-pai tides obtained in the

lltUunn chamber was such that ilKUi observation would have been
rather difficult with a source ol the intmisity used by Itunibaiigh and
Ilaistad
Evidence has also been obtained that reaction (2) takes place when

lithium IS bombard(‘d bv fast neutions, a W(‘ak aeiivity exhibiting

the absoiption chaiacteiistics of He" being obseived with neutions
of enoigics from 13 MeV. down to 4 MeV No ettect ol this type com-
parable in intensity with tho LB (n,y) Li« process is obtained by
slow neutron uradiation. This is eonsistciit with the negative <3 value
for reaction (2).

M J, Poole
E B. Paul

Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge.
Aug. 21.

^ Knol and Veidkamp, Physica, 3, 145 (1936). Voldkamp and Knol,
Physica, 4, 166 (1937)

- Bumbaugh, Bobcits and Hafstad, Phys Rev

,

54, (>57 (1938).
•* Baylev and Ciaiie, Phgs Rev

, 52, 604 (1937)
* Sommeis and ycheii, Phys Rev

,

69, 21 (3 946).

Thermal Etching of Silver

Numerous workers have observed that polished siu faces of metal
specimens fiequentlv develop an etched aiipoaiance wlum the specirnons
are heated m atmospheres with ivhich chemical leactioiis would not
bo expected Two types of etching olfeed have been rccoided {a) the
lormation oi giooves at the gram boundaries, and (6) the development,
on the surfaces of crystal grains, of stnations winch change their
direction at giam and tiAin boundaries In some case.s tho boimdaiy
grooves foim when there are no stnations, but when stnations appear
the boundaiies mvanablv develop grooves Bosonham and EwciB,
heating silvoi, coppei and zmo in vacuo, obseived boundary grooves,
and on heating sdvei in air both giooves and stnations Together with
Day and Austin®, who observed gram boundary giooves in many
different types of steel heated m hydrogen, ihiT explained tho develop-
ment of grooves as being duo to the proieiential evaporation of metal
from the gram boundaiies Oaipcnter and Elam* observed the develop-
ment oi lines at the grain boundaries oi an aiitimonv-tin alloy (li per
cent antimony), a.nd said that the lines were really dilloi cnees of level
and w<‘ie only produced on cooling Bawdon and BergluiuH obs<‘rv('d
stnations on iron heati'd in hydiogmi and attributed them to slight
volatilization of tho polished surface. ,101108011*, heating tungsten m
nitrogen and argon, observed striations in wiri's carrying diuaffcuinmt,
which ho ascribed to tbe migration oi b>08 itlv(!i tungsten atom-cort^s^
over the surface under the action of the oUietin! field. Blam* iouml that
when copper was heated vacuo, atria,tious only ai>p<!ated when
cuprous oxide was present, and explalmal their app(nuanee as being
due to the differential oxidation of the coppm along ei'riialri eryatallo-
graphlc planes lollowod by the evapoiatlun of Hie o\ld(' ilwathmoy
and BentoiB, heating a spherical .sJngl«‘ etysbil oi eojiper in air at
0*3 mm. pressure, found that line atnatious appeariMl whUdi seemed
to bo due to tho development of speiufii* crystallographic/ tfiarnw in tbe
surface. These striations were chminislKsd wlion the specimen was
heated in hydrogen at atmosphouc pressure. Boas and ITouiweombe®
reported the occurienoe of stnations and boundary lines in spccmions
of tm, zinc and cadmium, heated and cooled through a number of
cycles They suggested that the anisotropic expansion of the grains
of these non-cubic metals caused plastic deformation in a randomly
orientated aggregate and that tho stiiations wore slip linos.
We have heated samples of electrolytically polished high purity

silver (99 9997 per cent purity) in various atmospheres at 920° C.
and found that in vacuo (10“* mm. pressure), m nitrogen and in hydro-
gen, grooves appeared at the gram boundaries and, very much less
distmctly, at twin boundaries. When the specimens were heated m
air and m oxygen at atmospheric pressure, in addition to gram bound-
ary grooves, striations appeared on most of the crystals Specimens
heated for eleven hours m air at different tompciatures indicated that
the gram boundary grooves started to appear at about 300° C and the
striations at about 500° C. Tho higher the temperature of heating the
greater was the proportion of crystals showing stiiations and tho more
closely spaced were tho striations Specimens licated in oxygen showed
m general closer spacing of the striations than those heated in air,
and more frequently grains having striations in two dir(‘ctions (Klg, A),
A specimen heated in nitrogen for eleven hours at 020° 0 showed

grain boundary grooves but no striations (Fig. B) Aft<u heating in
air for one hour at the same temperature it showed maikcd striations
(Fig. 0),
A further beating in nitrogen for eleven hours caused the stnations

to disappear (Fig. D). Subsequent heating m air produced tbe stria-
tions once more in the same directions as before but more closely
spaced.
To investigate whether boundary grooves and striations appeared

at elevated temperatures or were produced on cooling, a technique
was developed to enable photomicrographs to be taken at temperatures
up to 940 C. These showed that both grooves and striations were
present at elevated temperatures The behaviour of the metal over
long periods while it was maintained at elevated temperatures was
examined m this way, and it was found that the hard rolled silver
specimens when heated to about 900° C recrystallized very rapidly,
and then followed a period of relatively alow gram growth. The
OTams grew by the steady movement of tho boundaries, and where
there was no halt in the movement oi the boundaries the grooves
associated with them moved forward, leaving no traces of earlier
grooves. Where for some reason there was a halt in the boundary
movement, scars were left when tho gram boundaries moved on. The
stotions were found to increase in number in any particular grain
with time, and where a striated grain grew at the expense of its neigh-
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A, SlIiVER HEATED IN OXYGEN FOR 11 HOURS AT 920° C ( X2000) ,

li, SILVER HEATED IN NITROGEN FOR 11 HOURS AT 920° 0 ( X250) ,

0, SAME FIELD AS J3, AFTER SUBSEQUENT HEITING IN AIR FOR
1 HOUR AT 920° C ( X250) , JD, SAME FIELD AS B, AFTER FURTHER

HEAT1^G IN NITROGEN FOR 11 HOURS AT 920° C (X250)

bonr, the new material in that gram developed stnations in the same
dnection as those aheadj exhibited In the growing gram.

In eonsideiing an explanation of the plnmomena of thermal etchmg
obseived m sihei the following points arise That the stnations m
silver cannot be slip lines is clear, since the crvstal stmctuie of silver
IS cubic and it ex])<inils isotropicallv the stnations increase in number
with time when the metal is niaintamed at a constant temperature
and heating in nitiogen t.iuses thcur disappearance Since it has been
shown bv Benton mid Drake® that, at a partial pressure of oxygen
of 790 mm , silver oxide does not foiiu above 200° C , the phenomena
observed cannot be due to oxidation even when the silver is heated m
oxygen, and the fact that new portions of giains show' stnations ha\ing
the same diiection as the stnations already present means that the
stnations cannot be due to previous picferential oxidation of ceitam
crvstallogiaphic ptines
The following tentative explanation of the phenomena is offered

When siKei is heated m an inert atmosphere at constant tempeiatui(‘
any c hanges which occur must be such as to lediice the free energv of
the system, and it will approach the equilibnum conditions appro-
priate to that temperature As the boundarv region between two
grams is a region of less order than the regions within the grains
themselves there is excess free energy at the boundarv whicli can be
I)ictured as a surface tension Where the boundarv meets the surface,
thiee surface tensions act at a hue and the equihbriuni condition is

one where the surfaces meet at angles determined bv the relativ'e

magmtudes of the surface tensions. For a positive surface tension in
the boundaiv, therefore, the surfaces of adjacent grains should curve
inwards at the boundarv when eiiiiilibnum is approached and a groove
appear on the surface The mechamsms bv means of which the
eqmlibnum configuiation is approached can include those of prefer-
ential evaporation <ind ionic siiiface migration, and because of its lower
activation energy the latter is probably the more important, especially
at low temperatures
To explain the stnations, it is necessary to assume that an adsorbed

layer of oxygen so moditles the free energy of the surface that the
condition of low est free energv is not a plane but a stepped or corru-
gated surface This is possible if the planes exposed in the corrugations
have fiee energies per unit area sufficiently below that of the original
surface to compensate for the increase m area. FreukeP", in fact,

maintains that the equilibrium surface of a crvstal is not plane but
stepped

It IS intended to pubhsh a detailed account of the experiments
mentioned elsewhere

E. Shuttleworth
E King
B Chalmers

Eoyal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough,

Hants
July 30.

Decay of Zinc Sulphide Type Phosphors

In the derivation of the decay curve for phosphors of the recombina-
tion type with traps at one single depth, Eandall and Wilkins^ have
assumed that there is no letrappmg of electrons In a subsequent
papei- they show, however, that the cross-sections for electron capture

of the traps and the ‘emptv'* luminescence centres are about equal

After a long decay period there are manv more empty traps than
empty luminescence centres and consequently retrappmg must be
important
We endeav'oured to calculate luminescence intensities over the whole

decay period. We assumed that the traps have a depth B and are

independent of the luminescence centres
If the number of trapped electrons is I per unit v'olume they escape

at a rate yl, where

Y = S6-®?-T (1)

and s IS a constant®
The rate of retrappmg of the free electrons is propoitioiial to the

numbei of empty traps per unit volume (L— I), wheie L is the con-

centration of the traps, and to the number of free electrons Then
we can write

= a {£ - I) - yl. . . (2)

The rate of recombination of free electrons with loni/sed luminescence
centres (holes) of concentration n is

= — ^nen (3 )

We assume that each recombination process produces a light quantum
and W'e di^flne the emitted light intensity by

I = dn
dt'

(4)

In the smiplest case with only one type of lummescent centre

ne ^ n — I (5 )

Elmnnatmg and I from (2), (3) and (5) leads to

1 d^n __ tl dnY
n dt^ \n dt) \ pj n dt

{(P — oc)n -{- al/ + yj 4* = 0. . (6)

For long decav tunes this leads to a bimolecular law

S = - .... (7)

where

B = y
(xL "f y' (

8 )

Thus from (3) the ratio of free electrons to holes tends to a constant
value E

In terms of this ratio, putting r — 1 — lu (0)

dr Y
oci + Y — + (P - a) (1 — r]n ( 9 )

When jS = a there is a very simple expie&sion foi r, namclv,

r - ro = {1 ~ + y)f} (R -
. (10)

where — value of r at t — Q
The intensity as a function of tune is then

JR + (r, - R)e-(?I' + v)t

~
K. +

no and ro can easily be calculated as functions of Jo if duimg excita-
tion equilibrium has been reached.
The decay curves can then be calculated for different values of Jo

and for different temjieratures
The accompanying figure gives some typical examples The follow'-

ing constants weie used .

cm,’ sec *

s — 10® sec ^

JE — U 48 eV
X « 10^« cm.-®

Uq cannot, «of course, exceed the concentration of lummescence
centres, which is usuahv of the order of 10^®

The curves usually consist of two parts. The later part is obtamed
hy neglecting the exponential terms in (11).

^ Eoaenliam and Even, J Inst. Metals, 8, 149 (1912).
“Day and Austin, Trams Amer Soc. Metals, 28, 354 (1940)
® Carpenter and Elam, J. Inst. Metals, 24, 83 (1920)
* Eawdon and Berglund, Hci Papers Bur Stand , Ho. 571, 649 (1928) ,

® Johnson, Phys, Rev., 54, 459 (1938) ™re
® Elam, Trans Faraday Soc

, 32, 1604 (1936)
Gwathmey and Benton, J. Chem Phys., 8, 431 (1940).

® Boas and Honeycomb©, Proc. Roy. Soc
,
A, 186, 57 (1946)

® Benton and Drake, J Amer. Chem. Soc , 54, 2186 (1932).
Frenkel, J. Physics (U.S.S.R.), 9, 392 (1945)

~
{1 + vpi?/o' ty’

1

'

= pig

° J1 , P(>-o-ig) P
I pr 4- Y J

. (
12)
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Theoretical decay ohhves eor dii’ferent values op the initial intensity and i^'or difpehent temteeatihuas

r is strongly temperatxiro-dependent and may be called phosphor-
escence in agreement with a suggestion put forward by Pifngshoim*.
Jo' is then the phosphorescence intensity extrapolated to g »» 0.

r decreases during the decay to its asymptotic value R At very
low densities of excitation To may he eijual to R. Tho decay then
reduces to one bimoleculai curve- With increasing densities of excita-
tion Jo' approaches an u])per limit corresponding to Zo L and r„ 1.

Tho pho^horescence is then saturated.
At very low temporaturos Jo' "^0. All traps arc hllcd clumig

excitation and the phosphorescence is then frozen in. Tho doi^ay is

bimolecular initially if but always changes to an exponential
curve {n L<^n)
At very high temperatures when ^L, tho whole decay is given

bv

_ BWq®
^ = (r+iv)“'

This corresponds to the “Obere MomentanzustancT" of Lonard.
It can bo seen from formulae (8) and (1) that this occurs if

T >
W
k

1

In s[^L^ (14)

m our example if T > 400° K.
At room temperature no phosphorescence will be observed if

B <§,hT In sJpL.

^
In our example this would have occurred for trap depths less than

Fuller details will be published elsewhere.
We wish to thank Mr. van Moll and the directors of Philips Lamps,

Ltd.^ for permission to publish this work.

Material Research Laboratory,
Phihps Lamps, Ltd.,

Uew Road,
Mitcham function,

Surrey.
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Diffraction of Light by Ultra-sonic Waves of
Very High Frequencies

constructed rectider giving 1,100 volts and
amphenol bases and special inductancei

^equencies up to 100 megacycles jier second have been producec
prepared in this laboratory with a th&ness (

a fundamental of about 2 Me /sec. is made to oscillalup to its 54th harmonic, and at all stages it could be eraploved t

wpes in a column of water in the usual manne;
?AA Twr?/°^

pattern at almost all the frequencies in the range 2 i

highest ii&qnency so far adoptei
tor such work is only 52*6 Mc./s6c In order to detect dispersion;

any, of ultra-sonic velocity in water, the crystal has boon simultaneously
excited by us at two fre(|ucn(5ics and iiotli patterns photograplu'd on
the same plate at the sanu' instant.

Fioquciicy nieasuicnicnt has Ixjcn ofiocted by beating the oseiliator

with a standard Jdiillpa heterodyne wavo-meter, using an audio
amphliei for hearing tho Jicat note Ri^stilfcs lor two rrequeneu'S are

given below, the tempera,ture of watei at tho time of tho oxpernuoiit
being 32 6° G.

Order of
V

Fiequency in

il

t’iinge widili
Volot'iiy

cahmlaied in

harmonic megaeydeH
per Hiamud

m (uu. t'ld metnm per
Hccond

5 (f ;{<55r,
1

25*89 1526
49 92-28 3 -569 25*86 1524

Results may bo taken as indicating tiiat there la no disTX'rsion of
ultra-sonic velocity in distilbnl water, Bdr’s valucH when extrapolated
to 32*0° C. give a velocity ot 1,523 motrea per aceond

S JBuoavantam
B. lUMAmiANPUA RAO

Department of Physics,
Andhra University,

Waltair, India
Aug. 24

1 Bar, R., Proc. Ind. Acad. Scl, A, 8, 289 (1938)

Symbiotic Aspects of Nitrification

In an interesting article on tho symbiosis bei-woon myxobactena
and nitrifying bacteria, Imsenocki^ clescribes an observation whudi
he made dining his studios on the biology ol myxoliaeteria, when ho
was able to isolate Irom a culture of NitromwomSf grown in ita cleetivo
modmm, a hiderotrophio organism which be has nanual Rorangmm
symbwUcum Tie postulates a symbiotic existem'o loi thesis two oigan-
isms, suggesting that the dovolopment of the nitrifying baetiwla pre-
cedes that of tho myxobactena, and that these chomotrophle nitnUors
synthesize the organic material needed for the hetinotiophh^ organisms,
afterwards making this available bv the autolysis of th('. N'htnmomonas
cells. Unfortunately no quantitative data have been publishedb

Since the question of the metaboliam of the nitrifying bae.toria has
evoked considerable interest in recent years, it was thought worth
while to record tho observations made bv me m an attempt to correlate
the rather incompatible phenomena of nitrification by tho classical
orgamsras described by Winogradsky as it occurs in arii0cial cultures
and in their natural environment. Tho possibihtios that the nitrifying
bacteria function in close association with the saprophytes of the soil,

and that the nitrifying organisms are themselves heierotrophic in
some stage of their lives weie examined. It was shown* thaf when
NUroiomonas was cultured in its olootive medium in tho presence of
organisms well known to take part in tho transformations of nitrogen
in the soil, as B. megatherium, B mycoides. Azotdhacter cdmococcnm,,
etc

, there was always enhanced nitriflcation in presence of added
organic matter. These results question the strictly autotrophic char-
acter of the organisms tacitly assumed by Winogradsky and rather» demonstrated by other workers. We have thus to assume

1 mixed cultures, as in soil and sewage, the necessary carbon
dioxide is obtained from the nonnal respiration of the heterotrophic
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bacteria and the orsaiiisms of nitrification behave as facultative
heterotiopiis Indeed, Bejennek held the view of the mntabilitj of the
mtriflcrs
A noteworthv fitidiiig in this conneMon is that of Bomcckc®, who

demonstnited the pievaiUng concept that the mtnfvmg bacteiia
possess no measurable metal lolisui other than the oxidation of ammoma
and nitiite to be untenable, and that a heteiotroplnc dissinulatiou
metabolism does exist, though only at a eomparativelv slow rate.
iTom this point of view, the close correlation obseived bv Starke\^
between the enhaiu'ed lutiification, carbon dioxide pioductioii and
abundance of microbial population found m the legions of maximum
root development is veiy sigmfieant The profuse use of oxygen by
the nitrifying Iricteiia, contrasted with the fact that the adsoibedor
condensed oxygen in sod has an unfavourahlc edect on the ordinaiy
heterotrophic microflora of the soil emphasize th(‘ fact that orgamsmsm their natural environments derive mutual benefit from one another

^ organic matter is rapidly destroyed bv the saprophytes
of the soil, rendeiing conditions favoiuable for vigorous nitrification
Indeed, theie is evidence to show that Azotobactet ohroococcum could
fix atmospheric nitiogen in the presence of diffeieiit ammonium salts,
and the enhanced nitiification obseived in my experiments would
be due to the gi eater amounts of ammonium salts present m the
^^stem as a result of nitrogen fixation by the Azotobactei fed bv glucose
Here, unlike as obseivi'd by Iinsenecki, there are no autoBtic eftccts
siifiered bv the Nd) 0f^omoms colls to render organic mattci for the
grow’fch of the associate orgamsms, and consequently not the intriguing
point of doubt as to how long such a symbiosis can pioceed if at
every stage the sviithesnsed ity osomonas cells have to be expended

energy material for the growth of the myxohacteiia
ihus it has to be lecogmzed that a major part of nitrification

occuiiirig m Nature is biought about by bacteria which function m
close association with the heterotropliic organisms of the soil, and the
occurrence of a regulated chemomixotrophic metabolism seems
established

,
at least for the organisms responsible for this moietv of

nitrification In other words, nitiification in Nature is at least in part
due to symbiotic agencies

„ , ,
K SlADHUSUPANAN PANDILAI

I Biochemistry Depaitment,
Indian Institute of Science,

Bangaloie
Aug. 16

^ Imsenecki, A , Nature, 157, 877 (1946)
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, Proc Nat Inst Sn. India, 3, 175 (10371
® Bomecke, 11 , Arch MiUobiol

, 10, 385 (1939)
SStarkev, It. L, Sod Sci
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32, 385 (1931).
® Pandalai, K M, Science, 84, 441) (1936)

Formation of Hydrogen Peroxide by Spermatozoa and its

Inhibitory Effect on Respiration

Thu Itiu’ogual formation of h\dio.jeu peroxide has often been
postulated in the past, particularly m connexion with the presumed
function of catilase and jieioxidasc

, but so far its actual detection
has been successful only in cultures of some bacteria* and some
moulds*'® and in eeitam enzyunic o.xidations catalysed in vitro and
rotiuinng nioleculai oxygen for the oxidation of their rcspei'tive siib-
stiates ihe ehciuieal identification of BaOa as a product of metabolic
processes of animal tissues has up to now been unsuccessful Indirect
evidence foi IlaOa formation diirmg lespiratioii of bovine spermatozoa
HI ogg-volk medium has been submitted in a picvioii's eommumcation®,
and some midenee of its possible formation m human sperm has been
given ijsirig suspensions of washed spermatozoa m lucsence of a
siibstinee sepuiated from egg-yolk, we have now” been able to demon-
strate chernicuh the foiniation of hydrogen pei oxide

In the pievious eommiimeation® w”e show'cd that diiiing respiration
of whole semen diluted with egg-volk medium, the rate of oxygen
absorption giadiiallv decreases As the cause of this inlubition of
respiration W'e postulated a gradual formation of peroxide, since both
catalase and peroxidase completoh' abolished this eftect. while heat-
inactivated (^tilase, cytochrome c. haimatmand ferrous iron did not
reverse it. Since then w'e have earned out a senes of experiments
using suspensions of washed spermatozoi, and w”0 have found that
inhibition of respiration develops in presence of egg-volk or its di-
mysabie portion Furthermore, w^e have isolated in considerable purity
from ihe dialysable portion the substance wdiich on oxidation by
speimatozoa yields as a metabolic piodiu’t the inhibitor of sperm
respiration which we now” identify as hydrogen peroxide
For the detection of llaOa a suspension of w’lshed sp'wmxtozoa

containing 800 million cells in 3 925 ml phosphate bufier (pH
7 4) and 0 075 ml solution containing 1 8 mgm of the purified sub-
stance (a quantity comparable wuth tint in a corresponding amount
of egg“VO?k medium) yyas shaken in air at 37® in a Barcroft-T>ixon
manoTuetei After a certain time, when the inhibition of lespiration
had fully developed (l-l|- hr ), the suspension yvas centrifuged and
the cle 11 su])crnatant fluid examined for the presence of HisOa bv moans
of the benzadme - peroxidase reaction, the optimum conditions of
which w’cre carefullv predetermined so as to allow a maximum colour
^velopment in low concentrations of HaOa The concentration of
HsOs formed was deteimined, by comparing the intensity of colour
mth that formed with known concentrations, and wms found to he
of the order of lO"* /:<moL HaOa/l ml

,
tins amount corresponding to

about 1 pi. oxygen
That the inhibition is in fact caused by such low concentrations of

ilaOa is supported also by the following eyideiiee (a) The addition of
® ^ HsOa to 800 milhon washed spermatozoa suspended

^ MI15 phosphate buffer (pH 7 4) almost completely inhibited
the endogenous respiration of the spermatozoa, and lower concentra-
twns gaye correspondingly lowrer inhibition (&) In such experiments,

r added at an early stage, before much damage was done
j

spermatozoa, it almost completely reversed this mhiintion,
provided that all the intracellular substrates had not alreadv been
utihzcd At the end of experiment («) it was not possible to detect
HaOa chemically, because a Urge part of the H2O3 added was elim-

inated from the system bv the sperm Jlowmvoi, ItaOa was detcct('d

at the end, if the original couccutiation added wms 8 x 10"* /miol

HjOj or higher The ciimmation of IJ^Oj bv speimatozoa was quant-
itatively ascertained, m exiieimicnts with soniew liat higiu i conccntia-
tions of II3O2, by” estmiatmg ilio amount of UjOa with eat.iLise bcloio
addition of the speimatozo.i and after then incnbatiou with II aOa for

an appiopriate length of time, 3’iuis, boMiic fapeimatozoa must bo
equipped with a mechanism for the chmiiiation of liaOa from the
sy”stera at a low rate

So far we have not been able to detect chemically IfaOa as a meta-
bohe pioduct of spermatozoa when then oxygen uptake was measured
in presence of- (a) phosphate buffer alone, (b) cgg-volk medium,
(e) the dialysable portion of the egg-y oik, (d) benunal plasma, (e) seminal
plasma after y east-fermentatiou, or (/) media containmg eitliei fructose
or glucose Since in both cgg-yolk medium (b) and the dialysable
portion (c) the substance wms present which gives rise to IlaOj, and
yet the latter was not detectable W”e suggest as a possibility that some
constituent of the egg-yolk obseuies detection of H2O2 by the benzidine
peroxidase leaction.
The conceiitiation of HaOa present at any stage of respiiation of

the spermatozoa is, therefore, a result of two simultaneous yet clia-

metricallv opposed leactions, those of biological foimatioii and elim-
ination of H2O2. its actual detection by the bciizulme -• pel oxidase
leaction is possible only if the late of foimaiion exceeds iiie latc of
ehmination by- an amount w'hich pormits not less than 3 >: Hr* /mioI
HjOg to accumulate iii 3 ml of the supernatant Ihiid, piovidcil tiiat

substances w”hich interfere with the detection of H2O2 aic absent
from the medium 111 -winch the benzidine - peioxulasc reaction is

tried
A positive benzidine - peroxidase reaction is definite proof of HjOa

in concentrations at least as high as 3 x 10“ /anol Ji20a/3 ml oi
supernatant fluid, but a negative reaction need not necessarily mean
that H2O3 IS not formed duniig the metabolic processes of the sperm-
atozoa.

Although we have proof of the formation and elimination of liaOj
by spermatozoa y\c cannot y'et bjiecifv all the conditions which alknd.
its detection. We can tentatively-, at least, siy, howeycr, that the
following are some of the necessaiv factors for its chemical detection .

(a) an adequate coucentiation oi active speimatozoa
,

(b) picsenco
of a substrate, m sufhcieiit concentration, winch on oxidation by
spermatozoa yields HjOs ,

(c) a latio betwetui the rates ot fonuation
and elimination of HaOa by speimatozoa such that not less than
3 X 10"- //mol HaOa m 3 ml of the siipeinataiit lliiul accumiilat(‘s
by the time the chemical test is made, and (d) absence ot mteifeinig
substances present in complex organic media (for example, egg-volk,
seminal plasma) which ma-\” obscure detection ot hydrogen peroxide bv
the benzidine-pcroxidase leaction

J. TOSIO
^ AiiTHTTk Walton
School of Agriculture,

Univeisity- of Cambridge
Sept 0.
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Vernalization of Sponge Gemmuies
Sponge gemmuies weie collected at Cambridge m S( p( ember 1945

and brought to Glasgow in a small bottle of yyater liom the Kivei
Cam C)n September 29, being impatient to make some observations
on developing gemmuies, I placed some of them m water from Loch
Lomond ill a retiigerator yvorkmg at 50® F. The rest were kept m
Cam water on my lahoratoiv bench, where the temperature vaiied
roughly betw’cen 55° and 65® F
On December 2, that is, after about two months had elapsed, single

gemmuies were cleaned so far as possible, plac,ed each 111 the centie of
a coveishp lying in a Petri dish of yyater from Loch Lomond, and so
left on the laboratory bench.

Dish A contained 9 Spongdla gemmuies from the refiigcrator

,

dish B contained 8 EphydMm gemmuies from the refrigeiator
,
dish (J

contained 17 and 9 Bphydatia gemimiles winch had been
kept all the time on the laboratory bench
A week later a yvhite halo appeared around tavo of the Spongdla

gemmuies m dish A, and after another two days round two of the
Bphydatia gemmuies in dish B.
By December 21, development had begun m 7 of the 9 Spongdla

gemmuies m dish A, and in 7 oi the 8 Bphydatia gemmuies in dish B
,

there was no sign of development m any ol tlie ginumuiob
of either gcmis borne of these, however, chd develop later, ioi when
the dishes \vere next inspected on T'cbnuuy 24, 1946, one of the
Spongilla and all the Bphydatia excepting three very small ones had
evidently hatched out

Similar results yvero obtamed m the second half of March, when ihe
time of natural activity- would be much nearer. All 20 gemmuies
(20 Spongilla and 6 Bphydatia) from the refrigerator had hatched
ten days after being planted out in Petii dishes in natural water as
before, while only 3 (all Spongilla) hatched out in that time of 28
gemmuies (21 Spongilla and 7 Bphydatia) fiom the bench The time
taken for developmeut to have begun m all the veinalized gemmuies
(ten days) is less than m December (two to thxee weeks)

,
perhaps

because the natural date of hatching was immment, and/oi because
the temperature was a degree or two higher. Anothei batch oi gom-

froia a loch near Glasgow (for which 1 am
indebted to Dr. Harry D. Slack of this Department), lofrigerated
only since December 2, gave 20 out of 24 gemmuies hatching in the
same ten days.

This method of vernahzation is oxtremoly simple and may yvoll
be more widely applicable to provide active material at desired times
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for students of all kinds, especially during the natuiiilly inactive
season of the year.

Its usefulness as a method of storage is, in this case at least, lathoi
limited

,
for another set ot gcmmules similaily planted out eaily m

May (by which date young sponges appaiently developing lioni

gemmules had already been found in Loch Lomond by Bi. Hariy 1).

Slack) gave no development at all in three weeks of 22 Mphiniatia
gemmules still kept m the refrigerator, and 2 SpongiHa out ot 20
gemmules (23 Spongilla and 3 Ephydatui) kept on tile laboratoiy
bench

Incidentally, little sponges grown in tins way are excellent for

showing the economy of a sponge and the activities of its constituent
cells, including the action of the contractile vacuoles A paper
on this subject is m the press, k’onnation of young spicules could
be observed from about the mnth daj of the Bccemboi cultuies
in Spongilla

,
and, even with no special attention to feeding the

spongelets or to conditiomng the water, osciila were developed, and
the currents maintained bv the choanocvtcs could be demonstrated
ovei a period of two weeks or so, especially by the use of (Mmiine
particles or coloured food. The little sponge spreading out oyei the
coverslip makes a beautiful peimanent pieparation.

MARCIARET \Y
Department of Zoolog\

,

University of Glasgow
Sept, 1

Enamel Formation in the Rat’s Incisor Tooth
Accounts have been already published of the ehects of vitamin I>,

alteration of the Ca ‘ P ratio of the diet, and clietaiv lestnction, upon
the dentin of the incisors of rachitic rats^ It was noted dining this
work that the formation of organic enanud wus sometimes upset by
these procedures in animals on the Steenbock and Black raehitogenic
diet of high Ca P ratio , but that the organic enamel of animals
made rachitic by low Oa P ratio diets was scarcely cvei aileoted. The
fact that organic enamel formation in lats on a high Ca : P ratio diet
is easily upset by various metabohe changes has been conlirmed bv
recent experiments, which were undertaken in a dih'erent way and
originally for another purpose'^ after twontv-eight days on the usual
Steenbock and Black diet, the animals woio subjected to diotaiy
restriction for 5-6 days By this time it was found by oxarmning a
control rat that the epiphyses show'ed a well-marked ‘hno test’ iespouse
The remainder ot the litter was then tilaced back on to full Steenbock
and Black diet, and rats were killed and examined at intervals up
to fifteen days thereafter, depending on the litter size and length ot
survival Pive litters of rats wore troatinl in this way.
Examination of the upper mclsor teeth at the third day of re-feedln«

showed that organic enamel formation had stopped. ‘By th(‘ sixth
day of re-feeding and sometimes earlier, the formation oi organli-
enamel had begun again, often very irregularly at first, with globular
material replacing proper enamel matrix. The old organic, (maimd
matrix was not further laid down. This process is illustratiai in the
accompanying figure. The drawing was made from the tooth of a
rat re-fed for twelve dajrS. In some cases, as here, the proximal mid
of the old organic enamel was overlaid with globular maiurial, and
sometimes the new enamel overlapped the ohl to a slight extent
Measurements of the distance liom the proximal end of llu* old

Digram, baser on a camera luoida drawino, oe the oroanio
ENAMEIi ANE DENTIN OE A RACHITIC RAT, ( X ^6 ) a «= AMILO-
BIiASTS, b OROANIO ENAMEL, C « OALOIEIED DENTIN d
PREDENTIN, « «= ODONOJOBLASTS THE OLD OBCANIO ENAMEL ISDRAWN BLACK, AND THE OLOBULAR MATERIAL AND NEW ORGANICENAMEL ARE STIPPLED. THE PREDENTIN IS WIDE AS IS USUAL WITH
THIS TYPE OP DIET. THE CAP BETWEEN THE OLOBULAR MATERIALAND THE AMELOBLASTS IS AN ARTEFACT

enamel to the euive ol ffertwig’a epithelial slicaih were ma<U‘ in (bar
oi the litters, <nid the distances plotb'd agamsi the tiim^ ol the ('vmita
ot the ev])eiiment Mxtrapolation showed that cmimol lounation had
stopped at th(‘ time the full diet was nnstoK'd 'riie ai'rum caleiiiin.

which was imtiailv high, as Is usiia!, hdi sorm'what when the animals^
diet was nstiaded, and iost‘. again wlum the full <li(d was given
The ibimntion and matuiation ol tlie organic enamel wm'e ,iil(>ctcd

m ditleient wavs. The old enamel rerun,med th<‘ sanu' as whim amolo-
genesis stopped, hut calcified at about tin' sarin' plu'i' along tin' tooth
as it would have done li left iiinlistmbcd. It hi (‘a,m«' slightly wider
just piioi to calcilh'atiou, but was imiiU narrower than normal at this
point m the animals killed late m tlu' oxpeiiments The old proxiinni
organic enamel retained the hoiuncomb stiueture tyirieal ol tin* <le-

positron of new enamel (Wasserman'*), although no more was formed
ami the aiueloblasts ovei tlic old eiuunel were oi the Bhort variety
Once now enamel formation was established, it weis accompanied
by the presence of the normal tall ameloblasts nssocialed with the
formation ot enamel (Diamond and Wi'miuaiU, Wasserman®*®). Tlio
fact that the old oiganic enamel Is assoimted with short ann'lnblasta
and that it matures and calcifies, hut little more la formed, is eoiiHisient
with Wassi'i man’s couei'jit ol these (’ells hi'ing .letivi' in enamel matma-
tion only ITie chh'f cflect of tin* dietary change on the cnanu'l organ
existing at the time wa,s to prevent tin* further forma,tion of tall
amelohlasts and to redriei* those' a,h{'ady present. As a result, enanu*!
foimatioii stopped, hut maturation appealed to pro(‘<-(*d normalh. In
certain places, espeOally a,i fht* luovrmal i*nd of the old ('natneh the
amelolilasfs were changed mto small amorphous ( ells Heie granular
mateiial was laid dowm, hut no euanu'I matrix', these cells appari'nily
being able to foim the foiim*i but not the latti'i*.

The changes diw'ubed above an* siimlai in some w'ays to those
found by Weinman® after stiontrnm injt‘<'tums. In his (‘xpi'iimeuts,
bowcvei, the livpoplastic enamel matrix <IkI not nmh'igo maluration
Many other nutritional and ('udoeime conditions, sm h as magm'siurn or
vitamin A deUclencv or jraruihvroult'cfomy, also afiec,t amclogcnesis,
but not in iiie same w'av as h(*re

^ ^ J. T. lUVlNU
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University of Uapi' Town
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lasts tor Kh Isosensitization of Red Cells In the Newborn
(hombs, Mon rant and Haeeu®*® have diw.rihed nn Indins'l method

for the detection of weak and 'inconipl{*(('' A7/ agglullnlns m human
sorum, and a direct metlusl for the (h'tt'cllon of fn niro iHosi'iisitizaiion
of red cells in babies wdlh Imunolytic diseaMc, fi'hi' tests liave been
found to work erjually well with Ihe following r/ihhit iuillsera alter
absorption with A, /J ami 0 eells

; ( 1 ) lal.hit anti human psendo-
glohulm; (2) rabbit antl-lmman-glohtiliii ; (3) rabbit a nlidmman-
whole-Hcrum. Ju the direct nu'thod tlu' led cells of (hi* baby aie Iri'ed
from scrum bv washing three UmeH in a large volume of salhu', a
2 f)

p(*r emit cell aiispeuslon m Hallue is tUi'ii prt'pared and a <lrop of
this suspension is mixed with a drop of tin* uhsoibed rabbit unti-
human-soruni. Cells which have Ik'i'U s(*nHl<,i/.ed f,o the D/f ladoi show
obvlou.s agglutmaiion within 5 ID minutCH at room tempi'iatine

I ho principle of the t(‘st has ix'i'ri explairu'd on the basis that
sensitized cells have antibody globulin adsorlx'd ai. some points on
tlioii surface and that when these C(*IIh arc hrought in(o conta,ct with
‘'IB anti-hnman globnlm soriini raiild agglutination ri'sults

The test as dcscnb(nl by the authors is Hlrnph* ami cllimt'ut,, and wilh
no doubt, be utilized lafm as a routine test in Mro bc'tivi eijulpped
maternity hospitals to dHect sonsltization of the r(*(l cells of new-
born babies The use of this test otfers a now Ihdd of resoa,r(*h in various
diseases for blood workers which they, no doubt, will bo cpihac to
grasp, Uio only difllcnlty the average laljoraf.ory woiki'r will
ha\c to meet IS the preparation of a high titro anti-human si'inm in
rabbits, and the satisfactory aiisorption of this serum wltli normal
ml ^ remove ihe iietoro-aggUitinlnH lor f.lu'sc* c{‘ll8.
Iho test serum may, of course, be used at a dilution he vend the point
at which the hotcro-aggiulmins ari' no longer activi' for noimal cells
hut at which the serum agglutinates si'iisitlzed ccHh, This, of ('ourse,
IS a jnctiipd of tost ng f‘or potency any antl-human si'rtim pK'puied
in thp rabbit, partimilarlv with succoasivo trial bh'Cds. lied cells
mav be Hcnsitized in miro with case by adding two drops ot seleetod
blood to two drops of ghicoso-citrato and two drops of mll-HK
*

mcompleto’ serum. 3’ho mixtuio is stood for om* liour
at 37” C., or room temperature, and the colls waalu'd with saline and
then re-suspended in saline to give a concentiation of 2- 5 pi'r cent.
The actual testing may bo carried out on slides or tlh's

While wmrk on this test was being conducted at ihi'so Xjahoratories
It was decided to fi.nd out if the test would give positive results only
with rabbit anti-human scrum, and not with rabbit anti-sem prepared
with the serum of various animals. This work was facilitated bv having
available small quantities of various precipitating sera whieh had
been prepared in rabbits by Mr J ,1 Graydon and Mr K. U Woods

mu I Ansiralian research workers in malarial
stiKues The methods of preparation quoted are those used by Giaydon

f acknowledge my gratitude for the serum
^ details of preparation Twu) methods of preparing

the serum antigens for rabbit immummtion were employed.
precipitation, by mixing 40 ml. serum, 100 ml,

alcohol. The mixture was siriod at 6** 0.
1-2 hr., centrifuged, and after the removal

t
deposit was re-suspended in nonnal saline equal

to the original volume of the serum. The rabbits received doses of
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G ml I.P of the prt'i‘i])ifcated antigen suspension on approximately
SIX successive ilaA's in some cases the rabbits also received additional
doses of native seiiim and weie bled SAJ weeks latei if the titres were
satisfactory

(2) An aliim-precipitatcd antigen pieparcd by the method of Pioom*
wais also used The labbits icceivmg this antigen w^ere injected with
10 ml I M into both hind legs, and weie dually bled approximately
three weeks later

Both methods of immunization gave satisfactory piecipitatmg sera,

and these were used in the tests reported below The antiseia on
testing mostly gave positive piecipitm ring tests with the homologous
test serum when the latter was used at dilutions of 1/3,000-1/20,000.
How^ever, none of the rabbit anti-sera used by me wdien tested with
Rh sensitized cells, after absorption wnth A, B and 0 cells, gave titres

as good as those reported by Coombs et al
The rabbit anti-sera w^hich had been prepared during 1943-44

contained 0 02 per cent ‘Merthiolate’ as a preservative and had been
Seitz-fllteied thiough E K pads, ampouled and stored at 5“ C.

Results. The cells employed m the following tests were the washed
red cells of a baby of Group 0 sensitized vivo ,

normal cells of
Group 0 ,

cells of Group A sensitized in vitw wuth a human serum
of Group A containing pure anti-E/io (AO bloclang’ or ‘incomplete’
antibody

,
normal cells of Gioup A, and normal cells of Group B.

' Some rabbit anti-scra tested were first absorbed with A, B and O
cells, and others were used diluted beyond the range of hetero-agglut-
Illation which, in most cases, did not extend beyond a dilution of 1/5
With some animal anti-seia heteroagglutination was seen only m the
undiluted serum and then was extremely weak.
The following precipitating anti-sera prepared in rabbits gave

positive results with Rh sensitized cells, and negati\e results with
normal cells.

Babbit anti-hiiman (2 lots)

Babbit anti-porcine (pig) (2 lots)

Babbit anti-felme (cat) (1 lot)

Babbit anti-equme (horse) (1 lot)

Babbit anti-caprme (goat) (2 lots)

Babbit anti-camne (dog) (1 lot)

Babbit anti-bovme (ox) (1 lot)

iN'egative results with Rh sensitized cells were obtained with rabbit
anti-galhne (fowl) (3 lots) Tw'o of these anti-sera show ed no evidence
of hetero-agglutimns for normal A, B and 0 cells, wdule the other,
prepared by the alum-precipitated method, show^ed the presence of
heteroagglutinins only undiluted. Tests made on these anti-sera as
a further check showed that they had not deteriorated as precipitating
sera on storage for over two years at 5® C.
The above results are reported because they are interesting, and

because data of this kind may help to throw further light on the
immunological basis of the test described by Coombs, Mourant and
Bace. The test is one w^hich promises to have wide applications and
general use It should be noted that Coombs et al have shown that
the test IS not confined to Rh sensitization, but has been the means of
detecting a new antigen and antibody. The test to date has been
found to give negative results when the baby has hmmolytic disease
due to blood group agglutinins aiiti-A or anti-B, and the reason for
this has not yet been proved.

B T Simmons
The Commonwealth Serum Laboratories,

Melbourne, N 2.

Aug. 1 6.

1 Coombs, B B. A., Mourant, A. B
,
and Bace, B B

,
Lancet, ii, 15

(1945)
s Coombs, B B A , Mourant, A. E

,
and Bace, B B ,

Brii. J. Exp
Path

,

26, 255 (1945).
’^Coombs, B. B A., Mourant, A E., and Bace, B. B , Lancet, i, 2G4

(1946)
"Pioom, H , J Path. Bact

, 55, 419 (1943).

The Incomplete Antibody : a Quantitative Aspect

It is widely believed that the titre of the incomplete or blocking
(A') antibody, as determined by the quantitative ‘sahne test’^, is

dependent on the dilution of the anti-B/io (A) serum added to the
mixture of red colls and unknown serum® Coombs, Mourant and
Bace® stated m a recent article, “It is remarkable that the ‘blocking’
effect at this time still remained proof against our strongest A serum”
However, if the incomplete antibody is ‘univalent’, as suggested by
Wiener*, and if the ‘blocking’ eftect is a quantitative leaction, the
presence or absence of agglutination in the ‘saline test’ would be
cxpectetl to be dependent on the absolute amount of incomplete anti-
body (AO present and not on the amount of the anti-B/io (A) seium
added.
The results of the ‘saliuc tests’ with various dilutions of serum

containing the anti-B/io (A) scrum provide some information of the
nature of the reaction.
The seiura containing incomplete antibody (AO was serially diluted

with saline and to each dilution wvis added an equal volume ot a 1 per
cent suspension of R/iq (cBe) red cells The mixtures, which were
made in small test tubes, were incubated at 37° C for thirty minutes
A volume (equal to that already contained m the tube) of serum
contammg the anti-Mo (A ) agglutinin in high titre was then added
to each tube, and the tubes incubated for a further sixty minutes
At the end of this time a small quantity of the sedimented red cells

was carefully removed from each tube with a fine capiUaiy pipette
and placed on a microscope slide. The cells w^ere examined under
the low power of the microscope for the presence or absence ofagglutina-
tion. The titre of the incomplete antibody (AO was taken to be the
last dilution of the unknown scrum m which agglutination was absent.
Tour different sera containing an incomplete antibody (A') were

tested against various dilutions of the anti-7t/ia (A), and all gave
consistent results. A typical protocol is shown in the accompanying
table.

Dilution of serum containing mcomplete
antibody (AO

Dilution of anti-

Rha ( A ) serum 1/2 1/4 1/S 1/32 1/128

1/2 + + -1-

1/4 — — +
1/S — — + +
1/10 — —

-f- + ”r

1/20 +

The titre of the incomplete antibody (AO m the other three seia

was similaily independent of the dilution of the serum containing
anti-jR/io (A) agglntmation
The results are consistent with the concept that theic is a common

receptor on the surface of the B/i-positive red cell for anti-B/io (A)
agglutinin and the incomplete antibodv (AO If the incomiilete anti-

hodv (AO forms a iimon with all these icceptors then even large

amounts of the anti-B/io (A) serum will not produce agglutination
On the other hand, if the amount of the incomplete antibodv (AO
present is insufficient to nmte wuth all the receptors, added anti-

Rha (A) serum will unite with the remaining receptors and pro-
duce agglutination of the red cells However, although the results

are consistent wuth this quantitati\e concept, they do not necessarily

provide confirmation of this theory
llUTH A Sangeii

H S W Bed Cross Blood Tiansfusion Service,
Sydney
Aug 24

^ de Burgh, P M., Sanger, Buth A , and Walsh, B. J., m the press
® Henr\ , N. B ,

and Simmons, B T
,
personal communications

® Coombs, B. B. A ,
Mourant, A E

,
and Bace, B. B., Lancet, i, 2G4

(1946)
* Wiener, A S ,

Proc. Soc Exp Biol, and Med
, 51, 173 (1944)

Testicle and Spermatic Tract Lesions in Lymphogranuloma
Venereum

In a report on venereal diseases in West Aftica by Lieut -Colonel
B. B WiUeoxh w'hen refernng to other tropical conditions, he says

.

“Hydrocoeles are very common m the African though con&ideniig the
amount of gonorrhesa it is not surprising”. According to him, lympho-
granuloma venereum (inguinale) is also very common among these
natives.
L V. IS responsible for a certain number of cases of epididymal

inflammations, many of them of a subchnical type®“®, others, especially
wffien the infection -with Neisseria gonorrhoea has been simultaneous,
with intense mflaiimiatory symptoms. Some of these cases are accom-
panied by vagmalitis, which is rapidly reabsorbed

,
others follow a

different course and hydrocosle is installed. Both subclinical oi asso-
ciated L V -gonorrhoea cases may follow a slow course and ocrasiou-
allv small epididymal ahscessc.s adhere to the scrotum, bicak down
and leave draining sinuses that heal spontaneously or imdei treatment.
In all mentioned types, L V infection is seldom suspei ted’.

In some cases the process mainly affects the blood-vessels and
lymphatics ofthe spermatic cord , the vas or ductus deferens lemaimng
normal or slightly enlarged. Thrombo-angiitis, phlebitis and Ivmph-
angiitis with micro-abscess formation can be found on study of sections
of these structures.

Lesions of L V. nature of the testicle pioper have also been
recorded®-®

Our observations have all been made m a country whore filariasis

is unknown
W E C'OUTTS

Department for Social Hygiene,
National Service of Health,
Santiago, Chile Aug. 2.

®Willcox, B B., Nature, 157, 416 (1940),
® Coutts and Vargas Zalazar, Ann Malad Ven4r., 31, 895 (1936).
® Sato Akira, Japan J. Dermat. and Urol., 39, 75 (1936)
* Bizzozero and Pranchi, Minerm Med., 2, 241 (1937)
® Coutts and Maitini Herrera, Ztschr f Urol., 32, 439 (1938)
®Huard and Joyeux, Ann d’Anat Pathol, 16, 228 (1939).
’ Coutts, Brit J Ven. Bis., 19, 37 (1943).
® Bastos de Sequeira, BoL Soc. Med. e Cir. de Sao Paulo, 26, 13

(1942).
®Midana, JDeiniatologica, 85, 403 (1942).

Dr CotTTTS’s letter is very interesting as the writer has made a
particular study of intra-urothral infections of lymphogranuloma
venereum (inguinale)
As regards hydrocoeles m West Africa, however, the matter of their

origin IS difficult to determine Gonorrhoea is extremely prevalent
there and, apart from lymphogranuloma venereum, which is also very
common, there are also fiUnasis, dracontiasis and schistosomiasis, as
weU as other gemto-urinary conditions, which may subscribe to theur
production.
As a basis of probability, gonorrhoea is singled out as the most

hkely antecedent while the other diseases mentioned are probably
more common causes than the comparatively rare one of lympho-
granuloma venereum. This matter is very hard to prove as ahydioeoelo
in a patient showing a positive Erei test is by no means proof that the
hydroccelo is due to lymphogranuloma venereum, as the I'rei tost may
remain positive for a very long time after infection.

^ ^ ,
It, B. Winicox

Military Isolation Hospital,
283 Harrow Boad,
London, W 9.
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Food of the Wigeon

Investigations by J. W. Campbell at NorlJi Uiwt

into tlie food habits of the wigeon [Anas penelopc)

have shown that the AVidely hold opinion tliat tlio

broad -leaved Zostera is the main food of those ducks

needs qualification In some areas i? uppici was found

to be preferred to all other foods, and the narrow-

leaved Zostera was found to bo oaten in greater

quantities than the broad. In recording those results,

Campbell stresses the need for observations of the

bird’s ©nviromnent before statements, which are

often based on stomach analyses alone, are made about

food habits. In the inquiries at North Uist attention

was paid to tiie locality, foods available, mode oi

capture, season when obtained, actmlTos prior to

capture, field observations on feeding habits, ago,

weather conditions, and the competitors for food.

Similar work was earned out on t-he feeding habits

of the brent goose (Branta bemicla).

Diurnal Variation in Tumour Production

J. 0. Motteam (J. Path. Bact., 56, 181 and 391 ;

1944) described a method whereby an abundance of

tumours could be produced by a single application of

benzpyrene to the skin of mice. He found that the

yield of tumours depended on the degree of mitotic

activity in the epidomiis at the time of application,

which suggested that benzpyrene acts only on dividing

cells. There is known to be a marked diurnal varia-

tion of mitosis in the epidermis of mice, with a
maximum at midnight and a minimum at midday.
Midnight application of benzpyrene should thorofore

yield more tmnours than midday application, and
such proves to be the case. Mottram (J. Path. Bact ,

57, 265 ,* 1946), using groups of mice, ])aintod one
flank at midnight and tho opposite fianlv at midday
with the result that about twice as many tumours
developed on tho midnight flanJc as on the midday
one. Control of lighting conditions did not influcnco

the result.

Blood Viscosity and Rate of Oxygen Exchange

J. Fegler and. J. Banister {Quart. J. Bxp. Physiol,,

33, 163 ; 1946) describe a special form of tonometer
for measuring the rates of oxygen and carbon dioxide
exchange of blood in intro. Study of various factors
influencmg tfie rate of oxygen exchange showed that
blood viscosity was often the underlying limitmg
factor. Bise of temperature (from 22° to 38° 0.), or
reduction in red cell concentration, increased the
rates of uptake and release of oxygen, and tho
increases could be exactly accounted for by the
concomitant decreases in viscosity.

Skeletal Anatomy of Fleas

Under this title, the welldtnown American insect
morphologist, Ur, B. E. Snodgrass, has published a
very detailed anatomical study of the skeletal parts
of adult fleas (Smithsonian Mis. Coll., 104, No. 18).
The adult flea, it may be added, is an extremely
specialized creature showing no very clear affinities
with any other order of insects. What few indications
it does give have led many entomologists to conclude
that it has relationships either with the Mecoptera or
the Diptera, or possibly with both these orders. The
object of the present memoir, the author states, is to
interpret the skeletal anatomy of fleas according to
the general principles of insect morphology* His
account ofthe mouth-parts includes a discussion ofthe

homolegu^s of {h(^ <»rguiK eetu'eriied, discards the
oldor uitorfiret.itions and regards paired slylels as

beingiho Kieinsie ef t/lunneAilhe a-ud n(»fi riiandihles,

as has l>een iisuaJly belu^vod, luusciiljitun^ of

Uiaso stylets is iti a-ecerdanite with that of ihe insect

niaxillic, and tho unpaiuHl si,y let is accopiod as being

tlio greatly dr<iwn-eui. opipliarynx. Tho I'eod chaimol
IS tho minuto tube feruied iatiu-ally by tlio curv-od

inner walls of tho laeinia^ eembnuxl above witli the

opipharynx. Ooneroto ovideuco oftho winged ancestry
of fleas IS apparently rcwealod (as \va.s firsi. sliewn in

1935 by Sharif) by thc^ ])iusonce of what seem to bo
vestiges of true wing-huds on tlu^ inosoiihorax oC tho
pupa of certain species. The male gonii^alia ceino in

for dc^tailod troatnioni., and, as tho autlier remarks,
are pr()i)ably the most (snupheatod apparaidis ei'tJieir

kind to h(^ found in ail iho hiHecta. Tlio miunoir is

illustrated fiy 21 platiis portraying many anatomi<*al

details of strnc-tiirm

Purification of Tobacco Mosaic Virus

Estimations oftho size audshapi^ of tobacco mosaic
virus have often given conflicting result s which sug-

gest that it could occur m a range of difforoul/ sizes.

F. C. Bawdon and N. W. Pino (Brit. J. ItJxp.

26, 294 ,* 1945) confirm this and show that tlio

proportios of diffomnt preparations can vary much
more than was priwiously suspoctod. TobaeiJO mosaic
virus aggregates with tho (*.onstituonfcs of sap of its

liost plant, and with other agoniiS. A method for

minimizing tho aggregation of virus as oxtractod
from [fiaut sap is dcscuabod, au<i ii. is shown that
virus can be separated by differential uIi(i‘a(Mu»trifuging

into fractions wh.h widely different proportios. Tlie

most m[)jdly sedimenting fractions (^ofitain litilo but
virus nucleoprotoiu ; tho slower doposittHl fractious

have little virus, which lias iiuIoiHl diffensit serolog-

ical and physii'al properties from fb<^ earlier d<ipos-

ited virus. All fnuttions a^‘(^ uastabli^ and rapidly
asHunio tho siu'ologic.al behaviour of flagellar anffiguns,

with intouH(» a.uisotro])y of flow. This cliangi^ is usually
accompanied by tho elimination of non-virus material.

Tlio x^Tirnary virus particle seems to bt» small, not
greatly elongated, and combined with oxtranoous
material in the plant. Kemoval of this matrix allows
tho virus to combine into tho rod-shaxied masses m
which it is commonly found.

Effect of X-Rays upon Agricultural Seeds

In 1940 the Svalof Plant Brooding Station began
an extensive programme of tho induction of mutations
for plant-brooding by radiation with X-rays. A.
Gustafson {Bered%tas^ 30, 165 ; 1044) describes the
effects oftreating dormant seeds of various crops with
X-rays. Tho critical dosage above which groat
lethality occurs varies considerably botwoon species.

Thus peas require about 7,500 r., but Brassica napus
and hinum are still highly resistant at more than
50,000 r. Tho aiitlior points out tho X-rays wore hard
(highly ponotratmg) and that tho resistance was prob-
ably duo to the oily or fatty nature of tho cell

contents. A useful table of critical doses is provided.

Sunspots and Magneto-Hydrodynamic Waves
Hannes Alevkn has put forward a new theory of

sunspots (see Nature, 157, 522, Ajiril 20), and a second
paper on the subject has now appeared {Mon. Not.
Boy. Astro. Boc., 105, 382; 1945). Tho main objoefc of
this paper is to discuss the shape and orientation of
the magneto-hydrodynamic whirl rings oreatod in tho
solar core. Theory requires that a bipolar sunspot is

produced when a whirl ring intersects the solar surface

;
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wiien tlie ring reaches the surface, two sunspots of

different polarities, created very close together, would
be exx^ected, provided no secondary phenomena
existed. The subsequent behaviour of the spots
conforms largely to theoretical predictions, except
the last phase, in which the spots are not often

observed to move close together agam and disappear,

as theory requires. Observations of the shape of the
bipolar sunspot make it possible to construct the
shape of the whirl rmg, and three diagrams show
these. During the motion from the core outwards,
the whirl rings are deformed because of the changes
m the magnetic field and the velocity ; in the case
of a homogeneous field out to about 14 x 10^® cm.
the whirl is almost circular, and it is also circular for

a dipole field outside this limit. An investigation of
the motion of a whirl x3roceeding as a magneto

-

hydrodynamic wave m a liquid with variable density
under the action of gravitation shows that when the
whirl velocity is high, the acceleration or retardation

is most rapid for whirls with planes parallel to the
magnetic field. The results are applied to conditions
in the sun, and it is shown that it is impossible to
adopt the current stellar models of the sun—

a

convective core from the centre to about 10^® cm.
and a non-convective region outside this limit

—

because convection m one part of the sun causes
magneto-hydrodynamic waves which give rise to
convection in other parts also, and it is not appropriate
to speak of a ‘non-convective’ region. No account
has been taken of the Coriolis force, and it is admitted
that ignoring it is one of the most conspicuous
deficiencies of the theory. An exact treatment of its

effect, however, encounters mathematical difficulties.

Theory of Pulsating-Field Machines

A PAPm by Dr. Eobert Pohl (J. Inst. Elec. Eng.,

93, Pt. 2, No. 31, February 1946) suggests that,

mstead of attempting to adapt the rotating-field

theory to pulsatmg field machmes, it is more satis-

factory to employ an independent theory developed
by findmg an expression for the pulsatmg permeance
of the magnetic path and considering the total

magneto-motive force acting upon that permeance,
both on open-circuit and on load. A new method for

determmmg rapidly the air-path permeance ‘as a
function of time leads to the ‘belt characteristics’,

thence to the electromotive force and its wave-form
on open-circuit, to the armature reaction including

its effect on the wave-form, and to the necessary
excitation for a given load. The analytical results

are supplemented by simple vector diagrams. The
means for controlling the wave-form are then discussed,

among them a new device for eliminating undesirable

odd harmonics in addition to the even harmonics.
Pmally, suggestions are made for simplifying the
work in design offices by standardizmg the most
favourable slotting and the correspondmg character-

istics.

Phthioic Acid

Phthioio acid, C28H52O 2 , is a liquid saturated fatty

acid isolated from the lipoids of tubercle bacilli, and
has been claimed to be the specific cellular stimulant
responsible for the tubercle. N. Polgar and Sir

Eobert Eobinson (*J. Chem. Soc., 389 ; 1945) sum-
marize previous attempts to find its constitution, and
point out that the evidence suggests that the phthioic

acid molecule contains only one long chain, which
must have a greater length than previously thought
possible on the X-ray evidence. This view is confirmed

by the experiments recorded in the paper. A number
of analogous long-cham acids were synthesized, and
they show film properties analogous to those of

phthioic acid. The structure CH 3 [CH2] 3.CHMe
[CH2]5.CHMe[CH2] 9.CHMe.CH2.C02H is shown to b©
feasible by the synthesis of the substance which is

found to have properties tallying with those of

phthioic acid.

Dry Ice

Solid carbon dioxide, commonly known as ‘dry

ice’, with a sublimation temiDerature of — 78 ’5° C.,

IS a commercial product, which has found many
applications. H. N. Brown {J. FranlcUn Inst., 240,

487) describes equipment using dry ice as a source

of cold which can be apx^lied in testing or other low-

temperature work, for example, in testing small
electronic parts on a mass-production basis. Tins
IS much simpler than conventional refrigerating

machinery. The apparatus consists of test chambers
with close-coupled piping and positive-pressure

blowers circulating cold gas liberated from dry ice

containers. Eate of temperature change is achieved
by valve adjustment. Testmg other materials, and
metal shrinlang and other low-temperature treatment
could be earned out with such equipment.

Constitution of Trumpler’s Star NGC|6871,5

Jaaxko Tuominen has published a number of

papers on Trumpler’s stars, in which their observed
luminosities were compared with the theoretical

results derived from Eddmgton’s mass-luminosity
formula, and also his theory to explain the differences

is expomided In a recent pax^er {Mon. Not. Boy.
Astro. Soc., 105, 256 ; 1945) Tuominen discusses the
relatively low luminosities of Trumpler’s stars, as
compared with Eddmgton’s mass-lummosity formula.
This formula is based on the assumption that there
is a pui’oly radiative transfer of heat throughout the
star ; but the theory that the transfer of heat is

partly convectional and partly radiative is now
adopted. To avoid very high turbulent sxooeds, it is

necessary that the density should rise relatively

quickly from the surface mwards. The density is

assumed constant in the innermost part of the star,

but it may decrease inwards, and this is explicable
from the fact that radial convection currents are
hampered by a high turbulent viscosity. The turbu-
lence IS maintained by large-scale currents, and
subatomic heat is responsible for keeping the whole
mechanism going.

Variations in the Lunar Formation Aristarchus

In a paper on this subject, H, Percy Wilkins
{J. Brit. Astro. Assoc., 56, 1, December 1945) suggests
a possible explanation of certain ‘glows’ on the sur-

face of the moon, with special reference to those
associated with Aristarchus, in which dusky streaks
have often been noticed. The majority of the
fluorescent or glow effects observed within Aristarchus
and in connexion with other objects have been de-
tected around the period of sunspot maximum, and
it is suggested that these glows may b© caused by
electronic impact due to electrons emitted by the
sun striking the lunar surface. The theory postulates
that certain portions of the lunar surface consist of
materials capable of deflecting electrons, or alterna-
tively, the ©mission of gases like argon from the deeper
cavities or clefts* The theory is very interesting, and
it is to b© hoped that further research will b© carried
out on the subject.
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By Dr. D. CHATTERJEE
The Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

The arum family (Araceae) is well represented in

tropical parts of the world, and, in India, genera
like Golocasia, Alocasia, Typhomum, Amorphophallus
and Pothos belonging to this family are commonly
found. Some of these genera are associated with the
hydrophytes and others form constituent plants of
the secondary vegetation of the forests or the
foothill vegetation of the Himalayas. The 'term'

should be regarded ecologically as tho real tropical
ram forest. The arum family as a whole, there-
fore, comprises plants which are not foxmd m high
altitudes in India m places like Simla, Darjeeling or
Silddm, We are apt to thmk of plants like lofty
Magnolias, Gedrus, Quercus, Rhododendrons and other
plants like Primulas, Gentianas and Senecios when
we imagine the vegetation at high altitudes in the arrangement, and the Kpecies have boon sorted ui four
Himalayas. An exception to this is tho interesting mam groups. Tho Itnoar dovolojiinont from tho basicand fascinating genus Ariscema belonging to the arum
family. The species of this genus are always found
in high hills and some reach altitudes of 15,000 ft.

(5,000 m.) in the Sikkim Himalayas.

species A, exile ends in A . Qriffitlm and A. Pradhanii.
A parallel development is mdicatod in south India
and the line must have soimratod from the main ]ihase
early in the evolutionary history. Besides these,Some of the Himalayan AHscemas are plants of there are two other smaller dovelopmonts in northoni

great beauty, and their cultivation in gardens of
temperate countries should open up a novel line to
horticulture. The peculiar hood-like and deeply
coloured spathe is the most attractive part of
the plant, and species lil^e A. Pradhanii (see
accompanying figure), A, Qrijjithii, A. utile. A,
WalUehianum, A, sarraceiiioidcs and A» nep-
enthoides should find a ready appeal to jilant
lovers. The coloration of tho spathe oi A,
Pradhanii is described by Dr. Cromar-Watt of __
Aberdeen as follows : “When soon in sunshine
the spathe looks more like somo burniHliod

^

metal than any vegetable production. A
|

combmation of velvety chocolate purple, chryso- i

prase green and pearly white with ribs of <

shmmg burnished copper in tho inside.’’ Tho
plants flourish well in a cool greenhouse in ^

a compost of rich loam, decayed loaf mould
^

and sharp sand. They require plenty of moisture
during the growing season, but afterwards they
should be kept moderately dry and rested
during the winter months.
Our knowledge of the Indian species has been

enriched in recent years by some fln© collections made
in the South Indian hills by the late Prof. E. Barnes
of Madras. Although Prof. Barnes was a chemist and
had been teaching chemistry in India, his casual
interest m plant collections has resulted in the dis-

India ending with specios like A. tortuosum and A,
ncpenthoides, Tho general plan of Ansoonia may be
outlined as shown below :
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A detailed account of tho Indian Arismnas lias

been prepared and will be published elsewhere.

covery of eight new species of Ansoerm. It is now
possible in view of ampler materials to study the
group and the interrelationship of the specios.
Hitherto, no one has attempted to arrange the
Indian species in natural groups excepting perhaps
Engler (“Pflanzenreich—^Aracese”, 1920). XTnfor-
tunately, Engler’s first group, Pimhriata, does
not seem to contain plants with a simple spathe and
appendix. Besides, there are fourteen other groups,
and although some of them contain plants of natural
alliance the interrelationship of the groups are some-
what obscured by sorting some one hundred species
mto fifteen groups. The Indian species should have
a basic plexus in plants like A, exile and A. Jacque^
fnonMi and not in A. alba of the Pimhriata group as
proposed by Engler. I have attempted a simpler

ASSOCIATION OF SPECIAL
LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION

BUREAUX
ANNUAL CONFERENCE

The twenty-first annual Conference of the
Association of Special Libraries and Information

Bureaux, held at the Polytechnic, Regent Street,
London, during September 13-15, while less well
attended than the previous conference and possessing
the advantage of a single venue, was scarcely so
successful in providing the oppoitunities for informal
discussion and contacts, apart from the conversazione
with which the Conference opened. This was again
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followed by the atmxial general meeting, and the
reports submitted to that meetmg on the year’s

work agam showed an increase in membership, which
now stands at 712, and an increase in the subscrip-

tions to £2,215. The honorary treasurer was able to

report a surplus for the year on the income and
expenditure account of £671, and in addition to

grants of £300 from the British Council and £1,000
from the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research, the income included £253 from the Docu-
mentary Reproduction Service recently established.

In view of the discussions at the previous Conference,

a special Policy Committee was appomted durmg the
year to review the memorandum and articles of
association, to make recommendations regardmg the
relation between the Council and its committees and
on the internal organisation of the Association.

Ccirtain broad proposals for the alteration of the
articles of association were approved by the annual
general meeting, and legal aid will now be obtained
in redrafting, havmg regard, however, to the relations

of the Association with the British Society for Inter-

national Bibliography. Establishment of a special

joint committee of the two bodies to work out a
definite scheme of co-operation or possible coalescence

was also approved by the annual general meeting,
when Sir Reginald Stradling was elected president,

Mr. T. M. Herbert re-elected honorary secretary, and
Miss I. M. Shrigiey honorary treasurer.

In his presidential address at the first session of
the Conference, Sir Reginald Stradlmg discussed
“The Place of the Intelligence Group in a Technical
Team”, dealmg particularly with its place in the
group of industries concerned with building and civil

engmeermg with x^hich he is connected. Sir Regmald
pointed out first that in research on the problems of
an old traditional industry there are usually no
ready-trained scientifiLC workers, and there is no
division of science specifically directed to the practical

need of the industry. The service of such large-scale

human needs as building demands a combination of
many branches of science, each contributing its own
quota to the development of the applied science

required. This determines the type of organisation
required ; and stressmg the vital importance of team-
work, which must provide for the biological and
social sciences as well as the physical, Sir Reginald
emphasized that the problem of the leader of such a
research team is to create the conditions under which
his specialist colleagues can work wuthout the feehng
of frustration which results from too much regimenta-
tion. In creatmg such conditions the intelligence

group often holds a key position m a research team,
and Sir Reginald devoted most of his address to a
discussion of the qualities desired in such an intelli-

gence officer and of the framing of senior men for

such work. That training, he thought, should be as
wide as possible, with a general degree in science as
a minimum, industrial experience and two or more
foreign languages. Moreover, selection by academic
standards only is useless ; although the presence m
a research team of a man intimately acquainted with
the resources of information at his disposal and also

understanding the requirements of the research
worker and fully and professionally aware of the
team’s objectives is one of the major advantages of
team-work, recent trends m official circles suggest
that the value of scientifically framed leaders in

mtelligence work is not yet appreciated. Sir Reginald
Stradling’s persuasive presentation of the d5manaic
aspects of intelligence work and library service con-

cluded With a brief survey of the activities of the

Association of Special Libraries and Information

Bureaux, in which he referred to the steady growth

in the industrial membership and indicated a future

for the Association more on the lines of a learned

society. We now particularly need to explore, he

said, the best methods of getting the information

already collected used effectively.

Followmg the presidential address, Mr. Theodore

Besterman presided over a session at which Mr. A. D.

Roberts presented a paper on “The Preparation and
Coverage of Critical and Select Bibliographies”. Mr.

Roberts distm^ished three types of bibliography :

select and critical bibliographies of the literature of

one subject as it stands at a named time ; critical

bibliographies published serially or in serials ;
and

guides to the literature of various subjects. Works
of the first class have always been needed by librarians

and by subject specialists, and Mr, Roberts cited a

number of examples drawn from various branches of

science, pomting out both the need for sifting material

for mclusion and referring to the difference of opinion

as to what should be included. He also stressed the

value of classification so as to facilitate their wider

use and incorporation, but neither m his paper nor

m the discussion that followed was the important

point made that the basis of selection (other than a

period basis) should be clearly stated. The effort

involved m doing this might ehmmate some of the

disagreement between experts to which Mr. Roberts
referred. Commenting on the second type of biblio-

graphy, Mr. Roberts emphasized the need for good
critical surveys of many more subjects to enable men
of science and librarians to get quickly at the m<yst

important writings on scientific subjects, thus

reducing the necessity for laborious searches. In
some subjects there is a need for critical literature

surveys at different levels ; and commenting on the

tendency, in annual review volumes dealing with
scientific subjects, to limit the survey to periodical

articles, Mr. Roberts stressed the value of including

monographs and books published durmg the period

and also of quoting authoritative reviews for the

works entered. Mr. Roberts recognized the limitations

of such bibliographies and directed attention to the

desirability of abstracting services doing more than
list literature surveys without comment His third

type of bibliography covers a larger field, and veiy
few books of this type have been published apart

from some efforts in chemistry. Here, above all, it is

important that the compiler of the bibliography

should mdicate clearly the class of reader to whom his

work is addressed and the basis of selection. In-

difference to these elementary principles has been
responsible for much unsatisfactory work in ail three

types of bibliography, and yet neither m the paper
itself nor in the discussion, except perhaps in a
remark of Mr. Greenaway, of Messrs. Kodak, Ltd.,

regardmg the date or period of a bibliography, did
they appear to be sufficiently appreciated.

The paper “What an Industrialist Expects of an
Information Service”, which Sir Arthur Fleming and
Miss B. M. Dent read before the following session,

proved scarcely as challengmg as might have been
expected. Sir Arthur indeed, after stressing the
importance of new knowledge and ideas m industry
as a condition of progress, said that the industrialist

requires accurate and comprehensive information and
needs it quickly ; but for the rest he contented him-
self with describing the information service developed
during the last thirty years to meet the needs of t/ho
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roseai'ch and other departments of the Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co , Ltd. Sir Arthur paid tribute

to the pioneer work of Mr J. G. Pearco in the develop-

ment of this service, the cost of winch now he put at

about £10,000 a year. A recent development is the
issue weeldy from 1945, in response to a request from
the works senior staff, of an Industrial Digest^ each
number of which contains about fifty brief abstracts

on factory processes and workshop practice likely to

bo of interest to factory executives.

Sir Arthur Fleming’s paper was followed by one
from Prof. R. S. Plutton on the communication of
specialist information to business executives, in which
he emphasized that the ]problem of bridging the gap
between the academic world and the so-called prac-
tical man is essentially one of interpretation. There
are psychological factors, and the scientific worker
sometimes pays too little attention to the considera-

tion of the most appropriate form of communication ;

but Prof. Hutton stressed the importance of clear

and brief exposition. Referring to T. H. Huxley and
W. H. Hudson as examples, he urged that however
important clear expression and the planning of
reports may be, the prime necessity is to concentrate
attention on the actual target to which one’s written
or spoken word is directed. This aspect of the work
of the research associations is ofincreasing importance,
and Prof. Hutton concluded his paper with some
hints to the individual information officer and a plea
for more imagination, alertness and exporionco to bo
brought to bear on the problems of exposition and
interpretation. While Prof. Hutton’s remarks wore
generally appreciated, it seemed clear from the brief
discussion which followed that the effective com-
munication of scientific and technical mfonnation
demands not merely much skill on the part of the
research worker and information officer but also a
considerable improvement in tho general standard of
education and scientific training of the average
business executive himself. An evening session at
which Dr. L. J. Comrie, of the Scientific Gonqiuting
Service, Ltd,, presented a paper on “Machines and
Tables” closed the proceedings on September 14.

The openmg session on September 15, over which
Mr. A. Si, Cummins presided, was given over to a
symposium of papers on some aspects of documenta-
tion in Europe to-day. Although short papers by
John Ansteinsson on special library facilities in
Norway, by Dr. F. Steggerda on the present position
of information services in the Netherlands, by Dr.
Erik Hernlin on the technical information service in
Sweden, by^ W. Jamcki on the Swiss Centre of
Documentation, and by J. Wyart on scientific and
technical documentation in France were circulated
m advance and not read at the Conference, quite
inadequate time was allowed for discussion on present
conditions in Germany. If the first paper at this
session, by Mrs. J. Lancaster-Jones, on “Some
Aspects of the Demand for British Scientific and
Technical Books for Europe”, could be allowed as a
contribution to the particular theme under discus-
sion, Miss Esther Simpson’s account of the Society
of Visiting Scientists seemed irrelevant, and the
Conference’s organisers failed to gauge the strength
of the desire for full information about the position
in Germany, especially from British observers. In
the absence of Mr. Ronald Fraser, of the Control
Commission for Germany and Austria, present con-
ditions in Germany were described by Colonel P. K.
Blount, who had just returned from Germany for the
purpose, and by Mi^. K. Garsides. It would be impos-

sible to do justico to either speaker’s contribution

here by attempting to summarize their account of
the position of tho university and toelinical libraries

in tho British Zone, beyond the statement that
roughly some fifty per cent of tho holdings of
books in both British and American zones have boon
destroyed. As regards periodicals, little was added
to the picture of chemical publications given by Dr.
Conant in his report to tho American Chemical
Society, except to indicate some bettor prospect of
the contmuation of “Beilstein’s Handbuch”. Colonel
Blount indicated that British policy favours the
resumption of old, rather than the initiation of now,
periodicals. The general impression left by the papers
themselves, by the chairman’s own contribution and
by the whole of the lively discussion, was that far

too little has been done to secure for Great Britain
either books or sots of iioriodicals published m Ger-
many during the War, and that the energy of tho
Library of Congress Bm*eau and other American
activities have now left the field bare. Dr. Hutton
cited examples of action taken by the Cambridge
University Library which enabled that Library to
complete its holdings of the German periodicals to
which it had subscribed in 1939, and similar action
may have been taken by other British libraries. A
resolution moved by the chairman was unanimously
adopted, urging the Council to give close considera-
tion to the whole position with the view of urging
appropriate action on the British authorities. Beyond
this, however, the session gave some disconcoi*ting
and melau(‘boly ovidorico of the obstacles that yet
exisi; to the free interchange of knowledge through
tho medium of print.

At tho afternoon session, over which Mr. E. H.
Lindgron presided, Mr, Colin Doan described tho
organisation of the Central Film Libraiy, and during
tho session there wore shown the films “Library of
Congress” and “Book Bargain”. The final session,

when Dr. J. E. Holmstrom prosidod, was devoted to
a discussion on tochmeal dictionaries and glossaries,

which was introduced by Miss M. Gossett.

RE-OPENING OF THE GEOLOGICAL
MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON

The Geological Museum at South Kensmgton was
re-opened on September 18 after being closed

for seven years. From 1935, when the new building
in Exhibition Road was opened by the King, then
Duke of York, until the outbreak of war, there were
considerably more than a million visitors to tho
Museum, which is still the most modern and well-
fitted of its kind in the world. Throughout tho War
the building was occupied by the headquarters staff

of the London Civil Defence Region. The galleries

Were converted mto offices ; the more valuable
exhibits were evacuated to North Wales, and the
remainder were stored. Although a heavy bomb
fell on the pavement near the main entrance, and
another struck the Geological Survey and Museum
offices at the west end of the building, no major
structural damage was caused by enemy action;
but a vast amount of repair and restoration work
has been necessary, including some 15,000 sq. ft. of
window and roof glazing.

The reconstruction of the exhibits has been taken m
hand and has now proceeded far enough for the main
hall to be re-opened to the public. Among the more
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striking permanent exhibits m this hall are the -unique
rotating relief globe 6 ft. m diameter coloured to
show world geology—^this most fortunately survived
the e^losion of a 1,000 lb. bomb about 50 ft. away ;

illuminated dioramas of past and present scenery

;

large relief-models of south-eastern England ; many
hundreds of photographic enlargements of geological
subjects ; and the Museum’s collection of precious
and ornamental stones. There are also three special
exhibits of topical interest. The largest of these,
“British War-time Geology”, illustrates some of the
contributions to the war effort made by British
geologists in both the mdustrial and the military
spheres.

The examples in the Museum of geological work
carried out within the British Isles, which are
demonstrated by maps, diagrams, photographs and
specimens, include mtensive survey and search for
outcrop coal, for the ores of iron, lead, zinc, tungsten
and tin, and for many other essential mmerals such
as mica, barytes, fluorspar and sand for the manu-
facture of optical glass ; the survey and development
of underground water-supplies for new factories,
camps and aerodromes ; and advisory work on the
construction of underground factories, ammunition
stores and other works.

Other parts of the display now available to the
public deal with the application of geology to military
operations overseas. Examples are shown of maps
prepared by geologists during the planning of each
major operation to predict the suitability of enemy-
occupied territory for the passage of tanks, and for
the rapid construction of airstrips, trenches and camp-
sites. Other maps show the occurrence of rock for
road and aerodrome construction and repair, and the
prospects of obtaining underground water. There
are examples of specially vital work on water supply
in Egypt and the Western Desert, A related small
exhibit of German military geological maps shows
analogous work done by the enemy ; of particular
interest is an inch to the imle German map of the
Brighton-Eastboume district, revised to June 1940
in preparation for mvasion, bearmg notes on landing
beaches, geology, topography and water-supply. A
third special exhibit of current interest illustrates

radioactive minerals from the principal producing
localities throughout the world.

THE IRAVAS AND CULTURE
CHANGE

The Irava, who live on the Malabar coast, form a
suitable subject for a study of culture change as

they are a large and vigorous section of the Hindu
commimity. Although not actually caste Hindus,
neither do they belong entirely to the depressed
classes, standmg as they do at their head. Great
changes have come over the life, social and economic,
of the Irava since the British rule ; and A. Aiyappan,
himself a member of the tribe, is well qualified to
record the culture changes wrought by the impact of
the West on the Hmdus (Bull. Madras Gov. Mus.,
1; 1944).

Starting with an explanation of his method. Dr. A.
Aiyappan describes the setting of the problem, both
geographical and histone, and the early political
history of the district. There follows a most illum-
inating section dealing with the caste customs of the

district and of the two million Irvanas in particular,

fining it down to a certain village which he describes

in great detail. He dwells at some length on untouch-
ability, which may almost be said to reach its

apotheosis in Malabar; the term is perhaps mis-

leading and the expression ‘contact taboo’ is to be
preferred.

The marriage customs and kmship systems of the
Irvana form a most interesting chapter, the domestic
life and in-law relationships bemg sympathetically
described. In this caste the rather rare form of

marriage, fraternal polyandry, used to be, and to

some extent still is, practised, as many as five

brothers being married to one wife.

Although the mam occupation is the cultivation of
coconut palms for the traditional occupation of
toddy-making, there is also a good deal of agricultural

labour, principally in the rice field. Toddy-tappmg
IS a popular occupation as it only occupies a small
portion of the day, although the palms need attention
every day, and as a supplier of drinks the toddy
drawer enjoys plenty of company. As is customary
among Dravidian peoples, the Irvana women work in

the fields with the men and are not secluded like those
in the north of India. Food, houses and clothing are
then described, m common with other economics,
including the gains and losses due to culture contact.
Further chapters on education, magic and religion,

and law and order brmg to a close this most interesting
study.

On the whole, the author is optimistic regardmg
the future of this large tribe ; he feels that culture
contact may produce beneficial results, and is not
unhopeful of the ultimate acceptance of the oppressed
classes by the Hindus. K. Rishbeth

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
(Meeiing marled with an asterisk * is open to the public)

Monday, October 7

Taemeks’ Club (at the Roval Empire Society Craven Street,
London, W.C 2), at 2 30 p m.—Discussion on a paper entitled “Im-
provements of Hill and Marginal Farms”, by Oapt A. R. McDoiigal
(to be opened by Mr Moses Griffith)

INSTITUTIOK OF POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS (at tllC

Institution of Electneal Engineers, Savoy Place, Victoria Embank-
ment, London, W.C 2), at 5 p m —-Mr C F Booth and Mi. J. L.
Creighton : “Piezo-Electnc Quartz and its Use in Telecommunica-
tions”.

Physical Society (in the Lecture Theatre of the Roval Institution,
Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at 5 15 p-m,—-Prof.M L E Oliphant,
F R S “Rutherford and the Modem World” (Rutherford Memoiial
Lecture)

Tuesday, October 8

Chawick Public Lecture (at the Royal Society of Tropical
Medicine and Hvgiene, 26 Portland Place, London, W 1), at 2.30 p m
—Sir Arthur MacNalty, R.C.B. . “Sir Thomas More as Public Health
Reformer”.*

Zoological Society of Lonpon (at Regent’s Park, London,
ISr.W.S), at 5 p m—Scientific Papeis.
Institution of Chemical Engineers (m the Apartments of the

Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W 1), at
5 30 p.m.—Messrs D. G Murdoch and M Cuckney : “The Removal
of Phenols from Gas Works Ammomacal Liquor”
Royal Society op Medicine, Section of Experimental Medicine

AND Therapeutics (at l Wimpole Street, London, W 1), at 5 30 i) ni
—Prof H P Himsworth “Protein Metabolism in Relation to
Disease’* (Presidential Address).

IILIBIINATING ENGINEERING SOCIETY (at the School of Hvgicne
and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, Gower Street, London, W.C 1 ),
at 6 p m—^Mr J S. Dow Presidential Address.

xJNS'iTj.’UTiii of jb'UBL uenuai nail, Westminster, London, S.W.l)
at 6 pm.—Sir James Chadwick, F.R S. : Melchett Lecture.

Society of Chemical industry, Plastics Group (at Burlington
House, Piccadilly, London, W 1), at 6 30 p m.—Mr. y. J. L. Megson ,

Recent Advances m Plastics” (Chairman’s Address)
Royal ASTRONOMICAL Society (at Burlington House, Piccadilly,

® Adams
and the Discovery of Neptune” (Conversazione).
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Wednesday, October 9

Institution of Eluutrioil Engineers, kadio Seution (at Savov
Place, Victoria Embankment, Tamdoii, W (J ‘2), at 5.30 p m —Pi of

WiHis Jackson Inaugural Address as (Jhaiiman

11oYAP Aeronautical Society (m the Lecture Hall of the
Institution of Cisul Emmieeis, Great George Siieet, Loudon,
SW.l), at () n m —Mr B Smelt “A Ciitical Review cf Geiniin
Research on Hi^h Speed An Elow’k

Thursday, October 10

Sheffield Metallurgical Association, Modern Methods of
Analysis Group (at the Metallingical Club, 198 West Sticet, Shef-

field 1 ), at 7 p in —Mr E J Vaughan “The Application of Absoiptio-
inetnc Methods to Metallingical Investigation”.

Friday, October 1 1

Textile Institute, Lancashire Section (at the Textile Institute,

Manchestei), at 1 pm— J. W Howell “Scientific Lighting m
C'otton Mills”

Royal astronomical Society (at Bmhnglon House, i^iccadilly,

London, W 1), at 4 30 p m —Scientific Papers

Chemical Society (in the Chenustiy Lectuie Theatre, King’.s

College, Heweastle-upon-Tvne), at 5 pm —Seientifle Papers

INSTITUTE OP PHYSICS, MANCHESTER AND DISTRICT BRANCH (in the
Hew Physics Theatre, University of Manchestei, Oxford Road,
Manchester, 13), at 5 pm.

—

Discussion on “Tiie Mathematical
Training of Physicists” (opened by Prof E C Stoner, F.R.S ).

Society of Chemical industry, chemical Engineering Group
(in the Apartments of the Geological Societs, Burlington House,
PiccadiUv, London, AVI), at 5 30 pni'—^Mr. R Scott. “Chemical
Biigiiieenng m the Tar Industry”

Society of Public Analysts and other Analytical Chemists,
Physical Methods Group (lomt meeting with the (Cardiff and
District Section of the Royal institute of chemistry and the
South Wales Section of the Society of Chemical Industry) (at

University College, Cathavs Park, Caidift), at 6 30 p m.—I’lie subject
will be Electrometric Analysis

Institute of Economic Engineering (at the Cowdray Hall,

Henrietta Place, London, Wl), at 7 p.m—Prof Meyenberg : “My
Visit to Germany—Investigation of Time Study and Motion Study
Developments on the Oontment”.
Textile institute, Dublin Hranch, at 7.30 p.m.—Mr. R S.

Greenwood “Past, Present and Puturo Development of Rayon and
Rayon Spun Pabrics”.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
APPLICATIONS arc invited for the following appointments on or

before the dates mentioned

:

Lecturer IN Physics—The Clerk to the Governing Body, Battersea
I’olytochniCj London, S.W.U (October 10).

County horticultural Instructor ; Assistants (two Women)
for Lecturing and Demonstration Work, at Essex Institute of Agri-

culture, Writtle—The Chief Education Officer, County Oifices,

Chelmsford (October 12).
Lecturers in (i) Mechanical Engineering, (li) Mathematics,

and Engineering Workshop Superintendent at Brighton Technical
College—^The Education Officer, Education Ofiice, 54 Old Stcine,

Brighton 1 (October 12).

Senior Assistant for Electrical Engineering at the Municipal
Technical College—The Chief Education Officer, West House, Halifax
(October 14)

Senior Biochemist at the Teaching and Research Laboratory m
the Maudsley Hospital Post-Graduate Medical School, Denmaik Hill,

London, S E 6—The Medical Oflicer of Health (B), Mental Health
Services, County Hall, Westminster Bridge, London, S.E 1, (luoting

2437 (October 14)
Design Engineers (5) (Ref C39i) ; Technical Engineers (2)

(Ref C422) ; Design Engineer (Ref. E597), for Directorate of
Atomic Energy at Rislev, near Wamngton—Ministry of Labour and
National Service, Technical and Scientific Register, Room 572, York
House, Ringsway, London, W.C 2, iiuoting appropriate reference
(October 15).
Demonstrator in Pharmacology—The Dean, Guv’s Hospital

Medical School, London Bridge, London, S E 1 (October 19).

BROTHERTON RESEARCH LECTURER IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY In tllC

Department of Textile Industries

—

The Registrar, University, Leeds 2
(October 21)
Senior research officer or Research Officer, for the Division

of Forest Products, Melbourne, Vic ,
Australia—The Secretary,

Australian Scientific Research Liaison, Australia House, Strand,
London, W C 2, quoting appointment No 999 (October 26)
Post of Principal—The Secretary, Northampton Polytechnic, St.

John Street, London, E 0 1 (October 28).
Head of a small unit for the development of specialized

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, near Farnborough, Hants—The Secre-
tary, Civil Service Commission, 6 Burhngton Gardens, London, W 1

,

quoting No. 1639 (October 30).

Researoh Assistant for the Phonetics Laboratory (with
honours demee in either Physics or Electrical Engineering)—The
Secretary, Umversity College, Gower Street, London, W 0.1 (October
31 ).

ASSISTANT LECTURER IN GEOLOGY—The Registrar, University
College, Singleton Park, Swansea (November 2)
Lecturers and Demonstrators in Engineering (several)—The

Secretary, Appointments Committee, Engineering Laboratory, Cam-
bridge (November 4).

Principal research officer and Senior Research Officers (3)

for the Ph\sical MeUUiirgy Section of tlie Council foi Scientific and

Xnilubtnal Reseaich, at the Univci.sitv, Mclhoume, Vic
,
Austialia—

The Sccictaiv, Austialun ScienWlc Research Liaison, AiistiaUa

House, Strand, London, W C 2, quoting appointment No. 998

(Novcmhci 4 ) ^ ^ r,-, -u

i*RiNCiPAL RESEARCH OFFICER (PHYSICIST), foi Section of 1 ribo-

phvHics, Melbourne, Vic
,

Aiiiatraha—The Sccietary, Australian

Scientific Research Liaison, Australia House, Strand, London, W C 2,

quoting appointment No 982 (Novemhei 4) , ,,
Lecturer in Bacteriology—The Registrar, University, Man-

chester 13 (November 9)

Appointment to the Tevching Staff of the Applied Optics
Department—-The Secretary, Northampton Polytechnic, St John
Street, London, E C

1 , , ,

Assistant Chemist—The Director, Experimental and Research
Station, Cheshunt, Herts

, ^

Assistant Metallurgist—Staff Oflicei, B I C C
,
Belvedere, Rent,

quoting SRC
, n

Assistant Municipal Engineer foi the Accra Towm Council, Gold

—Clown Agents foi the Colonies, 4 Millhank, London, S W 1,

(pioting M/N/ 12630
Chief Analyst for London factoi v , Chief Analyst for new fac tory

in Poole, Dorset—^The Pioduetiou Managei, The British Diug Houses,

Ltd., Graham Street, Citv Road, London, N.l

Head of the department of Textile Industries—The Puncipal,

Tei'hiueal College, Bradford
Lecturer in Chemistry—The Professor of Chemistiv, University

of Manitoba, Winnuieg, (Janada (applications by air mail)

Physicist—The Secretary, British Filters, Ltd
,
Old Cbiirt, Cox

Gieen, Maidenhead, Berks
, i.

Research Biochemist—T’hc Seeretar\ , LiverjiGol Heart Hospital s

Institute of Research for the Prevention of Disease, 117 Grove Street,

Liverpool 7
, r

Senior Assistant in the Department of I>hysics, and Lecturers
in (i) Mathematics, (li) Physics, (in) Chemistry, (iv) Chemistry
WITH Biology, (v) Mechanical Engineering—Cleik to the Gov-
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TTTFi attention whicli has in recent months been

focused on management, as shown, for example^

in the formation of the Administrative Staff College,

of which Jiir. Noel F. Hall has recently been appointed

prmcipal, in the recommendations of the Percy Com-

mittee on Higher Technological Education regarding

training for management, and in the proposals of

the Baillieu Committee for the establishment of a

British Institute of Management, has sprung from

two mam roots. First, there is wider recognition

of the importance of a higher standard of manage-

ment if we are to increase the technical efficiency of

British industry and to secure the best use of our

resources of man-power and woman-power. This

approach is emphasized, for example, m the report

of the Working Party for the Cotton Industry which,

welcoming the formation of an Administrative Staff

College, urged also that the central body for the

industry should direct attention to arrangements

for pro\’iding instruction m the prmciples of manage-

ment. The second factor is the realization of the

important contribution ofmanagement m establishmg

the right relations and co-operation on which indus-

trial efficiency depends, particularly m the changed

social conditions of a state of full employment.

Both these factors are discussed by Colonel L.

XJrwick in a stimulating paper, “Administration and

Leadership”, contributed to a recent issue of the

British Management Review^ and they are reflected in

a series of monographs on higher management which

are being published by the Department of Industrial

Admmistration of the Manchester Municipal College

of Technology. These monographs are the outcome

of a conference of industrialists in the Manchester

area during May 1945, which resulted in a course of

four lectures for senior executives, the first of which

was delivered by Colonel L. IJrAick on “Patterns of

Organisation”, the subsequent ones bemg by Sir

Arthur Fleming on “The Impact of Science on

Industry”, Mr. T. G. Rose on “The M nsuration of

Management”, and IMr. C. G. Renold on “The Em-
ployer and the Social Fabric”. It is also intended to

include m the series reports and pieces of research

work undertaken by th© staff of the Department and

its senior research students. The monographs thus

represent a definite step towards providing the

instruction in the principles of management sug-

gested by the Cotton Workmg Party in its report and
also towards encouraging the research on matters

affecting industrial employment which the Working
Party likewise recommended.

Colonel XJrwick, in the paper first mentioned,

maintains that admmistration and leadership are the

two principal functions of those whose responsibility

it is to govern, or participate in the government of,

social groups. By administration he understands th©

aspect of managem nt or government which is con-

cerned with th© activities of forecasting, planning,

orgamsiM, commanding, co-ordinating and oontrol-

tfoWii^'of th© group, whereas leadership is
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concorned with the personal, liiiinan, dynamic aspect

of the total task of govornnient, which renders such

aspects an art rather than a science. Further, he

believes that the central industrial problem of our

tune is how to present the purposes of our co-oporativo

systems of an executive character so that they gam
and retam the willmg, si3ontaneous co-operation of

those who do not participate and cannot participate

in determming those purposes. Pure administration

IS not enough, nor is trying to i ^ itate the processes

of political democracy ,
and accordingly he maintains

that the most important subject for industrialists to

study to-day is leadership.

Colonel XJrwick expounds Mr. Ordway Tood’s

definition of leadership as winning the will to co-

operate from those whose co-operation is needed, and
making the purposes of the joint undertaking explicit

and continuously attractive to those who share the

burden of attaming them. The core of sound hmnan
relations in any form of organised endeavour lies m
the identity of the individual with the purposes of

the group, opportunity for the individual to grow^

within the group and equity in the treatment of the

individual by the group. Colonel Urwick, stressing

that every business must have a social purpose,

suggests that British employers are missing an
opportunity for leadership in this direction. Unless

the leader is convinced of the rightness of the cause,

he cannot convey that conviction to others, and those

are the essential conditions if he is to roprosont iJic

groiqi he leads.

Next among the functions of leadership, Colonel

Urwick places initiative ; third comes administration

—a complementary part of the xiroeoss of govern-

ment—and finally the function of int rpretation,

which joins hands with the initiative function and is

of vital importance in the task of education and the

creative settlement of dispute. It is only through
personal leadership of this type that he tllinks it is

possible to satisfy the aspirations towards a more
democratic spirit in the ordering of our systems of
co-operation for executive pm’iioses ; and he con-

cludes by emphasizing the importance in facing the
difficulties in the transition from war to peace of an
adequate supply of leaders at all levels. That involves

four things ; the arrangement of our organisations so
that the opportunity for, and the responsibility of,

clear-cut executive leadership are obvious at every
level ; the utmost care in selecting future leaders ;

use of equal care m devolopmg subordinate leaders
;

and perfecting and expandmg our arrangements for

the formal training of leaders. It is probably in the
last respect that we are weakest. Much can be done
to develop the natural qualities of a potential leader
by systematic study, and Colonel Urwick urges that
we need a national staff college for industry, com-
parable with the Staff College at Camberley. Strong
executive leadership, he maintains, is essential to
democratic government to-day—in industry no less

than in politics.

The bearing of Colonel Urwick’s remarks on the
current situation is even more apparent in the
emphasis which he places on the separation of the
pohey-makmg or planning level from the operational

or executive level. The disignetion is vital if we are

to avoid either endless confusion as to what is in-

volved in tlio national ization ol industry, or iiopo^

lossly to prejudice the work of the joint industrial

( ouncils or other means of securing the common
outlook and co-oporation upon which industrial and
social efficiency alike depend. Both Colonel Urwick
and Mr. Kenold drive home this same point in then
lectures m tlie series of monographs on management.
“It IS not govornmeiit which is inefficient,” Colonel

Urwick ])omts out, “but forms of organisation which
fail to distinguish between planning and xierformance,

between political and administrative processes” ; and
he proceeds to emphasize both the inefficiency which
results from a board of directors muddling executive

management instead of sticking to jiolicy, and the

dangers which lie m the tendency for the spheres of

political and business leadership to become more and

more intermingled.

But there is much else in this lecture which pro-

vides food for thought ai< the present time. Quoting

the considered opinion of Lilionthal that, m creating -

the Tennessee Valley Authority, “Congress adopted

and wrote carefully into law the basic principles and

practices of modern maiiageinont”, Colonel Urwick
notes that the common wealmess in such public

corporations is failure to provide for adequate

executive leadorsluji of the group as a whole. Using
his study and oxporionco of military organisation,

Chilonol Urwick here develops ideas which are as

pertinent to industrial organisaiion as to the regional

organisations which wo must now contemplate in the

dovolopmeut of health services and the reorganisation

of local go\^orrnnont m Britain.

it IS, m fact, in tins socoud {)art of his lecture, m
which after discussing the unit ho turns to what he

calls the formation, that Colonel Urwick is most
suggestive and stimiilai/ing. Insisting on the vital

importance of a jiroper balance and integration of

theory and x^i’actice, ho argues trenchantly for the

new staff college for industry, and suggests that if its

graduates are not successful when they go into

mdustry, then the blame may well be the short-

sightedness of business leaders who refus d to devote

sufficient time for the purpose. He would prefer to

start with few students and little publicity, relying

on the effect of turning out a first-class product as

the result of the first two or throe courses.

Colonel Urwick does not forgot that business can

ofier few positions comparable with that of the stafi
,

officer in the Services, but he remarks pertmently

that it IS only by taking thought that any man can

add to his administrative stature ;
and his observa-

tions on the concealed losses of human quality due
^

to mechanical supervision and lack of imagination|

and critical thinking are much to the point. Similarly,

m the first part of his lecture, he stresses the biological
j

analogies in discussing human systems of co-opera |

tion, and his enunciation of the prmciples of organ-

1

isation and of the methods of grouping activities ^

whether by kinds or by levels of authority

responsibility, keeps tins aspect clearly in mmdpi
similarly, he picks out the critical points in thej

normal development of an economic undertaking
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from small begimiings as a one-man affau*. The
scalar principle, the principles of specialization, of
correspondence of authority and responsibility, and
of the span of control, are expounded as clearly as

m his earlier writings
; and m pomting out the

dangers which attend the growth of any imdertakmg,
Colonel Urwick gives clear guidance as to the ways
in which these dangers can be avoided, and new and
appropriate patterns of organisation developed.
Mr. Renold’s approach to his subject is of a dif-

ferent order but no less suggestive. Mankind, he
holds, has struck its tents and is seeking new pastures,

a new mode of life, a new world ; and m reviewing
some of the changmg features in our industrial

system, he stresses first the emergence and general

acceptance of the conception that the industrial

worker has citizen rights in industry. Such rights

must clearly be associated with duties ; but Mr.
Kenoid pomts out, though less lucidly than Colonel

Urwick, that the analogy between the political and
the industrial field breaks down at the executive
level. Unless there is agreement on common objec-

tives, the claim that employees should participate

with employers in the appointment of management
officials becomes farcical.

Mr. Benold stresses the importance of seeking

objectives m mdustry which are acceptable to the
public, the workers and the owners, and meanwhile
he points out that it is quit© practicable to reach
agreement between management and representatives

of the various grades of employees on what may be
termed domestic law, such as the works rules, terms
of employment and the like. Administration is a
different question, and because of its repercussions

on efficient administration and particularly in team-
building, he questions the practicability of an in-

dependent judiciary for breaches of domestic law.

The problem is, of course, part of the difficult one of

buildmg up general morale, and becomes less acute as

we succeed in finding common objectives , and Mr.
Kenoid has much to say about the development of

new loyalties, which he ranks high among the duties

forming the counterpart of rights m the conception
of mdustrial citizenship.

Something much more than profit-sharing or co-

partnership IS required : it is fimdamentally the
question of arousmg mterest in a man’s daily work.
A common objective, a conviction on the part of
each member that he has a personal contribution to

make, and the knowledge that his contribution is

recognized : these are essential conditions for success-

ful team-buildmg and the inherent loyalty it implies.

Mr. Kenoid suggests that the Traming within Industry
Scheme offers possibilities in this connexion , but
commentmg on the extreme complexity and close

integration that now characterize economic life, he
believes that a national wage policy is also essential.

The settlement of wag© disputes can no longer be left

to the process of collective bargaining, because the
community as a whole has just as vital a stake in

the outcome as the parties themselves. In this he
is in agreement with Prof. H. S- Kirkaldy, who
insisted in his inaugural lecture at Cambridge tha!^

this IS one of our most urgent needs. Pmally, he

points to the growing acceptance of the idea of a

social purpose in industry, and suggests that the

general set-up of industry should be such as to

provide a soil in which the spirit of service can grow,

and that the conduct of industry should b© such as

to cultivate that growth. iSTationahzation, he believes,

may provide an answer to the institutional or formal

aspect, but is liable to fail in regard to conduct or

leadership, and he suggests that both the forms of

mdustry and the leadership must be modified.

]Mr. Kenoid may be too confident of the ability of

private enterprise to provide the leadership that is

required. Given tlie trainuig and the sense of com-

mon purpose, leaders of the right calibre would
probably be thrown up in similar proportions by
public or private enterprise : the emphasis comes on

enterprise and initiative, and the form of organisation

must be such as to promote these. But this lecture,

and those of Colonel Urwick, are a challenge and a

stimulus to constructive and creative thinlcmg on

both the forms and the practice of management, and
they reinforce all those arguments which have been

advanced m the report of the Bailheu Committee,

the report of the Percy Committee on Higher Techno-
logical Education, and in those of the Working
Parties for the Cotton Industry, the Boot and Shoe
Industry and the Pottery Industry, for greater

attention to this question of the quality of manage-
ment and the closer investigation of the many factors

that affect the health, efficiency and interest of the

workers.

The monographs which the Department of Indus-

trial Administration of tho Manchester College of

Technology has thus initiated are both a useful con-

tribution to the literature of industrial management
in Great Britain, the quality of which was adversely

criticized by the Percy Committee, and also a wel-

come indication of the increasing extent to which the

nation is prepared to support the newly established

Administrative Staff College and the British In-

stitute of Management. The Department’s activities

hold promise of a solid contribution to the work of

building up a new structure in industry which will

satisfy alike the demands for mcreased mechanical
efficiency and the human needs and social purposes
of an era of full employment. The Tavistock Institute

of Human Kelations is also breaking fresh ground in

settmg itself the task of finding out more about the

underlying pyschological factors m social relation-

ships such as industrial groups, and removing some
of the obscurity which clouds human motivation.
Lord McGowan has testified to the discipline, the
desire to work and the greater sense of responsibility

observed in those returning from the Services to work
in the great firm of which he is chairman, and he has
referred also to tho urgent need for industrialists to
make an intensive effort to break down fears of
unemplo^nnent, to uproot suspicion and to arouse
interest in efficiency and production.

Much more time must indeed h© devoted by
management to explaining the problems and opera-
tions of industry to the employees, and the proposals
for the training of managers and administrators will

not by themselves suffice. There must b© a simul-
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taneous effort to provide tlie technical training m
management that is required at lower levels ; for

example, at what may be termed the ‘non-commis-

sioned officer’ or foreman level of industry. More
than good personnel management, however, is

essential if effective incentives, and especially the

social incentive, are to be developed in industry.

Simultaneously, research must proceed into operating

conditions and problems of human relations, so that

the trained managers at e\'ery level may have

fuller facts at their command m reaching decisions

and framing or executing policy. Above all, there

must he enlisted the interest and co-ojjeration of the

trade unions themselves, both in the selection and
training of men and in the research into human and
operating problems, m order that we may build up
the sense of common purpose, the understanding and
good will which form the basis of morale in industry

as elsewhere. The achievement of such an end
demands also open mindednoss and the readiness to

discard prejudices, obsolete forms and practices, no
less on the side of the workers than of management,
and for their contribution to that end alone these

monographs deserve a warm welcome.

THE LEPIDOPTERA OF SWEDEN
Svenska Fjarilar

Systematik bearbotning av Sverigos Storfjarilar,
Macrolepidoptera, Av Frithiof Nordstrom och Einar
Wahlgren. Pp. iv4- 864- 354+50 plates. (Stockholm:
Nordisk Familjeboks Forlags A.-B., 1941.) 115 kr.

This splendidly prmted and illustrated mono-
graph, although bearing the date 1941, has only

recently come to hand. It is under the general
editorship of the well-lmown entomologist, Albert
Tullgren, who contributes an introduction. IBeing of
quarto size, a very large amount of information is

provided in its 440 pages, and nearly every species of
the Swedish Macrolepidoptera is figured in its fifty

coloured plates. The so-called Microlepidoptera are
left for future treatment. The monograpli is divided
into two parts which, for some reason or other, have
separate pagination. Part 1 is devoted to general
structure, habits, protective resemblance, distribu-
tion, etc., together with keys to the various families.
It also contains a general bibliography of a limited
kind; and runs to eighty-six pages with sixty-six text-
figures and twelve distributional maps. In the latter,
the range of each of the species shown is indicated
by individual dots representing each locality, as has
been done in E. B. Ford’s recent volume on “British
Butterflies”. Part 2 constitutes the bulk ofthe mono-
graph, and in its S54 pages (the subject-matter of
which is arranged in double columns) will be found
the essential mformation regarding the Swedish
species, their range of distribution in that country,
the larvse and their food-plants. Some 369 text-figures
portray genitalic characters and those features shown
by the caudal extremity in great numbers of the
pupae. The coloured plates are of general all-round
excellence : they are chromolithographs that give an
accurate life-like representation of the adult insects
and many of their larvae. We do not recollect having
seen finer coloured plates of their kind illustrating

Lepidoptera, notwithstanding the large number of

works that have boen published on this order of

insects.

Beginning with tho butterflies, these aro divided

into Khopalocera and Grypocera, It is interesting to

note that Fapilio machaon ranges over the greater

part of the country and that Lycmna arion is widely

distributed over the southern half. The distribution ^

of the various species of Lepidoptera, it may be
added, is indicated by laens or districts (except m the

twelve maps already alluded to). Apparently neither

Apatura iris nor L%menitis Camilla is found m
Sweden ; but the handsome L. popuh^ on the other

hand, ranges over most of the southern half of the

country besides being found in the islands of Oland
and Gottland. Among species with a restricted range
Polyommatus hylas^ which is confined to Malmohus

and Blekinge, together with tho two larger islands just

mentioned. Among the Vanossmso, the genus Brenthis

with nine species is well represented. One species,

bas a wide range north of Stockholm.
Altogether some 108 species of biitterflios are in-

cluded as bomg Swedish. This relatively high number
is partly accounted for owing to the arctic element
m the fauna being well roprosented.

Among the moths, the account begins with the
Sphinges, wliich include the same species as those
found in Britain. The Notodontidae include our
British species along with several others such as

Notodonta phmhe. It is interesting to learn that
Leucodonta bicoloria, so rare in tho British Isles, is

widely distributed in southern Sweden. The Lasio-

campidae and Lymantriidas comprise all the British

momliors, together with such striking species as

Dendrolinus piid in the first-named family and
Daaychira abietis in the latter. Tho Noctuidae are

very well treated. Tho genus Catocola has no fewer
than seven Swedish representatives and, among them,
0*fraxini seems to have tho widest range. In addition

to tho last-named thoro aro a number of other species

that have but a casual or very localized foothold in

Britain and a very extensive distribution in Sweden.
Notable instances aro Athetis (Hydrilla) palustris and
Zygeena mehloti. Tho Arctiidso are very well repre-

sented in tho Swedish fauna by a number of strU^iing;^

members, including Rhyparia purpurata, Hyphoraia
alpina and H. festiva, that do not range into Britam.

The usual British Hepialidse (here spelled HepiolidaB)

occur together with the local Hepialus {Hepiolus)

canna. The Zygsenidse have nine species and the

Aegeriidse (or Sesiidse) fourteen, while the Psychidae

also comprise fourteen species and the Talseporiidae

four. The last-named family follows the Psychidae

and is not regarded, therefore, as belonging to the

Tineidae as some authorities believe.

A well-worked group of insects such as the Macro-

lepidoptera affords admirable material for faunistic

comparisons. In this connexion the present work is

invaluable since it provides the relevant data in a

concise form. While the majority of British Lepi-

doptera range into Sweden, the richer fauna of the

latter country contains many species that are not to

be found in Britam. Except for the handicap of

being written in the Swedish language, British

lepidopterists could adopt this volume as a general

work of reference. For many, the plates alone would
prove of great assistance for purposes of general

identification aided by such a work as that ofMeyrick.

The nomenclature used does not agree in many cases

with that adopted in the latest British list by Kloet

and Hincks. It follows, in general, a less heterodox
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and more usual system. Sufficient synonymy is

quoted to avoid coiifusion, and it is outside the scope
of this notice to cavil at differences of nomenclature.
We extend congratulations to all concerned in the
production of this volume, that will prove an admir-
able reference book both for the naturalist and the
collector. A. D. Imms

NATURE IN THE FIELD

Fisherman Naturalist
By Anthony Buxton. Pp. 190-f 39 plates. (London
and Glasgow : Wm. Collms, Sons and Co., Ltd.,

1946.) 10s. 6d, net.

Anthony BUXTON, already well loiown be-

cause of his book, “Sportmg Intervals at
Geneva”, has m his “Fisherman Naturalist” pro-

duced one of the best Nature books in recent times.

One of the charms of this book is that the author
writes entirely from his personal experiences—^and

they have been wide and varied. The first section of
the book is devoted to fishmg ; the second to natural

history. From his observations on the habits of
birds, particularly the birds of his native county of
Norfolk, Anthony Buxton shows that he is one of
the best naturalists of the day, and he is able to
describe his experiences in a vivid style that always
holds the reader’s attention. The photographs are

very fine. We gather that some, but not all, have
been taken by the author ; perhaps m a subsequent
edition of the book we may be told who was respons-

ible for the others, for a fine photograph of bird or

beast gains value and interest when it is known who
has taken it.

The author has fished for brown trout, sea-trout

and salmon m England, in Scotland and in Norway.
He mentions that m Norway the best ‘taking’ wind
for salmon is m the north-west, and I think that this

holds good on Scottish rivers. Trout at times do
mterestmg thmgs. I quote from p. 38 : “Once, on
the Itchen at St. Cross, while fishmg in a private

garden through which one branch of the river ran, I

saw a trout lymg by the side of a water-lily leaf. My
fly landed on the surface of the leaf, but the trout

saw it land, poked its head over the top of the leaf,

and picked it up.”
The author on one occasion when fishmg Loch

Airienas m Morvern found many bumble bees lymg
on the still surface of the loch, and has little doubt
that they were struck down by dragon flies. “I have
no doubt [p, 58] that the bees on the water were
runners which the dragon flies had knocked down
but" had not bothered or dared to pick up.”

Mr. Buxton devotes one chapter to “Terriers at

Fishmg and other Sport”. His terrier “Jane” is an
expert at retrieving fish from the water, and this

remiads me that a collie we once had was also a very
keen fisherwoman. “Dileas” (Faithful) used to be
most excited if a salmon rose m a pool which I was
fishmg. She twice landed a salmon. On one occasion

when a Hebridean river was low, a salmon, disturbed

by my appearance at a pool, left it and started down
the stream for the sea, which was near. “Hileas”

entered the river and brought out the salmon, one
of 12 lb., clean run. On another occasion she took
a salmon from the spawning beds, and when I

returned the fish to the water she rushed in and

brought it again to the bank ; it required much per-

suasion to prevent her entering the water for a third

time.

Chapter 5 describes a sea flood in Norfolk. This
took place in the year 1938, when the sea covered
an area of 7,500 acres for three months. The sea at

once killed all freshwater fish in the meres and
streams of this area, except eels, which flourished m
the sea water. A crab was seen walking across a

ploughed field, and herring, grey mullet, sprats and
shrimps replaced the freshwater fish. Barnacles grew
on the stems of reeds. All trees, grasses and bushes
were killed. But daffodil bulbs survived (p. 109),

although they remained dormant for eight years.

Ash trees were killed at once, and oaks also died,

but young birch (p. 112) suffered no ill-effect after

three months submersion. Many birds doserted the
affected area or did not nest, but yellow wagtails

increased tenfold.

Mr. Buxton has made extensive observations of
the Norfolk harriers from a hide. He states that the
pairs of Montagu’s harriers which he watched varied
greatly, both in beauty of plumage and in tempera-
ment. One pair came to recognize the author and
had little fear of him. There are valuable notes on
the hatchmg of the chicks. One chick received its

first meal (p. 132) only twenty minutes after birth.

The photograph of the mother harrier sheltering the
young with outspread wings from the sun reminds
me of a similar action on the part of a female golden
eagle who very gradually opened her great wings
until they were fully extended, and stood thus screen-
ing her eaglet from the sun’s rays.

Mr. Buxton relates that in a marsh harrier’s neat

(p. 138) the young birds slew and ate two weaklings
of the brood. I believe that when one young golden
eagle attacks and kills the other, as it often does, it

may sometimes devour the victim of this unprovoked
aggression. Mr. Buxton is leniently disposed towards
the harriers, although they do at times take young
partridges. His remarks on so-called Vermin’ (p. 149)
are worth quotmg : “It is a view commonly held,
that if vermm is not destroyed there will bo no game
or other birds. Those who have travelled abroad in
countries where no gamekeepers, in our sense of the
word, exist, must have realised that this view is not
correct. Of course the destruction by birds and
beasts of prey is considerable but there is really
enough for all to eat, and if there is any shortage the
birds and beasts of prey betake themselves to where
there is plenty.”
One of the most interesting chapters m the book

IS that descnbmg the courtmg of blaekgamo. A
prolonged watch, extending for weeks during the
nestmg season, was kept from a hide near a fighting
groimd in Morvern, and new and valuable iufonnation
on the habits of the birds gathered. Tiie author
mentions that the blackgame there have decreased :

in Mull, only a few miles distant, from being uumorous
m 1915 they have now become almost extinct. I
am glad to see tliat the author (p. 93) does almost
all his bird waichiug with a telescope, as I do the
same thing. It is harder to use, but I think gives a
better view, at all events of larger binis, although
for small birds of quick movement binoculars are
preferable—but one must choose between one and the
other, and a telescope is my preference

This book is so full of good things that the reviewer
is tempted to go on indefinitely. It is obviously
written by one who has a deep love for Nature.

Sjeton Connon
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THE ENIAC. AN ELECTRONIC

COMPUTING MACHINE
By Prof. D. R. HARTREE, F R S.

University of Manchester

Introduction

ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and
Computor) is the name given to a large general-

purpose calculatmg machine, operating by the count-

ing of electrical pulses by electronic countmg circuits,

which has recently been built at the Moore School of

Electrical Engineermg of the University of Peim-

sylvama, Philadelphia. It was devised by Dr. J.

Presper Eckert and Dr, John Mauchly, then of tho

Moore School, and was developed for the Ballistics

Research Laboratory at Aberdeen Proving Ground,

this development being sponsored by the U.S. War
Department on the mitiative of Colonel Paul N.

Gillon of the OjEfiee of the Chief of Ordnance ; Dr.

(then Capt.) Herman H. Goldstein was closely

associated with the development of tho machme as

representative of the Ordnance Department at the

Moore School. A short article on this machine has

already appeared m Nature (April 20, p. 527). I have
recently returned from a visit to the United States in

the course of which I had the privilege of working
with this machme, and this fuller account is based on
this experience.

Two Mam Classes of Computing Equipment

Computing equipment can bo divided into two
mam classes. Devices of one class operate by
translating numbers into physical quantibies (for

example, lengths, angular rotations, voltages, light

fluxes) of which the numbers arc the measures,
operatmg with these quantities (such as with angular
rotations through gear trains, with voltages through
electrical circuits) and finally measuring some
physical quantity to obtain the answer ; examples
are the slide rule, the differential analyser^ and tho
heat flow computor of Beuken and of Paschkis and
Baker^. Those of the other class handle numbers
directly in digital form and, usually, operate by
countmg discrete events of some kind ; examples are
the ordmary desk calculatmg machines such as the
Brunsviga, Marchant and Fnd^n, I have found it

convenient to distinguish the two classes by the terms
‘instruments’ and ‘machines’ respectively ; the
American usage is ‘analogue’ and ‘digital’ machines.
Devices of the former class may be able to handle

contmuously varymg quantities, but their accuracy
is limited by the attainable accuracy of physical
measurement, and of the mechanical and electrical

components of which they are built up. Devices of
the second class are necessarily restricted to handlmg
numbers which can be expressed in finite digital form ;

thus they cannot directly handle contmuously varying
quantities but, with that restriction, they can in
principle be built to work to any required finite
degree of accuracy.
The ENIAC is of the second class. It carries out by

electronic circuits the processes ofarithmetic, ofwhich
discrimination of the sign of a number and judgment
of the equality of two numbers must be added to the
usuaHy recognized processes of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. Integration has to be
replaced, as is usual in numerical work, by summation
over a finite number of finite intervals. The machine

was buih- primarily for integration of tho oquatioas of

external ballistics by such a stej)-by-step process ; but

its organisation is floxiblo oiiough for it to bo a[)[)lie-

able to a wide range of iargo-scalo computations other

than numerical integration of differential equations.

Arithmetical Processes, ‘Memory’, and

Organisation

The purpose of the ENIAC is to carry out extended
computation automatically, or with only occasional

attention from a human operator. Both for this

reason and to make full use of the high speed at

which the machine carries out individual arithmetical

opoiations, it is necessary first that the sequence of

individual operations should bo furnished to the

machine in such a form that it can bo followed auto-

matically, and at a speed comparable with tho speed
of carrying out individual arithmetical operations

;

and secondly, that the rnachino should bo able to

record and retain intermediate results of the calcula-

tion in such a form that they can be both recorded
and read in times comparable with tho times occupied
by arithmetical processes.

Thus, as well as equipment for carrying out the

arithmetical operations, the machme requires a means
of organising the sequence of those operations, and a
‘memory’ for the numbers on which these operations

are to be performed and for the results of those
operations. Those two aspects of a largo high-speed
calculating machine are at least as important as the
means of carrying out tho arithmetical processes

themselves. The range of computing problems to

which a macihino of this kind can bo effectively

applied depends critically on tho high-speed memory
capacity which tho machine provides, and one of fcho

problems for futiuro general qiurpose machines is to

provide adocpiato (‘4i])aoity wii.hout requiring excessive

amounts of equipment.

General Construction of the ENIAC
The ENIAC consists of a number of units for

carrying out the various operations which may be
required in an extended computing problem, such as
addition, multiplication, division, input (that is,

reception of numerical data from the outside world),

output (that 18
,
provision of numerical results to the

outside world) and organisation of the sequence of the
computation. Interconnexions between these units

can bo set up in different ways through plug-and-
socket connexions and switch settings, and these
connexions and settings, which are made by hand,
form the ‘set-up’ of the machine for any particular

computation.
Each unit consists of an assembly of electronic

valves, switches, relays, indicating lamps, and plug
sockets, moimted on one or more panels about 8 ft.

high and 2 ft. wide and permanently connected with
the switches, indicating lamps, and plug sockets in

front and the valves, relays, and associated equipment
at the back. There are altogether forty of these

panels arranged aroimd three sides of a room ; Fig. 1

shows a general view of the machme, Fig. 2 a closer

view of the front of the first six panels on the left-hand

side of Fig. 1, and Fig. 3 a close-up view of the front

of two adjacent panels. %
The various umts are interconnected through two

sets of coaxial lines carried in ‘trays’ running round
the length of the machme, one set {a in Figs. 2 and 3)

called ‘digit trays’ for carrymg pulse groups repre-

senting numerical data from one unit to another, and
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Fig. 1 General VIEW op the ENIAC. a, digit tr4ts (see eig 2) , 6, program trvys (see pig. 2) , c ,
function unit (see fig 2)

d, CARD READER
, CARD PUNCH

, f, HIGH-SPEED MULTIPLIER
,

(f ,
TESTING EQUIPMENT

the other (6 in Figs. 2 and 3) called ‘prograna trays’
for carrying pulses controlling the sequence of
operations of the different units, which can be plugged
into the trays in accordance with the set-up for any
particular computation. The units are also perman-
ently comiected to a set of lines which are supplied
with a standard pattern of pulses from a pulse-
generator. Individual pulses used for numerical
purposes are spaced at 10 microsec. interval, and the
whole pattern ofpulses is repeated every 200 microsec.

;

this is the time taken to carry out an addition on the
machme, and is the natural unit of time in which to
express its performance

;
it is called an ‘addition

time’.

The machme works with numbers expressed m the
decimal scale, to ten decimal digits, and with each
number there is also an indication of its sign. Pulse
groups representing the digits of a single number are
transmitted simultaneously on different Imes, requir-
ing eleven lines m each digit tray for the ten decimal
digits and sign (the twelfth terminal, which can be
seen m Fig. 3 on the digit tray sockets, is for an earth
connexion).
The ‘program trays’ have the same construction as

the digit trays, but m their use each Ime is used
independently of the others, so that a single tray
carries eleven distinct ‘program Imes’ for the trans-
mission of pulses controllmg the operation of the
various units.

In the counting and control circuits, all valves are
used entirely as on-off elements, not as amphtude-
sensitive elements, and the circuits have been

designed to operate satisfactorily with wide tolerances
on valve characteristics, applied potentials, pulse
frequency, etc. To avoid replacement difficulties

only standard valves are used, and these are run at
conservative ratmgs

Accumulators

The basic units ofthe ENIAC are the ‘accumulators’
(see Fig. 3), each of which is analogous to a register of
a multi-register adding machme such as the
“National”, and combines the functions of an adding
imit and a memory unit.

The numerical portion of each accumulator con-
sists of ten decade counters, one for each decimal
place, a decade comiter consistmg of ten double-triode
valves in a ring. Each of these valves has a ‘normal’
and an ‘excited’ state, and the connexions of the
countmg ring are such that at any time only one valve
of the ring is in the excited state, and that the
reception of a single pulse steps the excitation from
one valve of the ring to the next. There are auxiliary
valves for controllmg carry-over from one decade to
the next, for transmission of the number represented
by the excited valve in each decade, for clearing, etc.

Transmission is effected by cyclmg each decade by
supplying it with ten pulses, carry-over from one
decade to the next being suppressed ; if the excited
valve in a decade represents the number n, then either
n or 9—n of the ten pulses can be transmitted,
depending on the setting of a switch ; thus either a
number held in an accumulator or its complement
can be transmitted. The countmg rings count only
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Plg. 2. Lura-HAND alUE OF THE iiN fA(J », UlUIT TIUYS ; b, I'ROOKAM T11AY8 ,
f, INlTU'l'tNO TINIT PANKl, (INITIATtN(J l>UI,bH. CONTKOliB FOB

CARD READER AND CARD PtINCU)
»

d, PULSE GENERATOR PANEL*, «, MASTER PROGRAMMER PANELS; /, PANELS FOR FUNCTION TABLE (/i)
J

g, PANELS OF ACCUMULATORS 1 AND 2 ; h, FUNCTION TABLE

m one direction, and subtraction is effected by
addition of the complement. The number held by an
accumulator, that is, the number represented by the

excited valves in its ten decades and sign register, is

indicated on the front of the panel by means of

indicatmg lamps (Tig. 3, e).

Each accumulator has two channels for the trans-

mission and five for the reception of numerical
information ; each of these channels can be connected
to any digit tray by plugging m a short length of

12-wire cable to sockets on the accumulator and digit

tray (see Fig. 3, /). On one of the transmission
channels the accumulator can transmit the number
it holds (additive output), and on the other the
complement of this number (subtractive output) ;

these can be used simultaneously, but if so must be
connected to different digit trays. In the connexion
from a digit tray to a reception channel there can be
interposed a ‘shifter’ by which the p-th decade from
the right in the transmitting accumulator is connected
to the (p 4* ^)-tb decade in the receiving accumulator

;

shifters with connexions giving various positive and
n^ative values of n are available, and serve for
midtiplication by powers of 10. Through its five

reception channels an accumulator can be connected
to different digit trays, or to a single digit tray
both directly and through one or more shifters.

Only one reception channel can be used at once.
The normal state of an accumulator is quiescent,

holding the fiumber which resulted from its last

operation. It has twelve program channels tlirough
which it can be stimulated by a pulse fronq a program

line, this pulse being transmittod by one of the units

involved in the next jirovious operation in the

computing sequence, as soon as this operation is

complotod. What tho accumulator does when so

stimulated, that is whether it transmits additively or

subtractively or both, and holds or clears after
|

transmission, or receives, and if so on which chamiel,

is determined by tho settings of switches, of which
there are two for each program channel on each

accumulator (see Fig 3, o). Further, on eight of the^

program channels there are repeat switches (see

;

Fig. 3, d), by which the accumulator can be set tO;i

repeat the operation of transmitting or receiving any
j

number of times from 1 to 9. On each of t-heso same
eight program channels, tho accumulator can transmit

a pulse to a program lino when the complete operation

(including any repeats) indicatod by the switch

settings 18 complotod. This pulse then stimulates

the units concerned in the next operation of the

computing sequence.

In the transfer of a number from one accumulator
j

to one or more others, both or all accumulators in-

volved, and no others, have to be stimulated simul-

1

taneously ; this is done by connecting one input
I

program channel on oach of the accumulators con-

cerned, and no others, to a single program line. Since 1

neither transmission nor reception can take place

unless stimulated by a program pulse, a number of

transmission and reception channels from a number
of accumulators can be connected to the same digit

tray, which will be concerned at different times with

transfers between different members of this set of
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accumulators, those mvolved at any time bemg
determined by the connexions to the program lines.

On the other hand, simultaneous transfers can take
place by connexions through different digit trays.

Multiplier

Multiplication by small integers (1 to 9) can be
carried out by repeated addition by use of repeat
switches, provided the values of these multipliers is

known before the calculation is started. But for

multiplication by numbers of several digits the process
of successive addition is a long one, and multiplication
is so frequent an operation in most computations that
a quicker means of carrying it out is desirable.

The ENIAC has a high-speed multiplying unit
which uses an array of electronic valves so connected
as to form a built-m multiplication table up to 9 x 9 ;

using this, the result of the multiplication of the
whole multiplicand by each digit of the multiplier is

carried out in one addition time. The left-hand and
right-hand figures of each product of a digit of the
multiplicand and a digit of the multiplier are accu-
mulated separately to form two ‘partial pioducts’,

which are finally combined to form the product. For
an m-digit multiplier the whole process takes (m + 4)

addition times instead of an average of addition
times required for multiplication by contmued
addition. Not only is the savmg of time important,
but the fact that multiplication does take a definite

time at all, and not a time dependmg on the particular

digits of the multiplier, is important in the orgamsa-
tion of the computing process in any particular ease.

The time taken for the multiplication of two
10-figure numbers is just under 3 millisec. Normally
the multiplier is comiected to give a 10-figure product
without carry-over from the eleventh place ; four
accumulators are involved m such a multiplication,

two for holdmg the factors to be multiplied, and two
for accumulating the partial products. But it can
be arranged to give the full 20-figure product ; this

involves the use of six accumulators. The circuits

special to the multiplier take three whole panels
(Fig. 1,/)
The multiplier has twenty-four program channels,

with each of which is associated a group of switches
on which are set the reception channels through which
the numerical values of the factors to be multiplied
are to be received, whether these are to be held or
cleared after the multiplication is completed, the
disposal of the product, the number of figures to be
used m the multiplicand, and the number of figures

to be retained m the product.

Divider and Square-rooter

There is also a unit for carrymg out division and
extraction of square roots. Division is carried out
by a process of successive subtraction, the sign of the
partial remainder bemg tested after each subtraction.

The divider is first subtracted from the dividend until

the sign of the remamder becomes negative ,* the
remainder is then multiplied by 10 and the divisor

added until the remainder becomes positive, and so
on ; count is kept, m an accumulator serving as
quotient register, of the number of times the divisor

IS added and subtracted in the successive decimal
places. This is a comparatively slow process

;

determmation of an m-figure quotient takes on the
average 13m addition times. But most computations
can be so arranged that division is a comparatively
rare operation, and it is not important to use a more
rapid process for it.

Fig. 3 Front view of ACcrMULATORS a, digit trays
, &,

PROGRAM TR^YS
,

C, OPERATION SWITCHES
,

d, REPEAT
SWITCHES

, e, INDICATOR LA.MPS , /, CONNECTING CABLES BETWEEN
DIGIT TRAYS A.ND ACCUMCLATORS , ff, CONNECTING CABLES BETWBFN
PROGRAM TRAYS AND ACCUMULATORS a y, d, e, TERMINALS
OF ACCUMULATOR CHANNELS FOR RECEPTION OP NUMERICAL
INFORMATION, A> S, TERMINALS OP ACCCMUIATOR CHANNELS FOR

TRANSMISSION OF NUMERICAL INFORMATION

Extraction of a square root is carried out by a
similar process, which can be regarded as division by
a variable divisor.

Smce both these processes are slow, it is often
advisable to carry out other steps of the computation
in parallel with them if this can be done without
confiict in the demands on the use of digit trays.

Since the time occupied by a division cannot be
determmed in advance, it is necessary when this is

done to have an mterlock circuit so that a program
pulse is not given out until both the division and the
parallel program have been completed.

Function Tables, Input and Output Equipment

The ENIAC has three function tables (see Figs. 1, c

and 2, h), each ofwhich comprises an array of switches
on which 6-figure values of two functions, with signs,

or a 12-figure value of one function, can be set up for
each of 104 values of an argument. These switches
are connected up so that for any two-figure argument
X from 00 to 99, mput to the function table, the value
of the function for that argument is output in the
form of pulse groups on the appropriate digit Imes.
Also, if required, the values of the function for
arguments a; ± 1 and also for x ±2 can be output
for use in mterpolation formulae, the choice of which
set of function values to take being determmed by the
setting of a sw'itch, and the correspondmg interpola-
tion formula bemg set up by interconnexions of the
multiplier, function table, and accumulators.
The ENIAC has also a ‘constant transmitter’ which

has eight 10-figure relay registers to which numbers
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can be transferred from punched cards by means of a

card reader (Fig. 1, d), and two lO-figure registers on

which numbers can be set by hand switches ; each

of these ten registers can be used in two halves to

give two 5 -figure numbers if required. Each register

has three program channels and on stimulation by a

pulse on any of these, it transmits the number it

holds to the common output channel of the constant

transmitter, and thence to the digit tray to which

this is connected. The accumulator to which this

number is transferred has to be stimulated to receive

on a channel connected to this digit^tray.

The numbers held in the relay registers can be

changed in the course of a computation by stimulating

the reader to feed and read a new card ; this is done

by means of a program pulse to the reader itself.

This is a comparatively slow process, and if any
arithmetical operations are carried out in parallel, an
interlock is necessary as on the divider.

Besults are output in the form of punched cards,

the card punch (Fig. 1, e) being stimulated by a

program pulse at the proper stage in the sequence of

operations. In addition, the machine can at any
time be stopped, and the numbers held by the accu-

mulators read by visual inspection of the indicating

lamps associated with the counting decades. By the

operation of a control switch, the machine can be set

so that at each pressure of a push-button, the set of
pulses emitted by the pulse generator in just one
addition-time only is supiDlied to all units, so that the
process of a computation addition-time by addition-

time can be watched in detail by mspoctiou of the

numbers held by the accumulators after each time
the push-button is pressed. This is most valuable m
cheeking and in locating faults.

Master Programmer

The number of individual computing operations m
any extended computation is much greater than tho
total number of program channels of all tho units of
the ENIAC, so that if each single operation had to
be set up separately the capacity of the machine
would be severely restricted. However, most
extended computations involve the repetition of a
basic sequence of computing operations, applied
successively to different sets of numbers, though
there may be breaks m the regular repetition of the
sequence, either at predetermined pomts or at pomts
depending on the results of the computation. For
example, in the step-by-step numerical integration of
a system of simultaneous ordinary differential equa-
tions, the basic sequence is the integration procedure
for one interval ofthe integration, which is a sequence
of operations starting from the mitial values for that
interval and giving final values which become the
initial values for the next interval. In the course of
such an integration, it may be required to break the
exact repetition of the procedure by changmg the
interval-length, either at predetermined values of the
mdependent variable, or at values to be determined
by the behaviour of the solution. Evaluation, of a
formula for various values of the argument, and
iterative calculations, are other examples of computa-
tions involving repetition of a basic computing
sequence.

For purely repetitive calculations it is sufficient to
set up the machine for the basic computmg sequence,
and for the step from the ending of one repeat of this
sequence to the beginnmg of the next. For calcula-
tions which do, or may, mvolve departures from strict

U R E

repetition of a basic computing socjuonco, of

carrying out those departures is roqiun^d.

A most important unit of tho ENIAC Iroru tho

point of viow of tho organisation of a (aoiiputiation is

that called tho ‘master programmer’ (soo Fig. 2, c),

which handles automatically tlio ro])Otition of a

computing sequence and tho cliango from one com-
putmg sequence to another, either at preclotermined

stages m the computation or at stages dopondmg on

some criterion (usually the sign of some number)
applied in the course of the calculation.

The ‘master programmer’ operates by switching

program pulses from one program lino i.o another. It

consists of ton six-position electronic switches called

‘steppers’, with each of which a counter can bo
associated. Each stepper has four input (‘hannols,

and one output channel for each of its six switc^ii

positions. A pulse received on tho ‘iionnal input’

chaimol gives rise to a pulse on the output channel
corresponding to the switch position of tho stopper,

so that by comioctmg two or more of those output
channels to different program linos, dilforont com-
puting sequences can bo initiated by a jirogram pulse

on a single lino, according to tho switch position of the

stepjoor. The counter, if used, normally counts
pulses received on tho normal input channel, but the
number registered by it can also bo advanced by
pulses on a ‘counter direct input’ without giving any
output pulses ; tho counter is reset to zero when the
stepper moves from one switch position to another.
A stepper can be stepjiod from one swutcli jiosition

to tho next m two ways : first, automatically when
the number registered by tho counter associated with
it has roac'hod a proscribed value previously sot on a
group of switches

;
secondly, ’l)y a pulse ajipliod to

tho ‘stepjior direct injnit’ channoL It (*4m also Ix^

cleared back to its first position in two ways : first,

by a pulso applied to tho ‘stopper clear’ input channel

;

and secondly, an auxiliary switch can bo sot so that
any chosen number g from 2 to (5 of tho switich

positions of the stepper arcb ojiorativo ,* tho stopper
IS then cleared by a steiiping pulso rocoivod when m
its g-th position
To repeat a computing sequence, tho normal input

channel of a stepper is connected to the program lino

which receives a pulse from one of the units involved
in the last step of a computing sequence, and one of
the output channels of the stepper is connected to
the program line on which a pulse stimulates the
units mvolved in the first step of the sequence. Then
so long as the stepper is m the switch position
corresponding to this output channel, the computmg
sequence forms a ring of operations closed through
the master programmer. A starting pulso supplied to
the program line connected to the normal input of the
stepper will then start the computing sequence, which
will be repeated so long as tho switch jiosition of the
stepper remains unaltered.
Use of the counter associated with a stepper enables

the computmg sequence to be changed after a
predetermmed number of rojieats. Use of the stepper
direct input enables it to be changed according to some
criterion applied in the course of the calculation.

This criterion is often the sign of a number occurring
m the work, or ofthe difference between two numbers.
Use of such a criterion involves taking pulses from a
numerical transmission channel to a program line

;

this requires the use of a special adapter, but other-
wise offers no difidculty.

The number of steppers available in the master
programmer, and the possibility of mterconnectmg
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them with one another as well as with the part of the
machine concerned with the arithmetical work,
introduces a very considerable degree of flexibility mto
the ENIAC, and makes possible its automatic applica-
tion to problems mvolvmg a considerable degree of
discrimination and judgment. But it must be clearly

understood that the situations requiring this judg-
ment, and decision as to what action is to be taken
in them, must be fully anticipated in the settmg up
of the machine. It can only do precisely what it is

told to do ; the decisions on what to tell it to do,
and the thought which lies behind these decisions,

have to be taken by those who are operatmg it. Use
of the machine is no substitute for the thought of
organisuig the computations, only for the labour of
carrying them out.

Set-up and Use

In applying the ENIAC to any particular computa-
tion, it IS necessary first to break down the work mto
a number of basic computing sequences, the ordermg
of which is controlled by the master programmer, and
then to break down each sequence into the mdividual
computing operations of which it is composed, which
are carried out through the interconnexions of the
arithmetical units of the maclnne.

In plannmg the organisation of calculations other
than that of trajectories for which the machine was
primarily designed, the mam restriction found has
been the small memory capacity mto which numbers
can be recorded, and from which they can be read
automatically, in times of the order of a few addition
times. This memory capacity consists of the twenty
accumulators, but as four of these have assigned uses
m any multiplication and another four in any division,
not more than sixteen, and often fewer, can be
regarded as available for storing intermediate results.

This capacity is adequate for the origmal purpose of
the machine, but for other and more extended
computations it is often found that the method of
calculation used is determmed prunarily by this
question of memory capacity rather than by any
other considerations.

The machine has an indefinitely large memory
capacity in the form of punched cards, but both
recording into and reading from this memory is

comparatively slow—of the order of two or three
thousand addition-tunes—and, further, its use for
mtermediate results which are required later in the
calculation requires the attention of an operator to
transfer cards from the punch to the reader. Thus
although this use of punched -card memory greatly
mcreases the power and range of the machme, it does
so at the expense of the speed and fully automatic
character of its operation.
However, powerful use can be made of the

ENIAC in conjunction with punched-card equipment
m other ways, particularly by means of the reproduc-
ing punch and the sorter. By means of these, results
obtamed as decks of punched cards in one set of
calculations on the ENIAC can be rearranged on
to other decl^s of cards in a convenient way to be
used as input data to the card reader of the ENIAC
m subsequent calculations. The scope and power of
this use of the ENIAC and punched-card equipment
in combination promises to be considerable.

Examples

The speed and power pf the ENIAC can best be
illustrated by examples. Its speed is so much greater

than that of any other existing computing equipment
that it is not easy to realize without some experience

of the machine.
Multiplication is a so much slower process than

addition, and division so comparatively rare, that the
total time of a computation not involving large

numbers of readings or pimchings of cards can be
estimated from the number ofmultiplications mvolved.
A multiplication takes rather less than 3 millisec., so

that a computation mvolvmg altogether ten million

multiplications would take about 30,000 sec., or

about hours, and is therefore quite within the
range of practical possibility, provided, of course,

that this large number of multiplications arises from
a large number of repetitions of a fairly short basic

computing sequence and that the number of inter-

mediate results to be remembered at any time is not
beyond the capacity of the machine. Numbers of
arithmetical operations of this order of magnitude
are quite likely to be required now that equipment
for handling numbers on this scale is available,

though in several contexts, for example, evaluation

of solutions of partial differential equations in three

variables, or solution of large numbers ofsimultaneous
algebraic equations, the memory capacity required is

likely to be more than that available on the ENIAC
without usmg cards.

An example of the speed and capability of the
ENIAC IS provided by a problem on which I used it

while working at the Moore School. This was con-

cerned with the solution of three simultaneous
non-lmear ordmary differential equations which arise

in the theory of the lammar boundary layer in a
compressible fluid. These equations are of the form

r = hjil + ; N' = -fh'

;

pr" -f {hy == -/r'

;

(a and p being constants) with the two-pomt bomidary
conditions

/=^==r'=0ata: = 0
= 2, r = 0 at a; == 5,

(the conditions = 2, r = 0 are actually conditions

at a; = 00
, but it was known that to the 6 -figure

accuracy aimed at they could be replaced by con-
ditions at X = 5). Solutions were required for each
of a set of values of a. The awkward nature of the
boundary conditions, rather than the form of the
equations, is what makes the application of the
machme so impressive.

The boundary conditions were satisfied by running
trial solutions with different trial values of h/ifi) and
r(0) and adj’usting these until the conditions at £C = 5
were satisfied to 7-figure accuracy, no results being
punched except mitial and final values for each run.
Approximate values for the variation of h{5) and r(5)

with /ir'{0) and r(0) were available, and it was possible,

by using the master programmer to switch from one
computmg sequence to another, to arrange that from
any one set of values of h'(0), r(0), h(5) and r(5) the
machme determmed better values of A'(0), r(0), and
contmued this process of alternately evaluating a
solution and determining better initial conditions
from the results until a criterion was satisfied, after

which a final solution was made, the values of /, h',

h, r', r then being punched for every integration
mterval.

To avoid considerable demands on memory capac-
ity, it was considered best to use a rather simple
integration formula, and therefore small intervals of
integration. Intervals x == 0*02 were used, so that
260 intervals were required to cover the range
a; = 0 to 6. The integration was carried out at the
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rate of about eight intervals a second, a single trial

solution taking about half a minute. The final run,

punching a card for ©very interval of the integration,

took about 2|- minutes.
Thus once the ENIAC had been set up and provided

with initial estimates of h'(Q) and r(0), it carried out
without further attention from an operator the
determination to 7 -figure accuracy of the values of
these two quantities for which the solution satisfied

the conditions at a; = 5, and evaluated and punched
250 values of the final solution. The total time
taken depended on the number of trial solutions

required, but was about four minutes for each value
of a.

A fuller account of this work is in course of
preparation.
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JUBILEE OF THE MARINE
BIOLOGICAL STATION, MILLPORT

By Frof. C. M. YONGE. F.R.S.

Chairman, Executive Committee, Scottish Marine
Biological Association

ON October 17, 1896, the foundation stone was
laid, by Dr. Thomas Reid, of the first building

of the Marme Biological Station at Millport. The
fiftieth anniversary of this important date in the
history of marine biology in Scotland most happily
coineides with the first joint meeting of the Challenger
Society to be held at a marine station since the end
of hostilities. Visitors to that meeting will see a
laboratory greatly extended by buildings erected
immediately before the outbreak of war and others
acquired more recently. These make possible con-
siderable increases to the staff and programme of the
station.

The Millport laboratory has a dual origin. It came
into bemg through the combined efforts of Dr. David
Robertson, the “Naturalist of Cumbrae”, whose life,
under that title, was written by his friend, the Rev!
T, R. R. Stebbing, and of Dr. (later Sir) John Murray!
Thus, through Murray, the Station can trace its history
back to the CJudlenger office and so to the expedition.
In 1884, largely as a result of his efforts, a Scottish
Marine Station was established in the Firth of Forth.
In a submerged quarry at Granton was moored the*

ArJc, an old lighter on which was built a wooden
laboratory, while sea work was carried out from
Murray’s steam yacht, the Medusa. In the summer
of the following year both vessels were taken through
the Forth and Clyde Canal to Millport, Murray’s
intention had been to move about the west coast of
Scotland ; but the presence of Robertson at Millport
and its excellent position as a centre for work in the
Clyde sea area induced him to establish the laboratory
permanently on the Island of Cumbrae. Eventually
the ArJb was drawn up on the shore near Farland
Point on the east side of Karnes Bay, where she
remained in continuous use until destroyed in a great
storm on December 20, 1900.

This early period of marine work at Millport saw
the production by Murray and H. R. Mill of a notable
series of papers on the configuration and physical
conditions with special reference to marme life in
the Clyde sea area. When this work was finished, the
Medusa returned to the east coast, but the Ark
remamed at Millport and became to a large extent
the personal laboratory of Dr. Robertson until, in
1894, it was lent to a committee formed for the pur-
pose of establishing a marine biological station at
Millport. During the following three years no less
than thirty-ono persons, among them E. W. Mac-
Bride, Robert Broom and J. F. Gemmill, the last
to be intimately associated with the station for
many years, worked in this simple but effective
laboratory.

The foundation of a peimanent station followed
quickly. Dr. Robertson cut the first sod on August 7,
1896, but was too ill to attend the laying of tho
foundation stone in October and died on November
20. Tho buildings were opened, appropi'iatoly by
Murray, on May 17, 1897. In 1901 tho title of tho
controlling body was changed to tho Marine
Biological Association of tho West of Scotland
and so remained until 1914, when it assumed its
present title of tho Scottish Marine Biological
Association.

^

The original building coritainod living accommoda-
tion for the curator (this now forms tho oifiee and
two small research rooms) and a laboratoiy divided
into cubicles, with a tank room and an engine room
behind. Above were housed the Robertson Museum,
presented by Mrs Robertson, and behind it the
library. The Ark continued m use xmtil its destruc-
tion. Work at sea was carried out from tho Mermaid,
a wooden steam yacht 65 ft. long. In 1904 the present
director’s house was built and the laboratoiy extended
by the erection of a wing, at right angles to the
original block, which houses the aquarium below and
a class-room above. The buildings remained in
essentially this condition until 1939.
Tho period 1905-14 was one of considorable diffi-

culty, and for a while the fate of the Station hung in
the balance. The first scientific director, S. Pace,
left in 1907 and was succeeded as superintendent by
the present director, Mr. R. Elmhirst, who had been
appointed naturalist the previous year and who thus
now completes forty years of service. Generations of
students, among whom^ the writer is glad to include
himself, have had their first instruction in marine
biology from him, and there is little doubt that with-
out his cheerful optimism and persistence in difficult
days the Millport Marin© Station would not exist
to-day. Reference must also be made to the services
of Mr. John Peden, appointed laboratory assistant in
1906 and still happily in the employment of the
Laboratory, who maintained it during the period of
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Fig 1 The ArJc DR4WN HP AT Farland Point, Millport

the First World War when Mr. Elmhirst was on war
service.

The modern period of expansion may be said to

date from 1921 when the Association first received

financial help from the Development Commission.

The staff was enlarged by the appointment of Dr.

Shema M. Marshall and Dr. A. P. Orr, whose joint

work on plankton and the physico-chemical condi-

tions in the sea have become part of the fundamental
literature of marine biology and gained the Millport

Laboratory international recognition as a centre of

fundamental research. They were joined later by
Dr. A. G. Kicholls, now in Western Australia, and
work was extended to the biology of yoimg herring.

Meanwhile important faunistic and ecological work
was carried out on the mter-tidal faima by the

director and many visiting workers, among whom
may be mentioned Dr. A. C. Stephen and Dr. E. E.

Watkin. Dr. Nicholls explored the newly discovered

fauna of sand-livmg copepods. The rich and easily

available supply of echinoderms

and the purity of the surround-

ing sea water were utilized

especially by Prof. J. Gray, Dr.

G. S. Carter and Lord Boths-

child in studies on the physi-

ology of fertilization. A general

account of the activities of these

years has been given by the

director in a short account of

“Marme Biology the Firth of

Clyde’* {Scottish Naturalist, July-

August 1939), while m the annual

report of the Association for

1938-39 he gave a bibliography of

publications dealing with work
carried out at the Station from
April 1897 to March 1939, which
comprises 292 titles.

This period of expansion owes
much to the activities of Prof.

L. A. L. Kmg, Prof. F. 0. Bower
and especially Prof, (now Sir

John) Graham Kerr, who was
chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee until his resignation from
the regius chair of zoology m the
University of Glasgow in 1935.

His successor, Prof. E. Hiridlo,

will similarly be remombored with
gratitude for the energy and
success with which he pressed for-

ward the schemes for expansion
which culminated in the erection,

parallel to the original block, of a
fine modern wing which was
opened m June 1939. This con-
tains on the ground floor a tank
room, a receiving room and six

work rooms ; on the floor above a
class-room for advanced students,

a specimen store, a dark room,
a chemical laboratoiy, and a
balance room, and four work
rooms. By convertmg the cubicles

m the old building into a museum,
the original museum has been
cleared and is now a spacious and
well-fitted library, the contents
of which are bemg rapidly in-

ereased-

During the Second World War the Station suffered

a great loss m the death m action of Mr, W. K. Patou,
who had succeeded Dr. Kicholls and was a marine
biologist of the highest promise. His place has
recently been filled by the appointment of Dr. B. B.
Pike. Dr. Marshall and Dr. Orr did important
national service by working out methods of extraction

and preparation of agar from the British red sea
weeds, Oigartina and Chondrus, and by surveymg
large areas of the Scottish coasts for supplies of these
algae. Their methods have now been developed
industrially and represent an important contribution
from marme biology to British commercial enterprise.

In addition, these members of staff collaborated in

experiments initiated from the University of Edm-
burgh on the effects of artificial enrichment by
nutrient salts m sea lochs on the Argyll coast.

The enlarged premises of the Station have been
fully utilized by the presence smce 1941 of a team of
workers engaged on research into anti-fouling

Fig 2. The Marine Biological Station, Millport, in 1946. The new wing, oom-
PLETBE IN 1939, IS SHOWN ON THE LEFT; THE EX-ADMIRALTY BTODINGS LIB ACROSS

THE ROAD IN FRONT OF THB STATION
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moa^surGS for tiio Moinno Corrosion hiub-Coiiiiiiiiteo ot

tiie Iron and Steel Institute, initially under the

direction of Dr. J. E. Hams and, since lus appoint-

ment to the chair of zoology m the University of

Bristol, by Mr. K. A. Pyefinch. The presence of this

active team has been greatly appreciated, ^
hoped that this work will be continued at Millport

for many years. Difficulties of space will arise owing

to forthcommg mcreases in the staff of the Station,

but fortunately a series of buildmgs erected by the

Admiralty across the road in front of the Station

have been acquired (the cost being kindly defrayed

by an anonymous donor) and, after appropriate

alterations have been made, it is intended to transfer

the anti-foulmg team to the largest of these premises

until separate buildings for their use can be put up.

The Millport Laboratory is thus m fortunate

possession of adequate modern buildmgs and of a

small but highly efficient scientific staff. A compre-

hensive programme of research involvmg a consider-

able increase in staff and the acquisition of a larger

boat m place of the JSfautilus, the 39-ft. motor vessel

which has been in use smce 1922, has been presented

to the Development Commission. Two new members

of staff, a zoologist and a chemist, are bemg appomted

immediately, and it is hoped to raise the staff to a

total of ten withm the next few years. Hitherto con-

fined to the Clyde sea area, the activities of the

station are now to be extended along the west coast

of Scotland, and this summer two parties of workers

have been engaged along the coast of Argyll, ono m
Loch Sween, where a mobile laboratory is m use, and

the other at Easdale. Both have been concerned with

the possibilities of breedmg and farming oysters,

Eor the first time this summer the Nauhlus passed

through the Crinan Canal and carried out dredging

operations in Loch Sween and West Loch Tarbort

—

a notable event m the history of the Station. But the

larger boat will be necessary to take full advantage

of the rich possibilities for marine research in those

waters, the fauna of which may, m the deeper areas,

some of which are exposed to the scouring action of

powerful tidal currents, prove to be as rich as that

of the Norwegian fjords.

A far-reaching programme of research on the

plankton community will, with the advent of new
members of staff, be mitiated next year, and the

fundamental research on which the reputation of the

Station has been estabhshed wiU thus be extended.

Increasing attention is being paid to the adaptations

and ecology of bottom-living and shore animals,

especially the former, which provide the link between
the plankton and demersal fish. Other projects

include further work on herring, mvestigation into

the life-history and migrations of the scallop {Pecten

maximus) and the running of an experimental lobster

hatchery on the American pattern to determine
whether the larvse of the European species can be as

successfully reared to the bottom-living, lobsterling

stage as can those of Homarus americamis.

The Scottish Marine Biological Association looks

forward to a future of ever-mcreasmg activity over a
wide area of the most diversely varied coast around
the British Isles. It aims at providing the essential

background ofpure research to the manifold activities

of the Scottish marme industries in particular and to

those of Great Britain andWesternEurope in general.

At the same time it offers greatly enhanced facilities

for teaching and especially for the carrying out of
original research in all branches of marine biology^

including physiology and algology.

OBITUARIES
Mr. Harold j. E. Peake

Harolu Peake, son of tho John Poako,
vicar of Ellosinoro, was born on Soptoinbor 29, 1867,

and died on beptombor 22, 1946, at Ins homo at

Boxford, near Newbury, Ho belonged to tho char-

acteristically Britisli tradition of the man of leisure

who, without professional commitmonts, devotes
himself to intellectual and pnblic work. One thinks
of Charles Darwin and Francis Galton, among others,

in this connexion. An oaily training at Leicester for

estate management gave Poako insight into problems
ot land tenure and land nso on a historical basis,

and resulted later on in a valuable study of old roads
(publisliod in “Momocials of Old Loicostershire”).

In 1897 ho married Miss Charlotte Bayliff and they
went round the world, staying some time on a ranch
in British Columbia, Irom tho life of which Peake
gained dues to lus later mtorj)rotations of pastoralism
in prehistoric times.

Settling in 1899 at Boxford, Peake’s house gradu-
ally became a centre of ligtit and leading not only for

the Newbury distric't but also for many students of
humanity, including yomiger men whom he helped
with his fund of knowledge and his quick flow of
ideas mingled with a happy though penetrating wit.

One recalls his answer to a foreign visitor’s query
about the grandstand at Newbury Racecourse

; it

was, said Poako, a temple of our national religion ’

Ho studied man, ancient and modern, with a keen
perception of tho problems that communities have
had to face, and ho formed a Citizens’ Association at

Newbiiiy, and then became honorary curator of
Newbury Musoum, chairman of tlio governors of
Newbury Grammar ^School, chairman, and later

president, of Now]>ury General HosiiitaL At the
same time ho played lus very adave part at tho
Royal Anthropological insfituto, of which ho bocamo
president (1926-28), and at tho Society of Antiquaries,
serving on its Council diirmg 1928-30. Me was a
regular attendant at meetings of tho British Associa-
tion for tho Advancement of fcjcienco and was presi-

dent of its Anthropological Section in 1922. The
Royal Anthropological Institute gave lum its Huxley
Medal in 1940.
^ Peake was deeply convinced of the evolutionary

interpretation of the story of mankind, and he sought
to illuminate many dim corners, particularly the
origins of cultivation, of cultivated grain, of ploughing,
of metallurgy, of social hierarchies, and of myth-
ologies that succeed one another in the general history
of religion. “Ritual continues, its explanations wax
and wane.” It was a delight to hoar his endless
suggestions about ancient herdsmen and their

seasonal ceremonies for the sorting out of the animals,
and their butchering hoists giving the idea of pillars

and lintels around a corral and leading on from wood
to stone at Stonehenge with a number of new mean-
ings and associations ; or, it might be, his view, not
always accepted, that prehistoric Beaker pottery was
largely a copy of certain kinds of painted pottery by
people who were not skilled in pamting and who
incised the surface for ornament, no doubt recallmg
at the same time a grass bag technique. His friends
celebrated his studies of early wheat (Emmer) by a
Christmas card showing Harold chasing ‘Wild Emmer’
over the hills around the Fertile Crescent,

Peake’s Museum at Newbury was unique in its

arrangement. The evolution of forms of life was
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traeocl up to man, ho being represented by a mirror

with H07710 sapw7is written over the top, so that the

visitor might realize himself as the product of

evolution. TJien followed a few carefully selected

exhibits of early times beyond accurate dating. The
later period, from 3000 b.c. to 2000 a.d., was
illustrated by a long wall-space divided equally for

the hfty centuries and showing specimens (especially

pottery), maps and labels to illustrate the life of the

Old World at each stage. A Newbury school-boy,

who had used the Museum to some pxrrpose, was
being told by an inspector of things that happened
'Very long ago”. The inspector was pleasantly

startled to be told, “Oh, but that was m the La Tene
period, quite recent in fact”.

The “Corridors of Time” (with H, J. Fleure), “The
English Village” (1922), “The Bronze Age and the

Celtic World” (1922), “The Begmnmgs of Civiliza-

tion” (J. Roy. Anthrop. Inst., 1927), “The Introduc-

tion of Civilization into Britain” (ibid., 1928), “The
Study of Prehistoric Times” {ibid., 1940), and many
other contributions to the Journal of the Royal
Anthropological Institute and to Man, as well as to

the Transactions of the Newbury Field Club, to the

“Victoria County History of Berkshire”, the books
of general exposition “Origms of Agriculture” (1926),

“The Flood” (1930) and “Early Steps m PFuman
Progress” (1933) all gave his ever-developing views
of the story of humanity.
Ho account could be satisfactory without men-

tioning Westbrook House at Boxford, presided over

until her death by Mrs. Peake, always brimming with
keen intellectual and artistic interests, especially in

amateur drama and singing among village folk. For
more than forty-five years, Miss Mary Wilson, aided

by her colleague Miss Annie Plumb, were the domestic
staff and friends of Mr. and Mrs Peake and of all

who gathered around them. Miss Wilson’s help in

both dramatic efforts and prehistoric studies were
gratefully acknowledged. H. J. Fleube

We regret to amiounce the following deaths :

Sir Frank Heath, G.B.E , K.C.B., the first secretary

to the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Besearch, on October 5, aged eighty-two.

Sir Walter Langdon-Brovm, emeritus professor of
physic in the University of Cambridge, on October 3,

aged seventy-six.
Prof. H. C. Plummer, F R.S., formerly professor of

mathematics at the Military College of Science,

Woolwich, on September 30, aged seventy.

NEWS an
Committee on Defence Research Policy

A White Paper has been issued announcing the

creation of the office of Mmister of Defence, who is to

be responsible to Parliament for certain subjects

affecting the three Fighting Services and their

supply. Mr. A. V. Alexander, formerly First Lord
of the Admiralty, has been appointed to the new
office. Defence as a whole will be in the hands of a

Defence Committee under the chairmanship of the

Prime Minister and including as regular members the

Defence Minister, the Lord President of the Council,

the Foreign Secretary, the Chancellor ofthe Exchequer,

the Service Ministers, the Mmister of Labour and the

Mmister of Supply. Referring to research, the White
Paper states that the chief problem is to ensure the

contmued and complete integration of military and
scientific thought at all levels. Full account must be

taken of scientific effort in all fields, so that the

resources of the country may be used efficiently. To
this end a Committee on Defence Research Policy is

to be formed, with a permanent chairman who will

be a man of science of high standing. Tins Com-
mittee will consist of those responsible, from the

operational and scientific points of view, for research

and development in the Service Departments and the

Ministry of Supply ; it will advise the Chiefs of Staff

on operational questions, and the Defence Committee

itself on wider aspects of the problems involved.

Much will, of course, depend on the composition of

this Committee on Defence Research Policy ; but by
this arrangement the machinery is available to ensure

that fuU weight will be given to scientific develop-

ments in all matters that are likely to concern the

defence of the country.

Consulting Work and Educational Institutions

A STATEMENT issuod somo time ago by the Jomt
Coimcil of Professional Scientists dealt with the

prmciples which should govern the acceptance of

consulting work by academic men of science (see

d VIEWS
Nature, 157, 86 ; 1946). A somewhat similar code is

mcorporated m “A Statement of Research Policy
suggested for Inclusion m Research Policies of
Educational Lostitutions”, which has been prepared
by the Association of Consulting Chemists and
Chemical Engineers in the United States and pub-
lished in Chemical and Engineering News of June 10.

The statement suggests that it should be the policy

of educational mstitutions to undertake as a rule only
such research projects sponsored under contract with
mdustry, government agencies, philanthropic or scien-

tific organisations as seem likely to add to the know-
ledge of fundamental research, are financed on a
basis which contributes to the institution’s own
research fund, and have as objective the training of
research woikers. Further, they should extend over
a period of a year or more, they should not restrict

the institution from undertalnng other projects or

research, and they should be such as cannot
advantageously be undertaken by independent
research or development laboratories. Besides this

suggested policy, which would seem to be open to

evasion or abuse, there are in the statement regula-

tions proposed for private consulting service and for

co-operative research, the latter specifying the in-

formation to be supplied to the institution before
work is begun. As regards commercial testmg, it is

suggested that no routine commercial testmg or

analysis of materials, substances or products which
might be carried out by an independent industrial

or commercial laboratory should be permitted,
although tests or analyses intended chiefly to develop
new scientific facts should be allowed when they are

part ofa research programme or necessitate apparatus
or equipment not available in private laboratories.

Child Health in Great Britain

A BROADSHEET (Ho. 248, Child Health and Nutri-

tion) issued by Political and Economic Plaiming as

a study of the services dealing with the nutrition
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and health of children, complementary to the study
of the maternity services published early m the year,

IS of renewed interest m view of the food situation

and the National Health Service Bill. Pointing out
that the primary responsibility for bringing uji

healthy children must rest on the care and wisdom
of their parents, the broadsheet emphasizes that if

the retreat from parenthood is to be arrested, the
skilled services and economic aid required to restore

Britain’s greatest and most neglected productive
activity—^j^arenthood—^must be provided readily and
without stmt. Present divisions of the welfare and
school medical services militate against contmuity of
medical care for the individual child, and its critical

analysis of the present and future services loads

P E.P. to stress that in the nutritional field the greatest

need is to implement fully the powers and duties that
afieady exist, while the first need for the child health
services is for co-ordination. Co-operation between
health visitor and general practitioner, medical officer

and children’s physician is made difficult by the
present administrative arrangements. Secondly, a
medical service for children should be fundamentally
a health service rather than a sickness service. The
health services should study normal growth and
development, about which too little is Imown, and
the broadsheet strongly emphasizes the importance
of research. Without a high standard of medical
teaching and much extended research on such
problems as breast-feedmg, nutrition, physical educa-
tion, the miiuence of social factors on child health,
and on all the aspects of normal growth, the best
organised medical service can do little. With the
proposed organisation of the hospital services in
university regions, the future institutes of child
health should be able to extend their infiuonco beyond
the immediate confines of the teaching centre and
raise the standard of all child health services in the
region.

The National Grid of the Ordnance Survey
The Departmental Committee appointed in 1935

by the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries to con-
sider Ordnance Survey plans and maps recommended
that the large-scale plans of Great Britain should be
re-cast on national sheet Imes and that a national
grid, with the metre as unit, should be superimposed
on all large-scale plans and most of the small-scale
maps

^

The recommendation compels the use of a
projection that will not mtroduce unacceptable dis-
tortions, on any of the scales, when it is extended
over an area the size of Great Britain. Accordingly
an orthomorphic projection, Imown as the Transverse
Mercator, with its origm at lat. “49*^ N., long, 2° W,,
has now been adopted as the national projection for
general use over Great Britain. When rectangular
co-ordinates are referred to this origin, the easting
co-ordinates of pomts to the west of the central
meridian are negative, and the northing co-ordinates,
though all positive, become mconveniently large for
points in northern Scotland. To avoid these diffi-
culties, 400 km. have been added to all easting
co-ordmates and 100 km. subtracted from all
northing co-ordmates. This places the working
position of the origm a little to the south-west of
Lands End and ensures that the co-ordinates of all
points on the mainland of Great Britain are positive
and less than 1,000 km.
The Ordnance Survey has now issued a pamphlet

(Booklet No. 1/45, **A Brief Description of the
National Grid and Reference System’^ H.M.

Stationery Office, 194(). 4c/. not) w^uch bru41y des(*rihos

the geodetic and mapping sitiiat.iou m Grcnit Britain
at the tune tiio Committee was a})poinl.(Kl, and Ihe
stops taken to implonaont its roconimondations. It

then details a method of giving the grid rofcmnico of
any point on maps and ])laus of all scales This
pamphlet will bo of the greatest value to all map
users, and to students of geography m jiarticular, for
whom the national grid will provide a most con-
venient aid for the recording of posiiions and
statistical infoiTnation.

Work of Cultural Missions

Whether as regards its origin, its immediate
significaiu'o, or its promise for the Future, Bulletin
1945, No. 11, of the Federal yocurity Agency (U.S.
Office of Education) entitled “Report on tJio CulturaJ
Missions of Mexico” is a noteworthy rc^port. its
subject IS the mission work done by a TeaiKl ol onthu-
siastic and patient Moxi(*,ans among the Indians m
their remote villages. A jirofaco written by Mr. J . W,
Studebakor, U.B. Commissioner of Education, reveals
that m beptembor 3 943 ho had the opjiortimity of
mooting the writer of tho report and of visiting with
him a group of Indian villages in which one of tlie

missions was functioning. Tho report was thereupon
written by tho chief of the missions dejiartment, and
here is the English translation. The work being done,
says Mr. Studobaker, was an inspiration to him as an
educator and as a citizen of a neighbouring country.
Tho broad educational objectives, he proceeds, and
the methods employed m this project for teaching
Indian people a better way of life give confidence and
inspire one with the belief that an isolated and
somewhat estranged people of a groat land will,

through these means, be prepared for modern life

and brought into tho. fold of genuine citizensJiip.
Mr. Studobaker’s closing words strike one as most
remarkable. It is hoped, ho says, that this report will
contribute to a greater imdorstaufling ofthe important
educational accomplislimonts “of our nearest southern
neighbour, and that it will constitute an inspiration
and a challenge to the educators of tho United btatos”.
Followmg the report itself, a number of interesting
and informative photographs, supplied by the author
of the report, are added. Further, m order that the
reader may secure more information concemmg
cultural missions m Mexico, either from English or
from Spanish sources, a list of related readmgs,
prepared in the Division of International Educational
Relations, is included.

Fuel Economy in the United States since 1939

The United States National Committee of tho
World Power Conference (Central Oflico, 36 Kmgs-
way, London, W.C.2) has issued a report on that
country’s reactions to war conditions. Economy of
fuel was necessary, but in ways which differ from
those experienced m Britain. Since hostilities ceased,
except for temporary effects, such as labour troubles,
difficulties have disappeared and efforts to save fuel
are based on economics rather than availability of
supplies. During the War, production suffered from
labour troubles and ©specially transportation prob-
lems. This led to an increase in the use of hydro

-

generated electricity from 44 to 80 billion kWh.
Atternpts were made to increase production—by
technical devices m the case of liquid and gaseous
fuels. ]ffi coal production, major developments were
“salvaging coal formerly rejected”, which recalls
British use of ‘outcrop coal’ and ‘washery slurries’.
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Altbrnativo fuels such as ‘coal oil’ mixtures were
tried but not used extensively. Contrary to present
British practice, the prmcipal change was from oil-

firing to coal-firod equipment, and in^ household us©
from oil to gas. There were control organisations—

>

a petroleum administrator and a ‘solid fuel admmis-
trator’, and as civilian fuel became short, rationmg
was developed. Judged by British standards, the
measures adopted do not soimd onerous. For example,
the general consumer would experience a restriction

of solid fuels to seven-eighths of normal use. Various
steps to conserve fuel were enforced, such as the
adoption of ‘brownout’ and ‘dmiout’ rules, reduction
of space heatmg and organisation of a fuel economy
campaign.
Post-war conditions are expected to brmg more

efficient equipment in domestic practice Where
hydro-electric power is available, and off-peak current
can be used to store heat, there will be more space-
heatmg by electricity. No great reduction of fuel

consumption is anticipated, however, in view of the
increased demand for improved amenities. No radical

improvements in conventional equipment are ex-

pected. New designs mclud© the gas turbine, hot-air

turbm© and the heat pump for cooling and heatmg.
The War has compelled mcreased interest in fuel

education—enforced by the “advent of shortages and
increases in the relative costs of fuel”. In this respect

conditions resemble those m Britain.

Abnormal Solar Radiation on 75 Megacycles

Messrs. S. E. Williams and P. Hands, of the
Department of Physics, University of Western
Australia, have sent a long commimication referrmg
to observations made there of solar radio-frequency
radiation on a wave-length of 4 metres, usmg a Yagi
aerial of moderate directivity, moimted on a polar
axis. Measurements of the ratio of currents due to

solar-plus-receiver noise and receiver noise only,

recorded with the dipole short-circuited, were mad©
with a milhammeter in the anode circuit of the (Imear)

second detector. Later an oscillograph was used to

seem’e a contmuous record. Contmuous observations
were maintamed for from three to five hours each day,
durmg the passage of the large simspot group
havmg mean meridian passage on July 26 7 (G.M.T.)

and the two following groups with mean meridian
passage on August 2 4. On the basis of these observa-
tions they divide solar radio-frequency noise roughly
mto two components, one ‘steady’ or relatively

slowly variable (Component I), the other abruptly
variable (Component II) A strikmg example of the
variation of the so-called Component II was observed
on August 2, when it was estimated that this ‘storm’

involved changes in noise emission by 50-100 times

m a few seconds.
These short-period variations durmg 03h. 14m. 10s.-

03h. 29m. 10s. (approx. G.M T.) corresponded
with visual changes on the sim’s disk as recorded on
spectrohehoscope observations made by Watheroo
Magnetic Observatory. A similar but less intense

disturbance, during which the milhammeter showed
mcreases in solar/receiver noise from 10 per cent to

more than 150 per cent, was recorded on the same day
between 04h. 51m. and 04h. 57m. 30s. (G.M.T.), when
ionospheric equipment at Watheroo recorded a
fade-out of intensity 4 (scale 1-9) durmg 04h. 45m.—
05h. 00m., followed by a spectrohehoscope report of

a faint prominence at 05h., indicating a dare at about
04h. 50m*

Messrs. Williams and Hands point out tliat since

75 mc./s, radiation caimot penetrate regions where the
electron density is greater than 10®/c c., which would
be exceededm the lower chromosphere, the correlation

of solar noise generation with prominence activity

seems probable. Further, as disturbances involving

the emission of Component II are not necessarily

accompanied by fade-outs, whereas chromospheric
flares occurrmg withm an hour or so of local apparent
noon almost always produce fade-out effects, they
suggest that correlation of Component II with flares

would not be generally observed, but that coincidences

between these phenomena would depend on the level

at which increased excitation of the Hol line occurs.

This note of work at the University of Western
Australia should be read m conjunction with the com-
munication by Dr. A. C. B. Lovell and C. J. Banwell
on p. 517 of this issue of Nature,

Survey of British Somaliland

Suggestions for a general survey of British

Somaliland were made before the War in connexion
with water supplies, soil erosion and other problems
affecting the general development of the country, but
were not put into execution at the time. The Military

Government of the Protectorate has now issued a
report outlming surveys made and data collected

from 1942 onwards, and recordmg the work of a
special department under Major J. A. Hunt from its

mception in August 1943 until December 1944
(Report on General Survey of British Somaliland,
1944. Pp. 12 + 17 charts. (Burao : Gov. Press,

1946.) 3s. 6d.). The programme of work of the
department conforms roughly to that advocated by
Dr. E. B. Worthington in “Science m Africa”, and
starts with the accurate collection of meteorological
and geological data, followed by a soil survey, plant
and then animal ecology. The prelimmary results are
illustrated in a senes of maps and diagrams pub-
lished with the report, covering rainfall, plant ecology
and tribal imgrations and potential developments in

mmerals, water, agriculture and roads. The General
Survey has now been recognized in prmciple by the
Colonial Office, and funds have been provided under
the Colonial Development and Welfare Act to finance
an “economic survey and reconnaissance” with a
programme extendmg until 1950. The water and
mineral surveys will be made by two specialist geolog-
ists on arrival and may take up to two years.

Altitude, ramfall and plant ecology are closely inter-

related, and rain crop cultivation can only be con-
sidered and tested in a limited area above 4,000 ft.

Sites are recommended for irrigation gardens and date
plantations, and a new road from Berbera to El
Afwem and Hudim is recommended as bemg situated
on the most direct route to the eastern part of the
Protectorate with no difficult escarpments to sur-

mount. The Military Governor pomts out in his

mtroduction to the report that the political and
economic life of the Protectorate and neighbouring
countries is threatened by increasing migrations of
Somali tribes, who will be unable to find subsistence
in their own coimtry if conditions continue to deter-

iorate. The report strongly recommends publication
of reports and specialist papers to stimulate interest

in research, and also that when the two years survey
ofwater and minerals has been carried out, the Survey
should organise a technical library and laboratory in
Burao, which is the natural centre for any scientific

work in the Protectorate.
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International Students’ Federation
The account given in of tho BrUis}i

^led'bcdl Students dourridi of events wlucli led to llio

formation of the new International Students’ Federa-
tion and of the rebirth of the Czech universities is

grim but mspiring readmg. On November 17, 1939,
the Germans closed the Charles University at Prague,
shot nine heads of the student organisations and sent
many male students either to concentration camps
or to enforced labour m Germany. In memory of
these and other early sacrifices, this day was cele-
brated in Britain and elsewhere as International
Students’ Day, and by the end of the War it was
being celebrated all over the world as a day of
remembrance and rertewod resolve. Tho Czech
students in exile in Britain wished that the first

peace-time celebration of this day should be hold in
Prague, and, m November 1945, they invited students
from fifty-one coimtrieg -^q their guests. Some
four himdred students accepted this invitation, and
the article pays a tribute to the Czech students—
and, mdoed, to the vrhole population—for their
reception of so many visitors only six months after
the liberation of tfi© couiitiy. Working m co-
operation With the 3!^ational Union of Students, a
preparatory committee had already drafted the
constitution of the uew International Students’
Federation. Co-operation with the World Federation
of Democratic Youth and with the World Youth
Conference held in London in November 1945 ensured
further progress. Tho Prague Congress in 1945, an
account of which la given, expressed the hope that
the new International Students’ Federation would bo
finally constituted during the summer of this year.

Working In Wood
Undbb the auRpicofj of Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research tho Forest Products Research
Laboratory has issued a “Handbook of Woodcutting”
(H.M. Stationeiy Offiee, 1946. Pp. 44. 9d, not) by
P. Harris. Owing to the numerous requests received
at the Laboratory for help in sawmillmg and wood-
working problems, it became obvious that a hand-
book on correct technique was required. The present
publication is designed as a handy reference hook,
with a scientific background, from which tho mathe-
matical aspects of the subject have been omitted,
with the exception of certain simple formulae. The
handbook contains detailed information and recom-
mendations relatmg to the vaiious forms of sawing
and to planing, moulding, tenoning, mortizing, bor-
ing and turning operations. Diagrams and tables
are added where necessary. Now that the area of
forests is growing So convincingly in Great Britain,
it IS to be hoped that the time-honoured forms of
handlmg wood by hand turnery, bending, shaving,
toy casing and so forth, for all of which certain types
01 tools are required and must be kept m perfect
condition, will be kept alive or brought back

—

especially hand carving hy the new forest populations,
as so commonly to be found in parts of Europe.

The European Chafer in America
The Cornell University Agrioultnral Experiment

Station has issued Memoir 266 on the “External
Moiphology of MajaUs, the European
Cockchafer”, by F H. Butt (University Ithaca, New
York, December 1944). The European chafer, it is
of considerable mterest to hear, is a very modem
mtroduced specif, reported in Wayne County,
New York, m 1942, as being very destructive to

lawns and to pasture lauds lu iliis region, greatest

destruction being done during it.s larvaJ stages. The
insect was closely studwxl ni its IJirei^ larval siiages,

and a life-lustory was published in 194JL The paper
describes the external morphology el' those various

stages of tlio insect, with thirteen ox<!ollont plates.

The generic name AmpJiimallon is attributed to

Latreiilo. Most entomologists and foresters of tlxe

older generations will be better acquainted with the
insect under its old-time name of Melolontha vulgaris,

a well-known pest in European coni»inontal hardwood
forests, especially oak, as is the case in Groat Britain.

X-Ray Analysis in the Steel Industry

The X-ray Analysis Grou]> of the Institiuto of

Pliysies has arranged a mooting to iiako place in tho
conference hall of tfio Royal Victoria Hotel, 8hol‘field,

on November 8 and 9. On November 8, Dr. A.
Bradley will speak on “Tho Intensity Relations of

Dobyo-iSehorrer Powder Diffradaon Linos”, and
Dr. W. A- Wood on “Tho Ajiplication of X-rays to
the Study of Stresses m Metals”. Tho morning
session on November 0 will include three jiapers, one
by Prof. G. I. Finch on “The Surface Structure of

Metals”, one by Mr. H. J. Goldschmidt on “An X-ray
Investigation of Electro-Deposited CJiromium”, and
one by Dr. A. H. Jay on “Some Succossos and Failures
in the Apjdication of X-rays to Industrial Pi’oblems”
The mooting is open to all without charge

; those who
wish to take part in the discussions following those
papers should notify Mr. F. A. Bannister (Pfon. Sec.),

Department of Mineralogy, British Museum (Natural
History), London, S.W.7.

Racemic Acid

In an intoresiiing pajior recently available m
Britain, Prof. Dol<§pine (Bull, iSoc, €him,, 8, 468 ;

1941) gives some historical fo,cts relating to tho
discovery of racomie acid, wliich suxiplomont the
note by Prof. A, Findlay (Nature, 140, 22 ; 1937).
The acid was obtained accidentally in tho crystalliza-

tion of tartaric acid in a factory in Thann, Alsace,
belonging to Kostner, which seems to have ceased
operations about 1822, and is first mentioned by
John in his “Handwortorbucli der allgememen
Chemie” in 1819. The name ‘racemic acid’ was
first used by Gay-Lussac m his lectures, notes of
which were published m 1828, and he showed that it

had the same composition as tartaric acid. Berzelius,
m 1830, in discussing this fact, first used the word
‘isomer’. The further history of the acid, m particular
in the work of Pasteur (who was the first to use the
name ‘racemic’ in general), is given in tho article.

journal of the British Grassland Society

The first munber of the Journal of the British
Grassland Society has now been issued. Tho jirice of
Volume 1 (Nos. 1 and 2), 1946, is 10<s., and applica-
tion for purchase should be made to tho Secretary,
British Grassland Society, Agricultural Research
Building, Penglais, Aberystwyth. The volume opens
with a foreword by Sir George Stapledon and also

includes his presidential address, with ley farming as
its principal theme, given at the inaugural meeting
on June 20, 1945, Other contributors deal with
various questions of interest in grassland manage-
ment. In tests to compare different techniques for

measuring grass production, a close correlation is

shown between output m terms of grass clippings by
the movable cage method with that from live weight
increase in grazing cattle. Other grazing experiments
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on reelaimed upland areas in Montgomerysliire are

described, in -wliicb re-seeding appears to have con-
siderably improved the carrying capacity of the land.

Practical advice on silage-making and its place in

good grassland management is the subject of a
further article, silage both bemg a valuable food and
a useful means of controlling the sward and, more-
over, not entailmg heavy capital outlay or expensive
equipment. From a detailed accoimt of severe

leather-]acket attack on re-seeded grassland in

Yorkshire, there seems at present no really efficient

means for controlling this pest on a farm scale,

though attention to drainage, close grazing during
the late summer when egg-laying takes place, and
the maintenance of fertility are evidently factors

which may lessen the degree of attack. A feature

of this first number are the good photographs which
illustrate each of the articles.

Japanese Men of Science in Malaya during the War
Db. H. F. Fesch writes to state that he wishes

to make it clear that he does not endorse the con-

clusions and inferences to be drawn from Mr. E. J. H.
Corner’s letter on this subject which appeared m
Nature of July 13. He is not prepared to enter mto
a lengthy correspondence, but directs attention to on e

pomt of fact. The format of Symington’s “Foresters’

Manual of Dipterocarps” was m no way determined
or influenced by the Japanese ; it was already m
page proof before the Malayan campaign, and half
the page formes survived the effects of blast from
demolitions adjacent to the Caxton Press works.
Because of this fact, Mr, Lebroy of the Caxton Press
reset the remainder of the work and printed the whole
for a figure that the Japanese ultimately accepted.
Re-setting was done from a galley proof handed to
Dr. Fesch by Mr. Symington’s Malay assistant.

Mathematics at University College, Southampton :

Prof. E. T. Davies

Fb. E. T. Favies, who has just been appointed to
the chair of mathematics at University College,

Southampton, is one of the outstanding leaders of
research in modern differential geometry. He
graduated at the University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth, in 1925, and was awarded a research
studentship which took him to Rome to study under
Levi-Civita The next two years he spent working
under Cartan at the Sorbonne. His researches m
Rome and Paris imder two great geometers had a
decisive influence on his future work. Since 1930 he
has been lecturmg at Kmg’s College, London, and
has been developing a fertile and origmal field of
research which may be generally described as resultmg
from the action and reaction of differential geometry
and the calculus of variations. He has studied
problems of deformation of sub-spaces, of 'im-

beddmg’, of automorphism, and of the variation of
multiple mtegrals. His later papers give a unified

treatment of all geometries havmg a vector density
as element of support, and thus generalize the work
of Carton and Finsler. His new appomtment, which
he takes up at the beginning of 1947, will give him
the opportunity to build up a school of research
workers in this interesting and important field.

University of London : Appointments

The followmg appointments recently made by
the University of London have been announced:
Fr. Frank Fickens, during 1933-46 research

director for the North of England Council of tho

British Em25iro Cancor Campaign, to the Philip Hill

chair of experimental biochemistry tenable at the

Middlesex Hospital Medical School as from March 1,

1946; Fr. J. F. Famelh, during 1942-45 research

fellow and supervisor in physiology at St. John’s

College, Cambridge, to the University readership in

cell physiology, tenable at the Royal Cancer Hospital
as from October 1, 1946 ; Fr. J. L. F’Silva to the
University readership m physiology tenable at St.

Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical College, where he
has been lecturer m physiology since March 1944 ;

Fr. J. M. Robson, senior lectiuer in pharmacology m
the University of Edinburgh, to the University
readership m pharmacology tenable at Guy’s Hospital
Medical School as from October 1, 1946. The title

of reader in applied entomology in the University of

London has been conferred on Fr. A. B. P. Page in

respect of the post held by him at the Imperial
College of Science and Technology.

University of Glasgov/ : Appointments

The following appointments have been mad© in

the University of Glasgow : John E. Parton and
Fouglas S. Gordon to be lecturers in electrical

engmeering, and A. J. O. Cmickshank as an assistant ;

John S. Maepherson, W. A. Fonaldson and F. F.
McKinnon to be assistants in mathematics ; and
Robin Giles as an assistant in natural philosophy.

University College, Hull : Appointments

Univebsity College, Hull, has made the follow-

ing promotions and appointments in the Faculty of

Science • Paul G. ’Espmasse to be professor of
zoology ; R. F’O. Good to be professor of botany ;

Fr. B. Jones to be G. F. Grant professor of chemistry
in succession to Prof. F. G. Tryhom ; Fr. B. T,

Cromwell to be reader in botany ; Miss M. A. Tazelaar
to be lecturer in zoology The followmg have been
ap|>omted assistant lecturers : J. W- F. Bell (physics),

F P. Brachi (geography), Fr. A. Cunhffe (physics).

Miss L. R. Latham (geography), Mrs. H. Nemnann
(mathematics), E R. Trueman (zoology), J. Webster
(botany). A. Saville has been appointed research

biologist in the Fepartment of Oceanography.

Announcements

The following appomtments have recently been
made by the Colonial Office : A. B. Briars, to be
agricultural officer, Nyasaland ; J. F. Graham, to be
supernumerary entomologist. East African Locust
Fireetorate, Kenya ; A. F. T. Montague, agricultural

officer. Gold Coast, to be senior agricultural officer,

Gold Coast ; R. O. Roberts, geologist, Uganda, to

be chemist and petrologist, Uganda.

Mb j. a. Young has been appointed assistant

agricultural adviser to the High Commissioner for

the United Kmgdom in Canada, and will be stationed

at Ottawa. He will assist in that capacity Mr. A. N.
Fuckham, the agricultural adviser to the High Com-
missioner, who IS also the agricultural attach^ at the

British Embassy in Washington. Mr. Young was
educated at Fungannon Royal School and Queen’s
University, Belfast, where he obtained the degree of

B.Agr., with distmction. After leaving the University

he was appointed to the inspectorate of the Ministry

of Agriculture for Northern Ireland and latterly has
been mainly engaged on technical and agricultural

education work.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for opinions expressed by their correspondents*

No notice is taken of anonymous communications

Composition of the Antimalanal Drug R,63 and the

Ing and Manske Hydrazine Hydrolysis of

N-Substituted Phthalimides

During 1944, we investigated, as pait of our antimalanal i esearch
progTanime the structure of the potent antimalanal drug A* (»{'•

The recent publication by Mosher“ of a further contiihution to this

subject makes it desirable to repoit bneflv our ov\n lesults Some of
this work forms the subject-matter of a British Patent Application
(17071/44, of September 0, 1941) which w'as placed on the secK't list,

thus delavmg publication. It is clear that Moshei has mdepcndenily
reached the same conclusion a.s oiii ow’ii, nainclv, that 11 03 contains <i>

substantial proportion of R (8-y-ammopiopvlamiiiO'-0-inethox\*
quinoline dihydrochloride

)

Our pieliminarv experiments soon induaited that R 03 was a <‘om-

plex mixture, and wo therefore approached the prolifmn mamly by a
study of the reactions involved ni its prepaiatioii, in pielcienco to

attempting a complete anahsis of R 03 with few clues to the natuie
of the probable constituents In oui preparations of R 30 hv the
hydrolysis of S-y-phthalimidopropylamino-O-methowqmnohne with
alcoholic hydrazine hydrate'^, w^e have found that a sei'ondary piodiud,
6is-[r"(6-methoxv-8-qumo]vlamino)prop'vlJ-phthalamide, is lormcd m
amounts depending on the propoition of hydrazmo h^drah* used
(30 per cent theoretical quantity with 0 8 molecular pioportioii of
hydrazine hvdrate) The discovery of this by-product led evmituaUy
to the following scheme of leactions between K-suhstitutod phtlial-
irmdes and amme^i being established

The mam factors which determine the end products are the elecironic
characteristics of R and Aj and such relevant propeitics as solubility
of their denvativos in the reagents used, oi volatility at bh(‘ reai'tion
temperature.
When the penultimate stage of the preiiaration of RAV^ (the fusion

of 8-y-aminoproi)ylammo-0-mothoxv( uinolino and y-hiomojnopyl
phthalrande) was considered m the light of the above scheme, it was
possible to explain sucli nnexiiected results as the isolation from the
reaction product of some H-y-phthalimulopropylainino-O-rnethoxy
qmnolme (I)—a lesult confirmed but not explained by Moshei The
isolation of (I) implied the simultaneous formation of the highly
reactive bifunctional compound, y-bromopropylamiue, which would
immediately undergo self-condensation or react w’lth other com-
ponents of the reaction mixture Evidence for this view was found m
a model experiment m which «-propylamine was in fact liberated
from n-propylphthalimide. Eurthermorc, unchanged starting ma-
terials and some of the required product, 8-y'-phthahmidopropvl-v-
aminopropvlammo-6-methoxyqumoImc, w'cre found in the fusion
melt At this point, it w^as clear that the final stage in the R 03 prep-
aration (treatment of the crude fusion melt with alcoholic hvdrazmo
hydrate followed by warm dilute hydrochlonc acid) could lead to
an even more complex mixture of products. We therefore turned our
attention to the synthesis for antimalanal test of those impurities
likely to he present in A.63 as the result of the side reactions brought
to light m our work.
The possibility of radical exchange during phthalimidoalkylation

reactions used to hiidd up side chains for antimalarlal compounds is
a factor to he assessed before structure can be assigned with certainty
to the products obtained
A further interesting feature which also emerged was the nature of

the mtermediate formed in the hydrazine hydrolysis of N-substituted
phthamnides (II). Ing and Manske* tentatively assigned the structure
(III) to the product, but did not isolate and characterize it in any
one case.

(H) (in) (IV)

m have found that the product is in fact the mU of the base,
phttolyl hydiazide (IV), which is a moderately strong

acid. Tme recognition of the nature of this intermediate (foreshadowed
by Mosher, me. at) shows at once that the subsequent acid hydrolysis
IS an irrelevant step, and improvements in the method which may
widen ite application are apparent Thus, the required base can he
obtained by thermal dissociation, by solvent extraction or hy haaihca-
tion ofme intermediate salt An interestingnew application ofphthalyl
hydmzide is the preparation, of anhydrous hydrazine by thermal

disHOiiation of tlu' KMdih ncc<',ssiJ)l(' hvdia/mc salt ol iihihaKl

hvdiazidc'^ ()tli(‘i \olntil(‘ iiasi's may b(' ticati'd MimiUilv

A fullci a( count ol this w'ork will aiipcai ('ls(‘wheri‘ m (lu<‘ couisc
H .1 lUHUiui
W K. \Vhv(U}

J{ (‘.search bahoia tones,

Mav and Bakci, Ltd ,

Dagenham, Kwsex
Sept 18
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Kinetics of Aromatic Nitration : the Nitracidium Ion

'rms kin(‘ti( Htndi(‘.s d(\senbe(l in th(‘ first ol tlnw' (Mmimunwations*
lead to th«‘ conclusion that the niti a(‘i(lium and nltionunn ions, H ,+

and NOyt, aie 8uec(‘H.siveIy foinu'd diiimg nitration J>y mine acid, but
that only the mtionium ion, NOyb, ib eficctivo loi nltiatioii in aiihv-

drouH oi nearly aiilivdrous add Tins iioio ollcis nviddiee loi the

etlectiveiU'SH, uiidiu other eonditious, of tlu^ uiiraculium ion, TlaNOyb,
as a lutratirig agent
We should expeet to h(‘ abl(‘ to provide sueh cvidetu‘e, it at ah, only

hy opeiating in a(iueou.s media, For it ha,s hei'ii shown that in an-

hydrous mtuc acki, as wadi as in other anhydrous strong a,ci(ls, any
llalSTOad- iorrru'd i.s laig(‘ly or eoinp)et(dy delivdraiud to NOai™ , and
wo can he eeitain thals whenevm any appreciable ipiantlty of NO.a+
18 present, it, lather than KaMOa E, will be the cUectivi* agent lor

mtiation.
, , . .

Wo have aeeoidingly pursued the .study of niiiation kinetics into

the range of media in which the mam constituent is wMtei, though the

concentration of nitric acid has to such that this substanci' is largely

jirosent as molecules, and not almost wholly as nitrate ions
^

Under
these conditions nitration is invariably (within our experieiiee) a
reaction of the first older with lespect to the aromatic compound

.

comment on this is made lielow Further, th<3 reai'.tion is aeeid crated

hv added stiong acids, such as piwchloric oi sulphuric aeid * this shows
that the nitric acid molecule itself is not the nitrating agent, and that

a Tnoton uptaki* must in some way ho IuvoIvihI. Fmallv, nitration is

retar<l(‘(l hv added nitrate ions, and this is not a primal ^ salif elleefc.

All these results point to the fonnaiion of the nltnutidium ion in

prc-e(iiiiUI)Uum,

2IlNOa :;?i: ilaNOad + NOa”-,

and they are consistent with the hypoUicsiH that this Ion is ilie nitrating

ag<‘ut.

Th(^ kinetic resulbB do not rigorously exclude the posslbiUtv that th(')

nitracKUurn ion is furtlKw conv(‘ri(‘d into th(‘ nitrordnm jon, and that
the latt(‘r is the mtiatlng agimt 'rh(‘i(‘ an*, howawer, two arguments
against this interpretation. ()n(‘ is that our knowledge of the proper-

ties of the KOyl" ion make- it very dUfi(‘ult to beU(‘ve that any trace

of it could exist in a medium contiuning 70 mol. per c-ent of wai(T
TTio othei 18 that, il the NOyE jon wau’e an inieimcdiary, we might
have hoped to obwuve a z(‘i oth-onkT ii'action, for which, actually,

wo have made a piolongcd but unavailing soarih. We have evidence
that the nitracidiiim ion mav also become th('. oihjctivc agent ior the
jV-nitration of amines^
The mam .series of experiments have been carried out wdth sodium

toliienc-ca sulphouate Because of the small nitrating powder of solu-

tions such as those here used, it is nece.ssary to employ reactive

aromatic compounds, which must, moreover, bo soluble m water.

Phenol and amline doiivatives had to ho avoided, becaiiao special

complications are liable to arise m these cases.
E. S. Hatberstapt
E. D. JJUGHEy
(J. 1C, INGOLP

Sir William Ramsay and Ralph Forster Laboratories,
University College, London.

Sept. 2.

Nafvre, 158, 448 (1940).

^ Unpublisheii investigations with J. Glazor,

/
' Nitration of Phenol and Aniline Derivatives : Role of

Nitrous Acid
While nitrous acid (we include in this term all material i-hat with

water gives nitrous acid) is a negative catalyst m aromatic nitration
generally, it has often been found to bo a positive catalyst in the
nuclear nitration of phenol and aniline derivatives. New experiments,
mainly with phenol derivatives, have lessened the contrast by showing
that, in the mtration of these substances, both positive and negative
catalysis may be encountered m different ranges of nitnc acid con-
centration, and that the negative catalysis is quite similar to that
appearing m the nitration of aromatic compounds of other types.

Nevertheless it is clear that certain special mecharasms, dependent
on nitrous acid, intervene in the mtration of phenol and amline de-

rivatives, and we have been attempting to throw some light on their

nature hy a study of the kinetics and products of the nitration of these
compounds.
The following is a composite kinetic picture based on studios with

phenol, 0- and »-nitro- and 2 4-dinitro-phenol. amsolo, ^»-cresyl

methyl ether and diphenyl ether, mainly m acetic acid as solvent
Parts of the pattern become repressed, and other parts accentuated,
for amline derivatives. For fixed concentrations of nitrous acid, an
increasing concentration of mtne acid at first retards, then strongly
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acceleratch, and then retaids leaction, the final idiase setting m the
earlier the higher the nitrous acid concentration. T'or fixed coiiccntia-
tions of mtuc acid, an increasing concontiation ot nitrous acid at
first stiongH acceleiates, then retaids, and then weakh accelerates
nitration, the let-iidation setting in the carliei the higher the con-
centration of nitiic acid. These statements apply to the general
conditions investigated, m which the concentration of nitrous acid was
shoun to remain constant during nitration
The detailed presentation and analysis of these relations would he

lengthy
, hut we may state our conclusions They are, first, that nitric

acid IS doing three things it is producing a strong nitrating agent
(NOad-)

,
it IS converting the aromatic compound into a mtration-

rcsisting oxomum ion
, and it is helping nitrous acid to suppiess NO2+

(by converting N2O4 into ions, m particular nitrate ion, as described
m the first of these communications*) Secondly, nitrous acid is also
doing three things it is uniting with the phenol derivative to form a
complex, winch is highly reactive in nitration

,
it is, as already men-

tioned, co-opeiating with nitric acid to produce mtrate ion and thus
to suppress

,
and, in the form N2O4 (or 2NOfi), it is itself acting

as a direct lutiatmg agent
We think the complex may depend on univalent electron exchange^

VeibeP has already postulated an addition complex between phenol
and nitious acid ArnalP has previously assumed direct nitration
by NaOi.
With phenols, especially m aqueous solvents contaimng much

nitrous acid, vet another mechanism enters, which has been considered
before^'^ namely, nitrosation with subsequent oxidation. Our main
evidence of this is that whereas phenol on nitration m water in the
presence of as little nitrous acid as possible (PhOH = 1, HNO3 = 1,

HNO2 = 0 mol ) yields 0- and 2?-nitrophenols m the approximate
proportions 7 3, in the presence of a large amount of nitrous acid
(for example, PhOH = 1, HNOs = 1, HNO2 = 2 mol ) the ratio
becomes changed to 1 9, and this is the ratio m which 0- and
i?-nitiosophenols are formed if the nitric acid is omitted® jj-Nitroso-
phenol has been isolated as a by-product fiom the latter nitrations

C A Bunion
E E Hughes
G. J Minkofe
B I Reed

Sir William Ramsay and Ralph Forster Laboratories,
University College, London. Sept. 2

* Nature, 158, 448 (1946).
^ Benfoid et al , Nature, 156, 688 (1945). Kenner, Nature, 156, 369

(1945) , 157, 340 (1946)
63, 1577 (1930) phys. Chem., B, 10, 22 (1930)

“ J Cherrh Soc , 123, 3111 (1923)
^Kartaschev, J Russ Phys -CJiem Soc, 59, 819, 833 (1927), 62,

386, 2129 (1930).

Organic Nitrogen Compounds as Nitrogen Nutrition for

Higher Plants

In sterile cultures pea and clover use especially well aspartic and
glutamic acids for their nitrogen nutrition, as demonstrated by pre-vious
experiments in tius laboratoryb Both the optical forms are utilized®
If the nutrient solution contains aspartic acid as well as mtrate and
ammonium sulphate, all these mtrogen sources are utihzed sim-
ultaneously (see accompanying table) Aspartic acid thus competes
with nitrate and ammomuni mtrogons as a nitrogen source for peas, an
important fact to be borne in inmd when discussing the abihty of
plants to utilize orgamc mtrogen in natural conditions. Nitrogen
nutrition has a marked effect on the structure of pea roots. Peas
grown on mtrate mtrogen and without nitrogen form m this respect
a special group

,
peas grown on aspartic acid mtrogen, on ammomum

nitrogen and on mtrogen supplied bv root nodules anothei.
Furthermore, we have confirmed the earher observations that w^hen

the pea uses aspartic acid for its nitrogen nutrition, mtrogen and carbon
disappear from the solution in the same proportion* and that no
essential change occurs in the pH of the solution and no ammonia
can be detected in the nutrient solution. In aspartic acid the ratio
of carbon to nitrogen is 3 43 ; in the nutrient solution which ongmally
contamed 50 mgm aspartic acid mtrogen and at the end of the experi-
ment 16*6 mgm. mtrogen (all the remaining mtrogen being amino
nitrogen) the amount of organic carbon was 57 8 mgm. ; accordmgly
the ratio C/N = 3 AS. The position was the same, when the nutrient
solution contained besides aspartic acid also mtrate. The ratio of
C to NH2-N m the nutrient solution was thereby likewise 3 48. The
results confirm the previous investigations of this laboratory which
were mternreted bv assuming that the whole aspartic acid molecule
is being utihzed. Not until it reaches the root cells does the trans-

foimation of aspaitic acid take place (througii deamination,
transamination, etc

)

With iilants of the family Graniinea) (wheat and bailoy as test plants)
aspaitio and glutamic acids do not lunation as JN-souite aceoiding
to the pievious findings of this LihoiatorvL The entiieh difiereut
behavioui of legumes and non-lcginnos towards ammo dicarlionic
acids is especially noteworthy since certain other anuno-adds, for
example, a-alanme and glycocol, are ntilizalile also iiy wheat and
barley In our new experiments, very similar lesuJts have been ob-
tained as in the piCMOus ones In one experiment the wheat giown in
different nitrogen nutiition media contamed the following amounts
of mtrogen . without mtrogen nutrition 3 2 mgm

,
on aspartic acid

2 9 mgm
,
on glutamic acid 3 3 mgm

,
on nitiate 22 *2 mgm

, on glycocol
10 5 mgm ,

on a-alauine 6 8 ragm , on evstmo 7 6 mgm The amount
of nutrient solution was in all experiments 20 mgm per jilant Some
other ammo-acids were taken up in ceitam degiec, but in sinte of that
no growth occurred w’hich would have resulted in the rise of dry
matter yield Aspaitic and glutamic acids which in some experiments
were taken up in very small amounts, 1-2 mgm nitiogen per plant,
lower appreciably the drv weight of plants Evidently they ae^^elerate
respiration. Smee the transamination takes place m Grammeai as
easily as m legummous plants (our results m this respect are in good
agreement with those of Uedrangolo and Carandante"*)

,
the mefieotive-

ness of aspartic and glutamic acids is difficult to explain
Moreover, it has been noted that if tlie wheat is given in sterile

nutiient solution besides aspartic acid also mtrate and .immomum
sulphate (each providing 22 mgm. nitrogen, total nitrogmi siipplv per
plant 66 mgm ) the wheat does not grow\ The cause foi tins is being
investigated

Regarding the utilization of ammo-acids other than ammodicarbomc
acids by leguminous plants it may be mentioned that the utilization
of glycocol iiy pea is noticeably good a-Alanme is utihzed to a ceitam
extent, but it often causes a curious branching and shortening of niter-
nodes The grow'th of pea is comparatively good on hydiolyscd casein
(HNs removed) and Witte pepton.

In the light of our laboratory experiments, especially the new ones
regarding the favourable competition of some ammo-acids with
mtiate and ammonia mtrogen, it seems probable to us that m natural
conditions plants use also orgamc nitrogen compounds for then
mtrogen nutrition, at least in certain soils As a rule, however, the
uptake of orgamc mtrogen by cultivated plants is not great, since
ammomum salts and mtrates are rapidly formed from orgamc mtrogen
compounds m soil. Since, however, the uptake of orgamc mtrogen
compounds even in small amounts may aifect the plants markedly,
the sigmficance of these mtrogen compounds can be great. In the
foregoing, alanme has been noted to cause pronounced changes m
the shape of pea, and phenyl ethylamine, the decarboxylation product of
phenylalanine, which has been added to mtrate-containing nutrient solu-
tion, has produced a branching of different type in pea Effects of this
kind can be expected to occur under certam conditions also m Nature.

AKTTUill 1 VlIiTANEN
HILKKA Linkola

Biochemical Institute,
Helsinki. July 5.
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Botanical Origin of Tube-Curare

d!extro-Tnbocuranne chloride was first isolated m crystalline form
from native tube-curarek It has since become a valuable adjunct in
anaesthesia®. The chemical constitution of (^ercfro-tuhocuranne chloride
and its relation to bebeerine* suggests that its botamcal origin hes
in some species of Chondrodendron. Through the kindness of Mr. J. W.
Massey, British consul in Iqmtos, the stem and leaves of Chondro-
dendron tomeTUosum Ruiz and Pavon, collected by the late Guillermo
King at Tarapoto m Peru, have been made available. The leaves
were identified by Mr N. Y. Sandwith of the Herbarium, Kew, as
belonging to this species, and on chemical examination the stems
yielded Zceyo-curme (Z-bebeenne) and ZiByo-tubocurarine chloride The
latter was found by Dr. B D, Burns to have a curare action on the
rat’s diaphragm, which was very weak when compared with that of
deasfro-tuboenranne chloride
On the other hand, Butcher* has examined a native UpperAmazonian

curare prepared from Ck tomentosum and has isolated (Zea^ro-tubo-

TORSDAG-EBA grown on DIEEERENI N-NUTRITION in sterile water cultures. One plant in bach flask containing 1 1 NUTRIENT SOLUTION.
Sterile plants were tra.nkfbrrbd to culture flasks January 19-21, 1946

Quahty of N-nutrition (NE,)SO, -f- Ca(N0a)2 + Aspartic acid Ca(NOa)8 4- Aspartic acid (NHilaSO^ 4- Aspartic acid
Amount of N-nutrition, N‘(mgm ) 50 4- 50 4- 50 = 150 50 4- 50 100 60 4- 50 = 100

Numberofdays N-nutntion given 14 22 28 35 14 22 28 35 22 38
Drv weight of plant (mgm ) 919 1789 2589 2987 857 1989 1823 2792 487 688
N in plant (mgm.) 48*3 86 6 108 7 118 9 38 9 61 *2 49 8 64 3 27*9 42-4
N in % of dry matter 6 2 4 9 4 0 4 0 4*5 3*1 2*7 2 3 6*7 6-2
Final pE of the nutrient soln. 6 1 6 1 6 5 6*8 6-9 6 9 7 5 7 4 6*3 6*0
NOb—

N

used (mgm ) 10 8 23*1 26 8 26 0 19*6 33*1 26 2 37 4
NO a—N in % of total N used 22 8 28 6 24 2 22*4 55 7 61 *1 54 8 63 7
NH*—^N used (mgm.) 16 5 31*5 40 8 49*0 13*6 21*2
NH4—N m % of total N used 34 9 39*1 38 2 42*1 69 4 63*1
NHa—N used (mgm.) 20 0 26 0 40*0 41*3 16 6 21 1 21 5 21 3 6-0 18-7
NH2—N in % of total N used 42*3 32 3 37*6 35 5 44 3 38 9 45*2 36 3 30*6 46*9

Total used N (mgm

)

47 3 80*6 106 6 116 3 36 2 54 2 47 7 58 7 19-6 39*9
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ciiraiine clilondc, Imvo-aiimiQ and other non-quateinai\ base's It

therefoie seems that the species named Ch. tomentosmi imiv incJude

t'^o hitherto undiilorentiated species nceditiR the attention ol the
systematic botanist

HAiioLi) King
National Institute for Medical Itesearch,

Hampstead, London, N \V 3

Sept 0.

^ King, H., Nature, 185, 4G9 (1935) ,
J Chem Soc.^ 1381 (1935).

“ Gnflith, H. R , Curr. Res, Anaestk
, 24, 45 (1940)

» King, H., J Chem Soe
, 127G (193G) , 1157 (1939).

^ J. Amer Chem Soc , 68, 419 (1946)

Molybdenum-Thiocyanate Complex
When stannous chloride is added to an acid solution containing

molybdenum and an alkali thiocyanate an orange coloration ai)i)ears

Tins reaction has been applied as the basis of methods toi the doterni-

ination of molybdenum m stcels^'^* soils’, rocks®, and plant matciials*

The reaction was first observed by Jhauid, who gave some indication
of the sensitivity of the test and noted also that the coloured complex
was freely soluble in ether and could, ihcieforc, be concentrated in

this solvent.
We have investigated tins reaction for the detcmimation of small

amounts of molybdenum in biological material, and the details of

the modifications we have introduced will be published elsewhere
However, in the course of the investigation we have found that the
density of colour developed from a fixed amount of molybdenum is

dependent upon the presence of iron in the solution
If a colour density/molybdenum concentration curve is constructed

from transmission readings on extracts of the coloured complex m iso-

amyl alcohol, which we found to be the most satisfactory solvent, it is

seen that a straight line relationship is not obtained when the extiaets
are first prepared If, however, further readings are taken after the
extracts have been standing m open tubes foi some time, the density/
concentration curve progressively approaches linearity, until after a
period of some ten days or so the colour density is directly proportional
to molybdenum concentration These results are illustrated m Fig 1

On the other hand, if sufficient non is present m the aqueous
molybdenum solution, there is no intensification of the colour as was
observed in the absence of iron The density of the colour is propor-
tional to the molybdenum concentration immediately the extracts
are prepared, and the colour remains stable over long periods.

If the colouied complex is developed from a fixed amount of
molybdenum in the presence of varying amounts of iion, one finds
that the colour density is greater with inci easing amounts of iron
until a certain minimal quantity of iron has been added, and then
remains practically constant. This effect is shown in Fig 2, which
records the results of throe oxpeiimeuts at three different levels of
molybdenum, and it will bo seen that the amount oi iron required
for full colour development incioascjs as the amount of molybdenum
present increases Wo found that 10, 20 and 30 A'gm. of molybdenum
require 6, t2 and 18 /ugm. of iron roapoctlvoly for full colour develop-
ment That is, one gram atom of iron is reiiulrod for each gram atom
of molybdenum.
However, although the presence of iron intonslflos the colour it

does not modify the nature of the colour, for spectral absorption
curves m the presence and absence of iron are identical
A quantitative study shows that the density of the colour produced

from a given amount of molybdenum per cent m the absence of iron
is approximately 05 per cent of that produced when adequate iron is

present. It seems probable, from the above observations, that the
complex molecule consists of a chromogenic and a non-chromogemc
part and that, m the absence of iron, some of the molybdenum is

present in each part of the molecule. We suggest that the action

hi 0 209

^ « t t r f f t t 1 I < t I 1 I I t I t < I t

^ 4̂ 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 30 40 44

Molybdenum (/^gm,)

Kg. 1. LSSINHKaAfWOK OF ‘ICOLYBPBNIDI; JEHCTOCnrAKAa® OOMPIiElX^ EN atwvt. ALOOHOIi

0 10 20 30 40 50

Iron (^gin )

Fig 2

of iron is to loplaco the molybdenum m the noii-chroraogonic pait of
the molecule, and we would formulaic the complex, under the two
conditions, as follows

:

In the absence of iron Mos [MoCXCNS)®]

»

In the presence of iron Fe [MoO(CNS)6]

In a study of the properties of the molvbihmum thiocyanate com-
plex in aqueous solution, Hiskoy and M('l(>che“ conclude that the
molybdenum hi the coloured eomplox is (luuuiuevaleni, that the ratio
of thiocyanate to molybdenum is 3 1 ,

and that tervalent molybdenum
docs not form a red-coloured tlnocvanato The above formulation is

in accord with all those observations. If only that portion of the com-
plex within the square brackets is regarded as chromogenic, then the
molybdenum is qiiinqiicvalent, that outside the bracket is tervalent
and non-chiomogenic. This formulation also allows for the observed
one third intensification of the colour when all the molybdenum
IS moved into chromogenic part of the molecule as in the presence of
iron.

Recently, Shaslikov® has published some findings on the natm-e
of the molybdenum-thiocyanate complex in
aqueous solution. He found that the slope
of the colour density/molybdenum concen-
tration curves varied for different ranges of
molybdenum concentration and suggested
that the complex formed with the lower
concentrations was different from that

/ formed with the higher. It is probable that
/ Sharov's two complexes correspond to

.<:o/Hoors those formulated above. If his reagents
lOOHours contained traces of iron, then the intensifle-

72 Hours ation due to the formation of the iron*

48Hours containing complex would increase the
slope of the density/concentration curves at^ ^ 9.d.H«.jrA lower concentrations of molybdenum

z nou
would have little effect in the higher

concentrations, as only a small proportion
O Hours of the total coloured complex would be in

the iron-containing form.
Of eighteen other elements investigated,

namely, sodium, silicon, potassium, cal-

cium, titamum, vanadium, copper, chrom-
ium, manganese, cobalt, mckel, zme,
arsenic, silver, tin, antimony and mercury,
copper alone had any similar effect. Curves
constructed showmg the effect of varying
amounts of copper on the colour density
with a fixed amount of molybdenum were
similar in form to those represented for iron.

The points of inflexion corresponded to a
ratio of 3 gm atoms of copper for every
4 gm. atoms of molybdenum, showing that
rather less copper than iron is needed to

effect full colour development,
- - t I 1 < I t I We feel that attention should be directed

2 so 40 44 these observations since any procedure
for the determination of molybdenum by
the thiocyanate method, which compares

iiKX* EN AM,YI* ALOOHOii the colour produced in the sample» which
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may contain adequate iron, with that
obtained from a standard solution of
molybdenum to which no iron or copper
has been added, must give high results.
This can readily be obviated by the
addition of sufficient iron oi copper to
both standard and sample

A T Dick
J. B Bingley

Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research,

Division of Animal Health and
Pioduction,
Melbourne
Sept 5
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Abnormal Solar Radiation on
72 Megacycles Fig 2. Short-peeiod peaks on August 2

The suggestion that the sun emits Details as for
energy at a rate in excess of the black-body
value on radio wave-lengths dnnng periods

1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100
DT.

Fig. 1. Solar radiation on 72 6 Me /s on July 26

Polarization of aerials horizontal ; elements of aerial, north - south : point of observations,
lat. 53® 13' 63^ H., long 2® 18' IV W.

Fig 1

of sunspot activity has been made by
AppletonT Experimental evidence of this

ettect has been obtamed by Hey®, and
Pawsey, Payne-Scott and McCready®
Details are given here of measurements of
the intensity of some extremely large
increases of radiated solar energy on
72 6 Mc./s. observed durmg July and
August 1946. The equipment was not
primarily designed for measurements of
solar radiation and was engaged on other
experiments using a vertically directed
aerial system Jn calculating the solar
ladiation intensity, allowance has thorefor(*

been made for the polar diagram of the
aeiial system and the position oi the sun.
At this ftequency the flux density of

black-body solar energy between fre-
quencies f and f-EA/ received at the
earth'^s surface is given by ^

:

^ (Ly A/ergs/cni.“/see.,

where r is the sun’s radius, R the earth-
sun distance, h Boltzmann’s constant and
T the effective solar temperature. If this
energy is received on an aerial of power
gam G over a half-wave dipole, the equi-
valent collecting area is approximately

8, and the solar black-body radiation
wiU give a power at the receiver where :

Ps = 0-dLG.k.T. A/ergs/sec.

In the present eauipment, 0 = 78, and
the band-width of the receiver Af =
X 10^ c.p.s. Hence, if T = 6,000® K.,
37# = 1 4 X watts (corresponding to
a radiation intensity of 6 5 x ICr®'* watts/
cm®/ c.p.s. (band-width)
The normal noise-level of the receiver

corresponded to a power mput pr of 2 *7 x
10-14 watts (equivalent to a radiation in-
tensity of 1*25 X 10"®* watts/cm.®/c.p.s.
band-width) Hence an increase of solar
energy of 1-9 x 10* over its black-body
value would be necessary before the effect
became noticeable. This level was ex-
ceeded over a considerable period, and
at one stage the solar radiation intensity
reached 8 6 x lO”®* watts/cm,*/o.p s. band-
width, that is, 1 3 X 10® times the normal
black-body value.
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The mam events, wtuch occurred on July 25 and August 2, 19 1C,

are plottecl m Figs 1 and 2 lespcctnclv The leffc-lund ordinate

gi\es the measured solai radiation fliix density in watts/cm “/c i> h

band-width, and the right-hand ordinate the faetoi ])V whi(‘h this

exceeds the normal black-body ladiation on this lieqiiencv 'Fhc \eiv
laige surge of energy at 1024 U T on July 25, which exceeded 10“ times

black-body radiation, was followed by abnormally high noise thiough-

out July 20-27, tiiictuatmg between 0 x IQ---' and 8x w'atts/cm “/

c p s band-width On July 28 the radiation had fallen below th(‘

minimum value detectable bv our appaiatus except for oicasiomil

minor surges Unfortunately, a prolonged thunderstoim began at

1200 U T on July 26 and caused disturbances w^hich may have
obscured some of the solar radiation maxima duiing the lest of that

day. On August 2 tiiree lArge surges W’ere observed, each lasting for

about two minutes In the intervening peiiods between these surges

the solar radiation w^as below’ the mimmum detectable by oiu equip-

ment These surges w’ere plotted automatically by a pen rccordei

and their detailed structure is reproduced in Fig 2
In addition to these mam events, other appreciable surges of energy

w'ere lecorded on July 22, 24 and 25 These are detailed in the accom-
panying table Fo other sigmhcant intueases of radiation were noticed
between Julv 22 and August 14, although observations W’crc not
continuous thioughout the period, and the possibility that other

surges occurred cannot therefore be excluded

It will be seen that there is suJiciont ladiant energy available for

pyiometiK' measuromentH of leasoiiable accuracy at tomiiiuaiuies as

low as JOO'Ml Buifaces whuTi are, nut black wuU, of couise, give
coi responding!v i educed signals, and constancy ol siiiface conditions
IS lequiied foi airuiati' ti'inperatuie mcasuit'uumi

Colls made at the Admualtv Ri'Si'aieh Laboiatoiy iiavi' bium applied
Slice (‘Sbfullv to pioblems of this kind In [laitn uUii, the d(*temunatiioa
of tempoiatmo changes taking place along the cinmmb'ionce of a
2(>-m diametei lailwav w’heel wlien subiecJ to seiyiee braking from
speeds up to 60 m p h is being made at Mi'ssrs, kerodo Uinuted,
Chapel-en-le-Fiith Kadiation from a 5 sq mm. area of tyro falls

on to the cell \u an airaiigmnent which compuses a water-cooled
coppci sighting-tilbe and a lotatuig slotted disk w’hich seives as the
radiation chopper After amplillcation the signal is fed to one beam
of a C'ossor double beam C ii O ,

while th(‘ othoi beam registers small
angular deflexions of the wheel and a 50-cvelo time trace. Tlie
ampliflor employed, which was very kindly loaned by the Telecom-
munications Research Establishment, Malvern, has a response tune
of t millisecond 'Dcfli'xioiis of the beams are leeordod by a moving
film camera and so give variations of the tempeiature along the tyie
cuciimfererico as the w’hoel decehuates Calibration is (‘fleeted by
focusing the cell on a small cyhndei of tyre material contained in a
.specially designed vacuum fiunaee, caie being taken to match the
optical paths and tlic surface condition of the metal

Badutioii Time

flux dcn.sity Batio to scale

Date Time Bomaiks in ivatts/ black-body
(UT) cm Vc P s

band-width
value

July 22 1029-1642 8e\eral suiges 5 0 X 10'-' 7 7 X 10“

July 24 1628 3 surges each of 5 0 A lO'-*' 7 7 X 10' o

a few seconds 0

duration
%

July 25 1031 30 Singe approx
1 sec. duration

3 8 X 10'“®
'

5 8 X 10® 1
1032 1

Suige approx
2 sec duiation

3 8 X 10'®“ 5 8 X 10®

1434
! 5 6 X 10'®® 8 6 X 10®

7 J
1435.30

j

Surge approx.
0 5 sec. duration

5 4 X 10'®* 8 3 X 10“

1437.30 77 5 4 X 10'®* 8 3 X 10“

The mam event, beginning at 1624 U.T. on July 25, would appear
to be closely assoeaated wuth the intense solar flaie which began at
1600 U.T. on that date and, according to Ellison^'®, reached its peak
brilliance at about 1627 U T. The peak value in tiie solar energy of
1*3 X 10® times black-body value lasted from 1024 until 1027.30 U.T
Surges of almost identical magnitude associated with solar flares were
found by Appleton and Hey during the large sunspot of February
1946 These results (m publication, Phil Mag

)

have been communic-
ated privately.

A C. B. LovBLt.
(J. J. BanWILL

Physical Laboratories,
Umversity of Manchester.

Aug 10.

^ Appleton, E, V., Nature, 156, 534 (1945)
* Hey, J. S., Nature, 157, 47 (1940)
® Pawsey, J L , Payne-Scott, B., and McCready, L. L,, Nature, 167,

158 (1946).
* Ellison, M. A., Nature, 158, 160 (1946)
® Ellison, M. A., Nature, 158, 450 (194b)

Distance along circumference (m )

A short length fiom a typical rccjord is shown in the accompanying
fliguro The maximum tempeiature in this example corresponds to

about 400" Ck, and it would appear that part or the wliole of the tyro
area vk^wed by the cell was in (‘lose contact with the brake for tins

hmitcHl period of the deceleration In this ectuipimuit temperatures
from to 050® 0. aic coveunuf lu two rang(‘S, 7’ho accuracy of

measurement, which is dotermiuiHl by tlu' width of tho trace, is between
5" 0. and 25® U , dep(‘ndmg on the i^ingo of tomporature covtued,
Tlio nature of the variations ol temjxuaturo over tho surface will bo
discussed m a further pubUcation,

E. Lee
Admiralty Uesearch Ijaboratoiy,

Teddmgton,
Middlesex.

li. C. PAllKER
Eeiodo llosoaich Laboratory,

Chapcl-en-le-Eiith.

Use of Lead Sulphide Photo-conductive Cells for High-speed
Pyrometry

Lead sulphide photo-conductive cells were flust manufactured
dunng the Warm Germany by Guddon, Haspat, Kutzscher and others,
though details have not yet been published. In late 1944 work on
these cells was begun in Great Britain, and methods of manufacture
were developed at the Admiralty Besearch Laboratory. This wmrk
will he described elsewhere. It is the purpose of this note to emphasize
the value of these detectors for the measurement of rapidly varying
surface temperatures, a problem winch often arises m physical 'and
engmeenng laboratoiies.
The cells are usually sensitive in the visible region of the spectrum,

but the peak response lies in the infra-red region at 2 7 microns and
the long-wave threshold is near 3 5 microns. An average cell of area
10 sq mm

,
used at normal temperatures in conjunction with a radia-

tion chopper and a tuned amplifier of response time 30 milliseconds,
gives a signal equal to noise with 10~» watts of radiation falling on it
of wave-length between 1 and 3 microns. The response time can he
decreased at the expense of sensitivity by increasing the amplifier
band width The response time of the cells themselves is of the order
of 0 1 millisecond.
The radiation m the region 1-3 microns emitted by a black body

at vanoiis temperatures is given below.

Temp ®C. 100 200 400 600 800

Watta/cm ®

emitted
1 2xlC”' ,2*4 X1G“® 7 9x10"® 5 5x10'' 2 35

Absorption Spectrum of Trithioformalidehyide and
Thiometaformaldehyde

The ultra-violet absorption spectrum of formaldehyde has been
investigated by vaiious workers and is now well known. In an attempt
to investigate the corresponding spectrum of monomeric thioformalde
hyde, the ultra-violet absorption of gaseous tnthioformaldehyde and
thiometaformaldehyde at temperatures up to 250° 0 has been exam-
ined. Using silica tubes up to 50 cm in length, no band spectrum
was observed, absorption being continuous from 2739 5 A to the

lower range of observation, the intensity and extension of the absorption
increasing gradually with tho temperature
The ultra-violet absorption spectra of saturated sofutions of tri-

thioformaldehydc and tluometaformaldchyde in chlorofoun, etfiyl

alcohol, sulphuric ether and carbon tetiachlonde did not show
any dependence on the nature of tho solute, except for chloroform
m which the absorption of the trimor started at a somewhat higher
wave-length than the absorption m the mota solution.
A detailed account will be published later.

M. Dbstrant
Institut do Chimie,
Umversity of Li6ge.

Sept. 5

Feeble Paramagnetism of Hexavalent Chromium
Feeble paramagnetism^ is exhibited by certain ions in tho 'S state

As the spin quantum number m this case is zero, van Vleok®
suggested that there lemains only the contribution of the iugh-
ftequency elements of the orbital moment, as given by the second
term m the formula

:

-^mol
Nc^ + 2 [MHn' ;

n)\^

3 n' + it hv(n' ;n)
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The calculations of the two parts of the above formula, ho\^ever,

have been earned out only for the hvdroRcn molecule The results

indicate that the orbital paramagnetism m general has a very low

value and may not fonn a basis for satisfactorily explaining feeble

paramagnetic elFcct An attempt has therefore been made to suggest

another soul ce for the p iramagnetism shown bv the ions in the S state.

In compounds containing hexavalent chromium such as ehiomium
trioxide and potassium chromate, the bond between chiomium and
oxygen is not fully ionic but partially covalent in nature®. The co-

valehcv consists of sharing of electrons between chromium and oxygen,

and evidently, so far as the electronic etfoct m chromium is concerned,

the spin may be considered as unpaired The partial freedom of the

spin due to imperfect pairing thus accounts for the fractional para-

magnetic effect exhibited by Or + *
, ^ i.

Assuming that electronic charge distribution is spherical, structure

diagrams were constructed on the basis of X-rav data®»‘‘ and
radii® for chromium tnoxide and potassium chromate, and the total

unpaired spin was calculated. The factor for the unpaired stun m
both is 1/16 The yalues for the paramagnetism of the tnoxide and
potassium chromate calculated using this factor, after allowing for

the diamagnetic effect, agree well with the values obtained experi-

mentally by Grey and Drakersh
, , , , ,

The details of this calculation will he published elsewhere

Hexavalcnt chromium compounds were selected for this study as

accurate X-ray®** and magnetic data^ for these compounds are available

Further work is m progress
X) S D 4Tab
S

’ S Batar
Central Laboratories for

Scientific and Industrial Research,
Hyderabad, Deccan,

and
Department of Mathematics

Pratap College.
Amalner, India

Aug 29.
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Cleavage of Selenite and Mosaic Structure

In a former publicationh an account w'as given of the examination
of the topographical structure of a cleavage face of a selemte crystal,

use being made of multiple-beam Pizeau fringes Only low mag-
nifications of area were used, vet it was observed that the fringes

were extremely ragged, indicative of a complex surface ‘flne-stiueture*.

We have extended these observations further, on selemte from a
diffeient source, using multiple-beam Fizeau fringes, and also fringes

of equal chromatic older®, both with up to x 400 line xr magnifications,

and With lugh and low cUspersions The earlier conclusions concenung
the existence of the fine structure have been confirmed and extended.
The surface structure is found to consist of a mass of short quite

narrow strips, generally oriented more or less parallel to the major
long cleavage lines (see ref 1) , t. ,

These nxrrow strips are not co-planar hut vary slightly in height

(depth) from 15 A to perhaps some 800 A. on the particular samples
examined The strip width is usually of the order of a tenth of the
length. Since some of the observed strip lengths are m the region

0 5-1 5 X 10~® cm
,
it seems probable that our microscope has failed

to resolve many of the narrow^ strip widths

We reproduce in Fig 1 some Ingh-magmfication, high-dispersion

fringes of equal chromatic order Linear magnification on the original

is X 400 Either fringe at U 6390 or 5480 respectively can be regarded

as a contour of the crystal over the region selected by the spectrograph

slit. The separation between orders represents 2730 A , and the vanous
steps in a single fringe are encompassed wutlnn a height of 400 A.
The vertical traverse across the pictuie represents 0 1 mm along

the crystal surface Attention is directed to the high quality of the

definition, the fimge width being quite a small fiaction of the order

separation
As is clear, the particular section of the surface showm consists of

a fairly regular series of alternating up and dowm steps, often ofapprox-
imately the same height The individual short features illustrated

represent the strip widths and vary from 0 03 mm to 0 005 mm.
in this particular picture (the strip lengths are ten times as great)

Fig 2 shows a traverse of another section wuth low^er magmflcation
( X ibO) and about half the wave-length dispersion. A number of the

flne-structme cleavage steps have been measured, and a sample of

some of the smaller recorded steps can be grouped as follows.

16 28 48 58 77
14 29 43 73
17 28
17 31
14

Mean (A.) 15i 29 45 58 75

The lattice spacing for selenite cleavage given by X-ray measurements
is 15 A It is quite clear that these mean values are (within the experi-

mental error) respectively l, 2, 3, 4, 5 x (15 A.). Thus we have estadi-

lished the fact that the fine structure features are strips stepped i5re-

Fig 2

quently bv onlv a few integral multiples of the unit molcciilai layer

,

at times, in fact, bv but a single lattice layer

These data seem to afford strong evidence for the existence of some
form of mosaic oi lineage structuie in the helenite If, as was ])OBl>uiatcd

for mica and calcite®, it can he siipiiosed that cleavage is true to a,

molecular plane within a perfect crystal, Iben each simple eleinentaiv

stiip can be considered as a perfect crystal and cleavage is true to a
molecular plane m such a unit, but jumping at the boundary to foim
a step As to the size of such units, they var\ considorablv in area,

from larger than 0 03 mm. x 0 3 ram down to less than 0 005 mm. x
0 05 mm It IS not possible to give anv indication of the true heights

of the units, since clearly clOiivage occurs at an arbitrary level and
the cleavage steps need not neeessanlv he the heights of the blocks.

Attention may be directed to the fact that, as m mica (despite the

smaller lattice spacing), on(‘e again it is possible to evaluate an aT)i)rox-

miate crvstal lattice spacing with \isible liglit weaves by vntuc of

multiple beam interferometry.
A more comprehensive report will be eommimicatcd elsewhere.

S Tolansky
A. IvHAMSAVI

Physics Department,
XJmversitv of Manchester

Sept 10

^ Tolansky, S ,
Proc Roy. Soc., A, 184, 51 (1945).

® Tolansky, S
,
Proc Roy Soc , A, 186, 201 (1 940).

“Tolanskv, 8 ,
and Khamsaxi, A, Natvre, 157, 661 (1946)

Useful X-Ray Mutations in Planfis ^
Ever since the discovery of the effect of ionizing ladiations on genetic

matenal it has often been questioned w^hether any mutations of value
to the breeder could be produced by such means. This is because
there is general agreement among geneticists that individuals with
rare mutant genes are uauallv less balanced, and hence less fit, than
the mean of the population Nevertheless it suggests at least one useful

application of X-rays—the artificial production of dw^arf plants. Such
dw'arf plants may be useful m fruit trees for precocious root-stocks

;

and in cherries and pears where this need has not been met from the
natural mateiial. X-rays should be the ideal tool for making them.
Another useful application is the production of self-compatible plants

as explained below.
During the last mne years, many thousands of plants of Oenothera

organetms have been examined and all have been found to be self-

incompatible***. Furthermore this mcompatihilitv is complete ; after

self- or oross-mcompatible pollination no seed is produced even under
the most ngorous conditions Self-compatible plants have been pro-

duced, how'ever, by pollinating from flow^ers which had received an
X-ray dose of 500 r. umts thirty-seven days previously. The X-raved
plant from which the pollen was obtained and the plant used as the

female parent were sister seedlings, both having the constitution

SsS® From nineteen flowers pollinated one capsule developed and this

contained thirty-six seeds. Thirty-four seeds germinated, giving plants

of normal vigour. All were completely self-compatible. In tbeir

incompatibility reactions with their parents and with plants having
other S genotypes these self-compatible plants were of two groups,

A and B The reactions based on pollen-tube growth and seed-set

determinations of these two groups of plants are given in the accom-
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, to help w itli the mtcipretation the gcuetic coustitution
of the A and i» plants are mehided
Two facts aie evident fioni the limt line of the table—both A and B

plants are self-conipatihle and each plant segregates compatible and
incompatible pollen m a 1 1 latio Bence a mutation has oceained
giving self'compatibility onlv to the pollen carrying it, and sm(‘e the
original plant was SsSe the new allele must have arisen fioni eithci
S» or Ss or a gene distinct horn the S locus
The second line of the table shows that plants in both groups,

when used as male on to the oiiginal (unmutated) plant, again have
comiiatible and incompatible pollen in a i I ratio It is not necessai y,
therefore, foi compatibilitv to have the mutant allele m the stvle
The reciprocal cross given in the third line of the table show's a

stnldng difterence between the two groups. When used as females,
plants of group A aie incompatible, while plants of group B are com-
patible with the original plant Two conclusions can be drawn fiom
this (1) that group A plants arc heteiozvgous and group B plants
are homozygous for then S alleles

, (2) that the mutant allch' does not
pioduce the new' ‘self-compatibility’ cftect in the stvle but produces
the same ettect as the original allele did before mutation

iNCOMPATIBILlTy RE VCTIONS OE MtTTjlNT PLANTS WITH THEIR PARENT
(S3S0) ANP WITH OTHER GENOTYPES

*S'b' is the mutant all(*le
, -f +, all pollen compatible, 4-—, com-

patible and incompatible pollen 111 a 1 1 laho , all pollen
me ompatible

Group A SjiSA Gioup B

SA' Sclfed or + “ Selfed or
-I"
~

intercrossed iiitcreiosscd
SaSa X 838V A- S3S9 X 8 a *8 (5 + -

\ 8389 „ _
^ SaSa

SaSg S38V + + S3S,, ' Sa*8a’ + "
S2S3 X 83*86 + - S3S3 S«*86’ + 4-

83*8,5’’ V + - SjSa 4—
-838'^' “> 8383 + - SfilS'a’ X S3S3 4- +

The reactions in the last fom lines of the table show' that the
mutation occurred in an Ss allele

Since thirty-four plants arose all with the same mutant S/ allele
it IS clear that a single mutation occurzed at an early stage m the
development of an anther and in a nucleus winch had at least five
mitotic divisions to complete before meiosis
The new allele can be s^unbolizcd as Sg', since although it fails to

express its activity in the haploid pollen it has the full Sa activity
and specificity in the diploid style. This mutant allele is therefore
a hypomorph to the normal allele, and since it has been inoduced by
X-rays this is to bo expected But among spontaneous mutations w'hich
are known to occur at this locus some would be expected to be 1100 -

morphs, that is, now S alleles wnth a complete but new incompatibility
reaction, since large numbers of different S alleles are presentm natural
populations.

That one and not both of the phuotropic effects of the S gone has
been alteoted by mutation raises problems of importance in gone
stnicturo and gene activity, and these will be discussed together wdth
a full account of fhe work in a later publication.

It 18 now^ clear that self-compatible plants can be produced by
X-ravs m species which are normally solf-incompatiblc. It is doubtful
whether this will be an advantage in soed-repioduemg crops where
heterozygosity and hence vigour is maintained bv cioss-poUmation
In such plants, under conditions unfavourable for cross-pollination,
self-compatibility would have the short-terai effect of increasing the
immediate seed production, but the resulting loss in vigour from in-
breeding during a number of generations wmuld offset the initial
advantage.

In tot trees where heterozygosity is fixed by vegetative propaga-
tion the advantage of effective pollination under adverse conditions
IS not offset by loss of heterozygosity.

.r , ^ B. LEWIS
John Innes Horticultural Institution,

Merton Park, London, S.W.X9.
Sept. 11.

^
Emerson, S H., Bot Gaz

, 101, 890 (1940).
* Lewis, B

,
J. Genet

, 45, 171 (1943)

Cytological Basis of High Fertility in Autotetraploid
Buckwheat

ATOOTEpAELOlBs of buckwhcat obtained in 1941 by means 01
colchicine treatment showed variation with regard to fertihtyL Owing

the vast amount of imtial material it was possible to isolate in the
individuals which were genotypically highly fertile

respect ftom other experimentally produced
autoteRa,ploids the fertility of which was sharply reduced, some oJ
them being even entirely sterile. Beduced fertihty in antotetra.
pioios depend primarily on irregular chromosome distribution it
meiosis, leading to the formation of aneuploid micro- and macro-
spores and consequently to pollen abortion, poor seed settmg and tc
the appearance of polysomics.
« “^c^osporogenesis of buckwheat autotetraploids during thi

metaphase of meiosis only very rarely were exclusively quadn-
yaients observed

, in the majority of cases there were seven Quadri'
yalents and two bivalents At times the number of bivalenfe wascomderamy greater as a result of a decrease in the number of quadn-

observed only in plants wittmduced fertility. The shape and onentation of quadrivalents on thi^mme m amotetraploid buckwheat ensured regular chromosomi
^ small amount of irregular distribution wai

observedm an plants. The most common irregmanty was the lagrfnt
ctomosomes at the spindle equator, followed by th<

lormation of dwarfed nuclei Par less common irregular c^ltoomosome distribuhon : 15 and 17 or 14 and 18. The proportion of abortive

fbtoty
^ ^ only in planti

In highl\ feifcile jilants Bioie were obseived oxtiemolv small abortive
pollen grams contaming one or two lagging ehiomosomes, all the largo
pollen being good Coiiseeiiienth

,
pollen grams with aneuploid chromo-

some mimbeis — 1 01 2a — 2 are viable Bonce the possibility
of an appeaiance of ])olvsomics Indeed, polysonnes have been dis-
coveied, although so far m the piogcnv of plants with reduced feitiUtv
oiiU. They aie distinguished liy then reduced viability and, with
rare exceptions, by complete 01 nearly complete stenlity

, a gie.d
pioportion of their seeds aic incapable of germination A hundred
pel cent germination of the seeds of highly fertile plants is evidence
of the absence of polvsomics in then progeny
The mam source of polysomics is m the piogeny of tnploids

Autotetiaploids of buckwheat do practically not cross with diploids
Among 986 seeds collected in 1041 from ehimeral plants there were
found SIX triploid ones, three of which proved mviable , the remainder
were nearly completely sterile Expeimients on artificial pollination
(658 ciosses) furnished negative lesults The rarity and, possibly, a
complete absence of tniiloids, along with inviability of the majority
of aneuploid combinations, make it impiobable that a considoiable
nunibei of polysomics may ever occur m the fields of autotetraploid
buckwheat The 1educed fertility and ncaily complete sterility of
the latter would ensnie a constant high feitility in autotetraploid
buckwheat, and correct breeding wor k opens wide prospects of a fiuther
improvement.

8 L Brolova
V. V, SA0H4R0Y
V V Mansurova

Institute of Cytology, Histologv and Embiyology,
Academy of Sciences of the 0 8 S.li

,

Moacou
Aug 19

^ Sacharov, Erolo\a, Mansurova, Nature, 154, 613 (1944)

Homostyfy of the Flowers of Buckwheat as a Morphological
Manifestation of Sterility

Buckwheat is a heterostyhe plant, but as early as 1872, Mullei
described the ocouncnce m buckwheat, as m other heterostyhe plants,
of isolated homostylic flowers In Primula and in flax, homostylic
flowers were said to bo morphologically aberrant but functional with
increased self-fertility

Our observations have shown that flowers of buckwheat appear to
bo homostylic in shorfc-siylod individuals when stamens are shortened,
and in long-styled plants, when the pistil is reduced in size. The
anthers of shortened stamens are reduced m size and filled with oval
aboitlvc pollen with a tbm cxine, or contain no pollen whatever
The study of microspoiogcnosis showed that pollen degeneration

was <‘onno<‘,ted with precocious degeneration of the tapetum colls
The oailior dogenoiation of the tapetum begins the strongoi is th(‘
reduction of stamens. The oaihost (legciierati\c phenomena were
obseived immodiatolv after the completion of meiosis in pollen-mothci
eidls

; the mciotie divisions themselves proceeded always normally
Jn these cells there oecuis gradual dying ol nuclei and of cytoplasm
lUuhmontary stamens with completely empty rudimentary anthers
are formed. Wh(*n degenerative phenomena set m after the walls
begin to bo formed around the newly arisen pollmi grains, theie may
bo seen witbin the anther a cellulose plate consisting of adhering
pollen-gram walls When stiongei walls have already been foimed
prior to the beginning of degeneiation, a somewhat compressed empty
pollen is formed, Such pollen is not shod from the anthers. Stamens
are somewhat shortened m such eases so as to make shozt-styled
flowers appear to be homostylic It has since been found that such a
steiiUty 18 more or less frequent in all the diploid varieties of buck-
wheat

In many flow^ers reduction in pistils wms also found, not only m
the style but also m the ovary. This phenomenon was observed
both in short-styled and m long-stvlcd plants , it is, however, easier
to notice it m the latter When the pistil is shortened to such an
extent that the style lies at the level of the stamens or even below,
the flowers give an impression of homostvly It has been proved by
experiments arranged m the summer of 1945 with diploids of the
variety Bolshevik that these presumably homostylic flowers were
never fertilized.

Microscopic examination of such pistils has revealed complete de-
generation of the embryo sac, of the epithehal cell layer, and also of
the cells of the integument. When only the style was shortened the
embryo sac was developed normally and fertilization could take iilace
Indeed m such flowers where the stigma is somewhat raised above
the level of stamens there was noticed after pollination a slight growth
of the ovary, which ceased after a few' days. Formation of normal
seeds was novel observed m these flowers In the case of the piesence
of rudimentary stamens m short-styled flowers there were observed
cases of the formation ofnormal seeds There were cases ofsimultaneous
reduction of both pistils and stamens

It 18 clear that homostyly m buckw'heat is actually due to sterility
based upon genetic factors, while its manifestation may depend upon
environment.

S L. Eeoeova
V. V. Sacharov

^
V. V. Mansurova

Institute of Cytology, Histology and Embryology,
Academy of Sciences of the USSR.,

Moscow' Aug 19

The Coefficient of Variation

Text-books of statistics generally cite the coefiftcient of variation
(or variability) as a measure of relative variability. While the
coefficient (abbreviated to OV) is usually defined by the equationOF 100/AM (which is the form to which these notes refer), the more
general definition is of a specified measure of dispersion expressed as
a percentage of some appropriate measure of central location. Simpson
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and Eowc^ give a list of seven formulse which by no means exhausts
the logical possibilities

In \iew of ceitain erroneous statements which have been made
as to the nature and meaning of this coefficient, and of certain fallacious
inferences drawn fiom its use, it is thought desirable to offer the
following comments^ based upon a preliminary examination of the
problem from the biological point of view, in the hope that workers
with the necessary statistical and mathematical equipment might
be persuaded to give some attention to the development of this device
which, it is thought, could be of considerable value in taxonomic
practice
The following points in connexion with this coefficient seem to

have been overlooked
(1) It IS an index expressing one mean value (root mean square

deviation) as a percentage of another mean value Accordingly, the
values nonnally calculated may be regarded as being possibly not
true values since no correction is ever made for correlation effects, and
notably no correction is made for the effect of spurious correlation
which arises where an index is calculated from mean values, as shown
by Pearson^

,
nor is correction ever made for the correlation which

generally exists between a mean and its standard deviation
(2) The numerator of the index is a quantity determined hy many

factors according to which it can be partitioned The CF is custom-
arily calculated only from such values of the standard deviation as
may he to hand • at best these are sample values and it cannot he
lield that they accurately represent the variability of the particular
group to which they refer Accordingly, it is likely to be erroneous
to compare the (?F’s of two groups, unless the conditions of samphng,
that is to say, the sources of variance, are identical Even wffien
sampling conditions are similar, such comparison of CV'a can be
regarded as evidence of relative vanabihty of the groups only in
respect of the particular measurements to which they refer. Com-
parison on other measurements may reverse the relative positions.

(3) The correlation between a mean (of a particular measurement)
and its variance is extremely variable and is itself a feature to be
determined. Accordingly, values of the CV cannot usually he pre-
dicted on biometrical grounds alone Thus, for the one measurement
m a particular species the OV may or may not vary with sex, age,
locality, season or other factor Again, the coefficients of different
measurements m the one species may or may not be the same and may
or may not behave similarly in respect of such fiictors as sex, age
and so on Similar observations may be made m respect of the CV
of a particular measurement made on different species, or genera
I have compiled tables of means, standard deviations and OF’s, and
ffnd it generally demonstrable that the characteristic value of the CV
for any measurement in any group cannot be predicted, but must be
separately determined. This does not deny that the behaviour of this
coefficient might be according to some discermble law, particularly if
some alteration were made in the manner of its calculation. How-
evei, this is a question of the relationship between two vanables (the
mean and the vanance) under various conditions, and such relationship
cannot be analysed by means of an index. Finally, as a matter of
immediate practical importance, it is fallacious to attempt to set
any ffeneral limits to the value of the CV or to draw any particular
conclusions from departures from such hmits

(4) Since so many factors may contribute to the size of the variance,
and since the manner of that contribution cannot be predicted, it is

impossible to argue to the sample from the value of the CV. But de-
partures m subsequent samples, from the value of the CV estabhshed
for a particular speciflcation of samplmg, might serve to indicate
that the conditions of sampling had been departed from, or that
certain changes m the population had occurred.

Howevei, despite these limitations to the CV it is desirable to have
some measure of relative variability, and it is thought that -with some
modification, and with care in the specification of the conditions of
use, the CV can serve this purpose. In the first place a (7F should be
Cited, as a taxonomic feature, only where the material from w'hich it

was obtained can be precisely specified. Secondly, since the object
is to permit comparisons, it wmuld be desirable to effect some choice
of conditions of samplmg which can be generally reproduced

,
thus

it might be wuse to specify the CV for the sexes separately, to specify
a single locality (sav% the type locahty) and only a few age groups
Thirdly, it would be a useful mnovation to cite the CF partitioned
according to the various sources of variance

; coefficients could be
quoted for each of the most important sources of variance and one
for the residual variance. The latter might prove to be a fundamental
characteristic of the species. The need for coefficients for Tnteraction’
would depend upon the magmtude of the effect. Finally, further
refinements could be introduced by the adjustments possible through
the covariance analysis. However, the CV should be an end-product
of a detailed analysis . crude values should not anticipate such
analysis.

While the CF in its present form is of very hunted value it probably
could be made a most useful adjunct to the usual set of statistical

measures quoted m taxonomic works.
G L Kesteven

Fisheries Section,
Marine Biological Laboratory,

Cronulla,
Hew South Wales.

Sept. 3.

^ Simpson and Howe, “Quantitative Zoology” (McGraw-Hill, 1937)
® Pearson, K

,
Proc Mag Soc., 60

, 489 (1897).

A General Class of Confidence Interval

Among tsrpes of statistical inference about unknown parameters
statements are possible which have a statistical truth, that is, they
are random variables such that within the statistical framework
adopted the probability of their being in error is known In these
statements intervals, called by Heymau confidence mtervals, are
assigned to the value of an unknown parameter. On generahzation
to more than one unknown parameter these intervals become multi-
dimensional regions

,
but I have pointed ouf^ that the existence of

U R E

such regions does not of itselfimply in Neyman’s theory the correspoml-
ing existence of regions of lower older, equivalent to the ehmmatiun
of irrelevant unknowm parameters
However, the logical statement concermng the simultancou''

boundary of several parameters includes a statement about the maxi-
mum boundary of any selected set of these paiameteis, and con-

sequently uf the total statement is true with probability 1 — e, the
included statement is true wuth probability not less than 1 — £

When the selected set consists of only one parameter, tins fact gives

rise to a general class of confidence interval for one parameter that
includes aU previously known ‘exact solutions’ with probability 1 — e

and also new solutions with probability not less than 1 — e When
optimum exact solutions do not exist, investigation of the optimum
solution of the new tjiie may still be possible.

In Fisher’s most recent discussion® of his theory of fiducial prob-
ability, including the problem of testing the difference between two
means, for which the Behrens-Fisher test does not constitute a solution
in the above sense, he seems to throw out a challenge to critics of tins

test to provide an alternative ‘'tolerable solution'. In my original

critical discussion® the existence was noted of a tw'O-parameter fiducial

distribution for the true diffeience between the two means and the
true ratio of variances. In addition to solutions of the confidenee
interval tsTpe previously noted, this two-parameter distribution implies
a possible solution of the new type suggested above, for which the
optimum (that is, shortest) confidence interval may be calculated
This particular solution, since it is based on an inequality, is not
obviously more powerful than others based on exact solutions ol a.

non-optimum t'^’pe, but its statistical properties are open to investiga-
tion But ‘validity’ and ‘tolerability’ should not be confused—the
solution proposed here is valid in the sense defined, whether or not
on more detailed examination it proves ‘tolerable’

Note added September 23 Since this letter was written, Dr. B L
Welch has shown me the manuscript of a forthcoming paper in

Biometrila, m which he puts forward a new solution of the conhdeuet^
interval t\qie for the ‘diffeience between two means’ problem His
solution appears to be exact, at least in the sense of allowing a serums

expansion for the true limits in terms of the initial large-sample
normal approximation, and promises, much moie than m> own
suggestion, to provide the so far missing ‘tolerable’ solution X have
also been interested to leam from recent conversation with Pro! A
Wald of some related unpubhshed work of his on the existence of such
an exact solution

M S. bae3:lett
Queens’ College,

Cambndge.
Aug 21

^ Ann. Math Slat, 10 , 129 (1939)
® Sanlhya, 7, 129 (1945)
® Proc Camb Phil Soc

,
32

,
560 (1936).

Random Associations on a Lattice

Given a lattice of m x n points, suppose that each may be ‘black’

or ‘white’ with probabilities p and q ~ I ~ p. The probabihty
distribution of the number of ‘black-wTnte’ joins is then of
interest in several branches of science^*®*® The expected number
IS Zpq{2.mn~m-~n) and the second moment about the mean is

’SLpq (8»2W—7m— 7?H-4) -f 4??^ (13mH-13n—14mE— 8)
As m and n increase, the distribution tends to normality, and this

may be proved by methods similar to those used bv BernstciiF in
his w’ork on Markov chains. Similar results can be obtained for the
number of ‘black-black’ joins and also the corresponding results in
three dimensions. Levene® has announced results dealing w ith a different
but similar problem. A full account will appear later

F. A. Moban
Institute of Statistics,

Umversity of Oxford.

1 Mood, A. M ,
Ann. Math StaL, 11, 367 (1940)

® Ismg, B
,
Z. Phijs., 31, 253 (1925)

» Wishart, J ,
and Hirschfeld,HO,/ Lond. Maih. Soc , 11, 227 (1937)

Bernstein, S
,
Math. Ann , 97, 1 (1926).

® Levene, H , Bull Amer Math Soc
, 52, 621 (1946)

Experiment and Theory in Statistics

Me D. V. Lindeey^ distinguishes between the curve of best fit

and the regression curve on the ground that the former gives the
best estimate of the relation between the true values of the variablcH,
while the latter gives the best estimate of the true value of one variable
from the observed value of the other He thus provides a convement
opportunity to raise a question that I have long wanted to raise,
namely, whether there is anv experimental evidence for this and
similar deductions from statistical theory.

Direct experimental tests are not easily devised , for the meaning
of the conceptions involved in such statements is derived largely
from the theory on w'hich they are based But the first statement seems
capable of test The true values must surely be independent of the
method of examming them. Accordingly, if many different sets of
observations are made on a system by many different ways, the
curves of best fit from the different sets, rightly calculated, should
agree significantly better than curves calculated m any other way,
for example, better than the regression curves. Is this true ?
Hor are the tests easy to apply. A single worker seldom accumulates

enough observational material to apply the test he cannot use the
observations of others, because sufficient details are scarcely ever
published. The application of the tests requires organised co-operation.
Until it is undertaken and the tests proved to be successful, all use
of elaborate statistical theory is precarious.

HOEMAN H. CAMPBllIi
Sept. 2

1 Nature, 158, 273 (1946).
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DEVELOPMENT OF MILK

RECORDING IN GREAT BRITAIN

I
T lias become clear in recent years that the general

performance of British dairy stock in terms of

milk yield and breeding efficiency is sufficiently low
to constitute a major handicap to any advance,

although the existence of some high-producing cows
and high-yieldmg herds shows what might be accom-
plished by improved breeding and husbandry.

The obvious technique for assessing levels of per-

formance IS milk and butter-fat recording. But to

attain real value, recording must be applied to a
sufficiently large sample of the cow population to

give a representative picture of the industry, and its

results must be not only comprehensible to cattle

breeders but also legitimately usable in any improve-
ment programme. Those considerations formed the

background to the discussions on tho collection,

interpretation, and use of milk performance records

by the British Society of Animal Production at its

Glasgow meeting held on August 7

The milk recording movement in Great Britain is

not a new one. Measures of co-ordination have
existed for some time ; for example, the Scottish

Milk Records Association was formed m 1914. How-
ever, an almost negligible amount of scientific study
has been given to it, its main uses being to furnish

records for the information and propaganda of the
individual breeder and for breed societies to incor-

porate in some form of register of superior animals.

The movement as such attained a greater measure
of co-ordmation in 1943, whon the Milk Marketing
Board assumed responsibility for recording in Eng-
land and Wales, but differences in tho technique of
recording and presentation of records still occur
between tho English and the Scottish systems. In
1943 about 5 per cent of the cow population of
England and Wales were recorded; by 1946 tho
recorded sample of 17,000 herds included about
17 per cent of the cow population. Mr. Joseph
Edwards estimates that, under the present system,
a total of twenty to twenty-five thousand herds
would give a sample of 20 per cent of the cows. This
would be sufficient for the investigational purposes
now envisaged by the Board, relating to the yields

of milk and butter-fat by breeds, as between pedi-
greed and non-pedigreed stocks, and accordmg to age
and other environmental conditions, such as season
of calving and frequency and methods of milking, as
well as to keep track of the results of artificial in-

semination as a means of livestock improvement.
Mr. Edwards’ description of the methods to be used
by the Bureau of Records of the Board in collecting,

tabulating and presenting the data was fully appre-
ciated, especially by those members of the Society
who recognize that, as Dr. H. P. Donald expressed
it, “one of the proper studies of recordmg is recordmg
itself”.

The stage is now being set for the beginning of a
new era of development in milk recording, so far as
Great Britain is concerned. There has been much
confusion of thought as to the uses and limitations
of recording systems and the records which emerge
from them. The problems fall into two broad groups :

(a) those of the techniques and systems themselves :

their accuracy ; the analysis of results in order to
give data which can be utilized for comparative
evaluations of performance ; the standards and
training of the personnel ; the degree of intimate

co-operation with tho farmers that can be brought

about ; (6) those of tho purposes of the records : to

gmdo breeding policies ; to enhance production by
non-genetic moans, such as improved feeding and
husbandry ; to be combined with health surveys to

assess the incidence and relative significance of the
various sources of loss, wastage, and inefficiency

which affect the industry, and so to provide a factual

background for specific investigations.

Extension of recording in combination with field

survey work on such lines is being actively pur-

sued in New Zealand, and Mr. Arthur Ward’s account
of recent developments there gave a definite picture

of a satisfactory working mechanism, some of the
attributes of which might well be imitated in Great
Britain. Because of the benefit accruing from proper
collection of data to the New Zealand dairy industry
as a whole and to the research institutions, the
Government and the industry contribute to the funds
of the movement, while roprosentafives of the
industry and of the Government form a technical

committee which decides the data to be collected

and the problems to be investigated. But the crucial

steps in the conduct of the work are those which
ensure that the farmers are kept fully informed of

the reasons for the particular investigations, as well

as of the results which emerge from them.
In connexion with the new developments in Great

Britain, it is important to recognize that the inter-

pretation and application of the performance data m
such an mdustiy must be carried out on more than
one plane. The individual herd is a relatively small
unit ; the breed amounts to a more or leas discrete,

much larger group. The individual breeders have
their own domestic herd problems

;
people concerned

with the larger groups are dealing with cattle aggreg-

ates, that is, with populations. (The growing use of

artificial insemination introduces an intormocliato set

of problems.) The roquiremonis and purposes of the
two interests are not always easily reconciled, and
differences in point of view may be magnified whon
the whole cattle population of a country is involved.

The individual herd owner Imows the history of

his herd, of changes m management, and of disease

effects. This knowledge, if intelligently used, can
give a good background to a practical assessment of

performance records. But these records must be
reasonably presented, and m such a form that the
owner of the herd can trace the performance also of

the bulls in use, as, for example, by dam-daughter
comparisons. For this purpose the graphical pre-

sentation of raw records is straightforward and
practical. ‘Corrected’ records applied to individual
cows can be misleading or misread, and are certainly

disliked.

On the other hand, those who are concerned with
the broader aspects—the population basis—require

the data m forms which allow adequate comparison ;

for this, some senes of correction factors are neces-

sary. Though corrections for regional differences

would be seriously unpopular in many quarters, the

fact that they can be derived, as, for example, in the

work of Prof. Bonsma in South Africa, or for Swiss

alpine conditions, pomts to possibilities even m
Britain. Meanwhile, it is a sad refiexion that m their

new advanced registry scheme, the Ayrshire Cattle

Society has perforce to use correction factors derived
in America for American conditions, and that Sanders’
factors, developed some twenty years ago for a
limited material m England, are of doubtful validity

for other British recording data. The mass of records
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which will now be automatically collected and
tabulated under the Milk Marketing Board scheme
will give badly needed material for bringing our
knowledge of the dairying industry in Britain at least

into line with that of other countries. Mr. Edwards’
assurance that this material will be available to

breeders and to research workers is particularly

welcome, and goes far to ensure wide confidence in

the scheme and in the data.
For confidence in such data—in all stages of their

collection, tabulation and treatment—is vitally im-
portant. That there must be some arbitrary decisions,

or compromises, in the records themselves is always
admitted (a standard lactation of 305 days is one
such compromise) ; so also is the fallibility of an
official record as representing the true performance
in any one lactation of any one cow. But the validity

of the records is of interest to more than the mdividual
herd owner; within breeds, between breeds, withm
and between localities and farming systems, within
and between countries, breeders, administrators and
research workers must have equal confidence in the
validity of the records before proper, intelligent and
progressive use can be made of them. To this end,
the fundamental needs are for well-trained personnel
throughout the recordmg system, for high standards
of accuracy withm practical limits, for a wide adoption
of general principles and methods, and for close

collaboration between breeder, recorder and investi-

gator.

The records when collected must be usable and
used ; continuous, independent, scientific study and
advice must be freely available and accepted, so that
the recordmg movement may function soundly and
jirogress to greater service to the milk-producing
industry. J. E. KiCHons

MANTLE CHAMBERS OF
TRIDACNA ELONGATA
By Prof. K. MANSOUR

Department of Zoology, Fouad I University, Cairo

I
N a preliminary communication^ it was pomted
out that members of the Tridacmdae are of a

comparatively high efficiency in taking m ordinary
net-zooplankton. This efficiency was attributed to
the possession of members of this family of a well-
developed suckmg, sievmg and pumping mechanism
which IS constituted by the different chambers of the
mantle.
Both Vaillant^ and Lacaze-Duthiers® devoted

some attention to the morphology of the mantle
chambers of Tridacna elongata, but neither of them
realized the significance of the form and the arrange-
ment of these chambers.

Fig. A represents a dissection of the right half of
Tridacna elongata displaying the mantle cavities and
how they are related to one another. From the
inhalant opening {IN) water passes into the branchial
chamber (BB), in which the gills hang freely. This
cavity IS at its narrowest in the region of the muscles
{AD and RM), On percolation through the gills, the
water passes into the interlamellar chambers (CH 0
and CHI) of the outer and inner demibranchs
respectively.

Just behind the foot and below the adductor
muscle, the inner lamellae of the inner demibranchs

Mantle chambebs of Tridacna

A, right half of the animal with the different chambers exposed
B, C, D, transverse sections across b, c,d of A.

fuse With one another, forming a well-developed

septum (S) which is referred to as the interbranchlal

septum. This septum defines a chamber—the inter-

branchial chamber (Figs, By C), which is bound dorsally

by the investment of the ventral surface of the

adductor muscle, laterally by the axes of the gills

and ventrally by the interbranchial septum itself.

This chamber is at its deepest anteriorly, where the
mterbranchial septum is almost vertical in position

and IS as high as the foot. This vertical anterior

wall of the chamber is very remarkable in having a
central well-defined opening, which puts this chamber
in direct communication with the branchial chamber.
This opening was referred to by Vaillant^, who con-

cluded, from its form and the orientationof its lips, that
it can only lead the water directly inwards from the
branchial chamber. Fuller description of this openmg
and the part it plays m the life of the animal will be
referred to elsewhere. At present it suffices to

mention that this peculiar opening is established at

an advanced stage in the life of the animal, since m
specimens up to 5 cm. in length there is no trace of
it, while specimens of 10 cm. all showed it in a very
distmct fashion.

Anteriorly, the interbranchial chamber communi-
cates on each side with the interlamellar cavity of
the corresponding inner demibranch and laterally it

receives the water percolating through the remaming
part of the same demibranch. Posteriorly, this

chamber narrows to a tube, which curves vertically

upwards and puts this interbranchial chamber in

communication with the exhalant chamber {EX, CH),
which lies dorsally between the forwardly extended
mantle edges (DE),
The interlamellar cavities of the outer demibranchs

{CH 0) are quite independent of the interbranchial
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chamber. They open posteriorly at the basal j)ortioii

of the vertical tube referred to above, which communi-
cates between the epibranehial chamber and the

exhalant chamber.
This vertical passage is bound anteriorly by the

investment of the posterior surface of tlio adductor

muscle and posteriorly by a septum {S8), which is

continuous with the interbranehial septum and which

separates the inlialant part of the branchial chamber
from the exhalant one. This septum corresponds to

the mtersiphonal septum of other Lamollibranehiata.

This vertical chamiel in its uiDper region passes

msensibly mto the exhalant chamber. On the other

hand, its lower or basal portion has a number of

ridges and protuberances which form a composite

plug, which on contraction of the animal closes off

this channel and consequently the oxlialant cliaxnbor

from the interbranehial chamber and the mterlamellar

cavities of the gills.

The composite plug referred to above is partly

formed of a fairly big protuberance on the lower

posterior region of the investment of the adductor

muscle (Figs. A and D). This protuberance marks the

spot where the axes of the gills become free from the

body wall of the animal As these get loose from the

mvestment of the adductor muscle their edges are

thickened and are directed first forwards and outwards
and then backwards and inwards (Fig. A, X), where
they end at the base of the intersiphonal septum (SS).

In this fashion the free edge of each axis takes the

form of a well-developed notch with greatly thickened

lips which mark the opening communicating the

interbranehial cavity with the vortical tube and
consequently the exhalant chamber. At the base of

the siphonal septum {S8) there is a thickened part

which corresponds to tho protuberance facing it on
the investment of the adductor muscle.

When the animal contracts, tho posterior region of

the thickened mantle edge, which is very highly

muscular {A, P), coils downwards and forwards and
comes to press on the siphonal septum, which in its

turn presses on the posterior surface of the adductor
muscle. In this fashion the thickened region of the
septum, together with the protuberance of tho
investment of the adductor muscle, are applied close

to one another, blocking the major part of the cavity
of the tube. At the same time, the thickened edges
of the free part of the axes are also applied together,
blocking the side parts of this communicating
tube.

Theexhalant chamber,which iscontinuousposteriorly
with the vertical tube, is m the form of a well-defined
bag extending on the dorsal surface of the animal. It

ends blindly at the extreme anterior end of the animal
(.d). It opens to the outside by the well-defined
exhalant opening {EX), and its only communication
with the other chambers of the mantle is through the
communicating vertical channel (cf. text Fig. 3 of
Yonge^).

The exhalant chamber is provided with a number
of well-defined muscle bands (oblique and vertical),

running between the fioor of the chamber m the
region of the adductor muscle and the roof of the
chamber in front and behind the exhalant opening.
The part these muscles play in the process of pumping
out the water from this chamber to the outside is

very obvious. The retractor muscles of the foot also
seem to have a very important part in this process.
A great number of their elements run between the
foot (F) and the thickened mantle edge m the region
of the exhalant opening (B).

Tho combined action of tho muscles of tho thickened

mantle edge espociaily at* the posterior end, of the

adductor muscle, of tho vortical and oblique muscles
of tho exhalant chamber and ]')artly that of the
retractor muscles, brings great prossuro upon the
contents of the exhalant chamber, and heuco the
remarkable spouting of the water through the exhalant

opening. The insertion of tho retractor muscle into

the mantle edge in the region of tho exhalant chamber
seems also to provide support to the roof of the
chamber round the opening and prevents rupture
through the great prossuro from the inside when
contraction takes place In tho conti*acted condition

the composite plug referred to above seems to be
quite efficient in sto]3ping any communication between
tho exhalant chamber and tho interbranehial and
tho mterlamellar portions of tho mantle cavity.

Tho difference of pri^ssure m those two sets of cham-
bers when tho animal is contracting must be very
great, and the importance of tho plug m such a
condition is quite obvious.

When the animal retracts, the cjapacity of the
exhalant chamber increases greatly, the vertical

tube increases in width, and water coming originally

from tlio brancliial ciiamber is sucked upwards mto
the exhalant chamber from the interbranehial

chamber and the mterlamellar cavities of the gills.

The alternate contraction and retraction of the

muscles of the animal in the way described above
causes, at least at intervals, a strong current of water
to pass through tho gills. The food-collecting value
of this process cannot be overlooked. Experimental
data pertaining to tho pressure m the different

chambers and the rate of flow of the water through
the animal arc forthcoming.

^ Mnnaoiir, K
,
Pm\ Egupliiin Acad 8c%,^ 1 (39*10) (m tho presH)

a Vaillaui, ,
Ann 6’a. nat Zool

, (5), 4 (1805)
’ Uuuizo-Buthicrs, II. de, Arch Zool. Exp. 04n

,

(0), 10 (1902).
* C. M., Groat Barrier Root Expedition Sei. Rep., 1, No. 11

(loao).

PERIODIC PARTIAL FAILURES OF
AMERICAN COTTONS IN THE

PUNJAB

A COMPREHENSIVE account of this malady,
together with the remedial measures to be

adopted, has been given by Prof. B. H. Dastur (“The
Periodic Partial Failures of American Cottons m the

Punjab : Tlieir Causes and Remedies’’. Sci. Mono-
graph No. 2, India Central Cotton Committee,
Bombay, 1945). The failure m question is of the

nature of a physiological disease, popularly Imown as

‘tirak’, the symptoms of which include the premature
cracking of bolls with immature seeds and poor
quality of Imt. On light sandy loams the leaves

become discoloured at the onset of the reproductive
phase, the characteristic yellow and red colours being

followed by premature leaf fall. A study of the

cotton crop in the Punjab m all its phases of growth
led to the general view that where tirak is evident

the vegetative and reproductive phases are physio-

logically unbalanced : the detailed investigation of

this hypothesis has been productive of many inter-

esting results of both practical and scientific mterest.

In the first place, tirak is now regarded as a com-
prehensive term for several abnormal physiological

developments induced in* American cottons {Gossy-

pium hirsutum) under quite different soil conditions.
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Two particular soil types are specified as being liable

under certain conditions to give rise to tirak : these

are light sandy loams deficient m nitrogen, and soils

which contain free sodium salts or sodium clay in

the subsoil. Different types of physiological disorder

are induced under the two sets of conditions, but the
name tirak is still retained to cover both. The more
evident symptoms which develop on the first soil

type have already been mdicated ; but m addition it

has been found that in the leaves of affected plants

there is an abnormal accumulation of starch m the

cells of the mesophyll. This starch is not removed
during the night, as in noimal leaves, but contmues
to accumulate until in extreme cases the chloroplasts

become ruptured. An abnormal accumulation of a
tannin-hke substance is also present m the cells, its

presence bemg antecedent to the development of the

external symptoms of tirak. The relation of these

abnormal developments to nitrogen deficiency has
been established by appropriate experimentation.

The observation that, on light sandy loams, tirak

cannot be attributed to nitrogen deficiency alone led

to investigations of the water economy of the plant.

Water deficiency during the reproductive phase was
also found to be a factor m the situation. Thus where
water deficiency is important, as in soils with sub-

soil salinity, affected plants show a pronounced
drooping of the leaves ;

these leaves also become
dark-coloured and dull, they lose their fresh green

shining appearance and are prematurely shed. In
this type of tirak the yellowing seen m nitrogen-

deficient plants is not present ; there is likewise no
evidence of the accumulation of starch or tannin,

but certam protoplasmic abnormalities are evident.

Both types of tirak-affected plants are characterized

by a low potassium content in leaves and carpels,

depressed synthesis of proterns, and decreased oil

formation m seeds.

A careful consideration of all the relevant bio-

chemical data has led to the conclusion that the
low potassium content is the starting-pomt of the
internal disorders in tirak plants. The disorders

associated with this deficiency develop m different

ways in plants growmg on the two soil types : m the
ligfo sandy loams the uptake of potassium is low
because of the shortage of nitrogen ; on saline soils

physiological drought mterferes with the normal
uptake of minerals. Thus Prof. Dastur concludes

(p. 71) : “The common symptom, viz., immaturity
of seed, therefore, developed m plants on both soil

types though the symptoms exhibited by the leaves

of UTah-a,f£ected plants on the two soil types were
found to differ”. Such a findmg gives some idea of

the difficulties inherent m the mvestigation of a crop

failure which is due to physiological disorders.

Broadly speakmg, the field aspect of the problem
has been diagnosed along the following lines. When
Punjab-American cottons are sown early in May, the
combination of light soil, long days and regular

water supply makes for strong vegetative growth.
Flowering begins about the last week in August. It

is a curious and important fact that any change in

the date of sowing is not accompanied by a similar

shift in the onset offlowering ; that is, all sowings tend
to come mto bearing withm a rather narrow period.

Moreover, flowering tends to occur in a flush and thus
imposes a heavy demand on the supplies of nitrogen
and other mmerals. This is particularly so in the
case of the strongly vegetative plants which result

from the early May sowmgs. In point of fact, a large

number of flowers do not come into fruition as fuUy

developed bolls. This tends to be accentuated in soils

which are deficient m nitrogen or winch suffer from
physiological drought, with the concomitant develop-
ment of the two types of failure described as tirak.

These and many other mterestmg aspects of the
problem are fully described and discussed.
A substantial part of the report deals with the

remedial measures to be adapted to different soil

types. To quote from the report (p. 137) : “The
application of nitrogen to light sandy soils prevented
the development of Hrah symptoms caused by
nitrogen starvation and the application of extra
water at the fruiting stage prevented the develop-
ment of physiological drought on soils with saline
subsoils Both these remedies proved specific for the
two soil types and naturally they must be applied at
the right place.

“The importance of the June-sowmgs as a pre-
ventive measure agamst Urak was its general applic-
ability. It was found efficacious on all soil types as
it put the crop in equilibrium with its surroundings,
, . . The plants were able to carry on their normal
functions wnth less nitrogen and less water [than the
May-sowmgs] and the deficiency of these substances
did not develop. The plants were also better able to
stand the adverse weather conditions at the fruitmg
stage and thus general mtensification and spread of
UraJc were greatly lessened. The internal economy of
the plant greatly^ improved and the plant produced
less of sticks and more of fruits. . . . This simple
measure of deferring sowings by about three to four
weeks has been found to result in great profits to
cotton growers and many of them have already
benefited.”

Prof. Dastur and his collaborators, and the Indian
Central Cotton Committee which sponsored and
financed the work, are to be congratulated on the
successful outcome of this long and intricate investi^
gation.

TRANSMISSION OF FINGER-PRINTS
BY RADIO

transmission of pictures and of written or
.1 prmted material over line and radio telegraphic

circuits IS an achievement of long standmg ; but in
recent years enormous advances have been made in
the techmque of radio transmission and reception in
this field, resultmg m very marked improvement
m the quality and detail of the reproduced pictures,
excellent examples of which are frequently to be seen
m the daily Press. The successful transmission to a
distance of reproductions of human finger-prints
obviously demands an unusually high quality in this
techmque, and a study ofthe problems involved in,this
application has been the object of tests conducted
during the past year between Great Britam and,
Australia.

These tests are described in an mterestmg pamphlet
entitled “Padio Transmission of Fmger Prmts”, by
Supermtendent E. R. Cherrill, offieer-m-charge of the
Finger Print Branch, ISTew Scotland Yard*. A fore-
word to this document refers to an article entitled
“The Description and Use of the Pores in the Skm
of the Hands and Feet”, published in the Philo-
sophical Transactions of the Royal Society in 1684 by
Dr. Nehemiah Grew, who was at one time secretary

* Radio Transmission of Ringer Prints. By Siijit F. R. ChernU,
Pp. 12 (Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis, New Scotland
Yard, London, S.W.l, 1946 )

’
.

h
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of the Society. A drawing of a hand emphasizing the
features of finger- and palm-|)rint patterns is ro]iro-

duced from this article. The memorandum is, how-
ever, essentially concerned with the results of suc-
cessful tests in the long-distance identification of
criminals conducted during the past year by New
Scotland Yard in co-operation with the Commissioner
of Police, Victoiia, Australia, and Messrs. Cable and
Wireless, Ltd.

Tfie report is illustrated by a specimen trans-
mission card which contams, in addition to two
photographs of tlio wanted person, an enlarged print
of one finger with coded description of the other nine
digits, and a complete description of the individual,
and the information required m connexion with him.
All this matter is contained on a card approximately
10 m. X 9 in. in size ; and this formed the picture
which in one test was transmitted from London to
Melbourne m seven minutes so successfully that a
cable setting forth the person’s record was received
from Melbourne the next morning. These tests thus
culminated in the successful identification in Aus-
tralia of a person who was actually m custody in

Great Bntam and whose trial was imminent. Similar
facilities for radio picture transmission are now avail-

able between London and many towns m vaiious
parts of the world, both withm and outside the
British Empire.

BIRDS OF PALESTINE

WHILE serving in Palestine, Captain Eric Hardy
became the secretary of the Jerusalem Natural-

ists Club which had been founded for the troops by
Middle East Command to stimulate interest in and
co-ordinate the numerous inquiries in natural history
that were already being pursued by a number of
individual soldiers. One of the most notable a(‘tivitio8

of the Club was the listing of the birds of Palestine.
The duty was undertaken because of the lack of a
modern and authoritative account of Palestinian
birds, and, besides their records of 364 species and
68 sub-species, work was also carried out on problems
of migration. These, together with records of the
most-used bird haunts, have been put together by
Gaptain Hardy m a privately printed list which, it

is hoped, will be the forerunner of an authoritative
and comprehensive handbook of Palestinian
criuthology*.

The region is of particular interest because the
Palsearctic region of the north and the Ethiopian
region of the simth meet across the centre of the
country. Tne little owl, for example, shows inter-
esting northern, southern and intermediate races, and
several African birds like the sunbird {Oinuyns), the
darter (Anhinga), the sooty falcon and the lappet-
faced vulture {Otogyps) penetrate the country from
the Syro-African Kift Valley, and oriental birds like
the fishing owl {Ketupa) and the blac-k-headed bmiting
{Emberim melanocephala) also occur. The mam
migration routes between Europe and Africa pass
through the country.
The only nath^e bird to migrate to Palestine is the

gannet {Sula hassana), although several ‘British’
species from eastern Europe, like the European
swallow, the rook, redshank, teal and cuckoo, are
seen. There are also several closely allied races of

* A Handbook of the Birds of P tlestine, Bv Captjun Eric Hardv
Pn ui-P50. (Education Othcer-m-Chief, U H.Q

,
Middle East Eorcea,

1946.)

the birds known in Britain, him tho challinch, great
tit, kmgfisher, robin, song thrush and blackbird.
The blackbird, skylark and song thrush do not sing
in Palestine m thoir winter sojourn, and the robin
sings only occasionally at daybreak. Tho cuckoo
rarely calls on its migration

; nightjars do not sing.

Absence of bird song, particularly thrash song, is

noticeable to the British visitor, but tho song-birds
common to Britain and Palestine are the greenfinch,
great tit, chaffinch, goldfinch, corn-bunting and,
occasionally, the chiff-chaff. Tho familiar calls of the
robin and redshank are commonly heard in winter,
but the robin, as well as tho blackbird and song
thrush, are much shier and less easy to approach than
in Britain. Birds peculiar to Palestine include the
Palestine babbler, the Palestine blackstart, the
Palestine graceful warbler, Tristram’s giacklo and
tho Palestine sunbird. Tho gracldo and the sunbird
are extending their way northwards from the Dead
Sea depression. The bulbul is supposed to have
increased its numbers considerably this century, but
several birds have docreased. The white stork, the
lammergeir, the imperial eagle and the white-faced
duck no longer nest in tho country, while the great
bustard, the Syrian ostrich and the Egyptian goose
are apparently extinct in Palestine. Unlike Cairo,
Jerusalem and the cities of Palestine are not the
habitat of fiocks of kites, biit also unlike Cairo,
Jerusalem, Haifa and Tel Aviv have a large smnmer
nestmg population of swifts.

CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF
WASHINGTON
REFOkT for. 1944-45

ONE of the most interesting passages in tho report
of the president of tho Carnogio Institution of

Washington, Dr. Vamievar Bush, which is included,
together with tho reports of tho oxocutivo committee,
the auditors, and on dopartmonial activitaos, in the
Yearbook No. 44 for 1944-46, covering the year
July 1, 1944“Juiie 30, 1945, is that in which he
discusses the future of scientific research, and par*
ticularly the bearing on it of tho Selective Service, the
further extension of which as regards science and
engineering students has since been severely criticized
by H. A. Meyerhoff (^S'c^ence, April 19). Dr. Bush
points out first that while tho United States is at
last awake to the value of scientific research, it is

not by any means certain that every area where the
scientific method can add to man’s understanding of
himself and his environment will bo adequately ex-
plored, and that the danger of lack of balance between
apjiliod research, research m the physical sciences,
medical science and in other fields may bo exaggerated
by the serious deficit in scientific man-powor due to
the policies pursued during the War. Tho two govern-
ing principles, that every citizen should be ready to
sacrifice equally in the common cause and that every
man should be used in the place where his talents
can contribute most fully to the common effort, were
not in balance. As a result, by taking too many
trained young scientific workers and engineers out of
the laboratories and industry, part of the war effort
was nearly wrecked, while at the same time the future
was sacrificed to immediate needs and a lack of
scientific man-power created from which the country
will not recover for many years.
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Dr. Busli believes that the lack of a sufficient

number of brilliant young men with a basic trammg
in fundamental scienco will be particularly unfortu-
nate and will severely handicap the Carnegie Institu-
tion in the immediate post-war years. While, how-
ever, we have had a partial moratorium on the
creations of fundamental science, and have caused a
deficit of scientific man-power, we have undoubtedly
a new stock ofdammed-up ideas. This factor, together
with the probability of adequate support for scientific

effort, makes the vista in science attractive if we
can assume a peaceful world. To ensure that the
present emphasis on science does not result in un-
balance and a neglect of other fields of effort, it is

essential to educate fully all the young and brilliant

minds that can be foimd and to present clearly the
various callings as young men start their careers, so
that none requiring recruits is overlooked, not for-

getting that political careers must be made attractive
for sound thinkers if democracy is to function
effectively in a world of growing complexity.
The Institution, the president reports, has emerged

from the War in sound financial condition, with
increased endowment, although the rate of mcome
from endowment has dropped severely. It has con-
ducted much war research under contract for the
Government, contributing its facilities, its normal over-
head and the services of its regular staff, and bemg
reimbursed only for additional staff, equipment and
overhead. The salary scale of the Institution requires
revision, and a new retirement and insurance plan
has been put into operation.
As regards the research activities ofthe departments

and divisions during the year, there is in general little

to add to the broad picture given m the previous
Yearbook (see Nature, 156, 453 ; 1945). Reference
may, however, be made to plans of the Department
of Terrestrial Magnetism for the investigation of
phenomena of thunderstorms and its investigations
of the rate of ionization inside a room. Some results

of the attempt of the Division of Zoology of the
United States Public Health Ser\nce to correlate by
radioactive-tracer techniques the localization of
heavy metals in the body and their chemotherapeutic
activity are reported, as well as ionospheric data
obtamed at Watheroo and Huancayo Magnetic
Observatories. The Division of Plant Biology has
found that the antibiotic properties of the material
isolated from cultures of the green alga Chlorella

are due to, or associated with, the presence of un-
saturated fatty acids, but the activity only develops
on exposure to air and light. Pure unsaturated fatty
acids showed the same behaviour, mcludmg linoleic,

elaidic, P-eleostearic and p-licanic acids. In the
Department of Embryology much time has been
devoted to the perfection of a new technique of
microtomy intended to reduce the distortion of tissues
caused by the pressure of the microtome knife, and
the position of embryology as a co-operative science
is discussed in the report in relation to future work
of the Department.
In the Department of Genetics cytogenetic studies

reported mclude the mduction of mutations in the
short arm of chromosome 9 m maize and preliminary
studies of the chromosomes of the fungus Neurospora
crassa. An extensive investigation of the genetics
of acquired bacterial resistance to drugs and other
antibacterial agents has been mitiated, includmg
work on resistance to penicillin, sulphonamides, in-

organic salts, bacteriophages and ultra-violet radia-

tion. Other work has been directed to the develop-

ment of high-yiekhng strains of FenicilUinn by sub-
merged culture and of an aerosol method for the
chemical treatment of Drosophila melanogaster, and
work on the cytogenetics of Drosophila and the
genetic structure of natural populations is also re-

viewed. The report of the Nutrition Laboratory
includes a brief review of the contributions of the
Laboratory during the last thirty-eight years,

emphasizing the work on the development and testing

of apparatus for the measurement of heat production
and ehmmation, respiratory exchange and surface
and internal body temperature.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
{Meetings marked with an asterisk * aye 02)01 to the public)

Tuesday, October IS

British ecological Society (at the Eoyal Society, Burlinston
House, Piccadilt , London, Wl), at 2 15 pm —Discussion on
“Survival and Extinction of Flora and Fauna in Glacial and Post-
Glacial Times” (to be opened by Dr Jessen)

British Society for International Bibliography (at the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Sa’^ov Place Victoria Emliank-
ment, London, W.C 2), at 2 30 pm —Dr B M Crowther “The
Use of the Universal Decimal Classification in Periodical Abstracting
Services for Scientists and Engineers”

,
Dr S C Bradford “The

Problem of Complete Documentation in Science and Technology”.

Lonpon School of Economics and Political Science (at
Houghton Street, AldvTch, London, W C 2), at 4 45 p.m— Sir
Theodore Gregory “The Outlook for India”* (To be repeated on
October 21 and 22

)

Wednesday, October 16

Institute of Fuel. Yorkshire Section (at the University, Leeds),
at 2 30 p m—Dr A L. Hoberts “Radiant Heating—its Principles
and some Applications”

Society of Chemical Industry, Agriculture Group (in the
Phxsical Chemistry Lecture Theatre, Royal College of Science, South
ICensmgton, London, S W 7), at 2 30 p.m.—Dr F. Gross : “An Ex-
periment in Farming the Sea”*.

Royal Microscopical Society (in the Hastings Hall, BMA.
House, Taxustock Square, London, W 0 1), at 5 p m—^Mr E Wilfred
Tavlor “Improved Image Illumination and Contrast with the
Metallurgical Microscope”.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Transmission Section
(at Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W C.2), at 5.30 p m.—^Mr. J. Andrew^ Lee . Inaugural Address as Chairman.

Institute of Petroleum (at 2G Portland Place, London, W 1), at
5 30 pm—^Mr. A. T Wilford . “The Lubrication of Pre-Selective
Gearboxes”.

Royal Institute of Chemistry, London and S e Counties
Section (at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
Keppel Street, London, W CM), at C.30 pm —Discussion on “The
Publicity of Science by Radio” (to be opened by Dr W E. van
Heynmgen)
Royal Institute op Chemistry, Newcastle-upon-Tyne and

North-East Coast Section (joint meeting with the Society of
Chemical industry, in the Chemistry Lecture Theatre, King’s College,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne), at 6 30 pm—Lieut -Colonel A W edgw ood *

“Problems m the Concentration of various Small Sized Minerals”.

British Association of Chemists, London Section (at Gas
Industry House, 1 Grosvenor Place, London, S W 1), at 7 p m —^Mr.

J H F. Smith' “Fire and Explosion: 1. Inflanimable Concentrations
and Ignition Temperatures”.

Thursday, October 17

Chemical Society (joint meetings with the South Yorkshtrb
Section of the Royal Institute of Chemistry, the Sheffield
Metallurgical Association, and the Sheffield University
Chemical Society, m the General Lecture Theatre, The University,
Western Bank, Sheffield), at 2 30 p m. and 6 p ni—Prof Jaroalav
Heyro\sky “The Principles and Applications of Polarography”.

Institute of Fuel, East Midland Section (at the Gas Demonstra-
tion Theatre, Nottingham), at 3 pm—^Babcoek and Wilcox Film
‘ Steam” (presented by Mr. E L Duly).

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy (at tbe Geological
Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, Wl), at 5 pm—
Major P. L. Teed “Anglo-American Magnesium Production” ; Dr.
Anthony Caplan and Mr J K Lindsay “An Experimental Investiga-
tion of the Effects of High Temperatures on the Efficiency of Workers
in Deep Mines”

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Installations Section
(at Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W C.2), at 5 30 p.m.—Mr J F Shipley . Inaugural address as Chaiiman

Society of Chemical Industry, Road and Building Materuls
Group (joint meeting with the Rheologists’ Club, at Gas Industry
House, 1 Grosvenor Place, London, S.W X), at 6 pm—Dr. G. W. Scott-
Blair . “Rheology and its Application to Road, and Building
Materials”,
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Chemical Society (loint meeting ^ith the PonTfc.’siouTH and

District Chemical Society, at the Muineipal Colleg(‘, Poitsinonth),
at 7 ]> m —Dr H J Enieleiit', F K S ‘Chemical Abpei tb of Woik
OH Atomic Fivision”.

Royal Photogrvphic Society of Crb^t Britain, Scientimc
AND Technical Group (m the Lecture Theatre, Sck'iu e Museum,
Exhibition Road, London S \V 7), at 7 t’ m —Di C J*' Ro\vcll
“Photographic Methods in Xncleai Reseanh”
Chemical Society (at Buihngton House, Pieeadillv, London, \Y 1),

at 7 30 pm—Scientific Papcis
Royal Society op Tropical Medicine and Hygiene (at Manson

House, 26 Portland Place, London, \V 1), at 8 p m —Dr 0 T HacLett
“The Clinical Course of Yaivs m Hganda”, folkmed hy film entitled
‘ Pans m Uganda”

Friday, October f8

RoRTH-EiST Coast Institution op Engineers and Shipbuilders
(at the Literary and Philosophical Societv, Re\\castle-upon-T\no)—Annual General Meeting

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
Applications are invited for the following apxiointments on or

before the dates mentioned
DEM0NSTR4T0R IN THE DEPARTMENT OP MEPICAL ENTOMOLOGY

—

The Dean, London School of Hygiene and Tiopieal Mediemo, Keppel
Street, GoMer Street, London, \V C 1 (October 10)

Assistant Lecturer in Agricultur 4L Chemistry—The Pimcipal
Midland Agricultural College, Sutton Bonington, Loughborough,
Leicestershire (October 19)

Lecturers (2) in the Department op Agriculture, (a) Specialist
m Animal Husbandry,(b)Speculist in Crop Husbandry—The Registrar,
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth (October 19).

L:i^TirRER IN Electrical Engineering—The Clerk to the Go\crn-
•ors, Technical College, Infirmary Road, CRestci field (October 24)

Junior Lecturer in Electrical Engineering—The Dneetor,
Roboit Gordon’s Technical College, Aberdeen (Ootoboi 25)

Assistant Lecturer in Mathematics—The Registrar, College of
Technology, Manchester 1 (October 28)

Biochemist for the Pathological Department—

T

he Piousc
Governor, North Stalfordshire Royal lullimary, Stoke-on-Trent
(October 30).

Director op IIesea.rch of the 'Wattle Riwirch restitute, Natal
Universitv College, Pietennaritzbiiig, South Alriea—The Seenjtaiv,
Universities Bureau of the British Empire, 24 Gordon Sciuaie, London,W C 1 (October 31).

Senior Lecturers in (i) Physics, (u) Geography, (m) Philo-
sophy

, Lecturers IN (i) Geogiuphy, (h) Philosophy, and a .Iunior
Lecturer IN Physics, for Canterbury University College, Chrhteliureh,
New Zealand—The Secretary, Universities Bureau of the Biitish
Empire, 24 Gordon Square, London, W C 1 (October 31).

Assistant Professor for the Department op Physios—The
President, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
(November 1).

Deputy DIRECTORS (2) of Road Research, and a Senior Principal
oCiENTiFic Officer, in the Road Hesearch Laborator> of the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research—The Civil Service Com-
mission, 6 BurUngton Gardens, London, W 1, quoting No. 1648
(November 7).

Director of Ordnance Factories (Engineering)—The Secietary,
Ministry of Supply, Est 8, Room 151, Shell Mex House, Strand,
London, W C 2 (November 14)

Chair of Chemistry at Auckland University College, New Zealand
—The Secretary, Universities Bureau of the British Empire, 24 Gordon
Square, London, "W.C i (November 15).
Professorships in (i) Mathematics, (u) Physics—

T

he Registrar,
University College, Leicester (November 16)
Chair of Chemical Engineering—The Registrar, Universitv,

Sydney, NSW,, Australia (December 31).
Propksor OF Botany at the Imperial College of Tropical Agri-

culture, Trinidad, B W,l—^The Secretary, Imperial College of Tropical
^riculture, Grand Buildings, Trafalgar Square, London, W' C 2
(December 31)
Assistant (female) in the Clinical Laboratory—

T

he House
Governor, Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham 15

Assistant Experimental Officer at the Atomic Energy Research
Estebhshmmt of the Ministry of Supplv—The Secretaiv, Ministry

S <c) ), Room 193, Shell Mex Houbc, Strand, London,W C*2#

Assistant Lecturer in Physics, and a Demonstrator in
Physics—The Registrar, University College, Nottingham
Head of the department of Chemistry and Biology at the

Lwds College of Technology—The Director of Education, Education
Office, Leeds 1,

Laboratory Superintendent for the Medical Department o
.

Nigeria—The Crown Agents for the Colonies
4 Millbank, London, S W l, quoting M/N/17075
Lecturer in the Department of Mathematics—The Prmcipal

Technical College, Huddersfield.
Lecturer in Zoology, and a Assistant Lecturer in Zoolog"—^The Secretar3% Universitv, Edmund Street, Birmingham 3.
Scientific assistant—The Director, Imperial Bureau of So:

Science, Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden, Herts.
Scientific and Experimental Officers foe the Statistica

DEPARTMBN!^Tbe Secretary, Rothamsted Experimental Statior:
Harpenden, Herts.

REPORTS and other PUBLICATIONS
(not included m the monthhj Bools ^Supplement)

Great Britain and Ireland

Scnmtiflc Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Societv '5’'ol 24 (N S.),

No b Biochemical Anahsos with the Siiekkcr Absorptiometer.
Bv Einhait Kaivcrau Pp. 03-70 U‘ Vol 24 (NS), No 7 The
PossibihU of fnitiatiiig Thenno-nuclear Reactions under Terrestrial
Conditions Bv Dr J H J Poole Pp 71-76 Is Vol 24 (N S ),

No 8 The Mechanism of the Uoimation of Allophanates from Car-
bamates By A E A. Werner and 3 Giay Pp 77-84 la Vol 24
(N S ), No 9 Dopplente m Co Limenek. Bv M Dee and G E.
Mitchell Pp 85-88. Gd (Dublin . Hodges, Eiggis and Co

, Ltd ,

London Williams and Norgate, Ltd
,
1946 ) [165

British Libraiy of Political and Economic Science Annual Report,
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THE BALANCE OF SCIENTIFIC
MAN-POWER IN BRITAIN

I
]Sr October 1944 the Standard Oil Development Co.

in America made its silver amiiversary the occasion

for a “Forum on the Future of Industrial Research”.

The proceedings were issued by the Company m
the foliowmg year in book form, and the volmne
makes interesting reading at the present time

in view of topical discussions and trends m
Great Britain. The papers and discussions centred

round three themes : what should be the guidmg
principles and objectives for the commercial pro-

grammes of industrial research and development
organisations ; how small business can serve itself

and be served by industrial research and develop-

ment
,
and the place mdustrial research and develop-

ment organisations should allocate to futui’e work
directed primarily toward national security. The^'

thus canvassed questions that were afterwards dis-

cussed m Dr. Vannevar Bush’s report, “Science ; the

Endless Frontier”, and one discussion at least covered

the same theme as that of the conference arranged b;^'

the Manchester Jomt Research Council for October

16, 1945, on “Research and the Smaller Firm”.
MTiat stands out from these discussions to a British

observer is, first, the recognition of the overwhelming
imiDortance of a supply of scientific man-power of

the highest quality ; and secondly, a distrust, which
sometimes seems td be carried much too far, of

Government-organised or -sponsored research. ISTo-

where could there be found clearer recognition that

both mdustry and the universities nmst have their

share of the best scientific minds of a eountr}'.

Industry itself would quickly suffer if by financial

inducements or other means it succeeded in attractmg
mto its direct service so many of the first-class men
of science that both teaching and research at the

universities was left largely m the hands of less able

men.
Millie this IS generally recognized m the discussions

at this Tormn’, American opinion, so far as repre-

sented there, appears to be content to leave the

distribution to chance and to shy at any attempt to

lay down a system of priorities or control. Moreover,
while, as was demonstrated at the Torum’, the

research association movement in Great Britain has
inspired certain co-operative developments in the

United States, those developments have taken the
form of trade associations or co-operative groups,

such as the Institute of Paper Chemistry and the

New England Industrial Research Foundation, quite

independent of State supjiort. Even the paper on
the United States Goverimient research agencies

presented by Dr. W. C. Schroeder could not dispel

the veiled distrust of Government research which
was apparent.

That distrust doubtless owes something to the
absence in the United States of the tradition and
high standards of the British Civil Service, which
brmg their own contribution to the building up of a
Scientific Civil Service such as is now px'oceodmg.

Bt|.t-hotl| m Bntam and in the United States, the
mere reco^iition that the first problem in industrial
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research or in academic research is to secure men of

the highest quality, and then to provide them with

the conditions which are most stimulating to creative

work, will not by itself avert competition between

mdustry and the universities, if not with the Govern-

ment service also, for such men ; and such com-

petition might easily have disastrous results. We
cannot leave the matter just where it has been left

by the report of the Barlow Committee on Scientific

Man-power. Moreover, all foiu of the ‘working

parties’ that have so far reported testify to the back-

wardness of certain sections of British industry in

regard to researcli—mdeed, it is difficult to see that

the Workmg Party for the Boot and Shoe Industry

has itself any clear conception of what really con-

stitutes research as distinct from what industrialists

in the United States commonly call ‘trouble-shooting’.

Further, the able statement on research in the report

of the Workmg Party for the Cotton Industry calls

into question the whole basis of the research associa-

tion from the pomt of view of utilizing most effectively

the resources of man-power and material available

for research. That proposal presumably emanates
from the Research Sub-Committee, which mcluded,

besides its academic members, men like Mr. J, T.

Marsh and Mr. J. Baddiley, with long experience of

industrial research ; and accordingly must be taken

as primafacie evidence of the existence of some doubt
as to whether the effort being expended m the

research associations would not yield greater results

in some other way. The Pottery Working Party
referred to a widespread feelmg of dissatisfaction

with the acliievements of the research associations.

If there are any foundations for such doubts, the
whole question should be explored without delay. It

is known that the Department of Industrial and
Scientific Research has plans in hand for a consider-

able expansion of the research association movement,
and besides the proposals from the Cotton Workmg
Party there have been others from the workmg
parties for the pottery and for the hosiery industries

which involve expansion in that direction. Before
such developments are allowed to compete with the
universities and with private industry for the limited

supply of available scientific man-power, we should be
quite clear as to the way in which that man-power
can he most effectively utilized from the national
point of view.

Dr. Roger Adams, in the ‘Forum’ already men-
tioned, well emphasized the two-fold dependence of
mdustry upon the universities, both for the funda-
mental research which is the basis of all applied
science, and for the supply of trained scientific workers
for the conduct of research within mdustry and of
those capable of understandmg and applymg to the
purposes of industry the results of such research.
That has equally well been put in the reports of the
‘working parties’ in Britain for the pottery and the
hosiery industries as well as for the textile industry.
The need for a widely interpreted reciprocal relation
between science and industry ; the importance of
having enou^ men of hi^ ability tramed to do the
necessary scientific work ; the impossibility of science
making its true contribution to industrial progr^s

unless research workers create an organised body of

Imowledge relating scientific thooiy with industrial

practice, and unless industry on its side has enough

men in high positions who are capable of under-

standing scientific xorinciples—these points, explicitly

stated m the report on the cotton mdustry, are

equally implicit in those for pottery and hosiery.

The Workmg Party for the Plosiery Industry is

well aware of these relations and of the wide field

for reseaieh which now confronts the mdustry, but

none of its recommendations indicates that the

importance of the quantitative factor to which Dr.

Roger Adams referred is fully appreciated : the

danger that at the present time the better conditions

which industry is able to offer may deplete the

university departments of their ablest and most

promising men, both in research and m teaching.

The development of the Wool Industries Research

Association Station m Nottingham into a Hosiery

Research Institute, the establishment of a Hosiery

Research Council and a Hosiery Design Centre, the

imposition of a compulsory levy upon a yarn-usage

basis on all hosiery manufacturers and the establish-

ment with other textile industries of a general textile

research organisation, are excellent thmgs ; as are

also the promotion of close relations between the

Hosiery Research Council and Institute with the

universities, technical colleges, textile and other pro-

fessional and scientific institutes, research associa-

tions, etc., and development of an efficient industrial

relations service to ensure the widest dissemination

of research findings among industrialists who are

expected to apply and develop them. But recom-

mendations such as these, however excellent in

themselves, may well be meffective unless we grapple

with the real core of the problem of this potential

competition between the universities, industry and

the Government departments for scientific workers.

Moreover, to implement the further recommendation

that the Hosiery and Klnitwear Council considers

seriously the estabhsliment of some orgamsation for

the hosiery industry that would be responsible for

the collection, collation and publication of the results

of research in the economic and sociological fields,

the maintenance of contact with professional and

scientific research mstitutions concerned with these

fields, including the universities, and the pursuit of

such research on its own account, presupposes further

demands on the universities for tramed workers m
much the same field as the proposals of the Clapham

Committee.
A fresh appraisal of the whole research association

movement, and particularly its relation to the

universities and the research departments of in-

dividual firms, may be an essential element in plan-

ning the adequate distribution ofman-power resourcef

in Great Britain. It might also be valuable in dis

palling some of the false ideas regarding the function

of the research association to which the Rotter

Working Party refers. Any vigorous industry wit

private research establishments, that report pom
out, moves rapidly ahead of its co-operative resean

cissociations in knowledge of the application

scientific work. The function of the research associ I
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tion should be continuously to unfold the funda-
mental scientific backgroimd ofthe industry, reaching
into many different fields of scientific knowledge.
The Pottery Working Party urges that all large

potteries should have private research departments,
but it recommends also a statutory levy on all

pottery firms to provide the funds for co-operative
fundamental research, and it inclines to the view that
contributions to the research association should be
split into two parts, one—compulsory—^used to
support fimdamental research, and the other

—

voluntary—to finance co-operative technical con-
sul mg service.

An inquiry mto the research association movement
should give an indication of the magnitude of the
justifiable demand from that quarter for scientific

talent. Correspondence m The Times

^

flowing in part
from an article from Sir Ernest Simon and two sub-
sequent articles on the universities of Great Britain,

has pointed to some doubts as to the extent of the
demand of industry on the universities for tramed
man-power. Sir Em st Simon accepts the contention
of the Barlow Beport that the task set before the
universities is to double their output of students in
ten years, with a large expansion of research in all

fields ; but Sir Cyril Norwood has questioned the
soundness of some of the assumptions of the Barlow
Committee as to the numbers of potential students
not yet reacliing the universities, and the capacity
of business and mdustiy to absorb a greatly increased
number of graduates.

It must be admitted that, in spite of the work of
the Hankey Committee, the Ministry of Labour and
National Service has provided no convincing evidence
that the professions and industry generally can absorb
a much larger number of graduates, and some of the
experience of the appointments department is dis-

turbing, particularly the high level of current
unemployment among technical specialists in certam
occupations. Even if employers generally do not
make all the use that they might of appointments
offices, the existence of so much unemployment
among highly qualified men, particularly those more
than forty years of age, cannot altogether be dis-

regarded in considering the scale of university
expansion. None the less, it is reasonable to anticipate
an increased and sustained demand for graduates
alike for scientific research, m mdustry and business,
in the Government service and in professional

appointments of all kinds at home and overseas. The
crucial problems unfolded in this correspondence he
rather in the means by which the development of the
universities to provide this larger supply of graduates
is to be implemented. The difficulties found by the
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge in expanding
to the degree desired ha^^e led Lord Cherwell to propose
the transfer of engmeering framing from the univer-
sities to degree-giving institutes of technology, and a
like proposal has been made that cities such as York,
Bath and Norwich should be made centres of
university education devoted to a special subject or
related group of subjects. Such proposals have been
rightly criticized as inconsistent with the whole ideal

of university education. Sir Charles Grant Bobertson

has pointed out that a start could well be made
by brmging existmg university collogos such as

Nottmgham, Southampton and Exeter to full

university status, and powerful support has been

forthcoming .for the view that not segregation of

subjects or studies but a closer integration of the

humanities and the sciences in university education,

and an attempt to reconcile the need for breadth of

understanding and sympathy with the need for

specialization, are imperative to enable the imiver-

sities to provide men and women of the type required

in the world to-day.

The case for and agamst a Boyal Commission to

examine the whole aims and problems of university

education in the world to-day has been argued both

from that pomt of view and also from that ofplanning

the development of the universities when the

immediate post-war stress is relaxed. Even those

most confident in the ability of the University Grants

Committee, as it is now reconstituted and with its

wider terms of reference, to handle all the problems

of development and co-ordmation that will arise,

seem a little uncertain as to whether something more,

at least an inter-university academic coimcil, is

required to ensure the maintenance of mdependence,

in view of an obvious danger of bureaucracy and
regimentation, while securing the co-operation in

development that the grant of public aid on such a

.greatly increased scale rightly implies. It may be

that the umversities have yet to find the best form
of co-operation m practice, but something more is

required in addition to the creation of effective

machinery to prepare a general plan of university

development with generous Government financial

support.

The implementation of such a plan requires a

measure of co-operation between industry, the

imiversities and the Government service in regard to

the distribution of man-power m order to realize its

purposes. It is not sufficient for the universities

themselves to make appropriate adjustments between
their teaching and research staff, or to secure that,

as the Cotton Workmg Party iosists, they have
complete freedom as regards the scope and direction

of fundamental research carried out m their labora-

tories. It is not even enough for mdividual firms to

recognize that, for the time bemg, universities must
be conceded priorities in regard to men for research

and for teaching. A system of priorities in man-
power, such as IS indicated in the Barlow Beport,

cannot be left altogether to chance. It must be
reviewed contmually in the light of the changing
situation, or of such appraisals as that suggested of

the research association movement. When priorities

are laid down authoritatively, there must be some
means of ensurmg that, without placing irksome
restrictions on the movements of scientific workers
themselves, conditions of service and remuneration
are so balanced, as between the universities, private

firms and Government departments, that there is no
untoward impediment to the natural flow and dis-

tribution of scientific talent in accordance with the
national interest. It would scarcely be possible in
peace-time to impose restrictions that would prevent
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sectional interests, whether private firms or Govern-
ment departments, attracting to their service by
reason of prestige or of financial advantage, some
few scientific workers who, from the national point of

view, might be better employed, for example, in acad-

emic research or teachmg, without adversely affecting

the mobility and interchange of men of science which
the Barlow Committee on scientific staff recognizes

as so valuable. The growing dependence of the

universities of Britain on State support should, how-
ever, make it mcreasmgly easiei for the Govermnent
to ensure through the Royal Society or the University

Grants Committee that conditions in the mnversities

and m Govermnent departments are sufficiently m
balance with those in industry to maintain a steady

and adequate stream of recruits of the highest quality.

ESSAYS IN NEW ECONOMIC
TECHNIQUES

The Industrialisation of Backward Areas
By K. Mandelbaum, assisted by J. R. L. Schneider.
(Institute of Statistics, Monograph No. 2.) Pp. viii+
112. (Oxford : Basil Blackwell, 1945.) 10^. 6d. net.

Small and Big Business
Economic Problems of the Size of Firms. By Joseph
Stemdl. (Institute of Statistics, Monograph No. 1.) Pp.
v-f66. (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1945.) 75.6d.net.

Mr. MANDELBAUM’S volume is a fascinating
essay in quantitative planning of a type of

which we may expect many examples m coming
years. Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Rumania, Yugo-
slavia and Greece are to be industrialized at a rate
surpassmg that experienced in the leading industrial
comtries in the nineteenth centuiy. The implications—income distribution among various classes, rates
of growth of the various categories of industry,
capital requirements for each, etc.—are w-orked out
m considerable detail. In a sense the detailed figures
are mere guesses, but they are based on good analogies,
and there is an element of double entry present which
serves^ as cheek. The work is scholarly, and in its
quantitative aspect authoritative. Human, social and
political difficulties are admittedly neglected.

Technical assistance is to be provided from abroad
and £750 million of capital spread over five years

;

this represents more than half the new capital
required It is suggested that the foreign sources
will charge the modest rate of 4 per cent per annum,
to include interest and amortization. When one thmks
of the sweat and toil and horrors of the Industrial
Revolution in Britam and the ardours and starvation
during the recent Five-Year Plans in Russia, one
cannot but feel a little wistful—-which is not the
same as critical—at this proposed journey de luxe
by South-East Europe to an increase of 50 per cent
in its national income in no more than five years.
There are matters for criticism There is no demo-

graphic modeP to supplement those for production.
An increase of 400,000 a year m the population is
assumed. As one of the primary objects of the plan
IS to find emplo^mient for 8,000,000 hands at present
surplus, there are grounds for anxiety about the future
equilibrium. The birth-rate in these regions has been
falling recently, but is still above the replacement
level. It may be that tiie fall will continue down

to W^estern Eiuopoan levels and that industrialization

IS likely to expedite the process None tlie loss one
would have liked a full analysis botii of birth- and
death-rate trends with a view offorming some estimate

of the total increase tliat may have to bo catered

for. Mr. Mandelbaum’s methods may well bo used
as a model for plans regarding India and China

; but
in the case of those countries a demographic forecast

IS essential. Even if one takes the optimistic view
that imder the influence of industrialization the birth-

rate m India and China will eventually reach, say,

the American level, the fall in the death-rate owing
to improved conditions is likely to cause such a vast
mcrease of population during the transition as to

reduce the whole experiment to absurdity^— unless

deliberate measures are taken in advance to reduce
the birth-rate

Mr. Mandelbaum’s chart of industrialization is not
a forecast but a plan. Private enterprise, it is

recognized, is not likely to bring it about, oven if

stimulated by the protection of infant industry. The
governments are expected to play an active part.

This may well be necessary When, however, l\[r.

Mandelbaum recommends deficit spending as a

method, he errs gravely. Deficit spending has re-

cently become a popular nostrum
; but it has a firm

foundation in scientific analysis, in the light of which
its merits depend on there being in the country an
excessive propensity to save. To take it out of its

context and recommend it for countries where, by
hypothesis, savings are altogether insufficient to
meet urgent requirements is quite unjustifiable.

It IS much to be hoped that when the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development comes to
formulate the conditions on which it will guarantee
large loans for long-range projects—and South

-

Easterrf Europe is clearly an eligible candidate for

such loans—one condition will be that the govern-
ment of tho receiving cioiinlry is not running an
apjireeiablo deficit.

The economic trends are ajiplied too mechanically.
When dealing with rates of progress outside experi-
ence it is necessary to consider whether the social

adaptability of any people can stand such a strain.

Furthermore, it is necessary to inquire whether the
south-eastern European peoples m particular have
capacity for work, technology and organisation

—

even with the aid of foreign assistance—that would
be necessaiy for the plan. Their present backward
condition is prima facie evidence of a deficiency of

such qualities. It may, of course, be due, as Mr
Mandelbaum suggests, to political misfortunes and
the competitive start gained by other countries. But
this cannot be taken for granted.

Further, there is a deeper criticism. By what
criterion is this develoximent desirable ? Is it enough
to demonstrate that the standard of h\ung would be
raised ? Economists are often taken to task for

assuming without warrant that the maximum pro-
duction of material goods should be our paramount
aim. Careful economists are not open to the charge,
smee they mtroduce ‘'the disutility of labour” or

“the preference for leisure” as a determinant in their

equations defining the economic optimum. From a

Western pomt of view the impoverished and semi-
employed condition of the south-eastern European
peasantry may seem lamentable and pitiable. Mr.
Mandelbaum would have their governments make a
^eat drive to retrieve them. His scheme is an
imposed plan ; there is no safeguard enabling the
people to opt in favour of a peaceful life. It is
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ominous that Mr. Mandelbanm at one pomt is willing

without sign of qualm to throw in double or multiple
shift workmg to facilitate the progress of the plan.
Will these peasants bo happier living in urban dwell-
ings, built at a cost of £175 each, and workmg through
the night in a mill ? The old economics msisted on
freedom of choice m theory, although in many cases
it was admittedly unreal in practice. It is a weak-
ness, however, to give up the theory.
Mr. Steindl’s monograph is nearer to reality and

IS of great immediate mterest. Usmg American
statistical data as a basis for generalizations regardmg
the relations of size, cost, efficiency and profit in
busmess, he analyses the implications and mutual
consistency of the generalizations with great skill.

The trend of the argument is in favour of large
size ; on the other hand, when a certam size is

reached, monopolistic or oligopolistic features m the
situation may tend to retard progress. “There are
sufficient grormds to believe that the cause of
teclimcal progress in the present stage of development
IS not well served by either big or small busmess.
There seems to be somethmg wrong with both of
them.”

Mr. Steindl has a fine mastery of analysis, and his
book is an outstanding contribution. There is a
small shp on pp. 37-38. He is right in holding that if

we accept Keynes’ theories there is no need in the
existmg situation to reckon mterest on capital in,

when measurmg relative efficiencies ; but he is

wrong m implying, as he appears to, that we need
not reckon in the amortization of capital either.

The resources required for mcreasmg capital intensity
could always be spent on current consumption

;

their absorption is a genume cost.

It must be recorded that m this volmne, too, the
human factor is neglected, less obviously but this

time without any safeguardmg disclaimer. Searching
about for a reason why small entrepreneurs accept
unusually high risks at low remuneration rather
than become employees, Mr, Stemdl lights upon the
explanation that it is to maintain “a higher social

status”. It would be difficult to find a more strikmg
example of complete disregard of the passions and
values that animate ordmary people outside the
study. Agam, when persons prefer to deal with old
customers, this is due to “force of habit, ignorance
or lazmess”. This is the economic steam-roller with
a vengeance ! Luckily economic wants are not so
pressing in the United States (from which the data
for this study are derived) that people must needs
sacrifice the more precious thmgs of life in order to
add somewhat to material income. Even the poor
British may have some little room for non-economic
aims.

TEXT-BOOK OF OPTICS
Optique Instrumentale
Par Prof. G.-A. Boutry, Pp. x -f 540. (Paris

:

Masson et Cie., 1946.) n.p.

The strength and spirit of the contemporary
renaissance in French optics can be felt behind

this admirable book, which carries its subject through
more than five hundred pages without allowing the
interest to flag. As the author explains m a preface,

the treatment is based on his course of lectures in

instrumental optics, given at the iScole sup6rieure

t’Optique. Side by side with this course, the students

receive another on optical computation, which

subject IS therefore omitted from the present treatise.

For a similar reason, namely, the existence of Danjon
and Couder’s “Lrmettes et telescopes”, astronomical

optics IS only briefly dealt wnth. VVTiat is left, that is

to say the mam body of the subject, is sot out with
skill and enthusiasm in twenty-two chapters, of

which the last six are separate monogi'aphs.

Perhaps the most valuable of these monographs
is the one which treats of the visual microscope.

Objective, illummatmg system and mounting are

given equality of status in the discussion, which is

refreslomgly practical m outlook. An account of the
phase-contrast method is included, but this is below
the standard of the rest of the chapter; Zermke’s
name is consistently misspelt m the text, and the
captions of Fig. 340(6) and (c) are misleading. These
two photographs actually illustrate the appearances
with a ‘positive’ (that is, phase-advancing) annular
strip and a ‘negative’ straight strip, and were used
by Zernike in support of his view that for most
purposes the annular form of strip is preferable.

In the first seven chapters of the book, the basic

theory of centred systems is developed, always with
an eye to practical application, from its beginnings
through Snell’s law (Descartes’ law), focal luies and
caustics, the Herschel and Abbe conditions, Airy’s

condition and the properties of spherical aberration
and coma. Mathematical demands on the reader
are kept down to the mmtmum throughout and no
systematic account of the Seidel theory is attempted.
Considerable space is devoted, on the other hand, to
the details of Gaussian theory and its application to
thick lenses. Chapters 8 and 9 set out the principles

underlying the practical designing of achromatic
doublets and of eyepieces.

The next three chapters deal with prism-trams
and with cylmdiical systems. An incorrect theorem
on p. 217 (to which M. Boutry has directed the atten-
tion of reviewers) fortmiately has no serious con-
sequences later.

Chapters 13 and 14 are devoted to the human ©ye
and the amelioration of its defects ; a welcome feature
IS the short but valuable section on visual acuity.

Chapter 15 is of a more miscellaneous character ;

under the title “geometrical properties of visual

instruments” are discussed such questions as field-size,

depth of field, perspective and relief, and image-
briliianc© m different parts of the field.

The mam part of the book concludes with a chapter
on resolving power. In its lucidity of exposition, and
m the ground it succeeds in covermg with the help
of very little mathematical formalism, this chapter
IS one of the most strikmg in the book. Especially
helpful IS the way in which the author himself raises

and tries to meet the honest doubts which are likely

to assail a thoughtful student confronted for the
first time with the Huyghens-Fresnel theory.
The attitude to the subject which vitalizes the whole

book is expressed m a few pregnant sentences m the
preface, which are worth quotmg here. After pointmg
out that students must contrive to assimflate m
succession the two very different outlooks of geo-
metrical and of mstrumental optics, M. Boutry
goes on : “Leur preparation ©st complete des que,
rompus et assouplis, Texpenenc© et I’experienc© seule
aura pu leur enseigner la maniere dont on doit, en
pratique, fondre les deux dogmes. Aucun autre
professeur no pent terminer leur formation : c’est

confesser peut-etre que 1’Optique instrumentale
rest© un art ; cela ne diminue pomt les hommes qui
la cr6ent chaque jour.” E. H. Ldotoot
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BIOLOGY iN SOVIET RUSSIA

(i9i7--42)

Advances in Biological Sciences in the U.S.S.R.

within the Recent 25 Years, 1917-1942

Symposium. Editor-in-Cliief : L. A. Orbeli. (In

Russian.) Pp. 356. (Moscow and Leningrad

:

Academy ofSciences oftil©U.S S.R., 1945.) 26 roubles.

This volume, compiled by some thirty authors,

represents an attempt to summarize the work in

the mam branches of ‘pure’ biology, carried out in

Soviet Russia during the period 1917-42. The sum-
maries cannot be called critical, and their mam aim
is made abimdantly clear by the mtroductory sen-

tences to each section, which all plamly stress, m
monotonous similarity of words, that the blossommg
out of every particular branch of biology followed

the Revolution and was due to the Soviet attitude to

science Completeness of the record of achieve-

ments IS not claimed in the preface, which indicates

that war-tun© difficulties made it impossible to

obtam summaries of the work in a number of bio-

logical sciences. As a result, the volume lacks sum-
maries on geology, experimental biology and genetics,

to mention only the most conspicuous gaps.

Individual contributions vary from comprehensive
reviews of the main results obtamed by Soviet

scientific workers in a particular branch of biology,

to mere lists of authors and subjects. Such lists

might have been of great value to men of science of

other countries, but unfortimately throughout the

volume no references are given, except by the author’s

name and the date ; a number of, apparently, im-

portant papers are quoted from manuscript. An
accurate bibliography of all the publications men-
tioned in the text would have, probably, occupied

fewer pages, while supplymg an incomparably more
useful record of the progi'ess of Soviet science. The
need for such bibliographical work is pointed out in

the conclusion to the summary on zoological sys-

tematies and faunistics, where it is stated (p. 183)

that . the recognition of achievements of Soviet

science is not always proportional to the actual value
of the work ; we often meet with an under-estimation
which has a political basis and is due to unwilling-

ness to draw attention to achievements of Soviet

science in particular. However, m many cases, the
underestimation of achievements of Soviet science is,

so to speak, due to technical reasons, for example,
simply to the lack of knowledge about the respective

works, and m many cases the fault is ours.” A foot-

note explains that m 1937 only about 25 per cent of
Russian papers were quoted in the Zoological Record,

whereas m 1913 the percentage was about 50. This
is ascribed to the interruption of the work of the
Bureau of International Bibliography at the Academy
of Sciences, a point worthy of the attention of mter-
national bodies concerned with scientific biblio-

graphy.
It would be impossible to review all sections of a

volume of this kind, but brief mdications of the mam
items may be useful.

The section on physiology contains articles by
L. A. Orbeli, A, G. Gmecmsky, A. V. Tonkikh and
M. I. Vinogmdov, on nervous physiology ; by N. P.
Rezviakov on electrophysiological investigations

;

by A. G. Ginecmsky on vegetative processes ; by
G. Y. Gershuni on sens© physiology ; by E. M. l&eps
on comparative physiology ; and by A. G- Ginecinsky
on physiology of embryos.

Advances in biochemistry are summarized by Y, A.

Engelhardt, who stresses that the development of

this branch of science m Russia has occurred almost

entirely during the Soviet jieriod.

The chapter on animal systomatics and faunistics,

by twelve authors, is the longest m the volume and
consists mainly of an enumeration of books and
papers dealing either with taxonomic groups or with
various local faunas. The lack of references in this

section IS particularly serious, since it helps a tax-

onomist little to know that a revision of a genus in

which he is particularly interested was published by
a Russian author m 1938, if there are no means of
finding a reference.

As already stated, a summary on geological work
is missmg, and only palasontological achievements
are reviewed by A. A, Borisiak (palseozoology) and
by A. N. Krishtofovich (palocobotany).

Botanical sciences are represented by summaries
on systematics and floristics, by B. K. Shishkm

;

on plant ecology, by E M. Lavrenko ; on plant
physiology, by H. A. Maximov , and on micro-
biology, by B. L. Isachenko.
The last section of the volmn© deals with the

theoretical principles of medicme, and includes sum-
maries by A. I. Abrikosov (pathological anatomy),
H. N. Petrov (malignant growths, especially cancer),

and N. N. Amelilvov (pathological physiology).

INTRODUCTION TO ALTERNAT-
ING CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

Alternating Current Measurements at Audio and
Radio Frequencies

By Dr David Owen. (Methuen’s Monographs on
Physical Subjects.) Second edition, revised. Pp.
vii + 120. (London : Methuen and Co., Ltd,, 1946.)

55, net.

The present author mamtains the quality of the
many precedmg monographs on basic up-to-date

physics, but does not quite give that aspect the
electrical engineer requires, although the materialmay
be ideal for educational purposes in ad hoc physics.

The practising engmeer looks on electrical measure-
ments as a tool to enable him to do something else,

to get data to assisthimm solving his problems . Thus,
while the author gives an excellent survey of the basic
circuits which are usable for the regular measure-
ments of the usual electrical parameters, includmg
frequency, with their proofs, he is not always clear in

describing their limitations, especially when measure-
ments above 1000 cycles per second are demanded.
Willie he gives a clear exposition of the principle of
the Wagner earth, he nowhere else msists on an earth
connexion to a suitable pomt m his circuit ; neither

is the reader warned about the necessity of shielding

inductances and other components, and told where
the shield should be connected. All these are vital

practical points affecting the possibility and accuracy
of an electrical measurement.

Nevertheless, within his scope the author has laid

foundations which should put a student in a good
position to understand the basis of piactice when he
meets it in non-educational laboratory work, and
should prompt him to exercise ingenuity in devismg
measurements when he is faced with the usual problem
in industry, the paucity of high-grade measuring
apparatus, L. E. C, Hughes
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EXPANSION OF PLANT SYSTEMATICS

The vSystematics Association held a very success-

ful meeting at the Herbarium, Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, on the afternoon of October 5

Members were welcomed by Sir Edward Salisbury,

director of the Gardens, who briefly outlmed the long
ser\nce of Kew to plant taxonomy and the intimate
co-operation between the various departments with
the common aim of advancing research m the many
problems of plant classification. He was pleased to

see such a large attendance, and was certam that the
exhibits so carefully prepared by members of his

staff would arouse much interest

The theme underlying the series of exhibits was
to illustrate examples of the diversified problems
involved in plant systematics, the various methods of
mvestigatmg such problems, and some of the results

obtained. The exhibition occupied the ground floors

of two of the large wings of the Herbarium, and
consisted of living plants, herbarium and museum
specimens, microscopic preparations, books, manu-
scripts, diagrams, charts, and maps, with considerable

and pleasmg mdividuahty shown in the arrangement
of the various subjects. In spite of the intentionally

wide range covered by the sum of the exhibits, the
general motif of plant classification obviously unified

the whole series.

The history of the progress of botanical taxonomy
from 370 B.c. to a.d. 1946 was illustrated by a
collection of books and manuscripts selected from the
Kew Library, which now’ contams more than 50,000
\’oliimes. Many rare and valuable works were shown,
«uid emphasis w’as laid on those winch marked note-

w’orthy advances in plant classification. Another
series of botanical books (about thirty in nimiber
altogether) showed somethmg of the activities of the
Kew staff in very recent years. Attention was
directed to the large exhibition of pamtings and
drawings demonstratmg the historj.^ of botanical

illustration from 120 b.c. to a.d. 19*46. A selection

of origmal paintings for the Botamcal Magazine and
of pamtings of dissections of plants difficult to

preserve adequately showed the value of hand-
colourmg in the malcmg of permanent records of
livmg plants. The importance of drawings in the
revision of genera was exemplified by Sphcerantlms,

Gamelliu, and Streptocarpus. A selection of origmal
drawings, with dissections, for a new work on the
British Flora now m preparation were remarkable
for their combination of artistic merit with scientific

accuracy and adequacy.
Tw^o large families, those of the orchids and the

grasses, served to illustrate the difficulties of classi-

fication due to incomplete correlation m different

categories of characters. In Polystachya, a large

genus of Orchidacese, only some of the accepted
sections are natural in the sense of bemg based on a
full correlation of characters. Other sections are
distinguished by only one or two characters and show
much reticulation with other sections. The tribes

and genera of the Grammeae provide even more
striking examples of reticulation. This was illus-

trated by the spicate inflorescence in relation to a wide
range of other morphological, anatomical, and cyto-
iogical characters. The emphasis, in earlier

classifications of the grasses, on the gross structure

of the mfloreseence resulted in some very unnatural
groupings. By taking a more synthetic basis, a much
more generally satisfactory division into major tribes

has been obtained, though problems of parallelism

and reticulation still remain, especially those of
causal and phylogenetic interpretation. Lepturus
and segregated genera represent particularly well some
of the problems mvolved and their possible solutions.

The desirability of major changes in classification

W’as also made clear in the genus Carex, which has
more than a thousand species Detailed morpho-
logical and distributional studies have suggested
classifieatory sequences which reveal possible phylo-
genetic Imes Imking tropical and temperate species

Problems of ‘relationship’ were further demonstrated
by the occurrence of similar characters m groups
widely smidered in well-known systems of classifica-

tion. For example : Syraploeacese, Rosacesc, and
Theacea ; Anonacese and Aristolochiacese ; Och-
nacese and Primulacese ; and Magnoliales, Ham-
amehdales, Aceraceae, Platanacese, and Lauracese
respectively show some characters in common.
Pentaphragma has been referred to both Campanu-
lacese and to Saxifragacese, and, more recently, has
been made the type of a new family, Pentaphragmat-
acese, which anatomical characters suggest may be
related to Begoniacese. On the other hand, a long-
established group like the Glmniflorse is probably
based on superficial resemblances, particularly of
habit : the sedges and rushes are better classified

with or near to the Lihales, and the grasses perhaps
placed near the Zingiberales. Odour is determuied
by clieniical constituents of plants ; similarities in

these are, or may be, taxonornically valuable char-
acters. It IS, at least, not to be ignored that Valerian'
odour occurs in Valeriana (Valerianacejc), Viburnum
(Caprifoliacccv). and Pentstemon (Scrophulariace<e),
and the ‘fenugreek’ odour in Trigonella (Leguminosfc)
and Lysimachia (Primulacese).

Similar difficulties to those met with m classifying
seed-bearmg plants also occur in the Cryptogams,
sometimes with further complications. The genus
PsalUota (the mushrooms proper) consists of ‘species’

or ‘microspecies’ extremely difficult to separate one
from another by any definite, and constant, char-
acters. With such fleshy organisms, adequate
paintings of living plants are essential as permanent
records. In the smuts, so-called ‘physiological races’
occur which are morphologically indistinguishable but
are limited to different hosts ,* while, conversely, on
the s^me host morphologically distinct kmds may
occur. Hybridization frequently complicates Hie
work of the taxonomist, and the occurrence of hybrid
swarms is being frequently proved The Roberts-
onian saxifrages, as they occur in western Ireland,
were used to exemplify, by a fine series of recently
collected specimens, the possibilities of unravellmg
the tangle resultmg from mterspecific crossmgs. The
results of controlled hybridization combined with
cytological mvestigation were indicated by living
plants, dried specimens, and pamtings, in : Saccliarum
X Sorghum hybrids ; X Saccharianthus coimbatoru
ensis (2n = 132), a hybrid between Saccharum
spontaneum (2n ~ 112) and BriantJms ravennce
(2n == 20) ,* and X EuchlcBzea mertonensis {2n ~ 30
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and 2Yh = 40), a perennial hybrid between Euohlcena

perennis (2n — 40) and Zea mays (2n ~ 20). Seeds

and living plants of Ricinus ooimnums from Manipur
State showed the genetic nature of certain VainetaF

characters. The cyf olog^^ of species of Magnolia lias

proved the existence of diploids (2n = 38), tetra-

ploids {2n — 76), and pentaploids {2n ~ 95), and
correlation between the clii’omosome number,
geographical distribution and morphological feat-

ures.

Taxonomic mvestigations can only be adequately

conducted at a large central institution, smc©
taxonomy is essentially a comparative study, and
large senes ofspecnnens are a sine qua non for roachmg
soimd conclusions. It follows that the taxonomist

is dependent in a very large degree on held collectors

—and to well-trained collectors he owes a great debt.

The need for much more intensive collecting, par-

ticularly in tropical areas, throughout the seasons

in any one locality was well shown by an exhibit of
precocious development m tropical African plants of

savanna communities. In many species the flowers

and leaves develop at different seasons, and a trav-

©llmg collector often collects only flowering or only

vegetative material. To loiow the seasonal life-

history is a taxonomic need. This was fm*ther

illustrated by some South American plants with
comparisons between seedling and adult states

{Ghondodendron candicans, Cassia spp., Catostemma
spp,, and Apeiha petoumo). Juvenile characters may,
or may not, be apparent in the mature plant, but are

always of taxonomic importance. Ontogeny was
also illustrated by living sporelings and beautiful

microscopic preparations from fronds of different

ages of the fem-royal (Osmunda regalis). The nature
of the venation and the outline changing with
increasing age were very clearly demonstrated.
The taxonomist is always concerned with distri-

bution, both as a help m understanding causes and for

its own sake. Two exhibits were concerned with
plant geography. The phytogeographical I’egioxis of
extra-tropical Eastern Asia were illustrated by large-

and small-scale original maps showing correlations

between the ranges of taxonomic groups and plant
communities, physiography, and climate. Specimens
of Notholirion, Pceonia, Nomochans, Malus, Tulipa,
Tripterygium, and Camellia were chosen as examples
of the researches on which the synthetic results have
been reached. The great sub-continent of India has
not only a rich endemic element of its own but also

I

has received floristic contributions from neighbourmg
lands, ©specially from the east and north-west
Emigrants (generic or specific) from the Eastern
Mediterranean flora are well marked in the Crucifersr,

Eumariaeese, Capparidace^, Caryophyllacese, Rosaceae,
Labiatse, and Boraginacese. Routes ofmigration were
shown on a map, and migrants selected from the
above-mentioned famflies were used m illustra-

tion.

In modem taxonomy, full and carefully prepared
descriptions are demanded. Sometimes statistical

methods can be apphed with advantage. Unfor-
tunately, the combination of taxonomist and
biometrician is rare, and few statistical methods have
been devised for the special use of the taxonomist.
The attention of biometricians might well be directed
to this fact. The genus of the elms (XJlmus) has
recently been investigated by the use of new criteria

based on specially devised statistical methods, and
an exhibit illustrated these methods and the results
obtained by their use.

While much taxonomic work has to bo based on
gross morphology, there is increasing recognition of

the need for correlating this with anatomical struc-

ture. Anatomical methods have great use, and some
acloiowledged limitations, m taxonomy, as have all

taxonomic methods m isolation ; but the forth-

coming publication of a new work, prepared at Kew,
on the anatomy ofDicotyledons will stimulate interest

m the subject. An exhibit illustrated the diagnostic

value of the mternal microscopic structure of the leaf,

petiole, stem, and secondary xylem, as well as that

of microchemistry.
Taxonomists working at Kew are fortunate in

having not only the great collections in the Herbarium
and Library at their disposal, but also in being able

to study a wide selection totalling some 45,000
species (excludmg culti-spocios) m the living con-

dition 111 the Gardens. The need for experiments,
with taxonomic aims in view, on living plants is

fully realized, and it is intended to increase facilities

in this direction. One exhibit illustrated the need
for caution in reaching taxonomic conclusions

previous to such experiments. Transplant experi-

inents with Plantago major have shown the high
plasticity of this species and proved that some so-

called ‘subspecies’ and ‘varieties’ are no more than
‘habitat forms’. In P. coronopus, phenotypic diversity

is even greater than it is in P. major, but until

controlled experiments have been made, the separa-
tion of genetically distinct varieties and habitat
phenotypes of one genotype is impossible.

Taxonomy has to serve all branches of biology

—

hence its basic importance. A eonvmcing demonstra-
tion of its use in applied botany was provided by an
arrangement ofspecimens oi8org}i%misxid Cymhopogon.
The former genus gives one of the world’s most
important cereals, providing a staple food to millions

of human beings as well as to livestock. For many
years there was much confusion over the numerous
cultivated species and varieties. An intensive and
extensive study at Kew resulted m the production
of a standard monograph which has been invaluable
to economic botanists. Cymhopogon is a genus of
grasses yielding essential oils. Previous to a detailed
taxonomic study, it was not possible with cer-

tamty to determine the source of any particular oil

derived from a species of Cymhopogon,
Particularly striking general features of the

exhibition, as viewed by a visitor, were the wealth
and diversity of the interesting problems raised by
studies grouped as taxonomy, the ahnost innumerable
treasures housed yet accessible at Kew, the con-
siderable progress bemg made in taxonomic research,

and the broad outlook shown by the modern taxono-
mist, with his full appreciation of the help he can give
to and the help he can obtain from his colleagues
m other branches of biology. Visitors engaged in

the teaching of biology must have received many
suggestions.

At the business meetmg, the Systematics Associa-
tion was placed on a firmer foundation than hitherto
by the adoption ofa simple set of rules. All biologists

interested m problems of classification and evolution
are invited to join the Association and take part
in its increasing activities. Particulars can be
obtained from the secretaries : Dr. R, Melville,

Royal Botemic Gardens, Kew, Surrey, and Mr.
H. W. Parker, British Museum (Katural History),
South Kensington, S.W.7, or from the treasurer .

Mr. E. B. Britten, British Museum (ISTaturai

History).
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METHODS FOR MEASURING

STRESS AND STRAIN IN SOLIDS

I
3Sr present-day engineering design, a stage has been
reached when, not content with vastly improved

materials and design procedure, the engmeer must
know the actual stresses throughout the machine or
structure when under test, m order that weaknesses
can be corrected in production models and avoided m
future designs. Thus the designer, by a method of
‘successive approximation’, progresses towards the
ideal of equal life for every part exemplified by
Longfellow’s famous “One Horse Shay”, every part
of which coUapsed simultaneously after long service.

In aircraft, every pound of unnecessary weight m
the engine or airframe means a pound less payload.
Consequently, in aeronautical design more than any
other branch of engineermg, weight must be pared to
the very mmimum compatible with safety ; while, on
the other hand, the probability of a fatal accident if

some part or other is of insufficient strength is far

higher than in other forms of transport. It is axio-

matic, too, that greater speed calls for greater
precision m design. That safety has not, in fact, been
sacrificed for lightness is shown by the fact that not
more than 1 per cent of the accidents to civil aircraft

are attributable to structural failure.

It is an official requirement that, before a particular

aircraft design is approved, the test structiue—in

particular the wmgs—must withstand 1-2 tunes the
design load without failure. For this purpose, a
prototype is tested in a large straining frame. During
the test, as much information as possible is collected

about the distribution of stress, so that any possible

wealmess can be elimmated with the least delay.

Until qmte recently, the only apparatus available

for measuring strain during test was some form of
visual-readmg extensometer. The number of stations

at which readings could be taken was extremely
limited under these conditions, and the process of
takmg reading's very tedious. A desperate need was
felt for some type of stram gauge which would enable
a very large number of readings to be made in a short
time at each stage of loadmg. This need has at last

been met, by the invention of the electrical resistance

stram gauge and of the acoustic stram gauge.
The electrical resistance stram gauge has the

following great merits .* (1) it is very light and
compact ; (2) it can be placed in almost any position,

for example, mside a wmg, on thin sheet and curved
surfaces ; (3) once stuck on, it requires no further
attention

; (4) no mechanical adjustment is required ;

(5) electrical recordmg lends itself to makmg a very
large number of readings in a short time ; (6) all

readings can be taken at a central control point

;

(7) it lends itself to autographic recordmg, and can be
used with automatic switching devices ; (8) it can be
left in position ready for a repeat test at any time

;

(9) it can be used for recordmg rapidly fluctuatmg
stress, and is practically free from inertia effects ;

(10) if three such gauges are combined, owing to the
short gauge-length the principal stresses can be
computed without previously knowing their direc-

tions ; (11) if a sufficient number of gauges are used,
analysis of the stresses in every part of the structure
can be made.
The rapid progress m recent years in the invention

of accurate and convenient apparatus for measuring
strams played no small part in the improvements in
aircraft and other design during the War, and the

Manchester Branch of the Institute of Physics ar-

ranged a conference on the subject during July 11--13.

Technicians in widely different industries have not

been slow m followmg the lead of the aircraft industry

m applymg the electrical resistance stram gauge to

their special problems, and the first session of the

conference was devoted to the characteristics and
applications of this type of gauge.

It had been the intention to cover not only the

gauge itself, but also a full discussion of the electrical

systems employed in different circumstances ; unfor-

timately, due to the unavoidable absence of Dr. E. P.

George, of the G.E.C. Research Laboratories, and of

Mr. A. Cogman, of the de Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd.,

comparatively little discussion was heard of the

electrical teclmique*. However, Mr. E. Jones’s paper
on “The Physical Characteristics of Electrical

Resistance Strain Gauges” aroused lively dis-

cussion.

Mr. Jones, after mentioning that the change in

resistance when a fine wire is strained is only partly

due to the changes in dimensions, but also depends on
the change of resistivity of the material from which
it is made, gave reasons for preferring cupro-nickel

to nichrome wire. The latter is not easy to solder,

and, due to the greater temperature coefficient of

resistance, the temperature matching of nichrome
gauges must be fifty times as good as that with
eureka. Seventy per cent of the gauges made of
eureka wire are found to give linear response up to

5 per cent strain. After describing various methods
used for manufacturmg these gauges, Mr. Jones
discussed the technique reqmred to minimize errors.

The gauges are stuck in the prepared positions using
cellulose acetate cement. For each measuring gauge,
there is a dummygauge for temperature compensation,
moxmted on unstressed m^tal in thermal contact with
the test piece. Each pair is selected by matching, so

that, by arranging the measuring gauge and the
dummy in adjacent arms of a T^eatstone bridge,

and applymg a suitable voltage, the gauge resistance

is compensated for temperature changes. To prevent
serious zero drift, the gauge curient should not exceed
35 milliamp. in static tests, but for dynamic tests

larger currents are permissible. For high-precision

measurements, as for observing wind-tunnel forces,

the current is limited to 5 milhamp. It is always
necessary to allow sufficient time (say half an hour)
after switching on the current for a steady condition
to be established. In practice, an extension of 1 per
cent in metals is seldom measured The upper limit

of frequency for accurate response is estimated at
about 10® cycles per second in the case of rapidly
varying strams. There is a gradual zero shift with
repetition of dynamic stram.
A serious problem frequently encountered is that of

protecting the gauge from moisture, smce, due to the
high gauge resistance, verjr good insulation is essential
for avoidmg error due to leakage. Nevertheless, by
covering the gauge with a special wax, it can be made
to function successfully even under water. Tn this
connexion, Mr. H. Bull, of S.R.E. Admiralty, men-
tioned instances of gauges applied to ships’ hulls for
the study of stresses in the neighbourhood of welds.
The plate on which the gauge is already fixed is

heated to 125° C., using infra-red lamps and, imme-
diately on removing those, a protective wax is

A good descnption of the principle's of this gauge given hv
Dr A. C, Eedsliaw before the Eoyal Aeronautical Society on Manh 28,
1946. Many papers on methods of application have been publishedm ^he Froceedifigs of the Society for JSxpenmenial Stress Analysis^
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poured over the gauge, thus excluduig ail moisture.

Gauges so prepared have worked well in sea-water

over a long period. Other speakers discussed the

effect of thickness of adhesive on the steady tem-

perature difference between gauge and test piece.

Dr. A. C, Redshaw reported favourably on a new type

of woven gauge m which the wires are interrupted

and carry end connexions at regular intervals for

ensurmg uniformity. These gauges, in which the wire

is mtervmven with artificial silk, h© had found to give

remarkable consistency.

Mr. E. Jones, questioned as to the adaptability of

the normal type gauge to curved surfaces, said that

they can be used on curvatui'es down to |-in. radius.

The usual gauge-length for aircraft structures is |-m.

or larger, but gauges no longer than 'A in. have been
successfully employed for special jobs.

Stram gauges are conveniently adapted for many
different types of measuring instrument. The
exhibits shown by the Royal Aircraft Establislnxient,

Eamborough, mcluded dynamometers, manometers,
micrometers, and accelerometers which record by this

means. It '‘was pointed out that the rmg type of

dynamometer affords perfect temperature compensa-
tion, as the compression gauges mounted opposite

those in tension elmimate the necessity for dummy
gauges. Br. E. Orowan (Cavendish Laboratory) gave
a brief description of a cylindrical steel pin, about
2 in. in diameter, foi*mmg part of a rolling mill

bearmg, which had been machined away in four places

for longitudinal gauges, the compensatmg gauges
being in a circumferential groove. This device is

being used for measuring the forces and torques

during roUing operations. As the economies of steel

null operation demand that the rate of rolling should
be as high as possible without overstrossmg tho mill,

an accurate knowledge of these forces is of great

importance.
Technicians concerned with the measurement of

rapidly changing stress have not been slow in exploit-

ing the great possibilities of the stram-gauge, with
its ease of mstallation, lightness, freedom from inertia

effect and robustness as compared with mechanical
tensometers. By transformmg stram directly to

change of electrical resistance, all mechanical parts

can be elimmated, and the gauge signal is readily

recorded, either by a high-frequency galvanometer or,

after suitable amplification, on a eathodo-ray oscillo-

graph.

Equipment of this kind is already in use for

studying the fluctuations of strain in aircraft propeller

blades, strains due to gusts, manoeuvres, and landing
in aircraft, for industrial machinery of widely varying
types, the performance of fatigue testing machines,
and so on. Tho choice of amplifier depends on the
particular application, and frequency modulation is

often employed. The L.M S. Research Laboratories
reported at the conference that, using a high-
frequency carrier, they can record at 100 yd. from
the gauge.
Another interesting form of strain gauge, namely,

the acoustic strain gauge, was discussed by Mr. Bull,
of S.R.E. Admiralty. These gauges were first tried
in Germany. In Great Britain, the Steel Structures
Research Committee was the first to use them. The
present form of gauge, due to the Building Research
Station, has given excellent results in the hands ofthe
Admiralty (S.R.E.) Shipwelding Party and on steel

bridges. Mr. Bull said that with acoustic gauges the
return to zero is much better than with resistance
gauges. The gauge consists of a stretched wire, the

U R E

natural frequency of winch varies with the strain.

The Jatter is measured by tho pitch of tho note given

out when the wire is oxiatod. This is obtained by the

beat method, using a master gauge having a micro

-

meter tensioning head. Alternatively, a cathode-ray

tube may be used, in which the two oscillations are

connected on the ir- and y-axes and brought into step.

Aural matching, though quite feasible, is rather trying

to the nerves. Owing to tlie necessity for long-

distance recording, an elaborate system of post-office

type selection with satellite points and master control

was adopted. Six hundred of these gauges could then

be recorded in the space of two hours. Though not

nearly as fast as some resistance-gauge systems, this

rate of recording is certamly a great feat. In the

application of this method to welding investigations

in ships’ plates, one of the practical drawbacks is the

magnitude of the temperature stresses which occur in

day-time. Most of the work, therefore, must be done

in early morning or late evening.

Mr. B. S. Jarratt, of the Buildmg Research Station,

described the application of acoustic strain gauges to

the measurement of strains in bridge girders. He
suggested that the gauge signal, being of audible

frequency, could, if required, bo transmitted by
radio, so reducing very much the amount of screened

cable required for distant recording. Using screened

cable, the Building Research Station has recorded at

a distance of 600 ft.

The mornmg session on July 12 was devoted to

photo-elasticity. The present writer contributed a

paper entitled “A Review of some Recent Develop-

ments in Photo-elasticity”, a summary of which
follows :

Advances in equipment and materials have beon

mainly due to the replacement of Nicol prisms by
‘Polaroid’ and to the us© of synthetic resins having

high stress-optical coefficients The glyptal ‘bakelite’,

known as R2'' G 1-893, has excellent properties, but is

in very short supply. Glass-clear phenol-formalde-

hyde resin can be more readily obtamed and has a

high stress-optical sensitivity.

Improvements in the technique ofpreparing models,

due mamly to Frocht, have made possible the accurate

observation of boundary stresses in plane models.

Three separate methods have been employed for

solving 3-dimensional problems—^th© ‘freezing’, the

‘scattered light’, and the ‘composite model’ methods.

The most adaptable of these is the ‘freezing’ method,

for which either ‘Bakelite’ J3T 61—893 or phenol-

formaldehyde resin (for example, ‘Catalin’ 800 glass

clear) can "be used, ^^en heated the material reaches

a softened condition in which Hooke’s Law is

accurately obeyed, but the Young’s modulus is of a

much lower order than at room temperature. The
stress-optic law has been shown to hold accurately in

this condition. A three-dimensional model is heated

to the softened condition (to about 110° C. in the case

of BT 61-893 and about 80° C. in the case of p-/

resm) and the load applied. After maintainmg the

temperature for some 15-30 minutes to allow the

stram to reach a steady condition, the model is

cooled to room temperature. The model thus ‘sets’

or ‘freezes’ in the stramed condition, and on removal

of the load, loses only a small proportion of its strain

and birefrmgence. If a plan© slice is cut out of the

model (using fin© cuts and a coolmg fluid), it will

show the fringe pattern correspondmg to the stresses

existing in the complete model.
As shown by Hiltscher (1938) the ‘frozen’ bire-

fringenee can he measured by examining a slice (3 mm.
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thiclmess) in convergent light, using a polarizing

microscope in exactly the same manner as for crystals.

This method will give, for any pomt, in a slice taken
in any dnection m the model, the orientation of the
tlii’ee prmcipal stresses, their order of magnitude, and
the value of the three prmcipal shear stresses. The
chief drawback of the Treezmg’ method generally is

the production of edge stress in heating, and research
IS needed mto methods for preventmg its occurrence

In the ‘scattered light’ method, due to Weller, a
narrow collimated beam of polarized light is passed
through the model, and frmges m the interior of the
model can be seen by \’iewmg at an angle to the
direction of the beam, owmg to the effect of
scattermg.

The ‘composite model’ method, origmally suggested
by Favre, as its name implies, uses a model built up
of two materials (having the same elastic modulus).
An inner, birefrmgent section is encased m an outer
part which has no stress-birefrmgence, so that the
stresses m the middle part only of the ‘sandwich’ are
shown.
For separation of the principal stresses at interior

pomts on a plane model it is necessary, by some
means or other, to determme P -j- Q, the sum of the
prmcipal stresses. The isochromatic order, shown by
the fringe pattern, gives P — Q only. The classical

method for findmg P -f Q is that of the lateral

extensometer as designed by Coker. Three alternative

methods were reviewed by the present writer, namely
the ‘Four Pomt Influence Method’—a process of

relaxation—the ‘Method of Oblique Incidence’ (as

used by Drucker), and the individual measurement of
the prmcipal stresses by means oFkn mterferometer.
Some mstanees of the apphcation of photo-elas-

ticity to special problems wnre discussed by the author.
Perhaps the most valuable i^hoto-elastic work of all

has been the determmation of stress concentration
factois at holes, notches, and fillets, of great import-
ance where comiDonents are subjected to repeated or
reversed loadmg.
Mr. H. M. Boss (Kodak, Ltd.) foUow'ed with a colour

film illustrating stress in a rail and chair under
fiuctuatmg loads, and a remarkable slide showmg, m
colour, the stress w’-aves resulting from the impact of
a hammer on a nail embedded m a block. He also

described techniques for photographing frmges.
Xext, Dr. E. Orowan described briefly an ingenious

combmation of photo -elastic and photo-electric

technique for showdng the fluctuations m load in a
rollmg miU. The skill with which Dr. Orowan applies
scientific technique in such unpromising surroundings
deserves great admiration.
The discussion on photo-elasticity centred mainly

around the behaviour of materials during the
‘freezing’ process. Photo -elastic observations re-

present purely elastic conditions of stress, and, for
smgly connected bodies, the stress distribution is then
exactly as in the prototype, being independent of the
elastic constants
On the important question of how exact the

eoUimation should be, Mr. Heywood stated that the
fringe patterns shown in an exhibit of pieces of
mechanism m ‘Bakehte' prepared by Rolls Royce
had been made without a collimatmg lens. There
was not the least blurrmg of the fringes in these
photographs. As the interest in any given model
usually centres around a small portion ofthe boundary,
mdistinctness due to imperfect collimation can be
avoided by bringing this portion into the centre of
the field.

Several speakers emphasized the need for a full

exploration of the possibilities for improving the

materials at present available, and directed attention

to the difficulty in obtaiiimg photo-elastic glyptal

resin in Great Britain. The need for closer contact

betw^een those especially interested in photo -elasticity

was recognized, and the possibility of forming a

photo-elastic group, or society, m the near future, to

create an opportimity for workers in this field to meet
and exchange views on questions of materials and
teclmique was discussed [see Nature, October 5, p. 478].

The afternoon session on July 12 must be passed

over very briefly. Mr. D. E Thomas (Armament
Research Dept.) and other speakers described the

application of X-ray technique to the measurement of

strain m metals. To avoid surface stress due to

machming, it is necessary to remove the surface layer

by etchmg to a depth of 0 01 in. Members of the

Admiralty Staff further described portable X-ray
apparatus for taking stram measurements on welded
ships’ plates, etc. It was pomted out that the

X^ray method is the only non-destructive way of

determining surface residual stresses.

Mr. C. E. Phillips (National Physical Laboratory)

described different mechanical-optical extensometers,

the variety of which appears to be almost infinite.

He said that each different type of problem calls for

a special design. He also made the point that stress

IS not a measurable quantity. We strain a material,

and this induces a stress m it ; but it is strain which
must always be measured. Even m applied photo

-

elasticity, one feels, wnth all due respect to Coker and
Filon, that it would be more correct to speak of a
‘stram -optical’ than of a ‘stress -optical’ effect. Never-
theless, in many materials, when they are stressed

beyond the limit of proportionality, the birefringence

follows the stress more closely than the strain. In
such a question, the microscopic heterogeneity of the
material no doubt plays an important i^art.

Remembermg Griffith’s remarkable results on the

strength of glass fibres, one is forced to the conclusion

that the strength of a material in the mass is entirely a
statistical effect. Similarly, examination of single

crystals of ferrite show's widely different maximum
and minunum values of Young’s modulus, and
these values differ from that for an aggregate of

crystals.

It IS clear that those quantities which form the
entire basis of the engmeer’s calculations—strength,

elastic modulus and stress—are, after all, statistical

quantities applicable only to material in the mass.
It is mdeed fortunate for the engineer that, in respect

of these quantities, his materials exhibit such high
homogeneity and isotropy.

There are still many questions to be resolved
regarding the transition from X-ray results to engin-
eermg quantities. In the application of these methods
(as m that ofmany others) to industrial problems, ono
must guard against the tendency—all too common

—

to regardthem as a machine which must automatically
give the right answer. It is not the tool itself, but its

intelligent and skilful application, which produces
reliable results.

The exchange of experiences and information
afforded by a conference such as that held at
Manchester is one of the best ways of acquiring
mastery in the application of modern methods. The
Manchester Branch of the Institute of Physics and,
in particular, Dr. F. A. Vick, are to be congratulated
on the success which attended their efforts.

W. A. P. Fxshbr
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ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRICAL

RESPONSE OF THE HUMAN
CORTEX TO PHOTIC

STIMULATION

By W. GREY WALTER, V. J. DOVEY
and H. SHIPTON

Burden Neurological Institute, Bristol

I
N 1934, Adrian and Matthews^ showed that
rhythmic electrical potential changes could be

recorded from the occiput in man when the subject’s

eyes were illuminated by a bright flickering light.

These electrical rhythms were shown to be generated
by the visual projection areas of the brain, and their

relation to the spontaneous ‘alpha rhythms’ of the
human electro-encephalogram, which they sometimes
resemble, has often been discussed.

Both on theoretical grounds and from the observa-
tions reported below, it seems likely that the resem-
blance between the rhythms evoked by photic
stimulation and those occurring spontaneously in

the resting subject is superficial, though there is a
subtle and complex relationship between them.
There are two technical difficulties in studying

the evoked potentials. First, it is desirable to provide
a bright source of light which can be made to flicker

at frequencies between one and a hundred flashes
per second without variation in intensity or duration
of each flash. Such a source is now available in the
form of the ‘high power stroboscope’ (for example,
the instrument manufactured by Scophony, Ltd.) in
which the duration of the flash is of the order of

10 psec. The second difficulty is that tho evoked
potential changes, like the spontaneous ones, are
usually too complex to be interpreted by tho unaided
eye^. The combination of rhytlimic stimulation with
frequency analysis of the resulting records provides
a sensitive method of studying central nervous
activity. Its value in animal experiments has already
been demonstrated by the workers m the Brain
Institute m Moscow under the direction of Sarkisov,
using very tedious mathematical analyses®*^. The
system of continuous automatic analysis described by
Walter®»® and Baldoek and Walter’ considerably
extends the scope of interpretations. With this
equipment the frequency analysis of the primary
trace is automatically inscribed as a band spectrum
on the same record every ten seconds in a contrasting
colour (shown dotted in the records reproduced).
The frequencies covered are from 1*5 to 30 c/s.
Using these two electronic accessories, together with
a four-channel ink-recording electro-encephalograph,
the responses evoked by flickermg light m a number
of normal subjects and a few clinically abnormal
on^ have been studied. The results may be summar-
ized as follows.

(1)

^

There is very great variation between individ-
uals in r^ect of: (a) amplitude of response, (6)
selectivity of the response at different frequencies,
(c) effect of other external stimuli and mental
activity, and {d) constancy from time to time. In
some subjects scarcely any rhythmic activity can
be SOOT in the primary traces at any frequency,
while in others the evok^ potentials are of the order
of 50 pY. up to frequencies of 15-20 f/s. In those
subjects with a well-marked response there is usually

a ‘resonance’ frequency at which the response is

both larger and less complex than at other frequencies.

This frequency is not necessarily that of the dominant
resting alpha rhythm, but it is often related to some
component of the resting electro-encephalogram
revealed by analysis. Thus m the subject of Fig. A,
the restmg analysis showed no consistent alpha
components ; but the evoked response resonates
quite sharply at 11 flashes per sec. (f/s) in the occipital

pole, and at 12 f/s in the parieto -occipital region (B).

In this subject, who is a marked visualist, the evoked
response was larger with the eyes shut (or with a
diffusmg screen within the near point) than with
the eyes open. Another subject (Fig. C) has a
promment resting alpha rhythm with two components
at 8 and 10 c/s. The evoked rhythms show a less-

distinct resonance at 8 c/s in the occipital pole and
at 10 c/sm tho paneto-occipital areas. In this subject,
who uses mamly auditory and kmsesthetic imagery,
the responses were larger with the eyes open, and the
8 c/s resonance point was associated with vivid
subjective kmsesthetic sensations. In a third subject,
the resting analysis shows components at 6, 8 and
10 c/s, while the evoked resonance was at 6 f/s in the
occipital pole on this occasion. At other times this
subject showed a marked resonance at 3*5 f/s in the
parietal region, but never at 8 or 10 f/s.

In all the subjects so far studied the evoked res-

ponse, at flicker rates from 7 to 14 c/s, like the resting
alpha rhythm, was diminished to some extent m
amplitude and regularity by mental activity iavolvmg
visual imagery, but the relative effectiveness of
various types of task varied greatly from subject to
subject. In subjects with a pronounced response
at frequencies below 6 c/s, the effect of mental
activity was less clear. With practice, most subjects
were able to recognize the resonant condition by a
subjective change in sensation. Wlien tho resonant
response is in a bram area other than tho visual
projection centres, the subjective experience is

usually somatic, kmsesthetic or abstract.

(2) In children below tho age of 12-14 years (and
in a few young adults) the responses were relatively
large (of the order of 100 pV.) at the lowest frequen-
cies ; but insignificant above 6-7 f/s (Fig. E).
In this child, aged ten, there was a promment restmg
alpha rhythm at 10 c/s but no tendency to a response
resonance at this frequency. A prominent feature in
most records of this type is the downward (negative)
‘spike’ following the slower primary positive com-
ponent of the response. The time relations of the
latency and duration of the response are shown in
Fig. F taken from the same child at a higher
recording speed. In such records the analysis
shows a large second harmonic content, associated
with the extreme asymmetry of the ‘saw-tooth’
wave-form.

(3) In all subjects, analysis of the response showed
considerable harmonic content, particularly at flicker

rates from 1 to 7 f/s. In some records components
up to the 6th harmonic can be detected in the
spectrum, the 2nd, 3rd and 5th being the most
usual. These harmonics might be attributed merely
to the inherent complexity of the nervous processes
responsible for the wave-form, but phase-discrimina-
ting topographic analysis often permits identification
of these harmonic components as separate entities
apart from the fundamental evoked rhythm in areas
of the brain other than the visual projection areas.
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Analysed ELECTRO-ENCEPHiLOCTKAMS taken during exposure to ILIOKERING LIGHT In each record the top trace shows the
RESPONSE at a SELECTED FREQUENCY AS INDICATED THE SECOND AND THIRD TRACES ARE THE ELECTRO-ENCEPHALOGRAMS FROM THE
REGIONS INDICATED BY THE HEAD DIAGRAil. THE FOURTH TRACE SHOWS THE FLASHES OF LIGHT AS SEEN BY A PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELL

BETWEEN THE SUBJECT’S EYES THE FIFTH TRACE (DOTTED) IS THE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF THE RECORD INDICATED BY THE ARROW
The SIMPLIFICATION AND TIME-SCALE FOR A, B, C, B, E ARE GFV’EN IN A THE ANALYSER SCALE IS ADJUSTED TO A CONVENIENT SIZE

FOR EACH RECORD

The amplitude and distribution of the various

harmonics is particularly sensitive to the influence

of other stmiuli. Sub-harmomcs in the band from
4 to 7 c/s are promment m some subjects who show
these rhythms m the resting records, when the
flicker is at a frequency from 8 to 14 f/s. Similar sub-

harmonics are seen in certam conditions m other

subjects, when the flicker frequency is rapidly

varied between about 10 and 15 f/s. The latter

effect is accompanied by unpleasant ‘swimmmg’
sensations.

(4) By employing an electromc trigger circuit

the flashes can be synchronized either with the
unfiltered braui rhythms or with any selected com-
ponent of them derived from one of the resonant
circuits of the automatic analyser. With the first

arrangement any tendency to resonance can be
clearly demonstrated, since each flash evokes a
response which m turn produces a flash, and so on

;

the system (lamp-visual cortex—amplifier—^trigger

—

lamp) settles down to oscillate at a frequency depend-
ing upon the latency of the cortical response and the
phase of the response wave-form used to actuate the
trigger. A number of modes of oscillation can be
observed dependmg upon the details of the experi-

mental conditions, which are too complex to sum-
marize.

The method may have clinical as well as physio-
logical application. For example, m an epileptic

patient whose resting E.E.G. analysis showed a
large component at 8 c/s, together with a number of
other frequencies, synchronization of the flash

alternately with the components at 16 and 8 c/s

regularly evoked a brief larval seizure discharge of
the characteristic wave and spike type, although
the patient was under the influence of large doses of
anticonvulsant drugs and was almost free from
spontaneous attacks. This observation appears to
support the hypothesis, based on study of analysed
epileptic records, that certam types of seizure are
due to exact synchronization of cerebral rhythms
previously slightly out of step.

^ Adnan, E. D
, and Matthews, B H C., Brain, 57, 355 (1934).

2 JDawson, G I) , and Walter, W Grey, J. NeuroL Neuroswg Psi/chiat.,
7, 119 (1944).

® Livanov, M. N., J. Physiol (XJ S S.E.), 28, 172 (1940)
* Livanov, M. jS\, and Poliakov, K L., Bull Acad. Sci, USSR

, 3,
2S6 (1945)

’

* Walter, W Grey, Electronic Eng

,

16, 9 (1943),

“Walter, W. Grey, Electronic Eng., 16, 236 (1943)
’Baldock, G. B-., and Walter, W. Grey, Electronic Eng, (194(0

(m the press).
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Sir James Jeans, O.M., F.R.S.

Sir James Jeans, the celebrated mathematician
and astronomer, died on September 16, at the age of
sixty-nine. Expositor of science, philosopher,

musician, he was above all a powerful and prolific

applied mathematician, who made fundamental
advances in the theory of gases and the physics of
the atom, of the photon and of quanta on one hand,
and the physics of the stars and nebulae, their struc-

ture and evolution, on the other. As life went on, he
became more and more devoted to astronomy,
cosmogony and allied fields ; but he interpreted those
disciplines m the widest sense, able to combme
simultaneously the most mmute detail with the
grandest generality. ISTo on© can read his treatises,

even his text-books, without experienemg an under-
current of growmg excitement as solution succeeds
to formulated problem ; the reader feels himself ni

the presence of a master-mind. Indeed, his name
Will always be linked with those masters m the
true ISTewtoman tradition—^with Roche, Poincar^,
Schwarzschild, Sir George Darwin and Liapounoff,
who formulated, grasped the cosmic importance of,

and by degrees solved, the question of the stability
of equilibrium configurations of rotating masses of
flmd. Of these, Jeans may be most fitly compared
with Pomcar6 ; both were attracted by, and both
took part m the birth of, modem atomic physics and
the quantum theory ; both attached great importance
to thermodynamics ; both made some of their most
characteristic contributions in the theory of rotating
fluids and cosmogonic hypotheses ; both were pos-
sessed of a fine mathematical style which banished
dullness even from apparently arid calculations ; and
both wrote extensively on the philosophical aspects
of science.

James Hopwood Jeans was bom at Southport in
1877. He was educated at Merchant Taylors’ School
and Trinity College, Cambridge, from which ho
graduated a.s second wrangler in the Mathematical
Tnpos of 1898 ; he became a fellow of Trinity in
1901, After lecturing for a short while at Cambridge,
h© was appointed m 1905 to a chair of applied
mathematics at Prmceton, which he occupied until
1909. He then returned to Cambridge as Stokes
Lecturer. He soon gave up formal teaching for
research, and obtained in 1917 the Adams Prize for
his superb essay, “Problems of Cosmogony and
Stellar Dynamics”, published m 1919. He had pre-
viously published (m 1914) his “Report on Radiation
and the Quantum Theory” for the Physical Society.
He was elected a fellow of the Royal Society m 1906,
at the early age of twenty-eight, was awarded a Royal
Medal m 1919, and served as secretary of the Royal
Society during 1919—29, a period which was markedby
a great revival of interest and quality in that Society’s
Proceedings, He was created a knight in 1928, and
was awarded the Order of Merit in 1939. Latterly
he had held a professorship of astronomy at the
Royal In^itution. He was president of the Royal
Astronomical Society during 1925-27, and had been
awarded its Gold Medal m 1922. He had the notable
distmction of being mad© a research associate of
Mount Wilson Observatory in 1923. Several univer-
sities, at home and abroad, honoured him with their
doctorates.

These distinctions were merely the outward adorn-
ments ofa Hfeidevoted to pure science, without which

physics and astronomy would scarcely be tho same
to-day. He began his researches by following the
paths trodden by Sir George Darwin, whom he always
held m high honour • tho Georg© Darwin Lecture of
tho Royal Astronomical Society was foundivl out of
a gift made by Jeans. But Jeans soon turned his

attention to the theory of radiation, and in 1905 he
gave the coup de grdce to tho classical theory by
demonstrating in detail the classical fonnula for the
partition of radiant energy m an enclosure, a formula
put forward by Lord Rayleigh in 1900. Tins has
since been Imown as the Rayleigh-Joans law. Jeans
embodied these and many other original calculations
in statistical mechanics m his treatise “The Dyna-
mical Theoiy of Gases”, which has boon used by
generation after generation of students.
But Jeans’ mam love was cosmogony. In “Prob-

lems of Cosmogony and St<dlar Dynamics” ho de-
voted his splendid mathematical gifts to a full-scale

assault on tho question of the stability of tho fomis
of equilibrium of rotatmg mosses It had long been
known tliat a rotating incompressible mass under its

own gravitation assumed for small angular velocities
tho form of a spheroid—the series is Imown as
Maclaurm’s spheroids—and that for increasing angu-
lar velocity stability passed at a certain stag© to
ellipsoids with three unequal axes—Imown as Jacobi’s-
©llipsoids. Poincare discovered that these ellipsoids,

when there was no constraint compelling them to
remain ellipsoids, developed a furrow round the long
axis, and so became what are Imown as ‘pear-shaped
figures’, but he did not ascertain their stability.

Darwin, m 1902, convmced himself that they were
in fact stable, but Liapounoff in 1905, in a memoir
published at St. Petersburg, aimouncod tho opposite
result. The importance of a decision between these
conflicting results lay in the applic^ation to tho origm
of double stars by fission : if, as Darwin believed,
the pear-shaped figure was stable, then this figure
could evolve quasi-statically into a double star as
the furrow deepened ; but if, with LiapounoJff, we
consider tho pear-shaped figure as unstable, then,
when the stability of the Jacobian senes ends, a
cataclysm will resiilt. Jeans investigated tho potential
of what he called a ‘distorted ellipsoid’ by a new
analytical method, abandoning the method of
ellipsoidal harmonics previously used. This enabled
him to locate an error m Darwin’s calculations, and
to confirm Liapotmoff.

This investigation is conducted in masterly fashion
in the Adams Prize essay. But Jeans did not confine
himself to the abstract rotational problem : after
summarizing the fimdamental paper by Poincar6 in
the Acta Math&matica of 1885, with its treatment of
linear series and points of bifurcation, he analysed in
turn the rotational problem, the tidal problem and
the double star problem, for incompressible and com-
pressible masses, and considered also Roche’s model

;

he gave an account of Roche’s limit for a satellite,

and traced the cataclysmic process by which a stable
double-star configuration might evolve from the in-

stability of pear-shaped configurations. His plan was
to work out unsparingly the mam mathematical prob-
lems, and then, without any putting forward of a
preconceived theory, to investigate the bearings of
these abstract solutions on the possible origins of the
various types of celestial body. He concluded that
spiral nebulas might be formed by the ejection of
matter from the sharp lenticular edge of a rotating
compressible mass, at antipodal points determined
by the net tidal fore© due to the rest of the univerae ;
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that condensations of stellar magnitude would be
formed in the arms (the spiral form of which, how-
ever, he could not account for) ; that some of these

might eventually break up by fission mto close

double stars, but that wide doubles were probably
formed by a capture process ; that nothing resem-
bling a solar system could be produced by rotation

alone, and that the hypothesis of Kant and Laplace
m at least its original form was untenable ; that, as

an alternative, the hypothesis of disruption by a
tidal encoxmter fitted many of the facts ; but that
if this were the actual origm of the solar system, then
planetary systems similar to it must be very rare in

IJ^ature, so rare that possibly ours is the only one.

It IS the usual fate of cosmogonic theories not to

survive, and many of Jeans’ conclusions, especially

since the discovery of the expansion of the universe,

are already in course of revision. But “Problems of

Cosmogony” was grand stuff from beginning to end.

We saw a master thinker and executant at work
with his materials. He set a standard of perfection

of scholarship in a field often marred m others’ hands
by propaganda ; the work was marked by power,
depth and originality of a high order.

His later volume, “Astronomy and Cosmogony”,
more comprehensive and more ambitious, was less

successful. Besides reconsidering and eialarging much
of the Adams Prize essay, it aimed at giving an
account of the mtemal constitution of the stars on
rather different Imes from the work of Eddmgton.
Some of Jeans’ mathematics m this volume is far

from clear. His conclusions that the different types
of stars—giants, main sequence stars and white
dwarfs—correspond to the successive removals of
the ikf, L and K rings of electrons from atoms by
ionization are hard to accept. But his other con-
clusions, that the stars in general have liquid’, not
gaseous, cores, and consist of elements of atomic
number 95 or so, are perhaps more acceptable to-day
than when they were published There is, however,
scarcely a page of even this second treatise which is

not rich m fascmatmg suggestion and inspirmg pos-

sibility ; on each page we see a master mind con-
fronting itself with the grandest problems, of formid-
able difficulty, posing them, simplifying them, and
making some progress with even the most mtractable.

Jeans influenced astronomical investigation m
many other domains besides those mentioned above.
He first gave the name ‘equation of transfer’ to the
equation which traces the intensity of a pencil of
radiation through an absorbing and emitting medium,
an equation m daily use in mvestigations on stellar

atmospheres ; and he first directed attention to the
phenomenon of radiative viscosity. He made the
Suggestion that the source of stellar energy might be
the mutual annihilation of protons and electrons ;

and he, more than anyone, stood for the belief that
the universe is doomed to a ‘heat-death’. He did
not form a school of research in the ordinary sense

;

but everyone who is mterested m the beginnings,
evolutions and endmgs of the various members oJf

our universe is m a sense his pupil. We have lost a
great leader.

Jeans had a brisk business-like manner in ordinary
conversation, not at all suggesting the deep academic
thinker that he was ; but it developed in the lecture

theatre into a winning persuasiveness. He was
extremely modest, a most courteous correspondent
and a scrupulously fair opponent in a controversy ,*

and he gave freely of his friendship to many. He
was twice married. E. A. jyiiusnEi

Prof. Otto Honigschmid

By his untimely death durmg October 1945, a
tragic victim of war conditions, chemical science has
lost m Prof. Otto Honigschmid one of its leading
workers m the field of morgamc chemistry. His name
will always be remembered m chemical circles as the
outstandmg authority m Europe on the chemical
atomic weights, and for the active school of research

he built up at Munich after his appomtment there m
1922 as professor ordmarius.
Bom in Horovitz in Bohemia m 1878, he graduated

in the German University of Prague and studied as
a research student under Moissan in Pans (1909-10)
and later with Th. W. Hichards at Cambridge, Mass.,
where he learnt and applied the methods developed
at Harvard to the determination of the atomic
weight of calcium
At that period, eiunulative evidence from various

sources, notably from the atomic weight laboratory
at Harvard and from Guye’s physical chemistry
school at Geneva, had shown that Stas’ classical

values for the fundamental atomic weight ratios were
affected by significant and hitherto unsuspected
errors. Stas’ value for silver, the standard to which
all his other values were referred, came under sus-

picion, and his value for nitrogen had been shown by
Guye and others to be too great by as much as one
part in four hundred. Since at that tmie the measure-
ment of stoichiometric ratios afforded the only means
of finding atomic weights with accuracy, density
methods bemg regarded as approxunate only, a
general revision became imperative. This had
already been made for many of the common elements
by Richards and his co-workers, who had developed
to a high degree the verj^- exacting preparative and
analytical technique essential in this field of work.
Much, however, remamed to be done, and Honig-
schmid on his return to Europe dedicated his energies
to researches of this nature.

In Viemia, Honigschmid made, at this period, what
was then claimed to be th© first really accurate determ-
mation of the atomic weight of radium, using as
the startmg material preparations contauiing 840
mgm. of th© pur© element. T’wenty-two years later,

this work was repeated m Mimich, using th© much
larger quantity of 3 gm of element, put at his
disposal by the Union Mmiere du Haut Katanga, of
Brussels, and which was initially 98 83 per cent pure.
This large quantity enabled a very effective frac-
tional crystallization to be made without reducing
unduly th© quantity of the final pure material. The
atomic weight found was 226*05, the present Inter-
national value; which was only 0*08 unit greater
than the earlier one.

Honigsehmid’s most active period of research
began after his promotion from th© directorship of
the morgamc and analytical laboratories at th©
Technisch© Hochschule, Prague, to the University of
Munich, where he founded a laboratory devoted
entirely to the determination of atomic weights by
analytical methods.
From this laboratory, year after year, appeared a

stream of papers embodying improved techniques for
the preparation of chemically pure substances, and
for their analysis, and containing fresh data of the
highest accuracy on atomic weight ratios. Up to
1938 he and his co-workers had re-detomiined the
atomic weights of upwards of forty elements, which
led to numerous revisions in accepted values.
Honigschmid was th© first to determine the atomic
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weights of liafmimi and iTieixiuin, and Ins earafiil

work on radium, tlioriuin, uranium and loiiiiun as

well as on the radiogenic leads contributed in no

small degree to the body of direct chemical o\'‘idoiice

which supports Rutherford and Soddy’s thooiy of

radioactive dismtegration.

To the Munich school belongs the chief credit of

establishmg on a firm basis that important sub-

standard, the atomic weight of silver, with sufficient

accuracy to enable it to be used as a reference standard

for the iialides of elements of low atomic weight such

as lithium and sodium. Honigschmid directed atten-

tion to the small difference between the atomic

weight of silver derived from the synthesis of silver

nitrate mad© m 1907 by Richards and Forbes and
that from the lithium perchlorate/lithium chloride/

.Sliver ratios measured three years later by Richards

and Willard. The former, assummg nitrogen to bo

14*008, gave for silver 107 879, whereas the latter

yielded 107 871—a small difference indeed, but on©

which would cause a much greater uncertainty m
the atomic values for light elements. To investigate

this, Honigsclimid, Zmtl and Thilo re-determmed

the nitrate ratios by the reduction in hydrogen of

specially purified silver nitrate, and by this analysis

obtained precisely the same value, to 1 part in

150,000, for the ratio silver nitrate/silver as that

found by synthesis eighteen years earlier at

Harvard.
This research, published in 1927, was followed in

1929 by the work of Honigschmid and Sachtleben in

which barium perchlorate was used to link silver to

oxygen. These two researches led to closely con-

cordant results which confirmed the higher of the

two values for silver and went far to settle the

discrepancy. Subsequent work on silver has sup-

ported Hdnigsclimid’s conclusion, and the uncertainty

now in this standard probably does not exceed two
units m the third place of decimals.

The development of the mass spectrograxih by
Aston, and the discovery that many chemical
elements were mixtures, gave a new direction and
impetus to chemical work. Chemists were concerned
to know how much reliance could b© placed on the
new physical method and whether the very significant

differences between many of the chemical and
physical values were to be explained by chemical or

by physical errors. On both sides of the Atlantic,

in the two chief schools for this type of work, at

Harvard and at Mmiieh, numerous re-determmations
were undertaken, with the result that m most eases

the mass spectrograph values were found the more
reliable and pointed the way to the ©limmation of
chemical errors. In these activities Honigschmid and
his pupils played an important part. For example,
his work on niobium and tantalum is outstandmg,
as also IS his work on the atomic weight of phos-
phorus. In all three cases he proved that the accepted
chemical values were markedly too high, and that
when really pure halides, or oxyhahde m the case of
phosphorus, were used a close concordance with the
mass spectrograph was obtamed.
In a few instances, however, errors were discovered

ip the mass spectrograph values, and chemical
revision even with extreme elaboration failed to
bring the two sets of data into accord. Such was
the case with cadmium and tellurium, which when
revised chemically by Honigschmid paved the way
to the discovery of new isotopes of teUuriuni and a
modification of the abundance ratios for cadmiunai.

Another example is that of neodymium, the chemical

value of which when revised by Honigschmid and
Wittner was foimd in agreement with the earlier

value of Baxter and Chapm, and nearly 0*8 unit

higher than Aston’s value, which has now boon shown
by Mattaiich to liavo been based on an isotopic

constitution affected by small errors.

Mention should be made, too, of lionigschmid’s

application of precise analytical methods to detect

and measure the degree of isotopic separation

achieved by evaporation at low pressuro, in the
pioneer experiments of Bronsted and Hevesy on
mercury and on lead chloride and by Hevesy alone
on potassium. In those for mercury and potassium
the separation was small but definitely cletoctable

Mucli later, li© tested the isotopic hydrogen chlorides

obtamed by Clusius and Bickol m their thermal
diffusion apparatus, and confirmed beyond doubt that
the separation was practically 100 per cent.

During the earlier part of the Wa,r, Honigschmid
appears to have continued his atomic weight work
for, in 1941, he published papers on zinc, samarium,
and ybtrium. Later work from his laboratory has
not been reported.

Fmally, the services rendered to the German
Atomic Weight Commission by Honigschmid, who
was chairman during 1920-30, must bo noted. The
eleven yearly reports and reviews of the progress of
research with the annual table of the most trust-

worthy atomic weight values cam© mainly from his

pen. In 1930, when the Atomic Weight Committee
of the International Union of Chemistry came into
being, Honigschmid was the obvious choice for the
Gorman representative. Under the chairmanship of
Prof. G. P. Baxter, eleven international reports have
been issued since then, and although from time to
time there has been a change in membership, Otto
Honigschmid and his opposite number, G. P. Baxter,
the loaders of tlie two chief schools of atomic weight
research in Europe and America, have invariably
been ro-olected.

Enough has been said in this notice to indicate the
great part played by Otto Honigschmid in analytical

and atomic weight research, it is a matter of general
regret that work like his, of a truly international

character, should have been abruptly termmated
before his energies were exhausted.

R. Whytlaw-Gray

Prof. 1. Moscicki

Proy. Ignaoy Mo^oioia, former President of
Poland and a distinguished chemist, died on October 2
at Versoix, Geneva, m his seventy-ninth year.
Born at Mierzanow, then in Russia, Moscicki was

educated locally and at Riga, but his revolutionary
views necessitated his leaving Russia. For five years
he stayedm England, spending some tune at Finsbury
Technical College. Then he went to the University
of Fribourg as assistant to Prof. Kuwalski, under
whose influence h© became interested in the applica-

tions of science and made a careful study of the
methods for the fixation of nitrogen. He invented
new processes that proved successful, and in 1913
,h© was appointed professor of ©lectroehemistry at

Lw6w (then in Austria).

After the liberation of Poland, Moscicki “became
head of the chemical works at Ghorz6w and Molcice
(named in his honotir). He succeeded in establishing

the Polish chemical industry on a ffrm basis, and
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when Marshal Pilsudski rose to power in 1926, Prof.
Mo^cicki was elected President of the Polish Republic.
He was now able to use his influence for the further-
ance ofthe educational and scientific programmes con-
nected with the various Polish universities and
cultural bodies. Re-elected President in 1933, he
was head of the State when Germany invaded Poland
in 1939 ; within a month Moscicki relinquished office,

escaped to Rumania and then succeeded m reachmg
Switzerland. In view of his earlier sojourn (lastmg
sixteen years) in that country, he was granted Swiss

citizenship, and he was thus able to spend his last

years m quiet retirement.

We regret to annoimce the following deaths :

Prof. E. H. Lamb, formerly professor of civil and
mechanical engmeermg, Queen Mary College, London,
on October 12, aged sixty-eight.

Dr C. S. Myers, C.B.E., F.R.S., honorary scientific

adviser to the National Institute of Industrial

Psychology, on October 12, aged seventy-three.

NEWS and VIEWS
Radar Observation of the Giacobinid Meteors

Since the general occurrence of transient radio
reflexions in the E region of the ionosphere, at
frequencies exceeding the critical frequencies for
normal or abnormal E layers, was noticed by Sir
Edward Appleton and R. Naismith, m their observa-
tions durmg the International Polar Year, 1932-33,
much work has been carried out which has shown
that echoes of this type can be associated with
visually observed meteors. When high-powered
transmitters are used, the number of radio echoes
may greatly exceed that of the visible meteors. As
a result of experiments m which the directional
characteristics of radar sets were utilized to mvesti-
gate the aspect sensitivity of the transient echoes,
Hey and Stewart have shown that the majority of
the echoes at five metres w^ave-length must be of
meteoric origm. Assummg that the most favourable
aspect for reflexion is perpendicular to the meteor
tram and hence to the radiant, they were able to
show not only that the frequency of occurrence of
echoes reached a maximum at the times of the big
meteor showers, but also that radiants of the streams
could often be deduced and these comcided with
known meteor streams. This work has been carried
out m close liaison with the Slough Radio Research
Station of the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, where Sir Edward Appleton and R.
Naismith have contmued their studies of the transient
ionospheric echoes at longer wave-lengtlis. The recent
Giacobinid shower provided an excellent opportumty
for the various investigators workmg m this field.

J. S. Hey and his team at the Operational Research
Group, Mmistry of Supply, mamtamed a contmuous
watch durmg October 7-11 with the help of operators
loaned from A.A. Command. This revealed a marked
rise in meteor activity between 0100-0600 hr. on
October 10, which reached a tremendous peak
between 0330 and 0430 hr. g.m.t., when the echoes
were too numerous to count on the cathode ray tube
display. A detailed report must await analysis of
the photographic recordings. Even at wave-lengths
so short as IJ metres, a number of these echoes
could be detected.

Use of Electrical Power in Great Britain

In his presidential address to, the Institution of
Electrical Engineers on October 3, Mr. V. Z, de
Ferranti analysed the progress which has been made
towards the ‘all-electric’ goal envisaged by his
renowned father, in a paper delivered to the same
institution thirty-six years ago. The latter took as
his basis the 150 million tons of coal a year being

used m Great Britain m 1910 and estimated that by
raismg the efficiency of conversion to 25 per cent the
same usefulness could be achieved by the conversion
of only 60 million tons mto electricity. He visualized

the generation of 131,400 million kWli. by means of
25 million kW. of operative plant working at a 60 per
cent load factor, this plant to be concentrated m
about a hundred stations spread over the country.

Of these targets, the efficiency one has been exceeded
m mdividual installations. Notwithstandmg the
mtroduction of the Grid scheme, however, progress

towards the others has been slow. Thus only 24
million tons of coal a year are converted into elec-

tricity, and this is but 12 per cent of the coal now
available. The electricity consumption figure is

32,000 kWh., though if recent trends are mamtained
the ‘target’ of 131,400 kYli., or about 2,850 kWTi.
per head of population, should be reached in 1959.

It IS evident, however, that with the considerably
increased rise of energy consimiption in one form or

another, this would be far from representing the
‘all-electric’ condition visualized m 1910, and that
much still remams to be done in the industrial and
domestic fields if unnecessary waste of energy, and
its several unsocial consequences, are to be
avoided. <

Meteors from Comet Giacobinl-Zinner

Unfobtxjnately, the bad weather conditions pre-

vented visual observation of this shower tlxroughout
a great part of the British Isles ; but observations
from an aeroplane on the morning of October 10
showed that the meteors were very active—m some
cases about 400 a mmute. Mr. B. M. Ryves, near
Ashford, Kent, observed the shower shortly before
4h. on October 10, when the sky cleared, but the peak
was probably passed by that time as only tliree or
four meteors a minute were seen. Several were as

bright as Jupiter, but none much brighter was
observed.

Atomic Energy Bill

Any misgivings with which scientific men have
regarded the Atomic Energy Bill have been due
largely to the possible effects of the restrictive

clauses on scientific research. Those fears, which
found ample reflexion m the debate on the second
reading m the House of Commons on October 8 and
at the committee stage on October 11, have been
largely dispelled by the reasonable and conciliatory
attitude of both the Prime Minister and the Minister
of Supply. jVfr. Attlee, in moving the second reading,

directed special attention to Clause 11, which places
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restriction on the disclosui’e ol information , and his

speech indicated both full appreciation of the diffi-

culty encountered in draftmg the Bill so as t-o obtain

the essential security without impedmg scientific

research, and the intention of the Government to

work the restrictive clauses sensibly. Mr Attlee

said that the Government had decided to define m
the Bill the information which could not be com-
municated regarding atomic energy, and provide for

excluding mformation about plant in use for pur-

poses other than atomic energy if the connexion with
atomic energy was not disclosed. At the committee
stage, Mr. Woodburn, jomt Parliamentary Secretary

to the Ministry of Supply, moved a new sub-section

providing that the Minister should not withhold con-

sent to the communication of information relating to

plant m general use for other purposes if he was
satisfied that such information did not endanger
national security, and in moving this amendment Mr.
Woodburn mdicated that within this strict limitation

the Munster bound himself to exclude all such
matters as plant for scientific research or educational
work.
Mr. Wilmot, speakmg on the second readmg, said

that the drafting of Clause 11 was the best com-
promise they could make, and reiteratedm committee
that he could not improve on the definition of his

attitude in the sub-section moved by Mr. Woodburn.
He was prepared to free the ordinary laboratory tools
of the nuclear physicists by excludmg them from the
terms of the order under Clause 10, and he imdertook
as soon as the Bill became law to confer with
physicists and other men of science affected with the
view of makmg an order excludmg those tools from
the categories of plant about which communication
was prohibited. Pomting out that the insertion of
the words “to his knowledge” brought the words mto
accord with the Official Secrets Act, Mr. Wilmot
emphasized that the clause gave complete freedom
for the whole field imless it was associated with
atomic energy plant or proposed plant. Basic scien-
tific information was excluded, and while the clause
could not be made more restrictive by the Minister,
he could gradually loosen the restrictions, and Mr.
Wilmot anticipated that there would be more and
more exemptions and wider and wider fields outside
the clause as it became possible to define more
exactly the actual limits of security requirements.
Even more than the words of the Prime Minister
and the Mmister of Supply, the whole spirit of the
Government’s attitude should be profoundly re-
assuring to the scientific world. The necessity of
securing the utmost freedom for the exchange of
scientific knowledge was clearly acknowledged, and
also the fact that scientific progress is conditioned
by the free fiow and interchange of scientific opinion ;

and when Mr. Richard Law said that whether the
Bill was effective for its purpose would depend less
on what was in it than on the judgment, energy and
good sense with which it was administered, Mr. Wil-
mot was quick to agree and to assure the House as
to the spirit m which the Government intends to use
its powers undei the Bill

Mathematics at the Queen’s University, Belfast

:

Dr. H. R. Pitt

Dn. H. R, Pitt, who was elected last year at the
age of thirty-one to the chair of mathematics at the
Queen’s University of Belfast, is recognized as a
leader among the younger analysts. He went to

Cambridge as a scholar of Petorhouse m 1932. After

taking his degree in 1935, he started research on
Tauberian theorems under the direction of Prof.

G. H. Hardy. Uissertatiioiis in which this was the

central theme gamed him a bye-fellowship at Peter-

house in 1936 and a Smith’s Prize in 1937. Pitt’s

work was based on ideas mtroduced into analyses

by Herbert Wiener, and the award in 1937 of the

Joseph Hodges Choate Memorial Fellowship at

Harvard enabled him to continue his studies under
the direct influence of Wiener. This jieriod was
fruitful, and Pitt wrote further papers independently

and m collaboration with Wiener and with Halperm,
another member of Wiener’s school. On his return

from the United States, he became a lecturer at the

University of Aberdeen, until his services were
claimed during the War by the Air Ministry.

Application of Radio and Radar to Astronomical

Research

The Operational Research Group of the Ministry
of Supply has recently done much to demonstrate
the potentialities of radio and radar equipments as

instruments for astronomical research. An anti-

aircraft equipment operating on wave-lengths around
5 metres has proved to be particularly suitable for

three different investigations of astronomical interest.

The receiver has been adapted for automatic recording

of the intensity of the sunspot radio noise emissions

discovered by Sir Edward Appleton and J. S. Hey
(Nature, 156 , 534 (1945); 157 , 47 (1946)). The
receiver has also been employed for detailed mapping
of the distribution and characteristics of radio noise

emissions of cosmic origm at 5 metres wave-length
by J. S. Hey, S. J. Parsons and J. W. Phillips (Nature,

157 , 296 (1946) ; 158 , 234 (1946)). The complete
radar equipment, with modifications originally intro-

duced in 1944 for tracking V2, has been used by J. S.

Hey and G. S. Stewart (Nature, 158, 481 (1946)) for

radar observation of the streaks or trains of ionization

caused by the passage of meteors through the upper
atmosphere. In addition to the mtrmsic interest

which arises in the occurrence ofthe above phenomena
at such wave-lengths, radio and radar methods,
although they cannot attain the directional precision

of optical instruments, have the advantage that

observations can be made in all weathers and at all

times of the day.

War-time Training of Radio Personnel

The Radio Section of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers held its first meetmg for the current session

on October 9, when Prof. Willis Jackson delivered

his inaugural address as chairman of the Section. The
fibrst part of this address dealt with “The War-time
Education and Traming of Radio Personnel” and
described the war effort, hitherto unrecorded, of the

universities and technical colleges of Britain m
educating and training a large number of persons

for specialized radio work m the Services, Govern-

ment establishments and in mdustry. In all, some
five thousand men passed through university courses,

of six terms duration, affording a substantial in-

struction in radio as a prelimmaryto theirrecruitment,
training and employment as radio officers in the

Forces, as scientific or technical officers in Service

radio establishments or m the radio industry ;
while

upwards of 70,000, including a small proportion of

girls, completed courses of four months duration in

technical colleges leadmg to their employment as

‘radio’ or ‘wireless’ mechanics, the former being con-
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earned with radiolocation, and the latter with
communication equipment. The magnitude of the
latter achievement can be appreciated from the fact
that it was spread over only eighty-three colleges,

the remammg technical colleges providing other types
of war-time training courses.

New Dielectrics in Telecommunications

In the second part of his address. Prof. Wilhs
Jackson referred to some recent developments in the
field of dielectrics of particular interest to tele-

communication engineers. Up to only a few years
ago, the dielectric materials m general use were
chemically and structurally very complex ; but there
are now available or becoming available, materials
suitable for technical application which, though not
strictly simple, are sufficiently uniform chemically
and structurally for them to be studied scientifically,

and which have the great merit that they can be
prepared synthetically by controllable processes.
These materials can be classified broadly as com-
pounds of carbon, silicon and titanium respectively ;

and Prof. Jackson showed with the aid of diagrams
the chemical structure of such materials as polythene,
polyvmyl chloride, the silicones, and the titanium
compounds. In addition to the technical develop-
ment and improvement ofsuch materials, the scientific

side of the subject of dielectrics is attracting much
interest and attention ; and a considerable amount
of work is also being earned out in an effort to obtain
a better understandmg of the physical and mechanical
properties of the materials. The whole subject is one
which merits the close attention of electrical, and
particularly telecommunication, engineers and
physicists.

University of Birmingham : Opening of Session

The University of Bumingham, like other univer-
sities, begms its new session with a very large increase
in number of undergraduates, mcludmg about 1,400
freslmien, which brmgs the total of students up to
about 2,600 as compared with about 1,700 before the
War. Many of the freslimen are ex-service men to
whom, at the request of the Government, preference
IS to be given up to 90 per cent of places available,

if necessary. This quota has been reached in civil

and mechanical engnieermg, the former bemg most
popular especially among ex-service men, with
the consequence that many applications from school-
boys have had to be refused. In the Faculty of
Medicme the competition has as usual been severe,

25 per cent of the places being allocated to women.
Many applications have come from overseas, and of
these preference has been given to students from
British Colonies, Horway and Holland. The greatest
difficulty has been to secure lodgmgs for students,
and this has led to the appointment of a lodgmgs
warden. The existmg accommodation for teaching
has been taxed beyond capacity, and recourse must
be had to temporary bmldmgs when such can be
obtained and erected. The shortages of labour and
materials are preventmg the beginning of the great
development plan for permanent building for which
the money is available—durmg the past two years
£1,000,000 has been promised by industries m the
West Midlands. The Vice-Chancellor comments that
for the first tune the Government has learnt of the
value of imiversity graduates, so far as science is

concerned, and is willmg to pour m money m a way
that it has never done before, so that lack of money
is not now an obstacle.

University of Sheffield : Appointments

The Council of the University of Sheffield has made
the following appointments . Dr. R-. S. Illingworth,

to the chair m the newly opened Department of Child

Health, which is to be a centre for both treatment

and research ; Dr. A. R. Kelsall and Dr. J. Pembei'ton,

to be full-time lecturers in medicme ; Mr. R. B.

Shepherd, to be assistant lecturer in physics ; Mr.

W Moser, to be assistant lecturer m chemistry

;

Mr. J. McKenna, to be assistant lecturer m chemistry
(for the session 1946-47) ; Mr. P. Wilkinson, to be
assistant lecturer m geology ; Miss V. M. Hawkms,
to be assistant lecturer m metallurgy.

The Council received mtimation of the followmg
resignations * Dr. Brynmor Jones, lecturer in organic

chemistry, on his appomtment to the chair of chem-
istry at University College, Hull ;

Dr. I. F. S.

Mackay, lecturer in experimental physiology ; Dr.

E. Hutchmson, assistant lecturer m chemistry

;

Dr. R. Halle, assistant lecturer and research assistant

m the Department of Glass Teclinology.

Forage Resources of Latin America

The Imperial Bureau of Pastures and Forage
Crops, Aberystwyth, in association with the Technical

Collaboration Branch, Office of Foreign Agricultural

Relations, Umted States Department of Agriculture,

has published the first of a series of bulletins dealing

with the forage resources of Latm America (“The
Forage Resources of Latin America—El Salvador”,

by James M. Watkins. Bulletin 35. 2s, 6d,). The
economies ofmany of these South American countries

depend almost entirely on animal products from
great tracts of natural grassland. The climatic

conditions of the various regions, however, are very
diverse, rangmg from Mexico, through the tropics to

the Patagoman grazing lands of Argentina. The
nature of these natural forage resources, the species

winch compose them and the types of management
used on them are of mterest and possible application

m the British African Colonies and Protectorates. In
El Salvador most of the best upland is devoted to

coffee, which is the primary cash crop of the country,

the livestock industry being concentrated chiefly

along the coast. Though good pasture management
IS followed m some districts, the carrying capacity
on the whole could be greatly increased by the better

utilization of the upland regions suitable for cattle,

thus leaving the coastal areas for more profitable

crops. Emphasis is laid on the need for more legumes
and grass-legume mixtures, Desmodium rensoni

(barajillo) in particular appearing bo be a promising
plant, once sound methods have been determined for

managmg it and producing seed. A more liberal use
of lime and fertilizers would lead to considerable

improvements, and as one of the major forage prob-
lems m El Salvador is the long dry season, profitable

returns could also be expected if increased attention

were paid to the production of hay and silage.

Agricultural Genetics in Italy

ANEW journal, Oenetica Agraria, has been published
by the National Institute of Genetics in Rome. It

will include research papers upon agriculture and
genetics which were previously issued as bulletins by
the research stations of Italy. Thus a wader availa-

bility and knowledge of the work of these stations can
be afforded. The journal is to be issued quarterly at

a cost of 300 lire per number or 900 lire per annual
volume, exclusive of postage. It will be welcomed as
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filling a Icnig-folt want of iiifomiatioii regarding
agricultural genetics in Italy. Vol. 1, Ko. 1 contains
papers on sueli subjects as genetics of castor oil ];)lant,

genetics of lethargy of seed m and on colour of wheat,
Jarovization of the potato and resistance to rust in

wheat. The papers are written m Italian, but there
IS a summarym both Latin and English. An appendix
contains abstracts of papers on genetical or plant

-

breedmg subjects. The form and presentation of the
joumal are to be commended, but it might be thought
desirable to obtain the aid of an English reviser for

the English summaries ; the summaries in the first

issue do not represent adequately the Italian papers.

Naval Mining and Degaussing

A CATALOGUE lias been issued of the exhibition
row bemg held at the {Science Museum, South
Kensington, of representative British and Gemian
naval mmmg and degaussing material used during
the Second World War Durmg 1914-18, mmes,
almost without exception, had to be struck by the
target m order to produce an explosion ; but in the
inter-war period detectmg methods were developed
which gave the mmes greatly mcreased range of
detection. These advances led to the ‘ground’ mme,
laid on the sea-bed, operated either magnetically,
electro-chemically or acoustically, or by the small
changes of pressure which occur on the sea-bed, on
the approach of the target vessel. The antidote to
the magnetic mme used extensively by the Germans
for the first time in Kovember 1939, was to reduce
to a minimum the natural magnetism of ships by
a process of ‘degaussmg’. The exhibition affords a
comprehensive insight into the various methods and
varied equipment employed, and also contams
charts of the British naval mining achievement and
of enemy shipping casualties due to British mines in
the European war theatre, 1939-45.

Institution of Naval Architects : Awards
The Council of the Institution of Naval Architects

has made the foliowmg awards : Sir William Wliite
Post-^aduate Scholarship in Naval Architecture
(£150 a year for two years) to Mr. Thomas Conn,
of the Ship Division, National Physical Laboratory ;

Alummium Development Association Research
Scholarship in the application of light alloys to ship
construction (£400 a year for two years) to Mr. E. G. B.
Corlett ; Elgar Scholarship in Naval Architecture
(£175 a year) to Mr. R. L. Townsin, of H.M- Dock-
yard, Portsmouth, who will proceed to King’s College,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, for three years ; Parsons Scholar-
ship m Marine Engineermg (£170 a year) to Mr. W. G.
Wade, ofH.M. Dockyard, Sheemess, who will proceed
to Kmg’s College, Newcastle-on-Tyne, for three years.

Meteor Observations m India in 1943-44 at Begum-
pet, Deccan, India

Mom>. A. R. Khait has issued a pamphlet with
this title which gives details of meteor observations
between January 1, 1943, and December 31, 1944,
during a total watch of nearly 132 hours. The
observations included the usual well-known shower
meteors and in addition a number of exceptionally
bright meteors, one of which, in May 1944, was of
magmtude — 4. It is interesting to know that the
total number observed in each year was nearly the
same— 1,044 in 1943 and 1,005 in 1944. Details of
the paths of all the meteors were sent to Prof. C. P.
Olivier, Flower Observatory, who arranged to have
the paths plotted and radiants deduced, and a

number of new radiants were found as a result. An
interesting phenomenon was observed on October 2,

1943, between 211i. and 22h. u.t. The sky appeared to
be lit up with a peculiar glow, akm to non-polar
aurora. No artificial lights were reported in the
neighbourhood at the time, and no explanation has
been given of the phenomenon.

Comet Jones (1946 h)

This comet was discovered on August 6 by A Jones
of Timaru, New Zealand. The following orbit and
ephemeris have been computed by Cunningham .

Oibit
T 194C, Oct 27 191 U T
(V 321“ 42'

£? 238 07 ^1946 0
^ 57 10 J

1 1121

Ephemeris
a 6

Oct- 19 0 ir.T. 13h, 02 9m. -28“ 59'

27 13 41.0 28 25
Nov. 4 14 17 2 27 17

20 15 22 6 23 46
Dec. 6 16 18 5 19 11

22 17 06 4 14 02

Its geocentric distances on the first and last dates are
2 and 2*35, and the heliocentric distances on the
corresponding dates are 1*12 and 1*42. Its magmtude
on the same dates will be about 7 and 9.

Announcements

A MEETING has been arranged by a committee
representative of the Society of Authors, Playwrights
and Composers, the International P.E.N. Club
(English Centre), the National Book League, and the
IBritish Association for the Advancement of Science,
in memory of H. G. Wells. Lord Beveridge will

preside, and tributes will be paid by Prof. G. D. H.
Cole, Sir Richard Gregory, Mr. David Low, Mr.
Desmond MacCarthy and Mr, J. B. Priestley. The
meeting, which is open to the public, will be held
in the Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, London,
W.l, on October 30, at 3.0 p.m. Applications for

tickets should be addressed to the Secretary, Wells
Tribute Meetmg, c/o The British Association, Burl-
ington House, London, W.l.

Db. Patbick D. Ritchie, head of the Department
of Chemistry and Biology at the Leeds College of
Technology, has been appointed head of the Depart-
ment of Chemistry at the Central Teclinical College,

Birmmgham, m succession to Dr. J. A. Newton
Friend. Dr. Ritchie is a graduate of the University
of St. Andrews, where he was a student of Prof.

Alex. McKenzie. On leaving the University he went
to the research staff of Imperial Chemical Industries.

Ltd., and he has had teachmg and research experience
in the University of London. Later he became chief

chemist to Messrs. A. Reyrolle and Co., Ltd.

Db. Fbed Gbunby, medical officer of health for

Luton, has been appointed chairman of the Executive
Committee of the British Social Hygiene Council in

succession to the late Dr. Otto May,

The Leon Gaster Memorial Premium is awarded
annually by the Illuminating Engmeering Society for

the best contribution submitted to and published by
the Society during the session. No award was made
m 1944. Two awards are bemg made now, one to Dr.
J, N. Aldmgton for his paper “Bright Light Sources”,
and one to Mr. G. T. Winch for his paper “Photometry
and Colorimetiy of Fluorescent and other Electric

Dischaige Lamps”.
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total field K, h ^ cm -= 1 32 7/ Me These conditions set a

lower limit to the frequence of the radiations which can escape from
the earth, and their yahditj has been verified by innumerable ex-

periments
If we apply these conditions to the sun, and also to the stars, we

find at once that seveie physical conditions ha\c to be imposed on
the emission of radio-w^aves from these bodies Taking first the o-wavc,

w^e should have

Rotating Universe ?

One of the most mysterious results of the astronomical studies of
the universe hes in the fact that all successive degrees of accumulation
of matter, such as planets, stars and galaxies, are found in the state
of more or less rapid axial rotation In various cosmogomcal theories
the rotation of planets has been explained as resulting from the rotation
of stars from which they were formed The rotation of stars them-
selves (m particular that of ^-stars) can be presumably reduced to
their origin from the rotating gas-masses which form the spiral arms
of various galaxies. But what is the origin of galactic rotation ’

If, according to the current theories, we consider the galaxies as
the result of gravitational instability of the originally uniform distribu-
tion of matter m space, we wall find it very difficult to understand
why such condensations are m most cases found in the state of rather
fast rotation. In fact, on the basis of statistical distribution of angular
momentum, we w'ould rather expect such condensations to show no
more rotation than the winter droplets m a fog formed from over-
saturated vapour Barring the possible explanation of the rotation
of galaxies on the basis of the alleged irregular turbulent motion of
the masses of the universe, we can ask ourselves w'hether it is not
possible to assume that all mUter in the visible universe is in a state of
general rotation around some centre located far beyond the reach of our
telescopes «

The answ-er to such, at first sight fantastic, question need not
wait until much larger telescopes shall have been built It can be,
in fact, settled by present means of observation We know that the
rotation of the stars of our system around the galactic centre can be
proved by the study of the so-called Oort-effect in the radial velocities
of comparatively near stars. In fact, due to the phenomenon of differ-

ential rotation, the mean radial velocities of stars located along the
galactic plane show a double-sme periodicity with nodal axes directed
parallel and perpendicular to the hne connecting the sun with the centre
of rotation Thus if the realm of galaxies as seen through Mt. Wilson
telescope represents only a small part of a much larger system (a

“super-galaxv* m the super-Shapley sense) rotatmg around a distant
centre, careful observations of mean radial velocities of galaxies
located m different regions of the skv should reveal similar penodicity.

The existence of this effect wmuld prove general rotation of the
um\ erse and indicate the direction towards the rotation centre with-
out, how^ever, gi\nng us its distance. Thus, it seems that the answ’er
to the problem of umversal rotation hes within the grasp of modern
astronomical technique.

It must be added in conclusion that m the language of the general
theory ofrelativity such a rotatmg umverse can be probably represented
by the group of amsotropic solutions of the fundamental equations
of cosmology.

G. Gamow
Department of Physics,

George Washington University,
Washington, B C

Sept 13

Conditions of Escape of Radio-frequency Energy from the
Sun and the Stars

IN' several communications in and elsewhere, various
British, Australian and JSTew Zealand workers have described expen-
ments carried out dunng the War which prove conclusively that dunng
times of solar disturbance there are large outbursts of radio-frequency
energy from the sun The wave-lengths measured vary from 1 5 metres
to 30 metres (10 Me to 200 Me.) On a rough estimate, the intensity of
emission appears to be, as Appleton^ has shown, 10* tunes the value
calculated from the black-bodv formula taking T = 6,000“ K If we
assume that the radiation proceeds only from the active areas, as
appears to be corroborated by the experiments nowr m progress at
the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge*, the emissivity of these regions
for the range mentioned is increased nearly lO^'-lO® tunes the black-
body radiation
There are certain difficulties in the escape of these radiations from

the sun to which attention may be directed It has been found that
the quiescent sun has, hke the earth, a magnetic field of the order of
50 gauss, but the spots show a field of much higher range, from 100
gauss in the case of tmy spots to 4,000 gauss for the largest

ones^. If the radio waves are generated anjwvffiero within the outer
layers of the sun, then they must follow the physical law's of electro-

magnetism. According to the magneto-iomc theory of Appleton,
an electromagnetic wrave of frequency /, generated anyw'here on the
earth’s surface, can escape vertically from the earth only when the
frequency of the waves exceeds certain hmits, depending upon the
maximum electron concentration above. The exact mathematical
relations are

u > AnNe^

m > 8-0 X 10’ .iV

feUe+Sh) > > 8-0 X 10’. X.m
Here N is maxnnnm number of electrons per c c. m the ionosphere,

is frequency of the o-wave, /* is frequency of the tw'o extraordinary
waves, /s the characteristic gyro-frequency of the electrons under the

A" < 1-25 X l0~Kf

< 1 25 X 10® for/ = 10 Me.

< 5 X 10® for/ == 200 Mc-

The concentiation of electrons in the different laj ers of the sun
has been found by w'ell-tned astrophysical methods® to have the mean
values of 10*=* per c c for the reversing layer, 4 x 10** per c.c for the

mean chromosphere, and 4 x 10® per c c for the base of the inner

corona. It is, therefore, obvious that o-radiations of radio-frequency
range which w'e obtain from the snn cannot have their origin eithei

in the reversing layer or the chromosphere, but only in the corona,
and that also progressively in the outer layers as the w'ave-lengtb

is increased But the corona has been shown to be a purely ‘electron

atmosphere’ without any heavier atomic pai tides, excepting very
small concentrations of heavdy ionized Fe, Xi and Ca which produce
the coronal lines. The mechaaism of origin contemplated by Green-
stem, Henyey and Keenan=^ w'hich ascribes the radio-waves to recom-
bination between protons and electrons therefore appears to faU to

the ground in the case of the sun
The e'lcaves For the e-waves, the value of is decisive, and this

vanes from 56 Me for the quiescent sun to roughly 4,000 Me for the
spot, taking H = 3,000 These are frequencies of an order which are
not contemplated m Appleton’s theory, but a httle w'ork show's that
whatever has been said regarding the o-w’ave also applies to that e-w'ave

which corresponds to the condition /«(/«—/*) > S 10’ x iV with greater
emphasis In fact, this w'ave cannot escape unless has very Ingh
values, > 66 Me The e-w'ave corresponds to the condition

feife + A) > 8 X 10’

The possibility of reception of this wave on the earth has generally
been ignored by European and American w'orkers, but it has been
obtained distmctly on several occasions by Toslmiw’al® at Allahabad,
and his findings have been confirmed by Leiv Harang® liecently,

Saha and B K Banerjee*® ha\e shown that any radio-wave generated
on the earth would be decomposed into three weaves as in inverse
Zeemann efiect, the 5>-component corresponding to the o-wmve, and
the 6?-components to the e-waves if this deduction be accepted, we
at once see that for the spots, the e-w avo of this t\7ie has a far greatoi
probability of escape for now w c ‘should ha^ e

X < 1-26 X 10^ feife +Jh)

< 1-25 X 10® ffh, taking fh ^ fe

< 5 X 10® for 10 Me waves, and < 10^® for 200 Mo.
waves

;

taking fk ~ 1,000 Me
,
corresponding to the field-strength of 3,000

gauss. For a quiescent sun, the figures are iV < 8 x 10® and 1 *4 x 10®

respectively Hence the probability of escape of these waves from the
quiescent sun continues to be very small, if the wave originates in
the deeper layers For larger spots, the field generally increases and
has been known to reach values as high as 4,000 gauss.
From these arguments, it is fair to draw the conclusion that the

large spots are just the regions whence the e-waves of the frequency
range 10-200 Me can escape The value of the fields given above
corresponds to the level where the atomic hues originate, but Chap-
man*^ thinks that fields might increase to even 10,000 gauss m
the deeper layers. If this be true, the e-waves can ongmate even from
much deepei layers Further, it is w'ell known that the spot is a region
of far lower temperature, and the electron concentration in the spot
IS much lower than on the general surface of the sun ; tins circumstance
also helps the escape of the e-wmves

Lf these considerations be on the right Ime, the radio-waves received
on the earth when a big spot is in the centre of the sun’s disk
should be circularly polarized, and its sense of polarization will be
determmed by the sign of the field.

These considerations apply equally w^ell to the stars composing the
Milky Way region, from w'hich waives in the metre range have been
observed®. They cannot be emitted from the surface of the hotter
stars, but from cooler stars of G’-, K- and and probably the
escape of the radiation is facilitated by the development of spots m
these stars, analogous to the case of the sun The difficulties of the
dilution factor pointed out bv Greensteiii et al ’ are therefore eased
to a large extent, as, accoidmg to Dunham*®, the disk area covered by
K- and JJ-stars is nearly 10* times that of B-stars

M. K. Saha
Umversity College of Science.

Calcutta.
•

Aug. 30.

*I am indebted to Dr J. A. Batcliffe for show'mg me these
experiments dunng my recent visit to Cambridge

* Appleton, Nature^ 156, 534 (1945)
®Hey, Phillips, Parsons, Nature^ 167, 297 (1946).
* Hev, Nature, 157, 47 (1946)
*Pawsey, Payme-Scott, and McCreadv, Nature, 157, 158 (1946).
'Nicholson, Tub. As^tro Soc, Pacific, 45, 51 (1933)
® See for reference, Unsold, “Stematmosphare”, 82, 430, 440.
’ Greenstem, Henyey, Keenan, Nature, 167, 806 (1946).
®Toshmwal, Nature, 136, 471 (1935).
* Harang, Terr. May., 41, 143 (1936).
Saha and Banerjee, Ind. J Phys., 19, 159 (1945)
Chapman, Nature, 124, 19 (1929).

** Duifiiam, Proc. Amer. Phil Soc , 81, 277 (1939).
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Condensations in a Non-static Universe

Emstein and Straus^ bavc recently considered the influence of the

expansion of space on the gravitation fields surrounding the mdiyidnal

stars The paper has attracted considerable attention, but an interest-

ing new result implicit m their v ork does not seem to have been

noted as yet®. The authors consider the cosmological model which,

in the usual notation, is

ds^ = - r=(l + 3?-=/4)-= dx'&ci + dt^, (1)

where T - T{t), g = 1
,
- 1 oi 0

The pressure vanishes evor^vhere if

2TT -f = 0 or TT^ zT h, (2)

h being a constant of integration A consequence of the pressiue

being everywhere zero is that the density p is given by

p = S/c/Stt^T^ (3)

Hence

(4Trp/3)r^r3 (1 -{- = m(r), . (4)

is a function of r onlv. If r is fixed as ro, m is also fixed and may be

mterpieted as the total mass contained within the boimdarv r ~
Emstem and Straus have shown that Schwarzschild’s external line-

element m an isotropic non-static form can he made to go over into

the cosmological form (1 ) at r = ro by defining the constant k of (2 ) as

h = 2mro-=^ (1 + . » (5)

where m is the mass constant m Schwarzschild’s solution What we
wish to point out 13 that (5) is precisely the relation that one gets from

(3) and (4) This fact suggests that if the cosnuc matter contained

within the sphere r — Tq condenses into a spheiical body of the same
mass m, there is no change in the external field beyond r = r*, For a
given cosmological model of type ( 1 ) (thac is, for a given k) and for a
given fa there is naturally a unique m.
^ V. y. Harlikae

K U. Kaumarkae
Benares Hindu tfmversity

Sept. 7.

® Einstein, A., and Straus, E G., Rev Mod Phys., 17, 120 (1945)
* Einstein, A., and Straus. E G

,
Rev Mod Phys , 18, No. 1 (1946).

An Observed Abnormal Increase in Cosmic-Ray Intensity

at Lahore

BtmiNG the course of an experimental study at Lahore on the
directional total intensity of the cosmic radiation, with a triple

coincidence counter system, we observed over a short period a voiy
large increase (nearly 300 per cent) m the intensity.

The telescope consists of three mternallv quenched Geiger-Mtillor
counters, 35 cm. long and 2*5 cm in diameter, spaced 12 5 cm. from
each other These counters were prepared with copper oxide coated
cylinders and filled with 9 cm. argon and 1 *5 cm. pressure of ethyl
alcohol vapour, all of them having very similar characteristics and
with a plateau of 180 V A stabilized high tension^ is applied through
a resistance of 0 1 megohm to the wires of the counters and the triple

coincidence pulses arc recorded by a circuit recommended by Johnson®,
which IS an improvement on the original Eossi circmt We can set
the telescope at various angles to the zemth and also vary the azimuthal
angle by a suitable mounting.
During July 31-Augiist 3, with the telescope set vertically, and the

axes of the counters m the magnetic mendian, we were getting an
average of 23 8 coincidences per hour, and at an angle of 20® W. an
average of 16 per hour. The readings were taken durmg the day-
time between 11 am. and 5 p.m. in the Physics Laboratory, under
a single roof of a few inches of concrete. This rate of counts was
mamtamed until noon on August 3, but between noon and 1 p.m.
and 1 and 2 pm with the telescope at 20“ W., the counting rate
increased to an average of 40 per hour, from a previous value of 16
per hour.

Considering it might be due to some fault m the apparatus or local
causes, we checked all the voltages, which we found to be very con-
stant. Then we checked and even changed a few valves, but the high
rate was maintained. We then rotated the telescope, bringing it to
the vertical position again, and between 2 30 and 4.30 p.m took
counts in this position, which were also much higher, namely, 60 per
hour, as against 24 during previous measurements It is to be noted
that m both cases the total counts per hour increased to two and a
half tunes.
On August 4 (Sundav) we took no observations. On August 6

about the same rate of coincidences as ongmally was restored, and the
otservations were normal.
The enhanced intensity lasted at least for five hours, probably

longer, and checking up all the facts we are inclined to believe that it

was a real increase in the intensity of the radiation. We shall be
interested to learn if diuring the same interval the same abnormal
increase was observed elsew'here *, or whether it was ^own only in
a particular region of the earth
Our thanks are due to Prof. J. B, Seth, Dr. P. K. Kichlu and Dr.

P. S. Gill for their encouragement in this work.
H R. Saejta

^ 0. P. Shaema
Phvsies Department,
Government College,

lAhore.
Aug 10,

^ Evans, B. D,, Beu. Soi. Xmt, 5, 371 (1934).
® Johnson, T. H., Bet*. 9, 221 (1938).

Refraction Effects m Electron Diffraction

Obseuvations by Sturkey and EreveP and ITillicr and Baker®
indicate that some ‘rings in electron difiraction patterns from mag-
nesium oxide and cadmiiiin oxide smokes are double, and' m one case
(the 220 ring) it was suspected that there were five components con-
tributing to the ring contour, Sturkev and Frevel suggested that
lefraction bv the regulailv shaped particles gave rise to tlie two com-
ponents, although their data ueic not conclusive Using the high-
icsolution system of the BOA. type EMU microscope as a ddfraction
camera, we have attempted to find some feature of the diffraction

by oxides of this type attributable to stoichiometric exces.s of the
metallic constituent. We have obtained iiatterns showing resolution
of details of fine structure of the reflexions, from which a complete
mterpietation of the phenomenon is possible

Patterns from magnesimn oxide and cadmium oxide smokes, both
of w^hich occur as regular cubes of about 500 A cube-edge, show nng^
to be double, triple, or, in the case of i^/00 lefiexions, single and sharp
In certain eases when orientation (cube faces nozmal to beam) wa-'

present, tilting of the plane of the specimen produced arc patterns
from winch mfoirnation concerning the dependence of the multiplicity

on the angle of tilt could be obtained In patterns to which few in-

dividual crystals contiibuted, it was obseived that spots were grouped
about the position at wdiuh the normal lefiexion yvas to he expected
and that often groups of six were obseived Furthermore, the ^iOO

imgs, although single, (‘onsisted of gioups of two component spots
displaced along the ring Where largei deviations from the stoichio-

metric ratio existed, the spots were replaced bv streaks radiating fiont

the expected portion of the reflexion For example, yellow cadmiiiir
oxide gave spot patterns, wheieas brown cadmium oxide, containing
gieater exce&.s of cadmium, gave streaks Those effects are illustrated

m enlargements ( x 50) of small segments of certain rings (Fig. 1 ).

The angular deviation d expected on the basis of refraction due to

an mnei notential P volts may be showm to be

s = — ( 4- 4-

2JE[ CO, 9i cosepa/'

where 91 and <ps aic the angles between the beam and the face normals,
yfi and Vs aie the angles between face normals and the diffraction
plane normal, and B is the accelerating voltage of the electron beam

This reduces to

§ = ^ (± tan 9 i ± tan 92 ),
itih

in the special case where the path of the beam lies in a plane per-

pendicular to the cube edge (see also ref 1 )

On the basis of this theoiv, it has been possible to interpret

the features of the patterns obtained The calculated variations m
separation and relative intensity of the several components of the arcs
with angle of tilt agreed with those observed Agreement between
the observed and calculated values for the angles between the indi\-
idiial streaks of one group and the radius of the ring was also obtained
Calculated inner potentials varying from 12 to 10 volts fox the various
planes lie in the range expected Onlv a vaiuition of inner potential,

resulting, we suggest, from the presence of excess metal atoms in

a ^ ^ ^ 4

^ i
m- n

0 %

Fig 1 Examples op groups op reflexions resulting prom
REFRACTION BV CUBES OP MAGNESIUM OXIDE FOR (a) (200),
(b) (220) and (c) (422) planes Undisplaced ring positions
are INDICATED BY THE CONTINUOUS LINE IN (6) AND (c). ENLARGE-

MENT PROM ORIGINAL PATTERN, 56 DIAMETERS
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Pig 2 Portion of electron diffraction pattern from
CADMIUM oxide P ARTICLES, SHOWING DIFFERENT LINE BREADTHS
FOR 222, 400, 420 AND 422 REFLEXIONS Enlargement 16

DIAMETERS

T U R E

susceptible One ma\ faurniise a tii'V'ial local igiution is procliicecl bv
certain unidentified critical conditions of denting, and that burning
to partial or complete detonation is peculiarly favoured bj confine-
ment afforded by the dented, but unbroken, container
Adequate understanding of the mechanism of this phenomenon

apparently requires further fundamental research, uliich possibly
ma\ result fiom more widely disseminated knowledge of the existence
of ‘container-dent sensitivity’ and from fuller appreciation of its
practical importance.

Garret L Schuyler
Bureau of Ordnance,
Navy Depaitment,
Washington, D C

June 6

interstitial sites in the crystal, can explam the elongation of com-
ponent spots into streaks

Progressive change from regulai cubic to irregular habit was accom-
panied by the merging of the individual components into one broad
nng Por zinc oxide smoke particles, where only the pn«!m faces
parallel to the hexagonal axis aie well developed m the characteristic
long spines, only one pair of streaks is expected from each smgle-
cr5"stal reflexion Hillier and Baker® have observed these streaks
foi zinc oxide smoke and have interpreted them as low magnification
electron-optical images of the individual spines If this iveie so the
streaks w'ould be radial on the 002 ring and circumferential on the JOO,
whereas m the patteina obtained bv us, and in those published bv Hillier

and Baker, the opposite is the case, in accordance with the refraction
theorv.
For spherical particles, or the similar case of completeh- irregnlai

shapes, the refraction effect will produce a broademng of the rmgs
P

of calculated angular half-width 1 4 and width for one tenth
p Axi

intensity 3 8^,. This broademng is of the same magmtude as that

due to fimte crystal dimensions for particles of onlv several himdred
angstroms diameter for voltages most commonly used, and so must
be taken into account in crvstal-size determinations. For legularly
shaped particles the estimation of particle shape and dimensions on
the basis of rmg breadth must likewise take into account the selective

5jP
broademng of the nngs by refraction, which may be as large as ^
(Fig. 2). Moreover, m this case the relative intensities, as judged by
peak intensity values, wiU be smaller for those rings undergoing
refraction-broadening, thus giwng rise to apparent intensity anomalies
in electron diffraction patterns Particles having well-developed
crystal faces wiU therefore show deviations in relative intensity of
the vanous reflexions from the X-ray values In contrast to the
explanation offered bj Ehrhardt and Lark-Horovitz*, this is the case
with zinc oxide, where the relative intensities of the JJO and JOS rmgs,
m particular, are inverted for material showing hexagonal prism habit

Details of this work will be published m full at an early date.
J. M Cowley
A. L. G. Rees

Division of Industrial Chemistiy,
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research,

Melbourne.
Sept. 3.

^ Sturkey and Frevel, PJ^i/s Pev

,

68, 56 and 209 (1945)
® Hillier and Baker, P/iys Rev, 68, 98 (1945)
® Hilher and Baker, J. Appl. Pkys

, 17, 12 (1946)
* Ehrhardt and Lark-Horovutz, Phys Rev, 67, 603 (1940).

‘Container-dent Sensitivity’ of Solid Explosives

When explosions result fiom rough haudlmg of bomb-tj'pe
ammunition, they generally must be ascribed to accidental fuse

action ,
because, with fuses generally present, alternative explanations

appear less reasonable But during the War there have been some
explosions of items of bomb-tv^pe ammunition where (with partial

detonations) fuses were recovered intact, and other cases w^here bomb-
type ammunition items w^ere exploded without anv fuses in them
The impacts which resulted in these explosions were caused by only
relatively light bumping, or bv the items falling from heights rangmg
from 4 m- up to 4-5 ft

;
and they were too slight to have caused

rupture or more than mere dents
This phenomenon, now called ‘container-dent sensitivity’, differs

essentially from ‘bullet sensitivity’, or from ‘fragment sensitivntv’,

which produce detonations of explosives m thin metal containers when
such containers are penetrated by bullets or fragments at high
velocities of the order of 2,000 ft /sec or more (but are onlv ignited,

or are unaffected, at much lower, though still ‘penetrative’, velocities).

Also, this phenomenon is by no means the same as that involved
where an even greater height of fall of a small wTight is used to ex-
plode a few milligrams of bare explosives in conventional ‘impact
sensitivity’ tests. Its existence seems, m fact, not implied by results

of usual explosive sensitivity tests
,
and it appears to have had little

or no important mention m the literature of explosives.

Dents on U.S. bomb-tvpe ammunition caused by impacts at least

as severe as impacts causing these occasional explosions probably
occur bv the million

; so that explosions from denting impacts are
fortunately of extremely low frequency. With U S. homb-tMie
ammunition dunng the War there have been onlv about twrenty

incidents probably ascribable to this cause
;
hut thev have included

particularly bad ones whnh, by one rough estimate, involved total

property losses of many mihions of dollars, and thousands of deaths
and innines.

Such occurrences seem more frequent with the more sensitive

explosives . but T.N.T and amatol, as w’ell as R.D.X. explosives,

have all been involved. Very thin-w^alled containers, such as those
of depth bombs and torpedo war-heads, appear relatively more

An Electronic Method of Tracing the Movements of Beetles
m the Field

Recently a new^ form of Geiger-Muller tube has been developed
(by G. A R T ) which has been found extremely useful in studying
the movements of Elatend beetles of the genus Agnates Esch. As
these beetles are knoivn to fiv but rarely m Britain a study of the
extent to which they mav mov^e bv walking is of considerable interest
A beetle is taken from the field, and 5 («gm. of radmm sulphate,

deposited betw een aluminium foil dusks (2 mm m diameter and w eigh-
ing m all only 0 5 mgm ), are inserted wuth resin adhesive beneath
the eivtra. The beetle is replaced, and its position afterwards found
bv detecting the radiation from the disk with a Geiger-Mullei tube
The tube, which has the advantage of quiet background, stable opera-
tion, and high sensitivity, together with its associated power supply,
operates a loudspeaker directly, without anv valve amplification, and
is thus very convenient for field use When it is passed over the
region in which the beetle is thought to lie, periodic ticks increase m
frequency to a maximum when the tube is duectlv overhead. The
quantity of radium sulphate used is sufficient to enable localization
through four inches of soil and the beetle’s position mav thus be
ascertained to within a few inches with only the prelimmarv inter-
ference of marking, although it is quite invisible, either at mght, or
by day under soil, or among the dense stem bases of meadow^ plants.

It is probable that this robust apparatus will find many applicationsm ecological field work in the future,

« X GAR Tomes
20th Century Electronics,

London.

Rothamsted Experimental Station,
Harpenden, Herts.

Sept. 20

M. V. Brian

Statistical Weather Forecasting

In the regression equation

P — KiX^ -f -f- . . . . (1)

charactenstic of all equations empIo\ed m statistical weather fore-
casting, including long-range forecasting, let P represent the atmo-
spheric pressure at a station A at time z, Xi , . . xn representing
the pressures at n evenly spaced points on a circle of unit radius at
tune t = 0. This equation serves to predict the value of P for a time 2m advance, and the w’ell-knowm method to obtain the n unknowm
regression coefficients is to apply the method of least squares :

2{P — — , . . — I[„Xn)^ = lain. (2)

m which the summation extends over a long series of previous records
If the differentials of (2) with respect to the JT’s are each equated

to zero, there emerge n linear equations

n

'^Aq ~ S (^ == 1, 2 . . , tl), , (3)
5 = 1

In (3) rAff denotes the correlation between P and and m that
betw'cen xq and
The rehabihtv of the predicted P depends upon the closeness with

which Pa, the multiple correlation coefficient betweenP and . . xn,
approaches unitv

; where, according to a w^ell-knowm theorem of
correlation theorv,

= S Pgr ^Aq* • • . • (4)
= 1

If the number of ‘control stations’ n be increased indeflmtelv
the above equations assume the form

^(Aq) = ^qs) ds, . . . ( 5 )

0

and

=J ^it) nM) • - (6)

0

The practical application of these equations w\as performed as
follows. Correlations between the daily pressures at a large number
of barometric stations in South Aihca were computed for the five-
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jear peiiod lyJO-TU, Pietuiia seiving as station A J3\ (lIa^^lng a

map showing lines of equal correlation, it was jiossible to dctcnmno
the value of at all points on a cucle of loughly one thousand imles

in diameter covering the gi eater part ol the Union of youth Afiica,

and to express ?(Ag) anahtically in terms of its harmomc components.

Similarly, by drawing a senes of maps showing lines of equal correla-

tion of simultaneous pressures, it was possible to express nq,s) m teiins

of a double T’ourier senes involving the two variables q and s Jtv

substituting the values thus found m (a), one is able to obtain the

value of Kls) m terms of its Fourier components, and hence the value

of Rz by means of equation (0)

The value actually found for the month of July w^as

== 0 916 i 0-003,

and tins value represents an accuracy of prediction which compaies
most favourably with the accuracy obtained by competent mcteoio-

iogists m diawiiig prebaratic or prognostic charts

How c\ er, the above value of Rz by no means represents the ultimate

possibilities of this method The maximum value of Rz, which in a

prevnoiis publication^ we denoted by Mz, is attained only when all

possible controls are included, which implies that pressures at all

points in the atmosphere measured at all times from t ~ ~ qo to 0,

should be included m the regression equation This in turn means
that the single mtegration m (5) and (C) should be replaced by a four-

fold integration with lespeot to space and time to obtain the value

of J/» and hence the maximum leliabilit^ of prediction

From the exanqile quoted it will be evident that this method, m
which a system of Imeai equations is transformed into a single mtegial
equation, opens up a very wide field of research, and by the systematic

inv estigation of the value of Mz when 2 ranges, say, from 6 hours to
f) months, a final verdict may be leached coiicermng the possibilities

and limitations of both medium and long-range weather forecasting.
T. SCHtTMANN

Meteorological Research Bureau,
P 0 Box 399,

Pretoria

^ Schumann, T E. W., Quart J. Roy Met Soc, (July 1944).

‘Turbulent Flow m Alluvium”

Peoi\ C M. White, m commenting on Mr. Gerald Lacey’s letter

on “Turbulent Flow m Alluvium’* published m Nature of August 3,

p. 16C, stated, “Mr. Gerald Lacey has discussed the dimensions of
nvera nowmg m beds of incoherent alluvium .

Tins is not qmte correct Mr. Lacey’s original formulie of 1 930^

—

which remain substantially the same to-day, sixteen years later

—

were based on a considerable mass of accurately measured data
observed m canal channels in which the discharges were maintained
nearly constant. Since then, much more data have been collected—in
many cases at intervals throughout the year—by specially trained
Stan, in channels which do not change appreciably from year to year,
and are run with almost constant discharges These data have been
statistically analysed and it has been found that the more data that
become available, the better the agreement with the Lacey formula^
The formulae presented by Mr. Lacey in his letter are not new,

except m their form of presentation, and were inherent in his original
formute.
What he has done is to substitute

fsv = 48 ^^SV a. {vg)

as a sand factor, in place of the earlier

fVR = 1-155 V^B oc g.

Lacey makes these equal numerically at regime, but they are different
dimensionally, due to gravity and kinematic viscosity being omitted
for simphcity ;

because they were designed for use by practical
engineers.

All Lacey’s formulse are based on two fundamental relationships

gDS
yi or

fy*\ 2 y2

If) (the Froude number for width),

and
gns
ya and (Eeynolds’ number).

Surely Prof. White does not suggest that “On algebraically com-
bining two such fonnulsB one could prove anything” 1

Next as regards what should be treated as “independent variables” ;

Prof White has adopted Q, ff, Fs—the terminal speed of a typical
particle falling through water—and N—the quantity of solids ex-
pressed as a fraction of the water flow

;
and he has selected the area

of cross-section at bank-full stage as a dependent variable. He then
ehminates N by grouping nvers m which the charges, as measured,
Y&iy between 1/1 ,000 and 1/3,000 ,

but he has not stated how such
measurements were observedj nor has he yet presented the data of
the ten selected nvers on w’hieh his formulse were based.
Expenments carried out by me at Poona® showed that the rate

of deposition of sand of vanous grades m turbulent water varies as
(iV.F«)—that is to say, a heavy charge of silt gives the same rate of
deposition as a correspondingly lighter charge of medium sand

—

so that If the charge

—

N—^varied between 1/1,000 and 1/5,000, either
bed movement must have been ignored—as seems probable, because
no method of measurmg movement of bed sand outside a research
station has yet been devised—or else a wide range of charge must
have seriously vitiated the results—-unless, of course, there was so
Tittle movement that charge was an ummportant factor. Ttus is what
Lacey assumed for his regime coudiiaons
There is little difference, therefore, between Lacey’s original selection

of variables and White’s.

Lacev’b original White’s mdependent
independent vaiiables variables

1 Q Accurately measured Dischaige observed at
piactieally constant dis- bank-full stage assumed
chaxges to repiesent noimalitv*

2 JV Eeginie charge— the A lange of chaige from
m 1 n 1 rn ii in ( h a r g c 1/1 ,000 to 1/3,000 as-
associated with a fully sumed not to aftect
active Ix'd results appreciably.

3 fy Vs f, a sand iactoi origin- Vs, the terminal vel-
ally linked with V^IR ocitv of ^vhat is called

but latei with Vsv. a typical particle.

As regards Vs, expeiience m India shows that the mateiial exposed
on the bed of a channel is continually varying, both as legaids grade
( Vs) and charge(iV) That, m fact, changes m N and Fs represent the
‘mechanism of adjustment’ to meet changing flow conditions. Thus
N and Vs are highly dependent variables, the foimei of which cannot
be measured with any degree of accuracy outside a reseaich station
and the latter only with ddhculty—because samples of bed material
have to be taken at the same time as the area of section, discharge
and water temperature are observed

It may be argued that (;SF) is an equallv poor cnteiion of independ-
ence—on the grounds that S and F are both dependent variables

—

but S c<in onlv alter very slowdy, and experience show^s that with
constant discharge, but varying charge and grade, V — (Q/a) also
alteis slow'Iy, and that (5fF) alters still moie slowdy Thus, though
R and V depend on rainfall, the material w^ashed into the river, the
temperature of the water, and the vaiiations m all of these—which
cause ‘trading’ of material duimg alternating conditjons of scour and
accretion—vet (.b’F) is the best raoasuie of the mtegiated eflects of
sand charge and grade on a long-term basis and probably also on a
short-term basis

,
because it is easily measuiable and is proportional

—

after eliminating the eflects of discharge—to the ovciall eflects of
charge, grade, shape and specific gravity of particles, and water
tcmperatuie

Claude Inglis
c/o The Institution of Civil Tingmeers,

Great George Street,
Westmmstei, S W 1

Aug. 29
1 Lacey, G., Proc, Inst Civ Eng , 229 (1930)
® inglis, C C , Ann. Eept. Tech Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic

Research Station, Poona India (1941-42).

Prof C M. White, m his valuable and constructive comments on
my new flow equations^ has raised certain questions, which, if the
subject of alluvial transpoit is to be further advanced, demand a
reply
The Lmdley theorem® of 1919, of winch my 1930 equations wmre

a natuial outcome, assmtod that foi a given discharge, luirticle size,

and tianspoited load, the dimensions of a channel flowing uniform^
in an imUnutod medium of its owui self-tiansported aliiivium aie,
ultimately, uniquely deteimmcd The dependent variables aic thcu‘-
foro P, R and R, the wetted penmetei, liydiaiilic mean depth, and
water siuface slope
The conditions postulated are ideal and rnoie easily achieved m

the laboiatorv than in the field. On w^ell-established peieimial canals,
the conditions m respect of discharge, particle size, and transported
load are tolerably fulfilled. The engineer, however, by somewliat
arbitrarily assigning width, depth and slope, when constructing his
canals and making his excavations m the natural soil, presents Nature
with the immediate task of modifying the designed depth of water,
followed by a further adjustment in depth and slope which is also
accompanied by modifications in the width if the soil is friable and per-
mits of this taking place
The 1939 equations of Prof. White are effectively an application of

the Lmdley theorem to rivers, and in paiticular to those iiveis m the
alluvial plains which by a cycle of erosion and accretion have generated
their own cross-sections and established a slope which can conectly
be regarded as a dependent, as opposed to the sensibly constant and
independent variable of the slope of shmgle and boulder torrents, of
which the actual size of bed particle exposed at any given time is

a dependent variable and a function of the discharge intensity
Rivers in the plains generate their owm boundaiies and slopes, but,
owing to the admixture of fine adhesive pai tides and ‘ageing’, the
banks and portions of the bed are frequently far from incoherent As
a result, if the gross slope is measured over many miles, tins slope is

not a simple dependent on the cycle of discharges and the particle
size, but is complicated by the addition of other factors leading to

loss of energy and an increase in the slope The poor correlation of
Prof. White’s slope equation is probably due mainly to this cause
The dependent variables of P, R and R having been assigned, all

other variables, know n, or unknown, are mdependent, and Prof. White’s
method of dealing with them is highly ingenious and effective. Failing
measurement of the transported load, N, we are forced either to treat
it as constant, or to adopt a criterion in which both particle size and
load are implicit.

Prof. White has directed attention to the impropnety of combimng
two empirical equations algebraically With lus contention I fuUy
agree, but would submit that when the two equations have each a
high correlation, and the merit of extreme simplicity m the powers,
the ends may justify the means, and serve to demonstrate the truth
of past experience that more than one advance has ow^ed its existence
to a leap in the dark, ending happily on firm ground.
The nsk, to which Prof, White has referred, that one mav derive

two empirical equations “which look ditfeient but which do m fact

state the same thing though contaimng different errors of field

measurement”, is one that all unwittingly may run.
The dimensionless number of Prof. Wlnte
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is possibly not quite so simple as it appears, and J certainly prefer
as an alternative

aVsIQ,

wbich can be rowiitten

VslV,

When this substitution is made, the two White equations become
respectively

Fs/F = 2-40 (Fs/sr^'®Q>'5)0 7R,
. W(la)

and

S = 0*0120 (Fs/^2/5qi/5)0*90. . W(2)

Now, if we demand of our equations that they possess a physical
significance, the conclusion is inescapable that, for a constant load N,

Fs/F 00 8,

and

Vs 00 (VS).

I conclude that owing to the complex nature of Prof White’s depend-
ent slope variable, and the relatively large errors of field measurement,
both in S and Vs, he has inadvertently succeeded m deriving tw^o

different equations for the same concept, slope His terminal \elocitv
of the particle Fs plan’s the same part as the cntenon I have adopted
(F^’), and I have no doubt that when he examines a more extended
and reliable collection of data he will succeed in reconciling his two
powders of 0 78 and 0 90 respectively. The arithmetical mean of the
two powers is 0 840 and differs very httle from my power of 0 833

I would be the last person m the world to suggest that “bed material
is unimportant” ; but it is indeed important to note that an equation
can be denved in which it is implicit. I w’ould direct the attention
of the engineer to the equation

<Sf = 21 '• . . (6a)

in which (F;^) associates particle size with transported load, and is a
convenient description of anv alluvial channel. To the physicist, I
recommend investigation of the new basic equation

5 = 2FV?=Q (6)

An expression of this form may ultimately prove to be universal
m its application

Gerald Lacey
Thomason CcUege,

Koorkee,
U P

,
India

Sept. 6

^Nature, IQS ICG (1940)
* Lindlcv, E S

,
Proc Punjab Eng. Congress, 7 (1910).

Effect of Environment on the Reactivity of High Polymers

During the polymerization of vinyl compounds, in the pure state
and m solution, it is frequently obser\ed that the reaction-rate curve
is of the ‘autocatalytie’ type, the velocity increasing as the reaction
proceeds. Hitherto this has been attributed to (a) non-isothermal
character of the leaction, (&) to the fact that the catalyst, or its pro-
ducts of dissociation if present, does not immediately react with the
monomer. In 1941 Schulz and Blaschke^ observed a similar increase
in the velocity after about 20 per cent polymerization w*hen neither
of the above explanations was valid Similarly, Norrish and Smith®
found the same phenomenon m solution, the increase in velocity
being the more marked the poorer the solvent for the polymer pro-
duced. Again, Trommsdorff® found that if the viscosity of monomeric
methvl methacrylate were increased bv the addition of cellulose

tripropionate, the velocity of polymerization and also the molecular
weight of the polymethaervdate both increased.
The increase in rate might have been due (a) to an increase m rate

of initiation of polvmer chains, (b) an increase m the rate ofpropagation
of growth, termination occurring by the mutual interaction of the
ends of the active polymer. The effect could be produced either by
an increase m viscosity of the solution or by precipitating the polymer
out of solution, probably m the act of growing An increase in (a) is

not compatible with the observed increase in moleculai weight, for

normally an increase in (a) would lead to a decrease in molecular
weight, and it is unlikely that (6) would be affected for it is difficult

to see how this rate could increase.
The most probable explanation appeared to be that the rate of

termination w^as cut dowm As the liquid became more viscous, the
ends of the active polymer would find it more difficult to diffuse into
each other’s proximity and interact and so terminate grow*th In the
case of a bad solvent the active poljTner would then be so coiled up
that again the active ends w’ould not easily gam access to each other.

Thus m both cases the rate of polymerization would increase simply
owing to a diminution of the speed of reaction responsible for cessation
of growth.
Becently a method has been developed* for measuring the mdividiial

values of all the velocity coefficients m a pohunenzation reaction, and
hence it appeared feasible to see whether in fact the above suggestions
would account for the behaviour observed Using the solvent techmque
with vinyl acetate and photochemical imtiation of the reaction, pre-
cisely similar phenomena have been observed. In a good solvent such
as ethyl acetate, the reaction is normal and exactly similar to that in
the pure monomer

, m a bad solvent such as w-hexane, the auto-
catalytic character of the reaction is clearly marked. The accompany-
ing table shows the results obtained in the normal phase of the re-

action and after acceleration had set in

Bate of imtiation of chains = 0 0 x 10”® mol lit sec Temp

Overall rate (mol. lit sec

Life-time of active poBuner (sec )

Growth coefficient, Ip (mol, ^ ht sec

Termination coefficient, kt
(mol."^ lit sec "D

Normal
5 0 X 10~«

SIX i(r®

7 0 X 10®

2 6 X 10®

* After 5 per cent of polymer has been formed

Abnormal’^
1*1 X lO-'^

17*0 X 10’"

G-8 X 10®

5 0 X 10®

It IS of importance to note that the values of and It for the pure

monomer, namelv, 6 7 x 10® and 2 5 x 10®, are m excellent agree-

ment with those for the normal phase of the reaction. In the ^normal
phase of the reaction, how'ever, only the termination coefficient is

affected, thus vindicating the suggestions made preyioiisly ihe

agreement is quantitatively satisfactory, for a two-fold increase m
rate "would correspond to a four-fold reduction in the termination

coefficient, as is approximately observed. Thus the reactivity of grow-

ing polymer molecule is affected by the euMronment m which it is

placed, provided that it interacts with another of its kind Immobilitv

or coiling up as in a bad solvent or in the gas phase cuts down reactiviF

On the other hand, when a monomer mteracts wuth the polvmer, its

high mobility permits it to penetrate to the active spot under ali

conditions, and environment has no effect A great manv parallel

observations on reaction of this kind all fall into quantitative agree-

ment when tins new' kind of effect is taken into account.
G M. Burnett
H Melville

Chemistry Department,
Umversity of Aberdeen.

Sept 4.

^ Schulz and Blaschke, Z. physik Chem., 50. 305 (1941).

®Nornsh and Smith, Nature, 150, 336 (1942)
® Trommsdorff, Colloquium on High Polymers, Freiburg, 1944

BIOS. Beport No 363, Item No 22
* Burnett and MelviUe, Natme 156, 661 (1945)

See

Alginic Add Diacetate

Believing that the usual methods of acetvlation give de^aded
products, Wassermann^ has attempted to acetjlate algimc acid ivith

ketene By this means he succeeded m introducing appioxunately
one acetyl group into each repeatmg unit of the pohuner Some
years ago w’e studied the action of ketene on alginic acid under 'venous
conditions, and although products with a higher acetyl content (20 9

pel cent) than ^Yassermann’s w ere obtained, the method W'as abandoned
in favour of a simpler and more effective procedure®
When alginic acid is dried, hj drogen bonding betw een neighbouring

molecules is so severe, and the structure is so compact, that reaction

with acetic anhydride is impossible If, however, the alginic acid is

first swollenm water, the hydroxyl groups become available lor acetyla-

tion and remain available when the water is chsplaced with glacial

acetic acid Making use of this principle, algimc acid yarn® can be
aeetylated without loss of fibre-form in the following way the vam
(1 0 gm ) is sw-ollen in w'ater, centrifuged and then immersed in several

changes of glacial acetic acid until the residual water is less, preferably

very much less, than 30 per cent of the original weight of the vam
The latter is then transferred to 3U-40 c c of a mixture having the

following composition * benzene ISO gm
,
acetic anhydride 60 gm. and

sulphuric acid (cone ) 1 2-1 5 gm The reaction is allow'ed to proceed
for 24 hours at 25° C ,

or for 1 hour at 25°C., followed bv 15 minutes
at 50°-60° C Perchloric acid can be used m place of sulphunc acid,

and either catalvst can be introduced bv sweDing the yarn with a

1 *0 N solution of the acid instead of with w'ater , in this case, acetyla-

tion is earned out wuth a mixture of benzene and acetic anhvdridc,
benzene being present simplv to ensure preservation of fibie form
Yarn acet\ lated for 17 hours at 25° C. in the above manner gave

a 97 3 per cent yield of the di-acetate (acetyl . found, 33 0 per cent

;

theory, 33 1 per cent) Determinations of the tenacity of the acetj lated

yam, its solubihty in w'ater, and other properties show'cd that acetyla-

tion had been achieved without any appreciable degree of degradation
As w'ould be expected, algimc acid di-acetate sweUs, but does not

dissolve, in water, methanol, ethanol, acetone, dioxan and glacial

acetic acid at ordinary temperatures It dissolves at once m aqueous
acetone (80 per cent) and, surprisingly enough, in view' of the insolubility

of calcium alginate, in 0 5 A’’ calcium acetate. Similarly, no precipitate

could be obtained when solutions of calcium chloride, barium chloride,

copper sulphate, lead acetate and feme chloride w'ere added to a
solution of the di-acetate in 0 1 N sodium acetate
The di-acetate undergoes slow hydrolysis on exposure to air at

65 per cent relative humiditv and 22 2° C ,
as is indicated bv the follow-

mg data for yam aeetylated in presence of sulphunc acid

Time of exposure
(days)

0
20
40
100
220

Acetyl content
(per centl

33 6
31 5
30 4
26*4
18 9

Similar results were obtained with jam aeetylated in presence of

perchloric acid.
A fuU account of the preparation and properties of the di-icetate

nd other esters of alginic acid will be published elsewhere We are
ndebted to Alginate Industnes, Ltd., and Courtaulds, Ltd., for grants
a aid of these investigations.

N- H. Chajiberlain
G. E Cunningham
T. B. Spearman

Textile Chemistry Laboratory,
University, Leeds

Sept. 7.

^ Was^jermann, Nature. 158, 271 fl946).
* Cunningham, Chamberlain and Speakman, Brit. Pat, 573,591 (1945).
* Speakman and Chamberlain J Soc Npers and CoL^ 60, 264 (1944).
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Permanent Bleaching of Ugno-Cellulosic Materials

At the present time the hledclimf!: of hgno-cellulosic matciials
'luch as sisal, jute and nianiU is, as normalh earned out, of only
temporal y effa'acv, for tlu^ lileached mateiials graduali\ dib^oloiit

again on exposure to siirihght

It has novv been shoun that this discoloration may be pie\entea
and bleaching thereby rendered permanent by subjecting the mateiials

to certain esterification and etherification treatments, particularly

acetylation, benzoylation and inethvlation
Acetylation has been earned out m a number of ^vays by means

of acetic anhydride in the presence of various acidic and basic cataK sts.

Benzo\lation has been accomplished by tieatment with benzovl
chloride in the presence of pyridine at about 10U° C. Both these

processes have been emploved to gi\e complete protection against

light discoloration A marked, though onlv partial, effect has been
obtained on meth-vlation by successive treatments with ethereal

dzazomethane Methvlation vith dimethyl sulphate m the piesence
of strong alkali has also been found to be paitialh effective, but in

this ease the effect is accompanied bv considerable damage to the
fibre.

In the photograph, mitreatiul jute, of which a limited area was
exposed to the light of a carbon arc lamp for too hours, is shown on
the left. The degree of discoloiatlon is coiisideiablc. On the iiglit is

a sample of acetylated fabric in which the ecimvalent area was ex-
posed for an even longer pericd. In this case no discoloration at all is

perceptible.
It is tentatively suggested that the cause of the discoloration is to

be found m the leactmU of the phenolic gioups of the hgiun present
in those fibres, winch, under the intluence of light, tend to polymerizi'
to coloured qumones. By causing the reactive phenolic groups to
combine with alkylating or acvlating agents, therefore, the discoloration
IS prevented

I am indebted to the Sisal Growers’ Association loi permission to
publish this note.

P L B Bbipp
Sisal Section,

Department of Textile Industries
University, Leeds, 2

Sept. 1

1

Effect of Hydrogen Peroxide m the Presence of Copper
Sulphate on the Shrinkage of Wool

A'lLSSpyi has reported that chlorine dioxide imparts an unshrinkable
finish to wool when applied in a solution from carbon tetrat blonde
Experiments have been conducted to examine the effect of oxidation
by hyd^rogen peroxide in the presence of a copper salt on the shrinkage
of wool.
The knitted fabric used w as made from 60*s qnahty , count of yam

1/15, circular knit, and the degree of shrinkage through feltmg was
determined by reduction in area during hand milling at about 50° C.
in an aqueous solution containing 5 per cent soap and 0 2 per cent
sodium carbonate All measurements were made after the samples
had been relaxed by soaking in water for about ten minutes Samples
measnnng m each instance about 30 sq m in area weie immersed
in 600 ml. of 0 ’4 per cent hydrogen peroxide to which 25 ml of 5 pei
cent copper sulphate solution had been added and winch had been
brought to pH 4 2 with 5 per cent sodium bicarbonate solution.
Lipson® has showm that pH 4 *2 is the value for maximum attack.
The solution was brought to the boil in ten minutes and mamtained

at the boil for ten minutes. After washmg in running water for one
hour, the samples were measured and then milled for about fifteen
minutes with measured control samples. The percentage reductionm area dunng milling was 40 per cent and 15 per cent for the control
samples and treated samples respectively.

It was found that by soaking the samples before milling, for five
minutes, at room temperature (1 7“ C.) in 5 per cent sulphuric acid
solution, the shnukage dunng milling in the treated samples was
reduwd lurther. The reduction in area was 37 per cent and 3 *5 per
cent for the control samples and treated samples resiiectivelj

Using the appaiatus devised by Lipson', factional moasuiements
w^ere iiiulei taken to discover it the tieatment afieited the dircitional

frictional effect. The valu(‘s befoie and aftei treatment weie found to

bo the same
x i, « i. r i. x

Experiments w'ure canuHl out to deteimmc tlie eilect of the tieat-

ment on the extensibility of the flbies After tr(Mtiuciit, fibres

W’ere found to be more easily extensible, yet tiie ability to

recover from defoimation wms not impaired Tims it apF)eais that

the unshrinkable finish is produced by means wdiich* ditfei fiom
those suggested for the majoiity of other anti-shnnk leagents, namely,
reduction of directional factional eilect or ieduction of extensibilit\

It is intended to publish a detailed account of this w'ork m the

Jo^trnal of the Royal Society of New Sonth Wales The interest shown
and constructive ciiticism piovided by Mr M B Erency, officer m
cbaige, Australian Wool lieali/ation Commission Testing House, is

gratefully acknowledged. Thanks are also due to Mrs P ilarris for

valuable assistance wnth the factional measurements and to Dr 1? p
Dwjer for help in preparation of this communication

J. Anderson
Australian Wool Realization Commission,

Testing House,
17 ITindlc Btieet,

B’v diiev.

Hept 5

^ Nilssen, PhD Thesis, Leeds Univeisitv (1937)
- Lipson, M

,
R'toc Ron Soc NS \V

, 76, 225 (1943)
“Lipson, M , Nature. 156, 208 (1945).

Man’s Reaction to Mosquito Bites

It is widely knowui that different individuals give voiy diffeient
reactions to the bites of insects, and also that repeated exposure may
a ter the reactions of one individual (Boycottk Hecht®), but sur-
prisingly little w'ork has been done on this subject The availabiht\
of a group of human volunteer subplots foi medical research made it

possible to investigate the effect of the bites of various species on
individuals w'ho could be kept under observation for long periods

In the first senes of experiments, the yellow fever mosquito Aedes
Tgypti was used, and onlv subjects who had never travelled outside
Bntam, and who w^ere, therefore, unlikely to have been previously'
bitten by tins species, w^erc exposed Twentv-flve volunteers all g ive
a similar reaction When bitten by A. cegijpti for the first time there
was no immediate cutaneous response, other than a tiny red spot
about 1 mm in diameter at the site of the bite, and no itching was
observed. After a variable period, however, usually between twenty
and tw'onty-four houis, a marked delayed reaction occurred A red
patch about 3 cm in diameter surrounded the bite, and the central
1 cm was seen to form a definite weal. Tliis condition was observed
over several days, the itehmg and other symptoms waxmg and w^anmg
several times
The volunteers were bitten by A. cegypti on several occasions for

about a month, and at the end of that period the leaction was markedly
difierent An mirnodiate reaction had developed—as soon as the mos-
qmfo had fed, a weal developed the site of the bite, an area of
erythema appeared surrounding tiie weal, and the skin itched. Within
two hours all these sviuptoms disippeared completely, but after
twenty to twenty-foiii hours the same delayed reaction noticed on
the occasion of the eailier o.\posiireh appeared

After a further period of exposure there was another modification.
The immediate reaction persisted unchanged, but the delayed reaction
got gradually less severe and eventually disappeared. Tins meant
that the bites w^ere less troublesome to the victim
The volunteers never got beyond this sta.ge, but in other individuals

who have been repeatedly exposed to thousands of bites from A.
cegypti I have observed that the immediate reaction also disappears
Man’s reaction to the bites of tliis species mav then be tabulated

as follows . each stage is reached after further exposure

rmmediate reaction Delayed reaction

-f

I suggest that these two reactions are qiute distinct and are probablv
caused by different antigens m the sabva of the mosquito

Other experiments have been carried out wutb AmpheUs maculi-
pervins atroparms Most men when first bitten gave the stage I

reaction, and it seems ikelv that the minority who gave stage II
(thiee out of twenty-five volunteers) had had previous exposure to
the mosquito. After exposure, the immediate reaction was developed,
and in some cases stage III was reached I have not yet produced
stage IV experimentally, but have observed it In individuals known
to have been exposed to this mosquito for several years.
The sensitization and immumty in these delayed and immediate

reactions seems to be specific. Thus one man may simultaneously give
a stage I reaction to Anopheles and a stage II reaction to Aedes.

Other species of biting insects appear to give results which fit into
the same scheme, with minor modifications. Most human beings appear
to give very similar results when subjected to the same degree of
esq osure, though special cases of hypersensitivity and severe aUergs"
also occur
The whole problem is under further mvestigation.

Kenneth Mellanby
Department of Entomology,

London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.
Sept. 27.

^ Boycott, A. E., Xlmr. Goll. Eosp. Mag , Land., 13, 200 (1928),
* Hecht 0 , Sm. Santd Asistenew Social Caracas. VemzueHa. 8, 391

(1943)

•Stage I

, II

„ 111

» 1^'
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Penicillin as a Plant Hormone
the coiuse of invcbtigations on the efieets of bome antibiotics

on plant ti&siies m vitro, it was discovexed that commercial pemcdliii

sodium (Scjiiibb) has a potent eltoct on the growth of excised fragments
of siinllower stern tissue cultuied on .White’s sucrose mineral agar
A concentration of 500 units per c c of this substance caused gieat
piohfeiation of the cambial tissue without iiroduction of visible roots

Effect of cojotekciai penicillim sodiitm on the growth of
SUNFIiOWBR STEM FRAGMENTS in VltrO (a) 500 UNITS PER C C ,

(6) 5 UNITS PER C 0. ,
(c) NO PENICILLIN (PHOTOGRAPH BY
J A. CARLILE )

(Fig. a). 5 xmits per c c also caused proliferation of cambial tissue
accompamed by an abundant production of roots (Fig b) Stem
tissue cultured m the absence of the antibiotic showed neither prolifera-
tion nor root production (Fig c) As cambial proliferation and
production of roots are both induced in simflover stem tissue by mdole
acetic acid, fragnients of stem tissue were also cultured in the presence
of pure penicillins The reactions of such stimi fragments to different
concentrations of these substances as v ell as to commercial pemcillin
and indole acetic acid are given in the accompanying table

Response of fragments of sunflower stem tissue cultured for
FOUR WEEKS IN THE PRESENCE OF PENICILLIN OR INDOLE ACETIC ACID

Substance

Indole arctic acid
Commercial pemcillin
Pemcillm Jf
Pemcilhn F
Penicillin (r

Pemcillin K
Control, on plain

sucrose agai

ur®
Concentration

iq-7 10'*

CP 0/10* CP 10/10 7/10
CP 10/10 1/10 0/10

5/10 7/9
0/10

0/10
0/10 9/10
9/10 6/10 10/10
0/10 0/10 0/10

0/U)

* The fractions lefer to the number of stem fragments m each
group which produced roots. CP = cambial prolifeiation

The effect of commercial pemcilhn on these stem fragments can be
attributed Avith a fair degree of certainty to indole acetic acid, which
IS knovm to be produced bv PemciUmm notatum (0 \Ymtersteiner,
personal communication) According to this assay, it appears that
mdole acetic acid vas present in the pemciUin in a concentrarion of
about 1 per cent The root-forming capacity of pemcillms G and X
almost certamly resided m these substances themsehes Pemcilhn JT
had no effect on the growth of the stem fragments The results obtained
with pemcillin P are doubtful Xone of these substances seemed to
have any inhibiting effect on the grovth of these plant tissues
Streptomycin, which was tested at the same time, also had no inhibit-
ing effects and was without influence on root formation

I?ure penicilhns were kindly made available by the following organ-
isations : pemcillms G and K, Squibb Institute, New Brunswick, N T.

,

pemcillin X, Food and Drug Adnunistration, Washington, D.C. , and
penicillm F, T'^pjohn Co ,

Kalamazoo, Mich
B S DE ROPP
(Research Officer,

Agricultural Research Council
England)

Department of Animal and Plant Pathology,
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research,

Princeton. New .Terse>
Sept 14

Oxidation of Tryptophane by Homogenized o-j- a-f and
00 Ephestia Tissue

It has been shown previously that in the flour moth, Ephestia
Kuhmdla. the gene a in homozygous condition causes lack of kyrurenm
and consequently a deficiency m the eve pigments depending on the
presence of kvrureninh Since kvruremn is derived from trjptophane
by oxidation, it is assumed that the oxidation of tryxitophane to
ksTuremn is inhibited m aa animals This is confirmed by the fact
that an increased amount of tryptophane is found m the proteins ofm animals®'®

It had been suggested that in aa tissues the enzymes necessiirj

for the formation ot kyruremn from tryptophane Tna\ be missing or
less actue than m tissues The experiments described belov
were done m order to test this possibility A niimbei of full-grown
Ephestia larv^ae from closely inbred a+a-h and aa stiaiiis voie weighed
and giound up in a mortar in Ringer solution isotonic for EphestiuK
buffered by an 77i}b0 phosphate buffer at G S The average net
weight tor a single larva was found to be 32 6 i 5 4 mgin in a 4-g +
and 22 4 rb 5 0 mgm in aa
The biei resulting from grinding the larvae in a mortar was homo-

geiuzed in a homogemzer (Pottei and ElvelpenP) diiven by a motor
Aliquots of 1 c c of the resulting suspension, corresponding to

46 7-110 2 mgm net weight of lar-val material, ivere pipetted into the
vessels of a Fenn type respirometer, and the oxygen uptake for one
hour at 25 5“ C measured In the experimental vessels Ringer solution
containing 0 05 and 0 2 per cent tryptophane wms used The results

of these measurements are gi'tcn in the accompanying table

Oxygen consumption of homogenized a+a~\- and aa larvjb
(MM.®/GM /HR ± STANDARD ERROR)

a -f-a -}-

Control 110 7 rfc 2 6
0 05% Irv^ptophanc 1 32 5 ± 4 7
0 2% trjTptophanc 162 4 ± 5 7

aa
102 5 ± 2 0
123 8 ± 5 7
101 8 ± 5 5

The data indicate a somewliat higher oxygen consumption in a -fiz 4-

than m aa m the controls This diflerence is probably significant

(? = 2 50, X = 37, P < 0 02) This may be connected with the highei
viabihty and speed of de\ elopment characteristic for a + Ephestia'^,

Addition of trj-ptophane caused an increase m respiration both m
a+a-\- and m aa material The increase is significant at the 1 per cent
level both at 0 05 per cent tr^qitophane, as compared with the con-
trols and at 0 2 per cent tryptophane, as compared with 0 05 per
cent tryptophane This indicates that m the range of concentrations
investigated, the increase in oxygen consumption w as Uiuited by the
amount of tryqitophane present
No significant ditteiences between a+a+ and aa material were

found wuth 0 05 and 0 2 per cent tryptophane This indicates that
aa material is as able as a -fa -f- material to oxidize tryptophane

In the experimental vessels, both m a-fa-f and in aa a dark pre-
cipitate developed during the experiments. This ])rec ipitate w as either
absent or very weak in the controls It was insoluble m wmter, alcohol,
ether and acetone, soluble with difficulty m acidified alcohol and weak
alkali, but easily soluble m concentrated formic acid This solubihU
behaviour is characteristic ofommochromes, the insect pigments formed
from kymrenin'’*®-

These results indicate that aa material is as well able to oxicbze
tr^qitophane as a -fa -f It is suggested, fiirtherraoie, that aa material
is able to transform it into k^Tu^enin, the precursoi of the omraochrome
pigments If the oxidation of tryptophane to kviuiemn is dependent
on an enzsTue analogous to the tryptophane pirTiholasG ratals sing
the same reaction m mammals*, the results seem to suggest that this
enz\Tne is present and actne in aa as well as m a-f a -f cells.

The situation m aa Ephestia w ould therefore be that tryptophane
is present and tliat the enzvrne necessary for its oxidation to kyrurenm
is also present. A similar condition has been found for body-colour
mutants m Drosophila, wheie changes m the amount of melanin
formed were not accompamed by <'i concomitant change m either
tyTOsmase or tvrosme present^*' It seems justifiable to conclude
that in cases of tins t^pe the action of the enzyme on the substrate
is inhibited

I am indebted to Dr David R Cloddard, of tlie University of Roch-
ester, for valuable aid and advice.

Ernst Caspari
Department of Zoology,
Umversit'v of Rochester,
Rochester, New York.

Aug 27

^ Buteuandt, A , Weidel,W ,
and Becker E

,
Katurwns

, 28, 63 (1940)
® Caspari, E., Science, 98, 478 (1943).
® Caspari, E., Genetics, m the press
* Caspari, E , Arch Bntw. Mech

,

130, 253 (1933)
® Potter, Y B

,
and Elvehjem, C. A , J Biol Chem , 114, 495 (1936).

® Kuhn, A
, and Henke, K , Ab Gen Wm Gottmqen, Matk.-Phys

El, NF., 15, 197 (1932).
’Becker, E, Biol, Z

,

59, 597 (1934).
* Becker, Z t. A V„ 80, 157 (1942)
* Kotake, Y., and Masavama, T., Hoppe-Seylers Z,, 243, 237 (1938).
Graubard, M A , J Gen , 27, 199 (1933).
Danneel R , Biol Z,, 83, 377 (1943)

A Preparation for the Physiological Study of the Unit
Synapse

Present concepts of svnaptic activity are based on duect lecording
of electrical signs in a small number of preparations The closest
approximations to analysis of the umt synapse have been made with
the artificial synapse formed bv two isolated giant axons m contact
(ephapse of Arvanitaki^) and the isolated nemomuscular junction®.
Several true synapses among invertebrates ofter promise as favourable
material for recording from the single synapse, foi example, the
prexiarations of Pumpluey and Baw’don-Smith® from the cockroach
and of Prosser'* from the crayfish abdominal ganglion. The present
commumcation directs attention to the possibihties of another prepara-
tion, from the stellate ganglion of a cephalopod, which appears to
offer unique advantages.
Young® has described the remarkable giant synapse m this gan^ion

in squid Tluek terminal bran«'hes of a single jireganglionic fibre
(second order giant fibre) from the brain make contact with about
ten third order giant fibres which originate m the ganghon and are
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Potentials from stellate ganglion of Lohgo pealu Pre-
.G4NGLI0NIC NER\E IS STIMULATED AT 30 PER SECOND LOWER
TRACE OF DOUBLE BE VM OSCILLOGRAPH PICKED UP AT JUNCTION
OF PREGANGLIONIC NERVE WITH GANGLION, UPPER TRACE FROM
ORIGIN OF POSTGANGLIONIC NERVE MULTIPLE EXPOSURE OF
SUPERIMPOSED STIMULUS-TRIGGERED SWEEPS ONSET OP
FATIGUE SHOWING ALL OR NONE SPIKES AND PALLING LOOAL

RESPONSE Time = o 5 m sec

distnbiited, one in each postganglionic stellar nerve, to the mantle
musculature At the region of contact the pics'^ naptic fi)>re and post-

svnaptic fibre, each 25-100 ju in diameter, lie side hv side foi 800 fi,

making connexions through small holes in their sheaths, by many
short collaterals Cell bodies or dendrites are not involved

In Lohgo peahi a preparation is easily isolated consisting of pic-

ganghomc nerve (mantle connective w ith fin nerve lemoved), stellate

ganglion and the last stellar nerve Single shocks at low intensity

delivered to the pregangliomc neive excite a single giant fibre therein

and, after a deUv in the ganglion of about 12m sec. (2;r C ), the giant
fibres m the stellar nerves Tins delay does not include any signifi(;ant

conduction time m fine tapering terminals Transmission is all or none
and one to one ; the synapse can follow upwards of four hundred
impulses per second for short periods Increasing shock uitcnsitv

brings m many smaller preganglionic fibres (including presumably
Young's accessory second order giant), some lagging scarc-cly at all

behind the pres\Tiaptic giant, but does not alter transmission notice-
ably. Antidromic impulses are not transmitted from postsynaptic
to presynaptic fibre. Transmission is easily blocked by fatigue and
for long periods can be kept at any det»ired level by mamtained stimula-
tion of the preflhre at controlled frequency Thus a certain prcpaiation,
once fatigued, could be kept in a non-transmittmg state by stimulation
at 30 per sec. wlule dropping the frequency to 25 per sec permitted
transmission. Untransmitted impulses continue to exext an effect,

mamtaimng fatigue of the junction, apparently by acting on the post-
synaptic unit.
The preparation permits recording not only of single presynaptic and

postsynaptic fibres but also of unit s\maptic potentials (local activity of
the unit synapse, the non-propagated, graded response corresponding
to end-plate potential m muscle) A large electrode (0 2 mm. platinum
wire) on the ganglion may pick up several of the ten or so junctions,
but they are activated by the same presynaptic flbie, are well
synchromzed and rarely behave indepeiidentlv. Micro-electiode
recording gives the same picture as large electrodes m situations
studied so far. The synaptic potential detectable with macro-electrodes
may be more than 300 mV., nse to its peak in about 0 6 m.sec and
fall to a third in less than 1 m sec In fatigue the local response may
suffer no change m latency but falls greatly in height, the propagated
spike arising later and later, often axqiarently from the falling phase
of local response (cf Hodgkin^l Bv graded stimulation directly on
the ganglion the synaptic potential may be graded Its absolute
refractory period is about 1 m sec. and is followed bv a relatively
refractcqry period in vrhich at first very small potentials are elicited,
later increasingly large ones Facilitation has been recorded m the
fatiCTed preparation when the first stimulus of a pair elicits only
local response wdiereas the second, if it follows within a critical interval
during the relatively refractory period of local response, may result
m a propagated impulse.
The general properties of the preparation are strikingly similar to

those of the ephapse of Arvanitaki^ and. with respect to the local
response, those of the peripheral nerve fibre®

Theodore Holmes Bullock
Umversity of Missoun School of Medicine,

Columbia, Missouri.

^ Arvamtaki, A., J. H^^'mrophusi-ol
, 5, 81 (1942).

’^Kufiler, 8. W., J, Neurophmol
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5, 18 (1942).
*3himnhrev, B J., and Bawdon-Smith, A. F., Pro^. Rm, Soc.. Bm 106 (1937)
* Prosser, C. L, J Cell. Comp. PhyrnL, 16, 25 (1940),
® Young, J- 2., Phil. Tram. Roy. Soc.. B, 2^, 465 U939).
* Hodgkin, A. L., Proc. Ray. Soo., B. 126, 87 (1938).

Adrenal Cortical Hormone and Pigmentation

The association between the adien.il glands and pathological

I)igmcutatioii IS well establislu'd, and it h.is liecn suggested ihat

these glands nuu also eoiitiol the plwsiologual ]>rocess^''**® 'The

influence of sodium chloude on nudanm formation in vitro has been
demonstratcd'‘, and it iollous that, if phvsiologuat pigmentation is

controlled b\ this mcfhanisin, then dinqilv pigmented animals should
have a low chloride coneeiitration T'o confirm this the concentration
of chloride in the blood ol agouti and black mice has liecn investigated,

using a cross between the CBA (Btioiig) anil <757 (Little) strains which
segiegates for these colours
Much diffieultv has been expeiieiicod m obtaining leliable estima-

tions from the small quantities of scrum availalik* Even by draining
the mfenoi vena cava it has not been found possible to guarantee
more than 0 2 c e of soiimi, and all estimations have been made on
this quantitv The method used has been that of Sehales and Schales®,

but with only 0 2 c.c of scrum the cu<l-point is not eertam To elim-
inate errors fioin this souice, a photometue apjiaiatiis has been con-
striietcd, the electiical circuit being taken directlv from that described
bv Needham® Illumination is bv a 4()-wutt pcail bulb housed in a
light-tight tm, m wdiich are twu i-m holes opposite to and at the
height of the centres of the seieniimi cells No lenses are used, but
two movable screens with S-in holes are placed immediatelv in front
of the selcmiim cells, to act as ba files The wdiole is enclosed in a
light-tight box, of wdiich the ends can be opened The appaiatiis is

completed by a microbiiietie mounted on a movable arm so arranged
that the nozzle can either be brought to a position immediatelv in
front of one of the sclemum cells when the end of the box is open,
or removed to such a position that the box ma\ be closed. Galvano-
meter readings are made only with the box closed

Estimations aie made on piotem-fice filtrates, prepared bv adding
to 0 2 c c. serum, 11 c c waitei and 0 5 c e of each of the Folm-Wn
reagents. 10 c c of the filtrate arc placed in an optical cell, with 0 06
c c indicator The cell is plin'cd immediatidv beneath the micro-
buiettc betw'cen a movable screen and the selenium cell The resistance
is varied so that moie cunent is fed to the galvanometer from tins
selenium cell than from the other, the difference being accuratclv
adjusted to one degiee on the galvanomctoi scale Titration is carried
out until sufiicient colour is de\ eloped in the optical cell to balance
the circuit and return the galvanomelei needle to zero This is re-

garded as the end-point It is, of course, arbitrary, but gives constant
results within the limits examined, that is, 100-150 milh-eqiiivalents
per litre of ohloi ide The calculation is made as m the oi ’ginal method,
with the neccssaiv adiiistment for the quantitv oi serum used In
this wrav it has been found possible to estimate known solutions of
sodium chloride using only 0 2 c e

,
with an erroi of 1 per cent

The moan value for agouti mice is 121 mil liequival cuts per hire,
and for black 124 5 Estimation of the significance of the difference
betwTcn these means gives P = 0*1 for w. = 29’ Therefore, instead
of the anticipated low' concentration of chloride m black as compared
with agouti mice, there is a small rise in this concentration, the
difference how'cver, not being significant 'rhen^ is thns no ovuleiice
of any diftorence in adrenal cortical function bctwi'cn agouti and
black mice as jiidgial bv the concentration of chloride m bcrum
As these results aie eonsidereil accurate to wuthin 1 per {*cnt, and a
difference of veiy miu'h mor(‘ than 1 per cent m the ehlonde con-
centration IS neeeasaiv to affect melanin formation®, it can deftnitelT
be stated that if physiological tugmentation m the mousi' is controlled
by the adnuial glands, the at'tion is not through the chloude balance
hormone of the cortex.

I have pleasure m acknowdedgmg my indebtedness to Mr A Ii.

Bacharach for the mielens of the mouse colony, and to Mr IJ C Price
for much valuable advice and help with the electrical part of the
apparatus The w'ork has been earned out with the aid of a grant
from the Leverhulme llesearch Fellow'ships

A .1 Lex
Ministry of Pensions,
Nouross, Blackpool

Sept 9
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Action of Pepsin on Serum Proteins as Measured
by Electrophoresis

Since the begmrmig of this ycai, w'e have had the first appaiatua
for electrophoresis (Tlselius-Philpott-Svensson), which has been whoUv
built in Switzerland (Strubm and ('o , Basle) Our mam object is to
study the physio-pathological alterations m the blood proteins during
disease. In addition, w'e aimed at studying problems of general
biological interest
Thus we endeavoured to illustrate the action of pepsin (Fairchildl

on serum proteins by taking electrophoretic patterns of the remaining
proteins at different stages of the digestion In order to measure the
undigested remainder of the serum proteins we used the nephelo-
metric method, as developed by KnjgsmanL In this method the
protem concentration is proportional to the turbiditv winch is produced
with sulphosahcvhc acid m a strongly acid solution There is no
accurate proportion between digested protein and the increase of the
degradation products Therefore a method measuring the last-named
products would not be exact in our case As buffer system we used
veronal/sodium " sodium/acetate/hydrochlonc acid (Michaelis), mostly
used for electrophoresis. During the peptic digestion the was
kept at 5 1, the temperature at 37° C

,
and the pepsin-protein ratio

was 1*9. In order to stop the reaction, the. pH was brought to 7*9 and
the solution dialysed against buffer solution of an lomc strength of
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0 1 for four daj & at 2® C By this method the piotein solution remains
perfectly clear, a fact which, of coui'se, is all-important when distinct
patterns are -wanted Electrophoresis was earned out at 2® C ,

with
a potential gradient of 3 74 volts pei cm for 8,520 sec All the patterns
show ‘descending boundaries’, and the migration takes place from the
nght side to the left The basic line has been reduced according to
Wiedemann’s method**.

Electrophoretic concentr.itious
(gm percent)

Pat-
tern

Total
protein
(gm %)

Albumin a
Albumin
Globulin

1 (f 5 2 21 0 8S 1 21 0 40 1 90 0 54
0 q 0 S9 1) h2 0 tSl 0 39 119 0 29

4 it 0 54 (. 41 0 50 0 30 1 15 0 23
2 19 0 8f> 1 12 0 IS 1 55 0 55

The aceompaiiying table shows that peptic digestion primarily
attacks the albumin, whereas the \arious globulin fractions are de-
graded m a much less degree Our method of lepeated eleetiophoresis
gives a good illiistration of the kinetics of proteolytic action Thus
electrophoresis can sef\e as control of the various factors (that is,

pepsm-proteiu ratio, pH-vahie, temperature and time) that govern
the purification of antitoxic sera by means of eiuvme digestion
Further studies will show whether antibodies contained in the y-
fraction have an inactivating etfect (compare Sevag®) on pepsin, or
if they are simply degraded more slowly under otherwise optimal
conditions (Pope*), Abderlialden®
Pattern 4, wfiiich was produced after dialysis of the serum in a &mall

bag of parchment paper and eliminating the precipitated proteins
after 48 hours by centrifuging, shows some decrease of the /8- and y-
globuhns, w’hereas the more 1> ophvlic albnmm and a-globnlin remain
almost unchanged. It forms thus a good contrast with the action of
pepsin on the same serum pioteins, in which the albumin globulin
ratio is low?ered.

CH, WnSTDEEiT
Umversity Medical Ulimc,

Zurich.
Sept. 5.

* Knjgsman, Z. physiol. Chem., 227, 251 (1934)
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Sulphonamides and the Th)^roid Gland

It has been kno^m smee 1941 that sulphonamides influence the
Dfayioid gland. Mackenzie, MacKenzie and MacCoUnm* note that
rats on a purified diet contaimng 1-2 per cent of sulilhamlylguanidine
show hypertrophy of the thvroid gland. The action is not influenced
by yeast, 33-ammobenzoic acid, or excess of iodine. Somewhat later®,

sulphadiazme, sulphathiazole, sulphapyndine and sulphamlamide were
found to produce a similar effect. Basal metabolism is lowered
by any sulphonamide, and sulphamlamide is the least active one.

Taiirog, Chaikoft and Fianklm® showed that sulphonamides and similar
products inhibit the formation of diiodotyrosme and thyroxin by
living tissue slices of thyioid in vitro, in piesencu of ladioactive
moigamc iodine.

Hitherto the connexion has not been seen between the action of
sulphonamides on the thyioid gland and their bactciiostatic power
in VIVO In a theory I have put forw^ard*, I suggested that the
bacteriostatic action of sulphonamides is increased bv the association
of a goitrogemc molecule with their own molecule. Experiments
carried out jointly with Dr Antonio Oriol and Dr Antonio Bsteve
confirmed this point of view^

A goitrogemc compound, such as methylthiouracil, alone has no
bacteriostatic powerm mice , on the othei hand, a mere eqiiimolecular
mixture of methylthiouracil and sulphamlamide has, on mice infected
by pneumococci, the same protecting pow er as sulphathiazole When
the proportion of methylthiouracil is decreased, the protecting pow er

falls proportionally.
Increase of bacteriostatic power by the addition of a goitrogemc

compound to a sulphonamide can be made evident bv separate applica-
tions of the tw’o compounds. Thus, if the meth\lthioiuac]] is given
to infected mice 8 hours after giving them the sulphamlamide, still

GO per cent of the ammals are protected, whereas sulphamlamide
alone protects only 20 per cent
Another series of experiments was earned out with thyroidectomized

mice As soon as the ammals recover from the post-operatory effects,

thev react against medication by sulphathiazole m exactly the same
way as against sulphamlamide. Sulphathiazole or sulphamlamide
equally protect 33 jier cent of the thyroidectomized mice Hence
there wull be no increase m the bacteriostatic power of sulphonamides
when the thvroid gland is missing.

Several theones hax’e been proposed to explain the action of sulphon-
amides and similar compounds on the thvroid gland Astwood®, the
discoverer of the goitrogemc compounds, savs that the aromatic
amines, by their resemblance with tvrosme, interfere with thvioxm
formation, by taking the iodine necessary for it This explanation
can be applied only to deflmte cases, especially to the case ofjo-ammo-
benzoic acid, which behaves as a goitrogemc comiiound after several
months of massive doses The immediate action of other goitrogemc
compounds, made very clear by the investigations of Nogales, Tarnda
and Gastello®, cannot be explained by that long process of substitution
of the hormone

Gvorgvi et al'^ impute the goitrogemc power of sulphonamides
and of 21-aminobenzoic acid to their anti-oxidizing properties As
according to our expenmeiits the goitrogemc character is closely
connected in sulphonamides with the bacteriostatic one, anti-oxidizmg
properties wwld decrease it Further, it is knowm tliat sulphonamides
act better in presence of oxidizers such as azochloramndo (Baqum’s
hquor or perhydrol) • and it is known, on the other hand, that the
anti-sulphonamidic power of 3?-aminobenzoic acid and similar com-
pounds IS based on their anti-oxidizmg properties* The wnak bacteno-
static power of siilphamlyl-tiuourea is well explained by the anti-
oxidizing properties of tluourea
Taurog et aL® believe that an inhibition of mineral iodine absorption

explains the goitrogemc action of sulphonamides However, those
.luthors’ experiments demonstrate that the power of inhibiting the
svmthesis of the hormone has nothing to do wuth the bacteriostatic
properties Thus metamlamide inhibits the hormone synthesis more
than sulphamlamide, and we^a-ammobenzoic acid as much as para-
amiiiobenzoie acid As, on the other hand, that theory does not explain
the immediate decrease of basal metabolism after the aclmimstratiou
of goitiogenic compounds®, we have to consuler the mochamsm of the
inhibition of the hormone synthesis as a quite independent one of
the mechanisms of goitrogemc and bacteriostatic actions

In our opinion sulphonaimdcs act on the enzj matic system necessary
for the formation of the thvroid hormone and also on that for the
grow th of bacteria This effect, as I have already showm*, is follow^ed
when the sulphonamide contains a goitrogemc element in its molecule,
by direct action on thyroxin w^herever it happens to be That
action, which consists, according to Roblm®, in a transformation of
organic iodine into mineral iodine, is accompanied, m the case of
tinouracils and ammotlnazoles, by the formation of disulphides, and
m the case of aminopyndmes and ammopynmidines, bv the formation
of the corresponding dipvTidyles or dipynmidyles As regards the
VI vitro activity of sulphonamides, it is known that the differences
of bacteriostatic powder between sulphonamides are weaker than in
VIVO Roblin’s theory of the mfliienee of physical properties can be
applied in that case.

D. Libeemank
Laboratories Astier,

Barcelona.
Aug. 12
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Browsing of Patella

The food of Patella vulgata, so far as w'e know at present, consists
mamlv of small Alg® including diatoms* which it scrapes from the
rocks by means of its radnla, but it w'lll also eat larger plants®. Orton®
mcluded a note on Patella eatmg food-paths m green Alg» on piers,
Moore and Sproston* noted that the growth of Algse was hmited by
the browsing of limpets, and Moore® has estimated their food reqmre-
ments from observations on individuals clearing an algal felt. The
importance of this browsing habit m connexion with foreshore ecology
does not, however, appear to liave been sufficiently realized. The
Mlowing experiment illustrates this importance in striking fashion.
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In connexion \Mth Avoik*’ on the into of giowtli oi Patella an aiea

5 m by 5 m at Port St Man, Tste of Man, was deaied conu>letel\ of

limpets in January 1514G The situation was on flat limestone rock

somewhat below mean sca-k‘\el Tlnue was no growth of Alga) on
the cleared square or on the suiiounding lock, except in a few' small
pools and (*le^ ice? Most of the area was coveied witli a dense popula-
tion of Balanus balaiiotdcii, and the limpets w’eie seaiteied faiily cvenh
over the rock but weie latlior less abundant among the barnacles
The total population of Patella vulgata in the scpiarc was 2,184 in-

dividuals, of which the majoutv rang(‘d betwH-eii IG mm and 30 mm
m shell-length

In April it w'as seen that various species of Algie weie commencing
to establish themseh es in the ch^aiccl aua These giew' until, m June,
they had formed a fairly thick felt covering most of the scjuaie The
most important constituent of the felt wvis Entetomorpha compre&sa,

with some Pnrphura umbihealis and Ulm lima A numbei of plants
of Fucus pesirulosus -were scatteied among the felt At the same time
about a hundred limpets had migiatecl into the sijiiare from the out-
side and prevented the algal felt fioiu (‘0\ eiing its outer edges It was
dishnctlv noticeable that theic w'as no growdli of Algje on the rock
outside the square, though this was iii every wa\ similar except for

the presence of limpets The shells of the limpets tlumiselves, how e\ er,

were covered with Algte In JiiU the algal felt was dc'cieasmg m extent
as mure limpets moved into the area and started to brow'se upon it

The plants of Fiicus vei^teuloftufi, how'cvei, w^eic giowmg stionglv, and
by August (j w'eie well established, apparently having been piotected
during their early stages by the felt of Enteromarplia, which by that
date had lirgelv diaappearocl The pomilation of Patella vulgata in

the square wms then 124 individuals which had moved m tiom the
surrounding rock, and in addition 499 of the T)iescnt velar’s siiat

Confirm ition of th(‘ giowdh of Ugai in the absence of limpets comes
from Eshek In 1917 h(‘ cleared an aiea 2 m bv 2^ m. at Port 8t
Mary of its Patella po]Uilation'^ The tidal-level was about the sam(‘
He mfornis me that during the following v'ear he observed this area
and found it entirely covered wuth a stiong giowdh of Fiicas vesiculosus

In this case the area was shaiply outlined, indicating that theie had
been httle movement bv the limpets on the sunounding rock The
difference w'ould appeal to be due to the fact that the surface of the
rock is very much rougher m the location w'here Eshek worked than
at the site of the 1946 experiment, and that this factor limits the
movements of Patella
The conclusion to be drawn is that Patella vulgata^ by browsing

over the rocks, removes the Algie which settle before they can become
established, much as go its prevent the growth of trees In the case
of Fucus, once it le iches a certain si-se it is not eaten by the limpets.
It is not too much to suppose that in the absence of Patella the wdiole
of the foroshoie where it is suitable for their settlement would be
thickly covered with Algie
Experiments are (‘outiniung on a larger scale

N S JONEh
Marine Biological Btation,

Port Erin,
lsl(‘ of Ma n
Sept 17
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Gene Recombination in Escherichia coli

AKAXYSis of mixed cultures of nutritional mutants has revealed
the presence of new tnies w Inch strongly suggest the occurrence of a
sexual process in the bacterium, Escherichia coh.
The mutants consist of strains which differ from their parent wild

type, strain K-12, in lacking the ability to synthesize growth-factors
As a result of these deficiencies they wall oiilv grow m media supple-
mented with their specific nutntional reqiurements In these mutants
single nutritional requirements are established at single mutational
steps under the influence of AT-ray or ultra-violet^*®. By successive
treatments, strains wuth several requirements have been obtained

In the recombination studies here reported, two triple mutants
have been used : F-IO, requiring tlireonme, leucine and thiamin, and
F-24, requiring biotm, phenylalanine and evstme. These strains were
grown in mixed culture m *Bacto’ yeast-beef broth When fuUy grown,
the cells were washed with sterile water and inoculated heavily into
synthetic agar medium, to winch various supplements had been added
to allow the grow'th of colonies of various nutntional types This
procedure readily allows the detection of very small numbers of cell

types different from the parental forms
The only iiew' types found in ‘pure’ cultures of the mdivndual

mutants were occasional forms which had reveited for a single factor,
giving strains which required only two of the original three substances.
In mixed cultures, how'ever, a variety of types has been found These
include wild-type strains with no growth-factor deficiencies and single
mutant types requiring only thiamin oi phenylalanine In addition,
double reqiurement types have been obteined, including strains de-
ficient in the syntheses of hiotm and leucine, biotm and threonine,
and biotin and thiamin respectively. The wild-tvpe strains have been
studied most intensively, and several independent lines of evidence
have indicated their stability and homogeneity

In other expenments, using the triple mutants mentioned, except
that one was resistant to the coli phage Tl (obtained by the procedure
of Luxia and Belbrfick®), nutritionally wild-type strains were found
both in sensitive and in resist'int categories Similarly, recombinations
between biochemicalrequirements and phage resistance have frequently
been found.
These types can most reasonably be interpreted as instances of the

assortment of genes in new^ combmations In order that various

genes may have the opportiiiutv to retombiiie, a cell tusioii would be
leqiiiicd The only apparent alternativi' to this iiiterjiictation would
be the occurrence in the medium of traiisfoimmg faelois capable
of inducing the mutation of genes, bilateially, both to .iiul from
the wild condition Attempts at th(‘ mduction of tiansfoirnaiions m
single cultuics bv the use of stoiile filtiates have Ix'eii unsuccessful
The fusion piesumahlv' occurs only rarely, sme(‘ in the fadtures

investigated oiilv one cell m a million can be classified as a lecom-
bination type The hypothetical zygote has not been detected evto-
logically
These experiments imply the oeciirieiu'e of a sexual iiroeess m the

bacterium Escherichia toll
,

they will lie leported m more detail

elsewhere
This work wms suppoited in part bv a giant from the Jane Cottm

Childs Memorial Fund foi Medical Beseaich
Joshua Ledbrberg*
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Assay of Toxic Effect of ‘Gammexane’ on Man and
Animals

The widespread use of the tw o new insecticides D I> T and
‘Gammexane’ (gamma isomer of benzene hexachloriile) has led to
considerable interest being taken m their possible toxic ettcct upon
man and ammals In the case of D D T , a considerable hteiatuie !'>

already available on this aspect, and both acute and chronic toxicifcv

has been discussed bv various authors With regaid to ’Gammexane*,
CameroiB has given some notes on its acute toxicity, and Slade® has
reported the toxicit> of the four benzene hexachloride isoineis to
rats, but httle or no information is available as to the possibility
either of chiomc poisoning or of a cumulative effect
The following experiments show that the possibility of am toxu

effects fiom lesidiies of ‘Gammexane’ dust on foodstuffs is extieinelv
remote The additions daiH of 10, 2o and 30 mgin per kgm body-
weight of puie ‘Gammexane’ iii powdei foim to the diet of rats show'ed
no effect whatsoever over a period of twent\-sev(‘n days A longer
experiment with much heavier dosages was earned out with benzene
hexachloride containing 13 per cent of the gamma I'lOmer. As most
‘Gammexane’ formulations are bas(‘d ou henziuu' hexachloride
of this composition, the possibility of the oth<‘r isomcis having
eunuiIatiM* or chrome effects would also be demonstiated The
median lethal dose of this substance to i<its is 1,250 rngm pei kgm
bodv -weight, and doses of 500 mgiii. ])er kgm bodv -weight v\oie fed
dailv, mixed with the normal diet. The five i.its tri'iitcd were half-
grown at the beginiimg of the test, and (lining the period of the experi-
ment, namclv, 57 dav's, their giowth-rate was the sami* as that ot

untreated littermates Appetites remained good, the daily lation
being readiU eaten, and no toxic svmiptoms of any kind weie noted
At the end of the iieriod the animals were killed and all organs found
to be normal
A similar experiment w’as earned out with pure D.D T powder, but

a daiU (lose of 500 rngm pei kgm body-weight gave rise to nervous
symptoms within two da vs A dose of 350 rngm pci kgm body-weight
was tolerated, but nenoiis symptoms occasionally appeared Rats
were kept under experiment for 48 days with this daily dose, but the
growth-rate was less than in th(‘ control animals No abnoimalities
were found m the mteinal orgius

These doses are much laiger than geueiaUy lepoiied in the literature,
for example, Smith and Stohlman®, but it should be noted that pure
DDT. powder was used and not the commercial inoduct, and that
no oil was used to incorporate it m the diet,
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Active Aurora of September 28, 1946

The aurora visible at Cambridge on the night of Saturday,
September 28, showed considerable activity from 9 to 10 p m (B s T ).

When most disturbed, there was a deflmte change of colour with in-

creasmg altitude, the lower portion bemg bright green, gradually
changing to reddish from about altitude 30° up to and beyond the Pole
Themam structure was composed of sev'eral long triangular streamers

m the red region, sharply terminated at then upper extremities, with
broad bases gradually merging into the greenish® lower portion
A special feature was a long more rectilinear luminous streak,

almost vertical, and extenchng from near y Ursm majons to e Ursce

minoris This lasted for about ten seconds, and was decidedly not a
meteor, although these were bemg looked for as forerunners of the

expected stream from the Giacobim-Zmner Comet,
0. P. butler

Cambridge.
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CONRAD GESNER AND JOHANN

JACOB SCHEUCHZER

ON September 7 there was celebrated the two
hmidredth anni\"ersary of the founding of the

Zurich Society of Natural Sciences. The Swiss Society
of Natural Sciences held its 126th amiual meetmg
at the same tune, and the attendance of delegates
from scientific societies in some thirty other countries
conferred upon the Congress an international signi-

ficance.

After addresses by the president, Prof. P. Niggli,

professor of mmeralogy and petrography m the
University of Zurich, and by several of the foreign

delegates, Prof. Hans Fischer, professor of pharmaco-
logy, delivered an address on the lives and works
of two distinguished sons of Zurich, Conrad Gesner
and Jacob Scheuchzer, each of whom occupied the
position of town physician and greatly advanced
the science of his time. The current issue of the
Swiss scientific journal Atlantis contains not only
some extracts from the correspondence of Gesner
and Scheuchzer with their English friends but also a
number of the remarkable illustrations which adorn
Schepchzer’s principal work, “Physica Sacra”.
Conrad Gesner (1516-65) was the pioneer of

hmnanism m Zurich at the time of the great move-
ments of the Renaissance and Reformation. That he
v'as a man of immense mdustry is shown„ by his

“Bibliotheca Universalis”, published m 1545, a
catalogue of all the writings m Hebrew, Greek and
I/atin which had appeared prior to that date. This
great task completed, Gesner next set himself to
describe, in systematic and scientific fashion, everv
known animal and plant. His “Historia Anunalium”,
the first volimie of which was issued in 1551, forms
part of the basis of modem zoolog;^’’, and contains a
number of wood -cuts by Albiecht Durer. The
botanical part of this wide scheme of research,
“Historia Plantarum”, was incomplete when Gesner
died He was widely laiown for his writmgs, not
merely m science but also m medicme, and he was
held m high esteem as a physician.

Gesner’s death from plague at the age of fifty-nme
was mdeed a great loss to science and medicine alike.

Among the friends who mourned him was John Cams
of Cambridge, who had written, at Gesner’s recjuest,

his monograph on British dogs, “De Cambus Brit-
fcanicis”, and there were many others, smce Gesner’s
house in Zurich was a meetmg-jilace for scholars
from all quarters.

A century later there was born another notable
pioneer who became towm physician of Zurich,
Johann Jacob Scheuchzer (1672-1733). Scheuchzer
lived at a time when the progress of science was
greatly retarded by the rigid orthodoxy of the
Church. Nevertheless, he was the first to describe,
in a comprehensive and scientific fashion, the physical
geography of the Swiss Alps, and he made many
original observations on the meteorology, geology,
botany and zoology of Switzerland. Those numerous
observations, the results ofmany journeys in aU parts
of the country, led to the publication of his “Natur-
geschichte des Schweitzerlandes” (1706-08) and
“Herbarium Diluvianum” (1709), but his greatest
work IS contamed m the four folio volumes entitled
“Physica Sacra” (1731-35). They form a sort of
commentary on the Old Testament such as could not
fail to be accepted by the most bigoted churchmen
ofthe day, without any sacrifice ofscientific accuracy.

Of outstanding interest are Sciieuchzer s descriptions

of fossil plants and animals and of Homo chluv%% testis

(the skull of a ‘Rhmelander’ man), the relics of an
earlier flora and faima which, he said, had been
preserv’-ed beneath the waters of ilie Flood. The
engravmgs which adorn this work are of great artistic

merit. In medicme, Scheuchzer w^as less distinguished

than Gesner, although m science lie was a worthy
follower—one of the leading pioneers m the wide field

of natural philosophy. Douglas Gutheie

DENTAL CONDITION OF FIVE-

YEAR-OLD ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL CHILDREN
By Dr. HELEN COUMOULOS

Girton College, Cambridge

FIELD survey of the dental condition of more
than 4,500 five-year-old elementary school

children m various parts of England and of a few m
Wales was undertaken during the years 1943-45. In
the course of the survey the surface structure, the
mcidence and extent of caries, the ‘healing’ or arrest

of the carious process and other conditions -vt^ere

carefully recorded on suitable charts. The standards
used were those devised in 1927 by M. MeUanbyh
The mam rpSults of this mvestigation are presented

in the accompanying table, m the hope that they
inayYb^of interest to other workers and may serve
as a basis for comparative study with future surveys
of a similar nature. It must be emphasized, however,
that when making such comparisons it is essential
that the same standards should be used. Detailed
analyses of some of the data obtamed are in the press,
and others will be published in the near future.

The EEcirrous teeth or pive-yeae-olt) element \.ry school
CHILEIIEN 1943 TO 1945

H \ poplasia (’anes
j

Districts

Number
of

children
in-

spected

Percent-
age of
teeth
v ith

J/-hvpo-
plasia

Percent-
age of
teeth
with
‘text-

book’ or
G-hvpo-
plasia*

Percent-
age of
teeth
carious

Percent-
age of
carious
teeth m
w Inch
disease
‘healed’

Urban
London 1943 1870 66 8 2 5 30 1 11 7
London 1945 691 69 1 2 8 26 5 21 5
Shefteld
1944 507 74 9 4 0 10 5 10 6

Cambndge
1944 531 67 0 1 8 28 2 10 1

Caernarvon
1943 41 78 9 1 3 45 3 5 3

Total Urban 1640 66 9 2 (> 29 4 12 9

Rural
Camhndue-

shirc 194J 298 70 2
1

^
"

32 4 8 1

Oxfordshire
1944 353 63 6 S 1 28 4 32 5

Caernarvon-
shire 1943 ' 29 71 0 1 ‘3 38 2 12 6

Total Rural 680 66 7 23 30 6 10 6

High fluorine
Maldon 1943 60 39 9

j

0 9 10 4 22 9
Maldon and

dlistrict

1945 139 45 4 0 6 11 2 19 2

Grand total 4519 65 6 2 5 28 7 32 6

* Including a few teeth imclassited but with defects nearer to th©
G- than the ilf-type hypoplasia.
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. Hypoplasia, of all giudes was found^in 68 • 1 per cent

of the teeth, 65 6 per cent having M«-hypoplasia and
only 2-5 per cent having the gross or ‘text-book’

form. Canes was present to a greater or less extent

in 28-7 per cent of the teeth. The figures varied

considerably m the different districts, but m general

the higher the incidence of iVI-hypoplasia the greater

the percentage of carious teeth, a fact which bears

out the evidence given originally by M. Mellanby^ to

show that the worse the structure of a tooth, that is

to say the greater its degree of ilf-hypoplasia, the

greater its liability to be attacked by caries.

By far the best structm*e, the least incidence of

caries and the greatest amount of dieahng’ or arrest

of the disease was found in Maidon. It has been
inferred^ that the comparative freedom from caries

of the teeth m that district is due to the high con-

centration of fluorine (approximately 5 p p.m.) in

the drinking water. This may be a fact, Init if so

the function of the fluorine is not yet imown. In

this investigation, as m that of Kingk the very low
incidence of caries is deflmtely associated with a

small amount of ill-liypoplasia.

Two studies of fi\'‘e-year-old children attendmg
London schools in 1943 ^ and 1945 ® are of particular

interest. The first was intended for comparison with
a similar study made fourteen years before and showed
that the dental condition in 1943 was much better

from every pomt of view than that foimd in 1929.

The 1945 survey showed that the improvement
observed in 1943 had not only been maintained, but

also exceeded. The structure of the teeth was better

than in 1943, and the caries incidence was lower and
the amount of arrest of the disease higher even than
was expected from the improved structure, sug-

gesting that some jiowerful bonofieial influence had
been at work during the post-eruptive as well as the
developmental period.

A probable reason for this continued improvement
in dental condition is indicated when the trend of the
diet in Great Britain is considered. It is common
knowledge that during recent years, and especially

durmg the War, much attention has been paid to

iiuman nutrition in Groat Britain. The increased

consumption of the so-called protective foods,

especially milk and cod-hver oil, by pregnant and
nursing women and by infants, the war-time rationing
of certain foods, the inclusion of vitamins D and A
m margarine and the addition of calcium carbonate
to flour, have helped to raise the dietary standard of
some classes of the community and to make it more
constant throughout the country. Incidentally, the
diet has been enhanced m the mam by those factors

which have been shown by M. Mellanby and her
colleagues^® to be largely responsible for good tooth
calcification and for the prevention or delay of the
initiation and spread of canes after eruption of the
teeth. It seems reasonable, therefore, to attribute
the better dental condition of five-year-old London
children in recent years to the improvement in the
calcifying properties of the diet. The 1945 group,
having received the dietary supplements mentioned
above for longer periods than tlieir predecessors of
1943, appeared to have benefited to an even greater
extent, as is evident from the figures given in the
Table.

When th© findings m this investigation are con-
sidered as a whole, in conjimction with the evidence
that is availabl© from animal experiments and other
investigations on children, it would appear that the
key to dental health hes in th© ingestion and utiliza-

tion by the body of a balanced diet rich in calcifying

properties, especially vntainin D. It is not claimed

that by these measures the elimination of dental

caries would bo attained, but it is felt that the

prevalence of the disease would bo considerably

reduced.
Acknowledgments will be made when the full data

are published.

^Mellanbv, M., Lancet, 2, 767 (1018) Bnt Lent J
, 44, 1 (1923).

ihid

,

48, 787, 1481 (1927) Med Res Conn Loud Spec. Rep.
Scr, No 140 (1929), No 153 (1930); No. 191 (1934).

« Ainsworth, N. J
, Bnt. Dent J

, 56, 233 (1933).

" Kniff, J D , Lent Red., 64, 102 (1040)

Mellanby, M, and Coiimoulos, H, But Med. J, 1, 837 (1944).
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,
Bnt Med J. (1946) (in the press).

"Mellanby, M., and Pattison, C L , Bnt Dent J, 47, 1015 (1926)
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Bnt Med J , 2, 1070 (1028) ; ibid , 1, 507 (1032) , Mellanbv, M
,

Pattison, C L ,
and Proud, .1 W , Bnt Med 7 , 2, 354 (1024)

LIMITS OF EFFECTIVE HUMAN
POWER

By P. J. H. UNNA

J
. S. HALDAISTE and Yandell Henderson^ have
shown that heavy workers can maintain 0*13

effective horse-power on various tasks throughout
an ordinary working day, and it has been pointed
out^ that this figure corresponds to the output when
walking uphill at th© moderately fast rat© of 1,500
ft./hr., if gross weight, that is, with clothes and ruck-
sack, is taken at 180 lb. The present purpose is to
assemble corresponding figures for record power,
according to the duration of the work. In general,
they will be based on racmg speeds uphill, for they
afford an easy moans of measurement of power. So
does a cycle ergometer, but the recorded measure-
ments scarcely apply, as they do not seem to have
been mad© on specially selected athletes, though
some suitable ones by rowing ergometer are available.

For quite short spells, the figures for running up-
stairs, given in Cathcart’s tabled will suffice. They
work out at 1 32 h.p. for 4 sec., and 0-94 for 30 sec.

;

but his 0*44 h.p. for 3|- rain, has been kept up for a

much longer time.

No further uphill figures for spells of less than an
hour have been found. Thus the so-called guides’

race at the Grasmere games was down as well as up,
and th© summit times do not seem to have been
recorded ; while the ascent of Glamaig from Sligachan
Hotel in Skye by a Gurkha brought to Britam by
Lord (then Mr. Martin) Conway^ at the end of
last century also fails for lack of essential data. The
rise was just 2,500 ft., and th© up and down times
were 37 min. and 18 min. ; but the course includes
more than a mile of almost level ground to th© foot

of th© hill. All that one can say is that his effective

output of power in the steep part was probably in

accordance with other records. One must therefore
fall back on Yandell Henderson and Haggard’s
figures® for rowmg, 0*45 h.p. for a 4-mil© race m
22 min., and 0-57 h.p. for IJ miles in, say, 7J min.
As to rather longer spells, the annual race from

Fort William up Ben Nevis, and back again, also

fails, not only because the summit times are not
ascertainable, but also because two imles each way
of level road were included. But one Ben Nevis race®,

on October 1, 1901, when the summit observatory
was still operatmg, and which started at Achmtee
where the pony track begins to rise, and which ended
at th© top, showed remarkable endurance. The best

times for th© climb of 4,300 ft. were 1 hr. 8 min. 19 sec.
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and 1 hr. 18 mm. 44 sec., both made by observatory
porters. So the winner’s rate of ascent was 3,775

ft ./hr., which would give an effective output of 0-27

h.p., even if his unrecorded weight is taken as only
10 stone gross.

Kext in order of height, we have the ascent of
Pike’s Peak^ from Manitou, a rise of 7,485 ft.,- by
Mr. Robinson, the resident manager at the Summit
House, in 2 hr. 31 mm., or at 2,975 ft./hr. He weighed
156 lb., so his effective horse-power was 0*235. But
for the fact that he was normally livmg at 14,000 ft.,

and was climbing below that level, this performance
would not indicate his full power nearer sea-level.

Lastly, there is Mr. Eustace Thomas’s walk® of
May 29, 1920, m the Lake District, which included
all the principal tops except those near Coniston.
It was a swutchback -walk, undertaken at just over
fifty years of age, and for which he framed on a
vegetarian diet. It mcluded ascents totallmg 23,400 ft.,

and measured 58J miles. He covered the ground in
21*9 hr., and then, after restmg for 2J- hr., he went
on, and completed 30,000 ft. of climbmg witlim
30 hr. After going for 16-|- hr., he descended 2,400 ft.

from Clough Head to Tlirelkeld at 6,450 ft./lir. ; and
then, after an hour’s rest, clmibed the 2,600 ft. up
Saddleback at 2,400 ft./hr. His stripped weight was
171 lb., or, say, 175 lb. gross, givmg an output of
0*21 h.p. But, so far as ascertainable from the
recorded times, his uphill speed was, in general,

rather less. Taku-'g this and the effect of the hour’s
rest into account, it w’-ould be fairei to place his

output at about 0*17 h.p.

When the various figures for power are plotted
against duration, they he on a smooth curve. If
they were based on world records, like those for

running, which, of course, does not result in any
measurable ©ifective power, the curve could be taken
as indicating the highest outputs of which human
bemgs are capable. But hill climbing is not suitable
for organisation as a competitive sport, and, m any
event, the figures used here may be far from com-
prehensive. So, while a curve based on the best
possible performances would probably be similar in

shape, it might he at a rather higher level.

' ^^ature, 118, 308 (1926)

^^^ature, 118, 481 (1926).
® Bnt. Assoc Hep

, 1922, p 167
*
Scottish Mountaineering Club, Skye Guide, p 111.

® Nature, 118, 308 (1926), and Amer J Phus , 38, 431 (1909)

^Scotsman, Oct. 2, 1901.

^Phil Trans , B, 203, 192 (1913)
® J. a/ Fell and Rook Climbing Club, 4, 202.

THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION :

REPORTS FOR 1944 AND 1945

HE report of the Secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution and the financial report of the

Executive Committee of the Board of- Regents for

the year ended June 30, 1944, contains, as usual,

reports on the United States National Museum, the

National Gallery of Art, the National Collection of

Fine Arts and the Freer Gallery of Art, the Bureau
of American Ethnology, the International Exchange
Service, the National Zoological Park and the Astro-

physical Observatory as w^ell as on the Library and
publications. The report refers to the abandonment
of its normal peace-tune research and exploration

programme except for those projects plaimed to

promote better cultural relations wuth other American
republics or bearmg on the war effort.

Among such war services mentioned m the report

on the National Museum are the preparation by Dr,

R. Kellogg, at the request of the National Research
Council, of text, keys and distribution maps and
illustrations of monl^eys Imown to be susceptible to

mfection by malarial parasites ;
this mformation w^as

required to aid in studies of malaria in man. Informa-
tion relative to the distribution and identification of

mammals mvolved in the transmission of diseases

was also supplied, and nearly two hundred officers

assigned to malaria survey or control umts or similar

activities received mstnictions or other help from
personnel of the Division. Liformation on the

disease-bearing insects of specific foreign areas was
also supplied to the Division of Medical Intelligence

of the Surgeon General’s Office.

Use of the Library during the year was out-

standing. In the Musemn Libraiy alone, some 520
requests for information were received from war
agencies, many of which rec^uired a considerable

amount of research to answer. The Library’s large

collection of duplicates was dra-wn upon by other

departments of the Government, and through the
Library of Congress the Smithsonian Library is

co-operatmg with the American Library Association
m the collection of material for aid to libraries m
war areas, and has already contributed more than
20,000 periodicals from its own stock of duplicates.

The corresponding report for the year ended June
30, 1945, again refers to the suspension of a large

part of the Institution’s normal activities m research,

exploration and publication, so that the staff could
devote itself to aidmg the work of the Armed Forces.

The Institution’s most useful ww-time fmiction has
probably been the provision of technical information
requested by the Aamy, Navy and war agencies.

More than two thousand such requests wwe received
during the first two years of war. Another war-timo
service was in the improvement of cultural relations

with the other American republics, and the monu-
mental Handbook of South American Indians made
satisfactory progress under the guidance of Dr. J. H.
Steward. Volumes 1 and 2 were m proof and Volumes
3 and 4 were sent to the prmter towards the close

of the year. The third part of a “Check List of the
Coleopterous Insects of Mexico, Central America, the
West Indies and South America”, by Dr. R. E.
Blackwelder, was pubhshed.
Drnmg the year many of the evacuated collections

were returned to the Institution, the transfer being
made without damage, in spit© of many of the
specimens being fragile and difficult to pack and to
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handle. The senes of publications started early m
the War to present authentic information on the
peoples, geography, history and other features of

war areas, entitled “War Background Studies”, was
completed durhig the year.
Among the outstanding publications of the year

were C. G. Abbot’s “Weather Predetermined by
Solar Variation” in the Smithsonian Miscellaneous
Collections ; “Summary of the Collections of Amphi-
bians made in Mexico under the Walter Rathbone
Bacon Travelling Scholarship” by E. H. Taylor and
H. M. Smith ; and “Review of the Spider Monkeys”
by R. Kellogg and E. A. Goldman in the PT0ceed%ng8

of the National Museum, and “Houses and House
Use of the Sierra Tarascans” by R. L Beals, P.
Carrasco and T. McCorkle, the first publication of
the Institute of Social Anthropology.

Accessions to the Library totalled 4,844, bringing
the total holdings to 918,460. A considerable number
of valuable old works, some dating from the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries, were acquired by
purchase during the year. The regular sending of
consignments to the liberated countries of scientific

publications had not been resumed by the Inter-
national Exchange Service, and accumulations for
Prance, Italy and Belgium were forwarded to the
Office of War Information, and those for Sweden,
Palestme and Egypt through the United States
dispatch agent m Hew York.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN

EAST AFRICA

The second annual report of the East African
Industrial Research Board deals with activities

for the year ending December 31, 1944, and stresses
the need for competent survey of the industrial
opportunities of the country and for planning for
their orderly and rapid realization. The Board is

concerned that its present war-time improvisations
should be developed into a strong peace-time organ-
isation, staffed wdth specialists in industrial science,
economics and technology. Industrial research must
now be judged by its contributions to the establish-
ment of permanent competitive industry, and this
means concentration on a smaller number ofproblems.
During 1944, the Industrial Management Board

completed the installation at Hairobi of the old oil-

pressmg equipment removed from Merca in Somalia,
and when production of cotton-seed oil started, the
^dustrial Research Board was called upon to assist
in establishing processes and controllmg products,
^vestigations were also started to assist in the
improvement of locally produced soap, while a pro-
cess has been developed for the preparation of motor
fuel and other petroleum products by a method based
on vapour-phase crackmg of the vegetable oils con-
tamed in seeds. The seeds are heated to about
500°-550° C., when the oils are vaporized and partly
cracked, the vapours passing to a cracking tube at
500°-650° C, at a pressure of about 100 lb. per sq. in.
Fuel oils are recovered from the issuing gases by
condensation and refined by conventional methods,
a yield of about 26 gallons of motor spirit bemg
obtained on the small plant per ton of cotton seed.

Investigations were also carried out to determine
the physical constants of fibre board manufactured
at TMto factory, Kenya, mcludmg expansion and
expansion under changes of relative humidity, as well

as on the water-proofing of soft fibre boards, surface

treatment with a paraffin wax emulsion giving a
water-resistant surface. Some attention has been
given to the sizing of fibre boards to render them
resistant to disintegration when wet, and some
success was obtained by incorporating rubber latex,

especially Euphorbia latex, in forming the board.
The treatment of the boards to render them fire-

^

resistant, and methods of extracting pyrethrum
flowers, are other problems that have received
attention. A pilot plant provided enough 4 per cent

extract to meet essential needs. A new method
involvmg extraction with the minimum amount of a
non-volatile kerosene was developed, using a counter-

current system and a rotary expeller ; with this,

some 2,500 gallons of 4 per cent extract were made
available from some sixty tons of pyrethrum powder
in military stores that would otherwise rapidly have
become valueless. Ho substitutes examined gave
promise of replacing pyrethrmn by other insecticides

not m similar demand for war purposes.
Vegetable fuels, the fire-proofing of fabrics and

other materials, the protection of timber from msect
damage, phosphatic fertilizers and ceramics are

among other subjects engaging the attention of the
Board, the latter having become the most important
single item in the Board’s research programme.
Striking results have been obtained in makmg roofing

tiles by incorporating certain vegetable fibres in the
bodies used.

Included in this report are the reports of the
Uganda Industrial Committee and of the Tanganyika
Industrial Committee. The former committee func-
tions both as a local agent and liaison for the East
African Industrial Research Board, and as the body
responsible to the Uganda Government for various
industrial operations and undertakings. The hand-
spmnmg and weaving centre at Kampala was con-
tinued until the latter part of the year, and con-
struction of a pottery to provide essential articles to

meet local demand was completed in February 1944,

including a Chinese-type kiln. Under the Tanganyika
Industrial Committee, a successor to the East African
Substitutes Committee, research was carried out at

Totaquina factory on the effect of fineness of grinding
on efficiency of extraction, the course of the process

of extraction of the alkaloids from the aqueous phase
by oil, and the possibility of increasing the efficiency

of extraction by addmg amyl alcohol to the diesolene.

At the Hone factory, experimental work on the pro-

duction of different types of abrasive articles con-

tmued, and the first successful high-speed abrasive
wheel to be made in East Africa was produced
during the year.

AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE IN

FORESTRY

The aeroplane has been us^d to assist in forest

fire protection for some years, and its use was
brought to a high standard of efficiency in Canada
before the First World War. It had also been more
or less tentatively used by the Forest Department in

India as an aid to describing the growing stock of
forest areas for which working plans were under
preparation. In the minds of many forest officers of

experience, havmg regard to the considerable expense
mvolved, the possibilities of its practical use were
not regarded with any great enthusiasm.
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The subject was referred to at the Sixth Sylvi-

cultural Conference held in India in 1945. As is well
known, a great deal of very accurate aerial photo-
graphy was carried out in India and Burma during
the Second World War by both the Il.A.F. and the
American Air Force. Mr. A. L. Griffith, of the
Central Sylvicultural Forest Research Institute, dis-

cusses this matter m the Indian Forester (72, FTo. 5,

May 1946. Civil and Military Gazette, Ltd., Lahore),
stating that full use should be made of the work the
air forces have done so far as Indian forests are
concerned. As he remarks, many areas are difficult

to get to and difficult to traverse on the ground,
while others in addition are very unhealthy. Such
areas are often not worth the time, labour and
expense of a ground party. On the other hand, it

has always been considered that accurate air surveys
are expensive, difficult to organise and require a
specially tramed staff. The average forest officer has,

therefore, hesitated to propose the use of an aeroplane
for the purpose.
Mr. Griffith had occasion to make a fairly extensive

tour of the Thar Desert of Sind. This is the south-
western part of the Great Indian Desert and is some
10,000 square miles m area. It is bounded m the
west by the Nara River, m the south by the Rann
of Cutch, and in the north and east by other parts
of the desert. It was desired to obtain information
on the subject of the desert scrub growth in con-
nexion with the Development of Sind plans. Some
two hundred mUes were travelled by camel, and the
party saw a fair amount of the westerly edge of the
area from Naukot in the south to Clihor m the north,
penetratmg some 30-40 miles into the desert. It was
necessary to see the more southerly and easterly

parts of the area, mainly towards Nagar Parkar on
the edge of the Rann of Cutch, from which the
general sand drift starts. This was done in a chartered
Gipsy Moth aeroplane. ]\Ir. Griffith foimd that he
could take perfectly serviceable air photographs with
an ordmary camera, though he had never tried to take
an air photograph before. The experience gained
and photographs have shown the value of this type
of reconnaissance to the forest officer, alike for

workmg plan purposes, erosion schemes, reconnais-
sance of new forest areas, and so forth.

PROPERTIES OF THE EARTH’S
CRUSTAL LAYERS

BENO GUTENBERG has examined this problem
in the light of a suggestion made by Zoeppritz

m 1912 that changes with distance in amplitudes of
observed seismic waves may give the required m-
fomiation. Three hundred earthquakes in southern
California and several earthquakes recorded at
Huancayo, Peru, and origmating withm 2,000 km.
of this place have been used {Amer. J. Sci.^ 243, A,
Daly Volume, 1945, pp. 285-312).

Gutenberg finds that the Mohorovicic discontinuity
IS at a depth of about 35-40 km. m the coastal areas
of southern California, but deeper under mountam
ranges. The velocity of Pn below it is close to
8*0 km./sec. At first, the velocities of both P and S
increase with depth, probably at a rate similar to
that in the upper layers, but the rate of mcrease falls

off rapidly with increasing depth, resulting in a rapid
decrease of the amplitudes ofPn and Sn with distance
beyond A = 200 km. Amplitudes of Pn and similarly

U R E

of Sn in intermediate shocks without appreciable

surface waves on records of shocks originating at

various depths within a radius of about 2,000 km.
from Huancayo, Peru, and recorded at the station

there, confirm the previous results of Gutenberg and
Richter (1939) concermng the relationship between

the epicentral distances at which the amplitudes of

Pn are very small, and the focal depth of the shocks.

These findings can be explamed on the assumption

that at a depth of about 80 km. the meltmg point

of the material is reached. Immediately above that

critical depth, the effect of temperature on the bulk

modulus and on the coefficient of rigidity may
approach or even surpass the effect of pressure. At
the critical depth itself, there may be a slight sudden
decrease of the wave velocity. Experimental data

(Bu-ch et al,, “Handbook of Physical Constants”,

QeoL Soc. Amer, Spec, Papers, No. 36 (1942), pp. 15,

28 and 59) are msufficient to decide which decrease

IS larger at the meltmg pomt, that of the elastic

constants or that of the density. At greater depth,

the effect of the temperature on the bulk modulus
and the coefficient of rigidity becomes more and more
insignificant. Whereas above the critical depth, a

minimum stress of the order of 10® dynes/cm.® (the

strength) is required to start plastic flow, below this

depth the strength is much smaller, and the plastic

flow is controlled mainly by the plasticity of the

material.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
{Meetings marked with, an asUnsl * are open to the public)

Sunday, October 20—Friday, October 25

British Mtcological Society (at the Boyal Institution, Albe-
marle Street, London, W 1)—Jubilee Meetmg.

Wednesday, October 23

At 10 a.m.—Fiftieth Annual Meeting
,

at 11 a m.—Br. J. Bams-
bottom “Mvcology Then and Now” (Presidential Address) ,

at

2 p m.—“Medical Mycology . Mould Products”.

Thursday, October 24

At 10 a m—“Seed-borne Fungi”
;

at 2 p m.—“Mycorrhiza Soil

Fungi”

Friday, October 25

At 10 a.m—“Growth Factor Eequiremeiits of Fungi” ; at 2 p m—
“Taxonomy”.

Monday, October 21

Chemical Society (joint meetmg with the Boyal Institute or
Chemistry, the Society of Chemical Industry, and the Bureau
OF Abstracts, at the London School ofHygiene and Tropical Medicine,
Beppel Street, London, W C 1), at 6 p.m —Br. G Malcolm Byson *

“A New Notation for Organic Chemistry”.

Tuesday, October 22
Institute of Physics, Electronics Group (at the Boyal Society,

Burhngton House, Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 5 30 pm.—^Prof,

B. E. Peierls . “Fundamental Particles”.

Wednesday, October 23

Besbarch Bepencb Society (at Manson House, Boyal Society of
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, 26 Portland Place, London, W 1), at
3 15 p m—^Annual General Meetmg. Prof. N. Hamilton Fairley .

“War-time Research m Malaria and other Tropical Diseases of Military
Significance” (Fifteenth Stephen Paget Memorial Lecture).

Institution op Post Office Electrical Engineers (at Faraday
Building, 9th Floor, South Block, Kmghtnder Street, London, E C 4),
at 5 pm—^Mr J. Eccles * “Buildings for Telecommunications—Some
Views and Suggestions”

Boyal aeronautical Society (at the Institution of Civil Engineers,
Great George Street, London, S W 1), at 6 p m—Mr. H F. Pritchard
“The Problems of Bhnd Landing”
Boyal Statistical Society, Birmingham and District Group

OF THE Industrial Applications Section (m the Chamber of Com-
merce, 95 New Street, Birmingham 2), at 6 30 pm —^Mr A. S.

Wharton : “Market Research”.

Society of Chemical Industry, Food Group (at the Chemical
Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W 1), at 6 30 p.m.

—

Dkcussiou on “Sweet Confectionery” (Mr. D. W. Grover “The
Keeping Properties of Confectionery as Influenced by its Watei-
Vapour Pressure” ; Mr. H, F Bamford and Mr. H. M. Mason

;

“Estimation of the Fineness of Grinding of Chocolate”).
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Industry House, 1 Giosveuoi Place, Loudon, S W 1), at 7 p m —Mi
1). Mathe&on “Fire and Explosion 2, Methods of Miiuniisiiig the

Sesults of Explosion”,

Thursday, October 24

Linneax Society of London (at Buihngtoa House, IhceidilK,

Londoti, W.l), at 5 pm —S leiitifie Papeis

Chemical Society (joint meeting with the Sheffield Iiniversity

(’HEMIC \L Society, in the Chemistry Lecture Theatre, The HiuveisiU

,

Sheffield), ‘at 5 iO pin —Prof A li Todd, P P S “A SMithetie

Approach to the Nucleotides”.

Leeds Metallurgical Society (m the Chemistry Leetuie Theatie,

The UiiiAersity, Leeds), at 7 pm —Mr It H Bomhack Photo-

graphy and Metallurgy”

Eoy’al Institute op Chemistry, Tkes-side Section (m the Main
Hall, William Newton School, .1 unction Hoad, Norton-on-Tces), at

7 15 p m — Sir Jack Drummond, F H S ‘Expi'rieucis at th(‘ JVtiiustiy

of Pood during the War”
Chemical Society (joint meeting v\ ith theM anchestkr Universita

Chemical Society and the Local Section of the Royal Institute

OP Chemistry, m the Chemistiy Depaitimmt, Tiie Unnemitv, Man-
chester), at 7 JO p 111 —Prof Wilson Bakei, P R S ‘The ( humstiy
of Pemcilhn”,

Friday, October 25

IlOYAL vSociETY OP MEDICINE (at 1 Wiiiipolc Street, London, W 1),

at 2 30 pm—Discussion on “Health Piohlcms m (humaiD” (to h(‘

opened hv Bngacliei Tom Kennedi)

Chemical Society' (lomt meeting with the Alchemists’ (’lub and
the Anpersonian (’hbmigal Society, at the Ro\al Teehnical College,

Ulasgoy ), at J 45 p m —Prof R A Moiton EAideiu e Coneernmg
the Mode of Action of Vitamins”

Royal Astronomical Society (at Bnilington lIoim(‘, Pfccadilh.
London, W.l), at 4 30 p ra—Geophysical Discussion on “The Biiitou-

on-Treiit Explosion”

Institution op Electrical Engineers, Measurements Section
(at Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W C 2), at ,5 30 p m.
— L J Matthews . Inaugural Address as Chanman
Chemical Society (joint meeting with the Local Sec’tion op the

Royal Institute op Chemistry, at Manschal College, Abeidcen) —
Prof. G D Preston :

‘ Micioscopy with Electrons and X-Rays”

Saturday, October 26
Royal Institute op Chemistry (m the Letters Lectuie Tlnuitie,

The University, Rinidmg), at 2 30 p.m—“Water Supplies” (I’lof

H. L. Hawkins, F R.S. , “The ((eology of Water Supplies”
, Mr W

Gordon Carej, “The Chemistry and Bacteiiology of Watei Supjilies”). ^

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
Applkaations are lUMted for the following apixunbments on oi

before the dat(‘s mentioned
Progress and Materials Sui>brintendi3Nt at t!ie Houd’s Clus-

widlc Works—^Tlie Chief Stalf and Widfare Olfieer (E R /E 2(>0),

London Passenger Transport Boird, 55 Broadwuiv, London, SWl
(October 20)
Lecturer in Ph armacologa’'—The Secretary and Registrar, TIk'

University, Biistol (October 26)
Lecturer in Phy’SXCs, and a Lecturer in Structural Engin-

eering, at the South-West Essex Technical College and School of Art—^The ChiefEduc ition Officer, County Offices Chelmsford (October 26)
Assistant Lecturer in Textile (’hemistry, and an Assistant

Lecturer in Mathematics—-The Registi ir, College of Technology,
Manchester 1 (October 28)
Head of the Department op Industrial ADMiNisTRATioN—The

Registrar, Birminghim Central Technic il College, Suffolk Stieet,
Binninghain 1 (October 31).
Agricultural Economist, an Assistant Agricultural Econ-

omist, ami an Assistant Lecturer in Agricultural Economics

—

The Registrar, University College of Wales, Aberystwyth (October 31)
SENIOR Lecturer in Structural Engineering, a Lecturer in

Mechanical Engineering, and a Senior Lecturer in Mechanical
Engineering, at Canterbury University C’ollege, Christchurch, Xcw
Zealand—^Thc Secretary, Universities Bureau of the British Empire,
24 Gordon Square, London, W CM (October 31)
Laboratory Steward (Gnde B)in the Department of Chemistry

-“The Medual School Secretary, Middlesex Hospital, London, W L
(October 31).
Speech Therapist—The County Medical Officer, County Officios,

Lnicolu (October 31)
Demonstrator in the Physiology Department—

T

he Warden
and Secretan’, London (Rm^al Free Hospital) School of Medicine for
Wom**n, 8 Hunter Street London, W 0 1 (November 2)
Assistant Lecturer in Geologa’—The Registrar, University

College, Smgleton Park, Swansea (November 2)
University Lecturers and University Demonstrators in

Engineering—^The Secretary of the Appointments Committee,
Engmeering Laboratory, Cambridge (November 4)
Assistant Technical Secretary (University Degree or equivalent

qualification in Chemistry (inorganic) or Metaliiirgv essential) by the
Metallurgy Division—The Personnel Officer, British Iron and Steel
Research Association, 11 Park Lane, London, W.l, endorsed “Metal-
lurgy Division” (November 9)
* Lecturer in Bacteriology—The Registrar, The Univeisity,
Manchester 13 (Novembei 9)
Professor of Heology and Head of the Department of

Geology and Geography—

T

he Registrar University College
Singleton Park, Swansea (November 9),

AhSiSTVNT hKCTiiREii IN Phylsics -T ile Registrar, The Lnneisiti,
L(‘(‘ds 2 (Novembei '))

PROniTIONARY ASSISTANT hIR'TURER IN PHYSIOS—Th(‘ Rogistrai,

Umveisitv (hlloge of Noith Wah'S, Baiigoi (Novem])ei 0).

Lecturer oi Assistant Lecturer in the Department of
An VTOMY, and ail assistant Lecturer in Electrh'al Engineering
-Th(‘ Sedctiiv, King’s College, Strand, London, W C 2 (Novembei 0)

Senior Lecturer in Puask’s m thi' UmverHity of Cajie Tovn—
Tile Ministry of Lihom and N'ltionil Seivici', iVchmcal and Seientifie

Registei, Room 572, York House, Kmgswav, London, W C 2, quoting
A 32S (November 1 2)
Senior Lectiirbr in Zooiogy in the University of (Jajie Town—

The Miiustiy of Lihoni and N.itiouil Sorvus', ’rcchnnial and Sinentiftc

Register, Room 572, Voik House, Kmgswai, London, W C.2, quoting
G 112 (November 12)
Meteorological Officer Cadets (20) in tlu^ Dcpaitment of

Indiistu and Commciee, Diiblm—The Seendury, Civil Service Com-
mission, 45 Upper O’Conmdl Stieid,, Dublin (Novembei 15)
Senior Lecturer in Physics, a lecturer in Geography, a

Lecturer in J^hilosophy, and a Lecturer in Economics, at the

Auckland Cmversitv College, Auekl ind, New Zi'iilaud—'The Secretary,

Universities Bureau of the British Emiiiie, 21 Gordon Sipiarc, Loudon,
WC 1 (xNo\embei 15).

Tekuier of Commeiu’E 111 th(‘ Comity Teehiiieal Seeondaiy School
foi Bovs—Th(‘ Pmieipal, (iinimluuy J’et hiiieal Institute, Longporfc
Street, (’anteibuiv (Novembei 16)

Senior Lrc’turer in organ ri’ Chemistry—The R{‘gistiui, Thu
Univeisity, Shidlndd (Novemhei 16)

Forest Entomologist (Male) at the Foii'st Reseaich Station,

Ali<-e Holt, Faiiiham, Suiiey, iindei IT M Fonsstry Commission—
'Die Seeietaiv, Civil Seiviee Commission, 6 Builmgton Gardens,
London, W 1, quoting No 1657 (Novmnber 18).

Physicist for researimi on the Progesspjs of Covibustion, and
ail Engineer for Vibration investigations, at the National Gas
dhiibine Ustalihshment—The Seeictaiy, Civil Smvice (’ommission,
() liuilmgtoii G.iulens, London, W 1, quoting No 1658 (Novemhei 18)

JhtiNCiPAL S(Uentific OFFICERS (2) foi K'scaicli aiid dev'elopimmt
woik on Flutter, Aero-(dastieity and Geneial Airframe Vibration, at
the Rov'al Aiieiaft Mstablislimmit, South Fainborough—The Secretin

,

Civil SmvK'e Commissiou, 6 Builmgton Gardens, London, W 1,

((noting No 16.59 (Novembei 18)

Senior Lecturer in Biology at the New England Universitv
College', Armidale, N S W , Austi.ilu—Th(‘ llegisiiai, iTie Umveisitv,
Svdney, NSW, Austialu (Novi'inber 30)

Director of the Rubber Research institute of Malaya—The
Ae'ting Societal v% London Advisory Committee' foi Rubber Research
((’evloriand Malaya), Inqx'rial Institute, South Kensington, London,
S W 7 (Dei'ember 10)
Chair of Veterinary Scieniul and the IfuoHEs Chair op

\etkrinary Pathology and Bacteriology

—

The Registrar, The
Universitv, Sydney, NSW, Australia (Dei'embei 30
Head of the Engineering and Science Department

—

The
Principal, (‘oimty Technical Colh'ge, Woiksop, Notts
Area Supervisor to supeivisc' tlu* work of the Nalional Milk

ii'stmg and Advihorv Scheme m North Stafi’oidshiK' and to takt'

(‘hirge of fch(‘ Ni’ivecahtli' Ar(‘a Lahoiatory—TIu' Advisory Bacti'rio-

logist. Provincial Lihoratoiv, Buik nous<‘, Ni'wport, Shropshiic
SeniorMuseum Assistant- 'rhe Ses'ietaiv, Di'paitment of Zoologj,

Unfvensitv Miis('iiin, Oxford
Laboratory Steward and IjECture Assistant in the Department

OF C’-HEMlsTRY—iiu' Registrar, UmverHitv (V>l)(‘g(‘, Hull
Laboratory Teuunu'i an with training m pathologu'al and bacteiio-

logical te('hni(|U(' for the (ity Ilo.siiital laiboiatoiv— Dr. J Smith,
Public Health Lahoiaioru's ('ity Hosjntal, Abeidcen
Assistant Bkx’HEMIST—The House Govemoi, Ciucen Elizabeth

Hosjiital, Birmingham
Technical AvSSistant (graduati', prefeiabiv m physics or electrical

engineering) to help wuth abstracting, answering technical iiu(uiiics,

and classifying ti'chnic'il literature—The Societal v, British Scientific

Instrument licseaich Association, 26 Russell Square, London, W C 1

Teohnkjal Assistant for Physics Department—The Professor
of Physics, The University, Manchester 13, quoting FAV
Librarian for spetial technical library—The Information Manager,

Production Bngmeermg Research Association, Frederick Street,

Loughborough, Lews
Laboratory Steward for the Chemistry Department—The

Secretary, Wye College, Wve, Ashford, Kent.
Lecturer oi Assistant Lecturer in Mathem atics—The Eegistiar,

Westfield College, Hampstead, London, N W.3

REPORTS and other PUBLICATIONS
(not included in the monthly Bools Supplement)

Other Countries

Scientific Institutions, Societies and Research Workeis m the

Netherlands Indies Compiled by Frans and J". G Verdoorn (Repimted
from ‘Science and Scientists m the Netherlands Indies’.) Pp 425-460
(interleaved). (New York Board for the Netherlands Indies

,
Wal-

tham, Mass. Chromca Botanica Co , 1945 ) Free U54
U S Department of Agnculture Farmers’ Bulletin No 1971 The

Pea Weevil and Methods for its Control Pp ii -f 24. (Washington,
D.G • Government Printing Office, 1946 ) [154

Scientific Pubhcations of the Cleveland Museum of Natural Historv"

Vol 8, No. 8 A New Arthrodiran Fish from the Upper Devonian
Ohio Shales. By Davud H Dimkle and Peter A Bungart Pp, 85-96
Vol. 8, No 9 : Prohminary Notice of a Remarkable Arthrodiran
Gnathal Plate By David H Dimkle and PeterA Bungart. Pp 97-102.
(Cleveland, Ohio : Cleveland Museum of Natural History, 1945.) [154

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research The Proposed Plan
of the National Chemical Laboratory in India Pp m + 33 (New
Delhi Council of Scientific and Industnal Research, 1945.) [lol
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OK p. 574 of this issue we publish an article by

Dr. John R. Baker and Prof. A. G. Tansley on

“The Course of the Controversy on Freedom m
Science”, based mamly on the history and develop-

ment of the Society for Freedom m Science ,
on

p. 5£0 appears Prof. J. I). Bernal’s communication

criticizmg the two editorial articles on “Conditions

of Survival” recently published in Nature, Though
the article and the letter were submitted to the

Editors indejiendently, they raise similar issues,

though from different pomts of view, so it was con-

sidered desirable that both should be published

simultaneously, not with the view of raising an

argmnent, but rather m the hope of clearing up
certain misunderstandings.

Baker and Tansley in their article clearly support

the conception of freedom in scientific research and
exposition, citing science m Soviet Russia as an
example of science in chains, i Bernah on the other

hand, implies that Communism supports freedom of

mvestigation. It is quite obvious that taken on their

face value both contentions cannot be correct , but

no useful purpose is being served, we think, by
entering the lists of argument before all doubts and
misunderstandmgs are cleared away. It was m this

spirit that the Society for Freedom in Science was
offered space in Nature to state its aims and objectives.

WTule not necessarily agreemg entirely with all the

pomts of view put forv^ard on behalf of the Society,

it seems desirable that its aims should be set forth

before the world of science, for there is undoubtedly

sound raison d'etre for the Society at the present

time, and its mam objectives are worth striving for.

We would suggest, however, that the Society be wary
of attackmg a selected target before makmg quite

sure that it deserves attack. For example, thougli it

IS clear that the attitude of the powers in Soviet

Russia towards science does not conform to the

views held and expressed by the Society for Freedom
m Science, it is not so certain that the U.S.S.R.

initiated “a movement agamst pure science and
agamst freedom m science”. It would be absurd to

claim that there is in the U.S.S.R. that freedom in

scientific research and in the expression of opinion of

things scientific which is still enjoyed in countries

such as Britain and the United States ,* science in

the U.S.S.R. IS subject to the State and its policy.

It seems to us to be unfair to state categorically,

therefore, that the Soviet authorities are deliberately

plaimmg an attack on pure science and freedom m
science. Things are not so tangible as that, and we have

much to learn of each other’s pomts of view. Until

then, there should be toleration and real attempts to

find out the facts and avoid jimipiiig to conclusions.

For example. Nature has repeatedly pleaded for

conscious plannmg of scientific research. This does

not mean that the individual research worker must
essentially be absorbed mto a planned team. Keither

does it necessarily involve surrendermg one’s freedom

of choice in scientific research. By plannmg according

tQ ^hat problems reveal themselves and the capa-

^^i?fi9^and attitude of the personnel available, lye
' ..X T .Vi. *1
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believe that the best ground and background can be

provided for the man of science—individually or in

a team—so that he can gu'e of his best. Tiio policy

of laisser-fa'ire must disax^pear as the man of science

and the layman become more and more aware of

science and the impact of science on society. Tins,

we feel sure, is. where the pioneers of the Society for

Freedom in Science have betrayed the mistinder-

standmg ofthe pomts ofview of certain other scientific

mstitutions, including Nature ; for though we claim

that the impact of science on society is now achieving

such importance as to command constant study

which is bound to result in conscious planning, we
are equally as convinced that it is the man of scuence

who must be allowed to do the planning in consulta-

tion with others. In this way his freedom need not

be impaired. We suspect the Society is opposed to

political influences bemg brought to bear in the

scientific field—an opposition which receives our

support. Provided we are sure of this, then we
believe that the five propositions set out as indicating

the prmciples ofthe Society are of cardinal importance

and worthy of full support.

The Society for Freedom in Science is certainly

right in insisting that hmnan welfare does not mean
only material welfare, and above all the claim that

the understanding of Nature is in itself good, apart

altogether from the us© of that understanding in

practical affairs. The Society will do good work by
pressing this point of view, for the pursuit of science

for its own sake is as important a cultural discipline

as the arts and the humanities, and it is therefore of

inestimable value in education. Also by pursuing

this policy the Society can do much to prevent

scientific research becoming degraded to nothing but
a search for material developments ; for if that

happens, fimdamental science might well receive a
mortal blow and freedom in scientific research dis-

appear entirely from our culture.

The main objectives of the Society for Freedom in

Science will best be achieved by^ constructive pro-

position. We would not deny the right to criticize

opposing views provided it has been made certain

that such opposition is real and not merely apparent.

Furthermore, as m the case of Bernal’s interpretation

of the two editorial articles in Nature, it is desirable

to recognize that there may be other pomts of view
which are not necessarily wrbng or, worse still,

mischievous. W© feel, for example, that Baker and
Tansley’s charges against the Association of Scientific

Workers, the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, and the scientific Press for sup-
porting and even taking part in the ‘‘new propaganda”
are too dogmatic. Their charges imply deliberate

action. We do not thmk such charges are supported
either by present-day facts or past history. That
there is a threat to freedom in science we would
not deny ; but we do not consider it is a mutation
which appeared in the form of propaganda suddenly
in 1931. Civilization is now gomg through very
severe changes, many of them mitiated by science
itself, and with these changes science, and all that it

implies, must move. Never before, therefore, has
Dhere been such a need for the Society, provided it

chooses its objectives in the iiglit of up-to-date

observations and ©xporioiK'os. Fading this, tlie

Society will suc'cood only m sotting up factions, each

of which would m no eircunistances see good in tiie

other. But with such principles as the Society is

propoimding, wo thmk it will successfully go along

the right lines. Already two of its officers discern

what they claim to be a change of front m those

whom they originally suspected of being propa-

gandists against pure science and against freedom in

science. It may be that they are right and that such

a change of front has occurred
; perhaps it is bemg

realized that totalitarianism in science does not work
On the other hand, it is quite conceivable that at

any rate the British Association and the Society for

Freedom m Science do not differ so much in ideals as

in methods of approach It is clear that the British

Association, which stands for the advancement of

science, would benefit by collaboration with the

Society for Freedom in Science, since in a democratic

eomitry it cannot be accepted tliat advancement is

possible m the absence of freedom.

Prof. Bernal’s communication reveals keen support

for the Soviet political views and attitudes towards

science ; we are not prepared to discuss these pomts

of view. Readers of Nature must be left free to come
to their own conclusions. We do not consider it

necessary to change or modify the views as set out

in the two editorials to which he refers. We feel,

however, that sup^jorters of Soviet political and
scientific policy should realize that to accuse anyone
who attempts to criticize that policy of bemg a

victim of the lato Br. Goebbel’s propaganda is now
surely outmoded. We do not consider any political

doctrine above criticism, and therefore in so far as

political doctrines when put into practice frequently

affect science, education and research, we must
reserve the right to raise our voices. This applies

not only to communism but also to democracy. It

IS quite clear, for example, that the Society for Free-

dom m Science and Nature have not seen ©ye to ©ye

in the past, but it is equally as clear that since the

aims and objectives of both are so similar, in due

course misunderstandings can be cleared up.

We agree with Bernal, on the other hand, that
“

‘respect for human personality, freedom of worship,

freedom of investigation’ are far from bemg an

exclusive mark of Christian ethics”. So also have we
on several occasions expressed similar views to his

own that “the cultures of Islam, India and China

have contributed their share to the common herit-

age” ; but we are sure that most men of science

would support us m the view that science must
beware of the mcursion of national and party politics

into its field. For example, is it really true that “the

Soviet Union has assisted and upheld . . . freedom
of investigation” ; when we think of such as the

‘genetics controversy’ we feel rather doubtful. When
science is utilized to support any political doctrme,

then it is not above suspicion of veering from its

main (and only true) objective—the search for

and exposition of the truth. By jealously guarding
its right to freedom in expression of opinion, science

makes its strongest and most worthy contribution to
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that new intomational unity which Bomal clearly

hopes will be eventually attained. Though this does

not imply freedom to defy the laws of one’s own
country, it does imply freedom to criticize any
political doctrine when it is havmg a tangible effect

on science itself (in this respect the Society for Free-

dom in Science will prove most valuable). We have,

therefore, on several occasions criticized certam com-

munist attitudes ; there is no question of “ill-

considered intrusions into political topics”, for it is

useless to close one’s eyes to the fact that political

creeds do affect science and scientific workers, and
when we think the effect is a bad one then we reser\^e

the right to say so. Is the only way to prove one’s

respect for Soviet Russia to refrain entirely from

criticism and become communist oneself ? No true

man of science can deny another the right to a

conflicting opinion, but he should denounce those

who persist, as Mr. Bernard Baruch recently put it,

“m errors as to facts”. We are glad that the Scientific

Comnuttee to the Atomic Energy Commission has

declared that control of atomic energy is possible,

though we note that Prof. Bernal does not consider

the refusal of the U.S.S.R. to surrender a part of her

national sovereignty such an important issue as “the

refusal of the United States to accept prohibition of

the atomic bomb, and its msistence on attachmg to

the Lilienthal report the political condition of the

abolition of the veto”. On October 8, when Mr.

Baruch was presented with the annual plaque of

Freedom House for his -work as United States member
of the United Nations Atomic Commission, he referred

to the Russian view that international inspection of

atomic research would violate national sovereignty,

saying : “better that than international disaster,

America is willmg to accept inspection, and for some
time America would be the most inspected”. This

statement is worth pondering. We consider Mr.

Baruch is right, and the Russian pomt of view wrong,

and surely in saying so we are not puttmg a stumbling

block on that trail to international unity w^hich all

clear-thinkmg men and women wash to see blazed.

We cannot agree with Prof. Bernal that inherent

m Anglo-American culture there is a “holier than

thou” attitude : if there were, it would indeed be a

dangerous weakness. Neither does it seem necessary

to warn scientific workers m Great Britain against

accepting such a flattermg ascription to themselves

of the monopoly of moral values. But this surely

does not imply, therefore, that they become divested

of any right to thinly, and say what they think, of

other cultures, political creeds, other h;yq)otheses and

other points of view. We think it is Bernal who is

allowmg politics to intrude upon his scientific views,

and this is the type of attitude which we feel must

be checked. This can be done best by ensuring that

freedom in scientific research which the Society for

Freedom m Science stands for, bearing in mind at

the same time the duties that scientific workers owe
to their fellow men. Men of science can do best by
not allowong their political views to colour their

scientific work and attitudes, and in refusmg to allow

political forces to dictate or in any w'ay influence

their work.

BABBAGE’S DREAM COMES TRUE
A Manual of Operation for the Automatic Sequence

Controlled Calculator

By the Staff of the Computation Laboratoiy.

(Annals of the Computation Laboratory of Harvard
University, Vol. 1.) Pp. xui-f-SGl+ lV plates. (Cam-
bridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press ; London :

Oxford University Press, 1946.) 10 dollars.

The black mark earned by the goveimment of the

day more than a hundred years ago for its failure

to see Charles Babbage’s difference ©iigm© brought to

a successful conclusion has still to be wiped out. It

is not too much to say that it cost Britam the leading

place in the art of mechanical computing. Babbage
then conceived and worked on his ‘analytical engme’,

designed to store numbers, and operate on thpm
accordmg to a sequence of processes conveyed to

the machme by cards similar to those used m the

Jacquard lo im. This, however, was never completed.

The maciime now described, “The Automatic
Sequence Controlled Calculator”, is a realisation of

Babbage’s project in principle, although its physical

form has the benefit of twentieth century engmeering
and mass-production methods. Prof. Howard H.
Aiken (also Commander, U.S.N.R.) of Harvard
Umversity mspired the International Busmess
Machmes Corporation (I.B.M.) to collaborate with
him in constructmg a new machine, largely com-
posed of standard Hollerith counters, but with a

superimposed and specially designed tape sequence

control for directmg the operations of the machine.

The foremost I.B.M. engineers were assigned to the

task many of their new inventions are incorporated

as basic units. Wlxen the machine was completed,

Thomas J. Watson, on behalf of the Corporation,

presented it to Harvard University—yet another

token of the mterest I.B.M. has shown m science.
^

Would that this example were followed by their
*

opposite numbers in Great Britain I On© notes with
astomshment, however, the significant omission of

“I.B.M.” m the title and in Prof. Aiken’s preface,

although President Conant’s foreword carefully refers

always to the “I.B.M. Automatic Sequence Con-
trolled Calculator”.

The machine contams seventy-two storage counters,

each capable of holding twenty-three digits and a
sign. For smaller numbers each coimter can be split

into two, while for larger numbers they can be teamed
up. There ai© also sixty switch-set 24-figure registers,

for holdmg constants ; these likewise can be split.

There are several special units, two being for multi-

plymg and dividmg ; these first form nme multiples

of the multiplicand or divisor. In multiplication the

multiples directed by the multiplier are chosen and
added step by step. In division the dividend or

remamder is compared witli the multiples in success-

ion ; that which is just less than the dividend is

subtracted, and the appropriate figure of the quotient

recorded. When working to the full 23-figure capacity

of the machme, multiplication takes about six

seconds, and division twice as long ; additions and
subtractions are don© at the rate of three a second,

whatever their length.

Three special units (which share many of the

machine components) are for calculating logarithms,

antilogarithzns (or exponentials) and sines (or cosmes).

Th© process of calculating a 21-figure logarithm is a
combination of the factor method and of the series

log (1 -f rr) = M{x - -f - x^/4 . . .). Th#
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machine first fiiicls four factors, on© each from the

groups 2 . . 9, M . . . 3’9, 1-01 . . . 1-09 and

I -001 . . . 1 009, the logarithms ofwhich are specially

stored. In the fifth factor x is less than 10"'*, so that

SIX terms of the aboY© senes suffice, in tlie form

^y + M)^

To find a number from its logarithm, if a, b, c

are the fiirst tlueo digits of the mantissa, and d the

remammg digits, we have a power of 10 (dependmg

on the characteristic) multiplied by

10‘^« . . 10^

The first tluee of these factors are obtained from a

store in the machine for the 27 values corresponding

to <2 , 6 or c == 1 , . 9. The last is computed from

ns 2)5 T)i

1 -f- D -f- "h * "^here D — dfM,

This unit IS Imown as the exponential unit.

The sme unit first ascertains in which octant x

(which must be in radians) lies. This determmes the

sign of the function, and mstructs the machine
whether to use the series for sin x or cos x for x less

than i7r. In the worst possible case, 11 terms suffice

to give 23 decimals.

It will be seen that these three imits give access to

all logarithmic, exponential, circular and hyperbolic

functions without tables, although other functions

can be entered via tapes or cards. Each logaritlim,

antilogarithm (or exponential) or sine, if to the full

capacity of the machine, takes about a minute, which
is comparable with the time required by a good
computer to look up and interpolate a linear table

with ten decimals only.

The brains of the machine he in the control tape,

“which is code-piuiched in three sections. The fiist

mstructs the machine where to find its data ; the

second gives the destination of the data or answer ;

the third dictates the process. Very often these

tapes, bemg simply a sequence of processes and inde-

pendent of the actual figures used, as m the evalua-

tion of integrals by quadrature, can be stored in a
tap© library, and used over and o\^er again.

A problem that has been solved is that of convey-
ing computed results to many users. Tables produced
by the machine can be typed by an electromatic
typewriter, with vertical and horizontal spaces as
required. Reproduction by photolithography elim-

inates many fruitful sources of error and much
drudgery, transcription, composition and proof-

I

reading. Volume 2 of this series is such a table of
^-Hankel functions of order one third, and other
tables are in the press.

Prof. Aiken estimates that the calculator is nearly
a huadred times as fast as a Well-equipped manual
computer

; running twenty-four hours a day, as it

does, it may do six* months’ work in a day. Perhaps
his examples, chosen for their simplicity, do not do
the machine justice, because they could be done
almost as quickly, and certainly more economically,
with a Brunsviga and a National.
The question naturally arises : Does the cal-

culator open up new fields in numerical and mathe-
matical anal3^is—especially in such pressing problems
as the solution of ordinary and partial difierential

equations, and the solution of large numbers of
simultaneous linear equations ? It is disappointing

to have to record that the only output of the machine

of which we are mfoiTned consists of tables of Bessel

functions, which are not difficult (to the number of

figures required m real life) by existing methods and

equipment. If the maohmo is to justify its existence,

it must be used to explore fields in which the numerical

labour has so far been prohibitive.

A useful 65-page bibliography of mimeiical analysis

will be welcomed by all interested in computation,
L. J. COMBIE

SOCIAL P/EDIATRICS

Child and Adolescent Life m Health and Disease

A Study in Social Paediatrics. By Dr. W. S. Craig.

Pp. xvi+ 6{)7. (Edmburgh : E. and S. Livingstone,

Ltd., 1946.) 25s net

I
N writing this book Dr. Craig has broken new
ground and made available, for the first time, a

history of social paediatrics. The scope of the work

is formidable, and the enthusiasm and industry which

he has brought to his task impressive. Everyone

concerned with the care of children, whether expert

paediatrician or general practitioner, health visitor or

social worker, will be grateful for the wealth of m-
formation which has now been placed at theii* dis-

posal, and it seems reasonable to predict that this

work will remain a standard book of reference for

many years.

In the first part of the book there is given a lucid

and unemotional account of the philanthropic and

State-aided sei^-ices for infants and children m
Britain from the earliest times “when vice and lust

predominated to such an extent that little compassion

prevailed for the child”. The needs of the poor in

those far-off days were dealt with by tho monastic

orders. Later, with the dissolution of tho monavSteries,

these res])onsibilities were taken over by the ‘hospitals’

and charity schools. In 1601, the Act for the Relief of

the Poor w’^as passed by Parliament, and thus we have

the first attempt to secure a systematic form of relief.

In 1740, worldiouses, orphanages and the foundling

hospitals came into bemg. Then followed the in-

dustrial era with its terrible conditions of child labour ;

but all the while, the record shows steady progress

being made through voluntary effort and by Act of

Parliament. Such institutions as the Ragged School

Movement (1780), later to be known as the Shaftes-

bury Society, Dr. Bamardo’s Homes (1870) and the

Invalid Children’s Aid Association (1888) were

established, and these still contribute to the welfare

of poor children. The voluntary hospitals and the

development of psediatrics as a branch of general

medicme, the child welfare centres and the education

authority with its medical services all receive their

due share of the credit for the steady improvement

brought about.
Dr. Craig then goes on to describe, in detail, the

present services for the healthy and handicapped

child as they exist to-day, not forgettmg to mention

the problems of total war. He rightly complains of

the overlappmg and lack of co-ordination of the

existing measures, and in these days when the shadow

of a State ser\dce looms large there is an urgent need

for some plan to prevent wastage. But is this all

to be controlled by the State ? It would be well to

look back over the years and remember the mag-
nificent work done by voluntaiy effort. In the field

of paediatrics, either medical or social, there is a great
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need for the ‘human touch’, and to organise too

rigidly on purely clinic and institutional lines would

be unfortunate. One problem which, to the reviewer,

does not seem to have been given the attention it

deserves is that of housing. If one regards the family

in the home as the unit—and surely this is right

—

provision of adequate housing and labour-savmg

devices for the housewife should rank m the forefront

of any scheme to improve the lot of the less fortunate

children. The net reproduction-rate is below unity in

Great Britain, and the population is bemg maintamed
by the greater expectation of life now existmg. What-
ever aspect of social psediatrics one discusses, from

the birth-rate to juvenile delmquency, adequate

housmg of the poorer classes is a fundamental

problem. Dr. Craig rightly states that “ultimately

public opmion will determine the standards of

piovisions to be made for the care of child life and
health”. There is evidence now that the public

regard adequate housmg as one of the essential

provisions.

This is a stimulating book, and in every chapter

problems are raised which, when the time of plannmg
gives way to the time of action, will require to be

solved. “It is only from the past that one can judge

the future”, and here we have the past arrayed before

us for our study, and it is to be hoped that good use

of it will be made by the planners.

The book shows no evidence of war-tune austerity.

It is prmted on excellent paper and is profusely

illustrated, a credit to the author and to the

publishers. Stanley Graham

SOFT FRUITS
The Cultivation of Berried Fruits in Great Britain

History, Varieties, Culture and Diseases. By Chas.

H. Oldliam. (Agricultural and Horticultural Hand-
books.) Pp. 374+8 plates. (London- Crosby

Loclvwood and Son, Ltd., 1946.) 215. net.

J
UDGED on the basis of commercial acreage, the

cultivation of small frmts ui Great Britam is not

great m comparison with other classes of crops. In

1939 the total area devoted to berried fruits m
England and Wales was 47,000 acres, and the

restrictions of war-time reduced this to 33,000 acres

in 1944. This is very small compared with the

250,000 acres of so-called ‘top’ fruits, aj^ples, pears,

plums and cherries. ISTevertheless, the high economic

returns per acre of the soft fruits and their value m
the diet make their cultivation an important item m
the horticultural production policy of Great Britam.

In spite of their relatively short season, strawberries

remam the most popular of the small fruits and
account for nearly half of the total acreage. Dietetic

research during the last ten years has shown that

the blackcurrant is by far the richest soiuee of

vitamin C of all cultivated crops, and it is probable

that we may look to a considerable increase m its

production in the future.

Fmancial returns with soft fruits, however, vary
enormously with differences m cultivation, choice of

varieties and, above all, mcidence of pests and
diseases. Strawberries, to take the extreme example,

may give crops of as much as five or even six tons per

acre, but the average yield over a series of years for

the whole of Britain is less than a ton, due largely to

the prevalence of virus diseases in commercial stock.

It is clear, therefore, that an authoritative book

on the cultivation of these lands of fruits is of the

greatest value to the grower in advismg him of the

best methods of production and the pitfalls to avoid.

Mr. Oldham, in his position as a horticultural in-

spector of the Mmistiy of Agriculture, speaks with

this i*equisite authority from his years of experience

among growers, and he has prepared a volume con-

tammg a gi*eat deal of invaluable information on the

history and commercial production of our principal

small fruits.

It is clear that the book was mainly written before

the War ; the statistical and economic data refer only

to 1939 and earlier, and are therefore in many cases

of little present value even without the occasional

errors as, for example, on p. 206 where the acreage

of gooseberries m the Tamar Valley and the Exeter
area is stated to be about four hundred acres, though
on p. 202 the total area of this crop in Devon is

given as 185 acres.

Here and there also are other more serious errors

which it is hoped will be corrected in a future edition.

For example, m the account of the breeding work on
the cultivated species of Bubus at the John Innes
Horticultural Institution, there is confusion over the
origin of the varieties ‘John Innes’ and ‘Merton
Thornless’. The former, a tetraploid variety, was
raised by crossing the thornless diploid, B. rusticanus

inermis, with the thorny, tetraploid, B. thyrsiger

(incorrectly spelt throughout as thyriger'’^), an
unreduced egg-cell of the former combinmg with the
normal haploid sperm-cell of the latter. The new
variety was as thorny as the male parent, but some
seedlings in the generation were thornless, and one
of these was the valuable tetraploid, “Merton Thorn-
less”, to which no reference is made in the book.

It is also to be hoped that a second edition will

receive more careful editmg. Sub-headings, alw^ays

difficult m a book of this type, are very confused,
most particularly m Chapter 38 ; the numbermg of

tables seems without rhyme or reason, some receiving

a number, others, of precisely the same t;>’pe, re-

mainmg unnumbered. Incidentally, the strange
practice is followed of printing the number in words.

In the section on raspberries, Chapters 24 and 26
are confused m their substance and need to be coni-

bmed into a single chapter.

In the classifications of varieties in each kind of

frmt the value would be greatly enlianced by giving
one classification only and confinmg it to the varieties

m cultivation at the present time. In gooseberries,
for example, two lengthy classifications are given,
one quoted verbatim from Hogg and contaming long
lists of varieties now entirely lost.

The treatment of pests and diseases is usually
adequate, though Latm names are often misspelt ;

but m the section on strawberries, m general the
most valuable and authoritative part of the book,
more attention might be given to the all-miportant
virus diseases and especially to the great work of
East Mailing Kesearch Station in raismg and distri-

buting virus-free clonal stocks. Foliowmg on this,

the omission of reference to the present-day system
of official certification of stocks is a serious gap.
The black-and-white illustrations, to the author of

whom no acknowledgment is made, are delightful,
and it is a pity that half-way through they give place
to photographs, some of which are of httie value.
Two other matters calling for attention in a second

edition are the symptoms of mineral deficiencies and
the causes and avoidance of frost damage.

B. H. Stoughton
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'*999—Emergency
By Arthur W. Spencer-Bragg. (Social Science Series,

No. 4.) Pp. 64. (London : Social Science Association,

1946.) 2s, U.

This fourth pamphlet m the Social Science Senes

IS a great advance in style, prmting and content

over the third pamphlet (“Post-mortem on Fascism”,

by Morris Richards), and in spite of a tendency to

quote excessively from journalism, and himself to

display some of its poorer characteristics, Mr. Spencer-

Bragg has produced a more readable pamphlet than
his title might suggest. He presents fairl5r enough
some of the dangers of an uneducated or partly

educated democracy in the world to-day, and his

examination ofthe different conceptions of democracy
which divide the world to-day and of the question

whether a single world system m which economic
democracy and political democracy co-exist is

possible is reasonable. He sees such a system as

the only condition upon which civilization can survive,

and he appears to rest his hopes on a comparatively
small number of scientifically mmded persons being
able to obtam mass support and approval, if not full

understandmg, of their outlook and policy. But while

Mr. Spencer-Bragg emphasizes the need for scientific

understandmg of human society and for the scientific

study of such problems, he shows himself strangely

insensitive to values, and above all to the need for

a moral and spiritual basis for world order. The
materialistic outlook is rather too promment for

the author’s diagnosis to be entirely convmcing,
and one’s distrust is increased by his partiality

for ideology which, somewhat prematurely as it

seems to one reader, he exalts to the level of a
science. R. B.

Rationalism in Education and Life

Papers read at the First Annual Conference of the
Rationalist Press Association, held at Wadham
College, Oxford, August 1945. Pp. v+149. (London :

Watts and Co., Ltd., 1946.) 5s- net.

The book under notice contains a full report of
the papers read at the first annual conference

of the Rationalist Press Association, held at Wadham
College, Oxford, durmg August 1945, under the
presidency of Sir John Hammerton. Besides dealing
with more general problems, the programme was
designed to elicit discussion of the rationalist policy
for religious education m schools. It is to be noted
that durmg the war years this subject was not
neglected in fche columns of Nature : witness, for
example, a review of January 23, 1943, of Mr. A. G.
Whyte’s pamphlet maintaming that the omission from
religious instruction of all non-Christian faiths would
be hard to justify in those times. Agam, in an
editorial in Nature of November 14, 1942, it was
pointed out that on the question of religious education
men of science differ as much as other intelligent
people, for, as Pascal said long ago, “the heart has
its reasons, of which reason itself knows nothmg”.
The present volume gives a comprehensive survey

of the problem of rationalism in education, of the
theoretical basis of rationalism, and of rationalist
philosophy. A movement associated with such names
as those of Gilbert Murray, John Dewey, R. A.
Gregory, Albert Emstein, Julian Huxley, to mention
only a few, has a valuable part to play in purging
contemporary thought and practice of the taint of
superstition.

Four Dialogues of Plato, including the 'Apology

of Socrates'

Translations and Notes by John Stuart Mill. Edited,

with an Introductory Essay, by^ Ruth Borchardt.

Pp. vi+194. (London : Watts and Co., Ltd., 1946 )

10^. 6d. net.

Dr. ruth BORCHARDT has performed a

valuable service in rescuing from oblivion—as

she puts it—these translations by John Stuart Mill

of four Platonic dialogues, namely, the “Protagoras”,

the “Phraedrus”, “The Georgias”, and the “Apology
of Socrates”. They ajjpeared originally in the
Monthly Repository of 1834-35, and have been almost
neglected ever since. In addition, we are given a
reprint of the essay “On Genius”, written over the
signature “Antiquus”, in which ‘J. S. M.’ probed the
depths of Imowiedge, as he saw it, with unrivalled
skill of phrase.
The present brief notice firmly resists the tempta-

tion (and presumption) to review Mill : enough,
therefore, to say oi this essay that perhaps its chief

claim to distinction lies in the high place accorded
to conceptive genius. Dr. Borchardt herself contri-

butes a pleasing introduction entitled “John Stuart
Mill and the Ancients”. From it, students may catch
a glimpse of that great nineteenth centuiy mmd,
weighed down by contemporaiy problems, neverthe-
less sustained and fortified by the remote past

;

continuity and tradition each playing its part m a
true education.

All very excellent
;

yet why must the editor dis-

figure her book by a choice of word in the dedication
so utterly inappropriate and graceless ?

F. Ian G. Rawlins

Preliminary Check List of the Flowering Plants

and Ferns of Gnqualand West (Southern Africa)

ByM. Wilman. Pp.vii+382. (Cambridge: Deighton
Bell and Co., Ltd. ; Kimberley : Alexander McGregor
Memorial Museum, 1946.) 45^. net.

I
T appears from the preface that “this volume is a

substitute, but only a temporaiy one we hope, for

the more ambitious work ... in course of prepara-
tion at the outbreak of war”. The author was
apparently impressed by the need for a text-book
dealmg with the plants of Gnqualand West, and this

prehminary check list appears to be the outcome of

this impression.
The volume contains, in addition to the list of

plants with localities, a glossary of the terms used, a
list of the common names with their botanical
equivalents and a “Farm Map of Griqualand West”,
winch covers all the localities where collections were
made.

It IS to be hoped that in the more ambitious work
contemplated opportunity will be taken to correct

certam nomenclatural errors which stand m need of

amendment. While consultmg the list it is difficult

to resist the impression that insufficient care was
taken in checking the manuscript, probably due to

war-time difficulties . Produced as a result of field

work extendmg over thirty years, often handicapped
by bad local conditions, the author, m spite of these
slips, is to be congratulated m the production of an
interestmg and useful volume, which will form a
valuable basis for future work.

It is probable that the sale of a work of this t3q>e,

which should be available to all field botanists, will

be restricted on account of its high price.
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PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF
SWELLING AND SHRINKING

general discussions of the Faraday Society

A are usually notable for the breadth of their

scope, and the latest, held during September 24-26

at the Royal Institution, London, was outstanding

m this respect. More than thirty papers were pre-

sented imder the general title of “Swellmg and
Shrinkmg”, dealmg with topics rangmg from the

thermodynamics of liquid mixtures to the behaviour

of complex biological and technical systems. These
were grouped in three sections : fundamental, bio-

logical, and technical. Prof. J. D. Bernal gave a
general mtroductory talk, and the second and third

sections were introduced respectively by Prof. E. K.
Rideal and by Dr. L. G. Gabriel.

In attemptmg to summarize briefly some of the

salient features of the discussion, attention may first

be directed to two diametrically opposed methods of

attack. The first is concerned with the simplest

possible types of system, comprismg essentially non-
polar polymers and liquids, and as free as possible

from structural features. At the other extreme he
certain aqueous systems which have been found by
X-ray examination to possess very definite structural

regularities.

Various methods of investigation have been applied

to non-polar systems, and a great deal of progress

has been made in recent years m the interpretation

of the thermodynamic properties of polymer liquid

mixtures. Lattice models have been made the basis

of statistical calculations of the heat and entropy of
solution of pol^Tners. Discussion of recent progress

m this field revealed the lack of an adequate treat-

ment of dilute solutions, takmg accurate account of

the extent to which a single polymer molecule is

folded or crumpled by its random thermal motion.
Measurements of the mtensity of light scattered by
a polymer solution, and its distribution about the
direction of incidence, are now bemg used to give

direct estimates of the root mean square length of a
polymer. Prehmiaary results reported at the dis-

cussion give values some four times larger than those

computed for an ideally flexible and volumeless

cham, and these lengths do not appear to be very
dependent on the nature of the liquid. Mixtures of

higher polymer content have been treated with
greater success, but evidence was presented that

liquids which are only sparingly absorbed are present

in the nearly saturated polymer m the form of small

clusters. This behaviour, which probably has a
counterpart m liquid mixtures, has not been satis-

factorily explained.

Less progress has been made in the quantitative

interpretation of viscous flow and diffusion m these

systems, although the quahtative features observed
are readily understood. An outstanding problem m
calculating the viscosity of a dilute solution is to

decide whether liquid is effectively trapped by the
crumpled polymer cham, or flows freely through it.

Both assumptions have been made, and the experi-

mental evidence suggests an intermediate state of
affairs, possibly somewhat dependent on the solvent,

Xew evidence presented at the discussion was con-

cerned with model suspensions of flexible particles

cut from cellulose fibres and swollen. These were,

of course, of much more than molecular dimensions,

and liquid was observed to flow freely through their

folds. Nevertheless, the viscosity was found to depend

on the overall length, rather than the mean length

taken up by the particles when suspended in liquid.

Several examples were discussed of systems which
possess regular structures when highly swollen by
water or aqueous media. One of the most remark-
able of these is furnished by dilute solutions of

tobacco mosaic virus. X-ray exammation shows the

rod-like molecules to be arranged m a regular hex-
agonal pattern, with a spacmg which may be as

much as 500 A., dependmg on the medium, but not
on the length of the rods. Regular structures with
even larger separations are observed m sols of ferric

and tungstic oxides, the plate-like particles of which
form ‘Schiller layers’ with separation as great as

8000 A. Two tjqies of explanation of these structures

assume on one hand a supportmg framework, and on
the other, the existence of long-range forces. It is

difficult to see how the very regular framework needed
could arise, and it was generally assumed by con-
tributors to this discussion that long-range forces

must be responsible. The origin and nature of these
forces is by no means clear, and much difference of
opmion was expressed The two main suggestions
were that the necessary free-energy minimum arises

from a balance between attractive and repulsive
forces, both electrostatic m origm, or between van
der Waals’ attraction and electrostatic repulsion. On
either view it appears difficult to account for the
existence of a free-energy mimmum sufficiently deep
to confer reasonable stability on the structure.
Another very striking example of an aqueous

system possessmg structure is furnished by protein
crystals. X-ray exammation of horse methsemoglobm
shows the swollen crystals to consist of alternate
layers of hemoglobin molecules and liquid. Svrellmg
and shrinking produce discontmuous changes m the
layer spacmg and in the (3 angle of the crj-^stal. In
this case the spacmg does not exceed 15 A., so that
a definite structiue may well extend through the
complete liquid layer.

Hydrated clays, such as montmorillonite, show
similar lammated structures, m which swelling and
shrmkmg occur by variations in the thickness of the
water layers. Experiments on the swellmg of dehy-
drated montmorillonite m polar organic liquids were
also reported ; as many as three molecular layers of
mtromethane or acetonitrile could be mtercalated
between successive clay layers, the spacing then bemg
of the order of 20 A. Evidence was presented that
these layers were essentially liquid.
A number ofsystems showing structure on a micro-

scopic scale were described by various contributors
to the discussion. When lecithin swells m water, the
particle is observed to develop cylindrical excres-
cences which retain a constant diameter, and do not
coalesce on contact. These have been termed ‘myelm
forms’, and similar arrangements have been found
with other systems, mcludmg the complex formed by
association of cholesterol (msoluble) with lysolecithin
(soluble). By using complexes of increasmg solu-
bility, it has been foimd possible to produce m suc-
cession a senes of structural types which had been
previoi^ly reported. These include (1) ‘batonnets’,
consistiag of axially symmetrical particles with char-
acteristic bulges which coalesce on contact, giving
new particles of the same type

; (2) long spmdle-
shaped ‘tactoids ’

;

(3) ‘coacervates’ containing
spherical particles. It was suggested that the basic
molecular organisation in these structures is agam
laminar, with the flmd content of the swollen phase
intercalated between crystalline layers.
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An interesting series of transparent 50 per cent

oil-water systems was described. If amyl alcohol is

added to an emulsion stabilized by sodium oleate,

the system becomes transparent, and is believed to

contain suspended droplets of the order of 100-200 A.

in diameter. Amyl alcohol can be replaced by other

amphipathic compounds, their efficiency depending
on the ratio polar/non-polar. This was investigated

in the series of aliphatic alcohols, from to Cio, and
it was found that with benzene as the ‘oil’, the

continuous phase changed from water to oil when
the chain-length exceeded 5. These results are

explicable m terms of the formation of mixed films

of soap and alcohol at the mterface ; such films are

known to be stable from experiments m monolayers.

Between these two extremes of structureless and
highly ordered systems lie many of considerable

importance, which may be treated as approximating
more or less closely to one extreme or the other.

Two papers discussed the structure and deformation
of cellulose gels m the light of the work on ideally

elastic rubber-like bodies. Theoretical treatments of
the latter have been based on a model consisting of

long randomly linked chains jomed at a few pomts
into a complete three-dimensional network. A
statistical mechanical analysis of this model leads to

expressions for the free energy of deformation, and
the orientation birefringence. Swollen cellulose

shows a limited degree of rubber-like elasticity, but
in order to account for this quantitatively it has been
necessary to assume a very high degree of cross

-

Imking. It may be considered doubtful whether
much significance is attached to the model when
the estimated number of statistical chain elements
between jimction pomts falls so low as one or two.

The swelling of nitrocellulose is more complicated
than that of a purely amorphous polymer, on account
of its definite structure. Two types of swelling were
reported, depending on whether the crystalline part

is affected or not.

The swelling of protein fibres in organic solvents

was discussed from the pomt of view of the fibre

structure. The relatme effectiveness of a range of
acids, amides and alcohols suggests that swelling

involves the breakdown of the fibre structure by
chemical mteractions between the liquid and localized

groups m the fibre. ISTo simple generalization of these
results, such as may be made for the swelling of non-
polar polymers, was foimd to be valid in this case.

The phenomena of swelling and slirinl^mg are of
great importance m many widely divergent fields.

In the technical use of materials capable of absorbmg
water, or other liquids, the resultant change ofvolume
may be less serious than the stresses and strains

which are produced. A thermodynamic analysis of
the swelling of wood was presented, m which the cell

structure was represented by a hollow cylinder of
initially isotropic material surroimded by a rigid
sheath, so that swelling could only occur into the
central lumen. It is then possible to deduce the
dependence of the vapour pressure at fixed moisture
content on the elastic constants of the swollen cell

wall. The swelling of lammated plastics represents
a closely related problem. Imbibition of moisture
by the reinforcing fibre is mechamcally restramed by
the surrounding film of polymer, which in general
will itself be swoUen to a smaller degree.
A very different field of apphcation of the general

ideas developed in this conference is presented by
systems of biological interest. On the simplest view,
a red cell may be treated as a balloon-like body sur-

rounded by a somi-pormeablo membrane of very
low modulus of elasticity. The volume of the cell,

which can now bo measured with some accuracy,

should thus be dependent on an osmotic equilibrium,

and w^ould vary with the medium m which the cell

is immersed. Experimentally, there are found to be
discrepancies which are not at present fully under-
stood. Comxilieations were pointed out also in the
swelling of protoplasm. It is not yet clear how far

the various physical processes occurring m living

matter may be treated as thought they are identical

with those of the dead chemical constituents of the
systems. Without m the least suggesting any vital-

istic hypothesis, it is necessary to bear in mind the
essentially dynamic nature of living cells, and the
simultaneous occurrence of comjilox chemical and
physical changes. Geojffrey Gee

THE MOON AND PLANT GROWTH
By Dr. C. F. C. BEESON, C.I.E.

Imperial Forestry Bureau, Oxford

Beliefs that the phases of the moon have a
differential effect on the rate of development of

plants are both ancient and world-wide. Proof by
rational experiment seems to have been sought more
than two hundred and fifty years ago by La Quin-
tinye, the horticulturist, and some years later by
Duhamel du Monceaub the forester. Neither obtained
any positive evidence of lunar infiuence. Since then,
scientific interest in the subject has been revived
intermittently, either by the ‘rediscovery’ of lunar
rites in the agriculture of civilized countries, or by
the impact on Europeans of tlie impressive faith of
primitive peoples, particularly in the tropics and
sub-tropics.
The literature on the moon and ])lants can be

assigned to two groiqis : one comprising reiterations

of peasant beliefs, myths and rules, both ancient and
modern, and similar unsubstantiated statements , the
other comprising experiments supported by numerical
data cajiable of statistical analysis. This second group
consists of {a) experiments mamly ofthe anthroposoph-
ical school, which demonstrate the existence of lunar
effects on the growth of plants ; tod (6) experiments of

professional horticulturists and foresters, which prove
that there are no such effects, or that, if they do
exist, they have no value m agricultural practice.

The beliefs which dominate primitive rural economy
and the emphatic reports of credulous observers are
very numerous, but they provide no significant

evidence. Only experimental data need be con-
sidered ; they may be briefly summarized as follows :

{a) KoUsho^s work. According to the investigations
of L. Kohsko^ in Stuttgart during 1926-35, the
particular phase of the moon at the tmie of sowmg
does infiuence the period and the percentage of

germination, as also the subsequent growth of the
plant. The most favourable date to sow is two days
before the full moon for leaf- and fruit-bearing garden
crops (such as cabbages, peas, tomatoes), for root-
crops (such as radishes, beetroots, carrots), for
flowering garden annuals, and for wheat, maize, etOo

In general, these plants show better germination,
more vigorous growth, and greater yields than those
sown just before the new moon. Kolisko affirms that
the lunar influence is not fully effective unless there
is ram or artificial watering during the germmation
period, but the stimulus once acquired remains
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decisive throughout the periods of growth, flowering

and fraitmg As regards growth during a lunar phase,

she found that on the whole the response of wheat is

greater during the waxing than the waning phase.

In later experiments to determme the depth to

which the action of the moon penetrates the soil,

Kohsko found that at a depth of 1 metre the effect

on wheat is nearly identical with that at the surface ;

at 2-3 metres the maximum growth is generally

reached in a full-moon period ,* between 5 metres and
16 metres the influence is weaker but is still shown
by greater growth at the time ofthe Easter full moon.
She considers that each year has a certain dommatmg
lunar period, and that the Easter full moon has a

special significance for the whole year. E. and L.

Kohsko’s recent book, “Agriculture of Tomorrow”,
reviews cosmic infiuences on plant growth.

(b) Other investigators' work. Germination. Ex-
periments on the germination of garden crops have

been done by Becker (1937-38)^, Bergdolt and
Spanner (1937-39)^ at Munich ; by Mather and
iSTewall (1940-42)®>® at the John Innes Horticultural

Institution ; similar experiments with spruce seed

were done by Bohmeder (1935-37)'^ at Mimich. All

these mvestigators agree that no consistent effect

of the moon is observable, and that all chance

variations possibly assignable to any one of the

moon’s quarters are evened out with an adequate

number of repetitions. At meetmgs of the Soci4t6

nationals d’horticulture de France m 1924, several

horticulturists testified to the absence of lunar effects

on sowings and seedlmg growth ; earlier work of

Arago, Flammarion and others m France between
1859 and 1909 was cited m confirmation®.

Reproduction. Periodicity in the production of

sexual cells of the marme alga, Dictyota dichotoma,

has been demonstrated by Williams (1905)®, Hoyt
(1907)^® and Lewis (1910)^^, but the period is fort-

nightly on the coast of Wales and Naples, and four-

weekly in New Carolma, and the phase dates differ.

Polarized light. Semmens (1923)^® showed that

moonlight is plane-polarized and increases hydrolysis

of starch with diastase. Esenbeck and Suessmguth
(1930)^® and Macht (1926)^^ showed that polarized

light of low intensity may produce a very slight

increase in growthm length of plants. Wright (1927)^®

foimd the highest degree of polarization of moonlight

at the ends of the first and thud quarters. The
anthroposophists consider that the moon’s influence

works in darkness and below ground.

Felling dates and seasoning of timber. Moisture-

content is the most important physical condition

influencmg the rate of decay of wood. The amoimt
of water m the wood of a hvmg tree is known from
many careful determmations to differ with the species

of tree, and for some species to vary s^sonally, for

others to bo fairly constant throughout the year. No
variation related to lunar phases is known for any
tree, but Beeson and Bhatia (1936)^® found a regular

lunar rhythm of sap mcreasing from the full to the

new moon and decreasing from the new to the full

moon in Dendrocalamus strictus in India. Enuchel
and Gaumann’s (1930)^’ work with spruce and silver

fir in Switzerland based on a sequence of fellings m
the same phase of the moon is typical of the exact

knowledge now available. The season of fellmg is

proved to have no substantial influence on specific

gravity, moisture-content, shrinkage, resm-content

or working qualities, but it strongly influences the

rate of seasoning.
,
The effect of the season of fellmg

on the rate of drying, and the effect of weather on

the activity of decay organisms dominates any effect

that may be due to the phase of the moon.
Borer damage. Niunerous entomological records

show that the liability of felled trees to attack (that

IS, oviposition) by borers depends on one hand on

the dates of the emergence period and longevity of

the adult insect, and on the other hand on the pro-

gress of drying out of bark and sapwood, or the

amount of depletion of starch. The two latter factors

can be controlled m many species of trees by loggmg

procedure which entirely ignores lunar dates. Beeson

and Bhatia (1936)^® and Gardner (1945)^® have proved

that the mtensity of Binoderus damage to bamboos
m India depends on the amount of starch present in

the felled culm ; the starch-content of the living

culm varies seasonally, not accordmg to the lunar

phase, and no advantage is obtained by felling in

relation to the phase date.

Lmiar periodicity existsm some animals,but they are

marine or aquatic species (Fox, 1924^®,* Hora, 1929 ^®).

Yield of resin, latex, etc. Variations m the yield

of resm, latex, maple syrup, gums and tannin are

explicable in terms of tapping systems, genetic

factors, weather and environmental conditions

;

experience is veiy considerable, but in no case has

any advantage attributable to the moon been dis-

covered. For example, Ferrand’s work (1941)^^ on

Hevea brasiliensis m the Belgian Congo revealed that

the daily concentration of latex varies with weather

conditions, and the local concentration in the same
tree depends on the exposure to sunlight of the crown
directly above the tappmg-pomt. Changes in the

gutta-content of the root of Euonymus verrucosus in

the XJ.S.S.R. follow the seeisonal development of the

plant, and the resin-content varies in inverse pro-

port-ion (Yurkevich, 1944)2^. maximum tannm-
content of seeds of Terminalia chebula is formd in

seeds collected in January anywhere in India ; this

period IS also that of optimal gemiinative capacity

(Prasad, 1946)2®.

Summary. The only expermiental evidence for

the existence of lunar influence on the growth of

land plants is that published by L. Kohsko. All other

investigators in many parts of the world have been
imable to discover any consistent correlation between
the moon and the vital processes of land plants ;

some admit that if a lunar effect does exist it is so-

obscure as to have no value in agricultural practice.

A more detailed review ofthe subject will shortly be
published by the Imperial Forestry Bureau, Oxford.

^Duhamel du Monceau, “De Texploitation des bois” (1764).
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THE COURSE OF THE CONTRO-
VERSY ON FREEDOM IN SCIENCE

By Dr. JOHN R. BAKER
AND

Prof. A. G. TANSLEY, F.R.S.

The movement agamst pur© science and agamst
freedom m science was first brought to Great

Britain by the Soviet delegation to the International
Congress on the History of Science held m London
in 1931. Before that time it was accepted as a matter
of course that the pursuit of pure science by in-
dependent research was a worthy and admirable
thmg, that it was desirable for qualified people to
devote their lives to the increase of knowledge as an
end in itself, and that research workers at universities
should have fall liberty to choose the subjects of
their owii investigations. On© may search the
literature in vain for any contrary view, and no such
view can have been held by more than a minute
fraction of the scientific world.

It was, of course, well Imown to everyone that
many branches of pure science could be, and were,
applied to practical uses, and that m fact the material
equipment of modem societies had been and was
being built up through such applications. But the
•distmction between pur© and applied science, between
the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake and the
application of such knowledge to practical ends was
never called m question.
Owing to the world-wide economic depression,

attention m 1931 was naturally focused on economic
matters, and this preoccupation lent impetus to the
specifically Marxist doctrine, then brought to England
from Russia, that all scientific progress was really
determined by economic causes and that all scientific
work should be consciously and directly devoted,
under central control, to the material service of the
State. This movement spread slowly at first, and
then at an ever-increasing speed, as one powerful
organisation after another took up the new theme.
Ernst and foremost the Association of Scientific
Workers, then the British Association and the
scientific Press, all began to support and even take
part in the new propaganda. It was spread by many
who had no sympathy with Marxism and were often
unfamiliar with the philosophical basis and implica-
tions ofthe doctrmes they were propagating. Scarcely
anyone came forward to uphold the contrary doctrine
of freedom of research, on which the progress of the
general body of science had for centuries been based.

It was not until 1939 that any real opposition
to ^eh materialist propaganda arose. In the fol-
lowmg year the Society for Freedom m Science was
rounded. Its principles are contamed in the foUowmg
five propositions, to which each member gives assent
on joining :

(1) The increase of knowledge by scientific research
of all kinds and the maintenance and spread of
scientific culture have an independent and primary
human value.

(2) Science can only fiourish and therefore can
only confer the maximum cultural and practical
benefits on society when research is conducted in an
atmosphere of freedom.

(S) Scientific life should be autonomous and not
subject to outside control in the appointment of
personnel or in the allocation of the funds assigned
by society to science.

(4) The conditions of appoini.nient of research
workers at iinivorsitios should give them freedom to
choose their own problems within their subjects and
to work separately or in collaboration as they may
prefer. Controlled team-work, essential for some
problems, is out of place in others. Some people
work best singly, others in teams, and provision
should be mad© for both typos.

(5) Men of science m coimtries not under dicta-
torial rule should co-operate to maintain the freedom
necessary for effective work and to help fellow
scientific workers m all parts of the world to maintain
01 secure this freedom.
The Society has never denied that organised and

directed team-work is necessary for the exploration
of many of the complex problems of modern science,
as well, of course, as m the applications of science to
industry ; but a considerable degree of freedom for
initiative is desirable in both fields.

A cardinal pomt in the Society’s policy has been
to insist that human welfare does not mean only
material welfare. Everyone agrees that the results
of scientific research should be applied to improve
the food of the community, to maintain its health,
to raise its standard of living, to provide increased
conveniences and facilities of all kinds and adequate
leisure for all. But, important as they are, these
things, after all, are only means to ends, not ends in
themselves. The Society sustains the belief that an
understanding of Nature is in itself good, apart
altogether from the use of that understanding m
practical affairs. This belief has been the mainsprmg
of scientific advance for centuries, and is still its

mainsprmg. The attempt to destroy it is not pro-
gress. The true progressive recognizes that genuine
and potentially permanent progress has been made in
human history, and that further progress must be
built upon it. That is the difference between progress
and revolution. Two of the most important stops
forward in human history have been the emergence
and consolidation of pure science and the granting
of freedorn to all qualified persons to follow their ovti
bent in scientific research. It is for these things that
the Society stands.
The defence of scientific freedom contradicted the

whole weight of propaganda for the doctrine of
narrowly directed research for economic ends, and at
first the task of the small, newly formed Society
might have seemed impossible. It was unable to get
its case made public through most of the recognized
channels of publicity m Britain. It had to approach
its^ public by circular letter and memorandum in
spit© of the difficulties of paper shortage. The
Society’s efforts were not met by reasoned argument,
but by obstruction, abuse, misrepresentation and
ridicule.

^

At the meeting of the Division of the British
Association for the Social and International Relations
of Science, held in London in September 1941, on
“Science and World Order”, no on© was allowed to
speak durmg the three days of the Conference except
those previously chosen by the organisers, and the
movement against pure science and freedom in
science had free play. The meeting was extensively
reported. Later on a speaker in a B.B.C. programme
made an attack on the movement for freedom in
science and its sponsors ; and despite repeated
requests by the Committee of the Society, the B.B.C.
permitted no reply whatever.
In the face of misrepresentation and obstacles of

•^every kind the Society was resolved to push its case
forward. Small funds were gradually accumulated,
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stencilled communications were sent to an increasing

number of people, and in 1945 the publication of the
Society’s “Occasional Pamphlets”^ was begun. Books
were published and lectures delivered. The results

eame slowty but surely, aided no doubt by the general

reaction against Marxist doctrines. One distinguished

research worker after another in various parts of the
world began to rally to the cause. A glance through
the present list of members will show that the Society

is representative of the best scientific talent. Among
the members are several Nobel prizewinners, as well

as seventy-two fellows of the Koyal Society. Certain

distmguished philosophers and historians have formed
a Imk with hberal-mmded people over a wide field of

culture. The Society is naturally stronger in Great
Britain and the United States than elsewhere, but it

has members m most parts of the world except the
Soviet Union and its satellite countries. A special

effort IS now being made to increase its membership
on the Contment of Europe.
The propaganda against pure science and agamst

freedom in science was, we claim, brought to

Britam from Russia, and it is essentially based on
the Marxist doctrme that science is, and always has
been, determmed solely by economic pressure. Now,
however, there has been a surprismg change of front.

Two distinguished Soviet physicists. Academicians
P. L. Kapitza and A. Joife, have been permitted to
write articles expressmg views that bear a strikmg
resemblance to those held by the Society for Freedom
in Science. The reason for this change of policy, and
the degree to which it is actually afiectmg scientific

life m the U S.S R., are not known. Perhaps it has
been found empirically that totalitarianism in science

does not work. Vast sums are said to have been
spent on Soviet scientific research, but no one not
blmded by political enthusiasm would compare
Soviet work and progress in fundamental science

with that achieved m Western Europe and in

America. In certam fields of research, such as
genetics, Soviet standards and criteria are almost
incredibly perverse. Hudson and Richens, m a
remarkably careful and dispassionate review of Soviet
genetics^, summarize their conclusions as follows :

“The school of genetics founded by Lysenko and
Prezent in the Soviet Union, arose m 1935 and
became dominant in Russia m 1940. It still flourishes,

although perhaps less now than formerly. . . . Much
of the scientific discourse of Lysenko’s school is

alogical, i.e. derives its conclusions not by logical

argument from the facts, but by appeal to chosen
authorities, by condemning views in opposition to
these authorities, by analysmg the presumed states

of mmd of its opponents, and by estimatmg the
value of theories by their agronomic usefulness. . . .

Lysenko’s rejection of the data accumulated by
Mendelian genetics during the past thirty yeajrs is

obscurantist and reduces the value of his specula-
tions.”

It may be that the inevitably disastrous effect on
practical results, ui the long run, of such a travesty
of sound scientific method is the cause of the change
of policy apparent m the articles of Kapitza and
Jofe. We are, however, ignorant of whether Soviet
research workers are m fact now being given freedom
to choose their own subjects or liberty to work m
their own way. However that may be, communists
m Britam have almost ceased to vilify the movement
for freedom in science. Representatives ofthe Society
were invited to address the British Association’s
Conference on Scientific Research and Industrial

Planning, held in London in December 1945, and
their remarks on behalf of pure science and freedom
in science were received with almost no opposition.

The whole atmosphere of the meetmg was m com-
plete contrast to that of September 1941.

The change of front of the scientific materialists

has been startling. They are beginnmg to speak of

the internal logic of science and of its cultural value,

ideas promment in the thought of those whom they

were recently attackmg. Meanwhile, there is a certain

lag m the application of the new orientation, and
some of those who are accustomed to take their

opmions, whether wittingly or not, from communist
sources, are still makmg propaganda for the central

plannmg of scientific research.

One aspect of scientific freedom that has to be

mamtamed is the freedom to communicate the

results of research to all and sundry—mternationally

as well as withm the lunits of individual States.

The construction of the atom bomb, because of

its immense destructive capacity, has introduced a

complication into this claim.

It has long been argued that the scientific employee
of an mdustrial firm should have the right to publish

any discoveries in pure science he may make m the

course of liis work. It is, however, very naturally

contended that technical discoveries and inventions

directly concerned with the firm’s busmess and there-

fore mvolving its financial mterests are properly kept
secret at the employer’s discretion. It is not, how-
ever, always easy to draw a satisfactory Ime between
the two spheres. Almost parallel considerations,

though with far more serious and far-reaching

implications, seem to apply to nuclear research and
its technological developments. Fundamental in-

vestigation of the structure of the atom clearly

belongs to the realm of pure science. The keeping
secret of its results m any country would disrupt the
progress of atomic physics throughout the world.

On the other hand, the technical developments of
this fundamental work, directed to the makmg of
atomic bombs, obviously are and will be the concern
of national govermnents, until, of course, a super-

national authority with both the will and the power
to control such activities comes into existence.

Under present conditions it is wddely held among
men of science that national govermnents are fully

justified in keepmg strictly secret the processes
developed for the making of the bombs, since the
American proposal for world-wide control has not
been unanimously accepted. Communistic men of
science, however, and their supporters, for reasons
which are not obscure when their political affiliation

is remembered, now demand the freedom of open
and world-wide communication of all such techno-
logical developments—a ‘freedom’ clearly of relative

disadvantage under existmg mternational conditions
to non-communist States m possession of the secret

processes.

As in the case of those laboratories of industrial

firms in which fundamental, as well as technological,

research is carried on, it is not always perfectly clear

just where the Ime between the two spheres should
be drawn. In an attempt to disentangle the threads
of conflictiug opinion m this matter, ^the Society for

Freedom in Science is conductmg a^ questionary
among its members on the subject of secrecy in

nuclear physics. The answers should show where, in
the opmion of those who have shown their interest

in scientific freedom by joining the Society, the line

should be drawn between freedom m scientific
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researeli on one hand and secrecy m technological

matters of mihtar;^^ importance on the other.

The violent attack on the old and well-established

belief m the right fco freedom in scientific rosearch^

—

an attack whichy during the ’thirties, very nearly

swept public opinion m Great Britain into a wholesale

denial of that right—has turned attention to the

psychological and philosophical foundations of that

belief. A good deal of thought and study has been
and is bemg devoted to the subject by members of
the Society, and the results of some of it have been
published. The field is wide, and much of it needs
further clarification, for example, the relation of

freedom m science to the concept of freedom at large.

The present time, when the conflict between the
opposite ideals of individualistic freedom and of the
highly organised State with its tendency to totalitarian

compulsion has reached a new degree of mtensity, is

particularly opportune for the active prosecution of
these investigations.

1 The whole set of Occasional Pamphlets may be obtained from the
Secretary of the Society for Freedom m Science, Umversity
Museum, Oxford. Qs, 7dJ., including postage

® Hudson, P. S., and Hichens, B. H “The Hew Genetics in the
Soviet Union.” Published by the School of Agncultiue, Cam-
bridge, 1946. 65.

OBITUARIES
Sir Carruthers Beattie

Sib Cabbxjthebs Beattie, vice-chancellor and
principal of the University of Cape Town durmg
1918-37, died m Cape Town on September 10.

John Carruthers Beattie was born m Dumfries-
shire on hTovember 21, 1866, and was educated at
Edinburgh, where he was an 1851 Science Research
Scholar and Vans Dunlop Scholar m physics, and
afterwards at Munich, Berlin, Vienna and Glasgow.
In 1897 he went to South Africa as professor of
physics at the South Africa College, Cape Town,
bemg one of a group of Scottish professors at the
College who played a great part in the development
of education m South Africa and raised the status of
the South African College so that in 1918 it was
reconstituted as the University of Cape Town.
Beattie had been appointed prmcipal of the College
in 1917, and became in 1918 the first vice-chancellor
and principal of the University. Under his adminis-
tration the fine buildings of the University on the
slopes of Table Mountam above Groote Scbuur

—

probably the most magnificent site of any university
in the British Empire—^were planned and erected.
At the South African College the teaching duties

of the professors were heavy and left little time for
reseaj:*eh. The most important scientific work under-
taken by Beattie was the first magnetic survey of
South Africa, carried out in collaboration with Prof.
J. T. Morrison, of Stellenbosch, between 1898 and
1906. Beattie was granted leave of absence for one
ye^m 1903 to continue the observations ; apart from
this, the observations were made during the various
college vacations. More than four hundred stations
were occupied from Agulhas in the south to the
\ ictoria Palls in the north, and from Saldanha Bay
in the west to Beira in the east. About twenty
repeat stations were selected, at which observations
were made at frequent intervals during the course of
the survey for the determination of diurnal and
secular variations. The results were published by
the Royal Society in 1909 as “Report of a Magnetic

Survey of South Africa” (235 pp.). Travollmg in

remote parts of South Africa at that time im^olvod

many discomforts, but in the course of it Boattie

accjuirod an intimate knowledge of the couiitiy and
its people.

Beattie was president of Section A of the South
African Association for the Advancement of Science

m 1910, in which year he was awarded the Medal of

the Association. He became president of the Associa-

tion m 1928. During 1905-6 he was president of the

South African Philosophical Society and, after the

formation of the Royal Society of South Africa, was
for a time general secretary of the Society. He served

on many Government eommitteos and boards ; he
was a member of the Universities Statutes Com-
mission, 1917 ; of the Scientific and Industrial

Research Committee, 1907 ; of the Industries and
Science Boai'd, 1920 ; and of the Mining Industry
Board, 1923. He was chairman of the Survey Com-
mission in 1921. In 1920 he was created a knight

bachelor.

The young Umversity of Ca]>o Tuwn was fortunate

in having Beattie as its principal for twenty years.

Under his wise guidance a well-merited reputation,

both in teaching and in research, was rapidly built

up. He gamed the respect and affection both of the

students and of his colleagues. He was not an auto-

crat, but he could be firm when firmness was required.

Patient, tactful, modest and approachable, he was
an ideal principal.

In 1898 he married Elizabeth, third daughter of

W. Paton, of Scarborough, and had a son, who was
killed in the Second World War, and two daughters.

H. Spenoeb Jones

Prof. M. Camis

Albebto Mabio Camis, formerly professor of

physiology in the Universities of Ban, Parma
and Bologna, died on August 28, at the age of

sixty-eight. For some years heart disease had
seriously impaired his physical health, but his in-

tellectual powers were unabated. His death will be

mourned by a large circle of Italian and foreign

friends. He paid several visits to physiological lab-

oratories m Great Britain, beginning m 1908, when,
as a yoimg graduate from Pisa, he worked at Cam-
bridge with Langley and Barcroft and at Liverpool
with Sherrmgton. A year or two later he edited

volume 1 of the English translation of Luciani’s

“Human Physiology”.
Camis’ scientific work covered a wide field, with

original contributions on metabolism, respiration,

oxygen carriage, the pharmacology of muscle, physio-
logical psychology, the labyrinth, autonomic reflexes,

the spmal cord, and the cerebellum. A cultured
writer, with a great sense of style and arrangement,
he also wrote some admirable monographs. “II

meccanismo delle emozioni” (1919) and “La fisiologia

deir apparato vestibolare” (1928) are particularly
noteworthy. His mterests in other branches of science,

especially physics, in philosophy, in history, in litera-

ture, and in art gave him a breadth of view which,
combmed with modesty, kindliness, tact and gener-
osity, made him a delightful companion. His short,

stocky figure, black beard, vivacious manner and
twinklmg eyes will be remembered by all who met
him. Well versed in the physiological literature of
five languages, he was a frequent attendant and con-
tributor at the International Physiological Congresses,
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mcluding tho last at Zurieli in 1938. Possibly his

most important work was as a teacher and an qn-

courager of young physiologists. He was an interest-

ing and lucid lecturer who could interpret modern
science to a lay audience.

An ardent patriot with a passionate devotion to

Italy, Camis’ later years were saddened by the mis-

fortunes that befell his country. Durmg the Italian

campaign against Ethiopia, he spent nine months as

a volunteer (aged flfty-six) in Somaliland studying

the metabolism and diet ofboth natives andEuropean
immigrants. The results, which contradicted much
of the teaching then current, were published by the

Reale Accademia dTtalia in a slim volume entitled

“Metabohsmo basale ed alimentazione m Somalia”

(1936). Yet little more than two years after his

return to be professor at Bologna, he was pensioned

by the Italian Government on account of a Semititi

strain in his ancestiy. Thereupon he followed an

old inclination by becoming a Dominican monk, and
in June 1939 was sent to Manila in the Philippmos

to join the staff of the Dominican University of St.

Thomas there But his health would not stand a

tropical climate and he returned after six months to

the House of his Order at Bologna where, until 1943,

he taught psychology m its seminary. For tho re-

mamder of the War he found a refuge from the Nazi
dommation of Italy in the Dominican Univeisity at

Rome. After the liberation he was at once restored to

his professorship, but ill-health prevented him from
taking up the duties. He spent the last year of his life

at the Convent of St. Dommic in Bologna, where he
died. He was childless and a widower.

R. S. Creed

NEWS and VIEWS
Prof, E. D. Merrill

Oisr October 14, Dr. Elmer Drew Merrill, the well-

known American botanist, was seventy years of age.

To mark the occasion, special numbers of the Joumal
of the Arnold Arboretum (Harvard University) and of

Ghronica Botanica—m the latter case comprismg a

selection from Dr. Merrill’s principal general writings,

with a biography and bibhography, entitled

“Merilhana”—^liave been issued. After holdmg posts

in his alma maters the University of Maine, and m
the U.S. Department of Agriculture m Washington,

Merrill lived and worked from 1902 until 1923 m the

Phihppmes, first as botanist to the Bureau of Agri-

culture and later also to the Bureau of Forestry at

Manila and eventually to the Phihppme Bureau of

Science. For several years, while holdmg the latter

post, he was also head of the Department of Botany
of the University of the Phiiippmes, and m 1919 he

became director of the Bureau of Science. During

this period he wi’ote the “Flora of Manila” (1912),

“An Interpretation of Rumphius’s Herbarium Am-
boinense” (1917), “Species Blancoanse” (1918), “A
Bibliographic Enumeration of Bornean Plants”

(1921), and the “Enumeration of Philippme Fiowermg
Plants” (4 vols., 1923-26).

In 1924, Merrill left the Phihppmes to become dean

of the College of Agriculture, and director
^

of the

Agricultural Experiment Station, of the University

of California, bemg also director of the California

Botanic Garden durmg 1927-29. The University of

Marne conferred on him the honorary degree of D.Sc.

m 1926. M^ile m California he wTote “Plantse

Elmerianse Bomegnses”, which appeared m 1929.

In 1930 he became director-m-chief of the New York
Botanic Garden.^ His important “Commentary on

Loureiro’s ‘Flora Cochinchmensis’ ” was |)ubhshed m
1935. Since that date Dr. Merrill has held the post

of professor of botany and admmistrator of botanical

collections at Harvard University.

Philip Hill Chair of Biochemistry : Dr. Frank

Dickens, F.R.S.

Db. F. Dickens has been eleclied to the Philip Hill

chair of experimental .biochemistry tenable m the

Courtauld Institute, London. This chair is an inde-

pendent research post endowed by Mrs. Philip Hill

m memory of her husband. Dr. Dickens took the
Natural Sciences Tripos at Cambridge, and then
spent two years in research work on pure organic

chemistry imder the late Sir Jocelyn Thorpe. In
1923 he became an assistant in the Biochemical
Department (later the Courtauld Institute) of the
Middlesex Hospital, and collaborated in the important
work done there on msulm and sex hormones under
the direction of Prof. E. C, Dodds. In 1927 he began
his interesting work on tissue metabolism. In col-

laboration -with the late Dr. Simer, he devised a
method, which has been widely adopted, for the
measurement of the true respuatory quotient of

isolated animal tissues. This method has the advan-
tage of bemg applicable m the presence of bicarbonate
and carbon ditoxide mixtures. By the use of this

method he w'as able to show that there is a distinct

difference in the metabolism of cancerous and most
normal tissues. Dr. Dickens has also conducted
research on tissue enzymes and the inhibitory effect

on them of such substances as fluoride and lodoacetic
acid. He has also obtained a certain amoimt of
evidence to show that different paths of fermentation
and oxidation may be available in cells and cell

extracts from that usually followed, and which is

known as the Embden-Meyerhof cycle. Dr. Dickens
has also shown that tumours and embryonic tissues

have an unusually high content of citric acid. A
study of the distribution of citric acid in the body
showed that about 1 per cent is contained in the
hard substance of bone, and that this is very easily

influenced by dietary and hormonal conditions, and
may play an imjiortant part m calcium metabolism
and bone formation. During 1943-44, at the request
of the Medical Research Council, Dr. Dickens under-
took special research on the toxic effects of oxygen
on bram metabolism. Dr, Dickens has recently
published four papers on the factors which control
the carcmogenic action of certain hydrocarbons.

Zoology at University College, Hull :

Prof. P. G. ’Espinasse

Mb. P. G. ’Espestasse has become professor of
zoology at University College, Hull. The College

opened in October 1928, and the followmg year Mr.
’Espmasse, who had just graduated in the final

honour school of zoology at Oxford, was appointed
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assistant lecturer in Prof. A. C Hardy « new dopai-t-

ment there. Two years later, the dejiartmont was
enlarged to one of Zoology and Oceanography, and
Mr. *EiSpmasse then became lecturer witli enlarged

responsibilities on the zoological side. In 1942, when
Prof. Hardy was appointed to the regius cliair of

natural history at Aberdeen, the Department w^as

split mto two : one of zoology with Mr ’Espmasse

as head (several departments in the College have
non-professorial heads), and one of oceanography

under Dr. C. E. Lucas. Zoology now again has a

chair.

Prof. ’Espmasse is a versatile zoologist. While he

IS keenly interested in genetical theory and has

written several papers on it, his researches have been

mamly m the fields of micro-anatomy, embryology
and the more physiological side of zoology. He
worked out the development of the hypophysial

portal system m man, has done much work on the

action of the hormone oestrone and made important
contributions to our knowledge of feather growth.

Wilde his skill as a microtomist has enriched his

Department with beautiful series of histological and
embryologieal preparations, he brmgs to his teaching

something even more valuable : a love of discussion

and a deep interest in the philosophy lymg behind
biological theory.

Centenary of Anaesthesia

On October 16, 1846, W. T. G. Morton, a dentist

of Boston, Massachusetts, successfully admmistered
ether to a prmter named Gilbert Abbot during an
operation, performed by J. C. Warren, for removal
of a tumour from the neck ; and this date has just

been celebrated as the anniversary of the first

practical application of anaesthesia for the purpose
of abolishmg pain during a surgical operation. An
editorial article in the British Medical Journal

(p. 546, Oct. 12, 1946), and six other articles m this

issue, mark this centenary and give*an epitome of
our knowledge of anaesthetics. Dr. J. H. Burn and
H. G. Epstem discuss theories of anaesthetic action,

Dr. C. Langton Hewer discusses the remarkable
recent advances in anaesthetic practice, A. C. Kmg
contributes an illustrated article on the history of
ansesthetic apparatus, and Dr. E. Ashworth Under-
wood, director of the Wellcome Historical Medical
Museum, discusses, m another illustrated article, the
history of man’s knowledge of the use of substances
for the purpose of abolishmg pain. This latter

article, which is a valuable contribution to the
history of medicine, begms with a reference to the
neolithic age, when unknown substances may have
been used for the purpose of abolishmg pain durmg
the operation of trephining the skull, which appears
to have been performed quite often in those times.
The controversies which raged around the work of
Clarke, Wells, Morton, and the others, and their
experiences with nitrous oxide and ether, are
here discussed. Chloroform, first used by James
Young Simpson m Edmburgh, came a year or so
later. Thereafter, the stage was set for the remark-
able subsequent development of what Sir William
Osier has called “medicine’s greatest single gift”.

These developments are the subject of an exhibition
at the Wellcome Historical Museum, which was
opened by Lord Moran on October 16.

In two of the articles in the British Medical
Journal we are reminded of the close relationships
which have always existed between medicine and
literature. It was Oliver Wendell Holmes who sug-

gested the teivns ‘amcsthosia’ and ‘arucsthetic’
; and,

when W. E. Henley, who had already lost one foot,

had to have the other one amputated, he sought the
aid of Lister and was under his earc in the Edmburgh
Old Infirmary during the years 1873-75. There, with
the aid of what he has described as “the thick, sweet
mystery of (‘lilorofoim”, ho lost ins other foot. In
his “Hospital Verses”, which are extensively quoted
in this issue of the Brttish Medical Jou7nal in an
article by Gmnlla Liddle, he gives us a vivid picture,

not only of Lister himself, but also of life in the wards
of those days and of his own experiences in them.
The centenary of the first practical use of ansesthetic

substances has also been celebrated by a meeting,
held on October 16, of the Boyal Society of Medicine,
and the British Medical Bulletin has a special issue

devoted to anaesthetics which has the thoroughness
and comprehensive scope characteristic of that
journal.

Research in Chronic Rheumatism
As a result of investigations begun so long ago as

1 922, the Medical Advisory Committee to the Ministr^^

of Health recommended in 1945 that a number of

diagnostic and research centres should be established
for the study of chronic rheumatism and for the
improvement of existmg facilities for diagnosis and
treatment ; and it was proposed that the special

centres should be located in university medical
schools and teaching hospitals, whore resources are

available for a combined attack on the disease m all

its forms. A rheiunatism centre of the kmd envisaged
by the Mmistry is to be established at the University
of Manchester, with the assistance of a grant from
the Nuffield Foundation of £100,000 spread over ten
years. In broad outlme it is proposed to establish

& diagnostic and research centre at the toachmg
hospital, the Manchester Royal Infirmary, to deal

with short-stay in-patients and ()ut-i:>atients. For
long-stay in-patients there will also be a clmic at a
base hospital near the centre, provided by the Man-
chester Public Health Committee, and a second base
hospital, the Devonshire Royal Hospital at Buxton.
At the base hospitals lengthy investigations will be
earned out, and problems of rehabilitation and re-

settlement will be studied. At the centre the work
will cover two main fields : the clinical, sociological

and mdustrial aspects of the disease, and the funda-
mental study of the disease process by pathological,
bacteriological and biochemical methods. The clinical

work will be under the direction of a physician who
will have the full co-operation of the Departments of

Orthopsedics and Physiotherapy of the Manchester
Royal Infirmary as well as of the University Dental
School. The social aspects of the disease, and its

industrial implications, will be studied in co-operation
with the University Department of Industrial Health.
Fundamental research mto the causes of diseases of

the bones and joints will be under the direction of a
whole-time pathologist who is an expert in this

field.

National Laboratories in India

AccoBDiNa to The Statesman (Calcutta and Delhi)
of October 14, plans for four more national labora-
tories in India have been approved recently by the
Govemmg Body of the Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research.

Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Minister for Food and
Agriculture, will lay the foundation stone of the Fuel
Research Institute at Digwadih, near Dhanbad, on
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November 17. The capital cost ol the institute is

estimated at Us. 14 lakhs. Mr, C. Bajagopalachari,

Minister for Industries and Supplies and President of

the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, will

lay the foundation stone of the National Metallurgical

Laboratory at Jamshedpur on November 19 The
initial capital expenditure on this Laboratory will be
about Rs. 43 lakhs. The foundation stone of the
National Physical Laboratory in Delhi will be laid

by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, vice-president, new
Central Government, on Januaiy 4, 1947, during the
Indian Science Congress session. The estimated cost

of this Laboratory is about Rs. 40 lakhs. Mr. B. G.
Kher, Premier of Bombay, will lay the foundation
stone of the National Chemical Laboratory at Poona
some time towards the end of January 1947. The
Bombay Government recently agreed to the location

of this Laboratory in Poona and the transference

to the Council of the land required for this

purpose. This Laboratory is expected to cost Rs.
35 lakhs.

Manchester Federation of Scientific Societies

A Federatiozst of Scientific Societies has been
formed m Manchester to enable the member societies

to work together m matters of common mterest.

Pure and applied science are both strongly repre-

sented in the Federation, which will provide a meetmg
ground for workers m both academic and techno-
logical fields on the widest possible basis. The new
body will not in any way seek to take over any of
those actmties which are the functions of the par-
ticipatmg societies. It will, however, assist the
executives of these societies m arrangmg their

meetmgs and discussions to the greatest advantage of

the members, many of whom belong to several

societies. A calendar will be issued twice a year
giving a list and dates of all meetings to be held by
the societies m the Manchester district. The wider
activities of the Federation are yet to be planned m
detail. It is already mterestmg itself in the provision

of post-graduate and refresher courses in science, and
in this matter will seek the collaboration of the
University of Manchester and the teclinical colleges.

It will also pay attention to the problem of brmgmg
scientific matters to public attention in popular form.
A need long felt by the Manchester scientific workers,

and, indeed, by those of other big centres, including

London, is for a scientific centre of their own. The
home of the Manchester Literarj^ and Philosophical

Society m George Street, which frequently gave
hospitality to other societies, was destroyed by enemy
action m 1940. The scientific societies of Manchester
need a building with a lecture theatre, meetmg and
committee rooms, and some provision for bodily

refreshment, and it is hoped, by workmg together,

that they may be able to satisfy this need. The
prmcipal scientific and professional societies are

supporting the Federation, of which Dr. C. J. T.
Cronshaw, a director of Imperial Chemical Industries,

Ltd., has accepted an invitation to be the first

president. Mr. J. T. Marsh, of Tootal Broadhurst
Lee Co., Ltd., is the present chairman of the com-
mittee, and Dr. E. H. Rodd, of Imperial Chemical
Industries, Ltd. (Dyestuffs Division), Blackley, is the
honorary secretary.

Document Copying on Microfilm

The ]photographio copying of documents and of

published matter had attracted serious study ui the
United States for some years before war risks directed

attention in Cheat Britain to its \aluo. Rcicoiit con-

ferences, such as that organised by the Association

of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux
{Nature, 156, 24 ;

‘ 1945), have established cloaii>^

that photographic methods of reproduction will lia\^c^

many future parts to play in the publicjation and
duplication of documents of all types, whether for

business purposes or as part of the scientific in-

formation services (see Nature, 157, 745 ,* 1946
158 , 353 ; 1946). ‘Microfilm’, that is, 35-mm. film

coated with a fine-gramed photographic emulsion
and adapted to carry a series of images usually

24 mm. x 16 mm. or 24 mm. x 32 mm., is one of

the media most commonly used for this purpose ; but
its application has undoubtedly been hindered by
the limited supply of suitable apparatus for copying
the original documents or for reading the film record.

Potential users of microfilm will therefore be inter-

ested in the annoimcement of a new document

-

recordmg camera and (No. 3) microfilm reader and
prmter, made by Messrs. W. Watson and Sons, Ltd.,
of 313 High Holborn, London, W.C.l. The camei*a
IS a general-purpose machme which makes special

provision for originals in book form and can tackle
single documents up to 27 m. x 18 in. ; it has a
magazine holding 200 ft. of film and is designed for

speedy operation, with interlocked controls. In the
reader, the projected image is viewed by transmission
through a difeismg screen 12 m. x 12 in. The
activities of the British Standards Institution in this

field should do much to stimulate the production
and use of such equipment in Britain.

Science To-day

A WEEKLY science news-letter entitled Sc^ence

To-day, edited by A. W. Haslett from 104 Clifton

Hill, London, N.W.8, and offered for subscription at
30s. for 12 months (50 issues), is intended to provide
brief but accurate notes on the mam trends m con-
temporary science for both the scientific and non-
sciontific reader. It is mtended to mclude also book
reviews and notes on books. The first issue, dated
October 10, consists of eight octa\ro pages and touches
on fish migration, radar and surveying, the giant
man of old Java {Meganth) opus paleojavanicus), the
international organisation of science, and lines of
nuclear research on the atom. The latter article

occupies three of the eight pages and is entitled

“Atom Perspective” ; it outlmes m very general
terms the structure of the atom, pointmg out that
we still know vei^^ little about the nucleus itself,

which IS the object of much current research.

Security in the Pacific Area
A BEEORT by a Chatham House Study Group and

issued by the Royal Institute ofInternational Affairs,
under the title ‘T’he Pattern of Pacific Security”,
points out that the region is not m itself an area
which possesses natural defining boundaries by which
the political cartographer can almost automatically
draw regional frontiers on the map of security. While
there are certam mterests and problems which are
mainly Pacific in character, most of the Powers con-
cerned m the region are also Powers with substantial
interests elsewhere. Accordingly, the Pacific Ocean
must be treated as an area which cannot be con-
sidered apart from others, and the whole argument
of the report reinforces the view that a system of
security m the Pacific can be established only on the
wider basis of world organisation, the mainstays for

which are the United States, the British Commoni-
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woaltli, tlie U.S^.Li. and China. The thirty-four

specific conclusions of this study are set forth in its

final chapter, following chapters in which the Paeifi.c

area is considered as a region, the mam features of a

design ofsecurity are outlined, and tlie position of each

of the four major Powers is examined under the

sub-title “A Speculative Appreciation of Certain

Power Factors in the Pacific”. British interests in

the Pacific are discussed m a separate chapter,

leadmg to the conclusion that Great Britain is a
Power with so substantial a concern in fche region

that, in partnership with the Pacific Dominions of

the British Commonwealth, she is bound to play a

large part m the future history of that Ocean.

Sky Fantasia

Robebt R. Coles, Hayden Planetarium, has an
article with this title in Sky and Telescope of Jmie,

and among a number of celestial phenomena that

present mteresting and sometimes puzzlmg features

is included the apparently greater diameter of the

rismg moon compared with the diameter when it has
attained a higher altitude. Some text-books still

repeat the old explanation, discarded many years

ago, that the horizon moon is so situated that its size

can be easily compared with terrestrial objects, but
at higher altitudes we are deprived of these for

comparison. Anyone can disprove this theory if he
observes the moon near the horizon at sea, whore no
terrestrial objects are available for comparison. Yet
the moon looks as large when rising or setting over
the sea as it does when viewed on the land. Some
years ago, Drs. E. G. Bormg and A. H. Holway, two
Harvard psychologists, after a series of experiments,
concluded that the illusion is due to a physiological

cause. It has been found that objects viewed straight

ahead appear larger than do those of the same size in

positions where the ©ye must be raised to see them.
Although this theory is almost certainly the correct

one, the basic causes are still somewhat of a mystery.
The illusion can be observed in the constellations also,

such as the Plough, which appears very much larger

when low on the horizon than when high in the sky.
Other groups of stars, lilm the Great Square of
Pegasus, the Northern Cross, etc., exhibit the same
phenomenon. An experiment which can be per-
formed by anyone on some of these groups of stars, or
preferably on the moon, will show that the old theory
is incorrect. When the moon is near the horizon,
gauge it between the thumb and forefinger and notice
it shrinking ; as the finger and thumb are separated
it appears to swell again. This experiment is referred
to elsewhere m the same issue of Shy and Telescope^
and shows that the illusion is due to a physiological
or psychological cause.

Surface-Active Agents

The eight papers, together with the mtroductory
address by M. L. Anson, presented at the two-day
conference on ‘Surface-Active Agents* held by the
Physics and Chemistry Section of the New York
Academy of Sciences in January 1945, have now been
published (Ann, New York Acad, Sci,, 46, 347 ; 1946).
Almost all the surface-active agents referred to were
water-soluble substances which, even in small con-
c^trations, lower the surface tension of water con-
®dembly* The properties of surface-active agents,
how they are measured and how they are related to
sferucttire, were the topics discussed on the first day
of the conference. Papers on these subjects were

contributed by A. W Ralston, E. K. Fisehor and
D. M. Gans, D. Price, and L. Shodlovsky. On tho
second day, tlie applications of surface-active agents
to biology, medicine and industry wore dealt with,

E. 1. Valko and R. D. Plotclikiss lecturing on the
biological and medical applications ; M. H. Hassialis

and R. R. Ackley on the industrial applications. lu
the introduction, it is pomted out that although siu-

face-active agents have been known for some time as

chemical substances, it is only relatively recently that
they have become available as cheap commercial
compomads. Many such agents have been prepared
and many industrial applications discovered, mostly
m mdustrial laboratories, but basic scientific work on
pure substances has been very greatly neglected.

Indeed, it was lack of sufficient knowledge of the
properties ofpure surface-active agents that prevented
any useful theoretical discussion of the relation be-

tween structure and properties. The object of the
conference was to stmiulate mterest and to put the
understanding of surface-active agents and their

applications on a better scientific basis ; the publica-
tion of the proceedings of this conference on surface

-

active agents should be of considerable value m
guiding workers in this field as to the choice of suit-

able research problems.

War-time Activity of the Leicester Museum and

Art Gallery

That it is possible for a regional museum under
active admmistration to fulfil and oven increase its

interests under the difficulties of war-time conditions
has been amply proved by the Leicester City Museum
and Art Gallery. The fortieth annual report (April 1,

1943-March 31, 1944 ; recently received) to the City
Council shows, for example, that in that year tlie

Geological Department, besides giving technical

assistance in connexion with war-time mdustrial
developments, provided special courses of instruction

for members of the Forces ; that the Department of

Botany arranged topical exhibits in relation to war-
time gardening, food values, medicinal herbs, etc.,

and that the Schools Service was extended to units
of H.M. Forces stationed in the Leicester area, and
to the development of children’s clubs in art, science

and drama. In addition, several special exhibitions

of wide public interest were a prominent feature of
the period. The R.A.F. “Wings for Victory” Exhibi-
tion drew 36,306 visitors, and the “City Planning”
Exhibition, which was arranged in collaboration

with various other Corporation Departments of

Leicester City, drew 17,574 visitors. It is of interest

to not© that the general policy of the year was on©
directed at the “maintenance of public good spirits

and morale”. Towards this end, several other
exhibitions of topical, art and domestic mterest were
arranged, while lectures and the weekly limch-tim©
concerts contmued to be regular features. The bold
and exploratory activity shown by the Leicester
Museum throughout the war years has probably been
watched with mterest by other museum administra-
tors. Many new methods of direct public appeal have
been tried out and, judging from the attendance
figures shown on p.l5 of the present report, these have
met with considerable success.

' ^

British Bryological Society

A MEETING of the British Bryological Society was
held in London during September 27--28. After the
meeting there was a dinner to celebrate the jubilee
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of tlie {Society (founded in 1896 as the Moss Bxcliange
Club), at which Sir Clive Forster-Cooper and Dr.
John Ramsbottom were guests of honour. During
the afternoon of September 27 the meeting was held
(by kind permission of the director) in the Board
Room of the Natural History Museum Prof T M.
Harris, of the University of Readmg, read a paper
on the fossil liverwort Naiadtta, and Miss Grace
Wigglesworth, formerly of the University of Man-
chester, on reproduction m PolytTichum Goinjyiune.
Among the exhibits was part of the herbarium of the
late Mr. H. N. Dixon, a former president of the
Society. On September 28 there was an excursion to
Bridge and Harrison’s Rocks, near Tunbridge Wells,
and the rich and interestmg bryophyte flora of the
sandstone was seen at its best ; Pallavicima Lyelhi,
Odontoscinsma denitdatum, Orthodontium gractle and
Dicmnum ScotUayimn were among the mterestmg
species found. In a stubble field near Bridge a rich
flora of ephemeral bryophytes was seen, for which
the wet season was doubtless responsible.

University of Leeds

At a meeting of the Council held on October 16 ,

it was announced that Imperial Chemical Industries,
Ltd., have given £2,000 to establish a research school
in the Department of Biomoleeular Structm’e, and
the Rockefeller Foimdation has given 10,000 dollars
for research under the direction of Prof. W. T.
Astbury for the current academic year. The York-
shire Copper Works have given £300 for 1946 and
1947 for award of a scholarship to students of pure
and applied science, preferably metallurgy.

Dr. F. C. Happold, reader ui biochemistry, has been
appomted professor of biochemistry^ as from August 1.

The title of emeritus professor has been conferred
upon Prof. J. H Jones, iirofessor of economics, and
Prof. W. P. Mihie, professor of mathematics, on their
retirement.

Lord Halifax will give the fifth Montague Burton
Lecture on International Relations on February 20,
1947.

Earthquakes during August

OiT August 2 the earthcjuake near Copiapo in
northern Chile had its epicentre near lat. 27^ S , long.
70° W. The destructive Dominican Republic earth-
quake at 17h. 51m. 07s. g.m t. on August 4 had its
epicentre near lat. 19-3° N., long. 69° W., which is

nine miles east of the Samana Peninsula. Strong
aftershocks from this epicentre took place at 13h
28m. 24s. g.m.t. on August 8 and 19h. 17 -Om. g.m.t.
on August 21. The earthquake of August 11 at
Ih. 54- 3m. G.M.T had its epicentre m the Solomon
Islands near lat, 8° S., long. 155° E,, whereas that of
August 15 at 15h. 23* 9m. g.m.t. had its epicentre
near lat* 22° S , long. 170° E. All the above epicentres
were determined by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey in co-operation with Science Service and the
Jesuit Seismological Association. The earthquakes
of August 2, 8, 11 and 21, together with nine others,
were registered by Mr, E. W. Pollard at Bmstead,
Isle of Wight.

Agricultural Research Council : Post-graduate
Scholarship Awards
The Agricultural Research Council announces

trh© followmg awards of post-graduate scholarships
ui agricultural science and in animal health,
to take effect from the beginning of the academic

year 1946. Such scholarships were last awarded
m 1941, after which, as a war-time measure,
they were discontmued. On this occasion the
potential needs for specialist advisers in the
National Agricultural Advisory Service were taken
into accomit, as well as those of the research service.

J. M Barry, University of Oxford, a three-year
research scholarship in animal biochemistry ; J. R. S.

Fmcham, University of Cambridge, a three-year
research scholarship m plant genetics ; A. Ibbotson,
University of Birmmgham, a three-year research
scholarship m entomology ; D. J. R. Laurence,
University of Cambridge, a three-year research
scholarship in animal genetics ; B. C. Lougliman,
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, a
three-year research scholarship m biochemistry

;

Miss M. T. Morton, Umversity of Edinburgh, a one-
year research scholarship in plant pathology , Miss
U Parsons, University of Cambridge, a three-year
research scholarship in animal physiology ; Miss J. N.
Wmfield, University of Leeds, a one-year researcli

scholarship m plant physiologjn

The Night Sky in November
Full moon occurs on Nov. 9d. 07h lOni , ij.t., and

new moon on Nov. 23d. 17h. 24m. The followmg
conjunctions with the moon take place . Nov. 14d.
20h , Saturn 4° S. ; Nov. 22d. 03h., Jupiter 2° S.

;

Nov. 24d. 18h., Mars 0-5° S. In addition to these
conjunctions with the moon, the following con-
junctions take place * Nov. Id. OOh., Mercurj’ in

conjunction with Venus, Mercury 3-2° N. ; Nov. 6d.
08h., Venus m conjunction with Mars, Venus 5*2° S.

;

Nov. 15d. Olh., Mercury m conjimction with Mars,
Mercury 1*0° S The followmg occult at ions of stars

brighter than magnitude 6 take place, ihe latitude
of Greenwich bemg assumed : Nov. 2d 18h. 27 6m,.
33 Capr. {D)

; Nov. 5d, 22h, 11 -Om., 30 Pise. (D)

;

Nov. 6d. OOh. 22-4m., 33 Pisc. (D) ; Nov. 7d. 19ii

32 Im., V Pise. (D) ; Nov, 16d. 05h. 03 -Jm . t] Leon.
(D) ; Nov. 16d. 05h 39 6m., t) Leon. {R ) ; Nov.
ISd. 04h. 06 6m ,

v Virg. (D)
;

Nov. 18d. 05h.
04*8m

,
V Virg. (R). Mercury sets at 17h. 05m. on

Nov. 1 and can be seen in the western sky after sun-
set. The planet is ui inferior conjunction on Nov. 21.

Venus is in inferior conjunction on Nov. 17 and can
be seen towards the end of the month in the eastern
sky, rising about Ih. 40m. before the sun. Mars and
Jupiter are unfavorably placed for observation.
Saturn rises at 22h. 25m. and 20h. 32m. at the
begmnmg and end of the month respectively and is

stationary on Nov. 21. The stellar magnitude of the
planet is 0-4 throughout the month. There will be
a partial eclipse of the smi on Nov. 23, invisible at
Greenwich but \usihle over parts of Canada and
America.

Announcements

Dr. Frank Hartley, secretary of the Thera-
peutic Research Corporation of Great Britain, Ltd.,
has been appointed manager of the Scientific Services
Department of British Drug Houses, Ltd.

A series of discussion meetmgs on Wednesdays at
7.30 p.m. imder the general title ‘'The Outlook in
- .

” has been arranged by the Society for Visiting
Scientists, 5 Old Burlington Street, London, W.l.
The first meeting (chairman. Dr. C. F. A, Pantm)
will deal with biology (October 30), and the second
(chairman. Prof. N.F.Mott) with physics (November
20 ),
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for opinions expressed by their correspondents.

No notice is taken of anonymous commumcations

Colour of Heavy Lead Silicate Glass

It has been generally accepted m the optical industry that heavy

lead flint glasses are yellow m colour. The Schott catalogue^ on Jena
optical glasses marks most of the heai.y flints they produce as being

yellow, and it is fiuther pointed out that noticeable yellow comur
would result even by using chemically pure materials. The question

whether the yellow colour is mtrinsic to the composition or is due to

the presence of colouring oxides as impurities has been the concern

of many ceramists and glass technologists- Based on the fact that

for heavy lead glasses the colour of the glass becomes browner as the

temperature is raised, it vas considered p obable that the yellow

tinge at room temperature might be due to the residual ettect of thermal

broademng and shifting of the characteristic ultra-violet absorption

band towards the longer wave-lengths of the spectrum. Thus it has been
suggested by several workers as being due to the thermal dissociation

of lead silicate into unbonded lead oxide® W. WeyP further suggested,

on the modern view, that the deepening in colour might be due to the

influence of the PbO bond m the glassy structure On the other hand,

it is also well known that colouring oxides such as iron, copper, etc

,

all produce more intense colours m heavy lead glasses than in ordinary

lead-free glasses In fact it is not impossible that the thermal deepenmg
in colour is partly due to the presence of such oxides

In relation to this problem, particular mention should be made of

the work carried out by Sir Herbert Jackson^ and his colleagues Smith
and Cooke 'of the British Scientific Instrument Research Association

early in 1924, who not only stressed the heavj’‘ colouring effect of iron

oxide in heavy lead glasses, but also, by using raw materials contain-
ing less than 0 0000.5 per cent iron oxide, succeeded in producing a
glass of refractive index 1 83, density 5 *05, completely free from colour.

But for glasses melted in platinum, of densities vary ng from 6 06

'

to 7 '05 (corresponding to indices of refraction from 1 924 to 2 09),

the colour deepened progressively from famt yellow to orange when
viewed through 1 cm thickness They also mentioned that chromium
oxide coloured the glass intensely.

Recently, we have reinvestigated the colouring effect of iron oxide,
as well as chromium oxide and copper oxide, in heavy lead silicate

glasses. Ror glass of refractive index 1 915, iron oxide contributed a
yellow colour, copper oxide green, and chromium oxi e yellow, when
viewed through 2 cm thickness at concentrations of 0*01, 0*006 and
0 0005 per cent respectively. Spectrophotoraotric measurements
indicated that the colouring effect of each oxide was proportional
to its concentration over the range studied Comparatively, the colour-
ing power for iron oxide, copper oxide and chromium oxide was
approximately m the ratio 1 : 2 : 40 respectively. Chromium oxide
thus appeared by far the most powerful agent which could render a
noticeable tint at a concentration so low as 0 00002 per cent at 2 cm.
thickness.
We were naturally interested in producing a glass as ftee ftom colour

as possible. I'or raw materials pure lead nitrate was prepared by dis-

solving spectrum pure lead in nitric acid, and precipitated silica w*a3
obtained by distillation from sodium silicofluonde and sulphuric acid.
By sintering the batch and melting in a pure thoria crucible, a glass

was obtained free from any noticeable tint through 5 cm. thickness,
the refractive index being 1 90. It thus appeared that up to the index
1 *90, heavy lead silicate glass could still be colourless. We found also
that by melting in platinum, the attack—though not detrimental to
the crucible—contributed appreciable colour to the glass. Details
of the present results are to be published elsewhere.
We wish to acknowledge the courtesy of the British Scientific

Instrument Research Association m allowing us to mention the result j

quoted above. The experiments were carried out by the staff of these
laboratories working as a team.

W. M. Hampton
(Technical Director)

Chance Brothers Limited,
Smethwick.
Sept. 20.

**Jaener Glas fur die Optik’*, No. 6858, p. 15, p. 4. Catalogue of
Schott and Genossen, Jena.

®lklf>hl, H., and Lehmann, 3Sf., Sprechsaal, 62, 463 (1929).
« Weyl, W., J SoG. Glass Tech,, 27, 289 (1943).
* Jackson, Sir Herbert. Nature, 120, 264 and 301 (1927)
^ Report 27, British Scientific Instrument Research Association, 1924,

Report to Members.

LAXTB PHOTOGRAPH OP ICB AT - 2° C., SHOWING STRONG
DIFFUSE PATTERN

on the Lane photograph (published by Barnes m 1929 *) of ice at

— 78 5® C. It IS, therefore of thermal origm ; but comparison with

theory shows that it cannot, in the main, be due to acoustical vibrations,

because no combination of any elastic constants whatever could foive

the star-shaped pattern found.
Since the diffuse streaks cannot he duo to the oxygen atoms m ice,

they must presumably be due to strong vibratory movements of the

hydrogen nuclei, which may still, according to Bernal and Fowler®,

retain about 0 *5 electrons each
Bernal and Fowler have also pointed out that if ice is molecular

(and its Raman and infra-red spectra prove that it is) then the unit

cell cannot be so small as that given by X-rays. It must be at least

three times as large. But Pauling* has shown from the experimental

value of the residual entropy that the water molecules m ice cannot

have the definite orientations which would permit a unique crystalline

configuration such as that suggested by Bernal and Fowler. In fact,

there are (3/2)^" permitted molecular configurations (N is Avogadro a

number) of a mole of ice. The change from one configuration to

another, Pauling suggests, would take place by group movements
of hydrogen nuclei, each of which would move from the neighbourhood

of ou'' oxygen to that of its next oxygen neighbour (or possibly by
a rotation of the water molecules).

The diiluse X-ray scattering indicates that this is so ,
in which case,

the small unit cell found by X-ray stiucturo analysis would indeed

be the true statistical unit cell, although the instantaneous coaflgura-

tion would bo more complex and might not even be strictly periodic

It might well be that even at very low temperatures indeed the appar-

ent unit cell would still be small because different molecul ir eonfigiira-

tions would be ftozen in, m different parts of a single crystal, ouch

time- or space-averaged statistical structures are becoming increasingly

familiar to X-rav crystallographers.

A similar smr-shaped diffuse pattern is observed for ammonium
fluoride (isomorphous with ordinary ice), in which, therefore, similar

strong vibra'ory movements of the hydrogen atoms must be taking

place. Although, undoubtedly, the H—'F bond is much more ionic in

character than the N—H bond, yet even m this case a resonance

between the structures N H F—, N— H+ F— and N— H F seems

indebted to Miss D. J. Smith and Mr. P. G. Owstou for experi-

Xathlben Lonsdale
mental assistance

Royal Institution,
Albemarle Street,
London, W 1.

Sept. 30.

* Booth, A D ,
Nature, 158, 380 (1946)

“ Barnes, W. H., Proc, Roy. Soc., A, 1^3, 6/0 (1929)

» Bernal, J. D., and Fowler, R. H„ J OUm. Phys., 1, 515 (1933).

* Pauling, L., “The Nature of the Chemical Bond*’ (Cornell University

Press, 1945) 302

Statistical Structure of Ice and of Ammonium Fluoride

Booth^ has pointed out that if a strong diffuse streak of X-ray
scattering connects two regions in the reciprocal lattice of a centro-
symmetncal crystal, then the structure factors corresponding to thos3
two regions must have the same sign

,
and he has suggested that tins

may be helpful m overcoming the X-ray cxj^stallographer’s bugbear

;

determination of phase. This argument is qmte sound, it seems to
me, if tile diffuse scattering is due to displacement or vibration of
tiipse atoms the diffraction of which is mainly responsible for the
i^mJtorciog scattered waves which give the Bragg reflexions ; and in
dcymki where this is the case, the method should he very useful

jLfk iw, however, vthere the contribution of the ceutro-symmetrioaUy
oxygen atoms certainly decides the phase of the scattered

waves, stjjoug diffuse streaks do connect regions where the structure
wcflors ate wpc qf the same sign ; moreover, the diffuse pattern is
mote sjmmetrical than could possibly he the tsase if Booth’s roleww satlaned- The diffuse pattern is very skong near 0® C , but
it has almost disappeared at ~ 188® C., although it is still easily viMble

Spiral Cracks in Glass Tubes*

Anyone dropping very hot glass tubing into cold water expects

it to shatter. However, one does not expect it to shatter in a simple

geometric pattern such as a spiral. I was surprised to observe such

fracture, and to find that the spiral pattern is a preferred one (The

expenments were limited to Tyrex’ glass, since soda glass was not

available ) . , ,

A method of making these spiral cracks m ‘Pvrex’ tubing is,

following one lays one end of a stick of thick-walled capillary tubing

on a hot plate. (A tube 7 mm m diameter with a 1 *5 mm hole is a

suitable size. A suitable hot plate is one having 1 kW rating and a

flat metal top 8 in. in diameter The temperature of the hot plate was
probably between 500® and 600® 0 ,

which is well below the ‘stram-

point’ of Tyrex*. Heating the glass essentially from one side see^
to promote spiral fracture.) A rubber blow-tube is slipped over the

cool end of the glass tube, and then, while blowing air through the

glass tube to keep water out of the capillary, one plunges the but

glass endwise into a bucket of water. The spiral fracture shown in the

photograph resulte. ^ .

It was noticed that quenching from a high temperature gives rise
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to a close spiral (Fig. JL) and from a lower temperature a coarser
spiral. A temperature gradient along the tube, made by touching one
end of the tube to the hot plate and raising the other end slightly,
results in a tapered spiral (Fig B), Too low temperature of heatmg
before quenching gives a straight line or a wavy Ime fracture, while a
too high temperature may cause short segments of the tube to be
broken off. Left- and right-handed spirals are equally prevalent even
in sections of the same tube
As a result of this heatmg and quenchmg, one may qualitatively

describe the cracking of the glass as follows Well-annealed glass is

strain-free when uniformly heated When such hot glass is suddenly
plunged for a moment into water, the outside of the glass m contact
with the water is chilled and undergoes tensional stress while the hot
interior is compressed. Under the tensional stress, any minute fissure
m the surface of the glass (usually at the end) may open and start
a crack which travels over the surface of the glass and reheves the
tensional strain. Prolonged coohng deepens the crack and causes a
secondary crack to form which is continuous with the first and com-
pletes the spiral rupture. The spural pattern is apparently the one that
gives most stram release m the circumstances.
The simplicity of this form of fracture would mdicate that the

related mathematical problem m heat transfer and stress-stram rela-
tions might have a relatively simple solution

JOHK J. HOPFIELD
Applied Physics Laboratory,
Johns Hopkms University,
Sliver Sprmg, Maryland

Sept. 22.

* Contribution No 4 from the Apphed Physics Laboratory of The
lohns Hopkins University , the work described here was done m
connexion with Contract NOrd 7386 with the U.S. Naval Bureau ot
Ordnance

Electron Accelerator of S)^nchrotron Type

Whiie accelerators of the cyclotron type have facilitated the
production of energetic particles, they are, as yet, bevond the financial
means of a great many laboratories. Moreover, the attainment of
energies nearing the range of a thousand million electron-volts is

associated wuth considerable difficulty and expen'=ie if attempted by
current methods. It is suggested that, bv using the synchrotron
pnncipie^ together with a magnet of unusual design, these objections
might be overcome.

It can be shown that the energy and radius of an eqmlibrium orbit
In the synchrotron are cletennined hv

E = V{BcerY + E,^ ... (1)

r = -/(c/co)* - {E^IBceY , . . (2)

where B is eqiuhbnum energy (total) , is rest mass energy ; r is

radius of eqmhbnum orbit
, B is magnetic flux density at orbit

,

m is angular velocity of *dee’ voltage , e is charge on particle ; c is

velocity of light
Equation (1) shows that the eqiiihbriiim energy may he increased

by increasing J5-—as observed by McMillan Equation (2) indicates
that the equilibrium radius may be maintained constant by causing
a suitable increase in co as the value of B is raised.
Eendenng the equilibrium radius constant in tins wav allows the

use of a magnet of simplified design. The most convenient form of
magnet is a laminated steel bobbin, the depth and width of which
are smill compired with \ts diameter. The vacuum chamber and
energizing coil he between the cheeks of the bobbm, the coil having
the smaller diameter. Ring-shaped pole pieces are fastened to the
cheeks m the region of the vacuum chamber so that the distnbution
of the field may be controlled The usual magnet voke is ehrmnated
in this way and, since it is unnecessary to increase the depth and
wudth of the bobbin m direct proportion to the diameter, the saving
m matenal and the efflcieimv are greater for larger accelerators.
The magnet of the small (13 Mev.) electron accelerator which is bemg
bmlt at this University wmighs less than 200 lb
While some diflicnltv is associated with the required change m

no insuperable difficulty is anticipated. It is certainly possible to
produce a change large enough to accelerate electrons to high energy
from a reasonable injection energy. It is thought that, where the
final velocity of an accelerated particle is several times the initial
value, the difficulty of producing a correspondingly large frequency

change might be circuin\ented hy the use of ‘iiainiomc orbitb' Jiic

fact that a particle can be accelerated when its period is an integral

multiple of the period of the ‘dee’ \oltage suggests that a large change
in velocity may be accommodated by repeatedly changing o over a

2 1 range The frequency is increased slowdy and decreased very

rapidly, several such cycles occurring as the magnetic field increases

to its maximum We hope to verify this when our accelerator is placed

in operation
. ^A I AECHER

University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg.

Sept 10.

* McMiUan, E. M ,
Phys, Rev., 68, 143 (1045)

Reaction Velocity at Phase Limits and its Dependence on

the Frequency of the Vibration of the Lattice

In studying reactions between two solid phases, it is found that the

reaction velocity in sj-^stems such as MgO/AgaS04 \ MgO/AgaP04 \
MgO/MgjPsO? ® and MgO/MgSiOa ® is not determined by the

diffusion process through the reaction products, but by reactions

at one of the phase hmits. The reaction velocity is independent of

the thickness of the layer of reaction product and changes with
temperature according to the exponential equation

dmfdt « C. exp ( — glRT),

The reaction velocity of the systems magnesium oxide/silver salt

is at a certain temperature about a million times as great as in the
system MgO/MgiPaO?, and in the latter is considerably greater than
in the system MgO/MgSiOa ,

but this difference is dependent only on
the great differences in energy of activation On the other hand, the
constant C for all the four systems is practically the same.

System
MgO/AgsSO.
MgO/AgsPO*
MgO/MgsPaO,
MgO/MgSiO,

y kcal. 0 gm.-mol MgO cm.“* sec."^

61 2 0 X 10*

61 2-0 X 10*

82 2-1 X 10®

112 1*0 X 10®

Since the specific gravity of magnesium oxide is about 3 2, the
constant C corresponds to a jueld of 5 x 10^®-! 0 x 10^* molecule
layers per second : the linear reaction velocity in cm. sec is in the
systems investigated proportional to the product of atom frequency
and lattice spacing of the oxade^.
When investigating the thermal decomposition of zinc oxide we

have arrived at an analogous result®

dxfdt « 1*2 x Iffi® exp (- 94,000/iiT).

Robert Jaoitsch
Department of Chemical Technology,

Chalmers College of Technolog%

,

Gothenburg
Sept 2.

’ Jagitsch, R., and Hedvall, J. A , Ark ketni .mm o geol (Stockholm),
19 A, No. 14 (1944).

- Jagitsch, R
,
and Perlstrom, G

,
Ark kemi

,
mm o. geol, (Stockholm),

22 A, No. 4 (1946).
® Unpublished results
* cf Polanju, M

,
and Wigner, E., Z phys. Chem., A, 139, 439 (1928).

* Bengtson, B., and Jagitsch, R , Ark kemi
,
min o geol (Stockholm),

m the press.

An Extension of the Lens-Mirror System of Maksutov

The lens-mirror svstem described by D. J>. Maksutov^ in which
the aberrations of a spherical mirror are corrected by a single sphencal-
surfaced meniscus lens, while emmently suitable for telescope oblectivea
of moderate relative aperture, combmmg the coma correction of the
refractor with a -vartual absence of secondary spectrum, suffers from
two sets of limitations which restrict its possible application In other
fields. In the first place, the higher order spherical aberration is too
great to yield the highest resolving power at very great relative

apertures (except at very small focal lengths). Secondly, since the
svsteni has only three variables apart from meniscus thickoesa. the
oblique aberrations other than coma cannot be corrected simultaneously
with sphencal aberration and axial achromatism, thus restricting its

use over large angular fields. The former limitation may be reduced
by mcreased thickness of the meniscus, but this necessarily involves
larger uncorrected oblique aberrations.

D. G. Hawkins and E. H. Linfoot® recently described in NatvTe a

combination of a concentric Maksutov meniscus and a doublet Schmidt
asphenc plate which overcomes these hmitatioas. Similar results may
be obtained without the use of non-sphencal curves by the use of
two sphencal-surfaced meniscus lenses, one concave and one convex to
the mirror. In such a system, conserving the secondary-spectrum
correction of the Maksutov system, the higher order sphencal aberra-
tion is very considerably reduced, the first order oblique aberrations
may be completely corrected, and the meniscus thicknesses mav be
increased with further considerable gam m axial correction, without
detriment to the oblique imagerv. Moreover, the variables of the
system being more than are required to fulfil the Seidel conditions,
a form of lens may be chosen reducing the higher order oblique aberra-
tions to negligible size : this is possible in these two-meiiiscus systems
by adopting a form in which the effective stop lies between tbe centres
of curvature of the two surfaeos of each meniscus (which are close

together), thus reducmg the angles of incidence of a principal ray
to very small values. This is not jpossible in the Maksutov systems,
since m these coma correction requires that the stop should be rela-

tively far removed from the meniscus centres of curvature-
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Ie the jP/1 0 lens shown m Fig. 1, the oblique aberrations are thus
reaucea to a level where the unvignetted oblique imagery over 24® of
field is identical with the axial to six-figure ray tracing accuracy, the
axial spherical aberration producing a departuie of the emergent

from sphericity of a quarter of a wave-length pel 25 mm.
Of focal length The thicker meniscus form shown m Fig 2, which
has similar oblique corrections, i educes the axial aberration to half
this value for an aperture of F/3 0 and, for an aperture of Flo 7,
the wave-tait aberration is about one wave-length per 25 mm. of
focal length

It is hoped that a fuller report of the actual designs, and fuither
inodiflcations, will be published elsewhere.

X, , ^ ,
Charles G Wynne

Wray (Optical Works), Ltd

,

Ashgrovo Eoad,
Bromley, Kent.

* Maksutov, D. T)., J. Opt. Soc. Amer , 24, 270 (1941)
* Hawkins, T>. G., and Linfoot, E 11 , Nature, 157, 445 (1946) , Mon

Not. Mou. Astro. Soc., 105, 6IJ4 (1945).

^
Effect of Pressure on Crystal Growth

I note, in the account of Mf . S’ 11 Himsworth’s paper before th
Eoads and Building Materials Gioup of the Society of Cbemica
industry, a cornment^ that “there aie theoretical diaculties in th
<issiimption that growth uf a crystal m a not completely confine<
space can exert a pressure, and more diiect experimental proof o
such a process is stiu required”.

It IS weD known to crystallographers that when a crystal grows a
rest on the bottom of a vessel, growth on the contact face is slovrei
out not totally inhibited—and growth on the contact face involves j

force lifting the crystal against its own weight Attention shouli
also be directed to a paper by G. A. EusselP on cr^-stal growth am
^lution under local stress, and to the preliminary quantitative measure
SSSH ^ • Shuhnikov found a growing crystal of alun
exerted a force of 0 -89 gm./cm.®.

M H Hey
British Museum (JTatural History),

London, S W 7.

INaiure, 158, 13 (1940).

^
Amer. Min

, 20, 733 (1935)
Lmnonosoif Acad. Sci. VRSS.,

Ko. 6 (S<?r cryst.), 17 (1935),
’

The comment to which Dr Hey refers was intended to questio^ appreciable pressure could be exerted by a growing crystamdex the conditions cited The forces quoted by Dr. Hey are smal
raise a crj stal against its own weight The generj

problem of the effect of uni-directional stress on soluhihty has beedjsc^ed authors, and reference may he made m particuh
KuSSf W. GoransonA Under a compressive stress the soli

increased more than that of the unstresse
^owth of the stressed face must depend on son

does not appear to 1an^jw^inieEtal p^f pf the exertion of appreciable pressures hgrowm a crystal in a not completely confined space.
F- M. L

» J 05m, JPhm., % (4), 323 (1940).

Effect of the Solvent on Hydrogen Overpotentiai

The recent w'ork of Hickling and SalU m proposing a new veision
of the atomic hydrogen thcoiv of oveipoientuil has sei\ed to incieast
interest in cxpenmeiita which offer ciitical evidence diffcientiating
between the theoiies conceinmg the various ptocchsos legarded as tin
slow stage in ovcipotcntial Little woi k has been done on the mflnenci
of the solvent on overpotentiai-, and knowledge ot this iattci aspect
w^ould seem of use in the connexion nunitioned above Thus alteration
of the solvent medium at once affix is the entities dischaiged at tht
cathode, the interfacial tensions at the metal - solution and solution -

gas inteiCaces and adsorption on the cathode Each of these factois
has been regarded as having (Oiisideiable importance in hydrogen
overpotentiai theoiv*
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IlYDROaEN OVERPOTENTIAL tN ACETIO A(TD - W^i^TER IHIXTHREb
VARIATION WITH OOMTOSITION ON SOLUTION. LEVI) C’ATHOPE

O, COPPER OATHOPE, X, NICKEL CATHOEE

Meusiirenieuts of hydrogen ovoi potential have been made, mostli
at high euricnt densities (10”^ — 10“^ amp /sip cm ) on lead, copper
and nickel cathodes in a number of normal solutions of hydrogen
chloride in inothyl and ethvl alcohols and glycol, formic and acetic
acids, diethyl other and dioxane, and, w'horc practicable, in the coire-
spoiiding aqueous - non-aqueoiis rmxtures containing these solvents
Typical results aic shown m the accompanying figure. The solvent
ettoct w as found to be markedm some systems, amounting to a decrease
of 0 5 volt for ovcipotcntial on lead m 100 pel cent ethyl alcohohe
solution The overpotentiai on lead is generally less m iion-aqueoiis
than in aqueous solutions, and sometimes has a tendency to pass
through well-defined maxima and miiuma at intermediate composi-
tions.
On mckel cathodes there is usually a less marked solvent effect

of a different type, and more complex variations tend to occur. The
behaviour of copper cathodes resembles that of lead.

Gurney’s expiessioiri for the interface potential Vc at a working
cathode contains a solvation energy term, but it would seem that the
theory indicates an independence of the overpotentiai on the solvation
energy, and therefore the mfiuence of the solvent, because this term
is eliminated w^hen the expression for the reversible hydrogen electrode
potential is subtracted from Vc. Eyrmg, Glasstone and LaidleiT
theory® accords wnth the lowering obseived m some solvent - water
mixtures, but is m disagreement with experiment when compared
with the increased value of the overpotentiai on lead observed
in some methvl and ethyl alcohol ~ water mixtures, and it is

difficult to undei stand upon its basis why the solvent effect is a function
of cathode material. (This latter objection appears to apply also to
all versions of the slow discharge theories ) It seems that a tieatmem
of the solvent effect on overpotentiai fiom an atomic hydrogen view-
point, in which account is taken of the influence of the properties of
the cathode upon its power for adsorption of the solvent might prov^e
to he a possible basis of the interpretation of the results. A detailed
report of this work wall be published elsewhere

Impenal College,
London, 8.^.7.

Sept. 14.

J O’M Bockris

^ Hickling and Salt, Tram. Faraday Soc , 88, 474 (1942)
* Lewina and Silberfarb, Acta Physiochtm. U R S.S., 4, 275 (1936/

Kovoselski, J Phys. Ohm (Russ ), 11, 369 (1938). Hickling and
Salt, Trans. Faraday Soc., 37, 224 (1941).

* Bowden and Agar, Annual Heports of the Chemical Societv, 99
(1938). Wirtz, Z. FMtrochem., 44, 303 (1938).

* Gurney, Proc. Roy. Soc^ A, 134, 137 (1931).
® Byring, Glasstone and Laidler, J Chem Phys 7 1053 (19391.
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Bioiogical Activity of Compounds in Homologous Senes

When a biological action may be attributed to a physical mechanism,
the eqm-effective (equi-toxic, equi-narcotic, etc ) concentrations of
compounds in homologous series decrease very rapidly as the number
of carbon atoms increases the molai concentration required to pro-
duce a given ettect is approximatelv one third that of the preceding
member

,
that is, the logarithm of the eqm-eMective concentration

is a Imear function of the number of carbon atoms. This generalization
holds fairly well over a wide range of biological actions and homologous
senes, and it has been used to predict the activity of higher membeis
of a senes from results obtamed with the lower homologues^ The
decrease m eqm-eUective concentration does not however, proceed
mdefinitely. As the homologous series is ascended, a member is

reached which has the maximum activity, and the higher members
ire either entirely inactive or have veiy greatly reduced activity
The position of this ‘cut-off’ depends on the homologous senes, on the
nature of the biological action bemg mvestigated, and even on the
relative resistance of diderent strams of the same orgamsm*. It is

the purpose of this communication to suggest that the position of
this ‘cut-off* can be approximately predicted from the results obtamed
with lower homologues.
Ferguson® has suggested the (thermodynamic) activity as defined

by G N. Lewis'*, instead of concentration, as a more useful index of
biological activity. He has shown that, as a homologous senes is

ascended, the equi-effective thermodynamic activity changes much
more slowlv than does the corresponding equi-effective concentration.
Moreover, while the concentration decreases, the thermodynamic
activity, in general, slowly increases (see Tables 2, 3 and 4 of ref 3)
This means that, although a rapidly diminishmg concentration suffices

to produce a given biological effect, a slowly increasing thermodynamic
activity IS needed Since by deflmtion the thermod5mamic activity
cannot exceed umty (which occurs when the solution becomes satur-
ated), the member of the homologous series for which the thermo-
dynamic acti\nty approaches umty possesses the maximum biological
activity. After that member the ‘cut-off* occurs, for a more than
‘saturated solution wmuld be needed to produce a given effect.

No. of carbon atoms

ItELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LOGARITHM OF THE THERMODYNAMIC
ACTIVITY REQUIRED FOR EQTTI-EFFECTIVE BIOLOGICAL ACTION, AND

THE LENGTH OF CARBON CHAIN

I Alkyl acetates : haemolysis of ox blood.
II Alcohols . bactericidal action, Staphylococcus aureus,

III. Paraffin hydrocarbons narcosis of mice.
IV. Alcohols ; inhibition of development of sea-nrchin eggs
V. Alcohols : tadpole narcosis

It can be seen from the accompanying graph that for every additional
CHa group in any homologous senes there is an approximately constant
increase m the loganthm of the critical thermodsmamic activity which
]iist suffices to produce a given effect. This mcrease is followed fairly

closely in the eight senes calculated by Ferguson®, andm four additional
ones which I have calculated from published biological results'-®.

The average mcrease in log a for every additional CHa group is 0 10
The divergencies do not appear to be greater than the probable error,

although the lower alcohols are sometimes, l')ut not alwn^s, more
active than could be predicted from the higher homologues. If, there-

fore, the logarithm of this critical thermodynamic activity can be
calculated from, the biological results obtained with the lower members,
a straight line, drawn through these points at the average slope, wall,

when produced, give the member for which log a approaches zero In
other words, this will give the member which will exert the same bio-
logical action as the lower members at a thermodynamic activity
approaching unity From Curve I, one can predict that, whereas
butyl acetate will probably be active in about one third the molar
concentration required in the case of propyl acetate, amyl acetate will

probably be inactive under the same conditions. In fact, butyl acetate
is active at about the required concentration% but no results were re-
ported for amyl acetate. From Curve H one can expect heptyl alcohol
to be inactive against Staphylococcus aurmSy and hexyl alcohol prob-
ably active. Tilley and Schaffer”' found the ‘cut-off* to occur with
hexyl alcohol. Against less resistant organisms (B. typhosus) the
‘cut-off* does not occur until later in the series. There are few

biological results available with homologous seriet. extending past
octyl Clark’s' results on the depression of the frog’s heart are too
approximate for accurate juediction, for all the molar concentrations
above C-, are given to one significant figure only However, using the
results of the three low'ci members, one can predict that the ‘cut-oft

should appear with hexadecyl alcohol Clark found it to occur with
tetradecj I alcohol

It IS a pleasure to thank Dr J C Speakman for advice and criticism

G M. Badger
(I C I Kesearch Fellow)

Department of Chemistry

,

Umversity of Glasgow^

^ Kamm, 0 ,
Science, 54, 55 (1921)

® Schaffer, J. M-, and TiUey, F. W ,
Bad , 14, 259 (1927).

* Ferguson, J, Proc Roy Soc
,
B, 127, 387 (1939).

'‘Leivis and Bandall, “Thermodynamics”, chap. 22 (McGiaw'-Hill,
1923).

® Tilley, F. W., and Schaffer, J. M., J. Bad, 12, 303 (1926).
® Welch, H., and Slocum, G G., J Lab Clin, Med , 28, 1440 (1943).

Vemon, H. M., J. Physiol., 43, 325 (1911). Fuhner, H., Biochem,
Z., 120, 143 (1921).

’ Fuhner, H , and Neubauer, E , Arch. exp. Patk. Pharm., 56, 333 (1907).
* Clark, A J., Arch. Int. Pharmacodyn., 38, 101 (1930)

Effect of Electrolytes on Cation-active Detergents

It is well known that the addition of divalent metallic ions greatly
enhances the surface-active properties of amon-active detergents, and
it was suggested by Bobinson^ that a similar effect should occur on
adding divalent amons to cation-active substances This was confirmed
by Powney and Addison® for the addition of sulphate ions to dodecyl
pyridmium chloride.
We have recently mvestigated the effect of the addition of sodium

sulphate to several such compounds, mcluding cetyl trimethyl am-
momum bromide. It was found that m 0 01 W sodium sulphate, a
concentration of 0 0025 per cent of this substance produced the maxi-
mum lowermg of surface tension, whereas in the absence of added
electrolyte a concentration of 0 015 per cent was necessary in order
to produce the same effect.

Smce cetvl trimethyl ammonium bromide is used as an antiseptic,
tests were earned out to determine wdiether the bactericidal and
penetrating properties of very dilute solutions would be improved
by the addition of sodium sulphate. The test organism used was a
pyogenic stram of Staphylococcus aureus snpphed by the National
Collection of Type Cultures, and it was found that by the addition of
extremely small quantities of sodium sulphate the concentration of
cetyl trimethyl ammomum bromide required to produce a given effect
coidd be halved.
We would like to thank the Director of Research for his advice and

criticism m this wmrk, and the Council of the British Launderers’
Research Association for permission to publish this note

John A. Hill
C. L F. Hunter

British Launderers’ Research Association,
The Laboratories,
Hill View' Gardens,
Hendon, N.W.4

Sept. 23.

* Nature, 139, 626 (1937).
Trans Farad Soc., 33, 1253 (1937)

Reduction by Dissolving Metals

In order to draw' general conclusions as to the mechanism ofreduction
by dissolving metals from the data obtained in the course of a number
of reductions by sodium and alcohol in hqnid ammonia^ it is
necessary to determine more precisely the role of the solvent. That its
use is not essential for the hydrogenation of benzene derivatives to
a5-dihydro-compounds is shown by the fact that anisole, dimethyl-
amlme or »i-tolyl methyl ether when treated in boihng hght petroleum
(b p 100-120°) with potassium and the eqiuvalent amount of ethyl,
or better, isopropyl alcohol, gave the dihydro-derivatives already
obtamed*-®. This wms showm by conversion to the 2 : 4-dinitrophenyl-
hydrazone of A®-cycZoiiexenone, mp 133-134°, convertible by acid
to the derivative of A®-c:^cZohexenone, m.p 167°, and m the last
case by preparation of the 2 . 4-dimtrophenylhvdrazone of 3-methvl-
A“-ci/eZohexenone, mp. 174°®. The method has httle practical value
because of the small juelds, except perhaps wuth compounds insoluble
in ammoma , but it demonstrates that the solvent does not affect
the nature of the products.
The favourable influence of ammonia is probably due partly to its

abihty to dissolve alkah metals, but more to its ability to stabihze
the divalent amons formed as intermediates® (compare its use for the
preparation of alkah salts of very weak acids such as unsaturated
hydrocarbons®). Also, in contrast to reduction in pure alcohols, both
these methods employ much lower proportions of alcohol to substrate,
thus mcreasmg the efficiency of the metal by decreasing the tendency
to form hydrogen gas

^ ^ ^ , X
Arthur J. Birch

The Dyson Perrins Laboratory,
Umversity, Oxford.

1 Birch, J. Ch&m. Soc., 430 (1944).
* Birch, J. Ghem. Soc., 809 (1945).
® Birch, J. Ghem. Soc., 593 (1946).
®Levy and Cope, J. Amer. Ghem. Soc. 66, 1684 (1944). Birch, un-

published work
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The Perfect Buffer

CONSIDER a bolution coiifcainmg {a)

and (6) eqmvalents of a stiong base lor this to be

it may presumably be stated that the rate

added acid or base must be a nimimum ;
that is, dpHldb is to be a

minimum, or = 0. For a ueik acid * Ch Ca/( ha - /•

Since the salt will be practically lOU per cent ion^.ed aiid^tlu

acid neghgiblv so, it follows that Ca — and ^ha
i

Ch ^bXa — d) = A (1). By taking natural logantoms and dillei -

entiatmg twice with respect to & it is easily shown that o - i a («),

and bv substitution from (1) that C'h = ^
The T^^fcctjbnifer solu^^^^^^^

should thus consist of two equivalents of a strong base togethci with

one equivalent of a w^eak acid ha\ mg a dissociation constant egiial to

the hvdrogen-ion concentration required This has long been know n

as an empirical relation, but we believe the above derivation to be

D. BARRY
n A M Bowman

The Pantiles,
Stamford,
Lines
Aug 1.

Reactions of Organic Halides in Solution

IN a recent noteR I discussed those reactions of oigaiuc halides in

solution w'hich involve substitution bv a nucleophilic reagent at a

saturated carbon atom In reply to the letter bv Pioffa Hughes ami
Ingold* on this subject, I wush to make the follovvmg points.

In my note^ I stated that the decrease m the bimoJecular 5'^a

reaction-rate of the halide it-X as R varies along the senes methyl,

ethvl, sec -propyl, -butyl is attributed by Hughes and Ingold to the

increase m electron accession to the icaction centre In rlisagieoing

with this statement, Profs Hughes and Ingold say that they regal <1

the polar and stenc effects as both contiibuting to the structural

influence on rate* At the tune of publication of my note, however,

Hughes had estimated the stenc compressions involved m the

reactions of J?-X for the methyl, ethyl, w-propyl, ^so-butyb weopentyl

senes only For the reaction of these halides with sodium ethoxide,

Hughes had concluded (as mentioned m my communication*) that

“The rate relationships for the first four members are fairly normal
for the bimolecular mechanism, the rate of which decreased by
electron-accession to the reaction centre, but the introduction of the

last /3-methyl substituent has obviously introduced an effect which
is far larger than that to be expected on the basis of its capacity for

the release of electrons. . This effect is believed to be of stenc

origin.”® This indicates that stenc hindrance was considered to be
unimportant m the bimolecular Sj^a reactions of it-X when R is

methyl and ethyl The part played by stenc hindrance in those

reactions when R is aec.-prop^d and Cerf.-butvl had not been speciflcallv

considered by Hughes and Ingold at this time. (Calculations of th(‘

steric compressions myolved in the methyl to tert -butyl senes had
been made, however, by A. Q Fivans and M. Polanyi"*

)

With regard to the fact that an electron-attracting group often

accelerates bimolecular nucleophilic substitutions in spite of stenc
hindmuce T did not state that the noVir effect is “obaent in gmeial
from bimolecular nucleophilic substitutions*’

,
1 stated that there is

strong e\ddence that the decrease in rate of the bimolecular substitution

reactions of R~X with nucleophiho reagents for the series methyl,
ethyl, sec.-propyl, tenS.-butyl, and ethvl, «-propvl, tso-butvl, neo-

pentyl, can be interpreted in terms of steric hindrance, but not m
terms of electron accession to the reaction centre

As regards the ambiguity of the polar effect m bimolecular reactions,

I compared the behaviour of allvl chloride and its a- and y-methyl de-

rivatives, because 1 believe that tins is an example m which ambiguity
con(ermng the polar ettect of the ineth>l group can be eiiminated,

and that the importance of the stenc effect in bimolecular substitution

reactions can thus be demonstrated for a-methyl groups and hence
for the series methyl, ethyl, sec -propyl, Zert -butyl.

Finally, the activation energy for the ionization ofR~X is determined
not only hv (ct) the lomzation potential of R, but also by (6) the bond
strength of JE-X, and (c) the heat of solution of H+. For the methyl
ethyl, sec -propyl, iert.-butyl series, changes m factors (J>) and (c) an*
approximatelv equal m magnitude and have opposite effects upon the
activation energy of the ionization reaction. Thus, along this senes
it is the great decrease m factor (a), the ionization potential of R
winch IS responsible for the marked increa^ in the rate of ionization

(this point is discussed in detail m a forthcoining publication). For
some other series, on the other hand, it may well be that the sequence
of ionization rates is mainly determined by changes in factor (b). the
hond strength of R-X, or in factor (c), the heat of solution of JR+.

ALWYN G EVAN8
Chemistry Department,

University,
Manchester 13.

* Evans, A. G., ATatwre, 167, 438 (1946).
* Hughes and Ingold, Nature, 168, 94 (1946)
* Hughes, Trans, Farad. Soc , 37, 621 (1941).
‘Evans, A, G., and Polanyi, Nature, 149, 60S (1942)

Survival of Oyster and Other Littoral Populations

Thb proMem of the maintenance of marine littoral populations
and e^peaally that of the European oyster (0. eduhs) in Great Bntam
as diacfussed by Gross and Sm^h m Nature^ is one of great interest.
In all species it is reasonable to assume that the properties of each
pariiciilar organism give a measure of its attunement to the environ-
ment In its recent past, if not to the present. The supreme criterion
and one hard &ot of the sum of its relationships to life conditions
IS the liumber of young (larvae) produced during the life of the in-
dividual. This proviteon of voung has ensured survival of the species

111 the past against piedators, paiasites, coinpctitois and iioimal aiui

abnoimal deviations m the total of chemico-phvsical conditions ovei

the range of the enviionment In a given locality, how^ever, it ig

reasonable to infer that extinction luav occiu or tend to occur if the

full spin of life IS not attained bv the nonnal adult population If

thereloie, the normal span of life is leducod in anv locality, fewei

voung wall be piocluced over that period of time which has ensured
survual m the species as a whole, and a combination of locri un-

favouj able conditions—or indeed anv single one of a significant

natuie—will reduce the chance of survival and may result in local

extinction „ ,

As theie is a tendenc\ on ovster beds for all the larger ovsters to

be removed, it is fairly ceitam that the span of life m many localities

has been reduced in the last few ceiitiiiies
,

this factoi must therefore

he added to those given by Gross and Smyth as inimical to survival

The provision of a central spawmmg stock of large ovsteis has been
advocated* and would be generally valuable in all iiroducmg aieas

Another important factoi of biological sigmflcance is the gieat

reduction m the numbei of holders of scattered small plots An ovster

bed IS onlv assmed of suivival when the larvm set free are returned

m oscillations of the estuarine water® to that bed. Where theie is

onlv one pait of a locality used as an oystei bed, the chance of larvae

letiiimng to that particular spot has a low degree of piobability
, if

there are tw^enty places in the same locality, the chance of larvae

letiirnmg to one or other of the twentv suitable places has a relatively

high degree of piobability, and survival in that locality is enhanced
With regard to the suggestion of mass hybridization, this has

viitually had a chance of operating in the Thames Estuary, where
oysters have been imjiorted by the oystei merchants themselves at

one time or .mother from Brittany and other parts of France, Scheldte,

Norway, Falmouth, Poole, Swansea and other parts of England and
the west coast of Ii eland But the assumption that cross-fertilization

occurs IS not entirely w'arranted “Fertilisation almost always occurs
in the oviduct as Hoek deduced long ago (1883) ;

but it is still a matter
of coniecture to what extent cross-fortilisation occurs Since females
on English beds neaily always carry some sperm-morulaj amongst
the eggs, self-fertilisation will nearly always be possible On the other
hand [functionallv] pure males undoubtedly exist and spawn, and
Hoek has described accumulations of sperm m diverticula of the lenal

duct of egg-bearing mdiriduals. Thus sperm may be either collected

from the individual itself [as a relict from the male phase] or from some
other individual, so far as we know at present Beseaiches on this

important aspect of ovster-cultiire are difficult and are [still] urgentlj

needed It is quite clear therefore that self-fertihsation may occur

,

whether cross-fertilisation occuis is not knowm, but is biologically

probable .

It should not be forgotten that 0 eduhs, like its near allies, is

essentially an inhabitant of temperate regions, and it is significant

that no temperate allied form occuis on the noith-w'est shores of the

United States of America—which come under the influence of the

cold Labrador cmrent—at latitudes similar to those of the prohfic

oyster-prociueing beds of Kr.inre
J H Orton

Department of Zoology,
University of Livcipool

Aug. 3 7.

* Gross, F
,
and Smvth, J (E, Nature, 167, 540 (1946).

* Orton, J. H., J Mar. Biol. Awar
, 14, 620 (1927).

•« Orton, J. H., Nature, 123, 4,53 (1929)
' Orton, ,T H , Mem Roy Hist Mus. Nat. JBeJg., Ser 2, 3, 1003 (1936).

A Revival of Natural Oyster Beds ^

AT one time immensely rich natural ovster beds fringed luanv
of the coasts of w^estern Europe Those of the French and Scottish

coasts yielded tens of millions of oysters annually, but the banks
along the English, Dutch German and Danish coasts were by no
means negligible. These ovster beds disappeared, no doubt through
overfishing, and a few poor remnants, scattered along our coasts,

economically of little or no importance, remind us of the once
important fishery on the natural ovster beds. Only m France and
Holland were new methods adopted in time, and an intensive oyster

culture, spreading prosperity m the regions concerned, took the place

of the old free fishery on the natural beds
Hecently, both British and German men of science*^** have tried to

contrive a plan to restore the wealth of the natural oyster beds. Both
recognize fully that overfishing was the cause of the decline, but they
cannot understand why the natural oyster beds failed to recover after

the termination of the fishery and even after re-laymg reasonable
quantities of French and Dutch ovsters. Both ascribe recent failures

of efforts to raise the population of remnants of natural oyster beds

to inadequate properties of the mother-oysters used, and suggest the

selection of certain strains of ovsters or even mass-hybndization

;

and both hope that a general revival of the once prolific ovster beds
will start ftom the moment that a limited stock of mother-oysters
of the desired qualities occupies the hanks,

I feel fairly sure, however, that both plans are doomed to failure,

as m both the same mistake is made • the reproductive power of

the oyster, Ostrea eduLis L., has been over-rated Uepopulation
of natural oyster banks is possible as soon as natural reproduction
surpasses natural mortality. Mortality in oyster populations is far

from negligible, and the possibilities for natural reproduction are

generally highly over-rated. 500,000-1,000,000 larvas in one incubating
mother oyster is indeed an enormoms and promising number But my
data® collected in the Oosterschelde show that about 10 per cent of

the planktonic larvae are destroyed by plankton-eatmg ammals during
each tidal cycle, and 4 per cent are swept away by currents to areas
unfavourable for fixation m the course of one tidal cycle ; the latter

figure will certainly be much higher in estuaries less enclosed than the

basin of the Oosterschelde. Water-temperature Influences the rate

of development of the larv®, low temperatures slowing it up. In the
Oosterschelde, about 5 per cent of the larvse produced reach the

'mature* stage, ready for fixation, at 20® C. ; about 2^ per cent at
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18“ C Though ovster farmers place millions of limed tiles and thousands
of cubic metres of mussel-shells at the most favourable time m the
water of the Oosterschelde, only about 1 per cent of the ‘mature*
larva?* succeeds in finding a collector and m accomplishing fixation

,

the other 99 per cent perishes Many of the nevlv settled spat perish
in the first weeks of sedentary life, and m spite of all the care of the
oyster-farmers, it is considered normal if 10 per cent of the spat survives
until October, not to mention the losses bv seveie frost m the following
winter, and those by shifting sand or silt or bv predators and diseases
before the age is reached at vhich thev participate m reproduction.
It may be concluded that the ‘useful effect’ is not very great in the
propagation of Ostrea eduhs, even when the ovster farmer intervenes,
the most penlous period bemg that durmg which it is urgent to find
a collector
How are ‘mature’ oyster larvse to find any cultch on the natural

oyster beds if it is not provided by the oyster farmer ’ Practically
the onlv hard and clean objects available there are the new shell-
edges of the growing ovsters themselves^ This is the reason why
ovsters are so often found in clusters on the natural beds instead of
singly. When the beds had a rich population, many larvae w^ere pro-
duced and the ovsters themselves provided the cultch in the form of
their clean new shell-edges. Natural banks could thrive even on less-
favourable spots thanks to the great number of oysters present in
the community. Then man interfered He overfished the beds and
the phenomenon described above contributed to a rapid dechne, for
large ovsters were fished away, diminishing both the number of
mother oysters and the quantity of natural cultch

, and at the same
tune innumerable young oysters, attached to the shells of the larger
ones, were destroyed This depletion process is accelerated as soon as
ovsters become so scarce on the natural banks that fertilization possi-
bilities dimmish and only part of the maternal eggs are in a position
to produce larvse That means the end of a natural ovster bed.
What can we do to stop the declme ’ When the population is poor,

and no cultch is planted, spatfall prospects are negligible The pro-
vision of cultch is onlv profitable if enough spat is collected to pay the
charges, and that will not be the case when too few larvae reach the
mature stage. In the favourable conditions of the Oosterschelde, we
need at least 10,000,000 mother-oysters if enough spat is to be pro-
duced in an average summer. It will be clear from the foregoing why
I do not believe the British and German plana to restore the natural
oyster beds can be successful, as both want to start wnth a very hmited
number of mother-oysters and say nothmg about the planting of
cultch matenal.

Is there no hope for revival of once prosperous ovster beds ’ There
is a possibility, but only if one is prepared to invest a lot of money
in it, and to work on a large scale. In the first plaee a smtable area
should be selected, ensunng a restarted dispersal of the larvai and a
smtable temperature for laiv^al development. A wide area of bottom
surface should be cleaned thoroughly with oyster dredges. Several
millions of mother-ovsters should be planted there, more according
as hydrographical conditions are less ideal. I beheve it is not very
important from w'hich country the mother-oysters come Cultch should
be planted on a large scale and in due tune

,
in deciding the right

moment, scientific investigations can help a great deal.
It mav be objected that my suggestions do not aim at a revival of

natural oyster beds, but at the foundation of ovster culture. Indeed,
that is true. Oyster culture may be possible in several suitable
places on the coast of Europe, but natural oyster beds, once severely
overfished, are doomed.

P KOREINdA
Government Institute for Eishery Kesearch,

Bergen-op-Zoom.
Oct. 2.

^ Gross, F., and Smyth, J. C., Nature^ 157, 540 (1946).
®Hagmeier, A., Z. Fiseherei u. d. Hilfswis8,j 39, 105 (1941).
® Korringa, P., Archives Neerl. de ZooL^ 5, 1 (1940).
« Korringa, P., Bastena, 10, No. 3/4 (1946).

Occurrence of Foot Louse of Sheep in the British Isles

or noimal compared with plots receiving no treatment, where it was
poor or failed entirely

Five centres where the crop differences were very staking, W'cre
selected for mtensive sampling and mvestigation, to find if ‘Gammexane*
treatment caused any marked reductions m the wireworm population.
Each centre consisted of five ‘Gammexane’ treatments and a control
untreated m tw elve replicated plots Tw^enty standard 4-in diameter
cores w^ere taken from each plot, m the crowong crop in May and June,
m all 240 samples per centre Each core w’^as split in two, the top
three inches being bulked separately from the bottom three inches
This was to find if there was any downward migration of 'wireworms
as a result of the treatment The samples were examined by the w’et

or flotation extraction method®.
At four of the five centres examined, the populations were found to

be similar to the mitial populations, as first estimated before treat-
ment Only at one centre was there an apparent reduction m popula-
tion The results were examined statistically and onlv at one centre
was the difference between treatments and controls sigmficant. No
downward migration of wireworms was demonstrated
As these findmgs did not offer any explanation of the striking crop

differences obtamed, a simple test was devised to discover if ‘Gammex-
ane’ had anv mactivatmg effect on the wureworms B. C. Amsden had
previously demonstrated that ivirew'orms could be extracted by placmg
soil m trays m a water bath, until the surface temperature of the soil

reached 40° C. This treatment by heat causes large numbers of active
wireworms to come to the surface, from w^hich they can be picked off.

Twenty cores were agam taken from each plot at three of the above-
mentioned centres, and treated by this method. The soil was after-
wards exammed bv the wet method to recover the wireworms still

remaining m the soil. At tw'O of the centres a higher proportion of wire-
worms came to the surface in the samples from untreated plots than
from treated plots. A statistical analysis of these results showed that
the difference w^as highly sigmficant The figures at the third centre,
however, showed no difference between treated and untreated plots.

All centres are being sampled agam on the completion of harvesting.
The results so far show that the wureworm populations m the untreated
plots are onlv slightly lower than the first estimation, whereas the
populations m the treated plots are now considerably reduced, m
some cases to the extent of 60-70 per cent.

These findmgs seem to suggest that the apphcatfon of ‘Gammexane’
qmcklv renders the wireworm incapable of attacking the crop, but
any kfilmg action appears to be considerably delayed.

E Dtjnn
V. E Heitpeeson
J H Stapley

School of Agriculture,
Cambridge.
Sept. 24.

® Thomas, F. J. B , Jameson, H. E., Nature, 157, 655 (1946).
* CockbiU, G. F., Henderson, V. E., Boss, B. M., and Stapley, J. H.,

Ann. Apph Biol

,

32, 148 (1945)

Polyploidy and Parthenogenesis in the Genus Saga

The large wingless Tettigomid grasshopper Saga pedo (serrata) is an
inhabitant of southern Europe, its distribution ranging from Spam
to the Ural Mountains. Among the northern outposts of its range are
some localities in the Moravian mountams and Voronij, Saratov and
Ufa in Bussia. It is remarkable that this species, which occurs farther
north than any other representative of the genus, appears to reproduce
normally by parthenogenesis. The biology and cvtology of Saga pedo
was studied bv Matthey^ in matenal from the Swiss canton Valais,
He found that the chromosome number of the parthenogenetic females
generally amounted to 68, made up of six pairs of metacentric and
twenty-eight pairs of acrocentric elements. This high number is unique
among the Tettigomidae, the idiograms of w^hich range from 22 to 36
in all other species investigated. Matthev suegesi-ed therefore, that
S. pedo must m reahty be a tetraploid.

We wish to record the first known occurrence in the Bntish Isles
of Linognathus pedalis (Osborn), the foot louse of sheep. In June
1946 a heavy infestation of this parasite was reported by Mr. C. T.
Murphv on the legs of a flock of a hundred cross-bred Suffolk sheep,
near Colchester, Essex. The lice were identified m this laboratory as
L. pedalis, and a part of the material has been placed in the collections
at the Bntish Museum (Natural History).

Linognathus pedalis is a sucking louse which previously had only
been recorded from sheep in the United States, South Araenca, New
Zealand, Australia and South Africa. Heavy infestations of this
louse cause considerable irritation and loss of condition of the host,
and its introduction into Great Bntam is to be regretted Control
of this parasite, with modem insecticides, should not, however, be
difficult.

J. E Webb
H. E. Haeboitr

Cooper Technical Bureau,
Berkhamsted,

Herts.
Sept. 27,

Control of Wireworm
Thomas and Jameson^ state that as a result of the application of

‘Gammexane’ in field trials reductions in wureworm populations of up
to 65 per cent have been obtained. Numerous similar taals were laid
down bv the Cambridge Advisory Centre in the spring of 1946, in
conjunction with Imperial Chemical Industaes, Ltd. Gammexane*
was applied in iiowder form at vanous strengths, to test its efficiency
m the control of wireworms on arable crops. In the majority of these
taaite, which included wheat, oats, barley, sugar beet and reseeded
grassland, the plant establishment in treated plots was satisfactory

SBBEMA.TOGONIAL PLATE OP S &phipptjgem:
THICK, GENTIAN VIOLET.

iiOUIN, SECTION 14;^
X 1850

Saga ephippigera and Saga graciUpes had originally been chosen
as objects of a cytologicat study because thev represent an instance
of two species inhabiting the same area. They are sporadically dis*
tabuted almost throughout Paleatme, both species frequently occurrmsm closely neighbouring localities. S ephippigera is noteworthy foi
its giant size (total length of larger females including ovipositor
125-135 mm.), w^ch is nearly equaUed by th* largest specimens oi
S gracxhpes (total length of larger females including ovipositor, 107-
120 mm ). Both species are bisexual. The examination of their idia
grams has furmshed a full confirmation of Matthey’s assumption.

In a number of males of each of these species, the diploid chroma
some number in the spermatogoma was found to be 31. There is s
certain discrepancy between thrs number (2n = 30 + X) and that a
the female S. pedo (in = 64 4- 4X). However, one male of S. ephippi
gem possessed a supernumerary pair of chromosomes, thus showins
33 eleinenta in the spermatogonia and sixteen tetrads and one dvac
in aU first spermatocytes throughout the testis. This exceptiona
nmmber (w = 16 -f X) makes a perfect fit with the tetraploid numbe
of S, pedo. It seems plausible that the establishment of a snpet
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iiumeraiy pan of chromosomes may have occurred ixi 25' pedo previous
to the doiihlmg of the chromosome number
As regards the stincture of the cliromosomes, both S orarihpes

and S. ephippigera agree m having a I -shaped X and a graded senes

of acrocentric autosomes, (The arms of the X are nearly equal lu S
ephippigera, whereas the X of S gracihpea has markedly unequal
arms ) The tour pairs of F-shaped elements piesent in pedo in

addition to the two pairs of X's would appeal to have evolved bv
mtrachromosomal rearrangements m originally acrocentric cliromo

somes rather than b> centnc fusion®.
. -

It may be concluded that in the case of Saga pedo, as m the well-

knowm instances of Artemia, Trichoniscus and Solenobia, polyploidy

occurs in conjunction wnth parthenogenesis In Saga, as m the two
latter genera, the parthenogenetic polyploid has a wider geographical

distribution and reaches farther north than its diploid bisexual rela-

tives.

It 13 of some mterest that the largest tetraploid females of the

Swiss race of S pedo which formed the material of Matthey’s investiga-

tion w^ere considerably smaller (99 mm total length mciudmg ovi-

positor) than good-sized females of either of the diploid species m

Details* of the cytology of the bisexual species will be published

elsewhere.
Thanks are due to Dr. G. Haas, wiio kindlv provided some of the

cytological material and who participated m the earlier phases of this

study. ^
E. Goldschmidt

Department of Zoology,
The Hebrew^ Umversity,

Jerusalem.
Sept. 12.

^ Matthey, H., Rev, Suisse de Zool

,

48 (1941) White, M .1 1) ,
"Animal

Gvtologv and Evolution” (Cambridge, 1945)

Diatoms Without Siliceous Frustules

Diatom material freshly gathered during February 1946 from
Chichester Harbour was identified as Navicula, ramosissvrm (Agardh)
Cleve The organism was arranged m files within a filamentous
muco-gelatinous sheath forming frondose colonies up to 10 cm
In length. "TOen the filaments were placed in diluted sea-water,
differences m osmotic pressure caused the diatom cells to be extruded
from the envelope These cells were taken up with a sterilized pipette
and allow^ed to fall upon the following nutrient agar medium (Medium
1) • disodium phosphate 0 -02 gm., sodium nitrate 0 30 gm

, soil

extract 50 c.c
,
agar 10 gm., sea-water 1,000 c.c. The colonies were

at first very slow to develop, but after several days cell division pro-
ceeded fairly regularly for about a week, after which the colonies
became quiescent and showed signs of failing.

Subcultures were made on another medium (Medium 2) containing
disodium phosphate 0 *1 gm

,
sodium nitrate 0 *2 gm., soil extract 50 c.c.,

copper sulphate, trace, agar 10 gm ,
sea-W'ater 1 ,000 c c Groat activity

was noted after 48 hours, and reproduction continued for several days.
After a week, however, the cultuies appeared to be waning, and
examination under the microscope showed that tlie siliceous frustules
were bemg burst open, and the cell contents extruded, enclosed within
an intact perizomum, an extremely tenuous membrane which would
•often break by pressure from a cover-glass when preparmg a mount.

Fresh sub-cultures of those naked protoplasmic bodies were made
upon the second medium. The naked cells retained the characteristic
healthy brown colour of the normal cells, but bore no trace of the mark-
ings characteristic of the species. The division of the chromatophores
and other cytoplasmic elements appeared to be in every way normal,
and division took place along the longitudinal axis in what would have
been the valvar plane. The chromatophores consisted of tw’o flattened
bodies oblong-lanceolate m shape, often folded longitudinally, measur-
ing approximately 22 p long by 5 p wide when first liberated. After
bemg cultured for three months, the protoplasmic masses lost a good
deal of their rectangularity, became globular and underwent a reduction
m size. The cells, devoid of the ngid sihceous frustule, had now lost
aU normal powers of locomotion and spread themselves slowly over
the surface of the agar, formmg dense irregularly shaped colonies.
After culturing for seven months on Medium 2 all the protoplasmic
masses had adopted, more or less, the same globular shape and had a
diameter of 8-10 a*, and exhibited a hyalme marginal area about 2 n
wide between the chromatophores and the peiizonium.
Smeam of the agar culture were prepared upon glass slides and

placed in diatom-free static nutrient sea-water (in 100 c.c. beakers)
and in a specially designed drippmg apparatus through which the
nutrient sea-water (Medium 1) flowed at a rate of about 10 litres in
24 hours. After ten days it was noticed that rich colonies of diatoms
had CTown over the slide and on the bottom of the beakers and through-
out the dripping apparatus. Upon microscopic exammation, it was
found that the form of the protoplasmic bodies was returning to the
naviculoid, although irregulanties persisted. Quite a number had
regamed the power of movement and had formed chains of ten or
twelve cells. The new or re-established cells vaned from 13*5 to 17
m length and from 4 to 5 wide. Quantities of culture media kept as
controls showed no diatom development.
Very little is knowm concermng the factors governing the secretion

of silica by the diatom cell. Bachrach and Lef found that under
some unknown cultural conditions certain small marme diatoms
fklled to produce siliceous frustules, and such forms showed no signs
of decreased virihty. A form of Ndzschia dostenum, first isolated by
Allan and Kelson®, has been kept in culture for more than thirty years,
and Wilson^ describes tnradiate and oval cells as well as normal ones,
but there is no suggestion that the oval cell was produced by the
liberation of the protoplasmic mass from the siliceous frustule.
GeiUer* oteerved the liberation of protoplasts from frustules of marme
diatoms m culture and suggested that the phenomenon was patho-
logical. Itis difflculttosuggestwhy thefrustul€SofKamct«toramosi«si?wa
ejected their protoplamnc masses, as it was not the result of a planned
experiment. It seems that it was due to variation in tlie Internal

pressure of the cell biought .ibout by the lelative concentration of the
culture medium It is unlikely that the failure to produce siliceous
frustules while m agar culture was due to exhaustion of the natural
silica content of the medium The rc-establishment of the normal
naviculoid shape is ])robably controlled bv the flowing of the aqueous
medium, foi the most active and pcrlcctly ic-forincd cells were found
on the inside ol the outlet tube from the dripping apparatus, that is

where the rate of flow was gi eatest
Acknowledgment is made to Board of Admualty for permission to

publish the foiegomg woik, which forms part oi a general investigation
on the antiioiihng pioblein relating to ships, in progress in this
Laboratory

N. Ingram Hbndky
Admiralty Central Metallurgical Laboratory,

Emsworth, Hants.
Sept. 24.

^ Bachrach, E , and Lefevre, M,, J. Physiol, et Path.-gen., 27, 241
(1929)

® Bachiach, E., and Lef6vre, M., Tmv. Cryptogram., 281 (1931),
® Allan, E. J., and Kelson, E. W., J. Mar. Biol. Assoc., 8, 421 (1910)
* Wilson, D. P., J. Mar. Biol. Assoc., 26, 235 (1946).
«Geitler, L, Archiv. f. Protist

,

78, 1 (1932).

Protein of Fruits

In continuation of the work on apple-fruit protein, it has been
found that if, after the initial treatment of the frozen and ground
tissue with alkaline buffers^ extraction with this buffer is prolonged
foi several hours at 1° 0 and the tissue is then washed with a small
quantity of the buffer, the combined extract and washmgs may con-
tain as much as 85 per cent of the original protein. A much larger
proportion of non-nitrogenous material is also dispersed into the
solution, with the result that when precipitation of the protein-
complex is caused by adjustment of the ^H to 6, the nitrogen content
of the precipit ite Is only 5 per cent. At p}l less than 4 or, if precipita-
tion IS brought about by treatment with ammonium sulphate (to half-
saturation), the nitrogen content falls as low as 4 per cent. Of great
interest is the fact that the ammonium sulphate precipitates are
partially soluble in water or phosphate buffer of j>H 8 , and the
resultant solutions, after dialysis at 1® 0., show a positive oxidase
action, a strong peroxidase action and a small but detimte amylase
action (greatly reduced, no doubt, by the presence of tannin). Acid
precipitates, however, even after precipitation at low temperatures,
are practically insoluble in water and exlubit none of the above
enzyme activity.
The nitrogen content of the ammonium sulphate precipitates cannot

be raised above 5 per cent by repeated reprecipitations, and the enzyme
activity is much reduced during this process, even when care is taken
to keep the teraperatuio as low as possible.
A fairly stable complex appears to be involved, and now methods

are being tried to split this complex and liberate for study the enzymes
it undoubtedly contains.

A. 0 Hulme
Ditton Laboratory,

East Mailing,

^ Hulme, Nature, 158, 58 (1946)

Glycogen Phosphorylysis in Alloxan-diabetic Rats

In a previous commumcation^ we reported that the rate of glucose
resorption from the small intestme of alloxan-diabetic animals is

mcieased with the degree of diabetes, and that administration of
insulin brings this rate dowm again to its normal value. Starting
from the now’’ proved fact that the rate of glucose resorption is depend-
ent on the rate of phosphorylation, we examined whether alloxan-
diabetic rats show an increase of the rate of phosphorylation. We
found that the rate of glycogen phosphorylysis in muscles of alloxan-
diahetic rats was increased by 63 per cent after 15 minutes and by
69 per cent after 80 minutes incubation time. By adding insulin tn
mtro, the rate of glycogen phosphorylation is dimimshed. We were
able to confirm the results of Schumann® and those of Verzir and
MontigeP that glycogen phosphorylysis m muscle of adrenalectomized
rats IS- lowered
On measuring the fractions ofphosphoric acid in blood by Lehmann’s*

method of hydrolysis, we found an increase of 55 per cent of pyro-
phosphate, of 68 per cent of hexose phosphoric acid and of 33 per cent
of the amount of total acid soluble phosphorus, as shown m the
accompanying table.

Fractions of phosphoric acid in blood (mgm per cent average)
Inorg. F 7-min. 180-mm. Total acid-

hydrolysis hydrolysis soluble P
Kormal 3 81 1-81 2 57 25*1
Diabetic 4*29 2 81 4 05 33*0

Detenninations of phosphatase m blood plasma gave the following
average results : 26 units m normal animals ; 43 4 units in aUoxan-
diahetic ammals ; and 14 umts in adrenalectomized ones.

L. Laszt
H. Vogel

Institute of Physiology,
Kutrition Division,

Fnbourg.
Aug 20

* Laszt, L., Nature, 157, 551 (1946).
“ Seshumann, H., PMyer’s Arch^ 243, 695 (1940).
» Verz&r, F., aud Montigel, L

,
uelv. CMm. Acta, 25, 9 (1942).

* Lohmann, K., Bwchem. Z
, 194, 206 (1928).
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Alloxan Djabetes and Kidney Function An ‘Incomplete’ Form of a Agglutinin

It is a well-known fact that the intravenous injection of high
diabetogenic doses of alloxan (80-101) ingm per kgm ) in the dog
produces a \orv severe {liabetic-uisemic syndrome With such doses
the death of the ammals follows as a rule witlun one week, the cause
of the death being probably due to the disturbance of the renal
function^ In the course of our experiments on alloxan diabetes
in the dog, w'e have been faced vith this fact, which prevented us
from keeping the ammals with severe diabetes for further study. It
was thought that clampmg of the renal vessels pre\uous to the alloxan
injection, maintained a few minutes after the end of the injection,
would avoid the kidney damage, since we have been able to demonstrate
the rapid inactivation of the aUoxan m contact with the blood and
body tissues^. Our former experience shows, in fact that after ten
mmutes of contact with blood at 37° C in mtro a diabetogenic dose
of 100 mgm. alloxan per kgm. does not evoke its diabetogemc
effect

In order to test our theory the following experiments were per-
formed a group of five normal dogs wei e injected with alloxan durmg
clampmg of the renal vessels Two of the dogs received 80 mgm of
the drug per kgm., and the other three 100 mgm. per kgm. Just before
the aUoxan mjection in the saphenous vem, the abdomen was opened
under local anaesthesia (wuth procaine solution, wuthout adrenahne),
and the usual aseptic care. After dissection of the renal pedicles, one
clamp was placed in each side suppressing the blood How m both
kidneys The alloxan was then injected, and the clamps removed ten
mmutes after the end of the injection The abdomen was closed with
suture, and the ammal, which behaves as a normal one, is replaced
m the cage. Venous blood simples are taken for glucose and urea
estimations, just before the injection of alloxan, and afterwards every
hour for eight or ten hours, and on the foilowmg days

Other five dogs have been treated m the same way (mcludmg
procame, openmg of the abdomen, suture, etc.) but no clamps were
placed on the kidney vessels

TABLE 1. Effect of intravenous injection of alloxan in the dog

(a) Dogs with clamped kidney vessels.

Blood sugar (mgm. per 100 c c )

Alloxan
Dog mgm / After alloxan (hours)
number kgm Before

alloxan 1 2 3 4 5678 24 48

248 90 80 73 67 40 23 23 20 23 117 117
249 90 87 90 127 103 87 70 50 47 27 77 60
250 100 80 90 153 132 80 43 50 43 50 153 103
251 100 97 173 160 137 IG) 177 33 27 37 130 103
252 lUO 93 170 163 107 93 87 SO 60 50 93 88

{b) Dogs with non-clamped kidney vessels

240 80 77 143 177 197 207 143 S3 43 33 320 1060
253 100 73 170 167 143 110 77 37 70 27 70 1000
254 100 90 140 — — — — — — 237 ?A7
262 100 77 147 200 — — — — — — 280 —
263 100 87 163 190 — — — — — — 197 657

Table 2. Blood urea in dogs after alloxan injection. Dogs
FROM Table i Urea in mgm. per 100 cc

Clamped kidney vessels Undamped kidnev vessels
Hours after Hours after

Dog
number

Before
alloxan

alloxan Dog
number

Before
alloxan

alloxan

24 48 24 48

248 42 80 42 240 56 480 688
249 32 32 52 253 28 112 360
250 52 64 66 284 —

.

240 544
251 40 38 60 262 40 152 —
252 36 44 62 263 40 140 512

As seen m Table 1, both groups of dogs show the known glycaemic
response to the alloxan, but, surprisingly, the dogs with clamped
kidney vessels do not have hyperglycieraia forty-eight hours after the
injection. These dogs are neither diabetic nor uraemic, and in contrast
with the non-clamped ones they live without hyperglycaemia, glycosuria
or elevation of blood urea, and ivith a normal aspect, two months
after the admmistration of alloxan. The undamped dogs died between
two and seven days after the mjection with hyperglycaemia and very
high uraemia (Table 2).

It seems, therefore, that avoiding the contact between the kidneys
and the blood cairymg aUoxan, durmg the time necessary for the
inactivation of the drug, not only prevents the kidnev damage and
the uraemia, but also the diabetic disturbance. These results mdicate
that the k dney pi lys some hitherto unknown part m the development
of aUoxan diabetes

;
the contact between aUoxan and the kidnev is

apparently necessary for the display of the fuU diabetogemc effect.

C. JiMBNEZ-DlAZi
E. Grande-Covian
J C De Oya

Institute de Investigaciones M^dicas,
Granada 4,
Madrid.

^ Goldner, M. G., and Gomori, M., Hndoenn
, 33, 297 (1943).

® Grande-Covidn, E
,
and De Oya, J. C., Rev, Clin. Bsp.^ 15, 262 (1944).

® De Oya, J. C., and Grande-Covi4n, E., Em. Clin. Bsp , 16, 412 (1945).
® Grande-Covian, E., and De Oya, J, C,, Rev. Chn. Bsp.^ 19, 243 G945)

In the Rh system of blood groups two forms of antibody ha\ c been
described, an agglutinin and an 'incomplete’, ‘blocking’ or ‘con-
glutmatmg’ antibody^ The iso-agglutmm can be detected by the
ordinary iso-agglutmm techmque®, which, however, fails to detect the
incomplete antibody The presence of the latter in a serum can, how -

ever, be demonstrated by the blocking tost\ the Coombs test*, the
Diamond shde test®, the conglutination test®, and the albumen tesU
Attempts to demonstrate an incomplete antibody in the ABO

system have heretofore proved unsuccessful However, the fact that
with certam anti-A sera better agglutination with group Ai red cells

was obtained at a dilution of 1 16 or 1 32 than wuth undiluted
serum® seemed to us to mdicate the possible presence ofan Incomplete’
or ‘blocking’ antibody. Two such sera, therefore, w'ere chosen and
tested
These were very potent immune anti-A sera from persons of group 0

(Tavlor-Sparks) produced as a result of injection with A group specific
substance isolated from pseudomucinous cyst® It was thus flist

necessary to inactivate the iso-agglutimn, which was readily detectable
at all dilutions up to a titre of 16,000 and 8 000 respectively. It has
been shown^® that while the anti-i2A agglutmm is rendered inactive by
heatmg at 70° C. for 5-10 minutes, the incomplete antibody is still

active How ever, as the anti-A agglutimn seems to be more heat-stalile
than the anti-i?^, the sera contaimng immune anti-A agglutinins w'ere
heated for 20 minutes at approximately 75° C , after w^hich they w ere
tested against Ax cells at room temperature and wmre found to give no
agglutination With A a cells there was slight agglutination ((+ )),
with B cells the agglutination w'as slightly stronger.
The heated sera were then tested for the possible presence of an

incomplete form of anti-A antibody by the blocking testh One volume
of serum and one volume of a 2 per cent suspension of Ai red cells
were mixed in a small tube and allowed to stand at room temperature
for one hour The supernatant fluid w^as then withdrawn from the
tube and a unit volume of a strongly aggliitmatmg auti-A grouping
serum (titre 532) was added A control tube, containing the same Ax
red cells, w'hich, how^ever, had not been exposed to the test sera
(Taylor-Sparks), and a volume of the anti-A grouping serum, was
included in the experiment After two hours at room tempeiature, the
At red cells w^hich had first been treated wuth the heated test sera
(Tavlor and Sparks) gave no agglutination wuth the anti-A serum,
whereasm the control tube the red cells were completely agglutinated
This experiment clearlv demonstrated that the expected agglutination
betw'een the A cells and the anti-A serum had been blocked by a
factor contained in the sera (Tavlor and Sparks), whereas the red cells
which were not first exposed to the Taylor and Sparks sera were
agglutinated normally To show that the blocking was specific for
the A cells, blocking tests were also earned out using group JB cells
In these there was no blocking of the ant:-H agglutination.

It was next decided to attempt to demonstrate the presence of
the blocking autibodv m the sera (Taylor and Sparks) by the Coombs
test One volume of each of the heated sera was mixed with a 2 per
cent suspension of Ai red cells and allowed to stand for 1 hour at
room temperature as for the blocking test The Ai red cells were then
carefully washed and an anti-human serum rabbit serum added to
them Almost immediately the cells wrere strongly clumped, showing
that they had become sensitized by an antibody. " Group 0 cells sub-
jected to the same treatment were not clumped
The blocking or incomplete antibody m Taylor and Spaiks heated

sera was also demonstrated w-ell by the Diamond slide test, and rather
less conclusivelv b\ the Diamond albumen tesL

It may be significant that m both the instances the incomplete
A antibody w’as found m an immune serum (it is possible that it

does not occur naturally and is only produced as a result of stimulation
by the homologous antigen) We are plannmg further work to
elucidate this point, but our experiments to date have showm that
incomplete A antibodies occur and furthennore, that a positi\e
Coombs reaction can be obtained in the ABO system

Iv E Boorman
B E Dodd

South London Blood Supply Depot,
Benhill Avenue,
Sutton, Surrey

Sept 17.

^Race, R. R., Nature, 153, 771 (1944).
“Wiener, A 8 ,

Froc Sor Etv Bwl and Med , 56. 173 (19443
“Boorman, K. E., Dodd, B. E., and MoUison, P.'L , Brit. Med J ,

535 and 569 (1942).
* Coombs, R R. A., Mourant, A. E., and Race, R. R., Brit J. Bxp

Path., 26, 255 (1945)
® Diamond, L K.

,

and Abelson, M J. Lab and Chn Med., 30,
204 (1945).

* Wiener, A. S
, J. Lab and Chn Med., 30, 662 (3 945)

’ Diamond, L K., and Denton, R. L., J Lab and Chn. Med , 30,
821 (1945)

® Barnes, D. W H , and Loutit, J E , m the press.
® Loutit, J E., and Morgan, W. T. J., to be published.
Coombs, R R A., and Race, R, R., Nature, 166, 233 (1945).

Enhancement of Immune Antibodies by Human Serum
It has been observed that the use of human senmi, instead of sahne,

as a diluent in titration of immune agghitimns (A, B, Rh) enhances
the action of these antibodies, and higher titres are therefore obtained^
Sm^ilj

,
the ‘conglutmanon-test’ for the detection of Rh sensitization

IS also based on the use of human serum, instead of saline, foi dilution
in titration®. In describing the ‘conglutmation-reaction’, Wiener
suggested that this is due to a serum factor, a protein, which is not
fully developed in the foetus and is formed only shortly after delivery®*®.
The post-natal formation of sufficient quantities of this protein would
presumably account for the development of erythroblastosis fmtalis
after delivery, and not during pregnanov.
We have tried to determine whether the property of serum to

enhance the action of immune antibodies is present in sera of new-
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borns or infants up to eighteen months of age The sera studied ^\ere

taken from umbilical blood, infants up to the age of eighteen months,
and adults in the pregnant and non-pregnant state, ah controls These
sera were used as diluents for titiation of two immune anti-iJ^ sera
(titres 1 256, 1 64), and anti-Jl serum (titre 1 : 256,000) and an
anti-J5 serum (titre 1 2,04S).
The results of titration with these various sera are tabulated below.

A serum was considered to be ‘enhancing’ W’^hen in titration it le.icted

like matuie serum By the term non-enhancing’ sera, we refer to
sera which reacted m a manner similar to saline as diluent.

Number of sera Number of Number of
‘enhancing*

sera
Age examined ‘non-enhancing’

sera

Umbilical blood 40 37 3
1-6 months 11 11
6-18 months 4 4
17-40 years 13 13
Pregnant women 12 12

In one case the serum of a child aged three months gave higher
titres than those obtained with saline as diluent, but much lower
than the titre obtained with mature serum In the beginning of this
study, tliree sera fioin umbilical blood gave titles similar to those of
mature sera
The results reported abo\e indicate that human serum at biith

and during the first siv months of life lacks that serum factor which
confers upon it the ability to enhance the action of immune antibodies
Unless the human placenta, m certain conditions, is permeable to
this serum factor from the mother’s blood, it does not seem likely that
the development of eiythroblastosis foetabs after delivery is due to
the neo-natal formation of this serum factor
Our findings confirm the observations made by Boorman, Dodd

and Morgan^ insofiir as the ability of mature sera to enhance the action
of immune antibodies is concerned The identical enhancement of
human sera in respect ofimmune anti-i2^, as well as anti-A and anti-B,
would seem to be in disagreement with the view that the ‘conglutma-
tion-test’ is due to a special antibody (glutmm)®-^.
A detailed account of the wmrk reported here will be pubhshed

elsewhere
We are indebted to Prof B. Zondek for his interest and to our

colleagues of the Pediatric Department for their kind supply of blood
specimens

Z. POLISHTJK
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology

J Gtteevitch
Department of Bacteriology and Serology,
Eothschild Hadassah Univerbity Hospital,

Jerusalem.

' Boorman, K. E , Dodd, B E , and Morgan, AY. I J., Nature. 166,
663 (1945).

® Wiener, A S
, J. Lab, and Olm. Med., 80, 002 (1945),

* Wiener, A S
,
Amer. J. Dmas Child

, 71, 14 (1940).

The Thyroid and Tuberculosis

Bahey’s recent communication* on the resemblance of the chemical
constitution of thyroxine to that of diploicin which was isolated by
Nolan® from the lichen Buella canescens, and which, according to
Burger and associates®, possesses tuberculostatic activity tn vitro,
has induced us to give the following summary concerning the influence
exerted by thyroxine and hypothyroidism on the course of experi-
mental tuberculosis in the guinea pig.

^
Thyroidectomized gmnea pigs are more susceptible to tuberculous

imeetion than are the controls, while those injected with 30 micrograms
of th^osdne, twice a week, are more resistant against tuberculosis.

In the course of the same month in which tuberculous inoculation
took place, deaths occurred m 30 per cent thyroidectomized, 5 per
cent controls, and in none of those which had received thyroxine
injections. During the third month, mortality was as high as 75 per
cent in thyroidless ammals, 60 per cent in the controls, and only 15 per
cent of the hyperthyroid ammals. During the seventh month, the only
swvivors w^ere 15 per cent of the animals treated with thyroxine, while
all thyroidectomized and control animals had succumbed
_
E^stance against tuberculous infection was greater in the animalsm which thyroxine treatment had been instituted one month before

their inoculation with bacilli
The thyroidectomized ammals were given calcium and parathyroid

hom<me in order to prevent the disturbances due to thyroid deficiency.
Pathological anatomical studies of the organs revealed lesions the

™^^cteristics of which depended on the time of survival. The ammals
with longer survival periods had developed caseous lesions to a larger
extent than had those which had died early, the lesions being of a
congestive type.
The greater resistance toward tuberculous infection of the animals

inject^ with thyroxine appears to be due either to tuberculostatic
activity, or to greater immunity, for example, increase of alexines
as obse^ed by Passm*, of opsomc index and of micro- and macro-
pnagoatary activities as demonstrated by Marb6® and Asher*.

Roqto a Bmo
^ ^ , Vicente H. Cioaedo
Centro de Investigaciones Tisioldgicas,

Hospital Tomd,
Buenos Aires.

Sept. 12

*Ban:v, V.^C, Nature, 168, 131 (1946).
* Nolan, Soi, Ptoe. Hoy. Pub. Soe , 21, 67 (1935).
* Burger, A . Brindley, C. O., Wilton, E. L., and Bemheim, P., J.

Am&r. ahem, Soc„ 07, 1416 (1945).
'

L., CP Soc. Biol, 62, 388 (1997).
* Marb5, S , C.R. Soc. BioL, 64, 1113 (1908).
« Asher, L., Kim, Wchschr., 8, 308 (1924).
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Uranium in Unne
During some woik in this Enseaich Dopaiiment on compounds

of uranium, as a safety piccaution, we commenced to analyse the
iirine of personnel ( oncemod, using a lluoumetnc method In the prep-

aration of lluorimetnc standaids, known amounts of uranyl nitrate

woie added to samples of mine fiora persons not engaged on the
work -with uranium To our surprise we found luanmm to be present

m some of the ‘blank’ uime samples It was found that analysts who
had recently been engaged in the determination of sodium as sodium
uranvl magnesium acetate* voided traces ol uramiira m their urine,

the element being detected foi some weeks aftci the analvst c-eased

to be using ‘sodium reagent’ Out of 14 analysts examined between
January 28, 1944 and February 1, 1944, six (Nos 1-6 below) who
had been m contact with magnesium uranvl acetate solution during
the past two months had urine containing 2-10 /^gm per litre of
uranium, eight (Nos 7-14) who had not been in such recent contact
with uranium salts varied from ‘not detected’ to 4 //gm per litre.

The table gives the expernnental figures, expressed as /^gm uranium
per litre.

Analyst January 28 January 29 January 31 Febiuary 1

1 4 10
2 10 4 4
3 6 6
4 0 6
5 10 6
6 10 6

7 <2
8 2
9 2 4
10 2

11 2 4
12 2
13 2
14 <2

The fluorescence was compared visually, against standards equivalent
to 2 6 or 10 //gm per litre, 2 //gm. pei litie being the hmit of detection

by the method used
Careful examination by the works medical officer failed to detect

any deviation from normal health in analysts 1-6, but we think it

should be made known how readily this element may be absorbed.
In the case under discussion, the reagents used by the analysts were
an aqueous solution containing 43 gm. uranyl acetate per litre m
addition to magnesium acetate and acetic acid and also an alcoholic

solution, made by saturating alcohol with (almost insoluble) sodium
magnesium uranyl acetate We are inclined to think that it may be
the second of these solutions which is more likely to penetrate the skin.

H. M. Wilson
A A Smales

Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.,
Bilimgham Division,

Bilhngham.
Sept. 17.

‘ Cf. Caley, B. E., and Eoullc, 0. W., J, Amer, Ohem, Soc

,

51, 1064
(1929).

“Conditions of Survivar*

In common, I imagine, with many readers of Nature, I was extremely
disturbed by the editorials of September 28 and October 5 on
“Conditions of Survival'^ We have long been accustomed to have in

these editorials of Nature, sober and constructive examination of the
social impUcations of science It is all the more surprising to And ill-

considered intrusions into political topics, the effect of which

—

whatever the intention—is to mcrease the divisions in a world where
unity is the essential condition for survival.

I do not wish to dwell on the mam topics—the control of atomic
energy and U.N.E.EA —rbecause events in the intervening penod
have already falsified the worst fears that were raised in the editorial.

Since it was written, the Scientific Committee of the Atomic Energy
Commission—of which the Soviet Union is a member—^has issued
a unammous report declarmg that the control of atomic energy is

possible. The question at issue now Is not the refusal *by the Soviet
umon to surrender national sovereignty but that of the Umted States
to accept the prohibition of the atomic bomb and its insistence on
attaching to the Lilienthal report the political condition of the abohtion
of the veto. As Prof. Blackett has ably pointed out* the veto is the
only guarantee that a security organisation can function without
producing the war which it is its object to prevent.
At the same time, in other spheres, the picture is far from being as

black as it was painted. There are increasing signs of greater inter-

national co-operation as witnessed bv the Stahn interview, the pro-
ceedings at the Peace Conference and the setting up at Copenhagen
of the World Food Board under the presidency of Sir John Orr.

In this atmosphere it is all the more regrettable that v atnre editorials

should contain statements which are not only unfounded but highly
injurious to the cause of peace The editorial of September 28 states
that “in deference to the U.S.S E., Great Britain and Amenca have
abandoned the pnnciples involved in the Atlantic Charter”. Now
m the first place the pnnciples have not been abandoned : the diffi-

culties m realizing them m practice are being slowly but surely over-
come. These difficulties can no more be attnbuted to the U.S.S.E.
than to the other allies * they are mherent in the situation at the end
of the War. Wide divergencies of policy about the best means of
effectively prevenlffiig the resurgence of fascism and of aidmg the
reconstruction of the devastated countries are bound to ftvist and
will need the utmost good will and good faith to overcome.

These divergencies, however, are quite distinct from the moral
antagonism stressed throughout both editorials. It is not a fact that
“the aims and values of Soviet Eussia are not those of Western
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Europe”. The very form of this statement shows how far many well

-

mtentioned people ha\e fallen into the trap prepared for them by
Dr. Goebbels The concept of a Christian Western Europe containing
all the virtues as a bulwark against the evils of bolshevism was one
of his favourite wavs of jiistifvung Nazi Germany and is being echoed
even to-day bv his tolerated disciple General Franco. To fall for this

‘hoher than thou’ attitude is a particular wealcness of Anglo-American
culture it IS apt to appear to other countries as nauseatmg hvpocrisv.
Men of science in Great Britam should be more wary of accepting this

flattenng ascription to themselves of the monopoly of moral values
Quite apart from the fact that the Soviet Union has as good a claim
as a Christian country and as heir to the same classical culture as
ourselves, the cultures of Islam, India and China have contributed
their share to the common heritage “Respect for human personahty,
freedom of worship freedom of investigation” are far from being an
exclusive mark of Christian ethics they are concessions won from
Christian churches in a long struggle in which science played a notable
part. Commumsm has never denied these principles ; in fact the
Soviet Umon has asserted and upheld them fighting with us against
those who openly rejected them In so far as we admit and propagate
this concept of a radical moral division of the world, we increase the
tensions that may ultimately lead to war.
The opportumty for new international umty which we all earnestly

desire is to be found rather m the discovery of common grounds
between ourselves and the Soviet Union thanm pointmg out superficial,

and often fictitious, differences The resolutions of the International
Council of Scientific Unions do effectively speak for science, and the
Soviet Umon is represented on many of these councils The same
appeal for understanding and unity has in recent days been made by
Henry Wallace and General Eisenhower We, as men of science no less

than citizens, should know that it is in this direction that our con-
tribution to world welfare can be made

J. D. Berxal
Burkbeck College,
London, B C.4

Oct. 7

1 "The Atom and the Charter”, published jointly by the Fabian
Society and the Association of Scientific Workers (Sept 1946).

Infra-Red Recording with the Cathode Ray Oscilloscope

In Nature of August 10, p. 196, King, Temple and Thompson have
described under the above title an mfra-red spectrometer in which
the spectrum is displayed on a cathode ray oscilloscope. This spectro-
meter IS virtually identical with the one which we described m Nature
earher this year (April 27, p. 547), except that the trace is smoothed
after rectification The impression conveyed by their commumcation
is that theirs was a parallel piece of w’ork, which was concluded shortly
after ours and was done quite independently No mention is made of
the fact that our spectrometer w^as demonstrated to Dr. Thompson
on February 28, when full details w^ere given of our procedure, and
that it was only after this information had been given that work wras

started at Oxford on this project. Furthermore, the modification
mentioned, and claimed as an advance, was introduced by us some

Ifx 2(1 3/* 4/i

iNmi-EBD BMTSSIOK SPECTRUM EROM A NERNST EHA-
MENT BETWEEN AND 4/1, SHOWING STTPERIMPOSED
absorption BA^DS AT 1 *4/1, 1 9/t, 2 Sfl (DUB TO HfO AND
COa IN THE AaMOSPHERE), AND 3 3/1 (DUB TO A THIN

EIIM OB HYDROCARBON 3IATERIAX)

U R E

three months ago, and Br Thompson was informed of this several

weeks before the date of his commumcation to Nature
Once an advance of the kind we described has been made, it is

obvious that many modifications and improvements can be made
m the method of presentation. The accompanviiig photograph

shows that the modifications which w^e have introduced since the

date of our original communication make our apparatus consideraniy

superior to the Oxford one in suppiession of noise, indication of base

line and detection of weak absorption bands Oni spectrum is stnettv

comparable with that shown in Fig 2 of the communication from the

Oxford workers.
E F Baly
G B. B M Sutherland

Cavendish Laboratory and
Laboratory of Colloid Science,

Cambndge

My colleagues and I are not conscious of any act of impropriety m
this matter, but the comments above give a misrepresentation of the

position, to which I must reply briefly. It w'as showm more than two

years ago by the work of Baker and Robb that a cathode ray tube could

be used to record an infra-red spectrum, and the spectroscopic panel oi

the Hvclrocarbon Research Gioup of the institute of Fetioieum de-

cided to explore the problem as one of its several projects By mutual
agreement betw’een Br. Sutherland and mvself, this particular Project

was begun by him at Cambridge, since at that time duplication of the

necessary apparatus would have been difficult, if not impossible- in

company with others, several of mv colleagues and I saw the instru-

ment of Baly and Sutherland in operation on February 28, but re-

ceived no information about its construction other than that contamed
in their communication in Nature, to w^hich acknowledgment was made
m our own commumcation. At that time, mv colleagues raised with

the Cambndge workers the possibilitv of using a smoothed trace,

since we w'ere hoping to use tins method when the necessary

meter could be obtomed ; but we w'ere given to understand that Baly
and Sutherland preferred their own form of record After obtaining a

Bell Telephone thermistor in May last, we were able to complete our

instrument and to demonstrate it to many visitors dimng
I was eventually informed indirectly, and later directly by Br. Suther-

land, that he had now gone over to the form of recording w’hich we
had used. At no time yet have my colleagues and 1 ever seen any of

the technical drawings or circiuts used by the Cambridge workers,

or had anv details of the experimental arrangements not mentioned
m their published note. So far as we can tell, our form of chopped
wave, the amplifiers, and other electrical eqinpment, differ m some
important features from those used bv them, and the whole instru-

ment differs from theirs much as tw’o different tvpes of spectrometer

differ. As stated in our note, we also have already made, or are in

process of making, several marked improvements since the onginal

photographs shown in our note w'ere taken ^H 'W. THOMBSON
Physical Chemistry Department,

Oxford.

TVe note tliat Br. Thompson and his colleagues do not consider

there is anythmg improper in failing to acknowledge information

given to them considerably before the date of publication.

Br. Thompson’s statement that no inioimation (othei than that

contamed in our original communication) was obtained by seeing our

apparatus m action, and incidentally havmg every question answered
on that occasion, is not justifiable. To take only one instance : the

method of scanmng by means of a carefully designed cam, coupled by
potentiometer to the X plates of the cathode ray tube, and described

by the Oxford workers in their note, but not in ours, w'as of course

seen by them and explamed to them and others present on that

occasion. In this connexion, moreover, the tlurd last sentence of

Br. Thompson’s note makes puzzling reading
The implication m Dr. Thompson’s note that we follow'ed the Oxford

group in introducmg smoothing is also incorrect. AYe have never
been informed w'hat the Oxford workers were domg, and on two
occasions when w^e visited Oxford, while their apparatus was imder
construction, we were not invited to see it. It is certainly true that

we gave them no circmt diagrams, and this may well account for their

obvious lack of success in eliminating ‘noise’ from their spectra.

Br. Thompson refers to the work of Baker and Robb. This was
indeed the first attempt to present an infra-red spectrum on a cathode
ray screen, and w^e gladly acknowledge the stimulus W'hich their work
provided to us in this direction. However, the Baker and Robb
apparatus was never completed, as they themselves state in their

paper. Our attack on the problem differed fundamentally from that

of Baker and Robb, and for the first time gave a simple practicable

instrument which could he easily dupheated bv anyone interested.

The statement that “the spectroscopic panel of the Hydrocarbon
Research Group of the Institute of Petroleum decided to explore the

problem . . . and by mutual agreement this project was begun at

Cambndge” is misleading Br. Thompson and one of us (G.B
were asked to submit independently to the Panel our proposals for

future research. The problem of cathode ray presentation never
appeared in Br. Thompson’s programme at any time, so there w’as

no question of aUocating it to Cambridge m any division of work

;

the really essential piece of this apparatus, namely, the thermistor
bolometer, would have been just as accessible to Br. Thompson as

it was to us.
So far as we are concerned, we do not wush your columns to be

burdened by any further communications on this affair.
' E. F. BALY

G. B. B M. Sutherland

My colleagues and I feel that to deal with points made by Baly
and Sutherland would only lead to fruitless correspondence ;

therefore,

while repudiating the new charges brought against us, we will refrain

from further comment.
H. W. Thompson
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BOND-ENERGIES AND

ISOHERIZATION

DURIHG the past three years, the Universities of

Manchester and Leeds have held a number of

meetings to discuss subjects of joint interest to

industrial and academic research workers. These

meetmgs—^which began on a small scale—^have

gradually increased m popularity and scope, as

mstanced by the attendance of some hmidred and
seventy chemists from industry and the imiversities

at the conference on “Friedel-Crafts Catalysts and
Polymerisation^’ held m the University of Manchester

in September last year^, and more recently by an
attendance of two hundred at a conference on “Bond-
Energies and Isomerisation” held in the Chemistry
Department of the University of Manchester on
August 31. In welcoming the guests to this con-

ference, Prof. M. Polanyi expressed his appreciation

of the enthusiastic response made by industrial firms

in these experiments designed to attam a closer

co-operation between the universities and industry in

problems of wide general interest to both.

The first paper in the morning session on the

“(^yalorimetry of Carbon Bonds” was imd by Dr.

H. A. Skinner. The speaker discussed the value of

modern calorimetric methods (as developed by
Bossmi and Elistiakowsky in the United States) m
pi'oviding entirely reliable heats of reaction. Heats
of formation, accurate to within 0*1 kcal. mole*"^,

have been measured for the first five or six members
of the homologous series of n-paraffins, mono-olefines,

and monohydric alcohols. The data prove that there

ai'e small, but unquestionably real, variations m the
C—C and C—^H bond-energies as we pass from one
compound to another. Direct evidence of a difference

m the C—H bond-breaking energies in CH4 and
C2He was obtamed recently by Stevenson and Hippie
from electron impact studies, and independently by
Kistiakowsky from kinetic studies of rates of
bromination : the mean values from these mvesti-
gations yield

CH4 CH3 -H H - 102 kcal.

CsHe C2H5 + H - 97-5 kcal.

If accurate measurements of the heats of formation
of compounds of the general class CH3X, C2H6X
(where X is a umvalent atom or radical) can be
made, the energy of disruption of the C—^X bonds
can be deduced from the equations :

Qa (CH3X) - OaCGHa) - X(0—X) in CH3X
Qa (C2H5X) -- OJO2H5) = X(C—X) in C2H5X,

where the Qa values are the heats of formation from
atoms. The values of Qa{OK^) and Qa(C2H6) are
given by

:

QaiOB.,) = QaiOB^) - 102 == (124*1 -f L) kcal.

QaiO^B,) = Qa(OA) - 97*5 = (235 -f 2D) kcal.

L is the heat of sublimation of carbon : but since
it appears also in the quantities ^^(CHaX) or

^^(CaHsX), the L terms cancel out in deriving
X{C—X). Values of E{C—^X) so obtained are there-
fore independent of any assumptions regarding the
value of L.
Appl3nng these equations to some specific examples

for which reliable heats of formation are known, one
can derive :

(i) M{G—^C) = 84:3 kcal., for the C—C bond m
CH3CH3

;

(ii) MiG—0) = 80*2 kcal., for the C—0 bond in

UH^OH^—CHaOHa

;

(ill) E(C—0) ==90*2 kcal., for the C—O bond in

CH3—OH ;

(iv) M{G—0) = 91-5 kcal., for the C—O bond in

CH3CH2—OH.

The fall m E{G—C) from ethane to butane has been

attributed to the radical resonance energy m the

—C2H5 radical : the absence of a similar fall in tlie

0—O bond-breaking energy passing from methyl to

ethyl alcohol can bo satisfactorily explained in terms

of the increased lonicity of tho C—O bond m ethyl

alcohol relative to C—0 in methyl alcohol.

The existing heat of combustion data on the methyl

and ethyl halides are insufficiently accurate to allow

reliable estimates to be made from the thermo-

chemical data of the carbon-halogen bond-breaking

energies. Studies by both kinetic and thermo-

chemical methods are proceeding at Manchester to

derive these latter quantities with some precision.

The determmation of bond-energies from kinetic

studies of simple decomposition reactions w'as the

subject in the second paper, on the “Determination
of Bond-Energies by Pyrolysis”, given by Dr. C
Horrex (University of Sheffield). Dr. Horrex described

the attempts which have been made to derive bond-
energies by measurmg the temperature variation in

the equilibrium constants of decompositions of the

type AB A B. The method has been success-

fully used in a number of cases (for example, I^^ 21,

2CN, OH— 0 + H, C^Phe 2CPh3), but
has limitations and is a difficult technique to apply.

The pyrolysis method was introduced by Rice and
Johnson in 1934, who measured the temperature
coefficients of the rates of decomposition of several

organic compounds, and calculated the corresponding

activation energies. The compounds were passed
rapidly at low pressures through a tube heated to

different measured temperatures, and the extent of

decomposition into free radicals was detemimed by
the Panoth effect on metallic mirrors. The measured
activation energy can bo identified with tho bond-
breaking energy of the pnmaiy process RX -»•B + X,
if secondary reactions between the radicals and the

imdecomposedBX do not occur, or can be prevented.

Butler and Polanyi employed the pyrolysis method
for study of the decomposition of organic iodides,

BI -9-B -f I, measurmg the rate of reaction by the

amount of iodme formed. These investigators found
marked variations in the C—I bond-energy as the

radical B is changed. There is a steady drop in bond-
enei*gy m passmg from Mel, EtI, wPrI, to ^soPrl and
^.-Bul. The technique used by Butler and Polanyi

was not entirely satisfactory, and reproducible results

could not be guaranteed. The activation-energies

were calculated by assuming a temperatiire-mde-

pendent factor of 10^®, and not from the temperature
coefficients of the rates of decomposition.

The study of the pyrolysis of the organic iodides

using a modified and much improved technique has

now been started by Dr. Horrex and Dr. Szwarc.

The results are very reproducible, and the activation-

energies derived from the slopes of the graphs In h

against IjT are mdependent of contact times and
changes in the carrier gas. Experiments usmg EtI
and C6H5.CH2I have been extensively studied, and
yield the following results :

EtI : Activation-energy == 54 4: 1 kcal.

Temp.-independent factor = 12 x 10^®.

C3H5.CH2I : Activation-eneigy = 29-5 £ 1 kcal.

Temp.-mdependent factor = 10^-10^®.
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The result using ethyl iodide agrees with the earlier

determination by Butler and Polanyi, but the earlier

estimation of the benzyl iodide bond-energy placed
it at too high a figure. The lower value (29J kcal.) is

in much better agreement with the value to be
expected from the study of the reaction of benzyl
chloride and sodium vapour, and points to a high
resonance energy and marked stability m the benzyl
free radical.

Dr. J. G. M. Bremner (I C.I. (Billingham)) de-
livered a paper (prepared jointly with Mr. G. D.
Thomas) on “The Extension of Thermodynamic
Values from the Aliphatic to the Aromatic Senes”.
The speaker showed that the free energy of formation
of the aliphatic hydrocarbons can be expressed as a
sum of contributions from individual groups, in

somewhat similar manner to that in which the heats
of formation can be expressed with reasonable
accuracy as a sum of individual bond-energies. The
free-energy values (over a range of temperature) for

the groups CH3, >CH2, ^CH, and —C—
/ I

have been

tabulated, and when added together give results for
the normal paraffins agreemg closely with Rossmi’s
values. Equations of the type

n-butane = 2 x propane — ethane

can be set up, and good agreement of estimated and
obseiwed free energies obtained when the equations
show an identity of groups on each side.

In deriving the resonance energy of aromatic com-
pounds, the Pauling method employs bond-energy
\'alues for C—C and C==C which are characteristic of
aliphatic compounds. A similar extension cannot be
made to calculate the resonance free energy of an
aromatic compound. The referring of bond or group
values derived from the aliphatic to the aromatic
series involves a reaction in which there is an increase
111 the entropy of translation. This can be estimated,
and the entropy decrease then remammg can be
attributed to the increase in symmetry and the
decrease in the number of internal rotations. Wlien
these factors are allovred for ui a reaction yielding
benzene, for example,

3 cyclohexene = benzene -f- 2 x cyclohexane

there remams an additional small entropy decrease,
which may be referred to as the resonance entropy
of benzene. The estimated value of this resonance
entropy is about 4 cal./degree.

The afternoon session, durmg which Prof. M. G.
Evans acted as chairman, opened with a paper by
Dr. A. G. Evans on “Ionization Energies of Carbon-
halogen Bonds, and Proton Affinities of Olefines”.
The speaker began by describing the reactions of
organic halides in solution, which mvolve substitution
at a saturated carbon atom. Two possible mechanisms
have been established by Ingold and co-workers—

a

ummolecular mechanism and a bimolecular or
mechanism.

It has been found experimentally that the uni-
molecular reaction-rate of B—X increases along
the series of jK=Me, Et, 5ec.-Pr, 1-Bu, whereas the
bimolecular reaction-rate decreases along the
same series.

An explanation of these facts can be given in
terms of the activation-energies associated with both
mechanisms, as derived from potential-energy curves.

The prime factor favourmg 8^^, in passing from
Me ^.-Bu, IS the great increase in the ease of
ionization of the R—

X

bond, due to the marked fall

in the ionization i^otential of the radical R. The
decrease m the 8^^ rates, from Me -> t -Bu, can
be accounted for satisfactorily in terms of the carbon-
halogen bond-strengths and steric hindrance.

Dr. Evans showed how the values of the ionization

potentials of hydrocarbon radicals, coupled with
bond-breaking energies derived from substitution
heats, can be combmed to estimate the proton
affinities of olefines. The calculated affinities show
that carbonium 10ns are markedly more stable when
the positive charge is located on a tertiary, or on a
secondary, carbon atom than when it is on a primary
carbon atom. The energy differences are sufficiently

large to allow isomerization to take place.

This effect is illustiated in the neopentyl deriva-
tives, in which all reactions of the carbonium-ion
fyp© yJteld exclusively rearranged products which are
all accounted for if the ion rearranges thus :

CH3
I e

CH3—C—CHo
I

CH3

CH3

CH3
© I

-C—CH,

CH3

Other examples of such isomerization frequently
occur in the Friedel-Crafts reaction. The ‘jDeroxide
effect’ for hydrogen bromide addition to double bonds,
which constitutes an exception to the Markownikov
rule, was discussed m terms of bond-energies.
The determmation of bond-energies by spectro-

scopic methods was outlmed m the next contribution,
by Dr. H. D. Springall, on the “Spectroscopic
Evidence on Bond-Energies”. Dr. Springall pointed
out that the estimation of the heat of formation from
atoms (Qa) of an organic compoxmd requires a prior
knowledge of the energies of dissociation (D) of a
number of common diatomic molecules—^particularly
Ho, O2, Ko and CO. The latter is important in detenn-
mmg the value of the latent heat of sublimation of
carbon, L.
To evaluate D for a diatomic gas, it is necessary

to examine the vibrational energy-levels of the
ground-state, and to evaluate the energy difference
between the lowest state (F=0) and the onset of
the dissociation continuum (F=Fc). From an
analysis of a suitable vibrational spectrum,, it is

usually possible to trace the vibrational-leveis m the
ground-state fromP’'== 0 to F=c. 20. It is not, how-
ever, normally possible to observe up to F=Fc
duectly. Owing to the anharmonic nature of the
vibrational motion, the energy difference A
between successive levels is, to a first approximation,
a linear function of F, so that Vc may be evaluated
by the Birge-Sponer method of plotting A against
F for the observed range, and extrapolatmg to
A .27® 0, when D is given by the area under the
curve. D may also be estimated by plottmg
against A and extrapolatmg to A jS7® 0.
At the present time, the R values for Hg and 0->

are known with ce.rtamty (Ha, 4-46 eV. ; 5*08 eV.)^
but values for Ha and CO are still ambiguous. In
both these cases, two alternatives exist: CO, 9-14
or 11-11 eV. ; Ha, 7*38 or 9-76 eV. The most recent
analysis based on the application of the Hund non-
crossmg rule, by Gaydon and Penney, favours the
higher values in each case. The corresponding heats
of atomization (A Hsgg) are !
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C graphite “ 126 2 or 171*6 keal.

=-51*8kcal.

IO 2
=59*1 keal

INs = 85*5 or 113 0 keal.

Dr. E. Warhurst concluded the afternoon session

with, a paper on the “Quantum ]\lechanical Theory

of Bond-Energies”, The gradations in^ the bond-

energies in a series of compounds R—X have been

explained qualitatively by the concept of resonance,

in a theoretical treatment given by Baughan, Evans

and Polanyi. The mam factors influencing the C—

X

bond-strength m a senes of R—

X

compounds are :

(
1 ) the resonance-energy of the radical R ;

(
11

)
the ionic-covalent resonance energy from the

interaction of the structures R—X and %x.

On© type of resonance of the free radical is well

known, namely, that in an unsaturated or conjugated

group ; for example,

allyl radical = CH CH, CH,— CH = CH^
(1) (ii)

A second type of resonance, first mentioned by
Wheland, is possible in radicals of the saturated

hydrocarbons. The ethyl radical, for example, can

bo represented by four structures.

H
1

H H
1

H

H—C—CHa H—C^GHa
I

H--G=CH2
1H C=CH;

1

H k H H
ii) (ii) (hi) (iv)

between which resonance can occur. The number of

canomcal states increases with the complexity of the

radical : there are seven for sec-propyl, and ten for

-butyl.

If there were no interaction with the ionic state

then the changes in the bond-strength 0

—

X in

a series B—X would be equal to the changes in the

radical resonance energy Rr of the radical. In the

case of C— bonds, where the ionic contributions

are relatively small, there is a close parallelism be-

tween the G— bond-breakmg energies and the

calculated Br values, the bond-energies falling as the

Br values increase.

In most cases there is an appreciable resonance
energy Bih between the ionic and covalent states,

and this factor operates in the direction of strengthen-

ing the B—X bond. The net strength of the B—X
bond is accordmgly determined by the balance
between the weakening effect of radical resonance
energy and the strengthening effect of the ionic

resonance term. In the G—I bonds, the fall in bond-
energy from Me—I to i.-Bu I is less than the fall

in the C— bond energies from Me— to ^.-Bu

—

which agrees with our experience of the greater ionic

character of C—I relative to C—H bonds. The
strengths of the G—O bonds, from Me—OH to

?.-Bu—OH, show very little, if any, fall down the
series. Here the ionic character of the G—O bonds
IS increasing sufficiently from MeOH to i.-BuOH
completely to offset the weakening effect of the
radical resonance.

Periods of approximately thirty minutes were
given to discussion of each paper, during which
several valuable points illustrating the application of
the general theory in reactions of mdustrial import-
ance were made. H. A. SKiisnsnsB

1 See Mature, 156, (Kovemter 24, 1945).

U R E

CARBON SOURCES IN THE
PHOTOSYNTHESIS OF AQUATIC

PLANTS

By Prof. E. STEEMANN NIELSEN

Botanical Department, Danish Pharmaceutical Highschool

WHEREAS the carbon dioxide of the air as the

carbon source in the photosynthesis of terrestrial

plants has been known smc© the end of the eighteenth

century, matters are quit© different as regards the

carbon supply of aquatic plants.

It was assumed by Nathansohn^ that aquatic

plants are able to utilize half of the carbon dioxide

of bicarbonate in the surrounding water, while at the

same time carbonate develops. He was of opimon
that only carbon dioxide was directly assimilated,

carbon dioxide being constantly released anew from

the bicarbonate wflien the former was removed by
the plants.

Amother view, however, was advanced by Angel-

stein^, according to which aquatic plants were not

only able to utilize the carbon dioxidem true solution,

but also were able to use the bicarbonate directly m
photosynthesis.

The view of Angelstein was supported by experi-

mental work by Arens*^ on directed transfer of ions

tlirough the leaves of water plants. Ca(HG03)2 is

consumed on the lower surface of the leaf, while an

equivalent quantity of Ca{OH)2 ions ©merges at the

upper surface. By means of a senes of growth

experiments, I showed"^ that bicarbonate may be an
absolutely decisive direct carbon source in the photo-

synthesis of aquatic plants.

On the other hand, James® showed that the aquatic

moss Fontinalis is unable to utilize bicarbonate

directly. This is in accordance with experiments

made on the same plant m the present investigation

As will be shown, FontinaUs^ however, holds a special

position.

In his admirable and imjiortant book on photo-

synthesis, Babmowitch®, if anything, supports the

view that bicarbonate is not used directly by aquatic

plants. He does not feel quite sure of the reliability

of Arens’ experiments. But owing to the War,
Rabmowitch was unaware of my work.

Experiments described herewith throw light on the

qualitative and quantitative importance of carbon

sources in the photosynthesis of aquatic plants. A
full account will appear later m Dansfc Botanish

Arkiv.
In Fig. 1 curves for the photosynthesis of Myrio-

phyllum spicatum in optimal light (37,000 lux, 20*^ C.)

partly with carbon dioxide in true solution (upper

curve), partly with HCO 3 as carbon source (lower

curve, full line) are drawn together, the total carbon

dioxide in 10’® mol/1 , bemg marked along the abscissa.

In the ©xperunents with free carbon dioxide as tbe

carbon source the amount of HCOa" present was
without any importance whatever, j^H bemg 4*6, at

which hydrogen ion concentration only about one per

cent of the total carbon dioxide occurs as HCOs"
ions. As these have, as will appear, a much smaller

effect on the photosynthesis even than free carbon

dioxide, we may completely disregard the presence

of HGO 3
-;

The bicarbonate curve (pH 8*3) is corrected for

the effect of the carbon dioxide in true solution

present (see dotted curve), the intensity of photo-
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synthesis that would have been obtained from the

carbon dioxide in true solution corresponding to the

amount of bicarbonate (at pH 8 3, 1 per cent carbon

dioxide free) bemg subtracted from the origmal curve.

At mol/L the scale ofsthe abscissae is changed.

Fig. 1 shows that both iree carbon dioxide and
HCOa"' ions can be directly assimilated by Myrio-

phyllum. As will be shown below, photosynthesis m
this species is independent of the hydrogen ion con-

centration in the pH range 4-10. At low concentra-

tions ofcarbon dioxide (total) the effect offree carbon

dioxide is about four times as great as the effect of

COsHCO*—
Fig. 2 shows the results of similar experiments with

Fonhnalis antipyretica (15,000 lux, 22® C.). In this

species there is practically no effect of HCOa"" ions

on photosynthesis.

The Fonthmlis originated from a locality wnth a

considerable content of free carbon dioxide (order of

magnitude 0-3 x 10"^ mol/L). From Fig. 2 it appears

that it is possible for the plant to mamtam consider-

able photosynthesis at this concentration of carbon

dioxide.

The Myriophyllum spicatum, on the other hand,

originated from a locality with practically no content

of free carbon dioxide (order of magmtude 10~®

mol/L). The pH in summer is 9—10. The content of

HCO3" IS 2 X 10^® equivalents/!. From Fig. 1 it

appears that it is possible for the plant to mamtam
considerable photos3mthesis at this HCOs” con-

centration.

With free carbon dioxide as carbon sourco, the

intensity of photosynthesis is independent of the ion

composition of the water (see accompanying table).

Eelatiye rnoTOSYNTHESis IN Myriophyllum at 2 x 10"'* mol CO 2/I

37,000 LEX, 20° C ,
pH 4 1

Cations Anions

H+
H+, K+
H-t, Iv+, Ha+, Ca++

Cl-
cn-, so
C1-, so

Helative intensity of
photosynthesis

102 ± 2
101 ± 2
100 ± 2

The mtensity of photosjmthesis in Myriophyllum

with HCO3” as carbon source, on the other hand, is

very dependent on the ion composition, both cations

and anions asserting themselves (see Fig. 3). The best

result at a certam HCOg" concentration is obtamed in

lake water from the habitat of the species. In a pure

KHCO3 solution (10~® mol/L) the photosynthesis is

only 42 per cent of that m lake water with the same

HCOs^ concentration (same pH), By simultaneous

addition of, for example, Ca++ and K"*" ions an

intensity of photosynthesis of 79 per cent of that in

the lake water is obtamed. The quantitative im-

portance of the cations and anions was also investi-

gated. It IS the absolute amounts of the various 10ns

which are of importance, not the proportions between

the various 10ns. A further giddition of a definite ion

is of no importance when the optimum effect of this

ion is reached.

In the pH range 8 to somewhat above 10 the

assimilation ofHCO 3“ in Myriophyllum is independent

of the hydrogen ion concentration in natural lake

water (Fig. 4, upper curve). In the pure KHCOg
(KoCOs) solution there is some increase of the photo-

synthesis with a rise of pH at lower concentrations

of HCOg" (Fig. 4, lower curve), whereas at high

HCOa'- concentrations there is instead a very con-

siderable reduction of the intensity of assimilation,

the factor of tune, however, asserting itself highly.

Below pH 8 it is impossible to undertake investiga-

tions of the dependence of the assimilation ofHCO3“

on the hydrogen ion concentration, as the concentra-
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Fig 4 Concentration of HCOs" 10 equivalents/l

tion of carbon dioxide in true solution becomes too
high.

For similar reasons it is only possible to investigate

the importance of the hydrogen ion concentration to

the assimilation of free carbon dioxide at values
below about 5. Down to a pH value a little above 3

the photosynthesis in Myriophyllum is independent
of the hydrogen ion concentration (Fig. 5). At a

Fig. 5. Concentration of free carbon dioxide 3*2x10“*
MOB/Ii.

still lower pH value the hydrogen ions have a detri-
mental effect on the assimilation of carbon dioxide.
This poison effect mcreases with time.

^ JTatlmiisobii, A., JSer sacks Ges d. Wiss., 59, 211 (1907).
® Aiigetetein, W., JBedr. Biol d, Pfi , 10, 87 (1910).
» Arens, K , Jahrb. f wmmsch Bot , 83, 513 (1936).
* Steemann Kielsen, B., JDamk Bof. Arl-., U, No. 8 (1944).
® Tames, W. 0., Pm. Roy Sac., B (1928).
® KaWnowitdi, E. J “Bhotosyntliesis and Belated Processes’*. Vol. l(New York, 1945>v

MARINE ALG/E OF NEW ZEALAND
By Prof. V. J. CHAPMAN
Auckland University College

The publication m the near future of a revised

list of the Phseophycese of New Zealand serves

to emphasize the relative inadequacy of our know-
ledge of the marine flora of antarctic waters, and it

indicates that there is a wide field open to research

The list will include a number of new species, and
they will for ever stand as a tribute to the untirmg
labours of the author of the paper (Mr. W. V. Lm-
dauer), who is one of the leading aigologists m the
southern hemisphere. In spite of the progress made
as a result of Mr. Lindauer’s labours, there is little

doubt that still more species remain to be added to

the algal flora of Now Zealand Some of these will

be species already known from other parts of the
world, but there will also be species new to science.

The publication of this list should serve, among other
things, to stimulate work in New Zealand on the
validity of some of the species recorded, especially

those characteristic of the northern hemisphere, for

example, Cutleria muUiftda. Although this species is

at present retained in the list, there is some doubt as

to whether the Gutleria found in Now Zealand is

really this species or whether it is not an entirely

different one However, plants are not very common
and appear to be variable, so that mitil further
collections are available a decision cannot yet be
made.
Among the new plants listed by Mr. Lindauer are

unnamed (for the moment) new species in each of the
genera Hecatonema, Mihrosyphar, Herpomma, Spato-
glosamn and Timclad^a^ together with tli© following

species now to science : Leathesia nova-zeland%a,

NernacysUs nova-zelandia'^ , Fapenfussiella lutea^^

Myriagloia lindaueri^f and Dictyota papenfussii.
Wlien compared with the earlier lists published by

Laing, it will be noticed that a number of species

of doubtful occurrence have disappeared and certain

changes m nomenclature have been made. In the
latter category the most important change is that of

Gystophora for Blossevillea, because so many workers
are used to the former name. It seems evident,

however, that according to the rules of priority this

change must be made. Altogether, the list contains
seven species new to science and twenty-seven new
records for New Zealand, together with an additional

sixteeii species bearing a change of name.
Among species which require further investigation

is Desmereatia firma, which seems very little removed
from D, herbacea of the north-west Pacific, the name
bemg retained to some extent on the grounds of the

wide geographical discontmuity. Fylaiella (Bache-

lotia) nom-zelandia also requires further study
because the present writer believes that at least two
species are included under this name. The species

of Haloptena await additional study, which will no

doubt be forthcoming from the laboratory where
Miss L. B. Moore is working.

In the other prmcipal algal groups, although no
new lists are bemg published, advances have been
made. Two species of Monostroma are now recorded
(one new to science) and on© species of EMzoclonium.
The species of OhcBtomorpha still present some puzzles,

as also do the genera Ulva and Gladophora. In the

Chlorophyceae, Mr. Lmdauer has also recorded species

* Published by Kylin from material supplied by Mr Lmdauer.
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new to science, and the genus Codium now contains

three such members.
It IS probable that the greatest increase in the

number of species new to New Zealand will be forth-

coming from the Cyanophycese, because so far they
have not been studied intensively. However, m view
of the wide distribution of many of the marme
Cyanophyceae it is unlikely that many of these will

be new to science.

The Bhodophycese have not been neglected by
Mr. Lmdauer, and m this sub -division he has recorded
at least eight species new to science since the publica-

tion of Lamg’s last list. The red algse form the largest

portion of the New Zealand algal flora, and they will

need further careful study before complete dis-

crimmation of all the species recorded is finally

achieved.

FORESTRY IN NEW ZEALAND

I
N the annual report of the New Zealand State
Forest Service to March 31, 1945 (E. V. Paul,

Govt. Printer, Wellmgton, 1945), a detailed state-

ment of post-war forest policy is given, evidencing
the importance attached to this branch of the national
economy. The chief problems are connected with the
mdigenous forests, the large areas of exotic planta-
tions, and fire protection and soil conservation, the
latter of a gra\nty now becommg recognized in many
other parts of the world.
The evolution of a sylvicultural system for rimu

is still the outstanding problem in the management
of the mdigenous forests of New Zealand. Although
it was believed that its sylviculture should be simple,
this IS not so ; it does not ‘seed' freely, and seedlings

are intolerant of light and drought. It is hoped to
undertake special investigations on these subjects.

Assessment surveys and sample plot investigations
have been actively pursued as a basis of workmg
plans for all the State exotic forests, which are
regarded as essential to the development of a sound
national forest policy. The total annual growth m
the exotic forests seems to be very much less than
commonly believed, and it will be necessary to limit

sawn-timber production in the immediate future to
safeguard requirements in high-grade timber.
The results both of assessment surveys and of

trials m the sawing, drymg and utilization of young
Insignis pme timber for house buildmg have clearly

demonstrated the bad effect of 8 ft. x 8 ft. planting
on stands of this pine in the pumice lands of the Bay
of Plenty and Taupo districts, and the wisdom of
the Department in reverting to closer spacings. To
produce a significant proportion of heart as well as
defect-free timber, every compartment of Insignis
pine which can bo treated by appropriate sylvi-

cultural measures should be managed on at least a
forty years rotation and some even on a seventy years
rotation.

Observations upon clear-felled areas of Insignis
pine in the Botorua Conservancy show that natural
regeneration cannot be relied upon even in that
district ; results appear to vary with aspect, ex-

posure, etc. On some of the more recently felled

areas on the Whakarewarewa State Forest, and on
even the oldest areas in the Waiotapu State Forest,
natural regeneration has been so unsatisfactory that
further investigations are necessary of light burning
operations as an aid to regeneration and the possible

reversion to planting operations for re-establishment.

In land acquisition tho Forest Service has con-

tinued its long-established policy of avoiding the

enclosure of extensive areas of good farming land ,

but it requires small areas of good-quality soil for

exotic hardwoods, the more extensive planting of

which IS to be undertaken as a post-war project.

For twenty-five years the Forest Service has suc-

cessfully protected against fire some 15,000,000 acres

of State forest. Crown lands, native lands, national

parks, etc. This is claimed to be the greatest single

contribution by any one national body to the con-

servation not merely of New Zealand’s forest wealth
alone, but also of the great soil and water resources

of the Dominion. This policy is being coiitmuod, and
IS being supported by numerous Catchment Boards
set up during the year under the Soil Conservation
and Bivers Control Act, 1941, Co-operation by Maori
interests, by forestation and sawmilling companies,
and by local bodies is being continually sought and
obtained.

It was hoped that the whole of the expansion m
timber production required for the post-war period
could be met by the exotic forests. An exhaustive
series of trials in the logging, milling, diying, grading
and utilization of yoimg lyisignis pme timber for

house-framing has shown that this will not be possible.

Due prmcipally to the use of wide planting espace-

ments and failure to prune and thm at appropriate
times, trees have grown such heavy branches that
the sawn timber, boards and scantling, etc., are

characterized by large knots of IJ in. or more in

diameter, and much is imsuitable for buildmg pur-

poses.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
(Meetings Trutrled with an asterisk * are open to the public)

Monday, October 28

HoYAi. SociErr OP Medicine (at 3 Wimpolo Street, London, W.l),
at 3 p m—Field-Marshal Viscount Montgomery of Aiamem, G C B
“Morale—with Particular Reference to the British Soldier” (Lloyd
Roberts Lecture).

Institution of Electrical Engineers (at Savoy Place, Victoria
Embankment, London, W C 2), at 5 30 p m.—Discussion on “Elec-
tricity” (to be opened by the President).

Institution op the Rubber Industry, Manchester Section (at
the Engineers’ Club, Manchester), at 6.15 pm —General discussion
on “Anti-oxidants”.

Institution op Mechanical Engineers, Graduates’ Section
(at Storey’s Gate, St James’s Park, London, S W 1), at 6 30 p m.

—

Mr A. Rodgers “The Pressurization of Aircraft Cabins”.

Society of Chemical Industry (joint meeting of the Agriculture
AND Food Groups, at the Chemical Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 6 30 p.m.—Prof G L. Baker “Agri-
cultural Delaware and its Supporting Research”

;
Prof. J. A Scott-

Watson “Agnciiltural Research and Farmmg Progress”.

Tuesda)^, October 29
Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at

515 pm—Prof. James Gray, F.R S “Locomotory Mechanisms
in Vertebrate Animals, 1, Aquatic Locomotion Fins as Propellers;
Brakes and Mechanisms of Directional Control” *

Royal Anthropological Institute (at 21 Bedford Square,
London, W C 1), at 5 50 pm—Dr Redclitfe Salainan, F.R S.

“The Potato as a Factor in Social Structure”.

Television Society (at the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C 2), at 6 p.m.

—

Mr F H, Townsend, Mr G. B Golf and Mr. S. R Kharbanda : “An
Improved Television Signal Generator and its Uses”

Chemical Society, Society op Chemical Industry and Royal
Institute op Chemistry, Edinburgh and bast op Scotland-
Sections (joint meeting with the Edinburgh University Chemical
Society, in the Biochemical Lecture Theatre, The University, Teviot
Place, Edinburgh), at 7 p.m ~Dr. D J, BeU : “Some Observations

on Biological Ovidation and Reduction”.

Textile Institute, Lancashire Section (at 16 St. Mary’s Parson-
age, Manchester 3), at 7 p m.—Mr C W. Bradley * “Some Applications

of Photography to Textile Research”.

Wednesday, October 30

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Radio Section (at Savoy
Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C,2), at 5.30 p.m*—
Symposium on “Direction-Fmding”.
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Society op chemical Lndustry, iVcTumo.N' Pinel op the Food

ItRODP (at tlie Eoval Societv of Medicine, 1 Wimpole Street, London,
W 1), at 6 30 pm—

P

i of A C Fiasei “Adsonition and Dijiestion
ot Fat*'

British Association of Chemists, London Section (at Gas
Industrj- House, 1 Biosvenor Place, London, S\Y1), at 7 p m

—

Mr. H C Stephenson: “Piotectiou Against Industnal Poisons”
Hoyal Institute of Chemistry (at the Cheinieal Society, Bmimg-

ton House, Prcadilly, London, W 1), at 7 ]) m —Prof Alexandei
Findlay “Students and the Kojal Institute of Chemistr;^”
Sheffield Metallurgical Association (in the Victoria Hall,

fthemeld), at 7 30 pm—Dr T E Allibone “Atoms, Elections and
Engineers” (Faraday Lecture, by invitation of the Institution of
Electrical Engmeers).

Society of Visiting Scientists (at 5 Old Burlington Stieet,
London, \V 1), at 7 30 p in—Discussion on ‘The Outlook lu Biology”
(to he opened by Prof J Z Young, E R S

,
and Dr D Pontecoivo)

Thursday, October 31

lAiPERiAL Institute, Mineral Resources Department (m the
Cinema Hall, Imperial Institute, South Kensington, London, S W 7),
at 3 p m —^Mr C B Blsset * “Recent Progress in Geological Investiga-
tion and Mineral Developments m the Colonies, 5, The Work of the
Geological Survey of Uganda” *

_
ROYAL Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W 1), at

j 15 pm —Prof. J. R. Partington “HLStoiv of Alchemy and Earlv
Chemistry, 1” *

Royal Aeronauticaii Society (at the Institution of Civil Engineers,
Great George Street, London, S.W.l), at 6 p m —Prof A R. Collar
‘ Aeroelastic Problems at High Speed”.
So^TY OF Public Analysts and other Analytical Chemists

(at the Geological Society, Burhngton House, Piccadilly, London,
® Jaroslav HejTovsky “The Fundamental Laws

of Polarography”.

Royal Statistical Society, Sheffield Group of the Industrial
^PLICATIONS Section (m Room Bl, Department of Mechanical
Engineering, The University, St George’s Square, Sheffield 1), at
6 30 p m —Mr .T Bradwell “The Control of Coke Quahtv by the
Shatter Test”.

Friday, November I

Ohbmioal Society, South Wales Section (joint meeting with the
UNIVERSITY College of Swansea Chemical Society, at Umversity
CoUege, Swansea), at 6 pm.—Prof. D. H. Hey “Hiemolytic
Reactions”.

Bmtish Psychological Society, Education Section (at Univor-
Mty (College, Gower Street, London, W.O.l), at 6.30 p m.—Sir Philip R
Morris . “The Psychologist’s Contribution to Educational Progress”.
Society of Chemical Industry, Manchester Section (at th(‘

College of Technology, Manchester), at 0 30 pm.—Lecture by the
Rt. Hon. Lord Piercy

Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W i), at
9 p.m.—Dr. Percy Dunsheath : ”Kew Problems in Electrical Engmeer-
ing .

Saturday, November 2
Biochemical Society (lomt meeting with the Society for General

Microbiolo(^, at the London School of Hygiene, Keppel Street,
i^ndon, W.C.l), at 11.15 a.m.—Discussion on “Quantitative Bio-
chemical Analysis by Microbiological Response”.

Association (at the City Literary Institute, Stukeley
Street, London, W.C 2), at 2 30 pm—^Annual Reunion

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
^PijCATiONS are invited for the following appointments on oi

before the dates mentioned .

Officers to conduct research projects a1
Sheffield and other steel-making centres—The Personnel Officer, British
Iron and Steel Research Association, 11 Park Lane, London, W.l
(JNovember 1).

Lecturer IN Chemistry in the Coventry Technical College—The
Director of Education, Education Offices, Coventry (November 2)
Assistant IN the Mechanical Engineering DEPARTMENiy-Thc

Prmcipal and SeGretarv% Hams Institute, Preston (November 2).Lecturer in Physics—The Director of Education, The Poly-te^mc, 309 Regent btreet, London, W.l (November 4)Head OF ip Chemistry and Metallurgy Department at Swan-
sea Technical College-—The Director of Education, The Gmldliallbwnsea (November 5)
Senior assistaots in the Electrical Engineering Department]

Northampton Polytechnic, St John Street, London
E.C.l (November 8).
Educational Pstchologist for work in connexion with the CluldGuk^nce Semce—The Clerk of the County Council, Shire Hall

Dorchester (November 9).
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SOCIAL STRUCTURE IN NEW
TOWNS

Although the daily and the fcechnieal ])reKs

have given it little attention, tho linal report of

the New Tovtts Cominittee, under the ehaimianslup

ofLordReith (London H M. Stationery Office, 194(5.

l5 3d. net), is a much more important document than

the two interim reports. Whereas the interim reports

were addressed primarily to the Mmister of Town
and Country Plamung and the Secretary of State for

Scotland, the final report is written also for the cor-

porations which will jiromote new towns and for the

general iDiibhc. Summarizing the contents of the

earlier reports, it deals both with the issues which are

peculiar to new towns and with many which are

common to all forms of new development. Some of

the ideas and principles that it lays down for the

guidance of those who will bear the responsibility of

creating new towns may seem obvious, but the almost

daily examples that are encountered of the neglect

of the ob\dous by private developers, the plamiing

authorities even of great cities, Govermnent depart

ments, and even such bodies as the Kational Trust,

not only provide justification for the inclusion of

such reminders but also indicate the wide audience

whose attention tho report can rightly claim.

It is this concern, not only with the physical tasks

mvolved and with the devising of appropriate

machinery to handle them, but also with the more
complex and delicate problem of founding the social

structure of a new town and fostering its corporate

life, that gives the final report of the Keith Com-
mittee such general interest. The problem touches

every citizen, for it is a social enterprise, demanding,

if it IS to be well done, not merely the exercise of

techniques common to other forms of development

and the co-operation of specialists in various fields,

but also the close and continuous scrutmy and sup-

port of a really well-informed and vigilauu public

opinion.

Some of the Committee’s recommendations relate

to the establishment of towns on entirely new sites

rather than the transformation of existing small

communities and the observations on the size and
social structure of new towns, the qualifications of

the chief officers of a corporation and the necessity

for a central advisory commission, are at variance

with the present practice of the Minister of Health.

Hot that the Committee’s recommendations imply

any one standardized pattern of physical or social

structure : the Committee recognizes that, after

standards have been adopted safeguarding the basic

human needs of space, air and light, there is ample
room for variations m local density and for meetmg
personal preferences. Satisfying such preferences,

indeed, affords opportunity of avoiding architectural

monotony and addmg to the mterest of a town. Hew
ideas continually emerge, and the Committee urges

that those responsible for new towns should never be

afraid of experimentmg, even at the cost of occasional
T G Scott Sc Son, Ltd., Talbot House, 9 Arundel Street, London, W C 2

Telephone * Temple Bar 1942
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report the Keith Committee suggests

nXil of amenities that should be provided in
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new towns. Even though all amenities cannot be

provided at once or as soon as the local (^ommimity

IS sufficient to support them, it is important to plan

ahead for them, and to reserve sites for all amenities

that will ultimately be required. Elsewhere in the

report there is stressed the importance of the develop-

ment authority refrainmg from the usual error of

startmg on important projects before the detailed

plans are properly worked out. While there is no

suggestion of over-planning in this report, the Com-

mittee emphasizes, and rightly, the necessity for

methodical and careful planning before mitiatmg

projects, and for adherence to whatever long-term

plan has been approved and mitiated.

The principles to be considered m preparing such

plans are clearly but concisely set out They indi-

cate the Committee’s own preference for new towns

on relatively undeveloped sites, and considerable

force has since been lent to its view, that the

difficulties which will arise in carrying out the major

extension of a small town have not been fully

appreciated, by what has already arisen over the

Manchester proposals with regard to Mobberley, for

example. Apart from the difficulties arising out of

interference with existmg interests and relationships,

there is substance in the Committee’s contention that

there are regions in England, Wales and particularly

Scotland, of low density and remote from any large

centre, where a new town would confer great benefit,

especially on the surrounding agricultural population,

by affording alternative employment to some mem-
bers of the family, and by brmging within easy reach

the amenities and facilities of modern civilization.

Omission of any such site from those already

announced in Scotland has been strongly criticized,

the Border counties being cited as providing the

appropriate locality ;
and the dissatisfaction with

the Minister’s policy on this point will be the more
general if, as now appears from Mr. Silkm’s reported

statement at the conference of the Institute of

Housing on September 27, not more than seven

and a half per cent of the population to be rehoused

in the next ten years will be accommodated m new
towns. If that proves to be true, the priAiary pur-

pose of the Hew Towns Act will have been served only

to an insignificant extent, and cities like Manchester

will be driven to continued suburban sprawl.

Beyond this, it is at least open to question

whether adequate weight has been given in the

selection of the sites already named for new
towns to the factors d^terminmg the size of a new
town which are set forth in this final report, more
particularly those governing its lower limit. Equally
it would appear that there is real danger that the

extent to which doctrmaire considerations influence,

if they do not dominate, Mr. Sevan’s buildmg policy,

will militate against the establishment ofthe balanced
social structure advocated by the ileith Committee.
If the community is to be truly balanced, so long as

social classes exist, all must be -represented in it. A
contribution is needed from every type and class of
the people ; the community will be the poorer if

^ are not there, able and wilhng to make their

ctn^bution.

The Committee in this important passage of if

report refers to the desirability of business ant

industries established in the new towns including not

only factories, shops and services meeting local needs,

but also administrative and research establishments,

including sections of government departments.

Directors and executives, for example, should live in

the town and take part in its life. Professional men
and women, writers, artists and others not tied to a

particular location, as well as retired people, should,

find a new town a good place in wdnch to live and

work. To attract and retain all these groups, the

character of the town as one of diverse and balanced

social composition must be established at tho start,

and without mentioning the Government’s present

housing policy, the report indicates clearly enough

how disastrous may be tho consequences if all the

dwellings built m the early years are of a minimum
standard. Once the balanced character of the

population IS established, it will be relatively easy to

mamtain ; but conscious and sustained policy to this

end on the part of the agency itself and of the leaders

of local industry and commerce and social activity

will be as essential as a sympathetic and flexible

policy and active support from the central Govern-

ment itself, in ways that are indicated in what has

already been said.

There are other matters on which some reassurance

from the Government might well be forthoommg. In

regard to the selection of sites, reference is again

made to the impoi*tance of further research so that

national considerationsmay be taken fully into accoimt

in formulating policy. Again, areas of exceptional

natural beauty or great historic interest should be

avoided if their character would be impaired by the

siting of a town, though tho Committee recognizes

that a new town need not of itself destroy the beauty

of the normal coimtrysid©—it may enhance it and

bring more people withm reach of enjoyment of it.

Special car© should be taken to safeguard features of

particular beauty near new towns ; and in regard to

mam zonmg, while a disorderly mixture of land uses

is anathema, in a town under unified land ownership

it would be wrong to go to the other extreme tod

plan the land in advance too precisely. Factories,

for example, should be segregated for technical

reasons and for amenity ; but they should be withm

easy walking or cyclmg distance of residential neigh-

bourhoods. Similarly, the Committee points out that

administration of the necessary control of design

must not be oppressive ;
it requires a judicious blend

of firmness and flexibility, but in its decisions the

agency must be advised finally by one person

;

matters of taste cannot be determined by a team.

Throughout this admirable report, which forms a

text-book on how to build a new town, there is a

strong vein of common sense. There is vision as

well, and the magnitude and the opportunity of the

task which confronts a development corporation are

clearly displayed. Some of the distinctive problems

of the new towns policy might indeed have been

discussed more fully. The methods by which a

corporation could most effectively enlist the co-

operation of the people of a new town in its work ;
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"he problems of moulding a commimity m which
.lere is no geographical or cultural segregation of

social classes ; and the relation of the buildmg of

new towns to a policy of urban decentralization

—

these are all problems needing attention and on
which the Government itself has given as yet little

guidance.

There is, it is true, little that is original m the

report, though the review of the social, cultural and
recreational facilities required in a new town contams
food for thought for many concerned with such

activities in existing towns also. It is the emphasis

given to the factors that is so important, and the

report should, moreover, dispel any illusions that the

buildmg of new towns offers any contribution to the

alleviation of the immediate housing situation. It

will be desirable to construct public utilities and
build some factories and shops in advance of major
housmg developments. This means that, durmg the

first three years, comparatively few permanent
residents can move in ; that heavy outlay will be

necessary at first, yielding a delayed return ; that

initially it will be desirable to charge low rents for

buildings such as shops, with powers to revise them
upwards as the town develops ; and that the pro-

vision of a large constructional force will require

special and careful treatment.

It follows, therefore, that the success of a new
towns policy will demand the support of an informed

public opinion, fully understanding what is involved

in the policy and able to resist pressure which sec-

tional interests or those mth short-term views may
bring to bear on its orderly execution. The Govern-

ment will rightly be expected to provide the first new
towns with a reasonable share of labour, materials and
other facilities, and to ensure that the broad trends of

national policy promote their efforts. The develop-

ment corporations will indeed have the means and
the power to make the new towns a success, and that

m turn will depend largely on the selection and
training of men and women of the highest calibre

both for membership of the corporations themselves

and for the teams of executives to whom the develop-

ment corporations entrust the preparation, adminis-

tration and execution of their plans.

MECHANISM OF THE BIOLOGICAL
ACTION OF RADIATIONS

^Actions of Radiations on Living Cells

By Dr. D. E. Lea. Pp. xiiH-402-{-4: plates. (Cam-

bridge : At the University Press, 1946.) 215. net.

This book is the most important and authorita-

tive work now available dealmg with the simplest

and most fundamental actions of ionizing radiations

on living cells. The scope is intentionally limited.

In the preface the author states clearly that he
‘'thought that a useful purpose would be served by
giving a rather detailed discussion of the mechanism
of those actions of radiation which are sufficiently

well understood for such a treatment to be profitable

at the present time”.

Everyone working on the biological actions of

radiations, including radiotherapists, should read

and re-read this book. (The reviewer has read it four

times ) Many people will find it difficult, but there

can be no doubt as to the desirability ofunderstandmg
the elementary principles which are examined critic-

ally and in great detail in this book.

The approach is biophysical. In the mterpretation

of the quantitative measurements of the actions of

radiations on viruses, genes and chromosomes, the

treatment is physical and the algebraic detail is

wisely kept m the backgroimd. One of the most
valuable features of the work is the large amount of

relevant information summarized in tables and
graphs Badiobiologists should be grateful for

accurate data such as these, applicable to liquid

water and other tissue-like materials. At first glance,

m some cases, the absolute values of the various

physical quantities are not Imown to the accur*aey

which the tables suggest; but from the text it is

evident that the author has taken great pams to

avoid givmg to the reader a false impression of

accuracy. iTie tables are presented as a seif-con-

sistent set, and the justification for giving four

significant figures where the absolute values may be

m error by as much as 10 per cent is that the differ-

ences are usually very much more accurate than this,

and spurious discontmuities are avoided.

The first chapter summarizes the physical pro-

perties and dosimetry of different radiations. Further

details of some aspects of tissue dose and of the

spatial distribution of ionization m tissues are^ given

in the first part of an appendix. The discussion of

radiochemistry in Chapter 2 summarizes a large

amount of published information in a useful form.

Of especial interest are the tabulations of ionic yields

in dilute aqueous solution, and the discussion of

direct and mdirect actions of radiation.

Perhaps the most valuable part of the book is

Chapter 3, on the target theory. Much of the treat-

ment IS original, mcludmg the calculations given in

the appendix.
The smgle ionization t37p6 of action is characterized

by an exponential survival-dose relationship, in-

dependence of time and intensity factors and
decreasmg efficiency per ion pair, with inereasmg

specific lomzation, that is, the dose required to pro-

duce the same effect with different radiations

increases m the order gamma rays, hard X-rays, soft

X-rays, fast neutrons and alpha particles. From the

inactivation dose correspondang to 36*8 per cent (1/e)

survival, the target diameter can be calculated by a
number ofmethods. Formany ofthe macromolecuiar

viruses and bacteriophages, the calculated target

diameter for inactivation by a single ionization

agrees with the size as measured by centrifugation

and filtration methods. In the case of larger viruses

such as vaccinia, the single spherical target theory is

not applicable, and the radio-sensitive volume is only

a small fraction of the total. In 1942, Lea and
Salaman suggested that vaccinia virus should

accordingly be regarded as a smgle-celled oi^anism

containing a number of discrete structural units

analogous to genes, and shortly afterwards Green,

Anderson and Smadel demonstrated internal struc-

tures within vaccima vmis particles by electron

micrography.
Genetical effects of radiations, includmg ultra-

violet light, are discussedm Chapter 5, which includes

a useful mtroduction to the aspects of genetics

afterwards examined. The work of Lea and his
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coliaborafeors on enzymo and virus inactivation is

discussed- Calculations of the target diameter for

mutation are made, showing that the most probable

value of the average gene diameter in Drosophila

is 4-8 mp.
The production of structural changes in chromo-

somes by radiations is examined in great detail in

Chapters 6 and 7. Again, much of the treatment is

based on the investigations of the author and his

colleagues. One pomt of great mterest is the account

of the prediction and experunental confirmation of

the maximum of the number of primary chromatid
breaks per cell per roentgen in the region of soft

X-radiation near the wave-length 4 A.
The well-known phenomena of delayed division

and lethal effects are considered in the last two
chapters. The killing of bacteria and of large viruses

can be regarded as lethal gene mutations. However,
“m those organisms in which chromosome structural

changes, as well as lethal actions, have been investi-

gated, namely, DrosopMla sperm and eggs. Trades-

cardia pollen and bean root tips, fairly strong evidence,

though at present circumstantial evidence, has been
presented for the view that the mam cause of the
lethal effect is the production of types of chromosome
structural change which lead to bridges at division

or genetic unbalance after division”.

It IS evident that the author has devoted great
care and effort to the preparation of this book. The
bibhography is especially valuable. Three minor
printing errors have been detected.

It is to be noted that although this book was
published in 1946, the preface is dated July 1944.

It was not possible for the author to include refer-

ences to more recent work such as the papers of
C. D. Barlmgton and L. F. La Cour (J. Genet., 46,
180 ; 1945), G. Hevesy {Rev. Mod. Phys., 17, 102

;

1946) and C. Auerbach and J. M. Robson {Nature,
157, 802 ; 1946). It is unfortunate that official

secrecy prevented the author from commentmg on
the production of chromosome breakage by chemical
agents. These inevitable omissions do not appreciably
detract from the great value of this book, but suggest
that progress will be made in the direction of cyto-
chemistiy. J. S. MircHELn

SCIENCE OF MANAGEMENT
An Approach to Management
By G. E. Milward. Pp, is:+82. (London: Macdonald
and Evans, 1946.) 8^. 6d. net.

An article on report writmg in a recent issue of
Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering tabu-

lated a senes of questions regardmg the readers for
whom the report is intended and the purpose m
writing the report which it was suggested a writer
would do weU to consider before putting pen to
paper. Looking 'at the growing mass of books on

‘ management in all its aspects, it is difficult to beheve
that some of the authors have honestly faced the
questions listed in that article or that, if they have
done so, would dare to publish the honest answers.
For the most part, however, British publications m
th^ held represent genuine contributions to the
science or art of management and are less open
that charge of pot-boiling.

'

Mr. Milward’s book is in that tradition, and he
shows somethiD^ of that skill in exposition which
cliaracterizes the writings of L. R. IJrwick or M. P.

Follett. Ho IS clear as to the readers for whom it is

intondod . those experienced m management who are

still yomig enough to think in terms of the future,

and young men who will themselves become man-
agers. His justification for publication may be found
m the comment of the Percy Report on the poor
quality of the present literatui'e of management in

Great Britain and the absence of the mteliectiial

quality of a sound mental discipline.

That remark is even more apposite of the American
literature, which represents by far the great part of

that available, and m presenting these notes, which
he has used and developed in teaching the prmciples
of management, Mr. Milward has largely succeeded
m avoiding the platitudes and excrescences which
have marred so many books on management and
administration. It can be fairly claimed that m this

short volume he has set the subject m a clear and
true perspective in its relation to industrial and social

efficiency, and indicated an approach to fiu-ther study
which gives full weight to the many factors which
have now to be weighed. It represents a modest
contribution towards that higher standard of litera-

ture on management which developments like the

British Institute of Management and the Administra-
tive Staff College are boimd to stimulate, not to

mention some frank comments in the Working Party
reports.

Mr. Milward deals with his subject from two pomts
of view* : the management of people and the manage-
ment of work. The first aspect, the human factor,

which is the more promment at the present time, he
discusses m less than thirty pages, and the essential

factors and principles are lucidly presented. Natur-
ally, there are some omissions—the most important,

perhaps, from the point of view of the further study
the book is intended to assist being the absence of

any reference to DubreuiFs work on the autonomous
group. Compression has also spoilt the sequence m
his third chapter. The transition of thought from the

consideration of the place and functions of com-
mittees to the technique of interviewing is too abrupt
and somewhat forced. For all that, Mr. Milward has

packed into these pages a remarkable amount of

sound common sense in a most readable form.
The four chapters which make up the second part

of the book are not quite in the same high class of

expression ; yet they give a balanced but comprehen-
sive survey of the prmciples and operations involved

m the management of work, the preparation of work,
the process of command and of the need for training.

Without becoming trite the author emphasizes the

right points in such matters as the line of authority,

the planning ofwork and policy, the division ofwork,
the choice of organisation and the co-ordination of

activities and the issue of instructions, and it would
not be easy to find another volume of eighty pages

which covers the ground so comprehensively, soundly^
and suggestively. It is for that very reason to be
regretted that Mr. Milward’s bibliography is so

restricted. While he has rightly omitted the great

mass of second- and third-rate material with which
the literature of management is cluttered, he has left

out, too, some of the more important books as well

as some of what might be termed the source

material, such as reports of the Select Committee on
National EkE>enditiire or the report of the President’s

Committee on Administrative Management, which to

the student are particularly valuable for the criticisms

and analysis of adimnistrativ© practice which they
contain. The omission is the more serious as
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his book will assuredly be criticized in some quarters

because it does not give more guidance on practical

aspects of management, and also because any con-

tribution towards the establishment of a mental
disciplme should seek to facilitate the wider readmg
which assists the formation of independent judgment,

R Bkightman

THE ELECTRIC SPARK
The Mechanism of the Electric Spark
By Prof. Leonard B. Loeb and John ]M Meek Pp.

xm-l-188. (Stanford University, Calif.: Stanford
University Press ; London : Oxford University
Press, 1941.) 3.50 dollars.

S
PARKESTG processes control the development of

the lightning discharge, the minute gaseous dis-

charges in solid dielectrics which can cause deteriora-

tion and ultimate failure, the breakdown of measuring
and protective gaps, and the operation ofmany types
of switchgear. The subject-matter of the book under
notice is therefore of wide mtei’est. The book is

divided into three chapters, in the first of which the
classical theory of Townsend is critically exammed.
The common startmg-pomt for all theories of the

spark discharge is the formation of the electron

avalanche. An electron m a gas in travelling a
distance x in an electric field X creates new elec-

trons by collision processes ; a, the ionization co-

efficient for electrons, is the number of electrons

created in 1 cm of travel and is a fimction of X,
Before the spark can be established an additional

supply of electrons is required in the volume swept
by this so-called avalanche. Towmsend assumed that

the positive ions created durmg avalanche develop-

ment produced new electrons by collision processes.

\Mien it was established that an inadequate supply
of electrons was provided by this process, one in-

volvmg the release of electrons from the cathode by
positive ion bombardment was postulated. Theories
m which secondary processes for the creation of
electrons depended on movement of positive ions

remamed generally acceptable until it was shown
experimentally that at atmospheric pressure the
spark could be established m sec. ; in this time
there could be mappreciable movement of positive

ions. Other secondary mechanisms dependent only
on electron and photon movements would account
for the very short interval betw'een the formation of

the avalanche and the establishment of the spark. A
study of such mechanisms led the authors to formu-
late the streamer theory of the electric spark, to an
exposition of which the second chapter is directed.

In addition to the intense ionization in the volume
swept by the avalanche, large numbers of photons
are produced which are absorbed in the gas and at

the cathode, leading to considerable photo-ionization.

The applied electric field near the anode is reinforced

by the space charge field left when the origmal

avalanche enters the anode. The photo-electrons in

the enhanced field produce new avalanches, which
with the original positive space charge form a
‘‘coxiLducting plasma’ at the anode while the positive

space charge left behind gives rise to a new region

of mcreased field nearer the cathode. And so the

process goes on until the ‘conducting plasma’ or

streamer bridges the gap between the electrodes. If

circuit conditions permit, there is a sudden rush of

electrons up the channel and the spark is established.

The velocities of the different processes are of the

order 2 x 10^ cm./see. for the avalanche, 10® cm /sec

for the streamer, and cm./sec. for the intense

wave of ionization.

The space charge field near the anode is calculated
by assuming that the ions there are located in a

sphere of radius r equal to the radius of the avalanche
at the anode, and that the ionic density in the sphere
is the same as that at the anode. By means of certain

approximations, experimentally derived constants,

and theoretical considerations the space charge field

IS expressed in terms of a, a: the length ofthe avalanche
and p the gas pressure. To complete the quantitative

formulation of the theory, a relation is required
between the space charge and the applied field.

Meek, the junior author, supplied this by postulatmg
that for streamer formation they should be ecjual.

(Later, to secure better agreement between experi-

mental and calculated values, he assumed that the
ratio of space charge field to applied field is 0*1.)

The quantitative theory has been used with con-
siderable success to calculate the sparkover voltage
of different electrode arrangements in air, and the
third and final chapter of the book gives details of
such calculations.

For low-pressure regions, and gaps greater than
about 15 cm. at atmospheric pressure, calculations

were not supported by experunental evidence. It

was concluded that m spite of the adequate value of
the space charge field there was a factor inhibiting

streamer formation, namely, inadequate photon pro-
duction near the head of the avalanche. In the
low-pressure region sufficient photon activity could
not be obtamed and consequently a streamer
mechanism for the spark discharge could not be
invoked ; in the large gap region it was necessary
to increase the stress above that calculated, to pro-
vide the required photo-excitation. In this case, the
avalanche-streamer mechanism is slightly modified
from that m which the avalanche proceeds from
cathode to anode and the streamer from anode to

cathode. The streamer may start from the anode at

the head of an avalanche which has origmated in the
mid-gap region, and then proceed to the cathode.
Alternatively, it may begin at the head of an
avalanche in the mid-gap region and proceed towards
the cathode ; meanwhile the avalanche moves on
towards the anode a short distance when a new
streamer forms at its head, and moves towards the
cathode to join the first. The process is continued
until the gap is bridged by the streamer. The authors
describe this process as “avalanche-retrograde-
streamer advance” and have modified the quantita-
tive theory to cover it

The streamer theory succeeds where the Townsend
theory fails in explaming how the spark can be
established in times of the order of 10“’ sec., and it

accounts satisfactorily for many of the characteristics

of short sparks. It is madequate to deal completely
with long spark discharges, for example, the stepped
leader of lightnmg. It is difficult to assess the value
of the quantitative aspect of the theory- Good agree-
ment between experimental and calculated values
of sparkover voltage is obtained for a limited range
of values of pS (S gap length), and the range is

extended by modifymg the theory ; the authors
themselves emphasize the danger of assessing the
correctness of sparkover theories on the basis of such
agreements. The assumptions underlying the quanti-
tative theory are clearly stated, but the expedients
necessary to make the development tractable, and
the arbitrary or empirical choice for the value of h
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(ratio space charge field to applied field) are intel-

lectually unsatisfying. The whole basis of the

quantitative theoiy has been subjected to severe

criticism (Zeleny, J* App. Phys , 13, 444).

The book generally presents a complex argument

clearly, but exception might be taken to the use of the

terms ‘retrograde streamer’, ‘positive streamer and

‘negative streamer’, since all the streamers described

contam negative and positive particles and the

direction of growth is always towards the cathode.

This contribution marks a step forward m our know-

ledge of sparking mechanisms ; but the end of the

stoiy is not yet in sight. Davis

TRADE MARKS IN INDIA
The Law and Practice under the Trade Marks Act,

1940

(As amended by the Trad© Marks (Amendment) Acts

of 1941 and 1943) ; with a Full Collection of Statutes,

Rules, Forms and Precedents, and a Guide to the

Classification of Goods under the Trade Marks Act,

1940. By Dr. S. Venkateswaran. Pp. Ixxvii-f 1,128.

(Calcutta : Eastern Law House, Ltd., 1945.) 30
rupees.

At a time when India is about to become self-

governing and replace outside influences by
Indian, it is not uninteresting to note that only so

recently as 1940 India adopted, almost entirely, the’

English law relatmg to the registration of trade

marks. It is, however, somewhat startling to realize

that a country with such strong commercial mterests
as India should have managed without registered

trade marks until that date, and that traders were
obliged to rely on cumbersome and expensive passing-

off actions to protect their name and goods. Appar-
ently until after the First World War attempts at
legislation in that direction met with only lukewarm
encouragement, and it was not until the ’twenties
that the matter received popular support from the
Indian commercial public.

This delay has not been wholly imfavourable to
India, as they have been able to avoid the trials and
errors of the earlier English trade mark Acts and
have adopted English trade mark law as it stands
to-day. The Indian Trade Mark Act, 1940 (as

amended by the Acts of 1941 and 1943), is based on
the Trade Marks Act, 1938, and where it departs
from English law is (with one or two exceptions)
mainly for administrative purposes; and in funda-
mental legal prmciples it follows the English
statute, adopting the innovations, such as registered
users, defensive registration, assignment with or
without the goodwill of a busmess, which were intro-
duced by the Trade Marks Act of 1938.
The author of the present volume, Dr. S. Venkat-

eswaran, has compiled what may well become a
standard work on the subject, if the law remains
substantially unaltered, and it is scarcely likely that
registration of trade marks will be renounced so long
as individual trading is protected. Tlie form of the
text consists in statmg the sections of the Act, and
foUowmg each section with exhaustive notes on the
English case law dealing with the particular principle,
and giving some history of the corresponding section
of the English Act.^ Those notes are possibly too
detailed and elaborate, and a person unacquainted
with the subject may find it difficult to use this book

as a reference book ; but this is a minor fault, as the

arrangement and indexing has been done with great

care and, on the whole, admirable clarity. Notwith-

standing that Dr. Venkateswaran says m the preface

that the English cases cited “are of value only insofar

as they lay down the principles of law and give

guidance on the construction of the section”, the

quotations from English case law are oncyclopsedic

and as up-to-date as is possible in a book which must
take some time in going through the press, and are

an exceedingly valuable guide to th© judicial mter-

pretation of English trade mark law. It is to be hoped,

however, that if in future editions notes of Indian

judicial decisions are given m equal length, the

author will not forbear to cut or condense some of

his earlier notes, as this book (1,128 pages m all) is as

large as is convenient for any text-book.

The book covers the whole of th© Trade Marks
Act and includes the substantive law and procedure

relating to the registration of trade marks, the

essential requirements for the registration of a trade

mark, rectification and correction of the register, the

duration and assignment of trade marks, the action

for infringement and specialized types of registration,

such as certification ma*rks, for example.
Th© arrangement of the book has been well done,

both as to text, appendixes and index ; the appendixes,

besides containing th© Act and Rules, tables comparing
the Indian Act with the English Acts of 1905 and
1938, have much useful information relating' to

pleadings and fomis and orders used in English trade

mark cases. Irene G. R. Moses

TRUTH AND ITS EXPRESSION
[n Search of Truth
By Dr. Abel J. Jones. (Discussion Books, No. 79.)

Pp. 208. (London and Edinburgh : Thomas Nelson
and Sons, Ltd., 1945.) Zs, Bd. net.

Dr. ABEL J. JONES’S volume rightly appears
in a series of “Discussion Books”. He never

lays down th© law, but offers an abimdance—perhaps
a superabundance—of material designed to set the
reader thinking. His aun has been to give an account
of the way in which men of science, historians,

philosophers, artists, poets, moral and religious

teachers and others have searched for truth and tried

to express it. He admits that some readers may find

the treatment too brief, but hopes they may find the
book of interest as a conspectus of th© whole subject.

Indeed th© reviewer, after an attentive perusal, has
come to regard the book as a handy directory,
written by a person of wide sympathies and en-

cyclopaedic reading, and he proposes to give it a
place among his reference books. Her© he can only
offer a few comments. The chapter on “Th© Liars
m their Lairs” is both diverting and mcisive. The
author quotes to good effect th© philosopher who
said, “if you ask me what time is I cannot tell you,
but I know what it is if you do not ask me”. It will

be news to many that Mussolini founded his morality
on the pragmatism of William James. The sections
on our habits of labelling and on “the bondage of
consistency” are much to the point. The one chapter
which the reviewer finds inadequate is that on
historical truth, where no account is taken of the
positions held by G- M. Trevelyan, J. B. Bury, J.

Buchan, and others.
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DEVASTATION*

By Sir JOHN L MYRES, O.B.E., F.B.A.

Physical Devastation

I
N a rec€>nfc essay I examined the mode of life

known as nomadism?-, where a himian community
IS maintained by the produce of domesticated anmials

sustainmg themselves in grassland without injury

to its plant-covering : a mode of life, indeed, m
which defacement of the plant-covermg by ploughmg
or digging IS the worst of economic offences. In

another-, I presented the fundamental and elementary

culture of the Mediterranean, based on a combination

of cereal agriculture and tree-fruit crops, with sub-

sidiary pasturage, hiuitmg, and fishing, as an approxi-

mately stable regime, which presumes a cycle of

soil-restoration, by fallow-grazing, and the rejuvena-

tion of forests exploited for fuel or timber. There

are, however, modes of subsistence for human
communities which presume the destruction, or at

all events the removal, of some irreplaceable part of

the natural resources of their habitat ; which

exploit, that is, a wasting asset, or, m other words,

live on their regional capital. What follows is an
attempt to compare, classify, and interpret these

forms of what collectively^ will be described as

devastation, and to illustrate their econonnc and social

consequences.
The most incisive study of “Destructive Exploita-

tion” hitherto is that of Jean Brunhes, in his “Human
Geography” (1910), but there is somethmg still to be

said. Mmeral devastation he regarded as a local and
temporary derangement. Forest devastation on a

great scale was only beginning ; he noted, however,

the destruction of seals, whales, and bison, and the

practical difficulty of conservmg fisheries. He
emphasized the slave-trade as a gross form of devasta-

tion, and noted the reaction, already perceptible in

1910, towards a ‘planned economy’. On the general

issue, he regarded it as “the part assigned to livmg

beings ; to retard the degradation of energy m the

world- . . (p. 350). The result of evolution (he

held) “is definitely expressed by an increase in the

energy utilized. But utilized energy must not be
confounded with available energy.”

In its simplest, most diagrammatic form, devasta-

tion removes somethmg irreplaceable, and is conse-

quently lunited to chemical and physical destruction ;

all biological destruction bemg replaceable when
natural processes are restored to normal activity.

Game is conserved by a close season, deforestation

by afforestation, without positive remedial mter-

ference of man. Minerals, on the other hand, what-

ever their origin, are not replaced in their lodes

within any period that can be foreseen. The miner

has no direct interest m remedying his spoliation.

With foresight, effort, and expense, disfigurement

may be minimized. But more commonly the waste

product of the mines is allowed to accumulate

unutilized. This indifference to waste affects also the

miner’s estimate of his capital-expenditure in build-

ings and means of access ; all that is not transferable

to another scene of devastation is written off and left

derelict ; and this applies also to the labour-supply.

The miner, like his shanty, is written off when he is

paid off.

This prospect is, however, not always foreseen by
the miners themselves, especially when the supply of

* Substance of a lecture before the Eoyal Anthropological Institute

delivered on September 24. (London : Boy. Anthxop. Inst. 2a. 6<Z,)

mineral has lasted long, and the occupation has
become hereditary. In tho tin mines of Cornwall,

the collieries in South Wales, and elsewhere, a tragic

aspect of devastation has been the inability of the

mining population to realize what was unavoidable,

even when it was imminent. If there were sinl^ing-

funds at all, they were for the replacement of capital,

not of mineral. Where exhaustion has been foreseen,

on the other hand, the mmer’s link with the locality

has been weak, and his economy feckless.

"WTiere a mining community has matured, on the

other hand, its needs have brought into bemg supple-

mentary activities—pastoral, agricultural, and in-

dustrial—which are parasitic on the miiimg popula-

tion, and superfluous if mmmg comes to an end,

unless lilvo Swansea it can replace local minerals by
imported, or maintain itself as an administi’ative or

commercial centre, which would seem to be the

prospect for Johannesburg The outlook is still more
grave on a larger scale, as Brunhes has illustrated m
las analysis of the coal-mmmg culture of Western
Europe.
Most mimng is subterranean, and for reasons of

safety must be carried on m narrow galleries and
stalls, by artificial light, and in personal discomfort

and risk. The effects on temper and outlook are well

marked. Much that vitally concerns the miner must
go on literally ‘behind his back’, and the strain on
honesty and confidence is severer than m most kinds
of organised "work. Even when hours worked ‘at

the face’ are reasonable, distances may be great,

and they increase ; the gross hours of absence from
home become excessive ; and night-shifts are habitual.

The time available for any kmd of study, discussion,

or social mtercourse is therefore severely limited, and
the miner’s outlook tends to be restriotod. The
physical strength and hardihood of a mming popula-
tion may cause it to be feared and avoided, sometimes
with reason. The mental reactions to habitual
violent exertion have not been fully investigated, but
should not be left out of account ; and when a com-
munity of similarly qualified persons is inbred for

long, it may be expected that congenial strains will

become dominant.
In another respect, too, mining is a precarious

enterprise. Some primitive mmmg is seasonal, by
reason of altitude or water-supply. In Turkey, and
other agricultural countries, men go to the mines
in the slack season between seed-time and harvest

;

the mining-camp, like the fisherman’s boat, is not
their home. But mamtenance must be provided for

them at their work. Even in cultivable country, the
concentration of many non-agricultural workers
deranges the food supply.

Like the food supply, other natural resources are
deranged by mining operations, especially the timber
supply for props and for fuel. Tlie ancient name of
Thucydides’ ©state m Thrace—Shapte Hyle, the ‘ex-

cavated wood’—leads like a glimpse ofMontana, with
the shafts and mine-dumps among the draggled
pines.

The miner’s dependence on his own strength and
skill, and his precarious tenure of his workplace,
lead to severe elimination of tho unfit, and an
austerely competitive self-regardmg outlook among
those best qualified for a very abnormal mode of life.

Among all backwoodsmen, the miner has the highest
vogue in the literature of personal adventure, and,
corresponding with his physical diffiGuities and un-
certainties, the fabulous reward of a ‘lucky strike’ is

proverbial. Personal friendship with your ‘paF* less
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iHiitomi loyalty to your ‘bosd\ only yield gradually

to wider ties within gangs and unions, less affected

by individual windfalls.

Where a mineral deposit has been worked for long,

and on a large scale, and a permanent self-supplynng

oommimity ofprofessional mmers has come into being,

the special skill of its members becomes itself a

valuable asset. In the Turkish provmce of Trabzon,

at Gumush-Khane, ‘the place of silver’, not only is

the ancient silver mine w’orked by a close-knit

community of hereditary miners, who have their own
farms and pastures, as well as their mineral wealth,

but also the men of Gumush-Khane are in wide

demand as skilled miners for all kinds of minerals,

and find work m all parts of Anatolia. The Cornish

miners are another instance.

In such circumstances, the mine, and related

deposits of ore, are in communal ownership, like

forests, pastures and streams. But where for any
historical reason there is personal n.ile, and univer-

sally where there has been conquest, the de facto

owner of territory is de Qure owner of its natural

resources, including its minerals Historically this

custom has led to abuses, as wdien a chief responsible

to his community for customary obligations and out-

goings has been induced to surrender his economic

interest in his minerals for inadequate compensation,

and public disapproval falls both on him and on the

foreign adventurer who beguiled him.

All mmmg begins from the surface, or on surface

indications recognizable by a prospector ; but most
mmmg requires capital expenditure on preparatory

work, and usually, also, throughout the enterprise.

This capitalist mterest is all the more keen, because

whatever the actual expenditure on development
may be—and it is often great—it is at all events less

than it would have been had there been any com-
pulsion to make good all damage to the mmefield,

or (as m agriculture) to leave the land ‘m good
heart’ for another crop. It is only in very exceptional

circumstances that such a condition is imposed, and
it is m any event difficult to enforce because the
obligation does not mature until the mine has ceased
to be remunerative, and then the mine-worker him-
self has no assets but idle mming-plant on which the
landlord can distram.

It is only recently that attention has been directed

to this aspect of mineral exploitation, by actual

shortages in the world supply of mineral products,
especially the ‘non-ferrous’ metals ; by the con-
sequent scramble among financiers, and among States

with positive financial pohcies, for the remaining
resources of these kinds ; and by the recent enuncia-
tion of a new principle of equitable participation m
whatever mineral resources may remain unworked
after the restoration of a rule of law in the world.

Theoretically, the exhaustion of the world supply
of a particular mmeral product may be compensated
—or at least postponed—by ‘salvage’. The alterna-
tive is a non-mmeral substitute, such as the new
*plastic’ substances, even for many metallic objects.

These, however, are only palliatives and subterfuges.
They do not affect the fact that all mining enter-
prises permanently and irretrievably reduce the
economic resources available to mankind on this
earth, and that, as at present conducted, they have
economic and social effects which are as difficult to
control as the processes of exploitation and devasta-
tion are to justify, except on the most individualistic

and self-centred hypothwis of ‘Man’s place in Hature’.
Man is the onjy living being which has the will to

transform his habitat, and the skill and moans to

do so. The engineering work of ants, moles and
beavers leaves no permanent disfigurement Man is

also the only being rosponsiblo for the effects of his

changes, for he alone has the reason and imagination
to foresee them, though often he does not. Sometimes
his responsibility is brought home to him by physical
disaster, more or less abrupt, as m the effects of
deforestation, over-cropping or over-grazing. More
often, hitherto, the disastrous process has been slow

;

but on the historical time-scale some such effects of

devastation are obvious, and others are imminent, if

not measurable.

Biological Devastation

Before going further in search of a principle,

economic or moral (and in moral we may include for

this purpose political), it will help to clarify the whole
matter, if we inquire what other forms of human
exploitation of natural resources besides the search
for minerals come within the same general category
of devastation.

Quarrymg, as a devastation subsidiary to agri-

culture or to industry, stands to independent mining
as sedentary herding to nomadism. Salt mining is a
special problem, because in brine-extraction the
mmeral is removed without regard for the stability

of the overload, and the surface may bo impaired,
as at Nantwich, by subsidence. But in essentials

these enterprises also (like mining) exploit wasting
assets, and replacement is impossible.

Wood-cuttmg is a widespread mode of life, with
its own simple economy. It emerges from mere
forest-lifo as soon as the forester cuts trees not for
his own needs, but for exchange with the products
of non-forest conimunit;ies, as in northern and south-
western Anatolia. Here, too, much forestry is

seasonal work, and fills intervals in the cultivator’s

routine. In many of these (enterprises the aggression
is on a single kind of tree or shrub. The forest com-
plex IS modified but not uitoxiy deranged, and no
perceptible damage is don© to the humus or subsoil.

What applies to this partial, specific, or selective

destruction of trees applies also instructively to total

deforestation by fire, however caused : for there is

a cycle of recovery.

Quite different is deliberate and indiscriminate
feUmg—^whether accompanied by incendiarism or not
—with the object of replacing forest by pasture or
arable. If the pastoral cycle be arrested at this point,
the herdsman’s object is attained, probably without
sacrificing eventual re-afforestation, should the fiocks

be Withdrawn, provided only that natural nurseries
of the appropriate forest trees have survived in

sheltered places, from which their seeds may spread.
But there is also the risk of over-grazing, especially

where the natural vegetation consists rather of shrubs
and bushes than of tnrf, and the fiocks—especially
the omnivorous goats—^mow off the new growth so
close to the ground that the plants are stunted and
perish, and ram denudes the humus and erodes the
subsoil.

Siimlarl3fe, trouble is only beginning for the culti-

vator when he strips the land of its forest covering,
and continually breaks up its surface by ploughing.
In many regions converted from forest or grassland
to agriculture, the initial burnmg of the natural
vegetation—^which started the new cycle, unawares,
with a top-dressing of wood ashes—^falsified estimates
of its productivity ; and the large scale of prairie
farming made the small holder’s remedy of fallow-
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grazmg impracticable. Nothing, in fact, was returned
to the sod, for the cereal crops were cut low so as to
profit from the full length of the straw for wmter
fodder, thatchmg, and home-industries, if not for

export. Even within the short historical span of
prairie farmmg, therefore, much arable land has been
devastated by over-cropping, and ‘dust-bowF areas
have been formed, for which the remedy is not yet
found.

Fortunately, where the devastation is not yet
complete, it is possible to repair some, if not all, the
damage, by spreadmg fertilizers, themselves usually
quarry-products, and by restricting or rotatmg the
crops ; but the cumulative effects of more artificial

farmmg are not yet fully explored.
In general, what has been learned by disastrous

experience m a few extreme instances is that it is

as possible to devastate land mconsiderately used m
human economy as to exhaust a mme.
We may now turn to animal devastation. It is

sufficient to refer to the recent instances of the
American bison, the fur-seal, and the northern whale,
to illustrate the rapid and unforeseen results of
excessive huntmg and fishmg, and the difficulty of
restoring a disturbed economy of this kmd. The
balance of biological factors is far tod delicate and
intricate to be regulated without greater Imowledge
and insight than man at present has. The whole
problem is complicated by the disappearance, already
noted, of large areas of woodland refoge for the larger

game-ammals. If man had known enough, and cared
enough, about what he was doing, these irretrievable

defacements of Natui*e would not have occruTed.

It is convenient to sunmiarize, at this pomt, the
economic characteristics of devastatory comnumities.
In the first place, they seek a wilderness, contribute
nothing directly to their own maintenance m it, and
have to be supplied with mamtenance from elsewhere,

so long as there is a demand elsewhere for the irre-

placeable commodities they are there producing.
Secondly, they tend to make a wilderness, by dis-

placmg and squandering the waste products of their

ciuest, and usually without regard to reparation.

Thirdly, the exceptional and margmal conditions of
their occupation disorganise the noimal social life

of the devastators themsehns ; and, fourthly, they
tend to mitigate these austerities by unposmg the
more arduous efforts on indigenous labourers. That
they have been unaware of the further devastation
thus effected is a measure of their own alienation

from the outlook and practices of the commimities
from which they themselves ongmated.
Once agam, as so often in hiunan affairs, we find

ourselves confronted with ancient Greek experience,

and the practical wisdom embodied in the ‘Two
Commandments’ of the Delphic Oracle : Know
thyself

f

and Nothing in evcess. To dommate Nature,
man must stoop to conquer, by conformity with
Nature’s processes and conditions. He must look
to the end’, take long views and long resolutions,

omitting no relevant cucunistance from his calcula-

tions : the Greek word for truth means simply not

forgetting any relevant fact. "He must Imow his

‘place in Nature’, and for this he must also 'know
himself’ ; estimate liis needs and desires, and also

his abilities and temptations to do this or that hn
excess’. The sole criterion of ‘excess’ between man
and man is, once agam, the golden rule : ‘‘to do
unto others as we would they should do unto us” ;

or agam, in Greek phrase, “to behave as similars and
equals”, limiting our own freedom lest it infringe

the freedom of our neighbour. Here is the sole and
sure basis for man’s use of Nature’s resources, and
for his own qualifications and ability to nse them ,

the sole criterion of value and rightness between

human eiiltures and modes of life.

Ethnology has gone on overlong without realizing

that behaviour is a prmcipal character of every tribe

and people whom it studies, intimately related to

breed and habitat and mode of maintenance and
propagation ; distuict from them all m its relation to

man’s self-conscious outlook on himself, and his

world, but not, for that reason at all events, beyond
the scope of ethnological study.

The Devastation of Man
Of all the resources of Nature at the disposal of

man’s initiative and ingenuity, far the most abun-
dantly rewarded is the energy and skill of other men
Aristotle’s tentative but not final description of a

slave IS ‘a tool m place of tools’, an indefinite ex-

tension of a man’s own capacity for action at a

distance, or for acting in different ways at the same
time. He illustrates his point by imagining an auto-

matic loom or musical instrmnent—both very nearly

attainable m our time Wliat he does not, however,
at that stage in his exammation of slavery attempt
to prove, IS that there actually are any such human
beings as those he imagines for his argument.

It was known, moreover, even m slave-owning
antiquity, that a slave was more than that. A sla\"e,

however docile and competent, wore out, as a loom
or a lyre did not, and however well groomed, lodged,

and fed, tended to weai out sooner than his master

;

also that he tended to wear out less soon, if he had
a reasonable prospect of acquiruig personal freedom
while he still had the ability to make use of it. It

was equally notorious, in antiquity, that the supply
of slaves was not easily mamtamed : they came from
farther and farther afield, and from stocks and
breeds less amenable to S6r\ itude , and the slave

trade was carried on with a degree of hardsliip and
irresponsibility which classed the slave-raider with
the pirate and bandit. In modem times, too, it was
the atrocities, as much as the wrongfulness of the
slave-trade, that roused public opinion and suppressed
the traffic. Slave-raiders were exhausting a wasting
asset, the chief export of tropical Africa.

There was, however, a prmcijile at stake, a question
of justice between man and man, the answer to which
is inevitable, when the Golden Hule is applied

:

“Do imto others as you would they should do unto
you”. Philosophically it results, like the Golden
Kiile itself, from the fact that each individual man,
whatever his place m Nature, is an end m himself,

not a means to fulfil the end of any other man.
Nothing precludes him from contributing what he
can, and all that he can, to fulfil the ends of another,
whether mdividiial friend, or fellow-member of a
society of men ; but unless it is also all that he will^

his own contribution, voluntary and deliberate, it is

a diminution of his human freedom and a devastation
of his personality. Like the utility of a mme or an
oil-well, the potential, the literal man-power of each
individual is a wasting asset. Like other such utilities,

it can be economized, but not amplified, either by
the man himself or by any other person. The abuse
or misuse of another man’s potential appears to fall

into the same general category of devastation as the
abuse or misuse of any other of Nature’s utilities.

The world will be a poorer place when he is no more.;
and in the infinite variety of human personality mMf
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endowment, e\en tiie physical replacement of on©
generation of men by another only replaces ; it does
not restore

This is what differentiates social or human indiv-

iduality from biological—^the separate existence of
an animal or a plant ; and it refutes analogy between
the use or misuse of men, and of domestic animals.

Ends and Means : The Conditions of Sacrifice or
Total Surrender

We have now reached a pomt in our argument at
which we may ask the general question, in terms
applicable alike to a gold name or coal mme, or to
members of a human society • “In what circum-
stances, and for what objects, is the devastation of
any of the resources of Nature, or of humanity,
compensated by its consequences and results
The question may he approached from two different
pomts of view ; but both, like the question itself,

ultroduce the new notion of value, even if only in
the mmimal aspect—as stated here—of equivalence
or compensation, of ‘handing on undimmished’ the
resources of Nature which are at man’s disposal.
Brunhes demanded more : “to retard the degrada-
tion of energy” m a world which must go cold and
dead some day.

If we had infinite knowledge of the course of
Nature and of man’s destmy, we could observe
directly, or calculate, the cosmic result of any dis-
placement—the removal of metallic ore, or the
sendmg of a human messenger—and the cumulative
effects of such acts on the planet or on humanity.
If our estimate of values were commensurate with
our knowledge of extents, we could approve or con-
demn such an act accordingly. As wo contemplate
in imagination the withdrawal of this or that aspect
of reality from our loiowledge, we find our judgments
in either category becommg more hypothetical.
For many practical purposes, nevertheless, decisions
are^ commonly taken which presume that something
which we regard as ‘benefit’ accrues from obvious
and immediate devastation, m the sense defined.
Mankind, however, is not thus replaceable, and it

is that uniqueness of the human mdividuals that
distinguishes them from individual animals or plants,
which are members of a natural species and replace-
able by others of their kind. It is indeed because
they are thus replaceable that man’s exploitation of
flocks and crops is an essential element m this ‘place
in Nature’, No one, on the other hand, can replace
a man. Each of them only lives once, making such
use of his life as he can, and responsible to his own
conscience—if to no on© els©—^for Ms use of it. Each
is also responsible, under the Golden Kule, for
mfringement of the liberty of every other so to live,
as he does ; and this liberty—his own and his neigh-
bour’s freedom alike—is a wasting asset ; short of
some transmigration or rejuvenation of souls, it
cannot recur.

l(^%©ther in any circumstances—and if so, in
what ? man is required to limit or to surrender
this freedom is, once again, for the Golden Buie
to determine. It is sufficient for the present purpose
to have formulated the question m terms which^ke it comparable with the question about other
wasting assets’, such as metallic ores, with which
this inquiry began. But m the light of the whole
argument, as it has developed, are w© any nearer
to a formula and criterion applicable to this whole
group of human enterprises ? I venture to sugrscest
that we are.

It IS a significant accident that among Athoiiian
activities mining enterprises hold a high place, and
that many public as well as prix^ate achievements
during the ‘great age’ of Athens wore made possible

by the public revenue from Attic silver. It was at

all events the hypothesis on which Athenian policy
as well as finance rested tliat this form, among others,

of public wealth was fully accounted for, if it was
spent—as Pericles himself claimed on a crucial

occasion—for a necessary object ; and in the last

resort it was the citizens of Athens themselves, by
direct vote, or by their selection and approval of

their admmistrators, who decided what this was.
With fuller knowledge than theirs, and xvider

experience, sometimes wo can approve their choice,

sometimes not. Cumulatively, and, m the end,
economically speaking, they failed to ‘transmit
undimmishod’ what their predecessors had held,

including whatever it was for xvhich they had won
and expended their material ‘wasting assets’, their
blood as xvell as thoir treasure. Is this, however, the
whole of the accomit ? Were there not, historically

speaking—and ‘history’ is our judgment of other
values, besides economic—other achievements of
Athens, by whicli mankind remains enriched and
ennobled, beyond question of loss or devastation ?

^

The argument is passing here out of the economic
,

into another aspect of ethnology, and it will be <

observed that it does so precisely m respect of an t

econoimc commodity, a wasting asset, the mineral
'

resources of Attica ; whatever other factors, not
economic, went to tho invention of a justifiable use
for that commodity, in tho maintenance and enhance- i

ment of the mode of life, tho culture, the well-being
‘

of the Athenian people.

Evidently there is to be made, once again, the ^

distinct/ion between wasting assets which are extin-
guished utterly and irroplaceably by destruct-ion or
removal of a natural commodity (such as an oro),

and those which are indeed destroyed sooner or later

by degradation or devastation, but where the process
may be checked or oven reversed by appropriate
remedies. In the first alternative, there is indeed no
remedy. All that can be done is to impose such
restrictions as research and foresight may prescribe,
so that the natural supply may meet necessary
demands for as long as possible ; and, in the respite
so gained, to apply human ingenuity to discover or
mvent a substitute, in addition to obliterating the
damage incidental to extraction.

In the second alternative, where devastation can
be prevented by foresight and research, the ‘more
excellent way’ is deliberate and voluntary recon-
struction by the legal owner of the land himself.
Every civilized farmer or forester, hunter or fisher-

man, recognizes this, and brings his own judgment,
and that of public opinion, to bear on reckless or
malicious owners. In civilized countries, uniformity
of self-repression is enforced by public rules and
penalties. This is indeed the fundamental attribute
of civilized people, that they are mutually considerate,
taking each other’s situation or predicament into
account, conformmg to the Golden Buie by that
longer view which reckons consequences as well as
immediate advantage. It is, on the other hand,
characteristic of barbarism—^which, fundamentally, is

inability to make oneself understood, or to understand
what others mean—that it grasps at momentary
advantage and opportunity, without regard to con-
sequences or the convenience of other people.
Within any community it is the same : there are
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dvil persons, in the primary sense of that ancient
word, and there are imcivil, for whom the Roman
correlative was hostis (hostile, 'not of our sort’).

Many simple societies are fully aware of the dis-

tinction ; of where the boundary lies, and what the
procedure is when it is transgressed.

More commonly, however, 'evil is wrought for
want of thought’, and especially for want of know-
ledge and experience ; and there are sufficient

instances of revolutionary^ changes resulting imme-
diately from a fresh apprehension of the facts, and
of public self-control in respect of the devastated asset
of man-power. The thing can be done, if people
want to do it. ViTiere there’s a wnll, there’s a way.

It is indeed an obvious remedy, where devastation
IS unavoidable and irremediable, to seek for a substi-

tute, the source of which is replaceable in the ordinary
course of Nature. Most significant of all, the long
vogue of slavery—the abuse of the most irreplaceable

of ‘wasting assets’, human energy^—was ended less by
a moral revolution in regard to the ‘natural rights’

ofman, than by the invention of sources of mechanical
power, which mad© man-power uneconomic, as well
as unobtainable, on the scale needed by mechamcal
industries.

It has been the constant claim of ethnologists that
their method of functional analysis and of compara-
tive study of modes of life not superficially similar,

aids m understandmg the doings of primitive and
cultured men alii^e. If it be true, as Brunlies claimed,
that the part assigned to livmg beings is to ‘retard

the degradation of energy^’ in the world, it is a
paradox that the most disastrous devastations have
resulted from the thoughtless activities of peoples
whose cultures, however unbalanced, have achieved
in some respects notable advancement. It is, however,
some gain if the peoples themselves whose activities

have been disastrous, because thoughtless, are
brought, either by example, or by the first warnmgs
of necessity, to review their own past and present
doings, and take longer views mto the future, and
wider views of their ‘place m Nature’ and in a Society
of Nations. It is some gam also if the practices of
peoples, primitive and advanced alilve, can be sub-
mitted to a test which is at the same time objective
and a standard of value ; applicable alike to economic
commodities, and to the use and abuse of what must
always be man’s ultimate source of energy, the
co-operation of his feiiow-men.

^ “ ISTomadism”, J. Roy. Anthfop Insf.^ 71, 19 (194-4-}.

^“Mediterranean Culture*’ (C U.P., 1944:).

THE RUMEN PROCESS AS A
FUNCTIONAL FIELD: AN
ATTEMPT AT SYNTHESIS

By FRANK BAKER
The County Technical College, Guildford

The changes taking place in the rumen may be
envisaged as a form of process organised with

reference to the utilization of microbial products.
Such an organisation m which a complex system of
factors, mternal and external, converges upon the
attainment ofa final state may be termed a functional
fieid^»®. Thus the efficiency of the process will devolve
upon the mtensity of the field established and will

b© exemplified in the degree of integration achieved

between the metabolism of the animal and the

activities of an indigenous microbial population.

Correlatively, the actual organisation of the gut will

m part define m advance the working capacities of

the system. A comparison of these features in

rumuiant and non-rummant Herbivora, therefore, is

essential to an understandmg of the rumen process.

Now it IS axiomatic that the utilization of microbial

products presupposes the maintenance of a microbial

population of high density. This requirement is mot
by the development of large diverticula—the rumen
and caecum—which stand m a compensatory relation

m rummants and non-rummants and in which exten-

sive proliferation can occur. Agam, the total output
of miciobial products will be determmed, severally,

by the volume of the organ, the period of retention

and the extent to which, over this period, optimal
conditions prevail. But a limit is imposed upon mere
volume by the position of the organ in the situs

viscerum and its relation to the overall dimensions of

the animal. Again, in the caecum of non-ruminants a
term is set to retention by the risk of impaction"^ and
the insistence of peristalsis. In the rummant, how-
ever, these obstacles are surmounted and an mcreased
duration secured by the incorporation of a repetitive

mechanism. Here are mcluded exchanges occurring

reciprocally between mouth and rumen and rumen
and reticulum®’®. By the first an adequate trituration

of solids is secured, which is perhaps completed in

the omasum, while, by the second, fluids are retamed
in circulation and afford a permanent medium for

microbial activity. Disengagement of gases is

facilitated by the pulsations of the paunch and
buffermg promoted by the interaction of the carbon
dioxide and gases liberated with the bicarbonates of
the saliva^.

Thus the adoption oftherummant habit is associated
with the superposition of a cyclic upon an mitially

serial form of process and may be formally repre-

sented as the expansion in sphere of influence of a
functional field. For the field has temporal as well as

spatial dimensions, and m this way its duration as

well as Its extent is effectively augmented. That we
are concerned, moreover, with a regulatory adjust-
ment of internal to external factors is clear from the
fact that the rumen is unconditionally, the ea3cum
only conditionally, associated with the phytophagous
habit®. Also, whereas the cascum is well developed
in utero, the rumen attains completion post natum in

direct response to the adoption of a vegetable diet^.

Now m Herbivora, generally, this epoch marks the
development of a distmctiv© microbial association
which may include

:
(a) a ciliate, (6) a fixed or free

lodophile, and (c) an amodophil© population®. Since
the types are constant for a given herbivore, the
effects of diet may be represented by reference to its

quantitative influence upon the relative densities

attamed^®. Thus the maintenance of the field

rests upon the djmamic equilibria established between
the rates of multiplication of a mixed microbial
population. Also, tiirough the establishment of
different stability maxima, potentialities for the
development of alternative routes of decomposition
and synthesis are prefigured the number and diversity
of which will determine the regulatory capacities
of the system. The release of these potentialities is

conditioned by a wide range of factors the influence of
which, as estimated by the actual densities of the
iodophil© and other populations, can in part be
elucidated by in vitro incubations and counting
methods^®.
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Tiie natural habitat of this microbial association

and the fuiictionai bond or link between it and the

host animal is the mgested plant matenah Cellulosic

substrates, for example, are accessible to mammals
only through microbial agencies. The relation, none
the less, is more complex than at first appears , for

the mamtenance of the population is a direct con-

sequence of proliferation, so that decomposition is

throughout accompanied by synthesis. But for this

synthesis a source of nitrogen is essential. The
cyfcoclastiG process, therefore, is boimd up ob %nitio

with the nitrogen requirements of the micro-organ-

isms. Again, the substrate is heterogeneous and will

include, as well as cellulose, other carbohydrates.

Among these, starch and many sugars are accessible

both to the micro-organisms and to their host ; thus,

with the development of the microbial population,

a loss of mdejiendently accessible metabolites is

potentially mcurred by the animal. The micro-

organisms responsible for this degradation may bo
represented as a commensal pemunbra to a focus of

symbionts The mamtenance of the field, then,

presupposes that degradation is compensated by
regradation through a progressive integration of the
peripheral and central components of the system.
The mechanism by which this end is attamed may

next be considered. Now the respective value of the
products of decomposition and synthesis to the host
has been widely debated. Thus it is known that, as

well as gases, fatty acids are produced. Also it is

established that they are taken up by the portal
circulation and that, among them, acetic acid can
exert a glycogen-sparing action on the heart. From
these data a metabolic schema for the utilization of
microbial products can be elaboratod^h That such a
schema is, however, conqilete in itwself it is legitimate
to doubt. Thus the production of acid and gas may
be accompanied by the formation of bacterial starch
amounting to nearly 50 per cent dry weight of isolated
bacterial substance^ But it is certain that the value
of starch, taken as glucose, exceeds that of the lower
carbon components produced—as, for example, is

shown by the inability of the nervous system to
metabolize acetic acid^^. An alternative hypothesis
would therefore be^ that the development of the
iodophile population represents a mechanism whereby
glycolysis is arrested through removal of the soluble
sugars initially present or afterwards liberated from
further participation m the reactions taking place.
In agreement, we find that (a) glucose, cellobiose
and maltose are known decomposition products of
cellulose and starch

; (6) glucose disappears almost
immediately from the rumen^^

;
(c) synthesis of

b^terial starch from sugars can be demonstrated in
vitro withm a period of 15-30 min.

; {d) the energy
values of starch and cellulose are almost equivalent,
which “can only be explained if the end products
resultmg . . . are the same”^®i^®.

But, in addition, we have still to consider the inter-
relationships which issue from the conjoint nitrogen
requirements of the micro-organisms and their host.
These requirements have secured attention largely
through the now demonstrated^’ ability of ruminants
to utilize non-protein nitrogen in the form of urea.
Thus it is known : (1) that the micro-organisms con-
cerned include the self-same iodophile and aniodophile
species responsible for the decomposition of starch
and sugars^®

; (2) that they are unable directly to
utilize protern nitrogen^® ,* (3) that urea is utilized as
ammonia, through the action of rumen urease^® ; but
(4) in the absence of carbohydrate intensive decom-

position of protein can also occur^®. Thus we may
suppose that the ability of ruminants to utilize urea

is tributary to a process whereby oyi normal diets the

nitrogen requirements ofthe micro-organismsrespons-

ible for the decomposition of carbohydrates are met
from the products of proteolysis. We can therefore

postulate, in addition to cycles of carbohydrate, cycles

of protem synthesis and, with the extension in sphere

of influence of the field, an ever closer integration of

the latter with the former. Also, we must assume
that in the ruminant a representative fraction of the

available protein is noimally assimilated, together

with synthesized carbohydrate, as bacterial sub-

stance ; the amounts being regulated, in accordance
with the actual balance of diet components, through
the establishment of stability maxima and alternative

reaction systems m the manner indicated above
Further information regarding these reaction systems
and cycles—which must include the interconversions

of dietary, bacterial and, protozoan protein, through
the agency oi ciliates—is therefore essential to a
detailed understanding of the changes taking place

With increasing intensity of the field the jirovision

of an adequate mechanism of regradation becomes
imperative precisely in such measure as the avenues
of proteolysis are multiplied. But the efficacy of any
such process presupposes the ability of the animal to

utilize the substances synthesized. In non-rummants,
however, there is little to indicate that the large

bowel can itself digest microbial products. Apart
from supplementary^ mechanisms, therefore, this can
be accomplished only by autolysis of the micro-
organisms®®. In ruminants, on the contrary, the
situation of the diverticulum is such that the field

now embraces in its sphere of influonco the entire

enzymatic equipment of the true stomach and small

bowel. That in this way and through this extension
an mcroasod efficiency is secured is apparent, more-
over, not only from the increased value of i lie digestive

coefficients for starch and crudo fibre, but also from
the superior capacities displayed by ruminants in the
synthesis and assimilation of vitamins®^. From this

point of view, coprophagy and refection become mtel-
ligible as devices tlu'ough which a vicarious approxi-
mation to rumination is achieved. A case m point is

the pseudo-rumination encountered m the rabbit,

where the soft nocturnal faeces are removed by the
animal from its own rectum, devoured and sub-
sequently redigested®®. Not only, however, are such
supplementary mechanisms unable to function un-
interruptedly, hut also both feeding habits and the
overall bodily architecture may prevent their

adoption. Functional autonomy, therefore, is only
achieved where, as in rummants, the cyclic procass
is actually incorporated in the organisation of the
digestive tract

This brief reference to the habits of the animal
may serve to point a concluding issue. In preceding
paragraphs we have considered the organisation of

the rumen process primarily as a molar-molecular
mechanism. But the endurance of the process as a
going concern presupposes, under natural conditions,

an active search for and selection of appropriate
fodder. Thus the habits of the species are integral to

the character of the system. Again, among the
indigenous micro-organisms are types incapable of
survival outside the digestive tract®. The establish-

ment of the field, therefore, presupposes transmissimh
as well as maintenance of a microbial population

—

a process that will b© determined by the conjoint
characteristics of host and micro-organism. The
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microbial population, for example, may be re-

established variously by ingestion of infected fodder,

by direct infection from mouth to mouth, or from
anus to mouth. The more intimate bodily relation-

ships established between the mother and her young,
between the younger and older members of the herd,

and between individuals of all ages and the environmg
pasture, are here m question. For, so regarded, the
mechanism of transmission is tributary to an oral-anal

mstmctual complex, which, organised with reference

to the mgestion of food and expulsion of feces, is

conspicuously ingredient m the social and sexual
behaviour patterns ofthe species. But the canalization

of these appetites is effected with reference to an
enviromnent disclosed to perception. The character
of the process in its entirety, therefore, is in part
prefigured in the actual modes of awareness of the
ammal which, as subjective factors, are real agents
m the mamtenance and jierpetuation of the system
as a fimctional field.

For the concepts set out m this article I am in

great debt to Prof. F. G, Gregor^A The responsibility

for their application to this subject is my own.
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PUBLIC HEALTH IN GREAT
BRITAIN DURING THE WAR

By Prof. J. A. Ryle

Institute of Social Medicine, Oxford

The amiual reports of the Mmistr>^ of Health
were suspended diumg the period of the War.

The Chief Medical Officer, with the assistance of his
colleagues, has now issued a comprehensive report
covermg the period of hostilities between the years
1939-45*. It IS an important and mspirmg document,
and whether as a social, historical or scientific

commentary is deservmg of close study by all who
have an interest in organised human achievement of
a positive and constructive kind—an achievement
carried through, in this mstance, diuing a period of
sustained hazard and imparalleled difficulty. We
would differ slightly from its author when he says :

‘‘That, after these six years of unprecedented strain

* On the State of the Public Health during Six Years of War.
Report of the Chief Medical Olhcer of the Mmistrs-’ of Health, 1939-
1945. (London : H M. Stationery Office, 1946). 5«.

alike upon tlie nation and npon the medical resources
of the realm, the state of the public health should be
as good as it is to-day is indeed a miracle”. A miracle
IS strictly something due to supernatural agency. The
state of the public health can be traced to the advance-
ment of knowledge, to human planning and endeavour
and to a number of natural causes winch are now
better understood than at any time in our previous
history.

In the statistical sections we find that the birth-rate,

rismg after 1941, reached 17*7 in 1944, the highest
figure smee 1926, the effective reproduction-rate
coming withm 1 per cent of full replacement standard,
although it has fallen smee. The infant mortality
for the country as a whole fell to its lowest level

—

45-4 per thousand live births in 1944 as compared
with 50 ‘6 in 1939, and 156 m 1896-1900. It also
fell significantly in many large cities (from 74 to

58, for example, m Liverpool, and from 66 to 51 in

Heweastle-on-Tyne), although Oxford^& figures of 23
m 1939 and 25 m 1944 remind us how far we have
yet to go elsewhere Still-births^ which agam appear
to reflect social and nutritional mfiuences, have
dropped from 40 per thousand of all births m 1928
to 28 m 1944.

There was a remarkable absence of serious epi-

demics. Cerebro-spmal fever alone, in the period
1940-41, had a very Ingh mcidence With the new
chemotherapies, its case mortality m the past five

years was% however, greatly reduced, and it is calcu-
lated on the basis of earlier experience that some
15,000 lives were saved by these remedies. Infective
jaundice, with a low mortality, gave much trouble
in the civilian population and among the troops at
home as well as among the armed forces abroad.
Movements of population, destruction of water-mains
and sewers by bombing and other adverse factors not-
Withstandmg, the typhoidal infections were never a
serious menace, and in 1944 were less prevalent than
m any pre-war year. In 1944, diphtheria deaths -were
less than one-third of the pre-war average, largely as
a consequence of the Ministry’s immunization cam-
paign Nevertheless, several other countries are far
ahead of us in respect of diphtheria control, and it

IS a sad commentary that durmg the War more
children imder fifteen were killed by this preventable
disease than by bombs. Although propaganda and
public education in health matters have made much
headway during the War (largely through the joint
activities of the j\Iinistry of Health and the Central
Council for Health Education) methods could clearly
be much improved.

After an mcrease m deaths from pulmonary
tuberculosis m the period 1939-41, the pre-war
downward trend was later resumed and 1944 showed
a new low figure With pasteurization of milk still

far from universal, bovine tuberculosis continues to
claim among children m each year some 2,000 new
cases with 600 deaths—^all ofwhich should he regarded
as preventable. To offset the mcreases in tuber-
culosis, the officers of the Mmistry mention in parti-
cular the contributions to its early detection of
miniature mass radiography and to its treatment of
the extension of tuberculosis benefit. On the other
hand, they are compolled to regret the existing
difficulties in the staffing of enough beds to ensure
institutional treatment for all who require it. The
venereal diseases, as always in tunes of war, increased

'

considerably. As against their higher incidence are
recorded the very great advances in treatment due
to the sulphonamide drugs and penicillin, and the
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steady ©^tension of contact-tracing and social service
and the educational campaign.
Although morbidity studies of various kmds have

lately been introduced, includmg a monthly sampling
survey of sickness incidence m the population, it
must be admitted that we still know too little of the
incidence and trends of the diseases (lethal and non-
lethal) outside the notifiable group. Nor can we
say how far some of these may have been increased by
war-time stress.

Perhaps the greatest and most favourably influential
of all the public health undertakings of the war
period was the maintenance ofa high level of nutrition
by rationing and fair distribution of foodstuffs
throughout the population, together with the special
advantages secured for expectant and nursing
mothers and children. To this in large measure may
be attributed the resistance to infection and strain
of the people of Britain as a whole.
Passmg to some of the special services created and

maintained durmg the War, we find credit justly
given to the Emergency Public Health Laboratory
Service, organised by the Medical Research Council
and now destined to remain as an integral part of
the new health services. The Emergency Medical
Service, with its vast hospital provisions for civil and
military battle casualties and sick, and its first-class
special hospital units for thoracic, facio-maxillary
and head mjuries, not only met the needs of many
urgent situations, including the bombing offensives
of the enemy and our own invasion of Europe, but
resulted also in an upgradmg of the hospital services
of the country and helped to prepare the way for

unified hospital service which the new Health
Biu envisages. Civil defence, shelter accommodation
and shelter health provisions, the establishment of
rest centres and the extension of day nurseries, wero^ong the many other concerns of the Ministry ofH^lth working alone or in conjunction with other
mmistries. Action in anticipation of introduced
epidemic diseases from abroad, including t3rphussmallpox and malaria, was taken at the ports and
elsewhere. The care of the aged and infirm and ofnumerous children and other refugees from the
Oontment was a further responsibility. There were
remarkable developments in therapeutics, especiallvm the use of penicillin and the sulphonamides, and
01 new protective insecticides such as D.D.T.

J'ameson pays tribute to the numerous
expert advisers, specialists and general practitioners
to much g^erous American aid, and especially to themedical officers of health, who between them made
this vast organisation and achievement possible.

comment is that if so much can be

^ difficulties and under the
provides, what might not beac^eved by similar combined operations’ as between

science, consultants, practi-

to f
anciUary medical and social se^ces,

in+r. ,1

p^ee. The sciences as a whole put moremto destroctxve effort during these six years thanS Imid possible, but the medical

^d demonstrated by contrast

protection ^d improvement of a people’s health
' law fuller descriptions which will

*^® medicS history of the

testimony to much ZTep evision and to some very notable conquests.

November 2, 1946

OBITUARIES
Dr. Walter Arndt

It is with much regret that wo loam of tlio (louth
in 1944, at the hands of tho Gostapo, of Dr Walter
Arndt, of the Miwoum fiir Naiiirkundo (sort,ion •

Zoologischos Museum), Berlin.

^

Dr. Arndt was a prolific writ,or on sponges
; be-

ginning m 1912, then after a laiwe of years due
the First World War, ho contributed upwards of
fifty publications botwoon 1922 and tho yoar of hisdwth.

_

There is only a comparatively small amount
of original resoareh to his credit ; but this little is
reliable and well done. His main contribution was
as a compiler, and m this ho was oxtronioly thoroughA good example of his work w soon m t.llo contribu-
tion “Schwammo” in “Dio Rohstoffo ties Tier
reichs”, Bd. 1, 2 Halfto, 1937, p. 1,677. In tins hoHas brought together an astonishing wealth of factsand statistics relating to balli sponges. But whetherm the writmg of a compilation of data, of a hand-
book, a dissertation on musouin toehniqno or a
systematic paper, thoro is always convoyed an^prMsion of painstaking attention to accuracy of
detail, and of a desiro to bring together any laiow-
ledge or obsciu-e facts that might make the workmore eomprohensive.

Landoshuf, Silosia, Dr. Arndt
studied m Breslau under Kukonthal. Ho received
doctorates both of modieino and philosophy (zoology),
a fact which doubtless explains the broad field his
wintings usually contrived to cover.
A prisoner in Russian hanclB in tho First WorldWar, m the Second, Dr. Arndt appears to have

stamch anti-Nazi. According 1,o a letterWitten by his sistor, ho was arrostod in his room at
Museum on Jannary 12, 1944, as tho

result of a deminciation by a coiloaguo and a friend

dM+fi* f
May 1 1 lie was eondomnod todeath for doioatism’ by the so-called Peoples’ Oourt

boyoral petitions worn submittod for his
which faded, beeauso Arndt in the

face of death would not retract the anti-Hitler and
anti-war statements which formed tho groimd for his
denmciation. Ho was exoeutod on June 26 in theprison at Brandenburg.

meet Dr. Arndt,
ithough I had often corresponded with him. Mv^pression was of a kindly and courteous scholaj

to n
’^® greatest assistance

fldxLo
responded to requests for

n
^ specimens or exchange of materials,

i
oollections of sponges in the BritishMuse^ have been enlarged to an appreciable extentby Dr. Arndt s friendly actions.

Maukicb Btoton

We regret to announce tho following deaths :

Prof George Baborovsk;^, professor of physical

professor of

t^® B^vai
University of Otago, and a founder of

wWoK
Australasian College of Surgeons, on

h© was president during 1937--39, aged eighty-

and'’i«wJ^; lecturer in pharmacy

Leec^.^
chemistry in the University of
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Prof. A. W. Stewart

The many fnoiids of Prof. A. W. Stewart learned,

with regret, of his retirement in 1944 from the chair

of chemistry at Queen’s University, Belfast, which
he had held for twenty-five years. Educated at the
University of Glasgow, the University of Marburg
and University College, London, he in turn held the
lectureship in organic chemistry at Belfast and the
lectureship in physical chemistry and radioactivity

at Glasgow, and m 1919 succeeded the late Prof.

Letts as professor of chemistry at Belfast. Stewart
did much to create the school from which many of

his students at Belfast went to take up important
positions at home and
abroad. Possessed of a

fertile imagination,
Btewart foresaw the

dangers of early special-

ization, and was un-

ceasing m his labours

to provide a sound and
fundamental training m
all aspects of modern
chemistry. Thus
equipped, his students

found themselves ready
to undertake posts of

responsibility in many
spheres of academic and
industrial chemistry.
Stewart was catholic in

his interests and was
ever ready to give the

benefit of his coimsel

and experience to the

young research workers.

Stimulated by his close

association with Kam-
say and Collie, he de-

veloped a keen interest

m the application of

physical chemistry to

the elucidation of the

structure and properties

of organic compounds,
and his work upon
Tesla -luminescence
spectra was evSpecially

noteworthy. By em-
ploymg a fresh method of excitation, Stewart and his

co-workers obtained a series of spectra, each of which

IS characteristic of the compound which emits it. Thus
a new constitutional property was added to those

previously known and a new field in spectroscopy

was developed. His many books, notably his senes

on “Recent Advances”—^which have now reached

many editions—are testimony to his love of mvesti-

gation and to his interest in the welfare of the

imdergraduate. It is of mterest to note that Stewart

suggested that elements which have identical atomic

weights but differ in chemical properties should be

named ‘isobars’. He found pleasure in more recent

years in detective fiction and, using the nom de plume
of J. J. Connmgton, he has given pleasure to many
all over the world. In spite of physical disabilities,

Alfred W. Stewart never spared himself in the many
mterests of teaching, research and writing, and has

won the admiration and sympathy of all.

Chemistry at University College, Hull : Prof,

Brynmor Jones

Da. Bhynmor Jones has been appointed to the
cliair of chemistry in University College, Hull. Dr.
Jones took his B.Sc. degree with first-class honours
m chemistry and his Ph.D. degree at Bangor. After

a period of three years with the late Prof. T. M.
Lowry at Cambridge, Dr. Jones went to Sheffield as

assistant lecturer m chemistry m 1931 and was
promoted lecturer and senior lecturer in 1934 and
1939 respectively. His researches have been mamly
concerned with the kinetics of the halogenation
of aromatic compounds ; elegant and extensive

developments from the earlier experiments of the
late Prof. K. J. P. Orton and his school at Bangor

have been made, and
the accurate velocity

measurements have
played an important
part in the develop-

ment of organic chem-
ical theory. Dr. Jones
has also published orig-

inal work on a variety

of topics includmg the
rotary dispersion of

organic compounds,
liquid crystals, and
aromatic substitution

;

during the War he
earned out researches

on behalf of the Min-
istry of Supply (Chem-
ical Defence Research
Department). As local

representative at Shef-

field and as a member
of Council of the Chem-
ical Society, Dr. Jones
has given devoted ser-

vices in the interests

of chemistry in the
Sheffield area. In
addition, he has
played an active
part in numerous Uni-
versity activities, and
recently he has
compiled a valu-
able and interesting
account of the

contributions made by the University of Sheffield

towards the war effort.

Botany at the University of Durham :

Prof. Meirion Thomas
Mr. Meirion Thomas, who has just succeeded to

the chair of botany, King’s College, University of
Durham (Newcastle upon Tyne), went directly from
Cambridge to what was then Armstrong College, to a
post as lecturer on botany. This post he held until

1944, when he was promoted to a readership in plant
physiology in the same Department. Throughout his

stay at King’s College, he has conducted with marked
vigour and success various researches on the catabolic
processesm plants. Most ofhis results are embodied in
a series of papers with the general title “Studies in
Zymasis” ; m general, theses proceeded from the pen
of Prof. Thomas himself, but occasionally they were
written in collaboration with research students. Ip

Since February 23 of this year the ‘‘Letters tothe
Editors” of Nature have been printed in very smail
type. As was explained when the change was made,
no other course was possible by which to accommo-
date the great number of “Letters” awaiting
publication. However, it was never intended as
more than a temporary measure, and it seems to
have achieved its purpose in that arrears have been
overtaken and it has become possible to publish
communications more promptly. The number of
“Letters” submitted by correspondents is still

large, but the recent increased allowance of paper
has made it possible to allocate additional space to
this part of the journal without encroaching on
the more general parts. It has therefore been
decided to revert to the larger type for printing
communications submitted as “Letters to the
Editors”. The additional space now available,

however, will do no more than allow for the in-

crease in size of type. It is, therefore, of the greatest
importance that correspondents should restrict

their communications to the minimum length
consistent with clearness and accuracy ; in the
interests of prompt publication it is also desirable
that manuscript or typescript submitted should be
carefully read in order to avoid the need for exten-
sive corrections on printed proofs.

Followingthe official suggestionthatthe additional
allowance of paper might be used to increase both
the size of the journal and also its circulation,

more copies of Nature are being printed to meet
the considerably increased demand from many
parts of the world. Readers may like to know that,

for the time being, it will be possible for the
publishers to accept subscription orders once more.
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these were described the effects of oxygen, carbon
dioxide and hydrocyanic acid in various gas mixtures
on the zyinasic breakdown of hexose. In addition
to anaerobic zymasis, he has demonstrated that
other types exist produced by the gases just named,
and by injury and senescence. Having come to

definite conclusions as to the conditions of the various

forms of zymasis, he has exammed the relations

between the phenomenon and the incidence of
physiological diseases. Naturally, durmg the War,
the whole of these researches were suspended, or at

least slowed down, by Prof. Thomas’s activities in

the O.T.C., in which he held the rank of captain.

However, during the past year, they have been
recommenced along some of the more j)i*oiTiising

lines, so that there is every probability that his tenure
of the professorship will be marked by a steady
flow of research papers continuing the investigations

which have been so productive of results m the
past.

Patterson Medal In Meteorology

The inauguration has been announced ofa Patterson
Medal to be awarded annually to a resident, of Canada
or Newfoundland for achievement in meteorology.
The Medal has been fomided by the friends and pro-
fessional associates of Dr. John Patterson, the retirmg
controller of the Meteorological Service of Canada
and honorary professor of meteorology m the Univer-
sity ofToronto After graduating from the University
of Toronto in 1900, Dr. Patterson went to the Caven-
dish Laboratory, Cambridge, with an 1851 Exhibition
Science Research Scholarship. In 1902 he became pro-
fessor of physics at the University of Allahabad, and
soon afterwards he was appointed Imperial meteoro-
logist to the Government of India. He joined the
Meteorological Service of Canada in 1910 and became
director in 1929. During the First World War, Dr.
Patterson worked with the British Admiralty to
develop a commercial process for the extraction of
helium from natural gas. After the War, to meet
the demands of aviation, he trained young graduates
for the Canadian Meteorological Service, and when
the Second World War broke out, he had already
laid the foimdation of a great meteorological service
which was able to meet the demands of the British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan. He is best known
for his pioneermg work in the exploration of the upper
atmosphere by means of balloon meteorographs and
for improvements to the cup anemometer and mercury
barometer.
The announcement of the Patterson Medal was

made by the Hon. C. D, Howe, Minister of Recon-
struction and Supply m Canada, at a reception
and dinner given to Dr. Patterson on September 28
Commander C. P. Edwards, Deputy Minister of
Transport, presented him with a portrait which Dr.
Patterson requested should be hung at the head-
quarters of the Meteorological Office along with the
portraits of the six precedmg directors. Commander
Edwards then presented a silver platter with an
inscription expressing the esteem in which Dr.
Patterson is held by colleagues and other friends.
In reply, Dr. Patterson said he was deeply gratified
that his i&iends had chosen to honour him by the
foundation of the Medal, since it would foster the
aavmcernmt ofmeteorological science. Nations have
fomoded institutions for the development of
TOW sciene^, and^ scholarships and awards have
been set up, yet this science, which bears upon the

life of e\'ery human being, had not received the
attention it merited . This was the first tune m Canada
that there had boon any award for meteorology. The
buildmg of a good meteorological service depends,
he said, on two essentials : the obtaining of basic
data and the provision of technical staff capable of
makmg the most of the data. Surface meteorological
observations are only obtainable regularly from one
fifth of the surface of the globe. The augmentation
of basic data is takmg place to-day from the upper
air This data has become very expensive, by pre-
war standards. The provision of a technical staff
competent to make the most of this data would
only add a few per cent to the total cost of the
service ; failure to provide this staff would be false
economy.

Principles of Rheological Measurement

A CONEEUENCB and exhibition of rhoolegical
research apparatus were arranged by the British
Rheologists’ Club during October 3~5 at Bedford
College, University of London. Prof. E. N. da C.
Andrade, m a presidentn.1 address, gave a survey of
modem theory with special reference to metals and
hard materials m general. Three sessions were
devoted to the prmciples of rheological measurement
for (a) soft materials under conditions of large strain,
(6) materials of intermediate consistency, such as
doughs, pastes, rubber, etc., and (c) steel and hard
materials. Dr. L. R. G. Treloar spoke on “Technical
Terms and Definitions”. Mr. E. G. Elhs, chairman of
the Grease Rheology Panel of the Institute of Petrol-
eum, spoke on the measurement of the consistency
of lubricating greases. Dr. K. Weissenberg with Mr.
G. M. Freeman, of the British Coj-ton Industry
Research Association, dealt with the geomet.ry of
rheological phonomona and demonstrated the prac-
tical application of the Weissenberg riioogoniometor.
Dr. G. W. Scott Blair read a paper on the consistency
of doughs and pastes, and Mr. J, M. Bmst on the
hardness testing of rubbers. In the session on hard
materials, Dr. W. W. Barkas discussed the amso-
tropic elastic properties of wood, and Dr. E. Orowan
dealt with steel and metals. The discussions were
lively and well sustained : new views and an inter-
change of ideas were rendered possible by the presence
of distmguished overseas rheologists.
The research apparatus used by members were

exhibited and demonstrated durmg the conference.
Models and graphs, such as, for example, a model
lilustratmg tractions and composition of stress and
stram tensors m a unit cube, graphs showing the
flow characteristics of a grease at medium rates of
shear (plunger viscometer) and at high rates of shear
(pendulum viscometer) were displayed. Apparatus
developed for special industrial parjioses were shown:
these included instruments for the measurement of
creep of dielectrics, the consistency of curd in cheese-
making, a rotational viscometer for fabric-printing
thickeners, oil viscometer with a high range of shear
rate, etc. On October 5 visits were made to the
science laboratory of Mr F. I. G. Rawlins at the
National Gallery, to the G. E. C.-Osram glass works,
Wembley, and the Buildmg Research Station, Gars-
ton, where members were able to observe how
rheological methods are being used in the arts and
mdustry. Publication of the proceedings of the con-
ference IS being arranged, and it is hoped that copies
also of “Essays in Rheology” (Oxford Conference) will
be available in the new year.
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Developments in Agricultural Machinery

At the fourth aunual iixHpoetion by the Agricultural
Machinery Development Board held at the National
Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Askham Bryan,
on October 2, a number of interesting demonstra-
tions were arranged to illustrate the work in progress
at the Institute The new sugar beet harvester on
view incorporated several improvements on the model
shown last year, notably the ‘topper-picker’ and
‘sweeping wheel’ which had undergone successful
trials late m the previous season. The beet is topped
while still in the ground, and beet and tops are
delivered into separate windrows. Ko elevator chains
or rollers are used, thus considerably reducing the
wear from soil abrasion. Work m progress for the
production of a simjde machine for assiatmg in the
harvesting of a variety of root crops such as swedes,
mangolds, carrots or potatoes was also demonstrated,
while the provision of an efficient potato digger suit-

able for the small grower was a further proposition
undergoing investigation. The mam exhibit in the
plough section was a mounted one-way 3-furrow
plough designed and built at the Institute. This
'reversible’ type requires less skill in operation, leaves
a level field without ridges or open furrows, and when
direct-mounted should effect considerable savmg m
time and fuel. Combine harvesters have introduced
]iroblems of handling, drymg and stormg gram in
bulk, and much research work at the Institute has
been devoted to their solution. Among the range of
macliinery shown for use m conjunction with a small
combine, were installations for the di^nng of gram
by ventilation with slightly heated air durmg stor-

age, and a modified form of tlie automatic drier

that was a feature of the exhibit of last year.

Additions to the Irish Flora, 1939-45

Since the publication by Lloyd Praeger of “Irish

Topographical Botany” in 1901, there have been
seven supplementary papers which have kept our
knowledge of tho distribution of higher plants in

Ireland up to date ; the eighth of these {Proc. Pay.
Irish Acad., 51 B, (3^, 27 ; 1946) is, as Dr. Praeger
says, probably the last which will be published under
his own name. Nevertheless, the number of records
bearing a sign indieatmg that the author himself
had seen either a plant m its locality or a specimen
from there, is a remarkable tribute to the energy
and capability of a botanist who has passed his

eightieth year. The present paper contains first

records for the forty vice-counties together with
extensions and dimmutions in the areas of mterestmg
species. Unlike earlier lists, ‘introduced’ species are
included. Of especial interest are the remarks con-
cerning the North American Mynophyllum altemi-

florum var, americanum and the South American
Margyrtcarpifs setosvs, while the known ranges of
such species as Erica vagans, SisynncMum angtisti-

foUum, Naias flexilis, Eriocaulon septanguLare and
several others show mterestmg extensions. The
difficult species of Alhmn are elucidated, and the
nomenclature of those species of Hieracium and
Euphrasia which occur in Ireland are revised accord-
ing to the schemes of Pugsley. The paper is con-
cerned, too, with suggestions as to areas in which
certain species and hybrids should be sought, in-

dicating that the author, although a veteran, is still

alive to future possibilities. This is shown, too, by
his continued emphasis on the necessity for a Mo-
logical survey by geologists, botanists and zoologists

of the extremely interesting Lough Neagh, where he
IS convinced that such a team would reap a rich

harvest.

The Indian Forest Research Institute

The annual report of the Forest Research Institute,

Debra Dim, for 1942-43 mcreasmgly shows how the

work contmued to be interrupted by the War and its

demands (For. Res. Inst. Public,, Vasant Press,

Debra Dim, 1945). The report, it is of interest to

mention, is printed on paper made in the Paper Pulp
Section of the Forest Research Institute from saplings

of Pinus long%folia from forests not so very far

distant. The first chapter of the report summarizes
the work of the different branches, the remauimg
chapters giving the reports of the year’s work by
each branch. Most of the branches had to suspend
all their ordinary work to deal with urgent demands
of the Fighting and Civil Forces, the exceptions being
botany and sylviculture, though the rubber scarcity

and search for supplies provided work for both of
them. It is a curious fact that the individual ‘branches’

of a research mstitute acquire the habit of working
in water-tight compartments. Dehra Dun was no
exception. The president, Sir Herbert Howard,
writer of this report, deplores this fact of the past

and says that the War has forced co-operation upon
the branches and sections, with valuable results,

which it may be hoped will be maintamed to the

benefit of the Institute. Where all branches have
been more or less closely engaged upon war-time
research, reference to the report must be made for

details.

It is remarkable that the so-called minor forest

products ofIndia have never received their recognition

in the Institute as a separate branch with an officer

in charge. Tiieir importance and effect on India

and its commerce can still be only suspected. For
example, during the year 1942-43, among other

things, a source of pectm from tamarind seeds which
had x>i^oviously been wasted was developed. This
pectm gives excellent material for jellies, luxd its

further development has given a gum of the trag-

acanth type which is the only material at present

available for creaming rubber latex, for which it is

entirely suitable. It has also been successful as a
sizing material for textiles. The commercial possi-

bilities of this are said to be very great. Suitable

species for producer gas, and an investigation into

various species as sources of rubber production has
also occupied the activities of the branch.

Archaeology of the Illinois River Valley

A BEPORT, Upon work done under the auspices of

the University of Illinois in 1028, deals with the
archieology of a small part of that State {Trans,

Amer. Phil, Soc,, 32, Part 1 : “Contributions to the
Archseology of the Illinois River Valley”. By Frank*
C. Baker, James B. Griffin, Richard G. Morgan,
Georg K. Neumann and Jay L. B. Taylor. Edited
by James B. Griffin and Richard G. Morgan. Pp. iv-h

208+68 plates. Philadelphia : American Philo-

sophical Society, 1941). Excavations were made in

a number of mound-groups, and a village site was
reconnoitred. Most of the mounds belong to the
comparatively well-lmown Hopewell mound-building
culture, a single mound-group belongs to a later

phase, the Middle Mississippi, and the village site

and one mound are ascribed to the Woodland-culture
pattern, probably later still. The second part of the
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report is devoted to a study of the fauna associated

with the sites, and the third to some skulls from the

Woodland-culture mound. The value of the report

lies in supplementing our infoimation about the

distribution of the cultures found, and is enhanced
by a map and classified list of archsBological sites in

Illinois at the beginnmg. It would have been easier

to follow ‘had the descriptions of sites been arranged
m some intelligible kind of order, segregating those

of various cultures. The introduction says that it

was impossible to include the maps and diagrams of
the sites ; the inclusion of at least some of them
would undoubtedly have been an advantage.

Mineral-insulated Metal-sheathed Conductors

In a recently published paper (J, Inst. Elcc Eng.,

93, Part 2, No. 34, Aug. 1046), Messrs. F. W. Tomlinson
and H. M. Wright discuss the development and uses
of metal-sheathed conductors employing as insulating

medium highly compressed magnesium oxide powder.
In consequence of the high-temperatur© stability

and the good insulating properties of this material,

these conductors have found wide application as

electrical heating elements m radiant boiler-plates

and as power supply cables in circumstances where
the avoidance of fire-nsk is of special importance,
or where the ambient temperature or atmospheric
conditions are too severe for other types of electric

cable. The low dielectric loss exhibited by magnesium
oxide at very high frequencies, combined with the
other advantageous characteristics mentioned, has
also enabled specially designed cables to be used for
certain important radar purposes.

Status of Translations and Translators

In his pamphlet “On Translations”, reprinted from
Life and Letters, Sir Stanley Unwin directs attention
to some of the problems arising m translation from
one language to another, and to inadequacies and
inaccuracies still encountered, although during the
past forty years the quality of translations into
English and the status of translators have steadily
improved (London ; Allen and Unwin, Ltd. Pp. 8.

6d. net). Sir Stanley emphasizes that first and fore-
most the translator should be adequately paid, and
payment for translation should be a first charge,
taking precedence over the author’s remuneration.
The translator’s name should always be given, pro-
vided it IS his (or her) exclusive work, and it should
be a universal practice to print, on the back of the
title-page of any translation, the title of the origmal
work. The best remedy for mistranslation and for
deliberate tampering with the text is informed
criticism; bad translations should be denounced.
Authors should help by givmg preference to pub-
lishers who take pride in the quality of their trans-
lations and maintain a high standard ; but while
the publication of translations is in general more
speculative than the issue of original work. Sir
Stanley does not agree that the publication of trans-
lations should be financed by governments. If,
however, for commercial reasons any work of out-
standing importance had remained untranslated for,
say, five years, governments would be well advised
fo offer to b^r the cost of translation, if p. publisher
wa^ Willing in that event to produce the work at bi,q

own jrak an<i expense. The pamphlet also mcludes
noi^ on “Our Umversal Language”, which
the iinportance of the new demand for British

books.

Museums of To-morrow

Dr. D. a. Allan’s presidential address on the
occasion of the Museums Association’s annual con-
ference at Brighton this year is reported in full ni
the Museums Journal of August. Under the title,

“Museums—MutaUs Mutandis^ \ Dr. Allan advocates
more teaching in the museum and less congestion of
exhibits, and he is of the opinion that museums
should not strive to increase already immense collec-

tions “To perform its function adequately,” ho says,
“each museum, large or small, must adopt a plan and
work it out. It is not enough merely to tidy-up a
museum

; it must be put into working order
; it

must show less and teach moi^e.” He also appeals
for the establishment of special museums to demon

-

sfcrato the history and applications of British mech-
anical invention and origmeormg, mining and agricul-
ture, and looks for the further development of folk
museums so that tliere may b© one to each distinctive
region of the British Isles.

Economics of International Trade

In Pamphlet No. 7, “international Trade”, in the
“Looking Forward” senes issued by the Royal ^

Institute of International Affairs, G. A. Duncan
points out first that international trad© between two
countries really means a multitude of independent
transactions linked by nothing more serious than the
accident that their participants happen to live m
two politically definod areas ; hence, while all the
problems, spurious as well as real, would still be there
if the world was politically unified, they would not
be linked up with political miits and political jiGwor.
Ho then attempts to set out the nature of t.ho jirincipal
cpiGstions that arise on the assumption that ono
IStato, ono supremo political govornmiuit, embraces
the wliolo oart.h. The complications introduced by
the existence of sixty-odd sovereign and inckqiondout
States arcthen considered,andthe conditions procodont
to the revival and growth of international trade m
the post-war world are indicatod. International trade,
Mr. Duncan argues, consists of an economic sub-
stratum^ overlaid by a political scum. The economic
reality is that the real welfare of the world’s human
population is a function of the optimum use of its

diversified resources—mineral, vegetable, animal and
human—under contemporary conditions of technical
knowledge.
The optimum pattern, according to Mr. Duncan,

IS not a matter of merely technical comparison, but
of economic balancmg, taking into account differing
valuations of resources in differing areas, and the
correct distribution ban only be determined by the
empirical method of competition, which continually
presents the dilemma of choice between immediate,
localized and vocal loss, and more distant, diffused
and inarticulate gam. Th^ competitive process can

yi^ld its dividends when it is allowed to proceed
so far as possible on economic grounds. The political
scum consists of the arbitrary importance attached
to trade crossing political frontiers and to the signi-
ficance of partial calculations about its component
elements

; the tendency to think of international
trade as trade between definable political entities
mstead of an arithmetical accident ; and the invasion
of economic problems by notions of political power
and prestige. The problem for economic statesman-
ship in the next few years, he concludes, is that of
workmg out by common agreement a form and
extent of political impositions upon international
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trade that will inhibit its growth as little as
possible, while satisfying all reasonable political
desires.

Bibliography of Seismology

This valuable bibliography is being continued by
Dr. Ernest A. Hodgson ; Pub, Dominion Observ,,
Ottawa, 13, Nos. 16, 17 and 18, comprise items
5788-6046. The bibliography is concerned with
publications in pure and applied seismology and
other subjects having a direct bearing on seismo-
logical problems. It is pleasing to see notes of
Russian work, much of which was done during the
War, One such is by E. E, Petrenko, “A Net of
Co-ordinates for Betermming the Epicentre of an
Earthquake” {Akademna Nauk, Trudy
Seismolog. Inst, No. 106, 12-16, Moscow, 1941).
This IS in B-ussian, but it has been translated by W.
Ayvazoglow and V. Skitsky for Geophysical Abstracts.
Greek work is largely centred on the collected papers
of Prof, N. A, Critikos, published by his colleagues on
the occasion ofthe thirty-fifth anniversary of his scien-
tific work (Item 5901). An especially important piece
of American work is listed as Item 5956, by B. S.
Carder, “Seismic Investigations m the Boulder Dam
Area 1940-41, and the Influence of Reservoir Loading
on Local Earthquake Activity” (Bull Seis. Soc,
Amer., 35, No. 4, 175-192, Oct. 1945). This work
has been particularly successful in locating epicentres
of small shocks and associating them with fault planes.
It may easily have far-reachmg results on reservoir
engmeermg. Considerable useful work has been done
in Now Zealand ; for example, Item 5980, by W, M.
Jones, refers to three papers, mcludmg “Determina-
tion ofEpicentres in the South Pacific from Differences
in the Arrival Timos of ScS” (N.Z. J. Sci and Tech.,
26, No. 6B, 366-369). This paper shows that there is

less ambiguity in epicentral determmation using ScS
pulses than when using F pulses in certain cases
owing to loss variation caused by the depth of focus.
British work is mentioned, includmg Item 5862,
Prof. H. H. Plaskett’s tribute to the seismological
work of Miss E. F. Bellamy ; Item 5880, Sir George
Simpson’s tribute to the work of the late Dr. F. J. W.
Whipple ; and Item 5930, by Dr. R. Stoneley,
“Earthquakes” (Observ., 66, No. 824). There is also
a list of references published in Nature.

University of London : Appointments

The following appointments have been made

:

Dr. C. A. Hart, to the University chair of surveying
and photogrammotry tenable at University College
as from October 1 ; in 1927 he became assistant
lecturer in the Department of Municipal Engmeermg
and Hygiene at University College, and during 1942-
46 he was officer in charge of research, Directorate of
Military Survey, War Office : Dr. C. V. Harrison,
to the University readership m morbid anatomy
tenable at the British Postgraduate Medical School
as from October 1, 1946 ; Dr, Harrison was formerly
lecturer in pathology m the University of Liverpool,
and since 1944 has been chief pathologist to the
Ministry of Supply and chief consultant in pathology
to the Admiralty.
The following doctorates have been conferred

:

D.Sc*

:

Mr. W. E. Dancanson, recognized teacher of
University College ; D.Sc.(Bng.) : Dr. Harold Hey-
wood. Imperial College of Science and Technology

;

D.Sc.{Bcon.) : Mr. K. H. L. Key, Institute of Educa-
tion,

Re-opening of the British Museum (Natural
History)

Those portions of the British Museum (Natural
History) that have been restored have been re-opened
to the public. The hours of opening are 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
on weekdays, and 2.30 p.m.-6 pm. on Sundays.
The Museum suffered considerably from bomb -blast
and fires resultmg from air raids during the War.
Little or no irreplaceable material was lost, as all the
most valuable specimens had been evacuated to
places of safety. But the Botanical and Shell Galleries
were destroyed (the latter fortunately being empty at
the time), and in many of the galleries exhibits were
damaged, notably those of birds and mammals in the
Western Wmg, The Museum has been re-opened as
soon as the minimum of essential repairs could be
completed, but as yet the public can be admitted to
only a few of the galleries on the ground floor, namely,
the Central and North Halls, the Fish Gallery, the
Insect Gallery, the Reptile Gallery and the Whale
Hall. Selections of specimens from the more seriously
damaged parts of the exhibition are on view tempor-
arily m these galleries. As the work of repair and
reconstruction proceeds, more galleries will become
available for exhibition purposes and will be re-

opened.

Announcements

Prof. C. H. Laistder, who has just retired from the
chair of mechanical engineering at the City and
Guilds College, University of London (see Nature,
August 10, p. 191), has been appointed dean of the
Military College of Science.

Dr. Jacob Bakikbb, of the Netherlands State Goal-
mmes, has joined the National Coal Board in Great
Britain as adviser to the chief minmg engineer. He
is widely recognized throughout the coal-fields of
Europe as a leading expert on ‘horizon mining’, that
IS, driving mam roadways straight out from the pit-

bottom and working the coal wherever it is struck.

Dr. Frank: Bble, principal of Lancaster Technical
College since 1941, has been appointed professor of
chemistry at the Belfast College of Technology in
succession to Dr. Henry Wren. Dr. Bell has held
previous appointments at the Wellcome Chemical
Research Laboratories, Blackburn Technical College
and Battersea Polytechnic,

ADavid Anderson-Berry Silver-Gilt Medal, together
with a sum of money amounting to about £100, will

be awarded during 1947 by the Royal Society of
Edmburgh to the person who, in the opinion of the
Council, has recently produced the best work on the
therapeutical effect of X-rays on human diseases.

Applications for this prize are invited. They may be
based on both published and unpublished work and
should be accompanied by copies of the relevant
papers. Applications must be ip the hands of the
General Secretary, Royal Society of Edinburgh,
22 George Street, Edmburgh 2, not later than
January 31, 1947. It should be noted that an ex-
tension of the period allowed for the receipt of papers
has been made.

Ebratttm. The “wonderful one-hoss shay” re-

referred to in Nature of October 19, p. 537, was
wrongly attributed to Longfellow

; the phrase comes
from Oliver Wendell Hohnes’ “The Deacon’s Master-
piece”.
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Observation of Spectra! Lines with Electron
Multiplier Tubes

CoNSiDEBABLE interest has been shown within the
last two or three years m technical developments
relating to spectroscopic analysis. Since the advent
of several new controlled sources^* including a
circuit devised by Mr. C. J. Braudo, in this Labora-
tory and recently described briefly^ (a full com-
munication has been prepared), great importance has
become attached to observations of any residual

fluctuations in spectral-line intensities, because the
irregularities in breakdown voltage of the test gap
have been almost entirely eliminated by these new
circuits.

A descriptive paper, giving details of multiplier
observations of certain dynamic gas discharge effects,

has recently appeared^, and was followed by details
of a multiplier technique for spectroscopic analysis®.
It IS therefore considered worth while to give a short
summary of the experiments carried out in this
Laboratory since 1943.

The development of reliable sealed-off triggered
spark gaps® enabled us to use controlled spark
sources for spectroscopic and other experiments some
three years ago. Despite the accurate repetition of
breakdown voltage and current (observed oscillo-

graphically) in the spark discharges then used, it was
noticed that considerable fluctuations in light emis-
sion from argon spark discharges occurred^’®.

This work led to several developments . among
them were (a) the more reflnod spectroscopic source
unit®, (&) work on the accurate determination of ion
concentrations in hydrogen spark discharges® and
(c) some new observations of the excitation of
metal electrode vapour in spark discharges.

The accompanymg typical record for the Cd line
5085 A. 18 a photographic reproduction of the oscillo-
graph screen. The vertical axis gives Ime mtensity,
usmgthe amplified current from an electron multiplier
edited from the sparks via a spectrometer, while the
time axis is horizontal. The pulse is about 4 microseo.
long, and is therefore that of a pure spark source.
The oirqurt® mentioned above provides, if required,
a folloyr cu^nt to give a discharge of arc type.
Some prehminary multiplier measurements with this
oompounq source were made early in 1946 and are
to be extended.

1
oteerved fluctuations in the intensities of

oiectr<me vapour spectral tines (the thickness of the
tcace m the trtce re^axiduced compared with that of

the zero line is iliustrativo) which do not axipear to

be explicable on the grounds of circuit variations

from spark to spark, and it appears ])ossible that

these fluctuations (now being studied) aro linked

with those observed in 1943 ^ for purely gaseous

(argon) discharges.
J. D. Cbaggs
\Y . Hopwood

High Voltage Laboratory,
Research Department,

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical C^'o , Ltd.,

Manchester, 17.

Sept. 11.
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,
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, 33, 21 S (1943).
and lefereuccs there cited
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,
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,
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Graggs, J D
, and Hopwood, W., to be published shortly

Changes in Cosmic Ray Intensity Associated
with Magnetic Storms

It is usually supposed that the world-wide changes
m cosmic ray mtensity associated with a magnetic
storm are due to variations in the earth’s magnetic
field produced during the storm. This seoms to be
excluded, however, by recent observations by Lange
and Eorbush^, who have found that the intensity
vanes (decreases and increases) ©von at Godhavn,
which is situated at so high a goomagnetic latitude
(80®) that the earth’s magnetic field cannot possibly
affect the intensity. Further, the variations cannot
be due to changes m the solar magnetic field, because
they are observed even at Huancayo, which has a
low geomagnetic latitude (0-6°) so that it is reached
only by the high-energy particles which are certainly
not influenced by the solar magnetic field. Then the
only possible explanation seems to be that the varia-
tions in cosmic radiation are due to changes in the
earth’s electrostatic potential.
There are strong arguments in favour of the view

that magnetic storms are caused by ionized clouds
emitted from the sun. As the time of travel from the
sim to the earth is about one day, their average
velocity IS of the order of 1-5 x lO^YO 864 x 10® =
2 X 10® cm./see. The solar magnetic field at the
distance of the earth is likely to be 3 X 10"® gauss
(assuming a dipole field with about 50 gauss at the
pole). Any electrical conductor (and the ion cloud is

certamly conducting), which moves in a magnetic
field, becomes polarized, the electric field strength
bemg E = vHje, which m our case gives 3 x 10~® x
2 X 10®/3 X 10^® == 2 X 10"® B.s.iT. = 6 ^volt/cm.
As storms often endure for, say, two days, the
breadth of an ion stream emitted from the sun
(and sharing the solar rotation, as shown by the
25-day recurreney of storms) should be 2/25 x 27t x
1*5 X 10^® cm. at the distance of the earth (1*5 x
10^® cm.). This means that there must be a difference
in potential between the two sides of the stream of
6 X 10"® X 8 X 10^® = 50 X 10® volts,, the east (ad-
vancing) side being negative. As indicated by a
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theory of magnetic storms® proposed some years ago
and by rocont model experiments by Malmfors®, the
electric field strength during a storm may be con-
siderably greater, so that potential differences of
some hundred megavolts, in exceptional cases still

more, would be possible. But even the above value
(50 MV.) IS no doubt enough to affect the cosmic
radiation appreciably. As the earth quickly attains
about the potential of the stream, it would be negative
in the beginning and positive at the end of a storm,
resulting m an increase and later a decrease of cosmic
radiation. This seems to be in general accord with
what IS observed.
Near other stars the same mechanism may give

rise to still higher differences m potential. This is

of interest with regard to the point of view^ according
to which the cosmic radiation may be generated m
electric fields produced by magnetic mduction.

H. Alfvek
Department of Electronics,
Kungl. Tekniska Hogskolan,

Valhallavagen,
Stockholm.
Sept. 28.

^ Lange and Forbusfi, Tefr. Mag.t 47, 331 (1942).
® Alfv4n, H., Rung SvemJca Vet. AJcad., Handlingar HI, Bd. 18, Ko. 3

(1939); No. 9 (1940).
• Malmfors, K. G , Arhiv for mat. astr fysiJc., Bd. 34, B, No. 1 (1946)
« Alfv4n, H., 2. Phys., 107, 579 (1937) ;

Nature, 143, 436 (1939).

Dielectric Dispersion in Crystalline
Di-isopropyl Ketone

Dipolar rotation is well known to occur m a
number of organic eiystals, for example, d-camphor^
and cyclopentanol®, and m ice®»^ far below the meltmg
point. The dielectric behaviour of these substances
IS remarkable in that solidification is only shown as a
mmor discontinuity of the polarization curve, and it

may be said that such compoxmds do not freeze

dielectrically at their macroscopic freezing point. In
some cases, dipolar rotation stops at a transition
taking place at a lower temperature. Whether or not
dispersion is observed m the crystalline state should
depend on the frequency used.

It appears to be interesting that the dipolar rotation
in crystallme di-isopropyl ketone, found in the course
of another investigation, presents a different picture.

Fig. 1 gives its dielectric constant s' at two frequen-
cies, and Fig. 2 the loss factor e" at three frequencies,
measured by a resonance method, details of which
have been given elsewhere®. The ^mple was
fractionated under nitrogen, b.p. + 123° C.,

1*4107, but it was found that its dielectric properties
were little different from the untreated commercial
product. The substance melts between — 72 5° and
— 73 *5° C. When approaching this pomt from higher
temperatures, e' and e" increase, the rise of e"

indicating incipient anomalous dispersion. The liqmd
supercools generally to about — 80°, and crystalliza-

tion IS accompanied by a sharp drop of the dielectric

constants
; but s' falls to a value appreciably higher

than would be expected m a crystallme solid (that is,

about n^) and depends on the frequency. The reason
for this frequency dependence is the occurrence of
anomalous dispersion in the crystalline state shown
by the peaks of s" in Fig. 2 and by the sigmoid shape
of the e'-curves in Fig. 1. The dielectric constant e'

assumes its final value of about 2*4 on the low-
temperature side of the dispersion range.

- 150 -100 - 50 0 +20
Temperature C 0.)

Fig. 1. Dieeeotrio^oonstant, s', of bi-isopkofyl ketone :

—O—, at 1 *12 Mc./8. ,
—•—, at 20 4 Me /s.

- 150 - 100 - 50 0 + 20

Temperature (“ C.)

Fig. 2. Loss FAOTOE, s", OF DI-ISOFROPYL KETONE*
—Q—^ at 1 12MC./S ,— ,

at4*4Mc./s.
,
and—•—,at20 4Mc/s.

Measurements made at rismg temperature give a

gradual mcrease both of e' and e" just below the

meltmg point until the pomts coincide with those

taken at falling temperature. Muller® found this pre-

meltmg effect on e' in two straight ketones of higher

molecular weight but no dispersion in the crystalline

material.
In contradistmetion to the substances mentioned

above, the crystallization of di-isopropyl ketone has

a profoimd influence on the polarization, and there

IS no sign of another transition below the melting

pomt. It is tentatively suggested that branching of

the molecule causes a crystal lattice somewhat looser

than that of straight ketones and reduces the intra-

molecular forces sufficiently to allow restricted

molecular rotation.
A. SCHALLAMACH

British Rubber Producers’

Research Association,

48 Tewm Road,
Welwyn Garden City,

Herts. Sept. 30.

^ White and Morgan, J. Am&r Chem. JSoc., S7, 2079 (1935),

» White and Bishop, J. Am&r. Chem. Soc., 62, 8 (1940).

® Smyth and Hitchcock, J. Amer. Chem. Soe., 64, 4631 (1932).

®Wint8ch, Belv. Phys. Acta, 6, 126 (1932).

® Schallamach, Trans. Farad. Soe., 42, 495 (1946).

•MWIer, Proe. Roy. Soc., A, 158, 403 (1937).
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Crystal Structure of Zinc

p«Toiueoesuiphonate

Certain hydrated salts of benzeixesuliDhonic acid

and related, acids exhibit interesting isomorphons
relationships^. An X-ray examination of the imit

cells and space groups of a number of these salts

indicates that the variable element (the metal atom)
m the isomorphons series lies at symmetry centres

m the unit cell. It should, therefore, be possible to

determine the crystal structures of these materials

by the direct method of Fourier synthesis used by
Robertson for phthalocyanines®>®, in which no pre-

hmmary assumptions are made about the stereo-

chemistry of the structure. The structure of one of
the salts, zmc p-toluenesulphonate, {CH3.C8H4.S03)2
Zn.6H20, has now been exammed by Fourier
synthesis, and the results are given briefly m this note.

The isomorphons relationship between zmc p-
toluenesulphonate and magnesium p-toluenesulph-
onate, indicated by goniometnc data for these
materials^, is confirmed by X-ray exammation. The
monoclmic unit cells of the crystals are chosen so
as to conform with the goniometric data, and the
cell dimensions are a = 25-3 A., 6 == 6-29 A., c ==

6 Qg A., p = 88 -5^^ for zinc ^^-toluenesulphonate, and
a = 25*2 A., 6 = 6-26 A., c == 6-95 A., |3 = 88-1° for
magnesium p-toluenesulphonate.

The space group is P2i/n (OgJ > and the measured
densities are (zinc salt) and l-42o (magnesium
salt), whence the contents of the imit cefis are
two centro-symmetrical groups of composition
(CH3.CeH4.SO 3)2 Zn-GHsO, and (CH3.CeH4.SO 3) 2

Mg.dHaO, resiiectively, with i-ho motal atoms situai/od

at symmetiy centres.

Fig. 1 is a contour map showing the projection oI

the electron density of zmc p-toluenesulphonatc
along the direction of the 5 axis. Fig. 2 is deduced
from Fig. 1 and represents the structure of zinc

71-toluenesulphonate projected along the 6 axis [010].

The projected electron density has been calculated

by the summation of a two-dimensional Fouriei

series of 165 terms. The relative phases of the
Fourier terms have been determined experimentally^,

by comparing the measured structure amplitudes for

corresponding reflexions from zinc 39-toluenesulph-

onate and magnesium jp-toluenesulphonate.

All the atoms in zinc p-toluonesulphonate can bo
clearly identified in Fig. 1, with tho exception of one
oxygen atom, (Oi), of the sulphonate group. The
peak identified as the sulphur atom is nearly circular,

but rises to a considerably greater height than may
be expected for a sulphur atom alone, suggesting
that the oxygen atom Oi is directly superimposed on
the sulphur atom. This interpretation is supported
by the observation that the projected positions of
the atoms Oj, On? Om, Cj are consistent with a
regular tetrahedral distribution of these atoms about
the sulphur atom. It is noted also that the distribu-

tion of water molecules in Fig. 1 is consistent witli

a regular octahedral groupmg of six water molecules
about each zinc atom.

It is necessary to determine the third co-ordmate
of each atom before precise details of the stereo-

chemistry of the structure can be given, and work is

now proceeding with this end m view.

6-axis [010]
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I am indebted to Messrs. Imperial Chemical

Industries Limited (Dyestuffs Group) for supplying
the crystals used m this investigation.

A. IIabge.i;aves

Physics Department,
College of Technology,

Manchester, 1.

^ Groth, P. H., ‘‘Chemische Krystallographie”, vol. 4, p 297
® Eobertson, J. M., J. Chem. 8oc., 1195 (1936)
® Eobertson, J. M,, J. Ohem. Soe,, 219^,(1937).
^ Weibull, M., Z, Kn$U 15, 234 (1889).

Heasurement of Thickness of Thin Films

Tolaitsky has shown in a recent series of papers^
that mterference frmges formed by multiple reflexion

between highly reflecting surfaces can be applied
with great eifeetiveness to the study of surface

topography. Thus Tolansky has been able to detect
abrupt changes of only 20 A. m level m cleavage
surfaces of mica. We have recently applied this

technique to the determination of thickness of thin
layers of gold, silica, collodion and ‘Formvar’, which
are widely used for supporting and other purposes
in electron microscopy.
A typical sample of the appropriate thin film is,

in preference, prepared m contact with a smooth
glass surface. The film is arranged to cover only a
part of the plate so that an abrupt step of depth
equal to the thickness of the film is present at some
position on the surface. Such a step may be formed
by any appropriate method, for example, by shadmg
part of the glass plate in the case of films formed
by evaporation or by using the natural boundary
of a portion of film in the case of plastic films. The
composite surface thus formed is coated with a thin

layer (300-400 A. say) of silver by evaporation m
mouOf and the silvered film placed in substantial con-
tact with a similarly silvered second glass plate.

Fizeau frmges are formed by the plates by usmg a
collimated, filtered beam (X = 5460) from a high-

pressure mercury-vapour lamp (Metrovick ME 250).

The localized fringes are viewed in transmission with
a low-power microscope and show in general smooth
contours broken by an abrupt shift occurring at

the film boundary. Fringe shifts of 1/200 of an
order can be detected (that is, about 15 A. m fihn

thickness), and thus the method is suitable for the
measurement of films of thickness 100 A. and above.

The nature of the glass plates used in the apparatus
merits some attention. Good quality sheet glass (for

example, a lantern slide cover) proves particularly

suitable, and indeed for smoothness of contour shape
is superior to good quality optically worked glass.

The reason for the superiority of sheet glass m this

respect is presumably due to a small-scale smoothness
of surface in ‘fire-polished’ glass that, as was antici-

pated, was absent m mechanically polished glass.

A typical photograph is reproduced of the frmge
shift associated with a collodion film 390 A. thick. We
have successfully applied a similar technique to the
measurement of evaporated films of silica and gold
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(usmg reflected fringes m the latter case), and we
have also measured the optical thiclmess and con-

sequently the refractive index of silica and collodion

A. F. GuisnjT

E.. A. Scott
High Voltage Laboratories,

Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.,

Manchester.
1 Tolansky. Froc. Roy Soc., 184, 41 (1945) . 186, 261 (1946) and earlier

papers.

Phase-Contrast Microscopy for Mineralogy

Phase-CONTEAST microscopy has in recent years

been applied to a number of biological problems^>^»^,

but up to the present no results of its application to

mineral substances appear to have been published.

I recently suggested to Messrs. Cooke, Troughton
and Simms, Ltd., that as they were preparing phase-

contrast equipment for biological work, it woiild be
of interest to determine whether the same methods
would be of value in micro-mineralogy. As a test,

they kmdly allowed me to examine by this method
some ofmy mmeralogical slides, and from some they
prepared photomicrographs.

In thin sections, the structures of rocks eontaming
colourless mmerals of similar refractive mdices (for

example, quartz and the felspars) showed up very
clearly with phase contrast ; in these cases a further

improvement m the image sometimes resulted from
the use of a single ‘Polaroid’ filter placed m the beam.
In Canada balsam mounts of china clays, the shapes

of the larger particles were clearly seen. The photo-

micrographs reproduced here are sufidcient indication

that the technique represents a development which
the mmeralogist ought not to neglect.

Crystals op kaolin, Cornwall, photographed by means op
THE PHASE-CONTRAST MICROSCOPE

The phase-contrast equipment used m the above

work consisted of a special condenser with annular

diaphragms and a set of four objectives, giving

magnification^ of 10, 20, 40 and 95, each with its

mtegral phase plate. The photographs reproduced

above were taken with the lower-power objectives

and a 12 X eyepiece.
F. Smithson

20 Queens Boad, Hartshill,

Stoke-on-Trent.

^ BuxcE, C. E., and Stock, J. P. P., Sd, Imtr., 19, 71 (1942),

»Eicliards, 0. W., NaMfe, 154, 672 (1944). ,

* Brice, A. T., Jones, E. P-, and Smyth, J. b., Nature, 157, 563
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Viscosity of Associated Liquids

An equation representmg the temperatui^e variation
of the viscosity {75) of water and lime soda glass has
just been published by Douglas^, namely,

7)
= . (1)

where A', B\ G' and D' are constants, and T the
absolute temperature.

I have recently shown^ that for non-assoeiated
liquids we may write :

7
]

== Ae^iT (2 )

where v is the specific volume.

(2) differs from the well-lmown Andrade-Guzmdn
equation by the occurrence of m the variable t],

a difference which, although not affectmg the
accuracy of the equation (for within any temperature
range the variation in viscosity is many times gi*eater

than the con’espondmg change in 's/v), leads to a

tolerably constant value of tjcVvcj the value of tiV

v

at the critical temperature.
For associated liquids, I found that the addition

of a second exponential term to (2) gives an equation
which is m good agreement with the experimental
data

:

TjVv = Ae^lT + GeX^IT, ... (3)

(3) IS, of course, a modification of (1) and has been
fitted to the experimental results for a number of
substances, A typical case is that of 2*2 dimethyl
butanol I

:

Temperature ® C. 5 15 25 35 45 55 65
jyVT calc. (?7 in

poise) 352 7 177 5 98*2 69*3 38*7 26 95 19 76
expt. 860-2 176*9 99 6 60*0 39*2 27*27 19 94

Temperature ® 0. 75 85 95 106 115 125
ffs/'o calc. (ji in

lOf poise) 15*10 11*90 9*62 7*93 6*64 5*635
tjVtf expt. 15*11 11*84 9 52 7 89 6 64 6 670

Values of the constants A, B, C (as — log^o G)
and B for a number of alcohols which are known to
give a markedly nondmear relationship between
log TjVtT and IjT are tabulated below, together with
the average percentage deviations between the
observed and calculated values of the viscosity. The
observers are indicated by references to footnotes.

U R E

The Logarithmic Transformation

Ih a recent comimmication, Dr. H. V. Mushain^
directs attention to the fact that a logaritlmiic trans-

formation of a variable may not only make tho
distribution more normal but will often stabilize the

standard deviation, that is, make it moro or less

mdependent of the mean in those cases where the
standard deviation of the original variable is roughly
proportional to the mean. He is, perhaps, mistaken
when he suggests that the latter effect has not pre-

viously been appreciated. In cases where the logarith-

mic transformation is used as a preparatory step

to an analysis of variance, its mam purpose is to

ensure that the standard deviation, as calculated

from a residual sum of squares, shall be applicable to

the various ‘treatment’ means, even when these differ

considerably from each other. Tho lack of normality
of the distribution of the residual error is not in itself

of any great practical consequence.
There is yet another useful property of the

logaritlimic transformation which is often not
appreciated. If natural logarithms are used, we
have

2/
= log a;

dy =s dxjx.

If variations in x are not too large, we may put a; = (x,

its mean value. Tlien

dy == dxjii,

standard deviation (y) standard deviation (a;)/(x

= coefficient of variation (a;).

Hence, the coefficient of variation of x is given
directly by the standard deviation of 2/ = log x,

which can be estimated by the usual method from

^ = ^{Ziy-^yy/in^D},

If common instead of natural logaritlims are used,

the standard deviation of y must be multiplied by
2*30259 to give the coefficient of variation of x,

W. L. Stevens
Research Department,

Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.,

Billmgham, Co. Durham.

Substance B D A •-lOgioO
Mean
% Viscosity

Water* 1,247 3,777 0 09464 5*0652
error
0 2

range
2 84-- 17*9

Etbjleue glycol*
Tert. butyl alcohol*

2,234 6,570 0*04445 6*2535 1 0 10*4 —199
2,250 7,411 0*01121 9*3206 1 1 6 00— 33*5

Tert, amyl alcohol®
‘Active’ amyl

alcohol**

2,199 5,947 0 01351 7*3949 1*7 4 34—142

2,030 3,742 0 02050 4*0044 0*5 5 05—111
Hexauol 1® 108 2 2,777 0 9817 2*3526 0 4 3*45— 89*2
Hexanol 2

«

1,540 4,468
3,035

0 07927 4*9910 0*4 3 83—108
Heptauol 1® 1,437 0*09070 2*8233 0*3 4*50—100
2.2.dimethyl

butanol 1® 2,319 6,452 0*01584 7*6227 0*7 4*86—321
2jnetbyl

pentanol 5 ® 1,127 2925 0*1120 2 6009 0*7 3*74— 90 9
2.ethvl butanol 1® 1,670 4,373 0*00260 4 7077 1-7 3-61—146
3.mcthyl

pentanol 1® 1,094 3,088 0*1640 2*8441 0*9 3*74— 9C[*2
2jDaetliyl

pentanol 3 ® 1,926 5,735 0*02713 7*0086 1*8 3-15—102
3.methyl

pentanol 3 ® 1,418 4,380 0 09482 4 0246 1*1 3*66— 73 4

L. H. Thomas
Department of Chemical Engineering,

School of Mines and Technology,
Treforest. Sept. 27.

^ ® , 415 (1946),
« Tlio®aa«, Swf., 673 (1946).
* CWt^ca) Tables.’*

mA Wteivali J. l, 372 (1930).

Trffws., 185, 897 (1894).

^ r Am«f. dhem. S^oc., 55, 4820 (1933);
^ 6^ ia7, 1096, 2372 (1940) ; 68, i097 (1941).

^

1 Nature, 153, 453 (1946)

Activity of ‘Vitamin A-Acid* in the Rat
It is a well-known fact that p-carotene is converted

by mammals into vitamin A, which is stored in the
liver. As vitamm A-acid is biologically active^, it

seemed possible that this substance might also be
converted mto vitamin A. To mvestigate this ques-
tion the following experiments were carried out.
Young rats were grown on a diet freed of vitamin A.

After signs of deficiency had appeared, the rats were
divided into groups of five animals. From one group
the vitamin A content of the livers was determmed
after saponification. (The vitamm A determmations
were carried out by the Analytical Department using
the Carr and Price reaction and the Lovibond colori-

meter.) This proved to be zero. The rats of a second
group each received subcutanequaly 10 mgm. of
vitamm A-acid as sodium salt dissolved in 2 c.c.

phosphate buffer (pH 10*5). These mjeetions caused
no serious damage. After three days the vitamin A
content of the hvers was determmed. It proved to
be zero.
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Tlio ratw of a third pjroii]} each received sub-

cutaiieoimly on .seven successive days 1 mgm of
Vitamin A-acid’ dissolved in 0-2 c.e. of the same
buffer. On the nmth day the vitamin A content of
the livers was zero.

The rats of a fourth group received orally on three
successive days 3 mgm. of vitamin A-acid as
sodium salt dissolved in 0 3 e.c. phosphate buffer pR
10*5. On the fifth day the vitamin A content of the
livers proved to bo zero.

From the above experiments we may conclude
that the sodium salt of vitamin A-acid, whether
administered orally or subcutaneously, is not con-
verted into vitamin A, and probably itself exerts its

biological activity.

J. F. Ahens
D. A. VAN Dorp

Laboratory of N. V. Organon,
Oss, Holland.

Aug. 23.

^ Nature, 367, 190 (19-10) , 158, 00 (1940) Bee Ttar Chun 65, 33S
(1940)

Use of Water Purified by Synthetic Resin
Ion-Exchange Methods for the Study of

Mineral Deficiencies in Plants

^ An adequate supply of highly purified water is an
essential requirement for the study of plant nutrition
problems, particularly those relating to mineral
deficiencies, when experiments are carried out on a
largo scale. Liebig, Vanselow and Chapman^ m
California foimd that tap water purified by the
synthetic resin lon-exchange principle was satis-

factory for maintaming healthy growth in citrus and
sweet lemon without any toxic effects. They did
not, however, report any experiments using de-
mineralized water in deficiency cultures, although
they published analytical results indicating that con-
siderable removal of certain of the major and trace
elements was effected by the treatment. Schroeder,
Davis and Schafer^ have recently published a note
in which they conclude that demineralized tap water
is imsuitable as a substitute for distilled water
for boron-deficiency cultures. Using the latter,

symptoms of this deficiency developed in canning
beet m five weeks, whereas, m parallel cultures
with the demineralized water, no symptoms were
observed.

I have previously reported** the use of demmeralized
water at Long Ashton, using the ‘Permutit’ method,
for large-scale sand culture work, using both a hard
tap water and rain water, but in view of the im-
favourable results obtained for boron by Schroeder
et al., it IS of interest to refer to results obtained at
Long Ashton for both boron and other nutrient
elements.

In deficiency experiments with plants, the ultimate
test of any point of technique must be that of bio-
logical analysis, and usmg such a criterion a number
of mdicator crops have been grown under deficiency
conditions to test a demmeralizing apparatus during
the 1945 and 1946 seasons. The effectiveness of the
technique was judged by the method of visual
diagnosis, and the purity of the treated water was
also checked by chemical analysis.

Usmg tap water, the following deficiencies were
produced in acute forms : nitrogen, phospj^rus, cal-

cium, magnesium, potassium and manganese in

tomato (Market King) ; calcium in sugar beet and
himgry gap kale ,* iron in oats (Star) ,* boron m
cauliflower (Majestic), sugar beet and celery.

Usmg rain water, in extensive experiments with a

large variety of crops, the following deficiencies were
observed : iron in tomato, potato, sugar beet, red

clover, marrowstem kale, flax, wheat, oats ; man-
ganese m tomato and globe beet ; boron in tomato,
potato, sugar beet, globe beet, red and alsik© clover,

lucerne, dwarf, broad and runner bean, pea, flax,

parsnip. The severity of calcium deficiency symp-
toms, in crops like alsike clover, parsnip, flax and
cereals, was greatly accentuated over that produced
by the use of untreated ram water.
The effectiveness of the removal of specific in-

organic ions depends on the total concentration of

other ions present ; for example, efficiency of re-

moval of a small quantity of iron increases as the
amounts of calcium and magnesium decrease. Con-
siderable mcrease m efficiency, and improvement m
pR reaction and sodium elimination has been obtained
by the use of a secondary cation exchanger to reduce
further the cation level in the water, although the
anion content is not changed.
The analytical results of Liebig et al. do not show

appreciable reduction in boron content, and ex-

perience at Long Ashton shows that boron is less

readily removed than some ions ; but with ram
water havmg an initial boron content of about
0*01 p.p.m., the boron level can be reduced to as

little as 0 0025 p.p.m.
The apparatus in use at present has delivered more

than 1,000 gallons of purified ram water without
regeneration, and the figures for iron content are

representative of its efficiency : April storage ram
water 0-03 p.p.m., purified 0*0017 p.p.m. ; August
storage rain water 0*50 p.p.m., purified 0*003 p.p.m
The use of demineralized water holds considerable

possibilities for large-scale trace element research,

and further experiments in this direction are in

progress. Full details of technique and analyses will

be published later.

This work has been carried out under the Agri-

cultural Research Council’s scheme for plant nutrition

with the aid of special grants for which grateful

acknowledgment is made. I wish to thank the
Permutit Co., London, for their interest and helpful

co-operation in the design of suitable equipment and
for makmg the apparatus available for use in the
experimental sand cultures at Long Ashton.

Fkio J. Hewitt
Research Station,

Long Ashton,
Bristol.

Sept. 16.

^Liebig, G F, jiin ,
Vansclovv, A P, and ('hapnuu, H D, F^mJ

Science, 55, 571 (1943)

® Schroeder, W T
,
Davis, J" F., and Schafer, ,T., jiin , J Armr. Hoc,

Aaron , 38, 754 (1946)
“ Hewitt, R d

,
Long Ashton Res Stn. Ann Eep (1945), 44

Adsorption on Carbon of Rare Earth Organic
Complexes

Although Botti^ studied the adsorption on
activated carbon of members of the raie earth group,

and Croatta^ and others^ have exammed chromato-
graphical methods of their separation, the investiga-

tions of these workers have been confined to rare

earth ions as such.
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The adsorption on charcoal of organic conipotmds

is^ as IS well known, imich higher than that of in-

organic ions, and consequently it was considered that

an exammation of the adsorption of rare earth organic

complexes might yield interestmg results, particularly

if such complexes were coloured.

Several colour tests for the rare earths, individually

and collectively, have been variously proposed; but
for the mitial work indicated here the violet p-

phenetidine cerium complex of Wenger, Rusconi and
Duckert^ was employed. To a solution contammg a
few milligrams of cerium m the tetravalent state,

saturated aqueous j^-phenetidme was added and a
small amount of decolorizing charcoal shaken with
the violet-coloured solution produced ;

adsorption of
the colour was immediate and complete, and after

filtration the complex could be recovered from the
charcoal by extraction with chloroform. To obtain
the data mdicated in the table below, the chloroformic
extract was evaporated to dryness, ignited, and the
residual oxide weighed.

Cerium oxide taken Carbon used Cerium oxide recovered

(mgm

)

(mgm.)
3-15 0 1 gm 3 0
6 30 0 1 „ 6 1

9 45 0 1 „ 9 2
12 60 0 1 „ 12 4

lOgm.LasOa+O
CeOs 01 „ 9 5

Control 10 *0 0 1 nil

The applicability of this separation only being to
the removal of small amounts of cerium from solution,
a lanthanum nitrate solution containing 0 • 1 per cent
Oe was treated by this method for removal of the
cerium. Although actual recovery by this method
is not exceptionally near theoretical, the efficiency

as a method of removing traces of cerium occurrmg
as impurities is excellent, as spectrographic examina-
tion showed complete absence of that element in
the aqueous filtrates obtained in the first mstances
and in the lanthanum oxide produced in the final

cases. As Botti has shown that adsorption of the
rare earths on charcoal, although small, does occur,
a control experiment was conducted in which the
adsorption of tetravalent cerium ion was determined
m the absence of the organic complex.
A more comprehensive study of this separation has

been prepared, and will be published elsewhere, in
which the efficiency of this procedure is confirmed
and the application of the technique to other rare
earths mdicated.

R. C. VlCKBBY
1 Sprules Road,
London, S.E.4.

Sept. 24.

’ AM CongK Int&m. Chim., 3, 406 (1939).
- Ricerea Sd

,

12, 157 (1941).

^Brametso et al , Chem, Zentr., 1, 2387 (1943) ; 1, 2568 (1942).
* Edv, Chemica Aista, 27, 1479 (1944).

Adenosine Triphosphate in Mammalian
Spermatozoa

The prince of adenosine triphosphoric acid (that
is^ of imdily hydrolysable phosphorus) in mammalian
^ei!mato®0a has been established by Ivanov and

and by Lardy, Hansen and Phillips®.
Accord®^ to the findings of Ivanov and Kanygma^

wie cont© nt of adenosine triphosphate in sheep
spea!m»|oEo% Oib^hied from the epididymis, varies

U R E

withm the limits of 12-30 mgm. of adenosine tri-

phosphate phosphorus por 100 gm. of the contents of

the cauda epididymis. The adenosine triphosphate

content decreases under anaerobic conditions parallel

with the decrease of motility of the spermatozoa. If

aerobic conditions are jirovided for, or if glucose is

added, the adenosine triphosphate content of the

sperm cells returns to its initial value ; simultaneously

the spermatozoa resume their movements. Mann® has
isolated adenosine triphosphate from sheep sperm
and determined a number of constants characterizing

this preparation.

We have studied the biological effect produced by
adenosme triphosphate isolated from spermatozoa
on actomyosin threads prepared according to Szent-

Gyorgyi*. It was found that adenosine triphosphate

isolated from pig spermatozoa provokes a marked
contraction (by 40-00 per cent) of the actomyosm
thread in a saline medium. It follows that adeno-
sine triphosphate from sperm cells seems not to

differ, m respect of its ability to react with aeto-

myosin in the presence of potassium and magnesium
salts, from adenosme triphosphate isolated from
muscle.

It should be noted, however, that if a solution of

muscle adenosine triphosphate is added to sperm-
atozoa obtained from the epididymis which have lost

their motility under anaerobic conditions, no resump-
tion of the movements of the spermatozoa is observed.

The last-mentioned experiments were usually made
m the presence of monobromacetate, which does not
interfere with the dephosphorylation of adenosine
triphosphate but blocks the anaerobic decomposition
of carbohydrates with the formation of lactic acid.

I. I. Ivanov
B. S. KaSSAVINA
L. D. Fomenko

Department of Biochemistry,
First Moscow Medical Institute.

^ Ivanov, I. Tm and Kanvgina, K Y., C R. Acad. Sei. U.JS.8.R.f 50,
361 (1945). See also Ivanov, L I., Unman PertiHi/, 10, 33 (1946)

;

Progress of Modem Biology, 11, 627 (1943) ; 21, 99 (1946).

Lardy, H A., Hansen, B G, and phillips, P. H., Arch, Biochem.,
6, 41 (1945).

Mann, T., Biochem. J

,

39, 451 (1945).

* Szent-Gyorgyi, A, Acta physiol, Scand

,

Supp 9, 25 (1945),

Action of Prostatic Secretion on the Motility
and Metabolism of Spermatozoa

We know^-® that the secretion of the prostate
possesses a pronounced ability to activate the
motility of spermatozoa isolated from the epididymis.
The effect of the prostatic secretion of the dog on
the motion and respiration of canine spermatozoa
has been studied by Ivanov®. We have now investig-

ated the effect of the prostatic secretion of the dog
on the motion of spermatozoa both imder aerobic
and anaerobic conditions.

It was shown that prostatic secretion activates
markedly the motility of spermatozoa both in the
case of a free access of oxygen and under anaerobic
conditions (in the presence of cyanide). In the latter

case, however, to obtain a prolonged effect, it is

necessary to add to the sperm some carbohydrate
which can be utilized as a substrate for glycolysis.

Consequently, prostatic secretion activates to a high
degree utilization by spermatozoa of the energy
of both aerobic and anaerobic energy-producing pro-
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cet^Hos. This capacity of tho secretion is lost by it

afl'Or it has been heated to lOO'^ C. This effect of the
prostatic secretion is species specific. Thus, for
example, the secretion of the prostate of a dog is

unable to activate the movements of bull or sheep
spermatozoa.
We are at present attempting to find out whether

prostatic secretion contains a protein capable of
activating the contractile protein of the spermatozoan
tail.

I. I. Ivanov
B. S Kassavina

Department of Biocbemistry,
Firat Moscow Medical Institute.

^ Ivanov, J J., Human Fertile, 10, No. 2, 33 (1945)
“Huggins, Phys Rev, 25, No 2, 281 (1945)
“Ivanov, I L, CR Soe Biol, 103, 57 (1930).

Inhibiting Action of Fluorophosphonates on
Cholinesterase

In comiexion with the interesting report^ by Dr.
M. Dixon and Dr. D. M. Needham on “Biochemical
Research on Chemical Warfare Agents”, we should
lilie to mention that the first observations on the
cholinesterase-inhibiting action of fluorophosphonates
were made in 1941 At that time the dimethyl and
diethyl fluorophosphonates only were known ; these
compounds are somewhat less toxic than the di-
isopropyl fluorophosphonate, but otherwise have
similar effects. The long-lasting constriction of the
pupil produced by dimethyl fluorophosphonate
suggested a mode of action like that of eserme, and
wo foimd that, like eserme, it strongly inhibited the
cholmesterase activity of human plasma. When the
more toxic di-isopropyl fluorophosphonate was pre-
pared, we fomid that it had a more potent inhibiting
action on cholinesterase^.

An account of these early observations will be
published in the Journal of Pharmacology.

E. D. Ahrian
W. Eeldbebg
B. A. Kilby

Physiological Laboratory,
Cambridge.

^Nature, 168, 432 (1946).
“ Report XZ.71 to the Mm of Supply, October 1941
“Report XZ.in to the Min of Supply, November 1942.

A Medium for investigating the Breakdown
of Pectin by Bacteria

During the course of an investigation on the
bacteria associated with the rotting of potatoes m
storage, carried out on behalf of the Agricultural
Research Council, a large number of isolates was
tested for ability to break down pectin.

Previous investigators have used one of the follow-
ing methods in the examination of the breakdown of
pectin : (1) observation of the growth of an oi^anism
m a medium with pectin as the sole source of carbon ;

(2)

^

testing of enzyme preparations of cultures for
ability to cause loss of coherence m strips of plant
tissue, or changes in viscosity of a pectin solution

;

(3) measurement*of the rate of utilization of a particu-
lar pectic substrate by progressive chemical analysis.
While the above methods would be satisfactory, it

seemed that a more suitable method, for a rapid qual-

itative test, would be to grow the organisms on a pectm
gel. Organisms which were able to break down pectin

would cause liquefaction of the medium. In the
past, it has only been possible to prepare pectin gels

with high sugar concentrations, and under acid or

alkalme conditions^ which would not support the

growth of bacteria. Low methoxylated pectm gels“’^

can now be prepared with a low sugar content and
with an increased range of pH, and it is possible that

they might be used in the present mvestigation, but
they have not been available to me.
Through the courtesy of the A.S.P. Chemical Co

Ltd., of Gerrards Cross, a sodium pectate powder was
obtained which would form a gel at a neutral pH and
m the absence of sugar. The medium is prepared as

follows : a basal solution is made up containmg
NH4H2PO4 1 gm., KCl 0*2 gm. and MgS04 0 2 gm.
per litre of distilled water. To this solution is added
50 ml. per litre of buffer solution (Mcllvame’s phos-
phate-citrate buffer, 0-211 !ISraH 2P04 , 0 -lM citric

acid). The mixture is heated to 70*^ C. and sufficient

of the powder added to give a 1 per cent concentra-
tion. The mixture is further heated almost to boilmg
and held at this temperature for about five minutes.
From the time of the addition of the pectate powder,
the mixture must be thoroughly stirred. It has been
found helpful to add Bromo Thymol-Blue to the
medium as an mdicator. The medium is tubed and
sterilized by bringmg momentarily to 120° C. in an
autoclave, turning off the gas and allowing to cool.

This method of sterilization^ reduces breakdown of
the pectate.

The settmg of the medium is brought about by
a certam concentration of calcium ions (approxim-
ately 3*2 per cent of the powxler), which convert
some of the sodium pectate to calcium pectate on
cooling. The addition of a small proportion of a
10 per cent solution of calcium chloride increases the
structural viscosity of the gel.

Tubes, moculated by needle stabs from broth
cultures, of Pact, phytophthorum, B. carotovorum, B.
arotdece and Bacillus polymyxa showed slight lique-

faction after two days at 25° C., and the liquefaction

was almost complete after a week. Bs. suhtilis pro-

duced a slight liquefaction after four days. Pact. ‘

wrogenest Bs> mesentericus mAPseudomonasfluorescem
did not liquefy the medium after twenty days. No
extensive exammation of cultures of fungi has been
undertaken ; but Botrytis cinerca and Sclerotinia

,

minor produce a liquefaction of the medium.
Liquefaction of this medium mdicates the splittmg

j

of the pectate unit and is not necessarily the same as I

loss of coherence in plant tissues. Comparative
|

tests, however, have shown that liquefaction of a

:

pectate gel and loss of coherence of plant tissue

appear to be correlated.

I am much indebted to Dr. W. J. Dowson and Dr.
N. A. Burges for their advice m this work. This

'

brief account is published as it is considered that the
medium may have applications in other directions.

D. Rudd Jones
Botany School,

Cambridge.
Oct. 1 .

1 Spencer, G., J, Phys, CUm

,

33, 1987 (1929)
* Baker, G. L., and Goodwin, M W., Del. Ague. Exp. Sta Bull.

.

No. 234 (1941)

“Baker, G. L., and Goodwin, M. W., Del. Agric. Exp. Sta. Bull.']

No. 246 (1944).
|

“Davis, J. G., and Rogers, H J., AU. Proc, Soc. Agrio. Bacterig\
(1938).
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Mitotic Distyrfaarices induced in Yeast by
Chemicals, and their Significance for the
interpretation of the IMornmai Chromosome

Conditions of Yeast

The camphor reaction of yeast, described by
Bauch^, was mterpreted by me^ as a narcosis affecting

the normal growth of the yeast cell. Instead of

buddmg normally, the yeast, under the influence of
many chemicals of the same type as the narcotics,

grows out into associations of cells, which show an
irregular, tube-like, bottle-shaped or vesicular form.
Their cell volume is often enlarged In 1938 and 1939,
SegaP induced this reaction by treatment with the
higher aliphatic alcohols and fusel oil. The so-called

involution forms of yeast, often observed in ageing
cultures in connexion with the autolysis, seems to be
a phenomenon of the same nature, the yeast cells

narcotizing themselves with their own metabolic
products.

kSegal noticed the occurrence of abnormal nuclei
m yeast cells treated with the higher alcohols No
detailed study of the nuclear conditions of the
‘camphor cells’ has been made, however, although
supposed chromosome-doubled types of yeast have
been produced by chemical treatments several
times^>^»®. In the present communication a few data
will be given concerning the nuclear behaviour of
‘camphor cells’ induced by camphor, butyric alcohol
and benzene.
During the first days of treatment, most nuclei in

the ‘camphor cells’ divide normally, each daughter
cell obtainmg one normally shaped nucleus. After a
somewhat longer treatment, certain mitotic disturb-
ances appear, and after a fortnight there may be
a large number in some slides. The accompanying
photomicro^aph, which has been made from a
Feulgen-stained slide of cells treated for sixteen
days with 0*012 mol, benzene, shows some typical
deviations from normal mitosis. In cell 1 a fairly
normal metaphase is seen in polar view. About ten
separate bodies may bo counted, six of them being
larger. In cell 2 tliree nuclei are present, and in
addition two solitary bodies which I interpret as
single chromosomes. Tiiis configuration i^ suggestive
of the action of a multipolar spmdle. 3 and 4 show
mstances of one larger nucleus and one small body
outside the nucleus, presumably one vagabond
chromosome. In other cases I have foimd pairs of
chromosomes lying free in the plasma, smgle chromo-
somes havmg evidently divided m their abnormal
position.

The mitotic disturbances here described are of
special interest, since they furnish an opportunity to
estimate the size of single yeast chromosomes, which
IS seldom possible in untreated cells, where the
chromosomes usually appear m dense groups ; and
it IS found that the chromosome size vanes from
0*1 ^ to, perliaps, 0*5 p. Thus, the ch^pmosome size
lies near the limit of what can be seen in the micro-
scope.

In my best fixations of xmtreated yeast I have
found the nuclei to contain a number of distinct
bodies of a size similar to that of single chromosomes
of these treated cells. At metaphase these bodies may
be s^n clearly and have the same appearance as
oen 1 oftbepre^nt pxeture. They are often distributedw a hoHbw spindle: At normal anaphase their tend-

te together may feasily give an impression
ot one m two b^es, just aa has happened in cell 5of the reproduction. my opinion this is the cause

%

i^accfiaromyces cerevisim treatii) for sixteen bays with
0-012 MOL. liENKBNE, 1, NORMAL METAPHASE, 2, EI^'PEOT OV
MULTIPOLAR SPINDLE , .1, 4, VAGABOND CHROMOSOMES

, .O. LHMI»-
ING or CHROMOSOMES INTO TWO BODIES X 1,2U0

both of the assumption of amitosis in yeast and of
the low chromosome number reported by many
workers (for example, Badian®, Rinoto and Yuasa^).
After having been able to study the size of singl<^

chromosomes m treated yeast, I do not doubt tiiat

the normal cliromosomo number of yeast is higher
Ten separate elements are often counted in untreated
material, and it is quite probable that several very
small chromosomes are then concealed. I accordingly
consider ten a minimum number. Neither can 1

agree with Lindegren® that the Feulgen-positive
constituent of the yeast cell is a centriole without,
further interior organisation.

The nuclear disturbances of the ‘camphor cells’ of

yeast are evidently not identical with full colchiciiie-

raitosis of higher plants. Even after long treatment,
the spmdle apparatus functions at least partially.
The disturbances observed may very well give rise

to cells with altered chromosome number ; in fact,

cells with doubled number have been actually seen
in my slides. If a similar condition occurs also" in the
normally occurring involution forms of ageing cultures,
it may be important not to use old cultures as mother
cultures in practical brewery.

Aebeut Levan
Cytogenetic Laboratory,

Svalof, Sweden.
Sept. 18.

^ :^aturmss
, 29 (1941)

^HeredUas, 30 (1944).
* Mtcrobtologtja, 7 (1938), 8 (1939).
* Nature, 152 (1945)
‘ Curr, ^ci., 14 (1945).
« BmK. Int Acad. Polon., B, 61 (1937).
’ Cvtohgia, U (1941)
* MyJcologm, 37 (1945),
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Reticylocytosis following the Administration

of Thymine to Splenectomized Rabbits

Jacobson and Williams^’ ^ have reported that
splenectomized rabbits show a reticulocytosis after

intramuscular injections of liver extract, and have
suggested that this observation could form the basis

for a method of bio-assay of liver extracts.

Followmg Jacobson’s report, we have carried out a
number of experiments on a series of eighteen
splenectomized rabbits and have confirmed, qualita-

tively, the response of these animals to an injection of
liver extract. We are not in a position at this stage to
comment on the quantitative nature of the response,

except as noted below. The appearance of a series

of papers by Spies and his collaborators'*’^*®’® on the
value of thymine (5-methyl uracil) in the treatment
of sprue and pernicious anaemia suggested the in-

vestigation of the action ofthymine in splenectomized
rabbits.

We have now shown that intramuscular and intra-

venous injections of thymine produce a marked
reticulocytosis in these animals. With intramuscular
injections, a latent period of 2-4 days is usually
observed, but using the intravenous route, a more
rapid response is obtained. This effect is marked in

doses varying from 50 mgm. to 250 mgm., and was
still apparent in one animal on a dose of 5 mgm.
The smaller doses of thymine were usually given

in warm aqueous solution (1-3 mgm./ml.) and the
larger doses in suspension in the same medium. The
accompanying graph shows the result ofadministermg
100 mgm. and 20 mgm. to splenectomized rabbits.

It also shows the absence of effect due to the ad-
ministration of distilled water alone

Time ((la>8)

, 100 mgm. th^munc mtraniuseuIarlY , , 5 ml distilled

water intramuscularly ; —o— ,
20 mgm thymine intravenously

Injections were made at X

All the rabbits used in the se experiments showed a
normal reticulocyte level of 1 *0-2*0 per cent, and a
response was considered positive only if a level of
2*0“3*0 per cent or more was observed. Two or three

weeks prior to being treated with thymine, each
rabbit was given an intramuscular injection pf 1 *0 ml.

of purified liver extract (‘Examen’), and any animal
not showing a positive response was rejected 'from

further experimental work. Althoug^i the responses

of different rabbits to an equal dose of thymine

showed considerable variation, it was observed that
a dose of 100 mgm. or more of thymine usually
resulted in a higher reticulocytre peak than that
obtained with 1 0 ml. of ‘Examen’.
The foregoing results supply further evidence that

splenectomized rabbits respond to materials active

in pernicious anaemia, and the fact that the height

of the reticulocyte peak appears to run roughly
parallel with the size of the dose of thymine suggests

that the response may be more or less quantitative.

The results also lend support to the view that

thymine or some substance of similar structure may
play an important part in haemopoiesis.

Further work is in progress with related com-
poimds to deteimme whether they have an action

similar to that of thymine. *

We are indebted to Dr. J. F. Martin for supplies

of thymine and to the directors of Genatosan, l4td.,

for permission to publish this note.

E. M. Bavxx
T. R. Middleton

Pharmacological Laboratory,
Genatosan, Ltd.,

Loughborough

.

Oct. 3.

^ Jacobson, W., and Williams, S. M., J 'Path. BacL, 67, 101 (194:5).

» Jacobson, W., and WilHams, S M., J. Path. Bad
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» Spies, T D , Vilter, C. F., and Cline, J. K ,
South M. J , 39, 269

(1946).
* Spies, T D., Frommeyer, W B., Vilter, C. F., and English, A.

Blood, 1, 185 (1946)
® Spies, T. D., Fiommeyer, W B., Lopez, G. G., Toca, 11. L., and
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Lancet, i, 883 (1946).

® Frommeyer, W. B., Spies, T. D., Vilter, C. F., and English, A
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Carbohydrate Metabolism in Alloxan-
diabetic Rats

Mering and Minkowski*- and also H6don** have
already foimd that the glycogen content of the liver

and of the skeletal muscles, during experimental
pancreas-diabetes, is being very much decreased.

This was always confirmed by later authors and led

to various hypotheses concerning the action of msulin
on carbohydrate metabolism. By means of their

mode of experimental procedure, Major and Mann®
were able to show that the formation of glycogen in

pancreatectomized dogs is not suppressed m the case

of permanent glucose infusion. Concerning the

glycogen content of liver and skeletal muscles,

Lackey, Bunde, Gill and Harris^ obtained the same
results in alloxan-diabetic rats as Mering and Mmkow-
ski in pancreatectomized dogs. The investigations

of Laszt® and Laszt and Vogel® on the carbohydrate
metabolism in alloxan-diabetic rats make it prob-

able that the formation of glycogen cannot be
lowered. We were, therefore, induced to verify this

point. The rats were made diabetic by the method
suggested by Laszt®. There was no steatosis of the

liver to be observed, neither macroscopically nor

mjLcroscopically. This fact is of importance, as the

formation ofglycogen and its deposition is suppressed

in fatty hver^.

As the accompanying table shows (average rates),

the glycogen content of the liver after 24 hr.

fastmg is higher in alloxan-diabetic rats than in

normal ones, whereas the glycogen content of

the muscles is lower. On© hour after glucose

feeding (1 gm.) the liver glycogen, as well
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Skeletal

Ln er muscle

Total
In- acid Oiganic

Glycogen organic soluble P. Glycogen

(%) P P (mgm (%)
(mgm. (mgm

%)
%)

Normal
ammals
After 24 hr.

0 328fa«ting
1 hr. after 1

0 136 31 70 94 70 63 00

gm glucose
feeding 0 500 22 12 87 87 67 75 0 380

Diabetic
j

animals
After 24 hr.

66 60 0 247fasting
1 hr after 1

0 913 28 40 95 00

gm. glucose
feeding 1 729 21 50 97 75 76 25 0 300

Diab.-adrenal-
ectonuzed
ammals
After 24 hr.

0 266fasting
1 hr after 1

0 068 46 62 100 65 54-03

gin glucose
feeding 0 296 33 10 93 30 60 20 0 259

skeletal mtiscle glycogen, rise more in diabetic animals

than in normal ones. Alloxan-diabetic rats in which
glycosuria and hyperglycsemia have been completely

suppressed by adrenalectomy show, when young and
when fed, a lower glycogen content of liver as well

as of skeletal muscle than normal ones. Further,

the organic phosphate in the liver was also higher

in alloxan-diabetic rats than in normal rats.

H. Wbbbb
Institute of Physiology,

Nutrition Division,

Fribourg.
Sept. 26.

^ Mering, v. J., and Minkowski, Arch, exp. Path u. Pharm
, 26, 371

(1890).

®H4don, B., Arch. mM, exper., 8, 1 (1891) Arch, de Physiol,, (5), 4,

245 (1892)

» Major, S. JT., and Mann, C„ Amer. J. Physiol

,

102, 400 (1932).
* Lackey. R. W-, Bunde, C. A., Gill, A. J., and Hams, L. 0 , Proc.

Soc Exp mi. Med , 67, 191 (1944).

^Laszt L., Bxp&ri&ntia, 1 (1945). Bull. Soc fribourgeowe Sciences

not., 38 (1946).

« Laszt, L., and Vogel, H., Nature, 157, 551 (1946). Natme. [158, 688
(1 46)J.

’ Roaenfeld, G., Berliner Min. Wchsft., 976 (1906).

Observations on the Moth Plusis gamma in

Denmark in 1946

This year the noctuid Flmia gamma has been more
abundant in Denmark than at any time smee
1905. It is likely that the swarms arrived here m
June ; the first report of damage caused by the
larvae came from the southern part of Denmark,
and was followed by similar reports from more
northern parts, thus closely correspondmg to the
seasonal progression recorded in England^ The
adults appeared about August 1.

The main results of the observations in the field,

confirmed by experiments in the laboratory, are as
follows. Flusia gamma has two different activity

patterns, one for seeking food on plants, another one
for migrating. |The first is correlated with the tem-
;^»ei»ture, maximum activity bemg found at tem-
pwature^ between 25° and 30° C., with a lower limit

accordingly^ the feeding takes place
espeeiafiy on bri^t and warm days.

We have only observed the migrating activity dur-

ing the night. The temperatiue limit is much iow’^er,

about 12°-14° C. The moths were not iound to feed

during migration, except on a few very warm nights.

Migratory mdividua] s seem to be less attracted by
light than other moths. The flight takes place at

heights of 5-20 m above the ground, and the direction

of the flight IS very nearly the same for all individuals

observed during a certain period. But, imlike previous

mvestigafcors^’®, we have found that the migrations
are m the direction of the wind. This is not only
the result of general observations, but out of 440
individuals actually counted during ten observations
lasting for 10 muiutes, 73 per cent moved exactly in

tlie mam direction of the wind and only 6 per cent
deviated by more than 45° from this direction. The
directions of tlio wind wore north, north-west, west,

south-east and east. These observations were made
by means of a searchlight.

In Denmark, sunset in August is at about 8 p.m.
(M.E.T., one hour after g.m.t.) ; the migrations start

one or two hours later, and last for about three-four
hours, With a maximum in the hour before mid-
night.

Towards the end of August, the number of in-

dividuals decreased. Copulation was never observed,

and only about one per thousand of the females liad

developed eggs in the ovaries. As no evidence of a
return flight has so far been recorded from Denmark,
it is possible that this generation will die out
entirely,

A detailed report of the observations and experi-

ments will appear m the near future m Entomologiske
Meddelelser (Copenhagen).

P. Bovibn
State Phytopathological Institute,

Entomological Department,
Lyngby.

Ellikor Bbo Larsek
Zoological Museum,

University, Copenhagen.

Erik Tetbists Niblseh
Laboratory for Insect Biology,

“Pilehuset”, Frederilisvserk.

Sept. 23.

‘ Williams, C. B ,
“British Immigrant Butterflies and Moths” (London,

1935)
* Fisher, Katherine, J. Anim. Ecol. 7, 230 (1938).
® Williams, C B , Trxns, Roy, Bnt. Soc London, 92, 101 (1942).

Segmentation of the Spinal Cord in the
Human Embryo

Varying statements regarding segmentation of
human spinal cord have been made by different
writers. They range from “No definite segmentation
can, however, be effectively demonstrated. The
obvious segmentation of the tube is through the
nerve roots which arise m regular sequence from its

walls’’^ of Paterson to that of Sir Arthur Keith, who
states that “Dr. Watt observed in a human embryo
in which there are 18 body somites that 11 segments
were to be noted in the spmal cord”^
In the course of study of “The Neuraxis in South

Indian Foetuses and Neonati”, clear segmentation of
the spmal cord has been noted in some specimens.
Actual photographs of two embryos are reproduced
here. The first one is that of an embryo the C.R.
length of which is 5-1 cm. Its age will be between
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Fig 1

ten and eleven weeks. The spinal cord shows twenty-
five segments ; and cervical and lumbar enlargements
are also made out. The second one is that of an
embryo the O.R. length of which is 6 2 cm. Its age

Fig. 2

Will be between eleven and twelve weeks. It is slightly

older than the first one. The spinal cord shows
clearly the cervical and lumbar enlargements and
twenty-six segments. That the segmentation is a
regular one and not caused by pressure of the verte-
brae can be seen by the position of the nerves that
emerge out from each segment (Fig. 2).

Further work is in progress.

V. SiTABAMA Kao
Department of Anatomy,
Andhra Medical College,

Vizagapatam.
Aug. 16.

' Paterson, A. M., “Manual of Embryology” (1915), 88.
- Keith Sir Arthur, “Human Embryology and Morphology” (fifth

edition) (1933), 101

Blood Groups of Burmese

Theee does not appear to be any record in the
literature of blood-group tests made on Burmese
subjects ; we therefore took a recent opportunity
of testmg the blood of a number of subjects with
regard to ABO and Bh groups. W*e had intended to
group many hundreds, but owmg to unforeseen cir-

cumstances had to abandon the work after only about
two himdred persons had been tested However,
m view of the absence of other published data and
the present interest in the racial distribution of the
Bh factor, we are pubhshing this brief report on the
results.

229 subjects were tested agamst anti-A, anti-K and
anti-jR/i sera. The anti-i?/?. serum was a potent sample
tliat had been dried m small ampoules by Dr. R. I. N.
Greaves. A sample has recently been submitted tf>

Dr. R. R. Race, who reports that the serum contains
anti-(7 anti-D ^ agglutmuis with a very little

anti-D«2.

The results were as follows :

Total no.
tested 0 A B AJ5 iiA-f- m~
229 83 60 68 18 229 0

(36*2%) (26 2%) (29'7%) (7-9%) (100%) nil

A few bloods failed to react with the anti-jR/i serum
on first testing, but on bemg re-tested with the same
serum they gave positive results. These same few
bloods were also tested against at least one other
dried amti-Rh serum, and all gave positive results. All
these anti-J?/fc sera gave consistently clear-cut negative
reactions with known jR/fc-negative cells.

Of the 229 subjects tested, 155 claimed to be ‘pure
Burmese’ (Anglo-Burmese and Anglo-Indian-Burmese
were excluded), 57 were Karens, 13 Chins and the
remaining 4 Kachms.
The absence (or certainly very loyr incidence) of

the i?/i-negative type in Burmese is not unexpected
m view of previous reports* of a very low incidenee
in Chinese.

P. L. Moluson
(formerly O.C, Medical Division of an

Indian General Hospital)
c/o Lister Institute,

London, SW.l.

D. J. Reddy
(Pathologist to an Indian General Hospital)
Oct. 3.

lEace, H E., Naimre, 15% 771 (1944).

» Stratton, F., Name, 158 25 (1946).

,

® Levine, P., and Wbng, H., Amer J. Ohstet. 02fnec., 45, 832 (194a)«
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Choline and Phosphohpid Synthesis

The action of dietary cholm© in preventing and
curing certain types of fatty liver in rats is well known.
There is now considerable evidence, reviewed by
E. W. McHenry and J. M. Patterson {Phys. Rev.,

24, 128 ; 1944), that this lipotropic’ action is due to

the part which cholm© plays in the formation of

phospholipids. It is believed that fat is normally

transported from the liver m the form of phospholipid

and that choline, bemg a constituent of certain

phospholipids, is necessary for their synthesis and
therefore for fat transport. In cholm© deficiency, the

normal transport of fat from the liver is interrupted

and fat accumulates therein ; while administration of

choline can accelerate the removal of fat from various

types of experimentally produced fatty livers. More
recently, W. H. Grifdth and N. J. Wade {Proc. JSoc.

Exp. Biol. Med., 41, 188 ; 1939) described another
result of choline deficiency, haemorrhagic degeneration

of the kidneys. This lesion was produced much more
readily in young growing rats than m adults. J. M.
Patterson and E. W. McHenry (J. Biol. Chem., 145 ,

207 ; 1942) found in such cases that the phospholipid
content of the kidneys (both percentage and absolute)

was below normal and suggested that the lesion

resulted from a failure of phospholipid synthesis at a
period when phospholipid was required as a proto-

plasmic constituent for the development of the
growmg kidney. J. M. Patterson, N. B. Keevil and
E. W. McHenry (J. Biol. Chem., 153 , 489 ; 1944),

using radioactive phosphorus, have shown that the
rat© of phospholipid turnover in the rat’s kidney is

greatest at the time (sixth day of life) when the kidney
is most susceptible to choline deficiency, and that the
turnover is greatly reduced in oholine-deficieht ani-

mals. It seems, therefore, that both the liver and
kidney lesions of choline deficiency can be ascribed to

a failure of phospholipid synthesis.

Control of Pear Midge

S. H. Bennett and H. G. H. Kearns {J. Pom. and
Hort. Sci., 22, 38 ; 1946) report the successful control

of Contarinia pyrivora by the application of tar oil

and dinitro-orthocresol washes to the soil. The
larvae pupate in the surface soil and the midges
emerge in the spring to lay their eggs on the flower

buds and open flowers. On hatchmg, the larvae bore
into the developing fruitlets, which become mal-
formed and fall to the ground. Some control has
been effected hitherto by repeated cultivations of
arable soil after the fruit has fallen, by diggmg
calcium cyanide mto the soil, or by nicotine washes
apphed to the blossom when the midges are on the
wing. Trials were made with 3 per cent high boiling

neutral tar oil, and 0*1 per cent D.K.C. with 5 per
cent petroleum oil, sprayed on the soil at low pressure,

both as sulphite lye emulsions. A plantation of
Williams’ Bon Chretien and Fertility pear trees was
used and the treatments randomized to find the
effects of the washes when applied at the time of bud
burst (March 1, 1944) and 4-5 days before the
Vhite bud’ stage (March 27, 1944) respectively.

900-1,200 gaflons of wash per acre wer4 applied over
ttie surffyce, the top soil being dry enough to absorb it.

Examination of random samples of fruitlets and
,
comparison of crop wei^ts at picking time showed

^ hi^ degree of control was obtained. Ho
differmces were obtained between the two

washes or the time of application With an infesta-

tion of 64 per cent of fruitlets on the control plots,

the treatments gave from 46 to 101 per cent increase

in the fruits harvested, and 31 to 53 per cent increase

m the crop weights.

Genetics and Plant Breeding

D. U. Gbrstel (J. Hered., 36, 197 ; 1945) shows
that by back-crossing N%cotiana tabacum (n = 24)
X N. gluUnosa (n = 12) with N. tabacum, true-

breeding lines with 25 and 26 jiairs of chromosomes
occur in the progeny. The extra chromosomes which
are derived from N. glutinosa carry genes which
may be useful in tobacco. For example, resistance
to mosaic disease was incorporated in the new lines.

A general account is given of single chromosome
additions in evolution.

Pests of Cotoneaster

G. Fox Wilson has described nine insect pests of
Cotoneaster hor%zontahs (J. Roy. Hort. Soc., 70, Pt. 9 ;

Sept. 1945) Woolly aphis, and peach or European
brown scale, Lecanium comi, are two pests already
known on fruit trees. The web-spinning Tmeid
caterpillar, Scythropia cratcegella, is usually an in-

habitant of hawthorn bushes, but is mcreasmg on
Cotoneaster. It can be controlled by D.D.T. dusts
and sprays. The Pyxalid nioth, Eurhodope suavella,

also lives in silken galleries. It can be controlled by
nicotine dusts m warm days of autumn and spring,

while arsenical washes afford preventive treatment.
The four major pests here mentioned appear to be
most prevalent in the south-eastern coimties of
England.

Dry Rot of Potatoes

Phytophthora infestans and Fusarimn cceruleum are
the principal causes of fungal wastage of potatoes in
clamps, but a recent survey has shown that Fusar%um
avenaceum also causes loss, especially m the varieties
King Edward and Boon Star (F. Joan Moore, Ann.
Appl. B%ol., 32, 304 ; 1945). A comparison of the
two species of Pusarium showed that F. avenaceum
caused most rotting at 20-25° C., and m con-
ditions of high humidity, while F. cceruleum
caused maximum loss at 15° C. and was less sensitive
to low humidities ; it was noted that the more
susceptible the potato variety the higher was the
optimum temperature for both species of Fusarium.
Hotting was much more severe in clamps than in
stores or in open trays held at the same temperature.
This is apparently due to the higher humidity obtam-
ing m the clamp ; the amount of rotting is little

affected by volatile excretions from the tubers.

Recession of Glaciers

In a paper on researches on snow and ice, 1918-40,
in the Geographical Journal of January—February,
Prof. H. W. Ahlman outlmes his contention that a
climatological improvement m arctic latitudes began
slowly in the middle of the nineteenth century and
has increased rapidly in recent decades. His investiga-
tion on certain Norwegian glaciers shows that from
being stationary they have reached a state of retreat
and, if the rate of retreat continues, several will dis-

appear in a few more decades. Work in west Spits-
bergen and in North-East Land agam showed that
ablation exceeded accumulation. On Iceland glaciers
comparable results were obtained. Lastly, m North-
East Greenland regression was noted and, as else-
where, at an increasing rate. Prof. Ahlman points
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also to the results of Kussian researches north of
Siberia, which indicate a vast reduction since 1924
of the sea area covered with pack-ice, a reduction in

the average thickness of floes, an increase in tempera-
ture of the Kara and other seas, and a northward
shift of the southern limit of permanently frozen
ground. The meteorological causes of these changes
lie in increased flow of warm air to the regions around
the North Atlantic and the northward movement of
the Icelandic low-pressure area. Prof. Ahlman
stresses the need of comparable quantitative re-

searches in the Antarctic and elsewhere.

Space Charge in the Magnetron

The method employed by L. Page and N. I. Adams,
jun. (Phys. Rev,, 68, 126 , 1945) to solve the space
charge equation of the cylindrical diode has been
applied by the same authors to solve the similar

equation for the plane magnetron, consistmg of two
infinite parallel plane electrodes {Phys. Rev., 69, 492 ;

1946), and for the cylindrical magnetron, consisting

of two coaxial cylindrical electrodes (Phys. Rev., 69,

494 ; 1946) The relationship between the current
and the magnetic field is determined m both cases,

as also the effect of the magnetic field on the distri-

bution ofpotential and charge. An interestmg feature
ofthe plane magnetron, as shown by one ofthe curves,

IS that the current decreases only slightly with
increasmg magnetic field strength until quite close to
the cut-off. The corresponding curve for the cylin-

drical magnetron is in accord with A. W. Hull’s
experimental values (Phys. Rev., 18, 31 ; 1921).

Telephone Interference Arising from Power Systems

In a recently published paper (J. Inst. Elec. Eng.,

93, Part 1, No. 66, Juno 1946), Messrs. P. B. Frost
and E. F. H. Gould review the investigations on
telephone interference which have been carried out
m Great Britain between 1934 and 1944. Under
the heading of electromagnetic induction at funda-
mental frequency, they discuss the precautionary
measures available for power and telephone systems
to avoid damage to equipment and injury to personnel
from high induced voltages, and under interference

at audio-frequency the serious effects w’-hich may
arise from faulty power lines which are maintained
in operation through the use of arc-suppression coils,

and the possibilities of interference from power
Imes supplying large rectifier xmits. The paper
enumerates the conditions under which it is permissible

to employ multiple earthing in high-voltage systems,
and gives evidence to show that the inter-coimexion
of low-voltage systems, each earthed at one point,

is unlikely to cause interference. Recent apparatus
developments affecting the problem, such as gas
discharge tubes, noise-eliminatmg filters and noise-

measurmg instruments, are reviewed. The paper is

supported by a lengthy discussion, several contri-

butors to which emphasize the need for closer co-

operation between the power supply undertakings
and the telephone authorities, particularly in respect
of new installations.

Raman Spectra of Mixed Crystals

Sodium and potassium nitrates form a continuous
series of mixed crystals above 130° when the two
lattices unite to form a unique lattice. M. Kanaka
Raju (Proc. Indian Acad. 8ci., 22A, 150 ; 1945)
has examined the Raman spectra of this system and
finds frequency shifts which are regarded as corre-

sponding with the lattice and with internal oscilla-

tions. With mixed crystals contammg 25-75 per
cent of potassium nitrate, there was a gradual change
of frequency from that of pure sodium nitrate to that
of pure potassium nitrate, and this fact, and the
result that there is a unique line representing the
total symmetric vibration in the mixed crystals (a

mixtuj’e of the same composition showing the two
Imes of NaNOg and KNOg separately), confirm the
formation of a unique lattice in the mixed crystal,

the vicarious elements replacing one another atom
for atom. This result is in agreement with many
other investigations on mixed crystals and confirms
the structure suggested for them by Vegard.

Purification of Benzene and Toluene

The separation of thiophene and raethylthiophene
from benzene and toluene is not easy, and the usual
methods are either tedious, or expensive and unsuit-

able for large amounts. J. Bougault, E. Cattelain,

and P. Chabrier have described in a paper only
recently available m Britain (Bull. Soc. Chim., 7,

780 ; 1940) a very simple process by which large

amounts of the two hydrocarbons can be freed from
thiophene and its derivatives so as to give no indo-

phenene reaction. The liquid is shaken for a short
tune at the ordinaiy temperature with Raney nickel,

previously washed with alcohol and ether. The
preparation of the nickel was described by the same
authors in an earlier paper (Bull. Soc. Chim., 5,

1699 ; 1938). In another paper (Bull. Soc. Clmm., 7,

781 ; 1940) they show that Raney nickel w^hen

mtroduced into solutions or suspensions of many
morganic and organic sulphur compounds leads to
an evolution of hydrogen, and the sulphur is com-
pletely removed in combination with nickel as

sulphide. Tetrathionate and thiosulphate are rapidly

converted into sulphite, and the latter then slowly

converted into alkali hydroxide. Carbon disulphide

m alcohol evolves a mixture of hydrogen and
methane. Raney nickel is thus a valuable desulphur

-

izmg agent.

Synthesis of Methanol

The reactions of hydrogen and carbon monoxide
over a great range of experimental conditions have
been studied, and one of the products is methanol
(methyl alcohol, CHgOH). The reactions of hydrogen
and carbon dioxide have received little attention.

V. N. Ipatieff and G. S. Monroe (J. Amer. Ghem Soc.,

67, 2168 ; 1945) have studied this latter reaction

in presence of copper-alumina catalysts over a tem-
perature range of 282-487° and a pressure range of
117-410 atm. Copper and alumina separately had
no catalytic effect. The most active catalyst had a
copper content of 8-28 x^er cent and gave conversions

of 94 per cent at 410 atm. and 285°. Similar experi-

ments with carbon monoxide and hydrogen gave
much smaller conversions of 39-43 per cent, with
as much as 15 per cent and 41 per cent of the

carbon monoxide charge reacting to give methane
and dimethyl ether, respectively. When carbon
dioxide was added to the carbon monoxide in

the mole ratio CO : COg = 3*1 : 1*0, the methanol
conversion was raised to 64 per cent and the
formation of dimethyl ether reduced to about

1 per cent. Other experiments indicate that the
reaction with carbon dioxide and hydrogen follows

two paths : after reduction to formaldehyde, part
of the methanol is formed by direct hydrogenation
of formaldehyde and part by a Cannizzaro re-

action. ;.fl
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TEMPERATURE RADIATION FROM
THE QUIET SUN IN THE RADIO

SPECTRUM
By Dr. D. F. MARTYN

Commonwealth Observatory, Canberra

The radio-frequency emissivity of the sun con-

sidered as a black body is proportional to TX~^
per unit frequency increment, where T is the temper-
ature of the radiating region, and 'k is the wave-length
of the radiation. The sensitivity of radio equipment
is now such that it is possible to detect this radiation
on the shorter wave-lengths in the radio spectrum.
In particular, Reber^ and Southworth^ have measured
it on short radio wave-lengths, using highly directive
aerial systems. Appleton^ has pointed out that it

should be impossible to detect this temperature
radiation at the longer radio wave-lengths, owing to
the rapid falling off of solar emissivity, combined with
the impracticability of using highly directive aerials

on these wave-lengths. He and others'^ suggest that
the radiations which are observed on the longer wave-
lengths, and which ax^pear to be correlated with sun-
spots, cannot be thermal in origin, since such an
explanation would require solar temperatures of the
order one million degrees and upwards. There is

little doubt that these views, so far as they refer
to temperatures upwards of 10® degrees, must be
correct, especially in the light of recent evidence®*®
showing that at such times the radiation comes from
restricted areas in the immediate vicinity of sunspots.
It is the purpose of this note to point out, however,
that at such wave-lengths wo should expect thermal
radiation corresponding to values of T downwards
from 10® degrees to the familiar surface temperature
of order 10^ degrees.

Wave-length

Bg. 1. ErFEOTITE TEMPER.ATUEB OE SITN OONSIDEREI) AS A BLACK-
BODY EADIATOE m THE HADIO SPECTRUM

Studies by Baumbach^ of the light scattering by
electrons in the solar corona give reliable estimates
of the electron densities in this region. Since the
corona must be completely ionized, the electron
collision frequencies may be calculated by the method
ofChapman and Cowling®. It is then easy, by applica-
tion of Milne’s concept of optical depth, to show
that solar radiations the wave-length of which is

longer than about 1 metre must emanate from the
corona. Now, Edlen’s recent work®, together with
0%^ sp6ctro^o|iio evidence, shows that the coronal
Slitter is ncDtaially at a temperature approaching
I# ^^rees. We should fiherefore expect to find
bfel&fhodLy radiation of about 1 metre wave-length

U R E

having a normal (quiet sun) intensity corresponding

nearly to T = 10®.

We may proceed to investigate the effective values

of T at other wave-lengths by using Milne’s criterion

that the observ^od radiation comes from an average
optical depth t = 1, where t = — being
the absorption coefficient and r the distance from the
sun’s centre. When we apply this criterion for wave-
lengths shorter than 1 metre it is found that, as X

decreases, the radiation begins to emanate from the
chromosphere, which is at a much lower temperature
than 10® degrees, so that the solar emissivity falls

off rapidly in this region of the spectrum.
On the long-wave side of 1 metre the corona

becomes a reflector and t is less than unity. This
happens because of the exponential decrease of elec-

tron density and collision frequency in the cor-

ona as r increases. Assuming locartbermodynamic
oquilibrium, we may apply Kirchhoff’s law, so that

the effective temperature now becomes y-xT, As X

increases, yx decreases and the effective temperature
falls off. There is thus a maximum in effective T
in the vicinity of X = 1 m. The results of detailed

calculations of this kind are shown in Fig. 1 (full line).

It will be noticed that the curve descends steeiDly

on the short wave-length side of the maximum, and
comparatively gradually on the long wave-length
side. In the latter region the effective size of the
solar disk will be considerably increased, since it is

the corona which is responsible for the observed
radiation. In practice, however, it will not usually

be necessary to take account of this, because of

pronounced ‘limb-darkenmg’, which we now consider.

So far, we have confined our attention to the
effective values of T averaged over the whole disk.

It is of considerable interest to examine the variation

of T (the brightness) within the disk. Fig. 2 (curves

a-d) shows this variation for a range of tho longer

wave-lengths. It will be noticed that there is a
considerable falling off in brightness as the limb of

the sun is approached. This effect is sux>erficially

similar to the limb-darkening’ familiar to solar

physicists in visible light. The causes, however, are

fundamentally different. Limb-darkening in the

visible spectrum is due to the fact that a rising tem-
perature is encoimtered as we penetrate the photo-
sphere. The light we see from the centre of the disk

comes from lower and hotter regions than that which
comes to us at the more nearly glancing angles on
the limb. In the radio case the effect of temperature
gradient in the corona is negligible compared with the
fallmg off in yx at the shallower angles of emergence
as the limb is approached. For wave-lengths shorter
than about I metre (Fig. 2, curves d--g) the solar

atmosphere becomes optically thick over most of the
limb, and a treatment more strictly analogous to that
used by solar physicists may be applied. Since the
temperature decreases rapidly as w© pass from the
corona to the chromosphere, it follows, however, that
limb brightening should be observed m the radio case.

This phenomenon should be very marked at wave-
lengths of 60 cm. downwards. It should be capable
of direct experimental test either by the us© of highly
directive aerials on centimetre wave-lengths, or at

eclipses.

The discussion so far has neglected the effect bf
the sun’s general magnetic field. Account can be
taken of this factor by making a solar application
of Appleton’s magneto-ionic theory of the ionosphere.
The total radiation now divides into two parts, the
‘ordinary’ and ‘extraordinary’, each with character-
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FIG 2 Variation of radio ‘brightness’ across the solar
DISK at various WAVE-LENGTHS (r = ?« AT LIUB)

istic elliptical polarization of opposite senses of

rotation. The discussion above may be taken with
sufficient accuracy as a^oplying to the ‘ordinary’

radiation. The distribution of ‘extraordmary’ radia-

tion over tho spectrum is shown by the dashed Ime
in Fig. 1. It is seen that the intensities of these two
characteristic radiations are markedly different over

a wide range of wave-lengths. At first sight it might
seem that this conclusion could be simply tested by
the use of aerial systems alternately disposed to

receive right- or left-handed radiations. Unfortu-

nately, however, while the ‘ordmary’ radiation from
the northern solar hemisphere is right-handed, the

same radiation from the southern hemisphere is left-

handed. For testmg the above conclusion we must
rely on statistical observations of the quiet sun over

a period of time during which the solar axis is tilted

markedly towards or away from the earth. Alterna-

tively, observations could be made at eclipses or m
regions providing a suitable horizon at sunrise or

sunset.

As yet, few published observations exist which can
be compared quantitatively with our conclusions.

However, Southworth’s original observations, which
appeared to give T = 6,000*^ in the region X = 10 cm.,

have since been corrected by him^® to give

T = 20,000°, agreeing with the curve in Fig. 1.

The complete exploration of quiet sun solar radia-

tion over the radio spectrum is probably beyond the

resources of a single organisation, owing to the

comparative inflexibility of the necessary equipment
with respect to wave-length. It is hoped that the

above conclusions, which appear to rest on well-

established solar data and physical principles, may
be of service to those planning regular observations

in this field.

A full description of this work, which is part of

the research programme of the Council for Scientific

and Industrial Research, will be published elsewhere.

I am indebted to Drs. R. Woolley and C. W. Allen

for much advice on solar data.

1 Eeber, Astrophys. J., 100, 279 (1944).
® Souths orth, J. FranUm Inst., 229, 285 (1944).
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OBSERVATION OF MILLION
DEGREE THERMAL RADIATION
FROM THE SUN AT A WAVE-

LENGTH OF 1-5 METRES
By Dr. J. L PAWSEY

Radiophysics Laboratory, Chippendale, N.S.W.

I
N the preceding communication, Martyn has shown
that at wave-lengths of a few metres, thermal

radiation corresponding to a temperature of about a
million degrees should be radiated from the sun. The
detection of this radiation is complicated by the

presence of a further source, which is highly variable

and is associated in some way with sunspots. This

source can, on occasion, yield radiation up to 100

times the expected thermal intensity. If we confine

ourselves to intensity measurements, it would in

fact be detectable only if tho intensity due to the

variable source, not infrequently fell below that of

the thermal one.

Daily measurements of intensity on a wave-length

of 1*5 metres over a ])eriod of about six months

0 25 0*5 1 2 4 8 16 32 64

Intensity (watts m."® (Mc./s.)“^ x 10"^®)

Histograms showing distribution of daily values of solar
RADIATION INTENSITY AT 1*5 METRES WAVE-LENGTH (INCREASES
OF A FEW SECONDS ARE NEGLECTED), (a) DAILY : OCT, 5, 1945-
Deo. 12, 1945 ; Jan. l, 1946-Maroh 15, 1946 (a.A.A.F.
OBSERVERS), (b) SUNDRY DAYS, MARCH TO MaY 1946 (LABORATORY

OBSERVERS)
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indicate that this condition is satisfied in this part

of the spectrum. The distribution of observed

intensities is shown in the accompanying Jiistograms.

This distribution is markedly skew, having a sharp

cut-off on the low side at the intensity range 0*5-

1-0 X 10“^^ watt m.-^ (Mc./s.)"b 'corresponding to

effective temperatures between 0*6 and^ 12 X 10®

degrees Kelvin. This distribution is consistent with

the CO-existence of a steady source, of intensity equal

to the cut-off value, and a symmetrically distributed

highly variable source, which, on this "wave-length,

exceeds the steady value for about 60 per cent of

the observations.

The agreement between the observed cut-off

intensity, which corresponds to a temperature of

about one million degrees Kelvin, and the effective

temperature derived by Martyn, 0*8 x 10® degrees

Kelvin, leaves little doubt that million degree thermal

radiation is being observed at this wave-length.

I am indebted to Dr. D. F. Martyn for pointing out

to me the probable existence of high-level thermal

radiation, and to members of the Royal Australian

Air Force and of the Radiophysics Laboratory wlio

took the observations.

This work is part of the research programme of

the Radiophysics Laboratory, Commonwealth Council

for Scientific and Industrial Research.

RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF
HIGH-VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS OF

LONG MOLECULES
By Prof. F. H. GARNER

AND

Dr. ALFRED H, NISSAN
Department of Chemical Engineering,

University of Birmingham

I
K the kinetic theory of the elasticity of rubber, it is

assumed that on straining at constant volume, the

macromolecules depart from their most probable form
with a consequential decrease in their entropy. This

applies equally to the coiled or zigzag macromolecules
in high-viscosity solutions m which, however, the

groups of molecules have a much greater freedom of

movement relative to one another than in an elastic

solid. The assumption that such movement does
take place on straining such solutions, in that groups
of molecules increase their entropy by movmg
towards regions of less stram, can be used to explain

a number of phenomena experimentally observed m a
study ofthe flow properties ofhigh viscosity solutions.

(1)

When a jet of such a solution issues from a
nozzle, new surfaces are formed and the molecules
will be severely, though temporarily, strained ; the
entropy ofthe molecules at the surface will he less than
that in the body ofthe j et . The spontaneous tendency
for the molecules to move inwards will be exhibited
by an apparent attraction inwards. Thus the dynamic
surface tension of such solutions should show higher
values than the static surface tension. Jets in the
form of a hoEow, conical, expanding sheet were
ejected fronx specially shaped nozzles. The surface

of the lets tended to contract them into
form, whereas the kinetic energy forced

ihw to ©xj^nd- The kinetic energy of the jet was
adjusied until just sufficient to prevent the |©t

contracting, and was used to measure the dynamic
surface energy. The apparatus, having been cali-

brated by Kewt.onian liquids, was then used on

a solution of rubber in benzene which had a static

surface tension of 29 dynes/sq. cm., and the dynamic
surface tension appeared to be of the order of

150 dynes/sq. cm. Solutions of aluminium soaps in

hydrocarbons similar in physical properties to that

ofrubberm benzene yielded apparent surface tensions

ranging from 26 to 300 dynos/sq cm. ;
static surface

tensions of these solutions were of the order of 22 to

25 dynes/sq. cm.

(2)

At the entry into a pipe from a reservoir, it is

postulated that the velocity would be uniform across

the pipe. Immediately after entering the pipe, the

boundaiy layer commences to thicken until it fills the

whole pipe at the end of the hnlet length’. Thus,

there will he a strained layer next to the pipe with a

core of relatively unstrained material. It is then

expected on the above assumptions that there will be

a spontaneous two-dimensional motion having radial

and backward components. It is found experi-

mentally that there is an abnormally high inlet

pressure loss of the Couette type—that is, a pressure

loss which IS a function of the average rate of shear

strain in the pipe ; this can be equated to an extra

length of pip© equal to a certain number of diameters,

in contradistinction from the kinetic-energy type of

inlet-pressure loss which caimot be so treated.

When the number of equivalent diameters was
plotted against the rate of shear strain m the pipe,

the inlet loss of head mmus the kinetic-energy loss

was found to be a unique function independent of the

dimensions of the apparatus. The number of dia-

meters increased with the rat© of shear strain up to

a maximum of 60 diameters, after which it decreased

to an asymptote approaching zero diameters at very
high rates of shear strain. In Newtonian liquids, the

number of diameters is of the order of 0 6-1 clue to

Couette loss.

(3)

In the mam body of a pipe, the outer layers of a
fiowmg solution of long molc/Cules are at a higher rate

of shear strain than in the centre. Relaxation by
macroscopic radial flow inward cannot be achieved
Without strammg other molecules by outward radial

flow, therefore relaxation will take place m flow in a
pipe on the molecular scale displacing the solvent

molecules. This process implies a decrease in the
concentration of the solute in the layer next to the
pipe from the average. Diffusion of the solvent and
mterfacial phenomena will, however, restore the
average concentration. This continuous interchange
of energy between the solute and solvent molecules
results in a certain amount of loss. As the rate of

shear strain increases with the radius of the pipe, it

follows that this extra loss of energy will be greater

m the layers near the walls of the pip© than in those
near the centre. In other words, the fluid will flow

as if it were mad© of layers of increasing viscosities

with increasing distance from the centre.

It will he appreciated that where the normal
breakdown m viscosity with rate of shear stram
exceeds this thickening, the overall effect of the two
IS a reduction in viscosity with increasing radial

distance. However, where this relaxation process is

strong enough, a phenomenon similar, but opposite
m sign, to the "sigma-phenomenon’ exhibited by
clay slips which flow with an apparent "slip’ should
be expected. It is foimd that solutions of alum-
inium soaps m hydrocarbons on flowing in pipes,

after correcting fully for end-effects, do reveal this
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apparent vjscous layer, or surface-retarding effect, as
predicted on these assumptions. This effect is

complicated by other complex factors which cannot
be discussed here.

(4) The solutions discussed in this communication
belong to the pseudo -plastic group m which, as the
stress IS increased, the rate of strain increases to an
even greater extent. The form of relaxation discussed

implies an extra loss of energy on flow to that normally
encountered, namely, the fluid should show a type of
hardening which is a function of the space derivatives

of the rate of strain rather than of the strain or stress

themselves. Different types of flow in a pipe can
result depending on the magnitude of this extra loss

of energy .

() if it IS small, the normal stress rate of strain

curve IS obtained ;

() if larger, fluids appear to harden with increasing

rates of strain ,

(c) if it IS very large, after an initial hardening, the
rate of breakdown exceeds the hardening effect (which
lias a maximum value after which it decreases as

described under ‘inlet loss’ above), then the total

effect may be suddenly to initiate a regime of a
rapidly decreasing resistance to flow with increase m
the rate of flow. This would result m what can only
be termed ‘catastrophic flow’—a sudden rise m the
rate of flow from low to extremely high values, when
other regimes (turbulence) may set in to restore

stability. Again, all these systems, includmg the
interesting third type, have been realized in practice

with systems of aluminium and calcium soaps in

hydrocarbons which give rapidly relaxmg, elastic,

colloidal structures due to formations of macromole-
cules.

(5) Finally, this secondary flow can be observed
visually as it takes place on a macroscopic scale in

<*ertain circumstances. A flat disk may be fixed

parallel to the flat bottom of a glass beaker, and at,

say, |-cm. distance from it. The beaker is then filled

with a solution of rubber in benzene (or soap in

hydrocarbon) of fairly high viscosity. On rotation it

will be observed that there is secondary radial flow

from the perijihery of the stationary disk inwards both
above and below the disk Small coloured particles

will reveal the flow readily. Similarly, on rotating a
rod partially immersed in such solutions, the liquid

will be observed to climb up the rod from the Ime of

strain to the regions of no strain where the adhering
solution rotates with the rod.

It IS hoped that an extended accoimt of these

experiments will be published elsewhere.

WAVE ENERGY : SIDEWAYS FLOW
AND LOSSES BY THE SHORE

By P. J. H. UNNA
'f*T7nE!Nr sea waves leave the open and enter a
VV channel, they at once start to spend some of

their energy along its shores, so that longshore strips

of water, with low energy values, start near the
actual points of entrance. This sets up energy
gradients athwart the channel ; and such gradients
induce sideways flow of energy. The general effect is

a dram of energy from* mid-channel towards the
shores ; so that, well up channel, the strips ef low
ener^ will widen, and ultimately join, while the
gradients ydll extend to correspond.

The results are that a sea riuming up channel
should not be so heavy close inshore, and that the
ratio of mileage to width of channel acts as a meta-
phorical though quite effective breakwater. Experi-
ence seems to confirm the first conclusion, provided
that stream does not exert a disturbing influence

;

but the second of the two results is far more marked,
and IS the one which it is proposed to consider here
Let E be energy in ft.-lb./sq. ft., M be mileage,

and W be width of channel. There is difficulty in

estimatmg how much protection MjW can be
expected to give, for there do not seem to be any
data, theoretical or otherwise, for co-ordmatmg side-

ways flow with gradient. Assuming, however, that
in given circumstances such as wave length or what-
ever may affect the issue, the ratio A, of wave power
intercepted per mile of shore to wave power per mile
width of channel, can be regarded as constant, Ejsi

at M miles from the entrance should be given by
Eq( 1~~ 2AjW)^l. That makes E subject to the law of

compound discount, 2A/fF being the rate. Strictly

speaking, of course, A will not be constant, especially

for small values of MjW ^ but it should become
nearly so where the conditions are stabilized well up
channel. Li any event, the expression helps to show
the sort of thing that happens, and to afford a basis
for rough calculation.

To take the English Channel as an example,
TF = 90 for the first 140 miles measured from the
Lizard-Ushant Ime, and it is then suddenly reduced
to 55, and stays at that figure up to Beachy Head,
where M — 235. Owmg to the sudden contraction
in width that is caused by the Cherbourg penmsula,
all the energy that enters by the southern half of the
fairway must inevitably be trapped in the G-ulf of

St. Malo. So only the northern half of the Channel
need be considered , and off St. Albans, where
M == 140, jE7i49 = Eq{'\ —A/45)^^®. This shows that
4^* or 21 per cent of Eq survives off St. Albans,
according as to whether A = 1*0 or 0-5. IfA = 0-5,

the expression explains the heavy ocean swell of
20-seG. period occasionally noticed by Dr. Vaughan
Cornish^ as far up-channel as Cliristchurch Bay.
On the other hand, E at Beachy Head would be

given by E^^^ = jg7i4o(l — 2A/55)®®, makmg only
0*1 or 3f per cent of E^, as the case may be. That
shows that if Atlantic swell can ever be regarded as
reachmg Beachy Head, it must have died down to
almost nothmg.

It should be pointed out that the above con-
siderations are mdependent of the character of the
coast. With a roclcy steep -to coast there is some
possibility of a little of the energy being reflected

;

but it may be assumed that the waves are almost
entirely broken up among the rocks. If, on the other
hand, shoaling is gradual, there will be no reflexion

at all of wind-formed waves. The third ease is that
of a bay breaking the continuity of the shore line

;

and any energy, once embayed, can be regarded as
definitely trapped

In all three cases the energy gradient will cause
the general alignment of the wave crests to be some-
what curved m plan, for the crests have to keep
square to the direction in which the energy i^ flowing

;

but with gradual shoaling there will also be the much
sharper curvature due to the waves slowing down as
they shoal their water.

The general circumstances should be much the
same if the shores converge gently, as in a bell-

mouthed estuary, but dispersion will not be entirely

dependent on shoreward flow of energy. All the
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energy would altimately reach the shore, even if it

were not diverted by a shoreward gradient, so losses

by the shore arise from twofold action.

All the foregoing relates to ocean swell ; but from

what has been explained it should be clear that shore

dispersion must also place definite and quite restric-

tive limits to the development of wind-forced waves

within a narrow channel, say wherever WjM is loss

than 1. This shows the futility of investigating

wave fomiatioii by takmg measurements on a

narrow lake.

Another common instance of sideways flow affect-

ing E occurs when wave energy leaves the storm

area of its origm. It must spread out sideways,

whether or not there is a shore in the vicinity for it

to reach.

Lastly, there is the case of seas rounding the head
of a breakwater. Air photographs show that the

wave crests just under the lee of a breakwater are

circular m plan, and centre on its head ; but here

again, the law according to which the energy fans

out does not seem to have been explained. Farther

up the harbour, of course, the energy becomes
uniformly spread across the channel.

It is unfortunate that these notes are so incon-

clusive, but they will serve their purpose if they lead

someone to explain how sideways flow co-ordinates

with gradient ; for that seems to be a basic question

in the theory of wind-formed waves.
' “Waves of the Sea**, pp. 87-90.

APPLICATION OF ‘GAMMEXANP
TO ARTHROPODS OF VETERINARY

IMPORTANCE
By J. S. STEWARD

Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., Biological Laboratories,

Wilmsiow

S
INCE the announcement by Slade’^ ofthe discovery

of ‘Gammexane’, several references have been
made in the Press to its use in the control of pests of

animals. As a considerable amount of work on this

subject is being done in our own laboratories and by
independent collaborators, it is felt that a brief

r4sum4 ofthe results so far achieved will be of interest.
In this communication, ‘Gammexane’ refers to the
gamma (y) isomer of benzene hexachloride, and
references to other authors’ work are interpreted m
terms of the gamma isomer so far as that is possible.

The experimental preparation used was (except where
otherwise stated) a dilution in water prepared from a
5 per cent solution of ‘Gammexane’ in a mixture of
sulphonated castor oil and an organic solvent in

proportions to give an easily pourable, miscible
oil.

Diptera. The value of ‘Gammexane’ for the
control of flies generally has been widely recognized.
A^inst the sheep blowfly {iMcilia spp.). Harbour and
Watt^ found that good protection up to six weeks
was obtained using a spray containmg 0*6 per cent
‘Gammexanek
We tave found that a spray deposit of approxi-

mately ^ mgm./sq. ft. produced lethal effects on the
adhlfi fly (Stomoxys)^ the residual activity

up to three weeks. With the sheep ked
this reaiflual activity persists in

long-woolled sheep for a similar period after treatment
with dilutions of 1 in 25,000 The larvai of Hypoderma
m tlio back of infested eattlo and Gasiiophtlus in

vitro are relatively insuscoptiblo. Excellent results

have been reported on the treatment of wounds
infested with the screw woim {Cochliomyla homim-
voTax)y and the ap])hc*ation of ‘Ganimoxaiie’ to open
wounds was found harmless

Against the orthorrhaiihous Eiptera, ‘Gammexane'
shows a high degree of activity, producing complete
mortality of the aquatic larviB of Cuhcoides nube-
culosus after 24 hours contact with a concentration
so low as 1 in 5,000,000 ; while Svmulium larvae

succumbed to oven greater dilutions (1 m 8,000,000)
after an exposure of 1 hour followed by a change of
water.
Anoplura. Both biting and sucking lice are highly

susceptible to ‘Gammexane’ either as dusts or
emulsions. Dilutions up to 1 in 15,000-30,000 m
smgle applications give complete control of Bovicola
bovis. With H. eurysternus somewhat higher concen-
trations were necessary, probably because these lice

are found in places where the hair is short and sparse
The pig louse (H. suis) was destroyed by a single

application of a castor oil - spirit lotion (equal parts
by weight) containing 1 in 20,000 ‘Gammexane’.
which remained effective up to at least 27 days.
Trichodectes canis and Linognathus setosus were
eradicated from dogs bathed with ‘Gammexane’
emulsions as dilute as 1 in 40,000.

Siphonaptera, One application of 0-5 per cent
‘Gammexane’ dust has been generally found to rid

dogs and cats of fleas and prevent re-infestation for

some time. The breeding places of fleas require
treatment as well as the infested animals. As a bath
for infested animals, dilutions of up to 1 in 15,000
were effective.

Acarina. ‘Gammexane’ has proved effective

against several genera of ticks (Argas, Ormthodorus^
Boophilits), Hocking® eradicated Ornithodorus
moubata from barrack huts by spraying the floor

twice at intervals of three weeks (160 mgm,/sq. ft.).

WhitnalB has found that complete inhibition of egg
laying ofBoophilus decoloratua is obtained by 0*008 per
cent, whereas for the same effect the concentrations
of arsenic trioxide and D.D.T. require to be 0*32 per
cent (as sodium arsenite in water) and 4 per cent
respectively. The arsenic-resistant tick was found
highly susceptible to ‘Gammexane’. Taylor® found
two applications of 0-1 per cent ‘Gammexane’ in
liquid paraffin more effective m rat mange {Notmdres
muris) than D.D.T. In these laboratories the same
infection has been cured by dippmg affected rats once
for 30 sec. in dilutions .so high as 0*01 per cent.
Smgle-spray treatment of chorioptic mange of horses
(legs) and cattle (neck and rump) has resulted in
destruction of most of the acari and great clinical

improvement for several weeks. Complete cure may
have been obtained by single sprayings of 1 in
6-8,000 ‘Gammexane’ dilutions.

Exact data on Sarcoptes spp. are not available,
though promising results have been reported.
Dermanyssus gallince (red mite) has been con-

siderably reduced by sprays of 1 in 5,000, and heavy
infestations almost elimmated from hen houses
sprayed with a 1 in 2,500 dilution. Elimmation has
been claimed by the use of 0*5 per cent dusts on
perches and other harbourages combined with dusting
of the birds.

Among the synthetic insecticides, ‘Gammexane* is

outstanding m acaricidal activity, and this important
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veterinary nso m being investigated further. A fuller

account of the results obtained is being prepared for

publication.

1 Slade, II., Chemidw and IndmlrUy 314 (Oct. 13, 1945).

^Haibour, J, E
,
and Watt, J A

,
Vet to., 51, (185 (1945).

*Hockmff, K. S
,

Ji? African Med J., 23, 50 (1940)

^WhitiuU, A. B M., private commumcation (19t5~46)

"Taylor, E. L., Vet. to., 67, 210 (1945).

RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE
LONDON ZOO

By Dr. EDWARD HINDLE, F.R.S.

Scientific Director, Zoological Society of London

The replacement of the collections of animals m
the c4ro of the Zoological Society of London at

Regent’s Park and Whipsnade has progressed much
more rapidly than could have been anticipated,

and the recent arrival of the largest single consign-

ment of animals ever to reach Great Britain will go
far to complete the representation of the larger

African mammals.
Contrary to general belief, very few animals at

Regent’s Park were killed as a direct result of enemy
action, for although most of the buildmgs were
damaged and some completely destroyed as a result of

bombmg, the inmates, as a rule, escaped any serious

injury. However, during six years of war the number
of animals has naturally become reduced, owing to

normal mortality, accentuated by difficulties of

feeding and shortage of staff. Very few replacements
have been possible during these years, and by 1945

the collections were reduced m number, and not so

widely representative as m nonnal times.

With the end of the War the replacement of gaps
in the collection presented a very difficult problem,

as, apart from the question of transport, it was no
longer possible to obtain animals through dealers,

many of whom had gone out of business, and all of

whom were short of supplies.

The Society, as in the past, has been fortunate m
receiving donations from Governments, public institu-

tions, and private individuals, two of the most notable

recent gifts being the giant panda, presented by the

Szech-Wan Provincial Government, and two Kodiak
bears and two Ceylon elephants, presented by Mr.
Alfred Ezra, vice-president of the Society. Private

gifts, however, are scarcely adequate to provide the

requirements of such a large institution as the

London Zoo.
The appointment, in 1945, of Mr, C. S. Webb as

curator-collector of the Society has helped to' solve

this difficulty. Mr. Webb, an experienced and widely

travelled collector, went out to East Africa towards
the end of last year, and during the past few months
has been successful m getting together a very large

collection of mammals, birds, and a few reptiles,

which have now reached Regent’s Park.

The most valuable arrivals are probably the six

young giraffes, belongmg to three sub-species, in-

cludmg two Baringo, Giraffa Camelopardalis roths-

cMldi, three reticulated, Q. c. reticulata, and an
intermediate form, G, c. cottoni. The two latter have
never been seen alive in Britain previously.

Other ungulates of interest include a lesser kudu,
Strepsiceros imberbis, which has not been exhibited

smce 1886 ; a second Thomson’s gazelle (the first

arrived only last year), impala, duiker, water buck,
bush buck, and two onbi. Last, but by no means

least, a young black rhinoceros, R. bicornis, will

provide an example of a family that has not been
seen at Regent’s Park since the War.
The primates include chimpanzees, Gclada baboons,

guerezas, Golobus ahyssinicus, and a very fine sent's of
Brazza’s monkey, Cercop^thecus hrazzce. Of special

interest are the melanic forms of a Galago (G. crassic-

audatus argentatus), collected from a small area

around Sotik, at the west end of the Man escarpment
of western Uganda. The typical silvery-grey form,
which occurs in all the surrounding country, was
never seen by Mr. Webb within this area, every
specimen belonging to the black race.

The carnivores include three lions, four cheetahs,

a leopard, and a lynx ; six genets, two of which are
melanic forms ; and four species of mongoose, one
of which, Myonax sanguineus, a black-tailed species,

IS new to the collection.

Edentates are represented by three aardvarks.
Orycteropus capensis, a weird-lookmg animal of con-
siderable interest in view of its many peculiar
anatomical features.

The birds include ostriches, crested cranes, yellow

-

necked francolms, and two examples of the secretary
bird, famous for its habit of destroying reptiles, a
species which has long been absent from Regent’s
Park. Two beautiful species of crested guinea fowl,

Guttera pucherani, from Mt. Kenya, and G. edouardi
seth-smithi, from Lake Victoria, are already on view
m the Pheasantry. There are four examples of the
ground horn-bill, Bucorvus cafer, and the many
smaller birds include at least four species new to the
collection : two weaver-birds, Pseudonigrita amaudi
and Ploceus rubiginosus, a seed-eater, Poliospiza
striolata, and several examples of crimson-rumped
Traxbills, Estrilda rhodopyga.
The reptiles include two African pythons, P. sehcE,

and a hawk-billed turtle.

Some of the animals in this collection, includmg
the giratfes, are already on view at Regent’s Park,
but others will have to undergo a period of quaran-
tine before being exhibited.

ACHEULEAN CULTURE IN KENYA

OH the eve of his return to Kenya, Dr. L. S. B.
Leakey recorded {The Times, October 4) a

further remarkable discovery made by himself and
his wife m the course of such archseological explora-
tions as they were able to carry out during brief
periods of leave from war duties. In April 1942, they
found an outstanding site of the Acheulean culture
of the early stone age at Olorgesailie, forty-two miles
from Hairobi. ‘While exammmg systematically a
region of well-exposed ancient lake beds, they came
upon an area thickly strewn with Acheulean hand-
axes and cleavers. Further search revealed a number
of distinct and different strata from which these
specimens were being derived by sub-aerial erosion.

In 1943, further evidence was obtamed pointing to
the conclusion that on this site, now known as Olor-
gesailie site 10, there was a series of actual living-

floors or camp sites of Acheulean man such as had
never been found anywhere. The floors are inter-

bedded between layers of lake sediment (clays and
silts) on ancient land surfaces. It was evident that in

the Middle Pleistocene period Acheulean man had
lived on the shore of a lake of which the water-level
was not constant, but had fluctuated over a long
period of time. When the waters rose, the camp was
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ilooded, and liad to be abandoned ;

when the water

receded the old camp had been sealed by layers of

clay and a new camp was made. The same sequence

of events recurred again and again, but on each

occasion the retuimmg stone mdustiy represents a

later phase of the culture A sequence of Aolieulean

culture “such as exists nowhere else” is thus made
available for study. Fossilized remauis of extinct

mammals found here include many genera and species

similar to those from Oldoway Gorge, Tanganyika

—

ElepJias antiquuSy the straight-tusked elephant.

Hippopotamus gorgops, the hippopotamus with peri-

scopie eyes, etc. All the bones which could contain

marrow have been split to extract it, but there are

no signs of fire.

Dr. Leakey’s discovery would appear to open up
a new vista in the study of the early stone age and
will, with the discovery of the Rusmga jaw recently

announced, prove of high importance in the annals

of the study of primitive man. It may be pointed

out, however, that a discovery very similar to that

now recorded by Dr. Leakey, and also showing the

cultural sequence, was made at Whitlingham, near

I^orwich, in 1926-27, when J. E. Samty and H. Halls

recovered from such parts of the site as they were able

to excavate 54S specimens, ranging from Chellean

to Moustenan, of which 173 were hand-axes or

choppers, the majority Acheulean. Prof. P. G. H.
Boswell, after examining the site, in reporting on the
geological evidence, concluded that probably primi-

tive man had camped and established his workshops
here on gravel banks adjoining the old channel of
the River Yare. Lest the reported statement
that “the Acheulean or great hand-axe culture

was first found in England by Sir John Frere in
1750’

' should be a trap for the unwary, it should
be noted that it was in 1797 that John Frere, F.R.S.
(1740-1807), the famous antiquary—he was neither

knighted nor a baronet—discovered flints “evidently

weapons of war” but now identified as Acheulean
at Hoxne in Suffolk. The first recorded hand-axe
found in Britain came from Gray’s Inn Lane, London,
in 1690 and is now in the British Museum.

Archaeologists attending the forthcoming Pan-
African Congress on Prehistory at Nairobi in January
next (Nature, April 20, p. 548) will have the advan-
tage of discussing the evidence of Dr. Leakey’s
war-time discoveries, includiug the Rusmga jaw, on
the actual ground. No doubt argument there will

clarify the issues in the recent tendency of opmion
on the place of man’s origin to swing back from Asia
to Africa. It should certainly serve to integrate the
problems of African prehistory, and in particular

to place recent discoveries m both East and South
Africa in true perspective.

RESEARCH AND THE SMALLER
FIRM IN BRITAIN

A CONFERENCE arranged by the Manchester
Jomt Research Council on “Research and the

SuWler Firm” at the Albert Hall, Manchester, on
O<?tob0r 16, at which Pr. P. Dunsheath and Sir
Edward Applefion presided over the morning and

scions, respectively, was remarkable for
a as revealed in the discussion follow-

to rely on large research organisations
of ifce tj^pe of the Mehon Institute or the

w-the ^gtound that it -is better

for individual officers of small concerns to make
themselves responsible for research. Opposition to

institutions such as the Mellon Institute with its

system of industrial fellowships sponsored by indiv-

idual firms was brought to a focus in Dr. F. C Toy’s
address at the afternoon session on “Existing and
Potential Facilities for Research”. In so far as the
Mellon Institute is largely supiiorted by the large

films, the soundness of the conception and the general
confidence in the foundation can scarcely be ques-
tioned ; nevertheless, Dr. Toy’s paper indicated con-
cern as to the future of the research association m
Great Britain and its ability to win the confidence of
the industry it served.

Mr. C. G. Renold’s paper at the morning session,

which was opened by Mr. A. H. S Hmchcliffe, dealt
with internal organisation for the application of
research, and discussed more particularly the man-
agement factor which is involved, as well as a
scientific attitude of mind on the part of the leaders
of industry and adequate facilities for the prosecution
of research, to enable industry m Britain to be more
responsive to the discoveries of science. The manage-
ment problem involves three phases—recognition,
investigation and application—and the responsibility

for pursuing such work m all phases should rest on
one mdividual, designated by Mr. Renold as the
‘development officer’. That officer’s duties as regards
recognition and investigation present no great diffi-

culty from the point of view of organisation, though
even here it is open to doubt whether he can be really

effective unless he has the status of a director. His
duties in regard to application involve relations with
the manufacturing side of the business and call for
special techniques and practices of management. Mr.
Renold had mainly the engineering industry in mind,
but what he had to say about a foundation of

authoritative specifications for raw materials, pro-
ducts and processes based on consultation with all

concerned would apply to other mduBtrios as well.

Mr. Renold would vest m the development officer the
custody and upkeep of such specifications and the
chairmanship of consultations m either formulation
or revision.

Dr. C. J. T. Cronshaw’s paper, “Technical Service

—

the Vital Link between the Producer and the Con-
sumer”, developed fui'ther some ideas implicit in his
Mather Lecture to the Textile Institute last year,
and he insisted that technical service has as its

essential function the experimental investigation of
the application of certain products within a consummg
mdustry ; its real value arises out of the unique
knowledge acquired by research and experiment m
its own laboratories. It is an abiding process of
acquiring new knowledge, and it is not the function
of technical service merely to provide a knowledge
of the general science of chemistry, physics or
engineering to a section of industry needing it.

Dr. Cronshaw asserted that the function of technj^cal

service is to supply precise, specific and unique know-
ledge, and he then passed on to the quality of expert-
ness. In doing so, he paid tribute to the skill and
experience of the textile mdustry in Great Britam,
and said that the only sure method of determmmg
whether or not a new synthetic fibre would be a
worthwhile addition to the range of fibres used by
the textile industry is to put an appropriate quantity
at the disposal of the industry and seek the initiative
as weU as the diversity of skill and talent of the
firms withm the industry. Sustained systematic
search for novel products designed for some speedfio
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purpose invoK'os inevitably a tocbnioal service

dopartmoiit for the purpose of evaluating new pro-

ducts and serving as a link between the potential
consumer and producer. While, however, a technical

service can help and collaborate in the industrial

use of new products, it cannot unaided solve com-
pletely the problems arising in different fields of
industrial effort The small firm can utilize technical
service just as readily as the larger firm.

Sir Edward Appleton, speaking at the afternoon
session, said that the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research has given much thought to the
problems of research and the smaller firm. He
suggested that the industrial research associations

should form the mam reservoirs of knowledge on
which the smaller firms should draw, stressing par-
ticularly the importance of efficient distribution of
knowledge, supplemented by personal contacts, and
the value of membership of more than one research
association. He referred in general terms to the
universities and technical colleges as the mam source
of new knowledge and fundamental research, and
stressed the importance of having withm the smallest

firm those competent to assess the bearing of new
knowledge on the products, processes or purposes of
that industry. When facilities and staff are available,

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
will be prepared to assist a small firm by arrangmg
to carry out special investigations into specific

problems, although it is not possible to offer the same
facilities as the Mellon Institute or the Battelle

Institute—a statement which appears to conflict with
Dr. Toy’s remark that the research associations them-
selves are not encouraged to undertake work at cost

for an individual firm.

SCIENCE IN RELATION TO
THE COMMUNITY

The Imperial College of Science and Technology
has established an Inaugural Lecture to be

delivered annually, and with no limitation of subject.

The first of these lectures was delivered on October 25
by Prof. A. D. Ritchie, professor of logic and meta-
physics in the University ofEdinburgh. The followmg
IS an abstract of Prof. Ritchie’s remarks ;

To begin with, it is necessary to distinguish between
science and technology. In popular use, the term
science covers both. Though one man’s activities

may be such as to count as both science and tech-

nology, this does not happen often. Even so, the
aims of the two are always distinct. The man of
science is trying to miderstand. His practical

activities are practice for the sake of understandmg.
The technologist is concerned with doing something
useful. Though he must understand first, his under-
standmg is for the sake of practice. However closely

connected, the two have very different social

responsibilities

.

The final result of scientific investigation is a body
ofsystematic thought. The scientific worker’s respons-
ibility IS towards his fellow men of science, those who
are capable of judging the value of his work ; as to
whether it contributes to their common system pf
thought. 'Nowadays, when science has become ex-

pensive, the man of science must count himself lucky,
if those who pay for his piping let him call his own
tune. If ever he is not allowed to, science will die

out, and after that technology will i^otnfy into routine
and superstition.

The technologist is the servant of the public,
directly or indirectly. His business is to plan or
produce things which are useful and not harmful.
His best efforts may sometimes be misused by other
people through no fault of his own, but he has no
right to assume that misuse is never his fault An
architect planning a new housing estate, who designs ^

a built-m cocktail bar for the houses but no accom-
modation suitable for children, has a great deal of
responsibility for the social habits of the inhabitants.
He may put forward two schemes, one with cocktail

bar, the other with nursery and playroom, saying
both cannot be had at the price, and leaving the
choice to the politicians. But m the modern world,
social problems are more and more tied up wnth
technical matters, so that the technologist can and
does force the hand of the politician far more than
he used to.

The social conduct of those technologists we call

medical men has been governed by a definite moral
code—^the Hippocratic Oath—as a result of which
they have on the whole used their immense prestige

for the good of the community. It has been suggested
that all technologists should be bound by a kind of
Hippocratic Oath. The man who has to draw up
such an oath is not to be envied his task. It was easy
for Hippocrates, as he dealt only with the relations

between individual physician and individual patient,

which are always much the same and for which a
general rule can be laid down. Nowadays the tech-

nologist IS concerned far more with large-scale

collective relations. Each new problem is different

from the last
;
general rules may do more harm than

good. Still, there is one great danger ahead, which if

seen may be avoided. The tendency now is for men
to become the servants of their machines, mstead
of the machines the servants of men. The engineer’s

formula of efficiency may be merely an excuse to
further this tendency, unless he remembers that
people come first and machines second.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
(Meetings marked w%th an asterisk * are open to the public)

Monday, November 4
Faembes’ Club (at the Eoyal Empire Society, Craven Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2), at 2.30 p m—^Mr. J. (J. Stewart : '‘Proteini

Food Production".

Society or Enginebes (at the Geological Society, Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 5 p.m.—^Mr, A. E. Bingham : “‘Modem
Methods of Testing”.

Society of Chewioal Industey, LoYOoif Section (joint meeting
with the Institute of Fuel, at the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C.2), at 6 p.m.

—

Dr. 0. C. Hall: “The Operation and Development of the Fischer-

Tropsch and related Processes in Germany”.

Tuesday, November 5

Chadwick Pitbho Lecture (in the Livingstone HalL London
Missionary Society, 42 Broadway, Westminster, London, S W.l), at

2.30 p m —Mr Asa Bnggs : “Public Opinion and Public Health in
the Age of Chadwick”.’*

ROYAL Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at

5 15 p.m.—Prof. James Gray, F.R.S. : “Locomotory Mechanisms in
Vertebrate Ammals, 2, Transition from Water to Land

;
Origin of

the Limb with Five Digits
,

Its Development for Propulsion and
Support”.’*

Institution of Chbmioal Enoineebs (at the Geological Society,

Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W 1), at 5 30 p.m.—^Mr. W. F.
Carey * “The Effect of Using Hot Air in Grinding Systems”.

ROYAL ANTHEOFOLOGIOAL INSTITUTE (at 21 Bedford Square,

London, W.C.1), at 5 30 p.m—Saw Tha Din : “The Karen People”.

ROYAL PHOTOGKAFHIO SOCIETY, SCIENTEFIO AND TECHNICAL GEOUF
(at 16 Princes* Gate, London, lW.7). at 7 p.m.—Symposium on
“How Accurate is a Photograph ?” (Oontrihutions by Dr. J . L. Tearl©^

M>. A. A Ray and others). '

,,
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Wednesday, November 6

Society of Baiky Technology, Midland Section (at the Impeml
Hotel, Bimungham), at 2.15 pm —^Mr. F. B Pattison, : “The Belation
of Metals to

INSTITUTION OP ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, RADIO SECTION (at SaVOY
Place, Victona Embankment, London, W.C.2), at 5,30 p.m.—Br. B C.
Espley, Mr. E C. Cherry and Mr M, M. Levy “The Pulse Testing of
Wide-Band Networks’".

Thursday, Novenriber[7

Institute op Fuel, Bast Midland Section (at the Gas Demonstra-
tion Theatre, Nottingham), at 3 p m.—^Br. A. L Roberts * “Radiant
Heating—its Prmciples and some Applications”.

Royal Society (at Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W 1),
at 4.80 p.m—Prof. J. B S Haldane, F.R S, : “The Formal Genetics
of Man” (Croonun Lecture).

Linnean Society op London (at Burlington House, Piccadilly,
London, W.l), at 5 p m —^Mr John Cheai • “Birds and Man” (a
colour film)

,
Br. V van Straelen . “The Belgian National Park,

Congo Beige”.

Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at
5.16 p m.—'Prof. J. R. Partington . “History of Alchemy and Early
Chemistry,

Institution op Electrical Engineers (at Savoy Place, Victoria
Embankment, London, W C 2), at 5 30 p m.—^Mr. A Allan and Mr
B. F. Amer “The Extinction of Arcs in Air-Blast Circuit-Breakers” ;

Mr. H. E Co.x and Mr. T. W Wilco.x . “The Perfonnance of High-
Voltage Oil Circuit-Breakers”

Society op Byers and Colourists, Midlands Section (joint
meeting with the Society op Chejucal Industry, in Room 104,
College of Art and Technology, Leicester), at 7 p m.—Prof J. B.
Speakman : “The Promotion and Prevention of Milling Shrinkage”.
Textile Institute, Lancashire Section (at the Chamber of Com-

merce, Richmond Terrace, Blackburn), at 7 15 p.m.—^Mi. F. L.
Barrett * “New Finishes”,

Chemical Society (at Burlmgton House, Piccadilly, London, W.l),
at 7,30 p.m—^Biscussioa on “Nitration” (arranged hy Br, G. M.
Bennett).

Textile Institute, Belfast Branch (at the College of Technology,
Belfast), at 7.30 p m.—Mr. B. T. Flodd • “The Uses of Starch in
Textiles”.

Friday, November 8
Textile Institute (at 16 St. Mary’s Parsonage, Manchester), at

1 p.m.—^Mr. J. Chimside : “Colour and Texture in Textile Design”.
Association op applied Biologists (in the Botanical Lecture

Theatre, Imperial College of Science and Technology, Prince Consort
S.W.7), at 2 p.m.—^Mr. S A. Barnett , “Rodent

Control in Towns”.
Royal Astronomical Society ^t Burlington House, Piccadilly,

London, W .1). at 4.30 p.m—Br. R. d’E. Atkinson : “A Proposed
Mirror Transit Circle’ ”

; Mr. H. W. Newton :

“
‘Sudden Commence-

ments' in the Greenwich Magnetic Records (1879-1944) and related
Sunspot Bata”.
Chemioal Society, Sheffield Section (joint meeting with the

SHippiELD University Chemical Society, in the Chemistry Lecture
Tlwatre, The University, Sheffield), at 5,30 p.m.—Br. H. W- Thompson,
F.R.S. : “Some Applications of Infra-Red Measurements”.

Institute op Fuel, South Wales Section (joint meeting with
local branches of Chemical Societies, at, the Royal Institution,
Swansea), at 5.80 p.m.— H. E. Crossley . “The Inorgamc Con-
stituents of Coal”.

Institution, op Electrical Engineers, Measurements Section
<at Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C.2), at 5 30 p m.
-—Discussion on “Current and Voltage Transformers for Protective
Gear Purposes” (to be opened by Mr. J. G. Welhngs and Mr. E. J.
Lane).

Institution op Mechanical Engineers (at Storey’s Gate, St.
James’s Park, London, S.W.1), at 6.30 p.m.--Mr. H. Hillier ; “Feed
Distribution and Hunting in Marine Water-Tube Boilers”.

/
Colour chemists’ Assooiatio'n, Manchester Section

(at the Engineers’ Club, Albert Square, Manchester), at 6.30 pm—
Discussion on “Testing Methods for (a) Pigments, (6) Media, (c) Paints”.
Royal Statistical Society, London Group op the Industrial

Ai^LIOATIons Section (at the E.L.MA. Lighting Service Bureau,
?v

Savoy Hill, London, W.C.2), at 6.30 p.m.—Mr. K. A. Brownlee,
Budding and Mr. B. J. Desmond : “Some Applications

of Multiple Correlation”.

INSTITUTE OP Physios, Electronics Group (joint meeting with the
Manohj^ter and District Branch op the Institute op Physios,
in the New Physics Theatre, The University, Oxford Road, Man-
chester), at 7 p.m.-—Br. P. A. Vick * “Contact Potentials”.
Sweety of Byers and Colourists, Scottish Section (joint

nmetmg with the Guild op Calico Printers, Bleachers, Byers^ SpHSHERS Foremen, at St, Enoch Hotel, Glasgow), at 7 p.m.—
Importance of Adequate Shrinkage in the Dyeing and Fmishing

of" Fipro”,

ItoYAL INSTHUIT (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at
^Jiompson. F.R.S. : “The Anatomist and the

a Study in the Mechanism of a Bird”.
CTE, Bolton Branch (at the Municipal Technical
Mx. W. Barker : “Weaving of the Future”.

Friday, November 8—Saturday, November 9

Institute op Physics, X-Ray Analysis Group (m the Conference
Hall of the Royal Victoria Hotel, Sheffield).'*'

Friday, November 8

At 2 30 p m.—Br. A. J Biadley, F R S • “The Intensity Relations“of
Bebve-Scherrer Powder Bitfraction Lines”

; Dr. W A. Wood . “The
Application of X-Rays to the Study of Stresses in Metals”.

Saturday, November 9

At 9 30 a.m.—Prof. G. T Finch, F R.S : “The Surface Structure
of Metals”

;
Mr. H. J Goldschmidt : “An X-Ray Investigation of

Electro-deposited Chromium” ; Br. A, H. Jay : “Some Successes
and Failures m the Application of X-Rays to Industrial Problems”

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
APPtioATioNS arc invited for the following appointments on or

before the date.s mentioned *

Lecturer and Instructor in Horticulture, a Lecturer and
Instructor in Agriculture, and a Superintendent for the Burlmg-
ham Horticultural Station—The Chief Education Officer, Norfolk
Education Committee, County Education Offices, Stracey Road,
Norwich, endorsed ‘Agricultural Staff (November 6)
Senior Scientific Officer in the Directorate of Telecommunica-

tions Research and Development, London, of the. Ministry of Supply

—

The Director of Scientific and Technical Administration (B), Ivy-
bridge House, Adam Street, Strand, London, W.C.2 (November 7)
Senior Scientifio Officers and Scientific Officers (temporary),

and Experimental Officers and Assistant Experimental Officers
(temporary), at the Guided Projectiles Establishment, Westcott,
Berks.—^The Director of Scientific and Technical Administration (B),
Ivybridge House, Adam Street, Strand, London, W.C.2 (November 9).

Lecturer in Electrical Engineering

—

The Principal, Hands-
worth Techmeal College, Golds Hill Road, Handsworth, Birmingham
(November 9).

Lecturers (2) to teach (a) subjects in Mechanical and Aero-
nautical Engineering, or (6) subjects in Production Engineering
including Pattern-making, m the Mechanical Engineering Depart-
ment of the Covent^ Techmeal College—The Director of Education,
Education Office^ CJoventry (November 9).

Lboturer in CJhemistry at the Constantine Technical College—
The Director of Education, Education Offices, Middlesbrough (Novem-
ber 9).

Tutor for women students, with qualifications in Chemistry,
Physics or Mathematics, at the Bradford Technical College—The
Director of Education, Town Hall, Bradford (November 9)
Lecturer in Mathematics—The Principal, Chelsea Polytechnic,

Manresa Road, London, S.W.3 (November 9)
Assistant Lecturer in Plant Physiology—The Principal, Royal

Holloway College, Englefield Green, Surrey (November 9),

Assistant (male) at the Bodleian Library (RadclKfo Science
Library), Oxford—The Librarian, Bodleian Library, Oxford (Novem-
ber 9).

Mathematical Physicist as Head of the Theoretical Physics Section
in the Laboratory at Battersea—The Personnel Officer, British Iron
and Steel Research Association, 11 Park Lane, London, W.l (Novem-
ber 11).
Senior Assistant in the Department op Mechanical and

Marine Engineering at the City of Liverpool Technical College—
The Director of Education, 14 Sir Thomas Street, Liverpool I (Novem-
ber 11).
Assistant Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry at the Essex

Institute of Agriculture,, Writtle—The Chief Education Officer, County
Offices, Chelmsford (November 13).
Chair op agriculture at Wye College—The Academic Registrar,

University of London, Senate House, London, W.C.l (November 13).
Senior Lecturer in Physiology, and a Lecturer in Chemistry—The Registrar, The University, Sheffield (November 16).
Mechanical engineers (2) for service in the Sudan on the installa-

tion and mamtenance of plant and machinery, including Biesel-
eugmed pumps, cotton ginning factories and sawmills—The Sudan
Agent in London, Wellington House, Buckingham Gate, London,
S.W.l, endorsed ‘Agricultural Eugmeer*.
Engineer to assist in the planning and erection of an electrically

driven cotton spinning and weaving mill and power station—The
Sudan Agent in London. Wellington House, Buckingham Gate,
London, S.W.l, endorsed Uotton'
Technical Director to co-ordinate and control the work of all

technical departments, including a new Development Research Station—^The Director, Cement and Concrete Association, 52 Grrosvenor
Gardens, London, S.W 1, endorsed ‘Technical Director’.
Lecturer (grade 11) in the Department op Physiology—The

Secretary, University College, Gower Street, London, W.0.1
Resbaroh, Assistant to work in the Information Section—The

Personnel Officer, British Don and Steel Research Association, 11
Park Lane, London, W.l
Graduate (young, with degree in Zoology) for research in Anthro-

pometric studies—^The Secretary, The University, Edmund Street,
Birmingham 3.

Metallurgist or Physical Chemist preferably with some exper-
ience in the metallography and general metallurgy of non-ferrous
aUoya, and a Metallurgist with industrial or research experience
in non-ferrous foundry work—The Secretary, British Non-Ferrous
Metals Research Association, Euston Street, London, N.W.l.
Demonstrator in Physiology—The Dean of the Medical College,

St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, West Smithfleld, London, E.0,1.
Senior Lecturers in Physics and mathematical Physios,

Lecturers in philosophy and Zoology, and assistant LboiJurbrs
IN History, Physics, and Mathematics, at the University of Otago,
Dunedin, New Zealand—^The High Commissioner for New Zealand,
415 Strand, London, W.0.2.
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RE-ORGANISATION OF DEFENCE
IN BRITAIN

The changes in the maclimery of goveriuneiit

announced in the White Paper on the Central

Organisation for Defence have on tho whole been

well received. The plan outlined represents an

adaptation of war-time practice. Th© Prim© Minister

remams chairman of the Defence Committee, and the

Chiefs of Staff Committee will remain autonomous,

with the responsibility for preparing appreciations of

strategy and military plans and for submitting them
direct to th© Defence Committee, while the jonit staff

system will bo retained and developed under th©

direction of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. Wliile,

however, th© Ser\uc© Ministers will continue to be

responsible to Parliament for the administration of

their Services in accordance with the general policy

approved by the Cabinet and within the resources

allotted to them, they will no longer themselves be m
the Cabinet. They will be replaced there by a new
Mimster~~the Minister of Defence—who will be

deputy chairman of the Defence Committee and will

carry the responsibility of co-ordniation not only of

resources between th© three Services m accordance

with the strategic policy laid down by the Defence

Committee, but also th© framing of general policy to

govern research and development and the correlation

of production programmes, as well as th© administra-

tion of inter-SerxTce organisations such as Comhmed
Operations Headquarters and the Jomt Intelligence

Bureau, and th© settlement of questions of general

admuustration on which a common policy for th©

three Seiwices is desirable.

Wlnle an eventual combined administration of the

tliree Services is not excluded, th© Government

rightly regards this as an impracticable step at the

moment, although it has in mmd the possibility of

closer links, for example, in the medical services,

which at present are provided separately for each

Service. Wliile, as Lord Trenchard pointed out,

complete fusion of such specialized Services might

involve serious administrative difficulties and con-

fusion, there are probably other directions, especially

on the scientific side, where something more could be

done towards the provision of common services, as,

for example, in th© field of radar. Moreover,

assisted by the Jomt War Production Staff, winch is

to be retamed, the new Mmister’s Production Com-

mittee will be responsible for studying all, and

especially th© wider, aspects of our war potential,

and there will thus be a considered attempt mad© to

relate th© size of peace-time stocks of equipment to

the rate at which production can develop in emer-

gency.

These proposals are largely in line with what Lord

Hankey has advocated m his recent books, and with

th© proposals for constitutional reform outlined in

the recommendations of a group of Conservatives m
a book published under that title (“Some Proposals

for Constitutional Reform, heiog the Recommenda-
T. G. Scott & Son, Lt<i.. Talbot House, 9 Arundel Street, London, w.c 2

-(jions of a Group of Conservatives.’’ Eyre and
Spottwoode, Ltd. Lottdon, 1946 7«. 6d.). Mor^

All rights reserved. Registered as a Newspaper at the General ^ Step tOWardS adoptmg the propOsq^
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of the Haldane Report, as Lord Samuel was quick to

point out m the House of Lords debate on October 16.

Lord Samuel said further that it was understood that

other groups of Departments were in process of

formation, and that just as Mr. Alexander was to

bring the defence services together, mmistries dealing

With economic plannmg were being co-ordinated by
Mr. Morrison, those dealing with social services by
Mr. Greenwood, and those dealing with external

affairs by Mr. Bevin. Lord Addison agreed with

Lord Samuel that at long last some notice was being

taken of the recommendations of the Haldane Com-
mittee, and this particular proposal of the White
Paper calls for close study to see that it avoids the

danger of creating a bottleneck above tho three

Service Mmistries and the Mmistry of Supply. Co-

ordinatmg ministers without a portfolio, as both
Sir John Anderson and Prof. K. C. Wheare have
pointed out in recent lectures on the machinery of

government, are likely to find themselves with little

real authority ; but it seems clear from the White
Paper itself that the new Minister is in no danger of

finding himself m that position.

Of special interest to the man of science are the

observations in the White Paper on research and
development, and on the great progress made in the
direct association of scientific workers with the work
of the Service and other departments. Recognizing
that any future development of our central organisa-

tion for defence woxild be incomplete if it did not
provide throughout for the closest possible integration

of scientific and military men, the Government has
now established a new Committee on Defence
Research Policy which will bo responsible, not only
for securing such integration of thought at all levels,

but also for seeing that, in plannmg defence research,

account is taken of the scientific effort of the country
in other fields in order that our resources may be
efficiently and economically used. This Committee
will consist of those responsible, both from the
operational and scientific angle, for research and
development in the Service Departments and the
Ministry of Supply, and its chairman, according to
the White Paper, will be a man of science of high
standmg, appointed for a period of years, who will

exercise his functions under the authority of the
Mmister of Defence. The announcement on October
29 that Sir Henry Tizard had been appointed to this

responsible post will give widespread satisfaction.

This development was warmly welcomed in the
House of Lords debate, particillarly by Lord Swmton,
who stressed the value of putting the scientific man
at the heart of operational planning and associatmg
him with a problem from the start ; by Lord Samuel,
who pointed out that science is now a fifth factor no
less important in the long run than the three Services
themselves or the SupplyMmistry,becausetheachieve-
mentsahddevelopments ofscience determinethewhole
^urse of mihtary operations ; and also by Lord
Addisom Although Lord Hankey in his own speech
did Wt jpiWiion this point, the appointment of such
^ C^nnhtfeee has long been urged by him, notably in

Knowl^ laeture last year, and the idea is

impheit in his eleventh Haldane Memorial Lecture

“The Machinery of Government” delivered in 1942

and also in the paper on the Cabinet Secretariat, pu*

together twenty years earlier and published for the

first time in “Diplomacy by Conference” (1946)

From this point of view, the proposal should also

be considered in relation to the broader structure of

research as set forth in the White Paper on Scientific

Research and Development in 1944. The functions

of the new Committee will in part overlap with those

of the Scientific Advisory Committee of the War
Cabinet set forth therein, and they will presumably
include the functions of tho Office of Scientific

Advisers to the Mmistry of Production abolished last

year. Meanwhile, it is clear from Lord Addison’s

statement and that made by Mr. Attlee, and indeed

from the White Paper itself, that the Government
takes a wide view of tho whole subject, and that there

IS no intention of isolating the new Committee on
Defence Research Policy from the mam current of

scientific activity. The Defence Committee itself is

recognized as concerned with plans affecting the

whole life of the nation. If the White Paper does less

than 3ustice to the importance of home security and
civil defence, it is clear that in excluding home
security from the functions of the Mmister of Defence,

the Government has acted wisely. It will, however,

be the duty of the Defence Committee to link home
security problems to broad defence problems, and the

Home Defence Committee has already been recon-

stituted for the purpose. Furthermore, tho Prime
Minister stated on October 30 that a complete review

of the methods and organisation of civil defence is

now in hand.
The success of such integration will doubtless

depend largely on the extent to which tho functional

groupmgs of other ministries on the lines recom-

mended by the Haldane Report are in fact proceeding,

as Lord Addison appeared to admit. That change in

constitutional practice may well be even more im-

portant than the changes in the organisation of

defence ; more particularly as the latter represent, as

Lord Hankey agreed, a steady evolution and no

drastic break with the past except m the change of

title already noted and the question of co-operation

with the Dominions on defence on which Lord
Hankey, like most other speakers m the House of

Lords, centred his criticism.

Lord Addison’s reply suggested that no real dis-

turbance of existmg practice is intended in the

question of collective defence, and it is obvious that

both regional arrangements and national arrange-

ments will require to be kept constantly under review

while the Atomic Energy Commission is formulating

proposals for the control of atomic energy and the

United Hations Organisation is working out effective

plans for collective defence. Even in the criticism of

the section of the White Paper dealing with the

organisation for collective defence, there was a very

manifest desire to keep both British and Common-
wealth arrangements in line with the plans and
arrangements that might develop under the United

Hations Organisation.

There are, however, two major matters on which
there is some room for concern. Criticizing the state- *
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aent in the historical commentary in the White
•*aper that failure to oquip the British forces on an

,adequate scale was mamly due to the political and
economic circumstances of the decade before 1939,
JLord Chatfield said that he could see nothing in the
White Paper to ensure that there would be no recur-
rence of similar political circumstances m ten or
twenty years time, and he reiterated his plea that
foreign policy should be taken out of political party
strife. The absence of provision for consultation with
the leaders of the Parliamentary Opposition was a
major criticism of Lord Hankey, whose recent book
includes a powerful argument for the association of
leaders of the Opposition with the work of the Com-
mittee of Imperial Defence, particularly m linkmg
foreign policy and defence. Lord Hankey believes

that the endowment of the United Nations Organisa-
tion with military attributes enliances the importance
of this point, and in its proposals for constitutional

reform, the group of Conservatives already quoted
points out that recent scientific developments have
piade it all the more essential to maintain the agree-

ment between Government and Opposition to co-

operate on vital matters of national defence. For
that purpose a standmg sub-committee of the Com-
mittee of Imperial Defence was proposed, which
should include leaders of the Opposition, who should
be Privy Councillors ; and it was suggested that the
sub-committee should produce an annual report on
the adequacy of the national and imperial defence
organisation in the light of the existing international

situation. This proposal is clearly intended to assist

in the formation of that enlightened public opmion
upon which the efficient functioning of a Parlia-

mentary democracy depends. The fiexibility of the
new Defence Committee leaves the door open for

such developments, and scientific workers should not
need to be reminded of the importance of public

opinion, as is shown by Lord Hankey in his Lees
Knowles Lecture, or of his appeal to them and to
other tramed minds to attempt to appreciate the

position and to assist others to do so also.

Ultimately, however, the effectiveness of the new
machinery will depend, as was very clearly recognized

in the debate, largely on the men who operate it.

This is true at the top and also at the lower levels,

where indeed Lord Hankey pleaded for tuning up
details of admmistration to avoid risk of delays.

Much Will depend on our ability to find continuously

the right man for Minister of Defence. We cannot
expect that the Prime Mmister will always be, as Mr.
Churchill was so manifestly, the right man for the
chairmanship of the Defence Committee and the main-
spring of the war effort. But it will depend also on
our ability to find for the chairmanship of the Defence
Research Policy Committee and for other important
posts the right men, not only of high professional

qualifications, but also capable of rising above depart-

mentalism and of co-operation m the fullest sense of
the word. The central organisation for defence, in

the ultimate resort, is a challenge to the quality of
our man-power at all levels—^adimnistrative, scientific

and technical—no less than to our capacity for

statesmanship and political vision and courage.

CHEMISTRY THROUGH THE AGES
Die Entwicklungsgeschichte der Chemie
Erne Studie. Von H. E. Fierz-David. (Wissenschaft
und Kultur, Band 2.) Pp. xv + 425 + 33 plates.

(Basel: VerlagBirkhauser, 1945.) 21.50 Schw. francs.

I
F* we include alchemy, chemistry must have a
much greater literature than any other branch of

science. Chemistry m the broad sense is, moreover, a
science with a long history, extendmg over two
thousand years. Any historian of chemistry who
aims at describmg its development withm the limits

of a smgle moderately sized volume must therefore

make an arbitrary selection from the vast amount of

data available. The most strikmg feature of the
present book is the skill with which Prof. Fierz-David
has made this selection, while to anyone with a
sense of authorship the balance and construction
of the narrative are things to be admired for them-
selves, qmte apart from the substance of the book.
The substance, however, matches the structure, and
there can be little doubt that “Die Entwicklungs-
geschichte der Chemie” will establish itself as one of

the most authoritative and readable books m its field.

It certamly ought to be translated mto English.

Prof. Fierz-David remarks that, from the begmnmg,
there were two quite difierent ways of regarding
substances. One was the unsophisticated view which
treated them as real objects fomamg a basis for an
experimental art ; the other was alchemy, which
looked upon experiment merely as the startmg-point
for philosophical speculation. It was from the practical

art that, m due course, modem chemistry arose, and
it might, therefore, seem logical to neglect the history

of alchemy. In fact, however, alchemy and early

practical chemistry were always so interlocked with
one another that to follow such logic would entirely

falsify the picture. The same sort of connexion
existed between astrology and early astronomy, but
astronomy shook itself free of astrology much more
rapidly than chemistry ridded itself of the fetters of

alchemy. In spite, therefore, of his eagerness to get

to the history of chemistry itself, the. author finds it

necessary to devote about a quarter of the book to a
review ofthe main events and tenets of the alchemical

period. This section, while competent m matter and
mterestingly written, is not up to the standard of the

remamder and shows a certain lack of judgment in

its use of authorities. Thus, in dealing with Muslim
chemistry. Prof. Fierz-David relies mamly on Berthe-
lot—whose unreliability he himself admits earlier

—

and on von Lippmann, giving little or no mention to

the work of Ruska, Stapleton, and others, which has
so greatly enlarged and modified our knowledge of

this important stage m the development of chemistry.

The account of the transitional period, from
Muslim times to Boyle, includes brief but excellent

summaries of the work of Agricola and Glauber, and
the author is then free to turn to the fruitful centi^
or so that began with Boyle and ended with Lavoisier.

Unlike the majority of historians of chemistry, he
mamtains that the phlogiston theory of Becher and
Stahl served chemistry well. It not only gave a

reasonable explanation of the mam phenomena of

combustion as then known, but also allowed an unex-
pectedly happy correlation of apparently chaotically

diverse facts. That phlogiston had no real existence

is no more against the phlogiston theory than is the
non-existence of the ether a blot on the escutcheon of

nineteenth-century physics. They both rendered
service in their days.
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There will be no difference of opinion about Prof.
Pierz-David’s point of view that the real beginning
of modern chemistxy came with Lavoisier’s establish-
ment of quantitative analysis by weight. Before that
time, when weighmg was done at all it was usually of
the origmal materials only—^though we must claim
an honourable exception in Black, whose name does
not appear in the index or, apparently, in the text.
By analysing and weighmg the end-products as well,
Lavoisier effected the crucial metamorphosis, and
modern, exact chemistry was bom—to grow with
amazing rapidity imder the stimulus ofthe new atomic
theory of Dalton.
The remammg sections of the book show the

author at his best. They are on unconventional lines
but are refreshingly alive, being arranged, as it were,
vertically instead of horizontally. The benzene
theory, for example, is treated as an individual
topic, as are such other subjects as stereochemistry,
theories of solution, the periodic system, and radio-
activity. In each case the story is brought up to the
outbreak of the Second World War.
The final portion gives a very satisfactory bird’s-

eye view of modern applied chemistry, and there are
various appendixes, indexes and charts. The book
is well filustrated and produced, and its price must
be considered very moderate. E. J. Holmyabd

MICRO-ORGANISMS AND INSECTS
^ Insect Microbiology
An Account of the Microbes associated with Insects
and Ticks with special reference to the Biologic
Relationships Involved. By Asst. Prof. Edward A.
Steinhaus. Pp. xi-f 763. (Ithaca, K.Y. : Comstock
Publishing Co., Inc., 1946.) 7.75 dollars.

SCIENCE for its exercise requires a medium. In
recent years, one after another of the natural

sciences m search of such a medium has discovered
the insects. Physiologists, chemists, even zoologists
are findmg among the insects a rich harvest waiting
to be gathered. Microbiology, the latest of the
biological sciences to demand recognition in its own
right, has now entered the field.

In the golden age of bacteriology, as one disease
after another fell before the advancing microbe
hunters, medical and veterinary bacteriology devel-
oped as a craft of its own, the experts of which viewed
the uncharted multitudes of non-pathogenic micro-
organisms as being little more than a nuisance or at
most as having only a negative sort of mterest.
Parmem, gardeners, brewers, cheese-makers and
other industrialists have discovered the importance
to them of microbiology, andl new specialized areas
of the subject have grown up. But it is only in quite
recent years that it has been realized how lop-sided
the growth ofmicrobiology has become andhow far our
toowledge of pathogenic fungi, bacteria or protista
has outstripped that of the harmless or free-living
forms—to the detriment of the science as a whole.
The microbiologist who takes man or the mammalia

^ ins point of reference will find a pretty varied field
for hfe interests. There are the pathogenic viruses,
mtetteisB, bacteria, fungi, spirochsetes and protozoa ;

h«tofess denizens of the body surf^es and the
Witetip^ -^acyfe ; the organisms that play such an

ia rummant digestion ; the phenomena

r compared with the microbiology
01 what a imxow and restricted field it is !

Among the insects there are likewise pathogenic

viruses, bacteria, fungi and protozoa. Some of these

are responsible for the diseases that are so important
m commercial insects : the polyhedral ‘grassene’

and ‘flacherie’ of the silkworm which early attracted

the attention of Pasteur, or the bacterial foul broods
and the virus of sac brood in the honey bee. Others
are important in the destruction of plagues of insects

;

when an outbreak of insects reaches its peak it com-
monly gives way before an outbreak of disease.

Coccobacillus acndiorum will dissipate swarms of

locusts ; the European spruce sawfly, after threaten-

ing destruction m the forests of Eastern Canada, has
melted away before a microbial mfoction ; one of
the most promismg measui*es for the control of the
Japanese beetle in the United States is the inoculation

of the soil with the spores of Bacillus popillice, avail-

able commercially as a dry powder
;

and, on a
homely scale, everyone is familiar with the spectacle

of house-flies in the autumn dying off before the
fungal mfection Empusa musccB,

But bacteria also form tho staple diet of some
insects. Certam ants and termites cultivate fungi in

gardens for the nourishment of their colonies. The
female ‘ambrosia’ beetles provide little fungal pellets

to feed their young. Then there are the groat number
of micro-organisms pathogenic to plants and animals
which have an insect as alternative host and carrier,

undergoing within it such complex life-cycles as the
plasmodium in the mosquito or the spirochsete m
the tick. Tlie problems of immunity, both cellular

and hmnoral, to the microbes that invade it, likewise

exist in the insect ; and the subtle problem of

the adaptation of the insect to carry pathogenic
organisms. There are genetic races of Oulcx pipiens
of which some can and others cannot serve as hosts

for tho plasmodium of bird malaria. There are

strains of tho loaf-hopper Cimdiilina which carry a
virus of maize, and other genetic strains of the same
species which cannot act as carriers because tho virus

will not pass through tho gut wall.

Scores of micro-organisms are harmless inhabitants
of the body surface or gut contents of insects. But
all degrees of mutual adaptation exist between host
and microbe. The digestive enzymes m the cockroach
are adapted to work in an acid medium created
solely by bacterial fermentation. Fermentation
chambers, stocked with celhilose-splitting bacteria,

are characteristic of certain beetle larvse from decaying
vegetable matter. Protozoa and bacteria are essential

for digestion in the wood-feeding termites ; if de-

faunated they die of starvation. Bacteria may serve
as a source of accessory food factors. An Actinomyces
constantly present in the gut of tho blood-sucking
bug Rhodnius appears to provide some factor,

perhaps a vitamin of the B group, that is lacking in

blood. Intracellular micro-organisms (yeasts, bac-
teria and the like) transmitted from one generation
to the next and maintamed m special organs provide
an endogenous source of vitamins for many insects.

Dr. Edward Steinhaus, who has been mvited by
the University of California to develop the study of
the microbial diseases of insects, has produced the
first introduction to insect microbiology. His book
is described as a study of the biological relationships
existing between microbes and insects (including
ticks and mites), and covers the rich field outhned
above—and much more. He does not include the
fundamentals of bacteriology or protozoology but
does give some account of the taxonomy of each
group dealt with. Bacteria, rickettsise, viruses.
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protozoa, spirochsetes, yeasts, fungi are all xncluded
Where knowledge exists it has been brought together
here ; the facts well marshalled and presented, and
supported by copious references (about mnety pages
of them). It IS indeed a really solid book. In many
parts of the subject, it is true, there are formidable
accumulations of fact but few generalizations. As
the author admits, some sections of the book are
little more than annotated lists—sometimes perhaps
of organisms the credentials of which are not beyond
question. Two hundred and fifty identified species
of bacteria have been found associated with insects

and ticks. Some are wholly adventitious (such as
Clostridium tetani in larvae feedmg in the soil), which
scarcely earn the space they occupy in these pages.
But it is a good book. The author has made it abimd-
antly clear that the insect is a splendidmedium for the
study of microbiology. V. B. Wiggleswobth

A REFERENCE BOOK OF
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

Industrial Research, 1946
Pp. 738. (London and New York : Todd Publishing
Co., Ltd., 1946.) 215. net.

ABEFEBENCE book on industrial research which
provided in one volume not merely relevant

information for which at present search has to be
made m numerous volumes such as “Who^s Who”,
‘‘Whitaker’s Almanac”, the “Yearbook of Scientific

and Learned Societies”, the “Universities Yearbook”,
and the registers of various professional or technical
associations, but also much that has not been brought
togetherin thisway,wouldprove a real boon to thebusy
executive, research manager or industrial scientific

worker concerned with the planning or adminis-
tration of research The present volume, however,
misses the mark. Covermg a wide field, it does so
too imperfectly to replace, even for research purposes,

such volumes as those mentioned, and it does little

to supply the mformation which is lacking m those
reference works and which they could not reasonably
be expected to supply. The publishers show no clear

conception of either the public for whom the book is

intended or the precise purposes the book is designed
to serve. Attempting too much, no field is covered
thoroughly enough for reference purposes, and the
resulting ‘hotch-potch’ is a bulky volume which cannot
justify in its present form a place on the reference

shelf of the library or the desk of the industrialist.

There are, however, at least two sections of the
book which, suitably expanded, might make future
editions a valuable reference work if some of the
extraneous sections are eliminated. The directory of
organisations interested in research, while rather

generously interpreted and at present mcomplete
even on a narrower interpretation, could form the
basis of a useful directory, particularly if some of the
mformation scattered verbosely elsewhere m the
volume were condensed into brief annotations in this

list. Even more useful is the list of industrial research

laboratories and the appended list of university
laboratories, which contain mformation not easily

available elsewhere. There is, moreover, in the
former list much mformation concerning research
staff which should have been included in the “Who’s
Who in Industrial Besearch”. The latter section in
its present form is smgularly useless, and the pub-

lishers have missed their opportunity of gathering
together the mformation at present scattered in

“Whitaker’s Almanac”, the annual reports of the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Besearch,
the “Universities Yearbook” and various professional

registers or directories. If the pamphlet “Notes on
Current Scientific Besearches m the United Kingdom”
issued to delegates of the Boyal Society Empire
Scientific Conference, revised and brought up to date,

were also incorporated in future editions of this book,
possibly supplemented by a list of titles of theses
on scientific subjects accepted by British universities

for higher degrees durmg the year, the volume
could become a valuable desk reference book for the
research manager and mdustrial executive.
For the rest, there is little in the present volume

that could usefully be retamed in a reference work.
The essays that comprise the first section are out of
place. Some are reviews of current progress in special

fields of the type one would naturally seek in, for

example, the Beports on the Progress of Applied
Chemistry. Nor are all these reviews new : one is a
reprmt of an article almost two years old. The
relevance of others to the theme of mdustrial research
IS by no means evident, and their variety and dis-

cursiveness, whatever their individual merits, only
emphasize the lack of thought and planning in the
compilation of the book as a whole. The mclusion
in this section of an article, “Common Hazardous
Chemicals”, reprmted from Chemical and Engineering
News, illustrates the pomt : mformation on such
matters would naturally be sought m Lange’s “Hand-
book of Chemistry” or Hodgman’s “Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics”.
The foUowmg section, “Official Directories”, is also

inadequate and much less mformative than either

“Whitaker” or the appendixes to the annual reports
of the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Besearch. Striking omissions in so omnivorous a
volume are references to the Agricultural Besearch
Council or the Medical Besearch Council—surely

sufficiently closely linked with mdustrial research !

The Overseas Section makes no reference to the South
African Council for Scientific and Industrial Besearch
or to the East African Industrial Besearch Board.
The Official and Unofficial Statements which occupy
the next two sections are unbalanced. There is

remarkable disparity m the accounts of the various
research associations, and in the absence of any
attempt at classifiication the compilation is a little

bizarre. The connexion of some of the organisations
with research seems a little far-fetched, and others
with much stronger claims to be included find no
mention. For the most part it would bemore effective

to relegate the information in these sections to the
Directory of Organisations as already indicated, and
while it might be worth while including a fuller

account of some, such as the Parliamentary and
Scientific Committee or the University Grants Com-
mittee, the information should not be duplicated as
at present.

The section “Officially Appomted Committees”,
listing a number of committees, some remotely con-
nected with research, and with summaries of their

reports,' seems ill-conceived. It is not, and—^unless

carefully defined in scope—could not be, complete,
but the purpose of summarizmg the reports is not
intelligible. Beferences to the reports would much
more appropriately have been relegated to the biblio-

graphic section, and it would no doubt have been
appreciated if that had included cross-headings
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facilitating the identification of the subject-matter

and title of tlie many reports such as the Platt Report,

the Hankey Report, the Barlow Report, which in

common parlance go by the name of their cliairinan.

ISTor IS the section on “Books, Periodicals and Films”
adequate. In the nature of things, a book list in

such a volume must be selective, but it could at

least be authoritative and the basis of selection made
plain. The present list displays all the worst faults

of the whole volume, and the inclusion of so much
triviality inevitably robs it of any pretensions to

serr^e the one purpose that justifies the inclusion of

such a list in a reference book on industrial research

a guide to sources of reliable and authoritative infor-

mation which those concerned with the conduct or

direction of research whether at the policy-making or

executive level might be expected to need.

R. Brightman

A NEW FLORA OF GUATEMALA
Flora of Guatemala (Part IV)

By Paul C. Standley and Julian A. Steyermark.
(Fieldiana : Botany, Vol. 24, Part 4 ) Pp. v~l-493.

(Chicago : Chicago Natural History Museum, 1946.)

3.50 dollars

This is the first part to be published of a “Flora of
Guatemala” which has been m preparation for

the past six years at the Herbarium of the Chicago
Natural History Museum. The Flora is based upon
published records and earlier collections ; in par-
ticular, it records new information obtained by the
authors during four botanical expeditions of the
Chicago Museum which extended to all the twenty-
two departments of Guatemala. The authors state

in their introduction that the flora of Guatemala, as
considered m their work, includes that of British
Honduras, which is continuous with that of the de-
partments of Pet6n and Izabal : “There is no feason
to suppose that in British Honduras there exists

more than a handful of species that will not be found
eventually in Guatemala”. The work is thus of great
importance for forest officers and students of the
vegetation of the British Central American Colony.
The only survey hitherto of the flora of British
Honduras was Standley and Record’s “Forests and
Flora of British Honduras” {Pub. Pield Museum,
Bot. Series, 12 ; 1936) in which the systematic list

was little more than a ‘prodromus’ ; while there
has been no previous flora of Guatemala.
The authors state in the introduction to this

volume, which is Part IV of the Flora, that although
almost all the manuscript has been written it has
been found impractical to publish it in systematic
order because of conditions imposed by the War.
“Part I will include an account of the general features
of Guatemala vegetation, a r6sum6 of the history of
its exploration, and other pertinent matter.” Presum-
ably, there will be a key to the plant families^

Part IV contains the accounts of a large number of
families, including the important and difficult

Moracese, Annonacese and Lauracese. The format
foEows the usual lines * there are keys (with macro-
Boopie or field characters) to genera and species,
ampie generic and specific descriptions, relevant

and citations of references, definitions of
tobitat and altitude, distribution by departments of
Quatoaela. * The distribution of mdividual species
omts^ thd Repubho is oarefully defined, but only

are details ^veh of distribution in Briti^

Honduras, exeejit in instances where the sjjeoies does

not occur m Guatemala Collectors’ numbers, witJi

the exception of those of recent typo collections, are

scarcely ever cited.

Of particular value and interest are the notes on
properties, econoi^ic uses and vernacular names
which follow.lhe descriptions of many of the species.

Many common Old World vegetables, fruits anti

garden favourites are wisely included.

The authors are enthusiasts and keen observers,

who have acquired a very wide knowledge of the

inliabitants and •^heir customs in relation to the

vegetation. The reduction of many species into

synonymy ajpd their frequent comments on variability

show that they take a broad view of species. For the
purposes of a flora of a tropical countiy^ this is prob-

ably more satisfactory than the provision of unwork-
able keys which mamtam doubtful and critical

species by selecting characters frf)m descriptions or

single collections.

The “Flora of Guatemala” promises to be the best

of the nmnerous works of this kind with which Dr.

Standley’s name is associated. Clearly, then, the
appearance of the all-important Part I should not be
delayed. N. Y. Sandwith

SCIENCE AND ADULT EDUCATION
''^Progress in Science

By W. L. Sumner. Pp. viii-f 176 f plates. (Oxford :

Basil Blackwell.) Ss. 6d net.

I
F it be true that the ability to think effectively

on literary, economic, political and philosophical

affairs does not take place until individuals have had
oxporionce of life, it is equally certain that there can
be no real conception of the function of science in

modern life before maturity. Belief in these ideas

has, durmg the last decade, led to an awakened
interest in the general education of adults and culmin-
ated in that section of the Education Act of 1944
which transformed a hitherto permissive right of

local education authorities to provide facilities for

adults to educate themselves in their oflT-duty

hours into a mandate.
Among the extended facilities will be the provision

of books and, as the Act becomes translated into

practice, there will mevitably be a steady and rising

demand for texts from the variety of study groups
which sjiring up. If these classes develop as educa-
tionists envisage, it is hoped to draw in students

from that section of the community which has pre-

viously been unattracted by any activity which could

be put even under the broad heading of education.

One of the obstacles which hinders the formation of

such classes to-day is that there are few books suit-

able enough to be used as texts. The bool^s provided
for umversity extra-mural groups would be beyond
most students and the books written for school-

children would alienate and be repugnant to them.
*In this field a rich harvest awaits the enterprising

publisher who is sufficiently discriminating to obtain

discerning and skilful authors who can fashion their

pens to suit their readers. In the realm of science

discrimmation will be particularly necessary both
because of its changeful nature and because the

paucity of suitable contemporary books for the im-
tutored offers little guide to would-be authors.
Which brmgs us to Mr. Sumner’s book. During

the First World War and smee, almost xmique oppor-

L
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tuiiities wore provided for expounding modern de-

velopments in science to large groups m the Armed
and Civil Defence Services Surprisingly, although
perhaps miavoidably, these opportunities were not
taken by many men of science. Of the few Mr
Sumner was one, and “Progress m Science’’ is an
adaptation of the lectures and demonstrations which
he gave to many Service audiences. Wisely he has
confined his topics to technical developments during
the last few years, and among those dealt with are

electrons and their uses, the electron microscope,

radar, television, the betatron, atomic energy, jet pro-

pulsion, the gas turbme, plastics, chemotherapeutic
drugs and plant genetics. In the concluding chapter

he discusses present-day researches the applications

of which are still somewhat m the embryonic stage,

and ranges over a wide selection of recent work.
Of his choice of subjects little more need be said

than that it has been done well and with a discrim-

inating awareness of the mterests of adults although,

smce plant genetics is described in some detail, the
omission of sections on human and animal genetics

is puzzling. Of his manner of presentation it is

enough to say that he has never forgotten that he
has been writing for those only slightly informed of

matters scientific. The importance of this mter-
pretation 0‘f science to human society must take its

place alongside fimdamental researches in such sub-

jects as nuclear physics. It is therefore to be hoped
that “Progress m Science” will be the precursor to a
long series. T. H. Haweins

CURRENT RESEARCHES ON
VITAMINS AND HORMONES

Vitamins and Hormones
Advances m Research and Applications, ^’’ol 3.

Edited by Prof. R. S. Harris and Prof, Keimeth V.
Thunann. Pp. xv-j-420. (New York : Academic
Press Inc., 1945.) 6.50 dollars,

The third volume in the series vitamins and
hormones amply mamtams the standard set by

its predecessors. As the editors say in their preface,

“The subject matter of successive volumes will inte-

grate more and more imtil ‘Vitamins and Hormones’
eventually becomes a complete reference to all active

research in the vitamin and hormone field”. The
authors of the senes of chapters are well chosen, and
with few exceptions a high standard is mamtamed
in each. Microbiological aspects of vitamms are

discussed by Najjar and Barrett, in a chapter on the
synthesis of B vitamins by intestinal bacteria, who
summarize a subject of much topical interest ; an
article 120 pages in length (including 456 references)

by B. C. J. Knight is an exhaustive review of growth
factors in microbiology ; amino -acids, purines,

X^yrimidines and naphthoquinones are discussed as
well as the vitamm B complex. The threads of know-
ledge upon the interrelation of vitamins have been
brought together by T. Moore in a suggestive article,

and the inSuence of sulphonamides in experimental
diets upon bacterial synthesis of vitamms discussed
by Daft and Sebrell

J. Warkany deals with the important problem^' of
manifestations of prenatal nutritional deficiency.

A suggestive article upon chemotherapeutic re-

search and synthetic oestrogens is contributed by E. C.

Dodds. The mechanism of action and metabolism of
gonadotropic hormones in the organism is reviewed

by Zondek and Sulman— in their words, “wliat

liajipens in the interval between the admmistration
of the hormone and the time when it takes effect in

the organism ?” Fifty-five pages are devoted by
SubbaRow, Baird Hastings and Elkin to an exhaustive

and authoritative account of the chemistry of anti-

pernicious anaemia substances of liver which should

be read by all interested m this subject ; they show
the stages in progress towards the isolation of the

active factor ; less than 1 mgm. from liver is now
needed in place of 400 gm
Fmally, m a somewhat more physiological article,

Nachmansolin deals with the theory (his own) that

acetylcholine is released at the neuronal surface during

the passage of an impulse. By the action of acetyl-

cholme the xDermeability of the membrane to ions is

increased and hence a depolarization occurs. This

theory is supported with much mteresting evidence,

though it is naturally also meeting with criticisms.

“Vitamins and Hormones” is a book which should

be on the shelves of every library, and the private

reader w^ill find it a most useful book of reference.

R. A. Peters

ELECTRICAL CONTACTS IN

COMMERCE
Electrical Contacts
A Book of Reference for the Electrical Engineer. By
Dr L. B. Hunt, with the collaboration of E. G.
Pickermg, Dr. J. C. Chaston, C. A. H. Jahn, E. H.
Laister, H. R. Brooker, P. M. G Thorpe and N. A.
Tucker. Pp. 122. (London Johnson, Matthey and
Co., Ltd., 1946.) 105. 6d.

The author states that “The purpose of this book
IS to place at the disposal of the electrical

engineer, in a form suitable for easy reference, in-

formation which will hel|) him to make a wise selection

of material and form of contact for the majority of
applications”. Undoubtedly physicists, metallurgists

and other technical personnel concerned wnth con-

tact problems will find the volume equally^ useful.

In the compass of 122 pages, much of which is

taken up with excellent illustrations, it is only possible

to treat the complex subject of electrical contacts

superficially. Accordingly, Dr. Hrmt and his collab-

orators have limited themselves to considerations

of established English practice, and in jDarticular with
the products of the firms which they serve and under
the segis of which the book is published.

The problem of electrical contacts is dealt with
under three main headings, namely, “Design and
Selection of Contacts”, “Properties of Contact
Materials”, and “Contact Engineermg”. Under the

first ofthese, the mfiuence of electrical and mechanical
conditions on contact life and behaviour is discussed.

The second describes in reasonable detail the pro-

perties of common contact materials, together with
recommended applications. “Contact Engmeering”
deals with various methods of making different types

of contacts.

The author has, perhaps wisely, refrained from
discussions on the fundamental reasons for the service

deterioration of contacts, and the numerous com-
positions listed serve to emphasize how little is really

known of this subject.

Theie are a number of omissions, and, in particular,

it IS surprising to find no reference to lubricants for

electrical contacts. Edwix
,
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JOHN COUCH ADAMS AND THE

DISCOVERY OF NEPTUNE*
'

By Prof. W. M. SMART
University of Glasgow

UNTIL 1781, the planet Saturn represented the
outermost boundary of the solar system ; on

March 13 of that year the planet Uranus was dis-

covered by Su* William Herschel, and by the beginning
of 1846 (the year of the discovery of Neptune) five

inmor planets had been found. In all these instances,

the discovery was made at the telescope, in one or

two cases purely by accident. The discovery of
Neptune was on a far diffei*ent level of human
achievement ; the discrepancies between the pre-

dicted and observed positions of Uranus since its

discovery furnished the means whereby two mathe-
maticians, Adams and Le Verrier, applied their

unrivalled skill to deduce independently the position

of a new planet the gravitational attraction of which
on Uranus, they confidently believed, was responsible
for the discrepancies referred to.

When, shortly after 1781, an approximate orbit

had been calculated for Uranus, it was suggested by
Bode that perhaps the planet had been observed
previously as a ‘star ’

;

the search ofcatalogues proved
surprismgly successful, for no fewer than nmeteen
authentic observations of Uranus bad been recorded,
the earliest in 1690 by Flamsteed (the first Astronomer
Royal), who designated it 34 Tauri. In the nomen-
clature of the time, these pre-discovery observations
of Uranus are loiown as the ‘ancient’ observations,
those after discovery as the ‘modern’ observations.
In the second decade of last century the accurate
establishment of the planet’s orbit was undertaken by
Bouvard, who was soon faced by a peculiar difficulty.

Ifhe used the ‘ancient’ observations alone, he obtained
an orbit differing unmistakably from tho orbit derived
from the ‘modern’ observations alone, these covermg
nearly forty years. In this dilemma he rejected the
‘ancient’ observations entirely, on the plea that they
carried very much greater observational errors than
the ‘modern’ observations, and his tables of Uranus,
published in 1821, were based entirely on the latter.

But soon Uranus was seen to be falling behind its

predicted position
; by 1832 the error m longitude

was J', and in 1837 Airy (the Astronomer Royal)
reported that the errors were “mcreasing with fearful
rapidity”

; the anomalous behaviour of the planet
ha4 now become the most puzzling problem in con-
temporary astronomy.

Several suggestions were offered to aceoimt for the
phenomenon ; the law of gravitation might not be
exactly according to the inverse square of the distance
(a suggestion regarded by Airy as possible even so
late as 1844) ; the existence of a resisting medium

—

an ever-popular hypothesis—was put forward; per-
haps the errors in the positions of Uranus were due
to a massive satellite (how this could have escaped
observation was not stated)

; perhaps about the
time of discovery m 1781 Uranus had been hit by a
comet, this suggestion bemg made, of course, to ex-
plain fihe di:Kerence m the orbits derived separately

tl^; ‘ancient^ and ‘modern’ observations ; and
it wa^ hazarded that the discrepancies—or,

the perturbations—resulted from the
httoiCtion of undiscovered planet far beyond the

Eoya,l Ashoaomlcal Society on^ catenary cedebxations of tbe dis-

bounds of Uranus. Airy himself bad no doubts about
the last hypothesis, for ho wrote “If [the anomalous
behaviour of Uranus] be tho effect of any unseen body
it will bo very nearly impossible ever to find out its

place”. Fortunately, Adams and Lo Verrier had a
clearer perception of the problem than Airy, and they
were little daunted by the difficulty and magnitude
of the task to which m due course they applied their

incomparable mathematical skill. From the begin-

ning they were supremely confident of the existence

of an unknown planet and of the power of analysis

to ensure its optical discovery.

When Adams was still an undergraduate at St.

John’s College, Cambridge, he and a companion,
Drew, were discussing their futures "VTien Drew
asked him what he proposed to do, Adams replied

deliberately : “You see, Uranus is a long way out of

his course. I mean to find out why. I thinh I hnowy
Drew said afterwards that this reply gave him a
queer feeling, as if a young prophet were speaking
Adams was born on Jime 5, 1819, the eldest of the
seven children of a Cornish farmer. In 1836 his

mother inherited a small property, and it seems almost
certain that but for this ‘windfall’ the family economy
—always exiguous—would never have stood the
strain of a university education for the future

astronomer. In January 1843, Adams was Senior

Wrangler, and within a few months he had won the

First Smith’s Prize and had been elected to a College

fellowship. Earlier, on July 3, 1841, Adams wrote
his celebrated memorandum—now preserved m St

John’s College library—in which h© expressed his

determmation to start operations, as soon as he had
taken his degree, on the mathematical discovery of

a trans-Uranian planet.

Tho problem to which Adams devoted his energies

durmg 1843-46 was one of considerable complexity
On the hypothesis of an unseen planet, the orbital

elements of Uranus as deduced by Bouvard must be
somewhat erroneous, for the observed positions of

Uranus which he used must be affected by perturba-

tions of which he was unaware ; the corrections to

Bouvard’s orbital elements of Uranus constituted

the first group of the unknowns in the mathematical
formulation of the problem ; to these must be added
the mass of the hypothetical planet and the elements
of its orbit. Owmg to the way in which the mean
distance of the new planet entered into the equations
of condition it was necessary, if the problem were to

be made practicable, to assume some value for this

mean distance.

Adams, and afterwards Le Verrier, started with
the value suggested by Bode’s Rule as applied to the
known planets. Before the end of 1843, Adams

—

he was then only twenty-four—had arrived at a

preliminary solution which convinced him that the

hypothesis of an unknown planet was adequate to

explain the anomalous behaviour of Uranus. He then
proceeded to mtroduce some necessary refinements
into his mathematical investigations. By September
1845'he had made such progress that he was advised
by Challis—then Plumian professor and director of

the Cambridge Observatory—to place his results be-

fore Airy. Accordingly, when on his way to Cornwall
for a holiday in September, Adams, armed with an
mtroduction from Challis^ called at the Royal Observa-
tory, Greenwich, only to discover that Airy was in

France. On his return from Cornwall, Adams again
called on Airy (October 21, 1845) ; Airy was out at

the time, but Adams left his card and a message to

say that he would call m about an hour ; he did so,
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but was informed that Airy was at dinner. Adams
had perforce to depart, leaving, however, for the
Astronomer Koyal a ‘‘short statement” of the results

ofhis researches,which, aswenow know, wereadequate
to ensure the optical discovery of the planet at that
time. Airy wrote to Adams fifteen days later puttmg
his famous question as to whether Adams’s theory
could also explain the discrepancies between the
values of the radius vector, as computed on Bouvard’s
theory, and the values which Airy had derived from
observation. Adams did not bother to reply ; he
was not prepared to regard the question as other
than trivial (although at the time he was only twenty-
six, he was a master of planetary theory), and further

he was disappointed that his efforts to make personal
contact with Airy had proved fruitless. Adams’s
‘
'short statement” remained in Airy’s pocket for eight

months, and probably would never have seen the
light of day if events in France had not rescued it

from oblivion.

In ISTovember 1845, Le Verrier read his first memoir
on Uranus ; this can be described simply as “Bouv-
ard” amended and brought up to date ; there was
no mention of a hypothetical planet. In June 1846,

Le Verrier read his second memoir, in which, after

discussing the reasons for the necessity to assume
the existence of an extraneous planet, he announced
the position of a hypothetical body as deduced from
his mathematical investigation ,* the mass and the
elements of the orbit were not stated. The position

obtained by Le Verrier was within a degree of the
position foimd by Adams.
Towards the end of June 1846, Airy put the same

query about the radius vector to Le Verrier as he
had put to Adams eight months earlier. Le Verrier

replied without delay, assuring the Astronomer Boyal
that his theory accounted automatically for the
errors in the radius vector j further, he applied to
Airy for assistance in the search for the planet,

promismg to send him at once fuller details of his

work. This request for practical aid and the offer

of more precise mformation passed unheeded ; nor
did Airy inform Le Verrier that mathematical mvesti-
gations of a similar character had been m progress

at Cambridge for nearly tliree years previously. A
day before Le Verrier’s letter reached Airy, the latter

announced to the Board of Visitors of the Boyal
Observatory the almost identical results—as regards

the longitude of the new planet—obtamed by Adams
and Le Verrier, and on July 9, reahzmg that the
situation was mdeed becommg “desperate”—as he
described it—he wrote to Challis, the director of the
Cambridge Observatory, askmg him to undertake the
search for the new planet with the Northumberland
Telescope, at that time one of the biggest mstruments
in the world. Chalhs agreed, and the search began on
July 29. In the absence of a stellar chart of that
part of the sky in which the planet was believed to be
situated, Challis had perforce to undertake a labori-

ous programme of observations, determming the
positions of all the stars within the suspected zone.

Up to the end of September, when the news of the
telescopic discovery of Neptune at Berlm reached
Cambridge, Challis had made altogether 3,150

observations of stars and, as it transpired afterwards,

had actually observed the planet on four occasions.

On August 31, 1846, Le Verrier’s third paper was
presented to the Academy at Paris ; in this paper
he gave the mass and the orbital elements of the
planet and also stated that the planet should show a
disk of about 3^ in diameter, which observations

in due course confirmed almost exactly. Two days
later Adams wrote to the Astronomer Boyal givmg
him the results of a new solution of the problem, and,
remembermg Airy’s former query about the radius
vector, he indicated how reasonably well his theory
fitted in numerically with the established errors of

radius vector. There can be no doubt that, at this

time, Adams was entirely ignorant that Le Verrier

was hard on his heels ; it is also certain that
Le Verrier had no mklmg of Adams’s investiga-

tions.

On September 18, Le Verrier wrote to Galle, the
assistant at the Berlin Observatory, requesting the
latter to undertake the search for the planet ; the
letter was received on September 23, and Galle de-
cided to start operations at once. A young student

-

observer, d’Arrest, suggested that the first thing to do
would be to find out if Bremiker’s star-chart (Hora
XXI)—^which included the zone in which the planet
might be expected to bo found—had been finished. A
search in the director’s house proved successful. There
they found the edition ofthe relevant chart which had
been engraved at the beginning of 1846 and which was
being held back from distribution until another chart
could keep it company in the post. Galle took charge
of the telescope and described the confilgurations and
magnitudes of the stars in the field of view, with
d’Arrest checking GaUe’s observations on the chart.
Soon Galle described the position of an eighth

-

magnitude star ; d’Arrest immediately exclaimed :

“That star is not on the chart”. Subsequent observa-
tions confirmed its planetary character ; the hypo-
thetical planet had become a reality.

Naturally, there was great enthusiasm m France ;

Arago (director of Paris Observatory), referring to
Le Verrier’s achievement, declared that the discovery
ofthe new planet “would remam one of the most mag-
nificent discoveries of astronomical theory, one of
the glories of the French Academy and one of the
noblest titles of his country to the gratitude and
admiration of posterity”.

Into this atmosphere of rejoicing came immediately
the fibcst rude shock m the form of a letter from
Sir John Herschel to the Athmcmm^ making the
jfirst public reference to Adams and to his investiga-
tions ; Herschel’s knowledge of these was limited to
the mformation briefly given by Airy at the meeting
of the Board of Visitors three months previously.
A second shock was provided by Chalhs’s announce-
ment that he had been engaged at Cambridge in the
search for the hypothetical planet since the end of
July, and that smce its optical discovery at Berlin a
scrutiny of his observations had revealed the fact
that he had actually observed it on four occasions.

Except for a comparison of his observations on July
30 and August 12, ChalHs made no attempt to discuss
the fruits of his toil, despite the sense of urgency
which Airy’s importunity and his own knowledge
of Le Verrier’s June pSrper would have seemed
imperative to one who had even a modicum of faith
in the results of mathematical analysis. Comparmg
his observations on August 12 with those on July
30, Challis noted that the first thirty-nine stars on
the former date agreed with the observations on
July 30 ; if he had gone on to star number forty-

nme he would have seen that this star was absent
from the records ofJuly 30 ; this star was the planet.
On September 29, before the news of the discovery
at Berlin reached Cambridge, Challis, impressed with
Le Verrier’s insistence that the planet would show an
unmistakable disk, noted agamst a star : “It seeihs
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to have a disc’' ; this again was the planet The
fourth observation had been made on August 4.

As might have been expected, consternation reigned

in Paris at what appeared to be an impudent claim

to priority of discovery made on behalf of Adams.
No wonder that Arago announced pontifically that

Adams had “no right to figure m the history of the

new planet, neither by a detailed citation, nor even

by the slightest allusion”. The defence of Le Verrier

was promptly undertaken by Airy who, m a letter

to the former, declared : ‘‘You are to be recognized

beyond doubt as the real predictor of the planet’s

place”. A little later he wrote . “No one will dispute

the completeness of your mvestigations and the

fairness of your moral convictions as to the accuracy

and certamty of the results. With these things,

the produce not only of a mathematical but also

of a philosophical mmd we have nothmg which
we can put m competition. My acknowledgment
of this will never be wantmg.” It is to be re-

membered that Airy’s knowledge of Le Verrier’s

work was confined to the three abstracts printed

m Gomptes Rendus, for the full mathematical m-
vestigation was published only towards the end of

1846. Later, Airy’s opmion was less dogmatic.
Writmg to Biot in June 1847 he says : “I assure

you that I have a very high opmion of Mr. Adams
and that upon the whole I think his mathbmatical
investigations superior to M. Le Verrier’s. However,
both are so admirable that it is difficult to say.”

In the weeks following the discovery of Neptune,
the French press was exceedingly bitter in its attacks

on Airy, Challis and Herschel. English men of

science were dumbfounded at the revelations of

Airy’s and Challis’s shares m the transaction. Con-
sidering the latter first, we have his own word that

he had very little faith in the outcome of theoretical

investigations for detectmg a new planet ; he seemed
to undertake the laborious series of observations

merely because Airy was firm on the matter ; and
when he had embarked on the observational pro-

gramme it never occurred to him to discuss his observa-

tions as they proceeded—except for the mstance
recorded earlier, and the comparison m this case

was merely a test ofthe adequacy of the two separate

observational methods he had adopted. Challis

comes out of the Neptime episode as a sceptic and
procrastinator, perhaps not earning, however, the

almost brutal judgment passed on him by the his-

torian of the Hoyal Astronomical Society.

It was Airy, however, on whom the greatest

weight of criticism fell. His long silence as to Adams’s
mvestigations, his alleged ^snubbing’ of Adams, but
above all his fulsome praise of Le Verrier without
any accompanying reference to Adams were the main
points of accusation. Le Verrier, mdeed, deserved
every eulogy from whatever quarter it came ; but
the apparently pointed neglect of a young Cambridge
graduate by the acknowledged head of British

astronomy was something that no fair-minded person
could imderstand. After readmg the private papers
of Adams and the contemporary literature, I am
convinced that criticism of Airy was on some pomts
unfair and unjustifiable ; but I am equally convinced
that his treatment ofAdams in general was unbecom-
ing to the leading astronomer of his generation. In
any event some kind of action was called for. At

famous meeting of the Royal Astronomical
Roeiety ouHovember IJ, 1846, Airy read his “Account
of some CSrcumsIances Historically connected with
the Hisoovery of tfe.© Planet exterior to Uranus”

;

he was followed by Challis, who described his observa-
tions at Cambridge, and finally by Adams, who out-
Imed his theoretical mvestigations. In his ‘Accoimt”,
Airy claimed to knowthe history ofthe whole busmess ;

but it is significant that of Adams he scarcely knew
anythmg. In asking Adams for permission to insert

in his “Account” such correspondence as had passed
between them (this was Airy’s second letter to
Adams, the first bemg that contammg the radius
vector query) he addressed him as “The Rev. W. J.

Adams” I Moreover, until then Airy, on his own
confession, had met Adams only twice ;

on the first

occasion he had forgotten where ; on the second, m
company with Hansen, on St. John’s Bridge on
July 2, 1846 ; each mterview lasted no more than
a couple of mmutes. It seems extraordmary that
on the second occasion—Le Verrier’s second paper
was by then known to both—^two of the world’s
most emment astronomers should meet the young
Johnian without making some reference to his share
m disentanglmg the most baffling problem in con-
temporary astronomy. Airy’s “Account” eontamed
several extraordmary passages, full of the liveliest

eulogies of Le Verrier, but almost destitute of the
deserved recognition of Adams’s achievements. At
the conclusion of his “Account”, which in some
measure must be reckoned a defence of his own
conduct. Airy made on© remarkable statement, (its

significance seems to have been overlooked by all

previous commentators) to the effect that if Adams
and Le Verrier had not adopted Bode’s rule of dis-

tances they would never have arrived at the elements
of the orbit. It is legitimate to ask if Airy really

imderstood the problem of mverse perturbations so
confidently and successfully tackled by Adams and
Le Verrier, for unless some value of the semi-major
axis, a, of the unknown planet is assumed, the prob-
lem becomes intractable owing to the complicated
way a enters into the expression of the disturbing
function. It was obvious to Adams and Le Verrier
who, it must be remembered, were supremely con-
fident of the existence of an exterior planet, that a
‘trial and error method’ was the only one to be
adopted. They both soon found that the value of a
must be considerably reduced—m other words that
Neptune provided an exception to Bode’s rule. If
the rule had never been heard of, they must of necess-
ity have adopted some value for a and proceeded on
the lines of their respective mvestigations.

Challis had a most unenviable task at the meetmg.
A few days before, he had written to Airy : “I am
in difficulties about this report [for the meetmg]
and should be glad to see some means of gettmg out
of it”. His ‘report’ was^ a confession of scepticism
and procrastmation. Adams’s share m the pro-
ceedmgs took the form of a masterly account of his

own investigations, concluding with a generous
tribute to Le Verrier. It should be stated that he
never took any part m the controversy that raged
so long around his name, nor did he ever utter a
harsh word about those to whom an mexperienced
youth might have expected to look for guidance,
advice and encouragement.
Perhaps the greatest slight to which Adams was

subjected was the award of the Copley Medal of the
Royal Society to Le Verrier on November 30, 1846.
In this award the discovery was attributed to Le
Verrier alone without any reference to Adams, despite
the fact that those responsible for the award must
have known about the proceedings at the Royal
Astronomical Society meetmg more than a fortnight
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before. The Royal Society was evidently of Arago’s
opinion that Adams had no right to figure m the
history of the discovery of Neptune m any way.
The Society, however, made amends by awarding
to Adams the Copley Medal m 1848. The Royal
Astronomical Society was saved by its by-laws
from perpetratmg a similar mjustice. One medal
and only one could be awarded ; it was proposed,
however, to waive the by-law pro tern, with the obvious
mtention of honourmg both Le Verrier and Adams.
This proposal in council was defeated. A resolution

to award the Medal to Le Verrier alone was carried

by 10 votes to 5, but as the by-laws stipulated a 3 to 1

majority the proposal was moperative. Thus, there

was no award by the leadmg astronomical society m
the world for the most spectacular discovery m the
history of astronomy.
Honours were immediately—and deservedly

—

showered on Le Verrier from all quarters. Recog-
nition of Adams’s achievements was much more
tardy. It is worthy of mention that on the occasion

of Queen Victoria’s visit to Cambridge m the summer
of 1847 the Vice-Chancellor was informed that “Her
Majesty had commanded the honom' of knighthood
to be offered to Mr. Adams” ; but Adams, agamst
the advice of Prof. Adam Sedgewick, whom he con-

sulted, modestly prayed to be allowed to declme the
honour. About the same time he also declined the
chair of natural philosophy at St. Andrews-
A subsidiary controversy—mtunately connected,

however, with the French claim on behalf of Le
Verrier for the undivided credit of discovery—^raged

around the name to be given to the planet. It is

usually stated that the name of Neptune (with a
trident as the astronomical sign) w^as at first mutually
agreed upon by Le Verrier and the Bureau of Longi-
tudes. M. Danjon, director of the Pans Observatory,
lias recently informed me that there is no record in

the Bureau confirming this ; the name was certainly

suggested by Le Verrier himself a few days after the
discovery of the planet. But a little later, Le Verrier

persuaded Arago to accept the discoverer’s privilege

of nammg the new planet. Arago immediately
announced that he had decided to name the new
planet “Le Verrier”, addmg that m consequence
there must be a wholesale renammg of the planets

hitherto discovered (Uranus and five mmor planets)

in accordance with this new principle of attachmg the
discoverer’s name to the planet discovered by him

;

for example, thename ‘ ‘Uranus” must now be changed
to “Herschel”. Both he and Le Verrier vowed that
the new planet would never be referred to by them
except by the name of “Le Verrier”. At this tune
Le Verrier’s complete mathematical mvestigations
were presented to the Academy with the title

“Researches on the Motion of the Planet Herschel

(formerly TJranusy^

;

in the body of this large memoir
the planet is referred to as Uranus, and Le Verrier

explained in the preface that owmg to the advanced
state of prmting it was impossible to effect the change
throughout. This clumsy device of associating the
new planet with Le Vemer alone met, quite naturally,

with the unanimous disapproval of astronomers in

other countries ; it is perhaps worthy of mention that
the Royal Astronomical Society Club—a festive body
not usually prone to the discussion of serious subjects

—was quite prepared to accept any mythological
name proposed by Le Verrier. Soon the French
astronomers were constramed to fall into fine, and the
name of Neptune passed eventually mto established

nomenclature.

The question as to whether Adams or Le Verrier

should be accorded priority of discovery agitated

scientific circles for several months. There could be
no doubt as to the relevant events and their sequence.
But could Adams’s communications to Airy and
Challis be regarded as ‘publication’, for no one dis-

puted the fact that Le Verrier was the first to get

mto prmt ? The fact that Adams was engaged in

mvestigations of a trans-Uranian planet was known
to various reputable astronomers m Britain and was
the subject of general comment in Cambridge ; it

IS true, of course, that Airy and Challis were alone

familiar, at some time or other, with the mam features

of Adams’s investigation and in possession of such
information as to lead to the detection of Neptxme
m October 1845. The doctrme of priority was stated*

unequivocally by Biot ih terms of “the common
and imprescriptible law without which no scientific

title could be assured that a discovery belongs to

him who proclaims and publishes it to all”. It is

to Airy’s credit that he explicitly denied the existence
of such a law. Scientific workers m the past had^
adopted various expedients to ensure their titles to a
discovery—the anagrams of Galileo and Huygens
relating to the peculiar appearance of Saturn and
to the rings of the planet are well-known instances.

In later times the device of the ‘sealed packet’
became almost universal ; Faraday, Wheatstone and
Brewster adopted this expedient, which was even
more popular with the Paris Academy of Sciences
for, m 1846, no fewer than nmety were deposited and
recorded in Comptes Rendus. There was thus some
reason for the claim on behalf of Adams, for was not
Airy the custodian of the yoimg astronomer’s results,

and was he not responsible (m the last resort) for
joggmg the apathetic Challis to activity ? The impar-
tial verdict of the illustrious Struve may be quoted :

“It cannot be denied that Mr. Adams has been the
first theoretical discoverer of Neptune, though not
so fortunate as to effect a direct result of his mdica-
tions”. In this centenary year there is no need for
us to try feo settle this vexed—and interesting

—

question of priority ; rather do we had Adams and
Le Verrier as the co-equal sharers of one of the
greatest triumphs of science.

But the element of dramatic surprise had not yet
been exhausted. Using Chalks ’s observations at
Cambridge, Adams proceeded to calculate the
elements of the new planet’s orbit, as accurately as
such observations permitted ; the results proved to
be m excellent agreement with results derived after-
wards from more abundant observational material.
It is interesting to note that Airy had little faith in
such attempts. Writmg to Adams near the begin-
nmg of 1847, he says : “I cannot conceive that you
can obtam from the observations made at the now
e^irmg appearance of the new planet any determma-
tion of its actual distance from the sun sufficiently
accurate to be of the smallest service to you”. In
this opinion he showed a sad lack of appreciation of
the possibdities of determmmg the orbital elements
and, what was of the greatest importance, of using
these for the search of ‘ancient’ observations, as was
so successfully done m the case of Uranus. The sur-
prismg result of Adams’s and other calculations was
the comparatively small value of the semi-major
axis ofNeptune’s orbit : this was thirty astronomical
units as agamst about thirty-five used in Adams’s and
Le Verrier’s solutions

; no wonder that Peirce of
Harvard was led to declare that Neptune was not
the planet resulting from mathematical analysis aM
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that its discovery must be accoimted a happy acci-

dent. The arguments m refutation of such a sugges-

tion are somewhat techmcal, and we must be satisfied

on the present occasion with the mere statement that

Heptune is mdeed the fruit of Adams’s and Le
Terrier’s genius.

Adams, now armed with satisfactory orbital

elements, hunself exammed old catalogues in an
attempt to discover ‘ancient’ observations of the

planet, but his efforts were unsuccessful. However,
Walker at Harvard and Petersen at Altona discovered

an old observation of Neptune made by Lalande on
May 10, 1795 ; this observation was marked ‘doubt-

ful’, and it seemed bad luck that, out of so many
thousand observations of stars, the only one that

mattered in this connexion should be reckoned by
Lalande to be unworthy of confidence. Subsequent
reference to Lalande’s manuscripts revealed the
interestmg fact that Lalande had observed the ‘star’

—as he believed it to be—on May 8, as well as on
May 10 ; as the observations on the two nights were
discordant he discarded the first and mcluded only
the second in his catalogue, labelling this as ‘doubt-

ful’. Instead of one unsatisfactory position of the
planet, astronomers were now provided with two
satisfactory positions, and these contributed very
substantially to the accurate determination of the
planet’s orbit.

The subsequent careers of Le Terrier and Adams
may be briefiy indicated. For the former, a professor-

ship of celestial mechanics was specially created in

Paris ,* later he became director of the Pans Observa-
toiy. Le Terrier received the Gold Medal of the
Royal Astronomical Society on two occasions in

recognition of his masterly investigations in planetary
theory.

Adams occupied the chair of mathematics at St.

Andrews for a year, returning to Cambridge in 1859
as Lowndean professor ; m 1861 he succeeded
ChaUis as director of the Cambridge Observatory,
where he resided until his death in 1892. He was
president of the Royal Astronomical Society durmg
1851-53 (perhaps the most youthful occupant of
the chair m the history of the Society) and again
during 1874-76. In 1881 he was offered by Gladstone,
then Prime Mmister, the post of ALStronomer Royal
in succession to Airy, but this he declined. Adams’s
contributions to celestial mechanics were outstanding
—^perhaps no one has ever possessed such a thorough
grasp of this most intricate subject, in which he was
the acknowledged master.

LORD KEYNES: THE NEW
THEORY OF MONEY

By J. R. N. STONE
King’s College, Cambridge

The sudden death of John Maynard Keynes on
the morning ofEaster Sunday, 1946, deprived the

world of the greatest economist of these times and
Britain of one of her noblest sons. This article con-
©artrates entirely on his prmcipal contributions to
©ropoonib ^swace and leaves imtouched the many

in ^©h of which his achievements would
stefim to men a fitting hfe-work.
Keynes^ approach to economic problems was

Aara^tOTiaed by two sej^trat© features which are not
frequently found tc^eldier. On one hand, he was

deeply interested in practical problems, and it was m
their light that he viewed the propositions of pure
economics. He can surely have had no equal in his

broad grasp and imderstanding of contemporary
economic events, and m this sens© was an outstanding
observer although he did not himself contribute

largely to measurement and calculation. On the
other hand, he saw practical problems through the
eyes of a theorist well acquamted with contemporary
and historical writmgs. He constantly compared his

experience with existing theory and aimed at its

correction and generalization where the comparison
showed it to be deficient. He wrote of his endeavours
in the preface to his gi*eatest work, “The General
Theory of Employment, Interest and Money” (1936),

that they were “an attempt by an economist to brmg
to an issue the deep divergencies of opmion between
fellow economists which have for the time being
almost destroyed the practical influence of economic
theory and will, until they are resolved, continue to
do so”. The attempt was successful ; on the subjects
of which he treated there is now, as is well known,
a measure of agreement among economists which
was unknown at the time he wrote, and which is

directly attributable to his teachmg. His ideas
created an intellectual ferment wherever economics
was seriously studied, and like all such basic con-

tributions to a science are now well on the way to
becommg the new orthodoxy. In his work at the
Treasury in recent years, he and the younger men
whom he influenced carried the new ideas on to the
plane of affairs, and the changed official outlook, to

which, for example, the White Paper on employment
policy is a testimony, shows how conspicuous his

success was in this field.

Keynes’ most sustamed contribution to economics
lay in the field of what used to be called the theory
of money but which has been transformed mto a
wider and more connected subject through his

labours. He directed attention away from the purely
monetary aspect of this subject towards an analysis
of all the factors determinmg the level of aggregate
demand for goods and services. In analysing effective

demand he laid stress on the distmction between
consumption expenditure and expenditure on addi-
tions to wealth or capital formation, or, m his

terminology, investment. The concept of expenditure
has to do with spendmg on goods and services ; m
addition, there is needed a concept of outlay which
has to do with the disposal of income and may be
divided into consumption outlay and savmg. Now
while the outlay and expenditure on consumption
goods and services go hand-ia-hand, a decision to

save on the part of on© individual does not auto-
matically carry with it a desire to use that saving
for mvestment purposes, smce investment expendi-
ture is in general undertaken by a set of mdmduals
and busmesses different from those undertaking the
saving. From the definitions employed it follows
that total savmg is identically equal to total mvest-
ment ; but Keynes showed that under conditions
where there is a tendency to excess saving, that is,

where the amount which the coromunity wishes to
save at the full employment level of mcom© exceeds
the amount which is wanted for investment purposes
in the same circumstances, an equilibrium level of
saving and mvestment might be brought about by a
reduction in income and therefor© in saving, rather
than by any factor in the situation tending automa-
tically to raise mvestment demands to the level of full

employment saving. He further argued that the
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former mode of adjustment would be the normal one
in modern economic societies, and that an equilibrium
situation could exist and might be expected at a
level of income well below that which would accom-
pany the full employment of resources.
The position can be seen m outline by a simple

example. Suppose a constant rate of mvestment to
be given independently of mcome. Savmg (identically
equal to income mmus consumption outlay as above)
IS taken, in accordance with Keynes’ ‘psychological
law’, to be an increasmg function of mcome. If we
consider the graph of investment and of saving
against income, we shall find a pomt at which the
upward slopmg savirig-ineome line cuts the horizontal
Ime representing the mvestment-income relationship.
The pomt of mtersection gives the realized level of
income (identically equal to output in this simplified
case), which m turn determmes the level of employ-
ment. The equilibrium level of income is thus
dependent on the behaviouristic responses of the
community, which fix the point of mtersection of the
investment-income and savmg-income relationships.
This example is over-simplified and static, but
illustrates the startmg point of Keynesian analysis.
In Keynes’ system saving is taken as a simple

increasingfunction ofincome. Investment he regarded
as dependent mainly on the anticipated yield of new
assets on one hand and the rate of interest on the
other. The rate of interest he analysed in terms of
the supply of, and demand for, money. Thus money
plays an important part in his system of equations
and justifies the statement made above that this
branch of economic analysis may be regarded as a
development of the older theory of money.

These ideas can readily be developed m a symbolic
form. It would not be appropriate here to attempt
to set out a realistic model on Keynesian lines, but a
simplified scheme which introduces dynamic elements
may be helpful to those accustomed to the language
of mathematics rather than economics. This example
IS representative of the kmd of development of
Keynesian analysis to be found m the works of the
econometric school, but its relation to what has been
said above will be obvious.
Let JCi be consumption expenditure (identically

equal to consumption outlay), Xg be investment,
Xg be income and X4 be savmg, for a whole economic
system, and let be a umt delaymg operator so that
E^xi = The ‘psychological law’ in itsdynanue
form is represented by a ‘propensity to consume’
relationship which in its simplest form may be
written

ic —
• ccEx^f

where the Xi are now the deviations from means of
the Xi. Since ~ — xq, the saving-income
relationship is

x^~ (I — aE)x^ ( 1 )

In this example w© suppose that investment is

unaffected by mterest rates, and that expectations
as to the yield of additions to the capital stock are
based on total sales x^ -j- = x^) in the previous
period and the rate at which they were changmg.
On this hypothesis the investment-income relation-
ship may be written

= (bE + cE^)x3 (2 )

Finally, the system is closed by the identity
savmg ~ investment, that is,

^4 = ^2 • • • • • • • . (3 )

If we write these three equations m homogeneous
form and let [a E] be the matrix of operator poly-

nomials, then jaEjXi = 0 is the generating function

of the system. The movement over time of the

system, if undisturbed by outside influences, is

dependent on the coefficients of the powers of E in

this expression, which in the present example can

easily be seen to be, for successive powers, 1, — (a-f 6)

and — c. Thus, given the existence of the time lags,

the question of whether the system is explosive,

oscillatory or stable depends on the behaviouristic

coefficients a, b and c

Startmg from a simple case like this, allowance

can be made for complicatmg factors by changing
the number of variables and the number and form
of the relationships, and by allowmg for the fact that

to some extent each equation is incomplete in the

sense that only the principal determming variables

can be mcluded. In all cases the relationship^ either

will be derived from the set of defimtions adopted,
or they will mvolv© coefficients which summarize the

average response of some part of the economy ; and
these may be either technological m the narrow sense

or m a wider sense behaviouristic m that they sum
up human responses. The problem in this field, as in

others, is to see in the apparent confusion of actual

experience the strategic variables and to relate them
in the most succinct and fruitful way. The difficulty

of domg this is especially great in economics, where
the facts are complex and the available observations

far from complete. Nevertheless, a scientific theory
derives its principal mterest from being able to

represent experience ; and the necessary knowledge
to formulate such a theory m economics can be
obtained only by combining, as Keynes did, the
study of statistical material with a detailed know-
ledge of what takes place m actual economic life.

What, it may be asked, was new m all this ? How
did Keynes’ theories differ from the many theories of

the trade cycle that had already made their appear-
ance ? The gist of the answer to this question may
perhaps be seen from the following considerations.

First he aimed at what, mathematically speaking,
was a complete explanation of the phenomena studied
and did not concentrate, as many previous writers

had done, on one particular phase of the trade cycle.

Secondly, he linked together the real and the monetary
aspects of 'the problem and found a place m his

theories for confidence, expectations and similar

psychological reactions, thus avoiding an explanation
restricted to any one of these categories. Thirdly,
he linked together the factors responsible for short-
period changes with those operating to determme the
average levels of the variables over longer periods,
and showed that these average levels are also de-
pendent on the quantitative responses of the system
The importance of this findmg is that there is nothing
in the mechanism of change m economic systems as
we know them to make the equilibrium level an
optimum level ; in other words, the norm of a system
in terms of employment may be any fraction of
capacity, and there is nothing tendmg to bring the
system automatically to a full use of capacity. It

was the necessity of aceeptmg this conclusion that
led to the reluctance of so many of Keynes’ con-
temporaries to acclaim the new ideas when they first

appeared. Finally, prescription followed diagnosis,
and the practical means of avoiding under-employ-
ment, especially through the weapons of fiiscal policy,
stand out clearly as an integral part of his system
of ideas.
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Although he did not himself specialize in the
careful measurements which form the basis of so
much applied and statistical economics, he rated
such work highly and encouraged it to the utmost
He was always interested m the development of
applied economics and played a leading part m the
foundmg of the new research Department of Applied
Economics at Cambridge.

It is of interest to note the part that the mathe-
matical method played in Keynes’ work. Smce he
read mathematics at Cambridge, it might be sup-
posed that he would have employed it in his published
work more than he actually did. He was, in fact,
sceptical of mathematical economics, feelmg perhaps,
as Marshall did, that the mathematics mvolved was
trivial, a view which nowadays can scarcely be sus-
tamed, and also that the complexities of the real
economic world were not, at least in the present
state of knowledge, to be ensnared in the mathe-
matical net. His published comments on econometrics
showed, however, that he paid it the compliment of
serious, if not always comprehendmg, criticism. In
private he was far more sympathetic, though a little

impatient of the tentative character of this new
treatment of economics.
Keynes did not regard economics as a subject of

great cultural significance, but rather as a mimdane
matter which would have to be got right before
hum^ energies could be released from their present
wearisome preoccupation with getting and spending.
It is m achievmg this goal largely by means of
workmg out and applying his ideas that much of the
energies of the present generation of economists will
be absorbed.

BIOSYNTHESIS OF THE
BELLADONNA ALKALOIDS

By Dr. W. O. JAMES
Botany Department, University of Oxford

The origin of the tropane (and other) alkaloids
m the plants that produce them has not been

the object of much interest in the past. -This seems
to have been due to the sterility of the teleological
approach to which they were subjected. They have
been variously dismissed as reserve products of
smgular meffectiveness, as flotsam thrown up on the
beach of metabolism, and even as that final resort of
the guesser hard up for a guess, a mechanism of
detoxication. They are, nevertheless, very mter-
esting substances for phytochemical investigation on
account of their great variety, their relation to the
protems and the soluble nitrogen compounds, their
specificity and the mystery of their coming and going.
They are rendered especially suitable for investigation
at the present time by the wealth of knowledge con-
cernmg their organic chemistry, and by the relative
ease of their manipulation when compared with the
other complex nitrogen compounds m the plant. The
study of alkaloid metabolism may be expected to
yieid much information valuable to the wider study
of the plant^s nitrogen metabolism in general.
The necessities of war-time have acted as a stimulus

in ihis field also
; and a renewed attack upon its

probtems has become noticeable in Great Britain, in
and, in the United States. In Britain, the

Solanae^ h^ve been the favourite objects of study.

particularly the Atropa-Datura-Hyoscyamus group,
which is responsible for the tropane alkaloids^. The
alkaloid content of young Atropa belladonna shoots
collected from English sources in 1940 varied from
0 13 to 1*18 per cent of the dry weight. A belladonna
grows m discontinuous pockets over the chalk and
limestone exposures from the south coast to the
Scottish border, and tends to establish local races,

which are botanically distinguishable from one
another. They retam at least some of their distmctive
features when transplanted to an agricultural site,

or when raised from the seed of self-pollinations. A
characteristic alkaloid content does not seem to be
one of these permanent features ,* and there is so
much variation between different parts of the plant
and of the same part at different ages that any such
constant would be difficult to establish.

^
The embryos and endosperms of the resting seeds

ofAtropa and Datura are without alkaloids. Alkaloids
appear at an extremely early stage of germmation,
and are first formed m the meristem of the radicle.

They can be detected by suitable methods when the
radicles are 3 mm. long. The young epicotyledonary
bud and the leaf rudiments as they form behave
similarly and are soon possessed of demonstrable
quantities. A series of analyses performed at weekly
intervals throughout the life-history of the basal
leaves of A. belladonna showed a high initial pro-
portion (0*74 per cent dry weight), which fell steadily
to 0*09 per cent when the leaves were yellowmg.
While the leaves were actively growing, the absolute
amount of alkaloid per leaf mcreased to a maximum
of 1*37 mgm. (as Z-hyoscyamine). As soon as growth
was complete the absolute amount of alkaloid in the
leaf began to dimmish and was only 0*32 mgm. at
yellowmg. Similar results were obtamed with col-

chicme in autumn crocus leaves and appear to be
general. They are compatible with the supposition
that alkaloids are synthesized m the young and
actively growmg tissues and are broken down durmg
senescence. Unfortunately, the position is compli-
cated by translocation. It seems to be generally held
at the present time that transport of alkaloids
(nicotme and the tropane alkaloids particularly)
through the phloem occurs scarcely or not at all. The
entire absence of alkaloids from the sieve tubes has
been repeatedly confirmed, ; and detached leaves
hat^e been shown to lose alkaloids at a fairly advanced
stage of starvation. So soon as autolysis sets in, the
loss is rapid and complete, and it is evident that the
leaf possesses the necessary equipment for alkaloid
degradation. The iavasion of preformed alkaloids
mto the leafby the agency of the transpiration stream
is a highly probable event. It is the most obvious
explanation ofthe fact, now well attested by numerous
independent workers, that Atropa and related plants,
grafted upon tomato stocks, contam no more than
traces of alkaloids m their leaves. Conversely, tomato
scions do contain alkaloids when grafted upon appro-
priate stocks. It is not a complete explanation,
however, because detached belladonna leaves can be
mduced, as mentioned in more detail below, to
increase their alkaloid content. At present, therefore,
it remams possible that the leaf alkaloids normally
have a dual origin : by synthesis in situ and by
transport from the root.

' The rapid appearance of abundant alkaloids in

actively growing tissues occurs in other parts of the
plant also. Primary root meristems contrast strongly
with the older tissues behind them ; and lateral

meristems behave in a similar fashion. Young
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cortical and pith cells and secondary meristems

such as phellogen also show a rapidly accumulating
content. The general picture is of a synthesis running
parallel with that of the protems ; the ontogenetic

conditions that favour the one favourmg also the

other. The parallel is not quite complete, and detached
belladonna leaves, mcapable of protem formation,

may still be able to synthesize their alkaloids. In
this respect the obvious parallel is with the acid

amides arising by secondary synthesis from the

simpler soluble nitrogen compounds.
The quantity of alkaloid produced is to some extent

under control through cultural methods, especially

the appropriate use of fertilizers. Alkaloids are

formed ‘m competition’ with other demands upon
the mtrogen and carbohydrate stocks of the plant.

There is an evident tendency to the establishment of

limit values, and perhaps of variable, though not
simple, eqmlibria between alkaloids and other

nitrogen sinks, such as the protems. The simplest

and most reliable method of mcreasmg the yield of

alkaloid is to arrange for good vegetative growth of

the plant. This implies a porous and calcareous soil,

optimal spacmg (about 30 m. X 30 m. for belladonna)

and good general fertilization with perhaps an excess

of nitrogen and lime. Under such conditions the

yield of alkaloid increases pari passu with the general

increa.se of plant material. To mcrease the percentage

alkaloid, that is, to divert nitrogen and carbon from
other metabolic paths mto the alkaloid one is a more
difficult and less certam undertakmg. The only

method at present holding out a prospect of success

IS unbalanced mtrogen manurmg. Attempts m Great
Britain both on the scale of pot cultures and field

plots have shown significant but rather small m-
creases of alkaloid per cent dry weight. A rather

interesting feature is that additions of ammonium
sulphate, so hea\y as to stunt root growth, have
caused increases in the percentage of alkaloids

present. On other soils no mcrease has been recorded ;

the critical difference seemmg to be deficiency of lime

and absence of clay. The belief that limmg in itself

tends to raise the alkaloid percentage lacks experi-

mental confirmation at present. A still more elusive,

but highly mterestmg problem lies in the effect of the

other major mmeral nutrients, potassium and phos-

phorus. Results repeatedly show slight reduction of

alkaloid percentage due to potassium, and slight

mcrease due to phosphorus, particularly m the roots.

The effect generally fails to reach a probability-level

of 0 02 (19 to 1 odds) m any one experiment, but
the summation difference between lack of potassium
and lack of phosphorus may be highly sigmfieant.

In view of the well-known effect of potassium in

promoting protem synthesis, the apparent retardation

of alkaloid formation affords an interesting suggestion

of competition between the two processes for avail-

able nitrogen. The alkaloid is nevertheless a very
misuceessful competitor. In yoimg belladonna leaves

about 95 per cent of the total nitrogen is in the

protems and 0*3-0 *9 per cent m the alkaloids.

It may be assumed that alkaloid synthesis begms
with some fraction of the soluble nitrogen which
constitutes 4-5 per cent of the total mtrogen. The
amino-acids have long been regarded as the starting

point of the synthesis and have commonly been
assumed to arise by degradation of the proteins.

The alkaloids are thus considered to result from
protein breakdown followed by secondary synthesis.

Such an origm for the belladonna alkaloids is indicated

by experiments with detached leaves kept upon dis-

tilled water in the dark. No change occurs m the

alkaloid content durmg the first two or three days

;

but at the stage where the leaves become noticeably

yellow, and there is a rapid breakdown of proteins,

the amount of alkaloid per leaf may increase. The

mcrease is soon followed by a rapid loss of alkaloid

as autolysis sets m. The increase is not very great,

IS evanescent and may be difficult to observe.

Whether the alkaloids are to be regarded as always

derived from protems depends on whether amino

-

acids can be formed first, or are the products of

protem hydrolysis only. The fact mentioned above

that alkaloids commonly arise m the loci of active

growth, where protem breakdown is at a mmimum,
speaks rather for a primary origm. It has further

been found that detached belladonna leaves fed with

ammonium sulphate plus sucrose m the dark increase

their amount of alkaloid per leaf more vigorously

than leaves kept on water or sucrose solution only.

Similar leaves showed no protein accumulation during

such a period, and an mtermediate formation of

protem seems unlikely. In short, the alkaloid syn-

thesis associated with protein degradation appears to

be due to a somewhat greater persistence enabling it

to take temporary advantage of the relatively high

ammo-acid concentration after the mechanism of

protem synthesis has broken down. Amino-acids of

either secondary or primary formation are potential

alkaloid precursors.

It is improbable that all ammo-acids are equally

suitable for the role, and speculation in the past has

favoured prolme and ornithine as possible forerunners

of the tropane alkaloids. Oxidation of ornithine by
an a-amino oxidase yieldmg a-keto-3-ammovalerianio

acid IS a not unlikely reaction, and the same product

IS obtamed from prolme by rmg opemng under the

infiuenee of a known variety of the enzyme. In this

way the two amino-acids might be geared to a single

synthesis.

Direct investigation by means of leaf-feedmg

experiments leads to the conclusion that l{+ )arginine

IS the alkaloid precursor formed by belladonna.

Young detached leaves fed with Z(“|-)9'rgmine have

been shown repeatedly to increase their alkaloid

content per leaf. The mcreases are small but statistic-

ally significant. Older leaves lose the capacity. In

parallel experiments other ammo-acids tested, glycme,

dZ-alanine, 2('f)valme, Z(— )leucme, Z(+)glutamic

acid, Z(— )histidme, and Z(— )proline have given

negative results. On the other hand, i(-i-)ornithine

gives rise to mcreased alkaloid contents, apparently

in excess even of those obtamed with arginine. The
sharp distinction between Z(— )prolme and
Z(+)ornithme is strikmg and appears to rule out the

jomt oxidation hypothesis mentioned above.

In feedmg experiments with arginme, especially if

uptake is vigorous, leaves may develop signs char-

acteristic of ammonia poisonmg. The same mishap
may occur during feedmg with ammonium sulphate

and can to some extent be mitigated by the presence

of sucrose. It is not observed with the other ammo-
acids mvestigated, so is unlikely to depend on the

a-amino group common to all of them. Its occiurence

with argmine suggests the presence of arginase which
hydrolyses argmine to ornithine and urea. The last

might be further hydrolysed by urease to release the

ammonia. Both enzymes have therefore been sought

for and shown to exist in belladonna. The first

raiay well bo of significance in alkaloid formation,

smce it brings about the conversion of arginine to-

ornithme, which is not preformed in plant protoit#
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or known from any other plant source. *4^ well as m
belladonna leaves, argmase has been foimd in the
roots, in scions grafted on tomato stocks, m Datura
stramonium and other solanaceous plants.

There are thus solid grounds for presummg that
the nitrogen of the tropane alkaloids is derived from
the S-amino group provided by the argmine-
omithme group of amiuo -acids, and that the a-amino
nitrogen of the other acids and the rmg nitrogen of

proline are not utilizable in the synthesis.

^ Oxford Medicinal Plants Scheme, Annual Eeports 1941-2--3-4-5,

THE NEW BODLEIAN LIBRARY
AT OXFORD

By Dr. A. S. RUSSELL

OIST October 24 the Kmg, in presence of the
Queen, Lord Halifax, Chancellor of the Univer-

sity of Oxford, Sir Odes Gilbert Scott, architect of
the budding, and a distmguished Oxford gathering,
opened the new Library which has been erected at
the corner of Broad Street and the Parks Road. The
cost has been about £660,000, much of which was
generously given to the University by the Rockefeller
Trustees. Work on the buddmg started m December
1936, and in the summer of 1937 the foundation-
stone was laid by Queen Mary. The buildmg was
finished in 1940, and, but for the War, would have
been formally opened in June of that year.

The New Library, as it is to be called, is a square
stone block with frontages 41 ft. in height sur-

rounding a central mass which rises 78 ft. above the
street-level. The main problem for the architect and

his helpers was how to get accommodation for five

mdhon books on a small site near the old Bodleian
Library m the heart of the University area, where
buildmgs of many periods are all low. Twelve years
ago the University rejected the suggestion that the
new budding should stand by itself outside of the
busy area. In consequence, a plan like that of the
Cambridge Library, with book-stacks naturally

lighted around open courts, and with a high central

tower, was not feasible. The plan adopted was some-
thmg like that of the new Library of Columbia
University or of the annexe to the Library of Congress
at Washington. In the centre is the main book-stack,
startmg many feet below ground-level and rismg
only to a height of 78 ft. It has eleven decks, each
a little more than 7 ft. in height, of which three are
below the groimd and extend under the whole site.

Six of the eight decks above the ground are entirely

surrounded by the three floors of the outer range of
rooms, and consequently, like the basement, are

^dependent on electric power for their lighting and
ventilation. The topmost two decks of the stack rise

above the rest of the buddmg and so can be naturally

hghted. The decks are fitted throughout with ranges
of steel stack mterrupted by gangways and havmg
passages of about 2 ft. 6 in. wide between each range.

There are many lifts and internal staircases to allow

of communication between the decks. Throughout
the stack there is plenum and extract ventdation,

and the whole buildmg is heated by water coming
from a thermal storage plant m the basement.
Surroundmg this great stack are the outer rooms,

the frontages of which rise in three stories only. As
room for many library needs are already adequately
met in Bodley’s Library, the Radcliffe Reading
Room, the Radcldfe Science Library and the depart-

mental University libraries elsewhere, the New

Uhi liTw Bodleiax Iakraet
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Library rooms will be used mainly for special pur-
poses. There are rooms for photography and for the
reading of microfilms. There are a map room, a
catalogue room, a bindery, a reading room able to
accommodate eighty readers, and many rooms for

research workers. The New Library, although its

mam purpose is to house nnllions of books, will help
towards makmg them more accessible, especially for

senior members of the Umversity and those engaged
in co-operative research.

Oxford differs from Cambridge m that books from
its University library may not be taken out of it.

Access to the stack, which will be granted to all

serious readers wishing to have it, is thus of im-
portance. A good deal of attention, also, has been
paid to gettmg books from the stack quickly to

readers in various parts of the old Library. A tunnel
under the intervenmg street connects the basements
of the old and the new Library, and a mechanical
conveyor is at work there. This enables books to be
taken to and fro from all floors on both buildmgs.
A book starting from the stack, for example, descends
to the basement, goes through the tunnel under the
street and ascends to the old Library, where it is

automatically discharged at the correct floor-level.

There are mgemous devices so that messages can be
sent qmckly almost anywhere m the area, and the
systems of ventilation and of air-conditionmg ensure
that the central heatmg will not damage, even over
periods of years, the books that are housed there.

There can be no expansion on this site. It is not
anticipated, however, that the new buildmg will be
full for another two hundred years at the present

rate of intake of books. It is mterestmg to note how
books can accumulate. In 1822, Bodley’s Library
had a modest total of 160,000 volumes. In 1888 this

had risen to 440,000, and m 1915 to 1,000,000.

Every year this growth—^benign or otherwise as it

may be v-iewed—has mcreasmgly overflowed into

neighbourmg buildmgs and basements, and produced
the attendant inconveniences of lack of access and
delay. It has had one good effect.' It has compelled
the central library to be less hostile to the settmg up
of departmental libraries with open shelves. At one
time the Radcliffe Science Library in the area of the
Laboratories, with its open shelves, had to buy books,
copies of which Bodley’s Library received gratis and
hid inaccessibly away. Smce 1927, however, the
science books m the old Library go straight to the
Radcliffe Science Library, where the conditions for

access are unsurpassed. Despite the settmg up of
such departmental libraries on various sites, the

space available for books m the mam Library would
have completely vanished by 1940.

Not everybody likes the outside of the Library. It

fits in with its neighbours moderately only, but its

solid unpretentiousness grows on one with time.

Dignified efficiency and an almost complete absence
of ornament or architectural effects are what impress
the visitor most in the interior. It is ‘utility’ raised

almost to the point of gemus. It is a civilized place

for working in. It is the antithesis of some parts of

the old Library, the characteristic of which was a
funereal gloom, where no candle, lamp or even electnc

hght was allowed for risk of fire. Sir Thomas Bodley,
it is not generally known, was a lover and collector,

in his day, of scientific instruments, and his ghost
may well view the magnificent addition to the
Library which he founded, where applied science has
been summoned to bring books and readers comfort-
ably together, not with consternation but with delight.

OBITUARY
Dr. Charles S. Myers, C.B.E., F.R.S.

When the complete history of the last forty years
of development of experimental and applied psy-
chology in^Britam is written, it will become clear that
an enormous amoimt of this development was due
directly to the enthusiasm, foresight, scientific loiow-

ledge and organising skill of Dr. C. S. Myers. For
some time there was no certamty that psychology
would claim him for life. Literature, music, philos-

ophy, archaeology all attracted and held him, as well

as natural science. It was, however, as a student of
natural science that he gained an exhibition at
Gonville and Cams College m 1891, and later a scholar-

ship. He had a distinguished student career at Cam-
bridge, where his interests turned chiefly in the
direction of biological studies, and from physiology
and anatomy he went on, through the influence of
Rivers and Hadden, to experimental psychology and
anthropology
Myers left Cambridge in 1895 and decided to take

a medical qualification, looking forward, however,
not to medical practice but to a life of research. As
it turned out, he was offered, and accepted, a place
m Haddon’s expedition to the Torres Straits, and
this was a crucial decision. He jomed Rivers m an
experimental study of the special senses and reaction-
times of the natives of that area, and himself carried

out his pioneer research into some of the character-
istics of primitive music. Henceforward, psychology
became the chief concern of his workmg life.

Back again in Cambridge in 1902, Myers began to
assist Rivers m the teachmg of experimental psy-
chology m three rooms of a dilapidated budding
which were vacated by the pathologists. Students
increased m number, and withm a year psychology
moved to a cottage which belonged to the University
Press. Myers was still, justifiably, dissatisfied. He
was workmg part of his time as professor of psy-
chology at Kiug’s College, London, part of his time
at Cambridge, and was engaged upon his famous
“Text Book of Experimental Psychology”. It was a
busy life, but Myers still found time to agitate,

organise, plan ceaselessly and in the face of frequent
disappomtments, for an adequate base in Cambridge
for the subject that was nearest to his heart. In
1911, two years after he had given up his work in
London, the first real steps were taken, and m 1912
the Cambridge Laboratory of Experimental Psy-
chology, provided to an extent that few people ever
fully realized by the splendid gifts of himself and his

friends, became a permanent memorial to his energy
and drive.

Before the new Laboratory could get into full

swmg, the First World War broke out. Myers sur-

mounted all the difficulties that were put in his way
and went overseas. He became eventually con-
sultant psychologist to the British Armies in France.
Here his very great organising and administrative
skill for the first time got somethmg like an adequate
scope, though it was not until the Second World
War that the work he then did came to full fiower.

More and more now his interests were turnmg to
applied fields. He wanted to go on using psychology
in the interests of medicme, industry, education and
the Fighting Services. He was restless and even
unhappy in academic life. In 1922 he severed his

official connexion with Cambridge, and became the
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founder and director of the Kational Institute of

Industrial Psychology-'.

Part of the story of the next twenty years Myers
has himself told m his “Ten Years of Industrial Psy-

chology’’ ; but it IS a small jiart even of the period

covered. Only those who knew him very well mdeed
know what boundless energy, what ceaseless plan-

iimg, what jealous regard went into the buildmg and
development of the Institute. It was an effort m the

public service, actuated by very fine ideals and
carried out with astonishmg courage and great dis-

regard for personal comfort. Some day, perhaps, its

worth to the nation will be fully recognized. Certamly
that day has not yet come.
Of Myers as a man and of his genuine scientifie

power it IS not very easy to write. The most charmmg
hospitality which he and his wife accorded his

students m the early Cambridge days remams a

cherished memory to all of us who knew it. He was
not a very fluent speaker, and only those who were
able to discuss quietly with him the j)i*^t>lems,

jiractieal and theoretical, of his yoiuig science, knew
how sure was his scientific grasp, how wide his know-
ledge, and how honest and uniirejiidiced his mind
Many honours came to him, which he carried

lightly. He was the first to be elected a fellow of the

Royal Society for specifically psychological work.

He was awarded a C B.E., had honoraiy doctorates

from the Universities of Manchester, Calcutta and

Pennsylvania and held an honorary fellowship at
GonviUe and Gams College, Cambridge. He was
widely known and esteemed in other countries, was
president of the International Congress of Psychology
in 1922, and twice president of the Psychology
Section of the British Association. He was largely

responsible for the founding and fortunes of the
British Psychological Society, and one of the early

and most successful editors of its journal.

What Myers could have achieved if he could have
schooled himself to a single-minded pursuit either of

scientific investigation on one hand or to a complete
immersion in practical affairs on the other, it is

possible only to guess. He dertamly had rare qualities,

deliberate to be sure, of width and accuracy of
knowledge, of devotion to exact method, and of

imagination which could have led to very out-

standmg personal achievement in psychology, or

anthropology', or medicine. He had also the grasp, the
energy, the capacity to inspire personal loyalty and
a good deal, at least, of the impartiality which go
to make the absolutely first-rate organiser. He never
quite squared these two mtcrests. The second robbed
him of the leisure for the first, and the first always
left him a little dissatisfied with the second. In fact,

I believe, having sized up the probable consequences,
he chose to devote his workmg life to the service of
man, and from the path along which this decision

led him he did not swerve. F. C. Babtlett

NEWS and VIEWS
Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine : Dr. H. J.

Muller

In any treatise on modern genetics, H. J. Muller

figures as the man who discovered the action of

X-rays on chromosomes and genes. It is this associa-

tion winch at once comes to the mind of the biologist

on learmng of the award to him of the Xobel Prize

for Physiology and Medicine for 1946. Yet this

spectacular and in a way crowning achievement of

his scientific career, when seen in the perspective of

his whole work, is only one step along a road which
was plaimed with brilliant foresight and imagination,

and followed with critical and untiring accuracy. In

1927, when Muller at the Genetical Congress m Berlin

first produced definite proof that X-rays cause

mutations, similar attempts, although without clear

success, had already been made by a number of

workers, and actually in the followmg year Stadler

and others announced positive results of independent

X-ray experiments with plants. Thus it was not the

bare discovery of the metagenic action of X-rays

which revolutionized genetics, but the manner m
which Muller’s previous work had paved the way for

the use of it, andthe genius with whichhe exploited it.

First, in co-operation with T.H. Morgan in Columbia,

later in the IJmversity of Texas, he had with great

ingenuity used the fruitfly Drosophila to develop

strains and methods, such as the GIB stram and
fo^aneed, lethals, which formed and still form the
basis for accurate tests of mutability. These methods,
which already had borne fruit m studies of spon-

tMTOus mutahlLity and its depei}der|ce on tempera-
ture, carried out by Muller alon co-operation
with Altmbuig, could now be ^ service of
the new powerful for mutations.

With their aid, jirogress in the new field was amazingly
rapid. During the twenty years smc.e its begimimg,
radiation genetics has proved a means of ax^proacli

to a great nmiiber of fundamental problems of
genetics : types of mutation, chromosome mechanics,
gene action, position effect, size of gene, nature of
mutation, to name only a few of them ; and a very^

large share of the subsecpient work has been due to
Muller himself, or has at least been inspired or guided
by him.

Muller’s outstanding share in mutation and radia-

tion genetics is apt to make us overlook that he has
left his impress on almost every branch of genetics.

In his early days he took a promment part in the
development of the theory of crossmg-over, and from
the begmmng, when he studied multiple and modify-
ing factors, to his recent papers on “Reversibility in

Evolution” and “The Role of Isolation and Tempera-
ture in Evolution” he has been a powerful advocate
of the neo-Darwinian theory. iUtliough his mam
work has been earned out with Drosophila, he has
always been quick to realize possibilities inherent m
other material. It is probably not widely known that
it was Muller who in 1925 maugurated the study of

identical twins reared apart, which later on has been
taken up so successfully by Xewman and his school.

It may be asked wherein the benefit of his work to

medicine is to be found. There appear to be two
reasons for this. The first, more superficial one, is

the help which radiation therapy has derived from a
knowledge of the nuclear phenomena on which its

results are based, and also of the dangers to the germ
cells inherent in all work with high-energy radiation.

The second points to the much larger benefits which
medicine, especially preventive medicine, and eugenics
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are lil^ely. to derive in the future from an application
of genetical knowledge and theory to problems of
human health ; in so far as modern genetics is inextric-

ably bound up with the work of H. J. Muller, his

will be a very large share in this hoped-for gam to
human welfare and happmess.

University College of the West indies

The Secretary of State for the Colonies has decided,
after consideration of the report of the West Indies
Committee of the Commission on Higher Education
in the Colonies, to adopt the Committee’s recom-
mendation that a West Indian University College

should be established m Jamaica, In the fiz*st instance
the College will be given the status of a imiversity
college and will prepare its students for the degrees
of the University of London. It is hoped that this

formative period will not be prolonged beyond the
minimum time necessary?- to establish the reputation
of the College as a centre of teachmg and research

He has further decided, m agreement with the Univer-
sity of London, which sent two delegations to the
West Indies to investigate the problem on the spot,

that the temporary medical school which the Com-
mittee recommended m anticipation of a permanent
Medical Faculty of the College, should also be estab-

lished m Jamaica as an mtegral part of the College.

The further measures required to establish the College

and temporary medical school are already under dis-

cussion between the Colonial Office and the academic
bodies and Colonial Governments concerned.

Dr. T. W. J. Taylor, C.B.E.

The appointment of Dr. T. W. J. Taylor as

prmeipal-designate of the new University College of

the West Indies deprives Oxford of a versatile chemist
and a man of an almost imicjue range of experience
Elected scholar of Brasenose College from the City of
London School m 1913, his imdergraduate career

was uiterrupted by active ser\'ice with the Essex
Regiment (Gallipoli and France) during 1914-19.

Retummg to Oxford in the latter year, he got a
‘first’ m chemistry m June 1920 and was elected to a
fellowship at Brasenose. For the ensuing twenty
years he tutored the Brasenose chemists and served
as a demonstrator m organic chemistry at the Dyson-
Perrins Laboratory. Most of his published researches

are concerned with stereochemistry, and his work on
oximes IS well known. With Dr. (now Prof.) Wilson
Baker he undertook with notable success the task
of revising Sidgwick’s ‘"Organic Chemistry of Nitro-

gen” he also edited the second volume of the
English revision of “Richter”. He found tune to
visit the United States and Canada as Rhodes
Travellmg Fellow in 1931, and characteristically

employed a sabbatical leave m 1938 as member of
an expedition to the Galapagos Islands, where he
studied the plant pigments of the endemic flora.

In January 1940, Dr, Taylor joined the Royal
Engmeers and served as technical officer on the
General Staff at G.H.Q., Middle East, from July
1940 until October 1942. After a short period at

G.H.Q., Home Forces, he was released from the Army
to go to Washmgton m January 1943 as secretary

(and later director) of the British Commonwealth
Scientific Office, where he played a key part m the
broadening of that organisation which led to its

present title of “British Commonwealth Scientific

Office”. In March 1944, Dr. Taylor relmquished his

Washington appomtment to become scientific adviser

to the Supreme Allied Commander, South-East Asia ;

for this work, which termmated with his return to

Oxford m October 1945, he was awarded the C.B E.
Dr. Taylor’s wide chemical mterests are associated

with many outside the subject : to a well-informed
enthusiasm for botany, ornithology and music may
be added a passion for travel that has taken him to

every continent but Australasia. His adventurous
spirit and zest for many branches of knowledge augur
well for the future of his important task in the

Caribbean area.

Botany at Sydney : Prof. N. A, Burges

Dr. N. A. Burges, University demonstrator and
fellow of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, has been
appointed to the chair of botany in the University
of Sydney, m succession to Prof. Eric Ashby. Born
m Australia, he graduated at Sydney in 1931, after

which he began researches m mycology. In 1934
he went to Cambridge as a research student With an
Australian scholarship and eaiTied out mvestigatioiis

in plant pathology. He soon showed himself to he a
man of exceptional ability. He took an active part
in the life of Emmanuel College and was promment
m athletics. He graduated Ph.D. m 1937 and was
awarded a senior 1851 Exhibition. In the followmig
year he was elected a research fellow of his College.

Early m the War he joined the R.A.F V.R. and was
attached to the signals branch of Bomber Command,
retmmg in 1945 witli the rank of wuig-commander
On retummg to Can>bndge he was made a University
demonstrator, and in addition to contmning his

researches, especially on soil fungi and mycorrhiza,
greatly assisted in restormg the Botany School to
its peace-time activities. Dr. Burges has wide
botanical mterests both in the field and in the lab-

orator^-", for which he will have ample scope at
Sydney. He eertauily will be an mspiration to his
students. His Cambridge colleagues, though person-
ally regrettmg his departime, are confident that he
will mamtain the prestige already associated with
the Sydney Department of Botany. Both the Univer-
sity and his native country are to be congratulated
on his return.

Botany at Hull : Prof. R. D’O. Good
IVIr. R. D’O. Good, head of the Department of

Botany at University College, Hull, smce 1928, has
been appointed to the newly created chair of botany.
After servmg in the Army during the First World
War, Dr. Good went to Dowmng College, Cambridge,
and took botany in Part 2 of the Natural Sciences
Tripos in 1922. He was for a time an assistant in the
Department of Botany at the British Museum, and
while there he began the phytogeographical investiga-
tions for which he is widely Imown. Studies of the
distribution of the Magnoliese, the Stylidiacese,
Empetrum and Coriaria, and a valuable summary of
discontinuous generic distribution in the Angiosperms
were followed by “A Theory of Plant Geography”
(1931). This important analysis of the factors
detennmmg plant distribution continues after fifteen
years to provide a basis for the discussion of phyto-
geographical principles. More recently Prof. Good
has been makmg a detailed botanical survey of his
native county, Dorset, and the publication of a small
paper on the distribution of the primrose in Dorset
gives cause tdS:jft)ect that the work, when completed,
will set a m far higher standard for county
floras. All will wish Prof. Good happiacisi^
and sucee" . new appointment. n
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Physiology at Sheffield : Dr. D, H. Smyth

Db. D. H. SaiYTH, senior lecturer m physiology at

University College, London, has been appointed to

succeed Prof. G. A. Clark m the chair of physiology

at the University of Sheffield. Dr. Smyth was
educated at the Royal Belfast Academical Institution

and at the Queen’s University, Belfast, m the Faculties

of Medicine and Science, where he had a brilliant

career. He has held various studentships and appoint-

ments, mainly in connexion with his subject of

physiologj^, and has gathered wide experience as a

teacher durmg his stay of three years at Belfast and
nme years at University’ College, London. At the

latter place he held for three years the important

post of tutor to medical students, and sub-dean of

the Faculty^ of Medical Sciences. Dr. Smyth also

worked under Prof. H. Rem, at the University of

Gottmgen, durmg 1936-37. His mterests in research

work have been m two main directions, the first on
the physiology of respiration and the refiex control

of respiration from the carotid smus, and the second
on the metabolism of tissues such as the brain, heart-

muscle, etc. He also carried out corffidential work
for the Ministry of Supply durmg the War. Dr.

Smyth has alway^s taken a keen interest in the general

problem of medical education, and m that difficult

and topical one, the selection of students for entry

to the medical curriculum.

British Institution of Radio Engineers : Twenty-first

Anniversary

,
The twenty-first anniversary of the formation of

the British Institution of Radio Engmeers was
celebrated by a dinner at the Savoy Hotel on October
31 under the presidency of Viscount Moimtbatten of
Burma. The guests included several emment men of
science and engmeers from the universities, the
Services and Government departments. Lord Moimt-
batten was introduced to the assembly by Mr. Leslie

McMichael, the immediate past-president, who ex-

plained that the new president had received all the
education and training in wireless technology and
application provided by the Royal Havy, and that
in all these courses he had attamed high honours and
distmctions.

At the beginning of his presidential address. Lord
Mountbatten annoimced that H.M. the King had
intimated his readmess to become a patron of the
Institution. He then went on to describe the manner
in which, durmg the War, scientific men in every
field had applied their knowledge and skill to the
solution of practical problems and so had contributed
to a very notable extent m bringing about victory.

Great stimulus had been given to all forms of radio

and electronic research, and much of the resulting

experience is now being devoted to inventions for

peace-time purposes. Lord Mountbatten gave a very
imaginative and highly stimulatmg forecast of what
might be the future of radio communication, radar,

and other forms of radiation ; and, looking further
ahead, visualized the possibility of the electronic

calculating machine, such as EHIAC (described m
Natum of October 1^), ©volvmg into a device which
might perform functions comparable with those at
present undertaken by the semi-automatic portions
of the human brain. Now that the memory machine
and electronic brain are upon us, it seemM that we
aiJe really facing a new revolution, not an mdustrial
one, but a revbhifcipn of the mmd j and the respons-
ib3itfe^facipg -fee scientificmanto-day are formidable

and serious. Foliowmg tins addiess, the toast of the
Institution was proposed by Sir Robert Robinson,
president of the Royal Society.

Neighbourhood Planning in Education

The Bureau of Current Affairs, acting on behalf
of the Carnegie United Kingdom Trust, has recently

issued a pamphlet (No. 13) entitled “Education for

What ?” written by Mr. John Mackay-Mure (London :

Bureau of Current Affairs). The pamphlet deals with
one of the most important sociological problems of
the present tune. Askmg his readers to “think agam”,
the writer puts to them the questions : What is the
object of education, and what is the best way of
fulfillmg that object Then he comes to closer

quarters with his iDurj^ose. Can any child’s education
be complete by the age of fourteen or fifteen ? Is
education sunply a matter of schooling ? Are our
schools sufficiently integrated with home life ? What
place can be found for education in neighbourhood
plannmg ? And so we arrive eventually at the climax
of the meaning and purpose of the pamphlet. Every
teacher m a socially degraded neighbourhood knows
too well that the school is daily fighting a losing
battle with the home and the streets. There is only
one way out—^the way of neighbourhood plannmg.
Planners both in Britain and in the United States
have taken the neighbourhood as the social unit of
their plannmg, the neighbourhood bemg defined in
terms of the population that would serve a school
for children between the ages of seven and eleven,

thus making the junior school fundamental. This is a
step towards an object which is difficult but not
unattainable, an “educative community of whole
men and whole women”. Such is a brief outline of
this significant pamphlet, the keynote of which is

“educative community”. The only fault we have to
find with it is that the illustrations are not a successful
effort at popularization.

Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science

The annual report of the Indian Association for

the Cultivation of Science, Calcutta, for the year 1945
includes the report of the Committee of Management,
with a list of papers published m the Froceed%ngs of
the Association and in the Indian Journal of Physics,
the accounts of the Association for the year ended
December 31, 1945, and budget estimates for 1946.
An appended report on the scientific work of the
Association by Prof. K. Banerjee refers to the con-
tmued detailed study of extra reflexion of X-rays
from crystals of phlorogluemol dihydrate, benzil, o-

and p-dinitrobenzene and pyrene. The intensities

of the reflexion due to spatial derangement waves
m general fall off very rapidly, showmg that the
wave-lengths of the derangement waves responsible
for these extra reflexions are long. With benzil the
mtensities of the continuous lines due to planar de-
rangement waves fall off gradually and much more
slowly than diffuse spots. X-ray studies on jute
fibres showed that methylene blue and Congo red
cause no structural change in the cellulose, but com-
plete delignification with chlorm© dioxide over a long
period causes partial disheveUmg of the cellulose

fibres, though no further change m diffraction pattern
resulted on dyeuig. Mercerized jute, dyed or undyed,
also gives the typical mercerized cellulose pattern.
X-ray investigations on the structure of boric acid

glasses containmg sodium bromide, potassium bromide
and potassium sulphate have contmued, and all the
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lines in the Debye - Scherrer photographs were
identified as due to the dissolved salt. The effect

of various concentrations of gold and platinum
dissolved m boric anhydride and borax glasses was
also investigated, and other studies relatmg to the
electrical and magnetic properties of smgle crystals

of molybdenite indicate that along the basal plane
the conductivity is wholly electronic above 90'^ C.
Raman spectra studies have demonstrated the forma-
tion of associated molecules of ethylene dibromide
and aliphatic ketones in the solid state. The spectra
of di-n-propyl ketone shows no appreciable fluor-

escence at room temperature ,* but an mtense fluores-

cence band at 4880-5100 A. has been observed in the
solid state at — 170° C. The absorption and fluor-

escence spectra of anthracene have also been studied
from the temperature of liquid oxygen to 100° C.

Many of these investigations carried out under the
auspices of the Association have been reported as
“Letters to the Editors” m Nature,

Amateur Astronomy in Czechoslovakia

ZrENEK Kopal has an article on this subject m
Sky and Telescope of July, in which he discusses the
development of amateur astronomy in Czechoslovakia
since its beginningsm the second halfofthe nineteenth
century. A largo portion of the article is devoted to a
survey of the careers of Josef and Jan Erie who, late

in the last century, were among the first in Central
Europe to photograph celestial objects systematically.
The Ondrejov Observatory, on a hill about 1,700 ft.

above sea-level and thirty miles south-east of Praha,
was erected by Josef Erie as a memorial to his
younger brother Jan, who died in 1897. It is mterest-
mg to know that one dome of the Observ^atory
houses an 8-in, refractor, the lens of which was
made nearly a century ago by the then unlmown
amateur optician, Alvan Clark. The Rev. W. R.
Dawes, the well-known British amateur astronomer,
purchased the lens from Clark, and after his death
it was purchased by Prof. Safarik and eventually
reached Praha. After the death of Safarik it came
into the possession of the Eric brothers and was
later mounted at Ondrejov. In 1917, the increase
of astronomers in the coimtry justified the founding
of an astronomical society in Praha, and' in 1928 the
Czechoslovak Astronomical Society erected its own
Observatory at Petrm Hill overlooking Praha. At
present the membership numbers more than 2,400,
and as there are only about eleven million Czecho-
slovaks living in Central Europe, this is probably the
highest percentage of amateur astronomers in any
country in the world. The article describes the
activities of the Society at length, and forms very
useful readmg for those who are mterested in the
work of the amateur astronomer.

Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. : Design for

New Buildings

Accorbestg to the Soviet News^ work began immedi-
ately after the War on the new headquarters m
Moscow of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R,
The designs were executed by the Russian architect
Alexey Shchusev. A single building will house the
Academy^s general council, all its admmistrative
offices, a central library for 6,000,000 volumes, and
ten institutes studying the humanities. It will be
erected on the right bank of the Moscow River,
opposite Gorky Park and next to the Crimea Bridge.
The site has an area of more than 200,000 square

yards, and the main fagade will be 300 yards in

length. The design provides for a central budding
with a tower at each end, and two side blocks with
semicircular entrances. The seven-stoned central

buildmg, 132 ft. high, will stand upon a five-floor

basement, from which a broad staircase leads down
to the river. In the centre there will be an eight-

columned portico 80 ft. high, supportmg four pairs

of Cormthian columns surmounted by a hexagonal
dome. To the left of the portico will rise a 260-ft.

pierced tower. The mam fagade will be faced with
natural stone. The bmldmg will stand in a large

park in which eventually the Museum of the History
of the Earth and the Museum of the History of Life

will be built.

British Archaeology in Greece

Though the British School of Axchseology in

Greece was necessarily closed during the German-
Italian occupation, it was possible to publish during

the war years two of its Annuals, representmg the

studies of former students. Volume 40, for 1940-45,

now issued (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.

2 gns.), contains obituaries of former students who
lost their lives in the War ; studies of mmiature
panathenaic vases by Prof. J. D. Beazley, of some
provincial black-ware workshops by Mrs. A. D. Ure,

and of inscriptions from Beroea by J. M R. Cormack ;

an archseological survey of the classical antiquities

of Chios by D. W. S. Hunt ; and a full publication

by Sir John Myres of excavations m Cyprus under-

taken for the Cyprus Museum, including a sanctuary

site at Lefkdniko, settlement sites at Enkomi, Lam-
pousa, and Larnaca, and a rich bronze-age cemetery
at Lapithos ; with notes on the ‘black stone’ on the

site of the famous temple at Paphos (which may be
the actual cult-object), on the dates and origms of

Cyprioti sculpture, and on the ‘rising from the sea’

of Aphrodite, a remarkable natural incident, resulting

from the collision of incommg and reflected waves in

certam winds on a steep beach, immediately in front

of the Paphian Temple.
With the restoration of more normal conditions in

Greece, the British School has resumed some of its

former activities. The buildings and library m
Athens are imharmed ,

the Palace site and hostel at

Klnossos very little damaged ; but excavation is

suspended until the end of 1947, through the dis-

organisation of the Greek Department of Antiquities,

Vertidllium Disease of the Mushroom

A USEFTJL pamphlet entitled “VerticiUium on
Mushrooms” has recently appeared from the Mid-
lands Group Publications (Yaxley, Peterborough,

55 pp., 1946. 5^. net). Ered C. Atkms, honorary secre-

fcary of the Mushroom Growers’ Association, reviews
the history of the disease, its symptoms and control.

Verticillium Malthousei is the causal fungus ; it may
be soil-borne, or carried by flies. The best method
of control appears to be fumigation of mushroom
houses by formalin vapour generated by mixing
potassium permanganate and, 40 per cent formalde-
hyde. An appendix contains extracts from “Control
of Mushroom Diseases and Weed Eungi” by W. S.

Beach (Bull. 351, Pa. Agric. Exp. Sta., 1937). In-

fection by Verticillium is favoured by high relative

humidity, and an additional measure of control lies

in spraying a diseased area of the bed, after removal
of the good mushrooms, with Bordeaux mixture. A
further appendix is a reprmt of the original papeirjbiy
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W M. Ware, which describes F. Malt}iouse% as a new
species FdiiH. BoL, 47, 'No. 188 ; Oct. 1933). This
gives cultural details, thermal reactions, the results
of inoculation tests, and outlines methods for the
examination of diseased mushrooms for the disease.
There are six excellent photographs, and the pamphlet
is further enriched by a coloured plate prepared by
McG. Bulloch. This shows sj-miptoms of the soii-

boriie and insect -borne phases of the disease.

Commonwealth Fund Fellowships

COMDUOKWEALTH FuKD fellowships are bemg
awarded in 1947. These fellowships, established by
the Commonwealth Fund of ISTew York in 1918, are
confined to British subjects and are tenable in the
United States. Three kinds of fellowships are
awarded

: (1) Ordmar^’' fellowships
; (2) Service

fellowships, for candidates who hold British Govern-
n^ent appointments overseas

; (3) Home Civil Service
fellowships, for candidates holding appomtments m
the Home Civil Service Hone of these fellowships
is open to women. There is no fixed stipend, but
the emolument attached to each fellow^ship, which
is estimated at a mmimum of approximately
3,500 dollars for twelve months, is calculated to cover
the full expenses of residence, study and travel m
the United States durmg the year. All applications
must be submitted on the prescribed form, and must
be approved by the authorities of the college or
university of which the candidate is, or has been, a
member. They must reach the Secretary to the
Committee, JRachard H. Simpson, Commonwealth
Fund Fellowships, 35 Portman Square, London, W.l,
by February 1, 1947.

Ministry of Agriculture Post-graduate Scholarships

The Ministry ofAgriculture has awarded the follow-
mg post-graduate research and training scholarships
in agricultural economics, agricultural engineermg and
husbandry, tenable for periods up to three years, in
the first instance at the mstitutions shown : Ag?^-
cuUural Bconomics : A. W. Ashby, School of Agri-
culture, Cambridge ; B. B. Hewlett, Department of
Agriculture and Horticulture, University ofReadmg ;

O. T. W. Price (not yet determmed) ; Miss M. A.
Wilson, School of Rural Economy, Oxford. Agri-
cultural Engineering : J. A. Gibb (not yet determ-
med). Husbandry : G. E. Barnsley, Horfolk Agri-
cultural Station, Sprowston ; A. Mitchell, School of
Agriculture, Cambridge ; B. E. Tnbe, Rowett
Research Institute, Aberdeen.

Royal Society of Edinburgh

The following have been elected officers of the
Royal Society of Edmburgh • President, Sir W.
Wright Smith ; Vice-Presidents, Prof. R. J. D,
Graham, Lord Cooper, Prof. J. W^. Heslop Harrison,
Prof. W, M. H. Greaves, Lieut.-Colonel W. F. Harvey,
Prof. J. P. Kendall; General Secretary, Dr. J. E.
Richey; Secretaries to Ordinary Meetings, Prof.
E T. Copson and Prof. A. Holmes ; Treasurer, Sir
E. Maclagan Wedderburn ; Curator, Dr. J. E. Mac-
kemie ; Councillors, Prof. T. Alty, Mr. J. Morrison
Caie, Sir Robert Muir, Lord Bimam, Prof, E. P.
Gathcart, Prof. Alexander Gray, Br, J. Russell

W. A. Harwood, Prof. C. M. Yonge, Prof.
W. O. Ke^ack, Br. John Weir.

Xhe Dr. W. S, Bruce Memorial Prize (1946) has
Joint Ooihmittee of the

Royal Phy^al Society, the Royal Scotti^

Geographical Society and the Royal Society of-

Edmburgh to Lieut.-Colonel P. D. Baud for
his valuable survey and geological work with
Mr. J. M. Wordxe m Horth-West Greenland
and Baffin Island in 1934, and with Mr. T. H.
Manning’s British Canadian Arctic Expedition m
1936-37 ; diumg 1938-39 he went back again with
his friend Bray and reached Iglooik near Fury and
Hecla Strait that summer Bray was unfortunately
drowned, but Baird carried on by himself and
travelled extensively over northern Baffin Island,
mapping as he went, and made a first entry into
Bylot Island. Recently, he has been in charge of the
‘Musk-Ox Operation’ in Arctic Canada.

Announcements

Bb. Habold Jeeebeys, reader in geophysics in
the University of Cambridge, has been elected to the
Plumian professorship of astronomy and experi-
mental philosophy at Cambridge, vacant smce the
death of Sir Arthur Eddmgton.

Bb. H. ZainTStba has been appointed director of
the Astronomical Institute of the University of
Amsterdam, in succession to Prof. A. Pannekoek,
who has retired.

Bb, Howabd Reid CBAia has been appointed
director of the Hew York Academy of Medicme m
succession to Br. Herbert B. Wilcox, who has resigned.
Br. Craig was born m 1894, and since 1921 has been
associated with Babies’ Hospital, Hew York ; he has
served on the Advisory Council of the Child Welfare
Bureau of the U.S. Department of Health

The trustees of the Miners’ Welfare Hational
Scholarship Scheme invite applications for a limited
number of imiversity scholarships for award in 1947.
There are, in addition, a limited number of exhibitions
available for award to the most meritorious of the
unsuccessful candidates for scholarships. Candidates
must be either workers in or about coal mmes in
Great Britain, or sons and daughters of such workers,
and should not normally be less than seventeen years
of age on January 25, 1947. Forms of application
can be obtained from the Secretary, Mmers’ Welfare
national Scholarship Scheme, Ashley Court, Ashtead,
Surrey. Applicants for forms must state whether
they apply as workers in or about mmes or as children
of such workers. Completed forms must be returned
by January 25, 1947.

Messbs. Easibind Ltd., Pilot House, Mallow
Street, London, E.C.l, have sent for exammation an
example of the covers they supply for fiimg or bind-
ing periodicals. The covers are made to fit specific
journals, and that for Nature holds twenty-six issues.
Each issue is kept in place by a stiff wire the ends of
which run in slots in two metal frames at the back
edge of the binder ; and the issues are held together
by two stouter wires passmg outside the first and last

issues and mserted in holes m the same frames. The
binder is easy and convenient to use whether full or
only partially full.

Ebbatum. Br. P. J. G. Mann and Br. J. H.
Quastel write : “The equation, relatmg to the de-
composition of manganese dioxide by hydroxylamine,
mentioned in our article on ‘Manganese Metabolism
m Soil’ {Nature, August 3, p, 154) was by an oversight
incorrectly stated. The equation should read

:

2MnO, 4- 2HH2OH = 2MnO + + 3H^O.
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A Fruit-setting Hormone from Apple Seeds

Iisr the apple, fruit size aud shape are known to be
closely correlated with the number and position of
the fertile seeds, an observation which suggests that
the developing seed may be the source of a hormone
which mitiates and controls the growth of the fruit.

Experimental evidence supporting this has recently
been obtained for the apple variety Crawley Beauty,
from the young seeds of which it has been found
possible to prepare extracts which are active m
stimulatmg the development of unfertilized tomato
ovaries.

Active extracts can be obtamed from both fresh

and diTed material by the simple expedient of boilmg
the seeds in water (25 ml. per gm. dry wt.) m an
open beaker for 15 minutes, which serves not only
to extract the hormone and concentrate the extract,

but also at the same time mactivates oxidizmg
enzymes. After separation from the plant material,

the resulting liquor is cooled at 5° C. for 24 hours,
iiltered, and the filtrate tested directly by placmg
one drop on the ovary of an emasculated tomato
flower Alternatively, the active principle can be
removed from the fitrate by shakmg with ether,

evaporatmg to dryness, and takmg up the residue
with water or lanolm. If the extract is active, the
tomato ovaries show visible swelling withm four or

five days, and eventually develop into seedless fruits

of excellent size and quality.

Using the above extraction procedure, active
extracts were prepared from seeds taken from young
fruits collected at various stages from three to ten
weeks after petal fall, but no fructigenic activity

Could be detected in seeds taken from fruits which
were older than this. This disajipearance of activity

corresponded closely with the cessation of the rapid
growth of the seed, the disappearance of an un-
identified compound (believed to be a glucoside) from
the seed, and the occurrence of the so-called ‘June
drop’, which m this variety occurs in the latter half
of July. Further work is in progress to establish

more precisely the relationship between these
phenomena and to mvestigat© the role of this hormone
in the processes of fruit-set and development of the
apple and other tree fruits.

Leojstabd C. Ltjokwill
Long Ashton Besearch kStation,

University of Bristol.

Oct. 5.

Underground Spread of Potato Virus X
Although potato virus X is the most widely

distributed of the potato viruses, there is considerable
uncertainty about its method of transmission. No
insect has been found to act as a vector, and the
only way m which it is known to spread is by contact
between healthy and infected plants. This was first

demonstrated by Loughnane and Murphy^»^, who
concluded that it resulted solely from leaf contact,
and that there was no danger of spread occurrmg
below ground. Experiments at Rothamsted have con-
firmed that spread occurs only when plants are m
contact, and that leaf contact alone is sufficient ; but

U R E

the results also suggest that root contact is equally

important.
In potatoes, the rate of spread is slow ; in no year

durmg the course of these experiments have more

than 1 in 10 of the healthy plants m contact with

mfected ones become infected. In field experiments

it has been noticed that tubers from plants adjacent

to infected ones were sometimes mfected even when

the haulms had not reacted when tested for virus X
at the end of the season. One explanation for this

would be that infection occurred through foliage late

in the season, and that the virus passed to the tubers

without becoming systemically established m the

haulms. It seemed, however, equally probable that

spread was occurrmg xmdergroimd, and glasshouse

experiments were made to test this possibility.

Various experiments have been carried out in which

healthy and infected potato tubers were planted in

the same pots, m half of which screens of ‘Cellophane’

were erected to prevent foliage contact. There was

too little spread for any defhnte conclusions to be

reached, but again there was a suggestion of spread

without leaf contact. In one ex]>eriment, for example,

there was no sign of spread from tests made from

the haulms at the end of the season in either the

screened or imscreened pots, but subsequent tests on

the harvested tubers showed that spread had occurred

in one of the screened pots

Tomato is much more susceptible than potato to

infection by virus X, and spread is much more rapid.

Parallel experiments with this plant have shown that

spread occurs equally well whether there is root con-

tact only, or both root and leaf contact between

mfected and healthy plants. The virus strain used

produced a bright yellow mtervemal mottle in the

tomato. Plants were set out in pairs m large pots,

individual ‘Cellophane’ screens were erected in half

the pots, and the plants were allowed to grow to

5-6 m. in height before one of them was inoculated

with the virus. Tests made eight weeks later showed
that 7-9 of the unmoeulated plants in the un-

screened pots had become infected, and 5—9 m the

screened pots.

In an experiment with a different type of screen

which provided a continuous barrier between the

infected and healthy plants in 9 of the 18 x^ots,

spread of virus occurred to all 9 of the unmoeulated
plants (root contact only) and to 7—9 ofthe unscreened

pots. All the control tomato plants in the same
glasshouse, not in contact with infected plants, re-

mained healthy. There is no evidence to show whether
the underground spread is caused by mechanical
transfer of virus between roots m contact or by some
other mechanism.

F. jM. Roberts
Rothamsted Experimental Station,

Harpenden, Herts.

1 Loughaine, J. B., and Murphy, P. A., Mature, 141, 120 (1938).

“ Loughnane, J. B., and Murphy, P. A ,
Set. Proc, Roy, Dublin Soc

,

n s., 22, 1 (1938)

Uitra-Vioiet Absorption in Living and Dead
Cells

Aisr ultra-violet microscope havmg an achromatic
objective designed byBrumberg and Gershgorin^ (with

an aperture of 0*5) has been used for photographing
living tissue cultures. The latter were grown by the

hangmg drop method on a quartz cover-glass. The;,

source of light used was a high-pressure
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A, LiVINa CANCER CELLS IN TISSUE CULTURE ; B, THE HATMIB CELLS
DEAD IN HYPOTONIC RINGER SOLUTION *, C, LIVING CANCER CELLS ; AND D,
A LIVING MOUSE PIBROBLAST WITH NEUTRAL RED GRANULES THE PHOTO-
GRAPHS WERE TAKEN WITH AN ACHROMATIC REELECTING OBJBCnVB (APER-

TURE 0*5) IN ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT A 254-275

of nuclear structure owing to the
aperture of the objective not being
sufficiently large. When radiation
wave-length 313 [xjx was used (the filter

being a solution in water of potassium
chromate and ‘Corax’ glass) no ultra-

violet absorption was observed. To-
gether with a change of ultra-violet

absorption occurrmg in the nuclei, they
became smaller m size, their diameter
being reduced by a quarter or a third.

Cancer cell cytoplasm lost its capacity
for absorption, owing to which fact its

fatty-lipoid inclusions were clearly out-
lined. In the experiments conducted
with neutral red stam the granules of
the latter were found to disappear at
the onset of the injury.

Similar changes in ultra-violet ab-
sorption were observed when the cells

were dymg m a strong hypotonic
solution, (B), or due to mechanical
factors. Photographs taken in suc-
cession revealed the gradual course of
these processes ; details are given
elsewhere®.

In Caspersson’s investigations the
cells of the nuclei which were to be
exammed in vivo were apparently

mercury lamp. All radiation except that of wave-
lengths 254-275 {ip were prevented from reachmg
the object by means of filters (bromme and chlorine
vapours and Coming’s Red Purple Corex A, No. 986
Class). Focusing was performed under conditions
of visible light (usually m a dark field) which com-
pletely prevented the ultra-violet rays from reaching
the cells previous to their bemg photographed. The
time of exposure was 20 sec.

Photographs of the living cells of mouse mammary
carcinoma cultures, as well as of mouse or chicken

found to absorb ultra-violet rays owing
to the fact that, since he was using a monochromatic
objective, Caspersson was obliged to take a few prelim-
inary photographs m ultra-violet light with the view
of getting the object m focus, and the cells were
damaged and killed in the process.

Apparently desoxyribonucleic acid is contained
in the nuclei of living cells m a somewhat different
state, m which it does not absorb ultra-violet rays
of wave-length about 260 fip. Absorption develops in

connexion with the mjury and death of the cells.

E. M. Bbumbebg
fibroblasts, revealed a picture widely different from L. Th. Labionow
that d^cribed by Caspersson^ both for fixed histo-
logical preparations and for living cells. In our ex-
periments the nuclei of living cells entirely failed to
absorb any ultra-violet rays within the region
254-275 pp (A). The nucleoli alone revealed moder-
ate absorption. Cancer cell cytoplasm was like-

wise found to absorb ultra-violet rays moderately.
With the view of checking their state of vitality,

some of the cultures were immersed, previous to their
being photographed, in a solution of vital stain.

Lummescence Laboratory
ofthe State Optical Institute,

and Cancer Research Laboratory
of the Central Roentgenological,

Radiological and Cancer Institute,

Leningrad.

^ Brumberg, E., Nature, 152, S57 (1943).
* Caspersson, T., Skand. Ardi. Physiol., Snppl. No. 8 (1936).
* Larionow, L., and Brumberg, E., C.R. Acad. Scl U.li.S.S., m the

press.

namely, neutral red, in Rmger’s mixture. The
granules of the stain which mtensely absorbed ultra-
violet rays in the cytoplasm formed a clear demarca-
tion around the nucleus which, however, with the
exception of the nucleoli, failed to reveal any ultra-
violet absorption (O and D). Whereas the cytoplasm
of non-stamed cancer cells absorbed ultra-violet
rays, the cytoplasm of vitally stained cells lost its

Quantitative Microchennical and
Histochemicai Analysis of Elements by X-rays

A METHOD of X-ray absorption analysis has been
developed which permits the quantitative determ-
ination of elements with low atomic numbers m

capacity for absorption, which was centred m the
granules.

Ultra-violet radiation of the culture on the micro-
scope for two minutes (without the use of filters)

was found to effect typical changes. The nucleus
develop€ki the capacity for ultra-violet absorption,
the nuotew became clearly outlined, and
the developed more intense absorption. As
a the nuclei revealed the same picture as
tirt' dw^dhed in Oasper^on’s investigations. So far
we tey© failed to ob^tein more detafied photographs

extremely small quantities of a biological tissue. It

is based upon the measurement of the absorption of
monochromatic X-ray radiation, within a very smaE
area of an object, for example, a microscopic section
of a tissue. The measuring procedure, either iono-

metrically or photographic-photometrically, is re-

peated in a series of wave-Jengths lymg on each side

of a long-w^ave X-ray absorption edge of the element
sought for. From these experimental data the quant-
ity of the element in qnestion can be calculated.

Localization ofthe area in the specimen to be analysed
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13 secured by taking monochromatic X-ray radio-

micrographs. The method permits of the determma-
tion m a tissue of elements of atomic number above 6.

Thus with the exception of hydrogen, all elements of
biological interest can be determined. Analysis may
be made upon a volume of tissue correspondmg to
that of a mammalian cell. In analyses of calcium
and phosphorus in biological material, quantities of
10

-10-10-11 gm. have been determined by the method
with an error of 10 per cent.

A complete theoretical investigation of the method
of analysis, a description of the construction of the
experimental apparatus and an account of the
analytical technique and the experimental results

obtamed will shortly be published in a supplement
to Acta Badiologica (Stockholm).

A. Engsthom
Department of Cell Research,

Karolinska Institutet,

Stockholm.
Oct. 4

Role of Ultra-filtration in the Formation
of Aqueous Humor

In a previous communication^, I reported that
sodium enters the aqueous humor predominantly
by secretion. This implies either : (i) that practically

no ultra-filtration at ah takes place from the vessels

of the iris and ciliary body ; or (ii) that the amount
of sodium entering the aqueous by secretion greatly
exceeds the amount entering by ultra-filtration, even
if ultra-filtration still supplies a considerable part of
the fluid volume of the aqueous.

If alternative (i) were true, the old question of the
relative importance of ultra-filtration and secretion

in aqueous humor formation would be solved. If
alternative (ii) were true, the problem would still be
unsolved. The present work was undertaken to
test alternative (n).

If the secretion is to supply almost all the sodium
and the ultra-filtrate a considerable part of all the
fluid, their respective sodimn contents, obviously
must be markedly different. But as sodium is the
absolutely dommant cation of the aqueous, a marked
difference in osmotic pressure would necessarily
accompany any large difference in sodium content.
If alternative (li) were true, then the secretion would
have a higher osmotic pressure than the ultra-filtrate.

Tlie aqueous, being a mixture of the two, would have
an intermediate osmotic pressure, and this would
depend on the proportions of the mixture. Thus, by
reducmg the amount of ultra-filtrate, one could
change the osmotic pressure of the aqueous towards
that of the secretion and, as the secretion is hyper-
tonic, towards higher values of osmotic pressure.

The amount of ultra-filtrate (if any) m the aqueous
of one eye was reduced by clampmg the homolateral
common carotid artery in rabbits. This greatly
reduced the filtering pressure and thereby the rate
of ultra-filtration. The osmotic pressure difference
between the two aqueous humors was determined
by the Hill-Baldes thermo-electric method 1 *5-2 hours
after carotid closure. The mean difference between
the side with closed carotid and the control side was
— 0-5 rh 1*1 mgm. sodium chloride per 100 ml.
(29 experiments on 22 animals, 3-9 determinations
of osmotic pressure on each sample). Thus, the
blood pressure reduction cannot have augmented the
osmotic pressure by more than at most -- 0*5 4- 3 x

1*1 — 2*8 mgm. sodium chloride per 100 ml. or about
3*2/1,000 of the total osmotic pressure. This change
is so small that ultra-filtration cannot play any
considerable part in the formation of aqueous humor.
A full account of the experiments eontamed in

this and the previous communication will appear in

Acta Physiologica Scandinavica, A series of papers
dealmg with the pressure relations after unilateral

carotid closure is m the press in Acta Ophthalmologica.
Ernst BArAny

Institute of Physiology,
University of Uppsala

Oct. 1.

" Nature, 157, 770 (1946).

Role of the Earthworm Nephridium in

Water Balance

Osmotic and volume regulation have been studied
in the earthworm Lumhricus terrestr^s by many
mvestigators, but no very convincmg evidence has
been presented regardmg the part played by the
nephridia. Overton^ observed an initial loss of weight
on handlmg the worm, and attributed this to the
expulsion of fluid through the nephridiopores ; but
Adolf- failed to confirm this and concluded that there
was “no evidence that the nephridia are at all con-
cerned m the water exchange of earthworms”. Since
then, Maluf^ has confirmed Overton’s observation and
has brought indirect evidence to suggest that the
uriue is hypotomc to the body fluids. Still more
recently, BahP, working on Fheretima, collected

urine by drauxmg from forty to fifty worms in a
glass vessel, and showed that the fluid obtamed in
this way was hypotomc to the ccelomic fluid.

The purpose of this communication is to state
that it has recently been found possible to collect

urme directly from a smgle nephndiopore, by msert-
mg a fine pipette, m sufB.cient quantity for vapour
pressure determination by the Hill-Baldes method.
Previous to the experiment, the worm (L. terrestris)

IS kept for some days m tap water, and during the
process of collection, which takes two to three hours,
it is pinned down in a moist chamber. Since the orifice

of the pipette is readily blocked with mucus, etc.,

only a limited proportion of attempts are successful,

but results have been obtained as follows, osmotic
pressure being expressed in terms of the equivalent
concentration of sodium chloride per cent.

Experiment Coelomic fluid Urine

1 not recorded 0*10
0‘12

2 0*41 0*06
0*05

3 0 65 0 19
0 14

4 0 52 0*08

These results, although thus limited, are sufficiently

clear-cut to mdicate that the urm<a is strongly
hypotonic to the coelomic fluid, which implies that
the nephridia have an active role in water balance.

J. A. Ramsay
Zoological Laboratory,

Cambridge.
Oct. 10.

^ Overton, E ,
VerK Phys -Med, GeseUs, Wurzburg, 2$, 277 (1904).

Adolf, E. F , J'. Basp. Zool , 47, 31 (1927).
> Malnf, N. S. R., Zool. Jahrb., 59, 535 (1939).

* BaU. K. N. Quart, J. Mic. Soc., 85, 343 (1945).
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Chromosome Number of Rorlppa (Nasturtium)

sylvestris

The only published count of the chromosome
number of Boinppa sylvestris (L.) Besser (

=
Nasturtium sylvestre (L^B.Br ) appears to be that of

Mantonb who foimd 2n = 32. In a search for the

other parent species which, with Nasturtium officinale,

has given rise to the allotetraploid species N,
uniseriatum^, I studied a specimen of R. sylvestris

obtamed from the Newry canal at Kewry (border of

Co. Down and Co. Armagh, N. Ireland) and found
this plant to have a chromosome number of 7i ™ 24

and 2?^ — 48. Similarly, specimens of sylvestris from.

Horton-in-Bibblesdale (Yorkshire) and from the
Botanic Gardens at Cambridge and Kew’ (the plant

was growing as a weed in both gardens) were all

found to have a chromosome number ofn ~ 24 There
thus seems no doubt that British specimens of R,
sylvestiis have a chromosome nmnber of 2n = 48 and
not 2n = 32 as reported by Manton.

Prof. Manton obtamed her specimen of R. sylvestris

as seeds labelled Nasturtium lippizense from the
Munich Botanic Gardens. There is a single sheet of

the plant of winch the chromosome mmiber was
eoimted by Manton in the University of Manchester
Herbarium. Unfortunately, it has no fruits, and the
separate fruits which have also been preserved are

not adequate for determmmg whether Manton’s plant

really was R, sylvestris. Also N. lippizense is listed

as a distinct species m the Kew Index, and is not a
synonym for N. sylvestre. It is thus possible that

Mailton*s count does not refer to R. sylvestris, but
to the European species N. lippizense.

Both the cuttmgs of the smgle plant from Newry
and the clone of R. sylvestris growing in the Cam-
bridge Botanic Gardens produced no seeds by natural

]>oliination. A high set of good seeds was, however,
obtained by bud pollmation or by crossmg the Newry
and Cambridge plants. It thus seems that R. sylvestris

is self-incompatible. This is rather unexpected m a
hexaploid species, the basic chromosome number m
the genus Rorippa bemg 8.

My thanks are due to Mr. C. A. Cheetham, Mr. H.
Gilbert Carter and IVIr. N. Y. Sandwith for specimens,

and to Mx. V. Chapman for makmg the cytological

preparations.
H W. Howabd

Plant Breeding Institute,

School of Agriculture,

Cambridge.
Oct. 12.

I Manton, I., Anti JBoi., 46, 509 (1932).

* Howard, H, W., and Manton, I., Ann. Bot., n s. 1!J, 1 (1946)

Amniotic Inoculation of Chick Embryos
The respiratory tract of the developmg chick

embryo is susceptible to mfection with various
bacteria and the viruses of influenza, psittacosis,

herpes and certain other infections of man and
animals. This infection of the respiratory system is

secured most readily by an inoculation of the virus
directly into the amniotic cavity. Various techniques
have beaa devised for this purpose, by Goodpasture,
Hir^ aud others, but the most popular is probably
tibat <»€ Buttiet^. By this method, virus is moculat^
under direefe vision into the amniotic cavity, which
TOems preftoi^^le to methods where the inoculation
m made hlind^

'In the course of studies on the reaction of the
respiratory system to amniotic inoculation of influenza
virus (to be imbhshed), it was discovered that
Burnet’s method could be simplifled. The method
that I have used seems to be such aii obvious modifica-
tion of Burnet’s technique that doubtless other
workers have come to use a similar method, but I

have not seen any references to the use of such a
procedure. I have decided to publish this note as
there seems to be an impression that amniotic
inoculation is difficult ; but this need not be so, and
the technique deserves wider application in experi-
mental vrork.

Eggs of 13-14 days are candled, and the site of
the densest area of the embryo marked with a pen-
cilled cross. An equilateral triangle, with sides about
1 om., IS then drilled in the shell with a rotatmg disk,

operated by a foot or elqctneally-driven dental drill.

The shell m this area is then lightly dabbed with
methylated spirit, and when this has dried, the
triangle is gently levered offwith a mounted dissecting
needle sterilized by flammg. The shell membrane is

now exposed, and should be undamaged A drop
of sterile salme is then placed on the shell membrane
and a small openmg made with a dissecting needle.
The drop is coaxed to run mider the shell membrane
to separate it from the miderlymg vascular, easily

damaged, chorio -allantois. A pair of delicate forceps,

without teeth, is then used to tear away gently the
triangular area of shell membrane. This can easily

be done without damagmg the chorio-allantois,
especially as it is usually found that by this time it

has dropped down some little distance, A heated
dissectmg needle is now used to make a small ‘mek’
m the chorio-allantois. The heated needle will make
a short tear, and at the same time seal any opened
vessels, thus mmunizmg bleeding.

A pair of sterile fine emwed forceps is no-w passed
through the tear m the chorio-allantois. The forceps
are then opened and the underlymg amnion grasped
and pulled through the tear. The inoculation is then
made mto the amniotic cavity through a delicate
short-beveUed needle attached to a 1 c.c. syrmge
held m the other hand. On completion, the amnion
slips back mto place. Sometimes, especially in

older embrj’-os, the embryo can easily be seen
imder the chorio-allantois as soon as the shell

membrane is reflected. If so, it is not necessary to
cut the chorio-allantois, as the inoculation can be
made simply by passmg the needle through the
chorio-allantois and amnion into the amniotic
cavity.

The triangle in the shell is then rmged round with a
mixture of molten ‘Vasehne’ (with a little added hard
paraffin) applied by a pasteur pipette. A sterile

covershp is quickly flamed and applied to the Vail’
of ‘Vaseline’. Before placmg in the incubator, the egg
should be held level with the eye, to make certam
that there is no gapm the ‘Vaselme’ rmg. The embryo
should be observed daily, and if still alive vigorous
movements will be seen.

The only important modification in this method is

that I do not find it necessary to ‘drop’ the chorio-
allantois artificially by applymg suction to a hole
m the air-sac end of the egg.

Various authors who have used amniotic inocula-
tion speak of a mortality-rate m the embryo, from
the effects of the inoculation per se, of 30-40 per cent.

I have not yet inoculated sufficient embryos to give
a definite figure, but I have on a number of occasions
moculated a batch of up to six with sterile broth, and
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found most to survive m a healthy state for many
days, suggestmg a lower rate of mortality.

A. J. Rhodes
Department of Bacteriology,

London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine.

1 Bumet, F M
,
Brit J. Exp Path

, 21, 147 (1940) , Aust J Exp
Biol Med Sm , 18, 353 (1940)

A Living Bony Fish which Differs Substantially
from all Living and Fossil Osteichthyes

In 1883, Gill and Ryder^ stated that Euryphaiynx
(order Lyomeri) has six branchial clefts and five

holobranchs, a feature found m some Selachians but
never in Osteichthyes. However, the nature of this

extra cleft and gill was uncertam, and the ver^' fact

of their presence was considered doubtful. Tlirougli

the kindness of Dr. A. V. Tanmg, of the Marine
Laboratorj^ in Charlottenlund vSlot, I received a
number of specimens of Eurypharynx. All the
Eurypliarynx which I have exammed invariably liave

six branchial clefts onAflve holobranchs.
Eurypharynx has true bones with ceils. The dorsal

end of the hyomandibula articulates with the auditor^’

capsule laterally to the head vem (characters of

Osteichthyes). But in contrast with Osteichthyes,
there are no opercular bones and there is no secondary
upper jaw (premaxilla and maxilla). The dorsal

element of the mandibular arch consists of two bones,
the quadrate articulating directl;^' with the ventral

end of the hyomandibula, and another bone actmg as
the upper jaw. The latter bone is closely united with
the suspensorium, its posterior end bemg attached
to the inner side of the quadrate ; it lies medially to

the m. adductor mandibulse. Thus, this bone corre-

sponds apparently to the pter^T-goid and the palatine.

The hyoid arch consists of a single element, the
hyomandibula ; there is no symplectic and no trace

of the ventral hyoid elements.

(J.) Diagram or the beai^ohial eegioit op the arterial
SYSTEM OP Eurypharynx, left side, slightly prom above
Afferent arteries black , efferent arteries dotted. I-VI, branchial
clefts

; 1-20, segments of the body (sclents 2-15 not shown
in the figure)

,
a, ventral aorta

,
h, bulbus aortse * Ida, lateral

dorsal aorta (paired)
,

t, thyroid
;

uda, unpaired dorsal aorta
(B) Pericardium op Eurypharynx with the pectoral pms

ATTACHED TO IT VENTRAL VIEW, DIAGRAMMATIC
a, ventral aorta ; I ligaments attachmg the ventral muscle of
the body to the pencardium ; p, lobes of the pectoral fins

;

r, fin rays ; smus venosus

Cephalic nerves. The hyoid branch of the facial
nerve does not extend behind the foremost branchial
cleft. The glossopharjmgeal nerve runs mto the
septum dividing this cleft from the second one.
Branches of the n. vagus pass behind the second,
third, fourth, fifth and sixth branchial clefts. Thus,
the foremost cleft corresponds to the first branchial
cleft and the posterior branchial cleft is an extra one,
homologous to that found in some Selachians.

VmculaT ^stem. The ventral aorta is short. It
^vid^ vertically into three short trunks from which
issue six pairs of afferent arteries. The most ventral

pair supplies with blood the thyroid gland and the

ventral muscle of the body ; the next five pairs are

the branchial afferent arteries.

The efferent branchial arteries are united above
and below the branchial clefts by lateral commissural
vessels forming vascular loops round the second,

third, fourth and fifth branchial clefts. In this

respect Eurypharynx recalls Selachians rather than

Osteichthyes.

Beside the lateral dorsal aortae, which unite

anteriorly forming the circuius ceplialicus, an anterior

unpaired dorsal aorta extends from the hind end of

the branciual region to the cranium ; it runs between
the left and right lateral dorsal aortae, and gives off

twenty pairs of inter-segmental arcieries. Such a
structure is not foimd m Osteichthyes ; it recalls

rather the condition of Myxine and Selachian em-
bryos^.

The branchial clefts of Eurypharynx are surrounded
by muscular sphincters.

" The pericardium of Eurypharynx is very thick and
has an xmusual relation to the pectoral fins These
fins are small with lobate basal parts. The basal

parts extend inwards and forwards, pass through the

septum dividmg the coelom of the body from the

heart and unite firmly with the posterior ventral

edge of the pericardium. The elastic fibrillse of the

pericardial wall pass right mto the lobes of the fins.

In supiDortmg the pectorals the pericardium acts as

the shoulder girdle. The pectoral fins are small, but
functional, for their muscles are well developed

;

thiLS the movements of these fins probably affect the

workmg of the heart The relations between the

pericardium and the pectorals of Eurypharynx apj-jear

to be unique among fishes.

Only some of the features of Eurypharynx are

mentioned here, but even these brief characteristics

show that it disagrees most substantially with other

bony fishes (Osteichthyes).

There seems no reason to consider these unusual
featm’es as merely modifications due to unusual
surrormdings and habits. The Lyomeri live m the
same milieu as many other deep-sea fishes, feed upon
similar food, and struggle against the same enemies.

They are large fishes (some up to 6 ft. long), and are

widely distributed over the deep parts of the seas.

Two families ofLyomeri are known : Eurypharyngidse
and Saccopharyngidae, the latter with several species.

Thus one can scarcely consider profound differences

between Lyomeri and other Osteichthyes as mere
secondary adaptations having no phylogenetic im-
portance. The problems mentioned w’ili be dealt with
fully elsewhere.

V. Tchbenavtn
Department of Zoology,

British Museum (Natural History),

London, S.W.7.

I GiU, Th., and Ryder, J., Proe, UB, Ned. Mus
, 6 (1883)

* Holmgren, N. Ada Zool, 27, 65 (1946).

Eedysis and Growth in Crustacea

The restriction of increase of size to the immediate
post-ecdysal period is a feature of growth peculiar to

Arthropods. The rapidity of the increment suggests
that it is due merely to inflation of the body with
fluid^»®»^, while true growth, that is, the addition of

riew protoplasm and cell division, is probably eon''

tinuous as in other groups. There remains
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question . Does the post-ecdysal inflation affect the
cavities of the body, the tissues, or both ?

The phenomenon has been studied histologically on
AselVus aquaticus, the habit ofmoulting ofwhichmtwo
stages enables fixation of individuals when the post-

erior half of the body has already undergone ecdysis

and the subsequent increase in size, whereas the
anterior half is still in the pre-ecdysal stage. From
longitudmal, particularly frontal, sections, the pre-

and post-ecdysal histology of the metamerically
homologous body-segments may be compared syn-

optically, after identical teclmical treatment. Some
twenty preparations were studied at various stages

of the hntramoult’ period.

In addition to general observation, the following

data were compared m the pre- and post-ecdysal

regions : (1) number of cells per unit extent of the
epidermis

; (2) dimensions of corresponding struc-

tures, from total body width and depth to particular

cells and their nuclei ; and (3) relative size of the
haemolymph, and other, cavities. Representative
results are shown in the accompanying table.

No. 1 No 2

Pre-
ecdysal

Post-
ecdysal

Pre-
ecdysal

Post-
ecdysal

No. of cells per 40
umfc extent of
epidermis 9*7 (10) 7*8 (8) 8-0 (10) 7 3 (8)

Thickness of epi-
dermis 4 4 (11) 7 7 (10) 8*6 (5) 11 9 (6)

Thickness ofsarco-
plasm of main
muscles of llmb-
hase 10-7 (14) 11*8 (14) 14-7 (6) 16-2 (b)

Total thickness of
these muscles 41 4 (9) 82 0 (5)
Max diam. of
nuclei ofepiderm-
al cells 3-5 (42) 3 8^34)
Max. diam, of
nuclei of muscles 4 6 (15) 4-5 (24) 3-9 (15) 4-3 (16)

diam of
nuclei of cells of
hind-gut 15 -4 (11) 13 2 (8) 19*0 (16) 16 1 (14)

Max. diam of nu-
dei of cells of di-
gestive diverticula — — 17-7 (12) 17 5 (11)

The fi^jUres, in units (mm. 3'’0), are averages the number of
observations being ^own m brackets.

There was no evidence of mitosis durmg ecdysis.

The number of cells per unit extent of the epidermis
actually decreased (see table), and the classical view
of a snnple inflation with fluid is no doubt correct.

Tinder optimum conditions there was an approxima-
tion to the two-fold increase in total volume required
by the Brooks-Przibram law^.

The inflation affects not only the hsemolymph and
all cavities, including intercellular spaces, but also

the cells and tissues themselves (for example,
epidermis and muscle). This is shown also by a
marked decrease m the density of staining of the
tissues, and by an evidently wider spacing of the
muscle fibres and mereased vacuolation of the cyto-
plasm. There was no measurable increase in cell-size

in the hind gnt, the digestive diverticula and the
ovary, which extend through both pre- and post-
eedj^al regions, though the cavities of the two former
organs increased. There appeared to he no significant
km!ms0 m sizo of the nuclei of any tissues ; unfort-
un^rfy nu€|lei of those tissues (epidermis and
mus<^) whidh ^owed a clear cellular enlargement
are not Ia.^e enop^ (10 p) for accurate measurement,
€tvm. with the oil immersion objective. The smaller

size of rectal nuclei in the posterior half of the body
may be an mtrmsic local difference.

Towards the onset of ecdysis, the epidermal cells

become filled with ovoid inclusions which may be
material resorbed from the inner layers of the old

exoskeleton^. Their stammg reaction, with Heiden-
ham’s Azan, seems to change from blue to red with
the progress of resorption. This is probably a genume
change, and not an effect of slight variations m
technique, since the pre-eedysal tissue (muscle m
particular) is usually bluer than the post-ecdysal,
under identical treatment. The molusions disappear
rapidly after ecdysis, and it seems probable that their

solution may assist the post-ecdysal mfiation by
mcreasmg the osmotic pressure within the body.

In the pre-eedysal anterior half of the body, after

the ecdysis of the posterior half, water would tend
to fiow mto the space formed, by resorption, under-
neath the old exoskeleton; but this is prevented by
light adhesion of the latter, aroxmd its free posterior
margm, to the new exoskeleton formmg below.

In eedysis, any available rough surface is used to
anchor the dactyl-claws of the walking legs and
facilitate withdrawal from the exoskeleton, but the
animal emerges successfully' on a smooth glass

substratum. The barb-like orientation of the free

ends of most of the setae towards the distal ends of
the limbs and of the abdominal plat© ensures that
the tissues can move only in a proximal direction

relative to the exoskeleton. By unco-ordmated
muscular activity the various parts are thus in turn
drawn a little farther from the exuvia. The total

diminution in volume of the soft parts during the
process of withdrawal is very considerable ; m old
or pathological mdividuals the post-ecdysal increase

IS not always sufficient to restore the volume, and
'degrowth’ may be said to occur. The soft parts are
remarkably plastic, the broad flat abdominal plat©
passing quickly and easily through the round narrow
‘waist’ and then rapidly recovermg its normal shape.
The new ©xoskeleton hardens within 1-3 hours.
Ecdysis rarely occurs except in the early morning.

A. E. Needham
Department of Physiology,
University of Manchester.

^ Wigglesworth, V. B , “The Principles of Insect Physiology“ (London,
1939).

* Lowndes, A. G., and Panlkkar, N. E , Mar Mol Assoc,. 25, 112
(1941).

^ Needham, A B., Quart, J. Micr. Sci„ 84, 49 (1942).
* Przihram, H., “Connecting Laws in Ammal Morphology’* (London,

1930)

Geomagnetic Control of Region of the
Ionosphere

In a recent communication in Nature, Sir Edward
Appleton^ has brought forward immistakahle evidence
of geomagnetic control of the distribution of ioniza-

tion in the layer. In particular, he has shown from
an examination of the world data that, “for noon
equmox conditions, there is a belt of low values of

circling the earth and centred roughly on th©^

magnetic equator”. The geomagnetic control raises

the important question of the nature of the source

of the control. Since magnetic disturbances and
auroras are also subject to similar control, on© can
^visage, m common with the probable origins

of these geophysical phenomena, two possible

sources :
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(1) It may be imagmed that part at least of the

F2 ionization is produced by bombardment of the
upper atmosphere by charged particles (after the
Birkeland-Stormer hypothesis ofauroras andmagnetic
disturbances). Further, smce the pomts of precipita-

tion of these particles are controlled by the terrestrial

magnetic field, the geomagnetic control of F2 layer

ionization is understood. This, however, raises the
old difficulty of the speeds of such particles ; m
order to reach low latitudes they must possess

velocities approachmg that of light. Such energetic

particles are too penetratmg to ionize atmospheric
gases in the F^ region.

(2) The above difficulty is avoided if one makes
the plausible assumption that the charged particles

are of terrestrial origin (after the ultra-violet light

theory® of auroras and magnetic storms). In the
region high above the F^ layer where the fringe of
the atmosphere might be supposed to begm, the
colhsional frequency is very small and the electrons

and 10ns produced^ by solar ultra-violet rays have
very long free patlis. They are thus free to spiral

round the magnetic lines of force and, at the same
time, are roughly guided along them, because, when
formed by photon absorption, they will in general

have velocity components along the lines of force.

Now, at the magnetic equator the Imes of force rise

highest and slope north and south. The ions and
electrons formed in the high atmosph^e m the belt

along the magnetic equator are therefore gmded
north and south and, when they come down to the
lower levels, contribute to the ionization density of
Region The densities on either side of the
noagnetic equator are thus increased by this ‘distilhng’

process which operates throughout the daylight
hours.

It should be mentioned at this point that the ‘ultra-

violet light theory’ fails to explam the auroral
phenomena, because, as was pointed out by Chap-
man®, the lines of force which enter the terrestrial

atmosphere near the auroral belt rise to 30,000-

40,000 km. at the magnetic equator. At such heights,

there being no atmosphere, the necessary charged
particles cannot be formed. But, as is shown below,
the theory can be adapted to explam the observed
geomagnetic control of the F^ region.

From Fig. 2 of Appleton’s note, it is seen that the
peaks on either sides of the magnetic equator lie in

the region of magnetic dip value of about 28°. The
geomagnetic Imes of force which enter the earth’s

atmosphere in this region (dip value 19°-34°) at

400 Ism, level rise to heights of 600-1,200 km. over
the magnetic equator. It therefore follows that if,

(1) there are atmospheric particles m sufficient

numbers at such heights, and (2) these particles are
ionized by solar ultra-violet rays, then the ions and
electrons so formed will be guided to the regions of
the observed peaks of Appleton’s curve. Now, direct

evidence on these two points is furnished by the
sunht auroras^. The fact that these auroras are
observed at heights of 600-1,100 km. is evidence
that there are sufficient atmospheric particles at such
heights. The proof of ionization by solar radiation is

furnished by their spectrum, m which the first

negative bands, due to Na"^, are greatly enhanced.
In the illustrative example, the 400-km. level has

been taken as the level of entry of charged particles
into the atmosphere. This is because at about this
level the colhsional frequency begins to be sufficiently

high to prevent the particles from freely following
the magnetic lines offorce. Assuming the atmospheric

density in Region F^ (250-km.) level to be
the colhsional frequency of electrons 10®/sec. and a
rismg temperature of 4° K./km. above (all as in-

dicated by radio observations®*®), the densities at the

400-km. and the 600-km. levels are found to be of

the orders of 3 x 10® and 2 x 10^/c.c. and the

coUisional frequencies 30 and 2 per sec. respectively.

For a temperature of 2,000° K. the mean velocities

are 3 x 10^ cm./sec. for an electron and 1-3 x 10®

cm./sec. for an ion. The radius of gyration at the

600-km. level is 7 cm. for an electron and 1*6 x 10®

cm. for an ion.

It IS to be noted that in the high atmosphere where
collisions are few and far between, the lengths of

the free paths, as first pointed out by Jones^, are

strongly dependent on their directions. In an up-

ward direction this length may be many times
that m a downward direction.

In conclusion, attention may be directed to the
fact that, accordmg to observations of Rayleigh and
Spencer Jones®, the seasonal variations of the m-
tensity of night sky radiation are related to geo-

magnetic latitude. Smce, as I have shown®, the
nocturnal Region F is to be identified with the
lummescent layer of the night sky, the geomagnetic
control of the mtensity of night sky radiation can
also be understood.

S. K. Mitba
Wireless Laboratory,

University College of Science,

92 Upper Circular Road,
Calcutta.

Sept. 18.

1 Appleton, E. V., Nature, 157, 691 (1946).
* Panisen, A , Vid. SelsJc. Observ., K^dbenhacn, Ko. 2, 109 (1906).

Hnlburt, E 0., Terr Mag. and Atmos. Elec, 33, 11 (1928)
Fhys. Mev., 34, 116 and 344 (1929)

* Chapman, S., Phys Rev., 32, 933 (1928).
* Stormer, C ,

Nature, 123, 868 (1929)
® Martyn, D P., and Pulley, 0. 0., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 154, 455 (1936)

« Parmer, P T., and EatcMe, J. A ,
Proc. Roy See., A, 151, 370 (1935),

’ Jones, J- E., Trans Carrib Phil. Soc , 22, 535 (1922-23).
® Eayleigh, Lord, and Spencer Jones, H., Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 161, 22

(1935)
* Mitra, S. K ,

Science and. Culture (Calcutta), 9, 46 (1943) ,
Observaiory,

66, 13 (1945)

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Spin
Lattice Equilibrium

By measurmg the absorption of radio-frequency
energy by a substance in a magnetic field due to
nuclear magnetic resonance^*®, an estimate can be
made of the order of magnitude of the time required
for the establishment of thermal equilibrium between
the spm system and the lattice. The absorption
coefficient is proportional to the difference between
the population of the magnetic energy states. The
effect ofthe radio-frequency field is to tend to equalize
the population of the states, so that in a strong radio

-

frequency fi.eld the absorption coefficient is less than
m a weak field. This tendency to equalize the popula-
tion of the states is opposed by the effect of the spin-
lattice coupling, which tends to restore thermal
equilibrium with the lattice. By finding the magnitude
of radio-frequency field required to produce an appre-
ciable reduction in the absorption coefficient, the
relaxation time for transfer of energy from the spin
system to the lattice can be calculated.

Measurements have been made by observing tl»
damping of a resonant circuit due to the nu^ij^

"
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absorption by a method similar to that employed by
Purcell, Torrey and Pound^. The specimen was
placed inside the coil of a tuned circiut situated in
a transverse magnetic field which was modulated at
750 c./sec. Kadio“frequency power from a crystal

oscillator was fed through the timed circuit to an
amplifier followed by a detector and tuned audio
amplifier. Wlaen the mean value of the magnetic
field was adjusted to a value near resonance, the
radio-frequency power reachmg the detector was
modulated at 750 cycles by the variation in the loss

in the tuned circuit due to the nuclear absorption.

The signal to noise ratio was mereased by the applica-

tion ofpositive feedback to the tuned circuit. Measure-
ments have been made at a frequency of 2 Mc./sec.

and also at 16 Mc./sec The signal voltage due to
absorption by protons in water at 16 Mc./sec. was
of the order of a hundred times the noise voltage.

An estimate can be mad© ofthe width ofthe resonance
Ime by findmg the change in signal amplitude with
variation of the amplitude of modulation of the
magnetic field.

Measurable absorptions have been observed so far

only with substances containing protons or fiuorine

nuclei. Observations have been made at room tem-
peratures and liquid air temperatures. In all the
substances mvestigated, the results seem to mdicate
that the resonance line is stronger and sharper in the
liqipd than in the solid state ; for example, with
paraffin wax m the molten state, the width of the
resonance appears to bo about 2 kilocycles, but, on
solidification, it increases to about 40 kilocycles, and
the absorption coefficient drops correspondmgly.
From the change in absorption coefficient with mput
power, a relaxation time of the order of a seconds
IS derived for the liquid. In the solid state the
relaxation time seems to be shorter. Most proton-
containmg liqmds such as water, methyl and ethyl
alcohol, acetone and benzene appear to have a relaxa-
tion time ofabout a second ; but in glycerol it is shorter.

Observations on ice have so far failed to mdicate any
measurable absorption, and it seems possible that
this may be due to a greatly increased broadenmg of
the Ime in the solid which makes the absorption
coefficient too small to detect. A search has been
made for absorption in heavy water, but so far no
result has been obtamed ; the absorption coefficient

IS at least ten times smaller than m ordmary water.
This may be due to a broadening of the resonance by
interaction between the nuclear quadrupole electric

moment and the internal electric field in the liqmd.
In fiuorine compounds a strong sharp resonance has
been found with a substituted liquid hydrocarbon
(cp dimethyl cyclohexane, CgFie) and a weak broad
resonance m calcium fluoride. A search for resonance
absorption by other nuclei has so far given negative
results.

Experiments have been made to find whether there
IS any change of relaxation time with temperature
apart from the change on solidification. In the region
between room temperature and liqmd air temperature,
there appears to be no considerable change.

Further measurements are in progress at liquid

hydrogen and helium temperatures.

B. V. Roluk
ClarapdwiLabomtory,

. Oxford.

* mA Forawh 69, 37 (1946).

Anooialoos High-frequency Resistance of

Ferromagnetic Metals

The energy lost by a high-frequency current flowing

m a conductor is dependent on the product of the elec-

trical resistivity p and the magnetic permeability p
of the conductor, and this fact has been used by
several investigators^’ to determiae the effective

permeability of ferromagnetic metals at high

frequencies.

In attempting to measure the permeability of

ferromagnetic metals at wave-lengths of about
1-3 cm., it has been found that a new phenomenon
appears. Normally when a magnetic field of greater

than a few gauss is applied to a ferromagnetic metal,

the differential permeability decreases steadily to 1

as the field is increased. At these high frequencies,

however, it appears that there is a large mcrease in

the product p x p at a certain magnetic field which
depends on the frequency, as shown in the accom-
panymg figure.

The experiment was performed as follows. A thm
film (about 0-025 nun, thick) of the ferromagnetic

metal was prepared by electroplating one side of a

brass disk which formed one end of a cylindrical

resonator, excited m the Hq mode at a wave-length
of 1 22 cm. A similar arrangement was used at

3-18 cm. except that the resonator was excited m the

mode. A steady magnetic field H was applied

with the Imes of foice parallel to the surface of the

disk and the Q (circuit magnification) of the resonator

measured for different values of the field H. From
these measurements the change of the product up
with magnetic field H may be determined. The
values of pp for nickel are plotted as ordmates in the

figure agamst the magnetic field H. The 3 cm. curve

shows, as expected, that as H increases to large

values, pp decreases to a constant value and the

ordinate scale on the left of the figure, which refers

to the 3-cm. measurement, gives the ratio of pp to

the value extrapolated to H = oo .

The magnetic field available was not sufficient to

enable an extrapolation of the 1 cm. curve to be

made, and in this case, pp at H = 0 is sot equal

to 1. This scale is shown on the right of the figure.

Although it is difficult to determine the scale of the

pp values aecuxately, errors in this measurement will

not change the shape of the curve, and the scales

given ip the figure are certainly of the right order of

magnitude.
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It Will be seen that, superposed on the expected

decrease of p, with magnetic field, there is a variation

of pp, which has the appearance of a broad resonance
curve, the value of H for which pp is a maximum
being dependent on the wave-length-
The results so far obtained are given m the accom-

panying table. Ko effect was found with silver-plated

nickel.

Metal A (cm.) H for fjLp

max. (gauss)
m HAxl0“®

Ni 1 22 5,000 2 3 7,150 6 1 8 7
1 43 3,800 2 6 5,900 5 4 8 4
3 18 1,030 7 3 3,180 3 3 10

Fe 1 22 f 2,800 8 6 9,900 3 4 12
3 18 500 42 7,350 1 6

i

23
Co 3 18 510

1

26 4,760
1

1 6 15

Until more experimental work has been done, it

would be premature to attempt a theoretical inter-

pretation of these results, but the followmg points
may be of interest. It is clear that the effect will

depend on the magnetic field inside the metal which
IS acting on the magnetic dipoles. The demagnetizing
field IS fortunately negligible in the case of a thm
film with magnetic field parallel to the surface, and
a crude approximation to the mternal field may
be obtained by using the Lorentz expression

where J is the mtensity of the magnetization and
PH the permeability at the field H. The values of

are given m column 5 and of JEf^X in column 7 of
the table. A comparison of columns 6 and 7 shows
that H^X is less dependent on wave-length and
material than but it mcreases with pn? particu-
larly for large values of pH. The main imcertamty in

this calculation lies m the use of the Lorentz field,

which is unlikely to be correct when pn is large.

It IS also of interest that the values of JEI^X are of
the order of magnitude of

2 t: y me he i a rr i /= — = 10*7 X 10^ gauss/cm.,
e 2pH

s / ’

which IS given by the relation 2pH X S' ~ Tiv, where pH
is a Bohr magneton. This suggests that resonant
absorption by the magnetic dipoles (which may, of
course, be multiples of pn) ijs takmg place, leading to
a loss of energy from the field.

J. H. E. Griffiths
Clarendon Laboratory,

Oxford.
Oct. 15.

^ A review of previous work is given by AUanson, J. Inst. Blect Eng ,

Pt. 3, 92, 247 (1945)
- Simon, JS^ature, 157, 735 (1946).
^ Hoag and Jones, Phys Pev

, 42, 571 (1932)

Magnetic Dispersion of Iron Oxides at
Centimetre Wave-lengths

The electromagnetic properties of ferroso-ferric
oxide and gamma-ferric oxide have been measured
at wave-lengths of 9, 6 and 3 cm. The oxides in
powder form were mixed in various proportions with
a low-loss, non-magnetic binder, parajBfin wax.
XIoulded specimens of the mixtures were mserted m
a slotted transmission line (coaxial line at 9 cm. and
6 cm. : Hiq rectangular wave-guide at 3 cm.) fitted
with a movable crystal detector probe, and measure-
ments were made of the input impedances of the

specimens when terminated m a short-circuit, and m
an open-circuit (obtained experimentally by term-
mating m a short-circuited quarter wave-len^h line).

The input impedance was derived from the voltage

standmg wave ratio n and the position of the voltage

minimum. n was obtamed indirectly from the

relation ~ 1 -j- cosec^ pa?, where P is the phase
velocity m the measuring Ime, and x the distance

between pomts at which the high-frequency voltage

is V2 of its value at the mmimum. In this way all

measurements were carried out with crystal currents

of less than 1 *2 microamp., a range in which they were
accurately proportional to the square of the high-

frequency voltage.

The characteristic impedance Zq (relative to that

of the measurmg line) and the propagation coefficient

Y of a sample, thickness d, are obtained from the
relative short-circuit and open-circuit impedances

^02 by the relationships •

-0 = V5:sc ^OC ; tanh yd = \/

'

2oc

Zq and Y ^^e related to e and p, the complex per-

mittimty and permeability of the material, by

Zq = Vp/e, Y = V'jxe

for the coaxial transmission line, and by

T - ?? V., - w
m the case of the Hio wave-guide, where X is the free-

spaee wave-length, X^ the cut-off wave-length of the

guide.

From measurements on mixtures up to 50 per cent

concentration, at the three wave-lengths, it is found
that the complex permeability (jl varies with v, the

proportion by volume of the oxide, in accordance
with the theoretical Clausius-Mosotti relation,

P + 2 H-a "b 2

where (= exp (— ^yi'a) ) is the complex
permeability of the oxide (extrapolated to 100 per
cent concentration). The derived magnetic properties

of the two oxides are listed below.

1 FCsO^i yFCaOa

A in cm 8 93 5 97 3 085 8 93 5 97 3 085

1 Pa \
2 53 1 72 1 08 2 30 1 49 1 0 65

p'a 66“ 66 7“ 63“ 90“ 86“ 40*5“
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In the figiu*e, the real and unaginary components

of \ia for yFoaOs are plotted, together with
Hiittig’s measurements^ on the solid oxide for wave-
lengths from 39 to 174 cm.
Both oxides show a rapid decrease of

| 1
with

wave-length, and this is accompanied by a large

magnetic absorption. The similarity of behaviour
of the two oxides is almost certamly due to similarity

of crystal structure, as suggested by Welo and
Baudisch^ from their work with static magnetic
fields.

The measurements are being extended to solid

samples of the two oxides, and to other ferromagnetic

compounds, and it is hoped to widen the wave-length
range with measurements at IJ cm., 15-60 cm and
in static fields.

I wish to acknowledge my tenure of an I.C.I.

Research Fellowship, and also the loan of apparatus
by the Telecommunications Research Establishment.

J. B. Bibeis

Department of Natural Philosophy,
The University, Glasgow, W.2.

Oct, 11.

^ Ministry of Supply, S I G E S.O. Report.
® "Welo and Baudisch, Fh%l, Mag

,
vi, 59, 399 (1925).

Reflectivity of Nickel
Using a special vacuum furnace and a new multiple

-

reflexion method to be described in detail elsewhere,
I have determined the spectral reflectivity of nickel
in the visible part of the spectrum over a range of
400® C. A beam of light from a 100-watt filament
lamp was reflected four times at a nickel mirror,
and compared with a standard beam from the same
source, the mtensity of the standard being reduced
by means of a rotatmg sector until a match was
obtained between the two for any given wave-length.

It was foimd that no discontinuity occurred at the
Curie point. Following a theory of Gerlach’s^ and
an investigation on the emissivity of nickel in the
infra-red by Lowe®, this was only to be expected

:

such a discontinuity does not occur for wave-lengths
less than 4 *5 p.

The temperature coefficient of reflectivity was
foimd to be positive and varied from 0-85 x in

the red to 1*6 x 10"^ m the blue. This is m good
agreement with Reid’s® value of 6-6 X 10"® for 0*8 (x,

and 0 at 2*15 p. It is well known that m the infra-red

the temperature coefficient of reflectivity is negative
for all metals. In fact, for wave-lengths greater than
10 p, this coefficient is determined by the temperature
coefficient of the electrical conductivity, the relation

between reflectivity and conductivity ts being

/ V
i? = 1 - 2 Y -

.

It is evident that for a certain wave-length the re-

flectivity coefficient must be zero. Attention was
fib?at directed to this phenomenon by Price^, but no
explanation was advanced.

It is also known that the above equation breaks
down a^ the visible part ofthe spectrum is approached
from the infra-red, and Mott and Jones® and Seitz®

believe that a surface layer of very great resistivity

is re^ottisable. The above findings throw some light
on h^othesis. If a surface layer caused the
redncMoh in reflectivity which is found, then it might
nteq be expeetei that the absolute value of the
tomp^pature co^®oieat would be reduced, since work
on thin films ban ahowh repeatedly that, as the film

imder test is mad© thinner, its conductivity and the
temperature coefficient of the latter are reduced. Yet
this does not explam the appearance of a positive

temperature coefficient. In a few isolated cases very
thin films (other than bismuth) have shown a positive

temperature coefficient of conductivity. These results

have generally been dismissed as due to a faulty

technique in the preparation of the films, etc. Such
objections, however, cannot be raised in connexion
with solid metal mirrors the thickness of which is

0*2 in In the case of reflectivity, two factors enter
the picture . first the absorption coefficient {n k) and
secondly, the dielectric constant (e), where n is the
ordmary refractive index, and k the extinction co-

efficient. Then, by Maxwell’s equations

or

n k ^ - and — k^ = s,
V

V bemg the frequency of light. The explanation
advanced for the positive temperature coefficient of
reflectivity is that, as the wave-length of light is

reduced, the effect of the bound electrons becomes
more marked, and thus the dielectric constant more
prominent. To account for the positive temperature
coefficient of reflectivity it is assumed that the part
of the temperature coefficient of reflectivity to which
the dielectric portions contribute is positive : this is

a fair assumption since the dielectric constant of
metals is often negative ; if this constant is to have
a meanmg similar to that for insulators, its tempera-
ture coefficient also must be negative. Hence
— d(— £)— — is positive. Where the positive temperature

coefficient of reflectivity (as conditioned by the
dielectric) is equal to the negative coefficient (resultmg
from the free electrons or the conductivity), the pomt
is obtained at which the temperature coefficient of
reflectivity as determined by mtensity measurements
is zero.

To test the above hypothesis it is necessary to

perform catoptric measmements so as to obtam the
temperature variation of s A new sensitive method
has been de\nsed to this end, and experiments are

m progress further to elucidate this problem of

reflexion.

The above mvesfcigation was carried out for the
Pyrometry Sub-Committee of the British Iron and
Steel Research Association, which has kindly given
permission for this communication to b© published.

Robebt Weil
South-West Essex Technical College,

London, E.17. Oct. 9.

" Gerlach, Ann, Phys-, 25, 209 (1936).

*Lowe, Ann. Phys,, 25, 212 (1936).
“ Beid, Phys. Rev,, 60, 161 (1941).
* Price, J. Iron and Steel Inst , Paper No. 7 (1943) Nature, 157, 7C5

(1946).
^ Mott and Jones “Properties of Metals and Alloys*’, Chap 3, p 120
* Seitz, “Modem Theory of Solids” (McGraw-Hill Book Co.), Chap 17 j

p. 642

The Ethoxyfluorsi lanes
Two compounds of this senes, (C2H50)2SiF2 and

(C2H50)3SiF, were recently described by Peppard,
Brown and, Johnson^. I wish to point out that

I had previously prepared and characterized® the
three compounds (C2H50)SiF3, (C2H50)2SiF2 and
(C2H50)3SiF. The publication of this work has been
prevent^ by war conditions j but a paper is now in

preparation.

The monoethoxy compound is a colourless gas,

boiling at about “ 7°. It is unstable at room tern-
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peratiire, disproportionating rapidly into S1F4 and
(C2H50)2SiF 2. Tiie disproportionation proceeds to

about one third of completion, at which pomt an
equilibrium is set up. However, the compound can
easily be purified by high-vacuum distillation at low
temperature and pressure. The solid melts at — 122°.

The diethoxy compound is also unstable by dis-

proportionation ; even when distilled m high vacuum
at temperatures m the neighbourhood of — 30°, it

disproportionates about one eighth of the total mto
S1F4 and one eighth into (C2H50)3SiF at each dis-

tillation. Peppard, Brown and Johnson probably
failed to note this compound as unstable, because of

the circumstance that they distilled it only once with
a long column ; had they repeated the distillation,

they would have observed the disproportionation.

The triethoxy compound is the most stable of the
three, havmg no tendency to disproportionate even
at temperatures near its boilmg point. The boilmg
pomt IS 134 6°, by extrapolation from the vapour
pressure curve. This agrees reasonably well with the
American authors’ figure of 133°-133*5°.

The monoethoxy compound was prepared by
fiuormating (C2H50)SiCl3 with SbFg, and the other
two by fiuormating (C2H50)3SiCl with SbFs- Reaction
IS vigorous and no catalyst is needed. Dispropor-
tionation occurs during the fiuorination (whence the
possibility of preparing (C2H50)2SiF2 from. (C2H50)3
SiCl), and a mixture of all three fiuoro-compoimds
IS formed when either of the chloro-compounds is

fiuorinated.

In attempting to prepare the three chloro-com-
poimds by Friedel and Crafts’ method, the mono- and
tri-ethoxy compounds were easily obtained pure and
stable to distillation, but the diethoxy compoimd
disproportionated, and the whole fraction eventually
resolved itself, on repeated distillation, mto the mono-
and tri-ethoxy derivatives.

This work was carried out at the Imperial College

of Science and Technology, under the direction of
Dr H. J. Emel4us,

H. G. Heal
Scharenmoosstrasse 18,

Seebach, Zurich 11, Oct. 5.

1 J. Amer. Chem. Soc,, 68, 76 (1946)
® Pb D. Thesis, TJmversity of London, 1942

Bactericidal Power of Electrolytic

Hypochlorite
It has been long observed that hypochlorite liquor,

freshly prepared by electrolysis of brme usmg carbon
electrodes, possesses characteristic oxidizing properties
distinct from chloriue water or from sodium hypo-
chlorite prepared by the passage of chlorme mto
caustic soda solution. Masterman^ made an extensive
survey of the possible difierences, and, usmg tetra-

methyl base, showed that electrolytic hypochlorite
produced quite a different range of dyestuff colours
from either of the other two chlorme agents. He
suggested that this might be due to the presence of
ozone in the electrolysed solution, since a similar
colour reaction is given by that substance.
Experimental work carried out in this laboratory

in 1938 on the oxidation of anilme confirmed Master-
man’s differential findings, but no evidence of the
presence of ozone could be demonstrated.

Electrolytic hypochlorite is a buffered solution
contaming free hypochlorous acid and sodium hypo-
chlorite. Degradation of hypochlorous acid produces
hydrochloric acid which hberates further hypo-

chlorous acid. It is possible that this labile hypo-
chlorous acid is responsible for the enhanced oxidizing

powers. It is significant that commercial hypochlorite

is stabilized by alkalmization to pH 10, whereby free

hypochlorous acid is neutralized.

Chlorine water, on the other hand, is still a solution

of the gas (smce the bulk of it may be removed by
aspiration), and its oxidizing action probably occurs

after chlormation of the reducing agent. A further

suggestion that the electrolytic solution contams
amounts of chlorites should also be borne m mind
That there is a marked difference in the oxidation

potential of the three substances may readily be
demonstrated by their behaviour as bactericides to

certam organisms.
In an experiment a large quantity of water was

divided into four equal volumes m sterile contamers,
and to each was added a similar measured quantity

of suspension of B. coh in water medium. These
were then treated respectively with 2 p.p.m. ‘available

chlorme’, of chlorine water, sodium hypochlorite solu-

tion (commercial) and electrolytic brme solution.

The fourth acted as control. After given tune
mtervals, samples were taken from each and the
oxidizing agent ‘killed’ by addition of sodium thio-

sulphate solution. Equal quantities of the samples
were then plated out on lactose-agar medium and
incubation carried out. In the accompanying table

the figures represent indices of colonies of B. coli

produced after 72 hours incubation.

Contact
time

Commercial
hypochlorite

Chlorme
water

Electrolytic
hypochlorite

Control

0 min. 10 10 10 10
3 „ 7 7 7 10
6 , 5 5 2 10

15 3 4 0 5 10
30 „ 1 2 nh 10

It will be seen that, for equal quantities of oxidizing

agent as measured by arsenite-iodine titration,

electrolytic hypochlorite has definitely a more rapid
bactericidal effect. These tests have been carried

out with a number of different organisms using vary-
ing concentrations, with or without ammonia being
present. In ©very case it is observed that the
electrolytic hypochlorite has a more rapid bactericidal

effect.

R. F. Milton
J. L. Hoskins

23-24 Welbeck Way,
London, W.l. Oct. 1.

^ Masteiman, A T., Analyst, 64, 492 (1939).

Physiology in Horse-racing

Deeming the scientific world mterested in all

thmgs, and competent to contribute useful help, I
make no apology for introducing the subject of horse-
racmg and the riding of races therein.

Horse-racmg is not a particular hobby of mine,
but I have been much struck on a visit to Ascot races
by the fact that, whereas in sprints up to a mile all

jockeys try to keep among the promment horses
throughout the race, relymg on extra speed at the
end to win, in long-distance races there seems to be
almost competition to be last at the beginnmg iii

order to be first at the finish. I cannot believe that
this is based on the Biblical adage, but that in the
minds of the very shrewd people whose business it

IS to do these things, it is thought to show advanta^ef.
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Kow there are one or two fundamental considera-

tions that seem to be forgotten, and one is that

whoever covers the distance ui the shortest time will

wm, though they may finish at a pace slower than
any other horse running. Surely, therefore, a horse,

like anything else havmg a limited amount of energy
to expend, should go fast downhill and ease himself
uphill. This apparently simple expedient is taboo
I notice, anyhow at Ascot, where horses are pulled

violently to prevent undue speed on the downhill,

but must go fast uphill towards the finish.

I acknowledge the advantage of being paced from
an aeronautical pomt of view, but provided you are

not first, not much advantage accrues from being

last as compared with second. There is also the fact

that on any form of circuit, whatever its size, if you
run parallel to another horse and can at no time get

on the rails, you will have to go (allowing 4-ft.

separation) 26 ft. farther. To be on the rails, there-

fore, is a definite advantage.
A race between a great Trench horse and a great

English horse which I witnessed at Ascot will illus-

trate my point. The distance was two and a half

miles. The Trench horse was mstantly put among
the leaders, usmg the downhill to get there easily,

and lay thud for most of the race. The English horse
was pulled back at the beginning so as to be last,

and for most of the race was at least 100 yards
behmd the Trenchman. Not until about seven
furlongs from home, when the gomg was uphill, was
he asked to close the gap. Nobly he did it, but when
abreast of the Trenchman, the Trenchman was able

easily to shoot ahead and wm.
These tactics struck me as scientifically unsound.

Wore the tactics reversed a different result might
have occurred, for I contend, and here I want
corroboration or rebuttal, that the English horse was
asked to exert more energy in that race than the
Trenchman.
Dynamically and physiologically there is mech-

anical error here, that shows itself m tactics, that has
crept mto racmg and wants exposmg, and I should
indeed like the views thereon of readers of Nature.

Tod Sloane with his forward seat revolutionized

riding by jockeys, and he was scientifically right.

It would indeed be very enjoyable if Nature could

expose other fallacies in at present accepted turf

procedure.
Bbabazon of Tara

70 Pall Mall,

London, S.W.l.
Oct. 17.

I KNOW nothmg about the technique of horse-

racing, and there may be subtle reasons, or prosaic

ones such as not desiring to break the horses’ legs,

why jockeys should not let their horses go too fast

downhill. If, however, they were human and not
equine runners, I should certainly say go faster dowa-
hilj and slower uphill ; at a guess, but I have not
tried to work it out, I should say let them exert total

enei^ at the same rate throughout the race. They
would require less energy to run at the same rate

dowpbill and more energy to run at the same rate

uphill ; so at a constant rate of energy expenditure
they ^ould go feister downhill and slower up.
For running on the flat the results of all physio-

k^cal experiments allowed one to predict (and I did
so pj^et a goodniany years ago) that the best times
would be donebyrunniug at a urnform speed through-

out a race. The energj-^ spent m runnmg a given dist-

ance mcreases as some power of the speed, so that you
gam less dm*mg the time you go slow than you lose

durmg the time you go fast. Running downhill is

exactly like running with a followmg wmd : the hill

provides some of the energy to overcome air-resist-

ance, the followmg wind reduces the air resistance.

If I were advismg human runners on a circular track
on a wmdy day I should say rim fast when the wind
IS behmd and slow when the wmd is ahead.

I wrote a paper on “The Air Resistance to a
Runner”^ ; Best and Partridge wrote one on “The
Equation of Motion of a Runner Exerting a Maximum
Effort”-. Both these papers have a bearmg on the
same problem. Another paper on the same topic is

that by Sargent on “The Relation between Oxygen
Requirement and Speed m Rmming”^
Winnmg races is not always the same thmg as

domg the best tune : there is tactics as well as
strategy about it. Certainly, however, for doing the
best time and getting.the utmost out of oneself over
a given distance, these rules apply. I see no reasonwhy
they should not apply to horses as well as men. Per-
haps Lord Brabazon would like to repeat on horses (if

the R.S.P.C.A. would let him) the experiments which
Best, Partridge, Sargent and I made on men *

A. V. Hill
Biophysics Laboratory,

Umversity College,

London, W.C.l.
Oct. 21.

1 Proc. Boy. Soc., B, 102, 380 (1928).
» Proc Boy. Soc., B, 103, 218 (1928)
» Proc. Boy Soc., B, 100, 10 (1926).

Soil Perfusion Apparatus
In view ofAudus’s communication^, which describes

a modification of my origmal design, of perfusion
pump, it is perhaps relevant to note that I simplified
the apparatus myself more than two years ago. The
simplified apparatus was, as Audus’s, actuated by
unidirectional air flow and was used for months in

experiments that demanded a control of composition
of the inflowmg gas. It also mcorporated the idea
of using air-flow through a capillary to regulate an
air-pressure difference. This modified design is

described m an addendum to some forthcoming
papers by Dr. Quastel and myself2

.

Those who contemplate using the perfusion tech-
nique may, however, be interested to learn that an
entirely new design, far simpler than either Audus’s
modification or my own, has now been reached. It

has been in constant use in this laboratory for eight

months ; it is completely self-regulating, is worked
by unidirectional air (or gas) flow and represents
what I believe to be the limit ofsimplicity in apparatus
of this sort. The apparatus^ was demonstrated at a
meeting in Manchester of the Society of Public
Analysts on October 19. The design has much to

recommend it to bacteriologists, in that a small-scale

version of it can be sterilized complete in an autoclave.

Howard Lues
Biochemistry Department,

Rothamsted Experimental Station,
Harpenden, Herts.

158, 419 (1946).
* */., in the press.
* J. Agrw. Sci., in the press.
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A MICROCHROMATOGRAPHIC
METHOD FOR THE DETECTION

AND APPROXIMATE DETERMINA-
TION OF THE DIFFERENT

PENICILLINS IN A MIXTURE
By Dr. R. R. GOODALL and Dr. A. A. LEVi

Research Laboratories, Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.,

Blackley, Manchester 9

MARTDSr aaid co-workers^ extended their technique
of partition chromatography of the ammo-

aeids to the micro-scale by using fflter paper instead

of silica gel as the support for the stationary phase
(ivater). We have found that the modified partition

chromatogram for penicillm usmg buffer as the
stationary phase^ can also be adapted to the micro-
scale by the same change m support. Colour reactions

are not readily apphcable to locate the positions of
the mvisible developed zones, so that a micro-
biological procedure has been used both to identify

and to determme approximately the types and
amounts of pemcillins resolved on the buffered paper
strip. The procedure is as follows.

Filter paper (Whatman No. 1 or 4) is soaked m
approximately 30 per cent potassium phosphate
buffer of pH 6-7 according to requirements (the pH
IS measured on the solution after dilution to 1 per
cent). Excess buffer is removed by pressmg between
sheets of blotting paper, and the impregnated paper
is allowed to dry m air. It is then cut into strips

1*8 cm, by 33 cm. Uniform width is essential. The
strips are kept in a damp atmosphere for one hour
immediately before use.

The sample in the form of a salt is dissolved m
phosphate buffer (similar to that applied to the
paper) to form a solution contammg 1,000-30,000

units per ml. (by B, subtilis assay). Insoluble phos-
phates are removed. Alternatively, similar concen-
trations of the free pemcillins in solvent solution

can be used, but only the quahtative aspect of this

modification has been explored.

A l-microhtre spot of the test solution is placed
centrally near one end of each of the test strips,

which m sets of six replicates are then submitted to

chromatographic developmentm a gas-tight apparatus
as described in ref. 1. It is preferable to have a
separate reservoir for supplying solvent to each strip.

Arrangements are made to provide an atmosphere of
water vapour and solvent m the apparatus, and the
strips are exposed to this atmosphere for about two
hours before development is commenced. The appara-
tus must be kept at 0-5° C. throughout the experiment.
The extent of development obtained is related to

the type and throughput of solvent, which is normally
10 ml. of water-saturated ether per strip. Other
water-immiscible solvents can also be used. After
20-24 hr., when the reservoirs are exhausted of
solvent, the disposition and approximate amount
of each invisible peniciHia zone is determined by the
followmg biological technique.
Uniform sheets of medium (about 2 mm. thick

and 35 cm. square) are prepared by pouring molten
agar at 70° C. pre-moculated with B. (as

in the cup-assay for penicillin) into sterile plate

glass trays. After each agar sheet has been cooled
to approximately 5° C. the six replicate test strips

and one strip carrymg a set of undeveloped standard
spots of graded concentration (see below) are pressed

U R E

on the surface of the agar at equal intervals. The
standard spots are prepared by delivermg, at 5 cm.
mtervals down a buffered strip, a set of six l-micro-
htre spots pipetted from a set of serial dilutions of
sodium penicillin II m buffer solution (for example,
30, 10, 3-3, 1*1, 0*37 and 0-12 units per microlitre).

After allowing the ‘penicillm activity’ to diffuse out
from the paper into the agar during 3-4 hr. at 0-5° C.

the plates are incubated at 37-38° C. overnight.

Penicillmsm II I K (probably)

Penicillins

ni new

Pig 1

II I

.1' ii

' r' -1. ..trrt

Pig 2

X ,
rOIXT AT WHICH PEXICIILIX SOLHTIOX WAS APPLIED ;

AEEA
OP INHIBITED CROWTH IS SHADED

The standard spots, which have not been chromato-
graphieally developed, give a series of circular inhibi-

tion zones, whereas each developed test strip shows a
number of elliptical zones (as m Fig. 1) indicating

the distance which each resolved penicillin zone has
travelled down the paper.

The identity of the zones for penicillins I, II and
HI was established by comparison with the results

obtained from artificial mixtures of these penicillms.

The results were closely parallel to those obtained
on macro-columns.

It was established m accordance with chromato-
graphic theory that the ratio of the distances travelled
on a given strip by a given pair of penicillins was
constant regardless ofthe total degree ofdevelopment.
The position of the pemcillin II zone can be easily

established. Hence, usmg the position of this zone
as a basis for comparison, this ratio was determined
for other zones, and the figure was regarded as a
convement characteristic for identification. Only
penicillms I, II and III are available for direct
comparison. At least four other zones of activity
have been observed and characterized by this ratio.

Whether they are identical or not with pemcillins
reported by other workers on macro-columns can at
present only be inferred.

A typical analysis is shown in Fig. 1.

Qiiantitative. Sets of serial dilutions of sodium
pemciUm-II were repeatedly compared after develop-
ment on the chromatographic strips with the same
solutions as undeveloped standards. For the developed
zones it was found that maximum width of zone is

equal to a' + b' log (units m zone), where a' and b'

are constants for a particular biological plate.

For the xmdeveloped solutions a similar relation
holds, namely, diameter of zone equal to a -f 6

log (umts m zone), as in the ordinary cup assay.
For the same biological plate, ¥ was found empiric-

ally to be about 1 -2 times 5, but no means of relating
a to a' was found. Hence the activity of the developed
zones in absolute subUlisxmitB could not be determ-
ined. To evaluate relative proportions, b was
calculated from the undeveloped standards and
multiplied by 1*2 to give an estimate of b'. If it is

now assumed that ¥ — 0 the expression

, , . ,
maximum width

log (umts in zone) =
jp
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gives values for the activities of the zones in units

which are arbitrary, but proportional to B, subtilis

units. The percentage composition in these imits is

then calculated.

The standard error of these proportions for one
sample replicated on six strips is of the order of ± 15

per cent. Even less than 0*1 per cent of any penicillin

in a mixture can readily be detected, but the accuracy
of estimation at the lower values is rather less.

From the activity per unit weight of the pure
individual penicillins against B. subtilis^, the propor-

tions of the penicillins by weight is readily calculated.

Similarly the ratio
units against B. subtilis ^—7 7-5 for the
units agamst S. aureus

whole sample can be calculated, and compared with
the value obtained by direct assay. The followmg
are some pairs of results obtamed with samples from
different sources.

units agamst B. mbtihs
Values of agamst .S auretis

Calc from results of micro-
chromatographic analysis 0 69 0 71 0 98

Direct assay 0 65 0 71 0 983

The method has proved of value in a number of
directions ; for example, for establishmg whether a
purified penicillin is free from traces of other penicil-

iins ; or as a guidewhen carrying out macro-chromato-
grams, etc. The delicacy of the test is well illustrated

by the discovery of a small amount of what is almost
•certainly a new penicillin m samples of varying
•origm. This penicillm was detected m the sample
shown in Fig. 1, when chromatographic development
was made at a lower pH. As a result (Fig. 2), the
two upper zones became further separated, revealing

^ small zone due to the new penicillin.

A full report will b© published shortly.

Consden, !Et , Gordon, A. H., and Martin, A. J. P., Biochem. J.,

38, 224 <1944)
* Levi, A A ,

and Terjesen, S G , Bnt. Pat. 569844.
» Schnudt, W. H., Ward, G. B., and CoghiU, B. D., /. Bart . 49, 411

(1945).

ACTION OF PENICILLIN IN

PREVENTING THE ASSIMILATION
OF GLUTAMIC ACID BY
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS

By Dr. ERNEST F. GALE and E. SHIRLEY TAYLOR
Medical Research Council Unit for Chemical Microbiology,

Biochemical Laboratory, Cambridge

CERTAIN bacteria possess the ability to assimilate
glutamic acid and to concentrate this ammo-

acid in the free state within the internal enviromnent^.
Glutamic acid cannot pass through the bacterial cell-

waff by free diffusion as the migration requires energy
which can be supplied by exergonic metabolism such
as the fermentation of glucose by the organism. At
^pillbrium the concentration of glutamic acid in the
internal environment is markedly greater than that
holding in the external environment. Since a survey
of a number of bacterial species has shown that
thk cap^ity to a^imilate and concentrate glutamic
.acid is reatdcsted to Gram-positive oi^anisms®, it was
decided to Ihvtetigat© the action on the assimilatory
proq^ of vmdous ©hemofherapeutic Bgm.ts which

HOURS Of GROWTH AT J7*C

Mg. 1. EFFECT OF ADDITION OF PENICILLIN TO GROWING
CTTLTTTRES OF Staphylococcus aurms.

Medium- salt mixture -f 0 1% ‘Marmite* 4-10% glucose.
Peniciiliu concentrations in Onord umte per ml. medium

are known to differentiate between Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacteria.

Penicillin is primarily effective against Gram-
positive bacteria. Cham, and Duthie^ foimd that

whereas penicillin has no effect on the respiration of

resting cells, its addition to growmg cultures of

Staph, aureus gives rise to an inhibition of respiration

which progressively mcreases until eventually the

oxygen-uptake ceases altogether. The addition of

penicillin during the lag or the logarithmic phases of

growth is followed by a period durmg which the cells

mcrease m size without undergoing normal division
—^not more than one division taking place before

growth ceases—after which both total and viable

count of the cells decrease with time and general

lysis takes place after some hours®. Hirsch* obtamed
similar results and showed that, after the addition of

penicillin to growing cultures of Staph, aurem, the

oxygen consumption ofthe culture increases normally
for a tun© and then, after a stationary period,

decreases. He suggested that the action of penicillin

is to produce a degenerative change which results in

the production of a sterile generation of cells. Both
sets of workers showed that the same effects are

produced by a wide range of penicillin concentrations.

Fig. 1 shows the effect of the addition of various

concentrations of penicillin to growing cultures of

Staph, aureus ; the ordinates give the readings of the

absorptiometer scale by which the increase of tur-

bidity consequent upon cell-growth is measured.
Within the rang© of concentrations tested (0* 1-10-0

Oxford units/ml.) the addition of pemcfflin to the

growing culture is followed by mcreasing turbidity

for 1-2 hr. Viable counts show that approximately
on© division per cell occurs during the period immedi-
ately following the addition of penicillm, after which
there is a steady loss of viability over a period of

several hours.
The strain of Staph, aureus used for this work is

on© which effects a high concentration of glutamic

acid in the internal environment, and studies were

fimt mad© on the internal environment of the cells
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Fig. 2. Bppbot op addition op penicillin to growing cultitees
OP Staphylococcus aureus ON the acodmulation op peee glittamic

ACID in the internal ENVIRONMENT OP THE CELLS

Full line, internal concentration of glutamic acid ; broken line,
turbidity of culture as indication of growth

during normal growth and durmg growth after the
addition of five units penicillin per ml. medium
(Fig. 2). The medium used for these investigations
consisted of casem-digest contaming 1 per cent
glucose and 0*1 per cent ‘Marmite’ and was conse-
quently rich m glutamic acid. I>urmg normal growth
in this medium the internal concentration of free

glutamic acid rises steadily throughout the growth
period as previously reported for streptococci^. After
the addition of pemcillm to the growing culture, the
internal concentration of glutamic acid rises normally
for the first hour, after which it falls rapidly and
reaches a steady level at approximately the same
tune as the turbidity ceases to mcrease. The curves
of these changes (Fig. 2) suggest that assimilation of
glutamic acid by the cells ceases shortly after the
addition of penicillin.

Smce the concentration of glutamic acid attained
inside the cell is dependent upon, though much higher
than, the external concentration, it is possible to
study the assimilation if cells are grown in a medium
containing minimal glutamic acid and are then
mcubated m buffer solution containing both glucose
and a high concentration of glutamic acid^. A smt-
ably ‘deficient’ medium for the growdh of Staph,
aur&as consists of nutrient salt solution containing
0*1 per cent ‘Marmite’ and 1*0 per cent glucose. The
effect of pemcillin on glutamic acid assimilation has
been studied by growing the organism in this medium
and addmg penicillin to the growing culture (Fig, 1).

At intervals after the addition of penicillin, the
organism has been harvested on the centrifuge, its

mtemal glutamic acid content assayed and the sus-
pension then incubated at 37° C. in a suitable salt

solution containing 0*5 per cent glucose and 200 jxl.

glutamic acid per ml. After 1 hr. (when equilibrium
has been reached) the cells were centrifuged down,
washed once in water, and the internal glutamic acid
content again determined. The increase in the
internal conc^tration can then be taken as a measure

U RE
of the glutamic acid assimilated under these condi-
tions. Table 1 shows the amount of glutamic acid

assimilated by 100 mgm. dry weight of cells harvested
imder various cultural conditions.

Cells from the normal (pemcillm-free) culture take
up 560-700 glutamic acid per 100 mgm. under the

conditions of test, and this assimilation is unaffected

by pemcillm up to 200 units per ml. Cells taken from
cultures to which penicillin has been added durmg
growth show impaired assimilatory power. Within
30 min, of the addition of 10 units penicillm per ml.

to the culture, the assimilation has fallen to 14 per

cent of that of the control culture ; within 1 hr. the

assimilation has fallen to 4 per cent of the control,

and after 90 mm. assimilation is no longer possible.

Smaller concentrations of penicillin have the same
effect but take longer to prevent assimilation com-
pletely. If the assimilation values given in Table 1

for cells harvested 90-120 min. after the addition of
penicillin are compared with the ‘growth’ curves in

Fig. 1 or with the increases m turbidity during the

time of harvestmg, it can be seen that there is a
correlation between impairment of assimilation and
cessation of growth.

Table i Effect of the presence of penicillin during growth on
THE assimilation OF GLUTAMIC ACID BY Staphylococcus aureus

p\. Glutamic acid assiimlated/100 Increase in tur-

PeniciUin mgm- cells bidity during
concentration Time of harvesting after penicillin 1-2 hr^ after peni-

(Oxford imits addition , cillin addition
per ml. medium) 30 min. 1 hr li- hr 2 hr. 3 hr. as % control

0 561* 702 602* 590 614 100
0*1 — ISO — 54
0 5 — _ _ 113 — 37
10 — — 87 — nil 22
5 0 — — ml ml nil 7
10 0 82 31 ml ml ml 0

* Also determined in presence 50 units peniciUin/ml —no effect

Table 2 Metabolic activities of normal and ‘penicillin-cells'
‘PemciUm-cells’ grown for 90 min. in medium containing 10 units

penicillin per ml

I^’ormal Penicillin-
cells cells

Respiration, Qoa 21 5* 19 d*
Glucose oxidation, Qoa 5* 84 5*

Glucose fermentation, 96* 108*

Lvsme assimilation (fA.flOO mgm ) 90 96
Glutamic assimilation (M /1 00 mgm ) 602 nil

Comparative viable count 452 9

Also determined m presence 50 units penicillin/ml —no effect

The loss of assimilatory power by the cells grown
in the presence of penicillin is not affected by washing
the cells m water and is not restored hy treatment
with cysteme. The assimilation of glutamine is

impaired to the same extent as that of glutamic acid.

Table 2 shows the general metabolic activities of
normal cells compared with those of cells harvested
from a culture grown for 90 min, in the presence of
10 units penicillin per ml. medium (cells referred to
as ‘pemcillin-cells’). Rates of respiration, oxidation
and fermentation of glucose were detemnned in the
usual manner in Warburg manometers using washed
suspensions. There is no significant difference be-

tween these activities in the two cultures, and the
addition of penicillin to the washed suspensions has
no effect in any of these tests.

The assimilation of lysine by Gram-positive bac-
teria appears to be due to diffusion of the charged
ion in an electrical field and not to a mechanism
such as that involved ui glutamic acid assimilation^ ;

Table 2 shows that the assimilation of lysine by
normal and ‘penicillin-ceUs* is the same, demon-
stratmg that the cell-wall is intact in both cases, 'No
lytic action of the type shown for the action of
tyrocidin and detergent substances® has been fou^
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far penicillin, although iysis of the cultures containing
penicillin takes place after several hours^. Penicillin

IS known, so far, to have four effects on Staph, aureus .

(1) the cells become non-viable^
; (2) their respiration

progressively fails^*'^
; (3) lysis occurs after several

hours ; and (4) assimilation of glutamic acid is pre-

vented. The results shown in Table 2 indicate that
the prevention of assimilation precedes both respira-

tory failure and lysis of the cells, and would appear
to take place simultaneously with loss of viability.

The mechanism whereby glutamic acid is assimi-

lated and concentrated within the mtemal environ-

ment of the Gram-positive cell is not yet understood.
Since penicillm has no effect upon this mechanism
in normal cells but affects cells during growth in such
a way that assimilation is prevented, this suggests

that pemeillm either combmes with or produces a
reorganisation of the cell-wall such that the assimi-

latory mechanism is blocked. In these experiments
the cells contam a high concentration of glutamic
acid at the tune of the addition of penicillm, and it

has been shown that the further metabolism of this

glutamic acid is the same whether penicillin is added
or not. In the normal cell this metabolism is balanced
by further assimilation ; but m ‘penicillin-cells’

assimilation is prevented, and consequently the
internal concentration of glutamic acid decreases as
shown in Fig 2.

Full details of this work will be published later.

^ G-ale, B. F ,
J. Gen Miorobiol

, 1 (in the press, 1947)

“Taylor, E S
,
J Gen. Miorobiol

,

1 (in the press, 1947).
* Chain, E ,

and Buthie, E S, Lancet, 248, 652 (1945)
* Hirsch, J , G.R Ann. Arch ,Soc Turque Sci Rhys Nat., Base. 12

(1943-44)

»Gale, E B , and Tavlor, E S
,
Nature, 157, 449 (1946) J. Gen.

Microhol

,

1 (in the press, 1947)

CHICAGO NATURAL HISTORY
MUSEUM

ANNUAL REPORT

report for 1945 of the Chicago Natural
X History Museum, produced in magazine form

and well illustrated, is an attractive publication
wliich at once invites attention. Its perusal gives
one, in the first place, the impression that here is an
institution which is strongly ‘public conscious’. In
the second place, one is convmced that the Chicago
Museum is happily succeeding in a great public
service and that Chicago citizens, as a result, are
‘museum conscious’. The large number of volunteer
workers (who have rendered valuable service both
inside and outside the Museum), the large museum
membership, and the long lists of donors and other
benefactors shown in the report substantiates that
conclusion. Further, if the status of a museum
within a community can be judged from the financial
support it receives, then that of the Chicago Museum
sitods high. Ideas as to the manner of the financial
support) proper to museums may differ, but however
debatable that pomt may be, it is of considerable
interest that the very active educational and research
work takmg place in this Museum is made possible
Iw ©ndowpi^ts and voluntary public subscriptions

In 19455 tbn Museum’s income amoimted to
dnilws (of which 348,336.63 dollars

fe>m fhnds). In addition, there

was the income of 16,609.88 dollars from the N.W.
Harris Public School Extension endowunent. Ex-
j)enditure out of these sums amounted to 596,471.89
dollars and 16,727.49 dollars respectively.

In Britain the large majority of museums (ex-

cludmg the great national mstitutions) are usually
mamtamed by local rates, and although in most, if

not all, cases they are entirely free to the public,

comparatively few have a permanently active or
important part in the cultural and educational life

of the people. The cause does not require much
seekmg m view of the general inadequacy of the
funds allotted them—a deficiency which, except in

rare cases, gives rise to administrative inefficiency

and precludes that vigour of policy so apparent in

many American museums
The Chicago Natural History Museum, j'udging

from the report under discussion, shows this vigour
m policy in a number of directions. For example,
with the cessation of hostilities, plans for the resump-
tion m 1946 of archaeological, botanical, palaeonto-

logical and zoological field explorations on a large

scale were drawn up, and in this coimexion the
report states : “The continued expansion of the
IMuseum in exhibits, in study collections and m
scientific research is mainly dependent upon such a
programme”. Again, in co-operation with the
Umversity of Chicago and the Northwestern Univer-
sity, a scheme (already in part operation) has been
drawn up which will facilitate the greater use of the
Museum’s collections and the teachmg of natural

science by the Universities. Towards this, certain

reciprocal staff appointments have been made, and
there are plans for the further co-ordmation of the

work of the three mstitutions m fields of mutual
interest. Another mterestmg connexion with the

University of Chicago is the establishment of univer-

sity classes in museologj^ in the Department of

jbithropology of the Museum
Among the various other schemes carried out by

this Museum durmg 1945 the following are note-

worthy : a special series of radio broadcasts within

the Museum conducted by means of jDortable equip-

ment set up 111 the exhibition halls ; lectures, tours

and motion picture shows for school children ; the

presentation of a series of weekly radio broadcasts

on “Places and People” m conjunction With the

Radio Council of the Chicago Public Schools ; and
the production of reading matter for children in the

form of the “Museum Stones” published weekly, the

spring series dealing with brief sketches of young
animals, and the autumn senes with the Indians of

the Chicago region. Under the N. W. Harris Public

School Extension Scheme, 498 Chicago schools con-

tinued to receive on loan from the Museum portable

exhibits, and it is noted that the more than 1,100

available exhibits are m constant use during the ten

months of the school year.

Under the heading of “Public Relations”, the

report describes such special events as temporary
e:^ibitions on a variety of subjects of general interest ,*

the stage presentation of the temple dancers of Bah
and Java, and evenmg lectures on “timely topics”.

These formed the basis of the Museum’s press and
radio publicity for the year, and, together with many
of its other activities, received “lavish attention” in

the Press—some papers publishing half to full

pages of pictures. It is interesting to note in this

connexion that the Illustrated London News hafe

published several pages of some of the Chicagb

Museum’s exhibits- Further useful publicity was
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given this Museum when the Chicago radion station

broadcast a unique feature |)rogramme presentmg
the work of the Museum ‘behind-the-scenes’.

In this review, which has been written primarily
to show how highly valuable museum services can
be under keen administration and modern methods
of presentation, it is not possible to note with
adequacy the vast amount of work (research and
otherwise) which was carried out by mdividual
Departments of the Museum durmg the year. This
section of the report, however, cannot be passed over
without reference to a special exhibit prepared in

the Department of Geology. This illustrated the
production of uranium, and it was arranged with a
map of the world bearmg the sub-title, “Sources of
Energy for the Atonnc Bomb”, “The map,” to
quote the report, “brings out the fact that the
United States and Canada are favoured among the
nations in their possession of major deposits of
Uramum ore, but emphasises that they by no means
enjoy a monopoly of it. In fact, the rather general
distribution of the ore stresses the ultimatum that
Science has presented to the peoples of the world :

‘Unite or perish’.”

Attention must be directed to the photographic
production that takes place m the Chicago Natural
History Museum : durmg 1945 there was an output
of 19,792 items. These mcluded negatives, prmts,
enlargements, lantern slides, transparencies and
colour films, and were made for the various Museum
departments, outside mstitutions, the Press, book
publishers, and for sale to the public.

Compared with the American museum movement,
that of Great Britam has still far to travel. The time
for large-scale reorganisation and the mtroduction of
new ideas and new methods is long overdue. The
slight movement that was being made in this direction

betore the War was brought to a standstill when
hostilities broke out m 1939, and now 1947 is on the
horizon. Durmg these seven years many British
museums (those which escaped destruction and those
that were partly destroyed) have made a valiant
effort to overcome their difficulties and to render
useful service. These museums are now slowly strug-

glmg back to their pre-war aspect. Collections are
returnmg, or have returned, to buildmgs winch before
the War were already overcrowded and often
unsuitable for the execution of museum services in

keeping with modern needs and modern develop-
ments. Some museum authorities, looking to the
future, have schemes m plan for reconstruction or
new buildmgs, but it does not appear likely that
museum accommodation will be built m Britam in the
near future. A further factor which stems progressive
action is the non-recognition of the educational
potentiahties of museums m those official quarters
which would otherwise be the most helpful. Further-
more, governing authorities themselves far too
frequently see nothmg more m the museums under
their control tham lepositories for municipal and
collectors’ treasures. Any extra expenditure on these,

therefore, is considered unnecessary. Nevertheless,
the claim of the British museums is a strong one, for
collectively they house a great wealth of material
which, m relation to the education and cultivation of
the ordinary people, has, as yet, scarcely been tapped.
The improvements looked^ for, however, may„ not
come without some form of outside impetus—

a

vigorous central body to press their claims and with
powers to prevent the opening of new museums if

funds sufficient for their efficient maintenance are

not m sight ; a greater and more practical interest

m their functionmg on the part of the national

institutions, and the recognition of all other educa-

tional institutions, are what British museums need

at the present time.

NUTRITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS
IN MAURITIUS

I
T IS encouragmg to find that even the smaller

territories are now taking an interest m nutrition,

but they will have to do better work and produce
better reports than that surveying investigations in

Mauritius during 1942-45, which has recently been
issued*.

At first readmg, one supposes it is merely a case

of careless checking ,* for example, in Fig. 1 all

nutrients and also calories are said to be given in

terms of grams (actually they are expressed in a most
odd variety of units, calcium bemg m centigrams and
thiamin and riboflavm in hundredths of a milligram )

;

m Appendix 2 the values for “vitamin B2
” are said

to be m I.U. (the figures appear to be for riboflavin

expressed in milligrams), and no mdication at all is

given of the umts used for nicotinic acid and ascorbic

acid. There are also major differences between values

given m the appendix and those m other parts ot

the report, and the general atmosphere of confusion

IS added to by strange phrases such as, “This is, of

course, expectable” and “not to any consequential

degree”.

On closer exammation, however, it is evident that

the faults go much deeper. The mtroduction and the

discussion on pages 28-30 of the report deal with the
total food supplies available (based on imports,

exports and local production), and an attempt is

made to relate them to the reqmrements of the
population. The only satisfactory way of domg this

IS on a ‘per head’ basis (the method adopted by the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation)

;

^but the author has preferred to use the long-discred-

ited ‘man-value coefficients’ based on calories alone.

For the requirements of his standard ‘man’ he uses

the original (since modified) nutrient recommendations
of the U.S. National Research Coimcil for a moder-
ately active male livmg m a temperate climate and
eating an American type of dietary, but he supplies

a calorie recommendation of his own. He shows
no appreciation of the factors which determine
requirements or of the interrelationship between
different nutrients and between some nutrients and
calories.

Table 1 compares “per man-value” daily intakes

in different years, and shows considerable fiuctuations

which are duly ‘explained’ in the text. But these
fluctuations are much greater than can be accounted
for by changes m the supply position as detailed m
Appendix 1. Only one set of figures relating to the
intermediate step (amount of each food per man-
value) is given, and this tallies neither with the
amounts of foods given in Appendix 1 nor with the
amounts of nutrients given in Table 1. Either the
figures in the appendixes were not, m fact, used for the
calculations (though it is stated that they were), or

there have been errors in arithmetic ; whichever way
it may be, it makes it difficult to know how much

Colony of Mauritius. I'inal Eeport on Nutritional Investigations
in Mauntras, 1942-45. Pp iv-!-89, (Port Louis Oov. Printer;
London : Crown Agents for the CJolonies, 1946.) 1 lie.
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value to set on the report at all, since the greater
part of it is based on these evaluations.

Another part of the report deals with the influence

of feeding on malarial infection and the experimental
feedmg of school-children. The fii'st describes the
feeding of dietary supplements to children suffering

from malaria, but here agam arithmetical anomalies
make it impossible to judge the value of the work,
since the figures given under the headmg “nutrients

supplied” are not in agreement with the analytical

values given in the text for the foodstuffs used, and
show discrepancies even m the comparison of one
supplement with another.

The experimental feeding of school-children is not
described m sufficient detail for any assessment of its

significance but it appears certam that it was
carried out without adequate supervision, smce it is

stated that “owing to the large variation in amounts
given per child m the different schools it was impos-
sible to record actual nutrients supplied”. It is

suggested, however, that each meal should have
supplied about 200-300 calories- As the main item
was soup, it is very probable that even this calorie

value may not have been reached on all occasions,

and (as is recognized) school meals are often a sub-
stitute rather than a supplement. In view of this

and the fact that the experiment only lasted three
months, the failure to obtam spectacular proof of
the great value of school meals is not so “extra-
ordinary” as the author thinks. No observations
seem to have been made on any changes other than
weight, or of the initial nutritional state of test and
control groups. Those wishing to embark on school-
feedmg “experiments” would save themselves (and
others) a lot of trouble if they would study Cory
Mann’s report before they begin.

Other sections deal with laboratory investigations
(chiefly analyses of local foodstuffs), and with recom-
mendations for the preparation and use of autolysed
yeast and ofgreen Algse. Here also there are examples
of arithmetical discrepancies and arguments based
on false premises.

Clearly this report should have been submitted to

more critical consideration prior to publication. If
recommendations are to be made, and possibly actipn
taken, on such foundations, the end result may be a
worse state of malnutrition them at present exists.

M. W. Gbaitt

NORTHERN POLYTECHNIC
JUBILEE (1896-1946)

The Northern Polytechnic, London, was opened
on October 5, 1896, following the approval given

by Queen Victoria on August 5, 1892, to the scheme
of foundation. It celebrated its jubilee by an exhib-
ition of students’ work on October 24 and 25, andby a
luncheon attended by the Minister of Education,
the Rt. Hon. Ellen Wilkinson, M.P.

Miss Wilkmson, speakmg of the Polytechnic,
directed attention to the fact that the chairman of
the govacnors, Mr. B. L. Roberts, and his father had
hem^ a^ocifited with the foundation and develop-

of thp Polytechnic since 1892, and that a
of tjie third generation had, at the last

meeting, joined governing body ; this indicated a
cc«ninaariable ilwnly association. It was interesting
to imte the vMb visdon of the founders, who had

included in the scheme not only educational and
technical studies, but also cultural and recreative

activities. Under the Education Act, 1944, it became
a duty for the local education authority to secure the
provision of these facilities ; the Government would
support the development, but was also anxious at

the same tune to preserve the best ofthe old voluntary
spirit which had contributed much to the Polyteclmic.

One proof of the vitality of the Polytechnic was that
its home had never been big enough. It was to be
regretted that before the War greater effort had not
been made to put up more capacious bmldmgs. At
present the lack of buOduig and shortages of labour
and materials were obstacles, and the Polytechnic
would for a time have to house as best it could its

1,000 full-time day students, 3,000 part-time students,

and 1,000 non-student social members. The pro-

vision of social and recreative activities for the latter

members was a vital influence which went far beyond
the walls of the Polytechnic.

TheNorthemPolytechmc,MissWilkmsonremarked,
was a pioneer m at least two respects. It had opened
the first department for musical instrument tech-

nology—and this still appears to be the only one of
its kind m the world—and it had inaugurated the
first courses in rubber technology. In the case of the
course m rubber technology, the Mimstry of Educa-
tion IS antieipatmg a further development in the
estabhshment of a National CoUege of Rubber
Technology to provide advanced courses and to serve

the rubber industry of Great Britam.
During the War, the Northern Polytechnic, with

its existing radio course, was called upon early m
October 1939 to train men m radio for the Services,

and more than 2,000 Service men and women received

instruction to meet the urgent demand for technically

tramed personnel. The demand contuiues in this

world of rapid mdustrial and scientific change, and
the Polytechmc with its great past and its wonderful
traditions is fuUy conscious of the great opportimities

for future service to the locality and to the country.

Mr. R. L. Roberts, chairman of the governors, said

m reply that he could look back over almost the

whole of the jubilee period, for he was an evenmg
student in 1898, when the Northern Polytechnic pro-

vided numerous courses on a large variety of subjects.

It IS no longer a polytechnic in that sense. It is now
a college of technology, as its activities had been
concentrated into four main sections : first, archi-

tecture, surveying and buildmg ; secondly, science

and rubber and plastics technology ; thirdly, radio

and musical iustrument technology ; and fourthly,

domestic science.

In all the courses the governors have pursued a
policy of effective contact with industry through
influential advisory committees. The close associa-

tion for more than forty years with the University
of London through the ‘recognized teachers’ is of

benefit to both the staff and the students. A similar

close contact is maintained with the professional

organisations, such as the Royal Institute of British

Architects, which has recognized the five years full-

time course in architecture at the Polytechmc. The
main difficiJty in the Polytechmc is still one of

accommodation, and the governmg body hopes that

when the buildmg industry is able to direct its

activities to national needs other than housing, an
extension will be built worthy of the Polytechnic and
capable of meeting its needs for some time. There
is one further difficulty, which other similar institu-

tions must feel, namely, staffing. The Burnham
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Coininittee had not accepted the recommendations
in the Percy and McNair Keports, nor have the
salary scales justified the belief of the Mmister that

they would make it possible to maintam a high
standard of staffing. Shortage of man-power has
played only a secondary part ; the fact is that the
salary scales are not sufficiently attractive to mduce
the best teachers to accept employment m colleges

such as the Northern Polytechnic, where the standard
of education is high. Possibly the Minister might
consider seeking further advice on this matter from
the Burnham Committee.
Pmally, the Mmistry of Education, London Coimty

Council, Middlesex County Council and City Parochial

Foundation were thanked for their generous support
of the educational, technical, social and recreative

activities of the Polytechnic. The activities of colleges

of this standard must imdoubtedly expand during
the forthcommg years if the industries and conmierce
of Britam are to attain that degree of efficiency

essential in a highly competitive world.

FLATFORD MILL FIELD CENTRE

The first report of the warden of the pioneer
centre at Flatford Mill of the Council for the

Promotion of Field Studies shows how much has
already been achieved. This centre opened to receive

students on May 25, and closed on September 30.

Durmg this period 339 students or visiting staff came
mto residence—118 men, 221 women—or attended
daily (29 on approximately twenty occasions). Of the
visitmg students and staff, 102 stayed for three days
or less ; 157 staj^ed for between three days and a
week ; 40 stayed for between a week and a fortnight ;

1 1 stayed for longer than a fortnight ; and 29 attended
daily. 217, commg as members of classes, were
eligible for university or other educational authority
grants-m-aid ; 122 came independently, that is, about
one third were independent scientific workers or
artists meligible, so far as is Imown, for any official

grant-in-aid. It would seem, therefore, that a field

centre provides a long-wanted opportimity for the
‘independent amateur’. The relative numbers of the
various groups of students and staff were as follows :

visiting teachmg staff, 36 ; imiversity students, 19 ;

teachers (attendmg courses or in other official

capacity), 57 ; trainmg college students, 53 ; school
students, 53 ,* mdependent students (a) “of research
status”, 62 ; (5) “of amateur status”, 40 (total 102,
of whom 28 were artists—21 in a, 7 in 6 status) ;

other “interested visitors”, 19.

In many cases the students’ interests and activities

were by no means confined to one particular study,
but the following figures will give some indication of
the relative divisions mto the various field studies
undertaken : artists, 36 ; history and archaeology,

8 ; geology, 10 ; geography, rural science and social

studies, 41 ; geography and biology, 40
;

general
biology, 123 ; b^otany, 37 ; entomology, 11 ; birds, 21.

The work, under the immediate direction of the
warden or in most cases when visiting staff were
present with his co-operation, has been largely
exploratory

; stress has been laid upon methocis of
tacklmg field work and outdoor class instruction
rather than upon organising detailed research or
record-hunting. The difficulties of obtaining essential
field apparatus, and perhaps, above all, the multi-
farious demands upon the warden’s time with parts

of the premises constantly m the builder’s hands,

have prevented as close an investigation of the area

as might otherwise have been undertaken. In the

laboratory the mam concern has been with the

demonstration of simple techniques and use of appar-

atus, the recording of field data, and identification.

Field work has been pursued m many branches. It

is hoped that the centre will re-open towards the end

of next March and be able to take an increased

number of students.

Further information can be obtauied from the

Secretary, Council for the Promotion of Field Studies,

Mr. F. H. C. Butler, Ravensmead, Kestoii, Kent.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
(Meetings marked with an asterisk * are ope7i to the public)

Monday, November ! 1

Society op iNSTHUMEJfT Teohxoiogy, North-West Section (at

the College of Technology, Manchester), at 7.1o p.m. Mr. A. Jacob :

“Handling Material in Bulk by Weight”.

Tuesday, November 12

Institution op Post Office Electrical Engineers (at the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Ba^y Place, Victoria Embank-
ment, London, W 0.2), at 5 p m —Mr, H. T A. Sharpe Economic

Telephone Exchange Area Planning”

Zoological Society of London (atKegent’s Park, London, NW .8),

at 5 pm—Scientific Papers.

ROYAL INSTITUTION (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, AVI), at

5.15 pm—Prof James Gray, PRS . ‘'Locomotpry Mechanisms

m

Vertebrate Animals, 3, Locomotory Meehimsm m Typical Tetrapods ;

Iambs as Co-ordinated Struts and Levers” *

Institute of Petroleum (at 26 Portland Place, London, W L,

at 5,30 pm.—Dr G. F. Wood, Dr .Alfred H. Nissan and Dr. F. H.
Gamer • “Viscometry of Soap-in-Hydrocarbon Systems .

ROYAL Anthropological Institute (at 21 Bedford Smiare, Lon-

don, W 0 1), at 5 3U p.m —Prof Alejandro Lipschnt25 ‘Results of

a Recent Expedition to Tierra del Fuego”.

Wednesday, November 13

Institute of Fuel, North-Western Section (at the Engineers^

Club Manchester), at 2 3U*pm.—Dr E S Grumell and Dr. A C
Dunmngham “The Distribution of Ash in British Coals and its

Bearmg on the Economics of Coal Cleaning”. _
PHYSICAL Society, Low-Temperature Group (at the Science

Museum, Exhibition Road, London, SW .7), at 4.30 p m.-—Second

Annual General Meeting Discussion on “The Cultivation of a Tbemo-
dvnamic Outlook” (to be opened by Sir Charles Darwin, Iv B.E

F.RS.).
^ ^ ^

Chemical Society. Liverpool Section (in the Chemistry Lecture

Theatre, The University, Liverpool), at 5 p m.—Dr H. W Thompson,

F.R S. “Some Apphcations of Infra-red Measurements”.

Manchester Statistical Society (at the Reform Club, King
Street, Manchester), at 5 p m.—Mr R W. Lacey . “Aspects of Cotton s

War Effort”.

Geological Society (at Burlington House, Piccadilly London,

W 1), at 5 30 p ra—Dr C. T. Trechmann : “Coastal Uplift and
Glacial Problems m East Durham” ;

Mr W Edwards (on behalf

ofMr W Kuhne) will exhibit remains of Early Mesozoic Mammal-hke
Reptiles from Fissures in the Carboniferous Limestone of Somerset

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Transmission Section

(at Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W C.2), at 5 30
p.m—^Mr. T. R P Harrison “The Development of the Gas-Cushion

Cable System for the Highest Voltages”

Institution of Civil Engineers, North-Western Association

(at the Engineers’ Club, Albert Square, Manchester), at 0.30 pm.—Mr.
D I. Richards : “The Application of Soil Mechanics to Highway
Construction”.

Soceety of Chemical Industry, Food Group (at the Chemical

Society, Biirhngton House, Piccadilly, London, W 1), at 6 30 PJH

—

“Decoiounsation by Vegetable Carbons”. (Mr. L WickeMen . Tne
Percofll Process”

,
Mr D Raniondt “The Collactmt Process .)

""North-East Go4st Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders

(at Bolbec Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 1), at 6 45 p m.—Mr. P. D U.
Fraser-Smith “Variable Pitch Propellem”

Wooden’s Engineering Society (at 35 Grosvenor Place, London,

SW 1), at 7 p m.—Dr K. Lonsdale, F R S. * “The Engineer and the

Crystal”.

Thursday, November 14

Royal Aeronautical Society (at the Institution of Civil

Engineers, Great George Street, London, SWl), at 11 am—Dis-

cussion on “Engineering Problems of Future Aircraft”.

"“London Mathematical Society (at the Roval Astronomical
Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 5 p.m^

—

Annual General Meeting. Dr A G. Walker “Geometry and
Cosmology”.
Royal institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at

5.15 p m,—Prof. J. B. Partington • “History of Alchemy and Early
Chemistry, 3”.*
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iNSTiTCTioif OF Electrical BxGiXEEEb, Installations Section

(afc Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C.2), at 5.30 p m— W. Eordliam Cooper. “Electrical Control of Dangerous
Macbmery and Processes”.

Women’s Engineering Society, Manchester Branch (at the
Engineers’ Club, Albert Square, Manchester 2), at 6 30 p m.—^Mr.
J. S Taylor* “Textile Engmeermg”.
Royal Photographic Society (joint meeting of the Scientieic

AND Technical Grohp and the Colour Group, at 16 Princes' Gate,
London, S.W 7), at 7 p m —Dr. H. V. Walters “Colour and its

Reproduction” (“How it Works m Colour Photography”, 1)

Society of Dyers and Colourists, West Riding Section (at
the Great Northern Victoria Hotel, Bradford), at 7 15 p m.—Mr.
G. G. Simpson * “The Selection of Dyes for covering Wool which has
been Exposed to Light”.

Pharmaceutical Society, Manchester, Salford and District
Branch (joint meeting with the National Association of Women
Pharmacists,m the Lecture Theatre, St. Mary’s Hospital, Manchester),
at 7 45 p m—^Mr H. Gartside “Pharmacy in Germany and Spam”.

Wednesday, November 13—Thursday, November 14

Iron and Steel Institute (at the Institution of Cml Engmeers,
Great George Street, London, S W.l) —^Autumn Meeting.

Wednesday, Noyember 13

At 10 a.m. and 2 30 p.ni.

Thursday, November 14

At 9 30 a m. and 2 30 p m
Friday, November 15

Chemigal Society, St Andrews and Dundee Section (joint
meetmg with the St. Andrews University Chemical Society, in
the Cheimstry Lecture Theatre, Umted College, St Andrews), at
5 p.m --Prof. P. S. Spring : “Applications of the Hofmann Reaction
to the Synthesis of Heterocychc Compounds”
Potsical Society (at the Science Museum, Exhibition Road,

London, SW7), at 5 pm—Dr 0 Klemperer “Electron Optics
and Space Charge in Strip-Cathode Emission Systems” ; Dr W J. G.
Beynon : (a) “The Application of Ionospheric Data to Radio Com*
mumcation Problems”

, (&) “Oblique Radio Transmission m the
Ionosphere and the Lorentz Polarization Term”

,
(c) “Some Observa-

THons of the Maximum Frequency of Radio Commumcation over
Distances of 1,000 km and 2,500 km.”.
iNSMTunoN OP Mechanical Engineers (at Storey’s Gate, St.

James a Park, London, S.W.l), at 5 SO p.m.-*Dr H J. Gough, F R.S.

:

Research and Development Applied to Bomb Disposal” (Thirty-
third Thomas Hawksley Lecture).

^
ROY.^ Institute of Chemistry (at the Geological Society, Burl-

ington House, Piccadilly, London, W 1), at 6 p m.—Mr. J. C. Withers

.

‘The Chemist as Information Officer” (Twenty-mnth Streatfeild
Memonal Lecture).

Society of Dyers and Colourists, Manchester Section (joint
meeting with the Local Sections of the Royal Institute of
Chemistey, the Chemical Society, the Society of Chemical
industry and the Textile Institute, in the Lecture Theatre of the
Gas Sh<w Rooms, Town Hall, Manchester), at 6.30 p-m —Prof E, L.
Hirst, F.R.S., and Dr. J K. ,N. Jones: “Gums and Thickening
Agents
Paper Makers’ Association (Technical Section), Northern

Diyison (at the Engineers’ Club, Manchester^ at 7 p.m.—Mr W. S.
Baskerville : “The Place of Fuel in the Naidonal Economy of the
Country”.

Institute, Midlands Section (at Leicester), at 7 p.m—
Specific Uses of Wool and Cotton Yams” Mr. G. Fielden * “Worsted
^rns

; Mr. J K. Simpson: "Cotton Yarns”; Mr. Alan Bax:
Knitwear Manufacture”.
Chemical Society, Glasgow Section (in the Chemistry Lecture

Theatre, The University, Glasgow), at 7.15 p.m.—Pro*f. A. R.
Ubhelohde : Melting and other Phase Changes”.
Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at

9 p.m.—^Dr. G, M. Trevelyan, O.M. : “Society m Roman Britoin”.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
^PLICATIONS are invited for the following appointments on o

before the dates mentioned :

SUTORINT^DING PHARMACIST at the Royal Air Force Medica
Equipment Depot, Chessmgton—The Under-Secretary of State, Ai

S-2(q), Cornwall House, Waterloo Bndge Road, London
S.E.l (November 14).
Lecturer in Inorganic Chemistry, and a Lecturer in Fub]

Technology—

T

he Prmcipal, Heriot-Watt College, Edmburgl
(November 15).
Lecturer in the Department of Chemistry (to teach mainlj

some Physical Chemistry) at Leeds College of Technologj— Director ofEducation, Education Offices, Leeds 1 (November 16)
IK Bacwemology—The Secretary, The UniversityEdmund Street, Birmingham 3 (November 16).

OHEmSTRY—The Registrar, King’s College
(November 16).

^ routme analysis, etc., as members oi

ecology in relation to the fisheries—^Thi
Wwtoaent of Oceanography, Univeisity College, Hul

^P âmment of Bactebiologt—

T

he Semretary
3 (November 16).

Te^ffiSri^atute—The Director o;jsaucattctti, I4 Sir Liverpool t (November IS).

Senior Scientific Officer (temporary*), and an Assistant Experi-
mental Officer (temporary), m the Royal Air Force Acoustics
Laboratory—The Under-Secretary of State, Air Mimstry, S 2(q),
Cornwall House, Waterloo Bridge Road, London, S.E 1 (Novem-
ber IS)
Readership in Geography tenable at Queen Mary College—The

Academic Registrar, University of London, Senate House, London,W C 1 (November 19)
Lecturer in Electrical Engineering at Cape Technical College,

Cape Town—J. A Ewing and Co (London), Ltd , Finsbury Court,
Finsbury Pavement, London, E C 2 (November 20)
Principal Scientific Officerm the Radar Research and Develop-

ment Estabhshment of the Ministry of Supply at Malvern, Worcs—
The Secretary, Cml Service Commission, 6 Burlmgton Gardens,
London, W.l, quotmg No. 1671 (November 21)
Lecturer (Grade II) and an Assistant Lecturer (Grade III) m

the Department of Geography—The Registrar, The University, Liver-
pool (November 22).
Assistant Lecturer in the Departjient of Physics—The

Registrar, The University, Sheffield (November 23)
Demonstrator in the Department of Botany—The Secretary,

Bedford College for Women, Regent’s Park, London, N W.l (Novem-
ber 25)
Readership in Mathematical Statistics tenable at Imperial

College of Science and Technology—^The Academic Registrar, Umver-
sitv of London, Senate House, London, W.C 1 (November 26).
Head of the Department of Science and Electro-technics,

Head op the Mathematics Department, Senior Lecturers and
Lecturers in Science (Physics, Chem;istry, Engineering), at the
Roj'al Military Academy, Sandhurst—The Secretary, Cml Service
Commission, Burlington Gardens, London, W.l, quotmg No. 1677
(November 28).

Scientific Officer (engineer or physicist) to take charge of work
on Automatic Controls at the National Physical Laboratory—The
Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Burlmgton Gardens, London,
Wl, quoting No. 1661 (November 28)

Principal op the Wandsworth technical Institute, High
Street, London, S W.18—^The Education Officer (T.l), County Hall,
London, S.E.l (November 30).
Lecturer in West African Languages at the School of Oriental

and African Studies—^The Secretary, Umversity of London, Senate
House, London, W.C.l (November 30)
Lecturer and an Assistant Lecturer in the Department of

Inorganic and Physical Chemistry—The Registrar, The Umversity,
Leeds 2 (November 30).
Professor of agriculture—^The Registrar, University of Queens-

land, Brisbane, Qd , Austraha (air mail, November 30).

Assistant examiners m the Patent Office under the Board of
Trade—^The Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Burlmgton Gardens
London, W 1, quotmg No. 1664 (December 1)
Chair of Botany, Chair or Lectureship in Geography, and the

Chair of Physiology, m the University of Ceylon—The Secretary,
Inter-University Council, 8 Park Street, London, W.l (December 10).

Lecturer in Physios at Makerere College, Kampala, Uganda—
The Secretary, luter-Umversity Council, 8 Park Street, London, W.l
(December 10).
Senior Lecterer in Physiology m the University of Cape Town—

The Ministry of Labour and National vService, Technical and Scientific

Register, Room 572, York House, Kmgsway, London, W.C 2, quoting
G.83 (December 12).
Prinoipalship of the Gordon Memorial College, Khartoum—The

Secretary, Inter-Umveisity Council, 8 Park Street, London, W.l
(December 13).
Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry—The Registrar, Umver-

sitv of Queensland, Brisbane, Qd
,
Australia (December 31).

Principal—The Secretary, King’s College of Household and Social

Science, Campden Hill Road, London, W.8 (January 1).

Research Assistant in the Pig Husbandry Research Station
—The Secretary, Wye College, Wye, Ashford, Kent.

Principal of Victoria University College, Welhngton, New
Zealand—The Secretary, Umversities Bureau of the British Empire,
24 Gordon Square, London, W.C.l.
Lecturers at the Natal University College in Applied Mathematics

(in Pietermaritzburg), in Geography (in Durban)—The Secretary,
Universities Bureau of the British Empire, 24 Gordon Square, London,
W.Cl.
Demonstrator in Biology for Department of Anatomy—The

Bursar, Royal Veterinary College and Hospital, Royal College Street,

London, N.W.l.
SciENTmo Officer to run locust breeding laboratory with pos-

sibihty of research, a Technical Assistant m the locust laboratory,
and a Technical Secretary—The Director, Anti-Locust Resean^
Centre, British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell Road, London,
S.W.7
Junior Technician in an organic chemical research laboratory—

The Admmistrative Officer, National Institute for Medical Research,
Hampstead, London, N.W.3.
Graduate Chemist—The Secretary, British Coal Utilisation

Research Association, 13 Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W.l.

REPORTS and other PUBLICATIONS
(not included in the nmyd'hly Boohs Suppleimni)

Other Countries

Bernice P. Bishop Museum. Bulletin 188 : Songs of Uvea and
Futuna. By E. G. Burrows. Pp. 122. Bulletin 185 : The Native
Culture of the Marianas Islands. By Laura Thompson, Pp. 48 + 3
plates. Bulletin 186 : Report of the Director for 1944 By Peter H.
Buck (Te lELangi Hiroa). Pp. 44. (Honolulu : Bernice P. Bishop
Museum, 1945.) [174

Colony and Protectorate of Kenya. Forest Department Annual
Report for the Year 1944. Pp. 14. (Nairobi : Government
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MATHEMATICAL TECHNOLOGY OR
QUANTITATIVE MATHEMATICS

WE publish in this issue an article by A
Erd61yi and John Todd, entitled “Advanced

Instruction in Practical Mathematics”, which follows

an earlier article by D. H. Sadler and John Todd
{Nature of May 4, p. 571), “Mathematics m Govern-
ment Service and Industry : some Deductions from
the War-time Experience of the Admiralty Computmg
Service”. They claim that it has now been fully

demonstrated that there is a need, in Government
departments such as the Admiralty, the Ministry of

Supply and Aircraft Production, and in industrial

research associations or research departments of

engmeermg or other firms, for a new type of mathe-
matician, whom Dr. IT. W. MacLachlan has called

a ‘mathematical technologist^ Such a man will have
a good knowledge of academic mathematics, but in

addition will know how to apply this knowledge to

obtam a complete approximate solution, with full

numerical calculations, of an engineermg or other
problem. Much of modem academic mathematics is

of a qualitative nature. We prove that a solution of
a problem exists, under certain conditions, and that
this solution has certain properties, such as breaking
down at specified exceptional points. The mathe-
matical technologist will not be ignorant of this, but
will supplement it with detailed quantitative know-
ledge, givmg all the mformation requu'ed to any
desired degree of approximation. So far the univer-

sities of Great Britain have done little or nothing to
produce such men. Wliat should be done about it ?

Before considering the proposals put forward
by Mr. Todd and others, all of whom agiee in
their general objects, we must face the fact that
many mathematicians of the greatest eminence will

view such proposals with reluctance. Eor example.
Prof. G. H. Hardy, the acknowledged leader of
British pure mathematics, to whom most of the
ablest young mathematicians have, for many years,
looked for guidance and inspiration, divides mathe-
matics into “real” and “trivial” (“A Mathematician’s
Apology”, Cambridge, 1940), By real mathematics
he means that which has permanent sesthetic value,
for example, the best Greek mathematics. This
mathematics “is eternal because the best of it may,
like the best literature, continue to cause intense
emotional satisfaction to thousands of people after
thousands of years”. Such mathematics includes not
only Fermat’s investigations into the theory of
numbeis and other work in pure mathematics, but
also Einstein’s theory of relativity, and Dirac’s
quantum mechanics. On the other hand. Prof. Hardy
describes as “trivial” nearly everything that could
be called laboratory mathematics, such as the work
of gunnery experts and aeroplane designers. He
admits that baUisties and aerodynamics demand a
quite elaborate technique, so that it is perhaps hard
to call them “trivial”, but they are desciibed as
repulsively ugly and intolerably dull- It is not quite
clear how far Prof. Hardy has been influenced by his
a|>p2:^<^tion of beauty, and how far by his dislike 0

the other hand, advocated tbe :
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ofgeometry not only for its permanent aesthetic value,

bnt also for its usefulness in war. Both Plato and
Prof. Hardy agree m disliking practical or mechanical

applications. Plato would leave these to an inferior

class without political rights, and Prof. Hardy to the

garage mechanic. Realty the Greeks were the more
logical, for the philosopher cannot exist without the

productive efforts of either slaves or of the machine.

It is not contempt ofhuman values, but a deep respect

for them, that leads us to develop the machme as the

only way of making possible a tolerable life for all.

To develop the machine we need the technologist,

and every branch of science must be called upon to

make its contribution to human well-being.

But this contribution need not be a sacrifice

without hope of reward, even from the point of view
of abstract thought. Archimedes, the greatest mathe-
matician of ancient times, who turned his attention

to ballistics when it was necessary to defend his

homeland against the invader, opened up many new
and fruitful lines of development of mathematical
theory. IKs genius was apparent m his disregard for

the narrow limitations laid down by Plato. Gauss,
“the prince of mathematicians”, is revered for his

researches in the theory of numbers and other

branches of pure mathematics ; but he was also

greatly interested in calculating the orbit of the
planet Ceres. His interest m practical surveying led

to his beautiful theoretical researches on the differ-

ential geometry of surfaces. Why should any mathe-
matician think it degrading to follow in the footsteps

of Archimedes or Gauss ?

We have thought it worth while to deal, at some
length, with the possible a priori objections to the

proposals of Mr. Todd and others, before examining
in detail the proposals themselves, because once the

desirability of the existence of mathematical techno-

logy is admitted, the case they make out can scarcely

be denied. They point out that the need for training

in computational mathematics was emphasized by
the Assistant Duector of Scientific Research in the
Admiralty in 1942. Earlier in the War, great assist-

ance had been given to the Admiralty and to other

Government departments by the Hautical Almanac
Office. W'hen J:he work continued to expand, Mr.
Sadler, superintendent of that Office, was called in to

make an investigation, and made proposals which
eventually led to the formation of a Mathematics
Division of the National Physical Laboratory. This
will be a permanent organisation, for peace as well

as for war.

The question arises how the permanent senior

staff of such an organisation are to be tramed. To
a certain extent, good mathematicians could pick
up ihe technique by actual experience in the National
Physical Laboratory itself. But this is not really

satisfactory if new processes are to be devised, for

the conditmns of work in the Civil Service, especially
for work which demands a high degree of accuraicy,

jmy hot be Ihe most suitable for innovations or
rw^wch* Mcpreovet, there are the somewhat similar
needs of workers m any of the increasingly numerous
indu^rial resea*A associations. It would seem that
systematic cour^ in the stibiecfc, such as could be

offered by a university or institute of similar standing,

would best meet reqmrements.

The greatest mathematical centre in Great Britain

is the University of Cambridge ; and it now has a

Mathematical Laboratory, which is reasonably well

equipped, and active workers who understand the

importance of mathematical technology. It is not

too much to hope that a flourishmg post-graduate

school may grow out of the work of this Laboratory.

There is also the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London, winch, as shown by Prof. S.

Chapman’s article “University Training of Mathe-
maticians” {Mathematical Gazette, 30, 61 ; 1946), has

a competent staffwho have sympathy and expeiiencc

with work of this sort. It is true that Prof, Chapman
was describing a modification of the undergraduate

course which has produced good results, whereas Mr.

Todd and his associates prefer a post-graduate course

in computation followmg an honours course in mathe-

matics of the usual type ; but the general point of

view is so similar that it should be easy to devise

concerted action.

Now that the University Grants Committee has

new terms of reference, which empower it to ad-

vocate a positive policy, it might well consider the

establishment of an institute devoted to mathematical

technology or quantitative mathematics. The term

“advanced practical mathematics”, used by Mr.

Todd, has an unfortimate association with instruc-

tion in the use of formulae without proof, sometimes

given in technical colleges, and so require careful con-

sideration. In the begimiing, at any rate, the organisa-

tion should be elastic. In addition to complete courses

for those who are desirous of taking a full course of

training, there should be short courses to attract

mathematicians who, though suspicious, might be

willmg to investigate a new aspect of their subject.

Whether such an mstitute should publish monographs,

or a journal of its own, and how far it should install

elaborate calculating machines of mechanical or

electromc types, are matters for the future. What
does seem clear now is that a start should be made
as quickly as possible.

APPEAL TO CLIO
History is on Our Side

A Contribution to Political Religion and Scientifi

Faith. By Joseph Needham. Pp. 226. (London
George Alien and Unwin, Ltd., 1946.) Ss. 6d. net.

T piDER the title “History is on Our Side”, Dr.

Joseph Needham has brought together twel e

essays and addresses written or delivered betweenW
and 1942, some ofwhichwere revised during his stay •

China. Most of them display the omnivorous oha

acter of Dr. Needham’s readmg, and some of the.

have the charm and persuasiveness that marked hi

earlier book, “Time : the Refreshmg River”. Bu|
in spite of a certam spiritual quality, they are rareu

so convincing as his earlier book. They lack unit'

and the book as a whole is a rather confused mixtu
of science, politics, religion and philosophy in whi*

the enthusiasm ofa convert has warped the judgmen
and critical faculty that one would expect of

scientificman ofDr. Needham’s stafnding. Dogmatic
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and a tendency to ex cathedra judgments rob the book
of any pretensions to form a serious contribution to

either political or religious thought : one is left no
wiser at the end as to what ‘political religion’ may
be, or ‘scientific faith’.

The happiest of these essays is that entitled

“Cambridge Summer”, where Dr. Needham not only

displays his wide erudition but also an imagmative
insight that gives his essay a real charm. Elsewhere,

too, Dr. Needham shows a real power to mterpret

the past and give it new meaning, and more especially

when his interest lights on some forgotten figure and
brings it to life agam. But the historian who would
welcome Dr. Needham’s talent as a historical inter-

preter would be appalled at the inaccuracy of his

quotations, and the ease with which his enthusiasms
or prej‘udices lead him to throw to the winds the old

Cambridge tradition of exact learning and cautious

statement. It was not Lord Stamp but the Bishop
of Ripon who suggested a moratorium for scientific

discovery, although abbreviated press reports of Lord
Stamp’s words have conveyed that impression.

Similarly, Dr. Needham confuses Johnson’s well-

known refutation of Bishop Berkeley’s “mgenious
sophistry” with the dictum of David Hume that

Berkeley’s arguments “admit of no answer and carry

no conviction”. “A letter to an American Friend”
entitled “University Democracy” also shows imag-
ination, and its vigour and earnestness make it even
after eight years a stimulatmg contribution to current

debate on the future universities. The same cannot
be said of the Schiff Lecture at Cornell University

in 1940, “The Nazi Attack on International Science”.

Effective propaganda when written no doubt, in

spite of a rather superficial and unconvincmg analysis

of the havoc m German science, this essay is dated
and the connexion with the others is slight.

These tliree essays occupy almost half the book,
and it IS in the remaming essays such as those en-

titled “The Two Faces of Christianity”, “History is

on Our Side”, “Religion and Politics”, that Dr.

Needham’s bold mcursions mto religion and philo-

sophy, or indeed mto physics, are most provocative.

Indeed, if it can be said of them that they frequently

fail to convince, they certainly admit of an answer.

Startlmgly rapid argument, for example, m an essay

“The Liquefaction of Form and Matter”, leads Dr.
Needham to conclude that “we can stop thinking
of Form and Matter altogether if we begm thinking
of Organisation and Energy”. Dr. Needham passes

far too lightly over the difficulties that yet remain,

and his omissions no less than his assertions might
orovoke a devastating reply from a physicist. Nor
<here he should be more at home, as in his essay

'The Gist of Evolution”, is Dr. Needliam altogether

free from such faults. A ferv^ent adlierence to his

creed of dialectic materialism betrays him mto over-

s^ltement or over-simplification and a neglect of the

fcents on the other side which rob this book of

1 to be a real contribution to serious thought.
^jWhen this has been said, it remams tme that,

\;ifchout establishmg Ins thesis convmcingly. Dr.
ijeedham gives something more than an mteresting
sthdy of his enthusiasms and prej'udices. Through
f e book there is woven a moving and human picture
'4 communism and the ideal it represents. The
-%ure may be overdrawn and not entirely accurate,

there is an absence of the hard thmkmg and
^rtfailing accuracy that are necessary to carry con-
aetion. Dr. Needham’s profound admiration for

»viet Russia pervades the book, although the basis

U R E

of that admiration is never very clear. He believes

that in essentials Soviet Russia has shown the way
to the moral regeneration required to establish a

world community. He states the contrast between
evolutionary progress and retiegression in terms of

the Fascist-Communist antithesis, but there is no

analysis of the difference between the two different

conceptions of democracy that tend to divide the

post-war world. Agam, although he sees communism
as the successor and heir of “Christian materialism”,

he fails to recognize the nature of the Christian

attempt to reconcile individual consciousness and
initiative with social responsibility, or that the

essential problem before us to-day is whether the

mdividual can preserve his mtegrity within a col-

lectivist society. The recent literary purge at Lenin-

grad betokens stirrmgs towards intellectual freedom

which do not suggest that the creative mstincts,

whether m art or in science, have quite the play that

Dr. Needham would have us believe. That physical

order is everywhere decreasing and biological and
social organisation mcreasmg ; that the whole enter-

prise of science is a manifestation of social organisa-

tion ; that the woild co-operative commonwealth is

a certam resolution of our difficulties, are large

assumptions which may possibly be true, though they

can scarcely be described as havmg the full authority

of evolution behmd them, at least on the evidence

Dr. Needliam presents. We may agree with Dr.

Needham that the achievement of some new and
closer form of world order by man’s conscious effort

to modify his environment and his relations with his

fellows IS the condition of survival ; but not all the

charm of Dr. Needham’s essays, his rich illusiveness,

and deep human concern quite convince the reader

that he has pomted the way to solve the problem.
R. Beightman

ELECTRON OPTICS FOR
STUDENTS

Introduction to Electron Optics

The Production, Propagation and Focusing of

Electron Beams. Dr. V. E. Cosslett. Pp. xii+272+
8 plates. (Oxford : Clarendon Press ; London :

Oxford University Press, 1946.) 25s. net.

I
T was a surprise to read in Dr, Cosslett’s

preface that a course of lectures m electron optics

has been given m the honours physics course at

Oxford smce 1942 ,* yet the surprise was unwarranted
because the War has forced electron optical devices

out of the laboratory and into mdustry and the

Services. Dr. Cosslett has aimed at providing a text-

book “intermediate in length and level of treatment”,

and hopes that it will be of use to students and
research workers

;
presumably those using electronic

devices. rather than then* designers.

The first half of the book is devoted to the theory

of electrostatic and magnetic lenses together with
their aberrations. After a brief introductory chapter

dealing with the elements of electron motion in

electromagnetic fields, the author considers methods
of determining electrostatic field distributions and
ray paths. Besides the standard material on
analytical methods, electrolytic troughs and rubber

sheet models, a short account of the application of

Southwell’s relaxation method is included. This

method has not been widely used, and one wouJ4
like to know whether it is a better tool than,
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the electrolytic trough. Separate chapters on electro-

static focusing and magnetic focusing follow. These
chapters contain some new material by the author
and his colleagues on the numerical computation of
focal lengths. The matter is welL balanced, and the
methods of ray tracing described are well suited to

the needs of the learner, although few specialists will

find their pet techniques described. The section ends
with a treatment of aberrations which is one of the
best parts of the book. Dr. Cosslett having steered a
straight course between the Scylla of obscurity and
the Charybdis of superficiality.

The second half of the book deals with the appli-

cation of the theoretical prmciples already discussed
to various electron optical devices commonly used m
research and mdiistry to-day. The different types of
electron emission are first briefly discussed ; next
comes a chapter on cathode ray tubes and picture

converters ; electron diffraction and electron micro-
scopes share another, then cylindrical field devices
mcludmg the p-ray spectrograph, magnetron, cyclo-

tron, betatron, beam testrodes and mass spectro-

graphs are summarily described m eighteen pages.

Velocity-modulated beams occupy the last chapter,
and the book is rounded off by an appendix on the
Hamiltonian optics. Clearly it is quite impossible to
deal adequately with this mass of material in a
hundred or so pages, and one must express a doubt
as to whether the needs of the student are best served
by such mclusiveness. The level of these discussions

IS very variable, and it is quite obvious where the
mterests and practical experience of the author lie.

For example, the discussion of beam tetrodes and
magnetrons is too brief to be convincing, and some
distortions of fact have crept m ; thus, a remark at

the end of the section on beam tetrodes implies that
in general they possess mutual conductances several

times greater than pentodes, which is certainly not
the case. The description of magnetron oi>eration in

the dynatron regime given on p. 220 is confused.
The short chapter on velocity modulation devices

does not include any recent material, but allowances
must be made for the fact that the book has been
rather a long time in printing (the preface is dated
April 1945) ; although other sections eontam refer-

ences to the Smyth Report on atomic energy.

It is unfair to criticize the book on specialist

grounds. It is obvious that a text-hook of this type
must contain material on the practical application of
the subject if it is to grasp the student’s mterest,

and no individual could write authoritatively on all

the subjects considered. One major criticism is

unfortimately neeessaiy. There are two main
divisions in modern electron optics ; the first, to
which the book is confined, is light-current optics, in

which the electrons travel along paths prescribed by
fields external to the beam. In heavy-current electron

opticSi the electron motion is also a function of the
space-charge fields set up inside the beam, and, in
fact, space-charge conditions determine the maximum
current which can be passed through any electronic

device. The electron optical design of a klystron is

far less a question of providing specified focal lengths
than it is of providing specified currents, and it was
qnly designers forgot about cathode ray tube
gim designs that much progress was made. Dr.

|t»t mentions the pioneer work of J. R.
on lines, but he misinterprets it by

Wing that RfOTOe’s treatment n^lects space-eha»rge
wheMae Riew actually inv^igates field

conditions at ^ hcamdaiy between a region in which

rectilmear space-charge flow occurs, that is, m which
Poisson’s equation is obeyed, and a region m which
Laplace’s equation is obeyed. Pierce then provides

electrodes shaped so as to produce the desired fields.

This omission is a major blemish on the book, because

a good deal has been published on space-charge flow

m various tube geometries, and the subject is just as

important techmeally as light-current optics. It is to

be regretted that the book does not use M.K.S. units,

which save endless numerical mistakes, especially

when high-frequency effects have to be considered.

In spite of these criticisms, Dr. Cosslett has written

a useful book—^more useful than some much more
pretentious works on the subject—and a careful

student could learn a great deal from it. Electron

optical specialists will not find much of interest, but
non-specialists who use electronic apparatus may
find the sections on applications stmiulatmg.

A. H. Beck

THE UNIVERSITY AND SOCIETY
Mission of the University

By Jos6 Ortega y Gasset. Translated with an Litro-

duction by Howard Lee Kostrand. (International

Library of Sociology and Social Reconstruction.)

Pp. v-j-81. (London: Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd.,

1946.) 7^. 6d. net.

I
H an earlier work, “The Revolt of the Masses”,

Senor Ortega smgles out as one of the most
dangerous phenomena of our times the deliberate

refusal on the part of the masses to shoulder the

enormous burden imposed by the increasing special-

ization of knowledge. As a result, European man
has become ‘atomized’, and the nineteenth century

umversities have added to the dismtegration by pro-

ducmg “The new barbarian, the professional man”.
In the present essay, the university^ is called upon
to undertake the work of re-mtegration. To do this,

the university must be completely remodelled, and
the most valuable part of the essay consists m a

rather sketchy draft of how this is to be done. The
new university will be an institute for higher educa-

tion for the ordmary man. Its core will be a faculty

of culture where every student will receive an educa-

tion designed to put him “at the height of the tunes”,

that is, familiar with the vital system of ideas of the

period. This education is to be a synthesis of physics

(more widely conceived than is usual m Britain),

biology, history, sociology and philosophy. In addi-

tion, he would be trained “by the most economical,

direct and efficient methods” to be a good professional.

These ideas were first expotuided in a series of

lectures given in 1930 to students in Madrid, and
in some respects are relevant only to conditions

then prevailing in Spain. To some extent also they

represent Ortega’s reaction agamst the over-special-

ization he found in the German universities, especially

in science. But there is enough of general interest

to make this a valuable contribution to the continumg
debate on the role of the university. Its value would

have been greatly increased had the author developed

it into the course on the idea of the university spoken

of in his preface. For it is easier to agree with to
diagnosis of the maladies of univemities than with

the cure proposed. So many questions are left

unanswered. Who is to draw up the synthetic

curriculum, and whence will its teachers come t HoW
to ensure that the education which was ^‘at the
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height of the times” when the student received it is

not an intellectual millstone when he is thirty years

older ? Such names as Aristotle and Thomas Aqumas
remmd us that the best of syntheses have an awk-
ward tendency towards fossilization rather than
dynamic evolution. Moreover, with all its defects,

the nineteenth century imiversity, in Britam at

least, had two great merits. In its humane studies,

especially in the classics, it gave what has been called

“the constant vision of greatness”, while in the
natural sciences the student was able to watch at

first-hand the actual advance of knowledge. Indeed,
at the best, both these high virtues might be combmed
in either disciplme, but it is hard to see their place
in Ortega’s university.

The author has nothing to say on literary or

linguistic studies, nor on fine arts, which would seem
to be mere appendages of history, and so far as the
sciences are concerned the student would be danger-
ously farfrom the fountam ofknowledge. The English
university teacher would not, on the whole, be inclined

to welcome a miiversity “centred on the student”, and
he will surely pray to be delivered from the science of
university pedagogy for which Ortega calls. None the
less, the plea that the university should show more
care for general culture is one that we must not
hghtly neglect. In his final paragraph, where he
calls upon the university to mtervene in current
affairs, treating the great themes of the day from its

own point ofview, cultural, professional and scientific,

Ortega seems to point to the possibility of the univer-
sity realizing much of its mission of general culture
through its extramural work. The English univer-
sities—^too narrowly preoccupied m the past with
“Workers’ Education”—have only begun to address
themselves to this task. D. R. Dudley

STATISTICS IN INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH

Industrial Experimentation
By K, A. Brownlee. Pp. 116. (London; H.M. Station-
ery Office, 1946.) 2s.

Not the least of R. A. Eisher’s contributions to
statistical science has been his iusistence that

the statistician is as necessary in the planning of
experimentation asm the mterpretation of its results.

In experimental biology, the importance of giving
due weight to statistical considerations is now widely
recognized, and the intimate connexion between the
design ofan experiment and the appropriatemethod of
statistical analysis is emphasized m many text-books.
Important recent developments of statistical method
have arisen in r^ponse to the needs of agricultural
experimentation : published accounts have described
their advantages and illustrated their workmg
chiefly m relation to agricultural or other biological
problems. The value of prmciples such as factorial
design, or of techniques such as the analysis of
variance, however, is by no means restricted to the
elucidation of biological problems.
Mr. K. A. Bro^^ee presents examples of the

application to industry of methods weU known m
biological research ; both statisticians and mdustrial
research workers should be grateful to him for his
attempt to increase their collaboration. He rightly
^phasizes the importance of consultation -with the
statistician before an experiment is begun as well

as durmg the analysis of the results, a policy which,
if consistently followed, would lead to greater
efficiency and economy of effort in the conduct of
many experimental programmes.

After mtroductory remarks on fundamental
statistical concepts of probability distributions

and variability, Mr. Brownlee shows the use of
elementary significance tests m comparmg two
sample means or variances. Two short chapters
contam discussions of contingency tables and
tests, and of the Poisson distribution (the bmomial
distribution is omitted). The remammg two-thirds

of the book are concerned primarily with the analysis
of variance, especially m relation to factorial experi-

ments and, to a lesser extent, with regression and
correlation. Methods of quality control are mentioned,
but only briefly, since Mr. Brownlee’s subject is

experiment rather than routine production. Each
type of analysis is illustrated, with considerable
arithmetical detail, by examples of its application.

Unfortunately the book, so good in mtention, is

much less satisfactory in execution. The systems of
computation for many of the simpler techniques may
be learnt rapidly, but without some critical apprecia-
tion of their meaning they may easily be misapplied ;

even a statistical ‘cookery-book’ needs to appeal
to the reader’s critical faculty as well as to his
arithmetical facility. Mr, Brownlee gives very full

instruction in calculation, but often seems to suggest
that application of inflexible (and sometimes appar-
ently arbitrary) rules is sufficient for the mterpretation
of experimental data. Furthermore, the description
of the subject-matter of many examples is so con-
densed that the reader unfamiliar with this particular
field of mdustrial experimentation (the manufacture
of explosives) may not readily see the relevance of
the methods to his o-vvm problems.
The section on the comparison of two samples

revives unnecessarily the practice ofmaking arbitrary
distmction between ‘small’ and ‘large’ samples ;

the trivial simplification m computation resulting
from the ‘large sample’ rule is more than counter-
balanced by its confusion of the reader who does not
realize that one rule is an approximation to the other.
The discussion of correlation and regression is useful
so far as it goes, but it is marred by complicated
notation, and the existence of further extensions of
the methods is not mentioned ; the statement of
the fiducial limits of a regression equation takes no
account of errors in the estimated regression coefficient,
and no distinction is drawn between the precision of
prediction of a smgle value and that of the mean
value of the dependent variate for a given value of
the independent variate. In his mam chapter on the
analysis of variance, Mr. Brownlee first tests the
significance of high-order mferaetions, and pools
non-sigmficant components with the error sum of
squares ; he then tests mteractions of lower order
against the new error mean square, and continues the
poolmg process. Though poolmg of components m
this way may occasionally be excused, it will tend to
produce under-estimation of error mean squares,
md its general adoption might lead to serious biases
in tests of significance. The whole of this chapter
exemplifies the uncritical presentation of the subject,
for the analysis of variance is shown as an entirely
automatic method ofinterpreting data. In the account
of factorial experiments, no mention is made of
factors at more than two levels, and, m spite of their
detailed description, the methods of computation
shown are not always the most expeditious.
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Apart from faults ui theory such as have been

noted m the previous paragraph, the chief reason
why this book fails to satisfy is that its aims are too
many. It appears to be intended as a general descrip-

tion of the potentialities of statistical science m
industrial experimentation, as an elementary manual
of mstruction, and also as an introduction to the use
of various more advanced analytical techniques.

Whether the combmation of these within a single

book is desirable may be doubted ; its successful

accomplishment m 116 pages is impossible.

B. J. Finney

MEDICAL ENTOMOLOGY
Entomology (Medical and Veterinary)

By Prof. D. N. Roy. Pp. xiiH-358. (Calcutta:

Saraswaty Library, 1946.) 30 rupees.

The author of this book is professor of medical
entomology in the Calcutta School of Tropical

Medicme. His object in writmg it, he informs us, is

to ease the scarcity of works ofa technical nature now
available in India. It is intended for the use of
medical and veterinary students as well as for public
health officials, all of whom require up-to-date
information on insects in relation to disease. It is a
matter of interest that the book has been written,

printed, illustrated and published in India by Indians.

As is usual m preparing works of this kind, the
scope of entomology has been extended so as to
include ticks and various other animals that are

implicated, in some way or other, with disease trans-

mission. The importance of Ano'pheles mosquitoes in

the tropics needs no comment, and this feature

accounts for these insects receiving fuller treatment
than any of the other groups. Keys and tables for

the identification of both the adults and the larvae are
given ; methods of conductmg malarial surveys and
of the preparation of blood-fihns are explamed, and
there is an mteresting accoimt of the different means
for malaria control in its various aspects—chemical,

biological or otherwise. The account of Culicine

mosquitoes, notwithstanding their great importance
from the medical point of view, is much more con-

densed, and the chapter concludes with a bibliography
of about 270 titles.

The Psyehodidse follow, and a short but useful

account of the flies is given, with a good bibliography

of the relevant literature, A good and, on the whole,
adequate account of the Cyelorrhapha as exemplified

by the house-fly is given. The habits of all more
important species are referred to and the essential

details of the most modern methods of prevention

and control are provided- The next twenty-four
pages deal with the fleas and their relations to bubonic
plague, together with certain other diseases. The
account of the Anoplura gives the chief facts regarding

the medical importance of Pediculm and methods of
disinfestation. It is interesting to note that the almost
incredible number of 9,020 individual lice (adults and
immai are foiTns) is recorded from one female patient.

Passing over several groups, we come to the ticks and
oilier Araehiuda, etc. ; the book concludes with a
chapter on entomological technique, includmg sec-

iion^cutiing and staining,

Viewed m a whole, it is a useful volume, well
Cor tlie purposes intended. The subject-matter

is conciwly expressed, apd well up to date, A good
feature is the Hbliogi^hies at the end of each

account. The main criticism is that the author
plunges too suddenly into a specialized subject with-
out an adequate prelimmary account of insects as a
whole. No references are given to general works on
entomology, while a short list of the leading text-

books of medical entomology would be useful to the
reader who desires to widen his pomt of view beyond
the confines of this book. These omissions, however,
are mmor features in a good reliable volume, the
author of which is to be congratulated on his efforts.

A. D. Imms

PROTOZOOLOGY
Protozoology
By Prof. Richard R. Kudo. Third edition. Pp.
xiii + 778. (Springfield, 111. : Charles C. Thomas,
1946.) 8 dollars.

I
T is now fifteen years smce Kudo, who occupies on©
of the very few university chairs of protozoology

in the world, produced his “Handbook of Proto-
zoology” ; the second edition appeared in 1939, and
now a third edition has been issued.

This third edition, much of which has been re-

written, contains two new chapters, one on the
major groups and phylogeny of the Protozoa, and
one on the collection, cultivation and observation of

them. The author, rightly believmg that adequate
illustrations are important, has added sixty-nine

figures, forty-seven of which are new, while twenty-
two are taken from his “Manual ofHuman Protozoa”,
which was published in 1944. The result is a book
which will be valuable to all biologists who wish
to study the Protozoa. It is well printed and taste-

fully produced, but here and there the language is

quamt, and there are misprints which could have
been eliminated ; and the definite article is some-
times omitted. !Most of the illustrations are m line

and stipple, and the majority are good or excellent.

The coloured figures of the human malarial parasites

are better than many that have been published.

A few of the illustrations, however, are too small
The beauty and clarity of Briar’s figure of the

paedogamy of Actinophys sol on p. 164 have suffered

in this way ; and students of parasitic Protozoa
will feel that the figures of Crith%dia, HerpetomonaSt
Giardia, Trichomonas, Trypanosoma gamhiense, T.

rhodesiense and of some other parasitic species

compare unfavourably with those published m
books of medical parasitology.

These are, however, relatively unimportant
criticisms. More important is the fact that, m this

book, one of the few volumes dealmg with the

Protozoa from the biologist’s pomt of view, only

176 of the 710 pages are devoted to the gener^
biology of the Protozoa, which raises so many prob-

lems of fundamental biological importance. The
second part of the book, devoted to taxonomy and
special biology, gives some further notes about the

biology of some species, but these are notes only.

On the other hand, the reader who desires further

information about particular pomts can obtain it

by following up the references given at the end of

each chapter.
It is likely that this book, like other books of

equally wide scope, will grow with the years and
become more and more valuable to the biologist.

G. Latage
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Honey Production in the British Isles

By R. 0. B. Manley. Pp. 328 -[-15 plates. (London :

Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1946.) 18^. net.

WHEN a modern technical work sells second-hand
for considerably more than its published price,

there is a clear case for re-issue. The above is sub-

stantially a re-issue of the former edition, with errata

corrected and some new illustrations.

It is the only book on bee-keepmg m Great Britam
written by one who depends upon honey production
for his livelihood. If more amateur bee-keepers

followed the professionals m choice of apparatus
and methods of management, more of them could
develop their hobby mto a profitable side-lme or

even a means of livelihood.

Everything written by Mr. Manley makes good
reading and is worthy of careful study. It is only
on re-reading this work, now ten years old, that one
realizes how far the first edition was m advance of

the teachmg of that time. Many bee-keepers have
yet much leeway to make up. Some of them know it

and will welcome this re-issue.

One could wish that the author could have found
time to re-write some few parts of the work, for he
surely has somethmg to teach us on hive ventilation ;

treatment of disease also would be brought up to

date.

Mr. Manley is perhaps the only writer who gives

really reliable and detailed information on the costs

and profits of commercial boe-keepmg. This informa-
tion is all on a pre-war basis, but as figures were then
at least stable the reader can make his own correc-

tions, whereas comparison at a later date with 1946
figures would be by no means sunple.

E. B. Wedmobb

History of Air Navigation
By Arthur J. Hughes. Pp. 154. (London ; George
Allen and Unwm, Ltd., 1946.) lO^. 6d. net.

Although published m 1946, it appears from
the preface that this book was completed in

1944. It was not possible, therefore, to give any
information about war-time developments to aid air

navigation, of which particulars at that time had
not been released. The book was thus out of date
before it was published. It is disappointing in other
ways ; illustrations of a great variety of mstruments
are given, but m many cases without sufficient

description for those who are not familiar with them
to understand how they are used. The reader will

look in vain for any account of special methods of
navigation adopted for polar fiights. The chapter
on ancient navigation has nothing to do with air

navigation. Although aviation has a short history,

developments—stimulated as they have been by two
great wars—have been rapid. A fascmating story of
the history of air navigation might have been written.

This book seems to fall between two stools : it is

not sufficiently technical and specialized for the
expertr, but it is too technical and assumes too much
basic knowledge for the general reader.

Digestion
Edited by H. J. Vonk, J. J. Mansour-Bek and E. J.

Slijper. Part 1. (Tabulae BiologicaB, Vol. 21.) Pp.
xvi4-284. (Amsterdam : Dr. W. Junk, 1946.)

^T^HE editors explain in the preface that the
1 manuscripts of this volume were ready in 1939,

but the difficulties caused by the War and the German
occupation of the Netherlands delayed printing until

U R E

this year. The whole volume is now to be published
m three parts, the first two dealing with vertebrates
and the third with mvertebrates, of which this is the
first. An appendix, contaiamg the accimiulated data
of the last seven years, is planned and will be included
m the third part.

The present part contains articles on the physio-
logical anatomy of the digestive organs and on the
food of vertebrates, on the rhythmic action of the
glands of secretion and their composition, and on the
digestive enzymes. With one exception (an article

by Linderstrom-Lang and Holter on the distribution

of enz37mes m the mucous membrane of the gastro-

intestmal canal) the authors are all Dutch. We may
notice particularly the article on the digestive

enzymes by Chr. Engel, which is a valuable summary
of the knowledge up to 1939. However, m view of
the great progress made m recent years on the pan-
creatic enzymes, there is no doubt that much of the
older work on the peptidases, etc., of the intestinal

canal will need re-evaluation. J. A. V. Butleb

Experimental Plastics and Synthetic Resins
By Dr. G. F. D’Alelio. Pp. ix-1-185. (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc .

;

London : Chapman and
Hall, Ltd., 1946.) , 3 dollars.

This publication should prove of considerable
value to graduate students starting upon a career

in the plastics industry. We have nothing quite like

it in Great Britain. Ninety-seven experiments are
described and twenty-seven test methods. A
distmctive character of the book is the way m which
these exercises are put together ; they all need thought
rather than mere routine attention. Among the tests

are such mteresting topics as the determmation of
pH, acid number, and degree of unsaturation (akin
to the lodme number). In the arts and crafts there
should be a future for this compilation, since the
use of methacrylate esters and the various poly-
vinyls IS mcreasing in these fields. It would be
advantageous if museum and gallery workshops could
be provided with this book, for their skilled tech-
nicians to see what can be done with polymers and
condensation products m general.

The attractive format and neat arrangement of the
text are commendable. F. Ian G. Rawlins

The Gas-filled Triode
By G. Windred. Pp. 72. (London : Hulton Press,
Ltd., 1946.) 2s. 6d, net.

This monograph outlmes both the historical and
practical aspects of the gas-filled triode ; these

devices find many applications m industrial control
and trigger circuits. The author gives a complete
list of those models available at the present time,
together with their operating conditions and possible
circuits.

Systematic Inorganic Chemistry of the Fifth-and-

Sixth-Group Non-metallic Elements
By Prof. Don M. Yost and Horace Russell, Jr.
(Prentice-Hall Chemistry Senes.) Pp. xx4-423.
(London : Oxford University Press, 1946.) 215. net.

"*HIS book was published m the United States in
1944, and was reviewed in Nature (154, 723

;

1944). The present issue has a new title-page, but is

otherwise the same. The book is one which can be
recommended to students, and the fact that it has
been made available m Britain is to be welcomed.
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ADVANCED INSTRUCTION IN

PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS*
By A. ERDELYi and JOHN TODD

All who watched the development of mdustnal
research m recent decades and those who,

during the War, had an opportunity of observing

work m Government research departments, must
realize that the usual academic syllabus in mathe-
matics does not provide an adequate preparation for

a future research worker m Government service or

mdustry. Students, for example, of engmeering (with

which we mclude, for the sake of brevity in this

article, physics, chemistry, etc.)> biology or economics,

do nob get, as a rule, a mathematical training suffi-

ciently advanced to enable them to follow up, and
participate m, recent research m their subjects ; and
the trammg of students of mathematics is not very
smtable for the type of work we have in mmd. The
truth is that m recent decades there has grown up a
new type of research worker—Dr. N. W. McLachlan
has called him the mathematical teclmologist—and
so far British universities have not provided very
much for him. An urgent need thus arises for an
institution where students are instructed m advanced
mathematical techniques not usually included in

university curricula, yet needed in ‘mathematical
technology’ (and mathematical biology or economics
for that matter) and where they are mtroduced to

research. The need for such an mstitution, which
we may call an ‘Institute for Practical Mathematics’,
was pomted out in a recent article^ which, evaluatmg
the war-time experience of the Admiralty Computing
Service, came to the conclusion that such an institu-

tion is necessary both to teach potential ‘customers’

of the industrial mathematician to state them prob-

lems in a suitable way, and also to ensure that the
mathematician will be able to tackle these problems
in a practical manner.

Since it is impracticable to add to the present

syllabus without dangerously lowering the standard
of instruction, and since there is scarcely anythmg
in that syllabus that could profitably be discarded m
order to make place for more practical mathematics,
it IS inevitable that the main activity of the suggested
institute should consist of post-graduate courses.

This theoretical conclusion is borne out by practice

in the United States, where such post-graduate
courses have been given, for example, at Brown and
New Yorkf Universities, for several years and have
proved a great success. There is much to be learned

from the American courses, notably the beneficial

effects of a close collaboration between the academic
institutions on one side, and Government agencies

and industry on the other side. It is perhaps not too
much to say that the usefulness of such courses

depends in the fii^ place on the success with which
this collaboration is maintained. The role of industry

and Government departments is a threefold one ;

they suggest suitable subjects of instruction, send
students, and also provide some of the instructors.

In this way a very fruitful and mutually beneficial

contact is established between the academic and the
induBteial mathematician.

m article publi^ed witb the permissioii of the Birector of
Eoyal Faval Scientific Service

a lt tat, in ttie article in Naktre of May 4, New York
was eontaed. with anotar place. Notes of lecture eouraes

at TOW Brown Urfiver^V York University w^e made
mimeoi^nplied form : some have now been published as

books. Tnw give toto idea of the level of instruction neoessary.

Among the principal functions of the suggested
Institute for Practical Mathematics we may mention
short courses for engineers and others ; advanced
courses for mathematicians ; research

; and the
preparation of monographs

Engineers, biologists, economists, and other poten-
tial ‘customers’ of the practical mathematician
should be given instruction in routine techniques In
addition, they ought to attend courses of a broader
character m which they w'ouid get a general idea of
methods of modern practical mathematics without
learning any details, see what types of problems are
accessible to mathematical treatment, and learn to

formulate their problems in a smtable way. Engmeers
lackmg such training have been Imown to give up a
problem as a ‘bad job’ because it did not seem to be
amenable to the mathematical methods with which
they were familiar : yet, had they only Imown it,

there was an efficient method of dealing with the
problem, a method, though, which requires a specialist

and IS outside the reach of a general practitioner of

applied mathematics. Still worse, in some cases the
engmeer ‘over-simplifies’ his problem in order to

make it accessible to what he considers the appro-
priate technique and thereby makes the work more
cumbersome, if more elementary, and the result of

less practical value. The purpose of the mathematical
trammg of an engmeer (and on a higher level that
of a practical mathematician) should not be to pro-

vide him with the detailed workmg Imowledge of as

much of mathematical technique as possible within
a given limit of time ; the aim should be to give him
a detailed workmg knowledge of the most frequently
used routine techniques, together with a compre-
hensive survey of what a mathematician can do for

him, and also to teach him how to collaborate with
the mathematician when occasion demands it.

The reader may feel that we labour this point
unduly, but it is m fact an important one : to explain
what we mean an example given in the earlier article

may be mentioned. Every engineer should be able
to perform elementary numerical work, interpolation
m tables, numerical solution of equations, numerical
mtegration, etc. ; but to attempt to teach much
more m a short course is not worth while : numerical
work involvmg advanced techniques or large-scale

computations (systematic tabulation) should he left

to the professional computer. Yet, the engineer
should have a sound idea of what the modem com-
puter can do for him. Instead of teaehmg the

engineer yet a few more numerical methods which in

any event he would not have to use often, and not
be able to use efficiently, he should be given a com-
prehensive survey of modern numerical methods,
meludmg machme computations and specialized

computmg equipment such as differential analysers
and punched-card equipment.

Post-graduate courses for mathematicians should
be the backbone of an Institute for Practical Mathe-
matics. A general mathematical background of

about the standard of B.A. or B.Sc. honours degree

would be assumed and students should be offered

degree courses for M.A and M.Sc. degrees and also

facilities for research leading to a Ph.D. degree.

Here agam detailed instruction should be given m a

number of subjects, and the student allowed selection

in a wide range of courses offered (a biological

mathematician would naturally make a selection

different from that of a research worker in electro-

magnetic theory) : and the specialized courses should
be supplemented by a general survey of as n^rly m
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possible the whole of practical mathematics. Besides

full courses, there should be single lectures or short

courses on selected topics. The courses, on the whole,

should be much more concerned with the mathe-
matical techniques than with technicalities in the

domams of their applications ;
but some mstruction

m the latter fields must be contemplated, for in many
eases it is neither possible nor desirable to teach the

techniques completely mdependently of their back-

ground. To make this point clear, we can imagme a

student, becommg interested, say, in elasticity, m
his undergraduate days, and commg to the Institute

to learn some of the newer mathematical tricks and
to see them applied to old problems, and then re-

{ timing to his teacher to apply them to mw problems
We mention here some of the subjects which in

our opinion should be taught, it bemg imderstood
that the list is neither exhaustive nor defimtive, nor

are the subjects arranged in order of importance : it

merely servos to indicate the general trend as we
have observed it.

Interpolation, numeneal differentiation and integration least

squares, curve fitting, difference equations

;

Advanced numerical and graphical methods (including relaxation
tcehmque and machine methods of computation)

,

Slowly convergent series (transformations bv means of contour
integrals convergence factors, Euler and other transformations)

,

Matrices and tensors (with applications to engineering problems)

;

Conformal mappings and two-dimensional potentials

;

Contour integration (with practical apphcations)

;

Asymptotic series

;

Laplace and Fourier transforms (Heaviside operational calculus)

;

Special functions (Bessel, Legendre and other functions, orthogonal
polynomials)

,

Boundary value problems (separation of vanables, general solutions,

solution by means of functional transformations)

,

IS'on-linear differential equations (oscillations)

;

Integral equations (including the non-lmear integral equations of
oscillation theory and biology)

,

Calculus of variations (including the itayleigh-Kitz method and
other approximations)

,

Electromagnetic and acoustic w'aves

Mathematical theorv of elasticity (plates and shells)

,

Stahihtv problems (buckling)

,

Hydro- and aero-dyuiamics (including shock vtaves, supersonic
motion and turbulent floy )

,

Mathematical theory of servo-mechanisms ,

Thermodynamics

;

Theorv of games (for economical applications)

,

Algebra (for biologists)

,

Elements of mathematical statistics (errors, various standard
distributions, etc )

,

Prohahihty theorv and its applications to the testing of statistical

hypotheses and statistical estimating (for example, design of ex-
periments and production control)

,

Random processes and time senes

At a later stage such an institution, with a nucleus

of permanent staff, a fluctuating body of temporary
and part-time instructors, and research students,

could develop into a natural centre of research in

practical mathematics. Fundamental research m this

branch of mathematics would prosper m an atmo-
sphere in which an mtimate contact with the needs
of industrial research associations is combmed with
academic mentality. Industrial research mstitutions

on encountering a problem which needs a new
mathematical technique would not unnaturally send
some of their staff to the Institute of Practical

Mathematics to learn that technique, and in many
cases also to carry out some of the research imder
expert supervision there.

To facilitate research, and to make its results

available to wider circles, it is desirable to publish
monographs on subjects on which the current
literature does not provide adequate, or adequately
arranged, mformation. The Admiralty Computing

U R E

Service in Great Britain, and smiilar organisations

abroad*, have done great service in issuing such

monographs as a "‘Catalogue of Conformal Repre-

sentations”, a “Manual of Non-linear Oscillations .

In these monographs, results scattered m periodicals

and text-books are collected and arranged so as to

be of the greatest possible practical value. A body

m which teachmg and industrial research experience

jom hands would clearly be the most suitable centre

for the publication of such monographs : it would be

able to ensure a high scientific level and at the same

time the greatest possible y^ractical usefulness both

in the selection of the material and m its presentation.

As a large project of this character which deserves

attention, we mention a manual of the solutions of

the partial differential equation of wave motion. The

efficient carrjung out of such a project would depend

on team-work in which academic and industrial

research workers would collaborate, and the Institute

for Practical Mathematics would be the natmal place

for this collaboration.

As to the location of the Institute, the strong con-

centration of industrial and Government research

establishments makes it natural for it to be situated

m or near London, where these research establish-

ments and the University of London with its many
colleges provide a considerable reservoir of potential

part-time students and part-time teachers. There

has been for some time at the Imperial College of

Science and Technology^ a strong tendency towards

instruction in practical mathematics, and more

recently the University of London has realized the

need for courses in “Ancillary Mathematics” for

students of various sciences, and such courses are

now bemg given at some colleges. This instruction

has, however, been mainly at undergraduate level,

and, most desirable as it is, cannot m general lead

directly to productive research. However, the

experience of those concerned with these courses will

be invaluable in any planning of post-^aduate

courses. For reasons such as these the Institute for

Practical Mathematics might most conveniently be

organised as a School or Institute of the University

of London.
We hold that the Institute for Practical Mathe-

matics should have a comparatively small permanent
full-time staff, augmented by part-time staff and
temporary full-time staff. The part-time staff could

be drawn mamly from the London colleges and from
research establishments in or near London ; the

temporary full-time staff would consist of visiting

lecturers from abroad, from provmcial universities

and technical colleges, and mdustrial research workers

spending their sabbatical year (or other kind of long

leave) at the Institute. Thus a steady general trend

could be combmed with great flexibility and variety.

The majority of the students would be full-time

students taking a jiost-graduate course immediately
after taking their first degree. These students would
be those who have shown a definite interest in

research involvmg practical mathematics, or those

who have been advised to consider a career in directed

research rather than one m fundamental research.

* It IS hoped that arrangements will shortly be made for the full

pubhcation of those monographs which have so far been available

only to G-ovemment departments and similar agencies. Among the
books of this character published outside Great Britain which have
come to our notice are
Kamke, E ,

“Differentialgleichungen , Losungsmethoden imd
Losungen”, 1 and 2. (Leipzig, 1943, 1944

)

Magnus, W., and Oberhettmger, F , “Fonneln und S&tze fihr die

spezieflen Fimktionen der mathematischen Phvsik’" (Berlin, 1943).
Ryziuk, I. M.. “Tables of Integrals, Senes, Sums and Products’^

(In Russian.) (Leningrad, 1943 ) ,
>
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After completing their comses these students would
be ready for posts in Government or industrial

research or for teachmg posts, especially in the new
technical colleges. Aiiong the other students would
be found some part-time ones specializing in their

last (undergraduate) year. In addition, there would
be research workers from Government or industrial

establisliments who would be attendmg courses or

earrymg out research, some full-time, some part-

tmie.
It is believed that an mstitut© plamied on these

lines would soon justify its existence by its useful-

ness : it would satisfy an urgent recognized need
and therefore no very great difficulties are anticipated

in financmg it. It is difficult to estimate the size of

such an institute at the time when higher education

m Great Britam will have settled down to a steady
state. It is, however, clear that there is a fairly

definite size below which it would not be efficient, m
so far as that it could not provide satisfactorily

comprehensive courses. There is no doubt that there

would be enough work, in each of the suggested
directions, to occupy fully an organisation of the
mmimum size from the very beginnmg, and staff

could be added and its scope extended in various
directions in the light of experience. For example,
there is a need for a British journal on the Imes of
the German Ze%tschrift fur angewandte Mathematik
und Mechanik or the new American Quarterly of
A'ppUed Mathematics, and this institute would be the
natural editorial centre.

^ Sadler, D. H., and Todd, John, Nature, 157, 571 (Mav 4, 1946).
® See, for example, Chapman, S, “(Juiverhity Training of Mathe-

maticians’", Math Qaz., 30, 61 (1946).

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY, 1746-1946

By Prof. HUGH S. TAYLOR, F.R.S.

PRESrCETON UNIVERSITY in Princeton, New
Jersey, one of the five older institutions for

higher learnmg m the United States, is celebrating
the two hundredth anniversary of the grantmg of
the ongmal charter from King George II of England
to the College of New Jersey on October 22, 1746. In
deciding, m spite of many difficulties now confronting
all institutions of higher leammg in America, to
organise a celebration of the ©vent, the University
based its decision on the belief that, in the present
critical condition of the world, a re-dedication to
the ideals of freedom and of obligation to the nation
and to the world which have for two centuries
animated the life of the University could not be
ignored. Princeton, therefore, proposed “to direct
its Bicentennial Celebration to the end of applying,
in consultation with scholars throughout the world,
our common skills, knowledge, and wisdom to the
reconsideration of the fundamental obligations of
iu^er leammg to human society, hoping thus to
contribute to the advancement of the comity of all

nations and to the buildmg of a free and peaceful

^iinary means of implementing this purpose
tM os^anisation of a series of fifteen scholars’

oonfecenoes extendmg throu^out the academic
ymr 1946-47. These conferences are restricted in
size and limits to digtoguished scholars from many

nations. They redtico to a mmmiiim the presentmg

of formal papeis, and develop to a maximum a free

mterchange of ideas among the members who meet

as equals. Taken in their ensemble, they represent

the first world congress of scholars of the post-war

era
The first six of these conferences have been com-

pleted. They fomi a progression from “The Future

of Physical Science” through “The Chemistry and.

Physiology of Growth”, “Engmeermg and Human,
Affairs”, “The Evolution of Social Institutions m
America”, “The Development of International I

Society” to “The Humanistic Tradition m the

Century Ahead”, a progression from the physical

and natural sciences through the social sciences to

the values of humanism m the critical years ahead.

Thirty-five foreign scholars representing fifteen

other nations have joined with American scholars,

m three-day conferences on each of those six topics.
J

In one conference eleven Nobel prize wmners partici i

pated. The members of anotlier conference were'

authors of more than a thousand books.
|

The remaining nine conferences of the second

!

series, which will take place between the middle of

November and May 1947, include tw'o on the univer-

sity—one on its relation to the public service, and

one other relatmg to its world responsibilities. There

'

will be one conference on the problems of mathe-

!

matics, one on genetics, palaeontology and evolution, '

one on the Near East and on© on the Far East.

,

There will be two on the fin© arts, one restricted to

the field of research and scholarship m the arts, and
^

the other pertaining rather to the social implications J

of the fine arts m relation to the planning of man’s

physical environment. The final conference of this

series in May will deal with secondary school education
'

in the United States. The presence of so many noted ,,

world scholars in Princeton to attend the conferences

in the course of the year has permitted the securing

;

of an unusually distmguished list of bicentennial;

lecturers. The series of lectures already begim will

.

be contmued throughout the year. Bicentennial

concerts and exhibitions m the realm of art form a

part of the programme, especially with reference to

the conference on “Research and Scholarship in the

Arts” to be held late in April 1947.
;

Two convocations have already been held m
September and October, and two more are to he

held m February and June. At the first, the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, who preached th4 inaugural

Bicentennial Sermon, the first of a senes of ten,

received an honorary degree. At the second convoca-

tion, concluding the first series of conferences,

twenty-three honorary degrees were conferred. Eight

,

scholars from Britain, mcluding Lord Lindsay of

Berker, Sir Hector Hetherington, Sir Harold Hartley^

Sir John Boyd Orr, Sir Henry Hallett Dale, Salvador

de Madariaga, Michael Polanyi and Ernest Wood-
ward, were among the recipients of these degrees.

For the final ceremonies and the convocation on

June 16, 1947, delegates from colleges, universities

and learned societies of the world will be invited to

attend.

The bicentennial publication programme contem-

plates the issumg of twelve or fifteen books on various

subjects, largely those dealing with the history of the

xmiversity. In addition to this there will be published

for each of the fifteen conferences a thirty-six page

pamphlet summarizing the conference and giving

its programme and list of members. The further

question of what books may ©merge from thw
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conferences is one which is being studied conference

by conference as the programme proceeds.

A series of events has been arranged for February
22, 1947, which is Washmgton’s birthday and,
normally, Alumni Day in Prmceton. The University
on this occasion will honour especially distinguished

scholars from among its own alumni at the convoca-
tion then planned. The June ceremonies will cover
a period of about five days, beginning with the
‘commencement’ on June 13 and endmg with the
final convocation on Jmie 17. The first three days
of this period will be devoted to events of particular

mterest to the alumni. Plans are bemg made for a
historical spectacle to be enacted m the Prmceton
stadium on June 15. The events of the programmes
of June 16 and 17 will be of particular interest to
the delegates, of whom it is expected there will be
approximately eight hundred. During this June
period there will take place the dedication of the new
gymnasium,' the laying of the corner-stone o the
great new library, a formal dinner for distinguished

guests and delegates at which the President of the
United States and others will speak, and the awardmg
of honorary degrees at the final convocation.
What really distinguishes this particular programme

from similar celebrations in the past is, m the first

place, the fact that it is takmg place in the period
of an entire academic year. This permits the manifold
activities to take place at a more leisurely tempo,
in which each has its own place and right to existence
without the competition of other concurrent events.

In the second place, and far more important, it

differs in that although at times of anniversaries

such as this there is much justification for a historical

point of view and for dwellingupon past achievements,
the entire orientation of this programme is forward-
looking. To be sure, we are not forgetting Prmceton’s
long and honourable history, which will receive

adequate attention in the course of the programme.
We are, however, far more interested in the idea that,

given proper orientation at this tune, the efforts of
the world of learnmg may prove as potent an instru-

ment for good in a peaceful post-war world as they
were potent for destruction during the period of the
War.

JUBILEE OF THE BRITISH

MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY

By G. C. AINSWORTH

This year, the British Mycological Society, which
was founded at a meeting of the Yorkshire

Naturalists’ Union at Selby m 1896 for “the study of
mycology in all its branches”, has been celebrating
its jubilee. At an ordmary meetmg on April 12 a
comprehensme senes of exhibits was arranged in the
British Museum (Natural History) to illustrate the
development of mycology in Great Britain and the
history of the Society. In September, a well-attended
five-day foray, held at WTiitby in conjunction with
the Mycological Committee of the Yorkshire Natural-
ists’ Union, marked the resumption of a series of
amiual autumn forays begun m 1897 which, though
uiiinterrupted by the First World War, had to be
discontinued in 1939. The clunax of the celebrations
was the fiftieth annual general meeting, followed by
the presidential address and five paper-reading sessions

in the rooms of the Royal Institution, London, during

October 23-25. This meeting, by the generous help

of the British Council, was attended by mycologists

from Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark,
France, Greece, Palestme, Switzerland, Sweden, and

the United States.

In reply to an expression of loyal greetings from

the annual meeting, a message of appreciation was

received from H.M. the King. Greetmgs were

received from foreign mycological societies (including

an iliummated address from the Society for the

Advancement of Mycology in Denmark) and from

British natural history societies, while numerous

members unable to be present sent messages of

good will. In addition, the president received a letter

of good wishes from Mr. Herbert Morrison, Lord
President of the Council.

After the officers of 1947 had been elected as

follows : president. Prof. C. G. C. Chesters ;
vice-

president, Dr. J. T, Duncan ;
secretary, Dr. G. C.

Amsworth ; foray secretary, Mr. G. Smith ;
treasurer,

Mr. W. Buddin ;
editors. Dr. B. Barnes and Mr. W. C.

Moore ; the following honorary members were

elected: Dr. B. 0. Dodge (New York Botanical

Garden), Prof. R. Falk (Palestine), Prof. Ernst

Gaumann (Zurich), Prof. Roger Heim (Pans Natural

History Museum), and Mr. A. A. Pearson, who
has been treasurer of the Society for twenty-eight

years.

Thirty-seven new applications for membership
were approved. The membership now stands at

430—the highest in the Society’s history.

The president, Dr. J. Ramsbottom, m an address

entitled “Mycology then and now”, traced the

begmnmgs of the Society and outlined the course of

mycology, and particularly the study of the subject

in Great IBritam, during the past lumdred and fifty

years. With characteristic flashes of humour he sur-

veyed the successive fashions in mycological research,

suggested directions for future efforts, and welcomed
the increasmg recognition that was being accorded
to the one-time ‘Cmderella of botany’.

The papers read at the subsequent sessions were
designed to illustrate the relation of mycology to

allied subjects, and they are to be published in full,

together with the presidential address, m a special

volume of the Society’s Transactions, At the first

session, which was devoted to mycology and medicine.

Dr. C. W. Emmons (U.S. Public Health Service)

mviewed fungi as a cause of disease in man, and
Dr. J. H. Birkmshaw (London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine) gave an account of fungal meta-
bolism with particular reference to the production of

antibiotics active agamst organisms pathogenic to

man. Dr. Emmons attributed the relative neglect of

medical mycology in part to the great impetus
given to bacteriology by Pasteur, Lister, and Koch,
and to the fact that bacterial diseases of man are

more common than those caused by fungi. He
directed attention to the fact that although in the
United States fungi were only held responsible for

0*03 per cent of the total deaths in 1942, this percen-

tage was nearly twice that of the deaths attributed

to paratyphoid fever, smallpox, cholera, and half a
dozen other well-known diseases taken together. He
pomted out that effective prophylactic or control

measures are available to reduce the number of

fatalities due to these better-known diseases, but to

set against this, mycoses such as ringworm and other

skin infections are not fatal diseases, although common
and annoying- It is also possible that there are noi. *
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infrequently mild forms of the generalized fungus
infections which are not always correctly diagnosed.

Coccidioidal granuloma, for example, was first

recognized in California m 1894, where it was con-

sidered to be mvariably fatal ; but it was not until

1937 that Valley fever’ or ‘desert rheumatism’ was
recognized as being a mild, very frequent form of the
same disease

;
perhaps only once m 5,000 cases does

the mild form develop into the fatal disease. Agamsfc
such a background an illustrated account was given
of the mycological peculiarities of fungi of medical
importance, and attention was directed to a number of
unsolved problems involving the natural habitats
and transmission of these fungi and the treatment
of the diseases they cause.

After indicating earlier milestones m studies m the
metabolism of moulds, Dr. Birkinshaw briefly

described the method of approach to this subject
developed by Prof. H. Baistrick and his school, and
indicated the type of result obtained. In the course
of a survey of selected groups of chemically related
fungal products he traced the history of penicillin

—

the discoverer of which. Sir Alexander Flemmg, was
in the chair—^noted the promising nature of strepto-
mycm and mdicated the chemical structure of these
and other antibiotics, and discussed the prospects of
the discovery of new and better antibiotics in the
future,

Introducmg the Thursday mormng session, Mr.
W. C. Moore (Mmistry of Agriculture’s Plant Path-
ology Laboratory) claimed that until recently the
study of plant diseases in Britain had been dominated
by investigations on plant pathogenic fungi. He
directed attention to the misuse of the term ‘mycolog-
ist* in the sense ‘plant pathologist’, and noted that
the erstwhile advisory mycologists have become the
advisory plant pathologists of the new National
Agricultural Advisory Service. Mycologists and plant
pathologists have a common mterest in so far as they
are concerned with plant pathogenic fungi, and such a
common interest is well illustrated by the topic of
seed-borne fungous diseases which was introduced
by Dr. Lucie C. Doyer (Seed Testmg Station,
Wagenmgen), who gave a comprehensive aeeoimt,
illustrated by lantern slides, of different types of
seed-borne fungi and the methods for their detection.
Dr. Doyer particularly emphasized the wider aspects
of the subject and mdicated the urgent need for
international co-operation m matters of seed testing,
to facilitate the movement of seed from one part of
the world to another. Attention was directed to the
International Seed Testmg Association, at the neict

congress of which (to be held in the United States)
international rules for the determination ofseed-home
diseases wiU be discussed, and on the committee
for the determination of plant diseases of which four-
teen countries are represented. Prof. A. E. Muskett
(Queen’s University, Belfast) then described the
techniques developed Northern Ireland for
examming seed for seed-borne diseases with special
reference to HelmintJwsporivm disease of oats, the
seed-borne diseases of flax, and blind seed disease
{PMalm tmmlmta) of rye-grass. Prof, Muskett
indiimted certain results of a survey of flax seed
produced in the United Kingdom durmg the past
tip!?®© Contamination by GoUetotrichum lin%

and Phoma sp. was much heavier
nhrfe|i tod of the Pennines than south and east.
The |)TO%* tod ^rmmation of contaminated samples
imm ofa very hi^ order^ and such samples would be

ac<^pkfeb& as se^ of first qu^ity. It is.

however, the build-up of parasites by repeated sowings
of seed from the same stocks that is responsible for

the failure to produce flax seed under the climatic

conditions which prevail in the north and west.

Dr. Mary Noble (Seed-testing Station, Edmburgh)
commxmicated a paper on a seed-borne disease of

clover, particularly of New Zealand seed, caused by
previously tmdescnbed species of ScleroUnia the

Botrytis state of which bears a superficial resemblance
to B. anthophila.

The afternoon topic illustrated the relation of soil

fungi to forestry and soil fertility. Prof. Elias Melm
(University of Uppsala) read a paper on recent

advancesm the study oftree mycorrhiza, summarizing
researches mad© by himself and his pupils and by
other workers m this field. Pie emphasized the

importance of Basidiomycetes among mycorrhiza-
formmg fungi, and showed lantern slides of a repre-

sentative series, directmg attention to the fact that

many species of fungi, not always nearly related to

one another, may form mycorrhiza with one and the

same species of tree. For example, about thirty

species have so far been proved able to form mycor-
rhizal associations with the Scots pine {Pinus sylves-

iris). He then described certain physiological

requirements of mycorrhizal fungi and touched
on the water-soluble, thermo -labile substances

demonstrated m leaf litter, and able to exercise

a strong antibiotic action agamst tree mycorrhiza
fongi^. Prof. C. G. C. Chesters described mgemous
methods for samplmg the fungi of the soil, by which
fungi ramifying through the soil can be distmguished
from those confined withm different types of plant

debris, and he indicated the preliminary results of

surveys usmg such techniques. The session ended
with a showmg of the beautiful, if somewhat sinister,

film of high technical merit made by Dr. J. Comandon
and Mr. P. de Fonbnme (Pasteur Institute) of various

nematode-catching fungi belonging to the Zoopagaceae.
The details of the mechanisms by which these fungi

secure their prey was clearly demonstrated by skilful

micromampuiation

.

On Friday mormng, with Prof. W. Brown in the

chair. Dr. Nils Fries (University of Uppsala) gave a

lucid summary of the nutrition of fungi from the

aspect of growth-factor requirements. After dealmg
with the growth-factors so far recognized, he gave an
account of our present knowledge of the part they
playm fimgal metabolism, and in conclusion mdicated
the results he was obtainmg by a new technique for

isolatmg physiological mutants. Usmg this method
the author had obtamed more than five hundred
mutants of Ophiostoma muUiannulatum during the

last three months, and four hundred of these had
already been roughly classified in respect of their

growth-factor requirements. Dr. Lilian Hawker
(University of Bristol) then illustrated the subject

by a particular example, summarizmg the results of

researches carried out over a period of years on the

effect of growth substances on the mycelial growth
and fruiting of Melanospora destruens.

At the final session taxonomic problems were
discussed. Dr. M. A. Brett described recent observa-

tions on Gladosporium herhamm. Miss E. M. Wakefield
(Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew) discussed the criteria

for the delimitation of species and larger groups in

the Hymenomyeetes, and Prof. Roger Heim dealt

with problems of taxonomy and phylogeny in macro-
fungi with special reference to a number of forms
showing gill-like pores or pore-like gills, recently

described by him from tropical Africa.
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In addition to the London meeting there was an

excursion for foreign guests and members on the
23revious Simday to Kew Gardens and Hampton
Court, a foray to Windsor Forest on the Tuesday,
and a series of mformal evening meetings at which
Hr. P. H. Gregory introduced a slow-motion film

made by Mr. E. D. Eyles showmg the part played by
ramdrops in effecting spore dispersal in Dycoperdon
perlatum. Hr. E. J. H. Corner exliibited a very
beautiful series of drawings for a monograph on
Glavana (executed by the author while interned by
the Japanese in Singapore), and Hr. W. A. R. Hillon
Weston arranged a series of his glass models of fungi.

The one shadow over the celebrations was the
death m July at the age of eighty-five of Carleton
Rea. Mr. Rea, a barrister by profession, was the
author of “British Basidiomycetese’’ (1922), and had
an international reputation as a student of the larger

fimgi. He was one of the founders of the Society,
of which he was secretary from its mception until

1918, treasurer during 1897-1918, an editor of the
Transactions for thirty-four years, twice president,

and a vice-president for 1946.

1 MeLn and Wiken, NcAuf(>, 158, 200 (1946)

THE KING’S PICTURES
By Dr. A. T. HOPWOOD

British Museum (Natural History)

DURIHG the interval between the two World
Wars, the Royal Academy added to its fame by

a series of winter exhibitions unsurpassed in the
history of art. The Italian, Hutch, and other
Exliibitions are still fresh m the mmds of those who
visited them. How that fightmg has again ceased,

the president and members are able, through the
gracious kindness of His Majesty the Kmg, to cele-

brate the return of more peaceful conditions with
an exhibition in every way worthy of its great
predecessors.

Some of the five himdred pictures are always
accessible to the public at Hampton Court, and others
at Wmdsor. Still others have been exhibited from
time to time, or else are known from reproductions

;

but this is the first time that the cream of the Royal
Collections has been gathered together in a series of
rooms designed for the sole purpose of showmg
pictures. The result is a display which for richness
and variety could scarcely be equalled anywhere else

m the world. Eight Rembrandts, five Holbeins, a
Vermeer, a Huccio, three Titians, seven Tmtorettos,
a whole room full of Primitives, three rooms devoted
to Italian pictures, with another for Canaletto, two
rooms for the Hutch School and one for the Flemish,
add to these five rooms of portraits and one of
English subject pictures, and there m brief is what
the Exhibition contains.
With so much to see, one is bound to be influenced

by personal taste ; I found greatest pleasure in the
early portraits (Gallery I), the Primitives (Gallery IV)
and the Flemish and Hutch Schools (Galleries VIII,
IX, X) ; but apart from purely artistic matters,
there are other aspects of the Exhibition worthy of
consideration.

In portraiture, for example, it is mteresting to
compare the changes in fashion and taste both in
artists and sitters ; to compare the subtle flattery
of Van Hyck with the frankness of the portrait of

the Emperor Charles V (No. 142), attributed to the
studio of Bernaert van Orley, and the almost equally

frank pastels by J. E. Liotard (No. 74) ;
or the grand

manner of previous reigns, with the domestic felicity

of the early years of Queen Victoria.

Another point arises from the consideration of

three works by Lucas Cranach the Elder (Nos. 139,

140, 153) and one by his younger son, Lucas Cranach
the Younger (No. 148 )

;

all four pictures are, to

quote the catalogue, “signed with the snake”. The
father ran a successful workshop, or factory, m which
his sons Hans and Lucas were employed ; the snake
was the trademark. Greater men than Cranach had
their workshops, whence they issued as many pictures

as they could sell. Most of the task of pamting was
left to apprentices and pupils who followed a given

design. The master usually, but by no means always,

pamted the flesh. Holbein may have had such a
workshop (cf. note to No. 6), but his studio and records

perished m the fire which destroyed the Palace of
Whitehall. Rubens certamly did ; his most brilliant

pupil and assistant was Van Hyck. A modello, or

pattern, from Rubens’ studio is in the present

Exhibition (No. 279). Tintoretto (No. 206) also

employed assistants. Indeed, the practice was wide-

spread, and, however shockmg it may appear to a
later generation, it was sound common-sense to those
who followed it. Not only did those who lived by
the brush give their patrons what they wanted, but
also they saw to it that their wares were available in

sufficient quantity.
A study of Charles I on horseback by Van Hyck

(No. 32) is of inteiest in connexion with a picture by
Vrancx (No. 278) and an equestrian portrait by
Rubens (No. 287). Van Hyck has given his horse a
head which appears small m proportion to the body.
This IS a feature generally seen m pictures of the
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. It is

usually considered to be a convention without
foundation m fact, but this view does not commend
itself for a variety of reasons. First, it was during
the seventeenth century tlaat the influence of the
Arab cross was beginning to be felt, and although the
man at arms contmued to be mounted on the Great
Horse, as in Vrancx’s picture, nobles and prmces
were riding more mettlesome steeds possessmg a
mixture of the hot blood and the cold. The propor-
tion ofthe length ofhead to the body is approximately
the same in the Great Horse and the Arab, but when
the breeds are crossed the Arab head appears on the
larger body. Secondly, horses of these proportions
were fashionable duiing the Baroque period, and
were described m the works of such contemporary
masters of horsemanship as the Huke of Newcastle
(“A New Method . . London, 1667), La Gueri-
ni5re (“Ecole de Cavallene”, Paris, 1729) and Wmter
(“Stuterey”, Nuremberg, 1687). La Guermiere’s
illustrations are by various engravers after drawings
by C. Parrocel, some of whose prehminary sketches
are in the Royal Library at Windsor. It is significant

that in these studies, too, the horses have the same
small head.
Such parade horses, trained m the Haute Boole ^

were valued on the Continent for their length of
mane and tail, but the horse shown in Rubens’ picture
is only a moderate example. It in no wise compares
with the animal presented to the Landgrave of
Hesse-Cassel by the Count of Oldenburg. Winter
says that the mane and tail were protected by bags of
red velvet, otherwise one groom was needed to carry
part of the mane, and two others to carry the tai|.

"
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Thero are many other side-lines which might be

discussed, bufc, when all is said and done, they

remam side-lines subsidiary to the over-ridmg interest

of the pictures as pictures ; although some Imowledge
of them IS often a help m commg to a proper imder-

standing of the pictures themselves.

Lastly, a word of praise must be given to the

Catalogue. In it are a brief history of the Koyal
Collections, biographical notes on the artists, and
references to literature on w^hich the student may
draw for additional information. It will retain its

value as a handy work of reference long after the

Exhibition has ended.

THE SOCIAL SURVEY
By Prof. P. SARGANT FLORENCE

University of Birmingham

The pliras© ‘social survey’ now covers a multitude
of activities, which differ in aim and method.

The aim of the earliest English surveys, such as

Booth’s “Life and Labour of the People of London’’
and Rowntree’s “Poverty”, were to discover in

specific areas the extent and degrees of poverty in

the sense of family income low in relation to the
expenditure on food and other necessities. The aims
of more recent social surveys, such as the Worcester
Civic Survey^ or the Herefordshire Survey^, have
been to lay a foxmdation for physical plannmg, and
the location of industry ; or, like the work of the
War-time Social Survey, to obtain information for

solving immediate ad hoc problems of fact and opinion
confronting Government departments.
There can be little doubt of the usefulness of

surveys to achieve many of these aims. In a paper
to the Institute of Public Administration, Mr, Louis
Mossmentionswar-time surveys carried out to determ-
me fair clothes rationing where work entailed extra
wear and tear, and fair fat and sugar distribution

between bakers and cake-making housewives. He
adumbrates future surveys into the kmds of houses
that will satisfy both human needs and technical

possibilities, and into the obstacles m the way of full

utilization of man-power. The plannmg surveys
include among their aims the greater accessibility of
work-places, schools and shops, and therefore map
the existing sites of aU these places m any given area
in relation to homes of the population. Their recom-
mendations for industrial location help to solve

problems of unstable and maJdistributed employment.
The differing aims of surveys past and present have

been achieved by methods that differ quit© as widely,
though a common factor is the standardized schedul©
of questions that are usually put. Controversy about
the scientific validity of these methods has tended
to fasten on the sampling technique employed, if any.
But soinething more fundamental must ^st h© dis-

cussed, and that is the nature of the origmal data.
If the source of the data is liable to distort the facts,

no amount of juggjmg with samplmg formulae will

make results reliable.

l>ata are usually distinguished as documentary or
obsecved,—observ^ation being of environment, of

befeaviour, or of written or verbal responses. Bfit
docmmmtary evidence must itselfhave been observed
at one tame! of output, for example, ©uumer-
aied m fbe On^sus of Production, are now docu-

bift origmaDy they were observed by
ffc^^ors md managers in some factory.

who duly recc^rded what they observed. A more
fundamental distinction thus seems to he between
data observed by competent persons and cheeked
and counterehocked (the usual process in official

statistics), and data less certainly observed. It is a

matter of degree how certain the observation is. On
the whole, observation will b© more certain under
three types of proviso.

(1) Where observations of facts are direct by the

surveyor and not gathered from other people’s verbal

or written statements. The statements of other

people may distort facts owing to bias, emotion ox

failure to be observant ; or (if there is a time-lapse

between fact and statement) by sheer failure of

memory. This uncertamty does not apply where
opmions and feelings are sought, or, at least, the

prese7it opmions and feelmgs of the persons making
the statement.

(2) Wliere the observation of the surveyor can be

checked by various tests, or several surveyors can be

found to agree. Thus, m house-to-house visits there

are a number of counter-checking tests of mcome
and poverty ; and, more obviously, the sites or

locations of homes, shops, factories, schools, etc., are

there for all to see.

(3) This second proviso leads on to the further

proviso that when people are asked for statements
about facts they will be more accurate about recurrent

and continuing facts than about passing events. Thus,

a housewife can probably be trusted to be more
correct about the number of rooms in hor house, or

the shops she frequents or the habitual place of work
of her husband, than about past illnesses in her

family or the precise nature of past purchases.
Social surveys of the type doscribod by Mr. Moss

have largely relied on verbal responses, and it is

important to ask how far such data aro likely to be

sufficiently accurate for the tyjio of knowledge
required. They are probably not accurate enough
for discovermg past events j though accurate enough
for opinions, provided the questions aro not so

worded (and intoned) as to be leading questions.

Mr. Moss IS right to stress the importance to demo-
cratic processes of a continuous knowledge of pubhc
opinion.

Yet we hope that opinion surveys will not dictate

pohcy. In the listener survey conducted by the

B.B.C., classical music came very low indeed on the

priority list of the majority of listeners. Similarly,

simply designed furniture would probably com© very

low, compared to the ornate, m the scale of popu-

larity. The B.B.C. wisely neglected to attune its

programmes to debased popular taste ; let us hope a

similar course will follow the surveys foreshadowed
by Mr. Moss into the wishes and needs of consumers.
English social surveys, if they are really to set the

pattern of cultural life, will have to take a wider

sweep and to integrate all phases of community and

mdividual activity (whether reducible to statistics

or not) as the anthropologist does when studying

primitive societies. This apphcation of anthropology
has taken firm root in America, but w© have yet to

set about an English “Middletown”® or an equivalent

to “Yankee City”^.
^ “CJonnty Town.” By Glaisyer, Brennan, Bitnhie and Florence.

Bepartment of Commerce, University of Birmingham.
Murray.)

* “English County.” By the West Midland Group on Post-Wax
Boconstruction and Planmng (Faber and Faber

)

* “Middletown” and “Middletown in Transition”. By 11 S. and K. M.
Lynd. (Harcourt, Bruce and Co.)

* “Yaiiee City.” By W, L. Warner and P. S Lunt. (Oxford UnWer-
sity Press.)
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Prof. H. C. Plummer, F.R.S.

Henry Crozier Plummer, formerly professor of
mathematics at the Military College of Science,

Woolwich, and sometime Royal Astronomer of Ire-

land, died at Oxford on September 30, withm a few
weelis of his seventy-first birthday.
Bom at Oxford on October 24, 1875, Plummer was

brought up m a scientific atmosphere. His father,

W. E. Plummer, was a first assistant at the University
Observatory, Liverpool, then under the directorship of
Pritchard, and afterwards director of the Observatory
ofthe Mersey Docks and Harbour Board and readerm
astronomy in the University of Liverpool. Plummer
was educated at St, Edward’s School, Oxford, and at
Hertford College, where he distinguished himself by
obtainmg firsts m Mathematical Moderations and m
Fmal Schools, and gaming the open mathematical
scholarship

; the study of physics claimed his

attention for a further year. After a year as lecturer

m mathematics at Manchester and another year as

demonstrator at the Clarendon Laboratory, Plummer
was appomted in 1901 assistant in the University
Observatory, Oxford, then directed by H. H. Turner.
A year’s leave of absence at Lick Observatory m
1907 introduced him to spectroscopic work, which
was then being rapidly developed at Lick and else-

where m America. In 1912, Plummer left Oxford for

Dunsink Observatory to succeed E. T. Wliittaker as

Royal Astronomer of Ireland and Andrews professor

of astronomy in the University of Dublin. There his

“Dynamical Astronomy” (1918) was written, a
treatise that reveals Plummer’s thorough grasp of
the prmciples of celestial mechanics and a freshness

and elegance of mathematical presentation that
stamped the book as a notable contribution to the
subject. His election to the Royal Society followed

m 1920. Next year Plummer left Dunsmk on his

appomtment to the professorship of mathematics at

Woolwich, which he retamed imtil his retirement
in 1940.

Plummer’s astronomical papers covered a very
wide variety of subjects. Throughout his life he
retained a lively mterest in the theory of instruments ;

his last address to the Royal Astronomical Society
in 1941 from the presidential chair was on the
development of the vertical telescope—^to which he
had made contributions more than a third of a
century before—and a‘critical sense of the degree of
accuracy with which mstruments must be credited.

His clear geometrical insight enabled him to devise

new theoretical methods—as in his application of
projective geometry to the determmation of binary
star orbits—and to lUuminate methods introduced by

Iothers ; in this last connexion his paper on the
mathematical principles underlymg Schlesinger’s

method of ^dependences’ may be mentioned as a
fundamental contribution to this important method
of photographic astronometry. Plummer was an
expert on the ‘theory of errors’, and he wrote many
papers on this subject, culmmating in his “Prob-
ability and Frequency”, published in 1939.
Plummer’s interest in various problems of celestial

mechanics was aroused in his early years and maui-
tained throughout his life. The well-worn subjects

of refraction and aberration found him with some-
thing fresh to say^—^he was one of the first to discuss

the latter subject m the light of the principles of
‘special relativity’. At Dunsmk he had embarked on

an ambitious programme on the photometry of

variable stars, and he was the first, with Shapley, to

throw out the suggestion that cepheid stars owed
their variability to rhythmic pulsations. His work

on the distribution of stars m globular clusters was

remarkable for the analytical elegance which it dis-

played. These are but a few of his many activities

m astronomical research. His acute historical sense

must, however, not be forgotten, and especially his

deep mterest in Newton’s manuscripts.

Plummer was president of the Royal Astronomical

Society durmg 1939-41, an honour which he deeply

appreciated. Quiet, modest and self-effacmg, he was

a staunch friend to those who had gained his con-

fidence and esteem. In 1924 he married Beatrice

Howard, daughter of the late H. H. Howard, who
pre-deceased him by a few months.

W. M. Smart

Dr. J. J. Drbohlav

Protozoologists generally, and other friends m
Britain, the United States, and elsewhere, will learn

with regret of the unexpected death on August 11

of Dr. J. J. Drbohlav at Prague, where he was head

of the Department of hlicrobiological Diagnosis at

the State Institute of Hygiene before the War.

Jaroslav Drbohlav was bom at XJlibice, near Jicin

(Bohemia), where his father was schoolmaster, on

March 14, 1893. He matriculated at the University

of Prague in 1912, and took his medical degree in

1917—during the First World War. While still a

student he published several^ original papers (on

respiration), and during the "War acted as assistant

m the Bacteriological Institute. Soon after the War
he was made director of the pathological laboratory

at Moravskd Ostrava, where he successfully coped

with an outbreak of smallpox. In 1921 he obtained

a Rockefeller Foundation scholarship, and went to

the United States to study in various bacteriological

laboratories—^especially at Harvard, where he took

the doctorate in public health with a thesis on the

relation of insect flagellates to leishmaniasis.

On his return to Prague, Drbohlav contmued his

studies at the State Institute of Hygiene, wliich he

helped to found and where he was appomted chief

of his department in 1929. Here he devoted himself

to various problems of public health and micro-

biology, and published papers on many different

subjects—the streptococci of puerperal fever, spiro-

chsetosis, tularsemia, malaria in Subcarpathian Russia,

the extermination of rats, blood donors and blood

preservation, etc. But after the German occupation of

Czechoslovakia in 1938 he was forced to leave the

State Institute and transferred to a mmor admin-
istrative post, and finally retired prematurely in

1944. A patriotic Czech, he was lucky to escape with

his life, as several of his colleagues were murdered.
Drbohlav published some hundred papers on his

researches, mostly in the Czech language, but his

mtemational reputation rests chiefly on his joint pub-
lications with WiUiam C. Boeck (an American) during

1924-25 on the cultivation of E7\Jtanioeba histolytica.

This work—^now a classic of protozoology—^was done
durmg his sojourn at Harvard. These two young
men then succeeded for the first tune in cultivating

the parasite which causes amoebic dysentery m man,
and mtroduced new methods which contmue to bear

ample fruit. Drbohlav himself, indeed, considerab^
extended the first findmgs durmg a stay at Paris hi
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1925. It IS safe to say that Boeek and Drbohlav,
and their culture-media, will be remembered as long

as the study of iiitestmal protozoa contmues ; and
for this reason, if for no other, the name of Jaroslav

Drbolilav will ever occupy an honourable place not
only in his own country but also in the history of

microbiology.

I am indebted to Dr. B. M. Berger, a mutual friend

and former colleague of Dr. Drbohlav, for some of the
data in this note—obtamed from Czech sources not
generally available. Cufford Dobell

Prof. T. W. Griffith, CM.G.
Thomas Wardrop Griffith, emeritus professor of

medicine m the University of Leeds and honorary
consultmg physician in the General Infirmary in
Leeds, died in his eighty-sixth year on October 21.

After graduation with highest honours and
demonstratmg in anatomy under Sir John Struthers
for a short period, Griffith chose a clinical career and
was successively resident medical officer, honorary
assistant physician and honorary physician in the
General Infirmary, Leeds. Concurrently, from 1887
until 1910, he filed the chair of"anatomy m the
University of Leeds, until on promotion to the post
of full physician he was transferred to the chair of
medicme, which he held xmtil 1925. He served in
the 2nd Northern General Hospital during 1914-19,
having charge of the special cardiac centre. From
1918 until 1927 he sat on the General Medical Council.
The chair of anatomy at Leeds carried a trifling

honorarium, but Griffith spent a large amount of time
m its service. The department in the new buildmg
(1893) was planned with skill and foresight and was
about the best in Great Britam. With his own hands
he made a large number of preparations for the
museum and for illustration in lectures. In the course
of time he amassed a remarkable collection of
specimens of abnormalities of the heart, many of
which are described in the medical journals. His
best known work (with Oliver) was on the distribu-
tion of the cutaneous fibres of the thoracic nerves,
which demonstrated that the segmental zones were
lower and more horizontal than the Ime of the nerve
trunks.

Griffith’s daily mornmg lecture was given with
zest, clear, convincing, often dramatic ; enlivened
by the use of his own strong and supple frame m
demonstrating the movements of joints and actions
of muscles and by many apt references to the use of
anatomical knowledge in clinical work : his anatomy
was indeed living anatomy’, and the attention of his
audience was never allowed to flag. His visits to the
dissecting room were a stimulating breeze.

^ the Leeds Infirmary, Griffith exercised the same
skill as was shown in planning the Anatomy School
by taking the chief part in the conversion of a part
of the hospital into a teaching block to accommodate
classes and clmics for the trebled post-war entry of
students in 1919-20. Punctuality and complete dis-
chai^ of all hvonorary public duties were unfailiag.
T^e generations of students whom he encouraged,
afenuleted and disciplmed remember hirg with

and have been grieved to know that this
mo^ active aad productive life has been clouded by
^cj^a^ve Iteidness. He was the last of the
Y^^oriaii dinic^ans who professed a fundamental

the iten who begat, and weaned, all the
provincial medM schools. J. Hay Jamiesoh

Prof. George Baborovsky

Dr. George Baborovsky, professor of physical

chemistry at the Technical College, Brno, died on
October 10 at the age of seventy-one. Born at tbe

west Bohemian mining town of Pribram, he graduated
at Prague m 1902 and then spent three years under
Ostwald at Leipzig. He returned to Prague to

become assistant professor of physical chemistry, but

in 1911 he went to the Brno Technical College as full

professor. The College was given university rank in

1919, and from his laboratory Baborovsky' published

a senes of researches dealing with electrochemical

subjects, especially the hydration of ions. In 1917

he mtroduced a new method for findmg the absolute

hydration by determinations of the true transport

numbers of the electrolytes concerned.

Several of Baborovsky’s later papers are available

m English as they appeared in the Collection of

Czechoslovak Chemical Communications, 1929-38.

Baborovsky also wrote the standard Czech text-book

on physical chemistry, and during Ins enforced idle-

ness after 1939 he compiled a comprehensive treatise

on colloids which was published m 1944 under the

title “'CoUoids Everywhere”. G. Drxjce

Dr. A. H. Belinfante

Among the Contmental men of science to perish m
the Terezin concentration camp was the promising
young Dutch physical chemist, Dr. Adriaan Hendrik
Belinfante. He was deported to Terezin from Hol-

land, together with his wife, mother and children, in

February 1944. The mother, who was seventy-six, died

m April, but Belinfante and his wife survived until

October of that year. He was forty-four years of

age. His scientific work, most of which was published
in the Eecueil de travaux chimiques des Pays-has,

dealt with the mechanism of certain oxidation pro-

cesses, autoxidation, ‘induced oxidation’ and similar

phenomena ; it covered such widely different re-

actions as the thermit process with aluminium,
molybdenum oxide and calcium fluoride, explosions

with benzene - air mixtures and the role of induced
oxidation of lactic acid in relation to the cancer

problem.

Mr. A. W. Lupton
The death occurred on October 1 of Mr. A. W.

Lupton, senior lecturer in pharmacy and pharma-
ceutical chemistry in the University of Leeds. Mr.

Lupton wa;S appointed a full-tim© lecturer in 1933

when the work of the Leeds College of Pharmacy,
of which he had for some time been head, was taken
over by the University. He was responsible for the

trainmg of students for the professional qualifications

in pharmacy, as well as for the instruction of medicaf
and dental students, and he did much to raise the

status of pharmacy in the University.

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Prof. R. M. Ferrier, emeritus professor of civil

engmeering, University of Bristol, on October 28.

Prof. Percy F. Frankland, F.B S., emeritus pro-

fessor of chemistry in the University of Birmingham,
on October 28, aged eighty-eight.

Dr- A. Liebert, sometime director of the Kant-
Gesellschaft and extra-ordinary professor of phil-

osophy m the University of Berlm, aged sixty-eight.
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University of Bristol : Plans for Extension

Oh October 29, at a meeting of representative men
and women of the region, an appeal was launched for

funds for the extension of the University of Bristol.

The University has for some years been engaged m
making plans for its future expansion and develop-

ment. Although it possesses several fine buildings,

eertam departments are already cramped. In the

Medical Faculty, teachmg has been dispersed and
accommodation was severely restricted even before

the Department of Anatomy was destroyed m an an*

raid. With the expansion which must take place to

meet the demands for both undergraduate teachmg
and graduate trammg and research, new buildmgs
are a necessity. The scope of the Faculty of Engm-
eermg has recently been enlarged by the foundation

of the Sir George White chan of aeronautical engm-
eering. The Faculty is housed at some distance from
the University m a buildmg on which it has no per-

manent hold, and new quarters are necessary here,

too. Both m the Faculties of Arts and Science certain

departments require more room, especially m view
of the growing numbers of staff and scholars engaged
on research.

Apart from such natural expansion, several new
departments are m preparation. It has long been felt

that the University of a great agricultural region

should make a direct contribution to the interests of

the coimtryside, but it has also been felt that work
already done elsewhere in the south of England should
not be duplicated. The proposal that a School of

Vetermary Science should be established at Bristol

has now provided an opportmiity which will be
taken. A Field Station is already available, and the
pre-elmical teachmg will be provided for m the new
Medical School. It is further proposed to mstitute

a graduate diploma in horticulture for students

already possessmg an honours degree in one of the
sciences bearing on that subject. The purpose is to

provide men with a trammg m fundamental science

capable of carr^'mg out research on applied Imes.

This will be done m association with the Research
Station at Long Ashton The Umversity also proposes
to set up an Institute of Education on the lines of
Scheme A of the McNair Report, and will thus assume
responsibility for the trammg of teachers m a group
of associated colleges.

The demand for a general increase m the numbers
of men and women takmg university courses lays a
special obligation on a University formerly small m
numbers and therefore capable of economic expansion,
and it is proposed to plan for an ultimate student
population of some 3,000. It has been urged on the
University that its situation, and the amenities it

enjoys, make it specially suitable for development on
resideniial lines. The suggestion is welcome, and fits

in with past policy. There are already three fine

Halls which formerly allowed all students not living

in the city to spend one or two years m residence :

further, the Umversity had been successful in evolving
a system of student life intermediate between the
collegiate and the institutional. It has just acquired
lour mansions which give a material mcrease m hvmg
room. As a most important item in its plans, it puts
the provision of several new Halls. The site for
these, m fine and open surroxmdmgs, within reason-
able distance of the University, is already available,
and an immediate objective is the buildmg of two

new Halls to be called after Mr. Wmston Chiuchill,

chancellor of the University, wiih whose name the
appeal has been associated.

Universities Quarterly

The need for a journal wholly devoted to umversity
education and the vital problems affectmg university

development has grown more urgent m recent years.

Universities Quarterly, the first number of which has
just been published, is an attempt to meet this need.
Its primary purpose is to discuss

—
''with complete

freedom and from all angles”—^what can best be done
by the universities themselves, industry and the
Government, to enable the universities to adapt theu
teaclimg, research, and, if need be, gmdmg philo-

sophy, to meet the demands of a rapidly changmg
society. The journal is not, in consequence, intended
solely—or even primarily—^for members of umversity
staffs. Rather is it the intention of the editorial

board, of which Sir Ernest Simon is chairman, that
many of the articles will be of mterest also to those
engaged in public life, the Civil Service, local govern-
ment, and teachmg work m secondary schools and
techmeal colleges. Catholicity of appeal is, perhaps,
the most notable feature of the first number.
Bertrand Russell urges that most students should
learn something of the fundamentals of philosophic
thmkmg. Bonamy Dobree discusses knowledge for

its own sake. Sir William Larke writes on industry
and the universities. Six Ernest Simon deals with the
problems of expansion and development faemg the
imiversities as a result ofthe growing national demand
for Ingher education. Other features include an article

by Dr. 0. C. Carmichael on "Higher Education m the
Umted States”, a series of short contributions on
‘AVliy Compulsory Philology and book reviews.
The last, which ought undoubtedly to have a major
place m a journal of tins type, is unfortunately the
weakest feature in the first number. Universities
Quarterly is published by Turnstile Press, Ltd., 10
Great Turnstile, London, W.C.l, and the price is 5^.

I)er issue.

Scientific Instrument Manufacturers* Association
of Great Britain

The annual report, for 1945-46, of the president
and council of the Scientific Instrument Manu-
facturers’ Association of Great Britam Ltd. (from the
Association, River Plate House, 12-13 South Place,
London, E.C.2) remarks on the growmg appreciation
of the part that scientific instruments and laboratory
apparatus play lii science, industry and education,
and how this has, to a large extent, contributed to Lhe
contmued expansion and progress of the Association.
The report records that, during the year under review,
twelve new firms joined the Association, bringing its

total membership up to eighty-six, and that the
formation of a new section, dealing with electromes,
IS under consideration. At the last annual general
meetmg, the council was empowered to appomt a
permanent director of the Association, and although
seventy replies were received to advertisements in the
Press, it was decided, after full consideration, that an
approach be made to the British Scientific Instru-
ments Research Association, with which the Scientific

Instrument Manufacturers Association actively collab-
orates, for the appointment of Mr. A. J. Philpot as
director of both bodies.

Many new problems have faced the Association
during the year, and the council has expressed^,
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through mdividuals or appropriate coimaittees, the

Association's views on such matters as the de-

requisition of busmess premises, the call-up of young
technicians, the control and future of German m-
dustry, the disposal of surplus scientific mstruments,
and the post-war protection of the British scientific

mstrument mdustry. Burmg the year, valuable con-

tacts were made with the Scientific Apparatus Manu-
facturers Association of America and with the French
Syndicat General de FOptique et des Instrument d©

Precision. Previous personal contacts mad©m Sweden
led to the successful exhibition of British scientific

mstruments held m Stockliolm during May-June last,

in which forty members of the Association took part

(see Nature, 158, 66 ; 1946). The Association is

takmg part in the “Britam Can Make It” Exhibition,

and participation m an exliibition to be held m
Brussels, as well as m the 1947 British Industries

Fair, is stated to be under active consideration.

Royaf Observatory, Greenwich : Annual Report

The report of the Astronomer Royal to the Board
of Visitors of the Royal Observatoiy, Greenwich,
covers the period May 1, 1945, to April 30, 1946,

and deals with the usual matters presented at the
annual visitation. The Astronomer Royal was able

to resume occupation on October 1, 1945, when a
portion of the damaged Flamsteed House was re-

paired, and a small amount of work has been earned
out at the Observatory, but no structural repairs

have been attempted up to the present. The covermg
of the dome of the 28-m. equatorial, which suffered

on several occasions from the effects of blast, is

beyond repair, and it will not be renewed in view of

the pending removal of the Observatory to Horst

-

monceux. The telescope will be dismantled as soon
as storage accommodation is available, and will be
re-ereeted on the new site. It is impossible to provide
even an outhne of the lengthy report, which should
be read by all who are mterested in the work and
m particular m the future of the Royal Observatory.
One matter in connexion "with this latter point is

of supreme importance and is dealt with very clearly

at the end of the report. It is most essential, if the
Royal Observatory is to contmue its work m con-
tributmg to the development of astronomical science,

that the basic grades should be recruited at a higher
level. Post-graduate research for students from the
universities should be provided for by the Royal
Observatory, and it is hoped that some such scheme
will materialize in the near future. While proposals
have been submitted for regradmg its staff (mcludmg
that of the Hautical Almanac Office) on the basis of
the reorganised Scientific Civil Service, no decision
has yefe teen made. At present both the salaries and
prospects of promotion of the Observatory staff are
very inferior to thosem other scientific establishments,
and unless improvements are made the recruitment
of staff to fill vacancies must present serious diffi-

culties. This IS a matter of the utmost importanoe,
and it is time that the British public was aware of
the dangers to the development of astronomical
scitece in Great Britam if overdue reforms are not
foAheoming.

Council of Alberta

Tw tw«ity-sixth annual report of the Research
CoTOcfl Alberta (Edmonton, Alberta : King’s
Pamtw), ©oy^ng the year 1945, includes lists of
maadms of Council and fhe Technical Advisory

Committee, the technical staff and of the publications
of the Comrcil. Most of the mvestigations m progress
m the previous year were continued, new investiga-

tions mcludmg a soils survey m co-operation with the
Dommion Govermnent and studies of the possibilities

for the commercial utilization of cereal straws and of
Alberta poplar Difficulties in obtammg technical
staff, services and supplies continued to handicap the
work. Much of the work on bituminous sands was
concerned with the critical problem of freemg the
crude oil, recovered by the separation xmit, from
water, sand and silt, and preparation of it in suitable
form for the refinery. Study of the hot-water separa-
tion method eontmued, and the most significant'

advance m the year was the discovery that the silt

and clay present m bituminous sand powerfully assist

displacement of the oil from the sand by hot water
Three papers on this work were published during the
year. A detailed report on the use of Alberta coals
in automatic domestic stokers was issued as Report
Ho. 46. Other fuel investigations related to
briquettmg, while the major geological project was
a field investigation of part of the Highwood coal
area. A report on the “Cleology of the Red Deer and
Rosebud Sheets” was published durmg the year, and
a study of the Fischer - Tropsch synthesis of petrol
and other liquid fuels from natural gas has been con-
cerned with the reduction and conditioning of
catalysts. A co-operative soils smvey programme
was planned with the soil survey department of the
Dommion Government, but was not completed owmg
to shortage of qualified staff, and it will be some
time before the detailed reports are available. A
study is also m progress of the periodic rise and fall

m the number of rabbits, fur-bearing and other
animals and birds at intervals of about ten years.
A paper by E. Stansfield, chief research engmeer of

the Research Council of Alberta, on recent work of
the

^

Council, presented to the Annual Western
Institute of the Canadian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy in October 1945, has now been issued as
Contribution 10 of the Research Council, and the
picture it gives of the work of Council is supple-
mented by a list of the more important items m
the programme for 1946-47 and a summaiy of the
appropriations granted by the legislature. Mr.
Stansfield, in his paper, refers briefly to the studio
xmtiated on the biological cycle, to earlier work on the
wettmg of coal, current work on coal for automatic
domestic stokers, and on low-temperature carboniza-
tion, portable gas producers, briquetting, etc.

Forestry in China
In Acta Brevia Sinensia (Ho. 11 ; 1945) some

mteresting information is given on Chinese forests
and forest resources, a subject upon which all too
little is known in Europe. Abstracts are given from
papers or forthcoming books on half a dozen aspects
of forestry procedure, analyses of the forest, ex-
traction, etc., with a note on the Forest Products
Laboratory. The report on a survey of the forest
resources of Chma for railway sleepers proposed m
south-west China records investigations in the fi've

provinces of west Sikong, south Szechuan, south-east
Kweichow, north Kwangsi and south Hunan. Several
forests hitherto unknown were explored for the first

time. Among the more important of these are the
evergreen forests of Loochen in the region between
the provinces of Kweichow and Kwangsi, and the
mixed forest at the upper part of Hien Shao Ho,
south-east Kweichow. The lumber markets at Yaan,
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Hokiang, Kweilmg and Hengyang were also m-
vestigated with reference to their possible supplies

to the railways. In a preliminary study of Chmese
forests and timbers (to be published shortly m
English) the forests are discussed under the five

divisions: (1) the Manchurian Forest, (2) the north-
west, (3) the south-west, (4) the Kanlmg, and (5) the
southern hardwoods forest. In Part 2 an enumeration
of the most important and commonest Chmese
timbers is given, a most mterestmg item ; among
others are Chmese fir, puie, spruce, larch, Chmese
cedar, hemlock, oaks, birch, maple, poplar, schima,
red gum, walnut, Chmese mahogany, beech, ©Im, ash,

basswood, red alder, '‘other common softwoods and
hardwoods”, whatever that means ,• and others with
native names only. A map shows Chmese forest

regions, and a table of estimated forest resources and
lumber markets is mcluded.
There is also a brief aecoimt of the Forest Products

Laboratory, which was organised in 1939 at Peipei,

Chungkmg, and forms a unit of the National Bureau
of Industrial Research at the Mmistry of Economic
Affairs. Its main purpose is to investigate the pro-

perties of Chmese timbers to promote their better

utilization. The mqmry m connexion with the chief

of the timbers will be carried out as follows : their

proper names, supplies, structure, physico-chemical,
seasonmg, preserving and wood-workmg properties.

Owmg to the destruction of the origmal buildmg m
an air raid, the laboratory is now at Kaitmg. During
the past five years considerable assistance has been
received from the Fan Memorial Institute of Biologj^,

the Rockefeller Foundation, the Agricultural Pro-
motion Association, the National Wu Han University
and the British Council Cultural Scientific Mission
m Chma.

Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh

The progressive activity of the Royal Scottish

Museum is shown by the Director’s report for the
year 1945. Having been closed durmg 1939-43, no
time has been lost m carrymg out vigorous schemes
to “recapture its lost public and to attract the
younger generation wdio knew it not”. The organ-
isation of numerous temporary exhibitions relevant

to a variety of topical and educational subjects

;

lectures of strong Scottish interest ; the practical

support of the activities of outside educational and
cultural mstitutions ; the resumption of services for

visiting classes of school children and various adult

educational groups, and the regular showmg of

instructive motion films, have all contributed to the
winnmg of the firm public appreciation which the
Royal Scottish Museum merits. A very popular
feature connected wdth some of the special exhibitions

was the mtroduction of demonstrations which
“livened the exhibits and encouraged closer study of
both procesBes and products”.

This report and those from other museums ex-

ploring similar fields of mierest indicate plainly

enough that activity of this kind will be, m future,

a necessity if there is to be a general public apprecia-

tion and use of museum services as a w^'hole. The
opportimity afforded by the war-tune evacuation of
collections for the reorganisation of the ‘old’ m the
mterests of the ‘new’ has not been missed in Edin-
burgh, for it is reported that plans for a revised lay-

out of the collections were put into operation durmg
the year. Among the several important acquisitions

reported, mention may be made of the gift by Mr.
J. R. Loeki© of a collection of more than 4,400

Communion tokens (previously on loan to the
Museum) ; the Museum’s collection of these now’
becomes one of the largest and finest m existence.

A New Synthetic Insecticide

The discovery of the insecticidal properties of
D.D.T. (the 'para, pam-isomer of dichlorodiphenyi-
trichloroethane) closely followed by the isolation ofthe
y-isomer of benzene-hexachloride, which is even more
toxic to some insects, has provided a great stnmilus to
the search for ne’w and still more potent substances

—

especially for substances ni which it may be possible to
secure jiroprietary rights The two msecticides above
are both highly chlormated rmg compounds, and it is

m this group of materials that the search seems to be
most actively prosecuted at the present tune. The
latest product is a chemical of unrevealed composition
with the empirical formula CioHeClg. It has been
produced by the Telsicol Corporation in Chicago under
the name of “Velsicol 1068”, and is to be marketed
in Great Britam by the Hygienic Chemical Co., Ltd.
It IS a VISCOUS, colourless, odourless liqmd, less volatile

than benzene hexachloride (‘Gammexane’), more
volatile than D.D.T. In solubility it resembles these
substances, and in toxicity to msects it comes some-
where between them. The same applies apparently
to its toxicity to mammals. More extensive trials

will be needed before the relative merits of these
materials can be established and the best uses of
“Velsicol 1068” defined. It is to be hoped that the
structural formula of ihe compoimd wiH soon be
published.

Early Metallurgy

The Royal Anthropological Institute has appomted
a Muimg and IMetallurgical Committee to mvestigai©
problems of early metallurgy, as part of its scheme
for group studies of the evolution of man. Among
the first matters to be studied by the Committee is

man’s early use of copper When found in its metallic
form, the element is known as ‘native’ copper, and
metal of this kmd imdoubtedly formed the earliest

sources of copper sujDply. Samples from various parts
of the world are bemg collected by the Committee
and analysed with the object, if possible, of relatmg
their particular composition to that of ancient
specimens of copper work. The Committee includes
the followmg : Mr. C. E N. Bromehead (Geological
Survey and Museum) ; Prof. V. Gordon Child©
(Institute of Archaeology, London) ; Mr. H. H. Cogh-
lan (chairman) ; Prof. C. H. Desch ; Dr. Oliver
Davies (Queen’s University of Belfast) ; Mr. A. Digby
(British Museum) ; Prof. C. F. C. Hawkes (Umversity
of Oxford) ; Dr. W. Lamb (secretary)

; Mr. T. K.
Penniman (Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford) ; Prof.
Stuart PiggoLi (University of Edmburgh) ; Dr. H. J.
Plenderleith (British Museum) ; Dr. J. Raftery
(National Museum, Dublm) ; Mr. B. Webster Smith
(Copper Development Ajssoeiation),

List of Awards for Scientific Research

A FOUBTH edition (June 1946) of the “List of
\Miole-Time Awards for Scientific Research, other
than Professorships, offered by Pubhc and Private
Bodies in Great Britain and Northern Ireland”, pre-
pared primarily for the use of the Commissioners for
the Exhibition of 1851, follows the same lines as its

predecessors, ofwhich the last was issuedm November
1937 (London: Roy. Comm. Exhib. 1851. 1^.). It
does not melude awards of less than £150 a year,0
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sclioiarsliiios for special branches of medicme or

veterinary science. It also omits awards offered by
universities and scientific societies exclusively for the

benefits of llieir own members, and awards for which
British subjects are not eligible. An endeavour has
been made to bring the information fully up to date,

but the post-war policy of some of the bodies re-

sponsible for the administration of awards has not

been finally settled. Some new awards, founded
by recent benefactions, may also have been omitted

through lack of information. The awards are arranged

in three classes according to wdiether they are open
awards offered (1) by private and public bodies other

than universities or colleges, (2) by miiversities and
colleges, and (3) awards restricted to candidates from
particular localities or institutions. There is a subject

index and a general index.

Sintered Glass

A NEW teclinique for the production of complex
glass-metal structures, such as the bases of thermionic
valves, is described by E. G. Dorgelo in the January
1946 issue of the Philips Technical Peview, vol. 8

The process consists in pressing finely powdered
glass into a graphite mould m which the metal parts
are supported, and in sintering it in a mixed nitrogen -
hydrogen atmosphere by high-frequency mduction
heatmg. The finished product is opalescent because
of the large number of gas bubbles, the average
diameter of which is about 50 microns, which are
trapped m the fused glass ; but these are said not
to affect the mechanical properties detrimentally,
while in respect of electrical breakdown it is suggested
fchat the powdered-glass product is likely to bo
superior to that of ordinary glass in which, by mis-
chance, air bubbles of larger size have become
enclosed.

Observing Ultra-violet Radiation at a Height of
100 Miles

Sky and Telescope of August has a short note which
refers to the films developed by the Eastman Kodak
Company with special fluorescent coatings for record-
ing ultra-violet radiation They are to be used in
spectrographs mounted in the noses of rockets,
and the ultra-violet radiation of sunlight wd-l be
recorded when the rockets reach altitudes of about
100 miles. The glow on the fluorescent coating pro-
duced by the ultra-violet light is recorded on the
film.

University of Sheffield : Appointments

Recent appointments by the Council of the Univer-
sity of Sheffield include the following : Dr. W. S.

Bullough (Sorby Fellow), to be honorary lecturer in
zoology ; Dr. May H. Beattie, to be honorary demon-
strator in bacteriology ; Derek R. Wood, to be
lecturer in pharmacology^

; D. K. Hill and H. E.
Taylor, to be lecturers in the Department of Glass
Technology.

Colonial Service Appointments

The following appointments in the Colonial Service
tevie bow announced : M. A. Barrett, to be agri-
cultwirf officer, Kenya ; J. Bowden, to be entom-
o^^6|, ' Coast

, A. I Simpson, to be geologist,
Clarke, to be land surveyor, Hong

Konfey R* Sv A* Beauchamp, to be director of
fre^iwater fiA.«ies, Re^‘earch Station, Jinja, Uganda

;

G. A. W. Dove, to be geologist, Lands and Mmei:
Department, British Guiana , J. B. Pollock, to be

metallurgist chemist, Uganda ; B. W. Thompson, to

be professional assistant at tiie Royal Observatory,
Hong Kong ; R. P. Davidson, agricultural officer,

Malaya, to be agricultural officer, Uganda
; T. R

Hayes, senior agricultural officer, Uganda, to be
prmcipal agricultural officer, Uganda ; M. G. de
Courey-Ireland, agricultural officer, Uganda, to be
senior agricultural officer, Uganda ; W. J. M. Irvmg,
agricultural officer, Uganda, to be senior agri-

cultural officer, Uganda ; C. L. Skidmore, senior agri-

cultural officer, Gold Coast, to be assistant director

of agriculture, Gold Coast ; J. M. Wingate, senior

agricultural officer, Gold Coast, to be assistant

director of agriculture, Gold Coast ; G. R. G, Kerr,
conservator of forests, Nigeria, to be regional assistant

chief conservator of forests, Nigeria ; D. R. Rosevear,
conservator of forests, Nigeria, to be regional assisL-

ant chief conservator of forests, Nigeria ,* N. 8,

Stevenson, conservator of forests, Nigeria, to be
regional assistant chief conservator of forests, Nigeria

;

M. Perks, surveyor, Nigeria, to be surveyor. Northern
Rhodesia.

Announcements

Phof. M. Stacey, of the University of Birmmgham,
will deliver the Tilden Lecture of the Chemical Society
on December 5 at 7.30 pm., his subject will be
‘‘Macromolecules Synthesized by Micro-organisms’’.

The Institution of Naval Architects is offering the
following scholarships, tenable for three or four years,

according to the length of the course at the university
selected, for competition in 1 947 Naval Architecture

:

Vickers-Armstrongs, £200 a year
; Denny, £130 a

year, at the University of Glasgow only ; Marine
Engineering : V'arrow, £170 a year. Entries close

on May 31, 1947. Full particulars can be obtained
from the secretary of the Institution of Naval
Architects, 10 Upper Belgrave Street, London, S.W.l

Djr. a. Boerger, of the University of Montevideo,
director of the Agricultural Research and Plant
Breeding Station of La Estanzuela, Uruguay, smce
1912, president of the Uruguayan National Com-
mission on the Forage Crop Problem, and author of

several books of major importance on agricultural
and grassland research m the La Plata region, has
received the degrees of doctor honoris causa of the
University of Montevideo, and of doctor honons
causa in agrarian sciences of the University of Buenos
Aires. In conferring these distinctions, the authorities
of the Universities acknowledged in warm terms the
indebtedness of the two great stock-raismg coimtries
of the La Plata basin to Dr. Boei^er’s life-time of
devotion to agricultural and grassland research, a
devotion which has redounded greatly to the economic
advantage of both countries.

In the article “The Multiplicity of Foramma
Mentalia in a Human Mandible from the Copper Age
of Anatolia*’ (Nature, June 15, p. 792), the author
is described as “professor”. Dr. Muzaffer Senyurek
points out that he holds the post of assistant pro-
fessor only.

Ebrattjm. In the article “Recent Additions to the
London Zoo” (Nature, Nov. 2, p. 637), the Mau
escarpment was described as hi “western” Uganda

;

this should read “eastern” Uganda.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS Catalytic Oxidation of Ascorbic Acid

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for opinions expressed by their correspondents.
No notice is tahen of anonymous commumcahons

Structure of the ‘Sydnones’

It has been shown by J. C. Earh that the IST-nitroso-

N-arylglycines, for example, Ph.N(!N'0).CH2.C02H, on
treatment with acetic anhydride lose a molecule of
water, giving monomolecular anhydro derivatives
which have been termed 'sydnones’. The structure
tentatively suggested for these compounds contains
the fused three- and four-membered ring system (i),

and IS unacceptable for a number of reasons which
need not be enumerated.

Ar-/
CH—CO
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O
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As shown by Earl, the ‘sydnones’ are converted
into the origmal IST-mtroso-N-arjdglycines by hydro-
lysis with alkali, and it is therefore most improbable
that any molecular rearrangement, such as migration
of the aryl group, occurs during their formation.
The five-membered rmg system shown m (i) is,

therefore, almost certainly present m the ‘sydnonesh
A modification of the structure proposed by Earl,
however, avoids the obvious difficulties inlierent m
the formulation (i) ; it also allows a ready explana-
tion of the stability of the compoimds and accounts
equally satisfactorily for their properties. The
modfication now advanced omits the bridge bond
in (i), and substitutes a hybrid structure derived
from a number of ionic states of which there are, for
example, eight zwitteriomc forms (not all of equal
probability), two of which are shown in formulae
(n) and (m). On this view the *sydnones’ are par-
tially aromatic in character, and might be expected
to possess the degree of stability which they, in fact,
show.
The problem of the structure of the ‘sydnones’ is

closely related to that of the 2-substituted mdazoles
(rST

; shown with a bridge bond to compare with
i) and related compounds such as anthranil, 2-sub-
stituted benztriazoles, etc., for which a hybrid,
largely zwitterionie structure has already been
advanced by one of us®. Work on the structure of
this type of molecule and on the ‘sydnones’ is in
progress, and a full report will be pubhshed else-
where.

Wilson Baker
W. D. Qelis

Department of Organic Chemistry,
Dniversity, Bristol.

Oct. 9.

^ EarL J. C., and Mackney, A. "W., J. Ohem. Soc., B9Q (1935).
J. C., and Bade, R. A., J. Chem. JSoc , 591 (1946).

® Baker, W., Tilden Lecture, J. Ohem. Soc.^ 267 (1945).

Barron et al.^ showed that ascorbic acid is not
autoxidizable in acid solutions up to pH 7. They
investigated the catal;)diic effect of salts of manganese,
nickel, iron, cobalt, calcium and copper at pH 4-6

and found that copper alone had a marked catalytic

effect. Mack and Kertesz® found that iron had no
catalytic effect alone but increased the catalytic

effect of copper.
Investigations m this Laboratory have shown that

catalysis by ferrous iron is negligible above pH 2 but
considerable at pH 1 and below'. In contrast, copper

catalysis decreases with decreasmg pH and becomes
negligible below pH 1. The accompanymg table

show's results of studies in solutions of 0 1 M sodium
acetate adjusted to various pH levels wuth sulphuric

acid. The solutions contauied mitially 20 mgm. of

ascorbic acid per 100 ml. and w'ero aerated rapidly

at 40° C.

Catalyst added
Per cent oxidation m 5 mni at

0 4 1 0 2 0 3 0

Nil 0 0 0 0
Cu" (10 p.p m.) 0 0 3 7 0 54 3
Fe" (10 p p m.) 43 0 20 8 0 9 0 9

At pH 0-4, copper has practically no catalytic

effect but actually reduces the catalytic effect of
iron. These results, in addition to their theoretical

interest, are of importance m relation to the determ-
ination of ascorbic acid m canned foods. Further
details will be published later.

F. E. Huelin
I. M. Stephens

Food Preseiw'ation Research Laboratory,
Homebush, New South Wales.

Oct. 15.

^ Barron, E S G ,etal,J. Biol Ohem
, 112, 625 (1936).

* Mack G I , and Kertesz, Z. I , Food Res , 1, 377 (193b).

A Direct Method for Determining the Index
of Refraction of Thin Films

Inworkmg with high-frequency discharges obtained
m air, at a pressure of about 1 mm., by the use of
external electrodes surrounding a glass tube, an
mterference pattern was observed after a run of
twenty hours or more The pattern w”as visible both
inside the tube at the edges of the electrodes and on
glass strips placed under the electrodes withm the
tube. Patterns were obtained on clear strips of glass
and on strips previously coated with thin metallic
layers. Fig. 1, an enlarged photograph taken by
sodium light reflected from the surface of a strip,

shows a characteristic pattern wfiich wras formed on
that portion of the strip immediately under one of
the electrodes. The pattern appears to be similar
m nature to those observed by Bochstahler and
Overbeck^, Nathanson®, Nathanson and Bartberger®
and others, in sputtering discharges, and is due
apparently either to the deposition of a thm layer
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Fig 2 Fig 3

of some transparent material, or to some action of

the discharge on the surface of the glass. If we
assume the first hypothesis, the maximum thickness

of the deposit can be shown to be of the order of

5 wave-lengths (in the medium). Smce this thickness

IS attained only very near the edge of the deposit,

where it is a maximum, the total amount of material
in a deposit must be very small and analysis by
ordmary methods extremely difhcult. It was thus
thought advisable to obtain some clue as to the
nature of the deposit by determming its index of
refraction bymeans ofwhat seems to be a new method.
The method was suggested by the recent work of

Tolansky^ on the determination of the contours of
nearly plane surfaces by means of multiple reflexion

frmges. A layer of silver with reflexion coefficiont

of the order of 0*9 was deposited by evaporation
m vacuo on one surface of a compensating plate
taken from an old Michelson’s interferometer. The
plate, about 16 mm. x 20 mm. x 5 mm., was placed
with its silvered side upm a high-frequency discharge
tube of 3 cm. diameter, contaming air, in such, a
way that one end protruded about 3 mm. beyond
the region surrounded by one of the external sleeve
electrodes. A discharge was maintained in the tube
for several hours, after which the plate was removed.
The result (reproduced as Fig. 2) shows that the
silver was removed from the centre of the plate and
also from the end outside the electrode, a phenomenon
related to the removal action of high-frequency dis-
charges discussed by Hay^. On the remainder of
the area, however, a deposit showing the mterference
pattern appears to have protected the silver coat,
which is intact.

A second layer of silver was then evaporated on
top of the deposit, and at the same tun© on on© of the
surfaces of another similar plate from the interfero-
meter. The two silvered sxxrfaces were then placed
in close proximity m a device which allowed adjust-
ment to be made until approximate parallelism could
be attained.

Viewed in transmitted monochromatic light, the
rmult^ as shown in Fig. 3, showed two superimposed
sets of multiple reflexion frmgep, one within the
meditun showing the original pattern, and the other
im the sir gap between the plates. Points A and B

3) «e on the same fringe m each set, hence%% repre^^t xeglonS at whieh the thicknesses of
b^h the ^ gip and the deposit, as well as the
dfe^aee h^ween the two gla® surface, are equal*
Since the gla^ surfaem are optically plane, the

distance between them must be constant ©very

where on the Ime AB. The distance along any line

parallel to AB must also be constant.

Thus, if the number of frmges due to reflexion

m the air gap that are cut by a segment of a line

parallel to AB is a, and the number of fringes of

the set m the medium cut by the same segment is

6, the index of refraction of the medium with respect

to air IS evidently bja, smce the change m the thick-

ness of the air gap is entirely due to the change in

the thickness of the medium along the line segment.

Using this method, the index of the medium was
fomid by one of us (R. W-S.) to be 1*49 it 0*012,

for X — 5460.

Further work is m progress to determme the origia

and nature of these deposits, as well as their indices

of refraction and dispersion

J. K. Robfbtsok
^ R. W. Stewakt

J. I. Lodge
Queen’s University,

Kmgston, Canada.
Sept. 25.

* Bochstahler, L I , and Overbeck, C J., Phys Mev., 37, 465 (1931).

» mthanson, J. B ,
PJiys Rev

, 41, 373 (1932)

® Nathanson, .T B., and Bartberger, 0. L., J Opt Soc. Amer., 29,

417 (1939)
* Tolansky, S., Proc Roy. Soc.y A, 184, 41 (1945)

® Hay, R H
,
Can. J. Res., 16, 191 (1938)

Luminescence Processes in Zinc Sulphide
Phosphors

In a recent communication m Nature'^, derivations

of phosphorescence decay equations have been made,

based on the electron trapping mechanism, which

assume retrappmg of electrons to be an important

part of the process. The writers direct attention to

two statements from papers by Randall and Wilkins®

which, when thus isolated from their context, appear

to contradict each other. Klasens and Wise assume in

their letter that electron traps and luminescence im-

purity centres are independent of each other. Their

subsequent theoretical treatment of the decay process

is based on the above assumptions.
We have recently completed extensive studies of

the phosphorescence and thermolummescence char-

acteristics of zinc sulphides and other phosphors

governed by electron-trapping mechamsms, and

papers are m preparation on this work. There is

no doubt that retrappmg of electrons can give rise

to considerable modification of the theory of phos-

phorescence and thermoluminescence for phosphors

having a single depth of trap. The basic equations for

the ©mission given by Randall and Wilkins® are

thereby altered and become

:

^ dn c.n^s y-mmI = - exp-EfkT, . . (1)

where I is the luminescence intensity, n the number
of trapped electrons in the N available traps, c and ^

are constants, and B is the trap depth. Equations 1

lead to new expressions for the decay of phosphor-

escence and the thermal glow-temperature variation.

Esperunental evidence from our studies, which

include investigation ofthe origin of dielectric changes

in phosphors, the behaviour of phosphors with more
than one activating impurity and the effects of

‘killer’ impurity, flux and preparation conditions,

indicates two important facts : (a) Electron trajc^
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are closely associated with the neighbourhood of the
luminescence centres and can be formed by the mtro-
duction of the impurity giving rise to the centres.

(6) Retrappmg of electrons is usually a negligible

process m the luminescence mechanism of zinc
sulphide and other specific phosphors. This state-
ment IS capable of explanation m terms of that m (a).

An earlier communication in Nature^, from Mr.
Klasens alone, postulated a theoretical explanation of
the energy exchange m sulphide phosphors with more
than one impurity. Experimental facts arising from
our studies do not support this simple theory. As
an example, the figure given m this earlier com-
munication showing the effect of nickel on a zme
sulphide-silver-activated phosphor agrees approx-
imately with our results. However, the mcrease of
nickel content not only affects the ratio of killer

centres to emission centres, but also causes a large
change m the E value contained in the expression
for the parameter c. The theory does not explain the
fiuorescence-excitation intensity relations found for
very low excitation of these phosphors m the tem-
perature region where the value of c becomes
important.
We believe that ]Mr. Klasens’ views are not ade-

quately supported by experimental evidence, which
seems to favour different basic assumptions.

G. F. J. Gabucx
A. F. Gibson

Physics Department,
University of Birmingham.

Oct. 5.

^ KTasens, H. A., and Wise, M. E , Nature^ 158, 483 (1946)
* Eandal], J. T., and WiUans, M. H. E., Pr&c. Roy. Soc., A, 184, 366

and 390 (1945)
» KLtsens, H. A

,
Nature, 158, 306 (1946)

Diamagnetic Susceptibility of Isomerides

In a discussion of mvestigations on the magnetic
susceptibilities of aliphatic acids and esters—carried
out just before the outbreak of war and published^
in 1943—^Angus and Hill directed attention to certain
regular differences between the susceptibilities of
straight- and branched-chain compounds and briefly

reviewed existing data.
When the study of magnetic susceptibilities was

resumed by us about a year ago, investigation of
various t3rpes of isomerides was planned and, in the
first instance, more particularly aldehyde-ketone iso-

merism and the isomers of methyl benzoate and their

analogues, since, from the few relevant published
data^, it appeared that such isomerides had identical

susceptibilities. Whfie these mvestigations were pro-
eeedmg, there appeared in the issue for March 12 of
the Gomptes rendw^ a paper by Pascal and Pacault

;

imfortunately, it was only a few days ago that this
paper became available to us. Pascal and Pacault
discuss, in a generally adverse manner, the results
on isomers of aliphatic acids and esters^, and suggest
the desirability for carrying out further investigation
on isomerides which appeared to have identical
susceptibilities. This work was, as has been stated,
in hand and has now reached a sufficiently advanced
stage to make a preliminary report appear to be
desirable, although reserving a discussion of the
significance of susceptibility differences until the
planned programme has been completed and the
values now given have been adequately confirmed.
It IS not proposed to refute herethe general criticisms

contained m Pascal and Pacault ’s paper ; that can
and Will be done elsewhere later.

So far our work on aldehyde-ketone isomerides has
shown that the aldehyde is slightly more diamagnetic
than the isomeric ketone, although, with our present

data, the difference shows a small but not a constant

value. For example, the value for acetone is 0 4 x 10"®

less diamagnetic than propionaldehyde, while with
methyl amyl ketone and oenanthaldehyde the differ-

ence is 0*7 X 10"®.

The results for the other type of isomerism which
we have studied are more self-consistent and give

more regular differences, as is shown in the accom-
panying table showmg the values of —Xm (multiplied

by 10®) obtained.

Phenyl-
acetates Benzyl esters Benzoates Phenyl esters

Me 92-73
Et 104-27

Formate 81-43
Acetate 93 18

Me 81 -54

Bt 93 32
Pr 105 00

Acetate 82 -04

Propionate 93-79
I ?i-Butyrate 105-46

These results show clearly that the isomerides do
not have identical susceptibilities.

W. Bogie Angus
Geoefbev Stott

Department of Chemistry,
University College of North Wales,

Bangor.
Oct. 7.

^ Tram. Faraday Soe., 39, 185 (1943).

“Pascal, Ann. Chimie, 19, 5 (1910).
» C.R. Acad Sd Fans, 222 619 (1946)

X-Ray Examination of Self-Recovery in Copper

A COMMUNICATION by L. L. Van Reijen^ refers to a
recovery effect after an interval of some months in

filed copper powder. This was shown by X-ray
transmission photographs of a thm layer of the

powder specimen. He used the same mterval of time
when verifying his observation, and presumably did
not follow the progress of recovery in detail. How-
ever, m view of his reference to rotation powder
photographs taken by Megaw, Lipson and Stokes’^’®,

in which recovery was detected some days after the

preparation of the powder, it may be of interest to

report that we have detected the self-recovery of

filings of electrolytic tough pitch copper several days
after filmg, in both transmission photographs and
rotation powder photographs
The transmission method is preferable for followmg

the progress of recovery during its later stages ; thus

the diffraction pattern obtamed with the freshly filed

copper shows diffuse diffraction rings of uniform
mtensity, and after six days a number of intense

sharply defined spots appear superimposed on a back-
groxmd of the diffuse reflexions. After an interval of

eleven days the mtensity and size of the individual

reflexion spots increase, and after twenty-four dayB
the diffraction rmgs are beginning to become dis-

continuous and tend to break up into mdividual
spots.

The presence of very small amounts of impurities

is known to exert an appreciable influence on the

atomic rearrangement necessary for self-recovery and
recrystallization to occur. Some years ago, other

investigators^*® used X-rays to study the time of

recrystallization at room temperature of two differeii^

samples of electrolytic copper in the form of
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rolled sheets. The eopper used in our work contained
metallic impurities totalling 0*0055 per cent, but we
also made some observations on a sample of eopper
wntaining 0 0249 per cent of metallic impurities.
Here agam self-recovery was detected, but the extent
of the change was less after one year than the purer
specimen had shown after six days.

J. L. Milleb
L. C. Bannisteb
B. M. Hinde

British Insulated Callender’s Cables, Ltd.,
Prescot.

Oct. 11

^
Van Beijen, L L

, Nature, 157, 371 (194C)
“Megaw, H

, Lipson, H
, and Stokes, A B

,
Natme, 154, 145 (1944).

negaw, H
,
and Stokes, A K

,
J Imt Metah 71 279 (1945)

Eisenliut, 0., and Widmann, H
, j? tech Phys

, 11, 70 (1930)
® )Vidinann, H, Phys

,

45, 200 (1927)

Behaviour of Hypochlorite and of N-Chloro-
amines at the Dropping Mercury Electrode
Although Marks and. Glass^ have carried out

aTOperometric titrations using a stationary gold
electrode as the polarizable cathode, no results of
investigations concerning the behaviour of hypo-
chlorite and of N-ehloroammes at the dropping mer-
cury electrode have been recorded.
In inyestigatmg methods of distmguishmg between

nypochlontes and N-chloroamines in aqueous solu-
twn, it has now been established that the hypo-
cldoMte ion is one of the oxygen-containmg anions®
which are irreversibly reducible at the droppingmercu^ electrode Solutions of soduun hypochlorite
and of cUoramine-r (sodium N-chloro-p-toluene-
smphonamide) have been found to be reducible at

values between 3-6 and 11-0 and at concentra-
tions between 0-001 and 0-01 AT. The half-wave
potentmls of neutral solutions in 0-5 AT. potassium
sulphate at room temperature are about + 0-08 Vand - 0-13 V. for solutions of hypochlorite and
ehlorainm^e-r respectively, referred to the saturated
calomel electrode. ^

The dffiision currents are proportional to the con-
eeyrations and are mdependent of the pH \'alue.The irreversible electro-reduction of each compound
involves two electrons per molecul^.
The reduction of these two compounds by arsenite
my^igated by current-time curves at a potential

fi.T' -Ai L electrode). Hypochlorite
IS rapidly reduced at all pH valuesm the above range,
whereas chloramiue-T is reduced slowly, the rate
uicreasmg with dimmishingpH value, becoming rapidm the presence of iodide. The estimation of hypo

-

flt 1 i“a
of chloramine-T is possibleat pH 11-0 owmg to the great difference in the ratesol^^uotion of the two compounds by arsenite.

Pol^giyphic mvestigation of the reactionpr^cts of sodium hypochlorite, in concentrations
from 0-008 to 0-020 A', and ammomum

a deficiency ofammonium
^ncte,_that ammonia is’almost completely oxidized

N-chloroamines are^n^mnwtiral or weakly acid solutions; (6) usmg

electrode; its half-wavi
electrode

potassmm ebionde solntion at room tempera

ture ; the electro-reduction is irreversible and in-
volves two electrons per molecule; dichloramme,
formed at pH 5-0^ is not reduced at the dropping
meremy electrode under the conditions mvestigated
trichloramine, present at pH 3 6^ appears to be
reduced at about the half-wave potential of hjmo-
chlorite ; the reduction of mono- and trichloramine
by arsenite is slow, becoming rapid when activated
by the presence of iodide.
A detailed account of this and similar work will

be published later.

We wish to thanlc Messrs. Milton Antiseptic, Ltd
for their interest and support

Edward Davies Chemical Laboratories,
University College of Wales,

Abeiystwyth

.

E. N. Jenkins
Kesearch Department,
Milton Antiseptic, Ltd.,

London, W.l.

J A9}iet Water Worhs Assoc,, 34, 1227 (1942)Marks, Canadian Pat, 427092 (1944), 0/iem Abs
, 39 2712

3
I-ingane, “Polarography”, chapter 23 (New York 1941 ).

( liapm, J Amer Chem Soe
, 51, 2112 (1929) S3 91 g*

Metcalf, J Chem Soc 148 (1942)
^ (1931).

Volume Flow of Plastic Materials
SWAINGEE® has stated recently that an increase m

volume occurs durmg the plastic flow of duialumin
specimens imder a tensile test. While it is generally
assumed that volume is unchanged during plastic
flow, we should like to point out that, m 1939,
Glanville and Thomas® showed that the creep of
concrete m compression was characterized by a
decrease in volume. The concrete, m fact, flowed into
its own voids.
Tho rovers© of this ©jEfoct has now b©©n ob.serv©dm specimens of asphalt (consisting of a mixture of

toe aggi'egate with tar or bitumen binder) when sub-
jected to a simple constant-load tensile test. A
specimen which showed a total linear extension of
7 per cent before breakmg was found to show at
the same time a volume increase of about 2 per cent.
The volume-change occurred at a roughly constant
rate from the moment of application of the load.
After breakage, the fractured surface had a rough
appearance, in striking contrast to the smooth appear-
toce of a fractured surface broken under impact. It
IS evident that rupture occurring as a result of plastic
flow in tension is due to the progressive weakening
of the structure caused by steady dilatation of the
material.

It is hoped to publish later a detailed account of
this phenomenon as exhibited by bitummous road
materials,

A. B. Lee
M. Beineb
P. J. Bigden

Boad Besearch Laboratory,
Department of Scientific and

Industrial Besearch,
Harmondsworth,

West Drayton, Middlesex.
Oct. 18.

Swamger, K, H., Nature, 158, 165 (1946).
* TJomasJP. G., Bmlding Besearch Tedtaaical

Faimr, No. 2|. (London : Stationery Office, 19S9.)
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Catatorulln Effect of Aneurin Disulphide

AiTETJRiK disulphide^ formed by openmg of the
thiazole rmg and oxidation to the —S—S— form,
does not give the thiochrome reaction, unless suit-

ably reduced by cysteine ; it was reported to have
some 60 per cent of the biological activity of aneurm,
when given orally to animals. I have foimd in

eatatorulin tests, by methods previously described^,

with the deficient pigeon bram that it is at least

as active as aneurin (Table 1).

Table i. Catatorulix test with brei, erom avitaminotts pigeon
BRAIN. Substrate, sodiuii pyruvate

Oxygen uptake ^//gna /hr. for respiration period 30-120 mm.
Change

Xo addition 733 —
Aneurm, 0 5y . 1352 -1- 619
Aneurm, 0 25 y . 1122 -f- 389
Aneurm disulphide, 0 5 y . . 1524 4- 791

TABLE 2. BEACTIVATION OP OXCDIZED COCARBOXYLASE FOR CARBON
DIOXIDE PRODUCTION. PRODUCED IN 15 KIN. PROM SODIUM
PYRUVATE IN PRESENCE OP ALKALINE WASHED YEAST, ANEURIN AND

MAGNESIUM 28° C.

Addition
Xil
•f Cysteine, 4 mgm.
Aneurm disulp p^uophos (1 5 y)

-f cvsteme, 2 mgm
-r cvsteine, 4 mgm
4- cvsteme, 10 mgm
4- glutathione 4 mgm
4- B.A L , 1 mgm
4- cysteme-ester, 4 mgm.

31
48
35

255m
348
197
226
91

I have also foimd that preparations of aneurin
disulphide pyrophosphate made by the method of

K. Myrback, I. Vallm and I. MagneiP by oxidation
of cocarboxylase with iodine, when tested by the
method of Ochoa and Peters^ show little or no
activity in the decarboxylation of pyruvate by
washed yeast ; this has been also stated recently

by P. Karrer and M. Yiseontmi®, so that I can con-

firm it mdependently. . I have also foimd that —SH
coiiipoimds reactivate the preparation for carbon
dioxide production, when added immediately after

the washed yeast (Table 2) ; 6 mgm. cysteme hydro-
chloride per respiration bottle produces a maximimi
effect (22 mM.) ; cystine was practically without
effect. Myrback et al. treated their preparations of
aneurm disulphide pyrophosphate with cysteme to

reactivate for the thiochrome reaction. As judged
by reactivation with cysteme for decarboxylation
and restoration ofthe thiochrome reaction, most ofmy
preparations of this substance were relatively m-
aetive, showmg not more than about 10 per cent of

the origmal activity. Upon this basis, catatorulm
tests with the dispersion from the avitammous bram
showed an activity correspondmg to the amount of

aneurm disulphide pyrophosphate present. Since the
latter is itself mactive in the yeast test, it is logical

to think that it must first be reduced to aneurm
before it is active m the catatorulm tests by the—SH
compoimds present. The fact, however, that %n

mtio these bram enzyme preparations can carry out

this change appears still to leave room for the
suggestion of Williams and Zima that the —S—S

—

forai of aneurm may play its part m the dehydro-
genation.

Synthetic preparations of cocarboxylase (as used
here) have been found in this laboratory to give

some 60 per cent of the full effect of Lohman and
Schuster’s cocarboxylase®; one possible reason for

this 18 the presence of some oxidized cocarboxylase ;

smce this would be reactivated by cysteine, it is

mteresting to note that the addition of cysteine to
our control synthetic eoearboxylase gives increases

of approximately 50 per cent in the carbon dioxide

production over the first 10-mm. period. L. D
Greenberg and J. F Bmeharf' reported an activation

of cocarboxylase tests by cysteme.

I am indebted to Messrs Merck and Hofman le

Roche for specimens of cocarboxylase and to the

latter for the aneurm disulphide I am also grateful

to R. W.'Wakelm for assistance with the tests.

R. A. Pbtbbs
Department of Biochemistry,

Oxford. Oct. 19.

^ Ber , 73, 941 (1940). (See also, Zima, Eitsert and Moll, Z Physiol.,

C, 267, 210 (1941)

)

- Peters, Biochem. J
, 32, 2031 (1938)

" Svemh. Eemisk TidsLnft , 57, 124 (1945).

< Biochem J , 32, 1501 (1938)

^Eelv Chim Acta, 29, 711 (1946).

'Banga, Ochoa and Peters, Biochem. J

,

33, 1110 (1939). Weil-

Malherbe, Biochem. J

,

34, 981 (1940). (Tests by L A Stocken,

Oxford )

Proc. Soc Exp. Bwl
,
43,' 495 <1940)

A Possible Mode of Action of ‘Paludrine’

Iisr the evolution of the antimalarial drug
Taludrme’, the diguanide system was selected

because it provided structural features similar to

those found m the earlier active pyrimidme com-
pound ‘2666’^. The biochemistry of the former drug,

together with the results obtained in both experi-

mental and elmieal therapy, mdicate, however, that

it is biologically distmct from the prototype molecule

Thus, for example, therapeutic potency is many
times greater, and is apparent not only against the

erj'throcytic but also against the exo-erythrocytic

forms of the malaria parasite. Further, ‘Paludrine’

does not show the antagonism for nboflavme exhibited

by '2666’ (and mepacrme) with respect to the growth
of the Lactobacillus casein an effect that we associate

with the formal structural resemblance of the latter

drugs to the vitamm, and which may also be con-

nected With their j)arasiticidal activity.

XHC3H-/3

cv

‘Paludrine’

Ch /

]SrHC2H4R(C,H5)2

A.

NH/
*2666*

So far, the biochemical and biological researches

of our colleagues, Drs. Madmaveita and Davey, have
not provided any explanation for these facts. We
now suggest, on the basis of certain chemical observa-

tions, that the antimalarial activity of ‘Paludrine’

may be connected in some way with an interference

with the porphyrin metabolism or enzyme systems of

the parasite. Taludxine’ forms a copper derivative the

analysis of which gives one atom of copper combined
with two molecules of the drug. Assummg a sym-
metrical disposition of the diguanide molecules in a
planar structure (compare phthalocyanine), space

models indicate the arrangement formulated below.

The methyl groups printed in italic type are accom-
modated either above or below the general plane of

the complex, and are therefore separated from the,

adjacent imino groups by a distance considera|)ly
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greater than that apparent m the diagram We
were at onee struck by the similarity of the copper

complex so formulated to the naturally occuiTmg
porphyrin pigments. For comparison, the structure

of a metal protoporphyrin is given. The correspond-

ence between the six-membered rmgs chelatmg the

metal m both systems is apparent, as is also the sim-

ulation of the pyrrole rings of the porphyrin by the

foldmg of the amlino- and isopropylammo-groups of

the drug complex. In addition, the isopropyl group,

which gives maximum anthnalarial activity m the

diguamde series, provides side-cham methyl groups
correspondmg with the 1 : 5-dimethyl groups common
to all the known natural porphyrins.

H

H,C-CH
II II ^ ^

NcH, iJH N

Cu
/ ^

Cl N NH Off,

11
II

\
11 11

HC-CH,

Copper complex of *Paludrine’

While consideration of the copper complex of the
drug led to the recognition of these points of re-

semblance, this metal need not necessarily be that
implicated in the postulated biological interference of
the drug with the malaria parasite. Indeed, even in
the absence of a metal atom, the probability of
hydrogen bonding between Nq and N4 would cause
the molecule to retain some of the structural features
of the metal complexes. Finally, it should be re-
marked that the low toxicity of Taludrine’ to the
animal organism, and its general inactivity against
a wide range of other micro-organisms, implies that
the postulated antagonism relates to a porphyxm
system highly specific to the malaria parasite, so that
biochemical proof or disproof of the hypothesis wdl
not r^fedEy be forthcoming.

F, H- S. CxntD
F. L. Rose

Rwearth Laboratories,
Chetoofical Industries, Ltd.,

'

‘ Oct. 11 .

tose, F. t.^

Acceleration of Thrombin Formation by a
Plasma Component

Accobding to Quickb prothrombin is composed
of two components A and B, in combination with

calcium. ISTolf^ carried out experiments from whicli

he formed a similar conclusion. On the other hand,

Seegers, Loomis and Vandenbelt^ used purified prep-

arations and concluded that prothrombin consists of

a single substance which can act as thrombin pre-

cursor.

Determmation of prothrombin activity is usually

based on the estimation of plasma coagulation time
A method for the determination of actual prothrombin
concentration in relation to plasma coagulation time
lias been developed in this laboratory (Fantl and
Kance^) It is based on the observation that barium
carbonate has the property of preferentially adsorbmg
prothrombm, together with minimal amounts of other

plasma constituents. Prothrombm is estimated as

protem m the adsorbate. It was found that tlie pro-

thrombm concentration m normal limnan oxalated

plasma averaged approximately 2 mgm per 100 ml.

when expressed as protem nitrogen. This result is 121

good agreement with a calculation of the prothrombm
concentration based on the two -stage technique of

Warner, Brinkhous and Smith® as carried out by
Seegers, Loomis and Vandenbelt®. Smce the barium
carbonate technique gives a lower value for protem
l^er unit of prothrombm than any other procedure,
it should be possible to test the conflicting views

regardmg prothrombm constitution.

Elution of prothrombin from 'the adsorbate was
(‘arried out at pH 6, and dialysis in the cold yielded

a solution which has been tested for prothrombm"
activity by incubatmg it with a variety of thrombo-
plastins (homologous and heterologous brain extracts

and Russell viper venom) and calcium ions. The.

resulting thrombm was added to a purified fibrinogen

preparation m the range of pH 6

-

0-7 -2 . The results

of a typical experiment are recm'rlod graphically

Incubation time (mm.)

Thrombin formation from isolated frothrombin:— o— , assay with fibrinogen pK 7 2, incubation at 19° C.— X— , „ „ protbrombm-free plasma

As can be seen from the graph (continuous line)

such a system is active in inducing fibrin formation.

However, the reaction-rate of thrombin formation is

slow. Preliminary moubation of prothrombin and
thromboplastm for approximately an hour yields

maximal activity, which remains eoi;^tant for several

hours. When prothrombin concentrations are plotted
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on a log scale agamst incubation times on a decimal
scale, a straight line is obtamed until 60 per cent
of the prothrombm has been converted into thrombin.
This suggests that during the early stages the reaction

proceeds according to the laws of a reaction of the
first order. From these results it is obvious that
prothrombm isolated from human plasma is the only
precursor of thrombin.

It was found possible to accelerate the thrombm
formation in the above system when purified fibrmo-

gen was replaced by plasma from which prothrombm
had been completely removed by adsorption. Here
maximal activity was reached after a considerably
shorter incubation time (broken line). Thus it appears
that normal plasma coagulation depends not only on „

an adequate conceiatration of prothrombm but also

on the presence of an accelerator.

A detailed accoimt of the results will be given
elsewhere.

P. Fantl
M. Nance

Baker Medical Research Institute,

Alfred Hospital,

Melbourne.
Oct. 16.

^ Quick, A J., Am&r. J. Physiol., 140, 212 (1943).
® Nolf, P., Arc*. Iinternat. dte Pharmacodyn. et de Therap , 70, 5 (1945)
® Seegeis, W. H ,

Loomis, E. C., and Vandenbelt, J. M., Arch. Bioehem ,

6, 69 (1945).
* Eantl, P., and Nance, H., in the press.

® Warner, B. B., Brinkhous, K. M., and Smith, H P., Amer. J.
Physiol., 114, 667 (1936)

AspergilHn : a Name Misapplied to Several
Different Antibiotics

The name ‘aspergillm’ has been applied to at least

‘four different antibiotic substances from species of
Aspergillus. Bush and Goth used the name at first

^

for a compound from A. flavus which they later

named flavicm^, and which, when mvestigated by
Fried and co-workers^ under the name of fiavicidm,

ultimately appeared to be a double-bonded isomer
of pemcillm F.

Stanley^ applied the name ‘aspergilhn’ to a er^^stal-

Ime compoimd from a strain of Aspergillus the specifilc

name of which is not given. The compound melted at
272-280° C., contained sulphur, and shovred bacterio-

static activity agamst twelve species of pathogenic
bacteria, both Gram-positive and Gram-negative.
From Stanley’s brief description, his compound
appears to differ from premously described sulphur-

containing antibiotic compounds.
Soltys® referred to a filtrate from A. fumigatus

(No. 367 of the National Collection of Type Cultures)

as ‘aspergillin’. It was bacteriostatic against Myco-
bacterium tuberculosis and M. phle%, but not agamst
two strains of staphylococci. It is not yet clear

whether it is really a new antibiotic material.

More recently, Kxasilnikov and Korenyako® re-

ported that certain strains of A. niger produced an *

alcohol-soluble antibiotic substance, active against

both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, and
stable upon heating or prolonged storage. It was
not obtamed in crystalline form. They differentiated

it from a number of known antibiotic compoimds.
but unfortunately did not differentiate it specifically

from clavacin and aspergillic acid. They, too, gave
their active factor the name of ‘aspergillin’.

The application of the name ‘asper^llin’ to four
different antibiotic substances might in itself lead

U R E

to some confusion. However, further confusion arises

from the fact that the name ‘aspergiUm’ was origmallj’

proposed by Linossier’ in 1891 for the black, water-
msoluble pigment of the spores of A. niger. So far

as is knoT^m, this pigment has never been tested to

determme whether or not it possesses any antibiotic

activity. Ho-wever, it has been repeatedly studied
under the name of 'aspergillm’'^-^^ and has been
characterized as a humic acid^^.

Accordmgly, it would seem desirable to restrict the

use of the name ‘aspergillm’ to the black pigment of
the spores of A. niger. The antibiotic of Bush and
Goth has already been renamed. If the antibiotics

of Stanley, of Soltys, and of Krasdnikov and Horen

-

yako prove to be different from any previously de-

scribed, new names should be selected for them. It

IS to be hoped that, in the futm’e, investigators of
antibiotic substances will avoid applying the name
‘aspergdlm’ to their materials, in order to avoid
useless and troublesome synon37ms and to prevent
further confusion in the literature.

In a very recent paper^®, it is reported that
Stanley’s 'aspergillm’ is similar to, if not identical

with, ghotoxm. If this antibiotic is finally definitely

identified as.gliotoxm, the necessity for a new name
will be eliminated.

Walteb C. Tobie
American Cyanamid Co.,

1937 West Main Street,

Stamford, Conn.
Sept. 18.
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Synergic Action of Penicillin and Bacterio-
static Dye^

Synergistic action of penicfilm with other drugs
capable of assisting the defence mechanisms of
the body against bacterial pathogens has been re-
ported by a number of workers^"®. Basic dyes like
brilliant green, methylene blue, acriflavme and
gentian violet are well known to possess antiseptic
properties, and indeed some of them are used in the
cure ofwound infections. Thatcher^ has demonstrated
a pronounced synergistic effect tn mtro between
sulphanilamide drugs and dyes on Gram-negative
bacteria. Though the average therapeutic dose of
pemcillm now used is sudOScient to maintain a higher
concentration than is actually necessary to inhibit
a particular organism in the blood stream, the fact
that there may still be very resistant organisms in
certain sites, and also that sufficient peniciUm may
not re6M3h certam massive infections m localized area^
make it desirable to use a combination of bacfe«^<^‘
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bbatic substances. As the available evidence would
suggest that penicillin and the dyes act on bacteria

m different ways, it was hoped that the combined
action of these would be one of mutual reinforcement

or potentiation In this note we record the results of

in vitro studies on the bacteriostatic action of peni-

cillin when alone and when combmed witli bacterio-

static dyes on typical Gram-positive and Gram-
negative bacteria

The experiments 'were designed to estimate the

mmimum amount of penicillin which would com-
pletely inhibit the growth of the test organisms in

plain broth and m broth contammg varying con-

centrations of the dyes. Sterile culture tubes con-

taining different concentrations of bacteriostatic

agents under mvostigation were inoculated, with one
loopful ofa 24:-hour culture. The growth was normally
obserc-ed after 24 hours of incubation at 37° C. The
mmimum bacteriostatic concentration recordedm the
accompanying tables was the lowest concentration

of penicillin or dye sho’wmg no visible growth.

Tabie 1

Organisms
(1 5 X 10«

cells)

Minimum inhibitmg

Brilliant
Pemcillm green

concentration of

Methylene Gentian
blue violet

Staphylo-
coccus
aureus

{

Eschertchia

)
coll

i

'

1

0 015
units/c.c

Complete
inhibition
not appar-
ent even
with 15 0
umts per
ec.

1 75xl0-« 2 X 10~*

Complete
inhibition
not appar-
ent at even
saturation
level

1 5xl0'«

6 X 10-"

Table 2

Mimmum inhibiting concentration of
Organisms dyes in the presence of penicillin

(1 *6x10* cells) Brilliant Methylene Gentian
green blue violet

Staphylococcus aurem 2 X 2xl0“* 2xl0"«
0 01 units/c c of
penicillin

Escherichia coh 1 25X10“® No inhibition 7*5x10“®
14*0 units/c.c. of even with
penieillm concentrated

solutions

The results show that the presence of bacteriostatic
dyes helps to reduce the concentration of penieillm
required for the inhibition of the growth of the
organisms. The increased potentiatmg effects of
the dyes may be due to the synergic action of the
individual drugs on the organisms, or less probably to
a chemical reaction between the bacteriostatic agents
forming a complex with greater bacteriostatic action.
The unsatisfactory action of methylene blue tends
to suggest that such complexes are probably formed.
The precise degree of enhancement of the bacterio-
static action seems to vary with the dye and upon
the dye sensitivity of the organisms. It has also
been ascertamed by separate tests that it depends

^

op the number of organisms present, the stram

"

specificity of the susceptible species and environ-
conditions.

Studi^ on the synergic action of penicillin and
other dyes, as also on the bacteriostatic action on

erganisins, and the in vim aspects of the
prohlem, are dn progress.
Ouf thanhsw due to Prof. V. Subrahman-

yan a^d B.r8. K. p. Menon and N. KT. De for their
inters and helpful Cidtiefems, and to theXonncil of

Scientific and Industrial Research, under the auspice

of which this work was undertaken.
Mabiam Geobge
K M PanDALAI

Department of Biochemistry,

Indian Institute of Science,

Bangalore. Sept. 9.
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Function of Prostatic Phosphatase

In human semen large amounts of a phosphatase
with acid pH optimum originating from the prostate

has been demonstrated by Kutscher and Wolbergsb
The phosphatase activity of semen m optimal con-

ditions amoimts to several thousand times the

activity of the alkaline phosphatase in serum. No
explanation as

,

to the function of this enzyme has

so far been advanced.
When the very large amounts of inorganic phos-

phorus found m human semen (c. 100 mgm./lOO ml

)

IS considered, it was an obvious possibility that this

inorganic phosphorus might have arisen through the

breakdown of some organic phosphorus compound
under the influence of the prostatic phosphatase.
When semen was exammed immediately after

ejaculation, it was, in fact, found that the concentra-
tion of inorganic phosphate is quite low, and it

rapidly increased during tlie first few minutes. If

ejaculation is performed directly in ice-cold tri-

chloroacetic acid, the amount of inorganic P is only

about 10 mgm. per 100 ml., whereas the total acid-

soluble P amounts to 90-120 mgm. per 100 ml.
The nature of the phosphorus compound thus

revealed was investigated by fractionation of the

barium salts in the usual way. It was found that by
far the greater part of the organic P (60-70 per cent)

was present as an alcohol-soluble compound. In

livmg tissue only two phosphorus compounds with

this property have been described, namely, the

sphingosine choline phosphate of Booth®, and cholme
glycerophosphate found m autolysed pancreas by
Schmidt, Hershman and Thannhauser®.

Practically all the phosjihorus compound could be

precipitated from 90 per cent alcohol by alcoholic

mercury chloride. The substance when purified by
two or three such precipitations gave a P : H ratio

of 1 : 1, thus excludmg sphmgosine choline phosphate.
Hydrolysis showed that it is extremely stable. Boilmg
with 5 N sulphuric acid for two hours only split

off about 15 per cent of the phosphorus, and treat-

ment with strong alkali produced a very slow

destruction accompanied by liberation of trimethyl-

amme. Choline glycerophosphate very easily splits

off cholme on treatment with acids and even cadmium’
chloride. That was not the case with the present

compound.
On treatment with prostatic secretion (obtained by

digital massage) the substance was split quantitatively
mto inoi^amc phosphate and cholme. That a third

substamce should arise durmg splitting is scarcely

probable, since the great stability towards hydrolysing
agents strongly iadicates a primary phosphorus com-
pound. The properties of synthetic phospharyl
choline have been studied by several investigators^>^»®»
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and agree well with the properties of the substance

m semen, although the barium salt has been claimed

to be precipitated by one voliune of alcohoP. This

was, however, found to be the ease only m rather

concentrated solution.

Phosphoryl choline has been demonstrated m beef
liver^ ; but only 0*2 gm. of the picrate was isolated

from 200 kgm. of liver. It was quite possibly formed
from lecithm durmg the rather drastic isolation

procedure.
It has been shown that by far the greater part

of the semen phosphorus origmates from the semmal
vesicles®. It must therefore be assumed that phos-

phoryl cholme is formed in this organ. Durmg and
after ejaculation, the secretion from the seminal

vesicles comes in contact with prostatic secretion,

whereby cholme and morganic phosphate are formed.

Nothing" is known as yet concemmg the possible

physiological function of cholme or phosphate (or

both).

Semen from buUs does not contam excessive

amounts of phosphatase, and the concentration of
choline m one-day-old samples was found to be only

about 30 mgm. per 100 ml., thus perhaps indicating

that the splitting of phosphoryl cholme is the sole
Fig 1. CHOrANGIOCELIiTTLAK OAECIXOMA

OF riYBK. E^axi-Campbell duck

function of prostatic phospha-
tase.

The quantity of choline found
m samples of semen from normal
men amoimts to 250-400 mgm.
per 100 ml. This is of interest

m connexion with the Florence

test (formation of characteristic

crystals with potassium tn-iodide)

used in legal medicme for the

detection of sperm stams. It is

generally recognized that this

reaction is due to cholme, and it

has been assmned that the cholme
responsible was formed through
decomposition of lecithm. If

this is the case, semen should
contam more than ten times

the amount of lecithm actually
Fig. 2 BEbPATOCELLULAE OAUOliSIOMA,

X 180 Khaki-Campbell duck
Fig. a. CHOLANQIOCELLULAR oaecinoma,

X 180. Ayxesbuey duck

found.
A detailed account of the present work will be

published elsewhere.
Frank Ltjndquist

Institute of Legal Medicine,

University of Copeniiagen.

Oct. 11.
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Primary Carcinoma of the Liver in the Duck
In recent months, several cases of primary

carcinoma of the liver of ducks have been observed.
A survey of the relevant literature has not brought
to light any mention of this condition in ducks, which
may thus possibly be a new disease, hitherto un-
reported.
To date, eleven cases have been encountered, some

having been diagnosed in life, Ooinpa.ratively few

ducks come to this laboratory for post-mortem exam-
ination, as may be judged by the fact that only
forty-nine ducks were examined in the period 1944-46.

Yet in this period eleven cases were observed, or a
relative incidence of 22*5 per cent. The comparable
figures for the precedmg four years are twenty-one
ducks examined and no tumours observed.

The liver in such cases is enlai^ed, and contains

multiple discrete green tumours- Metastases have
been observedm the kidney and ovary. Histologically,

these tumours are seen to be either hepatocellular

carcmomata, or cholangiocellular carcmomata (see

photographs). In one instance the two tyrpes occurred

in the same case.

Of these eleven cases, three birds cam© at com-
paratively short intervals from one small flock, and
three other cases occurred in another small flock.

Inquiry revealed that in the first instanc© the three

ducks were all originally obtained from the same
poultry farm, and were of related stock ; but in the
second instance the three afifected birds originated

from different farms and different stock. This latter

observation seems to render unlikely the possibility of

a hereditary factor, and tends to favour the hypo-
thesis of an infectious disease of a neoplastic natur^„
AH that can be said at the moment in support
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Vims hypothesis is that so far it has been found im-

possible to cultivate this tumour m tho yolk sao of

fertile hen eggs, as moculation causes a 100 per cent

©mbr^’-o mortality. It is hoped to carry out trans-

mission experiments as, and when, further suitable

material becomes available.

J, G. Campbell
Department of Poultry Diseases,

Royal (Dick) Vetermary College,

Edmburgh. Oct. 11.

Horphological Changes in Bacillus fusiformis

In a communication in Nature^, Webster and Frey
have reported changes in the morphology of the
Bacillus fusiformis found in cases of ulcerative
gingivitis after the application of pemcillm. The
organisms had developed central round or spindle-

shaped swellmgs. In an investigation of tropical

EUSIIOBM: bacilli with central swelling
; SMEARS EROM

UNTREATED TROPIOAX SORES. X C. 900

ulcer in Madras, I have, however, noted in smears
from imtreated cases similar changes in the morph-
ology of the fusiform bacillus. The central swelling
is seen both by dark-ground illumination and after
stainmg. It would appear, therefore, that the changes
in morphology are due to the influence of other
factors besides any specific treatment.

N. Seshabktnathan
King Institute, Guindy,
Saidapet Post, India.

Aug. 26.

^ Wel^ter, J. E., and Prey, H., Nature, 158, 59 (1946).

Pmzrium oxysporum on the Oil Palm
In an earlier communication^ I directed attention

to the pa^Mice of a vascular wilt disease of the oil
psim, gumemsis) in the Belgian Congo. In so

as myoologieal studies could b© pursued under
toe comfiMcwfe, of the investigation, the same species
of Mmmmm %as isolated on a number of occasions
fr^ diswlour^ vascular strands. ^ culture sub-
mitted tp Br, 8. WiiyMr© of Ida© Imperial Myeo-

logical Institute has now beon reported on by Dr.

W. L. Gordon of the Dominion Laboratory of Plant

Pathology, Winnipeg. The latter, who has been

making a special study of this genus, has identified

the culture as Fusanum oxysporum forma. The
organism isolated from infected vascular strands of

the oil palm is thus a strain or form of the compre-

hensive sjieeies to which the other wilt-producing

Fusaria belong. Its pathogenicity has, of course,

still to be tested.

A second culture of Fusarium was also submitted

for identification. This was isolated from a char

acteristic leaf disease of the oil palm known in the

Congo as patch yellow, certain genetical types of

palm bemg apparently highly susceptible. This

fungus has also been identified by Dr. Gordon as a

form of Fusanum oxysporum. It closely resembles

the first-mentioned strain, though differeliees are

apparent on certam media. An mtorestmg rnyco-

logical and pathological situation thus awaits detailed

investigation.

C. W. Wabdlaw
Department of Cryptogamic Botany,

University of Manchester.
Oct. 21.

'Wardlaw, C W., Nature, 158, 356 (1946).

Origin of the First European Potatoes and

their Reaction to Length of Day
Mr. Hawkes and Mr. Driver^ believe that the

greatest single factor limiting the yield of Andean
varieties under British conditions is the day-length

requirement, thereby implying that they are, on the

whole, good yielders in suitable conditions. This is

nol^ our ©xperionce, which is that many of them are

thoroughly bad, even in short days. The point is

material to our argument, and some experimental

facts are called for.

Thirteen Andean varieties of S. tuberosum from

the Empire Potato Collection were grown in winter,

and compared witli Up-to-Dat© in identical conditions.
^

Seven (EPC 369, 501, 588, 595, 952, 1094 and 1144)
*

gave less than on© third of the yield of Up-to-Date, i

five of these giving less than one tenth. Only three
|

(EPC 140, 355 and 1407) were in the same class as

trp-to-Date, and Ko. 140 outyielded it. In another !

test during the fairly short days of the sub-tropical
|

summer, results were worse. None of the seven poor
f

varieties gave as much as on© fifth of the yield of !

Up-to-Date, and only Ko. 140 was in the same class
|

as the domestic variety. The winter tests were done ^

out of doors at Pretoria (lat. 26° S., altitude 4,500 ft.),
j

Because of the fairly high altitude, non-luminous I

heaters had to b© used at night to give protection

against light frosts. The day-length durmg winter in

Pretoria varies from lOJ to 12 hours, but some lines

grew a little beyond the vernal equinox into days

slightly more than 12 hours long. The winters a«r©

sunny and almost cloudless, and in the amount of
|

hght Pretoria is similar to areas of slightly loW^
^

altitude where winter crops of potatoes are regularly
^

grown. Disease was practically absent in this test.

The summer tests were made in a potato-producing y

district near Pretoria. The altitude was 5,200 ft.
j

and the latitude 26° S., at which the longest day is i

about 13J hours long. Most lines grew for a few weeks *

beyond the autumnal equinox mto days of 11-1^ '

hours, and all were infected with AUemaria sokmi
^

at the ead, thou^, on the whole, to a Rm«lW pnrimirt
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than Up-to-Date. The choice of the thirtieen lines

was quite random—they happened to be the first

available for testmg out of doors—and there is no
reason for believing the results to be atypical.

All available evidence considered, it seems fairly

certam that there are among the varieties from the
Andes some which are very good and also some which
are very bad*. The exact proportions of good and
bad have not been determmed, and do not concern
us here. What matters is that the varieties are

eertamly variable and probably, on the average, less

well bred and selected than the European. This is

to be expected in the circumstances that new seed-

Imgs arise comparatively easily in the free-fruiting

Andean varieties, that there does not seem to have
been any conscious effort to breed new varieties^, that
mixed varieties are commonly cultivated, and that
no selection is practised except perhaps m a reverse

way by the eatmg of the large tubers and the plantmg
ofthe small ones®. These circumstances must lower the
general standard of varieties m any collection which
aims at bemg fairly representative or complete.

It IS therefore felt that the belief that poor yields

of Andean varieties in Britam are caused m the
mam by the long days ofsummer, evenwhen the grow-
mg-season mcludes weeks of short days m autumn, is

charitable to the varieties, but still unproved.
That extreme mtolerance of long days had to be

removed before potatoes could become what they
are m Europe to-day has never been disputed.
Tolerance of long days is necessary for earlmess, and,
by comparison with the first European potatoes, all

modern European varieties are early, especially in

north-eastern Europe where, in the absence of a long
frost-free autumn, earlmess is a necessity. (This, a,s I
hmted before^, may explain why the potato did not
go to the north-east for centuries.) But that the
incomplete shift from autumn to summer tuber-
growth has, by itself and apart from greater care m
breedmg and selection, improved yields m western
Europe is still an assumption by European workers.
Because the opmions of Mr. Hawkes and Mr.

Driver are held in such high regard, I am sorry to
see that they have not dropped the name ^S'. aridi-

genum^. It seems fairly satisfactorily proved, both
on grounds of photoperiodism^ and morphology®, that
there is no question of more than one species among
the cultivated tetraploid potatoes ; this bemg so, the
statement of Mr. Hawkes and Mr. Driver® that type
herbarium specimens and many rare documents need
examination loses its point so far as the immediate
problem of discarding mvalid names is concerned.
The name S* andigenum is new, but the hypothesis
of the Andean origin of the potato is not. Linnaeus
gave the habitat oi JS. tuberosum as Peru, and twenty
years ago botamsts generally believed that the potato
came from the Andes. One could slip back twenty
years, and lose the name S. andigenum without great
inconvenience

.

J. E. VAN DER Plane:
Department of Agriculture, Pretoria.

^ Natum, 15S, 168 (1946).
* Salaman, E. N., J. Bjoy. Sort Soc.y^ 261 (1937).
* Hawkes, J . <3-., Pub. Imp Bur. Plant Breetding and Genetics (1944).

157, 503 (1946).
® Salaman, R. N., J. Linn. Soc., 53, 1 (1946).
« Naimre, 157, 591 (1946).

Db. van bee Plank’s experiments at Pretoria
afford additional evidence for the view, which,
incidentally, we have never disputed, that certam
Andean potatoes yield better than others, even under

short day, and that only the best of them will yield,

even imder those conditions, as well as the domestic
jDotatoes of Great Britam. It seems fairly ob\uous

that selection for yield with the early European potato
should have picked out those genotypes combmmg
both tolerance to long day-length and mtrmsie
capabilities for high yield.

We have mentioned more than once our agreement
with the view, first stated by Dr. Bukasov^, that the

yielduig capability of a variety is dependent both on
its photopenodic response and on its inherent yieidmg
capacity ; but we have felt it necessary, and still do,

to stress the importance of the photopenodic response

on yield.

It seems to us that m paragraph 4 of Dr, van der

Planlv’s letter the significance of the short days at

the end of the growmg season in Great Britain is

too greatly stressed by him. Many short-day Andean
potatoes have not progressed far enough with their

tubenzation by the begummg of October ever to be
able to catch up with those varieties more tolerant

of longer days. The result with these varieties that
do not begin to form their tubers until they get

a 12-hour day is that, even if they are not cut off by
frost, their growth is soon brought to a standstill

and they therefore have no chance to complete their

tuber formation owing to the low temperatures and
low light mtensity. We feel that perhaps Dr. van
der Plank does not adequately realize the difference

m temperature and lights condition between a short
autumnal day in Great Britain and a normal short
day m his own latitudes.

Finally, on the nomenclature problem, we would
respectfully ask Dr. van der Plank to tell us, since he
considers it unnecessary to wait until somethmg is

published on the subject, how we are to distinguish
botamcaliy between the Andean potato (at present
Imown as Solanum afvdigenum) and the Chilean one
(known now as 8. tuberosum). We agree that they
are not specifically distinct, but are they to be
classed as varieties, forms or subspecies, and what are
they to be called ? For our part, we totally disagree
with any precipitate attempt to modify or delete a
validly accepted botanical name without due regard
to the precepts laid down by the International Buies
of Botanical Nomenclature, smce what has once been
pubhshed requires another refutmg publication before
it can be abolished. In this case, the adequate
pubhcation of the botanical type for 8. tuberosum
would be necessary, as we have already stated®, and
the naming and descrihmg of the Andean and Chilean
varieties (or subspecies) withm its boundaries. Until
that is done we feel that it is better to contmue
using the name Solanum andigenum.

J. G. Hawkes
C. M. Driver

Imperial Bureau of Plant Breedmg and Genetics,

School of Agriculture, Cambridge.
^ Bukasov, S. M., Lenin Acad, Agric. Sci,, Inst. Plant Lad.. Leningrad

(1933)

^Nature, 157, 591 (1946).

Testing the Difference between Two Means
of Observations of Unequal Precision

I AAi sorry my use of the word ‘tolerable’ should
be a dif&culty to Dr. Bartlett^, but the explanation
is really very simple.

In 1936 ® Bartlett, discussiag what has come to be
known as Behrens’ problem, put forward a solutioit

which, on examination, can he seen to be inv^d
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on logical grounds. For example, if two boys are

measured and found to differ m height by J m., and
if two girls show exactly the same difference in their

statures, Bartlett’s test gave a probability of 50 per

cent of mferrmg a highly significant sex difference m
stature, and this whether the difference between the

boys and the girls was great or small. I criticized the

proposed test at the time and received from Bartlett

the assurance that he would not think of usmg it m
practice. It seemed that the matter was at an end.

Later, I understand that Dr. J. Neyman, sharing

Bartlett’s objection to Behrens’ original solution of

the problem, had advocated this proposal ofBartlett’s.

I could not, therefore, ignore its existence, and so did

not say that no solution alternative to Behrens’ had
been put forward, but only that no tolerable alterna-

tive solution had so far been advanced, smce the
only alternative then available appeared to be mani-
festly mapplicable to real problems.

I am quite aware that Bartlett, followmg ISTeyman,

feels bound to identify the populations of samples
envisaged m tests of significance with those generated
by repeated sampling of a fixed h3q>othetical popula-
tion, and I do not expect him to change his opinion,

although it appears to me to be logically fallacious.

What I commented on, m view of the great confidence
with wMch criticisms of Behrens’ solution had been
launched, was the long delay m putting forward an
alternative solution satisfactory to the FTeyman-
Bartlett point of view with which that of Behrens
could be compared. The fact that Bartlett can now
announce a new solution by B. L. Welch which
“appears to be exact, at least in the sense . .

.”

leaves us still some way to go before the two next
necessary steps, namely, an examination of the
logical basis of the new solution, and the numerical
comparison of its consequences with the tables avail-

able for that of Dr. Behrens.
B. A. Fishbr

Department of Genetics,
University of Cambridge.

Oct. 18.

^ Bartlett, M. S., Nafyire, 158, 521 (1946).

Bartlett, M. S., Proc. Cmt. Phil. Soc,, 32, 660 (1936).

The Rutherford Papers in the Library of the
Cavendish Laboratory

This material relatmg to the late Lord Butherford
was generously presented to the Cavendish Lab-
oratory by Lady Butherford in 1939, and is preserved
m the Library. It has now been classified, and is of
such great biographical and historical mterest that
we are giving a brief account of it here. It covers
Butherford’s scientific career from his first research
papers on “The Magnetisation of Iron by High-
Frequency Discharges” {Trans. N.Z. Institute, 1894)
to his last contribution in Nature of August, 1937 on
*

‘The Search for the Isotopes ofHydrogen and Helium
of Mass 3”.

One set of letters represents correspondence over
many years with scientific men such as B. B. Bolt-
wood, M. Bohr, W*. H. Bragg, H. Geiger, O. Hahn,
S. Meyer, F. Soddy, Madame Curie, H. Moseley and
d. J, Tiicmison. They afford a fascinating study of
toe devs^opmfflit of radioactivity and nuclear physics,
anda*e iiitowting because they reveal the way these
menwwetoinldng at the time the letterswerq writtoi.
In anothw set toeto a^re letters from his pupils, such
as I. D, Cockemft, J. Chadwick, H. Bobinsan and

P. Kapitza, and other letters wdiich he kept for theu

especial interest.

Among the biographical material are his letter oi

application and testimonials for the chair at McGill,

and corresj)ondence about the Manchester and
Cavendish appointments. There is also a short auto-

biographical note written m 1930, and some of his

“Lists of Projected Besearehes” which he drew up
each year.

There are his manuscript sheets of “Radioactive
Substances” and the “Radiations from Radioactive
Substances”, his notes for his Royal Institution

lectures between 1921 and 1937 and many popular
lectures and addresses. The collection also includes

many of his experimental notebooks. Newspaper
cuttings cover the whole of his career from 1897 to

1937. Among the items of historical mterest one

deserves special mention—J. J. Thomson’s original

letter acceptmg Butherford as a research student in

the Cavendish.
Future historians of science will find in the collection

a rich mine of information, not only about Butherford
himself but also about many famous men of his tune.

Elizabeth B. Bonb
W. L. Bbagg

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge.

The Illustrations of the Australopithedna
In Nature of June 29, p. 863, there appeared a

very appreciative review by Prof. W*. E. Le Gros
Clark of the recent book on the South African fossO

ape-men, by Dr. G. W. H. Schepers and myself.
There is only one minor point on which I should
wish to comment. The reviewer says : “The illustra-

tions, too, while they give a good general impression
of the bones, are not sufficiently accurate for com-
parative studies. For example, the text -figure of the
Paranthropus talus, although stated to be natural
si2;e, actually represents the bone as somewhat larger

than the cast”. The reviewer has assumed that the
discrepancy is due to the illustrations being in-

accurate. Here he is in error. All the drawings of

teeth and bones are, I think, accurate to a milli-

metre, and most to a fraction of a millmietre. The
discrepancy complained of is due to the maccuracy
of the cast.

The ankle bone was found m 1943. It was war-time.
Our preparator was in North Africa with the army.
The discovery was so important that I thought I

would attempt to make some casts witlr latex, and
send them to some of the leading anatomists. Un-
fortunately, owing to shrinking of the latex, the easts,

though they give an excellent idea of the shape, are a
little smaller than the specimen. It was probably
unwise to attempt what I could not do with complete
success.

B. Bboom
Transvaal Museum, Pretoria.

Sept. 16.

I MUCH regret that, by my assumption that the
cast of the talus which Dr, Broom so generously distri-

buted was accurate, I was led to question the accuracy
of certain of his illustrations of the Australopithecine
material in his recent monograph. Dr. Broom’s
reference to the slight shrinkage of some of the latex
c^ts (which

^
were produced under exceptionally

difficult war-time conditions) explains clearly how this

misunderstanding arose. W. E. Lb Gbos Glabx
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RESEARCH ITEMS

Hybridization m Rana

J. H. Moobe (Proo. U.S. Nat. Acad. Sci., 32, 209 ;

1946) has shown that hybridization between popula-
tions of Rana pipiens show increasing numbers of
embryomc defects as the latitudinal distance increases.

On the other hand, hybrids between Rana pip^ens
and R. palustris do not show any signs of defect or of
hybrid mviability. The two species occur sometimes
in the same area, but despite the absence ofan obvious
isolating mechanism the two species keep separate m
the wild.

Action of Choline Esters on a Brazilian Amphibian

H. Moijssatche has published the results of
studies on the action of certain choline esters on
the rectus abdommalis muscle of some Brazihan
amphibians {Rev. Brasil Biol., 5, No. 4, Dec. 1945).
A description of the apparatus employed is given
and the results for the frog Leptodactylus ocSkdus
are tabulated. Sensitivity was apparent with a con-
centration of acetylcholme of the order 10~’, and,
while some choline esters showed nearly the same
activity, others displayed considerably less. Experi-
ments were conducted to mvestigate the influence
of temperature on the extent of the contraction
induced by the acetylcholme in the rectus abdom-
inalis muscle of B. oceHatus, and it was found that
this increased with the temperature.

Induction of Conjugations in Paramecium

T. T. Chen {Proc. U.S. Nat. Acad. Sci., 31, 404;
1945) has found that flmd from the culture media of a
Russian clone oiParamecium hursaria will cause clones
of other varieties to become sticky, to clot and to
conjugate, although the Russian clone will not itself

conjugate with these clones. The conjugation thus
induced is not similar to that between two diverse
matmg-type conjugants. Nuclear fusions have been
observed m the mdueed conjugants. Nuclear changes
were observed in a few solitary individuals. Some
three other clones of these varieties did not react
to the fluid from the Russian culture ; there may be
differential effects. The phenomena may be related
ia some way to those m Algse found by Geitler and
Moewus, in Protista by Kimball and in Paramecium
by Sonnebom.

New Plant Diseases

Sevebae new fungus diseases of plants have
recently been described {Trans. Brit. Mycol. Soc., 28,
Parts 3 and 4, Nov. 1945). S. J. Hughes discusses the
parasitism of Pleospora kerbarum on sainfoin and on
mangolds. F, kerbarum and its conidial form,
Stm¥phylium botryosum, can attack a variety of hosts,
and its pr^ence upon mangolds seems to give a
severe disease, especially when the crop is grown on
potash-deficient soils. A root-rot of Cineraria has
been investigated by Moira C. D. Munro. This
appears to be due mamly to Phytophthora cinnamomi,
though P. cambivora is a less virulent parasite. P.
cinnamomi has been isolated upon several t^^pes of
media ; it appears to be most active at temperatures
between 16® and 30° C., and can grow over a fairly
wide range of ^^H. An interesting occurrence of the
potato blight fungus, Phytophthora infestans, on
leaves and berries of a box thorn, Lycium Jiaiimi-

folium, is recorded by W. C. Moore. His description,
however, does not suggest that this host may be an

economic factor m mcreasing the spread of bhght on

potatoes. The same author also discusses briefly the

appearance of Altemaria radicina as a seedling

disease of celery, and the occurrence of a snow rot

of wheat due to Typhula graminum. The latter

appeared in Herts after a heavy fall of snow ; the

disease is knowm in Scandmavia, north Germany, the

United States and Japan. Leaf spot of spmach
caused by Heterosporium variahile appears to cause

considerable damage on this plant. Rmg rot of

green walnut fruits, due to Fusarium sp., and scale

spottmg of tulip bulbs, the cause of which is uncer-

tain, are also described.

Dual Drainage of Lakes

The apparent anomaly of two streams draining

from the same lake, or dual drainage as he terms it,

is discussed by E. C. Cabot in an article m the

Geographical Review of July. Evidence is obtained
from ground work but more generally from aerial

photographs of Alaska, Labrador and Arctic Canada.
He pomts out that a lake may change its outlet for

a number of reasons, among which are ice retreat,

ice blockage and stream piracy, and that as the shift

of outlet occurs it may have dual drainage. Mr.
Cabot discusses particularly the Great Bear Lake
To the north the Hare Indian River, the original

outlet in the deep gorge, drains to the Mackenzie.
It is now partly abandoned and filled with lakes, but
recently has reasserted itself and shows a continuous
flow. To the south the second outlet is the broad and
deep Great Bear River, The explanation lies in the
movement of the Keewatm ice of the glacial period.

On its final retreat the first outlet of the lake in

front of the ice sheet was the Hare Indian River,
but with further retreat a lower level in the rim of
the lake was exposed and so the new channel func-
tioned and the Great Bear valley was cut. But a
considerable time was required before the origmal
smaU trickle of this outlet was cut deep enough to
lower the lake level below that of the original outlet,

and the process is not entirely complete, especially

in periods of heavy ice and snow melting.

Correlation Between Coronal Emission and Terrestrial

Magnetism

WALDaiEiEit and others have pointed out the
extent to which intense emission from the solar

corona accompanies large sunspots. A correlation

between intense coronal emission and terrestrial

magnetic disturbance may therefore be expected.
Durmg the War, Government-sponsored research was
carried out in the United States to test whether this

correlation could be used to forecast magnetic and
ionospheric disturbances, and an account of the
results has been given by A. H. Shapley and W. O.
Roberts (Astrophys. J., 103, 257 ; May 1946). In-
tense coronal emission is not a transient phenomenon,
for it was found to persist often for several solar

rotations ; so when it was observed to appear at the
east limb ofthe sim, a correlated magnetic disturbance
might be expected a few days later. The correlation
was so marked as to offer a very satisfactory means
of forecastmg. An unexpected feature of the results

was that magnetic disturbances tended to reach their
peak one oi two days before the emitting coronal
region reached the central meridian, whereas they
occur one or two days after sunspots have crossed
the same meridian. Alternative explanations offered
for the difference between the results for corona and
sunspots are a difference between the types of
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netic disturbaace considered in connexion with the

two, or a difference m longitude, amounting to about

40°, between sunspots and the accompanying coronal

emission.

Surface Tension of Slightly Soluble Fatty Acids

The surface properties of the intermediate acids

with from seven to twelve carbon atoms per molecule

have been studied by D G. Douglas - and C. A.

MacKay {Gan. J. Res., 24, 8 ; 1946). The surface

tensions of normal heptylic (C,), pelargome (C9),

capnc (Cio) and lauric (Cio) acids above their melting

pomts, and on aqueous solutions of heptylic, pelar-

gonic, capric and undecyclic (Cu) acids at various

concentrations, were measured. The capillary method
of A. Ferguson and J. A. Hakes {Proc. Phys. Soc.,

41, 214 ; 1929) was used. It is shown that the surface

tension of liquefied fatty acids depends on the length

of the hydrocarbon chain, and that all the acids

investigated have nearly the same temperature
coefficient. It is indicated that the surface films

require considerable time to become stable, the time
depending on both the concentration and the length
of the eham. From the surface tension isothermal
for normal heptylic acid at 292° K., it is deduced
that the surface film consists of a monolayer, each
molecule occupying about 25 A. and oriented with
its axis perpendicular to the sui’face.

Biotin

Thbee papers by a number of authors working
in the Merck Kesearch Laboratories (J. Amer. Chem,
8og,, 67, 2096f; 1945) describe the synthesis and
resolution of dZ-biotin and its two stereoisomeric
racemates dZ-allobiotin and dZ-epi-allobiotm. The
starting materials were 4-benzamido-3-ketotetra-
hydrothiophene and y-formylbutyrate. The resolu-

tion was carried out with the d-mandelic acid esters,

and the i-arginine salts. Quinine methohydroxide was
a satisfactory reagent for the separation of il-biotin.

A stereochemical correlation of the three substances
mentioned is described.

Liquid Racemic Compounds

Since the work of Ladenburg on coniine, there has
been much discussion as to whether racemic com-
pounds of two optically active forms can exist in the
liquid state, the solid forms being well known. Bawa
Kartar Singh and Onkar Hath Perti (Proc. Indian
Acad. Sci., 22A, 170 ; 1945) have studied the solu-
bility isotherm of camphor p-sulphonic acids at 335°.

They present tables and curves which show that the
solubilities of the d- and Z-forms are identical, that
the solubility curves of the d- and dZ- and of 7- and
dZ-forms are exact mirror images of one another, and
that the shapes of the melting-point/composition and
solubility/composition diagrams show that d^camphor
|3-sulphomc acid has a large range of stability and
exists in the fused and dissolved states. This result
IS of mterest, since the evidence for the existence
of racemic compounds in the liquid state is very
meagre and the previous results are conflicting.

Strocmr© of Electron-deficient Molecules

The hydrogen bridge theory of the structure of
BtHe, proposed by Bell and Longuet-

Soc., 250 ; 1943), and extended
by Fiteer (ff. Amer. Chem. Soc., 67, 1126 ; 1945) to
the other hmvm hydrides of boron, has been shown
by Longnet-BO^ins (/. Ghem. Soc., 139 ; 1946) to
a^)count for the prop^te of the borohydridee and

the other covalent hydrides of elements in the firsi

three groups of the Periodic Table. The theorj

assumes that the hydroborons are composed of smaller

units (bonnes) of fonmila B;,H?z 4-2 containing ter

valent boron linked by hydrogen bridges :

>B< >b/,
y w \

that this polymerization continues until no free

> B—H groups are left except those adjacent to

two bridges, and that hydroborons containing rings

of fewer than five boron atoms are not stable. Pitzer

introduced the conception of the hydrogen bridge

linkage as a protonated double bond between boron

atoms, represented as a cr bond, together with a 7:

bond with two protons embedded m its antinodes.

The borohydrides are now formulated as, for example

:

+ Hv - yH Hs /H
Li and (BH4)gAk >B< ,

and the covalent hydrides of metals formed by the

action of atomic hydrogen on the metals are similarly

formulated. The volatile gallium hydride is

>Ga<' >Ga</ w H
and the indium and thallium compounds are similar.

The non-volatile aluminium hydride (AlHa)^^ is

assumed to be a two-dimensional polymer with units

joined by hydrogen bridges. The metal alkyls are

also brought into consideration, although the data

are scanty in this field. The paper is speculative

but contains some interesting suggestions and pro*

vides a reasonable co-ordination of a number of

compounds. In a paper by G. Silbiger and S. H.

Bauer (/. Amer. Chem. Soc., 68, 312 ; 1946) the

electron diffraction results are said to rule out proton

bridge structures for beryllium and alumimum
borohydrides.

‘Servo’ Systems

Although systems of automatic control actuated

by the difference, or ‘error’, between the actual and

desired value of the quantity to be stabilized have

been employed m electrical engineermg for many
years, war-time requirements have stimulated a

rapid development of the subject and have led to

the mtroduction of several new types of so-called

servo systems. Little information about these

developments has been published m Great Britam as

yet, so that particular interest is attached to a paper

by A. L. Whiteley {J. Inst, Elec. Eng., 93, Part 2,

Ho. 34, Aug. 1946) dealmg with the theorjr of servo

systems, with particular reference to stabihzation.

One of the major problems is that of achieving an

adequate degree of stability, and the paper discusses

the extent to which the latter is governed by response

time-lags in the system and by the basic control

characteristic of the servo. The addition of controlling

signals proportional to the derivatives of error can

theoretically produce stability. Since, however,

such derivatives are seldom available, attention hs^

been directed chiefly to the design ofpassive networks,

which when placed at the mput end of the servo

give approximations to derivatives and/or mtegrals

of error, so that the system performance is suitably

modified, and to feed-back methods which achieve

similar results and often possess important practical

advantage. The paper is supplemented by sev^al
contributions to discussion and the author’s reply-
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ORIGIN OF RADIO-WAVES FROM

THE SUN AND THE STARS

By Prof. M. N. SAHA, F.R.S.

Pal It Laboratory of Physics, University of Calcutta

I
T has been shown in a previous communication^
that radio-waves of metre range cannot escape

from the quiescent sim unless they origmate m the
corona, where the electron concentration falls to
10®-10® per c.c. This seems to me to mvahdate, at
least m the case of the sxm, the free free transition
theory of the electron in the field of the proton, put
forward by Henyey and Keenan^ to explam the
origm of 1-metre waves from regions of the Milky
Way. For the corona is a purely ‘electron atmo-
sphere', where H-ions cannot exist m any considerable
quantity without violatmg the laws of physics.
Pawsey, Payne-Scott and McCready^ do not consider
it likely that these radiations can originate in any
atomic or molecular process, but they suggest an
origin m gross electrical disturbances, analogous to
thunderstorms on the earth. Greenstem, Henyey
and Keenan^ in a note in Nature concede that the
1 -metre waves emitted from the sun have probably
a different origin than in the free free transitions of
the electron in the field of the proton.
The object of the present note is to point out that

the resources of atomic and molecular processes are
not exhausted by the failure of the free free transition
process. We have still another group of atomic (or

rather nuclear) processes, which can give rise to the
radio-waves emitted by the sun and the stars ; and
these processes are actually stimulated by strong
magnetic fields of the type which are characteristic
of an active sun. This is the process of excitation
by a strong magnetic field of the energy-levels of the
nuclei of atoms and molecules, which has been so
beautifully demonstrated by the works of Rabi and
his school, just before the War®. A brief description
of the process is given here with the view of bringmg
out its potentiality for the explanation of the ex-
tremely interesting phenomenon of eimssion of radio-

waves by stellar bodies.

The nuclei of many atoms, for example, Hb Li^,

Mg®® (mostly isotopes with odd mass-
number, D®, Li®, being exceptions), possess
spin, and finite magnetic moment of the order of
eA/47rAfc, the so-called protomc magnetic moment,
though actually the proton has a magnetic moment
which is 2*7 times higher. In the absence of a mag-
netic field, the electron-cloud in the outer mcomplete
shells of the atom or the molecule react on the
nucleus, and give rise to hyperfine structure of
spectral Imes. As a typical and well-mvestigated
case let us take Na®®,

This nucleus has been shown to have a spin of 3/2
and a magnetic moment of 2 515 {ehj-iTzMc being
taken as unit). In the normal state, the outermost
S^-electron, which is in the causes a fine-

structure of nuclear levels, characterized by the
/i/5-quautum number/ ==

[
i + / | , where i is nuclear

quantum number, j is inner quantum number of
optical level. For normal Ha®®, / = | f -f J [

= 2, 1.

The energy difference between the two nuclear levels
has been very accurately measured by optical
methods, and found to have the value 0*0592
emr^ in frequency units. This has been confirmed
independently®.

U R E

Normal sodium atoms, say those contained in a

sodimn lamp, will have some nuclei in the stage

/ — 2, some m / = 1, and those m the state / = 2

are expected to emit spontaneously waves corre-

spondmg to the energy difference Av = 0*0592 cmr^,
\ = 17*15 cm., 1,773 Me., the balance between the

two states bemg restored by thermal exchange , but
normally such transitions will be extremely rare

We can scarcely expect emission of a smgle quantum
from an excited nuclear level m 10® years.

But the conditions are entirely changed, as has

been shown by Rabi and his co-workers, when the

atoms are placed in a strong magnetic field, which is

being crossed at right angles by a much smaller, but
rapidly varying field, its period being comparable to

those of the emitted radiation but not necessarily

equal to these. Wliat happens is roughly as follows

under the action of the strong magnetic field, the

atom takes up various orientations as in a Stern-

Gerlach experiment, the energies of the orientations

bemg as given below (formulae 1 and 2). The varying
field causes these orientations to change rapidly, and
in this process, radio-frequency waves are emitted
The energy values of the different orientations, how-
ever, change considerably with the field, but Rabi
has calculated them from an extension of the theory
of the Paschen—Back effect. The formulae for Na®^
are quoted :

Na®® : Nuclear spm i = 2, 1.

m = magnetic quantum number
= 2, 1, 0, - 1, 2 for/ = 2
= 1, 0, - I for/ = 1.

= energy in frequency imits of a nucleus with

/ = 2, havmg the orientation ‘m’

:

= - ^ ^ + + (
1 )

O A

This holds for m = 1, 0, —-1 ; for m = 2, the last

term has the value for m == -— 2, the

value ^ (1— ir).

= energy in frequency units of a nucleus with

/ = 1, having the orientation ‘m’

:

= - y + S' (^) ^ (1 + wa; + (2)

= Bohr-magnetron, g{i) ~ Lande factor for

nuclear magnetism = where pn is the nuclear

magnetic moment m terms of e'hj4cv:Mc as imit.

Av = separation between the two states in the
absence of a magnetic field.

The niimber * = (^(7) - ^ _
jy Mv /lAv

for Na®®. Curves of v-values will be foimd in
660
Phys Rev., 57, 769.

The transitions fall in two classes. One set, mostlj'

consisting of those corresponding to A/ = 0, gives

v-values which vary from 0 at vanishing fields to the
limitmg value of Av/4 for large fields. For a field of

660 gauss, the wave-lengths of the lines emitted are

grouped round 1*36 metres, whereas for smaller

fields, say 100 gauss, they may be as high as 4 metres.

MTaen the field is very large, the emission is grouped
round 4 x 17*15 = 68*60 cm.
The second set, mostly consisting of radiations

corresponding to A/ = 1, gives v-values from Av
irAv ; these may give rise to centimetre waves

|
/

*
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fact, for H = 10,000 gauss, the emission is grouped
round 1*1 cm.

These relations have mdeed not yet been verified

in emission, but in some mgenious absorption experi-

ments by Rabi and his co-workers for ISTa^®, Li®, Li’,

; but there seems to be no reason why it

should not be possible to design emission experiments,

for example, by puttmg a sodium lamp m a strong

magnetic field, which is then crossed by a feeble

oscillating magnetic field at right angles. Such
sodium lamp ought to give out strong radio-waves
of both metre and centimetre range. It is desirable

to carry out such expermients m view of the prospect

which they hold out of throwmg light on the all-

important question of stimulation of transitions.

What we have said with respect to Na^® will also

apply to the nuclei H, Li® and LP,
N’a^^, Al-^, and other nuclei which possess spm and
magnetic moment, and theiefore when forming part
of an atom or molecule can exist m several well-

defined quantized states produced by the electron

cloud. The details of calculations will, however,
widely differ, and eamiot be given m this short
communication ; but as in the case of Na--*, they
will give rise to both metre and centimetre waves.
The most important part m the sun and the stars

will, however, be played, not by Na, but by hydrogen,
because this forms, according to well-verified astro-
physical arguments, 95 per cent of total number of
atoms in the atmosphere of the sxm ; m the stars,

also, hydrogen forms in the majority of cases more
than 90 per cent of the atmosphere. Na was chosen
simply to illustrate the phenomenon. In the spots,
on account of lower temperature, the hydrides CH,
MgH and SiH (and possibly H 2 ) are formed in great
abundance, and their spectra form characteristic
features of spots, but the greater proportion remams
m the atomic state. For the H-atom, Av cannot be
obtained from hyperfine structure experiments, but
it has been calculated to have the value of 0*0163 ^3?= 0'0474 cm.“b X = 21 cm., x = £f/500, and calcu-
lation shows that both centimetre and metre waves
can be emitted by the H-atom, correspondmg to
A/ == 0, A/ = 1. But in the case of hydrides, H2 ,

CII, no experimental data or theoretical calculations
are yet available ; but it can be surmised that the
characteristic radio-frequency waves would be much
longer.

In addition to waves arismg out of nuclear transi-
tions, the rotational states of the molecules have also
been shown by Rabi and his pupils to be capable of
radio-frequency transitions in magnetic fields.

We consider next the possibility of nuclear emission
of radio-waves of both centimetre and metre range
from the sun and the stars. It now appears extremely
probable that the radio-waves observed can be
emitted only from the sunspots. The spots show m
the centre of the umbra large magnetic fields which
vary with the size of the spot^, and may reach values
as high as 4,500 gauss. The direction of the field is

axial (that is, perpendicular to the surface of the
sun) in the centre of the umbra, but it becomes
inclined to the solar radius as we proceed towards
the jmumbra, and also diminishes m value. The
values of Ihe fields are exactly such as Will promote
'theemS^<^ of centimetre and metre wav^ according
to iho-^schtow given above, and the intensity of
oun^ion wifi be Wge enough if we can postulate the

of a stoafi cro^-field, having frequencies of
the mme magnitude m those of the radio-waves.
It is not linprb|>able from what we know of the

physical nature of sunspots that such variable

fields do actually exist, and may partly be pro-

vided by tlie fields of tho ‘ordinary’-waves, and the

‘extraordinary’-v^-aves corresponding to the condition

f{f~"fh) > coming from below, which may,m
however, find it impossible to penetrate the electron

barrier above (see ref. 1).

These speculations, though far from being estab-

lished on a sure basis, are given on account of their

promise of bemg able to throw light on a senes of

extremely interestmg phenomena, the origin of which
has so far appeared to be wrapped m mystery ; the

moment is also opportmie because experiments on
the subject are being undertaken all over the world.

If the speculations are on the right lines, it appears
that simspots would also strongly emit radio-waves
of the centimetre range. I am not aware if any such

observation has yot boon made. Further, the emission

of centimetre waves by the stars of the Milky Way
probably indicates the development of spots m these

stars, which should belong to the 0, K and ilf classes.

But no spectroscopic observation in verification of

such a hypothesis is known to me, and from the

nature of things it appears extremely unlikely that

any such observation is possible, unless the spots in

these stars possess gigantic proportions.

^Nature, 158, 549 (1946).
* Henyey and Keenan, Astrophys, J , 91, 265 (1940)
® Pawsey, Payne-Scott and McCready, Nature, 157, 158 (1946)
* Greonstem, Jlenyey and Keenan, Nature, 157, 806 (1946)
® See, for example, Kusch, Millman and Rabi, “Radio-frequeucj

Spectra of Atoms and Molecules”, Phys. Rev., 57, 765

« Phys Rev , 53, 441
* Mioholson, Pub Astro. Soc. Pacific, 45, 51 (1933).

SOME AMERICAN FOSSIL
FORAMINIFERA AND CORALS

UNDER the general title “American Old and
Middle Tertiary Larger Foraminifera and

Corals” (Oeol. Soc. Amer., Mem. 9 ; 1945), Dr.

Thomas Wayland Vaughan and Dr. John West
Wells have produced a notable contribution to

science. Part 1, “American Paleocene and Eocene
Larger Foraminifera” (pp. x-f 175-j-46 plates) is by
Dr. Vaughan; Part 2, “West Indian Eocene and
Miocene Corals” (pp. iii4-25+3 plates), is by Dr.

Wells. It IS a far cry from the brief list of forammiferal
and coral species published by Matley in 1932 {Qeol.

Mag., 69) from the Scotland Beds of Barbados to

this splendid double monograph by two well-known
specialists on their respective groups.

Part I

Morley Davies’s two species of foraminifera (m
Matley) have entirely disappeared, to be replaced by
twenty-two species and varieties, most of which are

new. Study of the handsome plates with which the

paper is illustrated is sufficient to convince those

familiar with the groups concerned that most, if

not all, of the new forms are so distinct as to be

worthy of separation.

The portion of the work devoted to the foraminifera

is itself divided into two parts ; the first is entitled

“Paleocene and Eocene Larger Foraminifera from
Barbados”, and is concerned to describe the material

collected by Dr. Alfred Senn durmg his mapping of

the Scotland formation m detail. The age of this ha^
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iong been established as Eocene ; but the new data
presented permit a more precise correlation :

Scotland Formation ••
or Loiver Eocene

Boulders from the Joes
River inudflov\s Palseocene

In the systematic section of this part occurs a con-
siderable discussion of the genus Miscellanea Pfender,
in the synonymy of which is placed Caudri’s genus
Ranikoihalia ; the re\uewer holds the opmion that
RanihothaUa is valid and distmct from Mtscellanea

;

that Pellatispirella Haiizawa 1936 is closely related
to, if not identical with, Elphidium {Polystomella)

;

and that Sulcopercuhna Thalmann 1938 is, as
Vaughan is mclmed to recogmze, a valid genus :

however, these opmions cannot yet be substantiated,

and the task of elucidating the distinctions between
these five genera will probably have to await the
discovery of ‘hollow’ material of each of the generic
types, suitable for the elaboration of the ‘gelatin

preparations’ of Dr. Earl H. Myers, a new method
which IS briefly described m Part 2 of this memoir.

Six years ago, the old genus DiscocycUna {Ortho-

pJuagmina auctt.) was raised to family status as the
Discocyclmidae Vaughan and Cole (Cushman, 1940).

Here, m the second part, imder the title “Catalogue
of American Discocyclinidce^\ Vaughan provides a
complete review—almost a text-book—of the family.
Almost twenty pages are allotted to a general account
embracing struetxu*e, classification and ecology

;

while after thirty pages of species descriptions
(mcludmg six new species and two new varieties),

there is a final chapter of twelve pages on “Strati-

graphic Zonation and Geographic Distribution of the
Species”.

The presence of mtra-murai canals in the genus
DiscocycUna sensu stricto is now fully established
both by means of Canada balsam preparations

—

decalcified—and by the novel method of ‘gelatm
reimpregnation’ already referred to. The reviewer
considers that the absence of similar canals from
Pseudophragmina (Proporocyclina) is equally certam,
since the most careful preparations (Canada balsam
decalcified) by Vaughan, by Wright Barker, and by
himself have failed equally to expose the faintest

trace ofthis feature eitherm Proporocyclina perpusilla
(Vaughan), or m P. cuskmani (Vaughan), both of
which species occur in perfect preservation in eastern
Mexico. Further attempts will undoubtedly be made,
and this question settled. Should the absence of
canals in Pseudophragmina (Proporocychna) be proved
beyond all reasonable doubt, the homogeneity of the
Discocyclinidm at once becomes suspect.
A further point bearmg upon this latter theme is the

early co-occurrence of the two genera DiscocycUna
and Pseudophragmina in the Chicontepec formation
of eastern Mexico. Vaughan’s stratigraphy of the
Chicontepec, based upon Muir’s, cannot be compared
satisfactorily with that known to the reviewer, but
this cannot be entered into here. The deepest (oldest)

occurrences of Discocyclimds known to the reviewer
have included both DiscocycUna {DiscocycUna) spp.
and Pseudophragmina {AihecocycUna) sp. ; they lie at
about 1,800 ft. below the top of the senes containing
Rzehahina epigona, GloborotaUa velascoensis, etc. (the
Velasco fauna of Cushman), and about an equal
distance (thickness) above the Velasco base, where it

rests upon the Mendez, in the country south of the
Chumatlan River. This clear distinction between
the genera at so deep a level in the Palseocene is not
suggestive of a monophyletic origin for the family

;

but at present it is difficult to suggest even one

possible source from which this remarkable group
might have evolved, and this provides a fascinatmg
object for future research. Certain characters m
Vaughayiina D. K. Palmer 1934 recall the equatorial

chambers of a Discoeyclmid ; but this is mere
speculation.

The foregoing remarks embody a few minor pomts
of difference between the author and the reviewer.

Their mention must not be allowed to overshadow
the enormous value and importance of this work for

all palaeontologists and stratigraphers studying tlie

American Older Tertiary rock succession. With by
far the greater portion of the information and opinion

contamed therem the reviewer desues to express his

full agreement ; for the author’s achievement he has
the deepest admiration and respect.

List of new foraminiperax species in Part l

Orbitolimdae
Orbiiohnoides senni gen et sp nov

Discocvclimdse
DiscocycUna (Discocyehm') harmom sp nov

„ ,5 mestieri sp nov
„ „ turnerensis SIP nov.

„ (Asterocychna) barbademis sp nov
,, „ franksi sp. nov

Pseudophragmina (Proporocyclina) schomburgki sp nov
„ (Athecocychna) soldadensis Vaughan and Cole, var

calebardmsis var nov.
Pseudophragmina (Aihecocyclvm) jules-brownei sp nov

Asterigermid®
Amphistegim senni Cushman sp. nov.

OrbitoididsB
Lepidocychna (PolyUpidina) barbadensis sp nov.

In Part 2
Discocvclmid.®

DiscocycUna (Discocyehm) caudnm sp. nov.
„ „ fonslacertensis sp. nov
„ (Asterocychna) ruttem sp. nov

Pseudophragmina (Pseudophragmina) b linbndg nsis (Vaughan), var.
angustavsii nov.

(Pseudophragmina) bainbndgensis (Vaughan), var.
dbsoleta var. nov.

„ (Pseudophragmina) novitasensis sp. nov.
„ (Proporocyclina) palmerce sp nov
,

(Athecocychna) macglamenm sp nov

T. F. Gbimsbale

Part 2

In Part 2 of tlie work, Dr. Jolin W. Wells describes
the corals, which include eighteen named species and
one variety, one comparable species, and seven in-
determinate species from the Dpper Scotland forma-
tion of Barbados, and two species from the Miocene
of Martinique. The collection extends very much
our knowledge of the Scotland formation corals.
Previously only one had been figured by Trechmann
m 1925 and five other species (only one named)
mentioned by Matley and described by Webs himself
in 1934 ; but their revision m the hght of the present
suite might be useful now that more is known of the
age of the Scotland formation.
The new corals are mostly from the Chalky Mount

member, but one form, a new species of Modracis^
occurs lower down m the Murphys member as well
(and, according to Vaughan, p. 20, in the Mount AH
member also). They are distributed among twenty-
two genera and sub-genera, of which two are new.
The eighteen named species are new with the excep-
tion of two, but as the corals fortunately occur with
foraminifera, their Eocene age can be fixed. The
sixteen new species are, however, related to Eocene
(mainly Middle Eocene) corals of the United States
and the West Indies. Endopachys maclurii (Lea), one
of the previously existing specie, and BalanophyUia
irrorata (Conrad), with which one species is compared,
are well known in the American Middle and Upper
Eocene, while Trodhoc^athus (AplocyatJms) obesm
(Miehelotti) ranges from Eocene to I^ent. Of fbf
two new genera, Sidm^oseris is remarkable hr
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structurally like Siderastrceaj but simple The other,

Barhadiastrcsa^ is probably a faviid.

Weils discusses the probable temperature and

depth conditions under which the coral fauna lived.

He rightly concludes that the evidence favours “a

tropical shallow-water, but not littoral, environ-

ment”, and suggests "‘a depth at or beyond the

mmimum temperature (21° C
)
necessary for vigorous

growrth of reef corals, which is now approximately

75 metres in the Windward Islands, with a maximum
of nearly 200 metres elsewhere in the West Indies”.

The two species of Miocene corals from Martinique

are mterestmg. One belongs to Busthenotrochus, a

peculiar sub -genus of SpJienotrochuSy hitherto known
only from a Recent South African species and from

an Eocene species from the Pans Basin Wells notes

an undescnbed specimen, probably identical with his

new species, from the Miocene Bo-wden marl of

Jamaica. The other species, Dominicotroclms dormni-

censis (Vaughan), occurs m numbers enabling its

range of variation to be determined It also suggests

that Vaughan’s original, ill-localized specunen from
the Dommican Republic is also of Miocene age.

H. Biohton Thomas

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
ORGANISATION

The report of the special meeting on urgent food
problems summoned by the Eood and Agricul-

tural Organisation of the United Nations at Washing-
ton durmg May 20-27, 1946, as a sequel to a
resolution of the General Assembly on February 11,

mcludes an appraisal of the world food situation

during 1946-47, issued on May 14, 1946 (Washington *

Food and Agricultural Organisation). This empha-
sizes that a critical world food shortage will continue
at least until crops are harvested m 1947, even
assuming average or somewhat better than average
weather for the rest of 1946 and 1947. In spite of

some prospective increases compared with 1945 m
both Continental Europe and the Far East, production
in 1946 in continental Europe generally as well as

rice production m the Far East will still be well

below the pre-war level. World stocks of food have
been seriously depleted to meet the current crisis, and
the incidence of any widespread drought in the
months immediately ahead might well be even more
disastrous than the effects of the droughts which
developed in 1945 and early in 1946.

As regards Continental Europe, the report points
out that, even if the production estimates are realized,

imports equivalent to about 16 million metric tons
of wheat would be required to bring the average
consumption to about 90 per cent and of French
North Africa to about 95 per cent of the pre-war
level. Assuming that sufficient meats, fats and ods,
and sugar were available to bring consumption for

these commodities to about 80 per cent of the pre-

war a head level, some 12*5 million metric tons or
450 million bushels of wheat would be required.
Moreover, even with imports at this volume and
averagd consumption at a level rangmg from 2,250

a head ^ily in the European-Mediterranean
area to 2,560 calories or more in Western Europe,
noci-j&rm W^tonption in some countries would still

h# under the emergency subsistence level. The urban
fcbd dtuatien over vide in Continental Eirrope
will Ihus again he diS£^t|cous in the spring of 1947

U R E

unless livestock feeding is held to a mmnmmi and

supplies are evened out as between different con-

sumer classes and over the year.

The situation in the Far East is equally serious.

With average yields the production of paddy (mi-

husked) rice may be 7 per cent higher than in 1945,

but the bulk of this rice will not be harvested until

November onwards, and estimates are still 10 per

cent short of the pre-war level. Even under favour-

able conditions, not more than 2 5 million metric

tons of paddy is expected to be available for ship-

ment, as against 10 million metric tons in the pre-war

period 1935-39. Current reports indicate that the

wheat and other grains crops harvested in India are

short ; and so far as can be estimated, some 25

million tons (wheat equivalent) of cereals or other

staple foods would be required to raise Far Eastern

diets even to their full pre-war level in 1947—diets

which themselves were usually too low for promotmg
health and working efficiency.

Discussmg the export situation, the report notes

that supplies are imlikely to be greater in 1946-47

than the amounts actually moved m 1945-46 unless

effective measures are taken to reduce the amounts

used in the exporting countnes. Supplies of wheat

are lilmly to be smaller, and of fats and oils no

greater than m 1945-46. Supplies of cane-sugar

available for shipment should be about 20 per cent

greater, but supplies of meat and manufactured

dairy products from the Americas, Australia and

New Zealand are unlikely to be any greater. On the

other hand, it is anticipated that fish production m
1946-47 will be substantially greater than in 1945-46.

Fertilizer supplies are likely to be short in every

major producing area, and in very large areas agri-

cultural rehabilitation is necessary to achieve pro-

duction possibilities.

The survey is completed by a summarized report

from the Nutrition Committee which puts the

emergency calorie intake requirements at about

2,200 a head daily at the retail level to prevent

sections of the population from falling below the

danger point. This level may be somewhat lower m
eastern and tropical countries generally.

This appraisal provides the basis on which the

special meeting durmg May 20-27 of the Food and

Agriculture Organisation framed its recommendations.

Those of its first committee related to the establish-

ment of a Research and Information Service to

provide the Organisation with further appraisals, to

help keep the situation under review, and assist the

International Emergency Food Council with in-

formation in the same way. Detailed recommenda-

tions from thb Second Committee, on the Conservation

and Expansion of Supplies, mclude extraction-rates

of at least 85 per cent for wheat and rye in all

countries for the consumption year 1946—47, and

further curtailment of the use of wheat and other

grams for feeding animals, as well as projiosals for

mcreasmg the supplies of food products from the

1947 harvest, covering fertilizers, seeds and equip-

ment, A further section of this report deals with

prmciples and policy to be adopted by individu^

countries and by the International Emergency Food

Coimcil in regard to the production, collection,

procuiement, allocation and distribution of

stuffs; if the measures recommended are adopted

forthwith and applied consistently tliroughout 1946-

47, a repetition of the hardship and privation of

1945—46 can largely be avoided. The report of 7®^

a third committee is concernedwith futuremachine J
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m addition to recommending close co-operation with

U.jSf.R.R A ,
it recommends the establishment of an

International Emergency Rood Council and a survey

of existmg organisations dealmg with long-term

problems with the view of providing any further

mtemational machmery required.

SCIENCE AND HUMAN WELFARE

AREPORT of the proceedmgs of the conference,

sponsoied by the Association of Scientific

Workers, supported by the British Association of
Chemists, the Institution of Professionai Civil Ser-

vants, the Association of University Teachers, the
Physical Society, the Nutrition Society and the
Institution of Electromcs, held in London during
February 15-17, has now been published under the
title ‘‘Science and Human Welfare”*. The four

sessions of the conference dealt successively with
science and world needs, the unphcations of recent

scientific development, the responsibilities of men of

science in modern society and international organisa-

tion of science ; the addresses given have been
somewhat compressed. It is unfortunate that there
is no index or contents page.

In openmg the first session. Sir Robert Robmson
asserted that while the active help of the Govern-
ments is needed, the initiative must come from the
men of science. He suggested a start might well be
made m the battle against malnutrition and disease,

and endorsed the Govenmient’s decision not to set

up a comprehensive Ministry of Science. Mr. Herbert
Morrison said that upon a scientific approach to
human problems depends the future of man, and
that there has been far too little general appreciation
of the value of the scientific method. We need over
the whole field of science a combmation of freedom,
initiative and social responsibility. The position of
science m Chma was described by Dr. T’U Chang
Wang, while the needs in South Africa were dis-

cussed by Miss P, M. Cooke. Prof. J. M. Burgers
dealt with the Dutch scene, M. IMatlueu with develop-
ments in France, Dr. G. Lathe with Canada and Dr.
J. A. Simpson with American \’iews.

At the second session. Dr. S. Taylor discussed
trends in medical research. Dr. H. L. Richardson
dealt with agriculture, Mr. F. Le Gros Clark with food
and famme, Prof. M. L. Ohphant with atomic energy,
stressing that the first problem here is the control of
the nuclear bomb, and Sir Alfred Egerton with
chemical engmeering, using penicillin manufacture
as an outstanding example Colonel Ungerson com-
mented on the necessity for collaboration between
the natural scientists and social scientists, and Dr.
Buntmg on Britain’s need for a vast mcrease in
national productivity and the demand for both the
highest levels of existing skill and for new kinds of
skill.

Opening the third session, Prof, A. V. Hill dealt
with the need for men of science to evolve a common
standard of ethical behaviour. Prof. B. Farrington,
suggesting that science is the main agency m building
the human conscience, which is a product of the
development of human society, pleaded for the estab-
lishment of chairs of history of science. Prof. J. D.
Bernal discussed planning and democracy, and said
that the most important social rt^ponsibility of the

_ * Sfience and Human Welfare. Pp 72. (Temple Fortune Press,
Herbal Hill, London, E.C.l.) 2s. 6d

man of science is to be aware of what he is doing
and to take part in determining what it is. Ho
emphasized the importance of free and rapid com-
munication between all branches of science, and of

a really efficient organisation for that purpose.

At the final session, Dr. Julian Huxley discussed

the organisation and functions of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation,

and his plea for world co-operation for science was
echoed by Dr. Dorothy Needham m dealing with the
situation m Chma, Dr. D. P. Riley as regards France,
and Mr. N. S. Bannerjee as regards India. Dr.
Ossowski stressed the growmg importance of col-

laboration in the social sciences, especially co-

ordmation of research, and Miss L. Ridehatch urged
the endowment in Great Britain of more •schools of

sociology and social science, and greater use of the
present theories and findmgs of social science. Prof.

P. M. S. Blackett reviewed the effect of the atomic
bomb on the United Nations Organisation and the
prospects of control. French views were expressed
by Dr. Bonet-Maury and Prof. F. Joliot, while Dr
J. A. Simpson put forward the American views on
the possibility of an mspection system.

Sir Robert Watson-Watt, summmg up, suggested
that the basic prescription is for a fuller and better-

balanced education. While the scientific man must
learn more of the humanities and of the similarity

of method m the natural and the social sciences, we
need to briug the scientific method within the under-
standmg of the ordinary educated person : there is

danger that the intentions of Ministers alive to the
possibilities of science may be frustrated by mis-
conceptions in the Civil Service. Fmally, referrmg to
atomic energy, he emphasized the need for somethmg
more than good aspirations in working out the
formulae required to convert the Atomic Energy
Commission into an effective force, and in elaborating
any system of control and inspection

EARLY GREEK SCIENCE

PROF. BENJAMIN FARRINGTON’S Friday
evening discourse at the Royal Institution,

entitled “The Character of Early Greek Science”, was
delivered on February 23, 1945, and lias recently
been published. It deserves to be widely known

;

for it corrects some popular misconception, and
relates the scientific achievements of early Greeks to
their social background! The misconception arose
from Aristotle’s presentation of the ‘physical’

philosophers of Ionia as primarily metaphysicians
concerned with the general nature of things, and as
pioneers m his own line of philosophic thought.
Probably even m his tune, those early lonians were
represented mamly by summaries of conclusions,
without the obser\^ations and experiments on which
they were founded. But the Ionian objective was
more limited, to give “an operational rather than a
rational account of the nature of thmgs”. Their
question was “How it works”, and the answer was
supplied, not by myths or abstractions, but by
practical knowledge within their own control. Thus
“technology drove mythology off the field”, not
indeed from all aspects of Nature, but from those
which could be illustrated by the technical equip-
ment of the age. Hence the nomenclature and
imagery of science, derived from arts and crafts,

which Prof. Farrington illustrates frona Lncretim^#
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the Roman interpreter of Anaxagoras ; from the

caricature of the method by Aristophanes in the

‘‘Clouds”, by the experimental basis of Pythagorean
mathematics, and by the Hippocratic physiology,

“to observe the invisible by means of the visible”.

This revolutron m outlook on Nature was the

counterpart and outcome of the contemporary
society of Ionia, a great social experiment by a
mixed “people without a past”, supersedmg tribal

society by reasoned constructions and procevsses. The
two revolutions, mteUeetual and political, went hand
in hand. The workmg of iron popularized craftsman-

ship, the alphabet popularized law and justice.

“The men who built the cities of Ionia were a new
type of men”, to be compared with the men of the

age of Francis Bacon, intent alike on a “history of
nature constrained and vexed by the art and agency
of man” and a new age m human history, to be con-

trolled by the same “art and agency” breaking down
medieval dogma and prejudice.

Conversely, the premature decay of Greek science,

after this bright beginning, accompanied the growth
of industrial slavery, and the contempt for crafts-

manship among free citizens, encouraged by fourth-

century philosophers : whereas medicme, which had
become a menial art, remamed in touch with the
craftsman, and progressed.

Thus it was “practice, not mere observation” that
lay at the basis of Greek science. Even Plato admitted
at last, after decryiag human “improvements on
nature”, that “those of the arts that do produce
something serious are all those that blend their power
with that of nature, like medicme, agriculture, and
gymnastics”—a curious assortment. Man here, as
elsewhere in Greek practice, co-operates with Nature.
His knowledge of Nature and his power over her are
but two aspects of the same thmg ; and this includes
the social background, man’s human environment.
In Ionia, as in the revival of learnmg, “for the first

time political power was in the hands of free men,
who were also masters of productive techniques”,
and could realize that the creation of man’s civiliza-

tion rests in his own hands—a tremendous responsi-
bility, for ‘labour’ in other periods also.

FORMAL GENETICS OF MAN*

Man has obvious disadvantages as an object of
genetical study. The advantages are that very

large populations are available, and that many sero-

logical differences and congenital abnormalities have
been intensively investigated.

Some characters are found to obey Mendel’s laws
with great exactitude. In others the deviations are
such as to suggest the existence of a considerable
selective mortality, perhaps pre-natal. In yet other
cases the observations are biased because we only
know that we are investigating the progeny of two
heterozygotes when the family includes at least one
receive. Statistical methods which eliminate this

bias were described.
StSI Inpre complex methods are needed for the

defection and estimation of linkage. Several such
msw have been detected with greater or less cer-

and ihe frequency of recombination between
^e Ic^i of%e gei^es for colour-blindness and hsemo-

is now ^imated at 11 ± 4 per cent. If the

ty Pwt JF. B. S.
_ o€ Borol Skwiety ddivered

on SfoVOTQlw 7.

theory of partial sex-linkago be accepted, it is possible

to make a provisional map of a segment of the human
sex chromosome.
When a gene is sublothal, as are those for hsemo-

philia and achondroplasic dwarfism, its elimination

by natural selection is m approximate equilibrium

with its appearance by mutation, and the frequency

of the latter process can be estimated. The mutation-
rates at five human gene loci lie between 4 x 10~®

and 4 X 10”® per locus per generation. These are

the only estimates available for vertebrates. The
rates per genei'ation are rather higher than those m
Drosophila, but those per day are so small that

much, or even all, human mutation may be due to

natural radiations and particles of high energy.

ACQUISITIONS AT THE BRITISH

MUSEUM (NATURAL HISTORY)

The followmg notes on recent acquisitions have

been issued by the British Museum (Natural

History) ; this material will not be shown yet m
the galleries open to the public.

Zoological acquisitions of special interest include

two specimens of the Kutch wild ass specially pro-

cured and presented to the Trustees by the Maharao
of Kutch , this animal is foundm the Runn of Kutch,
a desert waste m western India between Smd and

the State of Kutch. Other additions to the Depart-

ment of Zoology include 131 mammals from the

Gold Coast, including some rare squirrels, presented

by Mr. G. S. Cansdale ; a collection of birds from

Syria and Palestine made by Mr. J. G. Williams}
130 birds from Sierra Leone, containing one new
species, presented by Dr. W. Serle ; a pale grey

variety of the red grouse from Aberdeenshire,

presented by Oapt. Keith Caldwell ; two Komodo
dragons, originally jiresented to the Zoological

Society by the late Lord Moyne, who had obtamed
them from the Island of Flores ; a mumow which

had lived for twelve years m an aquarium ; a valu-

able collection of a hundred slides of forammifera
purchased from Mr. A. Earland.
The Department of Entomology has received from

Mr. Thornley an important collection of Cornish

insects, comprismg some 26,300 specimens, together

with thirteen manuscript diaries and an extensive

card mdex of records. Mr. Thornley is a well-knom
naturalist now m his nmetieth year, and for the last

twenty years he has specialized on the insects of

Cornwall. In his earlier years he played a prominent
part in the encouragement of nature sbudy in

elementary schools. His collection of Cornish inseci®

has already formed the basis of a number of scientific

papers, and others are m course of preparation.

The Department of Geology has purchased a large

series of sections of petrified fossil plants from the

British Coal Measures made over the last fifty years

by Mr. W. Hemingway of Derby.
The Department of Mmeralogy received numerous

gifts of specimens during the war period. Among
these may be mentioned two beautiful examples of

native gold from Southern Rhodesia : one from Old

West Mine, Umtali, presented by Mr. D. V. Burnett

in 1941, and the other presented byMr. Percy Tarbuit,

after whom the mineral tarbuttite was named- A
very large piece of dark amber which had hew
bought in Canton in 1860 was presented by Major
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J. F. E. Bowring. Aaother recent acquisition is a
large amethyst said by its former owner to be a
brmger of bad luck. Fine crystals of emerald in

matrix from Columbia were acquired in 1943, and the

“Devonshire Emerald”, on loan for exhibition before

the War, will agam appear when the Mmeral Gallery

can be opened. A similar loan of a magnificent
specimen of precious opal weighmg 696 carats has
been made by Mr. W. Howarth ofLostoek, Lancashire;
this gem has been named “Pandora”, also “Light of
Australia”. It was found in 1928 at Lightning Ridge
in New South Wales, and is of additional interest

smce it formed part of an opahzed fossil bone of a
Plesiosaur. It will be exhibited as soon as practicable.

A valuable collection of minerals, ores and rocks has
been bequeathed to the Museum by the late Gilbert

Rigg. This collection includes minerals and ores from
mines in many countries—Australia, South Africa,

United States, Chma, Japan, Java and Spam, the
zinc mmes of New Jersey being particularly well

represented. There is also a set of mmerals and ores

from some lead mines m Wales collected in 1894 and
1896. Several Australian ‘tektites’ are included m
the collection, and there is a large specimen of opal
from Australia which m due course will make a &ie
addition to the exhibited series in the Mineral
Gallery.

DISEASES OF FLAX

The dreaded Pasmo disease was first described
from the Argentme in 1911, reached Europe

m 1936, and spread to five countries by 1942. It

has not yet appeared in Great Britam, but was found
on wild flax m Eire in 1944, and afterwards it was
seen on cultivated flax (Lo.uglinane, J. B., McKay, R.,
and Laffertv, H. A., Proe. Roy. Soc. Dublm, 24 (N.S.),

10, 89 ; 1946).

All parts of the plant are affected by the disease,

and the seeds may bear pycnospores externally, and
mycelium mternally. It was established that the
latter effects entry by means of the funicle. The
disease on young seedlmgs resembles the effects of
GoUetotrichum linicolum and can be quite severe;
but if the plants sur\uve there is then a high degree
of resistance until flowermg, when they agam become
susceptible. Spread of disease in the field can be
very rapid under conditions of high humidity,
evidently by wind-borne and splash-borne spores,
and leads to total destruction of the leaves and
infection of the bolls. Seed dressmgs are meffective
against the mternal fungal mycelium, but hot-water
treatment may prove to be effective. All mfected
stubble should be destroyed, as the fungus can over-
winter and remain virulent imtii the following sprmg.
Although Pasmo disease did not reach Eire until

1944, ‘flax browning’ has been reported regularly
since it was first described by Lafferty in 1921, who
named the causal organism Polyspora Lini gen. et

sp. nov. Browmng has also been recorded in Britain
and in most of the flax-growing regions of the world,
and P. Lini has always been pr^umed to be respons-
ible. Isolations from flax plants in Tasmania
produced a number of fungi, with species ofPullularia,
Gladosporium and Altemarm dominant (H. N.
White, J. Council Soi. and Indust. Pes., Canberra,
18, No. 2, May 1945). Pullularia and Polyspora are
evidently closely related, and the author made a
comparative study of the morphology, physiology,

serology and pathogenicity of a number of isolates

from different sources, mcluding Irish material of

Polyspora. It was not found possible to separate

Pullularia and Polyspora as distinct entities, and the

pathogenicity clamied by Lafferty for Polyspora Lim
could not be confirmed. It was suggested, rather, that

P. Lim IS a saprophyte or very weak parasite which

takes an active part m the retting process, but can

only attack livmg plants when the conditions are

particularly luifavourable.

H. R. Angell (ibid.) grew flax plants in metal

drums and found that moderate or scanty supplies

of water never resulted m browning, but after

floodmg, symptoms appeared m about three weeks ;

and further, that correct drainage following a period

of flooding did not prevent the appearance of the

disease H Dovaston

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
(Meetuigs marked with an asterisk * are open to the public)

Monday, November 18

EOYAL Society of Aets (at John Adam Street, Adelphi, London,
W.C 2), at 5 p m —Dr. E. G. Richardson “Supersonic Vibrations

and their Applications’' (Cantor Lectures, 2)

3MANCHESTER LiTEEAEY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCUTY (ui the

Re3Tiolds Hall, College of Technology, Manchester), at ^ 50 p.m
Prof. J. Proudman, F.R S. . “The Tides”

Society of Chemical industry (joint meeting of the London
Section and the Food Group, at the Royal Institution, Albemarle

Street, London, W.l), at 6 30 p.m—Mr F P Dunn. British

Ohenoical Publications” (Jubilee Memorial Lecture)

Institution op Electrical Engineers, London Students'
Section (at Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C 2),

at 7 p ra —Mr A. H. Mumford “The Trend of Modern Telecom-
munication”.

Tuesday, November 19

Institution of British Agricultural Engineers (at the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engmeeis, Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment,
London, WC2), at 2 pm—Mr. J C. Hawkins: “Ploughs and
Plou^mg”.

Society of Chemioal Industry, Agriculture Group (m the
Physical Chemistry Lecture Theatre, Royal College of Science, i^uth
Kensington, London, S.W.7), at 2 30 p.m.—Dr L R Bishop . Post-
War Barley Problems”.*
Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W 1), at

5.15 p m.—Prof James Gray, F R S, : “Loeomotory Mechamsms m
Vertebrate Animals, 4, Relationship of Limb Form to Habit and
Environment , Evolution of Types for Climbing and Runnmg’ .*

Eugenics Society (at the Royal Society, Burlmgton House, Picca-
diUy, London, W.l), at 5 30 p m.—Prof. Tage Kemp . “Fifteen Years’
Experience of Negative Eugenics in Denmark”.

Institute of Petroleuai, Northern Branch (at the Engineers’
Club, Albert Square, Manchester), at 6 p.m.—^Mr. J. B. J. Dunn*
“Greases”.

Society of Dyers and Colourists, Huddersfield Section (at

Field’s Cafd, Huddersfield), at 7 30 p m.—^Mr, W. Lodge “'Wrinkles

Wednesday, November 20

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Radio Section (at Savoy
Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C 2), at 5.30 p.m.—^Mr R.
Davis, Dr A E Austen and Prof Wilhs Jackson : “The Voltage
Characteristics of Polythene Cables”.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Graduates’ Section (at

Storey’s Gate, St James’s Park, London, S.W.l), at 6 30 p m—^Mr,

S. C. Herbert “A Hydrauhc System apphed to the Automatic Control
of Water Gas Manufacture”.
Royal Institute of Chemistry (in Room 1, Gas Industry House,

1 Grosvenor Place, London, S W 1), at 6 30 p.m.—^Annual General
Meeting

Society of Dyers and Colourists, Midlands Section (at the
Midland Hotel, Derby), at 7 p m.—^Mr. C C. Wilcock . “Prepanng,
Dyeing and Finishmg of the Kew Fibres”.

Chemical Society, Eire Section (jomt meetmg with the Local
Section of the Ro\al Institute of Chemistry, in the Chemical
Department, University College, Upper Memon Street, Dublin), at
7.30 p.m.—Dr. T . G. Brady ; “Biochemical Microtechnique”.

Society for Visiting Scientists (at 5 Old Burlmgton Street,

London, W.l), at 7.30 p.m.—Discussion on “The Outlook in Physics”
(to be opened by Prof. M. L, B. OKphant, F.R S., and Dr. E. C.
Bullard, F R.S.)

Thursday, November 21

Chemical Society, Nottingham SEoraioN Gtint meeting wife fee
XjNIVERSiTy COLIEGE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICWP) SOCEEESrt fe fee IaKC
Chemistry Theatre, University College, at
F. L. Rose : “Some Aspects of the Chesmofe-fey. OC
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Institution of Mining and Metalltjkgy (at the Geological

Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W 1), at 5 p m.

—

Mr J. C Allan, Mr G. A Smith and Mr R. I. Le\\is “The Pan-
asqmera Mines, Portugal—TTol&am Mining and Milling ; Labour
Organization”

Linnean SociETr OP London (at Burlington House, Piccadilly,
London, W,l), at 5 pm—Dr. Frank W Jane * “A ISTew Species of
GKlororMbdion,”

,
Mr A H G Alston “Systematic Botany and

Botanical Collections in Germany” Dr A TmdeU Hopwood
“Contributions to the Study of some African Mammals, 4, The Skulls
of Lion, Leopard and Cheetah”.

Royal institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, Wl), at
5 15 p.m.—Prof jS". F. Mott, F.R S : “Problems before Theoretical
Physics, 1” *

CHEmcAL Society, Horth Wales Section (joint meeting with the
Uniyersity College op North Wales Chemical Society, Liver-
pool Section, and the University op Liverpool Chemical Society,
in the Department of Chemistry, University College, Bangor), at
5.30 p.m—Dr. G. M. Bennett : “Nitration in Sulphuric Acid”.

Institution op Electrical Engineers (at Savoy Place, Victoria

Embankment, London, W C 2), at 5 30 p m—Mr. C Lawton and Mr
V. H. Wmson . “The Development and Design of Colonial Tele-
communication Svstems and Plant” and “The General Planning and
Organization of Colonial Telecommunication Systems”.

British Institution op Radio Engineers (at the London School
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London, W.C.l), at
6 p.m—Prof G W, 0. Howe : “The Ionosphere and the Transmission
of Radio Waves”

Sheppield Metallurgical Association (joint meeting with the
South Yorkshire Section of the royal Institute op Chemistry,
the Sheffield Section of the Chemical Society, and the Sheffield
University Chemical Society, in the Chemistry Lecture Theatre,
The University, Western Bank, Sheffield), at 6 p m—Dr. C. H. Desch,
F R S : “Chemistry in the MetaUurgical Industries”

Society of Chemical Industry, Road and Building Materials
Group (at Gas Industry House, 1 Grosvenor Place, London, S.W 1),
at 6 p.m —Mr L. H. Griffiths “Latex Cement and other Flooring
Compositions”.

Ohemioal Society (at Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W 1),
at 7.30 p m.*—Mr. H. D C. Waters, Mr. A. R CaverhuU and Mr P. W.
Roberteon “The Kinetics of Halogen Addition to Unsaturated Com-
pounds, Part 12, lodme Catalysis of Chlorine and Bromine Addition
to Ethyl Cinnamate” ; Mr. A Robertson and Mr. W A. Waters

.

“Evidence for the Homolytic Bond Fission of ‘Positive Halogen’
Compounds”.
Chemical Society, Society op Chemical Industry and Royal

Institute of Chemistry, Edinburgh and East op Scotland
Secstions (at the North British Station Hotel, Edinburgh), at 7.30 p m.—^Prof, F. S. Sprmg . “Some Developments in the General Methods
of Orgamc Chemistry”.

Royal Society op Tropical Medicine and Hygiene (at the Lon-
don School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London,
W.C.l), at 8 p.m.—^Laboratory Meeting
Textile Institute, Macolbspield, Leek and District Section

(joint meeting with the Leek Textile Society, at Nicholson Institute,
Leek), at 8 p.m.—^Mr. A. B. Armstrong “Motion and Time Study”

Friday, November 22
Institute op Physios, Industrial Spectroscopic Group (m the

Department of Applied Science, The University, St. George’s Square,
Sheffield), at 2.15 p.m.—^Annual General Meeting Mr. D. M. Smith *

“The Speotrographic Analysis of High-punty Materials”.

Physical Society, Optical Group (m the Physics Department,
Imperial College, Impenal Institute Road, London, S.W.7), at 3 p.m.

—

Dr. E. H, Linfoot: “The Diffraction Theory of the Phase-Contrast
Test” ; Mr. E. W. Taylor . Demonstration of a New Phase-Contrast
Microscope ; Phase-Contrast Films

Institute for the Study op Animal Behaviour (at the Zoological
S^ety, Regent’s Park, London, NW 8), at 4 p.m.—Dr. R. Braude
“Some Observations on the Behaviour of Pigs in an Expenmental
Piggery”

;
Mr. R PhiUips “Some Observations upon Behaviour

in Sheep with particular reference to Grazing Habits and to Climate”.*
Royal Astronomioal Society (at Burlmgton House, Piccadilly,

London, W.l), at 4 30 p.m.—Geophysical Discussion on “English.
Oilfields” (Speakers : Dr. E. C Bullard, F.R.S., Mr. L. H. Tarrant,
Dr. J. Phemister and Mr. J. E. R. Wood).
University College Hospital Medical School (m Lecture

Theatre No 1, University Street, Gower Street, London, W C.1), at
4.30 p m.—Dr. P. A. Owren “New Factors concerned m the Coagula-
tion of Blood”.*

Ohemioai Society, Newcastle and Durham Section (at Kmg’s
College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne), at 5 p.m.—^Dr. J. L. Simonsen, F.R S.

:

“Insecticides” (Bedson Club Lecture).

Genetioal Society (at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, Keppel Street, London, W.C 1), at 5 p.m.—Prof. Tage Kemp

:

“Multiple Factors in Morbid Inheritance” (accompanied by a fihn
“The Rat Dwarf”)
INOTTUTION op ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, MEASUREMENTS SECTION

^at Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W C 2), at 5.30 p.m.— F. M. Bruce “The Design of an Ellipsoid Voltmeter for the
Preclaioa M^urement of Hl^ Alternating Voltages” and “Cahbra-
liicm cC unIteQ-Field Spark-Gaps for High-Voltage Measurement at
Ppw^ I Fpetpcndes”.
tetecwiON OP Mechanical Engineies (at Storey’s Gate, St-

teiws London, S.W.l), at 5.30 pun.—^Mr. Harold Wa^ome •

Btakmg of Trains” ; Mr. R I. D. Arthurton : “Auto-
Oiwpim for Railway Bolling Stock”.

. BISTI3FOT® op Fum, SooTTM Sboton (at the Royal Technical
G^owk at S.45, pjo,—Mr. G. C. Scolding^. “Underfeed

“Gas- Firing”; Mx.Xh, S. Laidlaw

:

uii jTring^^.

Institute of the Plastics Industry, North-Western Section
(at the Engineers’ Club, Albert Square, Manchester), at 6 45 pm—
Chairman’s Address

Saturday, November 23

INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS, INDUSTRIAL SPECTROSCOPIC GROUP (in the
Department of Apphed Science, The University, St George’s Square,
Sheffield), at 2 p m —Mr. Brando and Itir Clayton “The Develop-
ment of the Metro-Vick Spaik Unit”

Friday, November 22—Sunday, November 24
WOMEN’S Engineering Society (at Bmmngham).—Conference cn

“Education and Traimng for Engineering”.

Saturdsy, November 23

(At the University, Edmund Street, Birmingham).—^Mr C A.
Harrison “The Aims of Education”

, Mr John Maslm “Practical
Stepsm the Inauguration of a Training School”

, Miss Verena Holmes

;

“The Co-ordination of Theory and Practice m Engmeermg Trainmg”

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
Applications are invited for the followmg appomtments on or

before the dates mentioned
William Julien Courtauld Chair of Helminthology tenable

at the London School of Hygiene and TropicalMedicine—The Academic
Registrar, University of London, Senate House, London, W C

1

(November 21).
Lecturer in Physiology up to B Sc standard—The Principal,

Chelsea Polytechnic, Manresa Road, London, SW 3 (November 22).

Chemist for fundamental researches in connexion with a small
team of Marme Biologists at JVIillport, Isle of Cumbrae, on anti-fouhng
composition for marine use—The Personnel Officer, British Iron and
Steel Research Association, 11 Park Lane, London, W.l (November 23)
Lecturer in Biology, a Lecturer in Physiology or Biochem-

istry, and a Lecturer in Histology and Embryology—The Sec-

retary, Glasgow Vetermary College, Inc., County Bmldmgs, 149 Ingrain
Street, Glasgow, C.l (November 23).
Agricultural Assistant to the Education Committee—The Chief

Education Officer, Shire HaU, Cambridge (November 23),

Assistant Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering—The Registrar,

College of Technology, Manchester (November 25).

Lecturer in Botany, with special qualifications in Mycology—
The Secretary, Umversity Court, The University, Glasgow (Novem-
ber 80)
Lecturers (l or 2) to teach Physics or Chemistry, with some

Applied Mathematics or Mathematics, to students up to general

B Sc standard—The Registrai, Loughborough College, Loughborough,
Leics.
Lecturer in the Department of Mechanical Engineering—

The Clerk and Treasurer, Dundee Technical College, Bell Street,

Dundee.
Senior Lecturers in Physics and Mathematical Physics,

Lecturers in Philosophy and Zoology, and Assistant Lecturers
IN History, physics and Mathematics, m the University of Otago,

Dunedin, New Zealand—The High Commissioner for New Zealand,

415 Strand, London, W C 2
Technician in the Chemistry Department—Prof. C. S. Gibson,

F.R S., Chemistry Department, Guy’s Hospital Medical School,

London Bridge, Loudon, S.E 1.

Laboratory Technicians (2) in the Physiology Department—
The Warden and Secretary, London (Royal Free Hospital) School of

Medicine ior Women, 8 Hunter Street, London, W.C.l.
Assistant Lecturer and Demonstrator in Physiology—The

Secretary, King’s GoUege of Household and Social Science, CamxMien
Hill Road, London, W 8
Lecturer in Education (Science graduate, experience m use of

visual techniques essential)—The Registrar, University College,

Meteorologists for service in the Sudan—The Sudan Agent
Wellington House, Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.l, endorsed

‘Meteorologist’. ^ .

Technician for Department of Medicine—^The Professor or

Medicme, Medical School, The Ufiiversity, Bmmngham 15.

Honours Graduate in Chemistry (young), to carry out research

on adhesives and emulsions m connexion with the sizmg for weaviM
of synthetic yams, and a Junior Research Officer (Hons. Graduate

m Physics or Apphed Mathematics), for research on the weavm
behaviour of textile yams in relation to their mechanical and physical

properties—The Durector, British Cotton Industry Research Associa-

tion, Shirley Institute, Didsbury, Manchester 20.

EXBCunvB Secretary—The Honorary Secretanes, Royal Meteoro-

logical Society, 49 Cromwell Road, London, S.W.7,
Lecturer in Electrical and Mechanical Engineering—The

Pnncii>al, Faraday House, Southampton Row, London, W.C 1.

Senior Assistant in Geology, with special reference to Mmmg,
an assistant in Botany and General Biology, and an Assistaot
IN GEOGRAPHY AND ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS—The Prmcipal and

Clerk to the Governing Body, Wigan and District Mining and Technical

College, Wigan. ,
Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering, and a Lboturm g

Electrical engineering—The Prmcipal, Marme School, South

Lecturer in applied Mechanics at the Royal Kaval College,

Greenwich—The Director, Education Department, Admiralty, London,

*
SciBNTiFio 'Officers (2) for the Fuel Tedmology Section of

Plant Engineering Division, to carry out operational r^eardi m Mm
Iron and Steel Industry—The Personnel Officer, Bntish Iron and
Steel Research Aiasociarion, 11 Park I^ne, London, WJ, endorsed

*Plant Engine^ing Division’.
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PATENT LAW REFORM AND THE
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY*

UJSTDETl the title “Memorandum on Patent Law
Reform” there have now been published under

one cover Parts 1 and 2 of the evidence submitted to

the Board of Trade Patents Committee by the Joint
Chemical Committee on Patents, which consisted of

representatives of the Association of British Chemical

Manufacturers, the Biochemical Society, the British

Association of Cliemists, the Chemical Society, the

Institution of Chemical Engmeers, the Royal Institute

of Chemistry, the Society of Chemical Industry, and,

for Part 1, the Wliolesale Drug Trade Association.

Part 1 of this Memorandum consists of answers to

the fourteen questions issued by the Departmental

Committee for the guidance of witnesses, together

with the dissenting views of Dr. G. H. Eraser of the

Therapeutic Research Corporation, Ltd., and Was
submitted to the Board of Trade Committee in

,

September 1944. Part 2 covers the wider aspects of
j

patent law reform and was submitted in June 1946. -

A number of the recommendations have already been i

adopted m the Second Interim Report of the Depart- i

mental Committee which was discussed in Nature of !

July 6, p. 1.
'

Like the Board of Trade Committee, the Joint

Chemical Committee believes that the abuses of

patent monopoly by the suppression of mventions

so often charged against patentees in the popular

Press are usually found on exammation either to be

non-existent or to be due to the abuse of the power

of wealth ; and in its view, the remedy lies in refusmg

grant of invalid patents, strengthenmg Section 27 of

the Acts intended to provide a remedy agamst abuse,

and considerable reduction in the costs of a successful

defendant m the Patents Court. The endorsement

of all patents as licences of right’ either on grant

or after three years is not recommended ; but it is

recommended that the Comptroller-General of Patents

should have power to refuse a patent for lack of sub-

ject-matter on the further statutory grounds that the

invention is not a manner of manufacture or other-

wise of industrial significance, and that it does not

contribute to the art any item of new know-

ledge.

This question of subject-matter is discussed more

fully in Part 2, where the criteria are expressed in

three short definitions. An invention, in order to

have subject-matter, must be based upon a dis-

covery. A discovery is the contribution of some item

of new knowledge to the art. An item of knowledge

IS new if it is not aseertamable from the prior art,

that is, is not to be found described in the prior art

and IS not deducible by a strictly syllogistic process

of reasoning from data to be found in the prior art.

Definition of patentable subject-matter in the Act

in these terms is recommended, and further that an

applicant should he required to set out m his com-

plete specification a statement of the discovery upon

which his invention is based ; when validity is

* Memorandom on Patent Law Refonn. By Joint OLemioal
Bp. 118. (London: Association of BritMi Chen^<»l

mciurers,T946.) 3s.
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challenged, however, he should be entitled to plead

any new imowledge, expressed or implicit, which is

contamed m the description of his invention m the

specification.

The Coinmittee then proceeds to discuss selection

patents or ‘invention by selection’ on the imes of the

well-lmown judgment of Mr. Justice Maugham re-

voking three patents of the I. G. Farbenindustne A G.,

and recommends that a definition substantially m
accordance with that judgment, and meludmg a rule

based on a recent decision of Mr. Justice Evershed

sittmg as Patents Appeal Tribunal on Dreyfus

Application 542034, be incorporated in the Patents

Act. An inventor must brmg himself withm the

rules for selection if there is a prior disclosure or

claim of his mvention which is not merely a statement

of desiderata but prescribes, though only in general

terms, the substances, agencies, or means by which
his mvention is effected. In these circumstances the

requirements for patentability as a selection from the

general disclosure or claim are discovery of a pre-

viously unrecognized advantage shown by the

selection and not common m the field of the general

disclosure or claim, and limitation to a manufacture
based on that discovery. In addition, there must be
novelty (the selected members must not have been
specifically mentioned before) and adequate descrip-

tion of the invention, that is, of the advantage which
justifies the selection.

The Memorandum next suggests that the scope
of product claims shorild be defined as protectmg
the product, when made by the process described or

by any process which is non-inventive over it, thus
bringing chemical inventions into line with other
inventions. For ‘cliemical process’ is suggested the
definition : “a process m which a product is formed
by a re-arrangement or re-distribution of atoms of
chemical elements present m the starting materials,

or by intra-atomic change”. ‘Chemical inv^ention’

means an invention involving as an essential for its

operation a chemical process. The Memorandum also

outlines a scheme for Empire patents, but recognizes

the inherent difficulties of such an arrangement.
Various modifications of opposition procedure are
proposed, including notification of anticipations with-
out formal opposition, filing ofan agreed “Technology
of the Case”, limitation of evidence to statements of
facts and exclusion of argument, and limited exten-
sions of time for filing evidence. As new grounds for

opposition it is proposed there should be added

:

(i) that the invention mvolved no discovery (as de-
fined) over published knowledge, and (ii) that the
invention had been made available to the public by
prior uses amounting to publication.

Freedom of amendment withm the scope of the
original disclosure is also suggested. Amendments
which enlarge the claims (always within the scope
of the origiaal description) should be allowed, subject
to third-party rights, a new definition of which is

proposed. The Memorandum deals at some length
with the terms and conditions of licences, distinguish-
ing between patent licences and patent assignments,
and recommends thstt both should always be
»^ister^, and the terms and conditions disclosed to
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the Comptroller-General of Patents, who should have

power to open them to public mspection where he

finds illegal conditions imposed. The sanction of an

infringement action should not be available for terms

and conditions which are essentially of the nature of

a trade agreement, and the patentee should not be

allowed to assert rights which extend beyond those

granted by the Letters Patent.

These proposals should put a stop to many abuses

of monopoly, and to the use of patents to impose a

system of private commercial law.

Inclusion m the Act of a new section setting out

the rights and obligations of a patentee is also recom-

mended. The miscellaneous proposals include a

general right of appeal from all decisions of the

Comptroller, companies to be entitled to be sole

applicants for patents, extension of provisional rights

by post-dating up to six months, list of Patent Office

citations to be printed at the end of a specification,

prmtmg of refused specifications with the consent

of the applicant, and correspondence with patent

agents to be privileged. The reprinting or photo-

graphic reproduction of out-of-prmt specifications,

abridgments, indexes and reports of patent cases to

be undertaken as soon as possible, and all prmted
specifications to be kept m print for fifty years after

their date, are other recommendations which will be

of mterost to many outside as well as inside the

chemical industry.

SUPERNATURAL OMNIBUS
Witchcraft and Black Magic
By Montague Summers. Pp. 228 4- 16 plates.

(London : Rider and Co,, Ltd., 1946.) 2Bs. net.

I
T will be news to many that “the Cult of Satan,

still enthusiastically recruitmg m eveiryT^ land, has
enormously mcreased even within the last five and
twenty years”. All the more reason for a historical

and scientific demonstration of this thesis. The
writer of this book deprecates the “few freakish and
facile pens” and the “books made of paste and
scissors” which have dealt with it already ; but he
does not seem to realize how nearly his own pages
come mto this condemnation. Though he quotes

several of the well-known collections of material m
his introduction, he seldom gives ‘chapter and verse’

for his statements, and is content, for example (p. 16),

with the Daily Telegraphs account of “a much-
talked-of case”, m April 1934, when what is expected

is at least a reference to the Law Deports : similarly,

“a recent writer 1929” is msufficient authority for

a dictum about “white witchcraft”. Ko one doubts

(p. 27) that Blackstone (“Commentaries”, 4, 60;

1765) wrote that “-to deny the possibihty, nay, the

actual existence of witchcraft and sorcery is at once

flatly to contradict the revealed word of God”, and
quoted “examples” and “prohibitory laws” which
“at least suppose the possibility of a commerce with

evil spirits” ; that John Wesley (“Journal”, 1768)

rather quaintly wrote that “the giving up of witch-

craft is m effect giving up the Bible” ; that Dean
Inge (p. 24), preaching m 1932, had “not the slightest

doubt that Christians are enjomed to believe in a

positive, malignant, spiritual power” ; or that Dr.

Heywood, Bishop of Ely, on June 23, 1938, com-
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menting on late frosts, thought that “discamate
rebellious spirits may have some temporary and
limited power to exercise evil influences m the realm
of Nature as they apparently have in the realm of

humanity” : a belief which the author of this book
supports (p. 32), and devotes himself to substantiate.

His “Supernatural Omnibus” is m its twentieth

thousand. The older witnesses cannot be cross-

exammed now ; but what we want to know is

documented experimental detail about “one of the

best known figures m the University of Oxford not
much more than ten years ago”, who “was commonly
believed to entertam a familiar”, and had a spare

shadow which vanished if he passed St. Aloysius’s

or Blackfriars (p. 48) What happened at St. Mary’s
or the Friends’ Meetmg House ? We look for evidence,

likewise, about “Poistead, Suffolk, a district notori-

ously infested by witches” (p. 49) ,* about Mother
Redcap of Horseheath, Cambs., who died m 1926

{Sunday Chronicle^ Sept. 9, 1928) ; or the “famous
Pans clairvoyante” (name suppressed), whose famihar
“St. Gabriel” foretold a fire at a bazaar (p. 103).

Eg37ptian magic is only illustrated (pp. 109-110) from
the British Museum’s mummy No. 22542, with the

comment that “it is a grievous and a very terrible

thing that an exliibition of mummies and mummy-
cases is permitted”.

Continuity between older and recent practices is

confirmed by reported discoveries of formulae from
the Petit Albert, and copies of magical books, m the

hands of persons sentenced in Jamaica for witch-

craft (pp. 127-28), and for similar offences m England

(pp. 131-32). But beliefs and ];>ractiees are not sub-

stantiated because they are old.

In the case of Francois Courteon (pp. 155-169)

published m 1794, the author begins to put forward
his own hypothesis. He quotes from the Daily
Express in January 1934 a case of ‘overlooking’ m
Dorset, and multiplies it by “scores that remain
unknown” (p. 163). He quotes “the Press” m
December 1934 for the existence of four active

“occult magic circles” m London (p. 180), and he
sknns recent books on the Obeah cult m Jamaica,

which he attributes to “that false god, Satan, the

prince of hell” (p. 191). The cat is now out of the

bag, and the rest of the book, though more explicit,

is no better documented, and need not detam us.

For a Templum Palladtcum discovered m Rome in

1895 no reference is given at all (p. 209).

Frankly, this book is of the ‘paste-and -scissors’

quality winch its author professes to deplore : it

leaves witchcraft and magic exactly as they were.

John L. Mitres

THE ‘SQUARES’ METHOD FOR
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

Relaxation Methods in Theoretical Ph)^sics

A Continuation ofthe Treatise on Relaxation Methods
m Engineering Science. By R. V. Southwell. (Oxford
Engineering Science Series.) Pp. vii + 248. (Oxford :

Clarendon Press ; London ; Oxford University
Press, 1946.) 20s. net.

S
OME six years ago Dr. Southwell published his

now famous treatise on “Relaxation Methods in

Engineering Science”, m which he gave an account
of the investigations of his school of research workers
into the applications of relaxation methods to

systems of finite freedom and to continuous systems

m one dimension. In this second treatise he expounds

the applications ofthe relaxation method to numerous

problems of contmuous systems in two dimensions,

with special reference to plane-potential and associ-

ated problems. A great variety of physical problems

is considered in detail, the examples bemg selected

from the domams of electricity, hydrodynamics,

electricity and magnetism, the conduction of heat and

hydraulics. In all, some thirty-five problems are

discussed with full numerical details, so that this

volume forms a remarkable tribute to the energy and

enthusiasm of the author and his fellow workers.

This volume, like its predecessor, is deliberately

limited to the researches of Dr. Southwell and his

team, and does not attempt to discuss the earlier

theoretical work of Courant on the extensive practical

investigations of Thom It is complete in itself and

provides all that is necessaiy for the student who
wishes to master this increasmgly important mathe-

matical teclmique. The abundant diagrams and
numerical tables form most valuable supplements

to the exposition m the text. This latter is strictly

elementary m character and employs no concepts or

methods save those w^'hich should already be familiar

to the mathematical physicist or engmeer.

The growmg success and popularity of relaxation

methods, which Southwell’s work has done so much
to promote, have made it no longer necessary to

defend the use of these methods, which have in

fact become well recognized and established weapons

of nmnerical computation. It may, however, be

useful to give a brief account of the essential features

of the method as applied to the simplest two-dimen-

sional problem—^th© numerical ©valuation of a

potential function which takes assigned values on a

given closed boundarj^.

Such a potential function, say f{x,y), satisfies

Laplace’s equation, d^fjdx^ -f d^fjdy^ = 0, in a domain
A, and takes prescribed values on the curve B which

bounds A, It is also well known that the function

which is required will minimize the mte^al
taken over A, subject

to the boundary^ condition on B. Now the first step

m relaxation theory is to replace the domam A by
a lattice of equal squares which covers A, and the

rectilmeal boundary of which agrees as closely as

possible with R. The value of / is then sought at

each point of this lattice.

Laplace’s differential equation is then replaced by
the associated difference equation, /44-/r4-/c+/i> ™
4/p, where the symbols denote the values of/ at the

comers of the square ABGD with centre P. The
function which satisfies this equation at all the

points P of a square lattice covering A and which

takes assigned values at the boundary points will

minimize the

D^ll{(fA-

taken over aU the pomts P of the lattice.

The second step in relaxation theory is to determme
the best possible way of improving any approximation

to / given by numerical values at the lattice pomts-

In practice we can alter the value of / only at one

point at a tune ; and it is easily proved that^ the

best way of altering the value of/ at a point P is to

replace/p by J {/^ -f /r + /a + /l))« This change

reduces the value ofD by the maximum amount.
Relaxationtechniquethen consists in systematically

working over the lattice and everywiier© replacii^
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the original approximate values of/ by the means of
its values at the neighbourmg comer points. The
successive approximations found m this way converge
to the exact solution of the difference equation—and
this solution is an approximate solution of the
original Laplace’s equation.
The theory and practice are equally simple. All

that IS demanded of the computer is mexliaustible
patience and energy. The method is clearly capable
of wide extension to many other problems of mathe-
matical physics. In practical computation there are

numerous devices for facilitating the application of
the general principle, but these artifices are best
learnt, pencil in hand, reworkmg such problems as
are described m Southwell’s treatise. G Temple

LIFE AND FOOD OF INSECTS
insect Dietary
An Account of the Food Habits of Insects. By Prof.
Charles T. Brues. Pp xxvi+4664-22 plates. (Cam-
bridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press ; London •

Oxford University Press, 1946.) 28s. net.

I
N these days the amateur m natural history needs
to absorb more and more of the products of

scientific study if he is to get the fullest enjoyment
from his observation of Nature ; and the professional
biologist has equal need of the knowledge, the en*
thusiasms and the gift for sympathetic observation
of the field naturalist if his biology is to remam the
science of Iivmg thmgs. Therem lay the virtue of
the late W. M. Wheeler’s vivid books on insect life,

“Social Life Among Insects” and “Demons of the
Dust”. These are inexliaustible mines of information
about the creatures with which they deal ; but,
throughout, the natural history is informed by a pro-
found knowledge of scientific theory and, for that
matter, of the philosophical implications of science.

It is in this light that the book on the diet of insects
by Prof. Brues, for many years an intimate colleague
of Wheeler at the Bussey Institution at Harvard, is
to be viewed. The reader is not to look for a carefully
documented and systematic account of the vitamin
requirements of insects, of the relative nutritional
value of different protems or ammo-acids, of the
ability of insects to utilize specific sugars, or of the
properties and distribution of their digestive enz3nnes.
Rather, the author displays the whole vast panorama
of ravenous jostling insects, carnivorous and veget-
arian, saprophytic, predaceous and parasitic ; sucking
the juices of plants and animals

; destroying the
crops of man or devouring on© another. The import-
ance of detailed scientific analysis is fully recognized,
but as a rule the field is lightly sketched in ; the reader
is then told where to go if he wi^es to pursue the
subject for himself. *

Getting food is such an important part of life that
the author is led mto many by-ways of the natural
history of insects. The diversity of insects, their
abundance as species and as populations are reviewed.
Their range of habitats comes in for discussion ; the
lack, of m^in© insects ; aquatic life ; adaptation to
exisitmoe in the desert, m caves, in the soil, or as
para^t^. Tho colours of insects are found to be a
p^t tl^ story

; so is the determination of castes
in^ei^ insects—how far is this controlled by food,
ana hoiy by genes ? Seeking food for its own
G^^ramptiqn op providing for its offspring involves
the mseet in all the complexities of behaviour. So

we have sections dealmg with the selection of host
plants by the egg-laymg female ; ancestral memory

;

Gonditionmg , and biological races associated with
particular food plants. There is no special emphasis
on economic entomology, but this necessarily comes
frequently mto the picture ; and the us© of insects m
the control of weeds or of other msects and such-like
topics are lightly touched upon.

This catalogue represents only a fraction of the
subjects covered ; the book mdeed amounts almost
to a general natural history of the insects. It is

written m a discursive style and the author enjoys
an occasional joke. The author refers to the aberrant
coccmellids of the genus Epilaohna as vegetarian
msects which can proudly trace their distaste for
flesh as far back as Mesozoic tunes ; and what are
commonly contrasted as determmate evolution and
orthogenesis, he depicts as natui*al selection and
natural cussedness. The reader who is fond of
insects will find new facts to mterest him on ever}-

page ; and after each chapter there is an elaborate
classified bibliography which wull be invaluable to the
serious student. For those who can remember what
a host of topics are embraced by ‘msect dietary’,

this book will prove a most useful source of reference.
It has good mdexes to authors and subjects, and the
text is lightened by a senes of well-chosen Ime draw-
ings and excellent photographs, mostly by the author.

V. B. WigglesWORTH

BIOCHEMICAL PERSPECTIVE
A Textbook of Biochemistry
By Prof. Philip H. Mitchell. Pp. xv+640. (New
York and London : McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,

1946.) 255.

This addition to an already lengthy list of text-
books of biochemistry which have appeared

recently, for the most part m the United States, is,

w© may say at once, very well done. A glance
through its pages shows the very extensive changes
which have come over the biochemical seen© in recent
years. The older books began with rather lengthy
accounts of the necessary background of organic
chemistry, and sometimes physical chemistry ; lead-

mg to a description of those compounds which are of
importance as the products or mtermediaries of vital

processes. The materials of which Iivmg organisms
are constructed now occupy the centre of the stage,

and this book, which excellently illustrates the trend
and direction of the science, spends very little time
on the organic and physical backgroxmd. Indeed, in
the preface the author states his belief m no un-
certain way : “The central theme and the chief goal
of biochemical study is an explanation of the real

chemistry of life. 'VS^le the chemistry of foods and
of dead tissues is helpful corollary material, the
essentials are the reactions of iivmg protoplasm.
Accordingly emphasis in the text has been given and
major space allotted to such subjects as the con-
stitution and activity of enzymes, the intermediary
reactions of anabolism and catabolism and the vital

significance of hormones and vitamins”.
After prelimmary chapters on carbohydrates (this

seems unnecessary if organic chemistry is taken as
known), on photosynthesis and on fats, the author
plunges at once into the central part of the subject

—

the proteins and amino-acids, the nucleoproteins and
nucleic acids, the vitamins and enzymes. With this

basis he can then deal wdth what he regards as his
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most important task—the study of nutrition

—

though not everyone would agree that ‘‘the chief

present day mission of biochemistry would seem to

be the establisliment of nutrition as a science rather

than leaving it as one of the arts”. With this in mmd
he proceeds to the study of the various types of
biochemical processes and systems : digestion, blood
and lymph, respiration, biological oxidation, carbo-

hydrate and protein metabohsm, etc, ; and winds up
with interesting and up-to-date accounts of the
chemistry of hormones and chemotherapy.
The reviewer, a recent recruit to the biochemical

field, found the book very informative. To students
it Will be a imne of information, and it can also be
recommended to chemists m general who want a
readable and not too lengthy account of what has
been going on in biochemistry m recent years. It is

up to date, as may be judged from the following

matters, which are treated m considerable detail

:

the penicillms ; other antibiotics such as gramicidm,
tyrothricm, streptomycin and bacitracin ; oestrogenic

substances, the pitmtary hormones, the gonado-
tropins, the renm-hypertensin system, folic acid (to

a pomt just precedmg the recently announced
structural formula of Angier and othem). There is a
good collection of references for further reading at

the end of each chapter, chosen from British and
American journals, but excludmg other languages.

Many text-books give an unwarranted impression
of completeness, and it must be counted a virtue in

a text-book if it goes out of its way to emphasize the
unknown. A final quotation, taken from an epilogue

to the chapter on biological oxidation, will indicate

the author’s admirable attitude. “In spite of all

that IS known about bio-oxidation, it is a drama of
which the plot is still unsolved. The biochemist is a
stage hand. His position in the wings has enabled
him to get acquainted with some of the actors

(enzymes), to see the properties (foodstuffs) gomg on
the stage ... to know that the play goes to a
successful conclusion. . . . But how the plot works
out, he does not know.” The same might well have
been written as the epilogue of the whole book.

jr. A. V. Bxjtijer

CLINICAL STUDIES ON MALE
FERTILITY

Studien am menschitchen Sperma
Von Charles A. Joel. Pp. 154-f 10 plates. (Basel:
Benno Schwabe und Co., 1942.) 20 Swiss francs.

PLRT 1 of this book is a review* of seminology
from ancient to modern times. It is well docu-

mented with references, but is little more than a
list of authors and their discoveries arranged in

historical order. It fails to arouse interest in a subject
which might have been presented as one of the most
important in biology and medical science.

The second and principal part of the book deals
with the investigation of human semen from the
clmical point of view, and is largely based upon the
author’s examination of more than a thousand Semen
samples. Methods of collection, preparation and
examination for sperm density, motility and morph-
ology are described very fully. This section of the
book will be most useful to the clinician.

Accordmg to the characteristics of the semen
samples the author divides cases of impaired fertfiity

into five groups. The groups cover a very wide range
from complete aspermia to slight oligospermia.

These extreme eases are, of course, easily diagnosed
from the semen characteristics, but the author does
not make clear wiiat degree of reliability can be
attached to the results of semen examination, and
how accurately they can be used for the diagnosis

and prognosis of less extreme cases of impaired
fertility. There is no critical analysis of the case

histories.

A short section of the book is devoted to chemical
experiments with human sperms. The author’s own
experiments are neither extensive nor very conclusive.

The section on the enzymes of the semen is con-

fusmg. This is partly due to the limitations of the
material. Human semen samples, especially ciimcal

specimens, are of small volume, contain relatively

few sperms and have a high but variable content of
the accessory fluids. They are therefore not very
suitable material for the study of the metabolic pro-

cesses of the sperms. On the other hand, the semen
of the domestic animals is available m good quantity
and makes ideal material for enzymic studies on the
respiratory processes. It is uiifortimate that the
author has not had access to the recent work on
sperm metabolism carried out on farm animals in

the United States and Great Britain. His own
experiments deal primarily with reactions in the
semmal flmds and have little bearing upon sperm
metabolism.
The section on the biology of the human sperm-

atozoa is confined to a study of survival in the
female tract. The author found motile sperms m
the vagina up to fifty-five mmutes, in the cervix

up to forty hours, and m the uterus up to twenty-five
hours.
A very short chapter on the role of the marriage

partners in sterile marriages completes the book. It
is estimated that about 49 per cent of sterile marriages
are due to the male. In about 25 per cent sterility

could not be attributed to either partner by clmical
examination, Arthtjb Walton

REVIEWS OF CURRENT
PHYSIOLOGY

Annual Review of Physiology
Edited by James Murray Luck and Victor E. Hall.
VoL 8. Pp. viii -f- 658. (Stanford University P.0,,
Calif. : Annual Reviews, Inc. ; London : H. K.
Lewis and Co. Ltd., 1946.) 5 dollars.

I
T IS the declared editorial policy of the “Annual
Review of Physiology” that a review should not

only survey the recent contributions to the field

but also “appraise them critically and evaluate with
discrimination the present status of the subject”.
Of the twenty-five reviews which comprise VoL 8,

1946, many fall short of this ideal. The reviews of
energy metabolism, respiration, physiology of the
skm, digestive system, liver and bile, blood coagula-
tion, blood cytology, heart, reproduction, are, for

the most part, uncritical compflations of published
data. The reviewers of applied physiology, aviation
medicine and the physiology of heat and cold have
been considerably hampered by the continuing ban
on the publication of much war-time research ; but
a considerable amount of new work on the effects of
climatic extremes and anoxia is covered. Herv^
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synaptic transmission by G. H. Bishop, the somatic

functions of the central ner\’'Ous system by A. E.

Walker and the visceral functions of the nervous
system by K. Hare can all be commended as critical

and stimulating reviews. Hare’s article is particu-

larly valuable m developmg the modern view that

there is no functional antagonism between the sym-
pathetic and parasympathetic systems. Develop-

mental physiology by L. B. Flexner records further

rapid growth m this mew field, and it is uiterestmg

to note that the mtro fertilization of human ova

has been reported.

R. F. Pitts presents an excellent review of the

kidney. In renal physiology attention contmues to

be focused on the use of clearance methods for the

measurement of glomerular filtration rate, renal

blood fiow and tubular activities. The concept of

competition for secretory and reabsorptive mechan-
isms in the renal tubules has proved very fruitful.

The use of p-ammohippurate, which competes with
penicillm for a secretory mechanism and so reduces

urinary loss of pemcillm during therapy, is an import-

ant practical outcome. Perhaps the most strikmg

advances are m the review of the lymphatic system,

where 0. Cope and L. Rosenfeld deal with the
relation of endocrines to the lymphatic system, the

remarkable changes which occur in the ‘alarm

reaction’ of Seyle, and the pituitary-adrenal control

of the release of protem from the lymphocytes. In
metabolic functions of the endocrine glands, E. W.
Dempsey confines himself to certain new aspects of

endocrmology, notably the relation of hormones to

enzymes, hormone inhibitors and hormone anti-

bodies. In physiological psychology, R. H. Seashore
prefaces his survey of current literature with a
general account of the prmciples and problems of
this subject, for which the ordinary physiologist will

be very grateful. In pharmacology, M. L. Tainter,

L. C. iiiller and T. J. Becker have concentrated on
enzymes, dealing with the action of drugs on enzyme
systems and the all-important subject of substrate

competition. A short review of shock by M. I.

Gregerson presents the considerable changes in

outlook which have resulted from the Second World
War and provides a most intelligible account of this

difficult subject. Other subjects reviewed are effects

of ultra-violet radiation, physiological aspects of
genetics, and audition.

It is interesting to observe that most ofthe advances
in fundamental physiology during the past two years
have arisen directly or indirectly from the war-time
study of problems in apphed physiology.

O. A. Trowell

CHROMATOGRAPHY FOR
BEGINNERS

f

An Introduction to Chromatography
By Dr. Trevor lUtyd Williams. Pp, xi+ 100+8
plates. (London, Glasgow and Bombay : Blackie and
Son, Ltd., 1946.) 105. net.

A BOOH that states its objective in the preface,

and t|mt precisely fulfils it m ninety-six crisply

writt^ must be warmly commmded. The
objective^ limited, is worthy—“to provide a
readable and descr^jtive account of chromato-
graphy”, p+nardy for university students. Unlike
the two earlier books on the subject, the first by

Zeehmeister and Cholnoky (translated by Baeharaeh
and Robmson), the second by Strain, this one makes
a deliberate selection of the available material,
mstead of presentmg the lot in bewildermg complete-
ness. The result is a reasonably w”©!!-balanced account,
with the emphasis upon teclmique and potentialities

rather than upon past achievements. The reviewer
was pleasantly surprised to find on© after another of
his pet tricks of technique described, until there was
little left to quibble about. The frequent cross-refer-

ences to other pages will also be very useful to a
student usmg the book as a guide to practical work.
Moreover, the author has not been content to select
his examples from the older literature ; for example,
a whole chapter is devoted to the elegant techniques
of partition chromatography on damp silica, starch,
or strips of filter-paper, developed since 1941 by
Martm, Synge, Gordon and Consden.
The chief criticism to be made of the book is that

scarcely any indications are given of the capacities
of adsorbents until Chapter 8, where most of the
examples concern columns very much larger than
students would normally employ. It would have been
more helpful to mclude experimental details for a short
series of practical exercises. Besides bemg of direct
value to the student, these would have served as
useful guides to the research worker needing to
attempt similar separations. The pomt might have
been made that only the powerful adsorbents will

hold as much as 1 per cent of their own weight of
adsorbed material—which is of great advantage m
micro-analysis but a nuisance m preparative work.
Another practical tip worthy of mention, even m an
elementary text-book, is the advantage usually to
be gamed in sharpness of separation by applymg the
solute m fairly concentrated rather than dilute
solution ; also the value of short columns of alumina
or charcoal—on Buchner funnels even—for removmg
the most strongly adsorbed component from a
mixture, notably tar from organic preparations.

Dr. Williams deplores the term ‘chromatography’.
However, it is far too late to change it now, and after
all it IS a nice colourful word, descriptive either
directly or indirectly of much of the art. For if the
substances to be separated are mitially colourless, one
does one’s best to get colours from them by puttiag
mdicators on the column (partition chromatography
of acids ; quenchmg of fluorescence by adsorbed
substances), by viewmg the column in ultra-violet

light, or by applymg colour reactions to eluates or to
the column itself (streak method). In any event, the
author’s alternative, ‘adsorption analysis’, at once
excludes what promises to become at least as im-
portant, namely, partition chromatography. If we
really need a new term it shouldbe one that emphasizes
the principle mvolved in these separations on columns,
namely, the repeated equilibrations of successive
elements of one phase with successive elements of
another,asintheanalogous liquid-vapour fractionating
columns. Authors of text-books on chromatography
might not then turn a blind eye to another subject
that should legitimately be included, namely, the
manifold uses of natural and synthetic lon-exchange
materials.

To extract materials from a column Williams
‘elutes’ it, whereas Strain felt obliged to ‘elutriate’

it, Williams (in conformity with the English transla-

tion of Zeehmeister) calls the eluting agent the
‘eluent’ ; in this instance, and for no logical reason,
I prefer the American variant ‘eluant’.

E. Lester Smith
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Selected Topics from Organic Chemistry
By Dr. D. D. Kaive and G. D. Advani. Pp. iv+284.
(Poona : Dastane Brothers, 1945.) 8 rupees.

This book attempts to cover a wide field of

organic chemistry in a small space, and much of

the mformation contained in it is very condensed ;

the evidence for the structures of terpineol (p. 46)

and carotene (p. 116), for example, is given too

briefly to be of value. In a discussion ofthe Beckmann
transformation the authors mention that it is used

for determmmg the configurations of oximes and
correctly show the trans-mterehange, but givo no
reason for this, nor any comment on the fact.

In certam cases the choice of material is peculiar ;

a chapter on '‘Some Important Condensation Re-
actions” starts vith the Pechmami condensation and
contmues with the Fries reaction Dealmg with the

structure of benzene it is stated that the hj^drocarbon

can be reduced successively to CeHg, CgHio and CgHisj
and Kekule’s formula is ‘proved’ without any mention
of resonance ; nor, for that matter, is resonance

mentioned in discussions of colour and constitution,

tautomerism or free radicals.

Many misstatements of fact appear : it is stated

that citral gives acetone, carbon dioxide, water and
Isemlic acid on oxidation, and no mention is made
of any oxalic acid. The following are quotations :

“A compound, even though it may contain asym-
metric groupmgs, is optically mactive if it has a
plane or an axis of symmetry” (p. 7). “Due to the

mtroduction of a new asymmetric carbon atom it is

possible to account for a reactive hydrogen atom . . .

[in glucose]” (p. 10).

“Claisen’s condensation. Tv’o molecules of an
ester or an ester and a compound havmg a CHa
group in proximity to a CO or CN group condense

to form p-ketonic esters or p-ketones” (p. 237).

“In many cases, the crystallization of a racemic

compound can be brought about m such a way that

the two active modifications form separate cry'stals”

{p. 244).

“The solution of sodium mtnte is then made up to

exactly N/2 by addmg the calculated amoimt of

water or sodium nitrite” (p. 267).

Statements such as these rather tend to shake

one’s confidence m the accuracy of the information

m general.
" F. B. Kipfing

An Introduction to Electronics

By Prof. Ralph G. Hudson. Pp. x+97-f 37 plates.

(Kew York : The MacmiUan Company, 1946.) 15s.

net.

The spectacular results of the release of nuclear

energy from the atom have certamly caused the

general public, not merely the scientific workers, to

ponder deeply, and, if for this reason alone, tins book
will be welcomed. It deals only^ with one phase of

atomic structure, namely, the electron and its

applications, though there is one useful chapter on
the constitution of matter generally.

The author suggests that the science might have
been called ‘protonics’ or ‘neutronics’ instead of

‘electronics’, but m the reviewer’s opinion the correct

title has been used. So much is known about the
electron that it can almost be regarded as an old

friend ; but there is much yet to learn about the
proton and the neutron, especially how these con-

stituents ofthe atom will interact under all conditions.

The subject is developed in a very logical way,
and the matter is expressed in terms ea^y under-

standable by the reader who is prepared to go slowly

and concentrate. It is up to date and gives a clear

knowledge of the properties and control of the

electron, which is regarded as the most active

mgredient of matter, and it describes and illustrates

many electronic de\nces used in industr^^ and else-

where. It IS well written and splendidly^ illustrated

with a profusion of most interesting plates.

The author concludes, “Electrons are the happy
and faithful slaves of every man”. The general public

will perhaps be relieved when this remark can apply

to the whole realm of atomic energy.

Nucleonics
What Everybody should know about Atomic Physics,

Pp 11 4- 38. (W^ashmgton, D.C. : Progress Press,

1946.) 1 dollar

This little book, of anonymous authorship,

deser\"es a better title. It goes vrell beyond
what is likely to appeal to the non-scientific reader

who IS mterested by the practical applications of

nuclear physics, and though it is clearly not mtended
for the serious student, he will find it interestmg and
sometimes illuminating

It consists mamly of a clearly written and well-

illustrated account of some of the phenomena and
mstniments of nuclear physics, leading to a descrip-

tion of the principles of fission piles and ‘atomic’

bombs ; a large amount of mformation is contained

m small compass, and though the order of presenta-

tion IS unconventional, the main prmciples are well

expounded. There are misconceptions and slips that

would not pass a physicist’s scrutmy, and the refer-

ences to people and dates are often misleading, quite

apart from, an understandable concentration on
American developments. A piece of fiction concerning

Prof. Bohr on p. 29 is better not quoted !

Considered, however, as a frankly popular work,

it is of refreshingly high standard compared with the

mushroom growth of cheap books that, particularly

in the United States, have sought to exploit public

mterest m atomic energy.

A Naturalist on Lindisfarne

By Richard Perry. Pp. 248+ 16 plates. (London;
Lmdsay Drummond, Ltd., 1946.) 15a.

OFF the Northumberland portion of the coast of

England lies the island of Lindisfarne, also the

smaller islands known as the Inner and Outer
Fames, all the haunt of sea-birds, much frequented

by winter visitors and a halting-place for passmg
migrants. So St. Cuthfoert found when he was
appomted prior in 673, his special care being the

eider ducks, which to this day are known as St.

Cuthbert’s ducks. Mr. Perry, wendmg his way some
1200 01 more years later over the sands that separate

Lmdisfarne from the mainland, to take up his

residence on the Holy Island, found himself in what
was little short of an ornithological paradise. In this

book he tells us of the island and its life, of the

changing seasons, of the comings and goings of the

bird population, with many observations on details

of behaviour, mcluding a chapter on the fulmar

^petrol with special reference to the homing of this

species, which he records as visiting its nestmg
ledges in December. His appendix of the chrono-

logical history of the colonization of Holy Island by
the fulmar embodies xiseful data, and another

appendix is a painstaking list of the birds of Holy
Island. Fbajb^cbs
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SIR THOMAS MORE AS PUBLIC

HEALTH REFORMER*

By Sir ARTHUR S. MacNALTY, K.C.B.

S
IR THOIVIAS MORE was a great forerunner of

Edwin Chadwick in public health reform. More
IS renowned as saint and martyr ; he was an eloquent

orator, an emment statesman and legislator. Speaker

of the House of Commons, royal ambassador and
Lord Chancellor, a master of English prose, and a
classical scholar. These great gifts united in one man,
in the very blaze of their glory have obscured Sir

Thomas’s teaching and work in public health and
social medicme.
Thomas More (1478-1535), son of Sir Jonn More

and Agnes Gramger, was educated at St. Anthony’s
School m Threadneedle Street, and brought up m the
household of Thomas Morton, Archbishop of Canter-

bury and Lord Chancellor. Durmg 1492-94 he was
an undergraduate at Canterbury Hall, Oxford, where
he came under the influence of the Humanists,
Linacre and Grocyn. In 1496 he became a member of

Lincoln’s Inn and was called to the outer Bar in 1501.

Dean Colet was his spiritual director. He met
Erasmus m 1499—^the begmnmg of a life-long friend-

ship.

Li 1501, at Grocyn’s invitation, More lectured m
the Church of St. Lawrence Jewry on St. Augustme’s
“de Civitate Dei”. The lectures were historical and
philosophical, and possibly criticized the social evils

of the time. The chief and best-learned men of the
City of London came to hear him.

The Influence of Linacre

We know that Thomas More read Aristotle, for he
speaks of attending Lmacre’s course on the Meteoro-
logical This study must not only have framed
Thomas m politics, ethics and political economy, but
also probably interested him in biology and natural
history. In Holbem’s portrait ofMore and his family,

the artist has sketched in a small monkey begmmng
to climb up Lady More’s dress. Further evidence of
More’s love of animals is obtained from Erasmus,
who wrote of him® •

“One of his great delights is to consider the forms,
the habits, and the instmcts of different kinds of
animals. There is hardly a species of bird that
he does not keep in his house, and rare animals,
such as monkeys, foxes, ferrets, weasels and the
hke.”
The interest in natural history, as often happens,

was associated with an interest in medicme and
public health, and it is scarcely an assumption to say
that More derived this from his Greek tutor, Thomas
Linacre (1460-1524), who was equally renowned as
physician and classical scholar. Linacre is, of course,
famous for the large share he took in elevating the
standard of medical education and in the foundation
of the Royal Collie of Physicians in 1518, of which
he was the first president. He foimded medical
leetur^tnps bearing his name at Oxford and Cam-
brid^, for which it is interesting to note that Sir

ThOmw More^ Tunstall, Bishop of London, and tw<#
persons were appointed trustees,

linacre wrote sevOTal grammatical works and
teffli^lated (Salon into Latin. Hcasmus mentions other

ofa CBa4wick Potkc hocfere given at tte Royal Sodetyd Tiopioal Hectttfce and BCygi«e on OotoTm 8, 194©.
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completed works laid up in Lmacre’s desk, unpub-
lished. It IS not improbable that one or more of these

lost works dealt with public health, for both Lmacre’s
pupils, Su Thomas More and Sir Thomas Elyot, were
mterested in the preventive aspect of disease and the
preservation of health. We can reasonably surmise
that More learned much from Lmacre, and that this

teaching led him to become a pioneer in public health
admmistration.

More’s Interest in Medicine

In the sixteenth century, the study of Greek not
infrequently led on to that of medicme, and Thomas
More encouraged this departure in his own house-
hold. The house at Chelsea was always full of scholars

and pupils. Nicholas Kratzer, Henry VIII’s astro-

nomer, was a frequent visitor, as were Erasmus and
other scholars from overseas. More believed in the
higher education of women, and his daughters were
liberally educated. Erasmus wrote to Ulrich von
Hutten m the letter to which previous reference has
been made :

“I should rather call his house a school, or imiver-
sitie of Christian religion, for there is none therein
but readeth or studieth the liberall sciences

; their

speciall care is pietie and vertue, there is no quarel-
ling or mtemperate words heard, none seen idle,

which household that worthy gentleman doth not
govern by proude and loftie words, but wuth all kind
and courteous benevolence • everybody performeth
his dutie ; yet is there always alacratie ; neither is

sober mirth anie thing wanting.”
There are at least three mstances of members of

More’s learned household studying medicme. The
first is Margaret Gigs, the foster-sister of More’s
daughter Margaret, who was to hma “as dear as though
she were a daughter”. She was a Greek scholar,

fond of mathematics and studied medicme. More
relates, in the “Second Booke of Comforte Agaynste
Tribulacyon”, that when he lay m a tertian fever,

symptoms arose which baified his two physicians,
but Margaret Gigs, then a young girl, identified the

condition m Galen’s “de differentns febrium”. More
made Margaret Gigs his almoner for his outdoor
charities, and she married Dr. John Clement, More’s
pupil, whom she had known from a child, and helped
him in his medical work and classical studies. Clement
became Wolsey’s lecturer m rhetoric at Oxford, then
professor of Greek, and was president of the CoUege
of Physicians in 1544
More’s third medical proteg4 was Richard Hyrde.

He was tutor to More’s chfidren, and when Margaret
Roper translated Erasmus’s “Treatise on the Pater
Noster”, Hyrde contributed an introduction m
English which justified the right of women to a
scholarly education. Hyrde’s study of Greek authors
attracted him to medicme. As physician he accom-
panied Bishop Gardmer on his embassy to the Pope
in 1528, and died of a chdl.

More’s writmgs contain many illustrations and
comparisons drawn from his medical knowledge.
This IS strikmgly exemplified in his unfinished
treatise, “De Quatuor Novissimis”, “The Four Last
Thmgs’% written in 1522, when he had just been
knighted and was under-treasurer. It is a meditation
on death, and he describes the hook as “a short
medicine, containing only four herbs, common and
weU known, that is to wit, death, doom, pain and
joy”. »

‘TFor what would a man give for a sure medicme
that it should all his life keep him from sickn^,
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namely, if he might by the avoiding of sickness be
sure to eontmue his life one hundred years.”

In Sir Thomas’s last book, “A Byalogue of Com-
forts Agaynste Tribulacyon”, written in 1534 when
he was imprisoned m the Tower of London, there are
again many mstanees culled from the author’s medical
lore.

In his keen observation, in his reflexion and
deductions, and m his dislike of over-druggmg. More
had all the endowments of a wise physician. It is

apparent that he would have been a great one if he
had chosen medicme as his profession. Evidently he
was mtensely mterested m medical studies and in

the art of healing.

Commissioner of Sewers

In 1510, More wras appointed one of the Under-
Sheriffs of the City of London, which gave him
opportunity to advise the Corporation on sanitary
reform. This mterest in public health was further
shown by his appointment m 1514 as one of the
commissioners of sewers along Thames Bank between
East Greenwich and Lambeth.
The improvement of London’s water-supply was

much m More’s mmd when he described the river of
Anyder, on which Amaurote, the chief city of Utopia,
was situated, for Anyder, like the Thames, is a tidal

river.

Throughout his career More, despite the claims of
high office, contmued with his work for the improve-
ment of England’s water-supplies. In 1526 he was
again appomted commissioner of sewers for the coast

of the Thames, from East Greenwich to Gravesend,
and, as Lord Chancellor, he probably initiated the
important Act of Parliament (23rd Hen. VILE, C.5),

which appomted commissioners of sewers in ail parts
of the kingdom.

“Utopia”

“Utopia” was partly written at Antwerp, when
More was ambassador to the Archduke Charles,

afterwards Charles V, m 1515, and was completed m
England. “Utopia” is ‘No-Where’, the imagmary
Commonwealth of the Renaissance idealists. It

advocates many social reforms ; m addition, it

devises a most complete system ofhealth reform which
was greatly m advance of his time, and m some
respects in advance of our own time.
More envisaged a well-built city with gardens and

open spaces, a public water-supply, dramage and
cleaned streets, with public abattoirs outside. Public
hospitals were provided for the treatment of rich and
poor, and isolation hospitals for cases of infectious

disease. Other amenities mcluded communal meals,
the safeguarding of maternity with municipal nurses
for infant welfare, nursery schools (or creches) for

children imder five, free universal education for all

children, with continuation, adolescent, and adult
schools ; religious instruction, mdustrial welfare,

enlightened marriage laws and eugenic matmg, and
obedience to the laws of health, mcluding fresh air

and sunlight, and active occupation without undu^
fati^ie. It is a comprehensive programme of social

medicine which, written in the sixteenth century,
expresses many of the aspirations of to-day.

Interest in Care for the Sick and Infirm

More’s mterest in medicme and the prevention of
disease were joined with a kind and charitable heart.

which was touched by all forms of human suffering.

This is revealed m the words of Thomas Stapleton,

whose “Life of More” appeared m 1588.

“More was used, vrhenever m his house or in the

Village he lived in there was a woman in iabom% to

begin praying, and so eontmue until news was brought

him that the delivery had come happily to pass.

“The chanty of More was without bounds, as is

proved by the frequent and abundant alms he poured

without distmction among all unfortimate persons.

He used himself to go through the back lanes and
inquire into the state of poor families ; and he would
relieve their distress, not by seattermg a few small

coins, as is the general custom, but when he

ascertained a real need, by two, three or four gold

pieces.

“When his official position and duties prevented

this personal attention, he would send some of his

family to dispense his alms, especially to the sick

and the aged.” This office, as already mentioned,

was frequently performed by Margaret Gigs. “He
very often invited to his table his poorer neighbours,

leceivmg them . . . familiarly and joyously ; he rarely

invited the rich, and scarcely ever the nobility. Hot
a week passed without his takmg some poor sufferer

into his house and having him tended. In his parish

of Chelsea he hired a house, to which he gathered

many uifirm, poor and old people, and maintained

them at his own expense. When More was away, his

eldest daughter, Margaret . . . had the car© of this

house.

“He even received into his household and sup-

ported a poor widow named Paula, who had spent

all her money on a lawsuit.”

The relief of the destitute and care of the sick were

largely in the hands of the religious houses, and it

was not until after the dissolution of the monasteries

that the poor became a State problem, necessitatmg

Poor Law legislation. More, in his wisdom and
humanity, would have devised a sound system of

Poor Law relief. The Poor Law legislation of Henry
VTTT and Edward VI put the onus of relief on the

chanty of local districts, and the problems of unem-
ployment and destitution were not handled effectively

until the celebrated Poor Law Act of Elizabeth in

1601.

More as a Health Administrator

There was much epidemic disease in Tudor times.

Outbreaks of typhus fever appeared in Europe and
began to be frequent in the towns and overcrowded
gaols of Britam. Typhoid, dysentery and malaria

were endemic. Sir Thomas himself suffered from a

tertian fever. Creighton notes an epidemic of in-

fiuenza in 1510. The deadliest epidemics were plague

and the Weating sickness’. During 151 1-2 1 there

IS not a smgle year without some reference in the

letters of Erasmus and elsewhere to the prevalence

of plague.

The sweating sickness was one of those mysterious

maladies, like infiuenza and ence|)halitis lethargica in

our own time, which suddenly appear, wreak havoc
and destruction for a time, and then as suddenly
disappear. The disease was first noted in August
1485, and was also brought to England in the army
of Henry VII, which landed at Milford Haven^. It

spread to London, where it caused great mortahty.

Sweatmg sickness has been identified by Dr. Creigh-

ton, the epidemiologist, and Dr. Michael Poster with

‘miliary fever’ (schweissjriesel^ suette miUeme, or

‘the Picardy Sweat’), a inalady repeatedly obserys^
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in France, Italy and south Germany, but not in

Great Bntam. It was characterized by intense

sweatmg and an eruption of vesicles, lasted longer

than sweating siclmess, occurred m limited epidemics,

and was usually not fatal. The first epidemic was
seen in 1717 and it continued to 1906, and even later.

Dr. IVIicliael Foster and Sir Henry Tidy saw cases

of the disease m France durmg the First World
War^.

In the summer of 1517, London was visited by a
virulent outbreak of the disease, which spread by
the followmg year all over the country, and especially

m the crowded towms. Colet succimibed to the
infection, Wolsey had more than one attack, and
Andreas Ammonius, Henry VIII ’s Latm secretary,

died of it.

More noted the danger of relapse in sweating sick-

ness. “Considermg theie is, as iDhysieians say, and
as we also find, double the peril in the relapse that was
in the first sickness

Plague was also prevalent, and the diseases terrified

King Henry, who fied from London to Wmdsor, and
thence to Abmgdon. In April 1518, both plague and
sweating sickness were rife in Oxford. The Kmg
appointed More, who had returned from the embassy
to Calais, to supervise the health measures to be
taken m this emergency. On April 28, Master More
certified from Oxford to the Kmg at Woodstock that
three children were dead of the sickness, but none
others ; he had accordmgly charged the Mayor and
commissary m the Kmg’s name “that the inhabitants
of those houses that be and shall be mfected, shall

keep in, put out wispes [of hay] and bear white rods,
accordmg as your Grace devised for Londoners”.
They were also forbidden to keep animals in their
houses, and officers were required to keep the streets
of the town cleansed and to burn refuse.

Here we see notification and segregation used for
the prevention of epidemic disease, and Thomas More
controlled it by these means. The Kmg’s Council
approved these measures, and m June 1518, Pace
wrote from the Court at Woodstock to Wolsey that
“all are free from sickness here, but many die of it

within four or five miles, asMr. Controller is informed”.
On July 18, More wrote :

“We have daily advertisements here, other of some
sweating or the great sickness from places very near
unto us ; and as for surfeits and drunkenness we
have enough at home.”

In the severe outbreak of 1528, More’s daughter,
Mai^aret, nearly succumbed to the sweating sickness.
Anne Boleyn was attacked by it, and her royal lover
hastily left I^er for several weeks.

More’s excellent sanitary regulations, no doubt,
helped to prevent more widespread infection and to
dmaioish the virulence of these pestilences. The first

plague order was issued m the^ thirty-fifth year of
Henry VIII, in 1543, and, as Creighton remarked,
contains the germs of all subsequent preventive
practice. More had then been dead for eight years,
but the order codified his previous regulations and
instructions. Instead of wisps of hay, the sign of
the cro^s is to be set on every house which might be
afflicted with the plague, and there contmue for forty
4^3^ Segregation, disinfection—chiefiy by burning
Str^ etc., and scouring—and the bearmg of
irhte rbds'by plague contacts are enforced, and this
addltinnajL humane regulation breathes the spirit of
^Kiomas More : “That no housekeeper should put
any person diseased out of his house unl^ they pro-
vided housing for them in some other house.”

The more one delves into State papers of the time
ofHenry VIII, the more one reads Sir Thomas More’s
books, treatises and letters, and studies the account
of his work in the letters of Erasmus and other con-

temporaries, the more one marvels at his wisdom and
his outlook upon hygiene and public health.

Hospital Reform

This admiration for More is further enhanced when
we examme his views on hospitals. He was a pro-

tagonist of hospital reform. In “Utopia” he sets

forth a hospital scheme in these words :

“For in the circuit© of the citie, a little without
the walls, they have iiii hospitalles, so bigge, so wyde,
so ample and so large, that they may seme iiii little

townes, which were devised of that bignes partely to

thmtent the sycke, be they never so many in numbre,
should not lye to thiong© or strayte, and therefore

uneasely and incommodiously * and partely that

they which were taken and holden with contagious
diseases, such© as be wonte by infection to crepe

from one to another, myght be layde aparfc farre

from the company of the residue. These hospitalles

be so wel appomted, and with al thmges necessary
to health so furnished, and more over so diligent

attendaunce through the contmual presence of

cunnmg phisitians is geven, that though no man be
sent thether agamst his will, yet notwithstandmge
there is no sicke person© m al the citie, that had not
rather lye there then at home in his own© house.”

Sir Thomas More, when he wrote on theological or

religious subjects, was often prolix, but m this account
of the best form of hospital, its amenities and advan-
tages, he is wonderfully concise Yet all the points

are there : situation, provision for all sick persons,

proper furnishing and equipment, medical specialists

in regular attendance, everything indeed that we are

now endeavourmg to obtain for the sick in the middle
of the twentieth century.

In his “Supplication of Souls in Prirgatory” (1529),

written as a counter-blast to Simon Fish’s “Supplica-

tion of the Beggars”, More demonstrated the folly of

abolishmg the hospitals. He alludes to the benefits

they conferred m diminishing the amount of sickness

among the destitute, appreciates the value of case-

records and statistics, which were lackmg in the case

under consideration ; but, nevertheless, considers

that the number of the sick through hospitals are less

than in times past, and cites the French pox :

“And then of the french pockes thirty year ago

went there about sick five against one that beggeth

with them now. ... As for other sickness the inci-

dence is not greater than in times past.”

In his cupidity and lack of humanity for his

necessitous subjects, Henry VIII ignored More’s

wise counsel. The hospitals were suppressed, and the

“Five Royal Hospitals” of London, includmg St.

Bartholomew’s and St. Thomas’s Hospitals, were

only preserved through the public-spirited action of

the Corporation of London.

Conclusion

More succeeded Wolsey as Lord Chancellor, hut

he resigned in 1532, as he disagreed with the King’s

ecclesiastical policy. In 1534 he was imprisoned in

the Tower, indicted for high treason in 1535, found

guilty on perjured evidence, and executed on Tower
Hill, '‘the blackest crime ever perpetrated in England
under the form of law”.

Sir Thomas More, as we have seen from “Utopia”,

devised a naost complete system of health and social
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reform winch was greatly m advance of his time,

and in some respects in advance of our own time.

His fame as public health reformer, therefore, rests

more on planning and prophecy than on achievement.
He was, however, a great administrator, and refer-

ence has been made to his practical measures as

commissioner of sewers m regard to water-supplies

and to his distmction m mitiating the control of

epidemic disease and plague. Had England then
been ruled by an enlightened monarch, interested in

the welfare of his subjects, pubhc health reform would
have been inaugurated on wise lines m the sixteenth

century, for Sir Thomas had the root of the matter
in him.

^Ad Dorpium, *‘Lucubratioiies” (1563), 417.
® Letter to TJlrich von Hutten, July 23, 1519
^ Munk, W., “The Eoll of the E.oyal College of Physicians of London’*

(1878) vol 1 25. Wenkebach, E,, “John Clement ein enghscher
Humanist und Arzt des sechzehnten Jahrhunderts Sudhoff’s
“Studien zur Geshichte der Medizm”, Heft 14 (Leipzig, 1925).

* See Forrestier, T
,
British Museum, Addit MS

,
Ho 27,582, and

Creighton’s “History of Epidemics in Britain*’, vol 1, 237.
^ BrU. Med. J., u, 63, 196 (1945).
® “The Pitiful Life of King Edward the Fifth” Camelot edition,

p 230.

MOSAIC DISEASE OF THE
NARCISSUS

By Dr. JOHN CALDWELL
University College, Exeter

The problem of ‘mosaic’ or ‘stripe’ disease of
Narcissus has mterested growers and others for

some considerable time Recently much work has been
carried out on the disease in the United States by
Haasis, in Holland byvan Slogteren and his colleagues,

and m Great Britain by Caldwell and his colleagues.

Though not all the details have been worked out,

some clear-cut conclusions have been arrived at, and
it seems worth while taking stock of the present
position.

In the first place, it is now quite clear that the
group of diseases commonly called ‘stripe’ or ‘mosaic’

in Narcissus is caused by a pathogen of the virus
group. In the laboratory the disease is readily trans-

mitted by grafting a part of a diseased bulb on to a
part of a healthy one, when the healthy bulb is then
infected. It is also readily transmitted by rubbmg
the leaves of a healthy plant with juice extracted
from a diseased plant. Infection is mereased by the
use of carborundum powder with the moculum. The
powder has the effect of rupturing the cells of the
leaves without domg extensive damage to the tissues.

Virus agents in general cannot enter an unbroken
cell, nor, on the other hand, can they develop in a cell

which is very badly damaged. One of the difficulties

which has been encountered by all workers on Nar-
cisms mosaic is that the disease symptoms are not
shown by a treated plant m the same season as the
inoculation is made. In other words, one has to wait
for nearly a year before one can tell whether infection
has taken place, so far, at least, as appearances are
concerned. A laboratory method which does shorten
the time required to ascertam if infection has taken
place is by precipitin tests-

In the field the disease is clearly transmitted by
the transfer of the virus agent in infective juice by
the agency of sucking msects. A great deal of work
on this aspect of the subject has been carried out

because, obviously, m commercial lioldmgs infection

must take place by natural means. It is considered

improbable that much, if any, transmission of the

disease agent takes place by the normal methods of

cultivation or of cutting fiowers and so forth. Haasis,

in a short note, has reported that four msects are

disease vectors in the United States, and van Slog-

teren has listed three for Holland, namely, Aulacor-

thum solam {Myzus pscudosolam)^ Doralls [Aphis)

rmmcis and Alacrosiphuin euphorhicB (Thomas).

Myzus persiccB (the peach aphis), a common vector of

many virus agents, he found not to be a vector for the

virus of Narcissus mosaic. We in this Department

have been unable, so far, to induce any insect under

experimental conditions to transmit the disease, and,

in pomt of fact, few insects seem to be common on the

Narcissus. Curiously enough, no direct evidence has

yet been produced by any worker that the mite

Tarsonemus approximatus narcissi (Banks), which is so

common on the Narcissus, is a vector ofthe agent. W©
are satisfied, however, that some insect is, m fact,

the vector under field conditions. We grew blocks

of Narcissus made up of groups of healthy and of

diseased plants of the variety ‘Sir Watkm’, which,

mcidentally, has been selected qmte independently

by all workers as their experimental material. Some
of the blocks were separated one from another by
wooden frames sunk some feet mto the ground to

prevent any contact between the roots. In otheis

the roots could freely grow together, but the plants

were sprayed from time to time during the growing

season with a nicotme spray to kill any insects on

the fohage and to discourage insect visitants.
^

Plants

m the square of healthy plants, which were isolated

from the diseased plants by the wooden frame, were

foimd ultimately to be infected to the extent of

thirteen out of sixty-eight, while only two^ of the

sixty-four bulbs in the sprayed block were infected

after the same period. This was taken to indicate

that spread takes place by the agency of some vector

on the foliage and not through the roots, as was

suggested by Mc^Vhorter some years ago. This

conclusion, that is, of aerial rather than root infec-

tion, is supported by the work of Haasis and of van

Slogteren.

Another difficulty m experimenting with Narcissus

mosaic is that imder certam conditions, notably in

the higher temperatures of the early summer or such

as obtam in glasshouses, there tends to be ‘maskmg’

of the symptoms. This means that plants, the foliage

of which show marked symptoms of disease m the

colder weather of early spring, may appear almost

healthy in the warmer days of early summer. We
have a variety of Narcissus which develops a most
markedly chlorotic leaf when infected. We have
found that it is possible, by keepmg the plants in

pots and exposmg them alternately to high and to

low temperatures, to induce ‘ the leav^ to develop

alternate green and yellow bands running horizontally

across them—a ‘zebra^ effect.

The existence of ‘maskmg’ by temperature and
possibly by other environmental conditions neces-

sitates the greatest care in the selection of bulbs to

ensure that only really healthy bulbs are used for

experimental material. We rogue our healthy ‘Sir

Watkm’ stock rigorously and have watched them
for some years before using them as experimental

material.

The disease is not seed-transmitted. We have
grown many thousands of seedlings from seeds which
were obtained from virus-infected
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parent diseased, seed parent diseased, and both
parents diseased—and ni not a single instance have
we found the seedlmgs diseased ; nor have the plants

afterwards shown sjnnptoms of disease when grown
in isolation. This ensures, at least, that breeders and
raisers can alw'ays begui with healthy stock—unlike,

of course, those who propagate varieties by bulbs

—

and it would obviously pay all raisers of new varieties

to take the greatest possible care to ensure that their

seedling plants are grown as far away as possible

from infected plants.

It is clear that some varieties of Narcisstcs are less

affected by the disease than others, and that some
varieties contmue to flower and to flourish, ifperhaps
not so well as they might, at least sufliciently well

to satisfy the not too-exactmg grower. Other varieties,

on the other hand, are so crippled by the disease that
the plants become progressively smaller and smaller,

cease to flower, and may actually ‘starve’ themselves
out of existence. In many of the yellow varieties the
flowers are flecked with white or lighter yellow areas,

and may even be distorted. Distortion also of the
flower-stalk spoils the flower from the gardener’s or
the commercial grower’s pomt of view It is now
almost certain that there is only one virus agent
which causes all these apparently different types of
disease, and the difference in symptom-expression is

a varietal difference, not a difference m the agent.
We have found, for example, that juice from a
diseased ‘Sir Watkm’ plant moculated into a
‘Croesus’ plant causes the typical symptoms found
m ‘Croesus’. Inoculum from ‘Croesus’ mto a healthy
‘Helios’ plant induces ‘Helios’ symptoms, and a back-
moculation from the diseased ‘Helios’ plant mduces
typical ‘Sir Watkin’ symptoms in a ‘Sir Watkin’
plant, and so on. It is clearly essential, there-
fore, that any suspected plants of all varieties should
be ‘rogued’ as soon as they are noticed, since they
will act as sources of infection for other varieties

which may be much more susceptible to the disease
than are the ongmal diseased plants. This question
of susceptibility to disease is one in which much help
might be obtained from the grower and especially
from the raiser of Narcisstis. It is quite clear to us,

as it must be to anyone who has had occasion to
make similar observations, that some varieties are
quickly reduced to uselessness by mosaic disease
while others are only slightly affected, others agam
occupymg an intermediate position. Clearly this

susceptibility must be connected with the her^itary
make-up of the variety, and any observations on
these points would be most helpful. For example.
Narcissusjonquilla and its hybrids, in our experience,
are apparently little affected by the disease and show
very slight symptoms, as also do the N. poeticus
varieties. N. trkmdnts hybrids, or at least some of
them, seem to be very susceptible, and so forth:
Incidentally, I have not so far found a smgle case of
mosaicm a plant ofthe woldNarcissuspseudouarcisstiSy
though I have carefully exammed many thousands
of plants.

As more information becomes available about the
nature of the disease, further methods of control
may su^esfc themselves. In the present stage of
knowledge, the most effective method is obviously

^cO^eing of the stocks. Periodic inspections
should be earned out and suspected plants should be
Wmoved and burnt. Clearly, inspection should begin
Oarly in tlm growing season before there is a likeli-

hood of ‘masking’ of S3?mptoms by hi^er tempera^
tuim In small planting, addition^ protection could
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be afforded by spraying with an insecticide like

nicotine. Haasis has suggested that some measure of

control might result from the selection of the larger

bulbs from a group grown under similar conditions,

as the effect of the disease is to reduce the bulb size

appreciably. That reduction of size is foimd in

diseased bulbs we have also found, but obviously
this method would be only partially effective. Kaisers
of new varieties should remember that the seedlmg
plants are always healthy, as the disease is not seed-

borne, and great care should be exercised in growmg
new stocks as far away as possible from stocks of

diseased bulbs if the latter must not be destroyed

.
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SOCIAL MEDICINE AT OXFORD

I
H a letter to Fulgenzio, Francis Bacon remarked
that “the mstauration of the sciences require

some ages for the ripenmg of them”. Social medicme
may,m some respects, be regarded as an “mstaurated’,
or “renewed” science, for it is one of broad outlook
and revives the philosophical attitude with which the

Greeks approached the study of social problems and
natural phenomena. It is one of the most comprehen-
sive of sciences, calling to its aid many branches of

knowledge m the elucidation of its problems. It is

fitting, therefore, that the first chair and Institute of

Social Medicme have been established at Oxford, a
University rich in many founts of learnmg, including

the activities of Huffield College, which is conducting
unportant investigations mto social problems. The
University was exceptionally fortunate m securing

for its first professor of social medicine so eminent a
physician as Prof. John A Kyle.
The Institute came into bemg as from April 1, 1943,

but, owing to war-tmie difficulties, its working life

only began in the sprmg of 1944. Yet, as its first

annual report shows, a comprehensive programme of

work has been drawn up and a number of mvestiga-

tions are already m progress. Certam of these, as the

list of publications mdicates, have either been com-
pleted or have reached a stage which justifies 'a

prelnmnary report.

The purposes of the Institute are as follows

:

(a) To mvestigate the mfiuence of social, geneti<?,

environmental, and domestic factors on the mcidenee
of human disease and dmbility.

(6) To seek and promote measures, other than those

usually employedm the practice ofremedial medicine,

for the protection of the individual and of the com-
munity against such forces as interfere wuth the full

development and maintenance of man’s mental and
physical capacity. *

(c) If required by the University to do so, to make
provision in the Institute for the mstmetion in social

medicine of students and practitioners of medicine
approved by the Board of the Faculty of Medicme m
the Umversity of Oxford.
A review of the activities of the Institute revels

that the investigations made conform closely with th©
above requirements. Several of these relate to the
health of infants and children. One of the criticisms

of the School Medical Service has been the numlber
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and variety of defects among school children. It has
been pomted out in successive annual reports of the
Chief Medical Officer ofthe Mmistr^^ ofEducation that
these defects come to light chiefly when children are
first examined medically on entrance to school. They
develop durmg the pre-school age, and accurate
knowledge concernmg them is lacking. In 1944 the
Institute launched a long-time sur^’ey to study and
compare the health, development and sickness

experience of children m all social groups from the
first weeks of life to the age of five. The medical
officer of health for Oxford City, his colleagues and
the health \nsitors co-operate m this mvestigation,
which should yield important results. A statistical

analysis is bemg made of the still-birth rates and
neo-natal rates m England and Wales in relation to

envuonmental and social factors, and a special

genetic study of twins is in progress.

The relationships between occupation and mor-
bidity is another field in which extensive knowledge
is lackmg. Dr. W. T. Russell is makmg a statistical

analysis of sickness absence at JMorris Motors works,
Cowley, including correlations of the mam causes of

sickness with such factors as age, sex, trade and
season. On the basis of the mitial study, it is hoped
later to select particular causes of sickness, such as

peptic ulcer and the chronic rheumatic diseases, for a
more detailed inquiry mto incidence and etiology. It

is believed that certam useful analyses will emerge
which should prove of ultimate advantage to the
health of the workers, to the management and to

production. TMien this mqmry extends to other
mdustrial centres, comparisons of morbidity ex-

perience as between different industries, or between
factories of the same mdustry m differently situated

districts, should m time become possible.

On behalf of the Goitre Sub-Committee of the
Medical Research Council, an extensive survey has
been made on school-children at ages eleven to

fifteen in several districts of England and Scotland
to determme the varymg incidence of thjT'oid

h;^q>erplasia in relation to the lodme content of

drmkmg water. Significant variations in mcidence
have been demonstrated wffiich correspond with varia-

tions m the amount of lodme present m the drinkmg
water as well as with the varymg mcidence of child-

hood hyperplasia and adult goitre m the country.
In the course of the siuvey a standard method of

exammmg and recording the state of the thj’TOid

gland was established.

Radiographic studies bulk largely m the report.

Tliey have been used m the investigations mentioned,
and special mquiries are also being made to obtain
more precise mformation on bony changes related to

nutrition and intercurrent disease durmg the period
of growth-

These important researches by no means exhaust
the activities of the Institute. Its work is mtimately
connected wnth the Bureau of Health and Sickness
Records m Hospitals (JSTuffield Provincial Hospitals
Trust). It has helped in investigations directed by
the Mmistry of Health and other official bodies, and
has established itself as a consultative and ad\nsory
centre. It is responsible for the teachmg of Oxford
medical students in social and preventive medicine,
and is extendmg its work m many directions.

Social medicme is an uncharted sea. The mforma-
tion in the present report reveals not only the possi-

bihties of new discoveries, but also how well the
work to this end is bemg directed, planned and
organised.

ANATOMY OF THE PRIMARY
VASCULAR SYSTEM IN

DICOTYLEDONOUS PLANTS

By K. J. DORMER
Birkbeck CoUege, University of London

ASTRIKING feature of botany as the science

exists at present is the lack of any coherent
body of comparative morphological doctrme dealmg
with the angiosperms. There are no books on the
flowering plants m any way comparable with Bower’s
work on the ferns or Chamberlain’s on gynmosperms.
As a result, the treatment of angiospermsm university

courses on botany is usually confined to separate and
unrelated series of lectures on systematics and on
plant anatomy. In seeking a remedy for this remark-
able situation one cannot but be impressed by the
almost complete neglect of the gross anatomy of the
primary vascular system, or what the older anatomists
called ‘'the course of the vascular bundles m the
stem”. Analogy with the study of other groups
suggests that this department of anatomy may be
expected to yield data of phylogenetic significance

The pioneer paper published by Nageli^ in 1858 is

still our prmcipal source of information on this topic,

the few memoirs which have appeared smce that date
being for the most part descriptions of the develop-
ment of single species or aeeoimts of the more obvi-
ously aberrant groups such as Piperacese. There
have also been some publications dealmg with the
number of traces to a leaf in various families (for

example, Simiott-). The neglect of the subject may
be attributed almost entirely to the fact that Nageli
and nearly all subsequent wTiters have paid altogether
too much attention to the supposed basipetal develop-
ment of the leaf traces, and have described vascular
systems in terms of traces rimnmg down the stem
and joinmg on to the traces of older leaves. Descrip-
tions framed in this way make very tedious reading,
and are so ill-adapted to the comparison of related
vascular systems as to be almost unmtelhgible
without the aid of diagrams. Furthermore, such
accounts tend to emphasize relatively trivial features,

especially the numbers ofmternodes which the various
bundles traverse, at the expense of others which are
really far more important.
In some recent publications®*** I have therefore

made a complete break with tradition and employed
a terminology which is mdejTendent of ontogenetic
considerations. A primary distmction has been
established between 'open’ vascular systems, in which
the bimdles, as they run upward through the stem,
branch but do not anastomose, so that the foliar gaps
are open for an mdefinite distance upwards, and
‘closed’ systems, m which the foliar gaps are regularly
closed by anastomoses of the bundles. An open
system is shown in Fig. 1, where the stele is repres-

ented as having been cut open down one side and
then laid out flat. Crosses denote the median traces
ofleaves and the small circles lateral traces. Examina-
tion of this diagram will reveal a property common to
all open systenas, namely, the segregation of the
primary vascular tissue mto a number of units (in

this case five), which have no communication with
each other except at the base of the shoot, and, m
some cases, mcluding the one illustrated, also through
the leaves. In closed systems, on the other hand, as
in that shown in Fig. 2, the primary vascular
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forms a continuous network. (In this figure the bundle
lettered AZ has been represented twice over.)

In view of the known physiological importance of

xylem and phloem, it seems reasonable to suppose
that the tangential discontinuity of these tissues in

open systems would involve a certain degree of

inefficiency. It is therefore of great interest that in

all open systems so far investigated mterfascicular

xylem and phloem are present almost from the
beginning. So far as it is possible to generalize from
the very scanty data so far available, it appears that

the condition so popular with writers of elementary
text-books, where fully developed vascular bundles
are separated by wide parenchymatous primary rays,

can only exist in plants with closed vascular systems.

As closed systems are almost certainly in the mmority,
the current conception of a typical dicotyledonous
stem appears to require some revision.

Apart from a general tendency for the more
specialized herbaceous families to display closed

systems, there is no close correlation between the
type of vascular system and the habit of the plant.

Thus Gasuarina, although woody, has a closed

vascular system and a tardy development of inter-

fascicular tissue, while many herbs have open systems
and exhibit a continuous ring of xylem and phloem
almost from the beginning. A herb of this type is

to all intents and purposes a woody plant which
never develops beyond the first annual ring, and
should be clearly distinguished from those more
typically herbaceous forms in which interfascicular

tissues develop late (for example, Hdianthus) or not
at aU (for example, Fetasites),

Botli open and closed vascular systems display

great variety in phylJotaxy and m the number and
position of the foliar traces. These differences offer

a ridi and unexplored field for the characterization
of ttabnon^ groups. We are here concerned, with
matters of more general interest.

The particular type of open system shown in Fig. 1

api^rs to be of outst^ding importance. The ‘stem
bundleB^ which are mdefinitely continued upwards

and which give rise to the traces as lateral branches,

are here equal in number to the orthostichies of the
regular spiral phyllotaxy, and each leaf has three

traces, each lateral trace being separated from the
corresponduig median one by a single stem bundle.

Any vascular system exhibiting these features may
be called an ‘acacian’ system. (It should be noted
that the concept of a ‘stem bundle’ is quite distinct

from the ‘caulme bundle’ of the older anatomists.)

The figure presents the acacian system in a somewhat
idealized form. In reality, the length of the free

course of a trace is subject to wide and random
variation, nor is it a constant rule for the traces to
depart from the stem bundles m one direction only.

In a description vrritten in the old style the essential

features of the acacian system would be submerged
beneath a welter of detailed information about the
idiosyncrasies of mdividual traces.

Detailed evidence has been presented elsowhere^.^

in support of the view that the acacian vascular
system was the ancestral form for the Legummosse.
This mterpretation is based partly on the occurrence
of acacian systems more particularly m those genera
which are judged on grounds of fioral structure to be
primitive, but prmcipally on the fact that acacian
forms occur in many tribes which also have non-
acacian representatives, the acacian forms m different

tribes resembling one another much more closely

than do their non-acacian allies. Any interpretation

which does not regard the acacian forms as primitive
involves the assumption of numerous convergent
evolutionary trends, and is therefore to be rejected

unless upheld by a considerable body of new facts.

It would be premature to attempt to extend this

reasoniag to the dicotyledons as a whole, but as a
working hypothesis to act as a spur to further
research the idea that the primitive angiosperm had
an acacian vascular system has much to recommend
it. At least, it does not conflict with any of the
known facts, and in several inst^ances it accords very
well with the available data. Thus, for example, the
Euphorbiacese are mostly acacian, the known excep-
tions being the specialized and quit© dissimilar

herbaceous genera Ric%nus and Mercurialis.
It may reasonably be expected that of all woody

dicotyledons with alternate leaves some 60-70 per
cent will be found to have acacian systems, a large

proportion of the remainder being derived from the
acacian type by the omission of the lateral traces.

Scarcely anything is known concerning the woody
forms with opposite leaves, but it seems quite certain

that among the herbaceous dicotyledons the vascular
systems display such diversity that no type can be
pomted out as being specially abundant.
Examination of Fig. 1 will show that the adjacent

lateral traces of two successive leaves are on the same
vertical line, so that the insertions of the leaves, as

seen in a plan view* of the shoot, would just meet.
In such cases the insertions may b© said to be ‘in

contact’. Other conditions also occur. In a consider-
able number of cases the insertions of successive
leaves overlap, as seten in plan view (‘mterlocked’
insertions), while in others they fail to meet (‘separ-

ated’ msertions). The interlocked condition of the
insertions, though often a serviceable taxonomic
character, d les not appear to be of any great general
inter^t. The separated arrangement, however, is

closely linked with some problems of phyllotaxy.
In all the plants so far mvestigated m which the

insertions are in contact, the spiral phyllotaxy is

perfectly regular, both internode length and anguter
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divergence being practically constant. This is also

often the case when the insertions are separated. A
number of cases are known, however, where separated
insertions are associated wnth a more or less complete
breakdown of the spiral leaf-succession In Lespedeza
sizboldi, Amo)pha canescens, and some species of
Erythiina, shoots can be found m which the arrange-

ment of the leaves appears to be governed solely by
the consideration that two leaves camiot occupy the
same position. In some instances indications of a
verticillate arrangement can be found. Occasionally

the whole transition from a spiral to a whorled (or

decussate) arrangement may be found m a smgle
species. Thus in Spartium junceum the plumular
shoot has a spiral of leaves with the insertions, or at

least the lower ones, in contact, while the lateral

branches have separated msertions and decussate
phyllotaxy. It appears that m some trees the normal
shoots have insertions in contact and spiral phyllo-

taxy, while the suckers have separated msertions and

tend to form whorls Although it is possible that

w’horls have also arisen in other w-ays, it seems prob-
able that most verticillate phyllotaxy is merely a

consequence of the separation of the insertions The
prevalence of opposite leaves in so many families of

Sympetalse may well be due to the fact that each
leaf has only a smgle trace, so that the msertions are

necessarily separated.

It IS now nearly ninety years since the appearance
of the first important memoir on this aspect of

plant anatomy, yet the subject is still m its infancy.

During the last fe'w decades there have been signs of

an awakenmg interest m the morphology of the

angiosperm shoot, and it is reasonable to hope that

the primary vascular system will in future receive its

fair share of attention.

1 Beitr lom BoL, 1 (ISoS).

Amer. J. Bot

,

1, 303 (1914)
* Ann Bot , N S., 9, 141 (1945)
* yew Phi/to!

,
45 , 145 (1946).

NEWS and VIEWS
Universities of the Argentine : Retirement of

Prof. Bernardo A. Houssay, For.Mem.R.S.

The Universities of the Argentine have at present
lost their autonomy, the Government havmg placed
at the head of each faculty an hntervenmg delegate’,

who has taken over admmistration and direction m
accordance with the Government’s wishes. Basmg
his action on the recent decree of the executive
power controlling clauses m the University statutes

concernmg the age limit for retirement of jiro-

fessors, the ‘mtervenmg delegate’ of the Faculty of

Medical Sciences in the Universitj^ of Buenos Aires

has informed Dr. Bernardo A. Houssay, titular pro-

fessor of physiology, who has a world-wide reputation
in the field of endocrine research, that he is now liable

for retirement and is forthwith 'relieved of his post’.

Dr. Houssay is fifty-nme years old. His forcible

retirement was followed by a boycott by the students

of the physiology classes, and many resignations of
members of the staffs of Argentme universities, in-

cluding Dr. E. Braim Menendez, Dr. V. Foglia, Dr.
L. Leloir and Dr. J. T. Lewis.

It will be recalled that Prof. Houssay was relieved

of his post some time ago by Government decree, but
this action w^as afterwards declared illegal and
Houssay was judged never to have left his imiversity

position. At that time an independent Institute de
Biologia y Medieina Experimental was founded at

Calle Costa Bica 4185, Buenos Aires, with wide-
spread financial support not only in the Argentine
but also the United States of America and other
countries, which was staffed by Dr. Houssay,
Dr. Braim Menendez, Dr. Foglia, Dr. J. T. Lewis,
Dr. O. Orias and others. When Dr. Houssay returned
to his universify post after his first dismissal, the
Instituto de Biologia y Medieina Experimental was
still maintained as an independent unit, and it is

to be presumed that Dr. Houssay has now returned
to the post of director of this Institute.

Economics at Leeds : Prof. J. Harry Jones

Proe. j. Harry Jones has just retired from the
chair of economics m the University of Leeds which
he has held for the past twenty-seven years, and has
b^n made emeritus professor. He has also been

given the honorary degree of doctor of laws of the
University of Whales. Prof. Jones has rendered out-
standmg services to the University of Leeds both as
a leadmg authority m his subject and in the develop-
ment of university policy, and has built up a strong
Department of Economies and Commerfce. Prof.

Jones went to Leeds with the highest academic
qualifications in economics from University College,

Cardiff, and with valuable experience both of
imiversity teachmg, at Liverpool and Glasgow, and
of Government war-time work in the Mmistry of
Mimitions and the Ministry of Labour. He thus
brought to his work first-hand practical knowledge
as well as great gifts of theoretical analysis. His
outlook has been liberal, and in his teaching, writmgs
and research he has mamtamed the highest standards
of academic integrity.

Prof. Jones’ work has received national recogmtion
by his membership of Boyal Commissions and
Goverimient committees, including the Boyal Com-
mission on the Geographical Distribution of the
Industrial Population, and he was chairman of the
Nova Scotia Boyal Commission of Economic Enquiry
in 1934. He has seiwed on committees of the
Economic Advisory Coimcil, on trade boards, and
on the West Ridmg Agricultural Wages Committee,
The problems of finance have always been one of his
mam interests, and in this connexion he has main-
tamed close contact with the professional organisa-
tions of bankers and accountants ; he has also made
a special study of the economies of the coal mining
industry and of building societies, and has recently
prepared a report on road accidents for the Govern-
ment. Prof. Jones has contributed a number of
papers to the Boyal Statistical Society, has been a
member of its council, and was awarded its Guy
Silver Medal in 1 934 ; he has also served as president
of Section F of the British Association. His publica-
tions include books on “Social Economics” and “The
Economics of Private Enterprise”.

Imperial Institute of Entomology : Dr. S. A. Neave,
CM.G., O.B.E.

The retirement of Dr, S. A. Neave last July from
the directorship of the Imperial Institute of Ento-
mology will be much regretted by entomologists
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othersm many coimtries He w as appointed assistant

director of the then Bureau of Entomology- in 1913,

and filled that position until July 1942, when he
succeeded Sir Guy Marshall as director of the present

Institute. Dr. Heave’s name is inseparably associated

with the growth and outstanding reputation of the
Institute’s Publication Office. In particular the
Review of Applied Entomology and the Nomenclator
Zoologicus (in four volumes) are constant reminders
of the debt which not only entomologists but also

general zoologists owe to Dr. Neave. In addition,

durmg the four years he was director of the Institute,

Dr. Neave supervised the production of the bulky
‘‘Insecta” part of the annual Zoological Record,

besides editing the Bulletin of Entomological Research,

He carries with him the good wishes of a wide circle

of entomologists, and many others, on his retirement.

He IS succeeded as director of the Imperial Institute

of Entomology by Dr W J. Hall, who tvas appointed
assistant director in 1944 {seeNatui'e, 153, 649 ; 1944).

Astronomical Institute at Amsterdam :

Prof. A. Pannekoek

The Astronomical Institute of the University of
Amsterdam has a unique reputation in the astronom-
ical world as a centre for research in both stellar

physics and stellar statistics This is due to the work
of its first director, Prof. A. Pannekoek, whose
retirement has just been announced (Nature, Nov. 9,

p. 662). Noteworthy among his investigations was
that which first established a wide dispersion in the
absolute magnitudes of the hot, H-type stars, and so

led to the now generally accepted view ofthe existence
of these stars in highly localized clusters. Equally
significant was his work on Saha’s theory of thermal
ionization and on the theory of stellar line contours.

He is one of the three pioneers—McCrea and Unsdld
being the others—responsible for developing a wholly
deductive theory of the model stellhr atmosphere,
while his more recent spectroscopic work on the
brighter Cepheids has already led to interesting

developments in spectrophotometric technique.

Prof. H. Zanstra

Proe. Paknekoek’s successor as director of the
Institute is Prof, H. Zanstra, well known in Great
Britam as the first Radchffe Travellmg Fellow in

astronomy. Zanstra ’s work has been inspired by a
keen physical insight, and has led to the widely
accepted quantitative theory of the lummosity of the
gaseous nebulae. Equally significant have been his

investigations of the dynamics of radiation pressure
in diffuse and iDlanetary nebulae, and his discussion
of the probable expansion of the latter objects. In
recent years his interest has been awakened in solar

physics, and he has been responsible for mvestigations
on the hydrodynamics of solar prommences and the
polarization of resonance radiation from the limb of
the sun. In Prof, Zanstra the Institute has a director

who may be expected to mamtain its great reputation

.

Fourth Centenary of the Birth of Tycho Brahe

Kev. P. Antomo Due Rojo, has an
article with the title, “En El Quarto Centenario Del
Naroimi»to de Tycho-Brahe” in Euclides of January
1946, No. 59, which briefly outlines the mam features
in the astronomical work of Tycho Brahe. As a
practicalastronomer, Tycho realized that the question
of til© true systeDo. of the world could be settled only
by amassing evidmice from the positions and motions

of the planets. His long series of observations made
possible the discovery of Kepler’s laws of planetary
motion and also the final proof of the heliocentric

theory—a theory which Tycho himself had rejected

The author refers to his relations with astrology, and
mentions one of his books which was published after

his death, with the expressive title, “Tychonis Brahe
de disciplmis matliematicis oratio, m qua simul
astrologia defenditur et ab objectionibus dissentien-

tium vmdieatur”. A similar vindication of astrology"

was the subject of one of his conferences m the
University of Copenhagen, and his position at the
Court required an aimual compilation of prognostica-
tions for the year followmg as well as horoscopes of

each member of the royal family. It is interesting to

Imow that the foundation stone of Uraniborg was
laid on August 8, 1576, at a time when Jupiter and
Regulus were in conjimction and the moon was in

Aquarius, that is, when the celestial influences were
most favourable. Whatever may have been the real

views of some eminent astronomers on the subject,

necessity sometimes compelled them to cast horo-
scopes as a means of livelihood. A well-known
instance of this is seen in the case of Kepler, who
cast horoscopes for princes and other important
people. Probably astrologers m those days were able

to ease their consciences by quotmg the saying of

the classical poet, “Mimdus vult decipi : ergo

decipiatur”. In spite of his astrological practices,

Tycho stands before the world as a renowned
astronomer and an example of what can be accom-
plished by patient and persistent observation.

University Grants Committee

Sir Robert Greig and Sir Henry Tizard have
resigned from the University Grants Committee. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer has ajipomted the
followmg new members : Miss D. Dymond, prmeijial

of Portsmouth Trainmg College ; Mr. H, L. Elvm,
principal of Ruskm College, Oxford ; Mr. H. S.

Magnay, director of education, Liverpool ; and Prof,

E. K. Rideal, director of the Da\"y Faraday Lab-
oratory, Royal Institution. These appointments
broaden the membership of the committee by gomg
outside the strictly academic field of miiversity

education.

Commonwealth Travelling Fellowship for the Royal

College of Surgeons

A PROMINENT New Zealand industrialist has made
an anonymous gift to the Royal College of Surgeons
of England for the endowment of a Commonwealth
Travelling Professorship. The endowment will provide
an income of about £2,000 a year, and the benefac-
tion 18 to be known as a gift from “A New
Zealand Family”. A Commonwealth professor will be
appomted each year and will generally be a promin-
ent physician, surgeon or scientific worker resident

m Great Britain or in Australia or New Zealand.
The appointing authorities are also empowered, how-
ever, to elect as a professor a distmguished teacher
from one of the other Dommions. The professor will

be required to travel from the country where he or

she is ordinarily resident to Great Britam, or to

Australia and New Zealand, and to any other
Dominion of the British Commonwealth, for the pur-
pose of assisting in the advancement of medical
science either by lecturing, teaching or engagmg in

research. It is hoped that the mstitution of tins

professorship will not only lead to the establishment
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of closer links between scientific workers in the
Dominions and in the older seats of leammg and
centres of research, but also that the people of all
nations will benefit. It is also hoped that it will
be an miportant contribution to Imperial imity.

Scientific Approach to Foreign Affairs

In the latest and final “Looking Forward Pamph-
let” (5lo. 9) of the Royal Institute of International
Affairs,^ under the title “Foreign Affairs and the
Public”, Mr John Price deals with the connexion
between foreign affairs and the daily mterests of the
individual citizen Explaming first the subject-
matter of foreign affairs, he shows how the human
element as well as questions of trade and security
enter mto it. Considerations of human conduct and
morality complicate international affairs, and the
greatest difficulties arise not from the problems
themselves but from the policies of nations and
governments determmed to pursue their selfish ends
by every possible means. The study of mternational
affairs is not an exact science, nor concerned with the
relations between nations m the abstract : it is a
study of human affairs. That must be remembered
m appraismg the machmery for the conduct of foreign
affairs, whether at the national or the international
level. This machmery is well reviewed by Mr. Price
in his next section, which gives a very clear picture
of the limitation and purposes of world organisation.
The new international organisations are bemg
estabhshed m one sphere after another where the
need for them is clearly felt, and machmery for
collaboration at different levels and in all spheres
must be provided if the tasks of mamtaining security
and promotmg peace are to be accomplished
The purpose of security, however, is to pro\’ide the

conditions in which civilization and culture can
prosper and Mr. Price then reviews both the methods
and policies by which foreign affairs are conducted,
and emphasizes finally the need for pursumg actively
policies based upon mternational co-operation and
world organisation. The fundamental difficulty the
nations have to face is the reconciliation of national
self-interest with the common good of the world as
a whole. That is why public mterest m foreign
affairs is so important. We need experts, but we
need also citizens who are able to see clearly, to
judge shrewdly and to realize whether they are
being given the essential facts We have to ensure
that there are enough experts m the foreign servuce,
and that they possess the reqmsite qualifications

;

but it is equally important that the ordinary citizen
should have access to accurate, abundant and up-to-
date information to enable him to miderstand more
about the problems and difficulties, the needs and
aspirations, the history and traditions of other
countries and nations.

East African Industrial Research Board
The third annual report of the East African

Industrial Research Board (P.O. Box 1587, Nairobi.
Is. 6d.) covers the year ended December SI, 1945,
and mcludes, in addition to the chairman’s report,
those of the Tanganyika Industrial Committee and
the Uganda Industrial Committee. Dr. A. J. V.
Underwood continued to ser\^e as overseas consultant,
and the main preoccupation of the Board has been
piaiming for the future of mdustrial research m Ea.st
Africa. So far the governments concerned have not
all accepted the proposals formulated by the chairman
for an East African Department ofIndustrial Research

and Development. The Board’s research organisation
contmued on its war-time basis, but staff difficulties

are expected to restrict its services m 1946. Tiie
technical publications of the Board appear to be
meetmg a public need, and a small technical library
has been built up. "V^liile much of the tune of the
Chemical Laboratory has been occupied by analjdieal
work, miportant work has been done on the develop-
ment of phosphatic fertilizers, and a new product,
‘Silicophosphate’, is now undergoing extensive field

trials Methods of minmg salt from the salt lakes of
Uganda have been under exammation, and the im-
proved quality of domestic pottery^ is largely due lo
the work of the Ceramics Branch. Attention w^as
also given to the improvement of oil milling and soap
manufacture, and draft specifications for soaps weie
prepared by the Panel on Oils and Fats and later

adopted by the Government of Kenya.
The report of the Tanganyika Industrial Committee

reviews the activities of the Hones factory, meludmg
slate pencil manufacture, which was closed on
October 15, and of the Totaquma factory where a
study of the quality^ and efficiency of extraction has
established the relation between the total alkaloidal
content of the bark and the quality and efficiency of
extraction of the total alkaloids. The Uganda
Industrial Committee is being disbanded this year,
and the pottery, wdnch did not enjoy a prosperous
year, will then come mider the direction of the
Geological Survey,

Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences, Vienna

Volumes 148—151 inclusive, covering the years
1939-42, of Section Ila of the Proceedings of the
Academy of Sciences, Vienna, in which are published
articles on astronomy”, mathematics, meteorology,
physics and technology, have recently been received.
The number of articles contamed in each volume is

substantially the same , but this is considerably less

than for volume 147, for 1938 A reduction m the
page size of the pamphlet was made in 1940, and,
in addition, m the foliowmg year, paper of an inferior

and darker quality was mtreduced. The majority
of the articles are theoretical. Of the experimental
articles, those on the light properties of stars by
K. Graff, and the “Commcmications from the In-
stitute of Radium Research”, of which several appear
m each volume, are w”orthy of special mention.
As is to be expected, the latter deal mainly with
the properties of uranium and thorium, fission pro-
ducts and the effects of neutron bombardment. The
purely mathematical papers mciude one on Laguerre’s
polynomials by A. Erd41yi, on the Euler-Maclaurin
series and Bemouiili’s numbers by A. Klmgst, and
on differential geometry by K. Strubecker.

Modern Views on Geography

In an inaugural address at the University of
Liverpool entitled “The Theory and Practice of
Geography” (University Press ofLiverpool ; London

:

Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd. Is. net), Prof. H. C.
Darby stressed the changes in ways of thought of
the late eighteenth and early nmeteenth centuries
which had made place for the modern geographical
outlook. He cited specially the widening of the
scope of history, the rise of the social sciences and
particularly the writings of F. Le Play, and the
voyage of the Beagle with Darwin’s stress on the
importance of environment- Thus there was
pared the way for such geographical writers as

A,
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Humboldt and K. Ritter In bpit© of the great pro-
gress made m geographical thought in recent decades,
there is a noticeable lack, at least m English, of
objective geographical studies of most jiarts of the
world. British geography has progressed more on
the study of topics than that of regions. Prof.
Darby spoke of the nnportance of more regional
study, especially with a historical bias, since the
character of a region is based not merely on physical
and economic facts, hut also on the legacies of
successive generations of its inhabitants.

Documentation in Switzerland

A SECOND, completely revised and augmented
edition of “Fiihrer durch die Sehweizerische Doku-
mentation”, by Theodore van Schelven (Amsterdam :

Kosmos Publishing Co., Keizersgracht 133. 1 dollar),

has now been published by the Swiss Association for
Documentation. The pamphlet has proved of con-
siderable value to Swiss research workers durmg the
war years, smee it quotes collections containing litera-

ture lackmg in the large Swiss scientific libraries and
which could not be included in the general catalogue
of the Swiss National Librarj.^ The new edition lists

227 documentation centres arranged by subject
accordmg to the Universal Decimal Classification,
together with alphabetical name, subject and place
mdexes, and a list of users of the Universal Decimal
Classification. The mtroduction includes brief notes
on the Swiss Association for Documentation, the
Swiss Association of Librarians, the general catalogue
and information service ofthe Swiss National Library,
Berne, on documentation terminology, the standard-
ization of documentary aids and a bibliography of
publications of Swiss authors on documentation,
bibliography and the decimal classification.

Silicon Carbide Non-ohmic Resistors

Dubino the past decade, resistors having silicon
carbide as basic ingredient and characterized by a
strikmg departure from Ohm’s law—^the current
passed being proportional to the fourth or fifth power
of the applied voltage—have become available com-
mercially and are now widely used in many fields
of electrical engineering Their development was first

stimulated by the requirements of surge diverters
(lightning arresters) for overhead power transmission
lines, but success in this application had led to their
use for the protection, at much lower voltages, of
the highly mductive coils found in electrical maehm-
ery, contactors, clutches, brakes, relays, etc. An
important advantage arismg from the limitation of
the peak voltage developed when such coils are dis-
connected from the supply is the reduction of the
sparking at opening contacts, and of the radio mter-
ferenc€> to which such sparkmg gives rise. This
method of spark quenchmg has received particular
attention m connexion with telephone relays, where
the preservation of contacts is of great importance.
Silicon carbide resistors have also found application
for th€> protection of radio transmitting and receivmg
circuits and of electrical instruments, and for scale
modification in the latter ; in met^yne systems,
where they permit practically any d^ired mam motor
characrterastic to be obtained ; and in non-linear
bridge circles,. The characteristics and limitations
of tliwe rmfetdrs, and the principles governing their
appl^^ticms, are discussedm a recent paper by Messrs.K A^iworth, W. Needham and B. W. SiUars (J. Inst,

2^ Rart 1, No. 69 j Sept. 1946), with
which is a^ocwed an «tfeensive discussion.

Research on Multiple Sclerosis

The Association for Advancement of Research on
Multiple Sclerosis, the address of which is New York
Academy of JMedicine Building, Fifth Avenue and
103rd Street, New York 29, N.Y , has been formed
by a grouj) of multiple sclerosis patients, with their

many friends and relatives, in co-operation with
some of the leadmg neurologists of North America.
Its aims are : (1) co-ordmation of research efforts on
multiple sclerosis ; (2) collection of statistics on its

prevalence and geographical distribution
; (3) to act

as a cloarmg house for mfomiation on this disease
;

(4) education of the public on the problem of multiple
sclerosis

; (o) collection of funds to stimulate and
sup23ort research on multiple sclerosis and allied

diseases. For the present, the Association proposes
to conduct a membership drive for the enrolment of
multijple sclerosis patients as well as the public, in an
endeavour to obtain more definite statistical data on
the jirevalence of the disease Dr. Tracy Jackson
Putnam, director of Services of Neurology and
Neurological Surgery, Neurological Institute of New'
York, IS the honorary chairman of the Association.

Institution of Civil Engineers

Sir WiiiLiAJM Halcrow, m his presidential address
to the Institution of Civil Engineers on November 5,

reviewed the accomplishments of the Institution,
more particularly during the past' fifteen of the 128
years that it has been in existence. Not every
©ngmeer will agree with Sir William’s opmion that
too much reliance should not be placed on theoretical
knowledge. Engmeermg is an applied science, and
therefor© the provision of facilities for practical train-

ing, as distinct from practical experience, cannot
receive too much attention from the Institution ;

but it is impossible for the engineer to ha-ve too much
knowledge of the fundamentals or theoretical basis
of his science. The civil engmeer’s record durmg the
War when, as Sir William points out, ‘Mulberry’ and
‘Pluto’ were designed, would have been even more
spectacular if fundamental knowledge, essential in

dealmg with new and complex problems, had been
more widespread.
Another matter of considerable moment, dealt with

by Sir William in his address, was the difficulty met
with to-day m presentmg the views of the profession
as a whole on matters of public mterest, due to the
large number of engmeermg mstitutions which exist.

While the Institution’s present policy of settmg up
sectional divisions specializing in the various branches
of professional work may make unnecessary the
creation ofmore mstitutions, it is unlikely to do much
to encourage the existing smaller institutions to

amalgamate. The value of amalgamation which
would enable ©ngmeers, who should foim a most
influential section of the community, to speak with
one voice, is recognized by all but a very small

minority. That small minority, however, inevitably

includes the most influential and hard-workmg mem-
bers of the smaller institutions, who are naturally

governed by a sens© of loyalty to their own organ-

isations. It will need a measure of self-sacrifice and
a sens© of wider loyalty to the profession as a whole
to right the position.

# Officers for 1946-47

The followmg have been elected officers for 1946-47

of the Institution of Civil Engineers : Presidsntf

Sir William Halcrow ; Vice~PresSdmts^ Sir Frederick
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Cook, Sir Reginald Stradling, Sir Jonathan Davidson,
Sir Roger Hetherington ; Other Meynhers of Council,

Mr. H. E. Aldington, Sir Stanley Angwin, Mr. D. B.
Brow (India), Mr. W. S Cameron, Mr. F. M. Corkiil

(ISTew Zealand), Dr W. H. Glanville, Mr. A. Gray
(Canada), Mr. G. L. Groves, Mr. H Hamer, Dr. E J.

Hamlin (South Africa), Mr. A. C. Hartley, Mr. G. H.
Huniplireys, ^Ir. L. Leighton, Mr. M. G. J. McHaffie,
Mr. M. S. Moore (Australia), Mr. W. H. Morgan, Dr.

H. J. Nichols (India), Mr. G. M. Norrie, Sir Leonard
Pearce, Prof. A. J. S. Pippard, Mr. V. A. M. Robertson,
Mr. W. P. Shepherd-Barron, ]Mr. W. K. Wallace, Mr.
D. M. Watson, Sir Arthur Whitaker ; Past-Presidents,

Sir Jolin Thornycroft, Dr. David Anderson, Mr. F. E.
Wentworth-Sheilds, Sir Peirson Frank ; Secretary,

Mr. E. Graham Clark

Curare in Anaesthesia

The Anaesthetics Committee, jomtly appointed by
the Medical Research Council and the Royal Society
of Medicine, is considering the standardization of

curare. There are on the market at present two
preparations for use m anaesthesia, one amorphous
and one erystallme, but both depend for their activity

on d-tubocurarme chloride , the co-existence of

preparations of different potency is a soiuce of danger
and may result in serious accidents. The amorphous
preparation, “Intocostrm”, has, m fact, about one-
quarter the activity of the pure crystalline material.

There is also some evidence of wide differences in the
reactions of the patient, dependmg to some extent on
the state of health of the individual at the time.

The Committee, therefore, considers it advisable, in

the present state of knowledge, to base the dose on
the individual reaction to an initial small injection

rather than on any dose/weight ratio. In the average
healthy adult this initial dose could be 10-15 mgm. of
erystallme d-tubocurarine chloride or 40-60 mgm. of

“Intocostrm”. In one otherwise healthy man with
a recent perforated gastric ulcer, so little as 5 mgm
of the ei’3’’stalime material produced adequate muscu-
lar relaxation, and 15 mgm. would probably have
been a considerable overdose
The Anaesthetics Committee has been reconstituted

with the foUowmg membership : Dr. C. F. Hadfield
(chairman). Prof. F. H. Bentley, Dr. C. Langton
Hewer, Mr. R. Vaughan Hudson, Dr. H. King,
Prof. B. R. Maemtosh, Dr. F. C. Macintosh, Dr. M. D.
Nosworthy and Dr. G. S. W. Organe (secretary).

Museums and the Development of Visual Education

A BRIEF report of a paper entitled “Museums and
General Education”, read by Mrs. Jacquetta Hawkes
(IMmistry of Education) on the occasion of the

Museums Association Conference last July, appears
in the Mvseurm Journal of October 1946, p. 118.

Mrs. Hawkes said that at the present time there is

in the educational world a great vogue for the use
of visual teaching methods. Unfortunately, visual

education often means films mamly intended for

factual instruction. Museums are uniquely qualified

for visual education, because they can offer real

things that can be handled. JVIrs. Hawkes went on to
suggest that museums should design exhibits to give
inteilectual instruction, offering objects without
comment. By this encouragement of the intuitive

sense and trammg in the judgment of individual
quality, Iffrs. Hawkes believes that museums can
make their most valuable and distinctive contribution
to the content of education. If her words reflect the

attitude of the Ministry of Education, they form a

happy augmy for the improvement of the museum
services of Britain, and it is highly important that

this mterest should be further explored by leading

museum authorities.

Jubilee of the Discovery of the Electron

The fiftieth anniversary of the discovery of the

electron by Sir J. J. Thomson will occur next year.

To mark this Jubilee and to demonstrate the tre-

mendous influence such an advance in pure physics

may have on the life of the commimity, the Physical

Society and the Institute of Physics are jomtly

arranging a series of meetings and other functions

to take place durmg September 25 and 26, 1947, in

London. A special exliibition, which will remain open

to the public for several weeks, will be held at the

Science Museum, South Kensmgton, and will show

the development of a vast range of modern indus-

trial equipment from its earliest experimental

origins.

Announcements

The eleventh Liversidge Lecture of the Chemical

Society vrill be delivered by Prof. Harold C. Urey,

of the Institute of Nuclear Studies, University of

Chicago, at the Royal Institution, London, W.l, on

December 18 at 7.30 p.m. He will speak on “Some
Problems m the Separation of Isotopes”.

Sir Alexander Flemesto has been awarded the

honorary gold medal of the Royal College of Surgeons

in appreciation of his distmguished work and par-

ticularly m recognition of his discovery of penicillm.

JVIr, Kenneth Carter has been appointed secre-

tary of the Therapeutic Research Corporation of

Great Britain, Ltd., m succession to Dr. Frank
Hartley.

The Cambridge Philosophical Society announces

that the adjudicators for the Hopkms Prize have

made the following awards for the period 1933-39 :

to Prof. J. D. Cockcroft, director of the Atomic
Energy Research and Development Establishment at

Harwell, for researches on tlie artificial transmutation

of elements ; and to Prof. E. A. Milne, Rouse Ball

professor of mathematics in the Umversity of

Oxford, for researches on stellar structure and
cosmology.

Prof. H. Hartbidge, professor of physiology at

St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical College, Univer-

sity of London, will deliver the Christmas Lectures

“adapted to a Juvenile Auditory” at the Royal
Institution on December 28, 31, January 2, 4, 7

and 9 ; he will speak on “Colours and How We See

Them”.

Mr. N. j. Scobgie, reader m the Department of

Animal Husbandry at the Royal Vetermary College,

has been appointed to the Courtauid chair of animal

husbandry, vetermary hygiene and dietetics in the

College in succession to Prof. W. C. Miller, who re-

signed the chair m order to take up an appomtment
as director of the Equme Research Station of the

Vetermary Educational Trust.

Dr. W. L. Waterhouse, reader in the Faculty of

Agriculture of the University of Sydney, has been

appomted research professorm agriculture m recogm*

tion of his work in cereal pathology.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The Editors do not hold themselves respons^ble

for opinions expressed by their correspondents.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications

An Antibacterial Sybstance from Arctium
minus and Onopardon tauricum

Extracts of Arctium minus Bernh. (a plant
which was erroneously listed m a previous publica-
tion^ as Arctium lappa L ) were found by Osborn^ to
contam an antibacterial principle. In May 1945 the
substance responsible for the antibacterial action of
the extracts was isolated from the radical leaves of
Arctium minus Bernh. in a crystalline form. More
recently, the same substance has been isolated from
first-year plants of Onopordon tauricum Willd , a
southern European species belonging to the same
section of Compositse as Arctium,
The substance was isolated from Arctium minus

Bernli. in the following manner. An aqueous extract
was made by grmdmg the fresh leaves of the plant
with sand, m the presence of w'ater, and pressing the
fluid through silk. The extract was adjusted to pH 3,

boiled and centrifuged. The supernatant liquid was
extracted three times with an equal volume of ether,
and the combmed ethereal solutions passed through
a colmnn of acid-washed (pH 5) Broekmann alumma.
The active substance passed through the column and
was collected in the percolate. From the most active
fractions ofthe percolate, crystals of the antibacterial
substance were deposited on standmg in the ice-

chest ; further crystallme material was obtamed from
the less active fractions by concentrating these in
vacuo. The substance was recrystallized by the
addition of ether to a concentrated solution of it in
warm ethyl acetate.

crystallme substance with antibacterial pro-
perties was isolated from Onopordon tauricum by a
procedure similar to that used for extracting the
active principle from Arctium minus Bernh. X-ray
powder photographs showed that the two substances
were identical.

When tested by the cylmder-plate method^ on a
plate seeded with a 24-hour culture of staphylococci
diluted 1 : 1 ,000 , a solution containing 0*5 mgm. per
ml. ofthe crystalline substance m 10 per cent aqueous
ethanol gave a zone of inhibition of about 20 mm.
diameter. A solution containing 2 mgm. per ml. of
the substance produced no inhibition on a plate
seeded with Bact, colL

The active substance is neutral and crystallizes in
small orthorhombic plates, m.p. 57-59°. It is optically
active, [a]“ in ethanol being -f 161° and [a]^ in
acetone 157°. It is readily soluble in ethanol,
acetone, ethyl acetate, or chloroform, sparingly
soluble in water or ether and insoluble in petroleum
ether.

The results of elementary analysis of the substance
(C, 64*2 ; H, 7T) indicated that it had the empirical
formula CgH^O. X-ray crystallographic measure-
ments gave the following unit cell dimensions

:

a ^ 12-3 A. ; 6 = 7*0 A. ; c = 20 5 A. The space
waa^found to be P2 i2 i2 i ; and the number of

mplecules in the unit cell (n) was 4 . Values obtained
for the density of the crystals averaged 1*27. The
molecular weight

. calculated from these figures was
330 ± 1% or a sfibmultxple of this. The equivalent
wight of the substance, determined by alkaline
titration, was 325. From these data it appeared that

U R E

the molecular formula for the substance was CisH^^Og
(mol. wt. = 336)

The substance contained one C-methyl group, but
no methoxyi. Hydrogenation in the presence of
palladium-charcoal catalyst resulted in the uptake
of eight atoms of hydrogen jier mole and loss of anti-

bacterial activity. In chloroform-carbon tetra-

chloride solution the substance absorbed eight atoms
of bromine per mole. A solution of the substance in
10 per cent aqueous ethanol gave no coloration with
ferric chloride and only a famt opalescence on addition
of Brady’s reagent.

The active substance was stable to dilute acid but
was inactivated by dilute alkali. On shaking with
0 1 baryta, it dissolved slowly with the liberation
of one acid group. A second acid group was liberated
gradually when the alkaline solution was allowed to
stand at room temperature, and more rapidly on
heating at 100°. Back titration of the solution
immediately after the substance had dissolved, using
phenolphthalem as an indicator, indicated an apparent
equivalent weight of 325 ; after heatmg in alkaline
solution for 45 minutes at 100°, the back titration

value corresponded to an equivalent weight of 170.

These properties are compatible with a structure
containmg four double-bonds of aliphatic character,
an ester group and a lactone ring The substance
did not give the Legal mtroprusside reaction for

(3
Y-unsaturated lactones having an a-hydrogen atom®,

however, nor, like certain a(3-unsaturated lactones,

did it reduce, at room temperature, ammoniacal
silver nitrate containing caustic soda.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Lme si)adng (A.)

Powder raoTOGRAra lijtes of (I) and (li)

On keeping in air the antibiotic underwent a
change, and after several weeks the substance did
not melt at 200 °, was pseudocrystalhne and was
insoluble in solvents such as ethyl acetate. The
figures obtained on elementary analysis indicated
that this change was the result of an oxidation.

When stored under petroleum ether, the antibiotic

could be kept unchanged for a considerable time.

Cavallito, Bailey and Kirchner have also isolated

an antibacterial substance from samples of Arctium
minus^. Their substance (I) had the same empirical

formula {C 3H4O) as the product (II) described here.

The two substances appeared to have similar

solubilities, and both were sensitive to alkali and
oxidized by atmospheric oxygen ; but large differ-

ences between the values for the melting point and
optical activity of (II) and those reported for (I)

indicated that they were not identical. The non-
identity of the crystals was confirmed by a com-
parison of X-ray crystal photographs of (II) with
those of a sample of (I) kmdiy sent to Dr. Heatley
by Dr. Cavallito. The accompanying diagram shows
the relative intensity of the powder photograph Imes
of (I) and (II) plotted against the spacing of the
lines m angstrom units. The two substances had a
very similar activity against Staph, aureus when
tested by the cylinder-plate method.
On the basis oftitration values for the acid liberated

on treatment of the substance with alkali, and of
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analytical data for an isopropylamme derivative,

Cavallito et al. assigned to their product the molecular
formula CibHsqOs. X-ray ciystallographic analysis

of the sample of (I) in our possession, which was in

the form of orthorhombic needles, gave the followmg
results : a = 12*3 A. ; & = 11*0 A. ; c = 13 8 A.

;

space group P2i2^2 ; n = 4 ; density 1 19 ; mole-

cular weight 337 i 12 (or a submultiple of this).

This molecular weight corresponded to a molecular
formula C 18H24O6 , and suggested that (I) and (II)

might be isomeric.

E. P. Abraham A. E. Joseph
B. M. Crowpoot E. M. Osborn

Sir William Dunn School of Pathology
and Department of Crystallography,

Oxford.
1 Osborn, E. M., BrU, J. Exp Path,, 24,

227 (1943).

* Heatley, N. G., Bwchem. J., 38, 61 (1944).

® Jacobs, W A., Hoffmaim, A., and Gustus, B L
,
J. BioJ Ohem

, 70,

1 (1926).

^ TMele, J., Ann
, 319, 144 (1901).

® Cavallito, C. J,, Bailey, J. H
,
and Kirehner, F. K , J Amer Chem,

Soc
, 67, 948 (1945).

Factors Contributing to the Bacteriolytic

Effect of Species of Myxococci upon Viable
Eubacteria

Although the lytic effect of eertam myTsobacteria
upon the true bacteria (eubacteria) has been known
for some years^~*, the mechanism of the process is

imperfectly understood, and no one seems hitherto to

have studied the possible production of antibiotic

substances by the first-named group of micro-
organisms. One of us (B. IST. S.) has recently shown®
that some species of the Myxococeacese undoubtedly
cause lysis of Ihnng as well as dead bacteria, par-

ticularly upon solid non-nutrient media, but attempts
to grow the lytic strams m suspensions of eubacteria

in very dilute salt solution succeeded only when the
latter were mostly non-viable. A possible explanation
of this apparent anomaly is that the growth of the
myxococcus concerned, upon dead bacteria or their

products of dismtegration, results m the production
of a true non-enzymic antibiotic substance capable
of killing viable eubacteria and so rendering them
susceptible to lysis by the exocellular enzymes pre-

viously elaborated by the growmg myxococci. If,

therefore, an inoculiun of myxococcal microcysts is

made mto a suspension of chiefly viable bacteria m
a liquid, the mmute amount of growth which can
take place quickly upon the few dead bacteria wdl
be insufficient to produce a high enough uniform
concentration of antibiotic substance to kill any
viable bacteria, and so growth ceases ; but if an
inoculation is made upon a dense mass of eubacteria
on a solid medium, diffusion ofmetabolites is hmdered
and a high enough concentration of antibacterial

substance is built up m the vdcmity of the moculum
to kill some of the viable cells in that region and so
enable growth of the myxobacterium to continue
with progressive lysis of the eubacteria 1 mass. We
present below some evidence concernmg the separa-
tion of the soluble non-enz3nnie antibiotic substance
from the accompanying exocellular lytic enzymes
which are active against non-viable bacteria only.

In one instance, namely, a strain of M* virescens

derived from soil, the separation has been achieved
by the simple expedient of growing the organism in

a cell-free liquid medium of simple composition and
isolating a crude non-enzymic antibiotic substance.

soluble m certain organic solvents, from the meta-

bolic liquid by chemical means. This medium con-

tamed the ammo-acids of a total acid hydioiysate

of casein (c. 1 per cent) as sole source of carbon

and nitrogen, and the optimum period of mcubatioii

for production of antibiotic substance was about ten

days at 24° C. Incubation for a further fourteen days

resulted m the total disappearance of antibacterial

activity agamst Staphylococcus aureus for example,

but the metabolic liquid still had good proteolytic

activity agamst gelatm or the proterns of nutrient'

broth, and also bacteriolytic powers agamst dead

bacteria, particularly of (3ram-negative species It

had no action at all against suspensions of viable

eubacteria made from a young nutrient agar slope.

On the other hand, the crude antibiotic substance,

which appeared to be associated with the valme-

leucme fraction of the monammo-mono-carbox;^dic
acids of the casern hydrolysate, had no proteolytic

or bacteriolytic powers whatever. The most active

preparation so far obtamed completely inliibited

the growth of Staphylococcus aureus at a concentra-

tion of 0*008 per cent in heart broth, but as this

alcohol-soluble material consisted chiefly of valine

and the leucmes, the real antibiotic substance is

probably of much greater activity than this.

It IS a curious fact that the antibiotic substance

acts much less powerfully upon Gram-negative than

upon Gram-positive viable bacteria, while the reverse

is true for the action of the lytic (proteolytic) enzymes
upon dead bacteria. Hence it is not surprising that

myxococci seem often to grow almost equally well

on either land of eubacteria, when presented as a

partly living substrate upon solid media.
Our results will be reported in more detail elsewhere,

but it is worth emphasizing a fact not generally

known, namely, that myxococci can often be grown
without difficultym simple cell-free liquid media eon-

tammg nothing more complex than amino-acids, and
hence are amenable to the usual procedures employed
for the study of the metabolism of moulds, yeasts

and eubacteria, mcludmg the production of anti-

biotic substances.
A, E. Oxford

Division of Biochemistry,
London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicme,
University of London.

B. N. Singh
Department of Soil Microbiology,
Rothamsted Expermiental Station,

Harpenden, Herts.

Oct 29.
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* Beebe, Iowa Steke College J. Sci
, 15, 319 (1941).

*Smeszko, S. P., McAllister, J., and Hitchner, E. E., Quart, Bull,

Polish Inst Arts and Sci m America, 1, 651 (1943).

* Singh, B. N., J, Gen. Microbiol., in the pr^.

Pterygospermin : the Antibacterial Principle

of Mor/nga pterygosperma, Gaertn.

The discovery and use of penicillm and strepto-

mycin has led to a search for similar antibiotics in

other fungi and in higher plants. Systematic studies

conducted in these laboratories^ have shown the

possibilities of a number of plant materials, reported

in Indian medieme, which contain antibiotic sub^
stances effective against both Gram-positivet
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Gram-negative organisms. In a recent publication^
a plant antibiotic effective against even acid-fast

organisms has been described. The present com-
munication deals with the antibacterial 'properties of
the extracts of the root of Morirtga pterygosperma.

It was found that alcoholic extracts of different

parts of M. pterygosperma showed pronounced anti-

biotic activity. The maximum activity was found
to be m the roots. Apart from the work on the
alkaloids®*^, there is practically no information regard-

ing the other principles present m the root of this

plant. The separation of the antibacterial substance
present m the root, which has been provisionally

hamed ‘pterygospemnn’, was therefore undertaken.

,1 W© adopted the foUowmg procedure. The root

was cut into small pieces and extracted overnight in

the cold with absolute alcohol. The alcoholic extract

was then shaken well with active carbon, when
^pterygospermm’ was completely adsorbed on the
carbon. Elution with petroleum ether and sub-
sequent removal of the latter m vacuum furnished
an oil having a highly irritatmg smell. The oil is

soluble in alcohol, and is the most active product
yet obtained. The antibiotic is only slightly soluble

in water, but forms an emulsion at high coneentra-
fcions.

The accompanymg table gives the antibacterial

spectra of the substance isolated.

nature November 23, 1946 Voi. iss

Transfer of Phosphate by Coenzyme I

Organism
Dilution of antibiotic m media

1/20,000 1/30,000 1/40,000 1/50,000 1/75,000 1/100,000

1. B. siibtUis

2. S. aureus
3. B. dysenteries Bl&nieT
4 B. aerogmes
5. B, paratyphosus B
6. B. paratyphosus C
7. B. typhosus
8. B. coli

j

9. B. ententidis

- - ~ + -i- +
+ + + -h + -i-~ ~ + +
~ + +- - ~ + -f-

-h -h + + -h -h”““ + + + -i-

-- indicates no growth, ; -f indicates growth.

Pterygospermm exhibits pronounced antibacterial

activity against both Gram-positive and Gram-
hegative organisms, the former being mhibited at a
dilution of 1 in 75,000 and the latter at 1 in 40,000.
preliminary experiments with an acid-fast organism
MyoohcLGterium phlei show that the antibiotic inhibits

bh© growth of this organism at a dilution of about
I in 30,000. Further work regarding its activity
against M. tuberculosis, and pathogenic fungi,

}ts toxicity, use as a chemotherapeutic agent, as well
as its properties as an antibiotic are in progress.

I Our thanks are due to Prof. V. Subrahmanyan,
yrs. N. IsT. Ee and K. P. Menon for their interest

and valuable suggestions. We gratefully acknow-

;

ledge generous support from the Coimcil of Scientific

and Industrial Besearch, under the auspices of which
this work is being earned out.

B. BAOBTOTSiTANDAITA BaO
Mabiam George

j
K. M, PajtdaIiAI

Department of Biochemistry,
,1
^ Indian Institute of Science,
' Bangalore.

^

Sept* 9.

, Gecam in the press.

toao, ah, Natwe, 157, MX (1&46).
" and Dntt. A., Ind, J. Med. Beeemreh 22,

In 1938, Ostern et al.^ put forward a hypothesis

accordmg to which the function of coenzyme I is to

transfer phosphate. It was suggested that the

coenzyme m muscle, while takmg up two hydrogen
atoms in the pyridme nucleus through the addition
of free phosphate, undergoes a phosphorolysis and
IS split into pyndin nucleotide and adenosm© di-

phosphonc or triphosphoric acid. After the splittmg
off of phosphate, the adenine part of the coenzyme
molecule recombmes with the pyridine nucleotide

p^rt. In yeast, however, this mechanism was assumed
to function m a somewhat different way, on account
of the abdity of the yeast enzyme to phosphorylate
adenosme. Here also the hydrogenation would be
accompanied by a hydrolysis of the coenzyme mole-
cule followed by a transfer of the phosphate of the
adenylic acid to other phosphate acceptors. In the
regeneration of the coenzym© molecule occurrmg
through the dehydrogenation of the pyridine nucleus,

morganic phosphate is said to be taken up. The
validity of this hypothesis was tested in experiments
in vitro by Meyerhof et al.^. With the aid of radio-

active phosphate they showed that the coenzyme I

did not incorporate phosphate either at the hydrogen
transfer or at the phosphate transfer.

We have carried out similar experiments with a
complete apozymase fermentation
system contaming radioactive ortho-

phosphate. The coenzyme recovered

after the evolution of a considerable

amount of carbon dioxide did not

show any radioactivity. Experiments
in vivo with baker’s yeast demon-
strated, however, that radioactive

phosphate introduced into the cells

was mcorporated mto the coenzj^e
molecule (329 mgm. coenzyme iso-

lated from 6 kgm. yeast treated in

6*6 litres of liquid for one hour with
milli-Curi© showed an activity correspondmg to

22*9 X 10“® milli-Curie). The rate of this process was
under certain conditions dependent on the rate of

metabolism ; but the phosphate exchange also took
place in the absence of exogenous substrate at low
temperature (+4°C.), though at a very slow rate.

From this we conclude that the function of coenzyme
I is to transfer phosphate, and that the systems in

vitro used by Meyerhof et al. and by us do not repro-

duce the conditions m the livmg cells.

The analysis of the results is being contmued, and a
full account will shortly appear elsewhere.

P. E. Lindahl B. Strindberg
M. Malm B. M. Lagbbgren

Wenner Grens Institute for Experimental Biology,

IJmversity of Stockholm. Oct. 13.

^ Ostern, R., BaranowsM, T., and Teiszakowec, I., Z. physiol. Ohem.,
251, 258 (1938). „

* Meyerhof, O., Ohlmeyer, P„ Gentner, W., and Maier-Leibnltz, H

,

Bioch&m. L, 298, 396 (1938).
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Low-YoBtage Discharge of the Electric Eel

The Amazon eel (JEJlectrophorus) presents two
t3rpes of discharges : one occurring in groups of high
voltage, and another one, which appears in siogl©

peaks, of very low voltage^*®.

We have made some oscHlo^aphic studies of this

dischai^©, attributed by various authors to the

bundle of Sacks, We have used an Allen B. Dumont
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S^BBP-TIMP, 1 MSEC.

cathode ray oscillograph. Type 175 A., using either

the anterior or the posterior discharge to start the

sweep of the cathode beam.
Fig. 1 shows a picture of the oscillograph screen

when the anterior part provided the positive pulse

necessary to discharge the sweep circuit. It is seen

that there is a peak which has the polarity correspond-

ing to the discharge of the posterior part, which was
connected to the vertical plates.

This figure shows that the discharge occurs an
instant before the pulse which initiated the sweep of

the cathode beam. The results are confirmed by
Fig. 2, m which the connexions were reversed. The
anterior part was connected to the vertical plates

and the posterior part to the circuit which discharges

the sweep. (The connexion was made through an
electronic tube so as to produce a necessary inversion

of polarity. As is known, the sign of the electric pulse

at this pomt is negative®.) It is apparent that the

potential applied to the vertical plates presents a time-

lag m relation to the one which initiates the sweep.

The experiments suggest that the small peaks begin

at the posterior part of the organs. Very rough
measurements indicated a pulse speed of approx-

imately 1,600 metres a second.

It should be pointed out that we used a fish in

which two small windows had been cut through the
skin a week before, thus ensurmg the insertion of

the electrodes directly in the principal organ anter-

iorly, and in the bundle of Sacli posteriorly.

Further details will be published later.

C- Chagas
A. Leao
M. F. Mobeiba

Institute of Biophysics,
Umversity of Brazil.

M. Souza Saotos
Department of Physics,

Umversity of Sao Paulo,
Brazil.

Oct. 14.

* Coates, G. W., Cos, U. T., and Granath, B., ZooUmca, 22, Part 1
(April 5, 1937).

* Cliagas, C., *%ivxo de Homenagem aos imSos A. e M. Ozorio de
Almeida*’ (Bio de Janeiro, 1939).

» Clmgas, C,, and Pereira, U., J. CdL and Conw- in the press.

Skim Cheese as an iodisperisable Food
for the Poor In Egypt

Skim cheese is prepared m Egypt from milk
skimmed by hand. It may either be eaten fresh or

left to ripen in baked earthenware pots. To it may
be added whey, skim or whole milk, etc. Even under
careful supervision, preparations made by the same
process showed wide variation m composition.

Values are presented for the protem content of

skim cheese from various localities. The amount
varies from 6*69 to 21*94 per cent and averages
16 63 per cent. This rather wide variation demon-
strates the influence of the methods employed in

preparmg and processing this foodstuff on its protein

value. Our values agree favourably with the amount
of protem present in cottage cheese (soft unripened
cheese resemblmg our skim cheese) where it varies

from 12*70 to 21 *00 per cent according to Right. This
finding supports the idea that most varieties of skim
cheese examined must find their most useful place as
protein supplements m human diet.

The most variable constituents are fat and water.
Fat was found to be practically absentm some samples
but high in others, reaching 19*51 gm. per cent.

The high figures are found only in the stored cheese
due to the materials added (for example, whole
milk). The average amount of fat is 4*16 per cent.

It is thus richer than cottage cheese where the fat
content does not exceed 1*90 per cent. The variation
in the water content is quite conspicuous. It ranges
from 52*30 to 84*85 per cent, and so differs from
cottage cheese where the range is between 71*40 and
79*90 per cent.

The calcium content vanes from 0-130 to 0*817 gm-
per cent with an average of 0*292 gm. per cent.

This shows that skim cheese is an excellent source of
calcium in the diet especially if compared with the
amount of calcium present m milk, eggs, wheat or
white bread. Phosphorus varies from 0-110 to
0*573 gm. per cent with an average of 0*282 gm.
per cent. Skim cheese is also a good source of phos-
phorus compared with milk, eggs, wheat or white
bread. The diet of the poor m Egypt contains a
lot of green vegetables such as watercress, radishes,
chicory, etc., which are also very rich in phosphorus.
As regards vitamins, skim cheese contains an

amount of vitamin Bi too small to be considered.
Nicotinic acid presents itself in the range of 0-19-
1*89 mgm. per cent with an average of 0*70 mgm.
per cent. The amoimt of vitamin A averages 17 I.U.
per 100 gm., although it may reach 1,463 xmits in
some samples rich in fat.

The digestibility of proteins, fats, calcium and
phosphorus of skim cheese was found to be 96, 87, 67
and 74 per cent compared with that of the ordinary
soft non-skim cheese which is 96, 97, 60 and 89 per
cent respectively. The amount utilized of these
ingredients m skim cheese is shown to be 27, 38, 41
and 8 per cent compared with that m non-skim type,
which is 53, 89, 43 and 46 per cent respectively.
Thus increase of fat content improves the utilization

of protein, fat and phosphorus, but has no effect on
calcium utilization.

Skim cheese is the cheapest kind of cheese ; it is

possible to buy for five millimes more than a pound
of skim cheese containing 90 gm. of casein or even
more.
Skim cheese can thus be regarded as an almost

indispensable protective food for the poor in Egypt,
Although it lacks some of the vitamins
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partial removal of fat, it still retams the most highly
nutritive protein (casern), a part of the vitamms,
most of the caleiimi and xiliosphorus. It is, m fact,

an excellent source of phosphorus and particularly
of ealciuiii. It has been observed m Egypt that m
districts where skmi cheese is frequently eaten no
rickets occur.

M. M. Taha El-Katib
Faculty of Agiueulture,

Fouad I University,

Cairo.

Oct. 2.

Use of Growth-proinotirig Substances for

Weed Control in Sports Turf

In a recent article, Templernan^ discusses the use
of growth-promoting substances for selective weed
control, referrmg particularly to agincultural opera-

tions with 2-metliyl-4-chloro-phenosyacetic acid
(‘Methoxone’ or M.C.P.A.), He is concerned mainly
with annual w'eeds, while the problems associated
with control of #ell-estabhshed perennial weeds in

a turf sward call for a somewhat different

approach.
Starting only last autmnn, we have earned out ah

extensive experimental programme to try out the
most promismg of the growth-promotmg substances,
namely, ‘Methoxone’ and ‘2

: 4.D’ (2 : 4-dichloro-

phenoxyacetic acid, D,C.P.A.), on closelymown swards
containmg the commoner turf weeds. Experiments
conducted by us have followed a replicated random
block technique. New experiments have been com-
menced at frequent intervals throughout the year,
and different rates and methods of application have
been tried. In addition, the effects of mowmg and
of different fertilizer treatments have been studied
in conjunction with the two substances. A consider-
able number of simple large-scale co-operative trials

conducted throughout Britain are providing ample
confirmation of our experimental findiiigs as regards
‘Methoxone’, but adequate supplies of ‘2 : 4,D’ were
not available m time for similar large-scale trials to be
carried out with it this year. We hope to pursue this

object next season.

Results have been most gratifying. Under suitable
conditions of weather and growth, ‘Methoxone’
appHed at the rate of 6 lb. per acre, as spray or
powder, will give practically complete control of the
more common weeds of turf mcludmg broad-leaved
plantam (Plantago major), ribwort plantain (P.

lanceolata), buck’s-hom plantain or starweed (P. cor-

onopus), self-heal {Prunella mdgans), creeping butter-
cup (Eanunculzts repens) and cat’s-ear {Hypochceris
radicata). We have found control to be speedier and
more efficient if application of ‘Methoxone’ is pre-
ceded by a dressmg of nitrogenous fertilizer, such
as sulphate of ammonia. This seems to mcrease the
effect of ‘Methoxone’ on the weeds and at the same
time masks the slight check caused to the growth
of the sward. It also encourages the grass to ‘fill in’

after the weeds. Results with ‘2
: 4.D’ are i^ot dis-

similer from those obtamed with ‘Methoxone’,
althou^ it seems possible that rather lower rat^
per acre may prove adequate.

Typical results are shown in the accompanying
tebfe* Sommarizes some of the results obtained
in an expemnent carried out on a local cricket
ground in July, Effective control was measured six
weeks after far^tment, all plots m this case having

Treatment

Percentage area covered
by ‘mam weeds’

Per cent
controlBefore

treatment
After

treatment

Control
6 lb ‘Methoxone’ per

25 8 20 2

acre as spray
6 lb ‘Methoxone’ per

25 8 2 6 89 9

acre as powder
6 lb ‘2 . 4.D’ per acre

83 5 5 6 83 3

as spray
G lb ‘2 .

4

D’ per acre
43 0 3 4 92 1

as powder 35 2 0 7 98 0

received pre-treatment with nitro-chalk seven days
m advance of the weed-killer application. The ‘mam
weeds’ were daisy {BelUs perenms), dandelion {Tar-
axacum sp.), clover {Trifolium repens), plantam
(broad-leaved and rib-wort) and self-heal.

Heavy ram fallmg shortly after application of either

chemical is likely to nullify its effects. The experi-

ments show some differences between the effects of

‘Methoxone’ and ‘2:4D’, such as, for example, m
persistency and in effects on germination and growth
of grass seeds.

A fuller account of this work wall be published m
the next issue of the Journal of the Board of Green-
keeping Research and elsewhere ; to those respons-
ible for the management of turf the introduction
of ‘Methoxone’ and ‘2

: 4.D’ would appear to open
up an entirely new approach to the turfweed problem,

R. B. Dawson
J. R. Esoeitt

Board of Greenkoeping Research,
St. Ives Research Station,

Bmgley,
Yorkshire.

^ AgmxivMure, 53, No. 3, 105 (1946).

Methods of Marking Reptiles for Identification

after Recapture

When studymg, m the summer of 1939, a mid-
Swedish population of the grass-snake, Natrix n.

natrix (L.), we considered it necessary to work out

some method of identifymg each individual snake
from year to year, makmg it possible to follow its

changes m colour and size, etc., with increasing age,

the appearance and subsidence of sicknesses, the

healmg of wounds, the sexual cycle, and movements
withm the territory inhabited by the population

The movements of individuals could not be studied

m any other way ; and the morphological changes

with age were otherwise determinable merely as

a result of statistical population studies, which could

only be rough approximations, the mdividual varia-

tion in growth bemg far too great for it to be possible

to distmguish the higher age-classes even with

plentiful material.

Three methods, with some variations, were tried

concurrently. Scissor cuts removmg part of a sub-

caudal shield were made in various combinations,

permittmg of the distinctive markmg of a great

number of individuals. This method was used some
years ago by Blanchard and Fmster^ with some
American snakes, among which was also one of the

genus Natrix (N. sipedon). However, such marks
do not seem to be quite permanent, the growth of the

shield leavmg after some years but slight trace of

the incision. Thus it is necessary to recapture tlie
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snake within a limited space of time and to mark
it again if it is to be possible to follow it durmg a
considerable period Furthermore, the subcaudals of
the new-born young are difficult to deal with, at
least m the case of small species, as well as the ventrals
(with which correspondmg trials were made in our
specimens). Their frequent skin changes also elim-
inate the scars rather soon. Bemg specially interested
m yomig mdividuals, we decided not to proceed
with this method.
The impossibility of markmg new-born specimens

is also a great obstacle to the use of numbered metal
objects. Even with older mdividuals it is difficult

to ffiid any type of markmg which is not obliterated
by wear or by skin change and growth. At least

for the small European species, this method is not
practicable.

Tlie third method had an mitial advantage com-
pared with the others, as it called for no mcision m
the snake. It was based on the fact that the black-
and-white pattern which is found on the tmder-side
of the grass-snakes has an imfinite range of variation.
Assummg that this pattern remams constant durmg
the life of the specimen, we took photographs of
a series of snakes showing a sequence of ventral
shields of different patterns, after which the snakes
were released. The result was quite satisfactory. On
the recaptured specimens there was complete con-
formity with the earlier photographs as regards the
distribution of black and white, the smallest details
being still unchanged after a considerable mcrease
in size—a system as sure as the finger-prmts of the
pohce. This method was a help to us in the study of
many problems m the biologj?- of 2^atr%x, as we could
follow^ the mdi\ddual snake from its early days to its

death, notmg at varymg mtervals mteresting changes
in detail. At present, we have populations ‘marked’
in various parts of Sweden. A sequence of four to
eight of the first twenty ventrals has been drawn
for every specimen m our register, and the identifica-

tion IS furthermore confirmed by details noted for
taxonomic purposes, such as the number of ventrals
and subcaudals, variations in the scales of head and
throat, and the type of design on the upper side.

The application of the method to other species
than Natrix natrix has not yet met with any insur-

mountable difficulties Formany members ofthe same
genus the ventrals have patterns similar to those of
the grass-snake. As regards other groups, photo-
graphs of the back pattern can be used for Goronella
and Vipera species, as w’e have found m populations
studied by us ; and most other snakes are likely to
have some constant pattern which can be employed
for the same purpose.
A point of interest was the discovery that good

results could be obtained in just the same way with
lizards ; we have worked with Lacerta vivipara
(photographs of back pattern) and Anguis fragilis
(photographs of throat).
Recent experiments made by Edelstam with this

method on amphibians have already given positive
results. Possibly the characteristic dark-and-light
patterns occurring in many groups of Anura and
XJrodela wiU prove as serviceable m this respect as
that of the reptiles.

Diego Cablstbom
Cabe Edelstam

Rarlav. 9,

Stockholm.
Oct. 20.

^ Eedogf/, 14 (1933 ).

Occlusion of the Oviduct In the Cloaca

after Spawning in some Saiientia

It has been stated that the Mullerian ducts of

frogs and toads open mto the cloaca comparatively

late in life, generally when the female becomes
sexually mature^*®. It is not recorded whether they
remam open or close up after spawmmg^"®. In the

course of mvestigations on the urmogenital organs

of Salientia, I have obser\’-ed an occlusion of the

oviducal (uterme) aperture m the cloaca which
deseiw^-es notice.

A 38*0-mm. breedmg female marsupial frog,

Gastrotheca hoUviana griswoldi Shreve, carrying eight

developmg eggs in its dorsal mtegumentary pouch,

was dissected and found to possess enlarged oviducts

and spent ovaries. In their course from the posterior

level of the kidneys the oviducts are dilated into

uteri which run m apposition to each other so closely

that only a partition wall separates the two. The
Wolffian ducts run dorsally and are closely ax^posed

on the outer walls of the uteri. The posterior region

of the gut and the urmogenital ducts yrere carefully

dissected out, and serial transverse sections at 10 p
were made. The sections show that the mner uterme
wall has longitudinal folds with a glandular epithelial

linmg, and that the two uteri become confluent

posteriorly through the disappearance of the partition

wall. Thus a common uterus is formed wffiich runs
for about a millimetre (90 sections) before termmatmg
m the eloaeal wall. As the common uterus and the
overlying Wolffian ducts are incorporated withm the
eloaeal wall, there is formed a urmogenital papilla

which bulges mto the eloaeal lumen. On traemg the
uterus I found, contrary to expectation, that there

was a complete occlusion of its aperture into the
cloaca, the bulging ventral wall of the papilla being
covered by a single layer of cells Although very
careful exammation of the series of sections revealed
no sign of an openmg from the uterus, the Wolffian
ducts could be seen openmg separately mto the
cloaca posterior to the occluded uterme openmg.
The breedmg habit of Gastrotheca, unique among

Amphibia, is well knowii^, and as the specimen
examined was a breedmg female, the complete
occlusion suggests that the uterme aperture may
close up after spawnmg.

I have also observed a similar occlusion m
two adult Leptodactylid frogs, namely, Leptodactylus
pentadactylus (Laurenti) and Bleutherodactylus nubi-

Gola Dunn, measuring 130 0 mm. and 35 0 mm.
respectively. Both appeared to have spent ovaries

and well-developed oviducts. An examination of the
serial sections showed a complete occlusion of the
uterme openmgs which appeared to have occurred
after spawmmg. It should especially be noted that
m E. nuhicola the two uteri become confiuent as
soon as they touch each other ventrally to the
posterior level of the kidneys, and also that the two
Wolffian ducts unite with each other posteriorly. The
common Wolffian duet thus formed rims for about a
millimetre and a half before opening into the cloaca

posterior to the occluded openmg of the common
uterus. In L. pentadactylus, however, both the uteri

and the Wolffian ducts rxm separately throughout
their course as in ranid frogs.

It would appear from the above observations that
the Mullerian ducts open into the cloaca with the onset
of the breeding phase and close up some time after

spawnmg. The exact time and method of closure c^-
not, however, be mdicated from the materisd
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Attention may be directed here to a recent state-

ment by Parker'^, referring to the abdominal pore
in the yellow perch {Perea flavescens), that “All the
evidence so far obtained, howe^'el^ leads to the con-
viction that no such pore exists in the adult fish

and that the opening through which the eggs are
discharged represents a true, although temporary,
rupture. . . . After oviposition the opening closes

rapidly and m time disappears.” This, by analogy,
supports my observations, and raises the fundamental
question whether there may not be a closing of the
oviducal (uterme) aperture mto the cloaca after

oviposition in all lower vertebrates. It is hoped that
the publication of this note may arouse interest in

the study of this problem.
I take this opport-imity of thankmg Mr. A. Love-

ridge (Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard
University), Dr. C. M. Boggert (American Museum
of Natural History) and Dr. W. G. Lynn (Catholic
University of America, Washington), who kindly sent
me the specimens upon which my obser\’-ations aie
based. It is also my pleasant duty to thank Prof.
J. Bitchie for givmg me facilities to work in his
laboratory and for readmg this note.

J. L. Bhadtjri
Zoology Department,

University of Edinburgh.
Oct. 5.
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Micronucleus of Ephtylis

While studymg the cytology of species of
EpistyliSf it was noticed that the nuclear apparatus
of this ciliate presented certain mterestmg features.
The macronucleus of Epistylis is a large and band-
shaped body, stammg deeply with all nuclear stains,
and especially with Feulgen. The micronucleus is a
small spherical structure situated in the neighbour-
hood of the macronucleus. The staining reactions of
the micronucleus in two species of Epistylis show a
significant difference. In Epistylis articulata From.,
the micronueleus is easily discernible as a deeply
stammg body. In E. plicatilis Ehrbg., on the other
hand, the micronucleus gives a thoroughly negative
reaction to Feulgen. Sometimes there are one or
two minute granules which staiu pink, but the rest
of the nucleus is unstamed. The difference is all the
more striking because in the same mass culture both
species were present, and they were treated together
m the matter of fixation and staining.
Smee Feulgen is the most specific nuclear reaction

known, and is selective to one type of nucleic acid,
the desoxyribose or thymonucleic acid, it appears
that, so far as staining reactions are an indication,
the desoxyribose nucleic acid content of the micro

-

nucleus of these two species is different. This is very
intere^mg, for we believe that this is the first time
the micrcroueleue of two species of the same genus
of a bfiiafe is $een to exhibit a differential nucleic
acid epnt^tv Whether qn the analogy ofthe metazoan
nucleus this difference between the nucleic acid of
fee nfioronuclei of the two species of Epistylis is

correlated with a difference m profcm content is not

known.
It has long been Imown that the micronucleus

of cdiates divides mitotically •while the macronucleus
IS amitotic. If this means the formation of the

chromosomes in one and not in the other, Pamter’s^

recent observations on Tetrahymena galeii, where
he reports the formation of “normally coiled and
otherwise orthodox chromosomes” during the division

of the macronucleus of this ciliate, are full of mterest.

This is m accordance with the stammg reactions. The
maeronueleus gives a brilliant stam with Feulgen
and should contam a large amount of desoxyribose
nucleic acid, which we Imow is associated with the

chromosomes. If the' macronucleus does not form
the cliromosomes, then the association of large

quantities of desoxyribose nucleic acid with it would
need an explanation. In any event, the occurrence
of desoxyribose nucleic acid in the macronucleus and
its almost entire absence in the micronueleus of E.
plicatilis IS very mterestmg

B R Seshachae
K, V. Seinath

University of Mysore,
Central College, Bangalore.

Oct. 3.

^ Painter, T S
,
Trans Co\n Acad Arts and Sn , 36, 443 (1945)

Man’s Reaction to Mosquito Bites

De. Mellaitby’s communication in Nature of

October 19 describes an investigation m progress on
the reactions of different individuals to mosqmto
bites. These mvestigations could provide an oppor-

tunity to test another matter which might lead to

results of far-roaching importance.
Bitmg insects have their preferences. Some will

only attack one host species. Thus there are fleas,

bird-lice, ticks, etc., which feed exclusively on one

bird or animal species. The yellow fever mosquito
with which Dr. Mellanby is experimentmg will bite,

I behove, only a few birds and anunals. Commg to

man, it is conunonly asserted that biting insects have
a marked preference for some mdividuals, and I know
people who believe that they have never been bit-ten

by any insect. Is this true, or is it merely that they

have reached Stage IV m Dr. Mellanby’s reaction list

and neither feel the bites nor suffer any after-effects ?

Tests could be carried out on those who make such

claims and, if there is any marked preference shown
by insects, I suggest that it might be a matter of the

utmost importance to discover the reason. If, to

simplify the problem, it were found to be due to the

presence of minute quantities of some substance in

the blood, the possibility might arise of injecting our-

selves with a substance that would make us un-

attractive to biting insects.

In measuring the importance of tins Ime of inquiry,

we can bear m mmd three things : (1) that in the

world as a whole more premature deaths are probably

brought about annually by the direct and indirect

results of insect bites than from any other cause;

(2) that the bites of many insects, such as midges,

are a matter of extreme discomfort even though they

may cause no ill-effect ; and (3) that vast sums of

money are expended annually both in attempts to

destroy biting insects and m connexion with the

illness they cause.

W. S. Beistowb
Lullings, Balcombe, Sussex.
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The question of the relative attractiveness to

biting insects of different individuals is an interesting
one. It was considered possible that some mdividuals
would be relatively or completely unattractive to
mosquitoes, and some experiments were mitiated
by the Army Malaria Research Unit durmg the
War. I was responsible for carrying out the en-
tomological side of this investigation. Working with
Aedes cegypti and A?iopheles maoulipennis atroparms,
we never foimd any person who was completely un-
unattractive ; m fact, when hungry^' mosquitoes were
given the opportunity of bitmg, they appeared to
feed on ever^r mdividual with equal readiness. It
should be noted that in these experiments no alterna-
tive source of food was available.

It is more difficult to carry out satisfactory ex-
periments in which mosquitoes are given a choice of
individuals on which to feed. A considerable number
of experiments was, however, carried out with
volunteers m cages exposed to Aedes cegypti. I was
unable to discover any consistent preference for anyr
particular person or any consistent avoidance of
another.

Dr. Bnstowe suggests that the apparent differences
m the attraction of individuals may be due to their
givmg different reactions to the bites. I thmk that
is the mam explanation. The delayed reaction to
bites IS very much more troublesome than the
immediate, and thus those m Stages I and II are
much more conscious of a mosquito nuisance than
those m Stages III and IV Thus, if two mdividuals
are exposed to mosquitoes on several consecutive
days, the one who gives the delay’^ed reaction may
imagine that every bite which is itching on a par-
ticular occasion has been recently' mfiieted, though
they are the result of attacks on the precedmg three
or four days.

I believe that eventually w^e shall find that there is

some individual difference m the attractiveness of
mdmduals to mosqmtoes and other bitmg insects,
but that it will not be an absolute one or sufficiently

important to suggest a method of control. So fai

those cases which have been carefully mvestigated
tend to minimize the importance of this factor.

Kbxheth IVIeelahby
London School of Hy'giene
and Tropical Medicme,

London, W.C.l

A Technique for Feeding Adult Mosquitoes
Adult mosquitoes of both sexes can be persuaded

to take a considerable variety of foodstuffs, mcludmg
fruit juices, milk, sugar solutions and various blood
preparations. Some mterestmg lines of mquiry are
suggested by the mability of such species as Culexfat-
igana to produce eggs on any diet other than whole
blood taken by normal biting, while other species,
such as Aedes cBgypti, can produce viable eggs on
dehbrmated or eitrat^ blood. In the com’se of a
number of experiments at Yaba with various blood
preparations, only one Oulex fatigans produced any
eggs. These were very few in number and were never
laid. They were discovered only on post-mortem
examination. The mosquito had received one meal
of citrated gumea pig blood followed by several
meals of glucose. It has been foimd repeatedly that
the same species will produce many more eggs on
a meal of avian blood than on one of Tna.mmfl.lia.Ta

blood.

Reeding teclmiques based on the use of a pipette,
such as those of Hertigb Karibov^, Macgregor^,
Kadletz and Kusmma^ and Yamshtem®, are tedious
and require considerable manipulative skill. jSlor

does it appear that blood taken m this way under-
goes the same process of digestion as vrhen it is taken
in the normal manner. Methods m -which the food
IS exposed on an open surface of wool or gauze, such
as those of Russell®, and Roy and Ghosh^ or talven

through a membrane (Totze®, Yeoli®), are excellent for

feedmg a number of ihosquitoes simultaneously, but
do not allow of the individual control required by^

some experiments. The technique described below
has the advantage of simplicity and has been found
particularly useful in transmission work with virulent
virus, smce each mosquito is kept under constant
observation and the risk of escape is minimized. At
Yaba it has been found possible to mfect male Aedes
cegypti with neurotropic yellow fever virus admm-
istered as a suspension m defibrmated guinea pig
blood, and to recover considerable quantities of vims
after a fortnight’s mcubation.

reeding Agglutination
tube tube

(

^
f)

The mosquitoes to be fed are allowed to emerge
from the pupa in ordmary serum agglutination tubes
closed by a plug of cotton wool or gauze through
which the water is poui^ed off after emergence. The
food is administered on the end of a half-mch feedmg
tube cut from glass tubing of external diameter such
that it slides easily^ into the agglutination tube. A
suitable surface on which to place the food is provided
by pushmg a small circle of Imen gauze down the
inside of the feedmg tube and allowmg it to project
in the form of a cap. The food is dropiied on this
cap from a pipette and the feeding tube is then
pushed down the agglutination tube towards the
mosquito. The success of the method appears to
depend mamR on choosmg a suitable interval between
emergence and feeding. The optimum time may be
expected to vary^ with temperatiue. Approximate
tunes which have been found suitable in West
Africa are as follows : Culex fatigans, 72 hours ;

Aedes cegypti, 60 hours ; Aedes luteocephalus, 48
hours.

j

Culex fatigans has proved particularly suitable for
experimental work, as it is prolffie, feeds well,

and IS of such a size that its movements in the
tube are slowed down, although it is not unduly
cramped.

P. F. Mattxnoly

Yellow Fever Research Institute,

Yaba, Lagos,
Nigeria.

Sept. 30.
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Browsing of Patella

Ditrutg a recent investigation of Gigart%yia stellata

winch has been carried out at Millport, Isle of Ciimbra?,
I have been struck with the relationship between the
limpet {Patella vulgata) and the seaweed, and have
obser\xd effects very compcarable with those de-
scribed by Mr. K. S. Jones^ Tins work is being de-
scribed m more detail elsewhere, and will, I think,
confirm the observations of Jones, Orton, Eslich and
others that Patella is able to browse on yoimg algal

growths, and, by the ‘glades’ that it forms m an
algal coininunity, may considerably lessen the algal

covermg on that part of the shore.

As Mr. Jones points out, this is a point of fore-

shore ecology that may be worthy of more attention
than it has hitherto received.

Elsie Oonway
Department of Botany,
University, Glasgow.

Oct. 31.

"^Nature, 158, 557 (1940).

Structure of Graphite
Laidler and Taylor^ directed attention to the

presence of lines in the X-ray diffraction photographs
of graphite which could not be explained by the
structure proposed, by BernaP, and by Hassel and
Mark® : these lines are given by graphites from many
different sources, natural and artificiah Similar extra
lines on electron diffraction photographs of graphite
had been observed by Finch and Wilman^. Edwards
and Lipson® thought that they may be caused by
anomalies m the structure of graphite similar to
those found in cobalt®, but occurring at regular
intervals, and proposed a new structure which would

15

/

account for these extra lines’. In this, the flat,

honeycomb net planes are stacked parallel to each
other, but instead of havmg the abahah sequence of
the Bernal structure, they have an abcabc sequence :

this gives a unit cell with a c-axis one and a half
times the usual one. From intensity data they
calculated that this new structure represented about
14 per cent of the graphite, the remainder being
made up of 80 per cent of the ordinary structure

6 per cent of a disordered structure. It is interest-
ing to note that this new structure was the first

structure suggested for graphite, by Debye and
Scherrer® in 1917.

The structure of graphite, however, does not yet
appear to be fully elucidated. Powder photographs of
graphite have been obtained containing a number of
Ihw which cannot he explamed on either of the two
structures mentioned. These Imes are famter than
those observed by Taylor and Laidler, but their
occurrence is as general ; all the natural and artificial
graphites so far examined give these Imes, The
illustration shows a typical photograph, obtained by
doubling the normsd exposure time ; the background

scatter w’-as reduced by passing pure, dry hydrogen
through the powder camera and placing a thin sheet

of aluminium foil between the specimen and the

jihotographic film The sanpol© from which the

photograph was obtained had been purified as follow^s.

It w-as extracted exhaiustively with h^vlrochloric

acid followed by hydrofluoric acid (final ash content
0 07 per cent) and then heated vactw to 2,300° C.

and maintained at that temiierature for half an hour.

An extruded specimen 0*5 mm. diameter w^as photo-
graphed in a 19-cm diameter powder camera using
cobalt /fa radiation. A list of sin^ 6 values for the
extra lines on this film is given below The lines

were much weaker than the normal graphite lines, so

that no attempt has been made to assess their relative

intensities Their positions were measured with a
measuring instrument® specially designed for the pur-
pose. A nmnber of verv" pure artificial graphites

(ash content < 0 05 per cent) ha\'e also been ex-

amined and all show these extra lines

Line No. 0 Sm“ 6 Line No 0 Sm® 6

*1 9 38 0 0260 9 21 32 0 1322
*2 10 66 0 0342 *10 22 44 0 1456

10 98 0 036‘3 11 28 41 0 2263
*4 12 bS 0 0482 12 31 39 0 2713
*5 U 96 0 0582 13 1 3‘3 71 0 3080
*0 16 79 0 0834 14 36 82

1

0 3591
7 17 81 0 0935 15 39 72

1

1

0 4082
S

j

18 40
1

0 0996 16 67 30 0 8511

* Double hues mean values given.

v\!

The Imes marked with an asterisk are double and
each consists of two well-defined separate lines. In

every case the angular separation is 0 20°, which
makes it unlikely that they are separate reflexions.

Furthermore, they were exammed on a photograph
taken m a camera of different diameter (9 cm.) : m
this case, taken as separate lines, their diffraction

angles differed slightly, but defin-

itely, from those of the same Imes
on the film from a 19-cm. diameter
camera ,* taken as pairs, the mean
values were exactly the same. The
0002, 0004 and 0006 lines of the

ordinary graphite 'structure were

also double, and this has been

CM .CM o explamed by Xelson and Riley^® as

'S ‘S 1 bemg due to preferred orientation

of crystals m the specimen. This

seems to suggest that the extra lines are due to

a structure closely related to the ordinary structure

and that the extra double lines may be 000^ reflexions.

The layer-lattice structure of graphite makes it

susceptible to modification by alteration of the

sequence of layers. A preliminary exammation
of boron nitride, which has a similar layer-lattice

structure, indicates that its spectrum also contains

extra lines.

J. Gibson
Northern Coke Research Laboratory,
British Coke Research Association,
Kmg’s College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1.

Oct. 28.
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Single Scattering of Fast p-Particles

by Protons

We lia\'e recently taken some eight hundred pairs
of photographs correspondmg to about 124 metres
of track of (i -particles, of energies from 0*5 to 1 • 1 mV.,
m a mixtiu^e of 80 per cent hydrogen and 20 per cent
oxygen, contained in an expansion chamber Assum-
ing that the scattermg of the p-particles m oxygen
IS similar to that of the adjacent element nitrogen,

for which results have already been obtamed^, the
elastic scattermg of these -particles through angles
greater than 20 ° by protons is foimd to be m agree-

ment with Mott’s theory The theory predicted that
about one such deflexion was to be expected ; actually

two eases were observed. The statistical fluctuations

w^ere therefore large, but it may be inferred that there
is no serious discrepancy betiveen existmg theory and
experiment for the collisions of protons and electrons

of this energy.

x\s m the previous work with nitrogen, no examples
of melastic collision of electrons and protons were
obser\^ed

R. R. Ray
F. C, Champion

King’s College, London, W.C.2.
Oct. 30.

^ Champiou, E C., Proc. Roy Sof , A, 153, 383 (1936).

X-Ray Study of Noble Metals Dispersed in

Borax- and B^Os-Gtasses

In a previous communication^ it was shown by
us that alkali halides such as lithium, sodium,
potassium, rubidium and caesium chloride dissolved
in fused boric oxide giving a homogeneous glass.

X-ray exammation of these glasses reveals sharp
diffraction lines due to the dissolved alkali halides

together with a few foreign lines w’hieh cannot be
identified with any known borates of the metals.
These foreign Imes are largely present in glasses con-
tammg chlorides of alkali metals of low atomic
numbers, but are absent with rubidium and caesium
halides. It was foimd later that these foreign Imes
are due to a variety of anliydrous crystalline B^Og,
first studied by Cole and Taylor-, m the case of boric

oxide glasses, and to anhydrous Xa2B407 m the ease
of borax glasses.

The manner m which the alkali halide lattice exists

wnthin the non-repeatmg meshwork of boric oxide
and borax glasses requires elucidation. Accepting
Warren and Zachariasen’s views about the structure
of these glasses, one would be led to suggest that a
new lattice is formed withm the hollows of the cages
formed by the B—0—B triangular bondage. But
in such a case the electrostatic forces between the
ions should be diminished, as also probably the short-

distance repulsive forces, on accoimt of the shieldmg
action produced by a mednun of higher dielectric

constant necessitating an enlargement of the lattice.

Preliminary experiments by Majumdar and Palit^

seemed to point to such a conclusion, but later work
has shown that the spacings are almost imaltered
m the glass.

An mterestmg case has been foimd with gold and
platinum dispersed m boric oxide and borax glasses.

The samples were prepared by first evaporating solu-
tions of auric and platmic chlorides separately m a
platinum crucible and then igniting, whereby the
noble metals were obtained in a finely divided state.
The reduced metals were then heated'with specially

Pt planes

to
4 ^
t-4 (M
rH -i
CC -J

purified anhydrous B 2O 3 and Xa 2B407 respectively

at 800°-1,000° C., imtil thoroughly homogeneous
(slightly coloured) masses were obtained The crucible

w’as then chilled and the solid extracted. Each piece

of glass was examined under the polarization micro-

scope for optical isotropy The glass w^as then
powdered, mserted in a capillary tube, and a Debye-
Scherrer photograph taken w.th a circular camera
(radius 3 90 cm.) and a Hadding tube with copper
anti-cathode. The exposure varied from 8 to 10

hours. Photographs were also taken of pure gold and
platmmn wires and the prmts compared. A t;^q>ical

prmt of platmum dissolved m B 2O 3-glass is repro-

duced The foliowmg table gives the distance x in

cm. between two similar lines :

X 3 35 3 65 4 0 4-70 5 225 5 50 6 10 7 95 8 95
Nature w srwin s w s w s

X 9 55 10 30 11 40 15 SO 16 50
Nature w s w s s

\v = weak, r.w = rather weak, s = strong, m — moderate.

By trial and error method, the constant for

Ka (1*539 A.) is found to be 0 1954, and for

Xp (1*389 A.) 0 1756 Hence the spacing for

platmum dissolved m glass works out as follows ;

for Xa, Uo ==

and for Xg, a,) ^

1*539 X 10-® _

2 \ 0*1954

1-389 y 10-s

“ 2 > 0 1756"

938 A.,

3-950 A.,

the mean value, 3*944 A., bemg m good agreement
with the standard value for platmum, namely,
3-910 A.

SuBODH Kumar Majumdar
Bhupati Kumar Banerjee

Presidency College,

and
Indian Association for the

Cultivation of Science,

Calcutta.
1 Xature, 156, 423 (1945).

^J. Amer. Chem. Soc

,

56, 1648 (1934).

* J. Indian Chem Soe., 19, 461 (1942).

Cerium Tungstate as a Semi-Conductor

Both Zambonmi^ and Bemtema^ claim to have
prepared tetragonal bipymmidal crystals of cerium
tungstate, Ce2(W04 ) 3 , by fusing a precipitate, using

sodium chloi’ide as a flux. Subsequent work by Silien

and SimdvalP showed that the compound was actually

XaGe{W04)2 of scheehte-type structure. Tammaim^
has also described a cerium tungstate, but tlie only

observations made wrere on the change wflth tempera-

ture of electrical resistance of powdered compacts.

The resistance of a pellet 1 imp. thick and 14 mm.
diameter was given as 40,000 O at 600° C. and 1,700 Q
at 800° C.

In an investigation which required the use of fired

mixtures of cerium oxide (Ce02) and tungstic
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(WO 3), a number of samples were foiind to give

X-ray powder photographs suggestive of a single

phase. In particular, the mixture 2Ce02.3W03
(which can be expressed approximately as Ce>(W04)3)
was found by microscopic examination to be quite

homogeneous, consisting of small clear, round, yellow
crystal fragments with no evidence of cleavage or

natural faces The birefrmgence was much lower
than that ofwolframite. Smce the optical mterference

figure shovred the crjrstals to be biaxial positive,

implying either orthorhombic, monoclinic or triclmic

symmetry, mdexmg of the X-ray powder diffraction

pattern was difficult and examination of suitable

single. ciystals was necessary. These were obtamed,
up to 1*5 mm. in diameter, by cooling the fused
mixture of oxides very slowdy m a platinum boat,

to about 20° below the melting point (1,060° C. dz

10° C.).

Oscillation photographs about the three cr^^stallo-

graphic axes were taken using copper radiation. Laue
photographs showed that the symmetry was mono-
clmic. The following unit cell dimensions were
obtamed: a= 11*49 ± 0*04 kX. ; 6 = 11 70 =b

0*04 kX.; c = 7 81 ± 0 03 kX.
; p = 109*8° d= 0*5°.

The presence of hkl spectra only when h I was
even, the presence of hoi spectra only when both h
and I were even, and also the presence of oho spectra
only when h was even, established the space group
as either — A^ja or — Aa, dependmg on
the crystal class. Measurements of three well-

developed crystals usmg a smgle-circle goniometer
showed the habit to be pyramidal. The most prom-
inent forms observed, although not always completely

on the same crystal, were {111} and (111) followed by

{100} and {211}. The morphological evidence and the
absence of a discernible pyroelectric effect (usmg the
liquid air method of Wooster®) point to the crystal

class 2/m. The space-group, therefore, is probably
- A,/a.

The chemical analysis of a second batch of the
tungstate, prepared m the same way as the single

crystals, was found to be as follows :

Constituent Expressed as % Found
Theoretical %
in 2CeOa3WOi

Tungstic oxide 66 4 66 9
Bare earth oxides CeOa 33 5 33 1
Ferric oxide 8 0 17 —
Alumina (by diff

)

AhOa 1 52 —
Alkahs NaaO 0 13 —

Total 101 72 100*0

Electrical resistance measurements made with a
pressed pellet (14 mm. diameter x 5 mm. thick)
which was pro-sintered at 600° C. showed no simple
conductivity temperature relationship below 1,000° C.,

but above this temperature the conductivity obeyed
the relation (j ~ A exp —BjhT with B ~ 14*6
electron volts, the resistance being less than 5 ohms
just below the melting point. The resistance was
lowered in oxygen, a characteristic of an electron-

defect lattice®.

The specific gravity of the powder ground to pass a
350-mesh sieve was found to be 6*653 20/4° C. The
number of molecules of 2C©02.3W03 in the xmit cell

was calculated to be 3 83 4). The departure from
a whole number may be due either to slight in-

aocjuraciies in the determmation of the unit cell

dimensionsF er to the presence of sealed pores in the
crystals.

^

Th^ crystalswere found to have a hardness between
3 and 4 on MoSb’s scale. Unlike scheelite, they do not
fiuor^oe with X-rays. When heated in air or in an
evacuated silica tube (the material is inert to silica)

they show a reversible colour change, from orange
at 500° C. to deep red at 900° C. This reversible

colour change is shown by at least two semi-con-

ductors, hexagonal ZnO and monoclmic PbCr04, both
of the electron-excess tjqie®.

A list of the interplanar spacings and intensities

of the powder pattern has been prepared which is

bemg submitted for inclusion in the next supplement
of the A.S.TM. X-ray Diffraction Data Cards.

Thanks are due to Mr. A. M. Adams, who assisted

us in the experimental w^ork.

J. B. Nelson
J. H. McKee

British Coal Utilisation Research
Association,

13 Grosvenor Gardens, S.W.l.

Oct 16.
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The Reaction Between N-Substituted
Phthalimides and Primary Amines

We have shown that treatment of phthalimide with
a primary aliphatic amine such as methylamine gives

NN'-dimethylphthalamide in high yield^. The con-

trollmg step in the reaction sequence was found to be
the remarkable ease of conversion of N-methylphthal-
amid© into N-methylphthalimide, which occurs rapidly

and quantitatively on shaking with water at room
temperature. In view of the recent commimication
of H, J. Barber and W. R. Wragg®, we now record

some observations made in a contmuation of our
previous work.
When an N-substituted phthalumde (I) reacts with

a primary amme, the reaction can be expressed as

follows :

(III) (IV)

The variation in the nature of the reaction products is

illustrated by the followmg examples. Treatment ofN-
p-aminoethylphthalimide (I) with benzylamine yields

NN^-dibenzylphthalamide (type IV). Treatment of

N-p-acetylammoethylpbthalimide with benzylamine
gives N - P - acetylaminoethyl -N' -benzylphthalamide

(type II) ; and treatment of N-methylphthalimide
with ethylene diamine yields K-p-aminoethylphthal-

unid© (type III). A previous example of the latter

type of reaction has been described by Ristenpart®,

who converted N-p-bromoethylphthalimide into N-
methylphthalimide by treatment with methylamine.

The reaction sequence extends and includes our

original observations, and, m agreement with Barber

and Wragg, it gives a ready explanation of the isola-

tion by Mosher* of 8(Y-phthalimido-propylamino)-

6-methoxyquin0line (type III) from the product of

the reaction between N-y-bromopropylphthalimide (I)
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and the base 1236 (S-y-ammopropylamuio-G-meth-
oxyquuiolme) employed in the preparation of the
antimalanal substance i263.

F. S. Spring
J. C. Woods

Royal Technical College,

Glasgow.
Nov 1

^ Spring and "Woods, J Chem Soc
, 625 (1945)

= Nature, 158, 514 (1946)
" Ber

, 29, 2530 (1896)
* J Amer Chem Soe

, 68, 1565 (1946).

Hypochforite Sterilization of Metal Surfaces
Infected with Bacteria Suspended in Milk

It was first shown by Holwerda^, and later

confirmed by Levine and his co-workers-’®, that %n
solution hypochlorite is germicidal by virtue of the
undissociated hypochlorous acid.

Neave and Hoy^, workmg with metal surfaces
artificially infected with a suspension of Staph, aureus
in milk, found that the pH of hypochlorite solutions

had little effect on the germicidal rat© providing it

did not exceed 11.

IJsmg a teclimque essentially similar to that of
Neave and Hoy and workmg with suspensions of
Staph, aureus, thermoduric micrococci, and spores of
B. suhtilis, w© found that the latter when dried in

a milk film on a metal surface behaved identically

as when suspended m solution, that is, solutions
of low pH were more germicidal than at higher pH.
Thus the percentage survivals of spores when in

contact with a solution contammg 50 p.p.m. available

chlorine for 5 mm. was 0 2, 2-5 and 80 at pH values
of 7, 7*85 and 9 respectively.

The two vegetative organisms, on the other hand,
behaved very differently, showing optimum ‘kills’ at

pH values of 9 4, 9*8, 10*5 and 11 with concentra-
tions of 25, 50, 100, 200 p.p.ni. av. el. respectively.

We suggest the followmg explanation, which is in

keepmg with the observed facts. The livmg protein-

like cell wall of vegetative bacteria, as distinct from
the refractile cell wall of spores, is able to adsorb

StjevotaIi or tbokeativb bacjteria ok MarjLB suETAcn^

a protem film derived from the milk and perhaps
orgamc matter of the medium. The hypochlorite
solution before it can reach the vegetative cell has
to react with this protem film, formmg a ‘chloro-

amme’. The survival curves obtamed with the various
solutions used appear to agree with a ‘chloroamme’
theory rather than hypochlorite. Charlton and
Levine® have observed that monocliloramme is more
germicidal than hypochlorite at pH values above 9 5.

Thus keeping the time of contact constant at 1

mmute, an increase in concentration results in a
higher concentration of ‘chloroamme’, which produces
a higher ‘kill’, as illustrated by the graph. The con-

tact tune with the solution contaming 25 p.p.m.
av. el. was 2 mm At 1 mmute it would not have
cut the curve for 50 p.p.m. av. cl. It also satisfactorily

accounts for the greater survival of bacteria below
pH values of approximately 9-5.

Metcalf® has observed that at pH 14 monochlor-
amme was completely hydrolysed. The increased
survivals shown m the graph are probably due to

hydrolysis of the ‘cMoroamme’ due to mcreasing pH.
It would thus appear that sterilization of surfaces by
h^qiochlorites m the presence of milk and organic

matter is largely due to the jiroperties of a ‘chloro-

amme’ produced by^the mteraction of hypochlorite
with some of the proteins. The importance of
employmg a detergent of not too alkalme a character
m conjunction with hypochlorites, for example,
m sterilization of dairy utensils and perhaps crockery,
is obvious, and for efficient sterilization it would
appear that the pH of the combmed solution should
not exceed 10-11.

J. Wolf
C. M. Cousins

Research Laboratories,
Milton Antiseptic and Deosan, Limited,

47 Wimpole Street,

London, W.l.
Sept. 25.

^Holwprda, Meded. Dienst. der Volksgezorjdeit Ned Indie, 17 251,
Pt 1 (1928)

^ Cliarlton and Levine, Iowa Eng. Exp, Stat Bull. 132 (1937)
* Rudolf and Le\ me, „ „ „ „ „ 150 (1941)

*Neave and Hoy, Proc Soc Agnc. Bact

,

37 (1941).

Metcalf, J Chem. Sac., 148 (1942).

A Simple Method of Demonstrating the
Pressure of Sound

Sound, in common with other forms of radiation,

exerts a pressure on the surface on which it impinges.
Measurements of this pressure have been made by
Altberg and others by means of sensitive torsion

balances. While measurements necessarily mvolve a
certain degree of elaboration, a simple demonstration
of soxmd pressure can be given without difficulty

A small hole is made in the base (or even m the
side wall near the base) of a cylmdrical resonator
which is filled with smoke. On presentmg an appro-
priate tuning fork, smoke issues from the hole in a
thm but definite stream, thus demonstratmg the
steady pressure that sound exerts. The experiment
provides an attractive demonstration ofan important
property of radiation.

. Gilbert B. West
Physics Branch,

Military Coheg© of Science,

Shrivenham,
Near Swmdon, Wilts.

Oct. 18.
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Auto-antibody Concept

A. Tylbb {Proc. U.S. Nat Acad. Sci., 32, 195 ;

1946) lias foTuid that the serimi ofthe snake Helode?ma
is capable of neutralizing the venom. Auto-antivenm
was also found in the extract of liver but not m
extracts from the venom gland, pancreas, kidney or

spleen. The antivenm was found in the globulm
fraction of the serum. The results are discussed m
relation to biological and genetical problems.

Mitotic Hormone

H. H. Dixon (Sc-i. Proc Boy. Dublin Soc., 24, 119 ,

1946) provides illustrations of the fact that where
nuclei of Ffitillana i7nper%alis are not enclosed in a
ceil wall there is a synchronization of mitosis. For
example, the nuclei in the cytoplasm Immg of the

embryo sac can be seen to be arranged in bands ;

the first bands are in prophase, and are followed in

succession by bands of nuclei in the succeeding stages.

The early stages of endosperm formation show similar

formation. The author pomts out that the obvious
synchronization, contrasted with its absence m nuclei

enclosed in cell-walls, suggests that a hormone or

chemical which stimulates mitosis is controlling the
stages of mitosis. The estimated rate of travel of

the chemical would indicate that it is crystalloid in

nature.

Ambrosia Fungi

WooD-BOBiNG msects known as Ambrosia beetles

feed upon certain fungi which grow m their galleries.

Shirley Webb {Proc. Boy. Soc. V^ctoria, 57 (N.S.) Pts.

1 and 2, 57 ; 1945) has investigated these fungi, as

they occur in Australia. Leptographium Lundbergii
and two species of sporogenous yeasts belonging to

the genus Endomycopsis are the species involved.

Ambrosia fungi from different paits of the world
belong to the genus Leptographium. The question as
to whether the sporogenous yeasts serve the beetles

as direct food, or whether they stimulate growth of
the other species, is discussed. It is suggested that
L. Lundbergu is the comdial stage of Geratostomella

ipis.

Botrytis Rot of Gladiolus

A SEBious corm rot of the gladiolus in Australia is

caused by a fungus identical with Botrytis gladioh.

G. C. Wade {Proc. Boy. Soc. Victoria, 57 (N.S.) Pts. 1

and 2, 81 ; 1945) shows that the fungus enters through
the cut stem or the old corm. It spreads along the
vascular bundles to cause extensive rotting, and can
also infect the leaves and fiowers. The fungus res-

ponds to increasing carbohydrate content m the
presence of vitamins or plant extracts. It destroys
the phloem before the xylem and forms an indicator

pigment around the invadmg fungus. Control may be
effected by dippmg corms m corrosive sublimate or
various proprietary dips.

Spore Discharge in Daldmia concentrica

Tbps fungus Daldima concentrica is a conspicuous
Pyrenomycete on dead ash wood. It is shown by
O. T. ingold {Trans. Brit. Mycol. Soc., 29, Pts. 1 and 2,

43 ; May 1946) to be a succulent xerophyte capable
of sppbe discharge over a long period ofdry conditions.
As<K)spores are violently ejected to a horizontal
distance of cm., and the stroma decreases in
density fenn ateit 1 *0 to 0*2-0 -3 durmg a period of

about 16-26 da^^s m dry air. The succulent tissue of
the stroma beneath the hard outer crust evidently
acts as a reserve of water which appears to have an
effect uj)on the duration of spore discharge. When
part of it is removed, spore ejection ceases after a
shorter period. A photo-electric method of measuring
the density of spore suspensions was used in the
investigation.

East Greenland Pack-ice

Fluctuations from year to year in the amoimt of
arctic pack-ice are well known, but there is no con-
sensus of opmion as to progressive changes towards
more or less. F. Nansen could find no evidence of
changes m climate, at least since the Middle Ages, in
Greenland, and Th. Tlioroddseii could not trace any
climatic changes m Iceland. Dr Lauge Koch has
made an ©xliaustive study of historical records of the
ice of East Greenland and Iceland {Meddelelser om
Gronland, 130, No 3. Kobenhavn) and has come to
different and definite conclusions as to changes that
have occurred in the amount of pack-ice. These
changes must have had correlations in climate. His
conclusions may be thus summarized : from 800 to
1200 there was scarcely any summer ice near Iceland
and the southern half of Greenland ; th© amount
increased until 1400 and then agam decreased until
1600, when a rapid mcrease began which culmmated
about 1900 with large quantities of pack-ice durmg
th© smmner near Iceland and southern Greenland;
from 1920 to 1939 there has been little ic© in these
seas. The evidence is naturally confined largely to
summer conditions. The volume is well illustrated
with maps and fully documented.

The Cedartown, Georgia, Meteorite

Stuart H. Perry, associate m mineralogj^ U.S.
National Museum, has described th© iron meteorite
ploughed up at Cedartown at an miknown date, but
prior to 1898 {S^mthsonian Mis. Coll

,

104, 23 ; 1946).
It weighs 25J lb and is lenticular in shape, its greatest
dimensions being 9 m. x 11 in Th© greatest thiclmess
at its centre is about 3 in., and this dimmishes to a
thin edge all around. It was partially disrupted by
its flight through th© air, as a result of which it has
a fissure extending inwards about 5 in. An analysis
by E. P. Henderson showed that its percentage com-
position was as follows : iron, 94-02

; nickel, 5*48 ;

cobalt, 0 22; phosphorus, 0*30; sulphur, 0*04;
chromium, 0*02. The house m which the meteorite
was stored for some time was burned, and it may be
assumed that it reached a temperature of about
560° C., but the normal microstructur© showed no
appreciable changes in consequence. This and other
facts are consistent with experiments which have
shown that changes in a body of this nature are pro-
duced only by prolonged heating, and the house
which was burned was destroyed withm an hour—too
short a period of heat to effect any noticeable
alterations.

Coppered-Tungsten Hard Glass Seals

Vacuum-TIGHT seals through hard glass with bar©
tungsten wire are difficult to make because leakage
often occurs along the fin© longitudinal cracks in the

*

tungsten wires. A. L. Piemann (J. Sci. Instr., 23,
121 ; June 1946) describes a process which overcomes
this difficulty. Th© tungsten wire is first provided
with an adherent and structurally sound sheath of
copper, which flows into and fills up th© cracks, and
then the coppered wire is sealed into the glass appara-
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tus. The coppered-tungsten seal requires a glass of
slightly greater thermal expansivity than that suitable

for bare tungsten. Tiie process consists of six opera-

tions, all of which are described m detail. They are :

(1) mountmg and cleaning, (2) preliminary platmg,

(3) fusion m hydrogen, (4) mam platmg, (5) boratmg,
and (6) beadmg and sealmg up. A formula is derived
givmg the optimum thickness of copper coatmg to

suit a particular glass, or the optimum glass expan-
sivity to suit a given composite wire. Particulars are

given of several successful seals made with wires of
different diameters m <79 glass, uranium glass and
Coming 704 glass, of expansivities 3*75, 4*1 and
4 9 X 10"® per degree centigrade respectively.

Electric Contacts between Metallic Bodies

No satisfactory mechanism has as yet been pro-

posed for the passage of current through electrical

contacts between metallic conductors. Those so far

advanced have been able to produce reasonable
results only for contacts which can be regarded as
gaps of very small width of not more than a few
angstroms. Gaps of much larger width can, however,
operate as good contacts, and judgmg from data
relating to metallic powders and thm films, the
electrical conductivity of such contacts apparently
increases with rise m temperature. An explanation
of these phenomena is suggested m a theoretical

paper by J. Frenkel (J. Physics U.S.S.R,, 9, 489

;

1945), m which the electrical contact between two
metals is treated as a gap through which the electrons

pass from one metal to the other by means of
thermionic emission. The potential barrier, in virtue

of the image forces, is lowered by reducing the gap,
and thus the passage of the current is facilitated.

The electrical conductivity, c, of the gap is defined
as the ratio of the resultant thermiomc current
through the gap, when an external homogeneous
electric field E is applied, to the product of E and
the width of the gap. For small values of cr is

shown to be independent of J7, as m the case of an
ordmary conductor obeymg Ohm’s law. The expres-
sion derived for the increase of a with rise m tem-
perature is exactly similar to that found for the
electrical conductivity of a senu-conductor, and on
the assumption that the mam part of the effective

resistance is due to a large number of contact gaps
between the metallic particles, phenomena observed
with fine metallic powders and thm layers may be
understood. A more exact and detailed calculation
of the contact resistance based on the mechanism
described is to be published m a special article later.

Analysis of Vibration Problems

OoiTSiDBBABLE attention has been devoted durmg
recent years to studies of the characteristics, measure-
ment and reduction of vibration as it occurs in
engineering equipment, with particular reference to
the avoidance of noise during operation. In a paper
recently published (J. Inst, Elect, Eng., 93, Part 2

;

Oct. 1944), A. J. Kmg discusses each of these different
aspects of the problem and gives a comprehensive
survey of the methods of vibration measurement now
available, and advice on the prmciples to be followed
in pr^cribmg measures for its reduction. He also
d^cribes a movmg-coil co-ordinate potentiometer
apparatus developed for measurement, over the fre-
quency range 10—110 cycl€®/sec., of the dynamic
stifiBaess and damping of resilient materials, for use
in reducing the transmission of vibration, and gives
data for a range of representative materials.

Development of High-Voltage Gas Pressure Cables

The development of high-voltage cables of the

od-impregnated lapped paper type, m which the

effective electric strength of the dielectric is raised

by subjecting it to a high gas pressure, has been pro-

eeedmg in Great Britam for many years, and lengths

of this tjpie of cable are now m successful operation.

The general prmciples involved in the design of joints

and sealmg ends for such mstallations have been

discussed in a recent paper by L. G. Brazier [J . Inst.

Elect. Eng,, 93, Part 2 ; Oct. 1946), with particular

reference to a cable operating at 132 kV. and a gas

pressure, provided by dr^" nitrogen, of 200 Ib./m.-.

It is characteristic of lammated paper structui’es that

their electric strength m the direction of the lamina-

tions is much less than that across them. This relative

weakness agamst longitudinal stress is not removed

by the application of gas pressure, and accounts for

the special difficulties involved in designmg jomts

capable of withstanding voltages of the high order

mentioned above.

Methyl Bromide as a Debusing Agent

The adoption of this compoimd as a delousing

agent was the outcome of a series of experiments

made to determine the value of available fumigants

for delousing clothmg and equipment. They were

carried out by the U.S. Bureau of Entomology and
Plant Quarantine at the request of the office of the

Surgeon General of the Army^. The foregomg title is

that of Circular 745 (1946) of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture written by B. Latta, H. H. Bichardson

and J. B. Kindler. After preliminary trials methyl

bromide was selected as the fumigant best suited

for the purposes required. At the time of the entry

of the United States mto the Second World War
louse-bome tyqihus was a matter of vital concern

for Army welfare. The advantages ofmethyl bromide

are that it does not stain clothing, leaves no odour, is

non-infiammable and does not react with articles,

especially those of plastics, that might be part of the

soldier’s outfit. The dosage adopted for complete

killing of all louse eggs was at the rate of 9 lb. per

1,000 cu. ft. of space for half an hour at 60'’ F.

Methyl bromide fumigation proved to be the most
potent weapon for mass delousing in the field during

the early part of American participation in the Second
World W'ar, until the wholesale application of insecti-

cidal powders proved the potentialities ofthat method.

The Deep Minimum in the Light Curve of Nova
Herculis 1934

F. J. M. Stratton {Mon, Not. Roy, Astro, Soc.,

105, 275 ; 1945) has offered an explanation of the

deep minimum m the transition stage of the light

-

curve of Nova Herculis 1934 and also of Nova Cygni
1942. It is suggested that the vanishmg of the

absorption Imes as well as the weakenmg of the

contmuous spectrum are due to an obscurmg cloud

passing between the earth and the nova, the opaque
cloud forming inside the outer shell and passmg
across the central star, thus obscurmg both the star

and the inner shells. There is a short discussion on
the nature of the obscuring cloud, and reference is

made to Chandrasekhar’s suggestion in 1939 that

ejected matter from a nova might change its physical

state and become particte or molecules. Some
support for this view is afforded by the spectrum of
Nova Pictoris 1925, and, while no final explanation

is given on the nature of the obscuring ploud, it

seenos possible that it has some coimexion with
outflowing atoms of carbon, nitrogen md hydfc^i^
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VARIATION OF COSMIC
RADIATION WITH FREQUENCY

By L. A. MOXON
Admiralty Signal Establishment Extension, Witley, Surrey

MEASUREJMEKTS of cosmic radiation at 40, 90

and 200 Me./sec. have been carried out recently

in Britain, using directional aerial systems, and the

observations at 40 and 90 Mc./sec. have been con-

firmed and extended to cover the full 360° of galactic

longitude by various observers stationed in ships at

other latitudes.

For comparison between observations obtamed with
different aerial radiation patterns, it is useful to

reduce the results to some common denommator
which is conveniently the equivalent noise tem-
perature Te of a hypothetical aerial having a beam-
width narrow compared with the radiation pattern

of the source.

If the aerial beam is rotated at right angles to the

plane of the Galaxy, the observed noise temperature
of the aerial Tq, as well as Te> may be expressed as

functions of galactic latitude 9 , and ^energy widths’

9o and 9^ can be assigned to these functions, definmg
the energy width of a noise temperature distribution

T = A(9 ) as jr f^{9)^9 >
where the suffix p denotes

the peak value of T, It may then be shown that

Tgp IS given by It is possible to deduce 9^

from 9£>, given a knowle4ge of the aerial radiation

pattern, but with the rather wide beams which had
to be used at 40 and 90 Mc./sec. (about 35° in the
vertical plane and respectively 70° and 35° in the
horizontal plane to half power) the accuracy obtam-
abl© is rather poor. Observations were reasonably
consistent with a figure of 35° for 9^ derived from
the contours obtained at 64 Mc./sec. by J. S. Hey,
J. W. Phillips and S. J. Parsonsh and this value has
been used as a basis for Fig. 1 , which shows the
variation with galactic

longitude of the noise

increase associated with
the equatorial plan© of
the Galaxy with respect

to the noise-level ob- ^
tained when the aerial ^
is directed away from
the galactic plane. The
results of Hey, Phillips

and Parsons, replotted
on the same basis, have
been included for com-
parison, and it will be
noticed that there is a
good measure of con-
sistency between results

at the various frequen-
cies, except that the
peak; in Cygnus is large-

ly toothed out at 40
and 90 Mc./sec. owing
to tW of relatively

widfirb^amsi
'In the region of

minimtim the
probable experimental
error at 40 and 90

Mc./sec. is of the order of 2 or 3-1, and too much
significance should not be attached to the apparent
peak at 190° which has not appeared in all the

sets of observations and is inconsistent with the

contours obtamed by Reber^. It has been assumed
that 9g IS constant, and this appears to be roughly
true for the variation with galactic longitude accord-
ing both to Reber and to Hey, Phillips and Parsons,

although the contours of the latter suggest some
narrowmg in the region of Cygnus. According
to Reber, 9^ appears to be of the order of 18° at

160 Me /sec , and this apparent narrowmg with
increase of frequency is supported by the 200 Mc./sec.

measurements, though not conclusively owing to the
low noise-level at this frequency and consequent
difficulty of making accurate observations.

The full-lme curves of Fig. 1 have been plotted
from one particular set of observations obtamed at

lat 52° N. and involving probable errors somewhat
smaller than those of the majority of the results

available. The aerial beams were directed horizon-

tally and, takmg account of ground reflexion, were
estimated to mtersect the Galaxy at a few degrees

above the horizon. Observations at angles of less

than 60° between the horizon and the plane of the
Galax^^ have been ignored in order to simplify the

calculations.

The dotted curve is based, as regards shape, on
records obtained by S/Lt. Cummings, durmg a
voyage to Australia, for the condition when the

planes of the Galaxy and the horizon were comcident
it IS also a reasonable mean curve through a large

number of observations made with the planes at

approximately right angles.

The variation of noise-level with frequency is

illustrated by the upper curve m Fig. 2 for 350°

galactic longitude, and the slope of the curve gives

the relation

^ (frequency)

2

It is considered that this is just near enough to an
inverse cube law for the difference to be attributable

Galactic longitude (®)

Slg.l
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to possible errors in obser\^ations. "No significant

variation of index with galactic longitude has been

noticed. It will be appreciated that the index is not

dependent on the value assumed for 9^, although

It IS affected by any variation of cpe with frequency.

The mmimum noise-level was found to be con-

siderable. It is plotted m Fig. 2 as a function of

frequency, and is of the form

I

^ (frequency)^ ^

'

the index is likely to be high, if anythmg, owing to

the rather poor bearmg-discrunination of the 40

Mc./sec. aerial Aerial side lobes could account for

an error of at most 5 per cent in index. Mismatchmg
at the receiver mput can cause an error in the observed

mmimum temperature by altering the receiver

noise-level, but this possibility was elimmated by
careful matchmg in the case of the measurements

used as the basis of Fig. 2. Other possible sources

of error are terrestrial mterferenee too weak: to be

detected by ordmary methods, and zero shift durmg
the measurements. The latter has been mdnimized

by averaging the readmgs obtamed over a 24-hour

period, and reasonable consistency between measure-

ments with various installations enables interference

to be excluded except as a possible cause of some of

the fluctuations experienced, which usually amounted
to not more than + bO per cent relative to the absolute

mmimum. It isconsidered,therefore, that the apparent

difference in law is sufficiently well founded to be

worth recording.

The subtraction of the minimum level in derivmg
Fig. 1 has the advantage of avoiding the above
sources of error, and is also required by the present

lack of evidence to justify recording the minimum
level as galactic noise. The difference in frequency-

law implies either the existence of two kmds of

noise, or of frequency-selective attmuation by
interstellar matter. In the absence of a suitable

theory, and in view of the apparent constancy

of frequency law with galactic longitude, the

attenuation hypothesis appears unlikely, and it

is suggested that the mmimum noise-ievei may
perhaps be accounted for by secondary" radiations

from the earth’s atmosphere ; on the other hand, an

aerial directed away from the plane of the Galaxy
must possess some noise ‘temperature’ of galactic

and some of extra-galactic origm, and an estimate

of these effects may be essential to a full explanation

of the obser^’^ations.

In view of the much-discussed hypothesis that

galactic noise is analogous to the noise associated

with solar flares, a comparison of the variation with

frequency for the two cases is of interest. The data

available for solar noise are rather scanty, but unpub-
lished measurements by H. M. Bristow and his

colleagues indicate that the variation with frequency

IS very much more rapid than that shown m Fig. 2,

thus tendmg to support the contention of Greenstem,

Henyey, and Keenan® that this is an entirely different

type of phenomenon.
I am indebted to many of my colleagues for their

assistance in carrying out the measurements described,

and m particular to H Sulil for his valued collabora-

tion in the mathematical aspects of the work.

1 Hey, J. S., Phillips, J. W., and Parsons, S. J., Nature, 157, 297 (1946).

® Eeher, G , Astrophys. J., 100, 279 (1944).

® Greenstem, J. L
,
Henyey, L. G., and Keenan, P C., Nature, 157,

806 (1946)

ENZYMIC DECOMPOSITION OF
A, 6 AND 0 SPECIFIC BLOOD-

GROUP SUBSTANCES
By Dr. W. T. J. MORGAN

Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine

S
CHIFF^ observed that cultures and culture filtrates

of certain strains of Clostridium welcMi possess

the power to inactivate the blood-group A-substance

contamed m peptone and human saliva. The de-

composition was considered specific for A -substance.

We have examined a number of crude Gl. welcJiii

filtrates for their capacity to destroy the specific

blood-group substances, but have found them dis-

appomtmgly weak. Through the kmdness of Dr.

W. E. van Heynmgen, who has supplied a number
of CL welchii (Type A) culture filtrate preparations

partially purified with reference to coUagenase

(x-toxm)-, it has been possible to study the action of

the enz^mies contained m these preparations on the
blood-group substances. The filtrates contamed
coUagenase and hyaluronidase®, and in most specimens

a- and 0-toxins were also present. The substrates

used were preparations ofA-substance obtamed from
hog gastric mucin^ and A-, and 0-substances

which had been isolated from human pseudomucinous
ovarian cyst fluids®. The human A - and jB-substances

showed no significant 0 specificity. The A-substance

isolated from hog mucin, although electrophoretically

homogeneous at pH 4*0 and 8*0, nevertheless is

composed of two mucoids, one of which possesses A
specificity and the other O specificity. The mixed
material, which is usually referred to as ‘hog mucm
A-substance’, cannot be separated readily into its sero-

logicaUy specific A and 0 components by any of the
simple chemical or phj^ical techniques employed
far, but full details ofthis aspect of the dual
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of hog mucin ‘-4 -substance’ and of preparations of
A- and .B-substances isolated from the saliva and
gastric Juice of persons belonging to groujos A, B and
AB will be discussed elsewhere.

Overnight incubation (37°) of the enzyme pre-

paration with the blood-group substances in the
presence of toluene destroys almost completely their

specific serological characters as measured by the
usual iso-agglutination mhibition technique. It was
observed, however, that whereas the enzyme pre-

parations after heating for one hour at 56° fail to

decompose the gastric muem .d-substance or the
human A- and B-substances, they nevertheless

rapidly and completely destroy the 0 characters of

the hog mucin preparation and of the human 0-sub-

stance. It would appear, therefore, that there are at

least two enzymes present m the partially purified

and concentrated Gl, welclm filtrates, one of which is

themiolabile and decomposes theA -andB-substances

,

the other is thermostable and attacks and destroys the
0-substance only.

One 67, welclni filtrate examined was found to

decompose the A- and B-substances but to be without
action on the 0-substance. Under controlled con-
ditions of growth and heat mactivation, it is therefore

possible to obtam an enzyme preparation which will

destroy either the A- and B- or the 0-characters of
the blood-group substances.

The destruction of the serological activity of the
A- and B-substanees by the enzyme preparations is

prevented by an anti-semm produced agamst GL
welchii filtrates. An anti-serum of this kind contams
a-antitoxin, 6-antitoxin, anti-hyaluronidase and anti-

coUagenase, and almost certainly possesses anti-

bodies agamst otherunidentified antigenic components
present ui the original culture filtrates. The anti-

serum, however, fails to inhibit the action of the
thermostable enzyme responsible for the destruction
of the 0-substance. This is conceivably due to the
poor antigenic quality of the enzyme when in com-
petition with the antigemcally active a- and 6-toxins,

hyaluromdase and collagenase.

Certain preparations of Cl, welchii a- and 0-toxms
have been examined which have had no action on
the specific serological characters of the A- and
B-substances, and it may be accepted, therefore, that
these toxic components have no action per se on the
A~ and B-substances. Preparations of a- and 0-toxms,
however, which decompose the O-substance, continue
to do so after these toxic components are completely
neutralized by a- and 0-antitoxin respectively. The
a- and 0-toxms have, therefore, probably no action
on the serologically specific O-character of the
0-substance of human or animal origm. A prepara-
tion (1,000 v.r.u. per ml.) of CL welchii hyaluronidase
kindly supplied by Dr. Rogers was found to be
without action on the A~ and B-substances, but
rapidly and completely destroyed the serological
activity of the 0 -substance, presumably by virtue of
the heat-stable enzyme that is common to most GL

filtrates and not by the action ofhyaluronidase,
for preparations of streptococcal, staphylococcal and
t^icuiar hyaluronidase fail to decompose the A-,
B- or 0-substances.

- It iias been found that most of the enzyme pre-
psarations fail to destroy the A-activity of the human
or toinrf jd-substance when this character is
measure^ hsemolytio inhibition test. The
hsemoly^ t^ & generally believed to measure the
‘Forwhaa^ or hefeerophile component of the -agglu-
tinogen, and is acsceptod as m^wring a different.

although closety related, serological property of the

.d -substance from that determined by the iso-

agglutmation inhibition technique

A number of preliminary observations have been
made on the chemical changes brought about by
the action of a mixed enzjnne preparation on the
‘d. -substance’ derived from commercial hog gastric

mucin, which is composed of A- and 0 -substances.

The optical rotation of the material changes from a
dextro rotation, [a]54Qi + ll*^, to a Isevo rotation, the

reducing power, expressed as glucose, rises from less

than 0 5 per cent to about 10 per cent, and there is

a rapid fall in the relative viscosity (tj) of the solution

from 2 9 to a value only slightly greater than the
enzyme buffer mixture (1*0) The enzymic inactiva-

tion of the d -substance is accompanied by an increase

m primary ammo-groups, estimated by van Sly^ke’s

procedure, from a value less than 1 per cent of the
total nitrogen of the x'^reparation to about 13 per cent

in the hydrolj^sed material. Similarly, a-ammo-acids,

equivalent to rather less than this amount of the
total nitrogen, are liberated durmg the decom-
position.

The experiments are being extended m an attempt
to relate the different chemical changes* observed
with the action of smgle enzymes, and the specific

serological characters with known chemical con-

stitution. The use of enzymes to degrade other

serologically^ active mucopolysaccharides and mucoids
IS under investigation.

1 Schiff, F., Kim. Wochschr
, 14, 750 (1935). J. Infect Bis , 65, 127

(1939)
“ Maschmann, Biochem Z

, 295, 391 (1938). Oakley, C. L., Warraek,
H. G , and van Heyningen, W. B., J. Bath, and, Bact

, 58, 229
(1946).

® Eobertson,W V B., Ropes, M W , and Bauer, W., Amer J Physiol
,

126, 609 (1939) Meyer,K
,
Hobby, G. L., Obaffee, E., and Dawson,

M. H., J. Bxp Med
,
’,1, 137 (1940).

* Meyer, K , vSmyth, E., and Palmer, J
, J Biol. Chem

, 119, 73 (1937).
Landstemer, K. , and Harte, 11 A , J Bxp Med

, 71, 551 (1940).

Morgan, W. T J., and King, H. K., Bwchem. J
, 37, 640 (1943)

Morgan, W. T. J., Bnt J. Exp. Path
, 24, 41 (1943).

* Morgan, W. T. J
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, 25,
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and Watkins, W, M , Bni. J, Exp.
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,

Biochem. J., 88, X (Proc.) (1944). Morgan, W T. J
,
and Waddell,

M. B. R., Brit J. Exp. Path., 26, 387 (1945).

THE NUFFIELD FOUNDATION

TBDE first report of the trustees of the ISTuffield

Foundation, covermg the three years ended
March 31, 1946, recapitulates the mam objects of the

Foimdatxon, and indicates briefly the general policy

and procedure which have governed the drawing up
of the programme for the years 1944-45 to 1949-50

covering five main fields : the medical, the natural

and the social sciences, fellowships and similar awards
and the care of the aged poor. Total grants made
by the Foundation duriag these three years amoimt
to £882,820, and the policy and details of grants in

the particular fields are described further in separate

sections of the report.

In regard to medical sciences, the Foundation
seeks to assist, first, the proper understandmg,
definition and maintenance of the optimum condi-

tions of health in varying human circumstances, and
secondly, the proper relation between preventive and
oumtive medicine. The Foundation has co-operated

in the fulfilment of the Umversity of London’s plans

for the creation of an Institute of Child Health by
endowing the whole-time professorship to be held by
the director of the Institute ; but, in view of th©

sums made available by the Gkivemment for dis-
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tribution by the University Grants Committee in aid

of medical education, the Foundation does not pro-

pose, for the present at least, to make any further

grants m support of such departments. After
approachmg, early in 1944:, the Umversities of
Durham, Glasgow and Manchester and learnmg of

their plans for developing departments of teachmg
and research in industrial health, the Foundation
decided to offer grants totalling £40,000 each to

Durham and Glasgow and £70,000 to Manchester,
spread over ten years, to enable the universities to

develop their schemes as soon as smtably qualified

staffs could be secured The Universities shared with
the Foundation the view that such departments
must work in the closest co-operation with the

Factory Department of the Ministry of Labour and
National Service, the Industrial Health Besearch
Board and local mdustries. The Umversity of Man-
chester has now created a full professorial department,

and the University of Durham has instituted a
Department of Industrial Health as a first step

towards the realization of a scheme for a combmed
department dealmg with both social medicine and
industrial health m close association with the existing

department of child health. At the University of

Glasgow, a sub-department of industrial health has
been created inside the Department of Public Health.

A grant has also been promised by the Foundation
towards the research side of the combined industrial

health and rehabilitation scheme at Slough, while m
the field of dental health grants have been offered to

the Sutherland Dental School, Durham, the Guy’s
Hospital Dental School, the Turner Dental School,

Manchester, and the School of Dentistry at the
University of Leeds. Grants have also been made to

the University of Oxford m aid of the Nuffield

Laboratory of Ophthalmology, and for research on
nasal catarrh at the University of Manchester and
the Manchester Royal Infirmary.

In regard to the natural sciences, the main concern
of the trustees is to encourage and assist basic studies

m universities by providing resources in advance of
normal university standards, and durmg the present

period most attention has been given to the physical

sciences. Grants have been made to the Department
of Physics, Umversity of Birmingham, in aid of

research to be earned out m Prof. M. L. E. Oliphant’s

department ; to the Department of Natural Philo-

sophy, University of Glasgow, for research work
which Prof. P. I. Dee is developing m nuclear

physics ; to Birkbeck College, London, for the
research laboratory on biomolecular studies which is

being established under the direction of Prof. J. D.
Bernal ; and to the Department of Physics, Univer-
sity of Manchester, to expand and improve the
technical laboratory services for research work on
cosmic rays under Prof. P. M. S. Blackett. Grants
to the Clarendon Laboratory at Oxford amountmg
to £64,000 over eight years will be an extra endow-
ment for additional research fellowships, special

technical a^istants and the purchase of special

research equipment and material. A grant of £1,500
a year for five years has been allotted to the Cavendish
Laboratory for a special research fellowship for Dr,
E. Otowan to enable him to continue his work at
the Laboratory and to contribute to the cost of his
work on fundamental problems of the metallic state.

The Foimdation has iso placed at the disposal of
the University of Cambridge a grant of £10,000 over
a period of five ymm towards the cost of a joint
mv^igation by the School of Agriculture and the

Laboratory of Engmeermg on the mechamcal pro-

perties of soil. This grant is mtended to meet the
salaries of qualified scientific assistants, laboratory
assistants and the provision of special material and
eqinpment
In regard to the social sciences, which the Founda-

tion mterprets as implying dismterested scientific

study of the structure and operation of human
society, of the part played by individuals and groups
of individuals in social organisations, and of the

impact and effects on mdividuals of social institutions

and relations, the trustees have so far been able to

do little more than settle the broad outimes of the
policy to be followed. It is intended that the funds
earmarked for this purpose shall be used mainly m
assisfcing selected umversities to improve their staff

and facilities for social and economic research,

particularly for the realistic and quantitative mvesti-
gation of social and economic problems. Where
possible, encouragement will be given to mvestiga-
tions involving team-work by experts in different

fields. In selecting universities, the trustees will look
m the first place for men and women mterested in

realistic research and capable of buildmg up vigorous
research schools. Occasionally support will be given
to the teaching and research activities of non-
umversity bodies of high academic repute, and grants
promised during the period covered by this report
include an annual grant of £3,000 for five years to

the general budget of the National Institute of
Economic and Social Research, a similar grant to the
Population Investigation Committee towards its

programme of research into population problems,
and grants to a total of £10,000 over five years to be
used for scholarships at the National Administrative
S-taff College to students of merit who, without
assistance, could not attend the College,

Descnbmg the policy of fellowships, scholarships
and similar awards to which the trustees proposed
to devote a substantial portion of the Foundation’s
income, the report refers to visitmg lectureslups,
secondmg and interchange of teachers and others,
and collaboration with the Dominion Students’ Hall
Trust as includedm the programme. Schemes already
instituted mclude the Nuffield medical fellowships m
social medicine, child health, mdustrial health, and
psychology, Nuffield dental fellowships and scholar-
ships, an offer of £5,000 towards the interchange
training scheme of the British Committee for the
International Exchange of Social Workers and
Administrators, the Colonial Servuce Scholarships
and a similar, limited scheme for officers of the Sudan
Government Service, a programme of Dommion
medical travelliug fellowships to facilitate post-
graduate training and experience in Great Britain,
awards for six Maltese demonstratorships and for a
number of Alderney training bursaries.

In regard to care of the aged poor, the Foundation
has sought first to provide itself with a proper basis
of knowledge on which to decide future action, and
has initiated a survey of the problems of ageing and
of the care of aged people, under a committee of
which Mr. B. Seebohm Rowntreo is chairman, with
a medical sub-committee on the causes and results
of agemg under the chairmanship of Dr. A. S. Parkes.
A grant of £20,000 has been accepted by the Univer-
sity of Cambridge for an investigation at the psycho-
logical laboratory under Prof. F. C. Bartlett, which
will deal with the characteristics and changes of
human functions associated with different age-groups^
with particular reference to adult groiqis.
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Among miscellaneous grants, the report refers to one
of £9,000 to the Imperial Agricultural Bureau to

accommodate the Empire potato collection, and one
of £1,500 to the Medical Research Society to permit
purchase of the assets of the journal Ghnical Science

and to prevent a rise in price of the journal during

the next five years.

UNITED STATES NATIONAL
MUSEUM

REPORTS FOR 1944 AND 1945

The extensive work carried out by the United
States Kational Museum m the mterest of the

war effort is an outstanding feature of the report for

1944 (Washington, D.C. : Gov. Printing Office, 35

cents). Under the heading, “The Museum m War-
time”, the chief of the departmental services rendered
are described. Some of these include the followmg :

Dr, Kellogg’s preparation (for the National Research
Gomicil) of text and illustrative matter relative to

monkeys known to be vsusceptible to infection, by
malarial parasites

;
the supply to various organisa-

tions of the Services of information regarding the
identification and distribution of mammals involved
in the transmission of diseases ; the provision of

information relatmg to the habits of certain mosqui-
toes, mites and ectoparasites sent m for identification

by various Army and Navy units , the supply (to

Army and Navy medical and other trainmg centres

throughout the country) of several hundreds of

specially mounted specimens of insects and Acarma
species involved m human health problems ; sugges-

tions for tropical and Arctic clothing ; information
regarding water supply and population statistics of

the Caribbean Islands, house types in Burma, and the
degree of western mfiuence in certain Pacific islands

and in the Philippmes ; the provision of information

(based on collections in the Department of Anthro-
pology) regardmg the resources of certam strategic

areas, and so on.

During 1944, Dr. G. A. Cooper concluded his field

studies on the stratified rocks of Sonora, and it is

reported that the results of his work (to be published

shortly) will assist in the location of new mmeral
areas. Dr. Cooper also finished field-work on a proj’ect

concerned with the Devonian sub-surface geology of

Illmois, and information has been obtained which
will be useful for the oil development of that and
neighbourmg States. Other work connected with the
Department of Geology included the continued
supervision by W. F. Foshag of surveys for strategic

minerals in Mexico.
Under the section of the report dealing specifically

with the activities of the Department of Geology,
reference is made to the present-day scientific value
of plaster casts of type fossils

—
“in view of the

destruction taking place m foreign museums”. In
this connexion, mention is made of a cast of the
lEnglMi Carboniferous crinoid, Poteriocrinites crassus

MiBer, received as a gift from the British Museum
(Nater^l !l6E^ory). The holotype and only specimen
of th^ in the Bristol Museum, which

destroy^ by enemy action during the War,
The' report etefe with a 28-page list of acc^sions,

and a lirt of the Idnseum’s publications issued durmg
the fis<^ year ^943-44- ,

The report for 1945 of the United States National
Museum (25 cents) comments on the necessity for
additional housing space if the progressive work of
the Musemn is not to be hindered. In this connexion,
allusion is made to the wealth and utility of the
Museum’s scientific materials in the future develop-
ment of American natural resources, agriculture and
industry". Congress has already authorized the
addition of wings to either end of the Natural History
Building as soon as public buddmg projects are
possible, and now plans for separate buildings for
engmeermg and industries and for American history
have been estimated for authorization. The proposed
engmeermg and industries buildmg would take the
place of the present arts and industries buildmg,
which IS, to quote the report, “an antiquated brick
structure ... no longer suitable for modern
installations m museum display”.

JOHN INNES HORTICULTURAL
INSTITUTION

ANNUAL REPORT

Those who are acquainted with the limitations
of space under which the John Innes Horti-

cultural Institution has laboured in past years wdl
welcome the forthcommg transfer to its new site at
Bayfordbury Park, Hertfordshire, already described
m Nature (166, 586 ; 1945).

The thirty-sixth annual report of the Institution,
for 1945, covers a very wide field of investigation.
The replacement of existmg virus-infected, low-

yielding clonal stocks of raspberries is a pressing
necessity. M. B. Crane’s work on high-yieldmg Fi
families of seedling raspberries promises to provide a
rapid method of producing virus-free seedlmg stock
of sufficient uniformity. He records that the yield
of the best hybrid family is 60 per cent higher than
that of a selected stock of Norfolk Giant. Further
extensive trials of families planted m 1945 have
been bred for greater uniformity, especially in respect
to firmness and colour of fruit.

Several investigations on the tomato are in progress

;

A. G. Brown, workmg on hybrid vigour, reports m
all cases considerably higher yields from families

than from either parent. A breedmg mvestigation
aimed at combming high yield with early maturity
is in progress. Dr. D. Lewis is endeavourmg to obtam
a degree of frost hardiness m hybrids derived from
crosses between certam wild species of tomato,
collected from high altitudes in Peru, and cultivated
varieties. Messrs. W. J. C. Lawrence and J- Newall
have shown, notably m tomatoes, that earlmess and
total yield depend to a remarkable degree on seedlmg
treatment designed to avoid any cheek to rapid
development. Factors of great importance are the
minimizing of root disturbance by pricking out small
seedlmgs directly mto pots, and the employment of

pots sufficiently large to allow unrestricted root

development. Further experiments show the impor-
tance of adjustmg the fertilizer balance and concen-
tration in the seedlmg compost to an optimum level,

and the feeding of root-bound plants with a balanced
fertilizer prior to transplanting. In winter, howev»,
the influence of reduced light intensity in glasshouses
is shown to be of over-ridmg importance, ou4-

wei^ihg all other factors.
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Tlie production, m certain varieties of apple, of

diploid pollen by heat-shock treatment of the pollen
mother cells has enabled Dr. D. Lewis to raise tnploids
from diploid varieties, mcluding varieties Horthem
Spy and Beauty of Bath. The mdueed tnploids
have the marked advantage, in a highly heterozygous
plant, of possessing a complete diploid genot^'pe
from one parent, while segregation m the female
parent provides for limited var*iation. Tnploids
from Northern Spy should provide a vigorous
rootstock immune to woolly aphis.

Br. A. J. Bateman, workmg on the isolation

requirements of crops grown for seed, has demon-
strated that, m ail crops mvestigated, contammation
between adjacent blocks of varieties falls to I per
cent or less at a separation of 150 ft., even m condi-
tions imder which it is most favoured, m both wmd-
and insect-pollinated crops. He suggests that
growers’ reports of serious contammations over
distances of furlongs or even miles are better explamed
by contammation in a previous generation masked
by dommance or genic interaction.

Dr. C. B. Darlington, the director, refers to work
on the effects of X-rays on the pollen mother nuclei
of Tradescantia hracteata durmg meiosis. Low dosage
(45r.) led to end-to-end association of pairs of biva-

lents at metaphase, due not to breakage and reunions
between non-homologous chromosomes, but to

crossing-over between the segments of different

chromosomes usually regarded as non-homologous.
Breakage and reunion do occur, but exclusively
withm single chromosomes, to give centric or acentric

rings. This suggests that the chromosomes before
meiosis appear to behave as isolated units.

Further investigations upon which reports are

submitted include trials ofMerton varieties of cherries

and haricot beans ; trials ofbush and dwarftomatoes ;

mcompauibihty m poljrploids with reference to

(Enothera organensis
; mutation and the production

of self-fertile fruits m sweet cherries and (Enothera

;

the action of camphor, lactic acid, B.B.T., ‘Gammex-
ane’ and suiphonamides on cell division

,
primary

and secondary pairmg m polyploids ; artificial drying
of seeds in relation to viability and germination

;

interspecific sterility and mcompatibility in Bubus

;

the analysis of polygenic inheritance ; and breedmg
systems and genetic isolation with reference to
certain Antirrhinum species.

STRUCTURE AND MECHANICS
OF THE PROTOZOAN FLAGELLUM

Harley P. brown has made an important
contribution to our understanding of this sub-

ject {Ohio J. ScL, 45 , No. 6, 247; 1945). His
paper begins with an extensive and highly critical

review of the great amount of work already done on
the morphology of,, the flagellum, and more than a
hundred authors are mentioned.
An accoxmt is then given of the author’s own

investigations using the electron microscope. The
section gives useful advice as to the preparation
of the specimens for this new technique, and the
results are shown in twelve beautiful plates, each
with a micron scale. It is concluded that each
flagellum is of approximately umform diameter
throughout and consists of a denser axial core sur-
rounded by a less dense sheath, though in Euglma
and Astasia the core appears to consist of two closely

approximated fibres of equal size. The sheath
seems to contam, or to consist of, a spirally coiled

fibre surrounding the core. The flagella ofEuglena and
Astasia have also, along one side, wiiat appears to

be a single row of delicate filaments extending out

from the sheath , their length is about five or sis

tunes the flagellar diameter, namely, 1 *5-2-0 The
long flagellum of Ochromonas bears similar filaments

probably on all sides, but that of Ghilomonas is

devoid of filaments.

The mechanics of the flagellum is then considered

and investigated by mgemous experiments. The
motion of the flagellum was rendered visible by
mountmg m a viscous solution of methyl cellulose.

In every ease, the wave impulse travelled from the

base towards the tip, m a spiral course, producing
rotation of the tip. All these obser^^ations directly

support conclusions arrived at by A. G. Lowndes^.
A model flagellate was also constructed, and the

author swam completely immersed, gyratmg one or

both arms m a relatively narrow cone. These exi:)eri-

ments again confirm Lowndes’ hypothesis, and show
further that rotation of the gyratmg object is not
necessary for the production of a forward component,
smce mere g;^rration of an object (arm or flagellum)

can produce an effective locomotor force.

It is thus shown that Lowndes was correct in

statmg that
:

(a) the flagellum beats m spiral

undulations
; (6) the waves of contraction progress

from the base towards the tip of the flagellum, and
often merease m amplitude as they progress ; (c) the
flagellum serves to push, rather than to pull, the
organism through the water, although it arises from
the anterior end of the body ; (d) that rotation and
gyration of the body alone may account for the loco-

motion of many flagellates. .

This work should finally dispose of the view that

the flagellum acts as a tractellum and draws the
body forward. It constitutes one more reaction to

the scientific stimulus produced by Gray’s book
“Ciliary Movement”, W. R. G. Atxins

* LoMrades, A. G ,
Nature, 138, 210 (1936). Proc. Zoot Soc Land

,

114, 325 (1944)

EXPERIMENTAL MORPHOLOGY:
SHOOT APICES IN STERILE

CULTURE

I
N a paper of very considerable interest, Br. E. Ball

{Amer, J, Bot., 33 , No. 5, 301 ; 1946) has described

the development in sterile culture of shoot apices and
subjacent regions of Tropceolum majus and Lupinus
alhus. The work, which is directed towards the
solution of problems of development and differentia-

tion at the shoot apex, depends on a precise technique
of dissection, which is described, on observations of
the development of the experimental materials in

sjmthetic culture media, and on a detailed histological

examination of the growths eventually produced.
Br. Ball has been able to show that minute apical

segments, eomprismg the terminal meristem, will

grow m culture media and eventually develop into

entire plants. The shoot apex of Tropmolum^ which
has a lower respiratory rate than its subjacent
tissues, will only grow into a complete plant when
submerged in the agar medium. Comparable apices

of Lupinus, which have the highest respiratory rate

of the shoot, wdl only grow into complete plmts if

placed on the surface of the agar. Hence prim^r|^
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meristems are not all characterized by a low oxygen
consmnption. The polarity of shoot apices was not
altered by bemg orientated away from the vertical

position. Indeed, the evidence suggeststhat the shoot

apex controls the geotropic response of the subjacent

tissues.

Plants gro^\m from excised apices developed normal
though small vascular systems, that is, m circum-

stances m which the mfluence of the older vascular

tissues had been elimmated. Such development
demonstratesthe independent, self-deterniiiung nature

of the apical meristem.
Small segments ofthe tissues subjacent to the apical

region grew best in aqueous medium to which unauto-

claved coconut miUi had been added. Those of

Lupinus produced spherical masses that usually grew
by cambium-like zones considerably beneath the

origmal cut surfaces. Internally, this cambium
produced parenchyma and very shoyt tracheal

elements ,
externally, it produced parenchyma and

some cells that were apparently sieve-tube elements.

In contrast, the subjacent tissues of Tropceolum had
various regions of superficial cells that underwent
rapid mitoses. The end result was an irregular mass
of parenchymatous cells that only mfrequently
contained groups of tracheal elements. In neither

plant did the callus give rise to roots or buds. The
origmal polarity of these ^subjacent regions was not
retamed m culture.

The results obtained suggest that there is a decreas-

ing capacity for growth and development on proceed-

ing basipetally along the shoot. The indications thus
are that not all livmg plant cells are possessed of
unlimited capacity for development, full meristematic
potentiahly being restricted to a few tissues only.

The shootf apex possesses the greatest capacity for

development of the entire plant ; tissues subjacent
to the shoot apex possess this capacity to a limited

extent only. This interpretation is contrasted with
other suggestions m the literature that theoretically

every living plant cell is capable of producmg any
cell organisation characteristic of the species.

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES

PROF. H. H. PLASKETT dehvered his presidential

address on February 8, 1946, to the Royal
Astronomical Society, takmg “Astronomical Tele-

scopes*’ as his subject ; the address has now been
published {Mon. Not. Boy. Astro. Soc., 106, 1, 80).

There has been a tendency for some time to
behtti© the observational work that can b© carried

out at observatories in Britam, and some have
even expressed the view that m the mt©rests of
efficiency the university observatories should be
closed down. Others, while not quite so extreme
m their attitude towards British climatic condi-
tions, have suggested that ifmoney for new telescopes

should become available in Britain, these telescopes

should be erected in some more or less remote part
of the Commonwealth where better observmg condi-
tions prevail. Prof. Plaskett believes that these
views are fundamentally wrong, and submits an
alt^iiaiiv© view under a number of headings ; a
bri^ ofiMine of his proposals follows.

Most br^ches of astronomical research show the
necewity for h large telescope in Britam, and Prof.
Pladkiett ^ects the physical interpretation of stellar

spwtea as an ex^ple. Although we cannot ignore

the contributions made by astronomers and physicists

in other countries, the mterpretation of stellar spectra

was primarily a British achievement ; but the research
was seriously handicapped because of the lack of a
large reflector. It was impossible to apply the theory
of Fowler and Milne to the determination of the
temperature and pressure in the atmospheres of
mdividual stars since large reflectors, which alone
can supply high-dispersion stellar spectra, were not
available. As a result, the next step was taken by
Russell and Adams in 1928 at the Mount Wilson
Observatory with the stellar spectra obtained at the
coude focus of the 100-m. telescope. Theoretical
work both at South Kensmgton and at Mount Wilson
was carried out m the closest collaboration with
observers at the place where observational and
experimental material was available, and it is pointed
out that if imiversity observatories are moved from
Britam to more suitable climates, the theorists will

ultimately follow them. For this reason it seems
inevitable that the disappearance of British -university

observatories as centres of observational astronomy
would imply the disappearance of astronomy and
related branches of science. Prof. Plaskett pleads for

the estabhshment of at least one large telescope m
Britain, and after examinmg various kmds of tele-

scopes, concludes that the most suitable would be an
mstrument of the Sclunidt type with a mirror of

74-m. aperture, suitable for both direct photography
and slit-spectroscopy. The estimated cost with a
n-umber of accessories would be less than £100,000.

(Reference may be inserted her© to the announcement
by the president of the Royal Society at the openmg
of the Hewton tercentenary celebrations that the
Government has agi'eed to the construction of a

100-in. reflector. See Nature, July 20, p. 90.)

A suitable site for such a telescope should be
obtamed m a place remote from any of the universities

provided with their own observatories, and, as an
ideal arrangement, the astronomical activity of the

university and private observatories would be
centralized about this telescope. While undergraduate
instruction would still be contmued at the various

universities, graduate instruction would be carried out

primarily at this “Central University Observatory”.
Such centralization would permit of a department for

the study of applied optics which would have as its

primary function the theoretical study of various

forms of optical instruments. In addition, it would
permit of a modem laboratory for spectroscopic

research—a most important branch m connexion with
future developments in astrophysics. Various sug-

gestions are made with regard to the board ofmanage-
ment and other matters which are merely questions

of detail—easily settled once the principle of a central

university observatory is admitted.
Objections on the grounds of the unsuitability of

the British climate are considered, and Prof. Plaskett

shows that these are very much overdone. The fact

that Herschel, Lord Rosse and Common did such

excellent work with large instruments suggests that

seeing conditions in the British Isles are at least

comparable with those prevailing in other places

where large iostruments are used. The infrequency of

clear nights is also advanced as an argument against

large telescopes ; but, as Prof. Plaskett points out,

the less frequent the opportunities for observation,

the more efficient must be the mstrument and its

mounting to take advantage of these fleetmg oppor-

tunities. Indeed, the very rarity of suitable nighte

demands the best possible instrument.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

{Meetings marled with an asterisk * are open to the public)

Monday, November 25
Institute of Physics, London Branch (at the Royal Society,

Burlington House, Piccadillv, London, \V 1), at 5 30 p m—^Mr R C
Oldfield “Psycho-(ralvanic Reflex”

Institution of Electrical Engineers (at Savov Place, Victoria
Embankment, London, W C 2) at 5 30 p m —Discussion on “The
Heat Pump” (to be opened bv Mr J A Sumner)
M4NCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY (in Re\T10lds

Hall, College of Technologv, Manchester), at 5 30 p m—S'VTnposmm on
“Industry and Education” *

Institution of the Rubber Industry, Manchester Section
(at the Engineers’ Club, Manchester), at 0 15 pm —Mr Maldw>*n
Jones “The Impact of Plastics on the Rubber Industry”

Tuesday, November 26
Chadwick Public Lectxtie (at the Institution of Structural

Engineers, 11 Upper Belgra\ e Street, London, S 1), at 2 30 p m—
Prof H J. Collms ‘Some Aspects of Structural Engineering”
(Bossom Gift Lecture) *

ROYAL Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, T oudon, VTl), at
5 15 p m —Sir Harold Spencer Jones, F E S “Tliree Astronomical
Centenaries, 1, Tycho Brahe, Bom 1546” *

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Radio Section (at Savo\
Place, Victoria Embankment, London, \V C 2), at 5.30 p m—Dis-

cussion on “The Economics and Subjective Requirements of Television
Picture Sizes” (to be opened by Mr D C Birkmshaw).
ROYAL Anthropological Institute (at 21 Bedford Square, Lon-

don, \V C 1), at 5 30 p m—Dr Tozef Obrebski : “Changing Peasant
Culture in Poland”.

Society of Public Analysts and other analytical Chemists,
Physical Methods Group (at the Chemical Societv, Burlington
House, Piccadilly, London, W 1), at 6 p m—Annual General Meeting.
Short papers on “Polarographic Analvsis”.

Teleyision Society (at the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Savov Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W C.2), at 6 n m—
Mr C L Hirshman “Television Picture Quality”.

Society of Instrujient Technology (at the Roval Societv of

Tropical Medicine and Hvgiene, Manson House, 2f> Portland Place,

London, W 1), at 7 p.m.—ilr C H Jaques “Aircraft Instrumentation
in Test Eljung”.

Wednesday, November 27

Royal Society of Arts (at John Adam Street, Adelphi, London,
W C.2), at 5 p.m —Sir Stephen Tallents, K C M G “The Docu-
mentary Film” (Cobb Lecture)

Society of Chemical Industry, Microbiological Panel of the
Pood Group (at the Chemical Societv, Burlington House, Piccadillv,

London, W.l ), at 6 1 5 p m —Mr H. C S De Whallev and Miss M P.
Scarr “Micro-organisms m Raw and Refined Sugar and Intermediate
Products”

Chemical Society, Liverpool Section (joint meeting wuth the

Local Section of the Royal Institute of Chemistry, m the Chem-
istry Lecture Theatre, The Umversitv, Liverpool), at 7 pm.—^Mr

A. V Billinghame “The Development and Industrial Application of

Wetting Agents”.

Thursday, November 28
British Glaotological Society (at the Roval Geographical Societv,

Kensington Gore, London, S.\V.7), at 4 30 p.m.—General Meeting

,

at 5 15 p m.—Dr B Cwilong “Observations on the Incidence of

Super-cooled Water m Expansion Chambers and on Cooled Solid

Surfaces”
, Dr. M. Penitz “Descnption of the Iceberg Aircraft

Carrier and Experiments on the Bearing of the Medmnical Properties
of Frozen Wood Pulp upon some Problems of Glacier Flow”
Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at

515 p.m —Prof. H. F. Mott, F.R S. : “Problems before Theoretical
Physics, 2” *

Royal Statistical Society, Industrial Applications Section
Sheffield Group (in Room Bl, Department of Mechanical Engineer-
ing, The Umversitv, St. George’s Square, Sheffield), at 6.30 p.m—^Mr. D.
Hewman : “The Efficiency of 100% Inspection”.

Royal Photographic Society, Scientific and Technicai Group
(at 16 Princes* Gate, London, S W.7), at 7pm —Prof. G. I Finch,
F R S. : “Electron Diffraction and Surface Structure”.

Textilb Institute, Yorkshire Section (at the University, Leeds),
at 7 p.m.—^Mj. M. lipson : “Wool Research m Australia”

Society of Dyers and Colourists, West Riding Section (at
the Great Northern Victoria Hotel, Bradford), at 7.15 pm.—^Mr.

M. H. Wilkinson: “The Bleaching of Animal Fibres by Modem
Methods”.

Institution of Structural Engineers, Lancashire and
Cheshire Branch (at the College of Technologv, Manchester)—
Mr. H. E. Manning : “Developments in Reinforced Concrete Cooling
Towers”.

Friday, November 29
Institution of Mechanical Engineers (joint meeting with the

Royal aeronautical Society, at Storey’s Gate, St. James’s Park,
London, S.W.l), at 5 SO p.m.—^Mr. F. M. Green and Mj. J. E. Walling-
ton * “Aircraft Propulsion”.

Manchester Statistical Socibty, Industrial Group (at the
College of Technology, Manchester), at 6 30 p.m.

—

Dr. O. L. Davies :

**An Applicataon of Statistics in Chmnicai Rmardi”.

Society of Dyers and Colourists, Scottish Section (at St.

Enoch Hotel, Glasgow), at 7 p m.—Mr T Starkie “The Stnppmg
of Dved Textiles bv the Use of the Hydrosuiphite Compounds”.

Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W 1), at

9 p m.—Capt H L Hitchim • “Compasses—Past, Present and
Future”

Saturday, November 30

Institution of Chemcal Engineers, North-Western Branch
(m Reynolds Hall, College of Technology, Manchester), at 3 pm—
ilr. K. A. Sherwm ‘Concentration of Caustic Soda Solution

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
Applications are imited for the following appointments on or

before the dates mentioned „
HEA.D OF the Department of Applied Science and Emctro-

Technics, a Head of the Mathematics depaetoient, senior
Lecturers and Lecturers in Science (Phvsics, Chemistry, Engineer-

ing), and Senior Lecturers and Lecturers in Mathematics, at

the Roval ililitarv Acadcmv. Sandhurst—The Secretary Cu’ri

Commission, Burlington Gardens, London, W.l, quoting No. lb//'

(November 28). ^ _ ,

Principal Research Officer in the National Bureau for lursonnei

Research, Pretoria, to undertake personnel research in industry

—

The Scientific Liaison Officer, South Africa House, Trafalgar Square,

London, W C 2 (November JU). _ -r t

Lecturer in Chemical Engineering—The Registrar, Lough-

borough College, Loughborough. Leics (November 30).

Biochemist for a research appointment m the Coiirtaum institute

to investigate enzxTues and tissue metabolism in relation to rancer—
The Secretary', Courtauld Institute of Biochemistry, IVDddlesex Hospital

Medical School, London, W.l (November 30)
Lecturer (woman graduate) in Chemistry to a^icultmai ana

horticultural students—The Principal, Studley College, Studley,

Warwickshire (November 30) - x

Lecturer or Assistant Lecturer in Geography—The Registrar,

University College, Southampton (November 30)
Senior Assistant Teacher in the Mechanical Engineering

Department of the South-East London Technical Institute, Lew
Wav, London, S E 4—The Education Officer (T.l), County Hall,

London, S E.l (November 30) „ t •
-i ox «

Assistant Agricultur.xl Economist on the Teclmical Staff of the

Pronncial Agncultiiral Economics Semce, and a Lecturer and
Research assistant in Farm Economics in the Departmem of

Agriculture—The Registrar, Kmg’s College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
(November 30) „ -r,

.

Deputy Director, an Agricultural Chemist, a Plant Patho-
logist, an Agricultural Engineer, and an associate Professor
OF Entomology, m the Punjab Agricultural Service (Class I^Tne
High Commissioner for India, General Department, India House,

Aldwwch, London, W C 2, quoting Ref. No 25S/2S4 (November 30).

Laboratory Technician in the Department of Physiology

—

The Registrar, The University ,
Liverpool (November 30)

Assistant for research m connexion wuth the nutrition and meta-

bolism ofrummants—The Secretary, Hannah Dairy Research Institute,

KirkhiU, Avr <No%’ember 30). , _ ^
Speech Therapist—^The County Medical Officer, Coimty Offices,

Lincoln (November 30). ^ c xx. -r^ x
Lecturer in Chemistry—The Clerk to Governors, South-East

Essex Techmcal College, Longbndge Road, Dagenham, Essex (Decem-

ber 2).

Senior Assistant (wuth good Honours Degree m Phvsics or Chem-
istry’) for day and evening Science and Telecommunication Clares
(senior)—The Education Officer (T 1), County Hall, London, S E.l

(December 3). ...

Teachers of (a) Civil and Mechanical Engineering, (5) Mathe-
matics AND Physics, at the South-East London Technical Institute,

Lewisham Way, London, S E 4—The Education Officer (T.l), County
Hall, London S.E 1 (December 5)

Lecturer in Dairy Farming at Massey Agricultural College,

Palmerston North, New Zealand—The High Commissioner for New
Zealand, 415 Strand, London, W.C 2 (December 5) . .

Lecturer in Anatomy—The Registrar, The Umversity, Man-
chester (December 9) . , , xi.

fellowship in Mathematics which will be held jointly with a

Lectureship at Trmity College—^The College Secretary, Balliol College,

Oxford (December 9). tt -x
Lecturer in Physical Chemistry—The Registrar, University

College, Leicester (December 9), ^
Lecturer in entomology, and a Demonstrator in Entomology

—^The Secretary, Imperial College of Science and Technology, South

Kensington, London, SW-7 (December 9) ^ ^ ^
Lecturer to work m the Cancer Research Department of the

School of Medicine on the effects of X-rays on tissues—The Registrar

The University, Leeds 2 (December 11).

assistant Lecturers in (a) Pure Mathematics, (b) Physics,

(c) Organic Chemistry, (d) Physical Chemistry—The Registrar,

University College, Cathays Park, Cardiff (December 15)

Lecturer (Grade Ila or lib) m the Department of Brewing
AND Industrial Fermentation—The Secretary, The University

Edmund Street, Birmingham 3 (December 21).

Physicist—The House Governor and Secretary, Royal Infirmary,

Leicester (December 23). ^ ^ ^
Director of Cancer Research m the Medical School of the

Umversitv of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand—The General Secretary,

B.E.C.C ‘Society, 11 Grmvenor Crescent, London, S.W.l (Dunedin,

December 31).
Assistant analytical Chemise (male)m the Government Analyst’s

Laboratory m Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia—The Secretary, Office of

the High Commissioner for Southern Rhodesia, 429 Strand, Lon#th^
W.C.^! (December 31). , ;

'
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Ae-chitectural Editor, and an Investigating Ofeicer—The

Secretary, E-oyal Commission on Ancient Monuments (Scotland),
14 Queen Street, Edinburgh 2 (January 2)

Posts in the Imperial Agricultural Bureaux of Soil Science, of
Dairy Science, of Horticulture and Plantation Crops, and of Pastures
and Eorage Crops (including Field Crops)—The Secretarv, Impenal
Agncultural Bureaux, 2 Queen Anne’s Gate Buildings, London, S W 1
(March 1).
Director m the Imperial Agricultural Bureaux of Animal Breeding

and Genetics, and of Forestry—The Secretary, Imperial Agncultural
Bureaux, 2 Queen Anne’s Gate Buildings, London, S W 1 (March 1)
Senior Lectttrbrs at the A^atal University College m Mathe-

SSATICS (Statistics) m Durban, in CHEinsTRY m Pietermaritzburg

—

The Secretary, Universities Bureau of the British Empire, 24 Gordon
Square, London, W.CA.
Assistant Agricttltural Economist, and an Investigational

Oeficbr—The Registrar, The University, Bristol 8
Lecturer in Physics—

T

he Registrar, Mumcipal College, Ports-
mouth
Physical Chemist for work in connexion with Steelmaking Slags,

and Refractories—^The Personnel Officer, Briti&h Iron and Steel
Research Association, 11 Park Lane, London, W.l, endorsed 'Chemistry
Department’
Lecturer in Chemistry—The Clerk, Northern Polytechnic,

Hollow^ay, London, N 7
Research Chemist m connexion with the study of problems of

fruit and vegetable preservation—The Director, Research Station,
Campden, Gibs
Research Assistant—The Secretaries, National Federation of

Dyers and Cleaners, 7 Laurence Poimtney Hill, Cannon Street,
London, E.C.4.
Assistant Lecturer in the Electrical Engineering Depart-

ment—The Head of the Electrical Engineering Department, City
and Guilds College, Exhibition Road, London, S \V 7
Laboratory Assistant (Grade I) m the Department op Physio-

logy—The Secretary, Bedford College for Women, Regent’s Park,
London, N W.l.
Research Superintendent, and an Information Officer—The

Director of Research, Printing and AUied Trades Research Associa-
tion, Charterhouse Chambers, Charterhouse Squaie, London, E C.l

Physicist wuth experience m electronic instruments or electronic
circuits, a Physicist or Engineer with experience in electrical (non-
electronic) or magnetic instruments, and Junior Physicists or
Engineers with expenence m electrical or electronic instrument
technology—The Director of Research and Secretary, British Scientific
Instrument Research Association, 26 Russell Square, London, W C 1.
Research Assistant to the Wheatstone Professor of Physics, to

teke part in biophysics research—The Secretary, King’s College,
Strand, London, W C 2.

Laboratory Assistant for the Official Seed Testing Station—The
Secretary, National Institute of Agricultural Botany, Huntington
Road, Cambridge.

LEOTtiRER IN Physics (with siibsidiarj’” Mathematics), and a
Lecturer in Mathematics (with subsidiary Physics)—The Registrar,
Merchant Venturers’ Technical College, Unity Street, Bristol 1.
Lecturers (2) in either Mechanical or Electrical Engineering

at the Bournemouth Municipal College—The Education Officer, Town
Hall, Bournemouth
Lecturer in Chemistry—The Principal, Kingston-upon-Thames

Technical College, Kingston Hall Road, Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey.

REPORTS and other PUBLICATIONS
(not included' in the montMy Books Supplement)

' Great Britain and Ireland

The Science of Relationships. Report of a Rural Life Conference
held atDowme House, Newbury, January 8-11, 1946. Pp. 72 (London
RuralLife Conference, G.M. House, 6 Salisbury Square, 1946.) 2s. [235
A.SC.W Memorandum based upon the Report of the Executive

Committee to the Twenty-ninth Annual Council. Pp. 16. (London :

Association of Scientific Workers, 1946.) [235
Atomic Energy and Social Progress, By William Paul Pp. 32.

(London : Commumst Party, 1946.) 6d. [275
University of Leeds . Department of Coal Gas and Fuel Industries

with Metallurgy. Report of the Livesey Professor (D.T A. Townend)
for the Se^ion 1944-45 Pp 20. (Leeds. The University, 1946.) [275

Select List of Standard British Scientific and Technical Books.
Compiled at th^equest of the British Council, Third edition, revised
and enlarged. Pp. 64. (London . Association of Special Libraries and
Information Bureaux, 1946.) [305
,

Physics. Twenty-sixth Annual Report of the Board,
1945. Pp 24 (London; Institute of Physics, 1946.) [305
L<mdon School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, incorporating

Institute. Report on the Work of the School for the Year
1944-45. Pp. 44. Notes on Malaria and its Control for Planters and

By Dr. G. Macdonald Pp. 61. (London . London School ofRy^neand Tropical Medicine, 1946.) [305
^ Health : Social Survey. Report, New Series No. 69 :

PteMwriR B^unisation. By Kathleen Box. 49. (London :

Mmfetry of Health, 1945 ) [305
of the Royal Lnsh Academy. Vol. 50, Section A, Nos.

T» Hsqpmments on the Conductivity of Atmospheric Air, by
A : The Removal ofRadon from Atmospheric

I1>- 233-260. 2s.A^o 16 Application of Quaternions to Lorentz
261-270. la. Vol. 50,

connection of IMrac’s Quantum-lKectro-dynamim and the^oiy of Radiation Damping. By P. G. Gormley
. Mmw. Pp, 271-272. n^i. (Dnbhn: Hodg^, Hggis andGo., London i Winhans Ltd., 1945.) £305

Other Countries

Bermce P. Bishop Museum. Occasional Papers. Vol. 18, No. 6
Notes on Samoan Elatend Beetles, with Desenptions of Tw^o New
Species By R H Van Zwaluwenburg. Pp. 95-102. Vol 18, No. 7
Aquatic Coleoptera of Oceama (Dytisidae, Gyrimdae and Palpicomia)
By J Balfour-Browne Pp 103-132. Vol. 18, No 8 . New Species
of Sucemea from Tahiti, with Remarks on other Polynesian Species
By C- Montague Cooke, Jr., and Wilham J. Clench Pp. 133-138
Vol 18, No 9 : Two New Storeus from the Philippines (Coleoptera
Cuiculiomdae) By Elwood C. Zimmerman. Pp. 139-144. Vol is’
No. 10 The Genus Lmqora (Rhodophyceae) in Hawaii. By Isabella
Aiona Abbott Pp 145-170. (Honolulu : Bermce P. Bishop Museum
1945 ) [174
Famme, Ratiomng and Food Policy m Cochin By K. G, Siva-

swamy
; and Medical Surveys, by Lieut.-Colonel T. S. Shastry. Pp

X -b 77 -f 35 -H 8 plates. (Royapettah, Madras . Servmdia Kerala
Rehef Centre, 1946 ) 3 rupees [234
Report on General Survey of British Somaliland, 1944. (Colomal

Development and Welfare Act, Economic Survey and Reconnaissance

)

Pubhshed under the authority of the IMihtary Government, Somaliland
Protectorate. Pp 12-1-17 charts. (Burao Government Press,
1945 ) 3a. [234
Smithsoman Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. 104, No. 29 : Sunspot

Changes and Weather Changes Bv H. H Clayton. (Pubhcation
3816 ) Pp. ii +29. (Washington, D.O : Smithsoman Institution,
1946

) [234
A Report on the International Control of Atomic Energy. Prepared

for the Secretary of State’s Committee on Atomic Energy by a Board
of Consultants, Washington, D.C Pp vni + 44. (Washington,
D C. Government Printing Office

,
London H M. Stationery

Office, 1946 ) Is. net. [254
Abridged Scientific Publications from the Kodak Research Labora-

tories Vol. 20, 1938 Pp 273 + vu Vol 21, 1939. Pp 380 + vi.

Vol. 22, 1940 Pp 278 + vii Vol 23, 1941. Pp 283 + vu Vol.
24, 1942 Pp. 391 + X. Vol 25, 1943. Pp. 443 + xu. (Rochester,
N Y. Eastman Kodak Co , 1939-1944.) [254

Transactions of the San Diego Society of Natural Hostory. Vol
10, No. 17: The Glossy Snake, Anzona, with Desenptions of New
Sab-species By Laurence M. Klauber. Pp. 311-398 + plates 7-8
Vol. 10, No, 18 Data and Field Notes on the Desert Tortoise. By
Chapman Grant. Pp 399-402. (San Diego, Cahf. . San Diego Society
of Natural History, 1946.) [294

K<eport of the Kodaikanal Observatory for the Year 1941. Pp. 4.

(Delhi * Manager of Publications, 1942 ) 3 annas
;

4(Z. [294
An Arithmetical Approach to Ordinary Founer Senes. By Aurel

Wmtner Pp 29. (Baltimore, Md The Author, Rowland Hall,
Charles and 34th Streets, 1945 ) 1.20 dollars [294
A New Concept of Intermolecular Forces. By Richard G. Wood-

bridge, III. Pp. 8. (Princeton, N.J : The Author, 120 Prospect
Avenue, 1946.) [294

Carnegie Institution of Washington. Year Book No. 44, July 1,

1944-June SO, 191:5 ;
with Administrative Reports through December

14, 1945 Pp. xxxiv + 12 + 196. (Washington, D.C. . Smithsoman
Institution, 1 945 ) [294

Records of the Department of Mineralogy, Ceylon Professional

Paper No. 2 . Ilmemte, Monazite and Zircon (Sessional Paper 6 of

1926, revised) ; Gems and Senoi-Precious Stones of Ceylon. By D. N
Wadia and L J. D Fernando. Pp. 44 + 4 plates. (Colombo . Ceylon
(Government Press, 1945.) [294

Carnegie Institution of Washington: Department of Terrestnal
Magnetism Scientific Results of Cruise VII of the (Jamegu during
1928-1929 under Command of Capt. J P Ault. Oceanography—4

:

The Work of the Carnegie and Suggestions for Future Scientific

Cruises. (Publication 571.) Pp. vu + 111. (Washmgton, D.C
Carnegie Institution, 1946 ) 1.50 dollars. [294

Annual Report of the Agricultural Meteorology Section, Indian
Meteorological Department, for the Year 1944-45. Pp m + 54.

(Poona: Indian Meteorological Department, 1946.) [294
Commonwealth of Australia * Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research. Bulletin No 189 ' Soils of the Bemqmn Irrigation District,

N.S.W. By Robert Smith Pp. 65. (Melbourne : Government Printer,

1945.) [294

Report of the Zoological Survey of India for the Years 1938 to

1941. Pp. Ixxxiu. (Delm * Manager of Publications, 1942.) 2.6 rupees

;

4a. [294

Memoirs of the Indian Museum. Vol. 13, Part 3 : Gobioid Fishes

of India, by F. P. Koumans ; A List of the Fishes known from the

Andaman Islands, by Albert W. C. T. Herre. Pp 205-404. 6 14

rupees ; 11s. VoL 13, Part 4 : Distribution, Host and Habits of the

Indian Serphoidea and Bethyloidea. By Dr. Hem Singh Pruthi and
M. S.Mam. Pp. 405-444, 2 rupees; 3a. (Delhi; Manager of Publica-
tions, 1941-1942.) [294

Colonial Institute at Amsterdam. Special Pubhcation No. 53
(Department of Tropical Hygiene No. 16) Health of White Settlers

in Siirmam By Prof. N H. Swellengrebel, m collaboration with E.
van der Kuyp. Pp. viii + 118. (Amsterdam : Colonial Institute

1940.) [25

Koninklijke Vereeniging ‘Koloniaal Instituut*, Amsterdam. Negen
en twintigste Jaarveislag, 1939 Pp. 129 + 6 plates. Dertigste
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INTERNATIONAL CONTROL OF
NUCLEAR ENERGY

The report on Scientific and Teclinical Aspects of

the Control of Atomic Enei^% which has been

issued by the Scientific and Technical Committee of

the Atomic Energy Commission*, is in some ways
rather disappointmg. Ignormg the possibilities of

distributing denatured atomic fuel discussed bv the

Lilienthal Board, the report merely concludes that

there is an intimate relation between the activities

required for peaceful purposes and those leadmg to

the production of atomic weapons ; most of the

stages which are needed for the former are also

needed for the latter. Safeguards are not regarded

as too difficult for the mining operations which are

of special significance as the first step in these

activities. Particular attention should be paid to the

installations in which concentrated nuclear fuel is

produced, since the product lends itself immediately

to the production of bombs. Unless appropriate

safeguards are taken at each of these stages, it will

be difficult to ensure ^at no diversion of material

or installation takes place.

ISTevertheless, the Committee does not find any
basis in the available facts for supposing that effective

control is not technologically feasible ; but the report

does not discuss the political feasibility of control or

recommend any system or systems by which effective

control can be achieved. Compared with Lord
CherwelFs statesman-like speech in the House of

Lords on October 23, the report is strangely diffident

and disappointing. There is lacking that sense of the

vital necessity of reaching some working agreement

to prevent the use of the atomic bomb in war which
perv^aded Lord Cherwell’s address, like that of the

utterances of so many other men of science on this

subject. Lord Cherwell regards the Baruch plan as

indicating a perfectly feasible approach, and he does

not fimch from the difficulty that any workable

scheme me^ntably involves a certam surrender of

that complete sovereignty which some nations are so

insistent to preserve. Without international inspec-

tion, there can be no security against individual

countries developing, producmg and perfecting these

bombs. A mere undertaking to refram from their

use will give no more security against their bemg
used than the Kellogg Pact undertaking to refram

from war prevented the outbreak of war in 1939.

Nor will a mere exchange of such information as a

coimtry chooses to divulge suffice. Either an inter-

national authority with the powers and the will to

act m the case of recalcitrance must be allowed to

inspect all the countries of the world, and to insist

on the cessation of any obnoxious activities con-

cerned with nuclear weapons, or wo must make up
our minds to an international arms race culminating

almost certainly in disaster.

This central issue was very clearly put by Lord
Cherwell. It is the essence of the problem which the

Atomic Energy Commission has to face, and it is a

* Scientific and Teclmical Aspects of the Control of Atomic Energy
Pp- V-F42. (Lake Success, K.Y. * XJmled ISTationg Dopartmefflt of
Pnhlic Informatton; London: KM- Stationery Office^
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fundamental reason for the Atomic Energy Act,

which provides for the national control and regulation

necessary for mtemational control. That much needs

to be remembered, for the attention rightly given in

the debates, both m the House of Lords and m the

House of Commons, to certain aspects of control as

it reflects research and development, may tend to

cause that fundamental purpose and reason for the

Act to be overlooked.

Lord Addison’s remarks in regard to research and

the importance of not domg anything to prevent

men of science exchanging ideas and developing

scientific experiments on sound Imes were m
line with the Prime Mmister’s speech m moving

the second readmg of the Bill, and the undertaldngs

which the Mmister of Supply gave at the Committee

stage, more particularly that a system of advisory

panels of men of science would be an integral part of

the administration of the Act, and that the ordinary

tools of the nuclear physicist should be made exempt
from its secrecy provisions. Loid Cherwell, however,

was lookmg for constructive proposals rather than at

the restrictions : be was concerned with the positive

methods the Minister would use to promote research

and development, and rightly warned the House of

the difficulty of prosecutmg research under Treasury

auspices. It had been universally agreed, he said,

that nuclear research could only be handled effectively

on university lines, giving the head of the department
the same freedom that a university professor enjoys

in engaging his own staff, determining their salaries

within reasonable limits, and directing their activities

according to their particular aptitudes and mterests.

Lord Cherwell’s concludmg observations were
once again in line with those of American men
of science. He thought it reasonable for

Parliament to impose restrictions on physicists for

the sake of saving humanity, but he distrusted

Clause 11 as it stood as appearing to inhibit dis-

cussion even among &ona fide colleagues, except in

so far as particular topics exempted by the Minister

are concerned. Finally, opposing the suggestion for

a special advisory committee, he remarked that while
it is important that the Ministers and Civil servants

responsible for governing the coimtry should have
some knowledge of science, it is not for the man of
science as such to rule, and he was confldent that
there were sufficient people in Parliament with
scientific knowledge to make a Minister’s life a burden
to him if he took a line in any scientific and technical

matter which is repugnant to scientific opinion.

What Lord Cherwell urged regarding the positive

promotion of the development of atomic energy was
even more strongly supported by Lord Samuel, who
inclined to an optimistic view on early developments,
and urged further its value for research both in

physics and medicine. ’While, however, what was
said in the House of Commons regarding the im-
portance of freedom for the exchange of scientific

knbwl^i%e as an essential part of scientific progress
W^ihout science will languish and die, even if

ih th4 pr^ent state of the world that condition
cohfiicts ^th the intorests of national and inter-
naAional seoujity, was fWly endorsed in the House of
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Lords, as already suggested, this may not be the first

issue at the moment. The essence of scientific pro-

gress is, as Lord Samuel obser\7'ed, freedom of

communication and the uiterchange of ideas. It

IS equally important to remember, as Lord Cherwell

indicated, that ethical considerations may impose
some limits on the use of the scientific method, and
while scientific men rightly stress the imperative

necessity of an early solution of the political problem
of control, there is an equal duty upon them to

consider the ethical issues involved, and whether m
the wider interests of science itself no less than of

humanity, a halt could not wisely be called in the

development of atomic energy for any purposes until

the governments of the world have been sufficiently

wise and realistic to work out an effective system of

control.

The minimum of control is that represented by
the proposals of the United States, and so long as

the U.S.S.R. refuses to agree to effective inter-

national mspection, suspicion will arise. Whether
the U.S.S.E). agrees or not, if the scientific and

technical committee decides that control can be

worked from the technical point ofview, the remaining

governments must see that a political body with

adequate powers of mspection is established. If, for

example, a world commission of experts were given

the proper status by selection from all nations, with

appointments irremovable except for misconduct as

is the rule for judges, and the special diplonoatic

status which would enable them to move freely m
all countries, it might be no long task for the Com-
mission to establish full confidence in its integrity,

impartiality and ability even among such nations as

are at present reluctant to agree.

Meanwhile Bussian opposition to the idea of an

international inspectorate and to the demand for

sanctions, unimpeded by any veto procedure, against

any nation violatmg the system of control, which is

a highly important part of the Baruch proposals,

should not lead us to overlook that the Lilienthal

plan on which those proposals were broadly based

may be more limited than at first appeared. The

Lilienthal Board was cautious in the claims which it

made for denaturing as a safeguard, and Mr. Baruch,

in presenting the American proposals, said that the

public had over-estimated the value of denaturing as

a safety measure, and that the use of denafured

materials would always require suitable safeguards.

Safe activities will, in ffict, probably be limited to

scientific reseaycb, including the operation of low-

energy piles and the use of radioactive material as

tracers, in which the quantities of active material

used are so small as not to be dangerous. If atomio

energy is to be developed on a large scale as a source

of industrial power, some fairly close system of

supervision by the international authority will be

essential to ensure that the denatured material which

it has supplied for those economic uses is not ben^

*re-natured’ so as to make it suitable for use in a

bomb.
The difficulties in providing such a system are

considerable, and even a sense of urgency and a. clear

political field would not make it easy for tlie Atomic
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Energy Commission to reach a rapid conclusion.

The formidable extent of the task whicii will face

the new authority will be apparent on the most
cursory consideration ; and while it has been freely

recognized in Great Britain and in the United States

that the method of carrying out the control entails

some sacrifice of national sovereignty, and it is

already clear that the Government would have the

support of all parties in Britain in agreeing to accept

such limitations, that is not yet umversal. Uor is the

generous gesture which the Umted States has made
in making its proposals been fully appreciated.

It is here that the ethical question may well arise.

The United States Govermnent is entitled to urge that

such a plan cannot be put into force in a day, that

it can only succeed in an atmosphere of confidence,

and that that confidence must be built up gradually ;

nor is it reasonable to expect the United States to

destroy its existing stock of weapons until such con-

fidence exists and the system is seen to be working

effectively- On the other hand, it is a reasonable

claim that so long as the United States retams its

freedom to produce and possess bombs, other coun-

tries cannot be bound not to produce them. That in

itselfmakes it difficult, if not impossible, for scientific

men to formulate any practical code of ethics which

would proscribe further work in this field until an
effective scheme of control had been formulated and
was working effectively.

It is significant that at the international con-

ference of atomic scientists held at Oxford last

July, Prof. J. M. Burgers expressed the hope that

an international body could be formed which would
emphasize that nuclear studies should be imdertaken

only for peaceful ends. There can be no doubt as to

the value of the pressure which a united front on the

part of scientific men could exert in this matter ; but

at the present time their professional organisations

are very far from being sufficiently comprehensive

and strong enough to afford the man of science the

anchorage he ne^ to exercise such influence. None
the l^s, to retard the development of atomic energy

even for peaceful ends for a few years mi^t well be

a small price for mankind to pay if it stimulated or

accelerated the elimination of the menace which the

existence of the atomic bomb will represent until a
system of control has begun to function smoothly.

The Oxford conference decided that the main
function of an international body at this time should

be to facilitate the rapid and acctirate exchange of

information ; and there can be no question that even

if such a moratorium were feasible, one condition

would he that there should be no interruption of

fundam^tal sdentiflc research. It would be inherent

in the formulation of any code of ethics for scientific

men that there must be the utmost freedom of

investigation and of communication, in the printed

book or periodical and in personal contact. The
expenditure on the improvement of scientific com-
munications in some of the ways considered at the

Empire Scientific Conference last June, or outlined

in proposals before the United Nations Educational

and Scientific Organisation, of a tithe of the sums at

pre^nt earmarked for the developmmt of atomic

energy, might in itself make no mean contribution

to the establishment of the confidence and goodwill

and the general political ‘climate’ m which effective

control of atomic energy or of other forms of warfare

can function. Prof. Mumford’s recent book,

^‘Programme for Siirvivar% and Lord CherwelFs

wise speech in the House of Lords should stir men
of science m general to fresh thmking on the whole

problem, and to fresh endeavour in practical

leadership.

A SOUTH AMERICAN
ANTHROPOLOGICAL SYMPOSIUM
Handbook of South American Indians

Edited by Julian H. Steward. (Smithsonian Institu-

tion : Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 143.)

VoL 1: The Marginal Tribes. Pp. xix-|~624+ 112

plates. Vol. 2 : The Andean Civilizations. Pp.

xxxm-f- 1035-1-192 plates. (Washington, D.C. :

Government Prmtmg Office, 1946.) Vol. 1, 2.75

dollars ; Vol. 2, 4.25 dollars.

More than a hundred contributors, all from the

Americas, have undertaken the task of pro-

ducing the five volumes of this Handbook, of which
the two under review are the first to appear; a
volume will be devoted to each of four cultural

divisions into which South America and certain

regions to the north have been divided : marginal

and hunting tribes from Terra del Euego up to north-

eastern Brazil , the Andean civilizations to the west

;

the tribes oftropical forests and savannah in the great

central areas of the sub-contment and on the east

coast ; and the circiim-Caribbean cultures to the north

and up the Isthmus to Honduras and along the

Antilles to Cuba. The fifth volume, designated the

comparative anthropology of the South American
Indians, will contam general summaries and com-
parisons of the various aspects of the cultures pre-

viously detailed. An arbitrary outline, arranged to

a standard sequence, has been foUowed by the con-

tributors of each article, to assure proportionate

brevity and facility of reference.

For each tribe there is an introductory passage,

often illustrated and including a geo^aphical sketch,

followed by an account of tribal divisions and history,

and sections detailmg the particulars of all the

activities and organisation of the tribe. The work,
well described in a foreword as monumental, is

intended to serve as a standard work of reference to

the scholar, a text-book for students and a guide to

the general reader ; these aims are fulfilled by the

employment of specialists in each field, who combine
a certain amount of new material with a revaluation

of much old.

Easeh article presents chronologically, in the form
outlmed above, the data available from earliest times
onwards through four hundred years of contact with
White civilization : to these archaeological and his-

torical horizons is added a foreground of ethno-

graphical description, and in consequence post-

contact change and the absorption of the tribes into

European civilization are revealed and traced in as

much detail as possible. Where information from
these three sources is more complete, and the scale

of tribal existence more considerable, sudh as in the
Andean area, it has been found possible to
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outluies from the earliest arciiseoiogicai beguinmgs,
through the Inca period, the Spanish conquest and
the post-conquest period to the present day. Such
an account as this, gathering into brief but compre-
hensive form all the recorded knowledge on the tribe

conceited, serves to present an agreeable and factual

history for the purposes of all readers. In the case

of certam tribes, the knowledge to be gathered is

very scanty and the account necessarily brief ; where,

for example, interest has ceased in post-contact

absorption owing to the cessation of obvious tribal

custom, such an account may be contained upon one
page : this, however, perfectly serves the purpose of

reference.

In the first volume, the marginal tribes are put
mto three divisions .* Indians of southern South
America, Indians of the Gran Chaco, and Indians of

eastern Brazil. Articles by well-known American
authorities on the seven southernmost tribes mclude
for the first time well-documented studies of the

Tehuelche and Puelche of Patagonia, and a collection

of the limited data available on the Poya culture.

By the reproduction of illustrations from a great

variety of sources, some of which are not readily

available, a full presentation of archseological back-
grounds is achieved, together with comprehensive
historical and modern ethnographic instances. The
work of Junius Bird is outstanding m this section.

One third of the first volume is occupied by a
study of the Gran Chaco by Alfred M6traux. It is a
fairand exhaustive accoimt of the numerous tribes

of the area, including their archseology and history,

and contains an extensive enumeration of sources ;

the many illustrations, from M4traux’s material and
from many other sources, help to produce an out-

standmg and authoritative contribution to existmg
works on this great area in the heart of the sub-

contment. A postscript is given by an account of the
present-day Indians of the Gran Chaco by Jnan
BelaieJ^.

In the remaining part of the first volume, the
tribes of eastern Brazil are as painstakingly por-

trayed, by northern and southern American authors,

the whole collection of articles using for reference a
large and intricate map compiled by Curt Nimuen-
daju.

The second volume deals with the Andean High-
lands and the Central, Southern and Northern Andes :

Wendell Bennett has contributed profusely illustrated

articles on the Andean Highlands and the archaeology

of the Central Andes, which alfe followed by aceoxmts
of the Cupisnique, Salinar, Mochica, Cuzco, Inca,

Quechua, Aymara and Uru-Chipaya cultures. The
post-contact development of Inca culture under
Spanish rule is admirably analysed by George Kubler,

and the modern Quechua are discussed in the light

of hitherto unpublished field-work by Bernard
Mishkin. In these articles the balance of archaeology,

history and ethnology is more evenly kept than is

possible in many other instances, and examples of

ancient and modern crafts and material processes are

laid out in 120 plates and 48 text-figures.

Studies by Junius Bird on the North Chilean cul-

ture ^quence and the historic inhabitants of the
region preface accounts of the Southern Andes con-
tdlbutfid by Bennett, Samuel Lotbrop, Gordon

John Cooper and other authorities. The
NorUiem Andean region is explored in detail in

articles whidh follow an account of Ecuador by
Bcmald Comec^ in wtpch summaries of most recent

work—^includiag some imdertaken during the Second

World War—are of great interest : Collier shows, for

example, on Plate 159, Cerro Narrio pottery dis-

covered in stratigraphic testing m 1941, diirmg which
an early period and a late period were revealed,

which merged mto Inca. The articles on Columbia,
among contributors to which is Alfred Kroeber, will

be essentially supplemented by Vol. 4, dealmg witli

the circum-Canbbean tribes, which mclude Lowland
Columbians, Venezuelans and AntiUans.

< The Handbook m its entirety will prove a work of
frequent reference to all interested m the study of
the peoples of South America. R. W. Feaoeosm

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
GOVERNMENT

Diplomacy by Conference
Studies in Public Affairs 1920-1946. By the Rt. Hon.
Lord Hankey. Pp. 180. (London : Ernest Benn,
Ltd., 1946.) 125. 6d. net.

'^r^HE timing of publication of Lord Haiikey’s books
JL IS masterly. The publication of his Lees Emowles

Lectures last year synchronized with debates on
science and national defence in the light of the
implications of atomic warfare. “Diplomacy by
Conference” now appears almost simultaneously with
a new White Paper, “Control Organisation for

Defence”, which gives expression to many ideas

advocated by Lord Hankey in both books. The title,

however, gives no mdication t|iat this new volume,
like the first, is a contribution to the whole theory
and practice of government under the searchmg
demands not only of war but also of peace. The
book IS, as the sub-title indicates, a series of studio
m public affairs, lucidly and vividly presented, and
of profound interest to the ordinary citizen as to the

historian or statesman. From the first, to which the

book owes its title, to the last which looks to the

future control of external affairs, they are lUmnined
by shrewd comment, keen observation and a haman
touch, and should go far to assist m the formation of

a sound opimon on the working of the United Natioi^
Organisation, the machmery or organisation for

defence or the reform of the Foreign Service.

Diplomacy by conference. Lord Hajokey b^eheves, has

come TO stay, and his personal experience leads him
to regard elasticity of procedure, small numbers,
informahty, mutual acquaintance, if not personal

friendship among the principals, a proper perspective

between secrecy in dehberation and publicity in

results, reliable secretaries and interpreters as the

most important factors in success, and which are

the more essential the more delicate the subjects.

The first essay, based on a lecture to the British

(now the Royal) Institute of International Affairs

m November 1920 and afterwards printed in the

Round Table, is followed by a study of the evolution

of the British machinery of government on the level

of the Privy Coimcil, the Cabinet and the Committee
of Imperial Defence. The third essay discusses the

Cabinet Secretariat in its historical perspective,

although written before the dramatic discovery by the

late Sir John Forfeescue of the papers, including many
Cabinet Minutes, of King George in and Georg© IV,

as described in the second essay. The fourth e^y,
on the Committee of Imperial Defence, has much in

common with the Lees Knowles Lectures of 1945,

and it is interesting to note that Lord Hankey^st
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stout championsliip of this system and firm rejection
of the alternative idea of a Combmed Gener^ Staff
finds fresh support in the commentary included m
the recent Wliite Paper, which mdicates that a close

study of captured German archives demonstrates the
inferiority of that system owmg to the dangerous
antagonisms caused by the cleavage between planning
and execution nuilifymg any theoretical advantages
of the German system. The remainmg four essays
briefiy survey the study of disarmament, the problems
of mtemational forces, the Bommions and the War
and the future of imperial defence.
Through these, as through the whole book, sounds

a subdued note of hope that is most opportune in a
world sadly perplexed by the wranglings in the
United hTations Organisation and the Peace Con-
ference. “If success should be slow in coming,’’
writes Lord Hankey in his foreword, “if there are
setbacks or even breakdowns, we must not be dis-

heartened. We must remember that we are tackling
problems that have baffled mankmd throughout the
ages. The perspective and vision of the historian
are in these pages joined with the vision, judgment
and administrative experience which Lord Hankey
has for so long brought to the service of Bntam.

R. Bbightman

INFINITESIMAL CALCULUS
Vorlesungen iiber Differential- und Integralrech-

nung
Von Prof. A. Ostrowski. Band 1 : Funktionen einer
Variablen. (Lehrbucher und Monographien aus dem
Gbbiete der exakten Wissenschaften, 8.) Pp. xii4-373.
(Basel : Verlag Birkhauser, 1945.) 47.50 Swiss
francs.

TBDE book IS based on a series of lectures on
infinitesimal calculus given regulaily for more

than seventeen years in the University of Basle.
This, the first volume, contains a course intended for
those whose mam mterest is in the applications of
the calculus, and to this end it is freed as far as
possible from what such students might reasonably
regard as ‘unnecessary subtleties’. Also the proofs
of certam theorems, when too lengthy, are deferred to
the second volume. Nevertheless, the course is full,

clear, and sound in its foundations.
It is particularly interesting to find adopted the

sequence which corresponds not only with the logical
but also with the historical development, namely, the
introduction of the defimte integral in its own right
before any mention of derivatives. Thus the follow-
ing are evaluated directly from the definition of a
definite integrsd.

J (ax 4- 6)dfe, J Bxnxdx, J x^dx,
« a a

Clearly such a procedure focuses attention on the
fun<^mental nature of the integral, and also makes
a direct appeal to the student’s appreciation of the
problem to be solved.

There atre also some inter^ting remarks on ‘learn-
ing’ and ‘understanding’. The usually accepted
object in learning mathematics is to understand.
This last word has various meanings. One can be
said to understand a mathematical rule

: (1) when
one can apply it ; or (2) when one has tested every
link in the chain of reasoning by which it is devised ;

t
or (3) when one can rediscover this chain of reasonmg

unaided. The third sense is the one properly appli(*-

able m mathematics.
The contents of the book are as foliow's : (1)

introductory
; (2) limits ; (3) continuous functions

and definite integrals ; (4) dern-atives ; (5) technique
of differentiation ; (6) technique of mtegration ; (7)

applications to mathematics.
The author claims to put clarity before elegance

To say that he has succeeded might convey a false

impression. In fact, he has combined felicitously'

both quahties.

The printmg is excellent and there are plenty of

reasonably easy exercises.

L. M. IMiLisTE-Thomson

THE CALIFORNIA GROUND
SQUIRREL

The California Ground Squirrel

A Record of Observations made on the Hastings
Natural History Reservation- By Jean M. Lmsdale.
Pp. xi4-475. (Berkeley and Los Angeles, Calif. :

University of California Press ; London : Cambridge
University Press, 1946.) 5 dollars.

The Californian ground squirrel, Gitellus heecheyi

(Richardson), seems to have received more atten-

tion than any other wild animal in California,

probably owing to the fact that cultivation is often

followed by an enormous increase m its numbers.
The observations recorded in the present work were
made during the period October 1937-44, mainly
on the Hastings Natural History Reservation, an
area of grassland in Monterey County, California,

ranging from about 1,500 to 2,750 ft. in height, and
free from artificial disturbance. The author studied
the habitat and general behaviour of this squirrel

and devoted particular attention to the manner m
which it adapts itself to changes in its environment.
The species seems to have deep permanent burrows,

in which it is able to survive for several months
under unfavourable conditions, but when the ground
IS brought under cultivation the squirrel rapidly
spreads and occupies new areas. It is largely diurnal
in its habits, but adults may spend as long as eight

months dormant in there burrows each year. In
some areas there is httl© indication of dormancy, but
on the Reservation the season when it occurred
ranged from June to March and included extremes
of hot-dry and cold-wet conditions.

A special chapter is devoted to methods of com-
munication—sounds, visual signals and scent—and
to the receptive senses of these squirrels ; also their

mannerisms, activity and food are d^enbed in detail.

This animal, like many other rodents, serves as a
reservoir of the plague bacillus, but there is evidence
in support of the view that latent infections do not
last more than on© or two months, '3iie reproductive
activities are found to be closely synchronized with
seasonal changes in the climate, and only a few weeks
each year are really suitable for regular activity

above ground. During this period young ones appear
at the surface.

The anatomy and general characters of the species

are described in detail, special attention being given
to the pelages and moults, as hitherto no adequate
account of this has been available.

This monograph collects together a wide series of
observations on very diverse aspects of the Cali-

fornian ground squirrel, and ihe results will be
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of interest to students of maimnaiiaii natural history.

It is unfortunate that the reproduction of the numer-
ous photographs m some cases leaves much to be
desired.

One wonders, however, especially these days of
paper shortage, whether it is necessary to record
observations in such very great detail. The chapter
on mannerisms, for example, comprising forty-two

pages, devotes six pages to attitude, nearly three

pages to locomotion, and three to scratchmg, with
a tabular summary of the parts of the body scratched
and the manner m which it is performed. This is

followed by five pages on wariness, seven pages on
response to trapping, etc., the chapter concluding
with nearly eight pages on sanitation. This is a far

cry from the original observations on the animal m
Captain Beechey’s account of the visit of H.M.S.
Blossom to Monterey in 1826 (vol. 2, p. 80) that
“The fields are burrowed also by the ardillo, a species

of sciuruSf rather a pretty animal, said to be good to

©at”. Its edibility is not mentioned in the present
volume. E. Hinble

PENICILLIN AND ITS CLINICAL USES
Penicillin

Its Practical Application. Under the general editor-

ship of Prof. Sir Alexander Fleming. Pp. xi + 380.

(London : Butterworth and Co. (Publishers), Ltd.,

1946.) 30^. net.

This is a general guide to the use of penicillin

and IS intended mainly for students, general
practitioners and junior hospital medical officers.

In order that every application may best be demon-
strated, Sir Alexander Fleming has delegated to an
imposing selection of experts the task of representmg
the specialized aspects of penicillin therapy. The
book is, in effect, a collection of articles, and the
authors, each in an understandable desire to present
a complete picture, have overlapped considerably

;

and although not contradicting each other, there is

an occasional discrepancy in dosage prescribed for
the same condition by different people.

There are two sections ; the first is an introduction
with articles by Sir Alexander Fleming on the
history and development of pemcillin and on bac-
teriological control of therapy, and by others on
chemistry and manufacture, pharmacy, pharmacology
and methods of administration ; the second section
is purely clmical.

The chnieal section contains twenty-one articles,

some excellent, all covermg adequately the chosen
subjects, which range from war wounds through
infective processes in every organ and viscus to
animal diseases. A most useful article for its guide
to dosage is that on generalized mfections by Mr.
R. Vaughan Hudson. There is a tendency by some
of the other writers to give, in the reviewer’s opinion,
too small doses.

Sir Alexander Fleming says in his introduction ;

“It IS almost impossible to give an overdose in the
ordiMuy sense of the word. It is certabaly possible
to much more than is necessary but in days of
plenty that will not be a serious crime”. The days
of plentyhave arrived ; but their advent has ©scaped
the noftee of some. Readers should keep Sir
Alexander^ jwords in miud, follow the author using
the larg^ (when a disease is covered in more
than one article), and, when in doubt, multiply by
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five. The iusistence on adequate dosage is reinforced

by recent observations on the variations m character
and constitution of commercial penicillin m the
Umted States {Lancet, 2 ; 387 ; 1946), although this

problem does not yet appear to have affected British

products.
There is, throughout the book, a commendable

reticence on the scop© of penicillm therapy, and
it is to be hoped that the medical men for whom the
book was planned will benefit by this. Pemcillin,

like other remedies, has its limitations, and its

thoughtless use where it cannot possibly be of value
leads only to disrepute.

There is a number of minor errors in the text

and index, and there is often produced an im-
pression of haste m preparation. The book on
the whole fulfils its purpose admirably, and there

are no omissions in the enormous field of application.

Subsequent editions would be vastly improved by
reducmg, or better removing, the many instances of

overlappmg. J. Marshall

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS
AND VINES

Trees, Shrubs and Vines for the North-eastern

United States

By George Graves. Pp. xi -j- 267. (New York,
London and Toronto : Oxford University Press,

1945.) 155. net.

This nttle handbook is intended for the guidance
of those who are concerned with private gardens

or roadside plantmg in the North-eastern United
States ; but since the plants described in it are,

almost without exception, suitable for British gardens,

it deserves the notice of horticulturists in Britain and
elsewhere.

The main body of the text consists of an alpha-

betical arrangement of genera under which some
seven hundred species, varieties and garden forms are

discussed. The descriptions are so framed as to give

an idea of the garden valne of each plant rather

than to serve as an aid to identification. Many
suggestions for culture and propagation are included,

measures for the control of pests and diseases are

suggested, and the author has not hesitated to

indicate i^ecific susceptibility to injury by frost or

wind.
The technical names ofplantsare those found in the

second edition of Rehder’s “Manual of Cultivated

Trees and Shrubs”, and m cases of recent change

both old and new names are given.

Selection from the seven or eight thousand woody
plants available for planting in the area concerned

can have been no light task, and there are few items

the inclusion of which one could reasonably question

otherthan x Mahoberberis Nevhertii, which the author

himself frankly disavows, and Solanum dtdoamara.

On the other hand, there are interesting references to

plants infrequently seen in Great Britain, such as the

fastigiate forms of Acer rubrum, A. platanoides and

A. sacckarum.
Illustrations showing both habit and details of

flowers and fruits are numerous and good

;

chapters giving advice on the selection and purcha^
of nursery plants and the priming required for their

satisfactory development add interest and vain© to the

book. N. K. Goxmn
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FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLES*

By Prof. R. E. PEIERLS, CB.E., F.R.S.

I
N the last fifteen years, the situation in fundamental

physics has undergone a remarkable change.

Previously only very few elementary particles were

known ;
and optimistic observers, in fact, believed

that it would be a comparatively simple task to

elucidate the inter-relations of these particles and to

account for the values of the few dimensionless con-

stants (such as the fine-structure constant and the ratio

of proton to electron mass) derivable from them. It

was even said that the end ofphysics might bem sight.

Smce then, however, discoveries of new elementary

particles have followed each other at a rapid pace.

No one would feel satisfied that a list which one could

make up now was likely to be complete, and a great

deal of further mvestigation is required to under-

stand the relations between all these particles and to

determine, let alone explain, the values of all con-

stants arising from them.

The fundamental characteristics of elementary

particles are as follows : mass (in units of proton

mass), charge (in units of electron charge), spin

^umt % = > magnetic moment ^in units of the

Bohr magneton or of the nuclear magneton jxy =

1^̂ ) * generation and destruction, and

their relation to other particles.

Elementary particles known before, say, lO’SO were :

(1)

The electron, with a mass of a charge of

— 6, a spin of J and a magnetic moment of —1
magneton.

(2)

The proton (or hydrogen nucleus), of mass 1,

charge 4-e, spm Its magnetic moment was later

found to be about +2*8 nuclear magnetons. This
somewhat surprismg result indicates that the positions

of the electron and proton are not quite analogous,

smce Dirac’s wave equation m its simplest form would
predict a magnetic moment inversely proportional to

the mass. A possible explanation for this apparent
discrepancy will be mentioned later.

(3)

The photon. It may appear odd to classify the
photon as a particle, but it does fall well within the
list of fundamental units under discussion. It

evidently has no rest mass or charge, and its spin is 1.

The easiest way to justify attributmg a spin of 1 unit
to the photon is to remember that a photon in a given
state of motion, say havmg given momentum and
direction,, is still not uniquely described unless its

state of polarization is specified. There are two
independent states of polarization, and one might for

that reason expect the spin to be which would give
rise to two orientations. More detailed analysis

shows that the symmetry properties of light waves re-

quire the spin to be 1, so that the photon would have,
in prmciple, three orientations (corresponding to the
three components of the field vectors deseribmg the
wave) with one of these orientations being ruled out
by the conditions that the waves are transverse.
Recent work has added the following particles to

this list

:

(4)

Tim positron was predicted by Dirac to avoid
the difiSicuItie® that would otherwise arise from the

* SuTumarF of the paper given to tke jElectronies Grroup of the
Institeite of Phv^css on October 22.
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solutions of his wave equation for negative energy.

He imagined a state of affairs m which all conceivable

states of negative energy were already filled, thus

preventmg, by Pauli’s principle, any fresh electrons

from acquiring negative energy ; but occasionally

one of these states might be empty, thus resulting in

a lack of negative charge (hence the presence of a

positive charge) and the lack of a quantity of negative

energy (thus representmg a particle ofpositive energt^).

The existence of this particle in cosmic rays was
discovered by Anderson, and m laboratory processes

by Blackett and Oehiailmi. It clearly must have a

mass equal to the mass of the electron, a charge of -f- e,

a spm of i and a magnetic moment of + 1 magneton.
According to the theory of Dirac, the vacancy among
the negative energy states, represented by a positron,

can be filled if a negative electron is present which
can jump into that vacant place. In other words, an
electron and a positron together can be destroyed,

with their kinetic energy and rest energy going into

other forms of energy, such as radiation. Conserva-

tion of momentum requires for this two light quanta,

unless the process takes place near a centre of force

such as a nucleus. The mverse process is the genera-

tion of a pair of electrons (positive and negative) by
the collision of two photons or by the passage of one
photon through matter. Of these, only the second is

of practical significance.

(5) The neutron was recognized by Chadwick in

1932 as a result of nuclear reactions. Its mass is

approximately one unit, its charge, of course, is zero,

its spm J and its magnetic moment about — 1*9

nuclear magnetons. It was realized at once that the

neutron was the missmg constituent of all nuclei,

and that all knowm facts about nuclei suggest that

they consist of neutrons and protons.

In that ease, the existence of beta-transformations,

in which electrons or positrons are emitted by nuclei,

has to be accounted for by assuming that these

electrons do not normally exist inside the nucleus
(which would be difficult to reconcile with the laws of
quantum mechanics), but that they are generated in

the process of emission, just as pairs of such particles

can be generated in the pair creation referred to

above, or as photons are generated in the emission of
light by an atom. Conservation of charge requires

that, upon the emission of, say, a negative electron, a
neutron inside the nucleus is converted mto a proton.
Hence the number of neutrons and protons in a
physical system is not fixed ; only the sum of the
number of neutrons and protons is fixed.

The simplest case of such a transformation would
be the decay of a bare neutron into a proton, with
the emission of a negative beta-ray. Present evidence
about the mass of the neutron indicates that it is

greater than that of a hydrogen atom, so that the
process is energetically possible. It has not so far

been observed, but conditions for observing it are

extremely difficult.

(6) The neutrino. While conservation of charge is

evidently m order in the process of beta-transforma-
tions, there is difficulty with the conservation of spin,

since an electron, of spin i is produced ; this cannot
be balanced by any change in the orbital angular
momentum of the emitting system, which is capable
only of changing by integer imits. There are also

difficulties with energy conservation, since the
observed beta-particles show a continuous spectrum,
while the remaining nucleus appears to be in a
definite quantum state. Those difficulties can be
overcome by adopting Pauh’s hypothesis of tiw
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existence of a neutrino, that is, a particle of a mass
at most of the order of the electron mass and probably

less, of no charge, and spm This would rectify the

difficulty with conservation of sjom, and it could

clearly take up the amoiuit of energy which appears

to be missmg from the balance. Experiments
designed to detect any action due to neutrmos have
given a negative result, and it is estimated that

neutrinos would have been detected m these tests if

their magnetic moment were comparable to one
nuclear magneton. It is, in fact, likely that the

magnetic moment of the neutrmo is zero.

The free neutrmo must satisfy a wave equation like

Dirac’s equation for the electron and, in order to

avoid trouble with negative energies, one has again

to assume that its negative energy states are filled.

Any vacancies m those negative energy states would
agam mean the existence of a particle which bears the

same relation to the neutrino that a positron has to the

electron. If the neutrino has no magnetic moment,
this ‘anti-neutrmo’ may, in fact, be identical with the
neutrino itself ; if there is a magnetic moment, the
anti-neutrino must have a magnetic moment of

opposite sign and would, therefore, be distmguishable.

The description of the processes mvolvmg the
generation of an electron (or positron) and neutrmo
was formulated by Fermi. The inverse process of
absorption of an electron by a nucleus with the
emission of a neutrmo should also be possible ; but
estimates based on the purely statistical argument of
detailed balancing show that the cross-section for this

process should be extremely small, of the order of
10"** cm, so that the detection of neutrmos by this

means is practically impossible. The only direct

support given to the neutrino hypothesis is the fact

that the lack of energy balance appears to be coupled
with a lack of momentum balance, detectable by the
recoil of the nucleus. The neutrmo theory makes a
definite prediction about the amount of the extra

momentum to be expected m each ease, and recent

experiments appear to confirm this prediction.

(7) The meaon. The existence of a particle of a
mass of the order of 200 electron masses was first

predicted by Yukawa to account for the properties of
nuclear forces. Neutrons and protons in the nucleus

must be held together by forces which are strongly

attractive at close approach but negligible at larger

distances. Since there can be no direct action at a
distance, these forces must be transmitted from one
particle to another by some sort of field. The only
types of field equations compatible with relativity

are those governing also the wave function of a
particle either with or without mass. Without rest

mass one would obtam equations like those of the
electromagnetic field, which give the inverse square
law and hence are not compatible with the properties

of nuclear forces. Introducing a rest mass, one
obtams equations capable of givmg the right kind of
law, providing the mass is chosen to be about 200
electron masses. Charged particles with masses of
that order were found in cosmic rays, and support
was thereby given to Yukawa’s theory, according to

which a proton could change intb a neutron with
the emission of a positive meson, and the opposite
chacgje could take place giving a negative meson,
provided sufficient energy was available to make up

wergy of the meson. In cases where this

exce^ is not available, the virtual possibility

of this prpew leads to an interaction between proton
and neubron of the required type.

According to this view, a proton will spend a

fraction of its time tendmg to become transformed
into a neutron and a meson. The energy needed for
accompiishmg this is not available, and therefore this
transformation will not actually take place

; but
smce, when accomplished, it would lead to the
existence of a particle rather lighter than the proton,
with a correspondmgly higher magnetic moment, the
brief mstant when a meson tends to appear has a
substantial influence on the total magnetic moment of
the system. This is likely to explain the fact referred
to above, that the magnetic moment is greater than
one nuclear magneton. The reverse process applied to
the neutron similarly accounts for the existence of a
negative magnetic moment of the neutron. The same
view predicts that some fraction of the charge of the
proton is spread out over the meson field surroimdmg
it, and this should lead to observable effects m pro-
cesses, such as the emissionand observation ofgamma-
rays by nuclei of light elements, which depend on the
charge and current distribution. The experimental
evidence on this point is not yet, however, very clear.

If this theory is adopted, the meson must have an
mteger spm. Theories have been advanced m which
this spm IS either 0 or 1, and certain difficulties con-
nected with the magnitude of the forces at extremely
close approach can be avoided if it is assumed that the
forces are due to mesons with both these values of the
spin. Evidence from cosmic rays seems to indicate
that mesons observed at sea-level cannot have spin 1,

and if mesons of spin 1 exist they cannot survive the
passage through the atmosphere.
The ordinary mesons (presumably of spin 0) are

known to be beta-radioactive, and this has given rise

to the suggestion that the ordmary beta-transforma-
tion, as observed in the nucleus, might be the result of

a double transition in which, say, a neutron tends to

transform into a proton plus a negative meson, the

latter not being able to form in free space because
the energy for its rest mass is not available and,
therefore, transforming in turn into an electron plus

a neutrmo.
A quantitative study of this double transition

shows, however, that the observed radioactivity of

the meson is msufficient to account for the observed
beta-decay constants by this double process. The
suggestion has, therefore, been made that the latter

IS mostly due to the mesons of spm 1 ; there would
then have to be ascribed to them a shorter life for

beta-decay, which would satisfactorily account for

their absence from cosmic ray observation.
There are, therefore, arguments for the existence of

at least two kmds ofjmesons. In addition, the evidence
from nuclei of light elements indicates strongly that

the forces between like particles (two neutrons or two
protons) IS as strong as that between unlikS particle,

and this is hard to understand unless there exist

neutral mesons as well as charged ones. Agam, in all

likelihood both values of spm, 0 and 1, would have to

occur for each kind.
^

It is not settled whether the masses of mesons of

spm 0 and 1 should be the same or different. Theories

of the nuclear forces can be formulated with either

hypothesis. There seems to be evidence from cosuuc
rays that not all observed mesons have the same xnms>
Whether it is possible to relate this difference of mass
to the two spin values, or whether one has to assume
independently two or more different masses for each
spm and for both charged and uncharged mesons, is

not as yet clear. In any event, one should not regard
the meson as one fundamental particle but as a rather

bewildering variety of them.
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(8) The negative p7oton, For tli© same reasons for

wliicli Dirac’s theory of the electron requires the
existence of a positron, it is likely that there exists a
counterpart of the proton with negative charge. This
would anniliilate any positive proton it collides with,

and thus would not live long m the presence of ordm-
ary matter. It cannot now be produced in the lab-

oratory since this requires too much energy. There are
reasons to think that it is contamed m cosmic rays.

Lastly, it has been pomted out that, just as the
wave equations of the electromagnetic field give rise

to photons, and those of the nuclear force field to

mesons, the gravitational field should be similarly

quantized. Smce gravitational forces are extremely
weak if expressed in units appropriate to elementary
particles, the quanta eonstitutmg the gravitational

field would have only an extremely weak interaction

with other particles. It is temptmg to relate this to
neutrmos, which are mdeed extremely elusive par-

ticles ; but the idea is somewhat less attractive when
it IS remembered that the symmetry properties of the
gravitational field are such as would correspond to
particles of spm 2, and that therefore the only way of
mtroducmg neutrmos would be m terms ofan elemen-
tary process consistmg of the simultaneous emission
or absorption of four neutrmos. It is likely that this

problem will remain in the realm of speculation for a
considerable time.

SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
FOR APPLIED MECHANICS

At the Fifth International Congress for Applied
Mechanics held in Cambridge, Mass., m 1938,

an invitation to hold the Sixth Congress in Paris

in 1942 was accepted. Though it was not possible to

adhere to the original date. Prof. Henri ViUat and
his colleagues started to organise the Sixth Congress
as soon as the war in Europe finished. Despite great

economic and other dififieulties, their courageous
labours were completely successful, and the Congress
was held in Paris at the Sorbonne durmg September
22-29. About 450 members attended, mcluding
scientific people from nearly all the Allied countries

as well as from Switzerland, Italy, Denmark, Sweden,
Turkey and Spam. The British group was large,

and included many young scientific workers who have
been attracted to applied mechanics in the course
of their war activities.

The programme was a very heavy one, since it

included the delivery of about two hundred and fifty

scientific papers. These were divided among four

sections, namely
: (1) structures, elasticity and

plasticity
; (2) hydro- and aerodynamics and

hydraulics ; (3) dynamics of solid bodies, vibrations

and sound, friction and lubrication ; (4) thermo-
dynamics, heat transfer and combustion.
So far as possible, the papers were grouped m

symposia. In Section 1 there were symposia on
plasticity, methods of calculation and impulsive load-

ing ; in Section 2 on turbulence, ship resistance,

hydraulics, supersonic flow, aeroplanewmg theoryand
instruments; in Section 3 on friction and lubrica-

tion ,* in Section 4 on jet propulsion and turbines.

Meetings of the four sections were held simult-
aneously, so that members who had interests in more
than one section were not able to hear all they would
have liked. A period of twenty minute was allotted
to each paper, including discussion on it. In this way,

every anthor was able to get a hearmg. In many
cases, howevnr, the time allowed for discussion was
insufficient, and ammated debates were earned on
after the official closing time of the session.

The papers presented fell roughly into two groups,
one comprismg such normal developments of pre-war
Imes of thought as it has been possible to carry out
durmg the war period. The other group consisted

of papers stimulated by war activities, in some cases

merely as a by-product of those activities. In the
former group, the work of H. L. Dryden was specially

noteworthy. At the tune of the 1938 Congress, the
way m winch the boundary layer of retarded fluid

close to the surface of a body changes its character
from bemg m steady motion to being turbulent was
the subject * of much discussion and uncertainty.

Dryden has now shown that if the air stream m a
wmd tunnel is sufficiently free from turbulence, an
instability of the boundary layer which had been
predicted mathematically does, m fact, appear at the
calculated wind-speeds, and that it has the calculated

frequency and wave-length. These unstable waves
are masked by larger effects in wind tunnels not
specially designed to be free of turbulence.
The second group contained a number of papers

which had recently been released from war-time
restrictions on publication. Some of these were de-

voted to the theory of high subsonic and supersonic
airflow, subjects which have made great progress
since the Congress of 1938. Others dealt with the
analysis of stress waves in plastic materials, a subject

which has now been brought forward for the first

time.

The Congress was entertamed at receptions in the
Hotel de ViUe and the Inter-Allied Club. A large

proportion of the members had the prhnleg© of stay-

mg m the Citd Universitaire, a group of splendid
hostels in which live many of the foreign students
of Paris.

The science of applied mechanics owes a debt to

Prof. Henri Vfllat and his colleagues for the initiative

they took m organismg so successfully such an
important international scientific meeting so soon
after the liberation of their country.

G. I. Taylor

EDUCATION IN THE BRITISH
ARMY

By Major-General CYRIL LLOYD, C.B.E., T.D.

Director of Army Education

I : Problems Involved

WHEFT thinking of the Army Education Scheme
it is not unnatural that the civilian mind tends

to approach the problem by comparison with some
civilian education oi^anisation, for this is the only
kind of yardstick ready to his hand. The soldier, on
the other hand, will feel that he is a better judge

;

yet in the majority of present cases he will b© able
to bring to bear on the problem little more than the
experience of some particular form of military
organisation with which a few yearn’ war service has
made him familiar.

The Army Education Scheme was devised not as
the best education scheme possible, but as the best
education scheme passible in the particular eircum-
stancos in which the Anny would find itself at fte
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end of a long period of war. It follows, therefore,

that if a true apj)reciation of the scheme is to be
effected, the critic must first have a clear picture of

the conditions in w’hich the plan was designed to

operate.

Assiuning as we must that there must be some
central body to plan, administer and co-ordmate, and
that this body can only function successfully as part

of the War Office organisation, it is of course obvious

that control must pass downwards along the normal

chain of military command through eommanders-m-
chief and successively through mfcermediate com-
manders to officers commandmg the units in which

the bulk of the work will be done. Here we find our

first variable factor. In field commands the chain

runs down through corps divisions and brigades •

this seems simple enough until we realize that the

modem division and brigade may vary in com-
position accordmg to their operational role, and that

outside this apparently simple cham there are corps

troops, divisional troops, lines of communication
troops and base installations which vary m com-
position and strengtih from one theatre to another.

General officers commandmg-m-chief (home com-
mands) operate through districts and sub-districts,

and here it would not be untrue to state tliab in no

case is the composition of any two districts alike.

In civilian circles the functional unit of organisa-

tion is the school : in the army it must be the military

unit. As a basis of calculation for many purposes a
unit is taken to be a lieutenant-colonel’s command

;

but in practice it may be anything from a handful

of men m a camp reception station to a trainmg

centre fifteen hundred strong ; from a B.E.M.E.
group scattered in detachments over a couple of

counties to a compact battalion all under the hand
of its commander ; from an A.T.S. company pro-

viding cooks, orderlies, clerks and typists for half a
dozen separate headquarter offices to a small group

of provost staff. “Somewhere in England” in 1942

there was a Petrol Can Becovery Unit with a strength

of one officer and one other rank ; for months it

claimed 100 per cent educational efficiency, for the

officer was taldng a correspondence course in law
and the other rarS: was regularly attending the local

technical school. They also closely followed the Army
Bureau of Current Affiairs. It will therefore be seen

that the mere number of units in any given area is

an indication neither of the volume of educational

work in progress nor of the complexity of the organ-

isational work it will entail.

The army educational authorities are faced with
the task of providing instruction which will prepare

the soldier to resume the responsibilities, the tasks,

and the social duties of civil life, and this involves

three main types of provision : current affairs and
citizenship to prepare him for his civic responsibilities,

pre-vocational training to help him to set a fair

course for earning his living, and added to these two
there must be that something more which will open
up ways to greater and, more satisfying enjoyment
of Ms leisure hours. Current affairs and citizenship

cause no insuperable difficulty, for they are common
to all an4 can be carried out in groups in which the

ver^ variety of attainment may, and usually does,

prov0 ap asset. Education of the pre-vocational type
jahd ©duip^win in hobbies or cultural things lead us

two as unlimited in variety as they are

^undie^ ih scope. The illiterate and near illiterate

pmvide at end of the scale as difficult a problem
as fhe advam^ student does at the other, and

between them are men and women at eveiy stage of

progress and intellectual development. Less likely

are we to realize the infimte variety of the types of

subject likely to be required imtil we have scanned
the staggering range of trades and callmgs agamst
the names in any company roil we may examine.

The estimate of library- and text-books required

for effective working of the Army Education Scheme
exceeded 2^ million, to say nothmg of handbooks
for mstructors and admmistrators which had to be
compiled, edited and printed by the hundred thousand
at a time when flying bombs were steadily taking

toll of the already seriously dimmished facilities.

Nor were books the only acute problem : equipment
of all sorts must be provided for practical work of

all kinds. Tools for carpentry and metal work;
apparatus for the science students ; material for the

dressmakers ; cookmg and household kits for domestic
science : these are but a few of the items which must
be provided and provided quickly, not merely m
Britain, but also at the end of long sea lines feeding

all those foreign countries where British troops await

their return home.
In Germany, Austria, Italy, Greece, Palestine, the

Far East, troops have still heavy and arduous
operational duties to perform. At home, too, young
troops must be tramed and hardened to replace those

returning from overseas for release. Everywhere the

work of servicing an army in bemg must go on.

It is against this background of reality that the

commandmg officer views the demand for six hours’

education a week for every man and auxiliary, and
it is small wonder that he raises his eyebrows. Let

him contrive as best he may to release everyone at

some time or another for six hours each week, and
he is still faced with his education officer’s complamt
that with only one book-keeping instructor he is

getting all the sixty book-keepmg students at the

same time, or that the six law students are separately

available all on different days of the week. Let him
satisfy the education officer in this respect and he

may find that there is no driver for the ration van
or that a workmg party is without N.C.O.s. If he is

serving overseas he may have local climatic conditions

against him—the summer noonday temperature in

Baghdad touches 125° m the shade, India is little

better, and in these parts of the world afternoon

work IS as impossible as early morning work is

unpopular. Let him arrange all these things satis-

factorily and he is still faced with the struggle to

find suitable instructors and have them tramed to

fill the gaps caused by the ever-increasmg demands
of the release machine.
Surrounded by this sea of problems is the directing

staff of the Army Educational Corps and A.T.S.

officers and other ranks who are attached to formation

staffs to advise commanders and admmister the

scheme under their direction. Theirs is the task to

help commanding officers to surmount their diffi-

culties, to arrange for co-operative effort between

small units, to train replacement instructors, to keep

the stream of books and equipment flowing freely.

Here, too, we are faced with a fluid situation :

education staff officers equally with others are

released with their age and service groups, and un-

remitting effort alone can find and train suitable

people to fill the gaps as they occur and deliver the

bodies to that part of the world where their services

are needed.
These, then, are some of the problems of those

who plaimed and of those who are putting into effect
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what has been described as the greatest adult educa-
tion scheme in history. Great as are the difficulties,

the picture need by no means be a gloomy one. To
see the facts as they are and at the right angle is

necessary for a true appreciation, and those who find

an mterest in followmg this experiment will also find

understanding of much that would otherwise puzzle
and confuse them if they will remember that the
plan was made to fit the army because, with its shape
constantly changmg and its size diminishmg, the
army could not be made to fit the plan.

Education as a part of military training is not
something which has come into existence only with
the citizen army of the Second World War. In the
Regular Army before 1939 there was educational
provision for all adult soldiers, which consisted of
compulsory literacy for all rank and file, and a
system of exammations (reaching approximately
School Certificate standard), without passing which
no man could be considered for promotion to non-
commissioned officer or warrant officer. This pro-
vision was the responsibility of the Army Educational
Corps.
During the first year of the War, the Army Educa-

tional Corps was extra-regimentally employed, and
organised education in the Army was suspended
The old peace-time system still remains in suspense,
but m its place an even wider ranging system has
developed, introduced to meet the needs of the period
of hostilities and of the period when hostilitios finally

ceased. The historical development of this system
may be briefly traced.

So early as December 1939, the Central Advisory
Council for Adult Education in H.M. Forces, drawing
its strength from a number of popular educational
bodies, was instituted, and its framework of regional

committees based on universities and university
colleges was created. This organisation was destined
to prove of great use to the Army in the years to
come, as a source of civilian teachers and lecturers

for classes and courses- In 1940, the next essential

step was taken when a small directmg staff was
established at the War Office, and the Army Educa-
tional Corps was recalled to its educational role and
given an mcreased establishment.

Until the autumn of 1941, education in the Army,
drawing on the resources of the regional committees
and administered by the Army Educational Corps at
formation headquarters, was a voluntary affair in
which men and women participated as inclination

moved them and as opportunity offered. Lectures,
gramophone circles, membership of local education
authority evening classes, instruction in handicrafts
were among the most prominent facilities

;
perhaps

the most popular and successful service was the
provision of a system of correspondence courses, at
cheap rates, of which eventually tens of thousands
were to avail themselves.

This voluntary system developed steadily through-
out the War and h^ survived into the present period,
though many of its activities are now conducted on
a more formal basis under the auspices of the release
scheme, which wdl be described later. Before the
end of the War it had come to include provision for
modern language teachmg, play-readmg, quiet rooms
for reading and writing, debates, ‘brains trusts’, local
study, and a variety of cultural activities- It was
modified, where necessary, to meet the needs of
hospitals and convalescent depots, or of illiterates

whose first need was basic education, or of troopships,
of detention barracks and military prisons, or of

members of the A.T.S. It operated at home and
abroad, though m the latter case the assistance of
cnulians was often lacking, and units had to rely far

more upon their own resources than was the case at

home.
In the last analysis, however, the voluntary

system catered primarily for mmority mterests and
affected only a mmority of the troops serving.

Moreover, it was in many ways more of a welfare

than an educational provision, and in July 1941

educationwas linked with welfarem a joint directorate

at the War Office, under the late Major-General
Williams as director-general of welfare and educa-
tion.

Since education on this scale was mamfestly un-
equal to performmg one of its major tasks, namely,
that of sustaining morale and of improving efficiency

throughout the Army, a separate and mdependent
directorate, the Army Bureau of Current Affairs,

was created at the same time.
From the late summer of 1941 onvrards it became

obligatory for umts to set aside one hour of the
weekly training programme for the discussion, under
an officer’s guidance, of current affairs- This
marked an important development. An element of

education was now compulsory, was regarded as part
of training, and the instruction was supplied from
the unit’s own resources, instead of from the pro-

fessional instructors of the Army Educational Corps
or from outside civilian experts.

Army Bureau of Current Affairs did not immedi-
ately strike deep roots in the Army ; officers capable
of conducting discussion groups without some
training in that art were few, add working units

which had no training programmes often experienced
difficulty in finding time for the weekly hour. But
gradually the practice spread, and was powerfully
reinforced a year later when, in November 1942, the
British Way and Purpose was introduced as a system
of formal instruction in domestic and foreign social

and political studies. A weekly hour of B.W.P- was
made compulsory in addition to A.B.C-A., and during
the winter months of 1942-43 and 1943-44, ‘wmter
programmes’ of three hours compulsory education a
week, of which two should be devoted to A.B.C.A.
and B.W.P., were introduced. Inmany cases, B.W.P.
proved a more successful undertaking than A.B.C.A.
since, being more formally educational and only
indirectly a morale-raising agent, instruction in it

could be given not only by officers, but also by other
ranks and civilians provided they were suitably
qualified.

In summary, the war-time education scheme may
be said to have had four aspects—personal or m-
dividual, military, civic and vocational. These
reflected the four-fold objective of making the soldier
or auxiliary a more enlightened individual, a better
informed and more responsible citizen, a better
soldier and a more capable bread-winner after
returning to civilian life. Further, it was partly
voluntary and partly compulsory—^voluntary where
individual tastes and mterests were concerned, com-
pulsory m matters of community interest which could
be studied in common with Mlow membeis of the
community of the moment, that is, the unit or
section of the unit. Finally, instruction was sought
from the most convenient quarter in any particular
case—from officers, non-commissioned officers or
private, whether of the Army Educational Corps
or of the unit, and from a variety of civili^
sources. v
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From the provision for these interests and the

various methods of meeting them has grown the
Army Education Scheme for the release period which
is at present m operation. Planned during 1944-45

and operated by units as military conditions permit
from withm a few weeks of the end of the war with
Germany, the Army Education Scheme represents the

fruit of experience gathered durmg five years of war.

In mtention it is more ambitious than the war-time
scheme was ; it enjoys a far more generous allocation

of time, materials, accommodation and instructors ;

in some directions the emphasis has shifted ; but
fundamentally it is the war-time scheme writ large,

and a brief accoimt of it must now be given.

The foundation of the Army Education Scheme
lies in the fact that it is compulsory ;

within the
framework of compulsion, however, there exists the

greatest possible degree of variety.

The organisation of the Army Education Scheme
is based upon the appropriate military formations or

units. Army Educational Corps staff officers, con-

cerned in administration of the scheme, are appomted
down to brigade or sub-district level ; but the

scheme is an Army scheme, not an Army Educational
Corps scheme, and the normal unit of organisation

is the lieutenant-colonel’s command—say, about a
thousand men or women. The scheme is, except for

activities associated exclusively with one sex, co-

educational.

Each unit implementing the scheme has its own
library of four hundred books, its unit education
officer, its own accommodation ; it supplies, so far

as possible, its oym instructors and, when these are

not forthcoming,^ can borrow instructors from other

units or from civilian resources. Materials, equip-

ment and text-books are supplied on request, through
normal Army channels.

The unit education staff is assisted in its tasks,

not only by a series of handbooks covering organisa-

tion, libraries, equipment, materials, curricula and
methods of instruction, as well as B.B.C. educational

broadcasts, but also by the help and advice of the
Army Educational Corps at higher formation levels.

Districts conduct courses of training for unit in-

structors ; commands administer large lending
libraries which supplement the resources of unit

libraries, and are m a large measure responsible for

the formation colleges. These formation colleges

(three at home and two in commaji^ds overseas) offer

vacancies for monthly residential courses of study
in a number of faculties, and each has an instructor-

training wrmg which trains unit instructors.

The degree of variety aimed at (as mentioned
above) is faithfully reflected in the curriculum.
Choice of subjects for study is restricted only in

matters of community inter^t, and here two hours
a week are compulsorily devoted to the political and
social topics provided by A,B.C.A. and B.W.P.
Otherwise the student may freely choose a course of
study based on the graded syllabuses, which total

more than a hundred and are grouped under six

main heads : science, technical, domestic, humanities,
commerce and professions, and art, crafts, music and
drama. Every effort is made to encourage students
to choose a balanced course of study—literary,

aeslhietic—^which will enable them to acquire
new interests as well as to revive old ones. For the
most adv^»?^ students who desire to sit for it, there

the Forces Prelimina]^ Examination, of approxi-
mately matridiijlation standard, for which the Civil

Service Oomm^ioners provide the examining body.
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The curriculum is wide and flexible enough to

cater for those who require a general or a pre-

vocational education. Those whose interests are best

met by an element of vocational study can be catered

for partly by the Army curriculum, and partly by
additional facilities which are made available to

provide them with the degree of specialized loiow-

ledge required.

II : The Army Education Scheme in the Field

Units in the field differ in respect of size, location

and the work they do, and these differences im-

doubtedly affect the method by which, and the

degree to which, they implement the Army Education
Scheme.
These important factors had to be taken into

account by the planners of the Army Education
Scheme when they drew up a booklet of suggestions

—the “Organization Handbook”. At no tune were
the contents of this handbook considered as other

than suggestions, as other than providmg the frame-

work within which units would adapt their own
mdividual and peculiar circumstances.

In size, units may vary from a holding battalion,

numbering up to five thousand men, to a salvage

unit of twenty-five or an Army dental centre of

three. The size of a large imit enables it to live fairly

easily off its own resources. On the other hand, the

size ofa small imit will not necessarily mean a demand
for a smaller number of subjects, but is very likely

to mean a narrower choice of instructors.

In location, units may vary from the port operating

company, w'orking in a busy port, to the infantry

battalion, policing a wide area of devastated Europe :

from the anti-aircraft site m the hills to the Army
pay office in the city. Location complicates the

problem of the small unit. Normally, small units

would either be grouped together to run a communal
education scheme or attach themselves to a larger

neighbouring unit, or take full advantage of near-at-

hand civilian resources. The simple fact of isolation

throws the small unit entirely upon its own resources,

whereas the larger unit is relatively unaffected by
these complications of location.

In work, the variety between units is even more
clearly defined. The pay office arid the record office

are likely to be busier than they were at any time

during the War. The same applies to other service

and technical units, the duties of which continue in

peace as in war. In contrasting the front-line opera-

tional units, it must be remembered that although

much of their operational work may have ceased,

they still find themselves helping the farmer, policmg

the town, or performing the many tasks the British

Army is always expected to perform. In general

terms, the large unit will have a considerable advant-

age over the small to the extent to which it can

stagger duties. In a small unit, for example, the loss

of one instructor and one group of men attending a

class may in extreme cases take away 90 per cent of

the unit strength and in other cases bring the work

programme to a standstill.

In addition to the complication of size, location

and work, all units have had to face certam common
problems. Army accommodation was never specific-

ally designed for educational activity and has had to

be adapted in many mgemous ways. Nissen huts

and tents have frequently been used for education

they have naturally been used for other purposes

;

so too have gun operation rooms, motor transport
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vrorkshops, etc. It should be remembered, too, that
no new buildmg was permitted for educational pur-
poses. If a unit needed another hut it had to be
collected from where it was no longer required and
re-erected at the unit where it was needed
Equipment and books were initially in very short

supply to the Army, as they were to the civilian

world. Many units who during war had been accus-
tomed to the speedy receipt of stores needed m
battle found the initial delays of obtaining educa-
tional stores very irksome. In true Army fashion,

many of them improvised
; radio stores were turned

over to the science room, pioneers’ stores for the
painting, decorating and woodwork classes ; the
blackout screens for the blackboard and woodwork ;

the sand table for the geography class. iSTew equip-
ment and books are now available in adequate
quantities and novrhere are unit schemes impeded
by shortage.

The problem which all units had to face was to
leave a nucleus of instructors to run classes at the
unit while others were tramed in method and refreshed
in matter at army schools of education, formation
colleges, instructor trammg wmgs and courses run
jomtly by Army Educational Corps personnel and
regional committees. Further difficulties have been
caused by the incidence of releases, and keepmg his
mstructors up to strength is a constant worry of every
education officer. Some of them have come un-
skilled to teaching and have brought a freshness of
outlook and originality of approach which many a
tramed teacher might envy.
The impact oftheArmy Education Scheme on a unit

was naturally linlved with the manner in which it was
publicized to the man. The mam publicity was in
the hands of the unit officers, who had to explam in
A.B.C.A. sessions the purpose of the Scheme. Its
purpose requires somewhat subtle explanation to
men and women, who will naturally judge the scheme
by the use they get out of it, either as individuals,
or in their work, or in their hobbies. Some units
gave the aim of the Army Education Scheme as
“fittmg men and women for their return to civilian

life”. This is, of course, a perfectly proper statement
of the bald aim of the scheme ; but, unfortunately,
some units interpreted this in a narrowly vocational
maimer. In many imits, however, there have been
outstanding examples of course-planning for in-

dividual men who thought m terms of practical
trades being led to a balanced study of basic sub-
jects which they could use in a wide variety of trades.
Perhaps one of the best examples of this is the case
of the men who wanted to do pamting and decorating
and whom the unit instructor required to calculate
how much paint they required and cost a particular
job (that is, elementary mathematics), order paint
and equipment (that is, elementary English) and
plan mterior and exterior colour schemes and designs
(that is, elementary art appreciation).
Units, large and small, are operatmg an Army

Education Scheme which is broadly as outlined
in the Organisation Handbook. For example, a
holding battalion with an average strength of
1,800 men guarantei^ all of them a mmirniTm of
six houi^ education a week during the working
day. Each day for five days a week 850 men
attend unit classes. Eighteen courses are offered,
rangmg from home handyman, general education
and commerce to plastering, foricklaymg and wood-
work. Each course is deigned to last five complete
weeks and is. self-contained. Adi the instruction is

given "by twenty-one full-time unit education in-

structors and an approximately equal number of
part-time instructors. A careful record has been
mamtained by the unit education officer of the age
and service groups and consequently of the release

dates of his instructional team, and h© runs within
the unit three-day courses for instructor replace-

ments m order that he may assess the potential of
his future education staff. In this manner coiitmuity
Ls mamtained, and the smooth and effective running
of the scheme is assured. The eommandmg officer

has ensured that regimental officers regularly fulfil

their duties as leaders of discussion groups, and each
Friday afternoon the unit education officer holds a

briefing meetmg on the A B.G.A. topic for the fol-

lowing week. In addition, all men of the unit who
are m the age and service group next due for release

are given a further half-day weekly on education.
Essentially similar but on a smaller scale is an

R.A.S.C. headquarters serving outside of Great
Britam which numbers forty men. Each of these
men receives his six hours education a week, and
many have appreciably more. This small umt has
thorouglily mvestigated its potential instructor

material and finds that it is able with the help of
local chnlian and umt tradesmen to offer two kinds
of courses, one consisting of world history, English
language and literature, music and discussion groups ,

the other of leatherwork, art, motor ©ngineermg,
market gardening and woodwork. It is the normal
practice for each of the forty men to take part in all

the first course and one or more subjects of the
second.

The arrangements made in these two units are

typical of many.
Another unit has its troops scattered over a

relatively wide area and has decided that instead of
movmg the students to school they will move the
school to the students. So the unit has formed a
mobile team of instructors who can cover between
them a range of cultural and practical subjects.

These instructors set up school for a day wherever
the troops are. In addition, the officers on the spot
conduct A.B.C.A. sessions and have mad© a
careful surv^ey of any instructional talent they may
have. Consequently it is rare for any small pocket
not to be able to offer at least one subject as a
supplement to those offered by the touring team.
In interesting contrast is the device of a coast regi-

ment of the Royal Artfilery which finds itself able to
provide each of its men with twenty hours education
a week. This regiment is disposed on three islands,

and having decided that it was m a position to pro-
vide technical, commerce and general courses,

obtained a statement from each man as to which
course he wished to attend and turned each of its

three islands into a ‘faculty’ so that ‘technicians’

were on one island, ‘generals’ on another and ‘com-
mercials’ on the third ; the instructional staff being
similarly disposed. (The commanding officer was at
pains to stress that no one island is better than the
others.)

A collection ofsmall units, including an ammunition
supply depot, a company of Pioneers, the staff of an
R.T.O., the staff of a reception centre and a company
of R.A.S.C., solved their problem in another way.
The largest of these units is the ammunition supply
depot, which acts as the parent unit and accounts
for all educational stor^. Most of the other small
units provide accommodation and an instmefcor for

at least one class. la addition, out of them
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strength, the units manage to provide a full-time
unit education officer who sees to the general organ-
isation of the scheme. One full day a week is set

aside for education, and all thirty of the instructors
are part-time. On the educational day each week
transport is arranged to collect the students, drop
them at the unit where the classes are bemg held and
return them at the end of the day.

It would foe possible to multiply specific examples
of different unit education schemes many hundreds
of times. It is, however, important Ho recognize
that there has been great variety of practice among
units in implementmg the Army Education Scheme
both at home and abroad. It is certain that many
troops will leave the Army without receiving their
six hours a week education. It would foe easy to lay
the blame in many directions and in some cases it

would be accurately laid ; but, by and large through-
out the Army, there is tremendous good-will towards
giving the men and women in the Forces what is,

after all, nothing more than they have the right to
expect—a chance to re-equip themselves for their
return to civilian life ; and it is certam, too, that for
many hundreds of thousands of men and women in
many hundreds of ways, imit education schemes have
shown a wider horizon and initiated the study of
many subjects which will help the men and women
in the years which lie ahead.

{To he continued)

OBITUARIES
Prof. P. F. Frankland, C.B.E., F.R.S,

We record with regret the death, at the age of
eighty-eight, of Percy Faraday Frankland at his home
in Argyllshire on October 28.
Bom m London in 1858, he was the second son of

Sir Edward Frankland, F.R.S., whose contributions
to chemical theory and reactions, and whose pioneer
work on the water supplies of Great Britam made
him one of the outstandmg scientific figures of his
time. The son may be said to have followed directly
in the footsteps of his father and to have attained a
similar eminence. He was a pupil at University
College School and at the Royal School of Mines,
where he gained the Forbes Prize and won the
Brackenburg Scholarship of St. Bartholomew’s
Hospital, at the same time graduatmgB.Sc. ofLondon.

It was to the Royal School ofMines that Frankland
returned in 1880 as demonstrator and lecturer in
chemistry after an absence of some two years in the
University of Wiirzburg, where he came under the
infiuence of that great teacher, Wislicenus. The
researches of Wislicenus on lactic and malic acids,
and his subsequent development of the study of
stereochemistry were stimulated by the work of
Pasteur and by the publication in 1875 of van’t Hoff’s
famous thesis : *'La Chemie dans I’Espace”. He had
also followed up the work ofFrankland and Duppa on
acetoaoetic ester and had used the zmc alkyls in his
^mthetic work.
While much of the early work of Wislicenus was

mfiuenced by the elder Frankland, it may be said
that the ssm^s interest in stereochemistry began while

trith Wislicenus, under whom he graduated
PhJp*.

^

more than these relationships were
^bded tp nq^e Percy Faraday Frankland a life-long
disciple of Pa^eur. He was selected to give the
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Memorial Lecture on Pasteur to the Chemical Society
in 1897.

The earliest researches of P. F. Frankland were on
the illuminatmg jiower of burning hydrocarbons and
the prmciples of combustion. He was, however, one
of the first, after Pasteur, to study seriously the
chemical reactions which occur by the agency of
micro-organisms and to apply these processes m the
production and isolation of pure substances. His
popular book, “Our Secret Friends and Foes”, was
written from his expanded notes of the public lectures
he gave to numerous popular audiences about 1893.
Jointly with his wife, Grace, a daughter of Joseph
Toynbee, F.R.S., whom he married in 1882, he
published a life of Pasteur, and a volume on “Micro-
organisms in -Water”. He contmued his interest m
this subject so long as he remained active, and his
advice was frequently sought on the bacteriological
purity of water supplies, in which field he was an
acknowledged authority. The address he gave before
the Society of Chemical Industry m February 1911
has long been regarded as an authoritative pronounce-
ment on this problem.

FTevertheless, it may be said that Frankland ’s mam
contribution to the advancement of chemistry was
made in the subject of stereochemistry, and his

interest m this field never flagged. It was the theme
also of many of his research pupils, whom he trained
m the great school which he created at Birmmgham.
In recognition of his mastery as an mvestigator he
was awarded the Davy Medal of the Royal Society in

1919, having been elected into the fellowship of the
Society in 1891. Among his many research pupils
were F. W. Aston, Thomas Turner, T. S. Price,

R. C. Farmer, R. H. Pickard, T. S. Patterson, W. E.
Garner, F. H. Gamer, A. Slator, F. Barrow, S. R.
Carter, and D. F. Twiss.
In 1888 Frankland was appointed to the chair of

chemistry at University College, Dundee, and in 1894
he moved to Birmingham, where he succeeded Prof.
W. A. Tilden in the chair of chemistry at Mason
College. He continued to hold this chair m the
University when it was founded m 1900, and the new
University buildings at Edgbaston were built dur^
this period. He was largely responsible for the design
of the chemistry laboratories which his department
occupied in 1909. Five years later he had to vacate
them and return to Mason College to make room for

the emergency military hospital which took over the
buildings until the end of the First World War.
During 1914-18 he was a member of the Admiralty
Inventions Board and of the Chemical Warfare
Committee, chairman of the Chemical Section of the
Royal Society War Committee and of the Royal
Society Reserved Occupations Committee. He took
entire charge of tar-testing in the Midlands and
advised on the production of explosives. In recog-

nition of these services he was awarded the C.B.E. in

1920. He received honorary doctorates from the
Universities of Birmingham, Dublin, St. Andrews and
Sheffield ; also he was made an officer of the Italian

Order of St. Maurice and St. Lazarus.
At the end of 1918 Frankland was confronted with

the Heavy problem of rehabilitating the Edgbaston
laboratories after their occupancy by the military, and
restarting his academic researches at the age of sixt^-

He felt this was a task for a younger man, and he
resigned his chair and went to live in retirement at

the House of Letterawe, Loch Awe, Argyllshire, where
he could pursue his many interests amid suiroundings
which he loved. Here at the foot of Ben Cruaohan
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ins house looked out over the waters of the great loch
with the panorama of mountains beyond. Here he
indulged his wide uiterests in readmg and m open-air
life, and from here frequently set out on foreign travel

with his wife, who had predeceased him only by a
few weeks. He retamed to the end his fine presence
and vigorous manhood. His memory will long be
cherished by his pupils, who recognized his command-
mg place as a teacher.

P. F, Franldand was elected president of the
Institute of Chemistry m 1906, and of the Chemical
Society m 1911. His two presidential addresses to
the latter Society, m 1912 and 1913, on stereochemis-
try are still of vital interest and importance in this

field of study. He leaves an only son, Edward Percy
Frahkland, who was for some time a lecturer m
chemistry in the University of Birmmgham.

W. ]Sr. Haworth

We regret to announce the followmg deaths :

Prof. J. Shaw Bolton, emeritus professor of mental
diseases. University of Leeds, on November 12, aged
seventy-nme.

Dr. Dorothy Jordan Lloyd, since 1927 director of
the British Leather Manufacturers' Research Associa-
tion, on Hovember 21, aged fifty-seven.

Mr. W. H. Roberts, recently city analyst at Liver-
pool and associate professor ofpublic health chemistry
in the University of Liverpool, on November 16, aged
sixty-eight.

Mr. Charles Rodgers, O.B.E., deputy director of
the British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers’
Association and chairman m 1942-43 of the British
Electrical and Allied Industries’ Research Associa-
tion, on November 5, aged seventy-one.

NEWS and VIEWS
Royal Society :

Medal Awards

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased
to approve the recommendations made by the Coimcil
of the Royal Society for the aw’-ard of the two Royal
Medals for the current year as follows : Sir Lawrence
Bragg, for his distmguished researches m the sciences

of X-ray structure analysis and X-ray spectroscopy ;

Dr. C. D. Darlmgton, for his distmguished researches

m cytologj^ and genetics.

The followmg awards of medals have been made
by the President and Council of the Royal Society :

Copley Medal to Prof. E. D. Adrian, for his dis-

tmguished researches on the fundamental nature of

nervous activity, and recently on the localization of

certam nerv^ous functions ; Rumford Medal to Sir

Alfred Egerton, for his leadmg part m the application

of modem physical chemistry to many technological

problems ofpressmgimportance ; DavyMedal to Prof.

C. K. Ingold, for his distinguished work m applying

physical methods to problems m organic chemistry ;

Darwm Medal to Sir D’Arcy Thompson, for his out-

standing contributions to the development ofbiology ;

Sylvester Medal to Prof. G N. Watson, for his

distinguished contributions to pure mathematics in

the field of mathematical analysis, and m particular

for his work on as3nnptotic expansion and on general

transforms ; Hughes Medal to Prof. J. T. Randall,

for his distinguished researches into fluorescent

materials and mto the production of high-frequency

electromagnetic radiation.

Special Election

Under the Statute of the Royal Society w'hieh

provides for the election of persons who either have
rendered conspicuous service to the cause of science

or are such that their election would be of signal

benefit to the Society, Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, pr^ident
of the National Research Council of Canada, has been
elected a fellow of the Society.

National Coal Board : Director-General of Re-

search

Dr. W. Idris Jones, in accepting the post of
director-general of research for the National Coal
Board, "^lomes the chief executive officer of Sir

Charles Ellis, the scientific member- The Board is

composed of functional members responsible respec-
tively for production, marketmg, labour, finance and
scientific work. The scientific member’s responsibility
embraces problems ranging from day-to-day mvesti-
gations connected with quality control to long-term
research. Dr. W. Idris Jones, who is forty-six years
of age, has wide scientific and techmcal experience
to help him in this important appointment. He
graduated at the University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth, He was a Rhondda and Franl-c Smart
research student of Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge, and took his Ph.D. (Cantab.) degree m
1925. After leaving Cambridge, he jomed the research
staff of Messrs. Synthetic Ammonia and Nitrates,
Ltd. (later I.C.I. (F. and S.P.), Ltd.), at Billmgham-
on-Tees, and was later appointed a group manager
in the Oil Division, where he was concerned with the
development of the coal hydrogenation process. He
was appointed director of research of the Powell
Duffrjm Co. in April 1933, an appomtment which he
has held until now.
One of the advantages of imified management of

all the British coal mines is the opportmiity it gives
of tackling the major problems of the industry on a
national scale. Dr, Idris Jones will find no lack of
important objectives ; on the contrary, in the early
stages, the difficulty^ will be to arrange them in order
of precedence. The problem of fuel preparation,
whether m washing and gradmg, or in carbonization
and briquetting, or in the degree of refinement of
by-products, will doubtless have prominence. On the
other hand, the problems of the human element,
such as the whole study of workmg environment, as
well as occupational diseases, will engage a large
proportion of the Beard’s research mterest. Dr. Idris
Jones has an immense field before him ; one that
calls for the exercise of wise scientific judgment.

Mathematics at Leeds : Retirement of Prof. W. P*

Milne

pROE. W. P. Milne, head of the Mathematics
Department of the University of Leeds since 1919,
has retired and been appointed professor emeritus.
After studying at the University of Aberdeen, where
he obtained a doctorate, Milne took his mathematical
degree at Cambridge as fourth wrangler, and received
honourable mention in the Smith’s Prize 0^^300*
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ation. He then became mathematics master at

Clifton College, where he stayed until he was
offered the chair of mathematics at Leeds. The
appointment of a school master to a university chair

was an interestmg experiment, and there can be no
doubt about its success. During his Clifton period,

Milne wrote text-books on higher algebra, projective

geometry, homogeneous co-ordmates and the calculus.

But his greatest contribution to mathematics has
been a number of papers, published mamly in the
ProceQd%ngs of the Londo?i Mathematical Society, deal-

ing with the properties of plane cubic, quartic and
quintic cur\^es, and the relations between the cubic

surface and quartic curves, culminating in the
properties and groupmgs of the 2,015 conics which
touch the plane qumtic curve at five distmet points.

The University of Aberdeen recently conferred upon
him the honorary degree of LL D.

Prof. Milne brought into the development of the
Mathematics Department of the University of Leeds
a profound knowledge of conditions in schools, and
a deep appreciation of the need for the greatest

width of knowledge combined with the mutual
mental influence of different types of students sharing
life in the same institution. He believed that research
should be encouraged among all university mathe-
matical students, and this has happened with some
success at Leeds. He took a considerable share in

the development of the University of Leeds as a
whole, and durmg his period as pro-vice-chancellor
he presided with great success over meetmgs of the
Senate and other committees working out a scheme
of post-war development. His influence in the
County of Yorkshire was exercised through the
Yorkshire Branch of the Mathematical Association

which he foimded in 1920, and through his work in

connexion with the training colleges, when his Clifton

experience was very valuable.

Geology at Liverpool :

Prof. F. Coles Phillips

Dk. F. Coles Phillips, University lecturer in

mineralogy and petrology at Cambridge, has been
appointed to the George Herdman chair of geology
at the University of Liverpool. Entering Cambridge
from Plymouth College, he graduated m 1923, bemg
placed in the first class in Part I of the Mathematical
Tripos and in both parts of the Hatural Sciences
Tripos, with geology and mmeralogy as his chief

subjects. His first researches included investigations

on the serpentines and associated rocks of the Shet-
lands : later, holding a research fellowship at Corpus
Christi College, he was engaged m studies on pro-
gressive regional metamorphism in Cornwall and
Scotland. Appomted demonstrator in mineralogy in

1928, he became University lecturer in the new
Department of Mineralogy and Petrology in 1932.

More recently, Dr. Phillips has devoted his attention
particularly to the field of ore microscopy, where he
has developed equipment and technique for low-
relief polishing of ores which have proved eminently
satisfactory and have since been adopted in several

resewpch institutions at home and abroad. As an
hrwfcigator in the field of structural petrology his

is known, particularly his studies on the
Sibpo Off^^Moine schists of the Scottish Highlands,
*13^^ ye^Wdfies he is now extendmg into a general

bfth^j^todflcance ofImeation in the crystalline

sdhiSts of tiiiflloi^h-West Highlands. As a teacher
MiiHips been eminently successful, both in

his contact wi% Imgp undergr^uate classes and in

the post-graduate courses he has given in his special
field of research. He served for many years as
secretary of the Faculty Board of Geography and
Geology and as member of a number of University
committees connected with the work of the science
faculties at Cambridge. The ripe experience in teach-
mg, zeal for research and conspicuous organising
ability which he will bring to the chair at Liverpool
augur well for the future of geological studies at the
University.

University of London : Appointments

The title of emeritus professor in the University
ofLondon has been conferred on Prof. C. L. Fortescue,
recently professor of electrical engmeering, Prof. C. H.
Lander, recently professor of engmeermg, and Prof.
E. F. Dalby Witchell, recently professor ofmechanical
engmeermg, at the Imperial College of Science and
Technology.
The followmg appointments have been announced •

Dr. S. Tolansky, reader in physics m the University
of Manchester, to the University chair of physics
tenable at Royal Holloway College as from January
1, 1947.

Mr. A. J. Ayer, fellow and dean ofWadham College,

Oxford, to the Grote chair of philosophy of mind and
logic tenable at University College as from January
1, 1947.

Dr. John McMichael, formerly lecturer in human
physiology in the University of Edmburgh and
since 1936 Johnston and Lawrence Research Fellow
of the Royal Society of Edmburgh and extra
honorary assistant physician at the Royal Infirmary,
Edmburgh, to the University chair of medicme
tenable at the British Postgraduate Medical School.

Prof. G. C. Allen, smoe 1933 professor of economic
science in the University of Liverpool, to the Univer-
sity chair of political economy tenable at University
College as from April 1, 1947.
Dr. B. S. Platt, director of the Human Nutrition

Research Unit of the Medical Research Council, to

the University chair of human nutrition tenable
at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicme.

Dr, Kathleen Lonsdale, since 1945 Dewar Research
Fellow at the Royal Institution, to the University
readership in crystallography tenable at University
College.

Dr. S. D. Elliott, smce 1938 a Freedom Research
Fellow in the Department of Bacteriology at the

London Hospital Medical College, to the University
readership m bacteriology tenable at the College.

The degree of D.Sc. has been conferred on Mr.
Wilson Mandell, an external student.

Braunton Burrov^s

BRAUOTOisr Btjbbows, on the north coast of Devon,
a locality of -unique characteristics and of great

interest to the biologist and countryman, has bem
m us© for military training durmg the War. This

occupation seems likely to continue. In an article to

The Times of November 2, a strong plea is made
that this area should now be relinquished by the

military authorities. For some two and a half cen-

turies the Burrows have claimed the mterest ofmm
of science : the mobile dunes are of outstandmg
mterest and provide materials not only for the plant

and animal ecologist but also for the physicist, the

geographer and the geologist. The flora, which is

remarkably riph, includes species of rare occurrence.
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It also affords materials for the study of adaptation
to the extreme conditions presented by the wmd-
blown dunes. The fauna, not less attractive, contams
among other thmgs many local varieties and species

of mvertebrates. As the author states : 'Tt is the
whole complex of plant and anmial populations and
the special conditions m which they live that give

this place such high scientific value both for urgently
needed research and for education, and mdeed make
it unique in its kmd”.

Britain’s Contribution to the War Effort

The third and final report on Mutual Aid (Cmd.
6931. London : H.M. Stationery Office. 2d. net),

with its record of mutual aid from July 1, 1944, to

the termination of the various agreements, and with
its statistical report of mutual aid throughout the
War, has been published opportunely. It is fittmg
that this record of the magnitude of the assistance

which Great Britam gave to the United States, the
U.S.S.R. and other allies, as well as received, should
be made public now that fresh demands are being
made to avert a possible collapse ofWestern Germany.
At the height of the War, the United Nations were
aidmg each other freely on the scale of about £4,500
millions a year, and over the three years up to the
end of the War, mutual aid was extended by the
United Kingdom to fourteen countries, and totalled

£2,078,500,000. Excludmg oil obtained under Lend-
Lease, the value of supplies, services and capital

received by the Allies amounted to 8 per cent of the
national income of Great Britam and 16 per cent of
her total war expenditure. The largest proportion of
this—60 per cent—^went to the United States, 15 per
cent went to the U.S.S.R. and the remamder to

European allies and China. The total value of
reciprocal aid to the United States up to September 1,

1945, is estimated at £1,241,402,500, and of this total

26 per cent took the form of servncmg U.S. Forces,

18 per cent is accounted for by the cost of buildmg
capital installations, the remamder being in respect

of food, materials and equipment. More than half

the services provided to American Forces is accounted
for by shipping services.

In 1943, reciprocal aid was extended to include
raw materials and foodstuffs, and from June
1943 until the end of the War, raw materials
to the value of £31,351,000, two thirds of which
was rubber, chiefly from Ceylon, were shipped
from British Colonies to the United States on
United Kingdom account. A total of 615,000 tons
of bulk foodstuffs was also exported from the Colonies
to the United States under reciprocal aid. Mutual
aid to the U.S.S.R. totalled £318 million, of
which motor transport (£118,856,000) and' aircraft

(£128,893,000) were the largest items. Mutual aid
figures for other countries are less complete, but the
estimated total of at least £519 millions includes £11
millions to Uhina, £106naillions to France, £228 millions
to Poland, £34 millions to Greece, £30 millions to
Czechoslovakia, £24 millions to Belgium, £14 noillions

to Yugoslavia, and £32 millions to Turkey. These
mutual aid arrangements have now ceased and
trading is again on a cash basis. The vast flow of
commodities and services exchanged and consumed
m fighting the common enemy are not being left

standing as monetary liabilities, but are being can-
celled by common consent. This record of aid ren-
dered by the United Kingdom provides a measure of
an impulsive aspect of her war effort which it is

appropriate to recall at the present moment.

Health of University Students in Italy

The substance of an address delivered by Marc
Daniels at a conference held in Italy m connexion
with the National Council of Research in 1945 has
been published (Rie. Set, e Ricostruz., March-April
1946). He points out that imiversity students are

potentially the most precious possession of a nation,

because they represent the intellectual and profes-

sional leaders of the future ; but they are susceptible
to various maladies during their period of study. It

IS remarkable that in the past so little care has been
exercised on their behalf, not only m Italy but also

in other countries. Daniels regards tuberculosis as
the most serious problem confrontmg them because
it is responsible for more deaths among the young
people of both sexes than any other disease. During
the War the mortality from tuberculosis increased
considerably and in some parts of Italy was doubled,
while m London it increased by 70 per cent among
the young m the first year of the War. After tuber-
culosis, venereal disease assumed alarming propor-
tions durmg the War in different coimtries, and
there is no reason to think that Italy is an exception.
A short description is given of the efforts that have
been made to combat tuberculosis among students
m the United States, Great Britam and France. The
latter country has a special anti-tubercular service

for university students, of which the author, who
had first-hand knowledge of its working when it was
initiated in 1932, speaks most highly. Although he
does not think that in existing circumstances a
national medical service in Italy is possible, he is

eonvmced that every university in the coimtry
should regard the organisation of such a ser\dce for

its students as lymg within the limits of possibility.

Medical attention at the beginning of a stxident’s

career and subsequent attention annually should
form a chief part of the prophylactic services. Given
a sufficient number ofmen of good will m the faculty
of medieme, prepared to collaborate in the prepara-
tion of a medical programme, and given the co-

operation of other faculties and also of students’
organisations, the University of Rome should be able
to mstitute a medical service for the students which
would serve as a model for the assistance of the
young people of Italy, on whom depends the future
of the country.

A Welsh Folk Museum : St. Fagans Castle

A ETJiiE description of the Earl of Plymouth’s
magnificent gift of St. Fagans Castle, together with
18 acres of land, to the National Museum of Wales
appears in the Museums Journal of September.
Following this gift (which was made this year) Lord
Plymouth has arranged, “on very acceptable terms”,
the transfer to the Museum of an extra 80 acres of
the park-land adjoinmg the gardens. This additional

acquisition was essential m view of the development
of St. Fagans as a folk museum. The establishment
of a Welsh Folk Museum as an extension of the
National Museum’s services has been a long-felt need.
In 1943 the Welsh Reconstruction Advisory Council
provided an opportimity for pubholy pressing the
adoption of the proposal, and upon this the Museum
Council submitted a recommendation that an open-
air museum was an essential auxiliary to the National
Museum ofWales. This recommendation was adopted
by the Advisory Council, and now, in 1946, the
scheme proposed materializes through the generc^ty

,

of Lord Plymouth.
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St. Fagans C^astle dates from Norman times, and

the present house, winch was built within the thir-

teenth-century curtam wall of the fortrevSs, is best

describedm the words ofthe report * “it is a dignified,

picturesque and characteristic example of the com-

modious many-gabled style of Elizabethan times,

containing lofty well-lighted rooms’'. The beautiful

grounds, which will be maintained for the enjoyment

of visitors, mclude terraced walks, formal gardens,

fish-ponds and a treed hill slope. The extra 80 acres

of park-land is reached through a short tunnel 'which

rims beneath a fenced public footpath, and its higher

parts overlook the Vale of Glamorgan. The policy

for the Folk Museum envisages “as complete a picture

of the Welsh past as possible, to create a ‘Wales m
miniature’ where the visitor can wander in the con-

fined area of a hundred acres through time and space,

from the sixteenth century to the twentieth, from
Anglesey to Monmouthshire, and see not only the

old Welsh way of life but the variations in and the

continuity of our culture”. It will become “a centre

for architectural and craft education, both visual and
mstructive”. The house itself will be furnished m
such a manner as to provide for the visitor a detailed

study of the life and culture of the landed classes m
Wales. The report, which contams three photographic

reproductions of St. Fagans Castle with its gardens

and park-lands, should be read by all those mterested

in the development of folk museums.

Manchester Libraries

Amokg points of interest in the annual report of

the City of Manchester Libraries Committee for the

year ended March 31, 1946, is the announcement of

the impendmg reinstatement of the separate Tech-
nical Department m the Central Library in the room
at present occupied by the Henry Watson Music
Library, which will be moved to the second floor.

Of the total 6,430,499 volumes issued during the

year, 5,102,372 were from the home-reading adult

and 819,533 from the junior libraries, and 508,594

from the reference libi*aries, which so far as issues

are concerned have regamed the ground lost durmg
the War. Although 102,530 fewer volumes were
issued than in the previous year, the average daily

issue of 21,419 volumes was slightly higher. Grave
concern is bemg caused by the continued heavy use

of the already over-worked stock of the lendmg
libraries, and the scarcity of copies ofbooks in demand
is so great that the libraries are compelled to circulate

many thousands of copies which are, by pre-war
standards, too shabby and dirty to justify a place

on the shelves. In the reference section, where the
absence of trained staff has been severely felt, the
demand for library copies of prescribed books by
university, college and school students is all the

greater, because so many of them are out of print

and unobtainable in any other way. It is embar-
rassing both to staff and students when some twenty
students are anxious to use one copy of a set book.

Again, while the total of 71,266 books added to the
Libraries during the year, at an approximate cost

of £20,700, is the smallest for many years, the average
post of each volume was almost three times the
averalge, before the Wa?:. The estimate for books has
beep, mpr^ased to £30^000 for the current year, but
bf the ^,908 volumes withdravm only 7,082 were
replapei by new ebpies, due to the existing shortage
ofbooks. A feature ofthe year has been the mcreased
use of bho Obipmercial Library for all kinds of

inquiries, and the value of the Information Bureau
IS well illustrated by examples quoted in the
report.

Recent Earthquakes

Dijbing August 1946, seven distant earthquakes
were recorded in New Zealand, and twenty-three
were felt by persons in the Dominion The greatest
shocks had intensity 4 on the Modified Mercalli Scale,

and occurred on August 1 and 12 near Lake Coleridge,
on August 12 near Wanganui and on August 21 m
the central parts of North Island. The United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey in co-operation with
Science Service and the Jesuit Seismological Associa-
tion determined the epicentres of two shocks on
August 28. The first, at 22 hr. 26*3 mm. G.M T., was
an aftershock of the destructive Dominican Republic
earthquake of August 4 off Samana Peninsula, and
the second, at 22 hr 28-2 mm. G.M.T., occurred m
Northern Chile.

Durmg September, twenty-two earthquakes were
registered at the Geophysical Observatory at Toledo
in Spam, that on September 12 bemg in north-west
Bengal, that on September 23 north of New Guinea
and that on September 25 a further aftershock of the

Dommican Republic earthquake (U S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey). In addition, there was an earth-

quake on September 18 not registered at Toledo.

This happened in the Pacific Ocean off south-west
Mexico (iat. 16° N , long. 101° W.).
On October 2 an earthquake had its epicentre south

of Kamchatka (lat. 51° N., long. 157° E.), and on
October 4 a further aftershock of the destructive

Dommican Republic earthquake ofAugust 4 occurred
off the Samana Peninsula (U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey). On October 19 an earth tremor shook
Baghdad, but no damage is reported.

Lastly, on November 2 , a violent earthquake took

place in Central Asia. Accordmg to an official Moscow
report, the earthquake was most strong in the district

between Jalal-Abad m Khirghizia, and Fergana m
Uzbekistan. This area is m the valley of the Syr

Daria, where Uzbekistan’s first steel works were
3

built, and where there is an important hydro-electric
‘

station. A good deal of cotton is grown in the area,

and this has been assisted by the construction of the

Fergana Stalm Canal. The recent earthquake caused

considerable material damage and loss of life, though

the exact figures are not yet available.

Bibliography of Medicine

A BiBLiOGRAPHiOAn BuiXETiK, Covering medicme,
veterinary science and pharmaceutical chemistry,

published by the International Association of the

Medical Press (71 Via M.tMacchi, Milano, 300 lire;

2 dollars yearly), gives a classified list of books m
these fields published in 1945 and 1946 or in prepara-

tion, the titles being arranged alphabetically by

authors in each section. There is also an author

index. The Association plans in 1946 to send wpch

a bulletin free of charge to the editors of medical

reviews, and it is mtended that the second edition
'

of this catalogue shall include a summary of informa-

tion regarding all periodicals, whether discontinued :

or in course of publication. The editor mvitas
;

managers of medical reviews to forward all the *

necessary information regarding such publications- !

The Association is also negotiating with the authentic
of the Vatican City for the use of the Vatican station

for regular broadcasts of sufficient length to enable
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it to bring strictly scientific information from the
medical press to the editors of medical reviews and
to medical practitioners.

World List of Scientific Periodjcals

Active preparations are being made for the issue

of a third edition of the “World List of Scientific

Periodicals”. The second edition of this invaluable
scientific reference work, issued in 1934 and covermg
the years 1900-33, is now out of print though still in

constant demand. It contains upwards of 33,000
titles of journals and includes the holdmgs of some
hundred and eighty libraries in Great Britain and
Ireland. The new edition, w’hich is designed to m-
elude all the scientific and technical periodicals that
appeared during the period 1900-47 as well as the
holdmgs of additional libraries, wull, therefore, be
considerably larger. Librarians are being asked to
co-operate as before by sending particulars of all

those journals on their shelves that do not appear
m the second edition or are shown there as having
no location in Great Britain, to the Secretary, World
List of Scientific Periodicals, c/o Zoological Society
of London, Begent’s Park, London, N.W.8, from
which office further information may be obtamed.

‘The Microtomist’s Vademecum”
The eleventh edition of “The Microtomist’s

Vademecum” is being prepared, and it is hoped that
the new material will have been collected by early
m the New Year. Laboratory workers are invited to
submit accounts ofmethods which they believe should
be included in the new edition to Prof. J, Bronte
Gatenby, School of Zoology, Trmity College, Dublm

;

or to Prof. H. W. Beams, Department of Zoology,
State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.

The Night Sky in December

Pull moon occurs on Dec. 8d. 17h. 52m., u.t., and
new moon on Dec. 23d. 13h. 06m, The following
conjunctions with the moon take place : Dec.
12d. 04h., Saturn 4*^ S. ; Dec. 19d. 21h., Jupiter 1° S.

;

Dec. 20d. 02h., Venus 1° IST. ; Dec. 21d- 22h., Mercury
O'S'^lSr. Mercury is a morning star, rising at 6h. on
Dee. 1 and 7h. 20m. on Dec. 31, and attains its greatest
westerly elongation on Dec. 9. Venus is conspicuous
in the morning hours, rismg at 5h. 54m., 4h. 50m.
and 4h. 23m. at the begmnmg, middle and end of
the month respectively. Durmg this period its stellar

magnitude varies between — 4 and — 4*3. The
planet attains its greatest brilliance on Dec. 23 when
its stellar magnitude is about ~ 4-4. Mars is too
close to the sun for favourable obser\^ation through-
out the month. Jupiter, a morning star, rises at
5h. 28m., 4h. 50m. and 4h. 05m. at the beginning,
middle and end of the month respectively. The
stellar magnitude of Jupiter remams neaily — 1-3

throughout December. Batum can be seen durmg
most of the night, rising at 20h. 28m., 19h. 30m, and
18h. 21m. on Dec. 1, 15 and 31 respectively. It is

easily recognized as it is close to the star 8 Cancris
and cannot be mistaken for a star owing to the ab-
sence oftwinkling. The following oeeultations ofstars
brighter than magnitude 6 take place in December :

Dec. Id. 18h. 36-Om., 69 Aqar. (D)

;

Dec. lid.
02h. 31 -2m., 181 B.Gemi. (B)

;

Dec. lid. 04h. 13-6m.,
^ Gemi. (D) ; Dec. lid. 05h. 14-3m., Gemi. (E)

;

Dec. 13d. 23h- 27*7m-, 46 Leon. (J?). D and B refer
to disappearance and reappearance respectively, and

the latitude of Greenwich is assumed. Wmter solstice

is on Dec. 22d. llh.

There will be a total eclipse of the moon on Dec. 8,

visible at Greenwich. The ciremnstances of the

eclipse are given below :

Moon enters pennmfera Dec 8d 15h 11 Sm.
Moon enters umbra S lb 10 2

Total eclipse begins 8 17 18 8
Middle of eclipse 8 17 48 0

Total eclipse ends 8 IS 17 2

Moon leaves umbra 8 19 25 8

Moon leaves penumbra S 20 24 2

Announcements

Sib Robekt Robln'sos^*, president of the Royal
Society, will deliver the Faraday Lecture of the

Chemical Society on July 16, 1947, durmg the

Society's centenary celebrations. The Faraday
Lectureship was founded m 1867 to commemorate
Michael Faraday. In normal times it is delivered

every three years, and is the highest honour which

the Chemical Society has in its power to offer. The
list of names of previous Faraday Lecturers include

Dumas, Cannizzaro, von Hofmami, Wurtz, Helm-
holtz, Mendeleeff, Lord Rayleigh, Ostwaid, Fischer,

Richards, Arrhenius, Millikan, WiUstatter, Bohr,

Debye and Rutherford. The Lecture will be delivered

in the Central Hall, Westminster, and will form the

prmcipal scientific event of the Chemical Society’s

centenary celebrations.

Dr, L. H. Lampitt will deliver the second Sir

William Jackson Pope Memorial Lecture before the

Royal Society of Arts on December 4 at 5 p.m, ; he

will speak on Sir William Pope’s influence on scientific

organisation

.

The thirty-first Exhibition of Scientific Instru-

ments and Apparatus arranged by the Physical

Society is to be held in the Physics and Chemistry

Departments of the Imperial College of Science and
Teehnologj^ and some adjommg galleries of the

Science Museum, London ; the provisional dates are

April 9-12.

The Radio Industry Council aiinoimees that

Radiolympia—the National Radio Exhibition—^will

be resumed in 1947, the proposed dates being

October 1-11. This exhibition wull provide the first

opportunity to display to the public and to the whole
world the achievement of the radio industry of Great

Britain m overcoming the many difficulties of recon-

version to the design and production of radio,

television, radar and electronic apparatus for civilian

purposes.

The wide scope of the work which has been
undertaken by the British Electrical and Allied

Industries Research Association is revealed by the

contents of the annotated list of its published papers.

This booklet, which is revised and published annually,

gives abstracts of some five hxmdred reports covering

the many aspects of electrical equipment and elec-

tricity supply, safety problems, insulating and
magnetic materials, and electrical instruments and
measurement.

By a recent decision at the University of Cam-
bridge, the professor of astrophysics is to be
director of both the University Observatory and
the Solar Physics Observatory. Prof. Harold
Jeffreys, the newly appointed Plumian professor of
astronomy and experimental philosophy, wdl thus
not reside at the University Observatory.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for opinions expressed by their correspondents.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications

Determination of the Electronic Charge by
the Ofl“Drop Method

A NEW determination of the electronic charge e is

being carried out using a method which is a develop-
ment of the photographic method previously used^.

Instead of vertical plates and a horizontal field,

horizontal plates are used as in Millikan’s experiment.
The present method has several advantages over the
previous one. The path of the drop is now fifty or
more times the distance measured, thus maldng the
Brownian motion effect extremely small and en-
abling effects due to a change in charge of the drop
or evaporation readily detectable if they exist. An
accurate study of the electric field can be made, and
by photographing much smaller droplets a check can
be made of the presence of convection currents An
interesting result has been obtained during the study
of the field which may throw light on some of the
previous oil-drop results, and so a brief report is

made of this work.
Por the preliminary tests the condenser consisted

of two circular steel plates, 3-7 cm. in diameter,
optically polished and separated by glass pillars of
length 0-6573 cm. In order to study the effect of
the hole in the condenser plates on the field, a rela-

tively large hole 1 nun. in radius was used, and as
will be shown later a surprisingly large variation m
field was produced by it. Oil drops after passing
through this hole entered the field and were illum-
inated by flashes of light at intervals of 0-2 sec. either
by using a rotating disk and projection lamp or by
triggermg a discharge tube. A concave mirror re-

flected the light so that the drops were illuminated
almost equally in opposite directions. When a drop
reached a lower part of the field, a potential differ-

ence ofabout 6,000 voltswas applied across the plates

;

and if the drop was satisfactorily charged it rose
towards the top plate. The plates were tilted at a
small angle to the horizontal about the optic axis of
a viewmg telescope, and this enabled the rismg drop
to move to a slightly different part
of the visual field. When the ^op
reached a certain height, the electric

field was removed and the drop
agam fell under gravity, makmg a ^new track parallel to the first. This
process was repeated until the drop
passed out of the field of view.
Two cameras facing in opposite
directions allowed simultaneous ex-
posures to be made of the one drop,
and thus any error in magnification

^
due to slight out-of-foeus m one
camera was compensated by the
other. An arrangement has also
been devised for moviag the drop
until it is sharply in focus before

' photographs are taken. The appar-
atus was temperature-controlled by
a air method® which also con-
ttois Hie ’temperature of the room.

circulation was ob-
tained by fpur fans^ and all photo-
graphs were tetei lute at night with

lOg 1

the room illuminated only by a sodium lamp. The

apparatus was thermally shielded by an outside

shield ofthick copper, and the inner space lagged with

cotton wool. The frequency of illumination and the

voltage were controlled to 1 part m 40,000.

Measurements of the photographs showed that

although the velocity of the drop when acted on by

the gravitational field remamed constant, the velocity

of the drop when acted on by the combined electrical

and gravitational fields varied along the path, the

path being slightly curved, and also the average

velocity along a path over a certain length varied

over successive paths. This effect was studied over

the whole field of view, and it was found to be due

to the influence of the hole in the plate on the electric

field. From the velocity of free fall and the velocity

of the drop when acted on by both the gravitation^

and the electric field, the electric field at any point

can be estimated. The average field for each path

of ascent of the drop was calculated, and it was

Fig 2

Curve I Calculated variation of average field for 1 mm radius hole in a plane 0 66 mm.
from tlie axis of Uie hole. The average field was estimated over approximately the same

length of path obtained in the photograph of the drops

Curve H. Observed variation of average field for the condenser used The la<^ of

symmefiy is due to the influence of the hole m the bottom plate, which was uot dirwiy
below the top hole and the effect of which was not allowed for in drawing Curve I

From AtoBt measurements from drop for which a 4 764 fi

From (7 to i> „ „ „ „ „ a « 5-298
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Pix)jBx E(x,R)IB^

0 0 500
0 5 0 775 0 900
1 0 0 910 0 968
1 5 0 960
2 0 0 980 0 987

I2 5 0 988
3 0 0 993 0 995

1

4 0 0 997 1

1

^ ^ 0 999 0 999
j

found that tins varied by 0*8 per cent over the field

of view.
Calculations have been made on the effect of holes

of various size on the electric field. The accompanymg
table gives figures for the ratio of the actual field

E(x) to the field, E-^ == Vjd, at different heights in the
condenser and at two distances from the axis of the
hole. The first column gives the vertical distance
below the top plate in terms oi x — zjB, where z is

the measured distance and B the radius of the hole.

The second column indicates the variation m field

below the centre of the hole, and the third column
the field below the edge of the hole.

From a study of the spread of the drops which fell

through the field of view when no field was applied,

it was estimated that the focus of the camera was
about 0*66 mm. behmd the axis of the hole. Further
calculations were made to obtam the variation m
field in this focal plane. Curve I (Fig. 2) plots the
average field over a central 3 mm. vertical path at
distances 0, 1, 2 and 3 mm. to the right and left

of the centre of the hole. Curve II shows the expen-
^ mentally determined variations m field. The average
field for each path of ascent of a drop was estimated
and plotted against the position of the path on the
plate. Two drops were studied, one of which
(a = 4*754 g) moved to the right of the centre of
the field and the other {a = 5*298 ji) moved to the
left of the centre, the tilt of the plates being altered

between the taking of the two photographs. (More
than seven hundred exposures were obtained of
the drop which was deflected to the left.) There was
a small hole m the lower plate to avoid the collection

of oil on this plate, and as this was not directly below
the top hole a slight lack of symmetry in the field

resulted.

An attempt was made to check whether the in-

fluence of the hole would affect previous determina-
tions of 6 by the oil-drop method. In order to avoid
convection currents, Mflhkan® allowed drops to fall

through five minute holes each J mm. in diameter
in the centre of the top plate, his plates being
14 *9174 mm. apart and the distance of fall 10 *220 mm.
In this case the above correction for field variation
would be negligible. Backlm and Flemberg^ do not
state the diameter of the hole ; they used plates
0*3787 cm. apart and measured over a distance of
fall of 0-25597 cm- Assuming that the closest distance
of the drops to the hole was 0*614 mm,, then for

E{x)lEi to be tes than 0*999 at this pomt, the hole
would need to be less than 0-614/5 mm. or 0*123 mm.
in radius. Had they used a hole 0*6 mm. in diameter,
the correction to e would be 4 parts m 1,000 for

drops fallmg in line with the centre of the hole, and
this corresponds to the difference between their and
Millikan’s value of e. Hopper and Laby^ used vertical

plates, so no correction of this type would enter into
their results. Errors, however, have be^i detected
m this work, and those results will be discussed in a
later paper m which full details of the pr^nt experi-
ment will be givm.

I wish to aclmowledge the assistance of Mr. F. C.

Barker m the theoretical calculations and Miss A.

Grant m the experimental work. Tins work is being

financed by a grant from the Council for Scientific

and Industrial Besearcli (Australia).

V. D. Hopper
Physics Department,

University of Melbourne.

^ Hopper. V- T>
,
and Labv, T H

,
Proc Hoy Soe , A, 178, 24^ (19411

® Hopper, V. I) ,
Proc Plm. Soe 54, 55 (1942).

“ iliUikan, H. A., Phil Mag , 32, 1 (1917).

Backlm, E , and Flemberg, H., yatiire, 137, 655 (1936)

Influence of Retardation on the London—
van der Waals Forces

In the coiuse of his work on the stability of

colloidal solutions, m which the attraction between
the particles is ascribed exclusively to London - van
der Waals forces, the repulsion being due to the

mteraction of electric double layers, Overbeek arrived

at the conclusion that in order to aceomit for the

stability of suspensions of comparatively large

particles, i-J is necessary to assume that for long

dLstances the London ~ van der Waals energy de-

creases more rapidly than B'^

;

and he pointed out

that as soon as the distance becomes comparable to

the wave-length corresponding to the excitation

energies of the interacting atoms, the retardation of

the electrostatic mteraction between these atoms can

no longer be neglected and will presumably lead to

a decrease of the attractive force. Foliowmg Over-

beek’s suggestion, we have studied m detail the

influence of retardation on the mutual attraction of

two neutral atoms. As is well luiown, the usual

expression for the London force is found by calculating

the second order perturbation energy due to the

interaction •

AT7 _ (^1^4) _ (u
- u

where and are the operators of the total dipole

moments of the two atoms. Smce AF is propor-

tional to the London interaction is proportional

to 6*. In order to account for retardation effects,

it IS necessary also to consider the mteraction with

the radiation field, and smce in this case the mter-

action operator is proportional to e, the perturbation

method must be applied to the fourth order. Although
several artifices are required to make the calculation

feasible and to avoid divergences, the usual formula-

tion of quantum electrodynamics leads to an im-

ambiguous result.

The usual formula for the London energy between
two neutral atoms m states is

:

A,E = - S . . (2)
hcB^ ui-h Um

SttT?
with ui = El, where qi is the matrix element

he

of the total dipole moment between the S state and a
P state with mdex I, and Mi m the energy difference

between these states. The indices I and w denote

the levels of the two atoms respectively.

When the infiuaace of retardation is taken into

account, formula (2) must be replaced b^:
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s 2 f ^
kcR-’i^,,/ ^'"7 (uf + y^){u^~ + y-)

+ 2y^ + 5^- + % + ^)e'^^dy, (
3)

Eacli term of the summation in (3) converges to the

corresponding term in (2), if

:

i? X; = I? and i? <
and therefore the London energy is proportional to

if IS very small. In the case i? ^ and

^ the term in (3) is proportional to E~'^ rather

than to R'^,

A simple illustration of essentially the same mech>
amsm is obtained by studying the image force

between one neutral atom and a perfectly conducting
plane. In this case, the interaction energy is found
to decrease as R~^ at large distances and as R~^
for R X|.

Details of the quantmn mechanical calculation and
of the application of our results to the problems of
colloid chemistry will be xmblished m Physica.

H. B. G. Casimib
D. POLDEB

Natuurkundig Laboratorium
der N, V. Philips’ Gloeilampenfabrieken,

Eindhoven.
Oct. 15.

A Christiansen Filter for the Ultra-violet

The type of colour filter developed by Christiansen^
consists of a powdered transparent solid (for example,
glass) immersed m a liquid of about the same re-
fractive index but with a differ-
ent dispersion. For one par-
ticular wave-length the refractive
index of the liquid and solid
will be exactly the same, and
this wave-length will be trans-
mitted, while other wave-lengths
for which the refractive indices
are not quite the same will be
scattered by the powder and so
not transmitted. The theory of
these filters has been discussed
by Sethi^, and Kohn and Frag-
stein® used a filter of amorphous
silica in a mixture of 56 per cent
benzene with 44 per cent ethanol
to isolate the Hg line 3650 A.
There does not appear to be
any record of work farther m
the ultra-violet, and it seems
desirable briefly to report our attempts to develop
a filter to transmit the 2537 A. line of Hg. This was
required for quantitative measurements on the
absorption of hydrogen peroxide produced during
certain combustion processes.
Beyond 3000 A., thp choice of suitable transparent

solids and liquids is very limited. Attempts to make
a using crushed fused quartz and mixtures of

C^oroform, carbon tetrachloride? n-hexane,
eynloh^stee^ or ethanol, were not very suco^sfol
l^^usse ttie diference in the dispersions of the liquid
TOd solid Was ihsufficiefit. We obtained sufficient
snocws, howev^, using crushed fiuorite (OaFjj) in a

mixture of carbon tetrachloride and ethanol. For

2537 A. we found that a cell (of fused quartz) about

0 75 cm. thick, packed with fluorite -winch had been

sieved through a 60-120 mesh, and filled with a mix-

ture of 43 per cent carbon tetrachloride with 57 per

cent ethanol, was most satisfactory The cell was

heated in a water-bath at 18 6° ± 0 05° C ; a change

of 1° C. altered the wave-lengLh of maximum trans-

mission about 10 A.

The cells were examined with an iron arc and a

medium-size quartz spectrograph. To obtain good

results it was essential to use the cell in accurately

parallel light and not to place it too close to the slit.

The testing set-up consisted of the arc, a quartz lens

to render the light parallel, the cell, and a second

lens to form an image of the arc on the slit ; the lenses

were focused for the ultra-violet. With this set-up

the rays at the optmimn wave-length formed a sharp

image on the slit and gave a narrow spectrum in this

region ;
wave-lengths slightly greater and less than

the optimum gave a less well-defined image on the

slit and hence a wider, less intense spectrum. The

spectrum thus showed a cusp-shaped patch of light,

as indicated in Fig. a, which may be compared with

the normal are spectrum without filter (Fig. 6).

The filter gave a little scattered light of other

wave-lengths, but the bulk of the transmission was

limited to a narrow region about 50 A. broad. The

transmission at the optimum wave-length was only

about 1-2 per cent, but the filter did nevertheless

isolate the Hg 2537 line fairly well, and it served our

purpose satisfactorily. Figs, (c) and {d) show the

spectrum of a quartz mercury discharge tube with

and without the filter. With the mercury discharge

tube no appreciable photochemical decomposition of

carbon tetrachloride was detected, but with an iron

arc some trouble was experienced, and it was necessary

to protect the filter with another cell contaimng a

thin layer of carbon tetrachloride which could be

changed frequently. The tetrachloride used in the

filter had to be carefully purified from imsaturated

compounds which absorbed the near ultra-violet.

G J. Minkofe
A. G. Gayboh

Chemical Engmeering Department,
Imperial College,

London, S.W.7.
Hov. 1.

1 CJfuristiansen, Ann. Pfms. Lpz , 03, 298 (1884).

*SetIil, H., InA, Assoc.. Otdt. Set Proc.y 6, 121 (1921)

« Kohn, H , $.n<i Fragstem, K., PhMs Z., 33, 929 (1932).
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Determination of Transverse Wave

Velocities in Solids

A TECHNIQUE for finding longitudinal wave
velocities m solids lias already been described^

;

velocities of transverse waves can be determined with
the same apparatus

Ultrasonic waves were generated by an oscillator

connected to a c|uartz crystal. The waves were
received by another similarly cut quartz crystal.

The received waves were detected and measured by
a two-stage radio-frequency amplification, followed

by smgle stages of rectification and d.c. amplification.

Screenmg of the detector set had to be thorough, so

that it would not pick up any general electromagnetic
radiation from the oscillator set. In this detail, the
method for transverse waves differs from the method
for longitudmal waves, where sufficient leakage of
electromagnetic waves into the detector had pur-

posely to be provided^
The crystals were placed flat upon solid surfaces,

such as of concrete, marble, iron, copper, ebonite.

Thm layers of glycerine were smeared on the surfaces

for mamtammg "acoustic’ contmuity between quartz
and the solid surfaces. A frec|uency of 300 Kc./sec.

was used. As the oscillator crystal was moved
away or towards the detector crystal (of course,

either can be moved, whichever is practicable), the
intensity of pick-up of ultrasonics was found to pass
through maxima and mmima. The distances between
consecutive shifts for two maxima or two minima
must be the half wave-length of the sound waves.
Unfortunately, the programme of research had to be
broken off at this stage, and no accurate measure-
ments of the wave-length could be made ; but the
approximate measurements supported the theoretical

expectation that the distances measured were half

wave-lengths.
This technique has the advantages over the

'lycopodium powder’ method of actually markmg
out the sound field by differential distribution of the
powder by the sound on the solid surface, that only
a very weak source of ultrasonics {fraction of a watt)

is necessary, accurate measurements can be made of

the shift of the movable crystal, the application of
the method to field measurements for extended,
unmovable solidfe, etc.

R. Pabshad
Physical Laboratories,

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research,
University Buildings,

Dkhi.
Sept. 18.

^ Parslmd, B , Nature, 156, 637 (1945)

Friedel-Crafts Polymerizations

a-METHYiiSTYBiiNE has been polymerized at 26^ C.,

using stannic chloride as catalyst, both in solution
and m undiluted monomer, givmg polymers of mole-
cular weight up to approximately 1 1,000. Staudmgerh
usmg this catalyst, obtained only a very low degree
of polymerization (up to octamer), presumably due
to the high temperatures reached in his experiments.
The molecular weight of the polymer can be mcreased
three-fold by polymerizing at 0° G., in agreement with
the aluminium eliloride-catalysed reaction®.
The opmion is widely held®»^’® that polymerizations

of this type (catalyski by acids, boron trifiuoride,

aiumimiun cMoridO, stannic chloride, etc.) proceed

U R E

by an ionic chain process. Direct evidence of such
a mechanism is provided by the obser\'ation that

both the rate and degree of polymerization of a-

methylstyrene are mcreased by increase m the di-

electric constant of the solvent. Similar effects are

well established in simple iomc reactions®*'^.

The aceompan37ing graph shows a plot of log^o

(initial rate) at 25° C. agamst dielectric constant (of

the solvent) over a range from D = 1 9 (cyclohexane)

to D = 36 (nitrobenzene), for an mitial concentration
of monomer of 1 36 moles/litre and catalyst of

9 X 10"^ moles/litre. (Rate = disappearance of
monomer in moles/htre/min."^.) Over this range the
molecular weight (number average) mcreases in a
similar marked fashion, as shown in the table below.

Solvent Dielectric constant Holecular \\ eight

Cyclohexane 1 9
Ethylene diehloride 10
Nitro-ethane 28
Nitrobenzene 36

500
1200
(680)
8500

There is, however, some quantitative uncertainty
here, as it is difiScult to remove traces of monomer
from the polymer.

Until the effects of monomer and catalyst con-
centration have been fully determined, it will not
be possible to deduce the formal kinetic steps. But
if it may be assumed that these are the same m all

the above solvents, and also that a stationary state

is established, conclusions can be drawn about their

nature. For a given monomer and catalyst concentra-

tion, the rate and degree of polymerization will de-

pend upon the specific rate constants for initiation

(ki)y piKipagation (kp), and termination (ht) as follows

:

Rate «

Degree of polymerization (number average) oc

kt

The dielectric constant may, in principle, influence

any or all of these rate constants, since all are likely

to mvolve ionic processes. But the fact that both the
rate and the degree of polymerization are similarly

affected indicates that its mam mfluence is on the
ratio kpjkt rather than on

Ifthe propagation step is the reaction of amonomer
molecule with an ionic active centre, as generally

assumed^’®, then by analogy with simple reactions

between neutral molecules and lons^ w© should
expect kp to be reduced by increase in dielectric con-

stant, An increase inthe ratio hpl

h

can , therefore,on]^
be secured by a similar but greater decreasem 1^. , life
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wiil be the case if the termination process is the re-

action of the positive ionic active centre -with a nega-

tive charge as suggested by Polanyi^. (The rate of

reaction between ions of opposite sign is reduced by
increase m dielectric constants

)

Quantitatively, the equations developed by Eyring
and his co-workers^ for the reaction between two ions

do not fit the above data. Perhaps, in view of the

composite nature of the overall rate, this is not to be
expected. Qualitatively, the results are m agreement
with the theory that the dielectric nature of the

medium acts mamly by infiuencmg the termination

rate, that is, the rate of destruction of ionic-growmg
chain centres.

ISTo account has been taken of possible chain transfer

processes, since they affect the degree of polymeriza-

tion rather than the rate®, and hence are unlikely to

be important here. This is in marked contrast to the

radical polymerization of styrene, where the influence

of different solvents is attributed® entirely to their

different transfer constants.

The polymerizations were followed, and the mole-
cular weight of the products measured, by bromma-
tion. Full experimental details will be published
later.

I am indebted to Br. D D. Eley for helpful criticism

of this note.

D. C. Pepper
Trinity College,

Dublin.
Oct. 28.

Staudmger, H , and Breusch, P ,
Ber.^ 62, 442 (1929).

Hershberger, A B., et al
,
Ind Bng. Chem., 87, 1073 (1945).

» Wlutmore, F. 0., Ind Bng Chm>
, 26, 94 (1934).

‘Price, C. 0., N.Y, Acad Sci
, 44, 351 (1943).

‘ Polanyi, M , Chem. Soc Symposium, see Nature, 158, 223 (1946).

‘ Kirkwood, J. G., /. Chem. Phys
, 2, 351 (1934).

’ Glasstone, Laidler and Evring, “Theory of Rato Processes”, 419
et mq. (aCcGraw-Hill, 1941).

“Mayo, F E., J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 65, 2324 (1943).

Cis-Trans Isomerism of Diethylstiiboestrof

Walton and Brownlee^ have reported the conversion

of pure tj^-diethylstilboestrol (cts 1} into diethylstilb-

oestrol (irans) in 80 per cent yield by heatmg with
alcoholic hydrochloric acid. Recent work in this lab-

oratory has shown that heatmg with 2'5N aqueous
hydrochloric acid for periods of 80 mm.“-2 hr. converts

both 4^-diethylstilboestrol and. diethylstilboestrol into

an equilibrium mixture in which, m so far as these

two substances are concerned, diethylstilboestrol pre-

ponderates m the ratio 9:1. The change has been
followed by melting-point and colorimetric estima-

tions® of the products isolated from saturated acid

solutions after coolmg to room temperature, and
checked by comparison with the properties of suit-

able mechanical mixtures.

It would seem, however, that a simple binary
equihbnum is not involved, and that at least one
other—and presumably a more soluble and less

c^tomogenie—substance is implicated. This may he
rjeduced from the fact that the theoretical intensity

of colour which might be expected from a 9 : 1 pro-

portlE^iaJity of the two substances is not attained m
involving quantitative recovery hy

«?rt®a^ion, and from the stability of the
Owar period studied, which would seem

to tey progressive change in the equihbrium
obn<Stioit5 dUf to the gradual removal oir destruction
of one of %e
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The further possibility that the 9 : 1 proportionality
m the solid phase may not reflect the true equilibrium
ratio in the saturated liquid owing to differences in
the solubilities of the tmns- and ?];-forms, and that
this ratio might be more nearly 1:1, which would
very simply account for the low colour development,
IS not supported by preliminary experiments

; these
show that both substances are only very slightly

soluble in acid solution at room temperature and,
in fact, suggest a slightly greater solubility for the
irans form.

(Estrogen

Duration
of acid

treatment
(min )

Product
m pt Chromo-
° C genic

(uncorr ) power* [(7J

Recovery %
theoretical
chromogemc
power [%C}

Diethylstilbcestrol 0 171 100 98
30 157 94 5 79

V-Diethylstilb-
90 158 5 96 80

oestrol 0 149 5 56 5 104
30 157 96 75

Mechanical
90 157 5 95 76

mixturet ' ' 159 5 95 100

Expressed as a percentage pure diethylstilboestrol colour intensity,

t Diethylstilboestrol . y-diethylstilboestrol = 9 1.

Typical results are summarized in the accompany-
ing table ; they are clearly of importance m the
chemical estimation or biological assay of conjugated
forms of diethylstilbcestrol after acid hydrolysis.

Hexoestrol has been foimd to be quite stable under
similar conditions of acid treatment, and to yield

quantitative recoveries.

F. H. Malpress
National Institute for Research m Dairying,

Shinfield, Nr. Reading.
Oct. 21.

» Walton, E., and Brownlee, G., Nature, 151, 305 (1943).
* Malpress, F H ,

Biochem. J

,

39, 95 (1945).

Metallo-organic Complexes in Soil

Dion and Mann^ have shown that, as extractants

for manganese from soil, neutral sodium and potass-

ium pyrophosphates are much more effective than
the corresponding orthophosphates. Since then,

Heintze and Mann® have shown that various organic

hydroxy-acids are almost as effective as pyrophos-
phate, and much more effective than the correspond-

ing unsubstituted acids, as soil-manganese extractants.

From the start of this work it was obvious that

there was a close parallel between the colour of an

extract and its manganese content ; pyrophosphate,
malate, citrate, etc., gave dark extracts rich m man-
ganese, while orthophosphate, sucemate, tncarballyl-

ate, etc., gave light-coloured extracts poor m man-
ganese. The original observations of Dion and Mann^
and Heintze® had already led Bremner and Lees (un-

published) to explore the possibility of us^g pyro-

phosphate as an extractant for soil organic matter

(the nitrogen content of an extract was used as m
index of its richness m organic matter), and, as th^
mvestigations showed that pyrophosphate was in

fact a good organic-matter extractant, the new
observations of Heintze and Mann prompted a

similar investigation into the possibility of using

malate, etc., for the same purpose. The r^ults

obtain^ showed that the hydroxy-acids w^re almost

as effective as pyrophosphate^ and the present Joint
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investigation was therefore begun with the object

of examining the possible correlation between the

ability of an extractant to extract manganese, iron

and copper from the soil, and its efficiencym dissolving

soil organic matter.

The technique used was simple. One part of soil

was shaken with five parts of neutral extractant

intermittently durmg 24 hours. The extract was
then filtered and its mtrogen content determined
by micro-Kjeldahl, and its manganese, iron and copper
contents colorunetrically by the usual methods

—

permanganate, dipyridyi and sodium diethyldithio-

carbamate. The results given in the table are from
experiments with a clay loam of medium organic

mtrogen content, but comparable figures have been
obtained from soils of different tjq^es.

Amount of element extracted (fjLgmJgm son.)

Extractant Copper Manganese Iron Nitrogen

M/5 pyrophosphate 17 530 870 320
M/5 orthophosphate 3 trace 35 136
M/5 sodimn citrate 6 520 397 360
M/5 „ tricarballylate — trace 0 156
M/5 „ malate — 36 93 155
M/5 „ succinate — trace trace 70
M/5 „ oxalate 7 trace 62 456
3//5 „ tartrate 4 64 223 222
2 per cent sodium hydroxide 17 0 25 846

The results show that, on the whole, compounds
that are good polyvalent-metal extractants are also

good organic-matter extractants. Moreover, it is

clear that these extractants are just those known
to form co-ordmation complexes with pol3rvalent

metals. This suggests that some of the polyvalent
metal m soil exists as an msoluble metallo-organic
complex with some of the organic matter, and that,

if the polyvalent metal can be removed from the
complex by a suitable solvent (such as pyrophosphate),
the organic matter becomes soluble. The metals m

’ these metallo-organic complexes are not in the ex-

changeable form. Although a prelimmary extraction

of the soil with dilute hydrochloric acid removes the
exchangeable manganese, iron and copper, such a pre-

treatment generally leads to an increase in the amount
of nitrogen, manganese, iron and copper obtained in

subsequent extractions by pyrophosphate, etc. The
metal itself is usually extracted along with the
organic matter, but that this is not necessarily so
is shown by the oxalate result. It is true that 2 per
cent sodium hydroxide gives an anomalous result,

but there is already evidence (Bremner and Lees,

unpublished) that the extracting power of sodium
hydroxide may be due, at least in part, to a prelim-
inary degradation of the high-molecular w-eight com-
pounds initially present in the soil.

The metal-complex hypothesis is strengthened by
J
our finding that wiwn a pyrophosphate (or malate,

1 etc.) extract is dialysed, the pyrophosphate and most
of the metals are removed thereby, while the organic
nitrogen which remains behind is water-soluble. The

;
addition of manganese, copper or iron to this solution

,

giv^ an immediate precipitate of the corresponding
metallo-organic complex, which shows just the same
type of solubility as is shown by the compounds

' originally present in the soil ; it is far more soluble,
for example, in pyrophosphate than in orthophos-
phate, and quite insoluble in water.
On the basis of these results we feel justified in

/
advanemg the theory that, in soil, part of the poly-

V metals is combmed as co-ordination com-
ilexes with part of the organic matter, aud that the

J;|TOence of the metals renders the organic matter

| ; the complexes msoluble in water* and in neutral

solvents that do not themselves form complexes
with the metals.

Full details of this work will be published later.

J. ISl. BEEMisrEB S. G. Hei:xt2;e

P. J. G. Mann H. Lees
Chemistry and Biochemistry Departments,

Rothamsted Experimental Station,

Harpenden, Herts.
Hov. 1.

^ Dion, G ,
and Mann F J G

,
J Agnc Sci

, 36, 239 (1946).

- HemtzD S G., and Mann, P J G ,
J Agnc Sci., m the press.

* Hemtze, S. G-, J. Agnc Sn , 36, 227 (1946)

Divalent Manganese in Soil Extracts

Dion and Mann^ extracted trivalent manganese
from soil with neutral solutions of sodium pyro-
phosphate. Such soil extracts gave a strong blue
coloration with benzidine which was due to the tri-

valent manganese present. Later it was found that
solutions of potassium p3n:ophosphate of pH 9 4
extracted sigmficant amounts ofmanganese from soils.

As the alkaline extracts gave no beiizidme test, it

seemed possible that the manganese present was
in the divalent form. A number of soils representmg
different soil types were therefore extracted with MJB
pjTOphosphate solutions at pH 7 0 and 9*4. Tyqiicai

results are set out in Table 1, which also gives the
exchangeable manganese determined by extraetmg
the soils with N calcium nitrate, and the nitrogen
content.

Table 1. Nitrogen content, exchangeable manganese and
MANGANESE EXTRACTED BT PYROPHOSPHATE SOLUTIONS AT

7 0 AND 9 4

The results indicate that one of the factors determ-
inmg the fraction of the soil manganese extractable
by alkaline pyrophosphate may be the organic
matter content of the soil. Thus on a mineral soil

of low organic matter content such as Bamfield 8*0,

the manganese extracted with alkaline pyrophosphate
is only a small fraction of that extracted by neutral
pyrophosphate. On highly organic soils, such as the
fen sods Swaffham and Wissington, the manganese
extracted at pH 9*4 is higher than that extracted
at pH 7*0. Similar results were obtained if solutions
of the sodium salts of hydroxycarboxylic or poly-
carboxylic acids pH 7*0 or at pH 9*0 were used in

place of pyrophosphate. The alkaline extracts gave-
a negative test with benzidine ; Heintze and Maim*
used solutions of such reagents at pH 7-0 for the
extraction of manganic manganese from soils.

Evidence to prove that manganese extracted by
alkalme pyrophosphate solution from sods is present
in the manganous state was furnished by developing
an observation by Lingane and Karpins®. It was
possible to show that divalent manganese in pyro-
phosphate solution can be estimated by addition of
excess mangsm^e dioxide followed by ^timation of
the amount of trivalent mangane^ in solution. The
reaction proceeds according to the equation MnG-f
MnOa—MnaOs. Onditions under which thfeirawtioa
tah^ place quantitatively have been worfe^,^^-
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7*0, the reaction reaches completion in a few
minutes with hydrated manganese dioxide, in 24
honi’s with commercial manganese dioxide. It does
not take place at pH. 9*4

Some results of applying this method to alkaline

pyrophosphate extracts of mmeral soils are set out
in Table 2.

Table 2 Reaction between pyrophosphate extracts of soils
AND MANGANESE DIOXIDE (COMMERCIAL)

jVIanganese (ppm)
Soil Original

extract
After treatment with
manganese dioxide

Bamfleld 8 0 52 120
Barnfield 1 0 256

[

580
Claj loam high in orgamc
matter 464 1200

In the case of mmeral soils with low or only
moderate organic matter content, the soluble man-
ganese found after reaction with excess commercial
manganese dioxide was slightly more than double
the amount initially present in the pyrophosphate
extracts. The filtrates showed by their benzidine
reaction test that the manganese was present in the
manganic form. If, however, hydrated manganese
dioxide was used, the reaction went further than
doublmg the manganese content. Soils with high
organic matter content gave high increases in soluble
manganese with both commercial and hydrated man-
ganese dioxide. These results Suggested that the
organic matter in the extracts may also reduce
manganese dioxide. If the pyrophosphate extracts
were dialysed to separate the manganese from the
bulk of the organic matter, the dialysates reacted
with manganese dioxide to give trivalent manganese
in amounts much nearer the theoretical doubling of
their manganese contents.

It may, therefore, be concluded that the manganese
found in alkaline pyrophosphate extracts of soils is m
the manganous form. It may exist in the soil in the
form of co-ordination complexes with the soil organic
matter in accordance with the theory put forward
by Bremner et al^. On the available evidence, how-
ever, the possibility of its formation by reduction
durmg the extraction cannot be excluded. Manganese
deficiency occurs typically on soils of high orgamc
matter' content, and it would appear possible that
in these deficient soils the conditions may be such
that all the divalent manganese is fixed by the
organic matter in a form unavailable to the plant.
Its presence in the extracts makes it necessary to
reconsider whether the trivalent manganese found
by Dion and Mann^ m neutral pyrophosphate extracts
occurs as such in soils, or whether the reactionMnO -f-

Mn02 ~ Mn^Oa takes place m the pyrophosphate
extractant. The reaction betw‘een divalent manganese
in pyrophosphate solution and manganese dioxide
may be of a general nature and applicable to some
of the other so-called transition elements. The
occurrence of such reactions and their possible
significance in soils are under investigation. Full
details of the work will be published later.

S. G. Heintze
P. J, G. Maistk

dienfistry and Biochemistry Departments,
^potbimisted Experimental Station,

Saapenden, Herts. Hov. 1.

^ Dim, P. J. G-., J. Agri<^. Sci
, 86, 289 (1946),

S, % aad Mann, P. J. G, «/ Agrie. Sci.y m the press.
* Karpins, R., XndiM. Eng, Chem. AnaL Bd.^

* Bresmner ' ifym, P. G., Heiateo, S. G., aad Lees, H., see

Effect on Rats of Pyrifled Diets with
Synthetic B Vitamins

Duriing the early years of the War, we mvestigated
the possibility of providing the factors of the vitamin
B complex in growing rats by giving them these!
factors exclusively in the form of the following

*

synthetic components thiamine, nboflavm, pyrid-
oxme, niacm, pantothenic acid and cholme. Most
of our unpublished results have been confirmed by
other investigators, and may be found in the Anglo-
American literature of 1940-45. Some of our ex-
periments, however, are in essential details different
from those already reported.

After weanmg for three weeks, young male rats
of an average weight of 31 gm. were kept on one of
the foliowmg diets.

Diet A, Yellow maize 40 per cent, wheat 30 per
cent, milk powder 15 per cent, casein 1 per cent,

dried baker’s yeast 7 per cent, cotton seed oil 2 per
cent, arachis oil 2 per cent, cod liver oil 2 per cent,

calcium carbonate 0-5 per cent, sodium chloride
0-42 per cent, iron ammonium citrate 0 08 per
cent.

Diet B. Recrystallized sucrose 74 per cent, vitamih-
free casein 18 per cent, cotton seed oil 2 per cent,

cod liver oil 2 per cent, adequate salt mixture 4 per
cent. Per kgm. ration were added . 2 mgm. thiamine
hydrochloride, 2-5 mgm. ribofiavm, 3 mgm. pyrid-
oxme hydrochloride, 10 mgm. sodium pantothenate,
300 mgm. nicotinic acid, and 300 mgm. cholme
hydrochloride.

Diet G. As diet B, containing the same amount
of synthetic B vitamins, but with the addition of

50 gm. dried brewer’s yeast per kgm. ration.
Diet A has been used by us for several years for

breeding our stock rats. It proved to be a highly

satisfactory ration for normal development.
The experimental diets B and C were given during

the second week of weaning to those mothers whose
litters would receive it exclusively a week later on

during the experiment. In this way we prevented
storage of unknown factors in the young animals.
Young males only were used for the increase in

j

weight comparison. For each diet we used a group

of seven animals ; their mean weight is given in

Table 1.

Table i

Diet Average weight (gm.) of the rats at the age of
group 21 days 28 days 40 days 54 days 61 da|B

A 31 52 103 171 19H
B 31 49 94 155 177
G 31 53 113 189 211

Though growth on diet B is slower than in the

others, the animals showed no signs of any deficiency.

An average growth of gm. a day over such a long

period may be considered as really favourable.

The full-grown males on diet B, without changmg
their diet, were paired with seven females brought

up on the same purified diet B. All seven females

produced normal litters, varying from four to nine,

and totalling 52 animals. 34 of them (65 per cent)

died during weanmg. Three females lost their whole

litters, and only one litter of seven animals remained

fully intact. The resulting 18 animals, which after

four weeks weaning had reached the average weight

of only 28 gm,, were at that time separated from

their mothers, and divided in two groups. One

group was still given diet B, the other received diet C.

This second generation grew astonishingly well, as

may be seen from Table 2.
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Table 2

Diet Average weight (gm ) of the rats of the second generation aged *

group 28 days 40 days 54 days 68 days 82 days 96 days 105 days

B 28 60 106 146 177 194 208
0 28 70 128 180 201 208 214

As m the first generation, growth on diet C is

faster than on diet B The animals on diet C were
mostly advanced m weight at ten weeks of age. They
then weighed 180 gm., that is, 30 gm. more than
the animals on diet B. But later on this difference

dimmished agam, until it was of no significance at

15 weeks of age.

Simultaneously with the experiments reported
above, we investigated the influence of brewer’s

yeast on the regeneration of blood. For these ex-

periments we used twelve young male rats, which
after a normal weaning period of three weeks were
divided m two equal groups, receiving respectively

diets B and C. After five weeks they had all reached
a body-weight of 150-200 gm. They were then bled

at intervals by heart puncture under light ether
anaesthesia. After each puncture 2 c.c. salt solution

was given mtraperitoneally and the animals were
well warmed until normal movements were regamed.
All animals were handled ten times in the course of
26 days, and a total of about 23*5 c.c. blood per
animal was taken durmg that period. The total

amount of blood is about 8 per cent of a rat’s body
weight, so that withm four weeks one and a half

to twice the total blood volume of the animals was
taken.

Regular erythrocyte counts and haemoglobin de-

termmations were done in a drop of blood taken from
the tail. The frequent heart punctures resulted in

a .decrease in haemoglobm and the number of
erytlirocytes. No pathological changes in the red
or white blood cells were observed. The erythrocytes
were in general more bsisophilic than normal, and
some normoblasts were seen. These are mdications
of active blood regeneration.

Complete regeneration to normal values for haemo-
globin and erythrocyte numbers m both groups was
observed withm fourteen days after the last puncture.
Quantitatively there was a difference between the
two groups. But it is not necessary to assume that
there is an essential dietary factor for blood formation
present in brewer’s yeast, the complete recovery
in Group B being as fast as m Group C. There was.

however, a difference in body-weight between the
animals of the two groups (these may be compared
with the data given for the gain m weight), and
therefore some difference m blood volume ma3

’- be
responsible for the quantitative difference observed
Fouts et al.^ found total nitrogen in blood lowered

in dogs kept on synthetic diets Total nitrogen was
also determined in the blood of both our groups B
and C, immediately after the last heart puncture No
difference was found between them, total nitrogen,

bemg on the average 35*3 mgm and 34-5 mgm. per
c.c. blood.

Sunilar experiments have been published by
Kornberg et al.^, who succeeded in producmg anaemia
only in the presence of sulphasuxidine m the diet.

By usmg older rats bled by heart pimcture, we pro-
duced anaemia without the use of a sulpha-drug. The
rapid regeneration in our animals gives a good im-
pression of the power of the bacterial s3nithesis of
folic acid in the gut.

Summarizing the results obtamed, we conclude :

(1) Normal growth and maturation of rats can be
maintamed during at least two generations on a
simple, purified diet with vitamin B supplied by six

synthetic components (B^, B 2 , Bg, niacm, pantothenic
acid and choline), and a normal final weight is

reached in a normal time.

(2) This growth is slower than on the same diet

supplemented with 5 per cent brewer’s yeast, but
there are no indications that growth is suboptimal.

(3) Blood regeneration on the purified diet is as
fast and as complete as in that of 5 per cent brewer’s
yeast.

(4) Reproduction on the purified diet is normal,
but during the weaning period physiology seems to be
unfavourably influenced

;
perhaps some specific

factor essential for lactation fails m the purified diet.

J. E. RoMBorTS
A. Quebido

Biological Laboratory’-,

Netherland’s Yeast and
Spirit Factory. Ltd.,

Delft.'

Nov. 1.

1 J. Sut., 19, 393 (1940)
* Amer J, Physiol , 142, 604 (1944).

Disturbances in Oxidative Metabolism In

Choline Deficiency

The common symptoms in rats on a choline-
deficient diet are, as is well known, fatty liver,

impeded growth, and in young animals renal
haemorrhages (for references see Best^). There has
been discussion as to whether the vitamm character
of choline is due only to its content of labile methyl
groups, or if the lipotropic action has a more specific

mechanism. The experiments reported below show
that an impairment of oxidative metabolism is an
early symptom in choline deficiency.

Young albino rats on an mbred stock, 28 days old
and weighing 24r~2B gm., were placed on a diet prac-
tically cholme-free consisting of 40 per cent suet,

40 per cent sugar, 15 per cent purified casein, 5 per
cent mmeral mixture, and sufficient amounts of
vitamins A, D and E, thiamine, lactoflavine, nicotinic

acid, pantothenic acid, and menadiolsodium diphos-
phate. Controls had the same diet with the adihticm
of 0-6 per cent choline chloride. The body wW;
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Tl’VIE IN MINUTES UEQTJIRED FOR DEGOLORIZATION OF I^IETHTLENE
BLUE in vacuo

/I, controls
, B, cholme-detlcicnt lats

,
cholme-deflcicnt lats

had been given 1 nigni choline chloride intramuscularly
60 minutes before being killed. Every line represents the mean
of two values from the same rat Each Thmiberg tube contained
1 250 V methylene blue, dissolved in 2 5 ml ilf/l 5 phosphate

butter pK 7 15, and 0 2 gm of minced muscle of lund limbs

determined every day. Every second day, four con-
trols and four ‘choline-free’ rats were killed and
examined for liver fat, blood sugar, bilirubin, non-
protein nitrogen, and prothrombin mdex. The oxygen
consumption of the mmced muscles of the hind limbs
was measured in Warburg respirometers.
In accordance with Griffith and Wade^ and others,

we foimd renal haemorrhages on the seventh to nmth
day followed by ursemia. At this point there was, as
a rule—but not always—a slight increase in liver fat

but no increased bilirubin values. Earlier, deposition
of fat in the liver was observed, and two to four days
before the occurrence of renal hsemorrhages the
impeded growth, quite obvious on the fourth day,
suggested a disturbance of a more general kmd.

Considering the mechanism of action of the better
known members of the B vitamins, for example,
thiamine, lactofLavine and nicotinic acid, we studied
the oxidative metabolism of minced muscles of the
hind limbs. In choline-deficient animals oxygen con-
sumption decreased to about two thirds of the normal
values. In twenty-five animals on the test diet plus
choline the oxygen consumption of 1 gm. of muscle
pulp m 60 minutes was found to be 56 -4: db 1*5 mm.®

;

in twenty-one rats on choline-deficient diet the corre-

sponding value was 37*1 ± 1-3 mm.®. The impair-
ment of the metabolism occurred earlier than renal
haemorrhages.
The decrease in oxygen uptake corresponds to a

slower decolorization of methylene blue in vacuo (see

graph). Addition of choline m physiological concen-
trations to the mmced musclesm vitro is not sufficient

to normalize the metabolism. Experiments with
addition of d-l-methionine in vitro have hitherto not
given positive results, m spite of the prominent role

of this amino-acid in transmethylation. The specific-

ity of the impairment of the oxidative metabolism as
a symptom of choline deficiency is, however, shown
by the ^pharmacological effect of choline. If 1 mgm,
of choline chloride is injected intra-muscularly only
W mifintte before the choline-deficient animal is used
for experiment, the ability of its muscles to decolorize
methyltee blue is normal.

These expenments suggest that choline, or at least
its methyl ^oups, ard essential for intermediary

metabolism, probably by being used in the formation
of an unl-oiown co-enzyme.
Detailed reports are to be published m Acta

Pharmacologica et t'oxicologica,

N.-O. Abdon
IST. E. Borglix

Department of Physiological Chemistry,
University of Lund.

Oct. 29.

^ Best, C H
,
and Lucas, C. C

,
“Vitannns and Hormones”, 1, 1 (1943)

“ Gnftith, W H
,
and Wade, H J., J. Biol. Chem

, 131, 567 (1939)
132,627 (1940)

Aggregation of Red Blood Cells in a Strong

Electric Field

Erythrocytes, when suspended m blood plasma,
form ‘rouleaux’, in which the suigle erythrocytes lie

parallel like a pile of coins This phenomenon is

dejiendent on the presence of a specific substance
m the plasma. Wlien suspended m an isotonic sugar
solution, the erythrocytes settle to the bottom
very slowly, without formmg any characteristically

shaped aggregation. On the other hand, the same
suspension of blood cells, when exposed to the in-

fluence of a powerful electric field (api3roximately

100 V./cm ), rapidly forms macroscopically visible

aggregations of red blood cells, quickly settlmg to

the bottom. In this way, all erythrocytes are sep-

arated from the supernatant sugar solution in a few

mmutes.
The following interpretation of this surprismg

phenomenon is suggested The erythrocytes conti,in

a solution of different electrolytes (for example,

KOI, K-Hb, etc.) and are, therefore, conductors.

When suspended in a solution of a non-electrolyte,

they form a dispersion of small conductors in a non-

conducting medium. In a strong electric field these

small conductors become oriented by electric m-

duction. The erythrocytes become dipoles, the

opposite poles of which attract each other, and form

eham-like aggregates. In accordance with Stokes’s

law, sedimentation-rates of such red-cell aggregate

will be greater than those of smgle non-polarized

blood cells.

Experimental. Human citrated blood is centrifuged,

the plasma decanted, and the erythrocytes twice

washed with an isotonic sucrose solution. Then the

erythrocytes are suspended m isotonic sucrose solu-

tion. The suspension is poured mto a U-tuhe (len^h

about 10 cm. , diameter about 0 * 5 cm. ) - The suspension

m both limbs is covered with an isotonic solution of

glucose, which has a much smaller specific gravity

than the isotonic sucrose solution. Metal electrode

are dipped in the glucose solution in both limbs of

the U-tube, and 500-1,000 V. imposed on the elec-

trodes. After approximately a minute, the red cells

have formed clots, which rapidly sink to the bottom

of the tube. When the current is stopped, the secfi-

mented erythrocytes can be easily dispersed again

by shaking. The electric aggregation of blood ceils

is, therefore, reversible, and in this respect analogous

to the reversible coagulation of some colloids.

K. Teige
Z. STAJat

Department of Industrial Medicme
and Hygiene,

,Praha.
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Fermentation of Wood-dust by Cellulose

Bacteria

In’ this laboratory, fermentation of birch, aspen and
pine-dusts has been mvestigated by enrichment
cultures of thermophilic^, and recently also of meso-
phihc^, cellulose bacteria, he Tliner the wood was
ground, the more of the cellulose was fermented In
the best cases, a fermentation of about 70 per cent

of cellulose in wood was obtamed with the leaf-tree

dust at 60° C. Distmct fermentation could be noted
only a day after inoculation. Our results have thus
disproved the earlier conception that the cellulose m
w'ood is fermented only when lignm is m some way
destroyed^, and are evidence agamst the supposition

that cellulose and lignm are chemically bound m
wood. Nevertheless there may be such a Imkage, for

uhe long cellulose molecules may be broken on grmding
wood. If we presume that lignm is bound to the
other end of the fibrous cellulose molecule, there
would bo formed from the free end of these molecules
fragments which afford a suitable substrate for

bacteria. As lignm is decomposed to some extent
durmg fermentation (m one experiment with birch

dust the decrease m the lignm content was 11*4

per cent, and in methoxyl content 29 2 per cent)

the bonds between lignm and cellulose can also

be broken, so that even the cellulose boxmd with
lignm becomes fermentable. The assumption that a
part of the cellulose in wood is bound with lignm,
while a part is free, is in accord with our findmgs.
This would also explam why the whole amount of
the carbohydrates m wood-dust could not be fer-

mented. *

One of our observations made m connexion with
cellulose fermentation deserves particular attention.

The volume of gas first formed in the thermophilic
fermentation decreased during further fermentation,
if the gas trapped in the burette was m contact with
the fermentation fiask. Thus at the end of fermenta-
tion there might be found less carbon dioxide than
was liberated from calcium carbonate by acids formed
m fermentation. In such cases the gas mixture con-
tained no hydrogen. In fermentation experiments
where some carbon dioxide was developed, hydrogen
was also formed in some measure. These findmgs
and the great amount of acetic acid formed m ferm-
entation showed that carbon dioxide is used for

synthesis during fermentation. Presumably acetic

acid is thereby formed, according to the equation :

4Hs + 200^ == CH 3.COOH 4- 2H2O. Wieringa^ has
noted such a reaction with Clostridium aceticum.

Also with mesophilic cellulose bacteria (enrichment
cultures from the rumen of sheep) Koistinen^ has
recently noted an active synthesis of acetic acid
from the gases formed m the fermentation of wood-
dust. When carbon dioxide was added to the system,
acetic acid was formed corresponding to 130 per cent
of the fermented holocellulose, while carbon dioxide
was simultaneously consumed. In this case the
reaction seems to have proceeded primarily according
to the equation : CH4 -f COg = CH3COOH. The
reaction may also occur partly through the reduction
of carbon dioxide caused by hydrogen, as has been
assumed in connexion with the theimophilic ferm-
entation. The combination of carbon dioxide has
been noted only in an acid reaction (pH 6 *0-6 *5).

^
The bunding up offatty acids in cellulose fermenta-

tion through the reduction of carbon dioxide suggests
new views of the activity of the rumen. The large
amount of carbonates which goes in saliva to the

rumen may be used up for the synthesis of fatty acids.

The amount of gas formed m the rumen may, m
turn, essentially depend on this synthesis, which,

again, is determined by conditions m the rumen,
AbTTUBI 1. VlBTAXEN

Biochemical Institute,

Helsinki.

Oct. 23.

^Virtanen and Koistmen, Suomen Kemistilehti B, 11, 30 (1938)

Svensl Kemish Tidsl-rift, 58, 391 (1944) VirUnen and Kikkila,

Suomen B, 19, 3 (1946). Virtanen and Hulda,
Suomen Kemistilehti J?, 19, 4 (1946)

“Koistinen, Suomen Kemistilehti JS, in the press
® Olson, Peterson and Sherrard, Ind. Eng. Chem , 29, 1026 (1937)

^'Wieniiga.y LeeuwenhoeTc, 3, 1 (1936); 6, 251 (1939-40).

Symbiosis of Azotobsicter with Insects

Iisr 1912, T published {Ber. d. hot. Ges.) a preliminary

note on the constant symbiosis of Aphides with

Azotobacter. The entomologist, Prof. H. Sulc, of

Brno, had previously (1910) found that the hitherto

mysterious function of an organ m aphides and
similar insects, called the pseudomtelius, was a seat

of symbiotic organisms. I succeeded m isolating and
identifymg them as belongmg to the g&nus Azotobacter

,

and m 1916 published the results of my studies in

the Prague Zemedelsky Archiv.

Owmg to difficult and unfavourable circumstances

it was not possible for me to devote much further

attention to the subject until recently, when I dis-

covered that the organisms in the mycetocysts or

mycetomes (pseudovitellus) procure for the insects

free nitrogen from the air for the sj^mthesis of proteins

that are primarily necessary for producing the

enormous quantity of eggs and young. I have

now also found instances of Azotobacter symbiosis m
Lecanium Persicce, LimotJirips (which absorb sugars

from plants in the same way as aphides, cycades,

etc.), m the lar\"se of the beetle Anobium paniceum,

in the imago of the grain beetle Sitophilus, in the

larvse of the moth Sitotroga cerealella^ and in the

lar\’‘se of the hark-bormg’ beetle Eccoptogaster

rugulosm. These insects w^ould starve for lack of

nitrogenous food were it not for mycetome sjonbiosis

with Azotobacter.

I have concentrated my attention on the disastrous

epidemic now raging in the spruce forests of Czecho-

slovakia, caused by the bark-boring beetle Ips

(Bostryclius) Typographus L. This epidemic is a result

of the ruinous economy practised during the German
occupation. The beetle multiplied in the borderlands

where the felled tree trunks supplied plenty of food,

and from these trunks infection spread to healthy

trees.

Possessing no laboratory (my Institute at the

Agricultural and Forestry School was plundered by
the Germans), I confined myself to microscopical

examinations. The eggs and very young larvae were

found to contain large numbers of the Azotobctcter.

In this respect Ips resembles aphides. The method
consisted in crushing and smearing material from
the organs, fixing with a flame, removing fat with

xylol, alcohol, water and blue cotton, and then

mounting in Canada balsam.
Longitudinal sections through a yoimg larva of

Eccoptogaster revealed Istrge masses of mtact Azoto-

bactsr zoogloMe in the periphei^ layers of the tissue,

whereas in the digestive organ of the same larva a
ma«R of AzotobaMer was being digested, with the
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result that older larvse were enriched with fat and
other substances Similar observations were made
With the larv0B of Ips (microtome sections). In
1942-44, L. T6th and others {Z, vergleich. Physio-

logie) proved by micro-Kjeldahi determinations that

preparations from twenty different species of the

order Rhjmchota (aphides, Apluophom, PMlcemus,
Gassidm, some Lygcsidm^ etc., as well as those from
Pyrrhocoris apterus) considerably mcreased their

mtrogen content in a very short time. Insects with
well-developed mycetomes (aphides, Homoptera)
fixed free nitrogen much more energetically than the

Heteroptera, which are devoid of them.
Aphides, Homoptera and Heteroptera are thus

able to assimilate free nitrogen. Bark-boring and
other beetles and the moth investigated have to be
mcluded in this group. This remarkable insect

-

symbiosis corresponds in magnitude with that in

Legmninosa3. I have named these symbiosis bacteria

Azotobacter Sulci sp. n. Details will be jmblished
shortly.

JaroSLAV Peelo
Pliytopathological Institute,

Praha XII.
Oct. 21.

Hypocupraemia in Cattle

The ocourrence of a suspected copper deficiency m
cattle in Aberdeenshire was recently reported^, the
evidence being based on the low 'copper content of
the pastures and on the similarity of the symptoms
to those of ‘peat scours’ in New Zealand described
by Cunningham^. Ho blood copper data were given
to correlate the suspected low copper status of the
cattle with the low copper value of the pasture.

In a recent investigation by BythelP of a severe
chronic scouring disorder among a small herd of
cattle in Cheshire, the following blood data were
obtained in this Laboratory, the only abnormality
observed being the low copper values.

Table i. Blood akalysbs op appeoted cattle

Animal
Ref. No.

Cu
mgm./
lOO ml.

Hb
gm/

100 ml

Ca
mgm /

100 ml
serum

Mg
mgm /

100 ml.
serum

Acetone
mgm./lOO
ml serum

1 0*02 11 2 10 8 2 6 <3
2 0 03 10 2 9 6

1
2 3 <3

3 0 03 9 7 10 2
1

2 2 <3
4 0 02 10 4 10 2 2 4 <3
6 0 01 11-2 10 7 2 4 <3
8 0 03 11-1 10*3 1 2 5 <3

Hormal copper values for adult bovmes have been
reported by Bennetts et al.^ to range from 0*07 to
0*17 mgm. per cent, and Cunningham® gives the
average normal value as 0*09 mgm. per cent. These
are similar to our round value of 0*1 mgm. per cent
obtained from numerous analyses at Weybridge. It

will be noted that the values tabulated above are
from on© third to one tenth normal.

In appearance, the fields grazed by the affected

animals resembled a peat bog, and because of this

and Hie chronic scouring, the disease was thought
to be similar to the ‘peat scours’ of Hew Zealand.
Analysis of the pastures, however, showed normal
c^opj^r contents of more than 10 p.p.m. The data
on thr^ fields are as foUoyrs (Table 2), lead,

molybdenum and fiuorine values being included for
reasons wMcb need not be elaborated here. Cattle
scoured on fields 1 and II but not on field III.

Table 2. Analysis of pastubes (dry matter basis)

Field Xo p p m Ph p p in Mo p p ni 1’' P P m

L 11 0 7 9 9 0 9 9

II 12 .3 5 4 6 9
'

9 7

HI
1

25 8 6 1 5 1 3 2
1

The disorder, therefore, differs m two respects fronf

Hew Zealand ‘peat scours’ and the suspected copper-

deficiency disorder m Aberdeenshire, both of which
were associated with low copper values of the pastures

and with low haemoglobin values in the affected

animals. The hsemoglobm levels in the cases re-

ported here all fall within the normal range®. The
blood picture resembles that of ewes in areas m
Derbyshire where ‘swayback’ m lambs is prevalent^

and where the ewes appear clinically normal and show
no scouring. In the corresponding areas of ‘enzootic

ataxia’ in Australia, low copper values are shown
both m the pastures and m the blood of the ewes.

In Derbyshire, blood copper values are low but

pasture values normal.
While these cases were imder investigation, blood

samples were received from Blakemore® from cattle

suspected of suffering from a copper deficiency in

the Fen country. Blood copper valuesm seven animals
!

ranged from 0 03 to 0-08 mgm. per cent, the average

being 0 047 mgm. per cent. Pasture analyses showed

normal values of 8-16 p-p.m copper (dry matter

basis), although a sample of hay was so low as

4 7 p.p.m. Clinical symptoms included stunted

growth, rough coals and depressed appetite, but

diarrhoea was observed only m later stages.

These two cases from widely separate areas and

different soil types seem to represent the first records

of bovine hypocuprsemia in Britam.
Ruth Allcroft

Veterinary Laboratory,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,

Weybridge. Oct. 31.

^ Jamieson, S., and Russell, E. O., Nature^ 157, 22 (1946)

* Cunningbam, I. J., New Zealand J Agric.^ 69, 559 (1944).

®Bytbell, D. W. P., personal communication
* Bennetts, H. W., Beck, A. B ,

Harley, R., and Evans, S T.,

Vet J., 17, 85 (1941).

* Cunningbam, I J., New Zealaad J. Scu and Tech

,

Section A, 27,

381 (1946).
» ARcroft, W. M

,
J. Agnc Sci., 81, 320 (1941).

’ Eden, A., Hunter, A. H , and Green, H. H., J. Comp Pi^ and

TUrap., 65, 29 (1945)

“Blakemore, F., personal communication.

The Course of the Controversy on
.

Freedom in Science
*

Our attention has been directed to the passages

m our recent article on this subject^ in which we

stated that the British Association (among other

bodies) “began to support and even to take part m
the new propaganda”, and that at the meeting of its

Division for the Social and International Relations

of Science in September 1941, “no on© was allowed

to speak during the three days of the Conference

except those previously chosen by the organisers,

and the movement agamst pure science and freedom

in science had free play”. We gladly accept the

assurance that the speakers were not selected by the

Council of the Association because they held the

doctrmes we oppose, and that the reason why other

speakers were unable to take part in the discussion

was that all the time available wets occupied by the

speakers chosen. The Council no doubt believed thRt

adl the chosen speakers could make useful conferibu-
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tioiis to the subject of the Conference. But the result,

we think, was very unfortunate. Naturally, we wel-

comed the entirely different atmosphere of the

British Association’s Conference on Scientific Research
and Industrial Plannmg in December 1945, at which
there was freedom for anyone to speak. The views

that dommated the 1941 meeting no longer dom-
inated that of 1945. On controversial as on all other

matters which vitally affect the welfare of science,

the British Association should provide an open forum,
and we are glad to believe that this is its constant

aim.

John R. Baher
University Museum,

Oxford.
A. G. Tansley

GrantChester, Cambridge.

^Sature, 158, 574 (1946)

Research and the Smaller Firm in Britain

In Nature of November 2, p. 638, an account was
given of the recent conference held m Manchester
under the auspices of the Manchester Joint Research
Council. This article gives a misleadmg account of
my paper.

The references to the Mellon and Battelle Institutes

give the impression that I am opposed to the
operatmg principle of these mstitutes m all circum-
stances. What I did in my paper, after givmg as
impartial a survey as I could of the advantages and
disadvantages of their methods of operation, was to
give reasons why I doubted if a “Mellon Institute” is

the solution m Great Bntam to-day of the problem
of research and the small firm. The fact quoted in

the article that . . the Mellon Institute is largely

supported by the large firms” rather than by small
ones was m fact used by me m support of ray
argument.
The most serious misrepresentation occurs at the

end of the first paragraph : “Dr. Toy’s paper in-

dicated concern as to the future of the research
association in Great Bntam and its ability to win fhe
confidence of the mdustry it sensed”. This question
of confidence was not directly under discussion in
my paper, but I may state here quite categorically

that I feel no such concern : and I am not aware
of any such indication m my paper.
On the specific pomt of confidential research for

the smaller firm, I gave reasons why I thought the
idea of domg research confidential to one firm m the
research association’s laboratories, using research

association personnel^ did not seem to be a really

workable scheme. It clashes with the ^rimar^^ prin-
ciple of the research association movement that
research should mainly be on an industry-wide basis,

and for the benefit of the industry as a whole ; and
it also involves the danger that the research man
might find himself in the impossible position ofhaving
to carry out confidential research for a firm, and
general research for the industry on the same or
related subject. I said I doubted if a firm could do
better than carry out confidential research on its

own, and that even a small firm could do something
worth while if it had the right outlook and the right
man. I was also at pains to show that the problem
of research and the smaU firm was made much ^sier
nowadays due to the existence of the research ^soeia-
tions, with their unequalled knowledge of the in-

and its problems. In particular, two illustra-

tions of this were given. A firm wishing to set up
a research department of its own could call on the
research association for help and advice on such
matters as staff, equipment, etc. Alternatively, a
firm not yet prepared to go so far as to set up its

own research department might, I thought, b©
accommodated at the research association, which
would supply material facilities, such as space, equip-

ment, library and so on ; supplymg, in fact, many if

not all the advantages of the “Mellon” system, except
the staff, which in my view should be in the employ-
ment of the firm.

At the end of the article, when summarizing what
Sir Edward Appleton said, occurs the following

sentence : “When facilities and staff are available,

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
will be prepared to assist a small firm by arrangmg
to carry out special investigations into specific

problems, although it is not possible to offer the same
facilities as the Mellon Institute or the Battelle

Institute—a statement which appears to conflict with
Dr. Toy’s remark that the research associations

themselves are not encouraged to undertake work
at cost for an individual firm”. The “conflict”

between the two statements is more apparent than
real. The hesitancy of the research associations to

undertake confidential work is due to the danger to

which I have already referred. Tins danger—quite

acute in a research association limited to a single

mdustry—would be much less and possibly non-
existent m a central government laboratory operating

in a much wider field, though even m this case Sir

Edward did not promise “the same facilities as the
Mellon Institute”.

Thus there is no conflict of ideas in the suggestion
that the Mellon principle, while not really workable
m a research association, might in principle be quite

feasible m a central government laboratory. Whether
this is desirable is quite another matter. My own
view is that the smaller firms would not make any
more use of a» Mellon Institute in Great Britain than
they do in the United States.

F. C: Toy
Shirley Institute,

Manchester.
Nov. 11.

The Thyroid and Tuberculosis

The results quoted by Izzo and Cicardo in theii*

communication^ on this subject are of great interest

to us as we have had somewhat similar animal
experiments imder way for some time.

Izzo and Ricardo seem, however, to have misread
my letter, as they state that Burger and his associates

found diploicin to possess tuberculostatic activity
in vitro. It was clearly stated by me® that diploicin

IS insoluble, and accordingly was not subjected to
%n vitro tests. The substances tested were prepared
by opening the depside rmg, thus solubilizing the
diploicin molecule. These substances were prepared
in this laboratory and tested by my colleague. Dr.
P. A. McNally, in Trinity College, Dublin.

Vincent C. Barry
Department of Chemistry,

Umversity Collie, •

Dublin.
Oct- 28.

* Izzo and Cicarda, 158, 590 (1946),
* Barry, Natem, 153, 131 (1946).
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USE OF SMALL-SIZE PLOTS IN

SAMPLE SURVEYS FOR CROP
YIELDS

By Prof. P. C. MAHALANOBIS, F.R.S.

Indian Statistical Institute, Presidency College, Calcutta

OWIKG to absence abroad, I had missed Dr.
P. V, Sukliatme’s note discussing this subject^.

The over-estimation of crop yields with sample-cuts
of a very small size was reported by us m 1940, and
since then a good deal of work on the subject has
been done in the Indian Statistical Institute. Certam
observations based on the experience gained in the
course of the above work would appear to be called

for in the present connexion.

The prmciple of random sampling m crop-cuttmg
work was explicitly recognized for the first time by
J. Hubback^ m his experiments on paddy in Bihar
and Orissa in India durmg 1923-24 and 1925-26 m
which the size of the sample-cut was 12 5 sq. ft. or

1/3,200 acre. Followmg him, C. D. Deshmukh durmg
1928-29 and 1930-31 and P. S Rau in 1928-29 and
1929-30 used the same size of sample-cuts in their

work on paddy m the Central Provinces, of which I

have recently given a brief account elsewhere®.'^

Hubback’s work had also influenced that of R. A.
Fisher, who used sample-cuts of a small size in his

work on wheat at Rothamsted^. H. P. V. Townend
m his work on paddy in Bengal in 1938 had also used
small cuts of 27*04 sq. ft.

When we first started crop-cutting work on jute in

Bengal m 1939, we had collected some data for

sample-cuts of five sizes ranging between 25 sq. ft.

and 66 sq. ft. There was some evidence of bias, but
the available material was meagre. Next year we
therefore thought it advisable to investigate whether
the results in any way depended on the size of cuts ;

and in work on jute in 1940 we used sample-cuts of
various^sizes ranging from 1 sq. ft. (1/43,560 acre) to

256 sq. ft. (1/170 acre approximately), and detected
unmistakable evidence of over-estimation in cuts of

a very small size. The results were given in consider-

able detail m “The Statistical Report on Crop
Estimatmg Experiments on Jute in Bengal, 1940”,

which was printed for official use but was not issued

to the pubhc under war-time restrictions. The vice-

chairman of the Imperial Coimcil of Agricultural

Research in India (the organisation in which Dr.
Sukhatme has been working as statistician for a long

time) IS the ex-officio chairman of the Indian Central

Jute Committee which financed our work and which
printed my report ; but I do not know whether Dr.
Sukhatme has seen a copy or not of this report. I
had, however, explicitly referred to the size bias in

my paper, “On Large Scale Sample Surveys”®, and
had stated : “In crop-cutting work on jute it was
found, for example, that mean values for all char-

acters studied (such as number of green plants,

weight of green plants, weight of dry fibre) were
much higher for sample units of small size, so that
it was not at all safe to work with cuts of a size less

than say 25 sq. ft.”.

Dr. Sukhatme has not referred to the above
observation.
In explanation of the observed over-estimation

with small-size cuts, Dr. Sukhatme writes : “The
reason for over^esbimation appears to be the human
^«dency to include horlier plants inside the plot.

This factor becomes serious when the perimeter of
the plot is large m proportion to its area.” In the
paper “On Large Scale Sample Surveys”® I wrote :

“It was found that there was persistent over-estima-
tion m workmg with units of very small size. In the
case of field survey the obvious explanation is that
the investigator has a tendency to mclude rather
than to exclude plants or land which stand near the
boundary Ime or perimeter of the grid. This boundary
effect naturally becomes less and less important as
the size of the grid is mcreased.” Hence Dr. Suk-
hatme’s explanation is identical with that put for-
ward by me four years ago.

I must confess, however, that my own opmion has
changed a good deal m the light of further work
which has been done by the Indian Statistical
Institute smce 1942 when I first advanced the above
view. The over-estimation with sample-cuts of
1 sq. ft. had been foimd to be very large (of the
order of 62 per cent) m 1940, and it was decided to
discard such extremely small sizes m future. But
practically every year from 1941 to 1946 we have
been conductmg experiments with sample-cuts of
various sizes ranging from 9 sq. ft. (1/4,840 acre) to
576 sq. ft. (1/76 acre approximately) or more, and m
certam eases up to whole fields on various crops like
aics (monsoon) and aman (winter) rice, jute, wheat,
and sugar-cane. Each year evidence was accumu-
lated about the extent and nature of over-estimation,
and further reports were submitted to various
Government departments. Durmg my recent tour
abroad, I gave a brief accoxmt of such work at
Columbia University, New York, on May 7, 1946,
and a somewhat fuller account before the Royal
Statistical Society in London on July 16, 1946, where
I presented a sunamary table, reproduced herewith,
from which it appears that the over-estimation
decreases as the size of the sample-cut is increased
and becomes practically negligible for cuts of size

larger than 40-50 sq. ft.

PBRCBNajAGB YIELD-EATES BASED OX SAMPLE-OUTS OB DIEPEEBXT SIZES

Size
of cut

(sq. ft

)

Bengal
jute,

1940
(320)

Bengal
]ute,

1941
(185)

wheat,
1941
(178)

TJ.P
wheat,
1942
(346)

Bengal
rice,

1943-44
(40)

Average
index
(un-

weighted)

9 103 8 116 1 121*4 118 1 113 3 114 7
18 — — 111*6 109*4 — 110 5
25 27 — 100*7 —

,

109 0 — 105*0
36 — — 100-1 99 0 112 1 103*7

48 49 95 5 95 3 95 4
54 — — — 96 0 — 96 0
64 — 105 9 — — —

.

81 — — — 93 6 — —
135 99*9
144 99*6 96 4 — 101 2 —
225 — 100 0 97*4 — — -

—

256 loo-o —

.

— __ — —
324 — — — 100 '0 — —

.

576 — — 100 '0

1

100 '0

N.B.—^The size of the sample is givea witlua brackets at the top of
each colmaa

Besides using various sizes of sample-cuts, we also

studied the effect of usmg different methods of i

denaarcating the sample-cut, such as pegs and ropes,

rigid frames of triangular and square shapes, and
semi-rigid frames. In 1944, Jitendra Mohan Sen
Gupta, of the Statistical Laboratory, suggested

obtaining circular-shaped cuts by usmg an arm
rotatmg over a pivot with a light stylus attached at

the end of the rotating arm to catch the plants.

Several models were tried on the field, and in the

present form the arm is of adjustable length so that
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concentric circular cuts of three or four sizes can be
har\"ested at each spot. Standard sizes of 12-57, 50-27,

100-88 and 201-06 sq. ft. are bemg used at present.

I presented experimental material before the Royal
Statistical Society, from which it appears that circular

cuts of 2 ft. radius (area = 12*57 sq. ft.) leads to an
over-estimation of the order of 14-15 per cent on an
average when the work is done on an extensive scale

by a large field-staff scattered over a whole provmce
(for example, Bengal, comprismg about 70,000 sq,

miles). There is, however, practically no bias when
the size is increased to a radius of 4 ft. (area = 50-27

sq. ft.). For example, in the work on aman (wmter)
rice in Bengal in 1945-46 comprismg 2,569 sets of
three concentric cuts, the weighted average for cuts
of 50-27 sq. ft. was 99-7 per cent of the weighted
average for cuts of 100-88 sq. ft. Along with such
extensive experiments carried out by the ordmary
field-staff, arrangements were also made to study the
size bias in the ease of work done under the direct
supervision of framed statisticians. It is interestmg
to observe that m one series of experiments on aman
rice in 1945-46 at three different centres the pooled
average rate of yield based on 236 cuts was 1,183 lb.

of rice (not in husk) per acre for circular cuts of 12-57
sq. ft. against a pooled average of 1,168 lb. per acre
for cuts of 72 ft. X 72 ft. — 5,184 sq. ft. (a little

less than 1/8 acre), showmg that the over-estimation
had become practically negligible.

To come back to the cause of the size bias, I am
now mclmed to rely more on the line of explanation
offered by F. Yates® m the paper cited by Dr.
Sukhatme. Discussmg the observed bias in crop
yields harvested from vathin hoops (of area 10 sq. ft.)

supposed to have been thrown at random on fields m
the United Provinces, Yates suggested : “The bulk
of the bias, however, is probably due to the tendency,
conscious or imconscious, to east the hoop on the
good parts of the crop”. The fact that the over-
estimation with cuts of small size becomes practically

negligible when the wmrk is done under adequate
statistical supendsion, but is quite appreciable when
it is done by the ordmary field-staff, suggests the
following explanation. It is possible that there are

patches of greater fertility distributed either in a
random manner or m a mildly patterned form. In
locating the sample-cuts, ordmary investigators may
unconsciously tend to favour these more fertile

patches by slightly shiftmg the exact location of the
‘random pomt’ on the field. Under adequate super-
vision, it is possible that the location of the ‘random
pomt’ is carried out m a proper manner, thus success-

fully eliminatmg this particular source of bias. Un-
conscious pulling m of plants on the border line (as

suggested by me four years ago and recently repeated
by Dr. Sukhatme) may also be a contributing factor

of importance.
It is relevant in the present connexion to mention

the danger of under-estimation in using comparatively
large sample-cuts demarcated on the field with pegs
and ropes. It is doubtful whether the ordmary field

mvestigators can measure the sides of the square (or

of whatever other shape of cut is used) with sufficient

accuracy. Sagging of stretched ropes would reduce
the actual area harvested and would lead to under-
estimation. Then there is a real difficulty about the
allowance to be made for the boundaries (called ail

in India) between different fields. This pomt is

particularly important in a province like Bengal,
where the average size of individual fields is less than
half an acre. In fact, the concept of the ‘whole-field’

is difficult to define ui an unambiguous manner. The
subject obviously requires further mvestigations.
Another point deserves notice. In recent work

done by our field-staff, we found an over-estimation
of about 15 per cent for cuts of size 12-57 sq. ft.

Yates had reported an over-estimation of 13-9 per
cent (with standard deviation of mean of 2 97 per
cent) for hoops of size 10 sq. ft. These two results

are m broad agreement. In Dr. Suldiatme’s work
the over-estimation was much higher, namely,
42 4 per cent (m both the series reported in Nature)
for sample-cuts of size 12*5 sq. ft. Dr. Sukhatm© has
not given the standard error, but the much higher
over-estimation suggests that his field -staff had
greater bias than the Bengal field-staff. This naturally

raises the question of validity of the results. In the
Indian Statistical Institute great importance is

attached to the field survey being conducted m the
form of two (or more) interpenetratmg but mde-
pendent networks of samples, each of which fur-

nishes an independent estimate and hence supplies

information relatmg to the effective margm of error.

I have discussed this pomt elsewdaere® and would
content myself by remarking that it would appear
advisable to provide such controls in the schemes
which are m Dr. Sukhatme’s charge. This was also

the advice given by R. A. Fisher in the memorandum
to which I have already referred.

1 Nature, 157, 630 (1946)
® Hubback, J., “Samplmg for Eice Yields in Bihar and Orissa”', Imp

Affm Research Inst Pusa, Bull. 166 (1927), recently reprinted
in Sankhya, 7, 3, 281.

“IMahalanobis, P. C., Sankhya, 7, 3, 272.
* As stated in a memorandum submitted bv Prof E. A. Fisher to the

Imp. Conn. A^ric Ees (India) on March 2, 1945, and quoted by
me in Sankhya, 7, 3, 269.

'Mahalanobis, P. C., Phil Trans., B, 231, 509 (p. 409).
® Yates, P., Ann. Bug., 6, 2, 211.

MELLON INSTITUTE

ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1945

Additional interest is lent to the thirty-thixd

annual report of the director of the Mellon
Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Dr. E. R.
Weidlem, covermg the year ended February 28,

1946, by current discussions on the possibility of
developmg similar mstitutions in Great Britain
(see p. 797 of this issue of Nature), Since 1942,
the activities of the Institute have been concerned
mainly with urgent problems of war science and
technology, and during the year under review
there were only twenty-nine individual and fifty-

three multiple fellowships operating, ofwhich thirty-

two had been proceeding for ten years or more
and a furtker twenty-eight for five years. The
industrial research staff of 261 fellows and 264
assistants is an increase ofnmeteen fellows and thirty-

two assistants on 1944-45. Fellowships on adhesives,

optical cements and silica gel began during the year,

and the programme on adhesives w'as completed, as
well as fellowships on cellulosic moulding, con-
structional resms, dismfectants, phenol chemistry and
tar derivatives ; the last two have been merged in

the multiple fellowship on tar synthetics.

From this long report it is possible to select for

mention only a few items illustratmg the wide range
of activities. An mvestigation on the development
of a vitreous enamel coating for fixed trire-wound
resistors, capable of high resistance to thermal
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and moisture, undertaken at the instance of the War
Metallurgy Committee of the National Kesearch
Council, led to the use as coating of a silicone paste
ongmated by a fellowship of the Corning Glass Works.
This fellowship has now been returned to work
on porcelam enamels and has already led to the
development of a high-titanium cover-coat enamel of

very high opacity and resistance to acid. Another
fellowship has been concerned with the reactions

oceurrmg during the smtermg of iron powder com-
pacts, while the American Iron and Steel Institute’s

multiple fellowship on acid recovery has completed
eight years study, in co-operation with public health
officials and industry, of waste pickle liquor. A
multiple fellowship on magnesium is concerned with
fundamental studies on magnesium and its alloymg
properties, with the prime purpose of producing alloys

with superior properties. Now nickel compounds and
catalysts of special promise are bemg prepared under
another project, and evaluated m co-operative pro-

grammes with industrial and government labora-

tories. This inclusive multiple fellowship is sponsored
by the International Nickel Co.
Work m coal chemistry has led to the discovery

that the gradual deterioration m the quality of

re-cycle benzene is due to the preferential accumula-
tion of paraffins. Many advances have been mad© in

gas by-products, and a thorough study made of the
polymerization of vmylnaphthalen© which, contrary
to published statements, is found to be a rapid
process. New processes for purifying benzene, a
novel type of 1-m. laboratory column, and a universal

type 3-m. fractionatmg column are other achieve-

ments in this field, which mcludes a broad programme
on alkylation and dealkylation from which the process
of ethylatmg benzene at Koluta earner

Work in petroleum techilology has included funda-
mental theoretical studies of distillation, particularly

of rectification processes, and mvestigations on the
physical properties ofpetroleum waxes, the mechanism
of catalytic reactions and the nature and structure of
catalyst surfaces. New and improved lubricants have
been developed for aviation mstruments as well as

new testmg methods for such products, and the
report includes some information on the synthetic

lubricants developed under the organic S3mthesis
multiple fellowship of the Carbide and Carbon
Chemicals Corporation, which has now operated
continuously for thirty-two years. Progress m
applications of ‘Vinylite’ resins from dispersions has
been accelerated, and extensive studies of the effect

of the composition of the liquid vehicle on the
viscosity of the dispersion have provided a sound
technical basis for formulating the coatings. Investi-

gation of the chemistry of allyl compounds has led

to industrial processes for 2 : 3-dichloropropanol,

3-chloro-l : 2-propanediol and epichlorohydrm ; also

phenylmorpholine has been produced on a sufficient

scale for development. Military requirements
initiated researches for non-ionic surface-active

materials, and the vitamin section of the Heinz
multiple fellowship on food varieties has thrown light

on the effects of storage on the vitamin content of

r^U^ and fortified strained foods. The value of
ye^ as a therapeutic agent and as a source for

vitatoptins, and the improvement of malt processing,
have also been investigated.
A assigned to the Institute by the

Air-Sea Rescue Agency of the Armed Services has
led^ to ilpte development of a treated superfine
^!i*iberglas’’ whieh. promises to replace kapok for use

in life-jackets on all naval vessels, and also for othei
purposes where its fire-proof qualities are of first

importance. Careful studies on methods of ©valuatmg
buoyancy and of the role of packmg density and
column heights have led to a broader understanding
of the mode of function of fibrous buoyant materials.
Correlated studies of the physical and chemical
properties of cotton fibres are also in progress, and
durmg the War a continuoxis programme of testing
threads and tapes for their ability to resist tropical
conditions was carried out. A new field is being
opened up in the use of recovered synthetic fibres to
make textiles with desirable properties of their own.
The utilization of mdustrial protems, mcludmg
stabilized zem resms, as shellac substitutes, and the
industrial uses of a chemically modified zein, the
development of improved catalysts for the synthesis
of butadiene from ethyl alcohol and of organic
coatmg compositions for Immg the wing tanks of
aeroplanes as well as for steel to permit its use under
conditions of severe corrosion, have all received
attention ,* while mvestigations on the organosilicon
compounds have led to the us© of polysiloxan© fluids

as anti-foaming agents m petroleum products and
mouldmg rubber and organic plastics.

Besides referrmg to the work of the fellowship on
chemical hygiene, particularly in the study of newly
available chemicals, from the pomt of view of hazards
to health, the report mcludes notes on the Industrial

Hygiene Foundation, which has strengthened its staff

of specialists and completed a study of the control of

sweepmg dust in the pottery mdustry and of the
technique of determining the safe limits of silica

content m mdustrial dusts. Reference is agam made
to the synthesis of new antimalarial drugs, particu-

larly hydroxyethyl analogues of the pamoqum©
senes, mvolvmg the synthesis of 8-ammo-6-hydroxy-
ethoxyquinoline and the use of a new hydroxyethyl-
atmg agent, by the Department of Research in Pure
Chemistry. An exammation of the lepidyl carbinols,

the preparation of 4-(p-diaikylammobenzylidene)- and
4-(p-dialkylammobenzyl)-ammoqumolines and the

function of alloxan m causmg experimental diabetes

in animals, m the course of which two colour tests

for alloxan have been developed, are other subjects

under investigation in the Department.

ONTARIO RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1945

The annual report for 1945 of the director of

research of the Ontario Research Foundation
at Toronto, Dr. H. B. Spealunan, refers to the

transition period through which the Fomidation
passed durmg that year Steps taken soon after the

termination of hostilities to restore to normal the

available space enabled the Foxmdation to respond

to the increased demand for fellowship facilities, and
before the close of the year the available laboratory

space was fully occupied. Available statistics show
that there are about eleven thousand mdustrial

units in Ontario, of which only three hundred are

large enough to justify the maintenance either of a

research laboratory or a fellowship unit at the

Foundation, and some of these consist of branch

companies looking to a parent company in the

United States for research and technical direction.
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Besides the twenty feliowships which tax the Founda-
tion’s present facilities, many firms use the Founda-
tion for short-term investigations ; but the director,

in noting that the external income of the Foundation
is now about 57 per cent of the total revenue, while

investment" income has decreased by 18 per cent

smce 1938 and costs have almost doubled, points out
that m consequence the Foundation’s ability to

initiate and sustain investigationm fields of provincial

importance, rather than of immediate concern to an
industry or a firm, is diminishing. He expresses his

firm conviction that societies will prosperm the future

in so far as they are willing to authorize research ex-

penditure on a reasonably liberal and long-term basis.

Reviewing the work carried on during the year, the
report refers to an investigation undertaken in the
Division of Biochemistry to explore the possibilities

of using Canadian linseed oil in the manufacture of
shortening. Much effort has been devoted to the
causes of the objectionable flavour developed by the
hydrogenated oil on storage, and this work has led

to a wider use of the Beckman ultra-violet spectro-

photometer in the laboratories of the Foundation.
Fellowships have been established in the Division
for the investigation of problems associated with the
production of sole leather, and for the development
of pharmaceutical products. In the Division of
Chemistry, the general organic laboratory was
concerned with the investigation of short-term
problems submitted by more than seventy firms. A
section for statistical quality control was established

at the beginning of the year in an effort to make
available to industrialists in the Province methods
which had proved of great value in the manufac-
ture of munitions. Washable papers of two qualities

have been developed tmder the Canadian Wallpaper
Manufacturers’ Fellowship, while in the laboratory

supported by the Consumers’ Gas Co. of Toronto,
attention has been concentrated on more economical
methods for the further purification of city gas. A
dental materials research laboratory has studied re-

actions involved when plasties of the methyl metha-
crylate type are used in manufacturing dentures, and
in the Moore Corporation Fellowrship improved
formulae have been developed for the production of
hot-melt inks for carbon paper, and a new type of
ink is also being developed. The Standard Chemical
Co., Ltd., has established a fellowship for the study
of cellulose derivatives ; the Sterling Rubber Co.

Fellowship, which led to the development of pilot-

plant for the manufacture of plastics from wood, was
terminated in September. ,The facilities ofthe Depart-
ment of Metallurgy have been radically re-arranged.

The Department of Parasitology continued its

work on the blood parasites of ruffed grouse, and the
strain of malaria discovered in ruffed grouse last year
has been transferred to birds raised in captivity and
to canaries, ducks and turkeys. In the Department
of Physiography more time has.been given to writing
up in permanent form the results of the investigation

of the physiography of southern Ontario. In the
Textilos Department experience gamed during the
War in developing and testing fabrics for specific

functions is already bemg used to advantage in

peace-time projects. The York Knitting Mills Fellow-
ship has concentrated attention on problems
associated with the introduction to Canada of the
Kray process for producing unshrinkable wool, and
the Canadian Industries Ltd. Fellowship is devoted
to a study ofthe fundamental characteristics ofnylon
yam and fabrics.

PRECISION-GAUGE LABORATORIES
IN THE UNITED STATES

ARRPORT in Industrial and Engineering Chem-
istry of October describes an mterestmg and

important development in the establishment of

precision-gauge laboratories throughout the United

States for training and inspection. This experiment

should not only be noted in British plans for

university expansion, but may also provide a more
convincing reason for the success of the scientific

instruments industry in the United States than that

of the existence of large consuming firms, to which
F. Rothbarth in the Economic Journal attributes the

profitableness of the mass production of scientific

instruments in the United States.

The new development goes back to the establish-

ment of precision-gauge laboratories in the First

World War to eliminate troubles due to faulty

precision-machine materials through the use of

inaccurate or worn gauges. At that time the idea

was conceived of maintaining permanent laboratories

with regular training facilities under the adminis-

tration of colleges and universities. The first of these

laboratories was set up at Stanford University in

1930, with surplus stocks gathered from arsenals.

The success of the project led to expansion of the
programme, with a second ordnance educational unit

established at the University of Michigan in 1936.

In 1940 there were nine laboratories in operation,

and during the Second World War these were
expanded and used entirely by the Ordnance Depart-
ment. With the end of the War, the laboratories are

once again operating in conjunction with the univer-

sities ; in addition to the two mentioned, the major
laboratories are located at IsTew York University,

Georgia School of Technology, University of Cin-

cinnati, Washington University, Illinois Institute of

Technology, Carnegie Institute of Technology, and
Case School of Applied Science. Operations are now
in progress to convert laboratories set up in the other

four ordnance districts during the War to similar

ordnance-educational units, as well as to establish

additional organisations in the districts where use of

the laboratories is especially heavy.
The precision-gauge laboratories are set up, with

the institution providing space, light, heat, furniture,

and security for the equipment. The schools furnish

study courses on precision measurement and inspec-

tion, and they can use the equipment in research and
consultation, and in standard reference laboratories

for the inspection and checking of precision equip-

ment for industry. Provision is made for co-operation

in industrial research projects. As non-profit organ-

isations the precision-gauge laboratories can act as

referees in disagreements over the precision of

tolerances m gauges or even in parts purchased from
manufacturers. The Ordnance Department has the
use ofthe laboratories for training students, and each

institution is expected to organise an Ordnance unit,

the use of the laboratory reverting exclusively to

Ordnance in time of war.
One of these laboratories is administered by the

Armour Research Foundation of the Illinois Institute

of Technology, under the direction of N. C. Penfold,

head of the Mechanical Engineering Division of the
foundation. The laboratory is housed in the
Engineering Building in a room air-conditioned to

68® db F. and a relative humidity of 45 per c^t*
Among major items of equipment are gauge blocks.
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calibrated by the U S. National Bureau of Standards,
with an accuracy of four milliontlis of an mch. These
blocks are used only as reference standards, never in

actual production, and are themselves checked
regularly against the Chicago laboratory’s master set,

used for that purpose only and accurate to two
millionths of an inch. Both internal and external

comparators with accuracies of ten and twenty
millionths of an inch are included. Two optical

contour projectors, for shadowgraph observations of
profiles at magnifications of 10 to 100, can be used
in measurement of radii, angles and leads on screw
threads, or any contours that can be laid out. Other
instruments include a length-measurement machme
for determining directly diameters or lengths up to

48 inches to an accuracy of ten millionths of an mch,
optical flats, supermicrometers, hardness testers,

toolmakers’ microscopes, height gauges, sine bars foi*

measuring angles such as those of taper gauge plugs,

and a variety of callipers, levels, and calibration

instruments.
Although the Division of Physics and Electrical

Engineering of the National Research Council of
Canada during the War ha,s carried out some testing

and calibration of the same type, there has been no
correspondmg link up of sucdi testmg and training

work there or in Great Britam. The growing im-
portance of precision instruments in all fields of
industrial and scientific research should stimulate
similar developments in Britain ; and it should be
noted that at a recent conference of the Instrument
Society of America the further suggestion was
advanced by Dr. R. H. Muller ofNew York University
for the establishment of an Institute for Instrument
Research embracing studies in all fields of instru-

mentation.

SOCIAL LIFE IN ROMAN BRITAIN"

Roman Britain is only the prelude to the drama
of English history, of which the first scene must

be England after the Saxon conquest. The Romans
vanished, leaving their roads, their ruins, and here
and there the potent Christian seed. But they did
not foimd England as Caesar founded France.
The social life of the Province was divided geo-

graphically into two parts : the Civil Zone, in-

habited by a partially Romanized society, dwelling
among the gently rmdulating and fertile lands of the
Midlands, the south and the east ; and the Military
Zone of the more barren and moimtainous north and
west. In the Civil Zone stood the towns and the villas

that carried Roman civilization into the country-
side ; it was a region of peace and safety, with few
armed men and few fortified dwellmgs. In the
Military Zone, on the other hand, the army of
occupation, based on the fortress towns of York,
Chesterand Caerleon, patrolledWales and the Pennine
moorlands, and guarded the Great Wall that stretched
from Solway to the mouth of Tyne.

This distinction between the Civil and Military
Zones in Roman Britain answered to the primary
geographical difference between south-east and north-
west, which since earliest ages had dictated the place
and character of human settlement, and the speed
and extend of each successive conquest of the
island,

^ ITtoy eyesttiag dfecotnse by Dx. G. M. Trevelyan,
OJM., defflveream 16.

But although the south-east could show a greater

number of mliabitants and a higher stage of civiliza-

tion, even in that favoured half of the Provmce of
Britain, not very much was done under the rule of
the Caesars to reclaim new lands. The heavy clay
soils with their forests of oak and impenetrable
tangle of underwood, and the marshy bottoms of
the valleys, still prevented human settlement in

regions that were afterwards the richest cornlands
m England.

Indeed, takmg the island as a whole, the map of
human occupation was not very different in Roman
times from the map of the Iron Age.
But if the denser forests set a limit to Roman

agriculture, nothing could turn aside the Roman road.
The Imperial highways, constructed by those in-

defatigable and skilled engineers, the soldiery of
Rome, were the chief weapon of her military and
political rule ; and they were essential to the planta-

tion of the cities which formed the chief contribution
of the conquerors to the economic and social life of
the barbarian island.

Combined into one society by the system of old

and new roads, primitive and Romanized Briton
dwelt beneath the shadow of that august Empire,
international m its large, hard heart, tolerant of all

save rebellion ; for Rome, while she erected her own
monumental civilization in cities, forts, villas, in-

scriptions and statues up and down the conquered
land, spared to the subject his own gods, his own
tribes, his chieftains and his ways of life, hoping
merely that the barbarian would learn to imitate the
civilized model so impressively set up before his

eyes.

These little towns were planted and watered by
the Government in the hope that they would grow,
and soon be able to carry the weight of all this

mimicipal building and expense. But their economic
development hung fire, and the rural hinterland,

itself but thmly inhabited, continued to pay in taxes

for the exotic urban display. The cities remained
parasitic on the countryside. Except London, with
its cosmopolitan port, they were none of them great

makers of wealth, and their public buildmgs were
out of all proportion to their economic life. It is not,

therefore, surprising that in the middle of the third

century a.d. the cities began to decay, and Rome’s
policy with regard to them changed. As on the

Contment of Europe at the same period, the Imperial

Government began to neglect and oppress the towns
that had formerly been its favourites. Henceforth

the rural villa with its farm life was regarded as

better than the city as a means of Romanizing a

passively recalcitrant countryside.

The Roman villa stands in rural solitude, amid its

own fields and woods. It is a self-contamed agri-

cultural and social unit. Its owner is a Romanized
Briton. His dwellmg-house, where he lives with his

family and his domestic slaves, resembles one of the

town houses, with red-tiled roofs, corridors, mosaic

and tessellated pavements, and chambers warmed by
hypocausts. The whole establishment hears some
resemblance to a ‘country house’ with its home-farm
in later England, and the owner’s life, divided be-

twem field sports and directing the operations of

agriculture, is not altogether unlike that of a ‘squire’.

But the atmosphere is less free and neighbourly, for

there are no tenant farmers and there is no ‘village’

attached to the viUa. It is all one large home-fam, a
little too like one of the ill-omened Ic^fwndia of

Italy, foT it is cultivated chiefiy by slaves.
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We must not suppose that the villa was the

commonest, though it was the most remarkable, t37pe

of agricultural life lu Roman Britain. The greater

part of the population still lived, as of old, either in

isolated farms of a primitive kind, or in native village

commumties. The inhabitants still cultivated their

small, enclosed fields, the ghostly lines of which have
been revealed by air-photography cutting athwart
the larger fields of a later Britain,

What was the total population of Roman Britain ?

We do not know. Scholarly conjecture has placed it

sometimes at half a million, sometimes at a million.

At any rate there were many fewer inhabitants than
at the end of the Saxon period, when a vast acreage
of the best land had been won from the wilderness,

and hundreds of villages had been planted on land
that was forest or marsh when the Romans left the
Island. Students of Domesday Book have calculated

that there may have been a million and a half folk

in England m the age of Harold and William of
Normandy. Even that estimate may be incorrect,

though it has something to go upon. But whatever
the numbers may have been m the England of
Domesday, it is certam there were many fewer m the
Britain ruled by the Caesars.

JOHANN LUDWIG STEINER AND
THE HISTORY OF THE
ACHROMATIC LENS

The Naturforschende Gesellschaft in Zurich was
founded on August 31, 1746 (see Nature, October

19, p. 559). Among the first eleven members was
Johann Ludwig Sterner—^perhaps the origmator of
the Society—a watchmaker and optician m Zurich.
Goethe m his “Farbenlehre” says in a survey of the
history of achromatic lenses that the practical and
theoretical work of Boscovich and Steiner will not
be forgotten

;
but Steiner’shas already beenforgotten.

This comment by Goethe has been followed up by
Prof. D. Brmkmann, of the University of Zurich,
and in an article entitled “Johann Ludwig Sterner,

a forgotten founder of the Naturforschende Gesell-

schaft in Zurich”, he has published the results of his

mvestigations (Prisma, No. 5, 1946).

Steiner, the watchmaker and optician, visited Eng-
land as a yoimg man and was in touch with members
of the Royal Society. The impression he received
never left him, and probably induced him to propose
the foundation of the Swiss Society, and in one of
his books, a kind of eneyclopjedia, which he pretends
to have translated from the English, he makes this

» proposal. Two years later the Society was founded.
Steiner’s contribution to the development of

achromatic lenses is contained in his book “Abhand-
lungen von den Vergrosserungsglasern” ^1753),
which is partly a translation of Henry Baker’s book
“The Microscope Made Easy” (1743). In an appendix,
Sterner develops his own ideas on lenses and micro-
scopes. Baker, who received the Copley Medal of the
Royal Society for his work on crystallization m salt

solutions, was a son-in-law of Daniel Defoe, with
whom he edited the Spectator and WeeMy Journal,
- Steiner (1711-79) was a splendid artisan. He
surpassed Vaucanson in the construction of artificial

® automats. He built microscopes with exchangeable
lenses, rotating concave and plane mirrors and

apparatus for the projection of the magnified picture

on a screen. He constructed also the first magic
lantern with movmg pictures.

A third of Steiner’s books refers to the treatise of

the famous mathematician Leonhard Euler at the

Academy of Science in Berlin, which for the first

time showed theoretically the possibility of the

construction of achromatic lenses. Newton had
denied this possibility. To prove that Newton was
right, the optician tl. Dolland in London made a

practical experiment with fiint and crown glass

—

and constructed in this way, against his wish, the

first real achromatic lens. Sterner supplemented
Euler’s treatise with his own experiences and mvoli-

tions. Abitold Hahn

NORSE CULTURE IN GREENLAND

The first of the works^ under notice* is an
elaborate survey of all the ancient Norse buildings

known in Greenland, together wfith a summary of

the rehcs found in them and an estimate of the stock
carried on each farm. It is a most valuable and
comprehensive work, and no student can hope to

understand the Norse colonization of Greenland
without consulting it.

The second book^ is a clear and valuable account
of the excavation of several Norse farms in the old

Eastern settlement and should be read m connexion
with Aage Roussell’s earlier work.
The remaining two works®>^ are of very great

anthropological and also historical importance. In
them such knowledge as can be obtained from the
comparatively few skeletons of the old Norse colonists

which have so far been recovered is carefully examined
and summarized. The conclusions arrived at by
Eischer-Moller in the first work are very definite and
give us a completely different picture from that
suggested by the late Dr. Hansen, who examined the
fragmentary human remains found at Herjolfsness
in the extreme south of the country. Hansen sup-
posed that the Norse colonists died out from mal-
nutrition, degeneracy, disease and inabihty to breed.

Fischer-Moiler, while not denying that there may
have been some degeneracy and malnutrition at

Herjolfsness, is emphatically of the opinion that there

IS no trace of this m the northern (called ‘western’

by the medieval Norsemen) settlement up to the
tune when it was found to be abandoned about the
middle of the fourteenth century. He suggests, with
proper caution, that all the evidence goes to show
that the population was not killed off by disease or

by the Eskimos, that it did not merge in the Eskmio

Meddelelser om G-ronland udgivne af Kommissionen for Videns-
kabelige Undersagelser i Gronland.

' Bd 89, Nr. 1 . Farms and Churches in the Mediaeval Norse Settle-
ments of Greenland By Aage Boujssell Appendix The Osseous
Material from Austmannadal and Tungmerahk, by Magnus
Begerbel. (Researches into Norse Culture m Greenland.) Pp.
356. 17 kr.

® Bd 90, Nr. 1 : Inland Farms m the Norse East Settlement

—

Archaeological Investigations in Julianehaab District, Summer
1939. By Chnsten Leif Veba&k, Appendix . Animal Bones from
Inland Farms in the East Settlement, by Magnus Begerbjl.
(Researches into Norse Culture m Greenland ) Rp. 120. 6 50 kr.

® Bd. 89, Nr. 2 * The Mediaeval Norse Settlements in Greenland

—

Anthropolomcal Investigations, by R. Fischer-Maller (Researches
into Norse Culture in Greenland ) Pp. 84Hh22 plates. 5 kr.

*Bd. 89, Nr. 3 The Mediaeval Norsemen at Gaidar—Anthropo-
logical Investigatioru By K. Brdste and K. Fischer-MoUer : with
Dental Notes and a Chapter on the Dentition, by P. O. Pedersen.
(Researches into Norse Culture in Gre^iland.) Pp. 62+30 jdates.

4.50 kr.
(Robenhavn : C. A. Reitzels Forlag, 1941-1944.)
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stock by interbreeding, but that it probably emigrated
m mass. Smee it did not return to the southern
(eastern) settlement, or to Iceland, or to anywhere
else that we know of, it seems clear that, if Fischer-

Moller IS right, which I feel to be most probable, it

must have attempted a migration to the American
contment itself. In Newfoundland or Labrador, beside

the Great Lakes or Hudson Bay, we must look for

traces of the Norsemen from West Greenland.
People in Britain must surely feel some pleasure

at this conclusion. The dismal picture of decay and
failure drawn from the interpretation of the Herjolfs-

ness material is changed to one of expectancy and
interest in a new problem. It is changed also to one
of almost personal pride, for the examination of the
Greenland skulls makes it clear that Celtic blood was
strong in the old medieval settlers as it was also in

medieval Iceland, When this last expedition rowed
out westward over the cold grey waters of Baffin

Bay, there were those aboard it who remembered
the old tales of Tir nan og and the bright lands
beyond the sunset. T, C. Lethbbidge

POPULATION DENSITY OF THE
SHEEP BLOWFLY IN AUSTRALIA

Darcy GILMOUB, D. r. Waterhovise and G. A.
McIntyre, in a paper entitled “An Account of

Experiments Undert^en to Determine the Natural
Population Density of the Sheep Blowfly, Lucilia
cwprina Wied.”, have endeavoured to assess the value
of trapping as a means of controlling those insects

(Commonwealth Coun. Sci. Ind. Research, Bull, 196 ;

1946). The method used was that of liberating a
known number of marked flies and of samplmg by
means of traps the population in an area surroundmg
the point of release. The ntunber of blowflies within
the area was then calculated by multiplying the ratio

of the unmarked to marked flies caught in the traps
by the number ofmarked flies liberated in the trapping
area. Some 102 traps were used, and these were
disposed at equal intervals m a circle of 6 miles
diameter. Some 40,000 flies were liberated at the
centre of this circle one day before the trapping
began. The marking of the blowflies was by staiamg
them with an alcoholic solution of suitable dyes.

Two treatments were given : the first with an
electric power sprayer and the second with a hand
atomizer. In the main experiments, the diameter of

the circle was increased to 8 miles.

The results of four experiments made between
November 1941 and March 1942 showed that the
natural blowfly population varied between 0*3 and
5-7 flies per acre. The distribution of the stamed
flies was found to agree fairly well with a theoretical

distribution curve based on the assumption that the
flies moved outwards at random. The rate of dispersal

of the stamed flies varied from one experiment to
another, the^ differences showing some correlation

with meteorological conditions.
The error involved m the method of estimating

population density was of the or^er of about 20 per
cent. In addition, the possibility that an additional
^cror has to be aJlow^ for cannot be overlooked,
ain<» Ihe stained blowflies did not behave exactly as
the natural population. There is also a further error
arising from the fact that the validity of the method
of ^tan^tion is based on the assumption that.
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activity bemg umform, the catch of each trap varies

directly with the population density. Tins may not
be the case, and there is some evidence that could be
interpreted as indicating that the catches of stained

fliesm the central traps, where the population is high,

are disproportionately large. At present the available

data are insufficient to evaluate these factors ; but
the authors consider that the results they obtained
give a tolerably reliable estimation of the true fly

population. It is noteworthy that an analysis of the

variation between the catches of individual traps

shows that some of the variability was due to local

differences in the natural population.

While the experiments Were not designed to record

the maximum range of flight, it is worth noting that

the greatest distance from the point of release at

which flies were taken was 4*7 miles—a distance

which they covered m less than 30 hours.

FORESTRY IN SIERRA LEONE

WITH the end of the War has come the task of

the switchover from war production to civil

requirements in the case of the forestry services of

the Empire. In the Report on Forest Admmistration
of Sierra Leone for the Year 1945 (Government
Printers, Freetown, 1946) we see that this process
is being undertaken, one of the objects being to

conserve the natural resources—forests and water

—

of the country wherever necessary and wherever
possible.

The report states—and it has been often repeated
m the past for other regions of the world—that the
Colony IS suffering acutely from the uncontrolled
destruction of hill forests by bush and grass fires.

It is held that conservation by controllmg these two
evils is the greatest need m the country to-day, and
until it becomes effective, agriculture instead of being
a thriving industry will continue its downward trend.

Much of the country is already so degraded that only
hare subsistence farming is possible, and that for a
very short time now. Landslides and floods are

becommg a serious menace to property. The cause
and effect are apparent and the remedy is obvious.

It will take years, says the writer, to rebuild the soil

and water resources of the country ; but it is possible,

when effected, that a stable agriculture will ensue.

The policy of the Forestry Department has been
approved by the Development Coxmcil and incorpor-

ated into the general plan of the country. It lays

down a programme of work for the next ten years

and provides the basis for more detailed regional

planning. It has been framed in accordance with the

long-term policy accepted by Government, the two
main objectives being the expansion of the conserva-

tion programme, and a continuance of forest utiliza-

tion started during the War, to ensure self-sufficiency

in timber. Certam sums ofmoney have been allocated

to these two objectives, which are closely related.

As the report definitely states, constant vigilance

will be required to ensure that the conservation pro-

gramme IS not sacrificed to utilization, as has been
so often the case in the past. During the War, in

this and other Colonies, the sacrifice was almost
inevitable ; but that demand has now ceased, and it

should be the aim of the Department that the objects

of the ten-year programme be firmly adhered to, and
that in every case utilization be made subordinate to

the programme of soil conservation.
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{Medings marked with an aste} isl * are open to the public

Monday, December 2
ROYAi Society op Arts (at John Adam Street, Adelphi, London,

W.C 2), at 5 p m.—^Capt J. C Taylor “Marme Life-Saving Appli-
ances” (Thomas Gray Lecture).

Society op Engineers (at the Geological Society, Burhngton House,
Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 5 pm.—Dr. H. G Taylor. “Copper
Alloy Resistance Materials”.

Tuesday, December 3

ROYAL Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at
S.15 p m—Sir Harold Spencer Jones, F R S “Three Astronomical
Centenaries, 2, John Flamsteed, first Astronomer Royal, Bom 1646”.*

Institution op Chemical Engineers (at the Geological Society,
Burhngton House, Piccadilly, London, W 1), at 5 30 pm—^Mr. F E
Warner “Hitnc Acid Production”.
Royal Anthropological Institute (at the Royal Society, Burl-

fagton House, Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 5 30 pm—Prof. R A.
I^her, F.R S. . “The Present Position of the Rhesus Blood Group
Factor”.

Society op Cheaucal Industry, Plastics Group (at the Chemical
Society, Burlmgton House, Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 6.30 pm—
Mr E. G. Hancock ‘ Synthetic Resins from Polyhydroxv Phenols”.
Textile Institute, Belfast Branch (at the College of Technology,

Belfast), at 7.30 p m.—Mr SAG. Caldwell : “Further Developments
in Flax Yam Production”

Wednesday, December 4
British Society for International Bibliography (m the Lecture

Theatre, Science Museum, Exhibition Road, London, S W.7), at
4.30 p m—Dr C. E. P Brooks “The Library of the Meteorological
Office” , Dr John W- T Walsh “Some Problems m the Alpha-
betical Arrangement of Proper Karnes”.
royal Society op Arts (at John Adam Street, Adelphi, London,

W.C 2), at 5 p.m.“—Dr L. H Lampitt “Sir WiUum Jackson Pope

—

his Influence on Scientific Organisation” (Sir WhUiam Jackson Pope
Memorial Lecture).

Institution op Electrical Engineers, Radio Section (at Savoy
Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C 2), at 5 30 p.m.—^Dr.
H, G, Booker • “The Elements of Wave Propagation Using the
Impedance Concept”.

Society op Chemical Industry, Food Group (joint meeting with
the Society op Public Analysts and other Analytical Chemists,
at the Chemical Society, Burhngton House, Piccadilly, London, W.l),
at 6 30 p m—Discussion on “The Application of Statistical Methods
to Food Problems”.

Thursday, December 5
Royal Society op Arts, India and Burma Section (joint meeting

with the Bast India Association, at John Adam Street, Adelphi,
London, W 0 2), at 2.3D p.m—^Mr A. H. Seymour : “Some Supply
Aspects of Rehabilitation in Post-War Burma”.
Chadwick Public Lecture (at St. Mary’s Hospital Medical School,

Korfolk Place, Praed Street, London, W 2), at 4.30 p m.—Colonel
C. H. Stuart-Harris “The Problem of Prevention of Acute Diseases
of the Respiratory Tract, with particular reference to Influenza’*
(Malcolm Morris Memorial Lecture) *

Royal institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at 5.15
pun.—Dr. Kathleen Lonsdale, F.R S. . “What Chemistry Owes to
X-Rays, 1, Physical, Inorgamc and Analytical Chemistry’*.*

Royal Statistical Society, Research Section (at the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London,W C.l), at 5.15 p m.—^Mr R. Stone : “On the Interdependence of
Blocks of Transactions”.

Institution op electrical Engineers (at Savoy Place, Victoria
Embankment, London, W.C.2), at 5 30 p.m—^Mr. W. Szwander

.

’Tower Supply for Generating Station Auxiliary Services”.

Royal Aeronautical Society (at the Institution of Civil
Engineers, Great George Street, London, S W.l), at 6 p m.—-Mr. J. K.
Hardy . “Protection of Aircraft Against Ice”.

Textile Institute (at 16 St. Mary’s Parsonage, Manchester), at
7 p.m.—^Mr. C. V. Ward : “Dust and Fly Control and its Relationship
to Air Conditioning in the Textile Industry”.
Chemical Society (at Burhngton House, Piccadilly, London, W.l),

at 7.30 p m.—^Prof. M Stacey * “Maoromolecules Synthesised by
Micro-organisms” (Tilden Lecture).

Friday, December 6

Association op Applied Biologists (at the Imperial College of
Science and, Technology, South Kensington, London, S.W.7). AtU a.m. (in the Survey Lecture Theatre, Royal School of Mmes, Prmce
Consort Road).—Mr. A. R. Wilson, Mr. A. E. W. Boyd, Mr. J G.
Mitchell and Mr. W. 8. Greaves : “Potato Haulm Destruction, with
fecial reference to the Use of Tar Acid Compounds’* , at 2 15 p.m.
to the Main Lecture Theatre, Huxley Buildmg, Exhibition Road).

—

G. E. Blackman : “Recent Developments in Chemical Methods
tfWeed Control”.

BioohemioaIi Society (at the Katioual Institute for Medical Re-
warch, Hampstead, London, K.W.3), at 1.30 p.m.—Scientific Papers.
Pi^SiOAL Society (m the Lecture Theatre, Science Museum,

^JibiMon Road, London, S W.7), at 5 p.m,—Dr. R. C. Brown :

lundamental Concepts concerning Surface Tension and Capillarity”,

Institution op Bleotrioal Engineers Ooint meeting of the
«^URBMEjm AND TRANSMISSION SECTIONS, at Savoy Place, Victoria
JHnmnkment, London, W.C.2), at 5.30 p,m.—^DisciBsion on “Desirable
TOiur^ of ProtecHve Relays” (to be opened by Mr. 0. Ryder and
Mr, F, H, Birch).

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (at Storey’s Gate, St
James’s Park, London, SWl), at 5.30 p.m—Mr. H. 0. Farmer
“Free-Piston Compressor-Engines”
Royal Statistical Society, Industrial Applications Section

London Group (at the E L M.A Lighting Service Bureau, 2 Savoy
Hill, London, W G.2), at 6 p.m—^Mr. W. Bennett * “Statistics in

Amenca—Factory Organisation”.

Geologists’ Association (at the Geological Society of London,
Burhngton House, Piccadilly, London, 1), at 6 p m.—Mr F
Kenneth Hare : “The Geomorphology of parts of the Middle Thames
Area” (to be read by Prof. S. W Wooldridge).

Chemioal Society, Litbrpool Branch (m the Lecture Theatre*
The University, Liverpool), at 6 30 p.m —Dr J. P Baxter : “Atomic
Energy*’.

Society op Chemical Industry, Manchester Section (at the
Engmeem’ Club, Manchester), at 6 30 p.m—^Members of the staff of
Benger’s, Ltd. Short Papers on “Enzymes in the Food Industry”.

Institute op Economic Engineering, Midland Region (in Room
7, Chamber of Commerce, 95 New Street, Birmingham), at 7 p.m.

—

Annual General Meeting.

Textile Institute, Dublin Branch (at the Mansion House,
Dubhn), at 7 30 pm—Mr A. T. Woods “Fuel Problems”

Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at

9 p.m—Prof Thomas Bodkin : ‘A New Approach to the Fine Arts
in University Education”.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
Applioations are invited for the following appointments on or

before the dates mentioned
Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering—The Registrar, The

Umversity, Sheffield (December 7)
Lecturers (2) in Zoology (Grade He or llb)—The Secretary, The

University, Edmund Street, Birmingham 3 (December 7)

Assistant (administrative) m the Secretariat provided by the
Agricultural Research Council for the Inter-Departmental Insecticide
Committees—^The Secretary, Agricultural Research Council, 6a Dean’s
Yard, London, S.W 1 (December 9)
Assistant Analyst (male) in the County Chemical Laboratory

—

The Clerk to the County Council, County Buildmgs, Stafford (Decem-
ber 10).
Teacher (temporary) op Mechanical Engineering Subjects in

the Secondary (Technical) School, Hackney Technical Institute,
Dalston Lane, London, E.8—The Education Officer (T 1), County
Hall, Westminster Bridge, London, S.E.l (December 13).
Dental Research Technician for experimental wmrk with dental

techniques and materials—The Dental Assistant Dean, University of
Bristol Dental Hospital, Lower Maudlin Street, Bristol 1 (December 14).
Assistant Lecturer in Physics—The Principal, Royal Holloway

College, Englefleld Green, Surrey (December 15).
Biochemist m the Department of Pathology—The Superintendent-

Secretary, Royal Infirmary, Bolton (December 17)
Chief Mechanical and Electrical Engineer in the Production

Department of the National Coal Board in London—The Ministry of
Labour and National Service, Technical and Scientific Register, Room
572, York House, Kmgsway, London, W C.2, quoting C.659A (Decem-
ber 20).
Principal Scientific Officers in the Scientific Adviser’s Depart-

ment of the Air Ministry to deal with operational and administrative
research problems in the Royal Air Force—^The Secretary, Civil Service
Commissioners, 6 Burlington Gardens, London, W.l, quoting No
1694 (December 21),
Lecturer, and an Assistant Lecturer, in Physiology—The

Registrar, The Umversity, Sheffield (December 21).
Lecturer in Chemistry—^The Principal, Birmingham Central

Techmeal College, Suffolk Street, Birmingham 1 (December 21)
Research Physicists on the sfeff of the Division of Radiophysics,

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Sydney, for work on
(a) radio propagation, (b) vacuum physics, (c) apphcations of radio
and radar techniques—^The Secretary, Australian Scientific Research
Liaison Office, Australia House, Strand, London, W.G.2, quotmg
Appointment No. 1039 (December 30).

Principal Research Officer (Senior Phvsicist), Division of Aero-
nautics, Council for Scientific and Industnal Research, Melbourne—
The Secretary, Australian Scientific Research Liaison Office, Australia
House, Sfmnd, London, W C.2, quoting Appomtment No. 1034
(December 30).
Readership in Geology, and a readership in Geography, both

tenable at Queen Mary College—The Academic Registrar, University
of London, Senate House, London, W.C.l (December 31).
Chair of Geography tenable at King’s College—The Academic

Registrar, Umversity of London, Senate House, London, W.0.1
(January 14).
Principal—The Secretanes, Paisley Technical College, 3 County

Place, Paisley (January 15)
Professor op Child Health—The Registrar, The University,

Manchester 13 (January 21).
Professor op Forestry—The Secretary and Registrar, University

College of North Wales, Bangor (January 31)
Chair op Physiology—The Bursar, Royal Veterinary College,

Royal College Street, London, N.W.l (March 1).

Lecturer in Zoology—The Registrar, Mumcfipal College, Porte-
mouth.
Lecturers (3) in Meohanioal Engineering at Howard College,

Durban—The Secretary, Universities Bureau of the British Empire,
24 Gordon Square, London, W 0.1.
Principal Professional Oppiobr at the Government Metallurgical

Laboratory, University qf the Witwatersrand, Johannesbuig—The
Secaretary, Universities Bureau ofthe British Empire, 24 Gordon Square,
London, W.C.I.
Lboturbrs in (a) Mathhmatios, (b) Physios, (c) 0HBMiSTRY-7The

Secretary, Northampton Polyteehmo, St, John Street, London, B,CX,1
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Physical Chemist to conduct researcli on corrosion problems

—

Ttie Personnel Officer, British Iron and Steel Rebeareh Association,
11 Park Lane, London, W 1, quoting ‘Chemistry Department’
Senior Lectitber in Chemistry, and an Assistant Lecturer in

Chemistry, m the University of Otago, Dunedin—The High Com-
missioner for New Zealand, 415 Strand, London, W C 2
Lecturer in Physioeohy—The Registiar, University College,

Nottmgham
Assistant Biocheaiist for Physical Chemistry Department—The

Secretary, Mount Vernon Hospital and the Hadium Institute, North-
wood, Middx
Research Chemist with experience in soil science and crop nutntion

to conduct and superyise research, field and laboratory woik in con-
nexion wuth hop research work—The Secretary-Registrar, Wse College,

Wye, Ashford, Kent
Radiographer to take charge of Z-ray Section—The Director,

Medical Research Council Pneumokoniosis Research Unit, 32 The
Parade, Cardiff
Executive Secretary—The Hon Secretaries, Royal Meteoro-

logical Society, 49 Cromwell Road, London, S W-7.

REPORTS and other PUBLICATIONS
(not included in the monthly Books Supplement)

Great Britain and Ireland

British Society of Animal Production Reports —Third Meeting,
2lst February 1945, General Topic Meat , Fourth Meeting, 17th July
1945, General Topic British Pig Production Pp 85. (Edinburgh ‘

Bntish Society of Animal Production, Impenal Bureau of Animal
Breeding and Genetics, 1946 ) 2s 6d. [305

Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy Vol 51, Section A, No.
1 Probability Problems m Nuclear Chemistry By Erwin Schrodin-
ger. Pp 8 Is Vol 51, Section B, No. 1 On the Relationship between
the Chemiluminescence of Arvl Magnesium Halides and them Low
Oxidisabilitv m Ethereal Solution By Henry Mackle. Pp 8 n p
Vol 51, Section B, No 2 • River Liffey Survey, 7, Salmon of the River
Xuffey. By Arthur E J Went Pp. 9-26 Is 6d. Vol 51, Section B,
No. 3 • Additions to the Knowledge of the Irish Flora, 1939-1945.
By R. Lloyd Praeger. Pp 27-52. Is. 6d (Dublin Hodges, Figgis
and Co., Ltd. , London : Williams and Norgate, Ltd ,

1945-1946 ) [305
Mimstry of Health Nurses Salaries Committee . Mental Nurses

Sub-Committee Further Recommendations, Mental Nurses S C. Notes,
No 6. Pp. 8. (London. HM Stationery Office, 1946.) 2d, net [36

British Rubber Producers’ Research Association. Pubhcation
No. 67 * The Course of Autoxidation Reactions in Polyisoprenes and
AUied Compounds, Part 11, Double Bond Movement during the
Autoxidation of a Mono-olefin. By B. Harold Farmer and Donald
A Sutton Pp 4. (London : Bntish Rubber Producers’ Research
Association, 1946 ) [36

Oxford Medicinal Plants Scheme. Annual Report, 1945. Pp. 16
(Oxford : Department of Botany, 1946.) [36

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. Senes
B Biological Sciences. No. 585, Vol. 231 . Mitotic Activity in the
Adult Female Mouse, Mus musculus L

,
a Study of its relation to

the Oestrous Cycle m Normal and Abnormal Conditions. By Dr.
W, S. Bullough. Pp 453-516 -h plates 27-34 (London : Cambridge
University Press, 1946.) 17a [36

Colonial Office. Orgamsation of the Colonial Service (Colonial
No. 197.) Pp 12. 2d. net, Post-War Traimng for the Colonial Service :

Report of a Committee appointed by the Secretary of State for the
Cofomes. (Colomal No. 198 ) Pp. 46. 9d. net. (London . H.M.
Stationery Office, 1946.) [66

Institute of Welding. Twenty-third Annual Report of the Council.
Pp. 18. (London. Institute of Welding, 1946.) [66
The Bulletin. Issued by the Egyptian Institute, Londou. No 1,

June. Pp. 8. (London : Egyptian Institute, 1946.) [66
Empire Cotton Growing Corporation. Progress Reports from

Experiment Stations, Season 1944-1945 , Programmes of Expen-
ments, Season 1945-1946. Pp. u -f 142. (London • Empire Cotton
Growing Corporation, 1946 ) 3a. [66

City and County of Bristol * City Museum and Art Gallery. Report
of the Committee for the Year ended 31 December 1945. Pp. 12 -f 2
plates. (Bristol * City Museum and Art Gallery, 1946 ) [116
Medical Research Council. War Memorandum No. 17 : Buviron-

mental Warmth and its Measurement ; a Book of Reference prepared
for the Royal Naval Personnel Research Committee of the Medical
Research Council. By Dr. T. Bedford. Pp. 40. (London. H.M.
Stationery Office, 1946.) 9d. net. [116

Other Countries
TJ.S. Department of the Interior' Geological Survey. Water-

Supply Paper 976 Surface Water Supply of the Umted States, 1943.
Part 6 ' Missouri River Basm. Pp. viu H- 470. 65 cents Water-Supply
Paper 980 : Surface Water Supply of the United States, 1943, Part
10 The Great Basin. Pp. v -b 186. 30 cents Water-Supply Paper
983: Surface Water Supply of the United States, 1943 Part 13:
Snake River Basm. Pp. vi -f 234, 35 cents. (Washington, D.O :

Government Prmtmg Office, 1945.) [85
Fiskendirektorafcets Sknfter, Sene Havundersokelser (Report

on Norwegian Fishery and Marine Investi^tions). Vol. 6, No. 3

:

The Propagation of the Common Food Fishes on the Norwegian
Ska^l^ck Coast, with Notes on the Hydrography. By AlfDannevig.
Pp, 90, Vol. 6, No. 4 ' Fisken og havet (fra Fiskeriundersekelsene i

1919,) Pp, 92. Vol. 6, No, 5 : The Movements on a Cold Water Front

;

Tem(perat«!re Variations along the Norwegian Coast based on Surface
Records. By Jens Rggvin. Pp. 152. VoL 6, No. 6 :

Hopen. Av Thor Ivemen. Pp. 56. Vol, 6, No, 7 : Racial
iimateris cC the Herring m Norwegian Waters, By Sven RunnstrSm.

110, VoL 6, No, 8: QuantitaHve Investigations on Herring
Spawning and its Veariy Flw^baations at the West Coast 'of'Norway.% Sven RnnnsfrSm^ 3^. 7!^, .^ergen : A/s. John Griegs Bokteycfcberi,
1940-1^)

^

Fiskeridirektoratets Slvrifter, Sene Havundersokelser (Report
on Norwegian Fishery and Marine Investigations) Vol. 7, No 2
Arsaker til nke og fattige 5,rganger av sild Av Peder A Soleim.

Pp 40 Vol 7, No 3' Plaice Investigations m Norwegian Waters
By Finn Devoid Pp. 84 -b 4 plates Vol 7, No 4 : Om dvpvann-
sreken ved Spitsbergen Av Birgei Rasmussen. Pp 44. Yol 7, No.
5 On Periodical Variations m the Yield of the Great Sea Fisheries

and the Possibihtv of Establishing Yield Prognoses By Per Ottestad.

Pp 12 Vol 7, Nos. 7 and 8 The Production of Zooplankton m a
Landlocked Fiord, the NordS-svatn near Bergen m 1941-42, with
Special Reference to the Copepods, by Kristian Frednk Wiborg

,

On the Tidal Waters m the Nord§,svatn, a Home-made, Self-recording

Tide-gauge, by Bjorn Vmdenes Pp 84 + 6. (Bergen A/s John
Griegs Boktryckkeri, 1942-1944 ) [85

Fiskeridirektoratets Sknfter, Sene Hawndersokelser (Report on
Norwegian Fishery and Marine Investigations ) Yol. 8, No 3

Oppdrett av ostersyngel, Forsok utfort ved Statens Utklekmngsanstalt
ved Flodevigen, 1933-1943 Pp 92 Yol 8, No 4 Undersokelser i

Oslofiorden 1936-1940 , Egg og yngel av v5,rgytende fiskearter.

Av Alf Dannevig. Pp 92 (Bergen . A/s John Griegs Boktryckkeri,
1945 ) [85

Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History Yol 86,

Article 4 * Intraspecific Variation m, and Ontogeny of, Prionotropis

woollgari and Pnonocydm in/ominnensis. Bv Otto Haas Pp 141-

224 -b plates 11-24 Vol. 86, Article 5* Bypsognathus, a Tnassic
Reptile from New Jersey By Edwin Hams Colbert Pp. 225-274 +
plates 25-33 Vol 86, Article 6 * Pareiasaurs versus Placodonts as

near Ancestors to the Turtles. Bv William King Gregory Pp
275-326 plates 34-35. (New York American Museum of NatuiM
History, 194(i ) [95

Journal of Polymer Science. Published bi-monthly. Yol. 1, No 1,

January' Pp 62 Yol. 1, No 2, March. Pp 63-148. (New York
Interscience Publishers, Inc

,
1946.) 8.50 dollars per year. [95

Indian Central Jute Committee. Economic Research Bulletin No
3 * Jute, some Aspects of Supply and Demand. By D Ghosh and
K C Basak. Pp m + 24. (Calcutta Indian Central Jute Committee,

1945.

) 8 annas , 9^ [145

Commonwrealth of Austraha : Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research Bulletin No 186 The General Ecological Characteristics

of the Outbreak Areas and Outbreak Years of the Australian Plague
Locust (Chortoicetes termimfera Walk.). Bv Dr K. H L- Key. Pp.

127 + 8 plates Bulletin No 187 Alcohol, its Place in Organic
Chemical Industry. By Dr H. H Hatt. Pp 51. (Melbourne : Govern-
ment Printer, 1945 ) [155

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Report
of the First Session of the Conference held at the City of Quebec,
Canada, October 16, to November 1, 1945. Pp xxi -b 89. Cornerstone
for a House of Life. By Gove Hambidge Pp. 24 (Washington, D C *

Food and Agnciilture Organization of the Umted Nations, 1946.) [155

Universidad de Buenos Aires Facultad de Agronomia y Veter-

inaria Tomo 2, Fasciciilo 13 Los cromosomas de la yerba mate y
otras especies del genero Ilex. Por Prof Jose M. Audrds y Fulgencio
Saura. Pp. 159-168 Tomo 2, Fasciculo 14. Arctus oculuSy una
nueva mutocion en Drosophila melanogaster Meigen. Por Arturo A.
Fernandez Gianotti. Pp. 169-178. Tomo 3, Fasciculo 6 . Expenencias
sobra hidatidosis. Por Dr Francisco Rosenhusch y Prof Nicolfe

Gelormim Pp 37-66. (Buenos Aires : Umversidad de Buenos Aires,

1945-1946 ) ^
[155

Indian Central Jute Committee. Technological Research Memoir
No 8 The Apparent Density of Jute Fibre and its relation to Spinning

Quality. By B. K. Ghakrabarti, C R, Nodder and K. R. Sen. Pp.

27. ((Calcutta : Indian Central Jute Committee, 1945.) 12 annas

;

Is. [155

A Handlist of the Birds of Palestine. By Gapt Eric Hardy. Pp.

ill -b 50. (Middle East Forces Education Officer-m-Chief, G.H Q

,

1946.

) „ fIfS
League of Nations * Economic and Fmancial Organization Condi-

tions of Private Foreign Investment. Report by the Special Joint

Committee (Official No : C.14. M. 14. 1946. II A.) Pp 48 (Geneva
League of Nations ,

London • George Alien and Unwm, Ltd., 1946 )

2s [^16

Koloniaal Instituut, Amsterdam. Ben en dertigste Jaarverslag.

Pp. 76. Dne en dertigste Jaarverslag. Pp 56. Vier en derti^te

Jaarverslag. Pp. 40. (Amsterdam Kolomaal Instituut, 1941-

1944 )
' [215

Sixty-sixth Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station, New Haven, for the Year 1942 Pp. iv -b 477 -b 36. Sixty-

seventh Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station,

New Haven, for the Year 1943 Pp. iv -b 363 -b 68. (New Haven,
Conn. Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 1942-1943 ) [215

Proceedings of the Umted States National Museum. Vol. 96, No.

3197 ' The Onychophores of Panama and the Canal Zone. By Austai

H Clark and James Zetek Pp. 205-214 (Washington, DC.-
Government Printing Office, 1946.) [215

Bulletin of the Bingham Oceanographic Collection. Yol. 9, Article

3 * Studies on the Manne Resources of Southern New Engln.nd, 3,

The Possibihty of the Utilization of the Starfish (Astenas forbesi

Desor ) Pp. 58. (New Haven, Conn : Yale University, 1946.) [215

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol 104, No. 18 The
Skeletal Anatomy of Fleas (Siphonaptera). By R. E- Snodgrass.

(Publication 3815 ) Pp. ii -b 89 -b 21 plates Vol 104, No. 20

Schistosomophora in China, wuth Descriptions of Two New Species

and a Note on their Phihppme Relative. By Paul Bartsch. (Publication

3841.

) Pp. ii -b 7 -b 1 plate. Vol 104, No. 21 . 1945-1946 Report
on the 27 -0074-Day Cycle in Washmgton Precipitation (Pubhcation

3842.

) u + 2. Yol. 104, No 22 : Energy Spectra of Stars. By
C, G Abbot (Pubhcation 3843 ) Pp. ii -b 6. (Washington, D C.

Smithsonian Institution, 1946 ) ^ ^
[215

Sixty-first Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnoloi^
to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1943-1944, Pp. 8.

Sixty-second Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology
to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1944-1945. Fp-

%

(Washmgton, D 0. : Government Printing Office, 1946.) 1215
LantbrukshSgakolans Annaler (Annals of the Agncultuxal College

of Sweden). Vol. 12, 1944-1945. Pp. iu -b 267. (Uppsala : Ki^.
Lantbrokshdgskolan, 1946 ) 15 kr. 1305
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THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT

The Atomic Energy Act has become law, and
many of its provisions affect, or may affect, the

work of scientific men in Great Britain. Most clauses

of the Act have no immediate effect beyond conferring

certain powers of control on the Minister of Supply.

Their practical consequences cannot be assessed until

the Minister issues the orders which the Act authorizes

him to make. The attitude of the Prime Minister and
the Minister of Supply in the Commons debate, on

which we commented recently in the ‘‘ISTews and
Views” column {Nature, Oct. 19, p. 545), has done

much to reassure scientific men that it is the intention

of the Government to work the new powers with the

least possible interference with the freedom of science.

The only important section of the Act to become
effective at once is Clause 11, which prohibits the

unauthorized communication of information on cer-

tain matters. It should be noticed that this pro-

hibition is therefore already in operation ; and
exemptions from it are possible only by adimnistrative

order, to be issued by the Miaister.

The field covered by the prohibition would appear

to be very narrow and far removed from academic

research, smce the clause refers to “plant . . . for

producing or using atomic energy”. At a first reading

this may be interpreted as a reference to the large

plants used for the military and industrial applica-

tions of atomic energy. Ho man of science could

claim the privilege of spreading information about

such plants at will, much as we look forward to a
tune when world confidence will have been restored

to a level at which these matters need no longer

be regarded as secret.

However, a closer study of the Act, and in particular

of the definitions m Clause 18, reveals that “plant”

includes “any machinery, equipment or appliance”,

and that “atomic energy” is defined in a way which
covers any process m which atomic nuclei give up
energy. Natural radioactivity is excluded, but the

provisions of the Act include artificial radioactivity.

Moreover, any reference to the production of atomic

energy also applies to any process “preparatory or

ancillary to such production. , .

It has been pointed out that, on the basis of

these definitions, a cyclotron, for example, would be
a plant for the production of atomic energy. Indeed,

it is likely that a scientific investigator who talks to

another about a new feature of cyclotron design, or

who writes a paper on that subject, or any journal

which publishes lus paper, is committing an offence

under the Act. In order to remedy this, the Munster
undertook “to make an order, at once on the passage

of the Bill, freeing . . . the ordinary tools of the

nuclear physicist’s trade”. Once this order is made,
the most fiagrant divergence between the law and
the normal workmg practice of the man of science

will have been removed.
There are, however, many other ways in which

the normal practice of the scientific worker may
bring him into confiict with these very sweeping and
vague definitions. The question of the re^ts of
measurements with a cyclotron (as opposed to
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construction or method of operation) was raised in

the debate m the House of Commons, but the

Minister was unable to give an assurance on it.

Legally it seems that Rutherford’s experiment on the

disintegration of nitrogen, if done to-day, would be

subject to the Act as a “plant for the production

of atomic energy”. Such difficulties arise over a
wide field, smce the mclusion of ancillary processes

presumably covers, for example, plants for the

separation of isotopes. Any idea in this field may be

regarded as representing a “proposed plant”, and
hence could not be discussed with anybody without

the consent of the Minister.

The Act directs the Mmister not to withhold con-

sent if the infoimation is not important for the pur-

poses of defence ; but this is surely not a very

effective safeguard. Even if scientific men could be

sure of getting permission to publish on application,

the need to apply for such permission frequently

—

and not only in matters of clear military importance

—

would stifle free and informal discussion, and rapid

publication, two of the essentials of scientific progress.

In fact, most scientific workers would probably fail

to understand the legal technicalities, and will con-

tmue to let common sense be their guide, even where
this may mean that technically they are brealong the

law. The Mmister will have to weigh the bad practice

of encouraging them to ignore the law agamst the

risk of an irresponsible person making reckless

disclosures.

Under the Official Secrets Act, a scientific worker

undertakes not to disclose information about research

on certain specified matters—and usually such

activities are those carried on in Government estab-

lishments—to which he has been given access in the

full knowledge of what is involved. Under Clause 11

of the new Act, however, all men of science may
break the law if they communicate information,

however acquired, in a much wider field ; and it

will be difficult for the individual to know where the

line is to be drawn. Even if most of the parts of

physics investigated in university laboratories are

exempted by order of the Minister, a legal right is

now lost to science, and free publication has now
become a matter which can only be undertaken with
permission, instead of by right.

If it is intended that most university research shall

be exempted from the working of the clause, then the

purpose of the Act must be to cover eventualities

outside the scope of the Official Secrets Act. Perhaps
it could be used if a new discovery of great military

importance were made in a umversity laboratory

;

it could be used to ensure that further work on this

subject should be carried out under conditions of

secrecy. This would probably mean, except in war-

time, that the work would have to be carried out m
a Government establishment. Ho objection can be
raised to the use of the Act in this way.

It would be more serious if the Act were used to

allow the representatives of the Minister to examine
the y^uLts of each piece of research in nuclear

phy^cs before publication. We hope this is not the
intenticai of the Minister. A censorship of this kind
wohld be |K^s£ble oh^y if researoh workers from

foreign countries were excluded from university

laboratories where nuclear work was in progress, and
the undergraduate students, too, were denied any
mtimate Imowledge of the research work going on m
departments where they are studying. The loss this

would mvolve to the vitality of scientific life m Great
Britam would, from the pomt of view of work of

potential military value alone, far outweigh any loss

through leakage of information.

It IS possible also that the Act as it stands might
be used to prosecute men of science, not working in

Government establishments and not bound by the
Official Secrets Act, who deliberately disclose to the
agents of a foreign Power secret information about
atomic energy plants, acquired in one of the many
ways which are possible to anyone actively working
on nuclear physics. Leakage of mformation m this

way must, of course, be prevented. But the price now
being asked for this precaution is too high. In any
prosecution brought before the courts under the Act,

the defendant would obviously plead that he did not

know that the information was secret, and that he

had done nothmg but discuss a matter of scientific

interest with a colleague. A successful prosecution

in such a case would immediately discourage even

bona fide discussion. It needs little imagination to

see what that would mean for nuclear physics,

or indeed any other branch of scientific in-

vestigation. We should lose the chance that we
now have of regaining our lead in the subject, and
the chance that we shall have information worth
‘giving away’ will become small.

A very grave responsibility therefore rests with the

Mmister so to frame his orders for exemption that

genuine discussion is not impeded. He must also

make it clear that his very wide powers are to be

used in an emergency only. Until the necessary

orders are issued, there will be a cloud of doubt

overhanging all teachmg and discussion in the field

of nuclear physics. It is to be hoped, therefore, that

there will be no unnecessary delay in defining clearly

and unambiguously the particular matters which, m
the opinion of the Mmister of Supply and his

advisers, must come within the scope of the Act.

THE METAMORPHOSIS OF PLANTS
Goethe’s Botany
The Metamorphosis of Plants (1790) and Tobler’s

Ode to Ifature (1782). By Agnes Arber. Chronica

Botanica, Vol. 10, Ho. 2. Pp. 63-126-fpl. 23-26.

(Waltham, Mass : Chronica Botanica Co. ; London :

Wm. Dawson and Sons, 1946.) 2 dollars.

GOETHE’S essay on “The Metamorphosis of

Plants”, first published in 1790, provides a

theme of recurrent interest. Yet it would probably

be not untrue to say that while the majority of

contemporary botanists are familiar, in a general

way, with the underlying idea of this work, few have
studied the original edition or had access to the

English translations. Indeed, the latter are not

readily accessible to the ordinary reader. By pre-

paring a new and critical translation. Dr. Arber has

rendered a signal service to botanists. But more
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than that, she has rendered a service to botany, for

the translation is preceded by an introduction which
IS a model of its kmd. To those who have occupied

themselves with the history of botany, particularly

that relatmg to the last two himdred years, the

introduction will mdeed prove all too short. For the

author has much to say that is mteresting and
important about the genesis and development of

Goethe’s idea, its mtrmsic merit, its place m botanical

science and, more generally, in the philosophy of

biology. The aphoristic terseness and sureness of

touch with which these matters are set out make it

difficult to do more than emphasize the value of the

new translation and mtroductory essay.

Students of plant morphology are familiar with
the general idea underlymg Goethe’s theory of meta-
morphosis, namely, that all the external parts of the

shoot are regarded as bemg due to the transformation
of a smgle organ, that organ—an ideal leaf—being

itself an abstraction. Or, in the words of the new
translation . . . “the laws of transmutation accordmg
to which she (Kature) produces one part from another,

and sets before us themost varied forms throughmodi-
fication of a single organ . . . the process by which
one and the same organ presents itself to our eyes
under protean forms, has been called the Meta-
morphosis of Plants^\ Contrary to a view widely held,

Goethe was apparently not acquainted with the
earlier related work of Kaspar Wollf (“Teona
Generationis”) published m 1759, when he wrote the
“Metamorphose”. The view now before us is that

he was an independent observer, a philosopher who
looked closely at plants, and who was imbued with
the idea of developing some general conception, or

nexus of ideas, to cover the diversity of form which
he saw everywhere m Nature, as well as in the
individual plant. His method of presenting his views
was not that of the man of science, but, as Dr. Arber
points out, essentially that of a man of letters. The
ideas in the “Metamorphose”, which are set out in

an easy, familiar and somewhat tentative fashion, on
close examination prove to be rather elusive. Here
Dr. Arber supports other critics m the view that the
difficulty of graspmg Goethe’s ideas of metamorphosis
is largely due to the fact that he did not always
succeed in grasping them fibrmly himself. Neverthe-
less, that he was preoccupied with morphological
developments of a most important kmd cannot be
denied ; moreover, he was mterested in the under-
lymg mechanism, he tried to formulate general ideas

admitting of synthesis ; and he produced an essay,

which if not good science, still provokes thought.
There is, of course, always a danger of readmg into

a work of this kind considerably more than the
author intended. Nevertheless, after reading some
passages m the “Metamorphose”, it is interesting, if

idle, to speculate on the contribution which Goethe
might have made to biological theory had he been
alive to-day.
Dr. Arber has not only concerned herself with the

text ofthe ‘ ‘Metamorphose” : she has also made use of

much additional matter from Goethe’s correspondence
and the comments of his contemporaries. Hence she
has been able to present as critical an estimate of his

contribution to botany as we are likely to get. Thus
she emphasizes that Goethe’s great service to
morphology—^we owe the word to him—^was his

recognition that its basis must be essentially com-
parative. On the difficult question of Goethe’s scien-

tific status, she remarks that . . . “This question
still remains fraught with difficulty, for the catholicity

of his mmd, and the kaleidoscopic character of his

activity, defy neat labelling. As a botanist, he began

with a simple utilitarian interest in plants ; he passed

through a brief period in which he studied the multi-

plicity of the plant world from the standpoint of the

descriptive naturalist ; this was succeeded by a phase

m which his mind was entirely possessed by com-

parative morphology, a subject to which the value

of his contribution, and the inspiration which later

workers have derived from it, are undeniable ; and,

finally, by a transition natural to his mental growth,

he reached a stagem which his morphological thought

reached out to the reconciliation of the antithesis

between the senses and the mtellect, an antithesis

with which traditional science does not attempt to

cope. It has been suggested by a literary critic that

Goethe was ‘a great poet who grew out of poetry’.

Approachmg him, as we have done here, through

the medium of his plant studies, we may perhaps

offer the comparable conclusion that Goethe was a

great biologist, who, m the long run, overstepped

the bounds of science.”

The publication under review also contains the

origmal and a translation of the rhapsody on Nature,

attributed to Goethe—“Nature : Aphoristic”—

a

translation of which by T. H. Huxley opened the

first issue of Nature in 1869.

By this new work of scholarship. Dr. Arber has
agam placed a wide circle of botanists m her debt.

C. W. Wabdlaw

HISTORY OF BRITISH SCENERY
Britain’s Structure and Scenery
By Prof. L. Dudley Stamp. (The New Naturalist

Series.) Pp. xvi~j~255+ 64 plates. (London: Wm.
Collins, Sons and Co., Ltd., 1946.) 16s. net.

I
T IS gratifying that the editors of the New
Naturalist series have taken a wide view of their

provmce, and have provided a volume which presents

“a general view of the stage and setting of Britam’s
Natural History”. With the growing interest in

ecological studies, naturalists require to be in-

creasingly aware of the physical background, of the

fundamental differences between the various British

regions, and of the factors which lead to their

modification. These considerations apart, however,
geology is a branch of natural history, appealmg to

a band of amateurs whose numbers are once more
mcreasing, and this well-illustrated introduction to

some aspects of the subject is therefore doubly
welcome.
The author. Prof. L. Dudley Stamp, has not been

content to provide a work which will merely meet
the needs of the ecologist, but has adopted a broad
mterpretation of his subject ; indeed, much besides

the structure and scenery of Britain is dealt with in

this book. He describes the chief surface features

and also indicates the long and complex series of

events which have determined their present form
and distribution. He has, in short, attempted “to

compress a large section of the science of geology”

into a smgle volume.
After four introductory chapters (thirty-six pages)

there are seven short chapters on general physio-

graphy (the work of rivers and of the sea, the scenery

of sedimentary rocks and of glaciation, etc.). Then
follow three chapters (sixty-nine pages) on the
geological history of Britain, and ten chapters
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(sixty-nm© pages) on the various regions of Britain.

In the latter, chief emphasis is laid on south-eastern
England. London and Hampshire basms and the
Weald get more than twenty pages, while Wales
(mcludmg the Welsh borders) and the North of
England (mcludmg the Lake District and Pennmes)
each have less than five pages. The author, faced
with such a task, must have found great difficulty s

in allocatmg his space, and on© can only wish that
the book had been extended to allow a more adequate
treatment of these regions, for this section will surely

be the one most frequently consulted, both by the
amateur naturalist and by the intelligent reader with
a general interest in the coimtryside.

Faced with a choice between such a reduction of
this part of the volume or of some earlier section,

many Would have preferred a shorter treatment of
the historical and stratigraphical section. It is true,

however, that an account of geological history pro-

vides a basis for summarizing the distribution of rock
types, and that no constructive geological thinking is

possible except in terms of a time-scale ; some know-
ledge of geo-chronology is almost essential as a basis
for the interpretation of scenery.

In this historical section the author has freely used
diagrammatic palsegeographical maps ; there are
some twenty of these—more than a quarter of the
text -figures provided in the volume. He quite
properly indicates that many of these are based on
inadequate information ; but it may be wondered if

he sufiiciently emphasizes the fact that each map
gives a synopsis of the conditions durmg a consider-
able interval of time. For example, the map showmg
the geography of Millstone Grit times (Fig. 44),

based on the well-known diagram by the late Prof.
Gilligan, may puzzle many readers, with its river

flowmg across the sea for some three hundred miles,
joined on its way by various tributaries before
finally building its delta as it reaches St. George’s
Land.
To condense so much information for a reader

with no previous knowledge may lead an author into
generalizations which would not be accepted without
qualification by his colleagues; but it is unfair to
criticize him on this account. In order to avoid
technical terms he may find hunself driven to rather
inexact statements. There are, however, some mis-
leading sentences in this book which it may be
possible, without adding to the reader’s difficulties,

to correct in a new edition. For example, it is in-

correct to speak of the “corrosive” power of ice

(p. 83), or, in its context, of “submarine” denudation
(p. 81). Eustatie movement is not merely the gentle
elevation or depression of blocks of the earth’s crust
relative to sea-level (p. 22), and if no greater precision
is needed, the term eustatie would be better omitted
altogether. The ordinary reader may find difficulty

in understandmg the map (Fig. 1) illustratmg High-
land and Lowland Britam (apparently showing the
areas occupied by older and newer rocks) when he
realizes that the mountainous isles of Mull, Skye
and Arran are counted as lowlands, and the lowlands
of Scotland are reckoned as highlands.

It is probably unnecessary to say that the volume
is b^utifidly produced in the style which we have
bee^n led to expect in this series, and many of the
ijlu^rations are excellent. The colour photographs
are well reproduced, and apart from the features they
filusfcrate> i^iany of them are very attractive as
pictures. The author in some cases has provided a
diagram s^owdrtg the stmotitres represented, a

valuable feature which might have been extended.
Perhaps the most useful plates are those based on
obhque air-photographs, which are particularly suc-

cessful as demonstrations of geological structure.

There are a good index and a short annotated biblio-

graphy. A. E. Trueman

PURIFICATION OF TEXTILE FIBRES

An Introduction to Textile Bleaching
By J. T. Marsh. Pp. xiii+512-)-32 plates. (London :

Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1946.) 325. net.

The bleachmg of textile materials is undoubtedly
an ancient art, the origins of which are lost m

the mists of antiquity. Like other such arts, it was
for many centuries based simply on traditional and
empirical knowledge. As the author of the present
volume, speaking of the state of textile bleachmg
prior to 1914, states m his preface, “The purification

of textile materials, scourmg and bleachmg, followed
a characteristic routme m which secret recipes were
handed down from father to son, surrounded by such
an aura of mystery that it was impossible to approach
the subject on a rational basis”. The purpose of the
present work is to set forth the rational basis on
which the new science, as distmct from the old art,

of bleachmg must rest, in the light of the new know-
ledge which the past two decades of intensive research
on textile fibres have revealed.

The actual bleachmg of textile yarns and fabrics

is only one of numerous processes havmg the common
aim of produemg an aesthetically satisfactory material
for use or ornament ; from the strictly utilitarian

point of view the vast majority of fabrics would give

better service were bleachmg omitted. In this sense

bleachmg is to be regarded as a necessary evil, and
the aim of the bleacher is to produce the necessary
improvement in appearance with the minimum of

damage to serviceability. To this end, bleachmg
processes, m^any ofwhich are severe in character, have
to b© carefully controlled, and such control is possible

only when the chemical constitution and physical

properties of the particular material are thoroughly
known and appreciated. The author, therefore, very
properly opens his treatise with a fairly comprehen-
sive description of the nature, chemical structure and
physical properties of the main types of natural

fibres, and, m less detail, those of the older and newer
synthetic fibres or rayons. In parenthesis it may be

stated that the total available volume of information

on rayon is small compared with that relating to the

natural fibres : the section m the present work
dealmg with the bleaching of rayon, for example,

occupies only two pages ; the author cannot be held

responsible, however, for the fact that while much
research on rayon has been carried out, little has

been published.

Having thus laid a very necessary foundation, the

author proceeds to describe the purification processes

preliminary to bleachmg proper. In some cases, for

example that of wool in many of its appheations,

these are, in fact, more important than the bleaching

processes themselves, and upon their proper execu-

tion the success or failure of the latter generally rests.

Hence it is not really surprismg that the actual

subject of bleachmg is not reached until the author

has run one third of his appointed course. Hien,

however, the matter is dealt with very faithfully,

and the various types of bleach, as applied on
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one hand to cellulosic fibres, natural and synthetic,

and on the other to the protein fibres and their

artificial counterparts, are described, examined, ajid

criticized m considerable detail.

Fmally, and since bleaching really is a necessary

evil, logically, a section is appended m which the

various types of damage which can be inflicted upon
textile fibres by unskilful processmg are dealt with,

and the methods in general use for assessing such
damage are described.

The author m one or two instances perpetuates

errors of fact, such as, for example, that nylon does

not swell m water, and that wool fibres become
brittle when completely degreased ; but these are

minor defects m a work which will undoubtedly prove
of great service both to those actively engaged in the

industry, and to those students to whom the industry

must look for its future technologists. The treatment

is strictly scientific throughout, and free from any
suggestion of empiricism, and the text is liberally

supplied with references to the literature. One might
have wished, perhaps, that in some instances, where
the literature presents an ambiguous or even contra-

dictory picture, a more critical attitude had been
adopted in this respect ; for it is precisely m such
cases that the non-expert reader is entitled to expect
from the expert author guidance as to the reliability

or otherwise of published work.
This volume is, nevertheless, a useful successor to

the recently revised “Introduction to the Chemistry
of Cellulose” by the same author and F. C. Wood,
and should find a place on the shelves of all who are

interested in the science of textile materials and
processes. N. H. Chambbblain-

AN X-RAY ENCYCLOP/EDIA
X-Rays in Practice

By Dr. Wayne T. Sproull. Pp. vii4-615. (New York
and London : McGraw-HiU Book Co. Inc., 1946.)

SOs,

The description of this book as an encyclopaedia

is scarcely an exaggeration. To quote from the
dust cover . . . “the book deals with the generation,

absorption, scattering and diffraction of X-mys

;

measurement and recordmg of X-rays ; X-ray
equipment ,* industrial radiography ; medical applica-

tion ; X-ray diffraction and crystallography ; fiuoro-

soopy, automatic inspection, microradiography, gem
coloration, etc .

”
. There are also some nuclear physics

and electron diffraction, and it is indeed difficult to
think of any other subject that might have been
included.

But this method of treatmg the subject raises an
important question : Ought one man to write an
encyclopaedia ? One man cannot be expected to be
so expert on all the branches of a subject that he
can present them to others, and this defect is apparent
in certain portions of this book ; Dr. Sproull has
failed in several instances to convey an adequate idea
of the present state of knowledge or of practice. For
example, the section on X-ray tubes is very detailed,

far more detailed than any other book of which the
reviewer is aware, and on that account extremely
valuable. But it omits entirely any reference to
commercially made demountable tubes, and gives
the impression that a supply of sealed-off tubes will

fulfil the needs of any laboratory. This is not the

general experience m Great Britain, where tubes with
interchangeable targets are very popular ; it would,
for example, not be economical to make sealed-off

tubes with manganese or zinc targets.

The weakest part of the book, however, is that on
X-ray diffraction. Here Dr. Sproull is obviously out
of touch with modern developments, and gives the
reader an outlme which is of little practical use. For
example, he describes W. L. Bragg’s method of

determming the structures of NaCl and KOI. The
historic importance of this work is unquestioned

,

but crystal structures are not worked out that way
nowadays.
There are still more serious defects than this,

however ; these are illustrated by the followmg direct

quotations :

“The only system (of space-group nomenclature)
that nearly everybody understands is the Schonflies

system” (p. 311). (The Mauguin system is mentioned,
but an error is made in the aocompanying example.)

“At ordinary temperatures one may regard f and
fo (the atomic scattering factors at room tempera-
ture and at absolute zero respectively) as practically

identical” (p. 357).

“Although the Lane method is the oldest method
of crystal analysis it is still used by some of the
foremost crystal analysts” (p. 371).

There may be a grain of truth in each of these

statements, but the cumulative effect must be to

give a quite misleading impression to the beginner.

Dr. Sproull has also mtroduced some rather

unusual terms. Outstanding is the word ‘suppression’,

used m connexion with the systematic absence of
reflexions due to space-group symmetry. Buerger
recently, and apparently quite unnecessarily, mtro-
duced the term ‘extmetion’, which is imfortunate,
smee it already has a definite meaning m X-ray
analysis. But m the reaction from this, is it necessary
to introduce still another term ? Similarly, the term
‘crystal lattice’ (p. 302) is used to describe what is

already known as ‘crystal structure’. It is a merit
of the book that there are few loose statements, and
it is perhaps this that makes such defects stand out

;

many writers use the word"" ‘lattice’ without a clear

statement of the meaning they attach to it, and Dr.
Sproull certainly does not do this. But why not
leave the word ‘lattice’ to fulfil its ordmary and quite
proper function ?

It will be seen that most of this criticism of the
book applies to the sections on X-ray diffraction

;

the sections on apparatus and mdustrial applications

are much more satisfymg. Nevertheless, even m those
sections some elementary mistakes have crept in.

The author speaks of “absorption per c.c.” (p. 72), and
on p. 100 he gives the impression that an angle is

greater than 90° if its sine is greater than unity.

On p. 449 the same symbol is used for two different

meanmgs m the same equation, so that the followmg
monstrosity occurs

:

2dd = 2 dd sind

d COS0
"

The difficulty of nomenclature m differentiating

Bragg’s equation because of the presence of d is weU
known ; but a judicious use of 3’s would have solved

the problem.
Apart from the universality of its scope, the book

also attempts to cater for too wide a range of reader.

Many parts of the book require a fair Imowledge of

physics and mathematics ; yet flat-irons and base-
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ball, pistols and bullets, continually obtrude them-

selves. It can fairly be said that one to whom such

analogies appeal could derive little benefit from the

rest of the book ; and those who find the book at

their own level must be irritated by those sudden

intrusions.

To summarize, then, one might say that this would

have been a much better book had its scope been less.

On the technicalities of X-rays it is good, and the

large number of references to original work should

make it eictremely useful. But those sections with

which the author is presumably unfamiliar should

have been omitted. H. Lipson

ORGANISATION OF AGRICULTURE
Farming and Mechanised Agriculture

Edited by Sir R, George Stapledon. Pp. 492.

(London and Xew York : Todd Publishing Co. Ltd.,

1946.) 21<s. net.

This annual reference book, now m its third

edition, provides a conspectus of the organisation

of agriculture in the United Kmgdom. Farmers are

well aware, perhaps painfully aware, ofthe complexity

of this organisation ; but the reader who has no

professional contact with agriculture may well be

surprised at the number of official and private bodies

which exist to control or develop different parts of the

mdustry. Ten Ministries or Departments, and twenty

-

eight statutory bodies with numerous committees,

the work of which is concerned in varying degree

with agriculture, are listed in addition to thirty-

five national societies or associations and many local

ones. According to the point of view of the reader,

these figure^ may be taken as a striking illustration

of the size and importance of the agricultural

industry, and the diversity of its products, or as an
example of the insidious growth of bureaucracy.

The lx)ok begins with a series of articles covering

a wide field, ranging from the world supply of food

and timber to the chemical control of weeds. The
purpose of this section i§ not clear from its contents ;

if it was intended to present a comprehensive view
of the present state and current problems of agricul-

ture, the selection of subjects is not a well-balanced

one ; for example, two of the articles, by members
of the same branch of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture, deal with closely related topics. This

section is likely to be of more interest to the general

reader than to the agriculturist, for the subjects

have been fully dkcussed in many recent articles in

the technical Press, and in books, in some cases by
the sa^me authors. It is followed by a short section

on legislation and policy.

The middle section consists of directories of the

official bodies concerned with agricultural administra-

tion, including some in the Dominions and the

United States, statements of the objects and policy

of these bodies and of private organisations and
officially appointed committees, an account of the

organisation of agricultural education, a directory

of educational and research institutions and a direc-

tory of organisations interested in farming and
mechanized agriculture. This is perhaps the most
useW part of the book, for the information which
it contama is not all available in any other single

publication. Some small changes in arrangement
might make consultation easier; for example, the
laboratories directly controlled by the Ministry of

Agriculture, the Department of Scientific and Indus-
trial Research and the Agricultural Research Council
are not included m the directory of research institu-

tions but appear earlier, in the official directories.

Later sections give tables of statistics of agricul-

tural production, a list of books, periodicals and
films on agricultural subjects, a “Who’s Who m
Farming and Mechanised Agriculture”, and a subject
index. There are a number of obvious omissions from
the “Who’s Who”, as well as some scarcely justifiable

mclusions, and in future editions it would be prefer-

able to replace this section by an index of names
referred to earlier m the text.

Two general criticisms may be made : first, the
title IS misleadmg, for the book contains little informa-
tion on the practice of husbandry, and still less on
mechanization ; secondly, the book is unnecessarily
well made and the price too high for an ephemeral
work which is to be renewed annually.

D. J. Watson

THE STORY OF LEATHER
Leather in Life, Art and Industry

Bemg an Outlme of its Preparation and Uses m
Britain Yesterday and To-day, together with some
Reflexions on its Place in the World of Synthetics
To-morrow. By John W. Waterer. Pp. 320 + 111

plates. (London : Faber and Faber, Ltd , 1946.)

50s. net.

Mr. waterer has written a remarkable and a
fascmatiag book. It should be read not only

by all who have any connexion, however remote,
with leather and leather goods, but also by all who
take an interest in the social and industrial history

of Great Britain. Mr. Waterer has a Imowledge of his

subject that only first-hand experience can give, and,

more than this, he writes with the fervour that

springs from advocating a worth-while cause, namely,
that in these days of factory production a study of

industrial design can ensure that meetness of material,

form and purpose which existed in the days of the old

craftsman who carried through the makmg of an
object from start to finish with his own hands and
brains.

The making of leather and leather goods is one of

England’s oldest industries, and one of the first to

achieve the distmction of an export trade. Over the

centuries the reputation of certain English leather

goods was built up, so that even to-day things like

English saddles and sports goods, certain classes of

luggage, and men’s shoes are still regarded as the best

that can be made. This aiming at a high standard of

quality was achieved in the early middle ages by the

efforts of the trade guilds, ofwhich about a dozen were
connected with articles of leather, with six surviving

to this day though no longer exercising supervision

over the crafts they nominally represent.

About a third of Mr. Waterer’s book is devoted to

the leather guilds and crafts , The story ofthe guilds is

not unamusing—founded to protect the interests of

the members, all of whom were originally active

participants in the crafts concerned, and to mamtain
a high standard of quality in the wares offered to the

public, they soon allowed these high moral principles

to give way to ordinaiy human nature, and we find

them quarrelling with each other over spheres of

influence (even to actual bloodshed), opposing the

employment of foreign pWtical refugees, and making
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a bid for the ‘closed shop’—in fact, behavmg in a
manner quite familiar to us in 1946.

The next section of the book is devoted to a brief

account of different classes of leather produced by-

modem factory methods, and to an enumeration of

the many uses of leather in modem life. This will

astonish most readers, for besides the obvious uses

that are encountered in every individual’s daily life

there are also the many uses that leather finds m this

mechanical age, namely, as essential parts in machines
for spinning and weavmg and as washers and cups in

hydraulic machinery—for example, all the oil that is

pumped up to the earth’s surface passes over leather

washers.
Fmally, the book summarizes the facilities in Great

Britain for education in modern methods and for the
research which is so vitally needed to keep the age-old

mdustry abreast of modern life.

The volume is beautifully produced and lavishly

illustrated, and reflects great credit on both author
and publishers. It is a pity that the general impover-
ishment of post-war England has necessitated a cloth

bindmg— it is certainly worth one of those beautiful

tooled leather bindings shown among the illustrations.

D, Jordan Lloyd

PLANTS OF THE PACIFIC
* Plant Life of the Pacific World
By Prof. Elmer D. Merrill. (Pacific World Series.)

Pp. xv+295. (New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany ; London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1946.)

165 . net.

The vast area covered by the Pacific Ocean, com-
bined with the range of climatic and physio-

graphic conditions of tho lands surrounding it and
the islands it surroimds, inevitably results in a rich

and varied plant life. The interesting and practical

guide prepared by Prof. Merrill, however, covers only
that portion of the Pacific, mainly the north-western
tropical island groups, brought into prominence
through the war against Japan, Even within this

portion there are certainly in excess of 50,000 different

species and 2,600 different genera of higher plants.

From the Philippines alone some 9,500 species of

vascular plants have been recorded. Wisely, in a
work intended for the lay reader, it is the ecological

and economic aspects of the plant life that are

emphasized. The major physiognomic groupings are

covered by chapters with headmgs such as plants of
the seashore, the mangrove forest, the secondary
forests and open grasslands, and the primary forest.

Attention is also given to plants of special interest, to

weeds, and to cultivated plants. A chapter of practical

value deals with ‘jungle foods’. The professional

botanist will find much that is new to him in all

these chapters, mainly because Prof. Merrill so often

draws upon his own wide experience.

In two chapters, problems of plant distribution are

especially considered for Malaysia and Polynesia
respectively. Such disputed questions as the Wallace
and Weber Imes, the relationship and historic con-

nexions between Malayan and Australian plants, and
hypotheses concerning changes in physiography are

considered very judiciously. The author is obviously
opposed to accepting the Wegener hypothesis of
continental drift in order to explain problems of

distribution, and sums up his position in the words
“Like some other theories, its acceptance would
explain certain observed phenomena, but at the same

time would leave unexplamed another great mass of
data that does not coiiform”.

The Micronesian-Polynesian floras largely consist
of the same general types as are characteristic of the
Malaysian region, and this is true even of Hawaii.
The floras of low islands are markedly different from
those of high islands. The full explanation of when
and how natural floras reached remote Pacific

islands remains unknown. As the author says,

“hypothetical land bridges have been scattered right

and left all over the Pacific basm to explain the
present-day distribution of this or that group of
plants”.

Particular attention should be directed to the well-

selected bibliography, which will serve as a very
adequate guide to the student seeking further
information concernmg the plant life of the far-flung

lands of the Pacific Ocean. W. B. Turbill

STELLAR SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
Photometric Atlas of Stellar Spectra
By W. A. Hiltner and Robley C. Williams. Pp. iii+

24+246 plates. (Ann Arbor, Mich. : University of
Michigan Press ; London : Oxford University Press,

1946.) 42$. net.

A WARM welcome must be given to this first

photometric atlas of stellar spectra, a useful
reminder of the mcreased importance attached to
the quantitative study of stellar radiation. Eight
bright stars ranging from BS to M2 have been photo-
graphed with the Coud4 spectrograph of the 82-inch
reflector of the McDonald Observatory, Texas
University. The dispersion varies from 2 1 A. per
mm. at 4000 A. to 14-2 A. per mm. at 1 6500 A.
The spectra have been analysed at the University of
Michigan with a null-type direct-mtensity micro-
photometer. The resultant tracings with the intensity
scale are reproduced for each star in a set of some
sixty sections rangmg from 20 A. at X 4000 A. to

100 A. at 6600 A. ; the magnification from spectro-
gram to published tracing is 21-6.

The stars selected are |8 Ononis, a Lyrse, a Canis
Majoris, a Cygni, a Persei, a Cams Minoris, a Bootes
and a Orioms. It is instructive to watch the changes
in the tradings through the sequence for selected

stretches of the spectra and to compare them with
what one notices by examming the spectra directly

with the eye. Such an exercise shows at once what
seems the chief defect in the atlas, the failure to put
a wave-length scale along the tracings, or alterna-
tively to mask sufficient Imes to make easier the
identification of the weaker lines. Admittedly this
would have been a heavy additional labour to the
authors of the atlas, but it would have been a great
help to those making use of it. A comparison made
between the atlas for a Cygni and the table of wave-
lengths given by Struve for spectrograms of the star
secured with the same instrument (Astrophys. t/., 94,

344 ; 1941) shows that the effect of the grain on the
microphotometer has been somewhat disappomtingly
large, and that the weakest lines, of intensity 0, and
many lines of intensity 1 are lost. Messrs. Hiltner
and Robley Williams cannot be blamed for this, the
trouble being inherent in the material available, and
they are to be congratulated on having led the way
in a new field and having produced a work of con-
siderable usefulness to their fellow-workers.

F. J. M. Stratton
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He Conquered Death
The Story of Frederick Grant Banting. By Margaret
Mason Shaw. Pp. xiu-|-lll+ Il plates. (Toronto:
The Macmillan Co. of Canada, Ltd., 1946.) 85. 6d,

net.

I
NFORMUSTG children of famous discoveries in

science presents many difS.culties, and the method
of tracing the biography of the discoverer is probably
likely to be most successful. With aman ofsuch varied
interests and lovable qualities as the late Sir Frederick
Banting, the task of the biographer is mad© easy.

Yet Miss Shaw, who worked imder Banting for

eleven years at the University of Toronto, must be
commended for the skill with which she has kept
faith with Banting’s tenacity for truth and for the
way in which she stimulates the imaginative faculties

of the yomig readers for whom her book is intended.
This she achieves by allowing Bantmg’s life-story to

be told by a practising doctor, who was a con-
temporary of Banting m his undergraduate days, to

a group of interested boys. As the story unfolds
they learn of the discovery which mad© Banting
world-famous, the methods and attitudes of research
workers m general, Banting’s marked abilities as a
painter and his friendship with A. Y. Jackson, his

experiences in two world wars m military medicme,
and other events and incidents which made up a full

and varied life. Miss Shaw has written a movmg
account of the great Canadian man of science which
should be bought for every juvenile library where
English is read. T, H. Hawkins

Survey of Askham Bog
By Bootham School. Pp. 75. (London : Bannisdale
Press, 1946.) 8s. 6d.

I
H 1879, three Bootham School masters, assisted by
local naturalists, made a thorough survey of

Askham Bog, near Yoi‘k. Their report was published
in a magazine published for the Society of Friends
Schools called the Natural History Journal. Becently
this report was discovered by Mr. Clifford Smith, the
present biology master at Bootham, who had the
happy idea of making another survey of the same
area. The present report is a record of the patient
team-work of ninety Bootham boys under Mr.
Smith’s general direction.

The bog itself is a small piece of swAipy ground
about a mile and a quarter m total length and at no
point more than a quarter of a mile broad. Much of
the bog remams more or less as it was when the
original survey was written ; this adds greater signi-

ficance to the recent investigation. Independent
surveys were made into the geology, botany and
zoology of the bog, and these were brought together
in a general ecological report and summary. All these
sections were recorded and reported by the boys
themselves.
The value of the report lies not so much m the

findings—although the discovery that the bog could
not be fitted into any of the generally accepted
ecological categories is of intrinsic importance—as m
its educational worth. By giving boys experience in
accurate observation, by teaching methodical record-
ing of what they had seen, and by quickenmg the
desire for further knowledge, this project has made
a u^ful contribution to increasmg the talents,of the
individuals concerned and to then* harmonious
development. It is noteworthy that several of the
participants have already pa^ed beyond the stage
of being Intei^ed amateurs in natural history.

A Laboratory Manual of Qualitative Organic
Analysis

By Dr. H. T. Openshaw. Pp. viii-|-95. (Cambridge :

At the University Press, 1946.) 65. net.

Although there are already many books which
deal with this subject, it is usually only a part

of the whole, and a small volume devoted entirely to
organic identification is a welcome addition. This
work IS written for students, is based on the author’s
many years teaching experience, and has been
thoroughly tested in practice. The first part describes
a senes of tests for the more characteristic groups
commonly encoimtered in organic compoimds, but
the larger part deals with the final identification of an
organic substance by the preparation of a suitable
derivative, the meltmg point of which (and mixed
melting point) can be determined : in this part direc-

tions are given for the preparation of each derivative,
and indications as to which is hkely to prove suitable
for the purpose in view in any particular case. Tables
of meltmg pomts of various derivatives of all the
commoner organic compounds which might be met
by the student are given, and these are sufiicientlj

complete to make them of value to research workers.
The book can be confidently recommended to all

those studying or teaching organic chemistry.
F. B. &PPING

Practical Chemistry
For Medical Students. By William Bdyne. Pp. xvi-f
460. (Edinburgh : E. and S. Livingstone, Ltd., 1946.)

20a. net.

This volume is a product of the experience gained
in teaching medical students in the University

of Edinburgh and deals with practical chemistry for

such students from A to Z. General scientific method
is first discussed in a mamier which should go far to
explaining to the dullest student exactly why he is

performing an experiment, and indeed why experi-

ments are ever performed. There follows a general
account of practical methods such as heating and
cooling, production of reduced pressures, crystal-

lization, weighmg, etc., in fact aU those operations
which must first b© mastered by a student. The later

parts of the book deal with general and physical
chemistry, morganie chemistry and organic chem-
istry systematically, all treated from bhe pomt of
view of the medical student. Throughout, gieat stress

is laid on the methods of reoordmg experimental
results and of note-takmg—^topics on which most
students are lamentably ignorant. Altogether the
work seems to accomplish what it sets out to do in

a very efficient manner.

The Cathode Ray Oscillograph in Industry
By Dr. W. Wilson. Second edition revised. Pp. xii+
244. (London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1946.)

18s. net.

This excellent technological book on the iadus-
trial applications of the cathode ray oscillograph

has been considerably enlarged in this second edition

by the author, particularly by the incorporation of
new photographs, for one of which a magnification
of 200,000 IS claimed. The author excludes television

tubes, but mcludes full descriptions of straight and
pumped cathode ray tubes and varieties of the
electron microscope, all of which in many forms have
proved themselves key tools m recent scientific pro-
gress in industry. L. E. C. HtraHUS
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ORGANIC CHEMISTRY: PHYSICAL
METHODS AND BIOLOGICAL

RELATIONSHIPS*

By Sir ROBERT ROBINSON, Pres.R.S.

The futiire historian of science will certainly
characterize the first half ofthe twentieth century

as an age of unsurpassed progress of discovery in

physics. He will also note the crescendo in the
elaboration of physical techniques and the decisive
part they played in the dramatic developments of the
sister sciences. Examples are the commonplaces of
our scientific practice, and could be culled from
almost any active region of investigation. That
almost self-evident fact is well illustrated by the
record of the Boyal Society’s medallists of 1946,
and I invite reflexion on the extent to which their
distinguished experimental contributions have been
rendered possible by a quick appreciation of the
potentialities of new physical methods. The therm-
ionic valve, the photo-electric cell, high-vacuum
technique, high-pressure technique, production and
management of very low and very high temperatures,
X-rays, and the use of isotopic and radioactive
tracers, are but a few of the tools which modern
physics has placed at our disposal.

The vastness of the subject is very significant, and
even if, as is necessary, I confine myself to organic
chemistry, only a small part of it can be mentioned.
The forty years of my own experience have seen a

revoluticm in the methods of experiment, and un-
questionably the great waves of advance are clearly

identified with the mtroduction of new techniques.
The improvement of balances and the pioneering
work of Pregl brought in microanalysis and, following
in its wake, microchemical manipulation. It is safe

to say that this has increased the output of a given
laboratory man-power by at least 100 per cent be-
cause of the saving of time and energy expended
previously on pure routine. But even more important
is the fact that microchemistry has made possible
the successful attack of problems, especially in the
field of biochemistry, which could not even be
attempted thirty years ago.
Many of the more spectacular researches concerned

substances of high biological activity, and a vital

part was played by the co-operation of botanists,
zoologists, physiologists and bacteriologists. But
equally necessary was the help of physicists in the
provision of methods of investigation of 1-2 mgm. of
material-

Among the more valuable of these new resources
are ultra-violet and infra-red spectroscopy and X-ray
crystal analysis. The triumphs of the latter are well
known, and I will only add that the last details of
the constitution of pemcillin were revealed by the
X-rays in the hands of Crowfoot and Rogers at
Oxford and Bunn and Turner-Jones at Xorthwich.
The laborious Fourier analysis which the complete
mapping of electronic densities still demands will

soon be carried out by machmes, and it is not at all

improbable that molecular structures will eventually
be ascertained with ease, and almost by mspection.
That will not close the organic chemical and bio-
chemical laboratories, but, on the contrary, will give
impetus to their* work in many fascinating directions.

* From tlie presidential addr^s to the Boyal Sodety delivered on
November 30.

U R E

Ultra-violet spectroscopy, once the concern of

specialists, is now practised universally ; for many
purposes, however, the study of infra-red absorption
promises even greater usefulness.

Although subject to constitutive influences, the
bands m the infra-red are far less so than those in

the ultra-violet, and the method provides a kmd of

elementary analysis of the simpler groups contained
m the molecule. It has been used inter aha to follow

the course of polymerization, for the analysis and
characterization ofhydrocarbons, such as the isomeric

octanes or butanes, and in the everyday control of

mdustrial processes.

We were very impressed by, and grateful for, a

recent demonstration of the power of infra-red

spectroscopic analysis. A crucial test was devised in

order to establish a detail of the constitution of

strychnme, and the outcome depended on the un-
equivocal identification of a degradation product
obtained in very small quantity. Our own work
mdicated that it w'as carbazole mixed with one of

the four C-methylcarbazoles, and probably with
3-methylcarbazole. But we could not be quite certain.

Mr Pausacker made the four methylcarbazoles, of

which one was new, and IVIr. Richards kmdly studied

their infra-red spectra. They were characteristic and
differed also from that of carbazole. Using only
1*5 mgm. and a novel technique, Richards showed
conclusively that the specimen was essentially

carbazole contammg about 10 per cent of 3-methyl-

carbazole. The probable course of events recalls the

stages through which mountains have been said to

pass—an inaccessible peak, an interesting course for

experts, an easy day for a lady.

In many directions there have been notable

advances m the processes of purification and analysis,

but I will merely mention in passmg the so-called

molecular still, the ultra-centrifuge, polarography
and electrophoresis.

I would, however, like to direct attention to a
recent series of researches which foreshadow a leap

forward in our knowledge of the proteins, again
because of the introduction of a new technique. In

domg this, I hope to make some amends for having
recently bemoaned m another place the relatively

small contribution of British men of science to pro-

tem research. The equipment for those who venture
to follow the pioneers is not elaborate. I gather that
the chief requirements are a lead tray, an earthen-

ware dram-pipe and a sheet of paper.

Although the use of animal charcoal for the re-

moval of coloured impurities from solutions has a
respectable antiquity, and the separation of dyes in

solution on filter paper has long been employed as a
method of analysis, modern chromatography was
mtroduced by Tswett forty years ago. He showed
that coloured substances are selectively adsorbed
from suitable solutions and that distinct bands are

formed in a vertical column when the solution of a
mixture is poured m at the top and allowed to fall

through the adsorbant. In this way Tswett showed
that leaf-green chlorophyll consists oftwo substances,

later investigated by Willstatter and Stoll.

The many developments have included various

devices for applying the method to colourless sub-

stances. A coloured group may be added to the

molecule, the fluorescence of the bands may be
observed instead of the colour, the adsorbant may
be pre-coated with a fluorescent substance (Brock-

mann), or the column may be streaked with a reagent

to produce a visible effect-
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Chromatography is now a standard laboratory pro-

cedure, and in Great Britain Sir Ian Heilbron was
the first to perceive its advantages.
Another well-lmown method of separation of sub-

stances depends on their partition between immiscible
or partially immiscible solvents, and an apparatus
for carrymg out a large number of successive parti-
tions has been devised by L. C. Craig at the Rocke-
feller Institute for Medical Research.
A still more ingenious idea is that of the partition

chromatography which A. J. P. Martin and R. L. M.
Synge (1941) worked out m the laboratories of the
Wool Industries Research Association. It makes use
of a Tswett column but is based on the prmeiple
of partition rather than on that of adsorption. This
distinction is evidently valid in reference to the phases
concerned, but it is not so certain that the two pro-
cesses are not basically similar at the molecular level.

As on© example, particles of silica gel can be im-
pregnated With a buffer solution on the alkaline side
and placed in a column through which the substances
to be separated, dissolved in a suitable immiscible
solvent, are passed. The effect is obviously that of a
large number of successive extractions, and bands
analogous to those of a chromatogram are produced ;

the order of the bands from top to bottom will be
on© of decreasmg acidity of the components of the
mixture. Ceteris paribus

y

the most acid constituent,
will be found in the top layer. This technique has
been found to be well adapted for the separation of
the penioillms on the laboratory scale. In 1944,
Marfcm, in collaboration with R. Consden and A. H.
Gordon, made a further step forward by the use of
water-saturated cellulose as the stationary phase and
a mobile phase consisting of a solvent such as phenol
or collidine, partially miscible with water. Gordon,
Martin and Synge had already shown in 1943 that
strips of filter paper could be used to separate amino-
acids, and the later work is an extension of this
observation for the same purpose. The development
may foe one-dimensional or, preferably, two-dimen-
sional, in which procedure the first solvent is removed
by drymg and a second solvent is allowed to ascend
the paper at right angles to the direction taken by
the first. A drop of protein hydrolysate suffices, and
its constituent amino-acids become segregated in
definite areas the position of which is dependent
on the nature of the amino-acid and the solvents
used. The well-known colour reaction with nin-
hydrin is used to show up the spots. Thus a rapid
qualitative analysis of protein haiisteine is achieved
and, moreover, the presence of a new amino-acid
will be indicated and a rough idea of its con-
stitution will perhaps be obtained. Furthermore,
the simpler peptides are separated and by subsequent
hydrolysis and repartition their amino-acids can be
recognized.

These researches will, I believe, be recognized as
the greatest contribution to the study of the structure
of the proteins mad© since the classical work of Emil
Fischer.
How the method can be used is well shown by an

outstanding investigation of the molecular structure
of gr^micidin-S by Consden, Gordon, Martin and
Synge (1946). A partial hydrolysate was fractionated
<m two-dimensional paper chromatograms. The loca-
tion of dipeptides and tripeptides having been
determined, these were taken from a duplicate paper,
hydrolysed, both before and after deamiaation, and
tim amkio-aoids identified by means of further
^womatogran^- dipeptides so recognized were

U R E

synthesized, and their behaviour on partition paper
chromatography was found to be identical with that

of the respective constituents of the partial hydrolys-

ate. The method of lonophoresis was also used and
the findings were consistent From the chain ABODE,
AB, BG, CD, DE, ABC and DEA were obtamed and
identified.

Hence, not only is the order of the five amino-
acids established but also it is rendered very probable
that the substance is a cyclic polypeptide. The
crystallographic results of Crowfoot and Schmidt are

compatible with the hypothesis that the rmg contams
ten amino-acid groups.

At the Liverpool meeting of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science (Section B, 1923) I

mooted the idea that many high molecular weight
substances of repeating pattern type should be re-

garded as mammoth rmgs, basing this speculation

mainly on the absence of end-groups required on the

open-cham hypothesis. A cyclic decapeptide would
mclude a rmg of thirty members.

I will now refer to a subject pursued m my own
laboratory in collaboration with biologists, namely,
Dr. C E. Coulthard, of the Research Department of

Boots Pure Drug Company, Ltd., and Dr. J. Ungar,
of Glaxo Laboratories, Ltd.

The tubercle bacilli are characterized by the

possession of a waxy envelop© which has often been
considered to confer some degree of immunity against

the attack ofchemotherapeutic agents. Consequently,
it has been sought to endow the latter with fat-

soluble groups in the hope of penetratmg the sup-

posed protective coveriag. Actually, it may be
doubted whether this scheme, which has brought
little success, is based on a sound conception, for it

may be argued that all that could be achieved would
b© the establishment of a reservoir of the agent in

the lipins. On these lines it would seem necessary

to link the fatty part of the molecule to the water-

soluble part, which it is hoped will attack the organ-

ism, by a readily hydrolysabl© linkage. Several

variations of this theme can be envisaged. Be this

as it may, it is obvious that the chemical nature of

the lipins of the bacteria deserve close attention, and
the first chemist to attack the problem, and with im-

portant results, was R. J. Anderson (1929 and later).

The fatty acids obtained by hydrolysis of the waxes
from the bacterial bodies were fractionated, and one

of them, tuberculostearic acid, was found by Spiel-

man, a colleague of Anderson, to be 10-methylstearic

acid.

Important constituents of the mixture were acids

of the formulse C26H5 a02 and C 3oHgo02 j the former,

termed phthioic acid, has been the more closely

studied. Anderson was of the opmion that it was a
branched-cham acid similar m constitution to tuber-

culostearic acid ; but the evidence garnered by him
and his collaborators and by Wagner-Jauregg was
insufficient to establish the details.

E. Stenhagen and S. Stallberg then studied the

behaviour of phthioic acid in monomolecular films

and also the X-ray reflexions from barium phthioate.

They cam© to the conclusion that the acid is ©thyl-

decyldodecylacetic acid, or something very similar,

but the synthesis of this substance by Polgar

showed that this was an error probably due to the

unusual degree of tilt of the molecules.

I will not burden you with the organic chemical

details of Polgar’s further work; but combined
analytic and synthetic attack of the degradation
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products made xt very probable that phthioic acid
IS 3 : 13 : 19-triraethyltricosanoic acid, a straight

cham of twenty-three carbon atoms with three
methyl branches. Phthioic acid is feebly optically

active, but the optically inactive, synthetic 3 : 13 : 19-

trimethyltricosanoic acid closely resembles phthioic
acid in respect of its physical properties, including

the behaviour of monomolecular films on water, and
in the melting-points of its derivatives. We thus
returned to the original general hypothesis of Ander-
son.

It has been known for some years that phthioic
acid possesses toxic properties (F. Sabin, of the
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, New
York, and others) and that it produces lesions when
suitably injected into experimental animals, for

site structural features. A working hypothesis is

that the methyl groups block ^ -oxidation, and some
relation to physiologically active unsaturated sub-
stances may well be brought to light m the
future.

An extremely mterestmg discovery, quite unrelated
to this work in its origin, has been announced by
R. P. Cook from the Biochemistry Laboratory,
University of Cambridge. He has obtained an acid, or

a mixture of acids, CosHsoOg, by feeding cholesterol to

rats. This is very suggestive of an extraordinary
process of unwinding of the tetracyclic nucleus of the
sterinoid by breaks at the points where the rings are

fused, and also at some peripheral point, and in the

side-chain. For example, one possible degradation is

illustrated below :

example, the gumea pig. But the observations of
Coulthard and Ungar are new in that they have
been able to reproduce, by a single intraperitoneal
mjection of synthetic acids of known constitution,

a pathological picture which is almost identical with
that of tuberculosis, in respect of the particular

manifestations observed. There is no doubt whatever
of the reality of the phenomenon, and it is highly
significant.

The study of a range of synthetic branched long-

cham fatty acids from this point of view is in its

infancy, but the following results can be cited.

The acids have been synthesized by N. Polgar, partly
with the collaboration of S. David and E. Seijo.

3 : 12 : 15-Trimethyldocosanoic acid is even more
active than phthioic acid, or synthetical 3 : 13 : 19-

tricosanoic acid, which are equal within the limits of
the method. On the other hand, 2 : 13 : 17 : 21-tetra-

methyldocosanoic acid is inactive. 13 : 17 : 21-

Tricosanoic acid is mactive, and so is 2 :13-dunethyl-

pentacosanoic acid. 13 : 16-Tricosanoic acid is

active, but it was suspected that the specimen con-
tamed a 3-methyl-substituted impurity. A purified

specimen exhibited greatly diminished activity.

4 : 13 : 16-Tricosanoic acid is very active, and though
here again the presence of some 3-methyl substituent
is not excluded, the activity is such that it can
scarcely be due to an impurity. 3:13: 19-A^®-^®-

Tricosadienic acid is active but less so than the
related saturated substance. It is probable that the.

specimen contains several geometrical isomerides.

The syntheses are very laborious and the biological

tests are prolonged, so that progress is necessarily

slow.

At present it looks as if a methyl substituent in
the 3- or 4-position is necessary. The biological

property is evidently highly constitutive, but it is

too early to attempt an identification of all the requi-

We are unable to equate the constitution of any
substance that could be obtained m this way with
that of phthioic acid, but such a direct relation was
scarcely to be anticipated. If Cook’s acid is really

derived from the cholesterol molecule by some trans-

formation, it must be a branched-chain acid, and the

determination of its structure is a most urgent pro-

blem, the solution of which must surely shed some
light on an aspect of the biochemistry of phthioic

acid.

The temptation to carry speculation a little further

cannot be resisted. In 1926, Prof. L. Ruzicka elucid-

ated the constitution of civetone, the odoriferous

principle of the civet cat, and made the dramatic
discovery of the existence of large carbocychc rmgs
in Nature. He also noted the structural relation

of civetone with oleic acid. Smce the ketone has one
less carbon atom than the acid and the latter is widely
distributed, the degradation of oleic acid to civetone

is more probable than the reverse synthesis. It may
be suggested that oleic acid suffers co-oxidation, a
biochemical process to which Verkade has paid
attention, and that this is followed by a familiar

ketomzation.

(5h

li

.(CH,),.GO,H

OH
II

CH \
II

CO
OH CH CH /

Nch,)/\{CHj)t.C02H \(CH3)t go,h

Oleic acid Civetone

But analogy then leads us to assume a similar mechan-
ism for muscone from the musk-rat, which was also

studied by Ruzicka. We find that its progenitor
should be a 3-methylpcdmitic acid.
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ADAPTATION OF STAPHYLOCOCCUS
AUREUS TO GROWTH IN THE

PRESENCE OF CERTAIN
ANTIBIOTICS

The occxirrence of the 3-methyl-substituent is inter-

esting in relation to phthioic acid. Further, Prof.

Hans T. Clarke and his collaborators at Columbia
University, New York, have shown by the use of

that the fatty acids are produced m the organism
from acetic acid only. In parenthesis, this is a remark-
able experimental justification of J. N. Collie’s specu-

lations on the role of keto-methylene chams m
biosynthesis. An additional molecule of acetic acid

could be used to introduce methyl substituents by
the mechanism

:

iJ.COaH + CH 3GO2H -> iJ.CO.CH2 COaH -> iJ CO CHg

iJ.COCHg + CHg.COaH-^iJ.CHMe.CHa.COgH

3:13: 19-Tricosanoic acid is not a possible product
of this scheme of biosynthesis It would therefore

not be surprising to find that phthioic acid, as at

present known, is a mixture of a trimethyldocosanoie
acid and a trimethyltetracosanoic acid. On this

hypothesis the chain should in any event be even-
numbered and the methyl groups can only be attached
to the odd-numbered carbon atoms . The constitution

proposed for tuberculosteanc acid conforms to the
first condition, but not to the second. It could,

however, be 9-methylstearic acid, if oxidation occurs
at carbon atoms 9 and 10 and is accompanied by a
pinacol-pinacolone migration. Alternative views to

that already mentioned involve the mtervention of
molecules of propionic acid or formaldehyde (or an
equivalent) in order to provide the methyl substitu-

ents. These, however, fix the methyls on even-
numbered carbon atoms and, though tuberculostearic

acid then falls mto line, they are at variance with our
own deductions jn regard to the constitution of
phthioic acid.

Following the clue afforded by chaulmoogric and
hydnocarpic acids in the treatment of leprosy, Roger
Adams prepared a range of substituted fatty acids,

some of which had considerable action on B. leprce

(or possibly an analogous organism) in vitro. The
irritating action of these substances precluded their

use m practice.

Our first efforts in the field of tubercle fatty acids

had a similar objective, but we have now abandoned
the idea of a frontal attack on the organism in favour
of an attempt to alleviate the symptoms of the
disease. If this can be achieved by an immunity
method it is probable that the body resistance will

be .sti^oiTgfhened. That investigation has not gone
beyond the planning stage, but we are glad to Imow
that it will be in the capable hands of Prof. M. Stacey
at the University of Birmingham.
Th^e are indications that the pathological role of

atmcapciaj lipins may not be confined to tuberculosis.

•Ihhsiyoyak and Qrey (1938) found tuberculous tissue,

Wife lesions, etssociated with granulosa cell tumours,
and sugg^ts that these effects were due to lipins
product by the malignant growths. These observa-
“fens havevery recently been confirmed and extended
in the Viiited ‘

,

By Dr. E. P. ABRAHAM, D. CALLOW
and K. GILLIVER

Sir William Dunn School of Pathology, Oxford

I
T has been noticed that certam antibiotics, when
tested agamst Staphylococcus aureus {H stram,

N.C.T.C. No. 6571) by the cylinder-plat© method^
give zones of inhibition wMch have clear edges, but
which contain, scattered through them, small numbers
of isolated colonies of Staphylococci (Fig. 1 ). Among
the fii‘st antibiotics found to show this phenomenon
was one obtamed from an organism of the subUlis

group (N.C.T.C. No. 7197) isolated from the soil at

Oxford (referred to here as S) and one which Cham
and Callow^ discovered in extracts of Polystictus

versicolor and have named polystictm (referred to

here as P), Both are water-soluble substances which
are not extracted at any pH by common organic

solvents and which have only been partially purified.

They do not appear to be identical with any of the

antibiotics described in the literature.

The formation of isolated colonies in the presence

ofS and P involved two modifications of the Staphyl-

ococcus which were clearly distmct. This is shown
m the three plates which are illustrated. Plate 1

(Fig. 1) was seeded with the normal stram of

Staphylococcus. Plat© 2 (Fig. 2
) was seeded with a

strain derived from the normal stram by picking off

a colony from inside the inhibition zone caused by
P on plate 1. When tested on plate 2, P was appar-

ently mactive, whereas S produced a zone of inhibition

similar to that which it gave on plate 1. Similarly,

by starting with a colony from within the inhibition

zone caused by S on plate 1, a plate could be pre-

pared on which P produced a normal zon© of inhibi-

tion but S gave no inhibition. Lastly, by picking

Bg. 1. Seeped with hoemai Staphylococcus STRAIH

Top : Helvolic acid (1 in 5,000). Bottom left : S (Im 2,000).

Bottom xi^t : P (1 in 200)
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Fig. 2. Seeded with Staphylococcus derived from a coLOinr
RESISTANT TO P ON PLATE 1

Top : Helvolic acid (1 in 5,000) Bottom left : iS (1 in 2,000)
Bottom right : P (1 in 200)

off a colony from inside the inhibition zone produced

by on a plate seeded with Staphylococci insensitive

to P, or by P on a plate seeded with Staphylococci

msensitive to S, organisms were obtamed which were

insensitive to both S and P (Plate 3, Fig. 3). These

insensitive strams of Staphylococci could be kept on
agar slopes, or subcultured several times in a heart

extract medium, without undergoing any noticeable

reversion.

In view of the large number of antibiotics—

m

many cases still in an impure condition—^which are

bemg described in the literature, methods of dis-

tmguishing between these substances at an early

stage of the investigations are of interest. Stansly^

suggested that strains oforganisms trained specifically

to grow in the presence of different antibiotics could

be used for this purpose. The procedure described

here with P and S shows beyond doubt, in a very

simple manner, that these two substances are differ-

ent. It remams to be seen, however, how far the

procedure can be extended to distinguish between

other substances which give inhibition zones con-

taming resistant colonies ; the results of attempts to

use the method to differentiate between antibiotics

produced by certain members of the subtUis group

have not so far been encouragmg. One general

limitation of the method is due to the fact that it is

not Imown how far the resistance developed by an
organism against a given antibacterial substance is

specific. OiganismS made resistant to one penicillin,

for example, are found to have become resistant to

other penicillins^.

The majority of antibiotics mvestigated hitherto

do not produce inhibition zones containing isolated

resistant colonies on staphylococcal plates. Hius
helvolic acid produces clear zones of inhibition on a

plate seeded with the Staphylococcic^ even though the

organism can be trained to grow well in tha presence

of this substance®. Staphylococci made resistant to

P or S, or to both substances, showed a normal

sensitivity in the cylinder-plate test to* helvolic acid

(Figs. 2 and S). By seeding a plate with Staphylococci

trained to grow in the presence of helvolic acid

(1 in 20,000) in liquid medium, and then picking off

resistant colonies formed mside the mhibition zones

produced by P and S^ a culture was obtained which
showed resistance, when used m the cylinder-

plate test, to all three substances, though its

resistance to helvolic acid was reduced durmg the

procedure.
In the case of S and helvolic acid it was shown by

measurements of the activity of these substances

before and after cultures had grown in their presence

that the resistant strains of Staphylococci did not in-

activate the antibiotics in the medium.
The difference in the nature of the inhibition zones

produced by P or yS' from that produced by helvolic

acid was refiected in the different types of growth
curves shown by the Staphylococcus in the presence

of these substances m liquid media. Fig. 4 shows
growth in normal heart broth (pH 7*3) and in heart

broth containing yS (1 m 15,000), from an inoculum
of 50 X 10® Staphylococci per ml. In the presence

of the antibiotic the cells were at first killed rapidly

and approximately logarithmically (mean survival

time about 30 minutes). After 4 hours, when
the number of viable cells per ml. had fallen to

0*70 X 10®, the survivors began to multiply at a

rate which soon reached that of a normal culture in

the logarithnnc phase, having a mean generation

time (m.g.t.) of 28 minutes. These changes were
accompanied by an imtial decrease and subsequent
increase in the total number of organisms, but lysis

only reached its maximum after more than 6 hours
and was clearly a secondary process superimposed on
that causmg the death of the cells. The final ‘station-

ary population’ attamed in the presence of /S was
much smaller, however, than that reached by the

control culture. It appeared from this curve (Fig. 4)

that when S was tested by the cylinder-plate method
most of the orgamsms within the inhibition zone

were killed, but a small proportion survived and grew
rapidly in the presence of the antibiotic, leading to

the appearance of isolated resistant colonies

Fig- 3. Seeded with Staphylocomts derived from colokt
3REKLSTAJNT TO jS OX FLATB 2

Top. Helvolic add (1 in 5,000). Bottom Idt: S (1 in 2,000).

BoUom li^t : P (1 In 200)
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Minutes

Fig. 4. GrEOWTH 01' Staphylococcus aureusm the presence of S
(1 in 15,000). (1) Control oulterb

; (2) total cells in the
PRESENCE OF S’, (3) VIABLE CELLS IN THE PRESENCE OF S

Fig. 5 illxistrates the remarkable facility with which
the Staphylococcus became resistant to helvolie acid

(1 in 200,000) in heart broth [pK 7-3). The inoculum
was 6 X 10® cells per ml. For nearly twelve hours
growth was very slow, the m.g.t. being 260 minutes.
A transition then occurred to a much faster rate
of growth in which the m.g.t. fell to 57 minutes
before the stationary population was approached.
When cells from this culture were used to inoculate
fresh medium containing the same concentration of
helvolie acid there was rapid grow'th (m.g.t. 30
minutes) after a short lag period of 70 minutes.
Thus after less than seven divisions the Staphylococci
were able to grow almost as well in the presence of
this concentration of helvolie acid as in normal
medium. Their capacity to do this was not lowered
significantly by three subcultures in normal medium.
Cells which had grown in the presence of 1 in 200,000
helvolie acid were then able to grow readily in 1 in
20,000 helvolie acid (lag 70 minutes, m.g.t. 53
minutes). Curves qualitatively similar to those given
by helvolie acid have been obtained by growing
bacteria in the presence of other antibacterial
substances®*’.

Even at a concentration of 1 in 10,000, helvolie acid
had no bactericidal effect, at least for several hours,
on the Staphylococcus^ {H strain). Its predominantly
bacteriostatic action was m harmony with the fact

that it produced clear inhibition zones m the cylinder-

plate test.

It may be remarked that in the presence of certain
concentrations of pemcillm the growth-curve of the
Staphylococcus in liquid medium® is similar to the
curve obtained in the presence of S (Fig. 4). ISTever-

Lheless, penicillin gives clear inhibition zones on
plates. The proportion of organisms which survive
and multiply when Staphylococci are first brought mto
contact with suboptimal amounts of pemciUin,
however, varies very rapidly with changes in the
concentration of the drug^® : the part of the inhibi-

tion zone in which isolated colonies could develop
might thus, in this ease, be too small for the pheno-
menon to be apparent. Eriksen^^ foimd that when
plates were seeded with Staphylococci which had been
previously subcultured in the presence of pemcillm
m liqmd medium many resistant colonies developed
inside the zones of inhibition.

The question arises whether the strains of Staphylo-
cocc^ resistant to P, S or helvolie acid were derived
merely by a process of natural selection from a
bacterial popiilation which was initially hetero-
geneous, or whether they were produced because
staphylococcal cells could adapt themselves very
rapidly to grow in the presence of concentrations of

these antibiotics to which they were normally
sensitive.

The simplest hypothesis which might have been
pub forward to account for the development of
resistant strains in terms of natural selection was that
the original H strain contamed small amounts of a
number of substrains, each of which was stable and
was resistant to a given antibiotic. This hypothesis
had two consequences, however, which made it

imtenable. First, it required that the emergence by
natural selection of a substrain resistant to one of
the antibiotics should have been accompanied by the
recession and eventual elimination of other resistant

substrains. In fact, a strain of Staphylococci resistant

to P produced cells resistant to S as readily as did
the originalH strain. Secondly, it required a culture

derived from a single cell of the H strain to have
comprised cells which were all sensitive, or all

resistant, to a given antibiotic. Experiment showed
that the inhibition zones produced hj P ot S on
twelve plates seeded with cultures derived from
different single colonies of Staphylococci (obtamed by
plating out a culture of theH strain which contained,

for the most part, discrete cells) were all very similar,

each havmg about the same diameter and containing

approximately the same number of resistant colonies.

Even if all the single colonies had not been derived
from single cells the probability that some of them
would have contained only ‘sensitive’ cells, had these

been present in the origmal culture, is very large.

Similarly, the sensitivity of the Staphylococcus to

helvolie acid in liquid medium was not changed by
using cultures derived from single colonies. These
difficulties could have been partly circumvented by
supposing that the H strain, even when grown in

normal medium, was continually producing ‘variants’

which were resistant to one or other of the anti-

biotics, so that a single cell gave rise to a hetero-

geneous population. Lewis^® considered that this

was the manner in which Boot, coli mutahile acquired
the capacity to ferment lactose, and Demerec^®
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thought it was the way m which the Staphylococcus

became resistant to penicillin. In the present case,

however, such an explanation was not readily

acceptable. Unless the variants were unstable, or

divided more slowly than the normal cells, their pro-

portion would contmuously increase during the

growth of normal cultures, since new variants would
be formed both from normal cells and by division of

the variants themselves. In fact, the strams of

Staphylococci resistant to P, S or helvolic acid showed
no tendency, at least in pure culture, to undergo a
rapid reversion, nor did their growth-rates appear to

differ significantly from that of the original H stram ;

but nevertheless they were obtained just as readily

from samples of the H strain which were derived by
one subculture from a single colony as from a
sample which had passed through a number of

subcultures.

These considerations indicate that the development
of resistance by the H Staphylococcus to P, S, or

helvolic acid is not easily explamed by a theory based
exclusively on natiual selection. On the evidence

available a more satisfymg hypothesis is that the

process is caused initially by a specific modification

of staphylococcal cells which is induced by the anti-

biotic concerned ; although, once any such modified
cells have been formed, natural selection may
obviously accelerate the emergence of a resistant

strain.
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EDUCATION IN THE BRITISH
ARMY*

By Major-General CYRIL LLOYD, CB.E., T.D.

Director of Army Education

HI : Education in the Post-War Army

The years between the two World Wars were
notable for two distinct phases which are un-

portant to remember. First there was the apathy in
low places and the frequent opposition in high ones
which met the newly formed Army Educational
Corps as it faced its new task. Second was the
change of attitude on the part of officers and men
as the grinding, hard and courageous work of those
early years began to show its effect. The earlier

trickle of men coming forward for higher education
m their leisure time became a steady stream in the
late ’twenties, and by the time war broke out it was
in some places becoming a flood which could be con-
tained only with difficulty. No less important was

• CJontinued from page 780.

the change in the attitude of senior officers ; opposi-

tion changed into co-operation, interest and, m some
cases, real enthusiasm. As horse and foot were
replaced by the machine, the traditional conception

of the still-tongued, non-thinkmg but superbly

disciplmed soldier gave place to a new ideal : the

man who would think, not at the rate of the moving
horse, but at the speed of the motor-vehicle which
was rapidly superseding it ; a man who would
observe disciplme not from fear of pumshment, but

because of a real understanding of its efficacy. This

was real progress ; but it was still hampered by the

shackles of an elaborate and extensive exammation
system which limited the horizon and absorbed, in

great quantities, time and energy which could have
been far more profitably employed.
With the outbreak of war in 1939 all official

educational work ceased for a tune, but it soon came
to be realized that, m total war, care of the soldier’s

mmd IS no less important than care of his body and
soul : moral© must be built up, war-wearmess and
boredom must be eliminated, mental stagnation must
be replaced by mental alertness ; knowledge must
make the soldier the full man. The scheme which
sought to achieve all these ends brought to army
education the rich experience of free adventure m an
unlimited field. Instead of trying to entice the
soldier mto his academic parlour, the teacher was
forced to go forth and mould his knowledge and
culture to the lives of men who in peace-time make
machines, build houses, drive trains and dig coal,

and in so doing his gams have been great.

Not the least of the advantages which accrued was
the bridging of the gulf which had too long separated
military from civilian educational administrators, and
the release period scheme has provided opportunities

for an extension of this advantage : the close contact

and collaboration between the War Office and the
Ministry of Education is bemg repeated at lower
levels by liaison between His Majesty’s mspectors
and command and district education officers in the
field both at home and overseas.

The contmuation of compulsory service is import-

ant. because it introduces considerations which would
not exist were we concerned only with the long-service

professional soldier. It will, for example, be important
to make the militia-man understand why he is com-
pelled to become a soldier : it will be equally im-
portant to prepare him for those civic responsibilities

to which he will return at the end ofhis militia service

.

At a tune when, under the Education Act of 1944,

educational opportunities in the civil field will be
progressively expanding, the soldier, be he profes-

sional or militia-man, will have the right to demand
similar opportunities within the Service. Education
is a national and not a sectional privilege, and it

should be a continuous process tinbroken by the
accident of compulsory or even of voluntary service.

If this be accepted, we must accept also the need for

a continuing close liaison between the War Office and
the Ministry of Education, for how else can continuity

of purpose be achieved ? Moreover, the circumstances
of Service life make the Army an admirable ground
for controlled experiments which might be less easy
to conduct in the freer field of civilian adult education.

It will ho important to make the militia-man
realize that he is an essential part of the Army

:

this means that there must be no discrimination

in units where militia-men and professionals serve

side by side, fpr there is only one British Army
and all who share its service share its honour. Ail
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the same, it provides an obvious problem for those

who plaji the details of organisation and syllabus.

Perhaps the greatest advance made in army
education during the war years has been the recogni-

tion of the soldier’s right and need to develop the

personal side of his life. Sir Ronald Adam will be
long remembered for his successful efforts to provide
for the soldier wide opportunities to develop cultural

interests, hobbies and non-vocational craftsmanship.

It is idle to suppose that the Army will readily

relinquish what it has learnt to appreciate. More-
over, it must be remembered that the bulk of the

Army will be, not at home, but abroad where amenities

are fewer, where boredom is the bitter enemy of

morale and where the homelmess of contact with the
civil population is a blessing rarely enjoyed.

We can therefore now proceed to a broad class-

ification of the needs of the post-war British

soldier. Pirst there is the continuation of general

education, which must include current affairs and
citizenship, and, for thosewho need it, basic education
of the most elementary type. Second comes pro-

fessional education, the importance of which lies in

its potential influence on our national efficiency and
prosperity, and herein there must this time be no over-

looking the claims of the long-service soldier. Fmally
there is education for a richer life through apprecia-

tion of the arts, skill at handicrafts and an ability to

derive pleasure in the wide fields of scholarship and
culture.

An examination of the factors of the problem
would be incomplete without consideration of the
problems of staff requirements, which will be in-

escapably large because of the variety of the provision

required for numbers which for many years to come
will be very great. Certainly a larger Army Educa-
tional Corps than before the War will be required,

and this means improvement in prospects of pay
and promotion sufficient to attract the right type of
man in adequate numbers. It would, however, be
idle to hope to get through the financial and man-
power limitations any plan for staffing the entire plan
with fully qualified, and therefore expensive, teachers.

There should, however, be no dearth of potential

talent in the ranks of the Army. Recent improve-
ments in pay will, it is hoped, attract into the Army
men of higher educational attainment, and, com-
pulsory service having been approved, the militia

should provide a good leavening of prospective

teachers and others suitable for educational work of

all kinds.
It is obvious that a full picture cannot be painted

while so many essential military details have yet to
be decided; but it is possible to begin to develop the
broad outlines to wfdch form and colour will be
added in due course.

In order that the close association with civil adult
education in war-time may be contmued and
steengthened in peace-time, the Secretary of State
for War has set up an Army Education Advisory
Board. This Board is composed of persons in civil

life with educational qualifications and experi-

ence^ and of representatives of the Ministries of
Education and of Labour and national Service and
of the Scottish Education Department. It is the
responsibility of the Board to keep under review
the educational policy of the Army and to advise the
Secretary of State on such matters connected with
Army education as it thinks fit and upon any
questions referred to it by him. The chairman of
the Board is Sir FMUp Morris, vice^-chancellor of

the University of Bristol, who brings to the Board

not only his wide knowledge of civil education but

also the valuable experience of the problems of army
educational administration which he gained as

Director-General of Army Education. The Army
wall therefore start its new scheme assured of its

civilian contacts, and this should go far to ensure

that education in the Army is an integral part of

the national plan.

It IS essential that education in the Army should

be a normal part of military life designed to fit into

its place in daily routine. This being so, the military

‘unit’ must be the basis of educational organisation,

and the commandmg officer must be charged with

the responsibility for his unit’s educational efficiency

in the same way and to the same extent as he is

responsible for all other aspects of his unit’s efficiency

and welfare. In the mam he will be responsible for

a general scheme of community education which will

be a compulsory part of the day’s work. Community
education has here a wider connotation than its

present one m the release scheme, where it covers

only current afiairs and citizenship. In the future

plan it covers not only current affairs and citizenship

but also all those basic subjects which are the neces-

sary equipment of the good citizen; for example,

English, calculation, geography and history. Side by
side with this compulsory work, the unit will be

required to provide individual education on a

voluntary basis in the men’s own time. Here the

man could continue studies he may have started

before joining the Army, or he could acquire new
interests in art or music, in literatuie or handicrafts,

according to his tastes and the resources locally

available. It seems likely that instructors for this

unit work will be provided from unit resources as

was done both before and during the War with con-

siderable success. Suitable non-commissioned officers

would be given a course of, say, three months at the

army school of education, where they would receive

training in teaching method and more advanced

instruction in selected subjects.

It would be unfair to expect the unit with its

limited teaching resources and its heavy training

commitments to undertake the more difficult types

of teaching : these would be provided or organised

at garrison-level, where better qualified instructors

could be pooled and, possibly, supplemented from

external sources. At one end of the scale in this

group would be the illiterates and near-illiterates

receiviag compulsory basic education to fit them to

take their places in the community life and com-

munity education of their units. At the other end of

the scale would be higher education on a voluntary

basis, and here it is probable that liaison with local

education authorities would, at home at least, enable

troops to take advantage of classes in the technical

schools, evening institutes and art schools. It is hoped

that garrison classes in this group may be able to

develop on the lines of the study centres which have

grown up everywhere during the War as a result^ of

mdividual initiative and which have given education

a habitation and a home.
A third type of provision which finds a place in

preliminary plans is re-settlement education (as

opposed to re-settlement training) for regular soldiers.

Here it is possible that the correspondence course,

the local technical school and garrison classes might

all contribute to the preparation of the long-service

manfor his return to civil life. The Secreta^ of State

for War went even further than this when in opening
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one of the Army’s formation colleges, he expressed a

hope that it would be possible in the post-war period

to retam at least one such institution for the benefit

of the long-service soldier.

Exanunations, much as we dislike them, serve two
important purposes. First they are required as a

part of the process of assessmg the man’s all-round

abihty for purposes of proficiency pay. If, as seems
probable, a test of this sort cannot be escaped, it

will be devised to do its work m a manner which will

at once avoid heai’y waste of time and effort and
elude the constrictmg danger ofa fixed and immutable
syllabus. The second purpose served by the examina-
tion IS the provision of the ‘scrap of paper’ which
experience proves is highly valued by soldiers at all

levels as a passport to well-paid employment when
they leave the Army. To satisfy his needs m this

respect it is felt that the soldier should be encouraged

to take the exammations open to his civihan brothers,

for these are more acceptable to civilian employers,

who in the past have shown diffidence in accepting

the less familiar Army certificates of education.

In addition to the types of possible provision

described, there are the institutions which tram boys
as apprentice tradesmen : these will probably con-

tinue along much the same Imes as hitherto, though,

of course, general education will have to be brought
into line with that in units. Band-boys are, and
always have been, a special problem, for the numbers
of them in imits are usually too small for satisfactory

arrangements to be made to meet their educational

needs. Proposals are, however, bemg exammed with
the view of eradicatmg the weaknesses of the pre-

war system so that band-boys may be assured of an
educational opportunity worthy of the future that

lies before them.
At the end of a period of war few will need con-

vincing that however gallant and efficient the rank
and file may be, their efforts will be nullified if they
are not backed by an efficient staff corps. Army
education as an extensive operation on a global scale

will no less need a highly trained and efficient staff

corps to plan, stimulate, administer and provide.

Between the Wars the Army Educational Corps

suffered contmuously from a sense of frustration :

promotion, slow at all levels, was almost non-existent

in the mtermediate commissioned ranks ; numbers
were madequate to develop the opportunities which
all keen men could see ; the burden of an examination

system kept educational staffs enslaved to the chores

of education when they should have been leading the

way to its shining corridors. As a result, few were
attracted to its service from outside the Army.

Proposals have now been accepted which will

ensure a constant flow of new blood from the civilian

system and, for those who wish to make a career m
Army education, prospects of pay and promotion
equivalent to thosem other corps and in the education

profession generally.

Much praise has been given to the Army for its

great educatioi;ial efforts during and since the War

;

but if th^e efforts are to survive and flower in the

years of peace, more will be required than mere lip

service. If Army education is worth while in war, it

is doubly worth while in peace, and if it is worth
while it must be staffed and equipped in a manner
worthy of its great task. This is not a matter of

mere domestic politics for the Army ; it is a matter
of vital concern for the nation, of which the Army
is a living, though in peace often a forgotten and
neglected, part.

OBITUARY
Sir Frank Heath, G.B.E., K.C.B.

Henry Fbank: Heath was born on December 11,

1863. He was the eldest son of Henry Charles Heath,
mmiature pamter to Queen Victoria. He was educated
at Westminster School and University College,

London, after which he spent a year at the University
of Strassburg. When he came back to England
he was appointed professor of English at Bedford
College, London, and lecturerm English language and
literature at Kmg’s College, London. He held these

posts until 1895, when he became assistant registrar

and librarian of the University of London. He was
appointed academic registrar m 1901, holding the
post only for two years, when he jomed the Govern-
ment service as Director of Special Enquiries and
Reports under the Board of Education (1903—16).
He became principal assistant secretary of the
Universities Branch of the Board from 1910 until

he was appointed secretary to the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research in 1916. He
retired from the Department m 1927, and from then
until the end of his life gave voluntary service to a
number of important institutions. He died on
October 5.

These are the bare facts of Heath’s long life and
of his great services to the State, to science, and to

education. Few men, except those who knew him
well and worked in intimate co-operation with him,
know how great these services were.
Heath first became mterested in scientific education

and research when he became head of the Universities
Branch of the Board of Education, which was formed
in 1910. There existed at that time a Treasury
Advisory Committee on Universities, of which Heath
was a member. This Committee advised on Treasury
grants to certam university faculties but not to the
universities of Great Bntam as a whole. It was con-
verted in 1910 into a general advisory committee on
umversities, and attached to the Board of Education.
Sir William McCormick was appomted chairman, and
Heath ceased to be a member, as the recommenda-
tions of the Committee came to him to administer. It
was then that he formed that close friendship, and
began the long association, with McCormick that was
to prove so fruitful.

La the course of his work at the Board of Education,
Heath devised simple and effective provisions for
givmg grants to universities in respect of engineermg
and medicme. Previously such grants had only been
given under the attendance regulations for technical
schools. Before long these grants were absorbed in
block grants to the universities ; and the medical
schools, in London and in the provinces, came to be
State-aided under the new system. All this work of
Heath’s, in which he showed the vision and the
administrative ability which were so characteristic of
hun, and which are seldom combined in one man to
such a degree, led finally to the evolution of the
University Grants Committee, and to the great
spread of State aid to the universities of Great
Britain without affecting their autonomy.
When the War broke out m 1914, it soon became

painfully clear how dependent Britain was for vital

war material on German industries, and how far we
had failed to keep pace with Germany in the applica-
tion of science to industry. Heath acted with
characteristic vigour. By Christmas 1914 he had
submitted a mepaorandum to the presidmt of the
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Board of Education, pointing out iiow the failure of

industry to enlist the services of science had caused
a great shortage of men framed in scientific research

at the universities. This highly important memoran-
dum was referred to a small secret committee under
Sir William McCormick. By May 1915 the Govern-
ment, on the advice of this committee, had decided
to establish a permanent organisation for the
development of scientific and industrial research, and
when the Royal and Chemical Societies approached
the Government to ask for the establishment of a
National Chemical Advisory Committee, they received

the reply that a much wider attack on the whole
problem was in its initial stages.

The Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research was formed m 1916 on Heath’s plan. There
can be little doubt that many of his ideas were
improved in detail by McCormick’s committee ; but
the whole scheme was primarily due to his imagma-
tion and foresight. It was he in particular who
foresaw the advantages of placing the new Depart

-

dtent, which was destmed to have such close relations

with other departments of State as well as with the
imiversities and industry, under the Lord President
of the Council, who had then no departmental duties.

This decision has had the consequence that the Lord
President ofthe Council has become the chiefMmister
of the Crown responsible to Parliament for advice on
the general scientific development of the country.
The Medical Research Council, which was the suc-

cessor of the Medical Research Committee of the
National Health Insurance Joint Commission, the
appointment of which pre-dated the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, was placed
under the Lord President in 1920. The Agricultural
Research Council became responsible to him in
1931.

McCormickwas appointed chairman ofthe Advisory
Council of the Department, and Heath was made
its permanent secretary. So it came about that the
first great venture of the State, in this or in any
other country, to exercise a comprehensive infiuence

over the development of research to meet national
needs was guided by two professors of Enghsh.
Needless to say, there was much criticism at the time
m the scientfec world, criticism that was wholly
falsified by events. Speaking as his successor, I
record emphatically that I can think of no scientific

man at the time who could have done what Heath
did in the nursing of this new venture through a
most difficult period, and in its final establishment
in a secure position. Nor should McCormick’s services
in this respect ever be forgotten. He supplied
qualities that Heath lacked. Heath was apt to be
too interested in, and too worried about, details. A
talk with McCormick, who cared nothing for details,

often resolved Heath’s difficulties and refreshed his
mind. McCormick’s natural geniality, too, and
interest in human bemgs, made much easier the
relations between Heath and the groat men of science
who served on the first Council of the Department.
Heath was indeed the driving power, and McCormick
was the lubricant.

During the next few years the main structure of
the Department was erected. The scheme for the
estel^iyunent of research associations, which was
due to Heath, started in 1917. The Fuel Research
Bpar(J%as established in 1917, theFood Investigation
Botoi in 1918, and the Btdlding Research Board m
19S>, Sir Geor^ Heilby was the first director of
research and cfeshnnan of the Fuel Research Board.

He was succeeded later on as chairman by Sir Richard
ThrelfalL Sir William Hardy was the first director
of food mvestigation. Beilby, Threlfail and Hardy
were the three members of the Advisory Council who
had most executive responsibility for the research of
the Department. Beiiby and Threlfail were great
mdustrialists who had also done work of high scientific

importance. Hardy, the best scientific worker of the
three, had no experience of applied research until he
jomed the Department. All three had vigorous
personalities, strong individualities, and did not
sufier fools gladly. But all three got on very happily
indeed with Heath, formed close friendships with
him, and were always prepared to be guided and
influenced by him. It is difficult to think of a better
tribute to Heath’s own personality and work than
this statement.
The general structure of the Department has not

changed smce those early days. New research boards
and stations have been added, but they have been
formed on Heath’s original plans, which have stood
the test of time. Research associations have had a
chequered career, and are being exposed at the
moment of writmg to some severe criticism. Their
establishment was a bold experiment, fully justified,

and their present value is far greater than some of
the critics conceive. Whatever improvements are
necessary and desirable in detail, no one would wish
to abandon the general scheme. What is more, the
basic idea of forming associations to meet the needs
of the older and scattered industries is being copied
in other coimtries.

In 1925 Heath was uivited by the Government of
Australia to advise on the development of scientific

and mdustrial research. After a comprehensive
survey he recommended that the existing Common-
wealth Institute of Science and Industry should be
developed to a Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research to serve all Australian national needs in
science, industry and agriculture. His recommenda-
tions were adopted by the Government and passed
into law in Jime 1926. He then went on a similar
mission to New Zealand, where the Government
accepted his recommendation to establish a Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research. The
National Research Council of Canada, which replaced
the Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research, had been established in 1924.
La South Africa developments have been slower, and
it is only recently that a similar council has replaced
the organisation for the encouragement of research
that was the responsibility of the Minister of Mines
and Industries. All these developments have resulted
from Heath’s original report to the Government of
the United Kingdom in 1915.

Soon after Heath returned from these visits he
resigned his secretaryship of the Department. It was
not necessary for him to do so ; but he felt that his
mam work had been done, and that the time had
come to hand over the chief executive responsibility
to a scientific man. All three of Heath’s successors
have been men of science, and it is highly probable
that all future successors will be ; but Heath will
always have a special place of honour in the history
of the Department.

After his retirement in 1927, Heath became for a
short time the secretary, and afterwards the honorary
director of the Universities Bureau of the British
Empire, and threw himself with the same passionate
eagerness into its affairs as he had into the larger
affairs of State. He was an active governor, from 1931
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until his death, of the Imperial College, where his

wide knowledge and experience of education and
research, and his constructive criticism, were of
inestimable value. His many other activities m-
cluded the chairmanship (1935-39) and the vice-

chainnanship since 1939 of the British Standards
Institution, and membership of the Royal Com-
mission for the 1851 Exhibition smce 1924. What-
ever he did was done thoroughly and well ; no one

ever turned to him m vam for help.

Heath’s publications include chapters on English

language and literature to the time of Elizabeth m
“Social England”. He was co-editor with A. W.
Pollard and others of the Globe Chaucer, and editor

of the Modern Language Quarterly from 1897 until
1903. Many of his best writmgs were published
anonymously in official documents, such as the
annual reports of the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research ; but fortunately he found time,
before his death, to complete a book on “Industrial
Research and Development” m collaboration with
A. L. Hetherington, a close friend and colleague for

many years.

Sir Frank married twice. His first wife, Antonia
Johanna Eckenstem, died in 1893, only a year after

their marriage. In 1898 he married Prances Elaine
Sayer, who died in 1939. Two sons of the second
marriage survive him. H. Tizajrd

NEWS and VIEWS
Royal Society

Annual Meeting

The anniversary meeting of the Royal Society was
held, as customary, on November 30, and the

president. Sir Robert Robinson, delivered his presi-

dential address, a main part of which is printed on

p. 815 of this issue, and also presented the medals
for 1946 (see p. 841). In addition, he made some
brief comments on the relationship of scientific

men to world affairs. He welcomed Sir Henry Dale’s

plea last year for the general release of scientific

knowledge. Speaking of the danger to scientific

ideals and integrity in the conception of ‘total war’,

he pointed out that men of science are faced with a
dilemma—a conflict between their ideals of service to

humanity and their duty as citizens of a democratic

community—^which can only be resolved by the

establishment of real friendship and concord among
the nations of the world. Speaking for himself, he
said that all men of science should strive for the

promotion of international peace and the outlawry

of all methods of warfare which by their nature

mvolve ‘total war’. The existence of the universal

brotherhood of scientific workers shows that this

hope is not impractical idealism. Nevertheless, m
this connexion there can be no clear-cut distinc-

tion between peace and war, and a nation’s defences

must be prepared at all times against attack.

Sir Robert continued, “it is inconsistent to praise

our scientists for their outstanding contributions

to the war effort and at the same time to suggest

that they offend agamst our ethical code if they
serve the country in a similar fashion during an
uneasy peace. It is useless to attempt to disguise

the fact that such service implies some sacrifice of

freedom. Durmg the War the scientific effort was
nation-wide and control extended to many imiversity

departments. Nevertheless, the imiversities have
preserved intact their precious liberty of action, and
I see no signs of any attempt to curtail it. Surely

this suggests a feasible line of demarcation in that

extra-mural contracts, placed by Service departments
with the universities, need not, and should not, con-

tain any clauses restricting free publication of the

results. Although it has sometimes been irksome,

the refusal ofmany universities to accept theses that

cannot be published is a step in the right direction.”

Officers and Council

The following is a list of those elected as officers

and Coimeil of the Royal Society at the anniver-

sary meetmg . President, Sir Robert Robinson ;

Treasurer, Sir Thomas Merton ; Secretaries, Sir

Alfred Egerton and Sir Edward Salisbury ; Foreign
Secretary, Prof. E. D. Adrian ; Other Members of
Council, Dr. C. H. Andrewes, Prof. W. T. Astbury,
Prof. W. Brown, Dr. E. C. Bullard, Prof. A. C.

Chibnall, Prof. C. A. Lovatt Evans, Dr. N. H.
Fairley, Prof. R. A. Fisher, Prof. S. Goldstem, Prof.
E. L. Hirst, Prof. H. W. Melville, Prof. M. H. A.
Newman, Prof, M. L. E. Oliphant, Dr. C. F. A.
Pantin, Prof. H. H. Read, Sir Regmald Stradling.

In his anniversary address, Sir Robert Robmson
announced the resignation of Mr. John D. Griffith

Davies, assistant secretary of the Society ; Mr.
Griffith Davies has been appomted a member of the
Library Committee and will be chairman of a sub-
committee preparing for the celebration of the ter-

centenary of the Society.

Nobel Prize for Physics

:

Prof. P. W. Bridgman

Pboe. P. W Bbidgman, to whom the Nobel Prize
for Physics for 1946 has been awarded, is celebrated
for his comprehensive researches into the properties
of matter at very high pressures, which began m 1906
and have contmued with unabated vigour to the
^present day. By the mgenious applications of prin-
ciples in themselves simple and by the informed
utilization of new steels, he extended the range of
pressures at which systematic measurements could
be made from 3,000 atmospheres, the limit reached by
Amagat, to 12,000 atmospheres. Up to this pressure
he measured, for example, compressibilities, vis-

cosities, electrical conductivities, thermal E.M.r.’s and
transition points of a large number of elements and
compounds, with results of the highest mterest. This
work, which necessarily mvolved the working out of
new methods of measuring pressure, is described in

his book “The Physics of High Pressure”, which
appeared in 1931 and has become the classic of the
subject.

Since then, Bridgman has again extended the range
of pressures- By construetmg the vessels of the steel

known as ‘carboloy’ and by special methods of con-
struction, including, for the highest pressures, the
immersion of the pressure vessel in a fluid which is

itself maintained at 30,000 atmospheres, he has
pushed the limit up to 100,000 atmospheres. A
number of systenoatio measurements of polymorphic
transitions and of compressibilities have been made
up to 50,000 atmospheres. It is an extraordinary
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feat to have increased thirtyfoid the rang© of pressui*es

which was practicable when he first took up the

subject. Clearly, the pressures now reached are of the
greatest importance not only to physicists, chemists
and engmeers, but also to geologists. Bridgman’s
work has been a source of strength to the various

schools of high-pressure work which have been set

up of recent years. A valuable review of work in the

field of high pressure since 1930 was published at

the beginnmg of the present year by Bridgman in the
Eeviews of Modern Phys%cs (vol. 18, pp. i-93).

Bridgman has written several outstanding books,

besides his standard treatise on high pressure, dealing

not only with the thermodynamics of the processes

in which he is interested, but also -with such subjects

as dimensional analysis and the general philosophical

aspect of modern physics.

Nobe! Prize for Chemistry :

Prof. J. B. Sumner
Biochemists will learn with pleasure that Prof.

J B. Sumner’s name is mcluded among those who
share, this year, the Nobel prize for chemistry. Prof.

Sumner, professor of biochemistry in Cornell Univer-
sity, will always be remembered as the first person
to succeed in crystallizing an enzyme—urease.

This he accomplished in May 1926, and m domg so

he helped greatly to dissipate the fog of obscurity

which had surroimded the subject of enzyme chem-
istry. The isolation ofthe crystalline enzyme suoeeded
only after many years of prelmnnary work, during
which period every conceivable method of purification

was tried. Eventually, after studymg the constituents

of the jack bean and paying special attention to the
properties of its proteins, an extremely simple pro-

cedure for the isolation of urease was adopted. It

consisted of stirring 100 gm. jack bean meal with
500 ml. of 32 per cent acetone and allowing the mix-
ture to filter in an ice chest. After standmg over-

night, the filtrate was seen to oontam colourless

octahedral crystals, which were found to be crystals of

urease. Sumner’s claim to have isolated the first

enzyme in crystalline form was strongly contested,

especially by members of the Willstatter school, and
biochemists will recall the general scepticism with
which the claim was at first received. Sunaner’s

finding was, however, quickly confirmed, and it was
followed durmg 1930, 1931 and 1933 by the crystalliza-

tion of the proteolytic enzymes pepsin, trypsm and
chymotrypsm by Northrop, and by Northrop and
Kumtz. More than twenty enzymes have now been
obtamed pure, among these the well-known enzyme
catalase crystallized by Sumner and Bounce in 1937.

The use of crystalline enzymes has led to a major
advance in our knowledge of the chemistry of
enzymes, and they are now familiar objects of study
in the hands of biochemists and physical chemists.
8umner’s name is also associated with much mterest-
ing work on enz5nne kinetics and on the production
ofanti-enzymes by immunological methods.

Dr. W. M. Stanley

Hale of the Nobel Prize for Chemistry for 1946

has been awarded to Br. W. M. Stanley and Br.
J, H- Northrop of the Rockefeller Institute for

Medical Research, Prmceton, New Jersey, and it is

appropriate ©nou^ that these two workers should

h© hctooured together since an important part of
Stanley’s workwas carried out by means ofNorthrop ’s

tectoique- It was in 1935 that Stanley announced
(^olmese, §1, 044) the isolation of the virus of tobacco

mosaic m erystallme form, and thereby opened the
way to the intensive studies of plant viruses which in

the last decade have revolutionized the whole subject
Although Stanley was not the first to conceive of a
virus as a chemical substance rather than an organism—Vmson and Petre may be mentioned as pioneers ui

this direction—^he was the first to isolate a erystallme
or paracrystallme virus protem, and thus enabled
workers to visualize a virus as a tangible entity
rather than a mysterious agent the existence of
which could only be deduced from its effects on its

host. This discovery was soon confirmed by workers
in Britam and elsewhere. There was at first a good
deal of scepticism as to whether the protein really

was the virus itself. The biologist was loth to ex-
change his conception of a very small organism for
that of a erystallme protem with the power to multi-
ply, and the chemist was equally unwilling to con-
template the possibility of a mutating molecule.
Stanley, however, showed that the virus protem could
be obtamed from plants botanically imrelated such
as the tobacco and the phlox, but only if these plants
were infected with tobacco mosaic virus. H© also
showed that a closely related strain of the tobacco
mosaic virus could be isolated, and that it was similar
to the first but yet possessed properties which were
distinctive and characteristic. Nowadays, no plant
virus worker doubts that the virus and erystallme
protein are one and the same ; several more viruses
have been isolated in erystallme form, four of them
as three-dimensional crystals, and all have been
shown to b© nucleoproteins.

Dr. John H. Northrop
The nature of the enzymes was a matter for con-

siderable speculation so recently as twenty years ago,
and the isolation of the gastric proteolytic enzyme
pepsin by Br. John H. Northrop in 1930 as beautiful
hexagonal crystals having the composition of a
protem did much to confirm their protein nature.
Various tests applied to the pure preparations showed
beyond reasonable doubt that the enzymatic activity
was intimately related to the protem, and subsequent
work by Northrop and other workers has amply con-
firmed the protein nature of the soluble enzymes.
In 1932, in collaboration with Br. M. Kunitz, also
of the Rockefeller Institute, he was responsible for
the isolation and crystallization of trypsm, and after-

wards of several other proteolytic enzymes from
pancreas. In the course of these studies, several
inactive precursors of these enzymes were also
isolated in a pure form, and it was found that trypsm
and pepsin are capable of synthesizmg themselves
from their precursors. This autocatalytic synthesis
has been compared with the multiplication of the
viruses, but it has not the same specificity, as, for
example, chicken pepsin is formed from chicken
pepsinogen whether the reaction is catalysed by
swme pepsin or chicken pepsm. It is interesting,

however, that a possible inactive precursor of the
tobacco mosaic virus has been reported recently.
Besides his work on the isolation of the proteolytic
enzymes and their precursors, Br. Northrop has been
responsible for studies on enzyme kinetics, on the
estimation and purification of bacteriophage and on
a large number of physico-chemical studies of which
probably the best known are on the diffusion of
solutes through porous membranes, on micro

-

cataphoresis and on the application of Gibbs’s phase
rule to the solubility of protein solutions as a t^t
oftheir homogeneity.
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Prof. W. T. Astbury, F.R..S.

At the recent celebrations of the liberation of the

city of Strasbourg in 1918 and 1944, the solemn
‘re-entry’ of the University was marked, on Novem-
ber 22, by its first honorary degree ceremony since

the end of the War. Among other recipients, the
degree of Docteur honoris causa was conferred on
Prof. W. T. Astbury, of the Department of Bio-

moleeular Structure and Textile Physics Laboratory
of the University of Leeds. Prof. Astbury was also

recently elected a member of the Royal Society of

Sciences of Uppsala.

L.M.S. Railway : Scientific Research

Mb. F. C. Johansen has been appointed deputy
scientific research manager of the L.M S. Railway.
Mr. Johansen graduated with first-class honours
from King’s College, University of London, gammg
the degree of B Sc. (Eng.), and afterwards obtammg
his M.Sc. On leavmg the university, he took up an
appomtment with the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.

;

later he jomed the National Physical Laboratory,
where he did research mto certam aspects of fluid

motion, and carried out a comprehensive investiga-

tion into air resistance of trams. In 1932 he joined

the Scientific Research Department of the L.M.S
Railway as engmeermg research officer.

University of Glasgow

Db. Ebic Clab has arrived from Czechoslovakia
to work in the Chemistry Department as an I.C.I.

Fellow. After graduatmg at Dresden and workmg
for a time at Cambridge, Dr. Clar became head of
the Chemistry Department of the Istituto Ronzoni
at Milan in 1930. Since 1933 he has been workmg
mainly in his own laboratory at Herrnskretschen,
but has also been part-time lecturer in the University
of Prague and has had connexions with Rutgers A.G.
at Niederau. For many years he has been especially

interested in polycyclic hydrocarbons and their de-

rivatives, and he is author of the monograph,
“Aromatische Kohlenwasserstoffe” (1941).

Mr. Cyril A. Halstead has been appointed assistant

m geography. The following resignations have been
accepted : Dr. G. F. Asprey (botany) to become
lecturer in plant physiology in the University of

Aberdeen ; Mr. E. Duffy (bacteriology) to become
assistant pathologist to the Royal Cancer Hospital,

Glasgow; Dr. Janet S. F. Niven (pathology) to join

the staff ofthe National Institute ofMedical Research,
London.

The North Ferriby Boats

Little is known about the efforts of primitive man
in northern Europe to overcome the mherent defects

of the dugout boat and to develop a seaworthy
planked vessel. The Scandinavian tradition was to

use the choker build ; but apart from the Hjortspring
canoe, really early examples of this kind are so in-

complete that it is impossible to gather any clear

idea of their shape or size. In all of them, however,
the planks are secured by stitching. The remains
of two large boats as primitive as any planked vessel

from Northern Europe and, in one case, sufficiently

complete to allow reconstruction of the original form
to be made with fair certainty, have been found by
Mr. E. V. Wright and his brother, the first in 1937,
the second in 1941. They were between high and
low water, buried in the old river clays on th© north
bank of the River Humber at North Ferriby in east

Yorkshire. Much of the first boat was lost diirmg
the War by erosion ; but records survive of what has
disappeared. The end of the War made it possible

to recover what was left. The enthusiastic support
was secured of the late Sir Geoffrey Callender and
the National Maritime Museum, who organised the
salvage of the boats with the help of the Admiralty.
Although the first boat was not extracted in one
piece, as was hoped, no mformation or timber was
lost, and a successful restoration is certam.
The boats were highly developed examples of a

technique of sewing planks together to form a Tab-
ricated dugout’. They had a flat bottom made up
ofthree composite planks, the centre one being turned
up like the end ofa punt at the end that was preser\^ed

complete, and probably at the other also. The centre

plank was twice as thick as the others but was made
of two lengths jomed with an absurdly short scarf

joint in the middle. The seams were grooved, caulked
with moss, with a covering slat and sewn up witli

yew withes. The bottom planks were further secured
by groups of cross-battens passing through cleats left

standmg on the upper surface of the planks. Part
of the first strake survived on one side. It was cut

on the curve from the solid wood. No form offrammg
was discovered, although there were probably at

least some thwarts to support the sides of the hull.

The meagre archaeological evidence at present points

to an Early Iron Age date for the deposits in which
the boats were found. The botanical evidence may
throw further light on their age. The work of record-

ing is now very nearly completed and that of preserva-
tion will shortly begin. All being well, these splendid

monuments of prunitive craftsmanship will in due
course be on exhibition at the National Maritime
Museum at Greenwich.

An Automatic Computing Engine for the National

Physical Laboratory

Following upon Lord Mountbatten’s presidential

address to the Institution of Radio Engineers, in

which he referred to the E.N.LA.C. (described in an
article m Nature of October 12, p. 500), a statement
was issued from the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research stating that plans for a machme
to be called the Automatic Computing Engme
(A.C.E.) are being completed at the National Physical

Laboratory. A short statement about this machine
was broadcast by Sir Charles Darwm, director of the

National Physical Laboratory, in the B.B.C. Home
Service on November 9. Wliile paper plans havemade
good progress, the technical design is only begmniQg,
and it will be a year or two before any xmits are

operatmg. The completion of the machine will take

several years. The project is under the charge of Mr.

J. R. Womersley, superintendent of the Mathematics
Division, and the machme will form part of the

Division’s equipment. The team of mathematicians
who are planning the machine is led by Dr. A. M.
Taring, formerly a fellow of King’s College, Cam-
bridge, in whose paper “On Computable Numbers,
with an Application to the Entscheidimgsproblem”
{Proo, Land, Math, Soc., 1937), the possibility of such

machines is foreseen, and methods of organising work
on them are discussed.

Council for the Preservation of Rural England

In the report of the Coimcil for the Preservation

of Rural England, th© first after th© war years, th©

aims, objects and policy of the Council are re-stated.

Briefly, these relate to th© protection of rural som^y.
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the preservation of amenities in coimtry and town
and the education of public opmion on these matters.
This comprehensive report gives a clear impression
of the many activities which engage the attention of

the Council. The policy of the Council, which is

discussed at some length, is based on the view that
the development of agricultural resom'ces, and the
improvement of the social environment of the rural

population, provide the best means of reahzmg the
aims of the Council. National and regional plannmg
of the land in the interest of the community is sup-
ported ; genume rural industries are to be encouraged,
while rural housmg and services should be improved.
Other sections are devoted to the location of industry
and the provision of new towns, road construction,
the provision of National Parks and open spaces,

afforestation, prohibition of outdoor advertisements
in certam localities, and the release of areas from
military occupation. In many of these and other
matters, the Cotuicil for the Preservation of Hural
England works in close co-operation with other
bodies, for example, the National Trust.

Training Grants for Engineers

The Ministry of Labour and National Service is

now awardmg grants under the Further Education
and Training Scheme to assist young engineers who
have been on military service to complete their
practical training ui industry. University graduates
in engineering and others who have qualified as
graduates of the Institutions of Civil, Mechanical or
Electrical Engmeers are entitled to apply for grants.
The awards are intended to supplement the payments
which employers normally make to ©ngmeermg
graduates. A plan of framing must be drawn up by
the employer and approved by the Mmistry before
a grant will be made. Three types of course are
contemplated, lasting twenty-four, twelve and six

months respectively. The longest course is intended
for those who have had no previous industrial
©sq^enence and only limited technical experience in
the Services. The Institution of Electrical Engineers
announces that young electrical engmeers will be
advised to take a twelve-months course if they have
had little or no industrial training, but have served
eighteen months or more on suitable workshop
duties in technical units, or have had 12-18 months
previous industrial trammg and only limited tech-
nical experience on military service. Those with
more than nine months previous industrial training
and more than eighteen months technical experience
m the Services will generally be regarded as having
completed their trammg, but some may be advised
to take the six-months course. Further particulars
may be obtained from the Regional Appointments
Officers of the Mimstry of Labour and National
Service.

Catalogue of Scientific Films in Britain

A CATAiiOOiJE compiled by the Scientific Film
Association lists alphabetically 596 films of general
scientific interest at present available in Great
Britain^ ranging from films of technique and process
to films relating science to society (London: Asso-
ciation of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux.

Most films entirely of use for juvenile teachmg
have been excluded, hut some films on cooking and
r^at^ topics, and selected films on international
relations, national cultures, ways of life and tradition
have been included to give th^at social background
a^inst whi.#,^ htunan activities must be assessed

and studied. Of the films listed, 266 have been
appraised and graded by special committees, and it

IS the intention of the Association to supply synopses,

appraisals and gradings for every film and to keep
the lists up to date in this respect. The graded films

are marked recommended, suitable or unsuitable in

three categories ; for general audiences and audiences
of mixed scientific workers ; for more specialized

audiences with a knowledge of the subject-matter of

the film ; and for adult teaching or trammg purposes.

Silent films are indicated by printing the title m
italic capitals, and soimd films with silent versions

by an asterisk. Films ofVhich the distribution is

restricted for any reason are also marked, and sponsor
and production agency, where traced, are indicated.

The name of the distributor is usually abbreviated
and followed by a catalogue reference for use m
ordermg. A list of film distributors with these

abbreviations is included, and there is a classified

subject index.

Association of Scientific Workers : Social Sciences

Committee

A MEETING to maugurate a National Social Sciences

Committee of the Association of Scientific Workers
will be held in Gas Industries House, 1 Grosvenor
Place, London, S.W.l, on December 14. The meeting
will be held under the chairmanship of Mr. J. R. M.
Brumwell. Prof. S. Zuckerman will speak on the out-

look for the social sciences, Dr. G. Wagner will report

on the work of the Social Sciences Committee, Mr. D.
Chapman will discuss future work for social scientists

in the Association of Scientific Workers, and Mr. R.
Innes will discuss the constitution of a National Com-
mittee for Social Scientists. Further information can

be obtained from the Honorary Secretary, Social

Sciences Committee, Association of Scientific Workers,
16 Half Moon Street, Piccadilly, London, W.l.

Announcements

Sir Alexander Fleming and Sir Howard Florey have
been awarded the Gold Medals in Therapeutics of the

Society of Apothecaries of London, in recognition

of their discovery and work on penicillin.

The title of professor emeritus in the University

of Durham has been conferred upon Prof. J. W.
Heslop Harrison, formerly professor of botany, and
Commander C. J. Hawkes, formerly professor of

engmeering, both at Kmg’s College, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne,

Recent appointments to the staff of the University

of Leeds include the foUowmg : Dr. H. J . Rogers,

to be Nuffield Research Fellow in oral biology ; Dr.

A. B. Moggy, to be Brotherton Research Lecturer m
physical chemistry m the Department of Textile

Industries ,* Dr. R. N. Tattersall, to be lecturer (full-

time) m mediGine-

Dh. E. C. Babton-Wbight has been appomted
microbiologist to Whitbread and Co., Ltd., and has

taken up his duties in the laboratories at Chiswell

Street, London, E.C.l.

Reeeebing to the notes under the title “Abnormal
Solar Radiation on 76 Megacycles” in Nature of

October 12, p. 611, Dr, S. E. Williams states that the

phrase (par. 2, line 3) “visual changes on the sutl’s

disk as recorded on spectrohelioscope observations
...” should read, “visual changes on the sun,

namely, the appearance of an eruptive prominence
recorded in the spectrohelioscope observations ...”
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for opimons expressed by their correspondents.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications

Q. B. Airy and the Discovery of Neptune
The account by Prof. W. M. Smart of the discovery

of ISTeptmie, of which a summary was published m
Nature for November 9, depicts the part played by
G. B. Airy, the Astronomer Royal, in a most unfavour-
able light. He describes the treatment of Adams by
Airy as “imbecommg to the leading astronomer of his
generation”. Prof. Smart’s verdict is not, in my
opinion, justified, and I feel that, for the sake of
historical accuracy, a reply is needed.
In judging Airy’s actions, it is necessary to

remember the tremendous load of work which he
carried. Besides attendmg to all the details of the
«work of the Royal Observatory, he maintamed an
extensive correspondence with astronomers in all

parts of the world and was consulted on a great

variety of general scientific questions outside the
range of his strict official duties. No man could have
been more meticulous m replying promptly to all

letters and inqmries. An exammation of Auy’s day-
book shows that in the period covered by the mvesti-
gations of Adams, Airy visited France for the purpose
of exammmg and reportmg upon the design and
construction of the breakwater at Cherbourg ; he
went to York to see experiments on the running of
engines ; he visited Portsmouth to inquire mto and
report upon the defects of the engines of H.M.S.
Janus

;

he was occupied with the Tidal Harbour
Commission and he was frequently called to London
for meetings of the Railway Gauge Commission, the
draft report of which he prepared.

Airy first learnt that Adams was working on the
theory of Uranus from Prof. Challis, who wrote to

Airy in February 1844 asking for the errors of
longitude of Uranus, as indicated by the Greenwich
observations, for the years 1818-26. Airy by return
of post sent the Greenwich data not merely for those

years, but also for the whole period 1754r-1830,

data invaluable for the purpose of the investigation.

Adams twice called at Greenwich in the course of
his investigations in the hope ofseeing the Astronomer
Royal and discussmg the results he had obtained. It

would have been a matter of ordmary courtesy for a
young man like Adams, personally unknown to the
Astronomer Royal, to have written and asked for an
appointment, but Adams on each occasion called

without any previous notice. On the first occasion,

towards the end of September 1845, Adams called at

Greenwich and left a letter of introduction from
Challis ; Airy was then in France on the Cherbourg
breakwater investigation. Immediately on his return,

he wrote to Challis and said : “would you mention
to Mr. Adams that I am very much interested with
the subject of his investigations, and that I shall be
delight^ to hear of them by letter from him”. This
letter should surely have encouraged Adams to write.

On the second occasion, on October 21, 1845, Airy
was in London attendmg a meeting of the Railway
Gauge Commission. Adams left bus card and said
that he would call later. The card was taken to Mrs.
Airy, but the message was not given to her. When
Adams made his second call, he was informed that
the Astronomer Royal was at dinner ; there was no
message for him and he went away feeling mortified.

U R E

This visit IS not mentioned in Airy’s day-book, and
it is clear from Airy’s private correspondence that he
was not told either of Adams’ mtention to call again
or of his second call. It may also be mentioned that
this visit of Adams was mad© a few days before IMrs.

Airy gave birth to a son, Osmund.
Adams left at the Observatory a paper with a

summary of his results, and a comparison between the

observed longitudes of Uranus and those computed
from his theory. On November 5, Airy wrote to

Adams putting his famous query about the errors of

the radius vector of Uranus. Adams never replied

to this letter. In a later letter to Airy ofNovember 18,

1846, he stated how deeply he regretted his neglect

and mentioned that he had always experienced a
strange difficulty in writmg letters. But to a man so

methodical and precise as Airy, it was a barrier to

any further commumeation. As Airy afterwards
wrote to Challis, “It was clearly impossible for me to

write to him again”. This is why Adams’ statement
remained, in Prof. Smart’s words, “m Auy’s pocket
for eight months”.

Prof. Smart seems to regard Airy’s query as trivial.

Airy was, of course, thinkmg of the possibility that

perturbation by an unknown planet might not be the

only possible cause of the irregularities in the motion
of Uranus. His views were clearly expressed in a

letter to Challis (December 21, 1846). “There were
two things to be explained, which might have
existed each mdependently of the other, and of which
on© could be ascertained independently of the other

:

viz. error of longitude and error of radius vector.

And there is no a priori reason for thinking that a

hypothesis which will explain the error of longitude

will also explam the error of radius vector. If, after

Adams had satisfactorily explamed the error of

longitude he had (with the numerical values of the

elements of the two planets so found) converted his

formula for perturbation of radius vector into

numbers, and if these numbers had been discordant

with the observed numbers of discordances of radius

vector, then the theory would have been false, not

from any error of Adams’ but from a failure in the

law of gravitation. On this question therefore turned
the continuance or fall of the law of gravitation.”

Prof. Smart mentions that even so late as 1844

Airy regarded as possible that gravitation might not

be exactly according to the mverse square of the

distance. It is perhaps well to recall that, fifty years

later, the same suggestion was seriously exammed by
Simon Newcomb and other eminent astronomers in

the endeavour to explain the anomaly in the motion
of the perihelion of Mercury.

It is also stated that towards the end of June 1846

L© Verrier applied to Airy for assistance in the search

for the planet, and that this request for practical aid

passed unheeded. What were the facts ? Airy had
written to Le Verrier puttmg to him the query about
the errors of radius vector which he had previously

put to Adams, and had at once received a
satisfactory reply. The assurance that the hypo-
thesis of an unknown planet accounted for the

errors of both longitude and radius vector

of Uranus had convinced hun of the reality

of the planet’s existence. He considered that the

telescopes at Greenwich were probably of insufficient

size to detect the planet and that the Northumberland
telescope at the Cambridge Observatory was the most
suitable for the purpose of the search. He therefore

wrote to Challis on July 9, 1846, inquiring whether he
could undertake the search and, if not, whether h|^
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would superintend the examination if Airy supplied
him with an assistant from Greenwich for the jourpose.

He concluded by saying, “The time for the said
exammation is approaching near”.
When Challis informed Airy that he would under-

take the search, Airy drew up as a guidance for Challis

his “Suggestions for the examination of a portion of
the Heavens in search of the external planet which is

presumed to exist and to produce disturbances in the
motion of Uranus” (dated July 12, 1846). In sending
this paper to- Chalks he wrote, “I only add at present
that, in my opinion, the importance of this inquiry
exceeds that of any current work, which is of such a
nature as not to be totally lost by delay”. Airy
could not have done more to further the search and
to impress upon Challis its urgency. There is

little doubt that if the search had been carried
out by an assistant from Greenwich, the planet
would have been foimd, for it was an essential part
of Airy’s system that reduction of observations
proceeded pari passu with the observations them-
selves.

As regards the actual researches of Adams and
Le Verrier, full abstracts ofLe Verrier’s investigations
had been published in the Gomptes rendus, but neither
Airy nor Challis had received anythmg from Adams
beyond the bare summary of his results ; they Imew
nothing of the methods he had employed.

After the discovery of the planet by Galle at Berlm,
Airy wrote to Le Verrier and informed him that
collateral researches, which had led to the same result

as his own, had been made in England, and that they
had been known to him earlier than those of Le
Verrier. His “Account of some circumstances
historically connected with the discovery of the
planet exterior to Uranus” presented to the Royal
Astronomical Society on November 13, 1846, left no
doubt about the priority of the researches of Adams.
In a letter of later date to Biot, Airy wrote, “I believe
I have done more than any other person to place
Adams in his proper position”.

Prof. Smart agrees that the contemporary criticism
of Airy, made in ignorance of many of the facts, was
on some points unfair and unjustifiable. In my
opinion. Ins verdict that Airy’s treatment of Adams
was unbecommg is equally unjustifiable.

H. Spencer Jones
Royal Observatory,

Greenwich,
London, S.E.IO.

The Astronomer Royal does not see eye to eye
with me in my judgment of Airy, in connexion with
the Neptune controversy, as expressed in my article
in Nature for November 9. This article, which was
written m response to an editorial request, was a
summary of the two addresses—dealing with different
aspects of the discovery of Neptune—^which I gave at
the centenary commemoration on October 8 ; these
addresses were themselves a summary of a fairly long
‘essay’ (if I may call it so) written at the invitation of
the Council of the Royal Astronomical Society and
accepted, as I understand, by the Council for eventual
distribution to the fellows in one of the Society’s
publications. The ‘essay’ is a historical study of
events of a century ago, and I was very conscious
fcop^out its preparation that I must follow the
in^ho«fe ofthe historian as efficiently as I knew how.
TOe job of fhe historiaa, as I see it, is to elicit facts,
to pr^ent these in proper form, and to paint as

accurate and complete a joictiire as possible The
‘essay’ was accordingly built up on a very large

amount of historical documents—I explam m the
‘essay’ how many of these became available, for the
first time, for a study of the Neptune controversy,

in which Sir Harold’s great predecessor was in many
ways the dommaiit figure

All this, it seems to me, must be said before one
turns to the criticism of the Astronomer Royal, Sir

Harold’s arguments, when documentary evidence is

invoked, are based on Airy’s letters alone. Most of

his quotations will also be found in my ‘essay’, if—

m

one or two mstances—not as direct quotations then
as transcriptions of them. There is no suggestion
m my article or ‘essay’ that Airy was to blame for

Adams’s failure to see the former on the occasion of

his abortive visit to the Royal Observatorym October
1945—it was far otherwise—and as to the famous
query about the ‘radius vector’, Adams never failed

to reproach himself for not replying to Airy, although
he was convmeed that the matter was ‘trivial’, an
opmion shared at the tune by Challis .

The mam questions are : Wliy did Airy claim to

know the whole history of the busmess ? Why did

he declare unambiguously that Le Verrier must be

regarded as the real ‘predicter’ of the planet ? Why
did he affirm that there was no one (m England) in

competition, as regards scientific insight, with Le
Verrier, etc. ?

It is to be remarked that Airy’s correspondence
With Le Verrier was understood by him to be ‘private’,

and he was exceedmgly indignant—and justly so

—

when his letters were published m the French press

without his sanction being even asked. Later, Airy

described Adams as his ‘oracle’ in all matters relating

to lunar and planetary theory ; but this has nothing
to do with the Neptune controversy as a historical

episode. Airy was unjustly criticized on many points,

as the Sedgwick correspondence makes abimdantly
clear, and as I hopemy article and ‘essay’ demonstrate.
Any judgment on Airy’s actions must be based,

not on his letters alone, but on the whole corpus of

contemporary documents. I do not claim that my
‘essay’ is the last word on the subject, but I do claim

that, whatever its faults may be, it was written as a

purely historical study with all the implications that

this description suggests.
W”. M. Smart

University Observatory,
Glasgow.

Elastic Constants of Ice

Exreeiments on the thermal scattering of X-rays

by ice crystals, made by Dr. K. Lonsdale, have
revealed an interestmg pattern consisting of strong

diffuse bands which extend along the boundary of

the second and third Brilloum zone, and to a lesser

degree between the fourth and fifth zone. An ex-

planation of this behaviour in terms of atomic

vibrations seems scarcely possible. Another feature

of ice difficult to explain with the help of vibrations

is the Raman effect. A figure representing the Raman
scattering of ice according to Cross, Burnham and
Leighton^ is reproduced herewith. Other experiments

made by Hibben^ agree with these m all essential

features. One sees that there are two small peaks

at about 200 and 600 cm."^, and an enormous hump
between 3,000 and 3,600 cm.-^. Cross, Burnham and
Leighton try to explain this hump as a superposition
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Raman effect of ice at 0“ C ,
produced by the Hg hne 2536*52 A »

according to Cross. Burnham and Leighton. There is no jEtaman
Ime in the gap between 800 and 2900 cm which separates the

two diagrams

of a great number of frequencies due to different

‘states of co-ordination’ of hydrogen bonds ; but
this assumption seems to be completely arbitrarj?-,

and I doubt whether even the order of magnitude
of the range of frequencies can be explained in this

way.
Tn order to clear up these two remarkable observa-

tions, I have asked my collaborator, Miss A. H. A.
Penny, to make a systematic investigation of the

vibrations of the ice lattice. The position of the

oxygen nuclei is well known and corresponds to a
tridymite lattice. The hydrogens are situated some-
where between the oxygens, but in such a way that

two of them are always near one oxygen atom, form-

ing with this oxygen a water molecule. In order to

correlate the frequencies with the elastic proj^rties of

ice, we first made the simplifying assumption that

the hydrogen atoms are m the centre of the line

connecting two oxygens. If the forces are considered

effective only between next neighbours, one can
show by group theoretical considerations that there

are six independent atomic constants. We have
further simplified the elastic theory by the assumption
that the hydrogen atoms surrounding an oxygen atom
form a regular tetrahedron. Then one can show
either by group theoretical considerations or by
using an explicit force law between next neighbours
that there are two atomic constants left. The number
of elastic constants for a hexagonal crystal is five.

Therefore there must be three relations between
them. They are too complicated to be reproduced

here. We have tried to determme the elastic con-

stants numerically, using the scarce and doubtful
measurements on polycrystal ice available®. The
Poisson ratio seems to be the best known. We took
y, s= 0*37 ± 0*01. The modulus of rigidity can be
taken with some confidence tobeW = 1*0 (± 0*1) X
10^*^ dynes/cm.® radian. Strangely enough, the

measurements of the compressibility are contra-

dictory. At 0° C., it seems to be in the neighbourhood
of 3*0 X 10^^^ em.®/dynes.
We have used the formulas given by Voigt^ for the

average values of an isotropic mixture of hexagonal

crystals. In this way we could calculate our two
atomic constants from two of the measured quantities

mentioned above, and we found the tlurd in reason-

able agreement. With these constants we found the
foUowmg values of the true elastic constants of the
smgle crystal : ~ 4 92, = 2*95, <7i3 = 2*67,

C/sa = 5*20, (744 = 0*88. Each constant is multi-

plied by 10^® and measured m dynes/cm We
suggest that accurate measurements with supersomcs
ought to be made on ic© monocrystals using a method
Ilk© that of Bhagavantam and his pupils® in order
to check these values.

Acceptmg the two atomic constants, we can now
calculate the first-order Raman effect. We find two
frequencies = 172, Vg = 718 cm.~^ which agree
fairly well with the two small peaks visible m the
diagram. It seems, therefore, that these correspond
to the elastic reaction of the lattice calculated by
replacing the real positions of the hydrogen atoms
by fictiv© mean positions.

I do not think that a broad hump like that revealed

by the experiments can be explamed by small vibra-

tions at all, and I suggest the foliowmg explanation.

The hydrogen atoms exchange their positions by
finite jumps from the neighbourhood of one oxygen
atom to that of another, m such a way that there

are always two hydrogen atoms near an oxygen
atom. One can express the same assumption also

by saymg that the water molecules jump from one of

the SIX orientations availabl© m each lattice point
to another. I have succeeded m showing that finite

transitions of this kind produce a continuous X-ray
pattern dependmg on temperature. It is essentially

determined by the correlation coefficient of the
orientation of two neighbouring water molecules. It

is probable that this explanation will also account
for the broad Raman band. Investigations on this

question are m progress.

Max Born
Department of Matliematical Physics,

University of Edmburgh.
Xov. 4.

^ Cross, P. C., Burnham, J., and Leighton, P. A., J. Amer. Chem, Soc,,

59, 1134 (1937)
® Hibben, J H., J. Chem. Phys

, 5, 166 (1937)
* Dorsey, N. E ,

"‘Properties of Ordinary Water-Substance” (Reinhold
Publishing Corporation, New York).

* Voigt, W ,
“Lehrbuch der Kristailphysik” (Teubner, Leipzig)

* Bhagavantam, S., and Bhunasenachar, J
, Pmc. Ind Acad Set.,

20, 298 (1944)

Use of the Electrolytic Tank for
Magnetic Problems

It is well known that a convenient method for
obtaming the solution of problems of potential theory
is to make a model in a water tank m which the
equipotentials of the real problem are represented by
©quipotentials, conductors by conductors and field

intensity by current density. Charges, that is sources
in the real field, are represented m the model by
sources of current, namely, electrodes. This model is

satisfactory for any problenas involving a vortex-free,
hut not necessarily source-free, field.

If the problem is that of the magnetic field pro-
duced by conductors carrymg currents, w© have a
source-free, but not vortex-free, field. In this ease
lines of force will in general be closed circuits,

the direct representation of this in the model, as
stated, is evidently impossible.
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It does not seem to be generally known that, for

two-dimensional problems, a convenient procedure

is to use the conjugate problem, in which the roles of

Imes offorce and equipotentials are interchanged. This

leads to a model m which the lines of fore© of the

real problem are represented by equipotentials, iron

(if idealized to have infinite permeability) by an
insulating substance and conductors carrying a cur-

rent at right angles to the plan© of the problem, by
electrodes. If the net current in the real problem
is not zero, the net current from all electrodes m the

model IS unequal to zero, and the excess should flow

to or from infinity. In practice, it is sufficient to

make the sides of the tank conducting, and use them
as an extra electrode if the tank is of generous

dimensions.
If the conductors in the real problem are of finite

cross-section, with a contmuous current distribution,

an approximation is necessary, usmg in the model a
number of fine wires as electrodes, adjusting either

the distribution of the wires or the current supplied

to each of them. The spaemg of the wires should be
small enough to ensure that the error introduced by
the discontinuous distribution is not excessive. This
error can be estimated by calculation, or by repeat-

ing the model experiment with a larger spacing, say,

leaving out every second wire.

The diameter of the wires must be reasonably
small, so that the distortion of the field by the

images formed in them becomes negligible.

This note arises from an interesting discussion with
Mr. K. J. B. Wilkmson, of the British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd., and Mr. J. S. Gooden.

B. E. Peibrls
Department of Mathematical Physics,

University, Birmingham.
Kov. 6.

Disintegration of Magnesium and
Aluminium by Deuterons

The nuclear masses of the elements between neon
and silicon in the Periodic Table are known with
much less accuracy than those of lighter elements.

In order to check the values given in the most
recently published tables^, we have studied the
©mission of protons from magnesium and alummium
under deuteron bombardment at 900 kV. The pro-

tons were observed at right angles to the deuteron
beam : the experimental technique employed has
already been described^.

The proton groups obtained from magnesium
targets are shown in Pig. 1. Ko search was mad© for

groups of range less than 16 cm. because of the pres-

ence of strong contamination groups. We attribute

Groups I, II and VI of Pig. 1 (mean ranges 15*8,

21*6 and approximately 62 cm.) to deuterium,
nitrogen and carbon contamination respectively,

since they appeared With blank targets and have
the ranges to be expected from the reactions

®D(d,p)»H, i4]sr(d,p)i5N and i3C(d,p)i^C. Groups III,

rv and V, of mean ranges 30*85, 35*4 and 42*2 cm.,
appear to come from magnesium, and might arise

from 4ny of the three isotopes. The ranges to
be expected from the published mass values are :

37 cm.; ^®Mg(d,p)"«Mg, 121 cm.;.
29 cm. It therefore appears plausible

to Grottp rv to the reaction ®^Mg(d,p)®®Mg,
mid Group fH to *®Mg(d,p)^^Mg. We have checked
that magamhph target aifter bombardment show

20 30 40

Bange (cm.)

Fig. 1 Protoxs from magnesium (900 kV )

20 30 40

Bange (cm

)

Fig. 2. Protons from aluminium (900 kv .)

the 10-minute (3"-activity characteristic of. ^^Mg^
and that the amount of activity is m rough agree-

ment with that to be expected from the number of

protons in Group III. On these assumptions. Group V
cannot arise from either or ®®Mg. We have made
an unsuccessful search out to 130 cm. for any other

proton group which might be allocated to the reaction

3®Mg(d,p)^®Mg, and therefore make the tentative

assumption that Group V arises from this reaction,

but that the ^®Mg nucleus is formed in an excited

state, with energy some 5 MeV. above the ground-

state. Groups corresponding to excited states at

1*85 and 3*00 MeV., as reported by Pollard®, were

not detected.

Our results on the disintegration of magnesium by

deuterons may be summarized as follows :

Mean range of protons (cm.)

(deuteron energy 900 kV.)

*»Mg(<i,2>)”Mg*
**Mg(i^,p)*^Mg

35 4 ±04
42 2 ±0*4
30 85 ± 0*4

Q-Valne
(MeV.)

4*49 ± 0*05
5*05 ± 0*05
4 *08 ± 0*05

Eig. 2 shows the proton groups obtained from

aluminium under deuteron bombardment. Here only

one isotope is involved, and the groups presumably

all arise in the reaction ^’Al(d,p)®®AL The moan
ranges (for deuteron energy 900 kV.) and §-values

are :

23*4 ± 0*4 cm
35*7 ±0*4 cm.
48*0 ±0*5 cm.

= 3*34 ± 0*05 MeV.\p,„_ii_ J

=» 4 49 ± 0*05
= 5*49 ± 0*06 MeV. ground-state

These values are in rough agreement with those found

by other workers®*^.

We have attempted to use our results to build up

a set of mass values for the elements between neon

and silicon, by the procedure of Livingston aod

Bethe®. The method is based on the following

sequence of reactions :
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(®) Q Q 75 ±0 1 MeV.®

(&) ®®Na((^,3?)=“*]Sra Q == 4 76 ± 0 1 MeV®

ic) Q = 5 53 ± 0 22 MeV®

id) "*Mg(a,3?)”-’Al Q = - 1 8

(e) Q - 5 50 ± 0 06 MeV

if)
28Al^+yaBSi Q - 5 03 ± 0 23 MeV “

From the most recent Q-values, given above, the

change in mass defect between and is found

to be (15*1 ± 0*5) X 10"^ mass units, whereas the

mass spectrograph values quoted by Aston^^ give

(13*1 ± 0*7) X 10“^ mass units. The difference may
be due to errors distributed among the Q -values of

all the above reactions, although those most open to

doubt appear to be (d) and (/).

H. B. Allan
C. A. Clavier

Ca\"endish Laboratory,
Cambridge.
Nov. 11.

^ Mattauch, “Kemphysikalisclie Tabellen” (Springer, 1942)

®Bnrclaam and Smith, Proc. JRoy. Soc
, A, 168, 176 (1938).

® Livingston and Bethe, Rev Mod Phys., 9, 245 (1937).

‘Henderson, Phys. Rev., 48, 855 (1935).

»PoUard, Phys Rev., 69, 942 (1941).

® McMillan and Lawrence, Phys. Rev
, 47, 343 (1935)

’ Schultz, Davidson and Ott, Phys Rev

,

58, 1043 (1940).

* Murrell and Smith, Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 173, 410 (1939).

»Siegbahn, Phys. Rev., 70, 127 (1946)

Bethe and Henderson, Phys. Rev
, 56, 1060 (1939)

“ Ekiund and Hole, Arh Mat. Astr. Fys., 29A, 4, No. 26 (1943)

Aston, **M^ss Spectra and Isotopes” (Arnold, 1941),

Rate of Spread of Discharge Along the
Wire of a Geiger Counter

In 1939, one of us^ made a determmation of the
half-life of thorium C' as 2 x 10“^ sec., using a
coincidence technique with variable resolving time.

It was found, however, that delays were occurrmg
in the system of the same order of magnitude, and
these could only be attributed to the Geiger counters.

The outbreak of war prevented any further work
until now ; but in the meantime there have been
published several important papers on the subject

of Geiger counters^»®>^. In particular, Stever® observed
that a small bead on the wire of a self-quenching

counter prevented the discharge spreading down the
wire, and reported that Brode had shown that the
discharge did not travel mstantaneously.

It was decided to redetermme the period of thorium
C' and at the same time make an investigation of
the delays in self-quenching counters. Bandom
delays in counters have usually been attributed either

to the time of build-up on the Townsend avalanche
or to the time taken for the electron produced by the
initial ionization to travel to the intense field around
the counter wire. If, however, the time taken for

the discharge to travel down the wire is considerable
compared to the time intervals under consideration,
we would expect the rate of build-up of charge on
the counter wire to depend upon whether the dis-

charge spreads from one end of the counter, or spreads

m both directions from some place in the middle of

the wire.

Three sets of experiments were made by a com-
bination of delay line and coincidence techniques,

thereby avoiding the use of extremely narrow pulses

and separatmg the effects of random delays from
those of fixed delays occurrmg in one arm with respect

to the other. First, observations were made on p-y

comcidences from a source where there was no reason

to expect a y-ray life-time approachmg 10“^ sec.

Delays were observed of the order of 10"’ sec.

;

and these decreased with increasing over-voltage.

Secondly, a twm counter was built in which a narrow
open slit was left joinmg the two counters, the slit

bemg in the plane of the two wires, p-particles were

fired through a window m one of the counters and
could actuate both counters only if they paspd
close to each wire. The delays observed were similar

to those observed in the p~y coincidence experi-

ment. (There was no tendency for one counter to

cause actuation of the other, despite direct optical

and gaseous path between them.) The third experi-

ment to measure the rate of spread of discharge

along the wire of a counter made use of counters

consisting of a single wire but with the cathodes cut

mto several sections (Fig. 1), the portions of the

cathode connected to earth bemg used as A.o. guard
rings between the two portions connected to the

tuning circuit. The discharge could be mitiated by
means of a p-ray source opposite one of the windows
at the ends of the counter. Measurements of the time
intervals between the pulses produced on the two
cathodes were made, &st using the delay line co-

incidence circuit with a counter 4 cm. long, and later

by means of a high-speed triggered oscilloscope on a
counter 100 cm. long.

Fig. 2 indicates the variation of propagation

velocity for different over-voltages and gas :&lings in

a counter havmg a wire diameter of 0*008 in, and a
cylmder diameter of f in., and having 5 mm. pressure

of alcohol as the quenching vapour in each case.

The mechanism by which the discharge spreads

down the wire has not yet been fully explamed ; but
it would seem that it must be due either to the

emission of photons causing farther ionization before

they can be adsorbed by the alcohol or possibly the

positive ions being accelerated in the direction of

propagation of the discharge by the distortion of the

field at the edge of the ion ^eath. From the few
measurements taken so far, it appears that the speed

of propagation is affected only slightly by the alcohol

concentration, but markedly by changing the pressureEtg. 1
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of the argon gas or by replacing it by lielimn. This
would seem to discount the possibility of photons
takmg an active part m the discharge m a self-

quenehmg counter.
J. M. Hill
J, V. DuisrwORTH

Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge.
Nov. li.

^ Dnnworth, Nature, 144, 152 (1939)

Bamsey, Phys, Rev , 57, 1022 (1940).
® Montgomery and Montgomery, Phys. Rev., 57, 1030 (1940),
^ Korff, "Electron and Nuclear Counters” (Van Nostrand, 1946)
® Stever, Phys. Rev

, 61, 38 (1942).

A New Type of Diffusion Cell

The well-known metal diffusion cell with slide

constructed by Lamm^ has been used almost ex-

clusively during the last ten years for accurate
determinations of diffusion constants. However, as

Lamm points out, it is difficult to tighten this cell m
experiments with organic solvents ; in such cases

cyhndrical diffusion tubes of glass are mostly used,

makmg it difficult to take full advantage of the great
accuracy obtamed with the Lamm scale method.
A new type of diffusion cell will be described here

which can be used both for water solutions and
organic solvents. The cell has the shape shown in

Fig. 1. It IS made from stainless steel plate (10 mm.

HsBmocvamn {Behv
pomatia) 0 25%

0 08 31 acetate = 6 2, 0 2 JJNaCl
buffer Temp 20° C.

Time (sec

)

Pa 10' -Dm 10
-

142,000 1 16 1 13
179,000 1 15 1 12
226,000 1 12 1 10
257,000 1 10 1 12

Mean
i

1 13 1*12

Nitrocellulose 0 40% in acetone solution. Temp. 20® C,
j

50,200 2 76 2 53
81,400 2 80 2 97

112,000 2 61 2 34
129,000 2 68 2 65
168,000 2 78 2 5b

Mean 2 73 2 61

thickness) which is enclosed betyyeen two glass disks
held m position by frames and screws. The piece A
is moved by the eccentric arrangement B and slides

between the two wmdows. It is held agamst the
bottom plane by the sprmg S. A^ffien the cell is in

use, the denser liquid (the solution) is filled through
the hole D,E into the lower part of the cell proper (0)
and thereafter the piece A is moved to close G. Then
the cell IS filled up to the level N with the lighter

liqmd (the solvent) and the hole E is closed with a
screw stopper. The cell is then put into the thermostat
and the diffusion started by moving the piece A
back to the position shown in Fig. 1. Diffusion
takes place m the cell proper (F,Q), and no leaking
can occur as there is the same liquid in F as outside at

H. No grease or other sealing agent is needed on
the piece A as the increase in density in F durmg
the diffusion process is much too small to force the
solution out into H. Durmg the experiment, the
glass tube (B) for the key to the eccentric arrangement
is closed by a glass stopper. It is seen that the bound-
ary-forming arrangement here is of the same type as

in Tiselius’ electrophoresis apparatus ; extremely
sharp boundaries are obtained in this way. The cell

is, furthermore, simple to manufacture and consists
of only three metal pieces. It is CQnsequently easy to

clean.

By making more than one pair of slots in the pieces
A and G several experiments can be performed at

the same tune provided that the solvent is the same.
A cell with three pairs of slots (instead of only F,G}
has been used for some time at this Institute. The
interval (12 mm.) between the three cells is then so

small that one fixed camera
can be used, and the only
alteration from the stan-

dard equipment is that one
scale IS needed for each cell

proper.

The cell has worked well

both for substances with
small and great diffusion

constants (haemocyanin,
sodium chloride) and with
different solvents (water,

acetone). Only the diffusion

curves in normal co-ordin-

ates will be given here for

hsemocyanin (Fig. 2,a) and
for mtrocellulose with a skew
diffusion curve (Fig. 2,6).

The curves are completely
satisfactory, and the diffu-

sion constants calculated from

20 fy 70 5 0 s 10 15^20 15 10 5 O
a h

Mgw % BiEPfmiox cuBNm rs: xoRacAii oo-oedixates
a) (i&) Httco&^llalose ; tlLe thjW line Is the normal frequency curve

15 20
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exposures at different times are given m the aceom-
panying table.

I wish to express my thanks to Prof. The Svedberg
for his mterest in this work.

Stig Claesson
Institute of Physical Chemistry,

University of Uppsala.
Nov. 4.

‘ Lamm, 0 ,
Nova Acta Reg^ Soc. Sci. Upsahensis, iv, 10, ISTo. 6 (1937).

Computation of Biological Assays

In microbiological assays of essential amino-acids,

and of members of the vitamin Bg complex other
than ribodavm and nicotinic acid, it is usually found
that when the mean responses are plotted against

either the dose or the logarithm of the dose, a non-
Imear relationship is obtained. It has been customary
to compute the result m such cases by the direct

-

readmg method, which from the statistical point of
view is unsatisfactory in more than one respect, while
further exammation of the data is difficult or im-
possible.

On examination of the protocols of several assays

by various workers (to whom acknowledgment will

be made elsewhere), I find that in most cases

the results are fitted well by a straight Ime, at least

over a reasonable range, when the logarithm of the
response is plotted against the logarithm of the dose.

As an example, reference may be made to a trypto-
phan assay, the standard curve for which has been
published by Barton-Wright^. The experimental data
plotted in the manner just described are linear over a
dosage range of 2-12 (xgm., or 3-75-12 6 ml. in terms
of response.

This ‘log-log’ transformation provides, for those
assays which conform to it, a method of computation
which is both sound and simple- The formulae are

precisely the same as in the ease, well known in

macrobiological assays, in which the response is

linearly related to the logarithm of the dose, except
that the logarithm of the response is used instead
of the response itself. The test and standard lines

when plotted on the same graph should theoretically

be foimd to be parallel ; a significant departure from
parallelism renders the validity of the assay suspect

;

and the best estimate of the potency-ratio of the
two preparations is obtained from the horizontal
distance between the two Imes.

Fuller details with illustrative examples will be
published later. I should be very interested to
receive reports from workers in this field who may
test the applicability of the ‘log-log’ relationship to
their own assays. There are further implications
which concern the design of assays of this type

—

for example, doses should be in geometrical rather
than arithmetical progression—but this cannot be
discussed here.
May I take this opportunity of pointing out that

m my previous communication in Nature^ about
assays in which the response is linearly related to
the dose, I neither claimed nor intended to claim
that the slope-ratio method of computing them was
original. Bliss and Cattell, in a review article® pub-
lished in 1943, quote three instances of biological
assays in which the dose is linearly related to the
response. They point out that the slope-ratio method
should be used, and add : “such assays are exceptional
and their statistical treatment has yet to be de-
Ksribed^’. The best known of the assay techniques

they quote is the bradycardia method for aneiinn
as developed by Harris and his co-workers, the
earliest ofwhose papers is dated 1934 More recently.

Dr. M. Kerly, m a paper on the riboflavin content
of canteen meals®, calculated some of her results by
the slope-ratio method ; her stated reason for doing
this is that the line through the test obser\^ations

did not pass through the ‘blank’, although the
standard line did—an indication that the result may
have been statistically invalid. It is clear, however,
that the degree of invalidity is not large, and it is

a point in favour of the slope-ratio method that the
results calculated in this way were found in the three

cases in which they were checked by the rat-growth
method to be in satisfactory agreement therewith.

Erio C. Wood
Virol Ltd.,

Hanger Lane, Ealing, W.5.
Nov. 8.

1 Bartou-Wnght, E. C ,
Analyst, 70, 283 (1945)

> Wood, E C
,
Nature, 155, 632 (1945).

» Bliss, C. I , and Cattell, McK., “Ann. Bev, Physiol.’*, 5, 479 (1943)
* Birch, T. W., and Harris, L. J

, Biochem J,, S8, 602 (1934).

* Kerly, M., Biochem J., 88, 423 (1944).

Surface Charge of ^Electrets^

Certain dielectric materials, if solidified from the
molten state in a strong unidirectional electric field,

are known to remain in a polarized condition for

considerable periods of time and, under certain con-
ditions, surface charges as high as 5 E.s.ij./cm.® are

retained for several years^“*. The materials generally

used for the preparation of these so-called ‘electrets’

are mixtures of camauba wax and colophony, or

camauba wax, colophony and a small proportion
of beeswax.

Several interesting effects have been observed by
following the variation with time of the charge on
the cathode and anode layers of electrets, these being
the surfaces which were adjacent to the negative and
positive electrodes, respectively, durmg preparation.

These effects appear to have escaped notice pre-

viously, attention having generally been confined to

variations in the charge of the cathode layer only.

The preparation consisted in allowing different

types of dielectric materials to solidify in a field of
approximately 10,000 v./cm., between two parallel

metal electrodes, the tension being maintained for

about two hours. When the dielectric had cooled to

room temperature, the electrodes were connected to

earth for some time to remove temporary surface

charges. The samples were then withdrawn, wrapped
in tin foil and stored over calcium chloride in a

desiccator. Measurements of the surface charges were
taken from time to time using a Lindemann electro-

meter.
Fig. 1 shows typical curves obtained for electrets

prepared from two different qualities of prime yellow
camauba wax. It is seen that shortly after the rapid

transition from a hetero- to a homo-charge, the anode
layer assumes a short-lived high positive charge ; this

subsides rapidly to the steady lower charge, which is

retained for some time.

In the case of colophony, the charges on the

cathode layer were invariably lower and decayed
more rapiffiy than those on the anode layer, when
metal electrodes were used m the preparation (Fig.

2, A), It is possible that this is due to interaction

between the dielectric and the electrodes, or bet-^een
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J'ig. 3. CHA-EGE-TIMB OXmVBS. Mixtitre of colophony and
OARNACBA WAX

the electrodes and some surface impurity. By the
use of metal electrodes lined with dry ‘Cellophane*,
a marked increase in the charge of the cathode layer
was obtained (Fig. 2, B).

. Fig. 3 shows the time variation of the charges
in to electret prepared from a mixture of equal

of colophony and camauba wax, using tin
elOctifTOes. The resultant negative charges are seen
to wcwed! Somewhat the positive ones, an effect due
to the Sioloplmny component.

qtiB&y of the materials used, especially the
<wntoba was found to be of some importance.

©oirt^ining fatty grey camauba wax, which

is obtained from older plants than the prime yellow
variety, or slightly inferior grades of the prime yellow
wax, attained only comparatively low charges.
A fuller account of the work will be published later.

J. R. Partington-

Chemistry Department,
Queen Mary College,

(University of London).

Addison Electric Co., Ltd.,

163 Holland Park Avenue,
London, W.ll.

Nov 5.

G. V. Planer
I. I. Boswell

" Eguchi, Phil. Mag , 49, 178 (1925)

“Gemant, Phil Mag, 2D, 929 (1935).
® Jaeger, Ann Phys., 21, 481 (1934).

^Thiessen, Wmkel and Herman, Phys. Z

,

37, 511 (1936)

Function of Bacterial Polysaccharides
in the Soil

Most aerobic micro-organisms such as B svhtilw,
B. megatherium, Leuconostoc species, Bhizobia, etc.,

are capable under favourable cultural conditions of

producmg highly viscous polysaccharides either as

heavy capsular material or as extracellular products.
Apart from their role in the defensive mechanism of
the micro-organism agamst soil Protozoa, etc., little

IS known regarding the function of microbiaLpoly-
saccharides in the soil.

In view of the highly mucilaginous nature and
high chemical stability of some of these complex
carbohydrates, it occurred to us some years ago that
they might play an important part in conservmg the
moisture content of soils and clays. Accordmgly,
investigations were begun along three lines : (1) an
examination of the moisture, total carbohydrate and
polysaccharide contents of rich and poor soils and
clays from different localities ; (2) the influence on
the moisture-conservmg capacity of light soils of the
addition of known bacterial polysaccharides ; (3) the
determination of the effect, on soil microflora, of
known concentrations of sugars and hexose phos-
phates particularly in respect of polysaccharide
production and of the moisture-binding capacity of

various soils.

Project (1) was carried some distance before the
work had to be suspended for other urgent work.
By extracting soil with buffers, followed by the usual
methods for isolatmg polysaccharides, it was shown
that poor soils with a low content of organic matter
contamed traces only of polysaccharide material. On
the other hand, those soils with a high content of
organic matter contained significant amounts of

polysaccharide (for example, 1 kgm. of moisture-free
soil gave 0*5-1 *5 gm. polysaccharide) and m general

possessed a greater moisture-retammg capacity.

From various soils there were isolated polysaccharide
fractions having rotations varying from [a]i) + 20°

to Mjd — 80°, from which in most cases levans
([a]x> — 90°) could be separated. The products
usually gave viscous solutions in water and had
nitrogen contents of 0*3-0 *5 per cent.

In regard to projects (2) and (3), it was shown
that the addition of viscous bacterial mucopoly-
saccharide particularly of the dextran type (nitrogen

contents c. 0*3-0 *5 per cent) have an important effect

on the moisture-binding capacity of sods. The nature
ofthe free sugars in the soils is also ofhigh significance.

This is particularly so in regard to the presence of
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sucrose in soils, without which levan and dextran
formation cannot proceed. Extracellular synthesizing

enzymes under ajipropriate conditions can function m
the soil at distances remote from the microbial cell,

and build up complex hydrated polysaccharide
structures from sucrose and the hexose phosphates.

It IS hoped to contmue and extend these investiga-

tions.

W. N. Haworth
F. W, PiNHARD
M. Stacey

Chemistry Department,
The University, Birmingham, 15.

Influence of Bacterial Polysaccharides on
Aggregate Formation in Soils

It has long been assumed that micio-organisms
play an important part in producmg a crumb or
aggregate structure in soil, and it is known that
foUowmg the addition of sucrose to soil there is a
marked development of water-stable aggregates.
At Jealott’s Hill, we have been studymg the effect

of bacterial polysaccharides of the levan and dextran
types on the bmdmg of soil particles. While this

mvestigation was in progress, we became aware of
work gomg on along similar lines at the University
of Birmingham (see precedmg letter) and m the
United States^.

We have studied the aggregation of soil by the
wet sieving technique and were able to show that the
addition of washed bacterial cells, for example, those
of B, svhtiUsy had very little aggregatmg effect.

When H. auhtilis was cultured m a sucrose medium
there was gum production ; and foUowmg dialysis,

removal ofthe cells, and concentration ofthe solution,

etc., alcoholic precipitation gave a white product
which was a levan (nitrogen content, 0*2-0 *3 per
cent ; 97-98 per cent fructose after hydrolysis (cf.

Martin^) ). By usmg different culture media and
methods of extraction, levans having varying nitro-

gen contents could be obtained from B, suhtilis^ and
the significant discovery was made that whereas
those products containing 0 •2-0/3 per cent mtrogen
had a marked aggregatmg effect on soil, those with
a nitrogen content of less than 0 • 1 per cent had but
little action. Further, it was observed that both the
nitrogen content and the aggregating effects were
related to the relative viscosity of the levan solution.

The polysaccharides capable of aggregatmg soil

appear to be very similar to, or identical with, those
polysaccharides which show antigenic activity. Thus
it will be recalled that polysaccharides appear to owe
certain of their immunological properties to the
presence in them of a nitrogenous constituent ; for

example, Fitzgerald® from serological studies found
that the antigenic activity of a polysaccharide pro-
duced by L. mes&nt&roidea disappeared when its

nitrogen content was reduced to less than 0*2 per
cent. In this connexion Stacey® has suggested that
dextrans and other polysaccharides in their most
natural state consist of polyglucose chains ‘cemented’
together by units of the synthesizing enzyme which
remains as an mtegral part of the complex muco-
polysaccharide. The levans we have examined may
possibly consist of polyfructose chains held together
in a similar way.

Microbial polysaccharides are probably only one of
the groups of metabolic products having an ameliora-
tive effect on soil structure. However, since the

diverse microflora of soil may synthesize many types
of polysaccharides from the constituents of vegetable
remains, we wish to point out the importance to soil

of this group and to emphasize that a knowledge
of the chemistry of microbial products would do
much to elucidate the composition and functions of
humus in the soil.

We are indebted to Profs. Haworth and Stacey
for the supply of a number of levans and a dextran

M. J. Geoghegan
E. C. Brian

Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.,

Jealott’s Hill Research Station,

Bracknell, Berks.
Hov. 20

^Martin, J P., So%l Sci, 61, 157 (1946).

•“Fitzgerald, T. G, Tram Roy. Soc Can., 27, 1 (1953)
* Stacey, M J Soc. Chem. Ind., 62, 110 (1943).

Role of Sulphydril Groups in the Action of
Acetylcholine and Inhibition of

the Vagus Nerve
Work on the chemical constitution and fine

molecular structure of protein bodies has appreciably
advanced our knowledge of the nature of the pro-

cess of the reversible denaturation of protein bodies,

which underlies a number of fundamental biological

phenomena, mcludmg those of muscular contraction.

In particular, the work done in this domam has
demonstrated the important part played in the pro-

cesses of denaturation of protein bodies by the
sulphydril groups. As the chemical groups of side-

chains of protem bodies, endowed with particular

activity, the sulphydril groups are not only likely

to participate in processes of direct structural altera-

tions of certain protein bodies, probably including

myosm^»®, but also, as active groups of the protein
component of definite enzymes, they participate in

a number offermentative processes invariably attend-
ing the complex phenomena of reversible denaturation
of protem structures under the conditions prevailmg
in a live cell. Among the enzymes the activity of

which is dependent upon the sulphydril groups we
find more than one playmg a most important part
in carbohydrate metabolism, in particular in that
accompanying the enzymic transformations of pyru-
vic acid®, and also in cholinesterase^.

On account of the paramount importance of the
enzymes of carbohydrate metabolism and of the
enzyme cholmesterase in the course of synthesis and
breakdowq. of acetylcholine, and accordingly that of

the relation between the ‘acetylcholine cycle’, and
the ‘adenyl cycle’®, which is intimately connected
with the reversible denaturation of the contractile

protein of myosin and the general chemodynamics of

themusclem the process ofexcitation, we endeavoured
to find out the role of the sulphydril groups in the
action of acetylcholine and nerve stimulation upon
the cardiac muscle.
To examine the possible role of the sulphydril

groups in nerve stimulation and of physiological doses
of acetylcholine, we have tested the effect of stimula-
tion of the vagus nerve and that of acetylcholine

upon the cardiac muscle of the frog when the
siilphydril groups are bound, fallowed by the intro-

duction of these groups. As a substance likely to

bind the sulphydril groups, use was made of a solution

of mercmy bichloride (1 x 10"®, 1 x whidx is

known to form with the sulphydril groups a mereap^
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tide bond ; as a donator of tlie sulphydril groups,

cysteui was applied (2 x 10’®).

Our experiments, earned on in a large number of

replications, led to the following conclusions. The
clearly pronounced inliibitory effect on rhythmical
contractions of the heart muscle, due to the action

of the vagus nerve and of acetylcholine, was found to

be removed after the application of mercury bi-

chloride solution, that is, after binding the sulphydril

groups , as a rule, the effect was restored after the

heart was washed with cystein solution. In control

experiments, no similar action could be obtamed with
Bmger or cystein solution.

When the mercury bichloride solution was intro-

duced against a background of the influence of
aeetylcholme, that is, when the contractile substrate

and the corresponding chain of enzymo-chemical
processes was subjected to the influence of acetyl-

choline, but the phase of restoration had not yet

begun, the mercury bichloride solution was no longer

able to cause the effect recorded by us : after the
normal height of the contractions has been restored,

every application of aeetylcholme was followed by a
typical effect of inhibition of the rhythmical con-

tractions of the heart. This effect vanished as a rule

in all experiments m which mercury bichloride was
applied against a background of normal contractions.

Preliminary experiments have shown that, unlike
the effect of mercury bichloride, the well-known
effect of elimination of the action of acetylcholine

with atropine cannot be restored with cystein, which
pomts to a peculiar biochemical mechanism imder-
lymg the action of atropine.

Experiments in this direction are in progress.

Ch. S. Kosohtojanz
T. M. Turpajbw

Department of Comparative Physiology,
Institute of Evolutionary Morphology,
Academy of iSciences of the U.S.S.K.,

Moscow. Sept. 13.

1 Astbury, W. P ,
Chem. Soc., 337 (1942).

* Anson, M. L., “Adv in Prot. Chem.”, 2, 363 (1^45).
® Barron, E. S. E., “Adv. m Bnzym.”, 3, 177 (1948).

*Kachmanson, D,, and Lederer, E., Bull Soc. Chim. Biol., 21, 797
(1939).

» Koshtojanz, Oh. S , CM. Acad. Sci UM.S S., 19, 4 (1938) ; 43, 8
(1944).

Specific Action of Optical Isomers of Mepa-
crine upon Dextral and Sinistral Strains of

BbcJHus mycoides Flugge

The normal colonies of Bacillus mycoides Flugge
growing on the surface of agar medium have filaments
with an anti-clockwise spiral and should be called
sinistral or X-forms ; there occur also as very rare
exceptions colonies with a clockwise spiral (dextral
or D-forms).
Our cultures (two D-strains and two X-straios)

were obtained from Prof. E. IST. Mishustin (Institute of
Microbiology, Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.).
Three of them were isolated from soils collected in
the vicinity of Lake Sewan, Armenia. Optical
isomers of mepacrine hydrochloride were prepared at
the Institute of Malaria and Parasitic Diseases
aeeordhig to the method of Chelinzev and Ossetrova^.

fi^fcoides was cultivated on a medium with
per cent of German agar in a potato broth (200

gm. of petatbes bailed for 30 min. in 1,000 c.o. of
Tvatet), K^^rine was added tb the hot medium,
which was again heated on the following day up to

boiling point in a water-bath, or autoclaved Through-
out all experiments (with one exception) 0 01 per

cent of mepaerme m the medium was used. Tins
concentration causes approximately a 30 per cent

depression of colony growth. Each 10-em. Petri dish

received four pomt moculations. The diameter of the ,

colonies was measured after 24, 48, 72 or 120 hours
^

from the beginnmg of growth, by means of dividers.

As a measure of the relative toxicity of dextro- and
IseVO-rotatory mepaerme an mdex {djl) 100 was taken,

where d represents the average diameter of four

colonies grown on a medium with d-mepaerme, and
I that of colonies grown m the presence of Z-mepa-

crine.

Seven experiments were carried out. Omitting
the third experiment, m which there were some
defects m the preparation of the medium, in all

experiments the index for dextral colonies was lower

than for sinistral ones (74*4 as agamst 114*1 per

cent). The difference between the mdices is statistic-

ally significant, being equal to 6*51 with five degrees

of freedom. A contmgency table for the direction of

the spiral and the value of the mdex lying below and

above 100, using the Yates-Fisher adjusted formula,

gave ~ 17-15, with a probability much below

0*01. This can be considered as a proof of the exist

ence of a relation between the direction of the spiral

and of the value of the index, We may conclude

that the two forms of B, mycoides are characterized

not only by an mversion of colonial morphology but

also by an inversion of some mepaerme ‘receptors’

on a molecular level.

According to previous investigations m our

laboratory all livmg organisms, beginning with

normally spiralized or X-forms of B. mycoides and

Infusoria up to higher Vertebrata®, show an index

greater than 100. This means that their livmg

matter is less sensitive to d-mepacrine than to I-

mepacrine. The only exception to this rule known at

present is the dextral form of Bacillus mycoides

Fliigge, which evidently originated by mutation from

the normal sinistral form. Gause® succeeded in

showing that the D-form of B. mycoides contains an

enzyme which can split unnatural dipeptides (of

dextral steric series). In connexion with this, one

must keep m mind that Kdgl and Erxleben^ have

isolated from malignant tumours the imnatural

isomer of glutamic acid (of dextral steric series),

and Waldschmidt-Leitz and Mayer® have discovered

in the blood serum ofpatients with malignant tumours

enzymes of unusual stereochemical structure. Taking

all these facts into consideration our experiments with

D~ and X-strains of B. mycoides perhaps represent a

first step towards developing a rational cancer therapy

utilizmg optical isomers- Drugs similar to d-mepa-

erme inhibitmg the growth of cells containing sub-

stances with abnormal molecular configuration more

strongly than that of cells with normally configurated

molecules might perhaps be useful in depressing

malignant cell-growth in the animal and human body.

This work was carried out in collaboration with

my assistant, Mrs. 0. C. Nastukova.
V. V. Alpatov

Institute of Zoology,

University ofMoscow.
* (Jhelmzev, G. V., and Ossetrova, E. B., J. Gen. Chem., 5, 10 (1940)

(in Btissian).

* C^use, G. E., and Alpatov, V. V., C.R. Acad. Sdi. UM.S.R., 32,

No. 7 (1941) (in English).

Gause, G. E , Mochemistiy, 7, No. 1-2 (1942) (in Eussian).
* !E5gl, E. and Erxleben, H., Z. phwstol Chem^t 261 (1939).

^Waldschmidt-Leitz, E. K., and Mayer, K, Z. phmiot. Chem., 262
(1939).
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Effect on some Blood-sucking Arthropods of

‘Gammexane’ when Fed to a Rabbit

The physiology and nutrition of the bedbug (Gimex
hctularius) has been the subject of investigation in

this laboratory for a number of years. A preliminary

report has been published^, and a paper dealmg with

the matter more fully is m the press. One of the

problems we have set ourselves is to make the blood

of the host unsuitable for the bedbug by altering it

in one way or another. The ultimate aim was to

find some substance, non-toxic for the host, which
when fed to animals would kill or control bedbugs
and other blood-suckmg arthropods. ISTumerous

attempts in this direction, with a wide variety of

materials, have been made, and some success has

been obtained. Recently, through the kmdness of

Dr. W. C. Walmsley, of African Explosives and
Chemical Industries, Ltd., Northrand, a few grams
of the pure gamma isomer of hexachlorocyclohexane
was obtamed. Results with this substance have been
so strikmg that it has been considered of mterest

to make them known immediately.
The ‘Gammexane’ was powdered and mixed with

a solution of agar. The agar, when set, was cut mto
portions each of which contained approximately
50 mgm. One of these portions was fed to a rabbit

weighmg 1,730 gm. every mornmg. The arthropods,

from known healthy stocks, were confined m glass

tubes, covered with gauze, and placed on the rabbit’s

ear. In the ease of the mosquitoes, a small gauze
cage was applied to the shaved side of the animal.

Toxic effects on blood-suckmg arthropods became
evident on the second day, that is, after the rabbit

had taken a total dose of 100 mgm. of ‘Gammexane’.
It will be convenient to give the results of experiments
done after a total dose of 200-250 mgm. of ‘Gammex-
ane* had been given to the rabbit.

Gimex lectularizcs. Feed fully m all stages and show
signs of paralysis immediately after feedmg. First-

stage nymphs were given their first meal on the
‘Gammexane’ rabbit, subsequent instars were reared

to each particular stage on a normal animal and then
fed on the ‘Gammexane* rabbit. The mortalities,

within 24 hours, for each mstar were as follows *.

I, 50-90 per cent ; II, 50 per cent ; III, 50 per cent

;

IV, 33 per cent. Adults also show signs of paralysis

immediately after feedmg, but recover completely
within 24 hours. Egg-laying is apparently not im-
paired, though no record was kept of the number of

eggs laid per female. Nymphs which survive their

first feed, moult, and are then again fed on the

‘Gammexane’ rabbit, show approximately the same
death-rate as nymphs of the same stage feedmg for

the first time. Survivmg nymphs are, therefore, not
resistant to subsequent feeds, and a colony of bed-
bugs would have little chance of survivmg many
generations if they feed contmuously on a ‘Gammex-
ane* animal.
Aedes €BgyptL Feed fully and show signs of paralysis,

for example, inability to rise from the bottom of the
cage, within one hour. All fully fed females died
withm 24 hours. Females which did not feed and
males confined m the same cage were unaffected.

Omithodoriis moubata. Attach immediately but do
not feed fully (adults take only an average of 9 mgm.
of blood), after which they immediately detach them-
selves and show obvious signs of distress. Inco-
ordination of movement and inability to walk in a
straight line away from light are the most obvious
signs. These signs persist for days ; some ticks

appear to die, others linger on with progressing si^s
of toxaemia. To date, ten days later, no recoveries

have been noted.
Kirkwood and Phillips, workmg with Saccharo-

myces cerevisice, have shown that ^-mositol inliibits

the effect of ‘Gammexane*. It is of interest to note

that an mtravenous mjection of 10 c.c. of a 5 per

cent solution of ^-inositol into a rabbit after it had
had a total dose of 250 mgm. of ‘Gammexane’ did

not reduce the toxicity of its blood for 0 . moubata
fed a few minutes after the inj'ection.

The toxicity of ‘Gammexane*, when fed to animals

contmuously, is, so far as I am aware, not known.
This will have to be determined. The fact is estab-

lished, however, that it is possible to mterfere with

the economy of blood-suckmg arthropods by feedmg
insecticides to the host. The use of such a method
m the vetermary sphere appears to have great

possibilities.

I gratefully acknowledge the technical assistance

of Misses F. Hardy, U. B. Arvidsonn and Messrs.

W. Ray and J. M. Thorp.
Botha De Meileon

Department of Entomology’",

South African Institute for Medical Research,
Johannesburg.

1 De MeiUon, B ,
and Goldberg, L

,
Mure, 158, 269 (1946).

* Kirkwood, S
, and Phillips, P. H ,

J. Biol. Chem ,
163

,
251 (1946).

Physiological Isolating Mechanisms and
Selection within the Species

Gasterosteus aculeatus L.

Previous work on the osmo-regulatory properties

m relation to the migration of the stickleback^

attracted our attention to physiological differences

between ‘forms’ of this species, morphologically

distinct, which Bertin^ believed to represent modi-
fications of a single genetic type.

Further investigations^ provided physiological

causes for the characteristic geographical distribu-

tion of these forms. The extension of the study of

the osmo-regulatory properties of adult specmiens,

moiphologically distmct as regards their number of

lateral shields, at different temperatures proved the

existence of physiological barriers between adult

populations.

In order to investigate whether these physiological

characters are m fact genetic, we imdertook a breed-

ing experiment which involved the rearing of approx-

imately 30,000 eggs from ninety pairs of sticklebacks.

The parents came from two populations, one of the

form gymnura with a low mean plate-number, the

other of semiarmata and trachura forms, with a high
mean plate-number. The artificially fertilized eggs

were allowed to develop at a constant temperat"ure

of 23° C. and at different salinities. The differen"fe

salinities were produced from artificial sea water or

ordinary fresh water, dilutions bemg made with glass-

distilled water. The accompanymg graph shows the

differences in hatching percentages of the eggs.

At high and low salinities, the differences are

especially sharp. Other experiments show that these

differences are increased at lower temperatures. It

seems probable, therefore, that under natural con-

ditions of temperature the two populations differ

sharply in their reproductive adjustment to the

salinity of the habitat.

Death-rates at given salinities are not at random,
but selective. This is shown by the correlations be-
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•
, eggs from gymnura forma

;

O , „ „ trachura „

for this force ofattraction. In order to test the validity

of the second assumption, an attempt is now made
to examine the forces operatmg in a helical system
which is in equilibrium under torsion.

In a two-strand rope which is held in the form of

a helix, the axial force which will keep it in equilibrium
in this form is

jP = i [((7 cos^a + B sm^a) ri 4*

(G — B) sina cosa, 0],

where I is length of rope ; r, oc are the radius and
angle of helix ; 73 is axial displacement ,* 0 is angular
displacement at end of rope ; G, B are constants.

The tension at any point of the rope is constant and
is «/ = jP sin cc. 'f\ and 0 are proportional to I, so that

at any intermediate point Q of the rope, distant

from the fixed end, their values are

^
0 _ e.

tween the number of plates and vertebrae of the
parents, the percentage of viable embryos produced
and their morphological characters when reared.
The geographical variation of the species as regards

the number of lateral shields is also caused by an
underlymg genetic pattern, as will be shown by de-
tailed publication elsewhere.
The evidence indicates that the mechanisms thus far

detected, namely, the physiological differences between
adults, the inlierited physiological differences between
their eggs, and the selective action of external factors,

are powerful barriers to the diffusion of genes through-
out the species, and maintain the variation at the
evolutionary level actually reached.

M. J. Hejuts
Zoophysiological Laboratory,

IJmversity of Louvain.
Oct. 31.

^ Koch, H. J., and Heuta, M. J., Arch. Intarmt. Physiol. 53, 263
(ikS).

®Bertin, Ann. Inst, Oemnogr,, N.S., 2, Fasc. 1 (1925).
* Bents, M J., Ann. Soc. Roy. Zool Belg., 76, 88 (1945).

Mechanism of Crossing-over

A mrMBBB of theories have emerged from time to
time attemptmg to visualize the exact mechanism
involved durmg crossing-over, which is now known
to be the sole agent conditioning the formation of
the cytologically visible chiasma. Among these the
one proposed by Barlmgton^ based on torsions is the
most elaborate, in the sense that it offers an explana-
tion for the long and intricate succession of events.
IJis hypothesis, however, implies a few assumptions
for which there are formidable physical objections.
The most important of these are : ( 1 ) the existence
of a pairing force which brings homologues together
in the zygotene of meiosis, and (

2) the postulate that
a break at a particular level in one chromatid under
atralh induces a break in a non-identical chromatid at
precisely the same spot due to transfer of stress. In
r^^rdjo

( 1 ), every cytologist is aware ofthe physical
djmci]|l#es which are inherent in suggesting the
^^istCnce of specific attractions operating over any-
thmg mom than extramolecular rang^. However,
Befi^ck’s* theory of autocatalytic synthesis of poly-

appeaiis to pro^Wde a physico-chemicail basis

Hence we may also write

F == -JL [(C cos^a + B sm^a) rji +
{G ~ B) sina cosa . 0J.

Suppose now the strmg is in equilibrium under the
action of F applied at its end. If one of the strands

18 cut at Q, the torsional couple at that pomt is

annulled and the two ends will revolve in opposite

directions. But it is an essential feature of the theory
that this release of torsional strain is confined to a
narrow region near the cut. This is based on the

assumption of an affinity or lateral cohesion between
the two strands. Hence we may suppose that the

eifect of the cut is to make the loose ends revolve

through small angles. Since the torsional equilibrium

of the rope is due mainly to the co-existence of

torsional couples in both the strands, it follows that

the local release of twist m one strand will result in a

corresponding release of twist in the other also at the

same point. This will result in changing tji and 61

at that pomt in the uncut strand to new values tqi'

and 0 i', which will be less than the origmal values

7ji and 01 . The corresponding equilibrium value of

F, namely, F\ is given by

F' = t^\.{G cos^a + B sm%) 7)/ +
{G — B) sina cosa . 0i'],

so that

F' < F.

If we suppose that the rope was in limiting equil-

ibrium under F, then it is clear that after one of the

strands is cut, it is under the action of F which is

more than the value F' required for equilibrium.

Hence there is a high probability that the uncut

strand will also break at the same point, since the

tension at that section is greater than the value

required for equilibrium.

Thanks are due to Mr. V. H. T. Achar and to Dr.

B. R. Seshachar for helpful criticism.

K. V. Sbinath
University of Mysore,

Central College,

Bangalore.

» Darlington, 0. D., J. 9met., 8X, 185 (1935).

» Delbxttck, M., Cold Spring Harbor Symposia, 9, 122 (1941).
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MEDAL AWARDS OF THE ROYAL
SOCIETY*

Copley Medal

The Copley Medal is awarded to Prof. Edgar
Douglas Adrian, professor of physiology m

the University of Cambridge, for his outstanding
contributions to nerve physiology.
During the last thirty years, Prof. Adrian has been

engaged on a senes of systematic investigations of

the essential functions of the nervous system which
have been extended from a study of the activity of

single nerve fibres to the reaction of the cortex of

the forebram of man to impulses that reach it from
the periphery. The advance of our loiowledge of

the workmg of the nervous system is largely the result

of his researches into the nature of the fundamental
process of individual cells and combmations of

cells.

His early work with Keith Lucas provided impor-
tant observations on conduction by nerve fibres and
on the reactions of muscles. This was followed by a
series of independent researches by the combination
of a valve amplifier with a capillary electrometer
which made possible an analysis of the behaviour of

individual sensory receptors and of single motor
units. Among many important discoveries these
investigations revealed how the frequency of impulses
conveyed by each fibre is used in the central nervous
system to signal the intensity of peripheral and
central events. By the same methods, he undertook
a detailed analysis of the activity of many types of
sense organs and of simpler reflex actions in terms of
the activity of single nerve fibres, and in some eases

demonstrated that the same principles underlie all

nervous activity throughout the animal kmgdom.
Other investigations dealt with the nature of the
fundamental process in nerve cells and in synaptic
regions of the central nervous system.
Durmg the past ten years Prof. Adrian has been

mainly concerned with the interpretation of the
potential waves in the cortex of the forebrain. Hans
Berger had directed attention to the existence of
these in man, but the subject was neglected until

Adrian and Matthews reinvestigated it. Adrian’s
subsequent studies included, in the first place, an
exammation of the electrical activity of the brain
and its reaction to messages from the periphery,
and in the second place a mapping out of the regions
of the cortex which serve as receiving centres for such
messages. His aim has been to analyse these pheno-
mena in terms of activity of simple nervous units,

and the results of his work are the basis of the
subsequent development of electroencephalography,
which has attamed an important place in both
physiological and clmical investigations.
By his researches on the exposed brains of animals,

Prof. Adrian determmed the laws of spread activity
in the cortex, its reactions to natural and artificii

stimuli that reach it, and showed that the interaction
between a local excitation and the background of
spontaneous activity is the essential feature of a
cortical response. By a study of the comparative
ph3^iology of the sensory areas of the brain he has
also shown how their development and to some extent
their reactions to peripheral stimuli depend on the
structure and mode of Hfe of the animal.

* From the remarks made by the Presideixt of thfe Boyal Sodeigr in
iresentiiig tbe medals for 1946.

After determiumg the representation in the bram of

receiving stations for superficial and proprioceptive

stimuli he investigated that of vision and hearing. He
has even succeeded in demonstrating the different

features of impulses that reach the visual cortex from
the rods and cones of the retma ; he has also dealt

with the distribution and significance of certain non-
sensory afferent impulses, as those tliat reach the

cerebellum.
Adrian has blazed many trails in his exploration

of the territory of nerve physiology. It is certain

that for many years to come his lead will be followed

and the new knowledge will be consolidated along

the Imes of his pioneering work.

Rumford Medal

The Rumford Medal is awarded to Sir Alfred

Charles Glyn Egerton, professor of chemical engmeer-
mg. University of London, at the Imperial College

of Science and Technology, for his distinguished

researches on combustion.
The Rumford Medal, foimded in 1800, is awarded

once every second year “to the author of the most
important discovery or useful improvement which
shall be made and published by printing or in any
way made known to the public in any part of Europe
during the preceding two years on Heat or on Light,

the preference always being given to such discoveries

as, in the opinion of the President and Council of the

Royal Society, tend most to promote the good of

mankind”.
Sir Alfred Egerton admirably fulfils the require-

ments of these terms of award. He is a physical

chemist whose researches have always been directed

towards the application of physico-chemical principles

to the process of combustion of hydrocarbons in all

its ramifications. For some time the approach to

combustion problems has been empirical because
there was no satisfactory physico-chemical basis of

the theoretical or practical aspects to make further

significant progress possible. This background has
now been partly provided by Egerton, who was one
of the first to see clearly how necessary it was to

apply the new conceptions of combustion to the

complex processes occurring under the conditions

obtaining in internal combustion engines. One of the

great obstacles to achieving greater efficiency is the

difficulty of preventmg premature detonation. This

phenomenon is essentially a chemical one in the sense

that organic peroxides, produced durmg combustion,
are known to be responsible for the pre-ignition. Thus
the chemical behaviour of peroxides might provide a
key to the solution of the problem, and much of

Egerton’s work has been devoted to this inquiry.

The investigation involved the elaboration of special

physical techniques, since ordinary chemical methods
were inapplicable to this type of research.

Durmg the War, Egerton has directed his attention

to the vital problem of ensuring that combustion
appliances should be devised and operated with the

maximum possible efficiency. This can only be
achieved by a thorough scientific analysis, hitherto

lacking, mainly because the problem had scarcely

been considered worthy of serious study. The result

of his labours cannot fail to be of great benefit to

Great Britain during the period of very low fuel

production, and will lead to considerable economies
in all circumstances.

The characteristic of Egerton’s work has been the

application of modem physico-chemical methods to

current scientific and technical problems of great
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moment, combined with experimental researches

developed with great ingenuity.

Royal Medals

A Royal Medal is awarded to Sir William Lawrence
Bragg, Cavendish professor of experimental physics
in the University of Cambridge, for his investiga-

tions of the structure of solids.

The diffraction of X-rays by crystals was observed
in 1912 by Laue, Friedrich and Elnippmg, but the
pioneers of the present-day development are the late

Sir William Bragg and his son Sir Lawrei;Lce. It was
W. L. Biagg who formulated the law ?2.=2d/sin 0

that IS now so familiar in all studies concerned with
the structure of molecules and their states of aggrega-
tion. Soon after Laue’s discovery there followed,

from father and son, a series of papers on the pheno-
mena of X-ray ‘reflexion’ on one hand and the
determination of fundamental crystal structures

on the other, the far-reachmg consequences of which
could scarcely have been foreseen, even by their

authors. At the present time, crystal analysis by
X-rays is an established teclmique, a sharp tool of
research that lays bare the complexities of organic
and mmeral matter alike.

The inspiration and genius of Bragg are seen m so
many of the modern developments of X-ray diffrac-

tion to structural analysis that it is possible to select

only a few outstanding illustrations. His prmcipal
interest has always lam in the interpretation of
diffraction phenomena, with the view of making the
actual methods of analysis more precise, more simple,

and more extended. In developing such methods he
and his collaborators have elucidated the atomic
arrangement m a great number of fimdamental types
of morganic crystal structures. Chief among these
are those of the diamond and the elementary salts

and oxides, in the study ofwhich the subject found its

first beginnings. After these, perhaps his greatest
analytical success is shown in the field of the silicates.

A chemical riddle has been transformed into a system
of simple and elegant architecture. He has also con-
tributed greatly to our knowledge of the structure of
metals and alloys and their phase changes, and of the
relations between their physical properties and
atomic arrangement in the crystalline state. Latferly,

he has brought to a still clearer focus the concept of
X-ray diffraction as a branch of optics, and has thus
initiated methods that have already gone far towards
replacing the earlier laborious calculations by rapid
devices based on the analogy of the dififaction of
visible light.

The implications and applications of the principles

and methods of X-ray spectroscopy and X-ray
structure analysis are one of the wonders of modem
science, and with this mamfold triumph the name of
Sir Lawrence Bragg is mseparably associated.

A Royal Medal is awarded to Dr. Cyril Dean
Darlington, director of the John Innes Horticultural
Institution, in recognition of his distinguished
contributions to cytology.
The importance of Darlington’s work lies not so

mndh in the discovery of isolated new phenomena

—

although he has discovered many of these—^but

r^h®^ in the achievement of a synthesis which
b^gstogether a highly diversified body ofapparently
discppnwted facts into an integrated system.

Darlington’s fir^ ma|or aehievmient was the clari-

fication of the relation^ hotwem the two main forms

of nuclear division—^mitosis and meiosis. Out of the
confused mass of available observations, he smgled
out as fundamentally significant two facts : first,

that chromonemata attract one another specifically,

by an attraction which is satisfied when two similar
threads are associated ; and secondly, that m the
earliest stage of mitosis each chromosome is already
split mto two halves, while at the beginnmg of meiosis
they are still single. On the basis of these two facts,

he showed that the relation between the two forms of
division could be understood as the result of a
tempoial shift in the operation ofa smgle physiological
process. His so-called ‘precocity’ theory of meiosis
was then supported by a whole series of new observa-
tions,m which the resources of comparative study and
of new techniques were used for the specific purpose
of obtammg answers to critically formulated
questions.

Startmg from the basis of the relation between the
two major forms of nuclear division, Darlmgton has
pursued his inquiry in two directions. On one hand,
he has accumulated a very large body of facts con-

cernmg the detailed mechanics of cell division in

many different groups of plants and animals. The
comparative method enabled him to reach important
new conclusions as to the mechanism of crossing-over,

the cycles of spiralization and contraction of chromo-
somes, the nature of the mitotic spmdle and the
forces exerted by it and within it, the role of the
centromeres and so on. These results have laid a
broad foundation of observation and deduction which
appears, for the first time, firm enough to bear a
superstructure of physico-chemical mterpretation.
Proceedmg in quite another direction, Darlmgton
discussed the implication of his eytological ideas on
evolutionary theory. The existence of the mitotic

and meiotic modes of division had been explained as

the result of different modalities in the application
of a smgle set of physiological prmeiples ; Darlmgton
showed that, further, slighter modifications could

produce many of the widely diverse series of repro-

ductive mechanisms met with in the animal and
plant kmgdoms. He emphasized the fact that the

mechanism of evolution is itself subject to evolu-

tionary changes.
More recently, Darlmgton’s work has led him to

the investigation of the general problems of gene
action, of the physiological action of the two major
types of nucleic acid, and the relation between the

gene and other similar bodies in the cytoplasm.
Darlingtnn was one of the first to enter this highly

speculative field, and he has contributed not only his

full quota of stimulatmg speculation, but also a large

share of the still scanty facts. It is not too much to

say that Darlmgton’s results and theories are recog-

nized as the basis of modem nuclear cytology.

Davy Medal

The Davy Medal is awarded to Prof. Christopher

Kelk Ingold, professor of chemistry m the University

of London, at University College, for his outstanding
researches in physico-organic chemistry.

Progress in one of the most active fields of chemical

science during the present century has resulted from
attempts to elucidate the detailed mechanism of

orgamc reactions interms ofmodem physical concepts.

Throughout this development, Ingold’s contribu-

tions have been especially distinguished. Possossmg
detailed knowledge and understanding of both the

physical and organic branches of the science, he has
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^811 m a position to effect the synthesis of the two
modes of approach without which a successful attack

m the difficult, yet fundamental, problems involved

could not be achieved.

It IS not possible in short compass even to outlme

the range of investigations with which Ingold has

been concerned, but brief mention may be made of

the work on stereochemistry dealmg with ring stram

and the effect of gem dimethyl groups on the valency

angles of carbon. A further application of underlymg
physical prmciples is evident m his investigations of

tautomerism m triad systems, and in the develop-

ment of our ideas on nng-ehain tautomerism. This

work led on to more general studies of the mechanism
of reactions, includmg the difficult question of sub-

stitution in the benzene ring, in addition to the

ordinary reactions of organic chemistry, such as

hydrolysis and substitution, which despite their

apparent simplicity have proved to be complicated

and difficult to interpret. The success which Ingold

has achieved in interpretmg these phenomena m
terms of the electron theory of valency is striking

;

but m addition he has played the most promment
part in the experimental investigations which have
led to our present knowledge of the kinetics and
mechanism of organic chemical reactions. Ingold
always has been interested in the elucidation of the
course of chemical change by application of physico-

chemical methods based on reaction velocities, and
in this field may be cited the extensive work on the
mechanism of substitution at an aliphatic carbon
atom, leading to the recognition of the uni- and
bi-molecular processes, by means of which so much
has been done to solve the difficult problems raised

by the Walden mversion and the phenomena of
racemization. In these intractable regions the con-

tribution of Ingold and his fiourishing school are of

fundamental importance.
Another aspect of his work involves a still deeper

concern with physical prmciples as applied to organic

chemical problems. His mterest in the chemistry of
benzene has led him to investigate in the fullest detail,

using infra-red and Raman spectra, and indeed all

available physical methods of approach, the fine

structure of the benzene molecule. In order to pro-

vide the necessary data it was necessary to devise
methods for the preparation ofthe various deuterium-
substituted benzenes—^no mean feat of organic chem-
istry in itself—and the mterpretation of the experi-

mental results in terms of quantum mechanical
principles has recently been published m an issue of
the Joumal of the Ghemical Society

^

which he mon-
opolized. Although his theoretical contributions have
attracted more attention, the originality of his

experimental technique is equally noteworthy and
hishappy selection of crucial tests amoxmts to genius.

Darwin Medal

The Darwin Medal is awarded to Sir D’Arcy
Wentworth Thompson, professor of natural history
in the University of St. Andrews, in recogmtion of
his distinction as a zoologist.

Sir D’Arcy Thompson is now in his sixty-second
year as a professor of biology and natural history.
He published his first scientific paper in 1879. His
most distinguished work, “On Orowth and Form”,
appeared in 1917 and was republished in a new and
enlarged edition in 1942. & is stiH writing, but
mainly in the field of the classics, where he is a
considerable scholar, and a great authority on all

animals that have appeared in classical texte.

D’Arcy Thompson’s scientific work ranges ovei a
wide field of general zoology and marine biology. He
is an expert on the subject of fisheries, and for a
considerable period did tireless work both for the
Conseil International pour TExploration de la Mer
and the Fishery Board for Scotland, carrying out
hydrographical observations and bemg responsible for

a great deal of fishery statistics. In the main, how-
ever, D’Arcy Thompson’s scientific reputation rests

on his work on growth, and the dimensional relation-

ships of animal forms. The better part of the founda-
tion of modern research into these subjects is his

demonstration of methods by which the shape of the

living organism can be brought mto the field of

controlled mathematical inquiry.

D’Arcy Thompson’s work sprmgs essentially from
an inquiry into the relationships of animal forms,

and from an attempt to introduce a degree of mathe-
matical precision mto the otherwise purely descriptive

language of systematic evolution. He was able to

show, for example, that the evolution of one form
from another could often be illummated by the use
of Cartesian transformations. By makmg clear the
formal unity and coherence in the relationship of

ammals which apparently differ m a multitude of

ways, his studies made possible the quantitative

demonstration of steps m the evolution of different

forms, and more so, the orderly process of change m
the development of the same form. In his own words,
growth can be studied as a systematic deformation
of form at an earlier stage. He showed, for example,
that relative growth-rates in different parts of the

body are distributed according to an ordered system
of growth-gradients. This concept can be applied to

certam types of evolutionary transformation, since it

helps to explain how a single genetic change can
automatically affect both the size and the growth
interrelations of several organs. The development
and illustration of the theory of allometry is another
extension of D’Arcy Thompson’s ideas.

The wide variety of problems to the solution of

which D’Arcy Thompson has opened the door is well

indicated in the ‘Festschrift’ presented to him last

year. In introducing his classic “On Growth and
Form”, D’Arcy Thompson declared that it required
no preface, since it was all preface. His elaboration

of the subject covers so wide a field, however, that,

until such time as some different and all-embracing

set of general propositions is put forward to take the
place ofthose he propounded, individual contributions

to the study of growth and bodily transformation
must necessarily represent isolated developments of

the structure which he has presented to us. D’Arcy
Thompson’s work will always be regarded as a
necessary step m the development of biological

knowledge.

Sylvester Medal

The Sylvester Medal is awarded to Prof. George
Neville Watson, professor of pure mathematics in the
University of Birmingham, m recognition of his
distmguished contributions to mathematical analysis.

Prof. Watson is a mathematician of outstanding
perseverance and analytical skill. For forty years he
has devoted his energies to pure mathematics, and
has made many important and exhaustive contri-
butions, particularly in the field of analysis. The
most important researches of Watson’s earlier penod
are those on asymptotic expansions : his groat
memoir “A Theo:^ of Asymptotic Series” appeared
m the PhUosopMcal Tranrnctiom of 1911 and was
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followed by a stream of other i;\ritings dealing with
the characteristics and transformations of these

senes, and with their applications to several well-

imown functions of importance in mathematical
physics. This group of discoveries has enriched the

region of mathematics in which Stirling was the

pioneer two centuries ago, and where the methods of

approximation are reduced to a precise science. These
include the method of ‘steepest descent’, and any
account of asymptotic series to-day must be based
to a great extent upon Watson’s discoveries.

About that time many of the ablest pure mathe-
maticians were trying to sum a difficult oscillatmg

series involving Bessel and Legendre functions, which
had presented itself in the theory of the diffraction

of wireless waves round the earth. Watson solved

the problem by a new method (1918), and went on
to study the more difficult case of the transmission

of electric waves when it was assumed that the earth

is surrounded by a concentric conducting layer, as

suggested by Heaviside. Watson’s powerful analysis

made possible a great advance m the physical theory.

Another example of his capacity for providing a
brilliant solution of a problem which had been
attempted by many of his predecessors is furnished

by his paper on the Bogers-Ramanujan identities.

Following this came his work on general transforms

in which he solved a problem which many celebrated

mathematicians had attempted without success.

This is probably Watson’s greatest achievement, and
ranks as one of the most important contributions to

the subject made in recent years. In addition it has
had the great merit of inspiring a large amount of
work by other mathematicians. Among the more
notable papers of the next years were those on
‘‘Generating Functions of Class-Nimibers”, on
Ramanujan’s continued fraction, and one that gave
the proof of Ramanujan’s assertion about the number
691 which occurs in ‘almost all’ the terms of a certain

infinite product when expressed as a series. The
senes of papeis on smgular moduli, during the period
1932-36, are deservedly celebrated.

His great book on Bessel functions is perhaps the
most impressive single work that has ever been
written on the analysis of functions. In collaboratmg
with Prof. E. T. Whittaker in the second and later

editions of “Modem Analysis”, he has shown the
same breadth and power and has mfluenced the course
of higher analytical mathematical teachmg through-
out the world.

Hughes Medal

The Hughes Medal is awarded to Prof. John
Turton Randall, Wheatstone professor of physics at

Kmg’s College, University of London, in recognition

of his distinguished contributions to applied physics,

and especially of his development of the magnetron.
In 1940 Prof. Randall, while working m the

laboratory of Prof. M, L. Oliphant, at Birmingham,
agreed to join Dr. H. A, H. Boot in an endeavour to

utilize the magnetron principle for the production of
electromaOTetic waves of frequency greater than
3,000 Mc./sec. ' Previous work in the laboratory had
shown that satisfactory circuits for these wave-
lengths must he an integral part of the internal

structure of the valve itself. Randall and Boot
together put forward the suggestions that such a
circuity for a multi-segment magnetron, should
consist of a revolver-like arrangement of holes,

spaced evenly about a circle, each hole communicating
by means of a slot with a central cavity in which the

cathode was mounted. The first trials with demount-
able valves using tungsten cathodes were immediately
successful, and it was shown that the suggested fonn
of valve can generate contmuously oscillations of the

required wave-length.

With the assistance of S. M. Duke, Randall and
Boot were able to develop methods of construction

ofthe magnetron which enabled oxide-coated cathodes

to be used, and which therefore gave high powers
when the valve was subjected to pulsed operation.

Empirical investigation fixed the best coupling

arrangement by which the power could be fed into an
external circuit. Careful investigation ofthe operation

of a valve showed that it was subject to sudden
changes of wave-length, a condition which limited its

applicability to Service equipment. This difficulty

was overcome by the ‘strapping’ methods developed

by Dr. J. Sayers.

There is little doubt that the magnetron valve was
the prime factor m the improvements made m radar

during the War, and Randall deserves a very large

share of the credit for this development.
He contributed also to the problem of crystal

detection of centimetre waves.
Randall’s studies of fluorescence and phosphor-

escence were of a high standard, and his careful and

pamstakmg experimental work did much to establish

on a firm basis the theories of semi-conductors

developed by Wilson and others, and especially the

assumptions about the existence of ‘electron traps’.

His work on practicable phosphors has been of

importance in the development of fluorescent lamps,

and of the screens of cathode-ray tubes.

Randall has also made contributions to the X-ray

investigation of the structures of glasses and of

liquids, and he developed satisfactory forms of oxide

cathodes for the fluorescent lamps.

ELECTROMETRIC ANALYSIS

A JOIXT meeting of the Physical Methods Group
of the Society of Public Analysts and other

Analytical Chemists, the Cardiff and District Section

of the Royal Institute of Chemistry and the South

Wales Section of the Society of Chemical Industry

was held at University College, Cathays Park,

Cardiff, on October 11, when three papers were read

on “Electrometric Analysis”.

In discussmg the improvements to pH-measuring
apparatus for use with the glass electrode, Mr. A. D.

Elmsly Lauchlan pointed out that if the glass elec-

trode is to be robust, its resistance will be very high,

and accurate results can only be obtained if the valve

is arranged to have a high grid resistance, such as

10^® ohms, and the lead from the electrode to the

valve is well screened and carefully insulated ;
a

leakage of 10* ohms can produce errors of about

8-9 per cent. The use ofmodern insulating materials,

however, has raised the insulation to such a level as

to make error from this source negligible. Small four-

electrode valves are now used instead of the large

special electrometer types, and an instrument was

shown in which these improvements have been

carried out.

Some manufacturers in the United States have

adopted the electronic detector, the so-called ‘magic

eye% in place of the usual galvanometer ; but possibly

on etecount of its slightly lower sensitivity and the

difficulty in noticing smsdl changes in the shadow at
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the balance point, it has not been used on meters

in Great Britam. The expansion of automatic

recordmg and controlling of pH has been largely due
to such improvements as have been made in manually
operated instruments, rather than to any particular

feature of the recorder itself.

Improvements in the glass electrode due to the use

of pure materials free from aluminium oxide have
enabled theoretical results to be obtained over a wide
range of pH. Such electrodes are thick and strong,

and can be made as small as 2-5 mm. in diameter

;

they are useful for micro-tests and for medical and
dental work.
Further improvements have resulted in the produc-

tion of a glass electrode for use in the alkalme range

up to pH 14 ; the sodium ion error of a 1 solution

at pH 12 is zero with the new electrode, whereas for

the usual type it is about 0 6 pH. The accuracy of

such an electrode was about 0-02 pH. Examples of

various types of glass electrode were shown.
The latest types of electro-titration apparatus are

much neater and smaller than the prototypes, and
here again the galvanometer or the ‘magic eye’ is

employed as the detector of the equivalence point.

The slightly lower sensitivity of the ‘magic eye’ is of

less importance, as much larger potential changes are

encountered. The instruments are battery- or

mains-operated, depending on the detector used, and
there is little to choose between them in a matter of

convenience. Both tjq)es were suitable for all the

usual acid-alkah and potentiometric titrations, and a
demonstration of the latter was given showing the

large deflexion at the equivalence pomt with one drop
of a dilute solution. These mstruments are especially

convenient for the ‘dead stop’ end-point method,
which is rapidly finding new fields.

The applications of the electro-titration apparatus
were discussed more fully by Mr. R. J. Carter, who
dealt with acid-alkali, precipitation and oxidation-

reduction types in general, and with the Karl Fischer

method of determmmg small amounts of water in

some detail. Electrometric methods for acid-alkali

titrations are particularly suitable where feebly

dissociated acids and bases give poor end-points

;

accurate results can nearly always be obtained by
noting the change of sign of the second differential

when the is plotted against the volume of the
reagent used. Titrations can also be carried out m
non-aqueous media made conducting by the addition

of lithium chloride, or by using a mixed solvent such
as benzene and isopropyl alcohol with 1 per cent of

water. The solvent must permit sufficient ionization

of acidic materials of dissociation constants greater

than 10“’ in water.
A method for determiningthe saponification number

of fats and oils, which avoids the need for a blank
titration, was described. Thetitration curve obtained,
after saponifying the oil, by titrating with acid shows
two breaks ; the acid added in the portion between
the two inflexion points on the curve is the amount
required to liberate the free fatty acid, and this is

equivalent to the saponification number of the oil.

A series of graphs giving the types of titration

curves obtained with various non-aqueous solvents

was shown, indicating that by a choice of a suitable

solvent it is easy to distinguish between acids the
pKa (aqueous) values of which are very close

together.

In many potentiometric titrations, particularly

those involving the use of silver, there is a danger
that the liquid from the r^erence cell may leak out

and contaminate the test solution. This difficulty is

neatly overcome by the use of the glass electrode as

reference cell, provided the hydrogen ion activity of

the solution does not change appreciably.
Examples were given of the titration of two ions

m solution in the presence of each other, such as

hydrogen sulphide and thiophenol, by titratmg with
N/10 alcoholic silver nitrate in NjlO alcoholic sodium
acetate, a procedure comparable with the estimation
ofmercaptans in petroleum. Graphs were also shown
of titration curves of the simultaneous determination
of iodide and chloride, and of thiocyanate and
chloride.

The oxidation-reduction titration by ferrous am-
monium sulphate of the nitrate ion, formed by the
decomposition of mtroguanidm© with concentrated
sulphuric acid, and its possible application to the
estimation of mtrourea, were mentioned, together
with the determmation of fluorm© m organic com-
pounds with cerous nitrate, as mteresting extensions
of older methods.

Polarization end-points, discussed in principle in
the third paper, were shown to have applications to
already existmg methods, such as the determination
of dissolved oxygen m water and of ascorbic acid by
means of 2 6 dichlorophenol indophenol. The
method offers greater sensitivity than the starch
indicator and is also capable of high accuracy in
coloured solutions.

Perhaps the most outstanding use to which the
method has been placed is the determination of small
amoimts of water by means of the Karl Fischer
reagent, used for the determmation of moistures.
The material of which the water content is to b©
determmed is mised with a solution of iodine in
pyridm© saturated with sulphur dioxide ; the water
m the sample allows some of the iodm© and sulphur
dioxide to react, and the excess iodine is found by
back titration with methanol contammg a known
quantity of water. The complete removal of the
iodine at the end-point allows the cathode to become
polarized and the galvanometer needle returns to
zero. By the us© of a higher polarizing B.M.r. of 1-2
volts instead of the more usual 15-20 millivolts, it

has been found possible to make a direct titx'ation,

when the end-point is gven by the excess iodm©
depolarizing the cathode and causing the galvano-
meter needle to be deflected.

Prom the amount of literature on the subject, the
method appears to have almost unlimited applications,

such as the estimation of organic radicals, carbonyl
compounds by reaction with hydroxylamine hydro-
chloride, the hydration of salts, and the analysis of
mixtures of primary and secondary amines.

It was a pity that Dr. D. P, Evans’s paper on
polarization end-points could not be given in full,

owing to the lateness ofthe hour, as this subject is well
worth careful study by those interested in improving
©xistmg titrations and also in finding new volumetric
methods. A brief description was presented of
the prmciple of the polarization end-point, which
was first given proper recognition by Foulk and
Bawden in the Unit^ States ; the method is parti-

cularly attractive as the ease of determining the
equivalence point is much greater than with the
potentiometric methods, the attainmait of equili-

brium being almost instantaneous.

When two noble metal electrodes are immersed in
a solution and are connected to a source of e.m.b'.

less than the maximum back developed by the
system, a current will flow for a short time imtfl
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small quantities of oxygen and hydrogen have been
deposited on the anode and cathode. The back
E.M.F. developed then reduces the current to an
extremely small value, so that a galvanometer
connected m series with the electrodes almost imme-
diately shows no dehexion, or at the most only a small

displacement of the needle. The subsequent addition

of a substance capable of depolarizing one of the
electrodes gives rise to a deflexion on the galvano-

meter.
In order to demonstrate the method, a titration of

NI50Q sodium thiosulphate with iodine was shown.
With the electrodes immersed in the solution of
thiosulphate and connected to a source of e.m.f. of
15-20 ^millivolts, the galvanometer showed zero

deflexion since the back e.m.f. of the cell is due to

the polarization of the cathode ; the anode remams
depolarized by the reducmg action ofthe thiosulphate.

The addition of small quantities of lodme causes a
temporary displacement of the galvanometer needle

as the iodme partially depolarizes the cathode ; but
the hydrogen, which has been removed, is quickly
replaced, and the needle returns to zero until an
excess of lodme keeps the cathode depolarized and
reduces the back e m.f., so that the galvanometer
needle is steadily deflected by the current flowmg.
An inversion of the above titration allow's the

current to flow until the thiosulphate removes all the
iodme and allows the back e.m.f. to rise, bringing the
current and therefore the galvanometer needle to

zero ; hence the term ‘dead stop’ end-pomt.
In practice, it is considered better to adopt the

former scheme whereby the electrodes remain
polarized until the equivalence pomt, as there is not
the same danger of over-runnmg the end-point.

When working with dilute solutions such as N/500,
an error can arise due to an insuiflciency of iodide

ions to depolarize the anode, so that the accidental

current passing with the addition of each drop of
iodine added to the thiosulphate results in polariza-

tion of the anode and, therefore, an increase in the
back E.M.F. An excess of iodme must then be added
to reverse the galvanometer deflexion. This error can
amount to 0*16 ml. on 1 ml. of N/^OO iodme ; but
by the simple expedient of adding 5 ml. of 10 per
cent potassium iodide solution, results repeatable to
0*01 ml. of JV'/500 iodine can be obtained, an
accuracy far beyond the capabilities of the starch

indicator.

In the discussion which followed these papers, the
relative merits of the galvanometer and the ‘magic

eye’ as the detector in pH meters were reviewed ; it

was stated that while it was possible to detect

changes of 2-3 millivolts on the ‘magic eye’, the
galvanometer was considered to be rather better as

changes of 1 millivolt could be noted. The mention
of standard half-cells for electro-titrations brought
forward the interesting application of the glass

electrode for such a purpose where changes in pH do
not take place. When such a condition could not
always be obtained, it was possible to have a glass

electrode made specially insensitive to pH changes.

After hearing the papers, it was clear that electro-

metric analysis should not and need not be con-

sidered as a special means to be used when others

fail suitable apparatus and well-tested methods are

new avsiilable, which together can help the analyst to

obtainmwe quickly even more accurate results. The
I»p^ presented at the meeting will be published in

due course in the AnaJ/yat,

A. I>. BiMSEY liATTOHXiAy

VENEREAL DISEASES IN GREAT
BRITAIN

Reliable information about the incidence of
venereal diseases m Britain is still lacking.

This IS particularly the case with gonorrhoea, where
many patients, especially since the sulphonamide

'

era, seek private treatment. Since 1931, when
clinics began to record numbers of ‘new’ syphilis

infections (of less than one year’s duration), it has
been possible to get a fairly accurate idea of the
trend m this disease.

The mcrease m syphilis m the Eirst World War
was offset m the two decades" that followed by the
use of drugs of the arsphenamme series. For gonor-
rhoea there were, until comparatively recently, no
comparable remedies, and the figures for this disease

remamed unchanged between the Wars.
The Second World War brought a marked mcrease

in venereal diseases, but the use of sulphonamides
for gonorrhoea, and, more recently, of penicillin for

both gonorrhoea and syphilis, has kept the situation

from degeneratmg to the state reached m 1918.

The mcidence of early syphilis contracted m Britain

declined by more than 46 per cent between 1931 and
1939, rose sharply then to reach a peak about 194S

and then started to declme slowly. Am mcrease in

1945 suggests the importation of disease from abroad.

The rate per 10,000 of population was ; in 1931,

2-28; 1939,1-21; 1943,2-34; 1944,2-26; 1945,2-60.

So far as can be ascertamed the increase in

gonorrhoea was less than that m syphilis, and reached
its peak in 1942, when it was probably about 86 per

cent higher than in 1939. By 1944 it had declmed to

about 35 per cent higher than m 1939, but this

declme was entirely accounted for by males, the rate

m females actually increasing m 1944.

In 1942 the Government, m co-operation with the

Central Council for Health Education, began a

campaign to combat the spread of venereal diseases.

Radio broadcasts, films, newspaper and magazine
advertisements, posters and pictorial exhibitions

were employed. Surveys suggested that the campaign
was approved and understood by the pubhc.
The mtroduction of Defence Regulation 33B m

1942 was the first departure from the practice of

treatmg venereal disease on an entirely voluntary

basis. The Regulation was aimed at the habitui
spreader of disease and provides that any person

named as a source of i^ection by two or more
patients may be compelled to undergo exammation
by a special practitioner and to receive any necessary

treatment until pronounced “free from venere^
disease in a communicable form”. Only a few thous-

ands of cases have been thus brought imder control,

but even so the effort has been of importance.

There has also been increasing use of social workers

by treatment centres to trace contacts and do follow-

up work.
Since 1939, forty-one new treatment centres have

been opened, and existing centres have held additional

sessions. There was close co-operation between the

civilian and the Forces venereal diseases services^.

Specially qualified general practitioners have been

appointed, especially in rural areas, to treat patients

with venereal diseases, and the increased facilities

ensure, so far as possible, that no patient need travel

more than ten miles for treatment.
James Mabshael

Naitmr&, 151 ,46 (1943).
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

{Meetings marked, loith an astensl * are open to the public)

Monday, December 9
INSTITUTION OF POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS (at Faraday

Bmlding, 9th Floor, South Block, Kmghtnder Street, London, B C.4),

at 5 p m.^
—^Mr C- H. Wright “The Circuit Laboratory in War-time”.

EoYAL Society op Arts (at John Adam Street, Adelphi, London,
IS' C.2), at 5 p m—Capt J C Taylor * “Marine Life-Saving Apph-
ances” (Thomas Gray Lecture)

INSTITUTE OF FUEL (at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
Itorey’s Gate, St James’s Park, London, S W.l), at 6 p.m—^Major
Eenneth Gordon “Progress m the Hydrogenation of Coal and Tar”.
Society of Instrument Technology, Korth-West Section (at

lie College of Technology, Manchester), at 7 15 p m —^Mr. J. O. C.
Tick . “Organisation of an Industrial Instrument Department”.
Chemical Society, Eire Section (in the Department of Chemistry,

University CoUege, Upper Mernon Street, Dublm), at 7 30 p m.

—

Prof. Harold C. Urey. “Isotopes”.

Tuesday, December 10

British Bheologists’ Club (]omt meeting with the Faraday
Society, at the Royal Society of Arts, John Adam Street, Adelphi,
London, W C 2), at 2.30 p m—Mr R L. Brown . “Dilatancy”
Br. E. W. J. Mardles “Thixotropy”
Zoological Society of London (at Regent’s Park, London, H.W.S),

at 5 p m—Scientific Papers
Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, Wl), at

5 15 p m.—Sir Harold Spencer Jones, F R S. “Tiiree Astronomical
Centenanes, 3, The Discovery of the Planet Neptune, 1846”.*
Institution op Electrical Engineers, Radio Section (at Savoy

Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W C.2), at 5.30 p m—Dis-
cussion on “The Design and Performance of Receiving Aerials for
Television” (to be opened by Mr E. C Cook, and to which members
of the Television Society are invited)

Royal Anthropological Institute (at 21 Bedford Square, Lon-
don, W C.l), at 5 30 p.m,—Dr. Tracy Philipps : “The European
Ethnological Composition of Canada”
Illuminating Engineering Society (at the E.L M A. Lightmg

Service Bureau, 2 Savoy Hill, Strand, London, W C 2), at 6 p m.—
A. Cunmngton and Mr. G. W. Golds “Railway Lightmg, some

Lessons from Experience and Views on the Future”.
Chemical Society, Northern Ireland Branch (m the Great

Hall, Queen’s University, Belfast), at 8 p m.—Prof. Harold C. Urey ;

“Isotopes”.

Institute of Physics, Scottish Branch (at the Umversity.
Glasgow),—Prof M L Ohphant, F.R S . “Betatrons”.
Institution of Structural Engineers, Lancashire and

CHESHIRE Branch (at the College of Technology, Manchester) —Mr.
P. R. S Smith and Mr. G. Forrest . “Aluminium Alloys, their Proper-
ties and some of their Applications to Structure”.

Wednesday, December I f

mNOHESTER STATISTICAL SOCIETY (at the Reform Club, Ring
^eet, Manchester), at 5 p m.—Dr W. Hubball “The Cotton Trade’s
war-time Commodity Supplies”.

Royal Society of Arts (at John Adam Street, Adelphi, London,
W.C 2), at 5 p m—^Mr John Gloag . “Planning Research for Industrial
Design”.

Geological Society of London (at Burlington House, Piccadilly,
^ndon, W.l), at 6 30 p.m —Dr. Basil Charles King . “The Textural

of the Gramtes and Invaded Rocks of the Smgo Bathohth
or Uganda and their Petrogenetic Significance”

; Mr. Peter Colley
Sylvester-Bradley : “The Shell Structure and Evolution of the
Mesozoic Ostracod Cypridea”.
Institute of Petroleum (joint meeting with the Institution opFm Engineers, at Manson House, 26 Portland Place, London,

W.1), at 5.30 pm.^—Symposium on “Oil Fires”.
iNSTITUTlpN OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, TRANSMISSION SECTIONW Savoy Plac^ Victoria Embankment, London, W.C-2), at 5 30 p m,R C, Cuffe : “Lightmng Surges on Transmission Lmes in Ire-

Mancheotr Literary and Philosophical Society (in the
ReyimlM HaU, CoUege of Technology, Manchester), at 5 30 p m.

—

Mr. F Ian G. Rawlins : “Natural Philosophy and the Fine Arts” *

Royal Aeronautical Society (at the Institution of Civil Engineers,
London, S.W.l), at 6 p m—Mr. S P. Woodley :

‘Thotoloftmg”.

INSTITOTE of Fuel, North-Western Section (at the Enpneers’
Wub, Albert Square, Manchester), at 6.30 p m—^Films “Steam”
(Babcock and Wilcox)

; “Steam” and ‘‘Furnace Practice” (Ministry
of Fuel and Power).
Institution of Civil Engineers, North-Western Association

T Club, Albert Square, Manchester), at 6.30 p.m.—-Mr.
J. M. Wishart : The Development of Sewage Punflcation l^ocesses”*
Royal iNsrouTE of Chemistry, Newcastle-upon-Tyne SectionW tlie <^emistry Lecture Theatre, King’s College, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne), at 6.30 p.m.—Mr. R. Belcher and Dr. C L. Wilson • “Methods
^d Apparatus in Inorgamc Microchemistry”, including a demonstca-
Mon of methods and an e:dubitdon of apparatus.
Society op Chemical Industry, Niwition Panel (it the

^mical &^ety, Burhngton House, l^c^dUly, London, W.ix at^ p.m-—Mr. D, P. Hopk^ : “fepUDseis, Manur®^ and Nhirtmon”
Members of the Agriculture and Food Qroups are Mvit^).

Society of Dyers and Colourists, Midlands Section (at the
Loughborough Hotel, Loughborough), at 7 p m.—Symposium on
“U S A. and Canada”.

Thursday, December \1

Society of Dairy Technology, Midland Section (at the North
Stafford Hotel, Stoke-on-Trent), at 2 pm^—Mr. H. B. Hawley
“Aspects of Creamery Hygiene and Process Control”

Imperial Institute, Mineral Resources Department (in the
Cinema HaU, Imperial Institute, South Kensington, London, S,W.7),
at 3 p m.—Mr. L J. D Fernando * “The Geology and Mmeral
Resources of Ceylon” (Recent Progress in Geological Investigation
and Mmeral Developments in the Colonies, 6).*

Institute op Fuel, East Midland Section (at the Gas Demonstra-
tion Theatre, Nottingham), at 3 p m.—Dr C C Hall “Oil from Coal
by the Fischer - Tropsch Process in Germany”.
LiNNEAN Society of London (at Burlington House, Piccadilly

»

London, W 1), at 5 p.m—Scientific Papers.

Royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, Wl), at
5 15 p m.—^Dr Kathleen Lonsdale, F R S . “What Chemistry Owes
to X-Rays, 2, Organic and Biological Chemistry”.*

Institution of Electrical Engineers, installations Section
(at Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C 2), at 5 30 p m—Dr, G E Haefely : “Growmg Importance of Plastics in the Elec-
trical Industry”.

Institute of Fuel (at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
Storey’s Gate, St James’s Park, London, S W 1), at 6 p.m—-Mr
Kenneth Gordon . “Progress m the Hydrogenation of Coal and Tar”
Institute of Physics, Manchester and district Branch (joint

meetmg wuth the Illuminating Engineering Society, m the
Reynolds Hall, CoUege of Technology, Manchester), at 6.30 pm—
Dr. J. H Shaxby • “Colour and the Eye”
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Graduates’ Section

(at Storey’s Gate, St James’s Park, London, S W 1), at 6 30 p.m—
Mr Z M Rogowsky : “Mechanical Principles of the Screw" Extrusion
Machme”
Women’s Engineering Society (in Room 4, Gas Industry House,

1 Grosvenor Place, London, S W.l), at 6 30 p.m—Exhibition of Tech-
nical Films . “Engmeering m War and Peace”, “The Mosquito”,
“Kelvm, Master of Measurement”.
Women’s Engineering Society, Manchester Branch (at the

Engineers’ Club, Albert Square, Manchester 2), at 6.30 pm.—^Miss
A. G. Shaw : “Motion Study”.
Chemical Society (m the Chemistry Department, The University,

Mandiester), at 7 p m—Scientific Papers,

Royal Photographic Society (j'oint meeting of the SciENTma
AND Technical Group and the Colour Group, at 16 Princes’ Gate,
London, S.W 7). at 7 p m—^Mr R G Horner * “Requirements of
Reproduction” (“How it Works in Colour Photography”, 2).

Pharmaceutical Society (at 17 Bloomsbury Square, London,W C 1), at 7 p.m.—Dr. T. E Wallis • “A Study of Pollen”.

Royal Institute of Chemistry, Tee-side Section (joint meeting
with the Newcastle Section of the Society of Chemical Industry,
at Norton HaU, Norton, Stockton-on-Tees), at 7.15 p.m—Dr. M. P
Applehey “The Changmg Relation of Science and Industry”.

Society of Dyers and Colourists, West riding Section (at
the Great Northern Victoria Hotel, Bradford), at 7 15 p.m.—^Dr.

C. S. Whewell “Further Developments in Scouring”
Pharmaceutical Society, Manchester, Salford and District

Branch (jomt meetmg with the Guild of Public Pharmacists, in
the Lecture Theatre, St. Mary’s Hospital, Manchester), at 7 45 p.m,

—

Mr. R. G. HeppeU : “Radium in the Treatment of Cancer”.

Friday, December 13

Oil and Colour Chemists’ Association, Manchester Section
(at the Engineers’ Club, Albert Square, Manchester), at 2 p.m.

—

F. Fancutt and Dr. J. C Hudson : “The Protection of Ships’ Bottoms,
and the Formulation of Anti-Oorrosive Compositions”.

Royal Astronomical Society (at Burhngton House, Piccadilly,
London, W.l), at 4.30 p.m—^Mr. J. P. M. Prentice “Visual Observa-
tion of the Giacobinids, 1946”

; Dr. A. C. B LoveU, Mr. 0. J. Banwell
and Mr. J. A. Clegg “Radio-echo Observation of the Giacobinids,
1946”

; Mr. J S. Hey, Mr. S. J. Parsons and Mr. G. S. Stewart

.

“Radar Observations of the Giacohinid Meteor Shower, 1946” ; Prof.
S. Chapman, F.R S * “Electromagnetic Forces in Solar Prominences”
(discussion)

,
Prof. T, G. Cowlmg : “Alfv^n’s Theory of Sunspots”.

Chemical Engineering Group (at the Geological Society Burling-
ton House, Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 5.30 p.m.—Mr. D. Allan

.

“A Survey of Fat Splitting”.

Institute op Fuel, South Wales Section (at the Engineers’
Institute, Cardiff), at 5.30 p m.—Dr. J. H. Griffiths “Cleaning South
Wales SmaU Coal”.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Measurements Section
(at Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C.2), at 5.30 p m—^Mr R. S J. Spilshury and Mr. A. Felton : “A MiUisecond Chxono-
scope” ; Mr. A. Iputterworth “A Smasitive Recordmg Magneto-
meter”.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (at Storey’s Gate, St.

James’s Park, London, S.W.l), at 6 $0 p m.—Mr. S. J. Wright
“Mechamcal Engmeering and Agriculture” (Blrst Agriculture Lecture),

North-East Coast Institution op Engineers and Shipbuilders
(at the Literary and Philosophical Somety, Newcastle-upon-Tyne),
at 6 p m.—Sir Alfred Bgerton, F.R.8. : “Combustion of Fuels”
(Andrew Laing Lecture).

Institute of Eoonomio Engineering, London region (At Oow-
dray KaH, Hennetta Place, London, W.1), at 7 p.m.

—

Mi, I,, R. Kell

.

“Lmusriial Heating”,
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Paper Makers’ association- (Technical Section), Northern

Division (at the Engineers’ Club, Manchester), at 7 p m— Edwin
Davis ' “Non-Eeirous Metals m the Paper Industry”.

royal Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at
9pm—L)i C li Haimgton, E.li S “The Body’s Chemical Mech-
anisms of Defence”

Saturday, December 14

North-Bast coast Institution op Engineers and Shipbuilders,
Student Section (at Bolbec Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tvne i), at

6.45 p m —Mr. Robert Hmchliffe “50 Years of Progress in Pro-
pulsive Bfliciency”.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
applications are invited for the foUovmg appointments on or

before the dates mentioned
Lecturer in biology (with subsidiary Chemistry) at the Technical

College and School of Art—The Chief Education Officer, Shire Hall,

Cambridge (December 34).

TEACHER OP Mechanical Engineering Subjects in the part-time

Day and Evening Classes and the Secondary Technical School ol Engin-
eering—The Principal, Hendon Technical College, The Burroughs,
Hendon, London, N W4 (December 14).

Senior Scientific Officer or Scientific Officer for work on
general infomiation, preparation of reports, etc

,
a Senior Scientific

Officer or Scientific Officer for statistical work on problems con-
nected with the carbonization of coal m coke ovens and general
investigations, a Scientific Officer or Experimental Officer for

work at the Midland Coke Research Station, Sheffield, and Laboratory
Assistants, Grades II and I, for woik at the Midland Coke Research
Station, Sheffield, with experience in the Coke Oven liidustr\^—The
Secretary, British Coke Reseaich Association, 11-12 Pall Mall, London,
5 W 1 (December lb)
Senior Experimental Officers (9) at the Building Research

Station of tho Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

—

The Secretary, Civil Service Commission, 6 Burlington Gardens,
London, W.l, quoting No. 170S (December 19)
Senior Principal Scientific Officer, and Principal Scientific

Officers or Senior Scientific Officers (2), in the Road Research
Laboratory of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research

—

The Secretary, Civil Service Commission, 6 Burlington Gardens,
London, W 1, quoting No 1702 (December 19).

PRINCIPAL Scientific Officers (2), principal Scientific Officers
or Senior SciBNTiifio Officers (2), and Senior Scientific Officers

(4), at the Building Research Station of the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research—The Secretary, Civil Service Commission,
6 Burlington Gardens, London, W.l, quoting No. 1701 (December 19)

Senior Principal Soibijtifio Officer to take cliarge of the Physics
Section of the I'Mol Research Station of the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research—The Secretary. Civil Service Commission,
6 Burlington Gardens, London, W.l, quoting No 1700 (December 19).

physical Chemists as Principal Scientific Officers in the Chemical
Research Laboratory of the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research—The Secretary, Civil Service Commission, 0 Burlington
Gardens, London, W.l, quoting No. 1701 (December 19).

PRINCIPAL Lecturers, Senior Lecturers and LEOTtmERs (perm-
anent and temporary) in metallurgy, heat engines, machines, mechanics
and materials, at the Military College of Science, Slirivenham, Swindon
—The Secretary, Civil Service Commisaion, 6 Burlington Gardens,
London, W.l, quoting No. 1698 (December 20)

Psychiatrist, experienced and fully qualified (with good practical

experience of the treatment of children)—The Hon. Medical Director,

Belfast Child Guidance Clinic, Belfast Hospital for Sick Children,

Belfast (December 2(3).

Chief Metallurgist by the Ministry of Supply to take charge of
the chemical, metallurgical and testing laboratories of the Royal
Ordnance Factory, Woolwich—^The Ministry of Labour and National

,
Service, Technical and Scientific Register, Room 572, York House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2, quoting No. F.1257A (December 23).

Lecturer in organic Chemistry—The Principal, Brighton
Technical College, Brighton 7 (December 28).

REGIONAL directors of Extension Work (2)—Tho Secretary,

Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture, 13 George
Square, Edinburgh 8 (December 31)
Curator of the City Museums—The Town Clerk, Room 57, Civic

Hall Leeds l, endorsed ‘Curator of the City Museums’ (December 31),

Senior Leoturbr in Educational Psychology at the Brighton
Training College for Women—The Education Oflffeer, 64 Old Sterne,

Brighton (December 31 ).

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER—^The Deputy Director, Scottish Seaweed
Research Association, West Mains Road, Edinburgh 9 (January 1)

LECTURER IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING—^The Acting Clerk to the
Governors, South-West Essex Technical College and School of Art,

Forest Road, Walthamstow, London, E.17.
CHEMIST with a view to being trained for spectrographlc analysis

—

The Secietary, Edinburgh and Bast of Scotland College of Agriculture,

13 George Square, Edinburgh 8.

ASSISTANT LECTURER IN PHARMACOLOGY—The Dean, Guy*s Hospital
Medical School, London Bridge, London, S E.l.

CHEMIST, and a Technical assistant, in the Department of

Chemical Pathology—The Secretary, Westminster Hospital Medical
Sdhool, 17 Horseferry Road, London, S.W.l
analyst familiar with modem methods of organic quantitailve

rffiteewmatysis—The Administrative Officer, National Institute for

Medlqat Bwearch, Hampstead, London, N.W-3.
(3, male) in the labomtories of the Plant and Animal

l^odlucfe Demrtment—^The Estabhahment Officer, Imperial Institute,
Sohii London, S W.7.

WGRKERS to Investigate problems concerning the relation-

mi^ m fqolwmi to health—The Diretfixir of Research, RriHsh Boot,
Shoe and Anted Tradte Research Association, 30-36 Thomgate Siareet,

Xettefeg. ' '

Research Assistant in Zoology—Prof A D Peacock, University

College, Dundee
-r.

Research Officers (a Physicist, a Physical Chemist and &

Chemist), an Assistant research Officer, and Laboratory
Assistants—The Director, British Papei and Board Industry" Research

Association, St Wimfred’s Laboratories, ITelcomes Road, Kenley,

Surrev.
Graduate Assistant in the Mechanical Engineering DEp.iET-'

MENT w ith special qualifications in Thermodynamics—-The Principal,

Enth Technical College, Enth Road, Belvedere, Kent
Lecturers in the Department of Mechanical Engineering—'

The Pnncipal, Borough Polytechnic, Borough Road, London, S E

1

Senior Lecturer in Physics—The Principal, Sir John Cass

Technical Institute, Jewry Street, London, E.C 3

Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering m the Hams Institute—

The Principal, Technical College, Corporation Street, Preston.

REPORTS and other PUBLICATIONS;
(not included in the monthly Books Supplement)

Great Britain and Ireland [
ft

Society for the Protection of Science and Learning Fifth Report,
f

1946. Pp 20 (Cambiidge Westminster College, 1940.) [116
;

Freshwater Biological Association of the British Empire. Scientafle *

Publication No 11 . Freshwater Biology and Water Supply m Britain.
J

By Dr W H Pearsall, A C Gardiner and Dr. F Greenshields Pp, ’

90 (Ambleside ’ Freshwater Biological Association of the Bntilh

Empire, 1946.) 4s [116
1

Journal of the British Grassland Society. Edited bv H I Moore.
;

Vol 1
,
No. 1, March Pp 88 (Aberystwyth British Grassland Society,

Agricultmal Research Building, 1946 ) Subscription to Nos 1-2,

10s [116

Space, Time and Race or the Age of Man m America By Br.
jREG Armattoe. Pp 16. (Londonderry . Lomeshie Research I

Centre, 1946 ) Is M. [116 I

Science and Human W^elfare The Proceedings of a Conference held
|

in London 15th~17th February 194(5, and sponsored by the Association
|

of Scientific Workers, supported bv the British Association of Chemists,
|

the Institution of Professional Civil Servants, the Association of !

University Teachers, the Physical Society, the Nutrition Society,
j

the Institution of Electronics. Pp. 72. (London : Temple Fortune |

Press, 1946 ) 2s. M. [126
j

Other Countries •
*

Smithsonian Institution United States National Museum Bulletin I

188 • The Fresh-water Fishes of Siam, or Thailand. By Hugh M,
\

Smith. Pp. xi -}- 622 4- 9 plates. 1 50 dollars. Bulletin 189 A
i

Descriptive Catalog of the Shore Fishes of Peru By Samuel P. .

Hildebrand. Pp. xi -1- 530. 1.25 dollars. (Washington, D C • Gov^-
ment Printing Office, 1945-194(5

) , - x-u I

Occult Chemistry Investigations : a Record of the Exa^nation
j

bv Clairvoyant Magnification Into the Structure of 99 Chenaical

Elements and Compounds By Annie Besant and C. W. Leadbetter.
j

Edited by 0. Jinarajadasa. Pp. 20. (Adyar, Madras : Theoaophical

Publishing House, 1940.) 8 annas. _ ^ ^ I

Nigeria * Development Branch, Fisheries Annual Report, 1945.
|

Pp. 4 (Lagos . Government Printer ;
London . Crown Agents for

the Colonies, 1940.) 3d.
, - « ^ t

Commonwealth of Australia * Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research. Bulletin No 101 Studies of the Physiology andToxicology

of Blowflies 10, A Histochemical Examination of the Dmtnbuuoa

of Copper m Lucilia cupnna 1 1 ,
A (Juantitative Investigation of me

;

Copper Content of Lucilia cupnna By D. F Waterhouse. Pp. 39 +1 i

plate. (Melbourne • Government Pnnter, 1945 ) , [J® }

Publications of the Dominion Observatorv, Ottawa vol. lo.

Bibliography of Seismology. No. 18; Items 5935-6046, July to l^cem-

ber 1945. By Ernest A Hodgson. Pp. 292-316 (Ottawa : Kmgs
Printer, 1946.) 25 cents. ^ . x . , tv

Northern Rhodesia. Advisory Committee on Industrial Develop-

ment, First Report. Pp. 27. (Lusaka ; Government Printer, 1946.)

Is
Panstwowa Rady Ochrony Przyrody. Nr. 56 - Pamiptmk XIX

ziazdu Panstwowej Rady Ochrony Przyrody odbytego w l^akow
21 i 22 wrzesnia 1945 r. Pp. 128. 50 zl. Chronmy Przpode Ojezyste

(Protection of Nature in PolandJ Rok 1» Nr* 2-3 ^.88. 25 zu

Rok 2, Nr. 1-2. Pp. 64. 25 zl. (Krakow . Panstwowa Rada Ochrog

Przyrody, 1945-1946.) t, , vx it*- i

Spisy vydAvan^ PHrodovSdeckou Fakiiltou Masarykoyy Univ®-

sity (Pubheations de la Faculty des Sciences de 1 Uni’^rsi^ Masam)^

CIS. 272: Tragacanthae novae Scrmsit (> Siraaey 8. CB.m .

Sur les espaces (C) et sur les prpduits Gart^siens (f ) (0 /-pr^torech

a kartokVeh £-80iiCmech.) Par Josef NovAk. Pp. 28 9^8*

RacionAlni zborcen’a plocha atupnfe Sest^ho, I (Erne rationale Regei-

fiache sechsten Grades ) Napsal Frantigek Furle. Pp. 23 . Cis. 275.

Teone grupoidu, CAst prvnl (Grapoidentbeone, Teil 1.) Naps^O.
BonivkL Pp. 17. Cis 276 PakomAfi (Chironomidae) z l^ivych

nramenu Stfednl Evropv (Chironomids Inliabiting the Mineral Spni^
ofMiddleEurope.) Napsal Jan Zavfel. Pp. 15. 277 : Eneigeto

torsnlch kyvadel (iStude des oscillations non amorties d un

de pendules de torsion couples ) Napsal Josef Zahradnicek. PP* ip*

(Brno : A. PlSa, 1939-1946.) „

^

Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture. Report of the Gpvemng
Body; the Pnncipal’s Report for 1945, and the Accounts for^ Y«
ended August Slst, 1945. Pp. 32. (Trinidad and London: Imp^l
College of Tropical Agnculture, 1946.) .,* 1. .

Siffithsoman Institution . Institute of Social Antopology. Pubha-

Hon No. 2 : CherAn, a Sierra Tarascan "VilUge. By Ralph I^B»«-
Pp. X + 225 -f 8 plates. (Washington, D-0. : Government PitaW
Office 1946.)
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LAND UTILIZATION AND SERVICE
TRAINING IN GREAT BRITAIN

WHEIST “The Threat to the Peak” was published

by the Council for the Preservation of Pural
England in 1931, it was the disfigurement of the

landscape by incongruous and ribbon building, by
highway development and to a lesser extent by
electricity, water, or industrial undertakings that

the Coimcil was chiefly concerned to avert. There
can be no doubt as to the value of the work of the

Council m educating public opinion in this matter m
the Peak district and elsewhere. Wliile it may be

true, as Dr. C. M. Trevelyan has obser\’‘ed, that out-

rages cheerfully perpetrated twenty years ago would
be impossible at the present time, the tlueat to the

natural beauty of Britain is at present much more
widespread and serious to-day. Observations on

landscape preservation m the Dower Report indicate

the wide range of threats to some of our areas of

great natural beauty, and the urgent need for

legislation. Although ribbon building is officially

frowned upon, dilatoriness in dealing with the plan-

nmg of land use and the problem of compensation

and betterment are encouraging the further extension

of suburban sprawd Even the London County
Council had to be restrained by the Minister of Town
and Country Planning from violating the Aber-

crombie plan by breaking into the green bolt at

Chessmgton with a large housing estate, and the

House of Lords rejected the Leicester Corporation’s

proposals for a reservoir m the Manifold valley.

The unilateral and imco-ordinated plans of local

authorities, as in the Eimerdale proposals of the

Whitehaven Corporation and tJie apparent intention

of the Cumberland County Council to dam Mosodale,

constitute a growmg menace m the absence of any
eflective authority to implement the proposals of the

Dower Report regarding national parks. Like those

of the earlier reports of the Coastal Preservation

Committee and of the Geological Sub-Committee of

the ISTature Reserves Investigation Committee, the

recommendations of that Committee still await action

in spite of the urgency which was attached to them
even in 1942. In spite of the Chancelloi of the

Exchequer’s allocation of fifty millions as a national

land fund to enable and to encourage the acquisition

by the State of land which would otherwise be sold

for commercial development, the tlireat to our enj'oy-

ment of the hills, the moors, the woodlands, and the

cliffs of which he spoke so eloquently has grown
much more sinister since April.

The most serious feature of the present situation

is that, in the mam, it comes from the very Depart-

ments of State which might be expected to take a

wide Tdew of the public interest. The Board of Trade,

for example, has also been concerned in the Ennerdale

proposals, and the action of the Minister of Fuel and
Power at Wentworth-Woodhouse is sadly at issue

with the Chancellor’s words, as well as an illustration

of the absence of satisfactory arrangements for

co-ordination among departments concerned with the

use of land. The Standing Committee on Kationai
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Parks for England and Wales expressed last year its

concern at some of the provisions of the Requisitioned

Land and War Works Bill, and it now appears that

there is an even graver tlii'eat in the proposals of the

Service Departments to acquire fresh land for per-

manent training grounds.

There has already been justifiable concern in the

secrecy with -which the Service Departments have
hitherto shrouded their plans for the disposal of land

acquired m war-time for training purposes, and a
request was made in the House of Lords on July 4

for a comprehensive statement showing all the areas

from which it is proposed to exclude the public.

That statement has never been made, and in the

debate on the Address to the Tlirone m the House
of Commons on November 15, Mr. Hollis pressed for

a public inquiry in view of the new lands which it

now appears the Army is proposing to acquire. Mr.
Hollis asked for a statement as to the general

principle of acquisition of land for Service Depart-
ments and the principle upon which the competmg
claims of the different Departments of State are

bemg settled.

The Prime Minister, in reply, made a somewhat
obscure statement which Mr. Hollis, with his assent,

mterpreted to mean that there will in future be a
public inquiry whenever the Services give notice of
their intention to acquire land (whether common
land or not) under the Defence Act of 1842. That
is reassuring so far as it goes, but it appears that the

first seven cases—Dartmoor, Braunton Burrows,
Ashdown Forest, Purbeck, Martindale, Castle Martin,

and Harlech Morfa—are to be decided by the Cabinet
after private hearings of objections before Mr.
Silkin’s Inter-Departmental Committee. On this

question the subsequent debate in the House of
Lords on November 21 was most disturbing ; it did

nothing to allay the anxiety aroused by the detailed

statement of the Council for the Preservation of
Rural England on questions arising out of the pro-

posals for the retention by Service Departments of

large areas of land for training purposes m Surrey,

which are now being considered by that Inter-

Departmental Committee.
TTiese particular lands include commons long ago

acquired by the War Department, to which the

public has limited access, and others which of recent

years have been acquired for war purposes or used
under lease or licence, but which still remain in local

ownership or in that of the National Trust. The
main conclusion reached by the Council is that,

although there is little prospect of the War Office

relinquishing any of the main areas of common
which it already possesses, the suggested acquisition

of other commons of exceptional beauty and value
to the civilian population represents a new invasion

of umpoilt country which must arouse the strongest

opposition. Their proximity to areas of dense
population renders the Surrey commons unsuited for

I^ermanent military activity, and in view of their

quahty, their surface and environment
should he protected.

The Hiouso of Lords debate shows how heavy is the
tesk v^hi<% fells on tho individuals and private
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societies on whom Great Britain relies to preserve

what is left of its scenic heritage, its natural play-

grounds, potential natui’e reserves, and ancient

monuments from sequestration and irreparable

damage. It was never the nation’s intention that

the land yielded to the Services in the emergency
should be theirs for evermore ; and apart from the

ease with which it was acquired dming war-time,

even when, as at Purbeck, definite pledges were given

for its return, these, as Lord Cranborn© pointed out,

are now being evaded Moreover, if the land was in

future acquired under the Requisitioned Land and
War Works Act, 1945, instead of under the Defence

Act of 1842, it would be easier to bring the matter

under the control of Parliament The 1945 Act gives

the right of hearing before the War Works Com-
mission to anyone interested in the land, to vol-untary

societies concerned with preserving the countryside,

scientific societies, or local planning authorities
; if

the Commission reports adversely on the Mmister’s

proposal, he must either drop the proposal or report

on it to Parliament, either House of which can pass

a resolution objecting to his wish to over-ride the

Commission. If such a resolution is passed the

Minister’s proposal lapses, and Lord Cranborn© con-

tended that this procedure is preferable ; though it

has been suggested that, for the time being, sufficient

safeguard in the alternative procedure might be

secured by a circular to lords-lieutenants directing

them to consult the county council, the agricultural

executive committee, the Council for the Preservation

of Rural England (Scotland or Wales) and the

National Trust before they give the certificate

required under the 1842 Act.

Lord Cranbome spoke with justifiable force and

indignation of the inclusion of Maiden Castle in a

new area in Dorset scheduled by the War Office; and

the growing list including the 15,000 acres at Torver,

near Coniston, the Prescelly Hills in Pembrokeshire,

Coquetdale, the Eppynt district of Brecon, the firing

ranges on the Northumberland coast near Lmdis-

fame, Cader Idris, and the continued occupation of

the estuary of the Taw and Torridge for amphibious

operations, should suffice to warn any scientific

worker interested in the proposals for nature reserves

of any type of the need for conceited action. It was

recognized in the report on National Parks m Eng-

land and Wales that, in spite of the valuable prolego-

mena provided by the reports of the Nature Reserve

Investigation Committee, the British Ecological

Society and other bodies, we have made as yet little

progress towards determming a national policy for

the conservation of wild life. It would be rash indeed

to attempt to force a premature decision on the

proper SQop© and teclinique of protective and con-

trolling action; but in the meantime it is imperative

that men of science should join forces with other

bodies in the attempt to stem the present demand

for land of the Services.

One such area which has been recognized for more

than a generation as of the highest importance among

those requiring protection because of its scientific

interest is Braunton Burrows. The value of tins

locality is indicated in a not© in Nature of November
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30, and it is on© winch last year was reconnnonded

by the Natui'© Reserves Investigation Committee to

the Muiistry of Town and Coimtry Planning among
the twenty-SIX sites of highest priority. It can con-

fidently be predicted that the area will be included

in any list drawn up by the Ministry’s Special Com-
mittee which IS now sitting. The Council of the

Zoological Society has already expressed anxiety at

the proposal to us© this area as a training ground
for combined operations, and the Wild Plant Con-
servation Board is also concerned that adequate
precautions should be taken to safeguard the rare

species of plants found there. Moreover, like many
other threatened areas, Braunton Burrows is margmal
land, and as has been pomted out by Mr. W. G. V.
Balchin, of King’s College, University of London,
would rapidly suffer under intensive training con-

ditions with destruction of the vegetative cover,

disturbance or destinction of the biological balance

and little chance of recovery.

Geologists will note how many of the forty-seven

areas recommended as geological reserves fall within

the areas at present threatened, and naturalists will

equally note that while the Dower Report scheduled
only four coastal areas as pre-eminently worthy of
being reserved for enjoyment as national parks,

claims on every one ofthese areas have been advanced
by the War Office. Criticism of such proposals and
of the way in which the projected sites for national

parks are being permanently earmarked for military

purposes was very vigorous in the House of Lords
but was virtually ignored or brushed aside by Lord
Pakenham, who admitted that the War Office had
already submitted a detailed schedule of its require-

ments of land for training purposes comprising 225
areas. There can be little hope that the areas desir-

able for nature reserves will be secured for that
purpose unless scientific men primarily concerned
jom forces With fellow citizens who, from the point
of view of amenities, national parks, or other con-

siderations are concerned to resist an outbreak of
land ‘grabbing’ on a scale not seen since the time of
the Enclosure Acts.

^The time is indeed short, for the Prime Minister is

understood to have requested the Inter-Departmental
Committee to submit its report to him by December
15. Meanwhile, the fact that on November 27 the
Secretary of State for War disclosed that the Services

are at present occupying 1,100,000 acres and that
they have now rights over a further 1,500,000 acres

under Defence Regulation No. 52, of which 750,000
acres are at present being cleared of unexploded
missiles for release, may indicate that the Govern-
ment has at last seen the ‘red light’, and that the whole
xnatter will be reconsidered at somethmg approaching
Cabinet level if not in public. It is the manner in
which the proceedings have been taken, as much as
the tracts of land themselves, which has been
responsible for the general indignation, and there
have been good reasons for doubting whether the
Minister of Town and Country Planning, nominally
in control of all land use, had anything like the
standing required to uphold the public’s case against
pressure from the senior Service ministers.

Public protest has never been blmd to the fact

that it is necessary for the Services to find training

areas much more considerable in scale than beTor©

the War, or that to a considerable extent such training

areas may have to be found m Great Britain. Ad-
mittedly it will not be easy to find, in the limited area

of Britain, tracts ofland the seizure ofwhich would not

call forth angry protests. What is challenged is rather

whether the demands now presented represent a

reasonably economical use of land, and whether any
real attempt has been or is bemg made to adjudicate

between conflictmg claims in accordance with clearly

defined and generally accepted principles.

The belief that the Services are being allowed to

be judges in their own cause is encouraged by the

secrecy in which their claims to land are advanced.

It is understood that the 225 areas mentioned by
Lord Pakenham represent more than half a million

acres, as against a quarter of a million held in 1938.

Much of this, to judge from the areas so far disclosed,

IS common land, not normally smtable for cultivation,

and its acquisition is unlikely to disturb food pro-

duction ; but criticism in the House of Lords regarding

the siting of aerodromes does not suggest that the

Services are likely toshowmuch regard for agricultural

considerations. Moreover, Mr. Bellenger’s statement in

the House of Commons on November 27 was not the

comprehensive statement demanded in July, and he

did not mdicate whether figures he gave represent

the full demands of the Services, or whether a series

of fresh demands is to be presented in a manner
which makes it difficult or impossible for either

Parliament or the public to judge the validity of the

claims.

Other questions besides that of how much land the

Services need in all are evaded. Has the possibility

of using Salisbury Plain, for example, as a training

ground, and moving the artillery ranges to moorland
areas m the remoter parts of Scotland, been con-

sidered ? How much training of recruits and regulars

could be carried out in the Dominions overseas ?

What would be the extra cost of using less-con-

venient but adequate sites outside the national park
areas ?

Such questions as these, demanding facts and
figures and not the assertions with which Lord
Pakenham evaded the issue in the House of Lords,

might well be addressed to a Select Committee if not

to a Royal Commission, and the fat© ofany particular

area should not be sealed before informed and im-

biased answers are given. It should indeed be a duty
of the Minister of Defence to see that the claims on
land of Service Departments are rigorously scrutinized

and co-ordinated before they are presented to an
inter-departmental committee at all, and that when
presented they are supported not by assertions but

by reasoned statement and evidence that all reason-

able alternatives have been examined. “Govern-
ment,” wrote Burke, “is a contrivance of human
wisdom to provide for human wants,” and it is

necessary to balance differing needs against on©
another when all caomot be met. But there can be
no acceptable decision which does not involve the

recogmtion by all concerned—^by the Se^C©^ no l©ii
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than by other interests, whether scientific, agricul-

tural or amenity—that Great Britain is a small island,

and land is a precious commodity, second only to

man-power in its scarcity, and demanding equally the

utmost judgment and econoniy in its use.

It IS probably still too early to assess how great

and irreparable is the damage already caused to flora

and fauna, apart from amenities, m those 750,000

acres which the Services are preparmg to release.

That some of the damage was avoidable and some
even wanton is imdeniable. Too much has been lost

already for the danger to some of our first potential

nature reserves—breedmg places of rare birds,

migrants and insects—involved in some of the latest

proposals to be disregarded lightly, and on that

ground alone scientific men should seek every oppor-

tunity of making their protest heard in company
with those made on other grounds. It is, however, on
the ground of spiritual values, on which the present

Master of Trinity based his appeal for national parks,

that the final objection must rest. If, as Dr.

Trevelyan said, natural beauty stands by the side of

religion, of science, of poetry and art, not as a rival

but as the common inspirer and nourisher of them
all, and with a secret of her own, a nation which
fails fairly to take account of such.values in determ-

ining its national policy will assuredly find that

neither guns nor butter can repair the atrophy of the

spiritual power of the people.

.GALL MIDGES AND AGRICULTURE
Gall Midges of Economic Importz^nce
By Dr. H. F. Barnes. (Agricultural and Horticultural
Handbooks.) Vol. 1 : Gall Midges of Boot and
Vegetable Crops. Pp. 104+10 plates. 12^. 6d. net.

VoL 2 : GaU Midges of Fodder Crops. Pp. 160+4
plates. 15s. net. (London : Crosby Lockwood and
Son, Ltd., 1946.)

The gall midges or Cecidomyidse are a family of
rather primitive, structurally degenerate Diptera,

of very small or minute size. They derive their name
from the fact that the majority of species during
their larval stages are plant-feeders which induce in

their hosts the malformations termed gaUs or cecidia.

But the family containsmanymore generalized species
which live on fungi or in decaying plant material

;

and a few are carnivorous, preying upon scale insects,

mites, white-flies, other ^all midges and the like,

letting the blood of their victims so neatly that an
aphid may be bled to death without perceiving the
attack.

Among the gall midges are many that attack
cultivate crops, often causing serious losses. Perhaps
the best known of these is the Hessian fly which,
according to tradition, was introduced mto j4merica
in straw bedding used by the Hessian troops during
^e Bevolutionary War. Though not a common

of serious trouble in Great Britain, the Hessian
is often responsible for much damage to wheat

i^nflae United Statesand elsewhere, andattempts
are bj^iing made to produce varieties of wheat that
aife© rei^^i^£Uife to it. In the British Isles perhaps the
W©db nfidge, the pear midge, the clover seed midge
and the cl%etothemum mid^ are the most harmful
r^r^ntatre^

,

’

In spite of their biological interest and economic
importance, the gaU nudges as a group have scarcely

received from entomologists the attention they
deserve—although a few of the injurious species have
been mtensively studied. Much ofthe literature about
them is difficult of access, and although there are

monographs describing and elassifymg the species of

gall midges, a reference book contammg the bio-

logical and economic information available about
them has been lacking.

Dr. H. F. Barnes has set himself the task of writmg
a comprehensive account of all those species of gaU
midges, throughout the world, that are of economic
interest either as pests of crops or as beneficial msects.

He is well qualified for this task ; for not only is he a

taxonomist of international repute on this group of

insects, but also his researches during the past twenty
years have added greatly to our knowledge of their

biology, their economic importance and the factors

which determine the fluctuations m their numbers,
the host -plant range of phytophagous species, the

choice of prey among the predators—all problems of

general biological mterest.

The entire work will comprise an imspecified num-
ber of volumes, each complete m itself, dealmg in

turn with the gall midges of the various groups of

crops. The first two volumes, dealmg respectively

with the midges of root and vegetable crops and the

midges of fodder crops, clovers and grasses, have
now been published. The midges are dealt with under
the plants they attack, arranged alphabetically. The
author is acutely aware of the pitfalls and difficulties

that beset the path of the taxonomist of this group
of little flies. He deprecates any attempt by the

amateur to identify the species independently of their

host plant and of the type of damage they produce,

for “experience has shown that it is frequently more
or less useless, and usually most imwise, to attempt
to identify a species from keys unless biological data

are available in addition”. To emphasize this, the

briefest possible description of each species is given,

though reference to the original description is always
included. Throughout the work it is the bionomics
of the insect that is stressed ; the information on the

biology and habits of the species of economic import-

ance should enable entomologists to identify them.
The injurious species of gall midges present

particularly difficult problems to the economic
entomologist, for direct ipethods of control are

seldom practicable, and cultural methods of pre-

vention have to be found. Detailed knowledge of

its biology and life-history is a prime need in seeking

means of control for any insect pest ; but this applies

with special force to pests that must be dealt with

by cultural methods. To devise modifications in fann-

ing or gardening practice that will enable the crop

to resist attack demands an mtunate understanding
of the relation between the msect and its plant

host.

The author has brought together in a compact
form all that is at present known along these lines

about the gall midges that are pests in all parts of

the world, and has directed attention to themany gaps

that still exist in our knowledge. His books m^e no

pretence to literary form : they are concentrated,

fully documented accounts of known facts. ]^ut tjioy

are welcome both in providing entomologists with a

ready means of reference to the information already

acquired and as a stimulus to the further study of

an important but sdmewhat neglected group of

msects. V. B. WiooiiSSWOBTH
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SOIL AND CIVILIZATION

The Veld and the Future

A Book on Soil Erosion for South Africans. By
Edward Roux. Pp. 60. (Cape Town : The African
Bookman, 1946.) 55.

Food or Famine
,The Challenge of Erosion. By Ward Shepard. Pp
xi+225+16 plates. (Kew York: The Macmillan
Company, 1945.) 125. 6d, net.

Reconstruction by Way of the Soil

By G. T. Wrench. Pp. 262. (London : Faber and
Faber, Ltd., 1946.) 125. 6d. net.

These three books bear witness to the ever-
increasmg awareness of the world problem of

soil erosion. Ward Shepard goes so far as to claim
that “modern man has perfected two devices, either
of which is capable of annihilatmg civilization. One
IS total war ; the other is world soil erosion. Of the
two, soil erosion is the more insidiously and fatally
destructive. War disrupts or destroys the social
environment which is the matrix of civilization. Soil
erosion destroys the natural environment which is

its foundation.”
The three books are complementary. Wrench re-

states the problem and pleads for the recognition of
natural laws in the symbiotic relationship of human
society to the soil, Ward Shepard presents the
American view and urges a practical programme for
the American contment based on the recognition of
the fact that man does not conquer Nature but at
best has the privilege of co-operating, on terms and
conditions set by Nature. Edward Roux’s modest
paper-covered volume is concerned solely with the
South African veld—yet of the three it breaks new
groimd and strikes a new note. National leaders
may be aware of the problems, but even the best
considered schemes depend for their success on the
co-operation of the individual-—the ordinary farmer.
The T.V.A. had to win the confidence of the local
people man by man—an aspect of its successful work
far too often overlooked. So Roux has written a
little book in the simplest of language—^for school-
children, farmers and townsmen—illustrated by the
simplest of line drawings of veld grasses, of the
causes and cures of erosion. The book is a model of
its kind because the author does not sacrifice scientific
accuracy to ‘popular’ appeal—^he succeeds in a few
brief pages in making crystal clear the meaning of
plant succession, climax vegetation and the all-

important stabilization of serai communities which
include the valuable grasses. There is only one
criticism : the book ought to cost sucpence in order
to secure the widest use—not five shillings.

Ward Shepard sees the solution of the problem in
North Ainerica through the creation of a nation-wide
organisation of land-management districts based
essentially on river basins. What he calls “integral
watershed development” envisages restoration of
vegetation cover combined with dramage and flood
control after the now familiar model of the Tennessee
Valley. He devotes considerable attention to pro-
blems which are domestic rather than world-wide

—

to demonstrating, for example, that thepublic acquisi-
tion of low-grade land is not necessarily socialism,
that authorities such as T.V.A* need not be “im-
d^ocratic” and that their powers can be compatible
with the maintenance of “States’ ri^ts”. XJnfbt-
tunately, he has the too common fault of ^oiling his
case by overstatement. It is scarcely true to say

that “soil stability in Europe was purchased at the
expense of the ruthless exploitation of the soils in
the new continents”—it is rather that the new lands
have had to learn by painful experience the wisdom
which is the heritage of the European farmer. How-
ever much credit is due to H. H. Bennett—and it is

very great—it is scarcely true to say that the menace
of soil erosion was not appreciated until the formation
ofthe United States Soil Conservation Service in 1933.

It is difficult to assess the value of Dr. Wrench’s
book. He confesses himself the product of an English
public school where no effort was ever made to
arouse interest in the local environment, as a medical
student led to ponder, “Why disease and as a
student in Germany revoltmg agamst the profit
motive of a mechanical age. The field he surveys is

world-wide : it ranges from a correlation of the rise

and fall of Rome with the substitution of slave labour
and the development of an urban mentality for an
earlier peasant economy, to the Second World War
and its inevitable return to subsistence farming. He
devotes Chapter 23 to a summary of the preceding
chapters and re-emphasizes his admiration of the
agricultural systems of ancient Peru, Islam and
Chma. Quite rightly he stresses the supreme im-
portance of returning to the soil what has been taken
from it, and abhors the profligate waste of water
sewage systems. But like so many others who hold
to farming as a way of life, he confuses the abuse of
science with its use. Instead of advocating a wise
use of new knowledge he sees the only solution in a
return to peasantries as the prime cultivators of the
soil. L. Dudley Stamp

PREHISTORIC ARCH/EOLOGY
OF GUJARAT,

Investigations into Prehistoric Archaeology of
Gujarat

Bemg the Official Report of the First Gujarat Pre-
historic Expedition, 1941-42. By Prof. Hasmukh D.
Sankalia. (Sri-Pratapasimha Maharaja Rajyabliisheka
Grantha-mala, Memoir No. 4.) Pp, xviii+336+3]
plates. (Baroda: Baroda State Press, 1946.) 21 rupees.

This volume gives the results of a series of
expeditions sponsored by Rao Bahadur K. N.

Dikshit and led by Dr. Hasmukh D. Sankalia, with
Dr. B. K. Chatterjee and Mr. V. D. Krishnaswami
as collaborators. The aims of the expedition were to
examine the river beds of Gujarat for the remams of
palaeolithic man, to investigate certain microlithic
sites, and as a result to obtain a sequence of pre-
historic cifltures for the area. Little had been done
in the district since the days of Bruce Foote, and the
time was ripe for such investigations to be made.

Gujarat lies in the northern part of the Bombay
Presidency. It is bounded to the north by the
Aravalli Range and the Marwar Desert ; to the west
lies the Gulf of Cambay, southwards is the Deccan
plateau, while to the east are the gorges of the
Narmada and the Tapi and the Mewar and Malwa
plateaux. Within the area occur many different
kmds of geological deposits, some of riverine and
some of 0eolian origin. Considepable archaeological
finds were made and numerous sections are given.
The artefacts include various kinds of coups de poing,
cleavers,* disks, etc. Some ‘pebble’ tools were al^
collected, as well as a small ‘fi^e’ industry. Judging
from the illustrations, it would seem that
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both from th© more northern Soan cultures as well
as from the early palaeolithic {coup de poing) cultures
of south-east India are present. But it is not easy to
judge solely from pictures, especially as these are the
weaker spots in an otherwise excellent piece of work.
A few reproductions of photographs are necessary as
controls, but implements do not photograph well.

Frankly, Indian draughtsmen have not yet quite
learnt th© art of drawing stone tools, especially

difficult in these cases when the material used is

other than flmt or some similar substance. There
are so many details th© student looks for in th©
picture. A draughtsman of stone implements must
be both an artist and an amateur of the subject.

However, the drawmgs in this volume are much more
useful than many that have heretofore illustrated

works on Indian prehistory.

The microlithic finds were also very interesting

and included skeletal remains which have still to be
described in detail. Pottery occurred, at least in the
later phases of th© culture, as well as some bon©
tools. Ho micro-burin seems to have been found ; at
any rat© this type appears to be absent from th©
catalogue and the illustrations. It remains still

necessary, therefore, to demonstrate beyond doubt a
great antiquity for these cultures and any connexion
either culturally or in time with the true Mesolithic
cultures elsewhere.

Th© volume is well got up and there are many
excellent maps and sections. If in future publications
the drawings could be still further improved, some
really first-class work may be expected. One rather
doubts the necessity for such a complete catalogue
of every find ; a shorter analysis of th© various types
collected would surely be enough and would make
matters easier for the reader. But this, if indeed it

is a fault at all, is one on th© right side. It is to be
hoped that Br. Sankalia will continue his important
investigations. M. C. Bubkitt

CHEMISTRY AND NATURE
Annual Review of Biochemistry
Edited by J. Murray Luck, James H, C. Smith and
Hubert S. Loring. Vol. 15, Pp. xiii-f-687. (Stanford
University P.O. ; Annual Reviews, Inc. ; London :

H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1946.) 5 dollars.

I
T should be unnecessary to write that the latest

volume of the “Annual Review of Biochemistry”
will be welcomed by biological chemists, teachers and
research workers alike. In no subject is there greater
necessity for the teacher to engage himself actively
in research than in th© fundamental aspects of th©
chemical processes taking place in the tissues of
organisms. In few subjects do w© find so vast and
stimulating a field ; indeed, without the periodic
surveys of the “Annual Review” th© teacher would
stand little chance of keeping himself in the bio-

* chemical picture. One may note in passing that the
present volume refers to th© work of some 3,500
individual workers.

'j&e reviewer considers that th© volumes of this
should be, as they all too frequently are not,

an Important component of the libraries of the purely
dwafed purely biolo^cal laborattory. fa Great

is a tendency still to regard biochemistry
as a di^ly unrespectable offehoot of medical
physiology

I
erroneous is this conception may

be fehoTO By TOisideration of the contributors and

their articles in th© present volume. The past few
decades have shown the results of th© impact of

chemistry upon biology, but the pur© chemist does
not always realize that a reverse action has also

resulted. The modem developments in microchera-
istry are largely due to the crying needs of the
biological chemist who is forced to work on the
milligram scale.

Besides the ‘hardy annuals’, some less frequently

reviewed fields are covered in volume 15. “The
Biochemistry of Yeast” (Neuberg) provides an un-

usually useful compilation ; among the more exotic

facts reported is that an average sample of yeast
contains about 1 x 10“’^ per cent of uranium. “The
Biochemistry of Teeth”, “Respiration of Plants”,

“Photosynthesis” and “Organic Insecticides” are

among welcome surveys of branches of study which
are not regularly reported. It appears that bio-

chemical investigation in the realm of the higher

plants is makmg slower progress than is parallel work
among the animals and micro-organisms. Is this a

relic of the developmental history of biological chem-
istry, or IS it th© result of technical difficulties m the

manipulation of plant tissues ? Or is it due to some
lack of attraction by this field for the junior research

worker ? The reviewer is of the opinion that many
chemical preparations containing ‘marked’ atoms
may ultimately be most readily achieved through the

active intervention of higher plants and micro-

organisms. Study of th© biochemical processes of the

higher plants would thus seem to offer many oppor-

tunities.

Among the regular features, th© article on “Bio-

logical Oxidations and Reductions” stands out by

reason of being both readable to the non -expert, and

providing a mine of up-to-date information. There is,

however, among several chapters, noticeable over-

lapping ; this can be due only to lack of a clear

editorial directive to the contributors. “Non-
oxidativ© Enzymes”, “Carbohydrate Metabolism”,
“Metabolism of Proteins and Amino Acids” and

“Bacterial Metabolism” provide th© worst instances.

Since modern studies of metabolic processes have

become no less than the §tudy ofenzymic mechanisms,
sometimes isolated, sometimes integrated, it is clear

that such duplications in the “Annual Review” are

bound to arise unless the authors are adequately

briefed. Such duplications must inevitably have

uselessly expended valuable time and labour, but

they also waste book-space and disappoint the reader.

Examples of overlap occur in amino-acid de-

carboxylation, transamination and sucrose phos-

phorylase. The first is given two pages in on© chapter,

three and a half pages in a second, on© and three-

quarter pages in a third and two pages in a fourth.

Transamination has two pages, two pages and one

and three-quarter pages in three separate chapters.

Th© phosphorolysis of sucrose by a smgle strain of

bacterial enzyme, discussed in volume 14 in three

separate chapters, now comes up for rediscussion in

no less than four places.

The reviewer believes that th© time may now be

rip© to separate, into a new review, tb© regular

features of “Nutrition”, “Vitamins”, “Growth Fac-

tors”, and “Mineral Metabolism”, thus leaving

together the more fundamental aspects of biological

chemistry. Th© foregoing criticisms are not put for-

ward in a carping spirit ; but in the hop© that the

“Annual Review of Biochemistry” may continue to

improve its position as an indispensable guide to

scientific investigators. B. J* Bkli*
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CELLULOSE CHEMISTRY FOR THE

STUDENT
An introduction to the Chemistry of Cellulose

By J. T. Marsh and Dr. F. C. Wood. Third edition

revised. Pp. xiiH-525-j-23 plates. (London : Chap-
man and Hall, Ltd., 1945.) 32s. net.

This work -was first published only, in 1938, but
it IS now well established as an authoritative

introduction to one of the most complex branches of

chemical study. One of the mam reasons for its

success is, no doubt, the skilful way in w‘hich a
balance is preserved between the extremes of theory

and practice. The nature of cellulose chemistry is

such that to achieve this is particularly difficult.

Thus, on one side is the substance cellulose itself,

with its complex chemical structure still not certam
despite a large volume of physical and chemical
research. On the other are everyday commodities,
such as paper and textiles, which consist prmcipally
of cellulose, although the role of this substance m
determmmg their properties is still far from bemg
fully understood. The new-comer to the subject may
well be excused a measure of bewilderment when he
attempts to correlate these two extremes, but this

book will go far towards elimmating it.

The preface to this new edition mentions the
strengthening of those portions of the book which
refer to the “non-textile aspects of the subject”,

thereby removing the only real criticism which the
present writer felt justified m raismg in his review of
the last edition. In particular, fuller reference is now
made to paper manufacture, brief descriptions of the
usual commercial methods of pulpmg wood being
included. Beatmg is also dealt with briefly (although
the subject, as such, does not occur in the index).

However, readers whose interests are connected with
paper technology may justifiably have expected a
fuller treatment of this subject than is possible in

the three and a half pages allotted to it, especially

in view of the importance of recent work as a guide
to the physical structure of cellulose. Holocellulose,

now known to be a very important constituent of
chemical pulps so far as their behaviour on beating
is concerned, is mentioned only as a three-line

definition. However, it Would be unfair to stress

these points too strongly, as the authors have
obviously gone to some pains to widen the back-
ground of the book, and in other respects they have
succeeded in doing so.

The scope of the book follows along much the same
lines as those of the previous editions. Part 1 deals

with the occurrence in Nature and general physical

properties of cellulose. Part 2 discusses its chemical
constitution and molecular weight and structure,

with special reference to the works of Staudinger and
of Mark and Meyer, and to the cham molecule
hypothesis. Cellulose dispersed in various reagents
is the subject of Part 3 ; and modified celluloses

(especially those produced by treatment with acid or
with oxidizing agents) are dealt with in Part 4.

Part 5 comprises nearly two hundred pages and deals
at length with derivatives of cellulose. Many of these
are of considerable commercial importance (for

example, as a basis of rayon and high explosives
manufacture); others play an important part in
studies of %e chemical structure and molecular
wei^t of ceilulose.

The book ends with density tables, good subject
and author indexes, and a list of patent speci-

fications with page references to the text. There
is no bibliography, but sources of mformation,
whether books or scientific journals, are mentioned
as occasion arises. This is probably the best

plan m a book intended as a guide to younger
chemists.

The general standard of production of the book is

high, and the illustrations are well reproduced. Some
additions to the latter (depictmg the structures of

trees) occur in the new edition. A useful feature is

the tables summarizmg the effects on the chemical
reactions and physical properties of cellulose of

‘activation’ (swellmg) and of degradation. The book
may agam be recommended to all chemists interested

m those branches of industry which are concerned
with cellulose. Junrcjs Grant

THE HUXLEY PAPERS
The Huxley Papers
A Descriptive Catalogue of the Correspondence,
Manuscripts and Miscellaneous Papers of the Bt.
Hon. Thomas Henry Huxley, preserved in the
Imperial College of Science and Technology, London.
By Warren R. Dawson. Pp. xii+201. (London :

Macmillan and Co , Ltd., 1946.) 258. net.

The general and scientific correspondence of
T. H. Huxley cannot fail to be of interest to a

wide circle of students. His correspondents included
not only men of science, but also those eminent in

almost every field of learning. In 1937, through the
Friends of the National Libraries, his correspondence
and miscellaneous papers were acquired by the
Imperial College of Science and Technology, and
afterwards a few additions have been made by
private donors. Mr. Dawson was entrusted with
arranging, classifying and cataloguing this large

mass of documents, comprising some 4,500
letters to and from about 850 correspondents,
and the results are presented in the present
volume.
The greater part (174 pages) is devoted to scientific

and general correspondence. The letters are arranged
alphabetically under the name of the correspondent,
with the letters of each writer in chronological order.

Each entry comprises, so far as possible, the town of
origin, date, and a brief summary of the contents of
the latter, with figures indicating the volume number
and folio of the Huxley papers. Family letters are
listed in a separate section, and then follow lists of
miscellaneous papers dealing with almost every
subject in which Huxley was interested, including
notes and materials for many of his lectures and
papers. These support Chalmers Mitchell’s observa-
tion, contained in an appreciation of Huxley written
soon after his death, that “His literary style, his

brilliant rhetoric and acute disputation came to him
slowly ; they were the outcome of laborious effort

and continual practice.”

The papers throw light on the many activities m
which Huxley took part, and wiU be invaluable to

biographers and all students of the intellectual

development of the nineteenth century. The cata-

logue is beautifully printed on paper of a quality
that has become all too rare in recent years. One or
two slight errors in the scientific names are possibly
the result of Huxley’s very illegible handwriting,
and do not detract from the general high standard
of this useful work.
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TYCHO BRAHE (1546-1601)*

By Sir H. SPENCER JONES, F.R.S.

Astronomer Royal

During th© Mlddl© Ages, the long period that

elapsed between the fall of the ancient civiliza-

tion and the Renaissance, scarcely any progress was
made m astronomy in the Western world. The
theory of the universe which was almost universally

accepted during those centuries was the cosmology
of Aristotle ;

superposed upon this was the Ptolemaic

system of epicycles and deferents, which provided a

mathematical representation of the movements of

the planets, on the basis of which their positions

could be computed and published m the ephemerides
Copei'iiiGus brought about a great revolution in

outlook by placmg the sun at the centre of the

universe and assummg the earth to revolve around it

and to rotate on its axis. A considerable simplifica-

tion of the Ptolemaic system resulted ; but Copernicus

was still tied to the old idea ofcircularmotion and was
compelled to retain many of the epicycles and defer-

ents of Ptolemy in order to account for the observed
movements of the planets. In his day, the objections

to the movement of the earth seemed strong, for the

prmciples of dynamics had not been formulated ;

the Aristotelian idea that the solid earth was m the
centre of the universe because all heavy thmgs moved
downwards towards the centre seemed common
sense. So the philosophic point of view of the
Copernican theory was slow in gaining acceptance,

though it was found convenient to use it as a mathe-
matical representation of planetary motions. The
Pmtenic Tables, based upon the Copernican theory,

were an improvement upon the Alphonsine Tables,

based upon the Ptolemaic theory.

Copernicus was primarily a mathematician and
philosopher ; he made but few observations and did
not add many facts to natural knowledge. The errors

of the Prutenic Tables were considerable ; Coper-
nicus had told Rheticus that he would be pleased if

he could make his theory agree with observations to

within 10'
; but, in fact, the errors of the theory

could be as large as a few degrees. The available

observations were too few m number and their errors

were too large either to determme with sufficient

accuracy the fundamental numerical constants neces-

sary for the development of any theory, or to

enable the theory to be adequately tested by observa-
tion.

The prime need of astronomy was a large stock of
observations of a higher degree of accuracy. This
need was met by the work of the great Danish
astronomer, Tycho Brahe. Though he himself did
not accept the Copernican system, his accurate and
systematic observations provided the proof that some
of the fundamental ideals ofthe Aristotelian cosmology
were not tenable, and enabled Kepler to express the
true laws of planetary motion in Copernican terms.
The work of Kepler and the discoveries of Galileo

completed the revolution in thought which Coper-
nicus had commenced, and compelled the abandon-
ment of ideas which had been universally accepted
for, fourt^n centuries.

Ty^o Brahe was bom on December 14, 1546, at
Knuastrdp in Scania, the southernmost province of
the Simndmavian Peninsula, which then belonged to
Denmark. He rwas the second ebdld and eldest son

* hecIstttiB de^Ywea at tt© ^©yal Instltuticm oa Kovomber 26.

of Otto Brahe, a member of an ancient noble family,
who later became a privy councillor, lieutenant of
various counties and then governor of Helsmgborg
Castle. His mother, Beate Bille, was afterwards
made Mistress of the Robes to Queen Sophia of
Denmark. His father’s brother, Jorgen Brahe, who
was childless, had been promised Otto that if he
had a son Jorgen could bring him up as his own.
The fulfilment of this promise was claimed m vam,
but when a second son was born Jorgen carried off

Tycho by stealth. He was brought up at his uncle’s
seat at Tostrup until, at the age of twelve, he was
sent to the University of Copenhagen to study
rhetoric and philosophy, as being most necessary to

the career of a statesman, for which ho was destmed
by his uncle. An eclipse of the sun on August 21,

1560, visible m Copenhagen as a partial eclipse,

attracted the boy Tycho’s attention because it had
been predicted. He had already begun to take an
interest in astrological predictions, and he now
became curious about astronomical matters. He
bought a copy of the works of Ptolemy, and with
its study his interest m mathematics and astronomy
grew.

Jorgen Brahe did not look with favour on his

nephew’s scientific interests. So, in 1562, he sent

him to the University of Leipzig with a young man,
Anders Vedel, as tutor. Vedel, who later became
Royal Historiographer, had the task of seeing that
Tycho’s studies were such as befitted a nobleman.
Tycho, however, sought the acquaintance of the
professor of mathematics and contmued his study
of astronomy surreptitiously. He bought a small
celestial globe from which, when Vedel was asleep,

he learned the names of the constellations. He pro-

cured a copy of the Alphonsme Tables, based on the

Ptolemaic system, and of the Prutenic Tables, based
on the Copernican system, and, when only sixteen

years of age, perceived that neither agreed with the

true positions of the planets, the errors of the

Alphonsine Tables being the greater ; for these first

observations he used a pair of ordinary compasses
for the rough measurement of the angular distances

between planets and stars. He observed the close

conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter on August 24,

1563, and found that the Alphonsine Tables were a

whole month, and the Prutenic Tables a few days, in

error as to the time of conjunction. Vedel gradually
came to recognize that the love of astronomy was so

deeply rooted in his pupil that it was impossible to

force him against his will to the study of thmgs in

which he was not interested.

The first indication of Tycho’s innate practical

talent was shown in 1564. He had provided himself

with a ‘radius’ or ‘cross-staff’, in order to obtain

more accurate observations, and he soon discovered

that the graduations on the staff did not give the

correct angles. He tried to get money from Vedel
for a better mstrument and, on this being refused,

he proceeded to construct a table of corrections to

be applied to his observations.

Soon after Tycho’s return to Denmark in 1565 his

tmcle died and, as his relatives and other nobles

looked with disfavour on his taste for star-gazing in

preference to more usual occupations, he soon left

again for the University of Wittenbei^ ; but after a

short while an outbreak of plague caused him to go

to Rostock. There in a duel he lost part of his nose

which, in order to conceal the disfigurement, he
replaced by a substitute, made of a composition of

gold and silver.
*
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Tycho’s zeal for astronomy must have attracted

EOtice, for in May 1568 King Frederick II promised

him the first vacant canonry in Roskilde Cathedral,

the incomes of canonnes bemg frequently used at

that time to support men of learnmg. After some
further travels he came to Augsburg m April 1569,

vfhere he made the acquaintance of two brothers,

Johann and Paul Hainzel, who were interested in

astronomy. Tycho had come to the conclusion that

larger mstruments than those with which astronomers

then observed were needed to increase the accuracy

of observation, and he supervised the construction

for the Hainzels of a large wooden quadrant of about
19 ft. radius. He also designed a sextant for measuring
angles m any plane, with which he made some
observations, and he arranged for the construction

of a large celestial globe, 5 ft. m diameter, made of

wooden plates and covered with thin gilt brass

sheets. The stars and the equator and colures were
marked on it, and Tycho used it m later years for

the quick solution of spherical triangles.

In 1570 Tycho returned to Denmark, probably on
account of the illness of his father, who died in May
1571. He took up his abode with his mother’s brother,

Steen Bille, near Knudstrup, and seems to have laid

aside the study of astronomy m favour of chemical
experiments, until the event occurred which finally

and irrevocably turned his mind to practical astro-

nomy.
On the evening of November 11, 1572, Tycho was

returning to the house from his laboratory for supper
when he was startled at seeing an extremely bright
star m the constellation of Cassiopeia, where, as he
well knew, there had been no bright star before. He
could not believe his eyes and thought it must be
some strange trick of the imagmation. He had
recently completed a new sextant, made of walnut
wood with arms 5J ft. long, and with this he at once
proceeded to measure the angular distances of the
new star from the nine principal stars in Cassiopeia.

The star continued to be visible for about eighteen
months. When first seen it was as bright as Venus
at its brightest and was easily visible to the naked
Qje m broad daylight. During November it con-
tinued to shine with undiminished lustre and then
began slowly to fade until, in March 1574, it ceased
to be visible. During the time the star was visible

its colour underwent a succession of changes from
white to yellowish and then to a ruddy hue.
Tycho applied a variety of methods to find whether

the star had an appreciable parallax. He was unable
to detect any parallax, and the conclusion drawn
from his observations was that the star was more
distant than Saturn and was in the firmament itself.

This may seem to us a fairly obvious conclusion, but
m his day it was a cardinal principle that, in accord-
ance with the doctrines of Aristotle, the regions
beyond the moon and of the fixed stars in particular
were unchangeable and incorruptible. Tycho’s
observations of the new star proved for the first time,
beyond possible doubt, that this doctrine could not
be sustained.

Tycho prepared a manuscript account of his
observations of the new star and of his deductions
from them, with some account of its probable astro-
logical significance. When he showed it to some of
his friends, they urged him to have it printed. At
6pt he declined, because there was a prejudice among
his fellow nobles that it was not proper for a noble-
man to write books. But when other accounts of the
star, both written and printed, came into his hands,

many of which contamed a great deal of nonsense,
and when publication *was urged by his kmsman,
Peter Oxe, the high treasurer of Denmark, he yielded.

The little book, “De Nova Stella”, was printed m
Copenhagen in 1573. Not many copies were printed
and the book is now extremely scarce. The more
important parts of it were reprinted in his greater
work, “AstronomiSG Instauratm Progynmasmata”, on
which he was engaged during the last fourteen years
of his life, and which was published in 1602 after his

death.
After the publication of his hook, Tycho had

mtended to go abroad for some time, but the journey
was put off, possibly because he had formed an
attachment to a yotmg girl, named Christine. Not
much is known about her, except that she was not of
noble birth. Tycho was never formally married to
her, but accorduig to ancient Danish law, a woman
who lived with a man, kept his keys, and ate at his

table, was after three winters considered as his wife.
Some years after his death, his sister Sophia and
other relations signed a declaration that his children
were legitimate. He had eight children in all, of
whom two died in infancy. Tycho’s relations

considered the connexion a disgrace, not because
he was not married to the girl but because she was
of lowly birth, and they became estranged from
him.
Early m 1575 Tycho at last started on his long-

deferred journey in Central Europe. At Cassel he
met a kmdred spirit in the Landgrave William IV of
Hesse, an enthusiastic astronomer, -who had his own
observatory ; though Tycho never saw him again
after this visit, the two men maintained a frequent
correspondence and mterchanged observations. After
travelling in Germany, Switzerland and Italy, and
meetmg many astronomers, Tycho returned home at
the end of 1575 with the intention of settling down
in Basle ; the central situation of Basle was con-
venient, and ’its University was one of the most
important centres of learning in Europe.
But luckily at this jimcture, King Frederick II had

his attention directed to Tycho by the Landgrave
William, who urged him to do something for Tycho
so as to enable him to devote himself to astronomical
studies in Denmark, which would not only advance
science but would also bring much credit to the king
and to his country. The king, for his part, was a
patron of learning and was only too anxious to keep
so promising a man as Tycho in his kmgdom. The
upshot was that he made Tycho such an attractive
offer that Tycho altered his plans and decided to
remain.
The chief part of the King’s gift was the island of

Hveen, situated in the Sound about fourteen miles
north of Copenhagen, where Tycho could pursue his
studies undisturbed by affairs of court and State. The
document signed by the King granted *‘to our
beloved Tyge Brahe . . . our land of Hveen, with
all our and the crown’s tenants and servants who
thereon live, with all rent and duty which comes
from that, and is given to us and to the crown, to
have, enjoy, use and hold, quit and free, without
any rent, all the days of his life, and as long as he
lives and likes to continue and follow his studia
mathemaUcay hut so that he shall keep the tenants
who live there under law and right, and injure none
of them against the law or by any new impost or
other unusual tax”. The King also gave Tycho a
sum ofmoney to build a house on Hveen, ap.dgxanted
him an annual pension of 500 daler.
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Further sources of income were provided m sub-
sequent years. In 1577 he -was granted the manor of
Kullagaard in Scania, to be held durmg the Kmg’s
pleasure, on condition that he kept the lighthouse of

Kullen m order. In 1578 the use of eleven farms m
the country of Helsmgborg, free of rent, was given
him. In the same year he was given the income of

an estate at Nordfjord in Norway, until the canonry
at Roskilde, of which he had been promised the
reversion, became vacant. This occurred m 1579,

when the canonry was conferred on Tycho, with
certain obligations, includmg keepmg the chapel of

the Holy Tliree Kmgs, to which the canonry was
attached, m proper repair ; but he was allowed to

keep the Nordfjord estate. There were from tune to

time some variations in and additions to these marks
of the King’s generosity ; but durmg the years he
lived at Hveen, Tycho enjoyed an mcome which,
according to his own statement, amounted to about
2,400 daler a year, equivalent to about £550, a con-
siderable sum in those days, which should have been
amply sufficient for his needs.
Tycho at once set about building a residence and

observatory, which he named Uraniborg, as it was
to be devoted to the study of the heavens. The
foundation stone was laid on August 8, 1576, but the

building was not completed until 1580, though Tycho
had taken up his residence there some time pre-

viously. The edifice was a palatial structure of red
brick with sandstone ornaments, in the Gothic
Renaissance style. The principal and central portion

was in the form of a square, 49 ft. long, in two stones,

containing living-rooms, library and laboratories,

with eight small attic rooms above for students and
assistants. On the north and south sides were round
towers, 18 ft. in diameter ; smaller towers on the
east and west sides contained the entrances. The
two main towers each had a platform on the top,

surmounted by a pyramidal roof, forming an
observatory. There were numerous sfiialler observa-

tories. It was situated at the centre of a large square
enclosure, formed by earthen walls, 18 ft. high and
16 ft. thick at the base, with the comers pointing to

the four points of the compass. There were entrances

at the east and west angles, and mastiffs were kept
in small rooms over the gateways to announce, by
their barking, the arrival of visitors. The enclosure

was laid out with gardens and orchards.

In 1584, when the number of assistants and pupils

had increased, and more instruments were needed,
Tycho erected a second building to the south known
as Stjemeborg or Star Castle, containing five under-
ground instrument rooms, with only the roofs above
ground, so that the instruments were well protected
from the wind, and with a study in the centre. Sub-
terranean passages connected the various rooms. On
the walls of the study were the portraits of eight

astronomers, all in a reclining posture, Timocharis,
Hipparchus, Ptolemy, Albattani, King Alphonso,
Copernicus, Tycho, and an astronomer yet unborn,
his hoped-for descendant, Tychonides. He also

established workshops, where most of his instruments
were made, and installed his own printing press and
even a paper mill, so that all essential work could be
carried out on his own premises.

T^rcho constmeted a great variety of instruments,
some ofwhich were large and fixed while others were
smaller 4ad portable, so that Uraniborg had the most
magnificat oofiection of instruments that had ever
been seep^. Bj^e had several quadrants, movable in
aamnuth, She having a radius of 7 ft., with a

large azimuth circle
; a variety of sextants for

measurmg the distances between celestial bodies
; a

large equatorial instrument ; a large mural quadrant,
which was his own invention, of 6f ft. radius

; as
well as various astrolabes, armillary spheres and
other instruments. These instruments were con-
structed with great care to give as high an accuracy
as possible in observation. They were made mainly
of metal, whereas wood had previously been generally
used. The errors of the instruments were determined,
and corrections for the errors were applied to the
observations. The accuracy of readmg was increased
by an improved method of graduation by means of
transversals, m which graduations made alternately
on each side of a pair of parallel arcs were joined
diagonally by senes of equally spaced dots

; in some
cases the graduations were subdivided in this way to

every 10". Improved sights were used to mcrease
the accuracy of setting.

The observatory possessed some clocks, which had
the verge escapement and foliot balance arm, which
was usual at that time, before the invention of

pendulum clocks. Their time-keeping properties
were very poor ; this was realized by Tycho, and he
did not make much use of them m his observations.
The mural quadrant was employed mainly for

measurmg meridian altitudes and not as a transit

instrument. Tycho adopted an ingenious method for

determmmg right ascensions which did not require

the use of clocks. The meridian altitudes of two stars

were observed with a quadrant, giving their decima-
tions, and the distance between the two stars was
measured with a sextant. The three sides of the

spherical triangle formed by the Pole and the two
stars being known, the difference of the right ascen-

sions of the stars could be computed. In order to

determine absolute right ascensions, it was necessary
to refer the stars to the sun ; for this purpose he

used Venus as an intermediary. When Venus was
sufficiently bright, he measured the distance between
Venus and the sun, as well as their meridian altitudes,

enabling him to derive the difference in right ascension

between the sun and Venus. Then after sunset, he

measured the distance of Venus from several bright

zodiacal stars, and also the meridian altitudes. By
allowing for the motion of Venus m the interval, the

difference m right ascension between sun and star

was obtamed. These zodiacal stars were then con-

nected With a Arietis, near the vernal equinox, each

observation giving a value of the right ascension of

this star. By proceeding round the heavens, the

right ascensions of four, then of six, and finally of

eight prmcipal standard stars were derived. Other

stars were connected with two or more of these

standard stars, at least one ofwhich was preceding and
another followmg the star. In this way his catalogue

of star positions was built up ; the probable error of

a position of a standard star in each co-ordinate was

about ± 26", which was a very considerable advance
on the accuracy with which star positions had been

previously determined.
An important contribution made by Tycho to

positional astronomy was the detection of the effect

of atmospheric refraction and the determination of

its amount. He found that the latitude derived from
the measurement of the meridian altitudes of the sun

at the two solstices differed from the latitude dedup^
from observations of the Pole star. Having satisfied

himself that the discordance was not prodnied by
instrumental errors, he was led to explain it as tbe

effect of refraction. He then investigated the amomd
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of the refraction by measuring the altitude and

. azimuth of the sun at frequent intervals throughout

. a whole day, near the summer solstice when its

' decimation was practically stationary, durmg the
years 1585-89. JFrom the observed azimuth, knowing
the decimation and the latitude, he could compute
the altitude of the sun, and comparison with the
observed altitude gave him the amount of the
refraction. His measurements of the refraction were,

!i however, vitiated by assuming the parallax of the
sim to be 3', the value which had been used since

the time of Hipparchus. This was the only astro-

I nomical quantity which Tycho borrowed from his

f
predecessors. It is somewhat surprising that he did

I
not attempt to determine it for hnnself ; he would

I
have foimd that for his instruments it was insensible.

I
Tycho lived at Hveen in magnificent style, with

I
little attention to economy. The expenses of the

I

establishment were very great and he Was not
I infrequently in debt. Perhaps because of this, he
I continually neglected the obligations tmder which he

I

held several of his tenures ; he neglected the main-

I

tenance of the lighthouse of Kullen ; he treated his
tenants m an arbitrary manner with the haughtmess
of a medieval nobleman, illegally forcmg work from
them for which they were not liable

; he neglected
the upkeep of the chapel which his canonry required,
did not arrange for the conduct of the chapel services,

and defaulted on certam payments to the widow of
' the previous holder, for which he was liable. There
were frequent quarrels, disputes, and complaints, in
which the Kmg often had to intervene, several times
paying the smns in dispute in order to settle the

,

matter. Tycho entertained numerous distinguished
visitors, who were attracted to Hveen by his growmg
fame

; these included James VI of Scotland and
several members of the Danish royal family.
Nevertheless, astronomical work was carried on

^assiduously. For the employment of the many
I

mstrnments and for the extensive computations
involved, considerable assistance was needed. Durmg
the twenty-one years that Tycho spent at Hveen, at
least forty pupils and assistants, and probably many
more, were employed there at one time or another.
In November 1577 a brilliant comet appeared and

' remained visible for more than two months. Tycho
1 observed it diligently with his customary care, and
* proved beyond doubt that it had no perceptible daily
^parallax and that it was situated far beyond the

^

moon’s orbit. He thus gave another severe blow to
;the Aristotelian doctrine that comets were exhala-
tions in the atmosphere of the earth, a view which
the had formerly himself held. Tycho also made
j

observations of the comets of 1580, 1582 and 1585,

;

which served to confirm his conclusions. A full

account of the observations of the comet of 1577 is

[given in the “Astronomic Instauratc Progymnas-
niata”. In the course of this work he considers the
orbit of the comet and explains his views about the
construction of the imiverse, which he had developed
in 1583. Though Tycho recognized the great mathe-
matical superiority of the Copemican system over
the Ptolemaic system, he could not accept the
motion of the earth. The physical objections to this

,

motion, in the days before Galileo had laid the
foundations of mechanics, seemed too strong. The
motion of the earth was also against Scripture. But
Hs strongest objections were against the immense
distances and incredible sizes of the fixed stars, w‘hich

Copemican system involved. Making use of the
old value of the solar parallax of 3', he concluded

that the sim had 5*2 times the diameter of the earth.
He grossly over-estimated the apparent diameters of
the stars, assignmg a diameter of 2' for a first-

magnitude star, a value appreciably smaller than the
diameters assumed by most other astronomers before
the mvention of the telescope. On the Copemican
system, the absence of any detectable annual parallax
of the fixed stars made it necessary to accept that
they were far beyond Saturn ; Tycho concluded that,

if the earth really moved round the sun, stars of the
first magnitude must exceed in dimensions the whole
amplitude of the earth’s orbit, which seemed to him
absurd
He therefore formulated a new system. He placed

the earth immovable in the centre of the rmiverse.
The moon circled around the earth and, at twenty
times the moon’s distance, the sun also. But the
five planets moved m orbits centred at the sun,
which were carried aroxmd the earth with the sun.
Just outside the orbit of Saturn, the finite sphere of
fixed stars rotated once every twenty-four hours.
The orbits of Mercury, Venus and Mais intersected

the orbit of the sun about the earth, which would
have been impossible on the Aristotelian doctrme of
solid crystallme spheres. One more long-held con-
ception thus had to be discarded. The comet was
supposed by Tycho to move around the sun in a
circular orbit outside that of Venus, in the direction

opposite to that of the planets. This involved diffi-

culties, because in order to represent the observed
positions, he had to assume a variable rate of motion.
He remarked that the introduction of an epicycle

might account for this, but that probably ephemeral
bodies like comets do not move with the same
regularity as planets.

This system avoided the most serious criticisms to
which the Copemican system was subjected, but
preserved all its mathematical advantages, the two
systems bemg essentially identical mathematically.
As the Ptolemaic system became mcreasingly in-

defensible, the Tychonic system became acceptable
to those who were unwillmg to accept the Copemican
system. It thus served as a steppmg-stone from the
Ptolemaic to the Copemican system and, though
Tycho himself did not accept the latter, his work
greatly helped to secure its ultimate acceptance.
Tycho was extremely proud of his system, which

was the cause of a violent quarrel with Beymers
Bar, who developed, probably quite independently,
a system very like Tycho’s but accepting the rotation
of the earth, which he published in 1588. Beymers
had been at Hveen for a short time in 1584, and
Tycho accused him of havmg stolen the idea from
some of his manuscripts. Beymers retaliated with a
counter-charge of theft against Tycho, and the
quarrel was only termmated by the death ofBeymers
in 1600.

In 1588, the year of the publication of the book on
the comet of 1577, Kmg Frederick died. His eldest

son. Prince Christian, bemg only eleven years of age,

a regency of four protectors, elected from among the
nobles, was formed. They were friendly to Tycho
and paid off for him a debt of 6,000 daler which he
had incurred ; they also undertook to keep the
buildings at Hveen in repair at the public expense.

In 1592 the young kmg-elect paid a visit to Hveen.
But the continued neglect by Tycho of obligations

under his tenures and his high-handed and arbitrary

acts towards his tenants gradually undermined his

position in Denmark- The death in 1594 of tjie

Chancellor, Niels Kaas, who was one of the fptw
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protectors and a powerful friend of Tycho, made his

position less secure. Tycho began to entertain
thoughts of leaving Denmark and, perhaps With this

in view, disposed of his portion of tho family estates

at Kniidstrup. In 1596 King Cliristian was declared
of age and crowned at Copenhagen. He was of an
economical disposition and soon began to introduce
economies. He was not interested m astronomy like

his father ; he no doubt regarded the heavy expendi-
ture at Hveen as an extravagance. Tycho lost first

his Norwegian fief, and then the pension of 500 daler.

His position at Hveen finally became untenable.
Observations were discontinued in March 1597, and
in the following month he left the island where he
had worked for twenty-one years, removing his
furniture, his printing press and his instruments,
with the exception of the four largest ones, whichwere
left behind temporarily as being too troublesome to
move. Almost immediately, Tycho was deprived of
his canonry, which was given to his enemy, the new
Chancellor, Friis. Ho spent the winter at Rostock,
and while there he prepared and prmted a description
of his instruments, together with a short account of
his life and of his principal discoveries, under the
title of “Astronomige Instauratae Mechamca”. He
also prepared and circulated some copies of his
catalogue of 1,000 stars ; only 777 of these had been
adequately observed, the remainder being added,
though insufficiently observed, to make up the
number.

After some wanderings, Tycho sought and obtained
the patronage of the Emperor Rudolph II, a man
deeply interested in science but thoroughly incom-
petent in the management of public affairs. The
Emperor granted him a salary of 3,000 florins a year
and promised him a hereditary estate whenever one
should fall to the crown. Tycho arrived m Prague
in June 1599 ; but, not wishing to live there, he was
given the choice of three castles, and selected
Benatky, on the River Iser, about twenty-two miles
north-east of Prague. He immediately began altering
the building and constructing an observatory and a
laboratory. His family joined him, and he sent for
his other instruments, including those left at Hveen,
but there were many delays m transport and they
did not reach Prague until November 1600. Funds
for the alterations proved difficult to obtain, as the
Bohemian exchequer was always empty ; so m July
1600 Tycho left Benatky and returned to Prague,
eventually moving into the house of the late Vice-
Chancellor Curtins, which the Emperor purchased
from his widow.
Tycho was meanwhile endeavouring to obtain assist-

ants. He entered into negotiations with Johann
Kepler, who was then about twenty-nine years of
age and professor of mathematics at Gratz, and had
gamed a considerable reputation by the work, ‘*Mys-
terium Cosmographicum”, m which he derived a
relation between the distances of the planets and the
five regular polyhedra. Kepler, as a Protestant, was
obliged to leave Gratz when the Archduke Ferdinand
vowed to root out all the heretics from his dominions.
Arriving in Prague early in 1600, he joined Tycho at
Benatky. Kepler was given the theory of Mars to
invest^ate, but trouble soon developed between him
and U^dio because he was treated as an ordmary
aswteit and not as a man of recognized scientific
standfeg. K© left Benatky and returned to Prague.
But throu^ the mediation of Jessenius, a mutual
Mend, a re^meiliation followed. Kepler^s position
was for a insecure, but eventually he was

promised the office of Imperial mathemaiacian on
condition that he should work with Tycho on the

new planetary tables, which Tycho had received the

Emperor’s permission to call tho Rudolphino Tables.

The observations made m Bohemia wore on a

limited scale, m tlie first instance because of tho long

delays m the arrival of the instruments ; and then
after their arrival, most of them wore stored in the

basement of Curfcius’s house until an observatory

could be prepared for them, and were not, m fact,

ever used again. But considerable work was done
in the preparation of observations for publication

and in their discussion, as well as m mvestigations of

lunar and planetary theories. Some impiortant dis-

coveries in the theory of the moon were made
Hipparchus had discovered the equation of the

centre and Ptolemy had discovered tho evection,

these being the two principal inequalities in the

moon’s motion. Tycho discovered two further

inequalities. One arises from the variation m the

magnitude of the residual solar attraction on the

earth-moon system during a synodic month, and
vanishes at opposition, at conjunction, and at

quadratures ; it is known as the variation. The
other is due to the annual variation of the earth’s

distance from tho sun, and is known as the annual
equation. He also discovered that the inclination of

the moon’s orbit to the equator had a small regular

oscillation and that the motion of the moon’s nodes

was variable. These contributions to lunar theory

were made possible because Tycho did not confine

his observations to the times when the moon was
near opposition, conjunction or quadrature, but

observed the moon throughout her monthly course,

both on and off the meridian.
Among the many other contributions mad© by

Tycho, inontion may be made of liis determinations
of the constant of procession, of tho annual motion
of the sun’s apogee, and of the length of the year,

which were all more nearly correct than any previous

determinations. Ho also disproved the reality of

‘trepidation’, a supiiosed oscillatory motion of the

equinoxes along the ecliptic, which the Arabian
astronomer, Tabit ben Korra, claimed to have dis-

covered about the year a.d. 900, and which had been
universally accepted, even by Copernicus.

During the year 1601, Tycho’s health was failing,

and towards the end of the year he was seized with
an illness which, after a few days, terminated fatally

on November 24, 1601. Before he died he begged
Kepler to finish the Rndolphm© Tables as soon as

possible, and expressed the hope that he would
demonstrate their theory according to the Tychonic

system and not by that of Copernicus. Kepler

obtamed possession of his observations, which have

never been published except m an imperfect form.

The elaborate buildmgs on Hveen did not long

survive. Neglected after Tycho’s departure, they

soon began to fall into rum, and in 1623 were mostly

pulled down to build a new dwelling-house on the

sit© of Tycho’s farm. By the middle of the century,

nothing remained except the foundations of Urani-

borg and the great earthen walls which enclosed it.

The instruments were claimed by Tycho’s son-in-law

and former assistant, Tengnagel, and Kepler was
disa;ppointed in his hope of continuing observations

with them. They were stored in a vault under Cur-

tins ’s house, where they remained until they were

destroyed in the disturbances which followed ‘the

rising of the Bohemians against the House of Haps-
burg. But theijr great work was done ; the invention
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of the toloscopo soon made mstriimenis of the type
used by Tycho obsolete.

Tycho’s greatest heritage was his largo stock of
observataons, and those were fortunately s<afo in

Kepler’s keeping. Tfie circiinastancos wliudi made
Tycho docido to leave Frvoon jirovod a blessing in

disguise, for otherwise Kojilor would never have been
given tlie opportunity Ins gonnis demanded. The
observations of Tycho provided the material which
enabled Kepler to formulate his famous laws of
planetary motion. The deduction of those laws was
made possible by the care which Tycho had always
taken to obtain the greatest accuracy of which his

instruments wore capable, and by the systematic
manner in which his observations weie made. The
prevailing custom had been to make a few observa-
tions near 0])position or conjimction, and at other
times only when required to sup^Dly some particular

datum needed for a point of theory. But Tycho
observed the moon and planets all round their orbits,

both on and off the meridian, and the sun almost
daily for many years.

Tycho was a man with many faults. We cannot
admire his imperious, overbearing manner, his

grasping chara(*.tor, his failure to carry out his

obligations, his treatment of his tenants, his quarrel-

some disposition. But of his life-long devotion to
astronomy there is no question. In practical and
spherical astronomy he made the first great advance
since the days of the Alexandrian school. He realized

that the discovery of the true motions of the heavenly
bodies could be achieved only by a largo stock of
observations made with all possible accuracy ,* by
the construction of improved instruments, by
scrupulous care in making his observations, and by
his unwearied labours, continued for many years, he
ojiened a new era in astronomy. He is justly regarded
as one of the greatest astronomers of all ages.

GERMAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY IN

THE BRITISH ZONE
GOTTINGEN MEETING

This first meeting of the reconstituted
‘'German

Physical Society in the British Zone” took place
at Gottingen on October 4, 6 and 6, the new Society
actually boihg founded on October 5.

Because of difficulties of transport and accommoda-
tion, only about five people attended from each of
the nine universities and technical high schools now
operating in the British Zone. A few physicists from
Berlin were also present, and the meeting gained a
slightly international character through the presence
of a few British and Dutch men of science. Alto-
gether, approximately 150 people attended the
meetings, which were held in the large lecture hall of
the Bockefeller Institute for Applied Mathematics at
Gottingen

; many lively discussions on a smaller
scale took place in the Physics Department of the
University.

One could scarcely fail to be impressed by the
number of German physicists who had managed to
keep their fundameiital research work going right
through the War, and to maintain it under present
conditions. Perhaps this may indicate the failure of
the Kazi Government to ensure the collaboration in
military research of certain of their most important
scientific workers, even under the urgent stress of war.

U RE
This applies in particular to the physicists now working
or residing at Gottmgen, which at present is imques-
tionably the most important centre for physics m the
zone, due both to its undamaged condition and the
valuable old traditions. Of the well-known physicists

now living there and participatmg m the meetmgs
one might mention Planck, v. Laue, Pohl, Heisenberg,
Becker, O. Halm and Kopfermann.
The foundation meetmg of the new Society was not

remarkable except for one or two points. It was felt

to be essential to make a fresh start rather than to

attempt to contmue the old German Physical Society,

smee the latter was taken over {gleicJigeschaltet) by
the Nazis, an event which did not take place, however,
until 1938. As an incident illustrating the resistance

offered to the Nazis by the Society, the fact was
mentioned that when J. Stark insisted in 1933 on
becommg president of the Society, no more than two
votes were cast in his favour. The president of the

new Society is Prof. v. Laue.
It IS impossible to attempt to give a complete

report of all contributions to the meeting, and some
of the more interesting ones will therefore be
selected. An essential part of the meetmg was felt to

consist in the private discussions and demonstrations
at the University laboratory.

Lauterjung reported on changes m sensitivity of

Geiger-Muller coimters to ultra-violet light of wave-
length 313 mg, brought about by illumination with
Y-radiation. The comiters consisted of magnesium,
filled with a mixture of argon and neon. The y-

radiation caused an increase m the magnitude of the

electric pulses, but no change in the number of pulses

for a given ultra-violet illumination. A temporary
increase m sensitivity was caused also for a-particles

which were used as a control in the experiments ;

the sensitivity towards light, after a slight initial fall

from the first high level reached by irradiation with
Y-rays, romamed at an increased value of the order of

twice the initial sensitivity.

Meyer presented a paper on a proportional Geigen-
Miiller counter to be used for energy measurements
of ionizing particles. The volume of this coimter is

sufficient to ensure that the particle comes to a
complete stop inside the measuring volume. The
calibration procedure is ingenious : a window is

arranged on the side of the counter, with an electrode

outside supplying a field which ensures that the

missing part of the wall is at the same potential as

the wall itself. In the calibration procedure, oc-

particles are allowed to pass across the gap in the

wall, outside the counter ; the central part of their

path supplies a known number of ions withm the

counter. The ionization of the particles to be
measured is easily determmed by an arrangement of

two gas-filled relays connected in opposition and
working together into a mechanical counter. Particles

of low energy will not affect any of the relays. With
particles of increasing energy, one of the relays will

operate and work the mechanical counter ; with even
faster particles both relays will operate, and since

they are connected in opposition on the output side,

the counter will not respond. The combination of

relays thus constitutes an ‘energy slit’ which can be
moved through the energy spectrum merely by
altermg the grid-bias voltages of both relays.

The ago of the earth was discussed by Houtermans.
His considerations were based on the relative preval-

ence of various isotopes of lead, with atomic weights

of 206, 208 and 209, onginating from U^®®, Th®®®, and
X7285 respectively. On this basis, the age of the earth
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comes to 2 9 x 10^ years, with an accuracy of

± 0*3 X 10®. This IS m good agreement with results

by Koszy and Wefelmayer based on the total amoimt
of lead present in the earth’s ci’ust.

The data underlymg these considerations were
obtamed by means of the semi-routine mass si:>ectro-

meter developed at Gottmgen by Kopfermann. It

was claimed that this mstrmnent is much more simple

in use and cheaper than any at present available or

described. Commercial production of it is contem-
plated if conditions permit. The success of the
instrument is largely due to the principle of producing
the ionized particles by electrons oscillating up to

a hundred times in the ion gun. In this way a high
degree of ionization, often up to 90 per cent, is

achieved, and a mass spectrum in the form of a
cathode-ray oscillogram can be obtamed with very
small amounts of substances.

Another mstrimient demonstrated was a small mass
spectrograph used for isotope separation. Amounts
up to 0*5 mgm. of certain isotopes can be obtained
in twenty-four hours, which is often sufficient for

biological experiments with tracer elements. The
results of such experiments were investigated by
means of the mass spectrometer mentioned above.
This collaboration between physicists and biologists

is at present impeded by zone boundaries and other
difficulties, but is regarded as a very promising line

of research.

Similar collaboration between physicists and
biologists has centred around the electron miscroscope.
This instrument is not fully occupied by problems
arismg in the physics departments alone, but is now
being fully utilized in collaboration of this kind.
From R. W. PohPs laboratory, Mollwo reported on

the density of vacuum-deposited salt layers. An
elegant micro-balance was made up from the parts of
a moving-coil instrument, the current through this

instrument being used to counteract the increase in
weight of the support of the salt layer. Precautions
are necessary to eliminate the effect of stray electrical

charges ; when this is done, the sensitivity of the
method is considerable. The thickness ofthe deposited
layers is determmed by an interference method best
described as a reversed Lummer-Gehrke system

:

the light falls on the layer at glancing incidence, and
the interference fringes formed become visible due to

any scattering particles present in or on the surface
under investigation. All measurements are carried
out in the same vessel in which the layer is deposited,
without disturbing the vacuum. Applying these
methods to layers of magnesium oxide, it was found
that the density of the deposited layer is lower than
that of the solid. The porosity of such layers was
demonstrated by breathing on them, when the
interference fringes shift. It w‘as worthy of note that
coherent layers of magnesium oxide could not be
formed unless a very small amoimt of a nucleatmg
material was first deposited on to the support. For
this purpose, metallic copper was found most useful.

This porosity is of interest in connexion with
other investigations on the secondary photo-electric
conductivity m magnesium oxide. The permanent
secondary conductivity, caused by illumination with
li^t of the appropriate wave-length, is connected
with a chemical reaction characterized by the release
ofoxygepu Mass action considerations apply ; that is,

the reaction can be impeded by increasing the
external oxygen pres^iure.

^6mg reported on other work on the structure of
thia evaporate^, layers, as investigated by electron

and X-ray diffraction. For years now there has been
an argument about the lattice constants of the very
small crystals first formed on deposition in vacuo,

various authors reporting differences between small

and large crystals of the order of 6 per cent. It was
now demonstrated that these discrepancies are due to

faulty calibrations of the electron diffraction appara-
tus, which in many instances was carried out using

gold leaf, assuming this to be pure gold. Gold leaf

actually contains up to 5 per cent copper, apart from
other impurities. Using a twm diffraction camera
giving simultaneously the pattern due to a calibration

substance and that imder test, it was shown that
there are no discrepancies between the lattice con-

stants of small and large crystals. Experiments have
been done with silver, gold, copper, iron, germanium,
zinc oxide, copper oxide, potassium bromide and
lithium fluoride ; the accuracy of the electron

diffraction experiments was stated to be one per mille

in terms of the lattice constants.

Another investigation by Konig dealt with the size

of the crystallites necessary for ferro-magnetism. Very
small iron crystals were obtained by vacuum deposi-

tion on to a cooled surface. The size of tho crystals

could be controlled by the temperature of the receiving

surface. The magnetization was measured in the

same apparatus, without disturbing the vacuum, by
determmmg the magnetic Faraday effect of the layer

;

the size was found by electron diffraction methods.
Two results of considerable interest were obtained.

The smallest crystal which still exhibits ferro-magne-
tism consists of about 64 atoms. This is thought to

indicate that it is necessary to have one completely
‘shielded’ unit cell in which the spins can orientate

themselves. The other finding concerns the shapes of

the smallest crystallites formed by deposition on a

surface kept at sufficiently low temperature which
appear to consist of imit cells, lying in haphazard
orientation in the deposited layer. The process of

crystal growth occurrmg on warming up would then
consist in the re-orientation and alignment of unit
cells. These results wore obtamed not only with iron

and other metals, but also with ionic crystals.

Justi has made a survey of a large number of
elements with respect to their super-conductivity,
and has found a few new super-conductors. Super-
conductivity of sodium and potassium is not certain ;

rubidium, caesium, erbium, silicon, tellurium and
molybdenum do not exhibit it. Rhenium becomes
superconductive at 0*90° K. and uranium at 1-25° K.
Ruthenium was also stated to be a super-conductor.
Although Justi confined his considerations to elements,
an interestmg recent finding by the brothers Farkas
was mentioned in the discussion, accordmg to which
a solution of sodium in ammonia becomes super-
conductive at — 100° C.

Heisenberg reported on a new theory of super-
conductivity according to which a small proportion
of the free electrons in a metal, namely, those near
the surface of the Fermi distribution, form below the
transition temperature an ordered structure or super-
lattice. The distance between the electrons forming
this super-lattice will amount to many times the
lattice spacing. When this lattice is formed, scatter-

ing processes are impossible and a lowest state with
current can occur. The theory suggests that all

metals can become super-conductors, that the low
value of the transition temperature is to a certain

extent accidental, and that it is not out ofthe question
that materials may exist for which this temperature
is much higher than usual. X. F. Mott
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ANTI-TUBERCULAR COMPOUNDS

By Dr. VINCENT C. BARRY
Research Fellow, Medical Research Council of Ireland

(Department of Chemistry, University College, Dublin)

I
T is not poHsiblo in a short article to mention all

the types ol substances, organic and inorganic m
charactoi, active vitro, which have been tested

agamst tuberculosis experimentally mduced m
animals. One encouraging fact emerges from the
early work, however. Certain substances, tuberculo-

cidal or tuberculostatic m character, have been shown
to have the power of penetratmg the tubercle in vivo.

It has not been shown, on the other hand, that any
substances congregate selectively in tuberculous
tissue or that their concentration in this tissue will

remam at a high level while falling in the blood.

All that can be truly said is that access to the desired

site of action of the drug is apparently possible to

some substances, although the action of these sub-
stances in vitro may not be reproduced in the tubercle

in the living animal.

In a general way one can postulate the properties

which one would expect an effective chemical agent
against tuberculosis to possess. It should have the
ability (1) to inhibit the tubercle bacillus in vitro in

high dilution, which presumably implies permeating
to some extent at least the bacillary membrane, (2)

to circulate freely in the blood for a very long period
without injury to the host, (3) to pass from the blood
stream, where tubercle bacilli aie not found, to
tuberculous tissue, and (4) to penetrate finally the
tubercle, which, although presmnably a defensive line

of the body, nevertheless serves as a protection for

the bacilli also. It will be noticed that in vitro activity

of the agent has boon put as the first critical require-

ment. That has been done not in the belief that

a substance active in the test tube will necessarily

retain its activity in the animal, or that a ^
substance inaotivo in the tost tube and possibly

^ '

insoluble in ordinary media will inevitably

be inactive in the animal. The organic chemist,

however, attempting to produce a chemo-
therapeutic agent for tuberculosis, must have a
simple and moderately quick test at his disposal

in order that he may know that he is working along
Imes that have a reasonable chance of achieving

success. The evaluation of a substance in an animal
(the guinea pig for choice) is expensive in time and in

materials, and is out of the question for most mvesti-

gators until a substance is produced which has been
judged promising on other grounds.

Of the earlier attempts at the chemotherapy of

tuberculosis, as for example metal therapy or the use
of antiseptics, it is not possible to predict

that they may not yet prove successful in a
modified form. Since these substances are in-

activated by the presence of blood, the odds n

appear, however, to be all against them.
Neither would it be safe to predict that an
antibiotic substance may not be found which,
unlike streptomycm, would achieve a complete
disinfection of the animal body. It is more hearten-

mg, nevertheless, for the investigator to design his

attack on the bacillus on the basis of a theory which
relates to a fundamental circumstance, for example,
in the metabolic processes or chemical composition
of the tubercle bacillus.

One fundamental approach to this problem was
based on fatty acids with branched-chains. The

interest in this type of compound derives from two
unrelated discoveries. The first of these was the final
elucidation by Adams and his colleagues of the
structure of chaulmoogric and hydnocarpic acids.
These acids are obtained from chaulmoogra oil, which
has been used for centuries m the East for the treat-
ment of leprosy, and the leprosy bacillus is, of course,
related to the tubercle bacillus.

I
CH—[OHaJar—COOH

CH = Ch/
Chaulmoogric acid as ^ 12 ; Hydnocarpic acid, x = 10.

The second of the discoveries to which I have referred
was the isolation by Anderson and his co-workers’ of
a number of liquid saturated acids from the lipoid
fraction of the tubercle and other acid-fast bacilli^.

Two of these acids were thoroughly exammed and were
shown to be unique at the time among naturally
occurring fatty acids, in that they possessed a
branched-chain, and one of them—tuberculostearic
acid—an odd number of carbon atoms

CH3.—[CH2]y^CH(CH3)-~[CH2]8~COOH
10-Methyl stearic acid (tuberculostearic acid).

The second acid, phthioic acid, has been the subject
of synthetical studies by Robmson and his co-
workers^. They at first considered it to be ethyl
decyl dodecyl acetic acid, a substance which has
very striking biological properties produemg, on
animal injection, cell reactions and tubercle formation
very much like phthioic acid itself. As a result of
further work, Robmson^ has returned to the original
views in a modified form of the American workers.
It is now believed to be 3 : 13 : 19-trimethyl tri-

cosanoic acid, which has been synthesised m an
inactive form.

in, (Ih, in,
Phthioic acid.

A very large number of acids, mostly of the di-sub

-

stituted acetic acid type, was synthesized in Adams’s
laboratory and tested agamst various Mycobacteria*.
It was shown that the cyclopentenyl rmg in chaul-
moogric acid fulfilled the function of a branched

-

cham. CO-Cyclohexyl aliphatic acids had maximum
activity when the molecule contained 14-17 carbon
atoms. Greater activity was found when the carboxyl
group was m or near the centre of the molecule. The
most effective of these acids agamst the tubercle
bacillus in vitro was :

CHg—CH2

GH—CHa—CH— CH

CHs—CHa COOH CHa—CHa
Inhibitory dilution, 1/50,000 v. Myco. tvb&rcuLosi&.

In further synthesis, the rmg structure was dispensed
with and dialkyl acetic acids were prepared, which
were most active when the —COOH was near the
centie of the cham and when the molecule contained
in all 15-17 carbon atoms. A molecule smaller or
larger than this had a reduced biological activity.

CH3—[CHa]ar-CH—[CHJir-CHa
I a; -f y = IX to 13
COOH
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Our own synthetical approach started with
roccellic acid (a-methyl-a'-n-dodecyl succinic acid),

which was isolated from the lichen, Lecanora sordida.

We have already reported® that this substance, m
the form of its half-esters or half-amides, inhibits

completely the growth of the tubercle bacillus in

vitro at a dilution of about 1/500,000. From an
examinafcion of a series of dialkyl succmic acids, it is

now clear that in the form of their half-esters, maxi-
mum inhibitory activity is encoimtered when the
total cham-length of the alkyl substituents ranges
from 13 to 15 carbon atoms. We have since syn-

thesized a senes of monoalkyl (Ce-Cig) succmic acids

JK'—CH—COOEt COOH

iS'—ilH—COOH (Ihj—COOBl

and shown that the same pattern repeats itself,

maximum biological activity being encountered
when the alkyl group contains 13-15 carbons®. From
the point of view of in vitro activity, therefore,

dialkyl succinic acids have no advantage over mono-
alkyl acids. It is remarkable, however, that the
half-ester

Compounds of a completely different type are also

bemg investigated m this laboratory. As already
reported®, diploicin when rendered soluble in aqueous
media by a slight alteration in its molecule com-
pletely mhibits the growth of the tubercle bacillus

in vitro at a dilution of 1/100,000, and the diphtheria
bacillus at 1/70,000. The carboxyl derivative A is

easily soluble in neutral solution, but readily loses

carbon dioxide to form B. Both A and B are active
in vitro, but B is too msoluble for animal injection.

(7, D and E are modifications of the molecule made
with the view of mcreasmg solubility while preservmg
antibacterial power. The —COOH in D is stabilized

by methylation of the hydroxyl in the para-position,
but its activity is reduced very considerably. It was
hoped that in E, solubility would be restored by
hydroxyethylation w^hile at the same time conservuig
the stability of the —COOH group. This compound,
however, has very poor antitubercular power. C is

also quite inactive, and it seems probable that a free

phenolic hydroxyl group is necessary m each ring.

The balance is clearly a delicate one, and the mmimum
clothing necessary for a halogenated diphenyl ether
to have antitubercular properties will need to be
arrived at from the synthetic end.

CHa—CH--C7H15

COOH
C,H„—CH CH—C,Hi5

COOEt iooH

of a-a'-di-n-heptyl succinic acid, which differs

from heptyl octyl acetic acid only in the
possession of an extra carbethoxy group,
should be ten times as inhibitory as the latter

of the growth of the tubercle bacillus in
vitro. The most active of these compounds are
at the moment bemg tested in animal pro-
tection experiments, and although they are
strongly antagonized by serum in vitro, they
seem to have some activity in the animal.
The comparative success which derivatives

of diamino-diphenyl sulphone have met with
in experimental tuberculosis in guinea pigs^

suggested the synthesis of a new series

of compounds which would contain a sulphone
group, while yet retaining to some extent
the essential structure of the succinic acid
derivatives.

Diploicm A . Active

B. (iJ — B) Active Z> (i? = CH3) Reduced

a (E = —CHj.COOH) activity

Inactive S. (B = —CjH.OH)
Inactive

CH2—CHiNHjs)—COOH

i?— COOH R—

{

in,—COOH
ss: C^i to C

R—SO2—CH—COOH
CHo—COOH

Thyroxine

These alkyl thiomalic acids and aUiane sulphonyl
succmic acids in the form of their half-esters are
strongly inhibitory of the growth in vitro of Myco.
tuborculosis. A curious feature of them, as investi-

gated so far, is that they display no sharp peak of
activity against mycobacteria, as the cham-length of
M is increased. From E = On to Gig the inhibitoiy
dilution of both series of compounds remains more
or less constant. This may be related to another
peculiar feature which they possess. The alkylthio-
maho acids {E = C» to Cig) all melt over a very
narrow range of temperature (103® to 107® C.), and
flip allmhe sulphonyl succime acids which melt
about 40*^ higher aH malt also over a very narrow
:^ge (142®—147°). They are antagonized by serum
in vitro. Ho repolts of animal tests are yet to hand.

The only known substance of the halogenated
phenyl ether type, occurrmg normally in the animal
body, is thyroxme, and its resemblance to diploicm

suggested to the author that hyperactivity of the

thyroid gland, resulting in excessive secretion of

thyroxme, might provide a defence against the spread
of tubercular infection in the animal body. Since this

hypothesis was published®, a report has appeared in

the literature from Izzo and Cicardo®, claimmg that

injection of thyroxme into guinea pigs infected with
tuberculosis has produced a considerable prolonga-
tion of life over untreated animals, and that thyroid-

eotomized guinea pigs show a very much reduced
resistauce to tuberculosis. It is not suggested that
treatment with thyroxine is ever likely to be used as

a protection against or cure for tuberculosis. Further
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work in this direction may, however, yield pointers

of value to workers on the chemotherapy of tuber-

culosis.
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OBITUARIES
Prof. E. H. Lamb

Ernest Horace Lamb was born at Adelaide on
May 5,1878. He left Australia for Great Britain when
his father, the distinguished mathematician, Horace
Lamb, was appointed to a chair at Owens College,

Manchester. After attending Manchester Grammar
School, Ernest had a distinguished career at Owens
College (now Victoria University of Manchester). He
gained his practical experience with Mather & Platt,

Ltd., Manchester, and was afterwards employed by
W. H. Allen, Sons & Co., Ltd., Bedford. La 1913 he
was appointed professor of civil and mechanical
engineering at East London College (now Queen
Mary College), University of London.
Lamb served with distinction during the First

World War, first with the Boyal Marines and later

with the K.H.V.E. After service throughout the
Gallipoli campaign, when he was awarded the
Distmguished Service Cross, he went to H.M.S.
V&mon, at Portsmouth, where durmg 1917-19 he
was in charge of experimental work and special

designs for naval mining appliances.

^V^en Lamb returned to Queen Mary College after

the War, he played an active part in the develop-

ment of the ongineontig studies of the College, and of

the University of London. He was dean of the
Faculty of Engineering of the University durmg
1924-28, and a member of the Senate of the Univer-
sity during 1929-34. He was dean of the College

Faculty of Engineering, served on the govemmg
body, and was appointed vice-principal of the College.

Ernest Lamb inherited his father’s mathematical
ability, and contributed papers on various engineermg
subjects to the engineermg institutions and to the
technical Press. He was a member of the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers ; and an associate member
of the Institution of Civil Engineers, of which he was
awarded the Telford Gold Medal.
With all his gifts and extraordinary ability. Lamb

was devoid of any personal ambition. To all his many
duties he brought a freshness of outlook, a capacity
for work, and a sense of humour that endeared him
to all his colleagues. He gave freely to help all

around him, but preferred to remain himself in

the background. For this reason his work, both
scientific and administrative, was not so well known
as it deserved to be, and it was only those who knew
him best who appreciated just how much he con-
tributed to the welfare of Queen Mary College.

At the outbreak of war in 1939, the College was
moved to Cambridge, and, although Prof, Lamb
reached retiring age in 1943, he earned on until the
end of the War. He retired in 1945, being later

appointed professor emeritus. He continued to live

in Cambridge, where his many friends hoped he would

be active for many years. He was looking forward
to carrying on with work for which his College duties
had not given time.
His many friends were shocked to learn that Prof.

Lamb died suddenly of heart failure on October 12.

E. Gifeen

Prof. A. E. Tchitchibabin

Alexej Eugujenievitsoh Tchitchibabin, born at
Kusemmo, Poltava, m 1871, recently died m Pans at
the age of seventy-four. He studied at the University
of Moscow from 1888 for four years, and published
his first scientific paper during that period. His work
was on pyridme and its derivatives, a field then
neither well known nor very popular ; but in spite
of opposition, he persisted with it and never lost

interest in the field.

In 1902, he was made ‘Magister Chimia’ in the
University of Moscow as a result of a thesis on the
action of alkyl halides on pyridine and qumoline,
and afterwards gained the rare honour of doctor of
chemistry of the University of St. Petersburg ; six

years later he was appointed professor of organic
chemistry at the Imperial College of Technology
(Moscow), becoming dean of the College in 1909. La
1918 he was in addition professor of chemistry an

the University of Moscow. During the First World
War, Tchitchibabm undertook the organisation of
the Bussian pharmaceutical mdustry and, largely

due to his work, his coxmtry became substantially
independent of German supplies. In 1931, Tchitchi-
babm moved to Pans and directed the laboratory of
the College de France.
Most of Tchitchibabm ’s two hundred or so pub-

lications are concerned with pyridine and its

derivatives ; among other thmgs he synthesized
pyridme itself from acrolein and acetaldehyde, an
example of a general method for synthesis of pyridme
derivatives due to his researches, and found that
acrolein could be substituted for glycerol in the
Skraup qumoline synthesis. In 1913, with his co-

worker Soide, he made one of those rare discoveries
in chemistry—an entirely new reaction by which
2- and 4-aminopyridmes could be obtained by the
action of sodamide on pyridme. This reaction, he
showed, takes place m two stages, the intermediate
sodamidopyridme being decomposed by water. This
remarkable discovery was not at first appreciated by
chemists outside Bussia, due possibly to the fact that
it was published in Bussian ; but, as is shown later,

had very important industrial and academic implica-

tions in due course.

Tchitchibabin and Seide also showed that alkyl
halides could be induced to react with a- and y-pico-

lines m the presence of sodamide to give higher
alkylated pyridines.

Tchitchibabm and his assistants also studied the
tautomerism of the aminopyridmes, in particular of
2-aminopyndine, which like 4-aminopyridme and
unlike S-aminopyridine is not a true amino compound,
and which cannot be diazotized and coupled to give

azo dyestuffs.

2-Aminopyridine has been manufactured in large

quantities by Tchitchibabm and Seide’s method in

connexion with the manufacture of sulphapyridme
(M and B 693) ; condensed with p-acetamidobenzene-
sulphonyl chloride, the acetyl derivative of this

sulphonamide is obtained from which the drug itself

can be prepared by alkaline hydrolysis.
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As a result of the work on sulpiiapyridine, 2-aniino-

pyridine has now become available in large quantities

as an intermediate with a large potential value in

the laboratory and in industry.

In 1924, Tchitchibabin published his work,
“Fundamental Prmciples of Organic Chemistry”
(translated into French) ; this work is dedicated to

his only child, his daughter Natacha, who was
tragically killed in an accident in a chemical factory.

Tchitchibabm’s wife, Vera Vladmirovna, was also a
scientific worker. M. A. Phillips

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Dr. Harry Roberts, well loiown as a writer on
social medicine and related topics, on November 12,

aged seventy -five.

Prof. F. M. Ro'^;^e, F.R.S., professor of colour
chemistry and dyeing m tli© University of Leeds, on
December 8, aged fifty-five.

Mr. J. D. Watson, formerly engineer to the Birm-
ingham, Tame and Rea Dramage Board, and a past-
president of the Institution of Civil Engmeers, on
November 23, aged eighty-six.

NEWS and VIEWS
Plumian Chair in the University of Cambridge

Prof. H. Jeffreys, F.R.S.

Pbop. Habolu Jeppbeys, who has recently been
elected to the Plumian professorship of astronomy
and experhnental philosophy in the University of
Cambridge, in succession to the late Sir Arthur
Eddington, is a theoretical geophysicist of world-
wide repute. He has been a fellow of St John’s
College, Cambridge, since 1914, and a fellow of the
Royal Society smc© 1925. Durmg the First World
War, and for several years afterwards, he was at the
Meteorological Office, and followmg a period of some
years as a lecturer at his own College he was appointed
reader in geophysics in the University of Cambridge
in 1931. He IS perhaps best Imown as a seismologist,

but as evidence of his versatility it may be men-
tioned that, in addition to gaining the Adams Prize

in 1927, h© has been awarded the Buchan Prize by
the Royal Meteorological Society (1929), the Gold
Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society (1937) and
the Murchison Medal of the Geological Society (1939).

He has written extensively on probability, notably
in relation to signifioanco tests, and an axiomatic
exposition of the theory is set out in his book on the
“Theory of Probability”, to which his earlier book,
‘‘Scientific Inference”, makes a suitable introduction.

His books on Cartesian tensors and on operational

methods have been a stimulus to the use of these

techniques. The best-known work of Prof. Jeffreys

is undoubtedly “The Earth”, and it may fairly be
,said that this treatise, much of it his own researches,

welded together a number of scattered topics into a
•coherent subject. It was indeed felicitous that he
dedicated this work in 1924 to a former Plumian
professor, Sir George Howard Darwin, “The Founder
of Modem Geophysics”.

Crystallography at University College, London
Dr. Kathleen Lonsdale, F.R.S.

A BEADEBSHiP in crystallography has been estab-

lished in association with the Department of

Chemistry of University College, London, and Dr.
Kathleen Lonsdale has been appointed to the post.

This marks the first major step in the creation of a
new university centre for the trammg of crystal-

lographers and crystaUographio research workers.
Dr. Lonsdale, who received her university education
at Bedford College, London, distinguiShmg herself in

physics aaid mathematics, obtained her research
ta?aming at the Royal Institution under the late Sir

Williain Bra®, whose research assistant she event-
ually became. Except for two years as Amy Lady
Tate Fellow in the University of Leeds, and for short

periods covering the infancy of her children, Di.
Lonsdale has, since graduation, been associated with
the Royal Institution, latterly as Dewar Fellow, and
during the past twenty years as on© of the most
notable contributors to its distinguished record of
research. She was one of the first two women to be
elected to the fellowship of the Royal Society.

Dr. Lonsdale has taken a leading part in the
development of modern experimental and mathe-
matical methods m the X-ray analysis of crystals.

She pioneered the determination of molecular
structure by Fourier analysis of X-ray patterns, and
was the first to establish the size and shape of the
benzene ring in hexamethyl benzene and hexa-
chlorobenzene. She took a leading part in the
©stablislxment of magnetic anisotropy and its mole-
cular significance in aromatic crystals. She has
shown how the thermal vibrations, and hence the
clastic forces, m crystals can be investigated by
means of the diffuse X-ray refiexions, which had not
been previously understood. She has recently been
developmg the divergent beam method of X-ray
analysis, and the study of crystal texture by that
method.

Dr. Frans Verdoorn

The first Mary Soper Pope Medal of the Cranbrook
Institute of Science, Michigan, has been awarded to

Dr. Frans Verdoorn, editor of Chronica Botanica, m
recognition of his editorial and international relations

work in biology as well as for his researches in

cryptogamic botany and the history of the plant
sciences. Dr. Verdoorn, who was born m Amsterdam
in 1906, went to the United States in 1940. He is

managing editor of the Chronica Botanica Co., which
publishes Chronica Botanica, “A New Series of Plant
Science Books”, and Annales Cryptogamici et Phyto-
pathologici. He is also botanical secretary of the

International Union of Biological Sciences and special

adviser to the Netherlands Indies Department of

Agriculture. His prmcipal books are : “d© Frul-

laniaceis” X~XVIII, “Manual of Bryology”, “Manual
of Ptendology”, “Plants and Plant Science in Latin
America”, “Science and Scientists in the Netherlands
Indies” (with P. Honig), and the “Index Botani-

corum”, a biographical dictionary of plant scientists,

now in preparation in co-operation with the Arnold
Arboretum of Harvard University, with which Dr.
Verdoorn has been connected smc© 1941. From 1947

onwards. Dr. Verdoorn will issue a monthly biological

news-letter, Biologia, and an annual review of pro-

gress in mtemational relations and co-operation in

science, to be entitled Pallas.
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Scientific Appointments at the Ministry of Supply

Sib Bj3N Lockspeiseb, director-general of scientific

research (air) at the Ministry of Supply, has been
appomtod chief scientist to the Ministry. This newly
created post is a continuation of the eo-ordmation of
the research and development programmes for

defence and air resulting from the merger earlier this

year of the Mimstiy of Supply and the Mmistry of
Aircraft Production. Sir Ben will be responsible in

future for co-ordmatmg research work on the Mmis-
try’s military and aeronautical programmes, and for

supervising the general interests and welfare of its

large scientific staff. He will be assisted in these
duties by the Scientific Co-ordinatmg Boai*d, to which
Sir John Lennard-Jones has agreed to continue to

act as chairman for the present . The Ministry has also

announced that the following four appomtments, all

at Principal Director level, will be incorporated m
its higher organisation for research and development

:

Scientific Research {Air)

:

Mr. H. M. Garner, who has
held a number of posts in the scientific departments
of the Air Ministry, Ministry of Aircraft Production
and Mmistry of Sup])ly since his entry into Govern-
ment service soon after the First World War ; be-
tween 1942 and 1945 he was deputy director of
scientific research in the Ministry of Aircraft Pro-
duction. Technical Development (Defence)

:

Mr,
T. R. B. Sanders, who served with the Royal Artillery

in the early jiart of the War, later becommg assistant

chief engineer of armaments design m the Mmistry of
Supply. Scientific Research (Defence)

:

Dr. E. T.
Pans, who joined the Mmistry of Supply upon its

formation in 1939, previously having been deputy
director of scientific research at the War Office

;

prior to taking up his present appointment he was
controller of physical and signal development m the
Mmistry of Supply, being responsible (under the
Director-General of Scientific Research and Develop-
ment) for all Aimy signals and radar development.
Technical Development (Air)

:

Mr. S. Scott-Hall, who
from 1944 until taking up his present post was
superintendent of performance testing at the Aero-
plane and Armaments Experimental Establishment,
Boseombe"Down, Wiltshire ; between 1941 and 1944
he was head of the Armament Research and Develop-
ment Department of the Royal Aircraft Establish-

ment, Farnborough.
The Mmistry of Supply further announces that

responsibility for all branches of research and
development concerning guided projectiles—mcluding
the proposed range in Australia—are to be integrated
under the Controller of Supplies (Air). Details of the
new organisation will be given in due course.

National Coal Board : Director of Carbonization

Research

The National Coal Board announces that Prof.

H. L. Riley, professor of inorganic and physical
chemistry in the University of Durham, has been
appointed director of carbonization research under
the scientific member of the Board, Sir Charles Ellis.

Prof. Riley studied at the Imperial College of Science
and Technology, and took an honours degree m
inorganic chemistry ; he was awarded the Frank
Haddon Prize. He held a Beit Research Fellowship
during 1921-23, and remamed as lecturer at the
Imperial College until he went in 1932 to King’s
College, University ofDurham. Prof. Riley’s research
work at Newcastle has been devoted to the study of
cokmg problems, and he is recognized as an expert

in this field. He is also honorary secretary and
director of research to the Northern Coke Research
Committee, and is a member of the British Cokmg
Research Association. He is forty-seven years of
age.

Chemistry at Chelsea Polytechnic : Dr. J. F. J.

Dippy

When Dr. C. Doree retired from the post of head
of the Department of Chemistry at the Chelsea
Polytechnic in 1940, the vacancy was filled by the
promotion of Dr. J. C. Crocker, then first assistant

in the Department ; Dr, Crocker retired at the end
of August. Dr. John F. J. Dippy has now been
appomted to the post. Educated at University
College, Swansea, Dr. Dippy showed early promise
as a research worker, and his work has been well
recognized m Great Britain and m the United States.

He is an energetic man with interests m both pure
and applied chemistry. Beginning with a lectureship

m chemistry at the Cardiff Technical College (1930),
Dr. Dippy moved to a headship at the Mming and
Technical College, Wigan (1942), and is at present
head of the Department of Chemistry and Biology
at the South-East Essex Technical College, Dagen-
ham (since 1945). He has high academic and
administrative ability.

Agricultural Attache at the British Embassy In

Buenos Ayres

Majoe T. a. Rattray has been appomted agri-

cultural attaoh6 to the British Embassy in Buenos
Ayres. Major Rattray, who is fifty-seven, was
educated at Wmchester. After service in the First

World War, he farmed m Sliropshire and Somerset
until, in 1934, he took up an appointment with the
Ministry of Agriculture as a livestock officer. From
1939 onwards Major Rattray has acted as one of the
Mmistry’s land commissioners.

Reports on German Industrial and Scientific Pro-

gress

In a written answer to a question regarding reports

on German industrial and scientific progress on
December 5, the President of the Board of Trade
stated that 1,390 such reports have been published

to date, 572 by British teams, 278 by American teams
and 540 by combined teams, and it is expected that

the totalwouldapproach 2,500. In addition to placing

the reports on sale at H.M. Stationery Office, free dis-

tributions of all reports published are made to univer-

sities, the principal public libraries and chambers of

commerce. Trade and research associations and
learned professional institutions also receive a token
free distribution of the reports of direct interest to

them. Arrangements have been made with the
Stationery Office to produce both a classified list of

the reports and a subject mdex, and an Information
Bureau and Reference Library has also been created

at the secretariat ofthe British Intelligence Objectives

Sub-Committee, which body is now administered by
the Board of Trade. This Reference Library contains

not only all the finished reports but also much of the

raw material on which they were based. The work
is closely co-ordinated with the Documents Unit of

the Board of Trade, which is the central repository

for the large quantity of origmal German documents
collected in the British and allied mvestigations. The
Unit has facilities for translating and abstracting an4
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for supplying copies of the abstracts or of the original

documents to any mterested party, and this Informa-

tion Service, with a nucleus technical staff and access

both to the reports and to the origmal Gei*man

documents, should be of great assistance to firms

with limited research facilities. Publicity is being

given to this service and facilities by an exhibition

opened at the Board of Trade at Millbaiik, London,
on December 10 ; the exhibition will eventually be
shown in the most important provmcial industrial

centres of Britain.

Centenary of the Sewing Machine

Sewing needles of bone date back to prehistoric

times, and the steel needle made its first appearance
m Britain in the sixteenth century. The speed of
expert hand-sewmg, thirty stitches per minute, is

slow and laborious compared with that of machine
work, and with the ushering in of the mechanical age
m the eighteenth and nmeteenth centuries, it is not
surprising that the invention and development of
the sewing machme should have come about early in

this period. A chain-stitch machine with its single

thread had already been made by B. Thimmonier,
m 1830, and a machme produced by W. Hunt, in

1832-34, had an eye-pointed needle and an oscillatmg
shuttle. It remamed for Elias Howe to make and
patent, in 1845, the first successful lock-stitch
machine, in which an eye-pointed needle and an
independent shuttle, each with its own thread, were
used. He disposed of his English interests in the
patent to William Frederick Thomas, of Cheapside,
m whose name the British patent stands, dated
December 1, 1846. The Koyal Scottish Museum,
Edinburgh, is commemorating the occasion of the
centenary by holding a small exhibition of sewing
machmes. Thanks to the generosity of Mr. A. W.
Pickard, of Glasgow, the Museum has in its collection

one of the first six of the 1846-type machines, which
were made by Howe. A number of other machines
ofdates ranging over the complete century of develop-
ment are shown. These include early Howe and also

Wheeler and Wilson machines, while modern
development is illustrated by the latest domestic
and workroom models of the Singer Sewing Machine
Co.

University of Birmingham

The pro -chancellor of the University of Birming-
ham, Mr. Edmund P. Beale, is retiring after having
held office smce 1939. Mr. Beale, whose father was
the first vice-chancellor of the University, became a
member of the University Council in 1924 and was
treasurer from 1930 until 1939. To commemorate his
services, Mr. Beale has been presented with a portrait
of himself, painted by Mr. A. Middleton Todd. The
chancellor of the University, Mr. Anthony Eden,
who made the presentation on behalf of the sub-
scribers, paid a warm tribute to the work done by
Mr. and Mrs. Beale for the University. The success
of the recent appeal for funds, in response to which
more than £1,000,000 has already been subscribed
towards the £1,500,000 asked for, owes much to Mr.
Beale’s personal efforts. The vice-chancellor. Dr.
Baymond Priestley, said that when he came to
Birmingham he was somewhat prejudiced both
agwhsf> la lay element in a university coxmcil and lay
hohoraiy officers ; but he now believes it to be the

poteible system for a university like that of
Birmingham, Beale, he said, typified integrity,
loyalty and grit, and ‘^one who can appreciate—as
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not all laymen do—academic standards and ideals.

He has stood for a university of national and
international standards both of teachmg and re-

search.”
The newly formed Department of Chemical En-

gmeering m the University of Birmingham is giving

special attention to the problems of fuel technology
and the utilization of coal. On the occasion of a
recent visit of more than a hundred executives of the

gas and allied industries, the vice-chancellor empha-
sized the importance of making the best possible use
of our remammg supplies of coal and high-grade iron

ore. “We must capitalize,” Dr. Priestley said, “onr
best brains, our national skill, and the faculty for

the co-ordination of hand and brain in which, as a
people, we are endowed, I believe, beyond most
others, and it is in these fields that this university

plans to help.”

Organisation for the Interchange of Technical

Publications in Sheffield

A REPORT on the war-time work of the Organisation
for the Interchange of Technical Publications in

Sheffield was presented to the annual general meeting
held in the Sheffield Central Library on November 6

This Organisation provides the framework for a

system of co-operation between the Sheffield City

Libraries, the University Library and other research

libraries in the area, and the libraries mamtained by
local firms. Through its agency any member library,

research workers employed by member firms, or

accredited students at the constituent libraries, can

draw on the pooled resources of the twenty-nme
libraries included in the Organisation. Some of the

member libraries are of such a highly specialized

nature and cover so small a field (although m minute
detail) that they rely largely on the extensive resources
of the Science and Technology Department of the

City Library m matters outside the range of their

own material. Hence, as the largest contributor to

the pool, the tasks of admmistering the scheme and
of preparing research bibliographies on specific

aspects of research (a service not, however, confined
to members of the Orgaipiisation) fall on the City
Libraries. The close collaboration between the highly

specialized works libraries and research staffs and
the City Library allows the latter to benefit from the

advice of experts in the selection of books and m the

preparation of its research publications. From the

begummg of the War until November 1946, 8,163

books, periodicals, etc., were recorded as being inter-

changed by members, but the actual figures of loans

were much higher.

At the annual general meeting, applications for

membership from the Bragg Laboratory of the

Admiralty, the Davy and United Engineering Com-
pany, Hall and Pickles, Ltd., Edward Pryor and
Son, Ltd., and the Sheffield and District Gas Com-
pany were approved, bringing the total number to

six society and twenty-three works members. It was
also decided to investigate the possibility of obtaining
research services in foreign patents through the

Fdd6ration Internationale d© Documentation at The
Hague. Resolutions were passed askmg the Associa-

tion of Special Libraries and Information Bureaux
to ui^e the Patent Office to publish indexes and
abridgments to British patent specifications of the

war years, and to make representations to the appro-

priate Government department on the desirability

of providing a national loan service of standards
specifications from all countries.
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Secondary Electron Photography

Two recent letters in the correspondence columns
of Nature (Tasker and Towers, 156, 695 ; 1945, and
Roberts, 157, 695 ; 1946) have brought to notice the
woi*k of Prof. J. J. Trillat and his colleagues at the
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, on
secondary electron photography. This work, carried

‘

out durmg the war years, is described m a series of

notes in the Qomptes Rendus and the Revue Scienti-

fique, Pans, between 1941 and 1945 ; the fact that
it was not referred to earlier is an example of the

difficulty of consulting war-time foreign journals.

Most of the experiments are concerned with the
surface appearances of metal specimens. A low-

speed photographic film is placed in contact with
the metal surface and irradiated with X-rays of
150-200 kV. The direct effect of the X-rays on the

film IS small, but the secondary electrons emitted by
the metal produce an image of the surface. Differ-

ential blackening is produced by metals of different

atomic numbers, and with careful control the method
is capable of qualitative analysis. Both macroscopic
and microscopic photography are possible. For
example, a reflexion electron photograph of a
magnesium-aluminium alloy containing some man-
ganese, under the microscope shows the distribution

of the heavy element around the magnesium-
aluminium crystals. This opens up an interestmg

field in surface metallm'gy, with relatively simple
apparatus. Alternatively, the secondary electrons

from a thin sheet of lead may be used to ‘radiograph*

very thm objects such as paper or tissue sections.

The results are similar to those obtamed with very
soft X-rays.

Agriculture and the Association of Scientific

Workers

The annual conference of the Agricultural Section

of the Association of Scientific Workers was held m
London during November 23-24 and attended by
delegates from all parts of Great Britam. The confer-

ence was addressed by Prof. J. A. Scott Watson, chief

of the advisory service of the Mmistry of Agriculture,

on the technical advisory .services in agriculture.

There was a discussion on the future of British

agriculture and the part that agricultural scientists

could play in the research and advisory services.

Dissatisfaction with the conditions of service was
expressed by many members, and it was agreed that

the efficiency of the food production programme
might be seriously impaired imless far more adequate
provision was made for science and scientific workers.

The present critical labour situation in the industry

was discussed in detail. A delegate from the National
Union of Agricultural Workers stated that the

shortage of labour has been greatly exaggerated,

and that the introduction of foreign labour is m no
way a permanent solution of this difficulty. Mechan-
ization, improved wages and livmg conditions and
an apprenticeship scheme would be of more value.

Many resolutions covermg a wide field were
discussed, including the need for improved co-

ordination between universities and existing institutes

for planning more fundamental agricultural research,

and the provision of conditions to attract first-class

men of science to this work. It was urged that

provision should be made on the agricultural research

plaiming boards for representation of the views of
the ordinary scientific worker, and that agricultural

scientists in general should be assimilated to the

White Paper scales as appropriate to their age and
service irrespective of their previous salaries. There
was considerable discussion on the National Agricul-

tural Advisory Seiwice.

Naming the Constellations

Hehry I. Chbist has an interesting article with

this title in Sky and Telescope of October, which
describes a number of proposed names for the con-

stellations which ‘fell by the wayside*. Even those

suggested to flatter or honour monarchs, such as

Frederick’s Glory, Charles’ Oak, did not survive for

very long, though Sobieski’s Shield, in honour of the

Polish hero who fought the Turks, has been retamed.
How many people realize the length of the list of

forgotten constellations ? These include such animals

as a cat, a flamingo, a turtle, a reindeer, a night owl
and a thrush, and even objects like a printing office,

an electric machme, a balloon, a solarium, a sceptre,

and a quadrant, some of which were retamed for a
time, while others never gained acceptance. Whole-
sale rechartmg of the sky has not been a success,

and perhaps it is just as well that the artificially

fostered systems did not last.

Commonwealth of Australia Council for Scientific

and Industrial Research

The annual report of the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research, Commonwealth of Australia, has
now been supplemented by a more concise and
popular illustrated account (Melbourne : Gov.
Prmter). Written by Mr. G. Lightfoot, consultant,

and former secretary to the Coimcil, with a foreword

by Mr. J. J. Dedman, the Mmister in Charge, it gives

a lucid account of the establishment and develop-

ment of the Council and of the work carried out
during 1945 by the various divisions, illustrating

particularly the way in which scientific research can
assist the further utilization of Australian resources

and the development of its mdustries. The Council

and the author are to be congratulated on the high
standard of production and exposition in this

brochure, which is admirably designed for the
educational purposes it is intended to serve.

Meldola Medal

The award of the Meldola Medal, which is the
gift of the Society of MaccabaBans, has normally

been made annually, but has been suspended since

1941. The award is to be resumed for 1946, and the

Society of Maccabseans will accordingly present it to

the chemist who, being a British subject and less than
thirty years of age on December 31, 1946, shows
the most promise, as indicated by his or her published

chemical work. Recommendations and applications,

to be addressed to the President, Royal Institute of

Chemistry, 30 Russell Square, London, W.C.l, the

envelope being marked “Meldola Medal”, must be
received before December 31, 1946.

Catalogue of Historical Scientific Books

Messes. Davis aistd Oeioei’s latest Catalogue»

No. 125, Classics of Science and Medicine, is a

lavishly illustrated production containing 444 items.

The field covered includes physics, chemistry,

astronomy, mathematics, biology, medicine and
surgery. Many outstanding works in all these

branches of knowledge are offered for sale. Among
the authors represented, often by several of thefc

works, in first or early editions, are the
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selected more or less at random : Robert Boyle,

Roger Bacon, Descartes, Galileo, William Gilbert,

William Harvey, Hippocrates, Robert Hooke, James
Hutton, Christian Huygens, Johannes de Kotham,
Lavoisier, Sir Isaac Newton, Ambroise Pare, Pasteur,

Scheeie, and Vesalms. The prices asked, and pre-

sumably obtainable, are in many cases high ; and
are an mdication of the marked trend in recent years
for early scientific and medical works to appreciate

in value. An interesting sidelight as to how the
scarcity, as opposed to the absolute scientific

importance, of a book may affect values is afforded

by a comparison of the prices asked for James
Hutton’s “Theory of the Earth” (£175) on one hand,
and Newton’s “Prineipia” (1st edition, 2nd issue,

£130) on the other. It has long been realized that
copies of the former are extremely difficult to find,

and also fhat it was an epoch-makmg work ;
yet it

can scarcely be claimed that it ranks m importance
with Newton’s magnum opus.

Colonial Service Appointments

The following appointments m the Colonial Service
have been announced : A. L. Barcroft, to be agri-

cultural officer, Malaya ; P. A. Donovan, to be
agricultural officer, Sierra Leone and Gambia ; A.
Hyslop, to be agricultural survey officer. Gold Coast ;

N. E. Robertson, to be plant pathologist. West Africa
Cocoa Research, Gold Coast ; P. F. Burgess, to be
assistant conservator of forests, Malaya ; W. E. S.

Mutch, to be assistant conservator of forests, Nigeria ;

J. C. Wilson, to be assistant conservator of forests.

Gold Coast ; Major D. J. Gear, to be geologist,
Uganda; Fit.-Lieut. E. G. Davey, to be assistant
director, Observatory, Mauritius ; Lieut. C. G.
Dixon, to be senior geologist, British Guiana ; R.
Mather, to be meteorological officer, Malaya ; T.
Bell, agricultural supermtendent, British Guiana, to
be senior agricultural officer, Palestine ; E. J.
Shrubshall, senior assistant conservator of forests,

Malaya, to be conservator of forests, Malaya

;

G. W. Somerville, senior assistant conservator of
forests, Malaya, to be conservator of forests, Malaya.

Announcements

Db. JuiiiAJsr Htjxuey, executive secretary of the
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation,
has been appomted director-general of the Organ-
isation.

Mb. j. M. Cook, sometime lecturer in classical
archaeology in the University of Edinburgh, has been
appointed director ofthe British School ofArchaeology
in Athens.

Db. Axexandeb MuniiEB, of the Davy Faraday
Research Laboratory of the Royal Institution, has
been appointed deputy director of the Laboratory.

The Pest Infestation Laboratory of the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research, origmally
sef up at Slough, Bucks, in 1940, is to be extended.
Mr. G. V. B. Herford, at present officer-in-charge,
has been appointed director of the Laboratory.

The Olaf Bloch Memorial Award was founded by
tiha Listittite Of British Photographers and the Royal
Phoijogr^pMc Society jointly in 1946 as a tribute to
the memory of Olaf Bloch. The award, consisting
of books to the yalue of about £10, will be given for
an essay, the of which for 1947 is “The

Effect of the Introduction of Panchromatic Emulsions
on the Applications of Photography”. Particulars

can be obtained from the Secretary, Institute of

British Photographers, 49 Gordon Square, London,
W.C.l ; the closing date for the competition is

June 1, 1947.

The Institution of Civil Engineers has arranged
three Christmas lantern, lectures fot' boys on
“Railways ; How They Are Built and How They
Run”, to be delivered by Mr. Cecil J. Allen (December
30), Mr. L. G. B. Rock (January 3) and Mr. O. S.

Nock (January 6). Tickets are issued for each lecture,

and can be obtamed free of charge from the Secretary,

Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street,

Westminster, S.W.l. The lectures are primarily

intended for boys between thirteen and seventeen
years of age.

A OOTJBSE of twelve lectures on “Recent Advances
in Dairy Technology” is to be given at the Central

Laboratories, Express Dairy Co. Ltd., under the

auspices of Chelsea Polytechnic early in the New
Year. The lectures will be given on Tuesdays at 6.30

p.m., begmning on January 14, and are intended to

serve the interests not only of persons engaged m the

control of milk in its preparation for the consumer
but also of medical officers of health, public analysts,

food chemists and others concerned with milk as a

foodstuff and with public health. The fee for the

course is £1 ; particulars are available from the

Chelsea Polytechnic. An. inaugural address, open to

the public, will be given by Dr. N. C. Wright, director

of the Hannah Dairy Research Institute, on January
7.

A SHOBT course of about twelve lecture-demonstra-
tions on television practice, commencing Thursday,
January 16, at 7-9 p.m., have been arranged at the
South East London Technical Institute, Lewisham
Way, London, S.E.4. The fee for the course is £L
Particulars can be obtained from the head of the
Electrical Engineering Department of the Institute.

Thbee graduate memberships of the Royal
Institution are to be awarded in 1947. Graduates
of either sex, of any university of the British Empire,
who have graduated during 1946 with first- or second-
class honours in any scientific subject, are eligible.

Forms of application can be obtamed from the
General Secretary, Royal Institution, 21 Albemarle
Street, London, W.l, to whom they must be returned
by January 15.

The Council of the Institution of Metallurgists has
made arrangements for the operation of an appoint-
ments register, commencing in January 1947, the
purpose of which is to put in touch members of the
Institution who are seeking posts and employers
having vacancies on their metallurgical staffs. Inquir-

ies should be addressed to the Registrar, Appomt-
ments Register, Institution of Metallurgists, 4
Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W.l.

liT the note entitled “Documentation m Switzer-

land” in Nature of November 23, p. 742, it was stated

incorrectly that the publication under notice was by
T. van Schelven and published by the Kosmos
Publishing Co. of Amsterdam. The pamphlet is

issued by the Schweizerische Vereinigung fur Doku-
mentation from the library of the Technical High-
School, Zurich.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for opinions expressed by their correspondents.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications

Structure of Terylene

The recent joint annoiHicement by the Calico

Printers’ Association and Imperial Chemical In-

dustries, Ltd., of the discovery of a new fibre-formmg
polymer permits the publication of the following

short account of an X-ray investigation carried out
on this material in the summer of 1944. The fibres,

now known to be terylene, were prepared by Dr.
D. V. N. Hardy at the Chemical Research Laboratory,
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,
Teddington, and they had been submitted for other
examination.

Polyethylene terephthalate (terylene) gives a well-

onented X-ray fibre diagram, and some forty spots

have been indexed imequivocally on the basis of a
one-molecule triclinic unit cell. The dimensions of
this uinit cell, taking [c] as the fibre axis, are [a] =
5*64 A. ; [6] = 4-14 A.

;
[c] = 10*8e A. ; a = 107V ;

j3 = 112°24'
; Y = The repeating unit of

terylene :

O

may possess a centre of symmetry, and the space

group is probably PT. The theoretical density
required by the above unit cell is 1*47 gm./c.c., but
the experimental determination is rendered some-
what uncertain by swelling, etc. Average values of
1*41 gm./c.c. have, however, been obtained by
flotation m sodium iodide solutions.

Takmg the bond-lengths C-C = 1*54 A., C-0 =
1*42 A., C(ring)-C(aliphatic) == 1*48 A., and standard
angles, the calculated period along the fibre axis

comes to 10*9 A., in agreement with the value
[c] = 10*8e A. given by the X-ray photographs.
In the usual way, X-ray fibre photographs reveal

increasing disorientation simply by a drawing-out
of the spots into arcs, but terylene is peculiar in

X-RAT ITBRE FHOTOaHArH OF TBRYLBNE, SHOWIXG
OENTRAR FOETION ONLY. THE FIRST THRBl SPOTS FROM
TUB OBNTRE AIOXG THE EQUATOR ARB X00,.010 ABB llO

U R E

that poorly oriented preparations give photographs
like those produced by a single crystal rotatmg about
an axis inclined at a small angle to a principal axis

;

the spots are displaced to varying extents out of the

true layer-lines, and in particular the intense 110

reflexion is seen as two overlapping spots, one just

above and the other just below the equator. This
means that in the drawmg process it is somehow
more difficult to pull the (110) planes into parallelism

with the fibre axis. The spacmg of these planes is

3-38 A., and their intensity is far the strongest m
the photograph, which suggests that the terylene

chains are approximately flat and lie in the (110)

planes. Presumably then, on drawing out a fibre,

the chains or groups of ehams are first pulled straight

by slipping parallel to the (110) planes, and afterwards,

with more difficulty, these planes themselves are

pulled into parallelism.

A three-dimensional model, in which the oxygen
atoms in neighbouring chams are found to approach
to approximately 3-1 A., has been constructed in

accordance with the above scheme, and the X-ray
mtensities calculated from it are in good agreement
with those observed. The full details will be published
elsewhere.

W. T. Astbuby
C. J. Bbowit

Department of Biomolecular Structure
and Textile Physics Laboratory,

University of Leeds.
Xov. 18.

Determination of the Upper Limits of the
Fission Cross-sections of Lead and Bismuth
for Li-D Neutrons by a Chemical Method
Theobetioally, fission of elements of atomic

number 83 and less is not excluded. The fission

thresholds for the compound nuclei formed m neutron
capture by lead and bismuth have been estimated
as 9*3 MeV. for Bi^^o, 10-0 for Pb^o^ 10*4 for Pb^®*
and 10-7 for Pb^®® If the neutron-binding energy
IS 6*4 MeV. for initial nuclei with an even, and
6*4 MeV. with an odd, number of neutrons, 3*9, 4-6,

4*0 and 5-3 MeV. have to be supplied as kinetic

neutron energy to Bi^o®, Pb®°®, Pb^®’ and Pb®®® to

reach the presumed fission thresholds. We have
searched for the fission of lead and bismuth with fast

neutrons from the Li-D reaction by looking for any
radio-iodine formed. In chemical methods for the
measurement of fission-rates, very much larger

amounts of material can be used than m fission

chambers. On the other hand, chemical methods in

a hypothetical process are based on the admittedly
uncertain assumption that the element selected would
appear as a fission product. We have chosen iodine
as it IS in the middle of one of the groups of fission

products from uranium, and several of its isotopes

are produced abundantly with this element. The ease

of extraction of iodine was the reason why Libby-^

used it in an experiment to set a limit to the spon-
taneous fission-rate in uranium.
In separate runs, 7 kgm. lead oxide and 4*5 kgm,

bismuth oxide were irradiated for hours m a tm
fittmg closely the lithium hydroxide target tube of

the Cambridge High Tension set. The current of

900 keV. deuterons was 60 p amp. After irradiation,

the material was dissolved with stirring in nitric acid

imder a toluene layer containing 600 (lead run} or
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700 (bism-utli run) nigm. iodine. The aqueous layer

was removed in a separating funnel, the toluene

washed with dilute acid and water, and iodine ex-

tracted from the toluene with sulphur dioxide solu-

tion. To the iodide solution so produced excess

copper sulphate was added, the precipitated copper
iodide filtered, washed with sulphur dioxide solution,

water and acetone and tested with a mica window
Geiger-Muller counter. Uranium (that is, U^^®) was
used as a monitor. Uranium nitrate (U02{N03)2.
6H2O)—34 gm. in the lead run, 20 gm. m the bismuth
run—^was embedded in the bulk material in a tube
at a representative distance, and after irradiation

worked up in the standard way with 500 or 200 mgm.
iodme carrier. ISTaturally, here the yield of copper
iodide was higher, as there was less opportunity for

chemical or handling losses.

The ratio of the cross-sections is given by

<7 _ A Wxs M P Yjj.

Ajj W MjjPv

where A are the measured activities, the weights
(of the elements) irradiated, M the atomic weights,

P the weights of the iodine carrier used, Y the
weights of the copper iodide recovered, and / an
estimated factor to account for the difference in the
self-absorptions. After deduction of the background
(26 counts/mm.), the copper iodide (41*5 mgm.) from
lead gave 3 ± 1, and the copper iodide (228 mgm.)
from uranium 2,190 counts/mm. 90 mm. after irradia-

tion. In the bismuth run, the figures were — 1*5 dz 1*5

(21 mgm. copper iodide) and 1,605 (206 mgm.) 75 min.
afteir irradiation. If we accept as an upper limit of
the activity of the sample the difference against the
background plus three times the probable error, we
get

These figures refer to the whole Li-B spectrum, and
in the case of lead to the natural isotopic mixture.
The cross-sections referring to individual isotopes
and to neutrons above the calculated thresholds are
more significant. The abundances of the mam
isotopes of lead are 0*236, 0*226 and 0*523, and the
abundances of the ‘effective’ neutrons can be derived
from the data by Richards® as 0*63, 0*67 and 0*58
for Pb®®*, Pb®®’, Pb®®®, and 0*68 for bismuth. Practic-
ally all Li-B neutrons are effective in the fission of
U®®®. Then,

ajjw
< 9 X 10-® Cfpb®®’ < 9 X 10”‘

< 4 x 10-® < 7 X 10“«

La -view of the many uncertainties, including iodine
yields in fission, energy losses of the neutrons through
scattering in the material and the surroundings, and
dep^dence of cross-sections on energy above the
thre&^aldte,. th,e figures must be considered as very
approximate only.

We wtot to e!^ress our thanks to Prof. N. Feather
for helpful dispassions, and to Mr. W. Birtwhistle
for running the Cambridge Tension set- This

investigation was carried out between January and
April 1945 in the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge,
for the Directorate of Tube Alloys.

E. Broda
' P. K, Wright

Department of Natural Philosophy,
University, Edinburgh,

Nov. 15.

Mattauch and Fliigge, "‘Kernphysikaliache Tabellen” (Berlin, 1942)
66.

» Libby, Phvs Eev,, 65, 1269 (1939).
* Richards, Phys. Rev

, 69, 796 (1941) ; extrapolated to lower energies
in agreement with Bonner and Brubaker, Phys, Rev., 48, 742
(1935).

Determination of the Upper Limits of the
Fission Cross-sections of Lead and Bismuth
for Li-D Neutrons by a Track Count Method
Following the unsuccessful search for fission of

lead and bismuth by a chemical method^, an attempt
was made using track counts in irradiated ‘loaded’
plates. It is possible through desensitization (bathing
for 5 min. in 1 per cent chromic acid, rinsmg with
water and drymg) before irradiation to suppress
foggmg by Y-rays and the proton recoil tracks due
to the fast neutrons®. Therefore the plates can be
exposed to very high doses of fast neutrons. a-Ray
tracks from uranium are weakened in the desensitized
plates, but fission tracks from uranium still stand
out boldly, and are easily identified and counted
under a microscope

( x 1,500).

The plates used were Ilford Concentrated Half-
Tone Plates of emulsion thickness 20 fx ®. The plates
were loaded by a 30 min. bath in bismuth lactate
solution in 10 per cent acetic acid, or alternatively,
in lead acetate solution m 10 per cent acetic acid,

quickly rinsed with water and dried.

Monitor plates were made by im-
pregnation in the same way with
uranyl acetate in 10 per cent acetic

acid. The area concentrations of bis-

muth (0*082 mgm./cm.® == 3*9 X 10“^

gm.-atom/cm.®) and lead (0*296 mgm./
cm.® = 14*3 X 10"’' gm.-atom/cm.®) in the emul-
sions were estimated gravimetrically by convert-
ing the bismuth and lead salts from a Imown area
into bismuth oxide and lead sulphate after separa-
tion from silver bromide. The concentration of
uranium m the monitor plate was derived from a
count of the (U®®^ and U®®®) a-ray tracks m a (not
desensitized) plate which was allowed to stand for
several hours. The result was 6*0 tracks in 8*4 hr.

per field of view (7*85 x 10~® cm.®) corresponding
to a concentration of 4*4 x 10"’ gm.-atom U/cm.®.

It is found that strong loading with heavy metals,
besides distorting the tracks, has a desensitizing
action of its own towards a-rays. Hence a special

check was applied to find whether fission tracks would
be visible in the lead and bismuth plates. Plates
identical with those in the main experiments, but
containing small amounts of uranium in addition,
were exposed to neutrons, and the presence of the
fission tracks—^though in a weakened condition—^was
established.

The plates were irradiated with neutrons from the
lithium hydroxide target of the Cambridge High
Tension set, bombarded with 900 keV- deuterons for

2J hours in the bismuth experiment and 4 hours in
the lead experiments. The brass box holding the
plates actually touched the target tube. In each plate

^ 5 X (34 X 0*474) X 207 X 0*5 X 0*228 0*40 1 *3 y 10”®

0^1 2190 X (7000 X 0-928) x 238 x 0-5 x 0*0415

c^Bi ^ 3 X (20 X 0*474) X 209x0*7x0*206 a.oo ^ «.n
1605 X (4500 X 0*897) X 238x0*2x0*021
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1,000 fields of view were searched for fission tracks,
and none was found. The number of fission tracks
in the monitor plates were 6-8 and 6-9 per field of
view. To have an ample safety margin, it will be
assumed merely that* there is, then, less than one
fission track per 300 fields of view m each case. The
cross-sections a, in terms of Gjjns, are given by

-1 < ^
crxjws C Njj

where c are the concentrations, and N the track
counts. Hence,

gBi

crn®®®
<

4-4 X lO-'^

14*3 X 10~’

4-4 X 10"’

3 9 X 10"’

X

X

0-0033 ^
6 9

^

0 0033 ^
6-8 ^

1 47 X 10-^

5-5x10’".

Referrmg again to individual isotopes and ‘effective’

neutrons^, wo get

< 1 X 10-» (jpbaoT < 1 X 10-®
(j-giss (Tgaas

< 6 X 10-* < 8 X 10-"
cygaas crg*8«

These limits are, of course, independent of any
assumption about the mode of the hypothetical
fission of lead or bismuth.

I want to thank my colleagues, L. L. Green and
D. L. Livesey, for much information about the
desensitization of plates and Mr. W. Birtwhistle for
runnmg the Cambridge High Tension set. This
investigation was carried out between January and
Jime 1946 m the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge,
for the Department of Atomic Energy.

E Bboda
Department of Natural Philosophy,

The University,
Edinburgh.
Nov. 15.

^ Seo proccdins communication
* Of. Green and Livesey, Nature, 158, 272 (1946).
* Of Powell, Ocdnalini, Livesey and Chilton, J. Sc%. Instr,, 23, 102

(1946).

Use of Lead Sulphide Cells in Infra-red
Spectroscopy

The photoconductive properties of lead sulphide
when irradiated by wave-lengths between 1 and 3*5 (x

were first utilized as a means of detecting infra-red
radiation during the War by the Germans. In the
later stages, lead sulphide detector cells were de-
veloped by the Admiralty^ and in the United States®,
for within their range of operation they are far
superior to any other detectorm speed and sensitivity.
The purpose of the present note is to indicate their
possibilities as a tool in infra-red spectroscopy, and
to describe some of our results in applying them to
the attainment of high resolving power in the near
infra-red region of the spectrum. The cells used by
us were made at the Admiralty Research Laboratory
by the evaporation process, and were cooled to a
temperature of about — 78° C. by a mixture of solid
carbon dioxide and acetone.
The variation of sensitivity with wave-length of a

typical lead sulphide cell is shown in Fig. 1. It will
be noted that the sensitivity is by no means uniform ;

it rises to a maximum at 2*6 g and then falls steeply

fig. 1

until at about 3 -4 g it becomes inferior to the thermo-
couple. We have found that appreciable sensitivity

persists until about 3-6 g. The fact that the sensit-

ivity of the lead sulphide cell greatly exceeds that
of the best thermocouple only below 3 fx means that
its use in the examination of fundamental frequencies

is virtually restricted to NH, OH and FH frequencies.

However, the first overtone of practically any funda-
mental stretchmg frequency involving a hydrogen
atom will occur at wave-lengths shorter than 3 p and
so will be accessible to the new detector. In other
words, any molecule containmg a hydrogen atom
should have at least one overtone frequency which
can now be examined under higher resolving power
than has ever been possible hitherto.

It is not yet possible to state precisely the exact
increase m resolving power available, smce we find

that lead sulphide cells vary considerably m perform-
ance ; and it is by no means certam either that the
maximum sensitivity has been reached, or that the
best design for spectroscopic work has been produced.
However, there is no doubt from our experiments
that the signal/noise ratio for the lead sulphide cell

at its pomt of maximum sensitivity is of the order
of 100 times that of the Hilger-Schwarz thermocouple.
This would imply that slit-widths could be reduced
by a factor of 10 in going from thermocouple to lead

sulphide detector, with a correspondmg increase in

resolving power. In practice, such an morease may
not be attainable because of purely optical considera-

tions, for example, aberrations or diffraction limits.

Thus m our experiments with a grating spectrometer
w© find that reduction by a factor of 4 brings us to

the diffraction limit. This is a point which we wish
to emphasize : namely, if the full possibilities of the
lead sulphide cell are to be realized, much more
attention will have to be paid to the optics of infra-

red spectrometers than in the past, when the resolvmg
power was nearly always limited by the sensitivity of
the detector.

An example of the increased resolving power which
we have already achieved is given in Fig. 2, which
shows a portion of theHgO band at 3970 cm."^ obtained
with a non-echelette grating of 14,400 lines/inch. The
separation of the lines in the doublet marked A is

0*25 cm.”^ and of those in the doublet R is 0*14 cm.“^.

The slit width employed was 0*08 cm.“^. The closest

pair of lines previously resolved in this band had a
separation of 0*6 cm."^, namely, the pair at 3566*2

and 3566*8 cm.-^ resolved by Ni^sen® using a gratiqg
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Fig. 2

spectrometer with thermocouple detector. It seems
probable that in the future the limit of resolving

power in the near infra-red will be of the order of
0’05 cmr^, compared to a pre-war limit of 0-5

We would also emphasize the great advantages to

be derived from the exceptional speed of response
of the lead sulphide detector, which has a time con-
stant of considerably less than 0*001 see. compared
to the Schwarz thermocouple of about 0*1 sec. and
the thermistor bolometer of about 0*01 sec. Quite
apart from the increased speed with which spectra
can be plotted, this short time-constant allows one
to chop the radiation at a high frequency (we actu-
ally used 800 c./sec.) and employ a tuned detector
system which entirely elimmates drift. Furthermore,
the use of a lead sulphide cell in connexion with our
cathode ray presentation of spectra^ will allow much
higher scaiming speeds than can be achieved with a
bolometer. This means that a more truly instant-

aneous picture of the spectrum can be obtained, or

alternatively a wider range of the spectrum can be
viewed continuously, than with a bolometer.

A full description of these results will be published
shortly elsewhere.

We wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to the
Admiralty for the loan of the cells used, and to the
Telecommunications Research Establishment at Mal-
vern for the loan of the amplifier equipment.

G. B. B. M. SxjTHEKLAITD
D. E. BlackwelIi
P. B. Fellgett

Laboratory of Colloid Science,

Cambridge.
Oct. 31.

» Stariaewicz, J., Sosnowski, L., and Simpson, 0., Nature, 158, 28
(1946). Lee, E , and Parker, B C., Nature, 158, 518 (1946).

Oashman^ E. J., J. Opt, Soc. Armr,, 36, 356 (1946).
® Nielsen, H. H., Thys Rev., 62, 422 (1942).
* Daly, B. P., and Sutherland, G. B. B. M., Nature, 167, 547 (1946)

Angular Momentum of the Solar System
One of the mam difficulties to be met by any

theory about the origin of the solar system is the
difficulty of accounting for the present distribution
of its angular momentum.
This difficulty can be stated in the following way.

If the material of the planets has origmated from the
sun, it is difficult to understand why the average
aagiiigd momentum per unit mass of the planetary
material Aiould be about 50,000 times larger than
the average angular momentum per unit mass of the
solar material. If, however, the planetary material
ww at the begimimg present in a nebula around the
sun, the density this nebula was too small for a

condensation mto solid bodies under the sole in-

fluence of the gravitational forces (Roche). If,

finally, the condition from which the evolution

started was such that the material of the sun and
the planets together was smoothed out m a nebula,

the total angular momentum of the system was far

larger than at present, in contradiction with the law
of the conservation of angular momentum.
The apparent failure of the theories of Kant and

Laplace to explain this point has led to several

‘catastrophic’ theories being put forward. Von
Weizsacker^ gives in his recent theory, which is along

the lines originally proposed by Kant and Laplace,

an explanation which is, however, not completely
convincing

It seems, however, that it may well be possible

to account for the present distribution of the angular

momentum, without introducmg interactions with
foreign bodies, if wo take into account that the con-

densation into planets will probably not take place

under the influence of the gravitation alone, but
will be a consequence of a process of condensation
similar to that occurruig in a supersaturated vapour,
or to the process of the formation of smoke particles

in mterstellar space, as has been remarked already

by Lindblad^ and Jeffreys®.

We may start thus from a situation where the

sun is surrounded by a rotating nebula possessing an
angular momentum which is about equal to the

total angular momentum of the planetary system
at present. The fact that the density m this nebula
will be too low to allow condensation by gravitational

action no longer prevents the actual condensation,
since this condensation can proceed in the way
mentioned above.

B. TEB Haab
Institute for Theoretical Physics,

University of Copenhagen,
Denmark.
Nov. 4.

* Weizsacker, C. F. von, Z. Astrophys., 22, 319 (1944).
“ Lindblad, L„ Nature, 135, 133 (1935).
* Xeffroys, H

,
Nature, 153, 140 (1944).

Physical Basis of a New Theory of Absorption
of Ultrasonics in Liquids

The relaxation theory of Euieser^, the diffusion

theory of Lucas®, and other theories® have not satis-

factorily explamed the excessive absorption of ultra-

sonics in liquids, unaccompanied by any sensible

dispersion. In the following we offer a possible

mechanism for the phenomenon.
The relevant difference in the structure of gases and

liquids is that m the former the rupturmg tendency
indicated by hT is much more than the cohesive

tendency of intermolecular attraction forces, whereas
m liquids the reverse is the case. In gases we picture

the molecules as free except at collisions, on which
occasion they rearrange their energies in different

degrees of freedom. But the distances to be reached
in collisions in gases are already nearly reached m
liquids at all times, and so the conditions arismg at

collisions in gases lose their force in explaining the

characteristic phenomena m liquids, for these con-

ditions were present all the time. The existence of this

fundamental difference becomes evident on examinmg
the opposite temperature variation of compressibility

and viscosity m gases and in liquids. In a liquid

and in the ordinary state, the electron atmospheres
of the molecules are affecting each other at the close
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intermolecular distances existant, due to their pro-
perty of polarizability. In fact, London’s dispersion
forces'^ are duo to this mutual polarization of electron
atmospheres. Our theory of absorption of ultrasonics

IS a further use of this mutual interaction of electron
atmospheres.
We postulate that under compression brought

about by ultrasonic waves, the electron atmospheres
are perturbed still further, and interatomic vibrations
are started. The validity of this assumption and the
actual mode of starting vibrational motions have
been reviewed by Oldenbergh and Frost®. On the
approach of a molecule to a second molecule, the
equilibrium mternuclear distances of the atoms m
the molecules change, due to the mutual distortion
of the electron atmospheres. As the atoms move
to occupy their new positions they overshoot the
mark and vibrations result, absorbing energy. This
vibrational energy is inelastic and is frittered away
m the form of heat ^and other degrees of freedom,
and constitutes a loss of ultrasonic energy.
The smaller the /^v of a particular vibration in

relation to hT, the greater will be its probability of
excitation. But it is to be noted that whereas, on
the relaxation theory, a quantum greater than hT
may not be sensibly excited at all, it has greater
probability of excitation on the mechanism
postulated®.

The following phenomena are readily explained on
this theory. (1) Good scatterers of light are good
absorbers of sound. Bichardson® first noted this

fact. The scattering of light depends upon the square
of the polarizability ; this follows from the fact that
the mutual interaction of electron atmospheres de-

pends upon polarizability. (2) Classical absorption
of mercury, for there are no interatomic vibrations
to be excited.

Other points cleared up by the new mechanism are :

(a) The greater the Cfimpressibility, the greater the
absorption. The relative change of intermolecular
distance and hence perturbation of electron atmo-
spheres will increase with compressibility. This
consideration still further increases the correspond-
ence between absorption of sound and light scattering.

Kow, in general, polarizability and compressibility,
as follows from London’s theory of dispersion forces,

vary in the opposite direction, but when they are
both great, sound absorption is excessive. For ex-

ample, carbon disulphide shows an absorption a
thousand times the classical value. (6) The mech-
anism explains the effect of temperature and pressure
on absorption, its variation with frequency and the
fact that, m general, liquid mixtures show greater
absorption than is shown by the components.
Agam, the apparently imcoimected phenomena of

splittmg up of heavy molecules by ultrasonics and
faint emission of light by liquids carrymg ultrasonics

seem to be explained by the new mechanism. The
details of the theory will be published elsewhere.

R. Parshad
Physical Laboratory,

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research,
University Buildmgs, Delhi.

Oct. 29.
^ Kneser, Ann, Phys , 33, 277 (1938).
® Lucas, CM Acad. Sd. Paru^ 208, 459 (1936) ; Trans. Farad. Soc.,

33, 130 (1937).
* Clayes, Errera and Sack, Trans Farad. Soc.. 83, 136 (1937). Richard-

son, Rep. Progress Phys.^ 1, 70 (1934) : 4, 73 (1937). Kandleson
and Leontovic, CM Acad. ScL U.RS B., 3, 11 (1936).

‘London, Trans. Farad. Boo ^ 38, 8 (1937).
‘ Oldenbergh and Erost, Ghem. 29, 99 (1937).
* Richardson, Rep. Progress P%ys., 1, 70 (1934).

Grain Boundaries in Metals

According to the transition lattice theory, since
in pure metals and smgle-phase alloys the only
difference between the two grams which meet at a
boundary is one of direction, the atoms at the
boundary take up positions representing a compromise
between the two crystal lattice directions. There
thus exists a region, a few atomic diameters in thick-

ness, over which a state of disorder exists, the extent
of which will be expected to depend upon the relative

orientation of the two lattices ; there will exist

angles for which this disorder is a minimum, an
obvious example bemg the twinning angle. In
addition, the direction of the boundary itself relative

to the grams would be expected to produce an effect.

Lateral misalignment of crystal planes would also be
expected to produce ‘lack of fit’ at the gram boimd-
aries, but this effect is most probably smoothed out
by the imperfections in the crystal structure. It

would be expected, therefore, that any phenomenon
dependmg upon the degree of disorder existing at
the boundary would vary in magnitude according to
the relative 'orientations of the grams meeting at
the boundary, and with position in the boundary
between two given crystal grams if the boundary
changed m direction. It is reasonable to suppose
that where precipitation of a second phase occurs
from the supersaturated solid solution, it occurs more
readily m those regions where disorder is greatest,

and it would, therefore, be expected that gram
boundary precipitation would vary in this manner.

Fig. 1 shows a copper-beryllium alloy in which
precipitation has occurred at the boundaries. Twm-
ning has occurred in this specimen, and in certain

cases the abrupt change in relative orientation of
two grains caused thereby produces an equally abrupt
change m the precipitation. Furthermore, this change
IS reversed and repeated where there are a number of
twins. Fig. 2 shows an alummium-5 per cent mag-
nesium alloy in which the boundaries are revealed
by the precipitation of discrete particles of the [3-

phase. The degree of precipitation is very different

for different boundaries.
In these two cases the change of precipitation may

be due to the change in relative direction of the
crystals or the change in direction of the boundary,
or to both together. That the direction of the boimd-
ary is significant is indicated by Fig. 3, which shows an
isolated gram in a copper-beryllium alloy completely
surrounded by another grain. There are marked
difierences m the degree of precipitation around the
boundary, yet the relative orientation of the grams
IS not changed. While the fact that the portions of
the boundary showmg minimum precipitation are
substantially parallel would appear to be in strong
support of this explanation, too much significance

may not be attached to this as the direction of the
boundary within the metal is not known. It is

possible, too, that the surroimding material is not,

in fact, a single crystal but is composed of a number
of grams the orientations of which are so near to-

gether that the boundaries are not indicated by pre-

cipitation. If this were so, the above argument would
stiU hold.

Another phenomenon associated with the degree of
disorder at the boundary is that of the formation of
boimdary grooves on polished metal surfaces at
elevated temperatures^. It has been observed that

the grain boundary grooves which develop the
surface of eleotrolyticaUy polished high-pnnf^
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1

4

<1) Comm-HEaYLHUM: alloy, ELEOTROLYTrCALLY POLISHED,
CHBMICAT4LY ETOniD X 1,000

<2) ALTTMWIITM-MAONKSrUM ALLOY, ELEOTROLYTIOALLY POLISHED,
OHBMIOALLY ETCHED. X 500

<2) COPPER"BERYLLIUM ALLOY, ELEOTROLYTIOALLY POLISHED,
OKEMIOAIiLY ETCHED. X 750

(4) SlLYER, ELEOTROLYTIOALLY POLISHED, THERMALLY ITOHBD
IN NITROGEN. X 200

(6) Silver (same field as 4 after sdbseqtjent heating in
air). X 200

show similar variations to those shown by the pre-

cipitation in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Fig. 4 shows the

appearance of a specimen of silver after alternate

heating m nitrogen and air at 920° C., the last heat-

ing bemg in nitrogen. There is on© example of a
gram boundary groove which changes its appearance
with change of direction, and three cases of grooves

which terminate abruptly. Fig. 5, of the same
surface after a subsequent heatmg m air, reveals the
presence of twins, showing that abrupt termination

of the boundary groove is due to the change in

orientation produced by twinning.

In the case of thermally etched silver, since the

etohmg takes place on a prepared surface, the

orientation of the boundary relative to the free sur-

face would be expected to have an effect. This might
contribute to the change m nature of the boundary
groove where it changes direction, but not to the
abrupt change where twinning occurs. The variations

in precipitation are, of course, not subject to the
of the surface, smee precipitation occurs m the

'body of the material before the surface is prepared.

P. J. E. Fobsyth R. King
G. J. Metoalye B. Chaembbs

Royal Alrw^ft Establishment,
Famborou^, Hants. Oct. 25.

^ Bij, King, B., and Chalmers, B,, Nature, 158, 482

Fungistatic Activity of Ethyienic and
Acetylenic Compounds

In a i‘ecent discussion of the laeliryt^iatory activity

of some othyIonic compounds, Dixon and Needham^
have suggested that lachr^anatory properties are con-

ferred by certain substituent groups (ketone, alde-

hyde, ester, nitro-, etc.) which polarize the adjacent

oJehmc linkages, rendering thorn reactive towards
nucleophilic reagents.

We have studied the fungistatic activity of a con-

siderable number of ethyienic and acetylenic com-
pounds and had developed a similar theory to account
for fungistatic activity. In view of Dixon and Need-
ham’s results, and observations we have mad© on
bacteriostatic activity, we now consider that it may
be more correct to suppose that substituent groups

which tend to attract electrons confer general toxicity

on living cells, the sjiocific type of toxicity bemg
conditioned by other factors.

The lack of parallelism between fungistatic activity

and physiological effects on man (see examples m
accompanying table) affords support for this view.

Fungistatic
Compound activity* Physiological effect on man

^-Nitrostyienc 6 25 l^owerrul stemutator
4-Mcthoxy-/?-iutro8tyrcne 7 8 Non-iintant
Cinnamic aldehyde 125 0 Pleasant aromatic odour
Ethyl aciylate >1000 0 Unpleasant pungent odour
Ethyl propiolate > 1000 0 Highly lachrymatory

Expressed as least concentration (/tgm./ml ) inliibiting germination
of Botrytis alia oomdia

In one respect our observations have been similar

to those of Dixon and Needham. Just as they found

acids to be less lachrymatory than their correspond-

ing methyl or ethyl esters, so we have found them
to be less fungistatically active. We do not consider

that this is duo to the carboxyl group bemg ineffective

in producing the necessary electromeric displacement,

as suggested by Dixon and Needham. On the con-

trary, there IS considerable evidence®*® that the

carboxyl group (though not the carboxyl ion) is a

group Vliich attracts electrons, and we consider that

those observed differences in activity are more readily

explained by the woll-lmown greater permeability of

living cells to esters tlian to acids.

Our results will shortly be published in detail

elsewhere.
P. W. Brian
J. F. Grove
J. C. McGowan

Butterwick Research Laboratories,

Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.,

The Frythe,
Welwyn, Herts.

^ Dixon, M., and Needliam, D. M ,
Nature, 158, 432 (1946).

® Robinson, R , “Outline of an Electrochemical (Electronic) Theory of

the Course of Orgamo Reactions” (Institute of Chemistry, London,

1932), 49
® Eieser L. F., and Eicser, N ,

“Organic Chemistry” (Boston, 1944),

568.

* Ingold, 0. iC
,
and Ingold, E. H., J Chem. Soc

,
2354 (1931).

“McGowan, J. 0 ,
Oh&m and Ind., 65, 607 (1936).

Antibacterial Activity in Members of the

Native Australian Flora

We are carrymg out a survey of the native flora of

Australia for the presence of antibacterial substances.

Much of this flora is unique and may well provide

new and interesting antibiotics.

Atkinson and Rainsford^ recorded the results of a
prelimmary mvestigation of 410 species of flowering

plant native to Australia, and afterwards another
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group comprising about soven hundred species was
examuiod. The tests wore made against the Gram-
positive type Staph, aureus and the Gram-negative
typo Bact. typhmum. Out of a total of approximately
1,100 species, about fifty showed antibacterial activity

against Staph, aureus, but only four of these, namely,
Drosera Whittahe7'i and throe sjdocios of Persooma,
also affected Bact. typhosuni. Substances active

against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria ai'e of special interest on accoimt of their

possible potential value m the chemotherapy of a
wide range of infections. These four plants were
therefore selected for more extensive examination.
The activity appeared in extracts of leaves and

stems of the Drosera and in extracts of the berries

of the Persoonias. Bulk extraction of the active

parts of these plants was carried out, and attempts
are being made to purify the active substance. Some
characterization of the Persoo7iia substance has so

far been achieved. In crude extracts, the activity

was greater against Bact. typliosmyi than against

Staph, aureus. This activity was readily destroyed
by alkalinity (pH 9) but persisted in acid solution

(pH 2) for several hours at least, and was not
destroyed by heatmg at 100° C. for at least 45
minutes. Crude extracts kept at 4° C. retained their

activity for at least eight months. The active sub-

stance did not appear to be volatile in steam ; it

was absorbed by charcoal, from which it was partly

recovered by elution with ethyl alcohol. Work on
fiu'ther purification of this material is proceedmg.
The majority of the other plants active only agamst

Staph, aureus belonged to the Myrtacese, a family
wall represented among the native Australian flora.

Further investigation of Chamoslaucium unciimtum^
in which act-ivity was detected only in the flowers,

and Darwinia citrwdora, m which activity appeared
in both flowers and leaves, located the antibacterial

substance in the oil obtained by steam distillation

of the active part of the plant. Those oils have pro-

voked our interest because they exhibited anti-

bacterial activity against Myco. phlei, an acid-fast

bacillus. Any material showing action agamst the
Mycobacteria is worthy of attention ; these oils are

therefore undergoing fractionation with the object

of isolating the active constituents.

Detailed reports of this work will appear elsewhere.

Nancy Atkekson
Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science,

Adelaide.

Sept. 23.

^ Atkinson, N., and llamsford, K. M., Austral J. Bxp. BioL, 84, 49
(1946).

Action of Thionyl Chloride on Carboxylic
Acids in Presence of Pyridine

The catalytic effect of small amounts of pyridine
in the reaction between thionyl chloride and car-

boxylic acids is well known ,* Carr6 and Libermaim^
have shown further that it is of great advantage
to use equimolar quantities of acid, pyridine, and
thionyl chloride, the acid chloride then being formed
rapidly at lower temperatures» lu high yield. This
convenient method apparently has not been very
widely used, and instructions for making acid chlor-

ides generally call for the use of excess thionyl

chloride and ‘a few drops’ of pyridine.

Fmding it necessary to prepare substituted amides
from the hydrogen phthalates of secondary alcohols.

we have followed a process essentially the same as

that of Carre and Libermann, but have prepared
and tested for the intermediate acid chlorides in

solution, without attemptmg to isolate them. This
method has given very good results, and would seem
to be generally applicable to the preparation of de-

rivatives from acids which are too unstable to with-
stand the action of heat or excess thionyl chloride.

In general, the acid was dissolved m ten volumes
of dry solvent (ether was preferred, but benzene,
chloroform or carbon tetrachloride could be used)
treated with one equivalent of dry pyridme, and then
exactly one equivalent of purified thionyl chloride-

was added, drop-wise with stirrmg- Pyridine hydro-
chloride separated, excejDt when chloroform was the
solvent, and the mixture was left at 15-20° for an
hour. The alcohol or amine to be coupled with the
acid chloride was mixed with one equivalent of
pyridine, and added drop-wise with stirring ; then
the ester or amide was recovered and purified by
the usual methods From c^/cZohexyl hydrogen
phthalate, by the action of thionyl chloride and
pyridine, followed by coupling with amlme, we
obtamed c^/cZohexyl phthalamlate, m.p. 111*5°, m
yields exceeding 80 per cent.

Experiments by L. H. Darlmg indicate that
esters made by this general method may contain
traces of sulphur compounds, and are unsuitable for

catalytic hydrogenation.
J. P. E. HuMAisr
John A. Miles

Johnson Chemical Laboratories,
University of Adelaide.

Oct. 31.

‘ 0arr6 and Libermann, C R Acad Sci., 199, 1422 (1934).

*Fieser, “Experiments m Orgamc Chemistry'* (Heath and Co
,
New

York, 1935), 339

Measurement of the Photodynamic Effect of
Cancerogenic Substances with

Biological Indicators

The photodynamic effect ofcancerogenic substances
was examined by Mottram and Doniach^ using
Paramecium. They found that the cancerogenic
substances had a stronger effect than the non-
caneerogenic photosensitizers. We have tried to

estimate the photodynamic effect of cancerogenic
substances by means of a standard biological in-

dicator, namely, the 3rd stage larvae of Drosophila
melanogaster, as it is known that they are suitable

for the standardizing and measuring of radiation

-

We used for the experiments a five years inbred
white-eyed stram (white 4 ch. 1*5 Morgan unit).

To 13 gm. standard Drosophila food we added 1 mgm.
benzpyrene, methylcholanthrene or dibenzanthracene,
and the imagos on this food laid eggs. The animals
were in the dark. We found by fluorescence micro-
scopy that the cancerogenic substances were in the

organs apd cells m a dissolved state. W© radiated
groups of some forty larvae ^f^ith a quartz mercury
lamp (Hanau type Jubilaums Hdhensonne 2*5 amp.,
220 V.) from a distance of 36 cm. at 24-26° C.

Their death was observed under these conditions,

and the duration of the radiation was noted.
The control larvae, which were bred on standard

Drosophila foofi, died after 39 mip.- '51 sec, ± 4 min.
17 sec. The larvae treated with benzpyrene di^d after

6, min. 30 sec. i 1 min. 15 sec. ; with methylchol*
anthrene after 13 min. 35 sec. I min. 5^ i
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With difoenzanthracene after 19 min. 34 sec. i 3 ram.
35 sec.

It is evident that the benzpyrene has the strongest
photodynamic effect ; after this comes methyl-
cholanthrene, and dibonzanthracene is last. Koughly
speakmg, methylcholanthrene has a half, dibenz-
anthraeene a third, as strong photodynamic effect as
benzpyrene. The benzpyrene-treated larvae perished
with a sixth of the ultra-violet radiation required for
the controls, the methyl-cholanthrene-treated larvae
with a third, and the dibenzanthracene-treated larvae
with half as much.

G. Matoltsy
Gy. FAbiIn

Biological Research Institute,

Tihany.
Oct. 26.

^Mottram and Doniach, Nature, 140, 933 (1937).

Action of Heparin on the Venom of
Echis carinatus

Ahuja et al^ have presented experimental evidence
to show that heparin is capable of neutralizing the
blood-coagulant action of Russell’s viper venom in
mtro and of counteracting to a considerable extent
the toxicity of this venom %n vivo. Further studies
were undertaken to find out if heparin exerted a
simdar action on the venom of the other common
Indian viper, BcMs carmatus. The venom used in
the experiments was obtained through the courtesy
of the director of the Haffkme Institute, Bombay.
It was a well-dried sample composed of a mixture
of the venom extracted from several Echia vipers.
Heparin was a solution in physiological saline of

the sodium salt of heparin of a strength of 10 mgm.
per ml., each mgm. representing 110 Toronto units
approximately.

Table i. Action on blooe-ooagulant
vUro

ACTIVITY or BcMs venom

Rchis veuom
(mgm.)

Heparin
(mgm.)

Sheep blood
(ml.)

Result

01 , mi 1 0 Clot 36 sec.
0-1 1*0 1*0 Clot 2 mm. 35 sec.
0 01 mi 1*0 Clot 42 sec.
0 01 1*0 1*0 Clot 8 min. 25 sec
0 001 Kil 1*0 Clot 2 mm. 15 sec.
0*001 1 0 1 0 Clot 90 min.
0*0001 m 1 0 Clot 4 mm. 55 sec.
0*0001 1*0 1 0 Ko clot 8 hi. ; clot 24 hr.
Kil mi 1*0 Clot 8 min
Kil 1*0 1 0 No clot 24 hr.

The minimum lethal dose ofEchis venom for rabbits
was found to be 0*01 mgm. This dose consistently

killed the animals in 15-20 mm. when given intraven-

ously. When Echis venom was mixed with heparm
and given intravenously, the animals did not die
even though the dose of venom injected was twenty
times the lethal dose. With the dose of venom m-
creased to 30 times the lethal dose, even 50 mgm. of
heparin could not save the animal.

In the light of our previous studies on the action
of heparin on the venom of F. russellU, in which it

was shown that one part by weight of heparin could
effectively counteract in vivo the lethal action of at
least an equivalent amount of Russell’s viper venom,
the results obtained with Echis venom show that

:

(1) comparatively a much larger quantity of heparin
IS required to counteract the toxic effect of Echis
venom under experimental conditions in vivo

;

(2) weight for weight, Echis venom is a much more
powerful blood coagulant than the venom of F.
russelUi

;

and (3) when the dose of Echis venom
injected is increased beyond certain limits, namely,
twenty times the mmimum lethal dose, some of the
animals show paralysis of the limbs and gradually
increasing respiratory failure as against the usual
convulsive seizures seen with smaller doses. It is

possible that with higher doses, toxic fractions other
than the one responsible for intravascular coagulation,
for example, neurotoxic or haemorrhagic fractions,

increase from a sub -lethal to a lethal level. Heparm
is obviously ineffective against these other fractions.

In view of the fact that Echis is a small snake
which seldom gives more than one or two lethal

doses in a full bite in man, and that, too, subcutan-
eously, these results are sufficiently encouraging to
warrant the therapeutic trial of heparin in cases of
Echis bite, particularly when specific antivenene is

not available.

We are indebted to Messrs. Eh Lilly and Co. for

the supply of heparm used in these experiments.

M. L. Ahuja
H. Vebrabaghavait
I. G. K. Menon-

Pasteur Institute of Southern India,

Coonoor.
Oct. 14.

* Ahiija, M. L., Brooks, A G , Veeraraghavan, N., and Menon, I. G. K ,

Ind J, Med. Res., 84, Ko 2 (Oct. 1946).

It Will be seen from Table 1 that (a) 1-0 mgm. of
heparin m the presence of 0*01 mgm. of Echis venom
can prolong the clotting time of blood from 42 sec.
to 8 min. 25 sec., which is the normal clotting time
of sheep blood ; and (5) 1 mgm. of heparin is unable
to prevent the coagulant action of even 0*0001 mgm.
of Echis venom, although it can prolong the clottmg
time from 4 min. 55 sec. to 8 hours.

table 2. AOTIOX ox TOXICITY OE BcTiis VENOM in VlW
venom and heparin mixed, incubated at 37® 0 for 30 minutes

and the mixture given intravenously to rahhits

Babbit wd^t
(gm.)

1275
im
1726
1&09

,

1886 '

1480
1500
1660

.

1696

Venom
(mgm.)

No. of lethal
doses injected

Heparm
(mgm.) Result

0*02 2 Nil Died 1 mm
0:01 1 Nil Died 19 min.
O'Ol 1 Nil Died 15 min.
0-005 1 Nil Survived
0*01 1 6 Survived
on 10 7 Survived
(0-2 20 15 Survived
0*2 20 15 Survived

80 80 Died 10 min.
;0*t , 80 50 Died 3| hr.

Action of Mustard Gas on the Bone Marrow
their article on “Biochemical Research on

Chemical Warfare Agents”, Dixon and Needham^
refer to the work of Wormall and his co-workers® on
the distribution of mustard gas (H.) in the organs
ofrabbits which have been injected with a preparation
of H. containing radioactive sulphur. It was found
that the bone marrow contamed only about one
twentieth of the amount detected m the kidneys and
Ixmgs. Dixon and Needham go on to say : “It is

surprising that marrow, the tissue most damaged,
had the lowest H. content, while the two tissues with
by far the highest H. content are practically un-
damaged by H. poisonmg”. They then develop a
theory to account for these findings.

This interpretation, however, ignores the finding
that mustard gas exercises drastic effects on the
nucleus. It is capable of breaking chromosomes and
thus interferes with mitosis or inhibits it altogether®”**
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'This effect will obviously be observed essentially m
still actively dividing tissxies, which will thus be
expected to be particularly sensitive to the action of
mustard gas. In accordance with this expectation,

it has been foxmd'^ that in the adult Drosophila, in

which the only organ with actively dividing cells is

the gonad, mustard gas produces a selective action

on garnetogenesis, while ui developmental stages of
the same flies, doses of mustard gas which affect the
germ cells are usually harmful or definitely lethal to

the animal as a whole, presumably because cells in

many other tissues are also actively dividing.

In adult mammals the bone marrow is one of the
few tissues m which cell division is actively proceed-
ing. It is, therefore, not surprising that it is also

highly sensitive to the action of mustard gas, even
though it only contains comparatively small amounts
of it.

C. Auerbach
J. M. Robson

Dejiartment of Pharmacology,
•Guy’s Hospital Medical School,

University of London,
and

Institute of Animal Genetics,

University of Edinburgh.

^ Dixon, M., and Needham, D. M., Nature, 158, 432 (1946).

^ Bouisnell, J. 0., Francis, O. E
,
and Wormall, A ,

Rep. Chem.
Defence Research Dept., Ministry of Supply (1942)

* Auerbach, C
,
and Robson, J*. M , Rep. Chem. Defence Research

Dept , Ministry of Supply (1942).

* Roller, E. 0., Ansari, M. Y., and Robson, T. M., Rep. Chem. Defence
Research Dept., Ministry ot Supply (1943).

« Auerbach, C., and Robson, J. M,, Nroc, Roy, Soc, Bdin,, in the press.

Specific Serological Characters of the Mucoids
of Hog Gastric Mucin

The demonstration that purified and apparently
homogeneous specimens of ‘A-substance’ prepared
from commercial hog gastric mucin possess both A
and 0 blood-group specificity, whereas A-substance
isolated from the fluid contents of human pseudo-
mucinous ovarian cysts^ shows no significant O
activity, suggested that a closer and more detailed

examination of the hog mucm ‘A-substance’ for

homogeneity should be undertaken. The best
specimens of A-substance of animal origin examined
so far have been obtained from commercial prepara-
tions of hog gastric mucin or pepsin^, each batch
of which contains material from the stomachs of
many hogs. In view of the differences known to
exist in the serological specificity of the gastric

secretions of man®, it seems not improbable that
similar serological differences exist in the mucin
preparations derived from individual hog’s stomachs,
and an examination of the serological properties of
the mucoids isolated from single stomachs was there-

fore undertaken.
The individual stomach linings were finely chopped

and were allowed to autolyse at pH 3-4 and at 37°

for several daysm the presence of toluene. The tissue

undigested after this time was removed by centri-

fugation, the resulting opalescent supernatant fluid

was treated with three times its volume of ethanol,

and the precipitate, which contained the serologically

active material, was dissolved in water, dialysed and
reprecipitated with alcohol. Mucoid material was
obtained in this way from twenty-four stomachs, and

a serological examination of the preparations revealed

that fourteen possessed A specificity only, whereas
those remammg showed 0 specific character alone.

It IS noteworthy that m the series exammed, no
preparation of mucoid possessed both A and 0
specificity, as did the mucoid material obtained from
hog gastric mucin of commercial origin, and no
specimen was without either A or 0 character. The
occurrence in hog gastric mucin of a mucoid material
which possesses a single serological character that is

very similar to, if not identical with, the human
blood group O factor is thus demonstrated. The
mucoid possessmg O -specificity alone is presumably
the material recently described as inactive mucoid
by Bendich, Kabat and Bezer^ as a result of their

careful studies on the A-specific component of

mucoid preparations obtained from individual hog
stomachs.
Up to the present time, no technique for the isola-

tion of the blood-group substances has been described
that involves more than a few simple chemical and
physical methods, and it is not surprising, therefore,

that the application of these techniques fails to sep-

arate the blood-group substances one from the other
m a mixture ofA and 0 mucoids such as arises when
a purified ‘A-substance’ is obtamed from commercial
hog mucin. The very similar chemical and physical
properties and behaviour of the specific blood-group
factors, and of the closely related but inactive mucoids
which undoubtedly occur in native tissue fluids and
secretions, forced one to rely on serological techniques
for their differentiation, and it has been found that
the success or failure of special techniques elaborated
to separate the mucoids m mixtures of this kind can
be readily followed by determining, by means of
quantitative inhibition tests, the ratio of the activity

of the appropriate specific characters, in this instance
the A and O activity, of the separate fractions
obtained. Inactive mucoids, that is, those not
possessing A, B or 0 specificity, can be detected in the
presence of material showing these specific blood-
group characters by means of this type of agglutma-
tion test.

The behaviour of eleetrophoretically homog©n,eous
hogmucm ‘A-substance’ after fractionation from solu-

tion m water, formamide, ethylene and diethylene-
glycol, 90 per cent acetic acid-ammonium acetate
mixture (a method investigated in this Institute by
Dr. H. Laurell) and 90 and 95 per cent phenol, has
revealed that at least a partial separation of the A
and 0 components can be achieved by the use of
some of these simple procedures.

Full details of this work and the application of the
techniques to artificial and natural mixtures of
biologically important mucoid substances will be
given elsewhere.

D. Aminoee
W. T. JT. Moroan
W. M. Watkins

Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine,
London, S.W.l.

Nov. 16.

^ Morgan, W. T. J., and van Heyningen, R., Rnt J. Bxp. Med., 25,
15 (1944).

* Meyer, K., Smyth, B , and Ealmer, J., J. BioL Chem., 119, 73 (1937).
Goebel, W. E., J. Ea^, MH., 68, 221 (1938). Landsteiner, K., and
HarlA R. A,, J. Eupp Med., 71, 651 (1940). Morgan, W. T. J.,

and King, H. K., Rwchm. X, 87, 640.

“ SasaM, H., Z. ImimmFonch.r 77, 101 (1932). Scihiff, E., and Sasaki,
H., Khn. W«chr., 11, 1426 (1932). Witebsky, B., and Klendshoj,
N. 0., J. Exp. Med., 72, 663; 73, 665. Morgan, W. T. J., and
van Heyningen, R., BrU. J. Ew- 25, 5 (1944). /

^ Bendich, A.,Kabat,B. A.,and Bezer, A. B*,J.Mxp^
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Effect of Cholera Filtrate on Red Cells as

Demonstrated by Incomplete Rh Antibodies

Red cells sensitized with an incomplete (blockmg)
ojiti-Eh antibody will agglutinate if suspended m
seriim^^" or in concentrated albnmin®, or, having
been washed, are exposed to an anti-hiuiian precipit-

ating serum*^. During an investigation in which the
properties of red cells from cases of acute acquired
hsemolytie ansemia wore compared with red cells

‘changed’ by a filtrate of a broth culture of cholera

vibrio, it was found that red cells previously sensitized

by an incomplete antibody, and washed, were
agglutinated after incubation with the cholera fil-

trate. Normal cells when so treated do not show
any alteration luitil they are in contact with serum,
when they show panagglutmation as in the Hubener
Thomsen phenomenon®. The ‘T’ agglutinin re-

sponsible for the panagglutmation is present m all

normal sera and can be specifically absorbed by
‘changed’ cells ; when incomplete anti-Rh sera are so

absorbed and incubated with red cells, together with
cholera filtrate, they show specific agglutination of
i2^-positive cells. These reactions are shown in the
accompanying table.

Cell tvpe
Rh+ Rh-

Cholera filtrate + red blood cells + non-immime serum -1- 4-

Cholera filtrate 4- red blood cells + noii-immune serum
(‘T” agfrlutmiu absorbed) — ~

Cholera filtrate 4 red blood cells 4 incomplete anti-D
serum 4- +

Cholera filtrate 4 red blood cells 4 mcomplete anti-X>
serum (‘T’ agglutinin absorbed) + —

Incomplete anti-D serum 4 red blood cells (washed
after incubation) 4 cholera filtrate 4- —

Incomplete anti-D serum 4 red blood cells (washed
after incubation) + anti-human precipitating serum + —

The absorption of the ‘T’ agglutinm does not alter

the reactions or the titres of the isoagglutiains or

immune agglutinins ; nor does incubation of the
incomplete anti-JS/i. serum with cholera filtrate

change the serum into the complete or agglutinating
form. Absorption experiments show that the cholera
filtrate does not afiect any known hsemagglutmogen
loci on the red cell, but Burnet et al.^ have shown that
it removes the virus receptors. The factor in the
filtrate responsible for changmg the red cells is

adsorbed on them, and after actmg on them is re-

leased again, and can be recovered m salme. The
saline extract can ‘change’ further red cells, and also

causes agglutination of sensitized cells. Heating to
56^^ C. for 30 mm. diminishes activity. From its

reactions it appears to have the properties of an
enzyme, possibly a lecithinase which has been de-
scribed in cholera filtrate by Felsenfeld^, but pre-

liminary work on the salme extract by Miss M. G.
Macf^rlane, at the Lister Institute, London, failed to
reveal any lecithinase activity.

Four strams of cholera vibrio (stock strain of the
Department of Pathology, Oxford, and National Type
Cultures Nos. 1548, 4693 and 5596) have been tested,

and all except No. 1548 showed activity : of two
strains of El Tor (stock strain of the Department of
Pathology, Oxford, and National Type Culture No.
4714) only the former showed activity. All were
grown for 48 hours in peptone water at pH 7*2.

The Oxford strain of cholera vibrio has been tested
Wri% tvrmtjr incomplete anti-D and one incomplete
anii-o senmb^ and has given specific, reactions in
paraljel fhe human Sbumin and Coombs’ tests.
It hw also giveid positive results in cases of in vivo
sensitization in fesemolytic disease of the new-born,
and ip eases of acute acquired heemolytic anaemia.

There is complete agreement between the two
facets of activity of this factor, which appears to
act on some locus of the red cells, tlie removal of
which apparently allows the incompleto antibody to

form a further Imlc. It is not a normal second stage
of the agglutination reaction, but it may help to give
some explanation of this In the Coombs’ test, the
agglutination of sensitized cells does not appear to

depend on a specific human globulin group, as
Simmonds® has shown that other mammalian pre-

cipitin sera act equally well. There is not, however,
agreement in the loss of virus receptors and the pan-
agglutmatmg property, as Burnet has found that
Freidenreich’s jDanagglutmating strain M does not
cause loss of virus receptors, and a partially purified

a-toxin of Gl. Welcim Tyj^e A, though removmg
virus receptors, does not show panagglutmatmg
properties.

It IS not suggested that this test has any real

advantages over the Coombs’ and human albumm
tests for the routine detection of incomplete anti-i2/i

antibodies, but it may help to show the mechanism of
agglutination of immune lunmagglutmins and the
relationship of the agglutinating to the blockmg
forms- Further work on the reactions from this point
of view is proceeding.

M. M. Pickles
Division of Laboratories,

Radchffe Infirmary,

Oxford,
Nov. 11.

^ Diamond, L. ll., and Abelson, JST. M., J Lab. Chn Med

,

30, 204
(1945).

® Weiner, A. S , J. Lab. Clin. Med., 30, 662 (1945).

® Diamond, L K., and Denton, B. L., J. Lab. Clin. Med., 30, 321
(1945).

* Coombs, B. B A., Mourant, A. E., and Baco, B B., Bnt. J. Exp.
Rath , 26, 255 (1945)

* Ereidenreich, V., Acta Path Microbiol. Smnd., 6, 59 (1928).

« Burnet, K. M„ MoCrea, J. E., and Stone, T. B,, Bnt. J. Exp. Path.,
27, 228 (1946).

’ Felacnfold, 0., J. BacL, 48, 155 (1944).

» Simmonds, B. T., Nature, 158, 486 (3946).

Influence of Heteroauxin on the Cotyledons
of Phaseolus vulgaris L.

By smearing cotyledon buds of Phaseolus vulgaris

(var. non plus ultra) sprouts with heteroauxin paste
(C2oHi,OiiN2 + lanolm) so that the cotyledon stalks

also come into contact with it, we obtain a prolonga-
tion of life of these stalks, which grow longer and
larger and remain fresh green, while the rest of the
cotyledons afteirwards shrivel and change colour
(Fig. 1).

This is a similar phenomenon to that observed by
May^ with the leaf stalks of Coleus and other plants
by addition of pollen auxm, after removal of their

lamina.
On the contrary, plants which were treated with

lanolm only and untreated plants did not show the
above-mentioned results.

In order to observe exactly the influence of hetero-
auxin on bean cotyledons, experiments were made
on these organs of Phaseolus vulgaris cultivated in

daylight on wet filter-paper, after they had been
isolated by breaking or cutting off and smeared
partly with heteroauxin paste and partly only wdth
lanolm or untreated for the purpose of control.
The consequence w‘as the formation of calluses

which appeared in the three different cases in the
following percentages: 98-3 per cent on the
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a b c

Bg. 2. ISOIATEP COTYLEDONS * a, OONTKOLS,

6, TREATED WITE LANOLIN , C, TREATED WITH
HETEROADXIN, SHOWING BIGGEST OALLESES

AND SPROETING OE ROOTS

h (heteroauxin) cotyledons; 88*1 per cent on the I

(lanolin) ; 85*5 per cent on the untreated c cotyledons

(control). But the heteroauxin not only increased the

growth of the calluses, it accelerated also their

development i 66*8 per cent of the h cotyledons

formed calluses earlier than the I cotyledons ;
78*9

per cent of the h cotyledons formed calluses earlier

than the c cotyledons; 33*8 per cent of the I

cotyledons formed calluses earlier than the c cotyle-

dons.

The biggest calluses (size of a pea) were found
exclusively on the h cotyledons (Fig. 2). Also the

sprouting of roots was much stronger on the k

cotyledons (47*1 per cent) than on the I cotyledons

(3*2 per cent) and the control cotyledons (2*6 per

cent) (Fig. 2):*

The cotyledons smeared wnth heteroauxm were for

a longer time turgid and apjoeared m a better state

than all the others of the same age.

The conclusion from these observations is that the
use of heteroauxin on isolated bean cotyledons
causes a considerable prolongation of life and a growth
m size as well as a remarkable mcrement in the
development of callus tissue and roots

A. MaI/Abotti
Institute for Biological Besearch,

Academy of Science,

Vienna.
‘ May, G., Jahrb 1. wm Hot

,

79, 682 (1934).

Sphacelial Stage in the Life-history of
Claviceps purpurea (Fr.) TuL

In a previous communication my associate and
recorded for the first tmie successful artificial pro-

duction of ergot sclerotia of high alkaloid content
(total alkaloid content 0*32 per cent, ergometrine
content 0*07 per cent) in the tropical plams of Bengal.
Ergot, it may be stated heie, has long been known
to grow naturally at high altitudes and under
temperate conditions of such countries as Spam,
Portugal, Baltic States, etc. Reports of the artificial

production of ergot sclerotia in situations akin to

their natural habitats are known from Australia^ and
at ISTilgiri Hills, Madras (India)®.

While attempts in Australia® are meeting with
indifferent results from year to year, our investiga-

tions here for the last two years are giving constant
results and yield of high alkaloid contents.

Bg. 1. Sclerotia showing ‘honey dew’ at base Kateral size

Bg. 2. MATERE SCiliPKO'TIEM (1| EAT. M®)
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The following are some hitherto unrecorded
observations on the ergot fungus {Glaviceps purpurea
(Fr,) Tul.) under tropical conditions of its growth.

(1) Til© sphacelial phase of the fungus did not end
With the usual 'honey-dew’ stage after a period of a
week or two of the initiation of the sclerotium lorma-
tion, but contmued up to the time of its (sclerotium)
harvest in the crevices on the sides of sclerotium near
its base (Figs. 1 and 2). Small drops of ‘honey’
containing the sphacelial (conidial) spores were
observed on the crevices near the base of the sclero-

tium partly enclosed under the covers of the glumes.
This should be termed the secondary sphacelial stage.
The spores of this secondary sphacelial stage were
akin in all respects, including their viability, with
those of the primary sphacelial stage.

(2) Solerotia, apparently air-dried at the time of
harvest, when stored in laboratory without additional
sunningm not thoroughly dry glass-stoppered bottles,
were soon found to be covered with a white downy
growth. These growths, when examined under the
microscope, were found to consist mamly of comdial
spores of Glaviceps purpurea (Fr.) Tul , together with
a few myceha. These conidial spores are more
lanky than those of the ‘honey dew’ stage.

It appears that high humidity and high temperature
favour continued production of conidial spores and
so the contmuation of the sphacelial stage.

The average monthly figures for mmimum and
maximum temperatures and humidity percentage for
the period under observation are given m the
accompanying table.

Temperature Humidity

1946
Min.
“F.

Max,
« F.

8 hr.
IS.T.
%

12.30 hr.
1ST.
%

17 hr.
IS.T-^
%

January 54*4 80 6 79*8 34*6 42 1

February 63*8 90*1 85*1 37 1 40 7
March 70*5 93 9

i

70*3 30 5 36*5
April 73*9 91*9 82-5 55 2 63 2

* I.S.T. (Indian standard time) is 6 hr. 30 min. behind Greenwich
mean tune.

I wish to express my thanks to the Adair, Dutt
Besearch Fund Committee, Calcutta, for providing
.a research scholar, and to Prof. J. C. Sen Gupta and
Prof. G. P. Mazumdar for assistance.

J. C. Saha
Botanical Laboratory,
Presidency College,

Calcutta.

^ Saha, J, C., and Bhattadiaxiee, S. K,, Nature, 156, 363 (1945).
** Hynes, J. J., Agno^ Qaz* iV.j3.W., Misc. Bub. Ho. 3218 (1941).

® Thomas, K. M., and Bamkrishnan, F. S., Madras Agnc, J., 80,
Ho. 12 (1942).

Bud-rot of Areca Palms and ^Hidimundlge’
in Mysore

Db. M. j. THiBTJMAnAOHAB’s note^ on bud rot of
•areca palms m Mysore is interesting ; but is likely

to add, to the confusion in the literature of bud-rot.
Ifowell*^ was careful to separate red ring disease of

I

coccmuts from bud-rot. Bud-rot in the eastern
tropri^» ^fherto fortunately never confused with
eelworni attack, is due to PhytopMhora, and in
Mysore^ I>i^, L. C. Coleman® and I* have found tjhat

“ile fcrngos produces bud-rot of areca palms. Bud-
rot ofpalmshas also been ascribed to Bacillm coli. It
.is only seccmd^ red ring^

The ‘Hirethota’ disease of areca palms differs in

almost every respect from red ring of coco-nuts, as
seen below.

Hirethota disease Bed ring disease
1. Ho yellowing or wiltmg of Yellowing and wilting of pinn^

pinnae
2. Green nuts not shed. Gieen nuts in all stages of im-

maturity shed
3 Leaves shed, bud and crown Leaves not shed, crown not in-

rot, leaving bare stem. volved m rot
4 Hema present m vessels of Infestation confined to the ground

vascular bundles. tissue , vascular bundles un-
affected in any way.

5. Spread of disease slow, ex- liapidity of infestation, in 60-70
tending over several years days.

6 Ho red ring m stem Bed ring present m stem
7 Copious flow of evil-smelling Ho ooze,

liquid containing nema

In spite of the absence of the red ring, the most
characteristic symptom, Dr. Thirumalachar identifies

the disease with red ring on the plea that it might
be symptomatic of the particular host.

In citing references. Dr. Thirumalachar has allowed
several inaccuracies to creep in. Pie says that Nowell
and Briton-Jones pointed out the imtenability of

Johnston’s conclusion that bud-rot of coco-nuts is

caused by Bac^llu$ coli. Briton-Jones alone did that.

He attributes to Nowell what Briton-Jones says about
various modes of spread of the disease by fauna
frequentmg the crowns of coco-nut palms. Because
seedlmgs distributed from Hirethota are reported to

have transmitted the disease, he accepts what Nowell
only conjectured, that fallen nuts may harbour the
worms, and concludes that the disease is infectious
and IS possibly transported by some fauna. The
disease is common on old trees, about ten years of

age, and is rare on young palms, and to suggest that
it occurs at that stage owing to transmission by the
seedling is a little far-fotched. According to NowelP,
“the rapidity of infestation shown in the infection

experiments renders untenable the hypothesis fiijst

put forward that infection takes place at an early

age without its effects becommg outwardly visible

until the tree matures”. TIidimundige’ is present m
very widely separated localities where there is no
suspicion of its having spread from on© centre. Dr.
Thirumalachar states that red wing was first described
from the British East Indies by Nowell, which is

obviously a mistake. In the next sentence, however,
he refers to its distribution in the western hemi-
sphere.

Some work has been don© in this department on
the ‘hidimundige’ of areca palms. The tops of

diseased trees show an internal injury in the crown
in the form of a longitudmal cut ©xtendmg from the

top of the stem to a greater portion of the bud, with
no outside injury. The infiorescences are attacked
even as they are formed, and decay. Affected trees

never bear fruit. The crowns dry up within about
six to eight months of the attack, and in the affected

tissues a saprophytic Fusarium and some bacteria

occur. In some of the affected palms from Hirethota
I noticed an enchytraeid worm, but was not sure if

it was pathogenic.
S- V. Vbhkatabayan

Department of Agriculture,

Bangalore,
Mysore.
Oct. 28.

^ Thlrtmmlacliar, Natur&, 157, 106 (1946).
* Howell^ W., '^Diseases of Crop Plants in tbe Lesser Antilles*’ (London,

* Coleman, L. 0., Mysore Dept. Agric. Myc. Ser., BuU. 2 (1910)

;

AmL Mycot (Berlin), 8, 691 (1910).
* Venkatarayan, S. V., Fhytopath^ 22, 217 (1932).
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DOUBLE VELOCITY CORRELATION
FUNCTION IN TURBULENT

MOTION*
By G. K. BATCHELOR
Trinity College, Cambridge

S
INCE 1941 there have been three independently
proposed developments m the theory of turbulent

motion leading to substantially the same results. The
most important of these common results is that as
the Reynolds number of homogeneous isotropic
turbulence increases indefinitely, the coefficient of
correlation between parallel velocity fluctuations at
two points distance r apart approaches the form
1 — {A ~ const.), provided r is small compared
with the integral scale of turbulence (L). This result
was obtained (1) by A. N, Kolmogoroff in 1941,
publication in C,E, (DoHady) Acad, Sci, de rU.E.S,S.,
(2) by L. Onsager in 1945, publication (in abstract)
in the Physical Ecview, and (3) by C. F. v. Weizsacker,
in collaboration with W. Heisenberg, m 1946, as yet
unpublished. The purpose of this short note is to
direct attention to these results, since none of the
authors is at the present Congress.
The three theories have certain elements in com-

mon, sometimes explicit and in some oases implied.
These are : (1) the assumption of indefinitely high
Reynolds’ number of the flow as a whole ,* (2) the
related assumption that the effect of viscosity on
velocity correlations is negligible

; this is not valid
in the immediate neighbourhood of r = 0 where the
double velocity correlation is parabolic, but this
region becomes vanishingly small as the Reynolds’
number increases

; (3) the energy which can be
imagined to be associated with a 5mall range of wave
numbers is received chiefly from wave numbers one
order smaller (that is, eddies of larger size), and in
turn passes on to larger wave numbers without loss
through viscous dissipation

; (4) the motion of the
smallest existing eddies (of vanishingly small dia-
meter) is entirely laminar and is responsible for most
of the energy dissipation of the turbulent motion.
These points are part of a physical picture of the
tmbulence which is roughly identical in the three
theories. However, the mathematical formulations
vary considerably.
The neatest and most powerful formulation of the

'

ph37sical ideas is that of Kolmogoroff. In order to be
able to isolate the statistical effect of eddies of a
certain range of sizes, Kolmogoroff first constructs

theory of correlations between the
differences of parallel velocity fluctuations at two
pomts. He supposes that the motion due to all eddies
smaller than some suitable limiting size is isotropic,
irrespective of the nature of the mean flow, and also
statistically steady. This limitation of the size of the
eddies considered is fundamental, and the limitation is
achieved mathematically by restricting the distance
T between the two points on which the velocity
differences are based. Kolmogoroff next puts forward
two similarity hjrpotheses, suggested by the physical
picture of the turbulence at high Reynolds’ numbers,
froni which the statistical characteristics of the
motion due to these eddies can be deduced. The jfirst
asserts that the statistical characteristics depend only
on the two quantities, viscosity (v) and mean energy

dissipation per rmit mass of the fluid (s). The second
asserts that the statistical characteristics of the
motion due to the larger ofthe eddies contained within
the limit mentioned above depend only on one of
these^ quantities, namely, the energy dissipation (e).

XJsing dimensional considerations, it is then
possible to construct the general form of the various
correlations between velocity differences. The second
similarity hypothesis leads, in the case of homo-
geneous turbulence, to the result mentioned above,
that the double (parallel) velocity correlation coeffi-

cient varies as 1 Ar^^^ for 7)<^ r X, where ^ is

a measure of the size of the smallest existing eddies ;

for guidance in the proof, note first that A has
dimensions (length)”^ that is, (velocity)"® X
(ener^ dissipation per unit mass)®^®, and secondly,
that the similarity hypotheses apply to the velocity
correlations themselves, and not to the coefficients.

There are very few correlation measurements at high
Reynolds’ number with which this theoretical pre-
diction can be compared, but there are other pre-
dictions from Kolmogoroff’s similarity hypotheses
which clearly have the correct form. One prediction
not hitherto compared with experiment is that the
skewness factor, formed from the second and third
moments, of the probability distribution of the rate
of extension in any direction is a universal constant.
Measurements which confirm this prediction have
been made at Cambridge ; details are contained in
a paper presented to this Congress.
The approach of Onsager is very different. This

author represents the spatial distribution of velocity
in isotropic turbulence by a three-dimensional
Fourier series, that is, the motion is divided up among
a number of wave-lengths. From the equations of
motion he then finds an expression for the rate at
which energy is transferred from one wave-length to
another. This expression is such as to suggest the
‘cascade’ process whereby the energy movement from
any wave-length is chiefly to neighbouring shorter
wave-lengths, and eventually to the smallest wave-
lengths where the motion is laminar. In the limit of
very high Reynolds’ number, the amount of energy
received by any wave-length (which is neither very
small nor very large) per second is equal to the
amount passed on, and the amount of energy lost by
all wave-lengths larger than Z, say, is independent of I,

On the basis of these notions, Onsager constructs an
expression for the work done against Reynolds’
stresses by the eddies of characteristic size larger than
the wave-length I and equates it to a constant, namely,
the total energy dissipation. This gives a definite

wave-length distribution of energy, and on making a
Fourier transformation the correlation law quoted
above is obtained. The analysis is similar to that
suggested by Bryden some years ago, with the
exception that the net loss of energy is assumed to be
negligible for all except the largest eddies, in which
most of the turbulent energy resides. Br. Onsager
was kind enough to show me an account of his work,
and I understand it will shortly be published in full.

The next step in this remarkable series of coinci-
dences was taken by 0. F. v. Weizsacker and W.
Heisenberg, who showed their unpublished manu-
scripts to Sir Geoffrey Taylor early in 1946. The
physical picture of turbulent motion at high
Reynolds’ number put forward by Weizsacker is

identical with that of Kolmogoroff, and his method
of analysis is not wholly dissimilar. In order to be
able to describe the motion due to eddies within a
small range of sizes, Weizsacker divides the regSbfi;^
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isotropic t-urbulenco into a number of cubes. Each
of these cubes is again divided into a certam integral

number of cubes, and so on, with a constant ratio

between the sizes of cubes of neighbouring order
The characteristic velocity of eddies of dimensions
Ln IS then given by Vn, the root-mean-square of the
velocity of fluid within the cube of side Ln relative

to that withm the cube of next larger size (Ln—i) con-
taining the cube Ln. On dimensional grounds the
work done against Reynolds’ stresses created by the
turbulent motion of cubes of side Ln is written as
proportional to Vn^jLn. This represents the rate of
energy loss of all eddies larger than Ln and, in virtue
of the assumption that viscous dissipation losses are
confined to the smallest eddies, must be independent
of n. The energy associated with the cubes of side

Ln IS then proportional to Ln^^^t and the energy per
unit wave-number (h) is proportional to ; the
now familiar double velocity correlation function is

obtained from a Fourier transformation. Heisenberg
has repeated Weizsacker’s analysis in terms of
Fourier series, and has extended it to obtain other
results of interest, which will probably be described
in a German publication. He finds a moderately
good agreement between the theoretical spectrum
law and measurements made by Simmons.
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RECENT MARINE BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH

The recent volimae of the Joumal of the Marine
Biological Association* is of normal size and

quality and is a reminder that once again we can
pursue and enjoy knowlec^e for its own sake.

Prof. A. C. Hardy contributes a moving tribute to a
great leaderin his obituarynotice ofDr. StanleyKemp,
the director of the Marine Laboratory at Plymouth.
Every zoologist should read it ; to his friends it

ypill bring happy memories of Dr. Kemp’s enthus-
iasm, energy, modesty and wholO'-hearted devotion
to his subject, and to those who had not the privilege
of knowing him an example and an inspiration. Dr.
Kemp fully maintained the tradition of the Plymouth
Laboratory, initiated by the late Dr, E. J. Allen
on the lines of Anton Dohrn’s Laboratory at Naples,
of interesting himself directly in the widely different
flelds of resea^reh bemg followed by the permanent
an,ff vieating workers at the Laboratory. Mr. D. P.
Wdron adds a graphic account of the night of the
raid (MmcIi 20, 1941) when Dr. Kemp lost his
Bome all his possessions, including his collection
of antique furniture, his books, and all the material

Oft*
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and manuscript notes of a work on the “Discovery”
deep-water decapod Crustacea. The Laboratory was
damaged by high explosive

; but the fire from Dr.

Kemp’s house was prevented from spreading, and
before the ashes had cooled, he was planning for the
future. Yet who can doubt that the strain of that
night undermined his strength. We are indebted
to Dr. J. H. Welsh, of Harvard University, for the

excellent photograph of Dr. Kemp which forms the

frontispiece of the volume.
The scientific contributions fall into four groups:

phytoplankton, biochemistry, zoology and fisheries.

Phytoplankton. Mr. D. P. Wilson describes tnradi-

ate and other forms m Nitzschia closterium, usmg
sub-cultures from the thirty-six year old stock

founded by Allen and Nelson in 1910. All these

forms may pass into one another by division, but the

preponderance of the larger types may be detri-

mental when minute larvae have to be fed-

Mr, R. S. Wimpenny examines the varieties of

Rhizosolenia styUformis and considers that this

cosmopolitan species has three forms, which he calls

longispina (the typo of the species), oceanica and
8emisp%na.

Bzochemistry. Mr. S. P. Chu studied the utilization

by phytoplankton of organic phosphorus. Only
dissolved phosphorus can be used directly by plants,

and so little is known of the phosphorus cycle in the

sea that it was assumed that only phosphate could

be absorbed by marine plants. Diatoms can utilize

inorganic orthophosphate in solution, but Chu
found that though pyrophosphate cannot be used as

effectively as orthophosphate, phytin was more
successful, and organic forms of phosphorus can be

broken down by diatoms and used directly. It is

thus possible to construct a phosphorus cycle on the

same lines as the nitrogen cycle for living beings in

the sea.

Zoology. Dr. Vera Fretter adds another paper
to her series on the combined anatomy, histology

and physiology of molluscs by a study of the genital

ducts of Theodoxus, Lamellaria and Trivia, with a

discussion of their evolution in prosobranchs.
Mr. H. G. Q. Rowett contributes a paper on the

feeding mechanisms of the nudibranch Galrm
glaucmdes and the crustacean Nehaliopsis typica.

The former is known to feed on the eggs of various

shore-hving fishes ; the latter, a deep-sea form, has
not been seen feeding, but its gut contents are of a
rich yolky nature, and it is therefore suspected of

taking fish eggs from the sea bottom. In Calma, the

radula and jaws nip the egg membrane and suck its

contents, but in Nehaliopsis the egg must be taken
past the weak mandibles into the tough oesophagus,

and there split and sucked. Thus two widely
separated animals have evolved feedmg arrangements
which are similar in plan.

Prof. C. M. Yonge has three papers in this volume,
two on the habits of the lamellibranch Aloidis

(Oorbula) gibba and the gastropod Turritella communis
respectively, and the third on the membranes
surrounding the eggs of Homarus vulgaris. Aloidis

anchors itself by a single byssus thread to a gravel

stone on a coarse mud bottom, burrowing until

only the short siphons are protruded. Ciliary currents

collect debris, bacteria and diatoiDos, mixed with
considerable quantities of inorganic matter, the last

expelled forcibly as pseudo-fseces by means of a
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quick-acting portion of the adductor muscles. Even
the foot can be pushed through the inhalant aperture

to clear the sediment.

x4nother bottom feeder is Turritella oommums.
Graham (1938) described its method of ciliary feeding,

and the formation, unique among Prosobranchs, of

a siphon formed by two folds of the body wall, and
used for the expulsion of faeces. Yonge found that

the mollusc burrows diagonally into thick muddy
gravel, then with its foot pushes the mud away from
the left side of the head, makmg an inhalant depres-

sion. The displaced mud accumulates m a small

mound which piles up in front of the head and is

agglutinated by secretion of the pedal gland. Head
and foot are then withdrawn below the surface,

water and small organisms are drawn in by ciliary

action into the left side of the mantle cavity, and
water and fseces expelled on the right through the

‘siphon’.

Dr. Lebour clears up the confusion which existed

regarding the species of Teredo from Plymouth
waters by a careful study of livmg material. She

describes throe species, T. norvegica and navahs
from the experimental raft moored near Plymouth
Breakwater, and T, megotara occurring occasionally

in driftwood. Development withm a brood pouch
takes place m T, navalis only.

Mr. D. W. Ewer describes a variety of Sahella

pavonina from Plymouth, previously named by
Hornell (1891) S. pavonina, var. bicoronata, from
Hilbre Island, near Liverpool. In this variety the

number of filaments on the two sides of the branchial

crown 18 unequal. Since inequality in the number of

filaments in SpirograpMs was the only positive

character distmguishmg it from Sahella, that dis-

tinction IS no longer valid, and both should be united

under Sahella, as re-defined.

Mr. D. P. Wilson’s photographs of living marme
animals are well Imown, and to this series he adds

an excellent sot of Sepia officinalis stalking, capturing

and consuming a prawn. The action of the tentacles

m gripping the prey is shown, and of great interest

are the colour changes in the skin. Sepia blushes

when in pursuit, but pales when the prey is caught

and transferred to the mouth.

Fisheries. Mr, E. Ford discusses vertebral varia-

tion m isospondylous fishes. This is Part 3 of his

series oil this subject, and includes the families

Clupeidse, Salmonidse and Argentmidae. He directs

attention to the diagnostic value of vertebral counts,

to the sitmg of other structures relative to the

backbone elements, and to the marker characters

which provide the means of recognition on sight.

Two papers by Mr. C. F. Hicklmg deal with haddock
and herring fishmg. He studied the self-contamed

stock of haddock on the Porcupine Bank, off the

west coast of Ireland. The Bank had complete

immunity from trawling, owing to the War, from

1940 until 1944, with the result that it now carries

“the densest stock of haddock ever experienced

there”. There was no ' evidence that overcrowding

had slowed the rate of growth.
The herrmg fisheries carried on from Milford Haven

provide herrings nearly all the year roimd. There are

a wmter and spring drift net fisheries, and summer
and autumn trawl fisheries. As evidence indicates

that all are based on the same stock of heirings,

this area should provide “a fruitful field of work for

the study of the seasonal cycle of the herrmg”.
B. Bai^

U R E

PLANT VIRUSES

S
EVERAL recent papers from the Department of

Plant Pathology, Bothainsted, and from the
Coimcil for Scientific and Industrial Research of
Australia, make an impressive collection of new
knowledge about virus diseases of plants. F. C.

Bawden and H. W. Pirie^ show that sap expressed
from the leaves of tobacco plants infected with
mosaic contains less than one third of the total

amount of virus in the plant. The additional virus
can be liberated by successive incubations with com-
mercial trypsm, or, even more successfully, with the
mixture of enzymes obtamed from crops of the snail

Helix aspersa Subsequent fine grinding releases even
more virus, which was found to account m all for

one third of the total insoluble nitrogen in the leaf,

or 10 per cent of its dry matter. J. B. Hale, M. A.
Watson and R. Hull- discuss “some causes of chlorosis

and necrosis of sugar-beet foliage”. They describe
the symptoms and characteristics of two viruses, one
fungus disease and four nutritional disorders of the
crop, combining analytical and pathological methods
with field experiments. Sugar-beet yellows and
manganese deficiency can be distinguished visually,

according to the authors, but a little more clarity of
comparison would be welcome. The paper is, how-
ever, a vigorous attempt to place the field recognition
of sugar-beet diseases on a surer basis than hitherto,

but still leaves the impression that the advisory
pathologist requires the backing of chemist and virus
etiologist. A new species of shallot aphis, Myzus
ascalonicics, is described by J. P. Doncaster and B.
Kassams®. The aphid resembles Myzus persicm, and
IS also a vector of plant viruses. Both the species

transmit cucumber virus I, Hyoscyamus virus HI
and sugar-beet yellows virus. M. ascalonicus trans-

mits dandelion yellow mosaic, whereas M. persicce

does not, though the latter aphid transmits potato
Y virus, lettuce and sugar-beet mosaics, and sever©
etch virus, for which M. ascalonicus is not a vector.

Her© is further knowledge for us© in virus analysis.

Potato varieties differ considerably in their sus-

ceptibility to insect transmission of virus Y Th©
American variety Katahdin was found to be most
resistant, while Majestic and Arran Banner were the
hardest of British varieties to infect. Ulster Monarch
was th© most susceptible variety investigated. Th©
concentration of virus varied m different varieties.

E. M. Hutton, workmg in Australia^, approaches th©
question of resistance to virus Y from th© genetic

angle. He has isolated fifteen phenotypes which are

hypersensitive to the virus. They produce varying
degrees of necrosis, followmg mechanical inoculation

with virus Y. The variety Katahdin is here a source
of hypersensitivity, and it seems necessary for more
research to be performed, in order to Imk the English
and Australian findings ; methods of inoculation are

not the same, and this may provide an explanation.

J. G. Bald and C. E. W. Oldaker* describe th©
reactions of th© varieties Brownell and Silverskm
Bismark to viruses A, X, Y and leaf-roll. Brownell
is a carrier of virus X, is immune to virus A m th©
field, and is susceptible to leaf-roll. Bismark is

resistant to leaf-roll, but is susceptible to a ‘crinkle’

caused by a combination of viruses X and A. Th©
old Australian potato variety. Brown’s River, has
yielded' a virus now identified by J. G. Bald and
D. 0. Norris’ as virus (7. It has many properties

similar to virus Y, but is not readily transmitted by
Myzus persicce, th© noain vector of virus T* J. <3^
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Bald® also finds that potato ragos© mosaic (viruses

X+F) reduces the yield to about 50 per cent that

of healthy plants, and the reduction is proportional

to the dimmution of leaf area caused by the disease.

The economic significance and complex nature of

the virus problem make it one of the major challenges

to modern biological investigation. A patient

amassing of the facts, as typified by the eight papers

here reviewed, is manifestly the only sure way of

approach, and it is not until this is accomplished on
a wide scale that any great practical results can be
expected. John Grainger
^ Brit. J. JSxp. Path

, 27, 81 (1946).

“ Ann App, Biol, 83, No 1, 13 (1946)
® Ann. App. Biol, 83, No. 1, 66 (1946).

* Bawden, F C., and Kassanis, B., Ann. App. Biol

,

83, No. 1, 46 (1946).

* J Coun. Sci and Ind. Res., 18, No. 3, 219 (1945).
« J. Coun Sci. and Ind Res

, 18, No. 3, 209 (1945).
» Phytopath., 86, No. 8, 591 (1945)
* Phytopath., 35, No 8, 585 (1945).

BANANA LEAF SPOT

The leaf Spot disease of bananas, caused by
Myoosphcerella mmicola Leach (Oercoapora musce

Zimm.), long known as a destructive malady in the
Australasian region, was not observed in the New
World until 1934, when a small outbreak was observed
m Trinidad. This was soon followed by news of the
disease in Suriname, Jamaica and Central America,
and the Caribbean region generally. In the course
of the few years during which the disease waxed to

epidemic proportions it was under constant observa-
tion. Hence it may fairly be claimed that among
plant epidemics the leaf disease of bananas is among
the most fully documented and best known scientific-

ally. The progress of the disease hasheen marked by
a number of important advances m our knowledge,
such ^s the details of infection, the progressive
development of symptoms in plantations, and the
ultimate effects of the disease on commercial fruit

intended for refrigerated transport overseas. Not
least important, as a result ofimaginative innovations
on a gigantic scale, the large fruit companies operating
m Central America showed how the disease could
be controlled by frequent spraying with appropriate
fungicides.

The Colony of Jamaica, with its many and varied
t^es of banana plantation, large and small, on hill-

side and plain, presented special difficulties in the
matter of disease control. It was realized that further
investigations both of a fundamental and applied
character were necessary if rational control measures
were to be forthcoming. To this end Mr. R. Leach
was appointed as mycologist for the investigation of
leaf disease. His report, the result of four years of
work, is now before us (R. Leach, “Banana Leaf
Spot”, Dept. Agric. Jamaica, Govt. Printer, King-
ston, pp. 118, illustrated, 2s.), This work, largely
baaed on direct field studies of the pathogen, covers
a great deal of new and interestmg ground and can
only be dealt with summarily here. What, in brief,
Leach set out to do was to obtain, by direct observa-
tion and experiment, a comprehensive knowledge of
the main features of the disease on which basic
principles of control could be developed. In the
con^ of ihese studies, not only was the ascigerous
sta^e ofthe pathogen discotrered, but also it was found
tl^i there were differences in symptoms between
ascospore^d bonidial infections ; and that a peculiar
relationship existed between soil conditions and the

type of fructification produced m the leaf spots

Certain soil conditions, which affect the metabolism
of the leaves, are attended by the development of an
abnormally large number of perithecia throughout
the year, ascospore infection being reduced only

durmg the colder months. The adverse soil factors

include poor aeration, marked fluctuations m the
oxidation/reduction conditions, and shallow tilth

layers. Hence the importance, particularly in

Jamaica, of measures designed to conserve fertility

by attention to drainage, maintenance of soil struc-

ture, etc.

The details of spot development, and their

distribution on the leaf surface ; the development,
dissemination, germmation and viability of spores;

the factors affecting infection ; the prmciples of

control by spraying ; the seasonal variation m
disease intensity ; and other matters have been the

subject of close observation and experiment, the

whole constituting a substantial body of fact and a

real contribution to our knowledge of this important
disease. Mr. Leach and the Jamaica Department of

Agriculture are to be congratulated on havmg earned
through to a successful conclusion this difficult and
comprehensive series of investigations.

C. W. Wardlaw

FORESTRY IN UGANDA

I
N the annual report of the Uganda Forestry Depart-
ment for the year 1946 (Government Printer,

Uganda, 1946), the objectives of the forest policy

are laid down : first, to reserve in the State sufficient

land either already under forest or capable of afforest-

ation to maintain climatic conditions suitable to

agriculture; to preserve water supplies; to provide
forest produce for the agricultural industrial develop-
ment, and to mamtam soil stability in areas where the

land is liable to deterioration if put to other uses;

secondly, to manage the forest property of the State

to the best financial returns, such as are consistent

with the primary aims set out above ; to encourage and
assist the practice and science of forestry by native

authorities, and private enterprise; and lastly, to

foster by education and propaganda a real under-
standing among the people of Uganda of the value

of forests to them and to posterity, and to educate
selected Africans in technical forestry.

These objects and ambitions have been enumerated
in one form or another in the British Empire ever

since the Indian Forest Service was formed more
than eighty years ago. In many parts of the Empire,
however, extraordinarily little progress has been
made, and by its unchecked utilization of avafiabl©

timber supplies both in and outside the Empire,
which the late War necessitated, the attainment of

these objectives might seem to be farther off than
ever. But the institution of conservation boards in

connexion with agriculture and forestry in many
parts of the world gives hope that at length the policy

so well outlined above, which practically covers the

whole of the aims and objects of forestry, will be
given effect to ; and above all that the close inter-

relation between forestry and agriculture will at

length be given some measure of recognition in Africa,

both West and East.
It IS a credit to Uganda that its Forestry Depart-

ment is among the first to write and publish effective

working plans for some of its forest areas. Local
plans produced for local areas but not mad© public
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afford little information as to the progress being

made by a forestry department. As a last resort,

professional progress of any standard is made mani-
fest by means of a printed and published -workmg
plan, and in this Uganda has apparently taken a lead.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Monday, December 16

Society or Public Analysts and other Analytical Chemists,
Biologhcal Methods Group (at the Chemical Society, Burlington
House, Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 6 p.m —Annual General Meeting

,

at 6 30 p m —Miss H M. Bruce “The Assay of Anti-Thyroid Sub-
stances using Tadpoles" , Mr E. C Wood “The Computation of
Microbiological Assays of Amino-Aeids and other Giovs'th Pactors".

Institution of the Rubber Endustry, Manchester Section
(at the Engmeeis* Club, Albert Square, Manchester), at 6 15 pm—
Mr. J. M. Buist and Dr D A Harper “The Revision of British
Standard Specifications for Vulcanised Rubber"
Sheffield Society of Enoineers and Metallurgists (at the

Royal Victoria Hotel, Sheffield), at 6 15 p.m—Dr. Hugh O’JSreill

:

“Some Recent I^roblcms for Railway Metallurgists".

CHEMICAL Society, Leeds Branch (m the Chemistry Lecture
Theatre, The Univcisity, Leeds), at 0 30 pm —Pi of. Harold C
Urey “Isotopes"

Tuesday, December 17

ROYAL Society of Arts, Dominions and Colonies Section (at
John Adam Street, Adolphi, London, W C 2), at 2.30 p m.—^Rt Hon
Lord Elton * “The Work of the Rhodes Trust".
Eugenics Society (at the Royal Society, Burlington House, Picca-

dilly, London, W.l), at 5.30 pm—^Mr. J W. B. Douglas. “Social
and Economic I*roblems of Childbearing in Britain—Report of a
Questionnaire Inquiry".

Institute of Physios, Electronics Group (in Room 87, The
Polytechnic, 309 Regent Street, London, W.l), at 5.30 p.m —Prof.W V. Mayneord : “Applications of Nuclear Physics m Medicine".
Sheffield Metallurgical Association (at the Metallurgical Club,

198 West Street, Sheffield), at 6.30 p.m.—Dr. J. White : “The Physical
Chemistry of Steelmaking Reactions".

Society of Dyers and Colourists, Huddersfield Section (at
Pleld’s Oafd, Huddersfield), at 7.30 p m.—^Mr. A. Klinger : “A Survey
of Continental Einishing".

Wednesday, December 18

INSTITUTE OF PuEL, YORKSHIRE SECTION (at tho University, Leeds),
at 2 30 p.m.—Dr C, 0. Hall “Pischer-Tropsch Process—Present
and Future".

Chemical SooiETt, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Section (joint meeting
with tho local sections of the Royal Institute of Chemistry, tho
Society of Chemical Industry, the Institute op Chemical
Engineers and the Coke Oven managers' Association, m the
Chemisiiy Lecture Theatre, King’s College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne), at
6.30 p.m—Dr H. C, Graggs and Mr. H. M Arnold “Hydrogen
Sulphide Removal by Ammoniacal Ferrocyanide Liquors".
Chemical Society (at the Royal Institution, Albemarle Street,

London, W.l), at 7,30 p.m—Prof. Harold C. Urey : “Some Problems
in the Separation of Isotopes" (Eleventh Liversidge Lecture).

Society for Visiting Scientists (at 6 Old Burlington Street,
London, Wl), at 7.30 p.m.

—“The New Place of Science in Higher
Education" (Speakers * Sir J E. Lennard-Jones, F.R.S., Prof R. V.
Southwell, F.R.S., Mr. J. T Saunders and Sir Thomas Merton, F.R S.).

Thursday, December 19

Physical Society, Colour Group (at tho Royal Society of Arts,
John >dam Street, Adelphi, London, W C.2), at 3.30 p.m.—Dis-
cussion on the “Report of Defective Colour Vision in Industry" (to be
opened bv Dr. A. H. Gale, Mr R. F. G. Holness, Dr. J. Sharp Grant,
Prof. L C. Martin and Dr. M. Abrahamson).
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy (at the Geological

Society of London, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W.l), at
5 P;Ui.—'Dr. W. David Evans • “The Geology and Opencast Mining
of the Jurassic Ironstones of Great Britain" ; Mr. N. W. Wilson
‘Notes on the Estimation of Tonnage and Grade of some Chromite
Dumps".
London Mathematical Society (at the Royal Astronomica

Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W.l), at 5 pm.^

—

Symposium on The Geometry of Numbers" (arranged by Prof. H.
Davenport, F R S.).

Royal Statistical Society (at the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London, W.C 1), at 5 15 p.m.

—

Dr. John Wishart : “Statistical Aspects of Demobilization tn the
Royal Navy”
Chemical Society, Society of Chemical industry and Royal

Institutb of Chemistry, Edinburgh and East of Scotland
Sections (in the Biochemistry Lecture Theatre, the University,
Teviot Place, Edinburgh), at 5.30 p.m.—Prof. Harold C. Urey
Some Problems in the Separation of Isotopes" (Eleventh Liversidge

Lecture).

Institution of Elbotrjoal Engineers (joint meeting with the
msTiTUTiON OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, at Savoy Place, Victoria
Embankment, London, W.0.2), at 6.30 p.m.^—Iiix. C. H. Spares:
The Future of pulveiized-Ooal Fhring in Great Britain".

Royal Aeronautical Society (at the Institution of Civil Engmcei n

Great George Street, London, S W.l), at 6 p m.—^Mr. J. Smith . ihe
Evolution of tho Spitfire".

Textile Institute, Yorkshire Section (at the Midland Hotel,

Bradford), at 7 pm.—Dr A B Wildman “The Microscopy ol

Fibres—Aids to their Identification".

Friday, December 20

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (at Storey’s Gate, St

James’s Park, London, S.W.l), at 5.30 p m —Mr. A Sykes . “Progresh

in Turbine Gear Manufacture in Recent Years” ,
Mr. Cecil limms

“The Measurement of Errors m Gears for Turbine Reduction Drives

Institute of Fuel, Scottish Section (at the Royal Technical

College, Glasgow), at 5.45 p.m—Dr B. A. C. Chamberlain . “Some
Aspects of Domestic Heating Appliances".

Society op dyers and Colourists, Scottish Section (at St

Enoch Hotel, Glasgow), at 7 p.m—Discussion on the Report of the

Committee on “The Dyeing Properties of Direct Cotton Dyes" (to be
introduced by Mr John Boulton)

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
Applications are invited for the following appointments on oi

before the dates mentioned
Lecturer (man or woman) in Biology—The Director of Education,

Education Department, The Guildhall, Swansea (December 19).

Scientifically Qualified Officer (temporary) m the Blood
Transfusion Service m the North-West Region—The Regional Estab-
lishment Officer, Ministry of Health Regional Offices, Sunlight House,
Quay Street, Manchester 3 (December 21)
Assistant Lecturer in Engineering in the Bradford Technical

College—-The Director of Education, Towi Hall, Bradford (December
21 ).

Science Graduate (Zoology) for bureau literary work—The
Director, Impenal Bureau of Animal Health, Veterinaiy Laboratory,
New Haw, Weybridge, Surrey (December 25).

Assistant Lecturer in Mathematics, Assistant Lecturer in
Physios, and an Assistant Lecturer in Chemistry—The Registiar,
University College, Singleton Park, Swansea (December 27).

Professor of Civil Engineiring, Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, and Professor of Electrical Engineering, at the
Thomason College of Engineering, Roorkee, U.P., India—The Office

of the High Commissioner for India, General Department, India
House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2, quoting No. 290 (December 28).

Organic Chemist at Long Ashton Research Station—The Secretary
and Registrar, The University, Bristol 8 (December 28).

Assistant Librarian m the Medical Department—The Director,
Appointments Department, British Council, 3 Hanover Street, London,
W.l (December 28).

BIOLOGIST, and a Junior Assistant Physicist, in the Biophysics
Research Group, and a Junior Assistant Physicist in the Clinical

Physics Department—The Secretary, Mount Vernon Hospital and
Radium Institute, Northwood, Middx. (December 28).

Experimental Officers (with qualifications in (a) Mechanical
Engineering, (b) Electrical Engineenng including radio, or (c) Mathe-
matics including preferably aerodynamics), for abstracting and
indexing of scientific and technical papers and reports, and an Assist-
ant Experimental Officer to assist m a technical library, at the
(xuided Projectiles Establishment, Westcott, Berks.—^The Director of
Scientific and Technical Administration (D), Room 27, Ivyhridge
House, John Adam Street, Strand, London, W.0.2, quoting No
D.1/46 (December 28)
General SForetary—The Secretaries, Chemical Society, Burling-

ton House, Piccadilly, London, W.l (December 31)
Senior Lecturer or Lecturer in Biology and Rural Science

at the Burderop Park Emergency Training College for Men, Wroughton,
Wilts.—The Director of Education, County Hall, Trowbridge, Wilts.
(December 31).
Research assistant to take part in the Economic Survey of

Northern Ireland and its relationship to the economy of Great Britain—^The Secretary, Queen’s University, Belfast (December 31).

Lecturer IN Mining, and a Lecturerin Electrical Engineering,
at the Cannock Chase Mimng College—^The Director of Education
(Dept. F.B ), County Education Offices, Stafford (January 1),

Assistant Chief Chemist (Ref, F.1281.A), and a Chemist (Ref.
F,1282.A), for large Oil Refinery in the South of England—The
Ministry of Labour and National Service, Technical and Scientific

Register, Room 672, York House, Kmgsway, London, W.G.2, quoting
the appropriate Ref. No. (January 4).

Senior Posts (2) in the Television Section of Research Department
—The Engineering Establishment Officer, British Broadcasting Corp-
oration, Broadcasting House, London, W.l (January 8).

LECTURER IN STATISTICS—^The Secretary, The University, Aberdeen
(January 15).
Senior Lecturer and a Junior Lecturer in Animal Husbandry

at the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, Trinidad—^The Secre-

tary, Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, Grand Buildings,

Trafalgar Square, London, W.0 2 (January 20)
Lecturer IN Chemistry at Natal University College—^The Secretary,

Universities Bureau of the British Empire, 24 Gordon Square, London,
W C.l.
Entomologist to wtry out a survey of the tsetse areas of the

Southern Sudan and undertake research work—The Sudan Agent in

London, Wellington House, Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.l,
endorsed ‘Veterinary Entomologist’.
Botanist to carry out a survey of the graziiig areas of the Sudan

—

The Sudan Agent in London, Wellmgton House, Buckingjham Gate,
London, S.W.l, endorsed ‘Pasture*.
Leoturee. or Assistant LEOTUitm in MATSBtBSMATic^—^The Registrar^

UniverMty College, Exeter. w ' '
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Associate Phofessor oii' Cheaiistry and Physics at the Eojal

College of Medicine, Baghdad, an Expert in Entomology, an
Entomologist, and a Soil Technologist, to the Goveinment ot

Iraq—The Cro\^n Agents for the Colonics, 4 Millbank, London, S.W 1,

quoting M ^.13724
Fish Expert hy the Iraqi Government Mimstiv of Bronomic

Atlairs—The Crown Agents for the Colonies, 4 Millbank, London,
S.W.l, quoting M N 14573.

ScrENTiFio JoHRNALiST—The Sccrctaiy, British lUihber Develop-
ment Board, 19 Fenclnireh Street, London, E C.‘l

EditORiil assistant for th<‘ Journal of the Institution of IfleHrieal
Engineers, and an Assistant Librarivn (man)—-The Secietary,
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy l^lace, Victoria Embankment,
Loudon, W.C.2.
Hortichltijral Instructor—

T

he Principal, County Agiioultural
Institute, St Mary's Gate, Derby.
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University of London * University College Annual lieport,
February 1945--Fehruary 194U Pp 60. (London: Taylor and Francis,
Ltd,, 1946 ) fiao
Ministry of Fuel and Power and British Intelligence Ohiectives

Sub-Committee Technical lieport on the iluhi Co ilficld Bv a Mission
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and Power BIOS, Final lieport No 304 Vol 1. Pp vi + 61
(London HM Stationery Office, 1046.) Ss net [12()
Annals of the Solar Phv sics Observatory, Cambridge Vol 3, Part 3

The Distribution and Movements of Solar Prominence Areas Bv
W. Moss, under the direction of H F. Newall, and subsequently of
F. J. M, Stratton Pp vii + 119-128 -h 7 plates. (Cambridge At
the Umversitv Press, 1946 ) r>s not fl26
Ordnance Survey. Booklet No 1/45 . A Brief Description of the
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British Drug Houses, Ltd lieport of the Directors for the "Year
ended 3lst December 1945. Pp 8. (London . British Drug Houses,
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,
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Africa's Past. BvThurstanShaw. Pp 24. (London Oxford University
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Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History. Vol. 86,

Article 7 Temper^ure Tolerances in the American Alligator and
their Beanng on the Habits, Evolution and Extinction ofthe Dinosaurs

K Raymond B. Cowles and Charles M. Bogert.
36-41. (New York : American Museum ofNatuml History, 1946.) rue

Society Year Book 1945, January 1.
SI, 1945. Pp. 440. (Philadelphia: American Philoso-

phical Swety, 1946 ) [126
Mttedungen der prfihistoiischen Kommdssion der Akademie der

Band 3, S-d : Funde der aiteren und iungeren
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Proceedings of the United States National Museum Vol 90, No.
3198 , Echiuroid Worms of the North Pacific Ocean Jly Walter
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ETHICAL ASPECTS OF THE DE-
VELOPMENT OF ATOMIC ENERGY

TO promote an -understanding of the aims of the

United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation, the Chicago Section of the

American Chemical Society arranged a banquet in

connexion with the National Chemical Exposition at

which the theme was the role of the scientific worker
in promotmg world peace. Dr. W. A. Noyes, jun., in a

broadcast address, emphasized that, for peaceful

progress, we cannot rely on the control of specific

weapons, atomic or otherwise, because weapons
themselves are not the cause of war. He appealed to

chemists, who must bear their full share of respons-

ibility for enablmg war to be made more and more
awful, to give their best support to the subsidiary

organisations, such as the Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation, which are endeavouring to

promote understanding between peoples and to make
the world a better place in which to live. Dr. Noyes
urged the importance of the objective of raising the

level of scientific work throughout the world, and of

eventually securing great scientific institutions in all

countries. Indeed, his, realistic address was m
essence yet another plea for full freedom of scientific

and cultural intercourse.

Dr. Noyes announced the appropriation by the

American Chemical Society of 25,000 dollars to

promote international imderstanding and goodwill

by enablmg foreign chemists and chemical engineers

to pursue advanced study in the United States. Dr.

T. H. Hogness in turn stressed the particular quali-

fications of the scientific worker which enable him to

assist in promoting world peace, especially in imder-

taking ceriam phases of the task of educating public

opinion, tlirough his special knowledge and insight

mto the imjilications of scientific progress. The most
interesting passage in Dr. Hogness’s address is, how-
ever, his quotation from a report of scientific men
transmitted on June 11, 1945, to the Secretary of

War. The justification for the concern of men of

science with political issues could not be better put

than in this report, written before the atomic bomb
was filrst used.

“The only reason to treat nuclear power differently

from all the other developments in the fi^ld of physics

is the possibility of its use as a means of political

pressure in peace and sudden destruction in war. All

present plans for the organisation of research,

scientific and industrial development and publication

in the field of nucleonics are conditioned by the

political and military climate in which onb expects

those plans to be carried out. Therefore in makmg
suggestions for the post-war organisation of

nucleonics, a discussion of political problems cannot

be avoided.*’

The report goes on to urge that the political pro- ^

blems arising from the noastering of nuclear power
should be recognized in all their gravity!^'and that

appropriate steps should be taljpn for their study

and for the preparation of the necessary decisions.

The existence of nuclear w^pons is regarded as tiie

most oompellmg argum^t calling for an
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international orgamsation for peace. The quotation

from the report shows that, before the world at largo

was aware of the dangers, the fundamental factual

knowledge of men of science had led them to urge

the governments concerned to take the appropriate

measures to deal with the situation. Dr, Hogness
points out that in such educational work, however,

the man of science needs the assistance of such a

movement as the United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organisation, and he adduces

the international heritage and outlook of the man of

science as a further qualification m promotmg the

organisation of peace.

Quoting appropriately from Edmund Burke’s

‘‘Reflections on the Revolution m France” that

“society is indeed a contract” and that the State “is

not a partnership in thmgs subservient only to the

gross animal existence of a temporary and perishable

nature ; it is a partnership in all science ; a partner-

ship in all art ; a partnership in every virtue and m
all perfection”. Dr. Hogness concludes with the

exliortation that the scientific worker’s contract with
society includes taking his place among those who
are particularly qualified to give leadership m the
great effort towards world peace ; and there can be
no doubt that, if U.N.E.S.C.O. is to achieve its real

purpose of furthering mternational exchange and
understanding, scientific men must make a very real

contribution to its proceedings. Something of the
realism they have already shown in dealmg with the
problem of atomic energy and its control will be
required. The programme before the General Con-
ference in Paris included more than seventy projects,

some of which can scarcely be regarded as possessmg
the urgency of the restoration of education and
cultural activities m the devastated countries.

It may well be that the most important contribu-

tion of the United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organisation to the solution of the

problem of control of atomic energy will be in bringing

about a more favourable ‘climate’ of political opinion.

Meanwhile, it is mteresting to note that, just as much
in the report from which Dr. Hogness quotes has stood
the test of the last eighteen months, so also much of

Prof. Lewis Mumford’s latest book, “Programme for

Survival”*, written in August 1945, is as pertinent

and relevant to-day as when it was written. Few
readers will dissent from Mumford’s comment in his

preface that his conclusions would have been un-
changed had he written in the spring of 1946. The
book, in fact, is a continuation of the final chapters
of “The Condition of Man”, and is an urgent pene-
trating study of the tendencies now dominant in

modem society, and an unmistakable warning as to
the catastrophe they involve if unchecked.

Prof. Mumford urges that the vital question before
us is whether mankind has imagination enough to
mobilize, on behalf of peace and co-operation, forces
that men have hitherto conscripted only for war and
demotion. It is a question of dynamic will-power
and time ; Prof, Mumford is as insistent as scientific

mdh t^amiselves that we have only a limited time in

which to learn the art of control and to prevent the

suicidal misuse of scientific laiowdedge. To do this is,

in fact, to outlive the atomic age itself, the age of

unqualified mdiscrimmate power, and it is at least

encouraging to find in this book the recognition that

we must be prepared, as part of the price of the

safety and continued development of mankmd, to

scrap any part of the modern world. Preconceived

ideas and political prejudices are in fact the gravest

danger to which mankind is exposed, and nothing

less than the same clear, fearless thinking at the

political level, which in the scientific and technical

field has placed at man’s disposal nuclear energy, is

likely to avert disaster.

Unconditional co-operation, Prof. Mumford holds,

IS the price of manland’s survival ; and he sets that

as the objective, urgent and imperative, but not to

be attamed unilaterally or forthwith as Mr. Lionel

Curtis is mclmed to suggest. He makes, incidentally,

a powerful case for some attempt to redress the

lopsidedness of scientific advance : appropriations

like those for the development of nuclear ©ner^
should be matched by commensurate appropriations

for the promotion of the social knowledge and tech-

nique which would facilitate the control of such

weapons. Advances in the human and social sciences

must be kept more and more m step with advances

in the physical sciences.

The first step toward control of atomic energy,

Prof. Mumford agrees, must be an international one.

No one country can establish adequate controls

Moreover, military control must precede industrial

exploitation : to foster the industrial uses of atomic

energy and to widen the processes of creating it,

without first establishing world goveimment, is to

cause chaos. He even argues that there is no

pressing need for the rapid extonsion and exploita-

tion of atomic energy for peaceful purposes. Here

he parts company with the report of the Lilienthal

Board, on which the proposals presented by Mr.

Baruch to the Atomic Energy Commission are based,

and states that he would be willing to urge the

relmquishment of the use of atomic power for the

next decade or so while w© perfect the system of

international control. From this point of view he

argues quite logically that freedom of research, for

the present, should not apply to this field, nor should

the control of research be left even to the most

responsible group of scientific workers. Prof. Mum-
ford might thus be expected to approve the appoint-

ments made by President Truman for the Atomic

Energy Commission : headed by Mr. David Lilienthal,

supported by Mr. Robert Bacher, who was second in

command of the Los Alamos Laboratory during the

War, the members designated for the Commission

are, with on© exception, intelligent laymen rathe^*

than the scientific men and engmeers who were

concerned with the plants of the Manhattan Project.

Neither Dr. Hogness, Dr. Noyes, nor Mr. Lilienthal

himself, who also addressed the American Chennea

Society at Chicago, advocated that the scientific man
as such should enter the political field. What thej’*

urged was the mtroduction of the fact-fihdmg methoc.

of science into the political sphere as a step toward
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the elucidation of policy and measures, and while

Prof. Mumford points out, as Dr. A. MacLeish has

done before him, that the reactions of the intellectual

classes to tho Second World War show how little

their special discipline is to b© trusted in the appraisal

of realities, ho finds m the response of the physical

scientists to the human threat of their most sig-

nificant single advance in science and technology one

of the few ©ncouragmg signs in the present situation.

His tribute to the capacity for personal re-integration

which such men of science have shown in order to

deal unreservedly with this emergency is generous and
deserved ; and the scientific world should not dismiss

too lightly Prof. Mumford’s pleas that at the moment
the issue of freedom in nuclear research is not the

decisive factor, and that the world can afford to wait

a decade if need be before the harnessing of atomic

energy to peaceful purposes proceeds apace.

We are, in fact, concerned her© with a problem in

the relation of science to ethics and the restrictions

which ethics may place upon the use of the scientific

method to which the Bishop of Durham directed

attention in his Fisson Lecture. “Scientific method,’’

said Bishop Plenson, “is ethically conditioned in

three respects. First, there are the moral obligations

which attach to the scientific student by virtue of

his manhood, and which cannot be cancelled by any
scientific interest. Hext, there are the restrictions on
the methods of research which are imposed by the

claims of those whom they affect. Thirdly, there are

limitations on scientific research imposed by the

quality of the results which they are designed to

secure.” Bishop Henson’s lecture received nothing

like the attention it deserved, for he was concerned

rather to provoke thought about such issues than to

enunciate answers to the questions he raised.

The formulation of an international code of ethics

for scientific men may yet be distant ; still more the

political conditions under which it could be imple-

mented effectively. But none the less, it must be
remembered that the atomic bomb itself is the product

of international scientific co-operation, and only

international control can avert its widespread use.

The future of humanity depends, as Prof. Mumford
asserts, on the three Great Powers, not less than
others, placmg themselves strictly under the judgment
and the surveillance of the rest of the world. To
take the initiative in this matter is not merely their

responsibility but also an act of prudence. Unless

national sovereignty can be liquidated to that extent,

the world organisation we have created will lack the

authority to give security even to the United States,

the U.S.S.R. or Great Britain.

“The authority of the United Nations must be
lunqualified and universal : ©very last laboratory and
^factory must be open to investigation by authorised

^^international agents, responsible to the central world

authority. The power to spread, limit or even outlaw
^ scientific investigation must reside in such a body no
1 less than the power to outlaw completely all national

armies. Privacy, secrecy, sovereignty must be un-

< conditionally surrendered to a common body whose
tprescribed power’s must override all local adminis-

trative organs at every point that is necessary to

U R E

ensure freedom from fear and freedom from unlawful

aggression.” This is Prof. Mumford’s minimum price

of security, and he recognizes clearly the great

psychological change involved, rather than further

knowledge
; though he points to the value of

developing further the sciences and arts relating to

human institutions and biology. He asks of the man
of science that he transfer to wider areas of know-
ledge and activity his capacity for self-abnegation,

his well-tramed inhibitions, his rigorous respect for

controls. Religion, too, Mr. Mumford would mobilize

in the cause, for institutional change will be insuffi-

cient -unless w© bring to it a fully awakened and
constantly renewed personality ,* and he recognizes

the high demand for self-discipline involved m the

extension of the very processes of democracy to

world organisation.

There are, in fact, questions her© to which the

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organisation might well turn its attention at a later

date. Meanwhile, apart from the particular problems

of conduct which individual men of science may meet,

it would be well for the scientific world to face the

ethical considerations which are mvolved in the

control of atomic energy, and indeed m the very

prosecution of nuclear research.

“CANST THOU DRAW OUT
LEVIATHAN WITH AN HOOK?”*
The Role of the Aged in Primitive Society

By Prof. Leo W. Simmons. Pp. viii -f- 317. (New
Haven, Conn. : Yale University Press ; London :

Oxford University Press, 1945.) 265. 6d. net.

This study by Prof. Simmons of the treatment

of the aged collects into a single volume, from
a i^umber of sources widely distributed in geo-

grajphy and representing varying types and stages

of culture, a very large assortment of examples of

the way m which old age is treated by primitive

peoples. The author states in his introductory

matter that a prelimmary analysis of his comparative

material revealed significant contrasts on the basis of

sex, and that marked difference m the treatment of

the aged appeared to be correlated to varying factors

in the environment, economies, kinship system, or

religion of the group treated. Correlations between

the physical and cultural traits described, and the

environmental or other circumstances apparently

determming or affecting them, are examined accord-

ingly, and an analysis is mad© of the traits examined :

the relative importance of each trait in its culture

setting is estimated and the results indicated by a
coefficient of plus or minus to two decimal points.

In effect, all this is an attempt to applythemethods
of an exact science to material which, as it exists at

present, is not really of a proper nature to be so

treated, and if Prof. Simmons’s book^ad no other

merit, it would be of importance as a uemonstration

that material collected by the most careful ethno-

graphers is not really susceptible of this sort of

treatment. It is perhaps unlikely that this method
of dealmg with sociological phenomena will ever

become satisfactory, hut its application to data

* Job xH, i.
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that were never collected witli a view to such treat-

ment IS probably dangerous and certamly unconvinc-

ing. It is not to be inferred, of course, that the

author does not reach certain valid deductions. The
conclusion ‘‘may bo safely venteod”, he tells us,

that aged women have generally found it harder to

get yoimg husbands than old men have to get young
wives. Ko statistical analysis, no weighted comparison

of culture traits is needed to give us that information ;

nor is it an unexpected qualification that old women
have found young husbands easiest to get in matri-

lineal societies—^where, of course, they control the

property. Indeed, one cannot avoid the suspicion

that some of the conclusions reached are really rather

the unconscious dictates of the author’s preconceived

ideas than the inevitable conclusions of any truly

scientific process. Thus the payment of bride prices

is, by the author’s findings, expressly correlated in

patrilineal societies to inferiority in the status of

women. This is a view which is no doubt widely
accepted, but, so far as many patrilineal societies

are concerned, quite erroneously. No doubt but
such payments are not foimd in matrilmeal groups ;

in some cases they appear actually to origmate m
compensation paid by patrilineal bridegrooms to

matrilineal families for the privilege of depriving

them of a daughter’s children ; in any event they
frequently occur where the bride is of higher social

status than her groom. AVhere the converse holds

and the father of the bride must pay a man to marry
his daughter, her status will be foimd, in effect, to be
inferior generally to that of her husband. This is a
trait which the author does not seemtohave examined

;

but if bride price be, as alleged, an indication of the

bride’s inferior status we are little better off for the
knowledge, for it may be cause, or it may be effect,

or it may be a remedy, since in many societies it

certainly operates to secure consideration and regard

for the bride. The truth is that the data are incom-
plete, and individual interpretations of them must
almost inevitably differ. The mathematical method
cannot really be applied to imponderable phenomena
the values of which must be variously assessed by
different individuals.

Nevertheless Prof. Simmons has collected a large

number of illustrations of the various ways in which
the aged are or have been treated, and if anyone
wishes to know what sort of treatment is meted
out to them by the races of man generally, here
is the book to consult, albeit it might be better

indexed. Nor does one come away with any confidence

that the segregation of the aged poor in a civilized

British ‘workhouse’, where the partners of a life-tune

may be separated, is really one whitmorehumane than
the primitive Fijian practice of burymg the aged and
iufinn alive with their own connivance and co-opera-

tion. There must be few of us who have not met with
aged parties who no longer take pleasure in life,

“which long for death, but it cometh not, which
rejoice exceedingly, and are glad, when they can
find the grave”. Finally, to mention one aspect of the

aged which the author passes over, it may be doubted
whether any civilized method of disposmg of one’s

aged parents^an compete with the piety of the
Mas^agetae, ofthe Issidones, and ofour Irish ancestors,
who conquered their repugnance to cannibalism and
devoured their dead parents mingled with a savoury
stew that they might live again in their children, and
whom Hea^otus tella us were accounted righteous
pwiple pn ihat account, while Strabo records it as a
seemly <teed* J, H. Htttxois'

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IN GREAT
BRITAIN

The Organisation of Electricity Supply in Great

Britain

By Dr. H. H. Ballin. Pp. xv -f 323. (London :

Electrical Press, Ltd.. 1946.) 215. net.

Electricity supply occupies a prominent place

in the mind of the public at present, because the

demand for electricity frequently exceeds the

generating capacity, and because nationalization of

the industry appears to be inevitable.

Dr. Ballm has made a careful survey of the growth

of the British electrical industry from its commence-

ment in 1880 until the present. He treats his subject

mainly from the economic and political aspects, but

gives some indication of the main technical features

of transmission and distribution which had an

important influence on rate of development.

In this notice, the progress of electricity supply m
Britain will be outlined on technical and personal Imes.

From the commencement of public electricity

undertakmgs in the early ’eighties until 1914, numerous
systems of heterogeneous types—direct current, 25-,

40- and 50-cycle alternating current—were founded.

Only a few of the more enterprismg imdertakings

could compete successfully with large industrial

power plants. As described by Dr. Ballin, the period

appears rather dull, but in fact it was remarkably

colourful, and British pioneers were not lacking in

enterprise or novel ideas.

During the First World War, the advantages of

bulk supplies became evident to industrialists, and
there was rapid expansion of all electricity supply

imdertakings in industrial areas.

The need for standardizing voltages and frequency

was recognized by many engineers, and in 1919 the

Electricity Commission was founded. The Electricity

Commissioners surveyed the condition of the supply

industry and established a statistical system on the

basis of which the progress of that industry could

be properly regulated. They attempted to brmg
about voluntary coalitions of undertakings into joint

electricity authorities, but with little success.

The period 1919-26 Was marked by the construction

of a few generating stations, such as Dalmamock
(Glasgow), Barton (Manchester) and North Tees

(Newcastle Electric Power Co.). These were deemed
to be large stations ; but it is worthy of note that a
single boiler in the Ford power plant at Detroit could

generate more steam than could the whole of the

boilers in Dalmarnock.
The real achievement of that period was the

passing of the 1926 (Electricity Supply) Act, which

had as main objectives co-ordmation of generation by

means of the Grid system, and standardization of

frequency of supply at 60 cycles/second.

The Central Electricity Board, set up under the

1926 Act and directed with extraordinary energy by

Sir Andrew Duncan, brought about the construction

of the Grid and the standardization of frequency

between 1927 and 1934. This major constructional

work demonstrated, above all, the efficiency of the

British electrical manufacturmg industry—^all the

novel transformers, switchgear, cables and other

equipment being produced with remarkably little

delay, and without technical setbacks. Between 1934

and 19S9 the Board acted as a trading concern under

peace conditions. It developed the intricate technical

procedure required for operating all the British
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generating stations in parallel ; and what is even more
remarkable, secured adequate enthusiastic co-opera-

tion of all authorized undertakmgs through the
medium of national and district consultative
committees.
Exact information as to capital and operating

costs, utilization of personnel and fuel consumption
was obtamed for every generating station. In 1939,

the specific coal consumption for all electricity

generated by public authorities had fallen to 1 *48 lb.

of coal per kWh., a figure about equal to that attained

in the United States, the foremost country of the
world in respect of generation and transmission of
electricity.

During the War, the soundness of the Grid system
was finally established, as supplies were afforded

wherever required with few interruptions, although
damage amounting to £10,000,000 was caused by
enemy action and other war causes.

Dr. Ballin’s references to the personalities of the
electrical industry create an incorrect impression as

to who was of real consequence. He gives xmdue
prominence to jurists and government officials who
made no contribution to progress. He resurrects the
term ‘arch-ohm’ banteringly conferred on the late

Mr, George Balfour. Mr. Balfour was one of the really

dynamic personalities of the supply industry. He
pioneered supply developments in Great Britain and
abroad long before the planners had realized their

possibilities. His last British ventures were in

territories in north Scotland which had been rejected
as uneconomic by established authorities, and the
power systems he established there must have been
ofinestimable benefit to the Services during the War.
In the controversy as to the relative merits of

company and municipal undertakings, Dr. Ballin

inclmes to favour the latter. Municipalities in general
provide electricity at lower cost to the consumer than
do companies, but the reason for this lies in the more
concentrated load areas rather than in the type of
organisation. Success also depends to a great extent
on the personality of the individual managers, as can
be verified strilmigly by reference to the sudden
impetus given to development of Belfast and Hull
municipal concerns and the Central London Elec-

tricity Ltd. at certain stages.

Dr. BaUin is concerned at the relatively poor
increase in use of electricity in Great Britain, and
points to defective organisation and heterogeneous
tariffs in explanation. In the reviewer’s opinion the
reasons are much more deep-seated. Sir John Orr’s

40 per cent of undernourished cannot interest them-
selves deeply in electrical development imtil they are

fed and properly accommodated. The better-paid

artisans and middle classes are only now beginning
to realize what an inexpensive boon electricity can
be to them in their homes.
Wealthier people are being forced to rise electricity

because of lack of domestic help. Recent spectacular
and embarrassing increases in the demand for

electricity provide clear evidence of public awakenmg
to its value.
In considering the possible effect of nationalization

on electricity supply it is salutary to compare the cost

and quality of the telephone service with that of the
light and power service. A telephone call at a
minimum of 2d. compares most unfavourably for

value with a kilowatt at Id. per hour. The G.P.O.
engineering is efficient, so that it is natural to conclude
that the high cost and indifferent service are due to

bureaucratic control. It is to be hoped that no

additional obstacles will be put in the way of the
British electricity supply industry, which is now well
on the way to becoming the most efficient national
electrical organisation m the world.

Dr. BaUin’s book contains much useful and
interesting information. His suggestions for an
overriding national electrical organisation are well
worth exammation, although they do little more than
indicate the complexity of the economic, legal and
political situation of the industry. In the event of a
new edition being required, the index and biblio-

graphy could with advantage be extended. One
work in particular is specially worthy of mention,
namely, “The Development of the Generation and
Distribution of Electric Power in the British Isles”*.
It was justly described by the late Sir John Snell as
“the best brief epitome of the history of electricity

in Great Britam”. C. W. Marshall
* Institution of Civil Engineers. Institution Lecture to Students.

Session 1928-29.

MODERN PROBLEMS OF
COLONIAL LAND TENURE

Land Law and Custom in the Colonies
By Dr. C. K. Meek. Pp. xxvi-fSSS. (London, New
York and Toronto ; Oxford University Press, 1946.)
21a. net.

Twenty years ago discussions of Colonial land
legislation and policy were focused on the

question of the alienation of land to non-natives,
particularly in Africa, and the adequacy of the pro-
vision made to safeguard the rights and interest of
native peoples. The importance of securmg to them
areas ofland sufficient for their existing and estimated
future needs was considered so urgent that this was
the subject of a special clause in the agreements
placing African territories under mandate

; and the
question whether native populations had, in fact, been
injured by the grant of land to settlers was a matter
of bitter controversy in some British Dependencies.
To-day the emphasis has shifted. In most Colonies

the days of large-scale alienation are over, and further
white settlement, if it takes place, will be on land
already allotted to this use. In Central Africa most
of the concession area granted m the optimistic
1880’s has reverted to the Crown, as it has become
evident that there would be no demand for it from
European farmers.

The damage done in the meantime through local

overcrowding of native areas remams ; but this is

now seen as only one aspect of a much wider problem—^the problem of the adjustment of native customary
tenures to modern conceptions of the use of land.
Dr. Meek has surveyed the bewildermg diversity of
the Colonial empire, described the special circum-
stances and legislation of a number of different terri-

tories, and underlined the mam issues in a book
which will be invaluable to administrators and
sociologists alike.

The problems of present-day policy arise from the
changes that are takmg place m customary forms of
land tenure with the change from a subsistence to a
money economy. Land, over which the community,
perhaps with a chief as its representative, formerly
held an overridmg right, is now coming to be the
object of commercial transactions between individ-

uals, in which the contingent rights of other members
of the group are overlooked. There is a confiiot
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between the two aims, both desirable, of encouraging

the progressive farmer and protecting his more con-

servative kinsmen from dispossession. The magic of

freehold has been found to have its black side. It

may enable the farmer to raise credit for improve-
ments ; it often allows him to incur dobts for

unproductive purposes and leads to the loss of his

land. ISTigeria has considered legislation which would
allow the mortgaging of crops but not of land.

Zanzibar controls mortgages and lays down that

neither land nor its produce may be made attachable

for debt. Dr. Meek urges the need to provide agri-

cultural credit on a sound basis as an essential

supplement to legislation of this kind.

Customary systems appropriate to a subsistence

economy and to a rotation of food crops and fallow

cease to apply when the land is more intensively

used, and devoted to commercial as well as sub-
sistence crops. Several African Governments have
made provision for grants of land to individual native
farmers who find tribal systems inimical to the
adoption of new methods. In recent years re-settle-

ment schemes have been set on foot, as part of
measures against sleeping sickness or simply to

reduce congestion ; the latest proposal for ground-
nut cultivation in Tanganyika aims at killing several

birds with one stone. In such schemes Governments
dare not risk the ruin of the soil by unsound practices

and must retain the right to msist on certain standards
of cultivation. The type of individual right which
to-day IS generally regarded as most satisfactory is

that described by Lord Hailey in his mtroduction as

“a usufructuary occupancy which secures full enjoy-

ment of the land to the holder and his successors

during its beneficial use, but enables the community
to resume possession of a holding when beneficial

use ceases, or to termmate possession on payment of

equitable compensation for improvements effected”.

Most Colonies, however, have not yet made up
their minds as to the exact nature of the limitations

to be imposed on the free disposal of land. In addi-

tion, many of them have to handle an intermediate
situation, where individual title is not yet widely
sought, but types of transaction in land which
customary law does not recognize are becoming
common in practice. In Africa the rule-making power
of native authorities can have a significant influence

on future developments in this field.

One of the great merits of Dr. Meek’s book is that
it shows how widespread these problems are, and
it enables the reader to look at any territory

with which he may be familiar in the light of
the treatment of similar situations elsewhere. Dr.
Meek finds the happiest answer to a number of
typical questions in the 1940 Kative Land Trust
Ordinance of Fiji. This provides for the grant of
private rights, but makes them subordinate to the
needs of rural development and the maintenance of
soil fertility. It empowers the Government to inter-

vene not only if a native group is in danger of
alienating more land than it can afford, but also if

it is withholding land from beneficial use, and
provides for the redistribution of land in accordance
with changes in the population of landowning groups.
The provisions dealing with compensation for im-
provements are commended to the notice of other
Governments. Another important innovation is the
establidiment of local agencies, representing both
Miians and Indians, to advise the trust board m
wh^eli the control of native lands is vested.

Leroy P. MAm

BACKGROUND OF APPLIED
SCIENCE

Les radiations

Par Prof. Charles Fabry. (Collection Armand Colin :

Section de physique, No. 243 ) Pp. iv + 220. (Pans :
^

Armand Colin, 1946.) 60 francs.

Propagation de la chaleur
Par Prof. Charles Fabry. (Collection Armand Colin ;

Section de physique, No. 236.) Pp. 216. (Pans:
Armand Colin, 1942.) n.p.

PROF. FABRY, who died in 1945, was well Imown
throughout the world for his original work, and,

in a smaller circle, for his skill as a lecturer and
expositor. These two books, one published m 1942
and the other after his death, are therefore of special
interest. They are of a type not common among
English publications, bemg short treatments of very
wide subjects which are neither popular books nor
abbreviated technical publications. They are mamly
concerned neither with fundamental science nor with
technical applications, but with something inter-

mediate. They deal with those theoretical considera-
tions which lie immediately behmd applied science.

For example, in “Les Radiations” there is little

about the wave theory or quantum theory of radia-
tion. A considerable proportion of the space is given
to the basic theory of the measurement of a radiation
flux (spectral distribution curves of sources and
sensitivity curves of measuring devices). Different
types of measuring instruments are mentioned, but
there is nothing about the technique of photometry
and similar subjects. Tlie reviewer understands, from
inquiry, that these books were based on lectures
given to people who would later have to use or to

test scientific instruments (for example, engineering
students and students who would later become
technical assistants in testing and research labora-
tories). Such students need precisely what these
books aim to give—not technical details which they
will obtain elsewhere, nor fundamental theory
which would appear to them far removed from theh
work, but some general ideas brought into immediate
relation with their own work. The literature of

science in English would be enriched by publications
of this type.
Agreemg that the objective is good, we may reason-

ably ask how well the books fulfil their purpose.
“Les Radiations” deals with the whole electro-

magnetic spectrum ; but there is an uneven distribu-
tion of interest. One might indeed plot an ‘intensity

of interest’ curve with a broad maximum in the
visible spectrum, falling fairly steeply through the
infra-red and ultra-violet, so that X-rays and radio
waves are mentioned only occasionally. In addition
to chapters on sources and receptors there are a chapter
on the properties of materials (including transmission
by metals as well as by insulators), and a discussion
of chemical and biological effects of radiation. The
reader need not have any mathematical knowledge
beyond elementary algebra. Great skill has been
used to compress the material into the space available
under the handicap imposed by the virtual absence
of equations. The total effect, however, is that of

an overcrowded stage—a play in which too many
actors appear to speak a few brief Imes. One can
only regret that M. Fabry had not twice the space at

his disposal.

The second book, “Propagation de la chaleur”, is
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of the same length; but the subject is smaller and
has been clearly delimited. The author is able to deal

adequately with the processes of conduction, con-

vection and radiation, and to give a brief but satis-

factory treatment of such matters as the difference

in temperature between the surface of a wall and the

layer of air in contact with it. The reader is assumed
to have a knowledge of calculus, including the simpler
differential equations, but Bessel functions, etc.,

are not mtroduced. This book can be recommended
to engineers and architects who may be concerned
with the heating of buildings. It would also be helpful

to honours students in physics, who may gain from
it both a good summary of matters of theoretical

mterest and an understanding of the relation between
laboratory work on heat and some problems of
practical importance. A translation ofthis book would
be very welcome, R. W. Ditohbxjrn

MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF
ELASTICITY

Mathematical Theory of Elasticity

By Prof. I. S. Sokolnikoff, with the collaboration of
Asst. Prof. R. D. Specht. Pp. xi-f 373. (New York
and London . McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1946.)

22s. 6d.

The appearance of a treatise in English upon the
mathematical theory of elasticity is an event

the potential importance of which may be judged by
the fact that the author, in his frequent suggestions
for collateral readmg, refers to only three such, those
of Southwell, Timoshenko, and Love. In spirit and
content Sokolnikoff’s book differs greatly from each
and all of these. It may be described by a possible
sub-title : “A pure mathematician surveys topics
related to certain problems in the mathematical
theory of elasticity”. It is symptomatic of the change
in outlook of American mathematics over the past
few decades.

The book falls naturally into three sections. The
first (Chapters 1-3, pp. 1-96) is devoted to analyses
of stress and strain, the stress-strain relation, and the
equations of equilibrium. The mam feature of this

section is the systematic use of the tensor notation.
The second section (Chapter 4, pp. 97-276) is mostly
concerned with the extension, torsion and flexure of
beams, while the third section (Chapter 6, pp. 277-
345) deals with variational and associated methods,
illustrated mainly as applied to the torsion problem.
Frequent suggestions for collateral reading and sets

of exercises are excellent features, and the appendix—^a collection of important formulae—is very useful.

From the above it will be seen that this book con-
tains matter not to be found m the other treatises

already mentioned—but the converse is also true.

Only a small group of elastic problems is solved,
namely, those reducible to two-dimensional boundary
problems for Laplace’s or Poisson’s equation. Bihar-
momc analysis does not find a place ; but we are
promised a companion volume containing a system-
atic treatment of plates and shells based on the
fundamental differential equations.
In the first section the tensors are cartesian ; the

suffixes are all subscript and the ideas of covariance
and contravariance do not occur. (Formulae for polar
co-ordinates are derived in Chapter 4, and are there
given m extended notation.) Upon the conciseness
of the tensor notation there can be no question. But

it is open to question whether the physical ideas must
first be grasped in a familiar notation before the
more compact symbolism can be really useful, and
also whether the difficulties of new ideas and new
symbolism are likely to be simultaneously overcome
by the average student. When one has mastered the
ideas expressed in the extended notation, then the
advantages in sucemetness of the tensor notation
become evident. The remamder of the volume is,

however, mdependent of tensor notation, for, as the
author realizes and mdeed explicitly states, this

symbolism loses its magic when confronted by
specific problems.
The second section first covers much familiar

ground using familiar notation, but includes also

modern ideas, such as Stevenson’s specification of the
flexure functions, and the use of complex variable

methods for solvmg torsion and flexure problems.
In making available the work of the Russian school
along the latter Imes the author has rendered a
service. The emphasis throughout this section is

upon exact formal solutions as ends in themselves
with little regard to their sintability for technical
calculations.

In Chapter 6 the author concerns himself with
approximate methods, both formal (like those of
Rayleigh-Ritc) and numerical (the finite difference

approximation). Although applications are limited
to a few cases of the torsion problem, the survey is

valuable, especially the account of methods of
delimitmg exact values between upper and lower
bounds.
As has been implied already, the outlook is that of

a mathematician, of a man of science rather than a
technician. Emphasis is upon method rather than
result—^rightly so, m the sense that it is for methods
that the technician consults the mathematician. But
we fear that the technician will not find this book
easy readmg. Although the author from time to tune
makes a conscious effort to take the reader behind
the scenes and show him how the mathematical effects

are produced, he cannot entirely escape the mathe-
matician’s habit of asking one to ‘consider the
expression . . which appears rather like the rabbit
out of the conjurer’s hat. Again, the engineer may
well ask how the mathematician knows which method
to use upon any problem—and in particular why the
complex variable method be not applied to the
torsion or flexure of either the elliptic cylinder or the
rectangular prism. In what should be one of the most
tellmg sections of the book, where the complex
variable method is applied to the cardioid section, the
essential simplicity of the method is masked by
analysis which seems clumsy and is not easy to
follow.

There is much repetition, both in the text and in
the references. In the text it may possibly be justi-

fied, but it is surely unnecessary and wasteful to give
full bibliographic references to (for example) Love’s
“Treatise” every tune it is mentioned, or, m two
footnotes on the same page, to repeat title and refer-

ence in full to a paper cited. Choice of notation is

not always happy, for example, the use of g for a
complex variable after its use for Poisson’s ratio.

Misprints are more frequent than one likes to see,

although they should cause little trouble to an
intelligent reader.

But it is clear that, although only a small field has
been tilled, there is, for those who can winnow the
grain from the chaff, a harvest to be reaped in this

book. W. G. Biokoty
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ENGINEERING PROBLEMS OF
FUTURE AIRCRAFT

A DISCUSSION arranged by the Royal Aero-
nautical Society was held in London on

November 14, dealing with some of the engineering

problems presented by future aircraft. The subject

was divided into four main sections, each introduced

by a paper, which covered the problems that are ndw
appearing on the horizon in the world of aircraft

design. They were, broadly speaking: engineermg
problems of large aircraft, tailless aircraft design,

flying-boats with particular reference to their peculiar

constructional problems, and power plant installa-

tions.

Engineering Problems of Large Aircraft

The most outstanding feature from this point of
wiew IS the fact that the increase in size brmgs with
it complication and elaboration of detail that is the
work of specialists, many of whom may not have
had any interest in the smaller aircraft of the previous
decade. It will need the co-operation of a team, not
necessarily all aeronautical, who will develop their

own products to suit the particular requirements of
the aircraft. An obvious example of this is the move-
ments of the control surfaces. The effort necessary
for these will certainly demand some kind of power
drivmg, coupled with an extremely delicate control

of it, which may be done either by gyroscopic instru-

ments or graded down so that the pilot can operate
it by TeeF. At present pneumatic, hydraulic, and
electrical systems are available, and it will have to

be determined which can be best developed to the
larger sizes with the least added weight and bulk,

and retain the most delicate yet reliable control of
its workings. There is a good deal to be said in favour
of electrical systems, as electric power has to be
generated for lighting and radio purposes. Alternating
current at a pressure of about 200 volts between
phases seems to be the most promising, and its

development for both reliability and safety may well

be one of the problems in the next few years.

Size of aircraft is very dependent upon the route
to be operated. The London-New York route
appears to be the most difficult one envisaged for

the immediate future. The great circle distance is

3,450 statute miles, but allowing for head wmds and
other eventualities a fuel load sufficient for 5,500
miles must be carried. Present-day knowledge, based
on a 300,000 lb. aircraft, suggests that only about
8 per cent of this figure is available for paying load,

increasing to 11 per cent with one intermediate stop
or 13 per cent with two stops, using the type of
passenger accommodation most suited to aero-

dynamic and structural requirements. A further
complication arises in that it may be convenient to
make the longer non-stop run at night, so that
sleeping berths will have to be provided. The extra
space for these governs the size and weight of the
body, and through this the design of the whole
mac^iae. Aircraft on the shorter runs with inter-

mediate stops may possibly not operate in this way ;

€md, if traveUing during day-time hours, will tend to
develdp into a machine of a different type.
The proportion of paying load on this type of large

machine being so small, it is obviously important to
achieye the greatest possible efficiency in structural
design in order to keep the weight of this part down

to a mmimum. This postulates an accurate know-
ledge of the externally applied aerodynamic forces and
the resulting internal loads in the structure. The most
critical parts of such loads are those due to dynamic
effects arising from vibrations. This necessitates a
study of the natural frequencies of the proposed
structure, and the effect of gusts upon it. Under-
carriage action also induces vibrations with a similar
effect. The mathematics of these problems is long
and laborious, and needs checkmg by actual tests.

Existmg equipment is too small for full-scale tests

on such large machines, both from the point of view
of size and the magnitude of the test loads to be
applied. The design and construction of large test

apparatus will constitute a research m itself, or
alternatively the relationship between model and
full-scale behaviour will have to be developed to a
state of certainty in prediction, from both the
mathematical and the physical outlook.

The correct use of materials gives another field of

extremely interesting development. An aircraft

designed to-day for production has to conform to the

specifications of materials that are available in

sufficient quantities, both as to physical properties
and sizes. The designer ofthe large machine, regarded
as a researcher into future design problems, may well

consider it advisable to choose materials that give

him the most efficient structure, thus in effect

creating his own materials specifications, and giving

a lead to the materials manufacturer. For example,
in the case ofa stressed metal skin, the joints between
individual sheets give an appreciable additional
weight, and another problem is to attain a good
smooth outer surface. If sheets of double the present-
day maximum dimensions were available, the area
of the joints on an average aircraft skin would be

reduced by about 40 per cent. Smaller tolerances in

workshop production would allow much finer limits

m stressmg at the design stage and consequent saving
of weight. This may call for changes in the material
manufacturer’s workshop technique, or possibly the
development of new alloys that are capable of more
accurate finish in their manufacture.

Tailless Aircraft Design

There are aerodynamic reasons, outside the scope
of this discussion, that dictate that the supersonic
speed aircraft fiying m the stratosphere will need to

have wings with a pronounced ‘sweep back’, of at

least the order of 25°. The tail surfaces that are

necessary for control purposes may conceivably be

carried on these wing tips, now far enough back for

the purpose. This will give a useful saving in both
drag and structure weight, as the long cantilever
body, which serves little useful purpose other than
to carry the tail, will not be necessary. This is really

only a secondary effect, the principal problem of the

future being that of the swept-back wing rather than
the tailless aircraft. This problem resolves itself into

three main sections : the aerodynamics of the

question at lower speeds necessary for take-off and
landing ; compressibility effects ; and ‘aeroelastic’

problems of dynamic loading as already discussed in

the previous paper.
The outstanding problem to be investigated is the

early stall, mitiated at the wing tips. Their position
relative to the line of flight alters the aerodynamics
of the problem, and a combination of increase of

local lift, reduced negative camber, outward drift of

the boundary layer of air, and interference by a
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forced outward flow of the air from beneath the

wings, causes premature stalling and lack of efficiency

of the original tail surfaces now placed there. Investi-

gations so far carried out suggest that an entirely

separate design of the wing tips will need to be
undertaken. The present knowledge of the behaviour

of such devices as slots, daps, etc., used as lift

assisters, may need to be extensively modified when
fitted in this area. Taper plan form for a wing,

efficient in many respects for normal wmgs, may be
definitely bad with swept-back wings owmg to their

disruptive effect upon the boundary layer behaviour.

The control of the boundary layer by suction and
ejection of air fiowmg over the plane, and even the

design of completely different aerofoil shapes, are

possible avenues of research mto this problem.
Compressibility effects at high speeds need perhaps

the greatest research in the future. This lack of

precise Imowledge of the behaviour of the aircraft is

not confined to swept-back wmgs, but the problem is

a degree more complicated in these cases. The varia-

tion of aerodynamic characteristics, the precise effect

of sweep-back, and the problem of the stall, all need
re-attacking under these conditions. A mass of

theoretical and experimental data is beginning to

become available, and assimilation of it and co-

ordination of effort is a necessity.

The problems of aero-elasticity are an extension of

similar questions on more conventional aircraft, con-

siderably complicated by the fact that the wmgs are

swept back. Spar bending under external loads

produces a change of incidence, whereas it does not
have this effect in a straight wmg. This sets critical

limits to most of the manoeuvres, the investigation

of which is naturally complicated by the introduction

of a second variable. The possible effects of aileron

reversal upon lateral control and stability, and the

chance of its inducing wing flutter all need investiga-

tion, both mathematically, experimentally, and in

full-scale flight.

Flying-Boat Problems Related to Production and

Pressurization

This discussion, although primarily on the large

fiymg-boat, raised general problems of the relation-

ship between design and production that apply
equally well to all large aircraft. Up to the present,

design has generally been the first consideration, as

indeed it must be with anything in the experimental

development stage . Lightand efficient structureshav

e

often been achieved at the cost of complication, with
its attendant cost and slow production. Designers

have been loth to increase structural weight, with
its attendant reduction in useful load carried, m
order to assist production. If the production engineer

IS willmg to regard aircraft production as a separate

problem, needing its own technique, co-operation

with the designer should produce aircraft that will

reflect the advance in aeronautical knowledge with-

out necessarily being a bad production proposition,

A reduction of the total man-hours needed for the

complete buildmg of an aircraft is the same thing,

whether it results in cheapness for commerce or

quick production for war.
Plannmg for production is obviously dependent

upon the question of possible modifications found
necessary during normal use. The present-day

practice of building a few prototypes is not good
from this point of view, and now that the tempo of
development can be somewhat slower, it is possible

U R E

that an extremely active development department
usmg a larger number of pre-production machines
could ensure that the final tooling for production
would not be subject to many further alterations.

Another criterion from this point of view is that of

keeping the number and variety of parts down to a

minimum in the design stage. The Republican
Aviation Corporation in the United States re-

designed the Sea Bee, as its cost of production was
more than twice what the manufacturers had
envisaged. A radical alteration to the structure

involved them in considerable design trouble, as

many of the re-designed features were not amenable
to accepted strength computation methods, but the

manufacturing costs were finally reduced to the

required figure. Changes in detail design methods
that are m danger of becoming stereotyped are

foreshadowed here.

Another problem that has arisen in the production

of large flymg-boats which will certainly be common
to all large aircraft is that of the minimum degree of

accuracy needed. Laminar flow in the boundary
layer demands exceptional finish of surfaces, and
interchangeability of parts sets a limit on working
tolerances. Unnecessarily small limits in either of

these are wasteful, and much more precise information

on these is needed.
Pressurization ofcabins for high-altitude flying now

appears to be essential with the adoption of the gas

turbine. This creates a fresh outlook on the body
structure, which now has to be a pressure-tight shell,

in addition to being of the required strength.

Although a circular cross-section is the stiffest shape,

it is uneconomical for passenger accommodation,
especially when large enough to accommodate more
than one deck. A cottage loaf or figure of eight

cross-section appears to be promismg. Another
question to be investigated is whether the whole
body, or only the cabms, need be pressure tight.

This is not only a question of human life in the

cabins. Tlie pressure differential between the out-

side and inside will affect the structural strength

needed, and although pressure may not matter, the

effect of temperature and humidity may affect

certain kinds of cargo.

Power Plant Installations

The most outstanding feature of the future under
this heading will be the possible change in general

outline of aircraft due to the introduction of the gas

turbine. This will be caused not only by the different

requirements of the power plant itself, but also by
changes in aerodynamic layout due to higher speeds

and high-altitude operation. Military aircraft may
also be extended to rocket-propelled, pilotless pro-

jectiles, although the more conventional aircraft will

still be required for transport, observation, and
possibly interception and destruction of enemy air-

craft. Civil aircraft will tend to develop into t3q>es

governed by range. The high fuel consumption of jet

propulsion means that propeller drive will continue

for these, although possibly driven by gas turbmes.

Medium-range, say up to 1,000 miles, and shorter-

range aircraft may possibly use the highest possible

speeds with jet propulsion, as the relatively short

journeys will allow a more intensive use of the

machine on the turn-about principle. Freight air-

craft may well develop mto two types, the faster

catering for the transport of perishable goods, when
the extra costs of high speed may be justified.^ Th#
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piston engine-projieller combmation will probably
remain at the lower end of this scale, with tho turbine-

jet at the other end.
The future development of power plants is obvious

in its direction. The piston engine with propeller is

efficient mechanically, at least up to speeds where
compressibility effects are serious. It has reached a
high state of development and does not appear to be
likely to undergo any radical change that will enlarge

its present application. The gas turbme with pro-

peller gives an engme that is relatively new and
capable of development, although its most obvious
progress, namely, increase of power, will be limited
by the propeller’s ability to turn it into thrust, which
cannot go much further. Reduction in vibration,

noise, fire risks, and such secondary matters are more
promising lines of improvement. The gas-turbine-jet
combination is capable of unlimited development, so

far as the aircraft is able to use its extra power, and
the human element can stand the high accelerations

inseparable from high speeds, assuming that research
succeeds in improving the efficiency of jet propulsion
and reducing the high fuel consumption, which up
to the present limits the possible range.

THE MAGNITUDE OF MICROBIAL
REACTIONS INVOLVING VITAMIN-

LIKE COMPOUNDS
By HENRY MclLWAlN

Unit for Cell Metabolism (Medical Research Council),
Department of Biochemistry, University of Sheffieid

CHANGES brought about by one or a few units of
catalyst m each cell of a living organism are

postulated in biochemical interpretations of genetics.
The nature of the changes isimknown ; but a favoured
suggestion is that they may consist of participation in
the formation ofenzymes, or their ‘shaping’ from other-
wise synthesized protein molecules^. This is a theo-
retical conception, and no reactions defined m terms
of substrates or products, and studied by biochemical
techniques, have previously been recognized as due
to one or a few molecules of enzyme per cell. Reasons
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are given below for thinking that a certam class of
reactions with vitamin-like substances m bacteria

may be due to such enzymes.

Formation of Vitamin-like Substances by Bacteria

Authors have previously pointed out the relatively

small quantities of known vitamins which are asso-

ciated with mdividual cells. When expressed as
molecules per cell, numbers of the order of 10^ to 10®

are found in the case of many bacteria^*^ (b. Table 1).

Consider now their rates of formation in growing
bacteria. Cultures of the organisms of Table 1 for

which data are ava liable ^ doubled in population
each hour. Thus, for example, some 5,000 molecules
of aneurin were produced in an hour by (mitially)

one cell. Allowmg for its growth by the factor

loge 2, the rate of production becomes 3,500 molecules/
cell of 10~i3 wt./hr., or about 1 molecule/cell/

second- These rates (c, Table 1), are likely to give low
estimates of the synthetic ability of bacteria, for the
following reasons. (1) The vitamms are found also

m the fluids in which the bacteria have grown. The
values d of Table 1 take this into consideration.

They are likely to be high if vitamin production has
contmued in the absence of growth, as can sometimes
occur^. (2) The bacterial generation time of 1 hour,
which was employed in calculation

,
is three times that

typical of good conditions of growth. Rates treble

those of column d (Table 1) give a range of values
of 0-24 to 33 moleoules/cell/sec., with exceptional
upper values for pantothenic and mcotmic acids of

120 and 540 molecules/cell/sec., respectively. (3) The
extent to which these rates represent metabolic
reactions which are at all well defined needs mdepend-
ent demonstration. They may be the outcome of a
balance between vitamm i>roduction and breakdown.
Evidence in specific instances is considered later.

Rates of Enzyme Reactions

The velocities of several reactions catalysed by
enzymes can be expressed in terms of the numbers
of molecules of substrate which one molecule of

enzyme causes to react per second. Such values—
the turnover numbers of the enzymes—are usually

determined under optimal or physiological conditions

of temperature and pH, and with excess substrate.

Values are given in Table 2. In general, they are

seen to be greater than the numbers of molecules of

TABIiB 1. QUANTOTIBS OB VITAlIIlSr-LIEB SITBSTANOES FORIICBD BT BACTERIA®, AKD THEIR OOMPHTEB RATES OP PRODTJOTIOH

Compoxind Organism

Quantity associated with cells®

(a) (b)

Molecules/cell of
/miol./gm dry wt dry wt, 10"‘® gm

(r) Bate of pro-
duction of vitamin
of cell in culture
doubling in size

each hour
(molecules/cell/sec

)

((i) Value corres-
ponding to (c) but
including vitamm
of culture fluid.

(molecules/cell/sec

)

Aneuiin
Aerobcwtef aerogmes^ aerobicallv 0 037 2200 0 4 0 8
Aerobacter a&rogenes, anaerobically 0 050 3000 0 6 1 0
Serratia marcescms 0-090 5400 1 0 1 7
Pseudomonas fluorescens 0-086 5200 1 0 2 8
Proteus vulgaru 0-070 4200 0 8 0-8
Clostridium bvtylimm 0 031 1900 0*4 1-5

Btiboflayine (above five bacteria) 0-12-0 18 7200-11.000 1 4-2 2 4-11
Nicotinic acid „ ,) „ 1 6-2 96,000-120,000 18-23 31-180
Fantottienic acid >’ ij ,» 0 4-1 -6 24,000-96,000 4-6-18 5 2-41
PyrnteSne ,, ,, „ 0 035-0 11 2100-6600 0 4-1 -3 1 -1-5 1
Biotin

,, )» j» 0-007-0 029 420-1800 0 08-0*34 0-08-3-2
l^olic acid „ S» ,) 0 003-0 02 180-1200 0 03-0 25 0-25-1 2
l^-Aminotenasoic acid®

Aerobacter aerogems 0 120 7700 1-50 4 0
Serratia marescms 0-048 3100 0 60 1-2

'

Pseudomonas a>erugsnosa \ 0-073 4700 0*92 5-5
SUwtocoecus hcmiolyUous 0*060

0-270
3800 0 74 1*1

,

Bsmmiohia eoli 17,000 3 32 3-9
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Table 2 Catalytic activities of some enzymes

Enzyme (.source) Coenzyme or prosthetic group Substrates Turnover number
(mol /mol. enzymeAsec.)

Cartoxvlase (yeast)® Aneurm pyrophosphate and Mg pyruvic acid 22
Fumanc hvdrogcnasc (yeast)^ flavin-adenme dmnclcotide fumaric acid and hydrogen donors 40-50
(f-ammo acid oxidase (pig kidney)® ,, j> >» alanine and oxygen 33
Eiaphorase (pig heart)® j> j» >> dihvdro eoenzymes I and II 130
Trio'sephosphate enzyme (yeast)^® 3-phosphoglyceraldehyde and cozymase 300
Alcohol dehydrogenase (yeast)^^ alcohol and cozymase 300

Laccase (Bhus^mccedaneaY^
acetaldehyde and dihydrocozymase 450

Cu 3?-phenyIene diamine 40
Polyphenol oxidase (mushroom)^® Cu catechol 800
Phosphate-transferring enzyme of fer-

mentation (veast)^® Mg
3 phosphoglycenc acid and adenosine

triphosphate

!

600
Phosphate-transferring enzyme of fer-

mentation (yeast)“ Mg
1 • 3 diphosphoglycenc acid and aden-

osine diphosphate 5500
Hexokmase (yeast)^® Mg glucose and adenosine triphosphate 230
Phosphorylase (muscle)^® adenylic acid glncose-1-phosphate and glycogen 660
Carhonic anhydrase (beef erythro-

cytes)^’ Zn HCOr 14
Yeast polypeptidase” leucvldiglycine 17,000
Catalase (ox liver)^® Fe-porphyrin hydrogen peroxide 44,000

vitamin-like substances with which one bacterial

cell was computed to react in the same period of

time.

Several instances are quoted m which enzymes
from yeast cause reactions in compounds of Table 1,

with high velocities. The turnover numbers of

carboxylase, fumanc hydrogenase, hexokmase, a
triosephosphate enzyme and alcohol dehydrogenase
range from 22 to 450 mol./mol./sec. This implies

that the derivatives of aneurm, riboflavin, and
nicotinic acid which constitute their substrates,

coenzymes or prosthetic groups are caused to

undergo changes with that frequency. Corresponding
numbers referring to these compounds, in column d
of Table 1, range from 0-8 to 180. This justifies

further consideration of the possibility that some
stages in the syntheses of Table 1 may be due to one
or a few enzyme molecules per cell.

The following factors render the above comparison
mdirect, but not invalid. (1) Turnover numbers have
not been given for bacterial enzymes ; but Table 2

mcludes values for enzymes of plant, animal, and
microbial origin, without showing any marked trend
in the values, dependent on the source of the systems.

(2) Where most direct comparisons are available

between Tables 1 and 2, the reactions concerned are

in the first case the synthesis of coenzyme con-

stituents, and in the second their behaviour as

Goenzymes or prosthetic groups m hydrogen transport.

However, the group ofenzymes concerned are not un-
usual in turnover number when compared with others

of Table 2. Aneurm, riboflavin and nicotmamide are

not unusual m comparison with other substances of
Table 1. (3) As the quantities of vitamin-like sub-

stances associated with cells are relatively small, it

appears likely that the enzymes concerned with them
are not reacting at the velocities represented by their

ordmary turnover numbers. If the quantities of

vitamm-like substances associated with cells and
quoted in Table 1 are expressed as molar concentra-

tions in cells with assumed water-contents of 80

percent, values of 5 x 10“®to5 X 10-^ ikf are obtained.

These are maximum values for the concentrations of

the substances concerned ; compounds acting as

mtermediates in one or more reaction series would
be expected to appear only transitorily and in very
low concentrations Experimental evidence on the

effect of such factors is considered below.
^

(4)

Questions relating to cellular organisation are likely

to present major difficulties m comparing reactions

in living cells with those in isolated enzyme systems.

The functioning of many enzymes, includmg certain

ones causing reactions m vitamin-like compounds*,
is, however, independent of growth. Most of the

instances of Table 1 concern syntheses within the

cell of small quantities of vitamin-like substances

from simple materials available in relatively large

quantities, and used in relatively large quantities

withm the cells for general syntheses. Limitation

through unfavourable permeability appears unlikely.

Production of the vitamins of Table 1 presumably
represents the outcome of many enzymes acting in

parallel and in series, so that the overall rate would
be limited by that of the slowest reaction. The rates

of Table 1 may then be much slower than those of

which most of the enzymes concerned are capable.

Tendmg in the opposite direction is the fact that,

whereas the values of Table 2 refer each to one

enzyme, those of Table 1 may refer to the sums
of more than one synthetic series ; more than
one derivative of nicotinic acid and of riboflavin

are known to be catalysts. It is therefore desirable

to have data more biochemically defined than that of

Table 1.

TABLE 3. VBLOOITIBS OF DIRECTLY OBSERVED MICROBIAL REACTIONS WITH VITAMIN-LIKE OOMPOtTNDS

Organism Beaction
Velocity,

m/4mol,/gm./sec.
Velocity,

molecule«/10“” gm./sec.

Proteus vulffans^'^
PLc&mophilus parainflumzm^^
Yeast®"
Yeast®'
Escherichia coli*‘

Pseudomoms'aeruginosa*^

Pfotem
iJ-hsemolytic streptococci®*®®

Inactivation of nicotinamide (37®)

Inactivation of cozymase (38®)

Inactivation and reactivation of cozymase (25®)

Interconversion of coenzymes I and II (30®)

Synthesis of pantothenate from inorganic salts and glucose (37®)

As above, with added /3-alamne (37®)
, , ^ .l

Synthesis of pantothenate from inorganic salts and lactate,

with or without ^-alanine (37®)

As above, with added pantoic acid (37®)

Inactivation of pantothenate (37®)

»»

0 08
0 17

0 18-a-27
0*12-0 15

0*78
8*5

0*14
0*47

0*89-1*9
0*36-0 *64

5*1

11
12-18
8-10
50
540

9
30

25-120
23-41
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Rates of More Specific Microbial Reactions with

Vitamin-like Compounds

Table 3 represents the best approximation to such
definition which it appears possible to give at present.

The processes listed are mamly brought about by
non-proliferating suspensions of bacteria or yeasts,

but in no case are both their substrates and their

immediate products known. The range of values for

reaction velocities in this table is seen to be com-
parable with that computed from Table 1. Some
processes will now be considered individually in an
attempt to assess the extent to which they represent

at all well-defined reactions.

Pantothenate, One of those examined most fully

concerns the mactivation of pantothenate by hsemo-
lytic streptococci®^, a process leadmg to unknown
products which do not have the growth-promotmg
activities of pantothenate. Kinetic experiments with
non-proliferating streptococcal suspensions showed
rates of inactivation of 23 to 41 molecules/10“^®

gm./sec. in the presence of excess pantothenate®®.
This 18 , therefore, an instance in which the reaction
velocity is not likely to be limited through the
vitamm-like compound which is acting as substrate
being present in a suboptimal concentration. Also,
pantothenate has been observed to have relatively

free access to the system involved in its degradation ;

the process commenced without delay on mixing
bacteria and pantothenate®®. The rate of the reaction
with a given batch of organisms was little affected
by a wide variety of circumstances (including even
the presence or absence of growth*) which might
have been expected to disturb the rate of reaction if

it were due to a balance between synthesis and
breakdown. Pantothenate synthesis was not detected
in the streptococci m any circumstances, even when
the inactivation was inhibited. This could be done
in a very specific manner, which suggested the
inactivation to be due to a single and characteristic

system®^*®®. Inactivation of a growth-factor serving
as catalyst might be due to processes of attrition in
functioning, not directly relevant to bacterial meta-
bolism ; but the reaction in pantothenate is closely
correlated with its functioning in growth. Thus, a
series of compounds structurally related to panto-
thenate inhibited, to similar extents, both strepto-
coccal growth and the inactivation of pantothenate ;

and a given analogue mhibited m parallel both the
inactivation and growth, in a series of bacteria of
varying sensitivities®^. Inactivation might also be
a side reaction or minor activity on the part of
enzymes which react much more rapidly with other
substrates. The correlation between inactivation and
functioning of pantothenate renders this also improb-
able.

An enzyme of turnover number 23-41 mol./mol./
sec. would be among the less active ones of Table 2.

A value for a turnover number of pantothenate in
one of the organisms (Pr, morganii) of Table 3 is

already available®*. This concerns the increased
carbon dioxide produced or oxygen absorbed durmg
processes catalysed by pantothenate, and gives values
of about 20 mols, (Oa as Ha equivalents)^ol. added
pantothenate/sec.
Many of the reasons for querying the relevance of

pantothenate mactivation to the present topic do not
to its synthesis. This normally (Table 3)

proceeds ux M, coli and Ps^ aeruginosa at rates com-
parable to thds© of the inactivation. The synthesis
requires amide formation ; values reported for a

yeast polypeptidase suggest the high value of 17,000
as turnover number. The highest rate of synthesis

of pantothenate which has been found (Table 3) was
that of 540 molecules/ 10"^® gm./sec., observed m the
presence of relatively high concentrations of P-alanme.
The effect of increasing concentrations of p-alanme
was presumably to saturate the systems concerned m
a late stage of pantothenate synthesis.

Nicotinic acid der%vatives. Reactions of synthesis,

inactivation and interconversion occur m nicotinic

acid derivatives with velocities not far removed from
10 molecules/ 10“^® gm./sec. (Table 3). This itself

suggests a group of defined reactions, and adds to
the significance of the processes of inactivation. In
the conversion of coenzyme I to II (Adler, Elliot

and Elliot®®), a large excess and relatively high con-
centration—about 1 0“®M—ofsubstratewas employed,
in the mactivation of cozymase by apozymas©
(Lennerstrand®®) the reaction velocity was little

affected by variation in cozymase concentration over
a 50-fold range which rose to 10“* M, Similar systems
responded rapidly to the coenzymes as catalysts,

indicating that these substances had relatively free

access to the cell interior. The velocity of mter-
conversion or inactivation of the coenzymes is thus
unlil^ely to be limited by the substances being present
m suboptimal concentrations. The velocities may m
certain cases be limited by the progress ofconcomitant
reactions (Mcllwam®® ; see also below), but in the
instances of Table 3 which are so conditioned, the
concomitant reactions also were proceeding rapidly.

The number of molecules reacting per 10”^® gm.
per second in the systems of Table 3 is again low in

comparison with the change which can be brought
about by one enzyme molecule, being a tenth to a
fortieth of that which hydrogen transportmg systems
of Table 2 can bring about in cozymas© m the same
time®®. The mterconversions of coenzymes I and II

in yeast preparations are among the most defined of

the reactions of Table 3, and involve phosphate
transfer. Of the reactions of Table 2, that between
phosphoglyceric acids and ademne derivatives,

catalysed by a purified enzyme from yeast, has turn-

over numbers of the order of 600-5,500 mol./mol./sec.

Muscle phosphorylase and hexokinase also give

numbers much above the 10 molecules/lO”^® gm./sec.

of Table 3.

General comparison of rates. As a whole, the values

of Table 2 are much greater than those of Table 1

(columns c or d), and Table 3. To take a very crude
measure, the average value in molecules/unit/sec. m
Tables 1 and 3 (cell as unit) is about one-tenth that

of Table 2 (molecule as unit)®®. The main criterion

in compilmg the tables has been the availability of

data, and close correlation is not to be expected. The
difference in mean rates is, however, such as to

emphasize the small probable number per cell of

molecules of the relevant enzymes. At the same time,

the difference is on© which can be understood in

terms of the preceding discussion. Supply of more
immediate precursors increased the rat© of panto-

thenate synthesis three-fold or ten-fold in E, coli and
Ps, aeruginosa (Table 3).

Possible Significance of Enzymes which Occur to

the Extent of only a few Molecules per Cell

Relation to the gene. Reactions such as those of

Tables 1 and 3 can be affected in micro-organisms by
irradiation, in a maimer suggesting the disturbance
to be due to changes in a single unit of inheritance^*®’',

and suggesting such a gen© to control on© biochemical
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step. The minimum activity required theoretically

in the gene is reproduction of itself, and some further

activity by which other cell-processes are affected.

The further activity may also be a catalytic oneb or

may be a control of independently reproducing

entities capable of catalysis*^®. The production of

enzymes occurring to the extent of only one or a few
molecules per cell needs special consideration m such

schemes, which would require the production of one

enzyme molecule per gene per 15 mm. or so, and
introduce the necessity of coupling accurately with

cell division two processes each concerning individual

molecules : the formation both of one gene and of

the associated enzyme. Such difficulty would not

arise in the case of an enzyme of which some hundreds
of molecules occurred in each cell. But if stages m
bacterial reactions with important cell-reagents, such

as vitamm-like compounds, require only a few enzyme
molecules per cell, it appears simplest to suppose that

production of the enzyme concerned is m some way
mtimately associated with reproduction of the gene.

One conclusion consistent with the present argument
would be that the reactions concerned with vitanain-

hke compounds represent, themselves, the hetero-

catalytic activities of genes. The suggestion that

genes may exhibit enzyme action in the ordmary
sense is not new, nor is the suggestion that critical

processes may be carried out by one or a few enzyme
molecules per celP®. But the possibility that such
enzymes may be responsible for a particiilar group of

already investigated reactions, m substances the

biochemical role of which is of known importance,

affords starting points for specific investigations and a
defined set of working hypotheses.

It will be observed that if systems concerned in the

metabolism of pantothenate and p-aminobenzoate
are fairly closely related to genes, so also are the

actions of their competitive inhibitors, pantoyltaurine

and sulphanilamide.
Metabohc %nteTr6lat%onsliips, Beactions such as

those of Table 3 which proceed at the speed of some
mgmol./gm. diy weight of organism/sec. have been
termed reactions of mgmoL order®®. Several of them
show connexions with other cell processes which are

of additional interest, if they are brought about by
entities closely related to genes. Thus, pantothenate
not only has a catalytic role, probably in pyruvate

metabolism®^, but also the inactivation of panto-

thenate requires a concomitant reaction such as

glycolysis®’-*®® (of some pimol./gm./sec. or gmol. order).

Coenzymes I and II are not only required m carbo-

hydrate degradation, but also their synthesis and
breakdown are conditioned by the occurrence of such

reactions®®. A control by the more ordinary cell

processes of jimol. order is thus imposed on the activi-

ties of certain enzymes concerned with mpunol.

reactions. Considering the potential efiect in the

opposite direction, it will be seen that if an enzyme
conditioning a mgmol. process is operating with a
turnover number of some 60 mol./mol.^sec., then in

the 20 min. of a bacterial generation it could have
controlled the production of 6 X 10* molecules, for

example, of a coenzyme capable of acting with^ a
similar turnover number. The effect of the mitial

enzyme molecule could thus extend to J(6 x 10*)® or

1-8 X 10® molecules (if of glucose, to 6*4 X 10”’-®^.,

or several times the typical bacterialmass) , inthistime.

The concentration of many enzymes (such as those

concerned in pmol. reactions) even in bacteria

involves the occurrence of large numbers of their

molecules in each cell. Their relationship to genes is

thus of the type in which one gene influences the
production of large numbers of enzyme molecules.
One might suppose in bacteria different series of
genes, some concerned with the enzymes reqmred in

gmoL processes and others concerned with the
coenzymes or prosthetic groups. If the first series

conditions protem formation, the second would
control reactions of m[jLmoL order in vitamm-like
compounds. Enzjnne and prosthetic groups would
then be formed m roughly comparable molar quanti-
ties, the varying turnover numbers of different

enzymes (Table 2) allowing considerable elasticity m
such a scheme. The turnover numbers themselves
are presumably biologically conditioned by the need
for biochemical balance within the cell®®.

If one thud of the dry weight of a bacterium of
10“’® gm. consists of protem, this would suffice for
2 X 10® molecules of molecular Weight 10®, which is

a magnitude frequently foimd in enzyme molecules

;

several of those of Table 2 are of this order. There
are at least 250 genes m a bacterium such as Escheri-
chia coh^'^f and these appear to be of about 12 mg in

diameter or molecular weight about 750,000. Their
number is not apparently likely to be more than, say,
five times the value of 250 ; the much more complex
Drosophila has only some 800 genes in its X-chromo-
some®®, and probably about 3,000 m all. In the
bacterium the genes may thus constitute 0*1-1 per
cent of the protein molecules. This is consistent with
the balance suggested above between gmoL and
mgmol. reactions.

Although the subject can be approached only
tentatively, there is a further aspect of bacterial
metabolism which requires assessmg m relation to
the suggested number of genes in a bacterial cell, and
to the probability that a gene controls one biochemical
step. A rough estimate of the number of reactions
involved in autotrophic organisms in carbohydrate
metabolism, synthesis of the amino-acids, simple
peptides, lipoids, nucleic acids, and their constituents,

and the vitamin-like compounds which are already
known, gives a value of some 300 reactions. This
makes no allowance for compounds as yet unidenti-
fied or not yet known to be general bacterial con-
stituents ; for the synthesis of specific proteins ; or
for arrangements necessary for assimilation and the
avoidance of confusion between various mtermediates
in synthesis. Perhaps it may be supposed that many
of the synthetic problems can be answered by suitable

associations of the enzymes concerned, and that a
reasonable proportion—say half—of bacterial con-
stituents other than protems are known. Then it

still remains true that the number of reactions
required for the purposes enumerated above, in
nutritionally exacting organisms such as the p-haemo-
lytic streptococci, is less than that required in a
non-exacting organism by a very considerable fraction.

This maJces understandable the development of
nutritional needs in suitable environments, and the
characterization of substances as vitamins®’.

Bacteria and other organisms. The degree to which
the present suggestions concernmg mgmol. processes

can be extended to organisms other than bacteria is

limited by the available data. Yeast cells and fungal
spores are of some 50 to 250 x 10“’® gm. dry wt.,

but their rates of growth are slower than those of
bacteria. With generation times of 3-6 hours, pro-

duction of cells of similar vitamin content, but by
means of the same number of enzyme molecules as
in bacteria, would require the enzymes to exhibit

3 to 26 times the activity of those of the bacteria.
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The difference between the rates of the reactions of

Table 2 and those of Tables 1 and 3 suggest

—

though with much less security than in the case of

bacteria—that certain such reactions may be due to

only one or a few enzyme molecules per cell. Organ-
isms such as Amosbas or Paramecia, of lO’* to 10® the

volume of bacteria, are clearly beyond the scope of

the present observations, even when the multiple

nature of the nuclei of certain of them is taken mto
consideration. Indeed, differences m organisation

would be expected to exist between organisms
differing several thousandfold m magnitude. The
present considerations suggest that these differences

include the extension, to reactions with vitamin-like

substances, of a mechanism by which one gene
controls many enzyme molecules. One may query
whether the relative simplicity and typical size of

bacteria are related to the proportion of reactions

they can carry out by enzymes which occur to
the extent of one or a few molecules per cell, and
which are closely related to the unit of inheritance.

Several reactions with vitamin-like compounds are

carried out even by bacteria at high velocities ; for

example, the decomposition of nicotmic acid by a
soil organism which derived its mam energy and
material from the compound®^. This, if anything,
serves to emphasize the similarity existing in the
group of m^mol. reactions. The more rapid reactions,

presumably involving control of many enzyme mole-
cules by a given gene, are frequently adaptive, and
suggest bacteria to possess the ability to transform
a reaction ofm^xmoL to one of pmol. order, conceivably
by proliferation comparable to that ascribed to the
plasmagene. It must be emphasized in conclusion that
to examine this and many other possibilities, much
more information is required concerning the meta-
bolism of vitamm-like compounds in bacteria.

Summary

Reactions in bacteria which take place at the rate
of some mfxmol./gm. dry wt./sec. may be due to one
or a few molecules of catalyst per bacterial cell. They
include some stages in the synthesis, breakdown and
interconversion of many vitamin-like substances.
Entities catalysing such reactions are likely to be
closely related to the imit of inheritance. Many of
these reactions are required for the progress of the
more rapid cell reactions, such as respiration or
fermentation, which proceed at the rate of some
ponoL/gm./sec. Also, progress of the first reactions
can be conditioned by the occurrence ofreactions of the
second group. Reciprocal connexion is thus afforded
between the sparsely distributed enzyme (and possibly
the gene) and the synthesis of cell substance.

I have greatly appreciated the comments of Dr.
D. G. Catcheside, Dr. M. Dixon, Prof. J. B. S.

Haldane, and Prof. H. A. Kxebs m the course of
preparing this account.
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ISING’S THEORY OF BIRD

ORIENTATION

By Da. W. H. THORPE
Department of Zoology, Cambridge

AND

D. H. WILKINSON
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge

The orientation of birds on migratory and
homing flights still poses such baffling problems

that the publication of an entirely new theory is a
matter of exceptional importance to ornithologists.

Critical experimental work on the homing of wild

birds under conditions such that all guidance by
previous knowledge of topography is ruled out, is

still all too sparse. Nevertheless, evidence has for a
long time been slowly accumulating that some species

at any rate must possess powers of orientation

independent of any terrestrial landmarks (see Griffln,

1944 ;
review^) ,* and more recently RiippelP has

added a further substantial piece of evidence for some
*sense of direction’. But what sensory mechanism
could enable the bird to estimate correctly experi-

mental displacement and mamtain direction ? For
clearly any sensory equipment which is to meet
fully the needs of the hommg or migrating bird

under adverse conditions, as when familiar land-

marks are absent or obscured, must at least provide
information with regard both to direction and
latitude.

Prof. C. Ismg, a distinguished Swedish geophysicist,

has recently put forward® a now and highly original

hypothesis on the sensory basis of direction-finding in

animals, with special reference to problems of bird

migration and hommg. After pointing out the lack

of evidence for, and the difficulties confronting, any
magnetic theory of bird direction-finding, he proceeds

to discuss the possibility that the perception of a

Coriolis force, generated by the rotation of the earth,

might provide the basis for an explanation. The
Coriolis force may be described as follows. If a body
is accelerated relative to the surface of the earth, the

force per unit mass acting on it is not, as might be
expected, numerically equal to the sum of this

acceleration and the centrifugal acceleration due to

the rotation of the earth, but contains a term in

addition to these two. This term is equal to twice

the product of the velocity relative to the surface of

the earth, the angular velocity of the earth, and the

sine of the angle between the direction of motion and
the earth’s spin axis. This ‘extra’ force is called the

Coriolis force and is seen to vanish for zero velocity

of motion over the earth’s surface or if the body
moves parallel to the earth’s spin axis. For a full

discussion of Coriolis forces see A. G. Webster’s

“Dynamics”, 2nd edition, p. 317.

Prof. Ising has investigated theoretically the

behaviour of liquid contained in a ring-shaped tube

which is capable of being rotated relative to the spin

axis of the earth. He shows that the Coriolis force

produces two effects on the ring : first, a streaming

movement in the fluid ,* and secondly, a couple

actmg on the ring. Both these effects have been
verified in a semi-quantitative way m the laboratory

with an apparatus having the ring 20 cm. in diameter.

The energy involved in the two effects is of the same

order. Ismg’s thesis is that these effects, alone or in
combination, enable birds to determine their direction
of flight and latitude ; and he suggests that the
semi-circular canals of the inner ear and their
associated sense organs might be the structures by
which the forces are perceived- Both effects are
similarly dependent on latitude and on flight

direction, but it is theoretically quite possible for

the flying bird to disentangle these effects by periodic
swinging movements of the head. From the physical
pomt of view, therefore, there seems no great
theoretical difficulty in regarding Coriolis forces as
the basis for a latitudmal and directional sense in

birds and other vertebrate animals.
Before, however, the theory can be accepted even

provisionally, there remain to be considered practical
and biological difficulties. The most important
questions are : What is the magnitude of the forces

involved, and what means has a bird of perceiving
them ? Ismg shows that with a ring 1 cm. in diameter
and 1 sq. mm. in cross-section, contaiamg fluid of
density 1 and zero viscosity, turning through 5*7® in

the most favourable orientation will cause the fluid

in the tube to gain a Coriolis energy of 2 x 10"^®

ergs.

The bird would detect the motion by causmg the
kmetic energy of the liquid to be transmitted to

some detectmg apparatus such as the hairs of the
crista or to the cupula (Lowenstein and Sand, 1940 ^).

One must remember that each such hair has its own
2 X 10"’^* ergs of Brownian agitation energy, per
degree of freedom, and that there is, in Prof. Ismg’s
model, a total of ten times this amoimt for distribu-

tion among the hairs per turning motion, even
assuming a completely efficient energy transfer.

This crude picture of competition between the
Coriolis energy and the Brownian energy needs
modification in view of the fact that the bird can
control to some extent the frequency spectrum of
the Coriolis energy by changmg the speed and nature
of the head turning. So if the bird is differentially

sensitive to the frequency of the displacement energy
of the hair, the competition will not be between all

the Coriolis energy and all the Brownian energy, but
between those portions of them lymg in the sensitive

region. The bird may further gam by repetition of
the swmgmg motion at a frequency lying in the
sensitive region. Against all this we must set the
fact that the most efficient transfer of energy from
fluid to hair would take place when a large concentra-
tion of the Coriolis energy was in the frequencies
near the natural frequencies of the hair, but that it is

m these frequencies also that the greatest concentra-
tion of Brownian energy takes place. The net gain
from these considerations cannot be estimated with-
out accurate knowledge ofthe construction and elastic

moduli of the hair ; but it is improbable that it is

high.

We must also inquire mto the effect of changing
the scale of the apparatus. It seems that the
energy generated in the second effect is propor-
tional to the seventh power of the linear dimensions
of the ring, while m the flbrat effect it is propor-
tional to the sixth power. In consequence, a re-

duction in size by a factor of two would result m a
hundredfold loss of energy generated. Thus if one
were to take as criterion' that the Coriolis energy
must at least equal the Brownian agitation energy,

the theory looks very unplausible for birds the senod-

circular canals of which are smaller than I cun. ^
diameter, although the detection of ener^ increments
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smaller than the Brownian energy is not impossible

in principle.

The relative motion between the lymph and the

wall of the canal, due, on the motion of the head, to

the mertia and finite elastic properties of the system,

cannot be estimated from the data at present avail-

able. But it must be borne in mmd that this might
well be of at least the same order as the motion due
to the Coriolis forces.

Now, obviously, if this theory is mdeed the basis

of bird direction-findmg, one would expect larger

birds with larger semi-circular canals to be more
efficient at long migration and homing flights than
smaller birds. There is no suggestion that this is the
case, though our present information on hommg
flights IS too scanty to be of much value. Again, if

the theory is true, one would expect the semi-circular

canals of birds to be conspicuously large relative to

the body size, compared with many other verte-

brates ; and moreover the canals should be relatively

larger in small birds than m large ones. Here agam
the evidence is meagre, but the work of Retzius®
gives a few readily accessible facts to go upon, Betzius
describes and figures semi-circular canals of eleven
species of birds. The accompanymg table shows the
maximum diameter m each case, expressed in cm.,

together with the weight in kgm. and wing-length
in cm. of the female as given by O. Heinroth® and
Witherby et aL’ respectively.

It will be seen that while, as is the case with
mammals (Prof. G. B. de Beer, personal communica-
tion), the canals of the smaller species are relatively

larger than those of large species, the majority of
birds have the canals well below 1 cm . in diameter ;

and many small birds which are far-fliymg migrants
and expert homers obviously must have canals
smaller still.

Maximum
diameter
of semi-
circular

canals (cm

)

Body-
weight,
? (kgm.)

Wmg-
length,

$ (cm.)

Hatio of
wing-length
to canal
diameter

Anwf domesticus 0 82 3 0-3-5 41 *6-46 8 55
Mergm mergans&r L. .

.

0-79 1 40 25-0-26 7 32-7

YamUm vulgans, Bechst . 0 64 0 20 21 6-23 0 34-2

Soolopaz ruBticola L 0 64 0 27 18-4-20 8 30-6

Cclumita donmstica 0 59 0 30 21 0-22 2 36 6
GaUm domestica 0'64 1 50 — —
Turdus muswus 0 465 0 07 11-1-12 1 24 3
Cypsdm apm 0 43 0-04 16 4-17 9 39 9
Nucifraga caryocatactes L.. 0-64 — 17 5-19 0 28 4
Bubo %gmvus, Forst 1-42 2 5-3 0 45 0-49 5 33 6
Sahoetm albtctlla 1 29 5 0 61 0-68 5 50 0

In view of all these circumstances, we cannot avoid
the conclusion that, sound and ingenious as the
theory is from the point of view of the physicist, it

encounters very great practical and biological diffi-

culties. It does, however, serve to emphasize the
need for repetition and extension of long-distance
hommg experiments critically controlled and on a
much larger scale than hitherto. The design of many
past homing experiments has been open to criticism
in one way or another, but there seems little doubt
that it should be possible to plan experiments which
would put Ismg’s theory to the test.

^ tomn, n. E., Quart. Rm. Biol., 19, 15 (1944).
* J. Om. Lpz ,

92
, 106 (1944) ; see 16x8, 88, 262 (1944)

^ Ising, G., Ajth. Mat&nuOih, Astranomi och Fynh, 32A, K. 18, 1 (1945).
* howeiiflteiiik, O., and Sand, A., Proc. Boy. Soc , B, 129, 256 (1940).
^ EeWteB, ‘“toas GetoSinr^n der Wirbelthiere”, 2 (Stockholm, 1885).
* Htoith, O., J. qm, Bpz., 70, 172 (1922).
Witteby, H. E., ol., ‘“Handbook of Bxiti^ Birds” (19S8~42).
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OBITUARIES
Prof. Pierre Weiss

Although Prof. P. Weiss died so long ago as
November 1940, there has been a lengthy mter-
ruption of the flow of scientific news from France
Tribute to the great teacher and experimenter,
whose mfluence dommated Continental magnetism
for forty years, must of necessity be a little tardy,

Weiss was a true son of Alsace, being born at
Mulhouse in 1865. Doubtless influenced by family
connexions with industry, he began a four-years
engineering course at Zurich m 1883. After this he
entered the Elcole Normale Sup6rieure, Pans, be-

coming preparatmr-assistant there on the completion
of his studies. Interest m magnetic problems had
already been aroused by the work of Ewing. In 1895
Weiss took a lectureship at Bonnes ; and in the
following year he presented his doctor’s thesis at the
Sorbonne, dealing with the properties of magnetite

;

then followed a move to Lyons, and in 1903 his

appointment to the chair of physics at the Federal
Polytechnic, Zurich. Already he had produced some
twenty or so papers, including the classic ones on
pyrrhotme.
The next few years, up to 1914, were Weiss’s most

productive, and accounted formore than sixty papers.
In 1907, the fertile hypothesis of the molecular field

and spontaneous magnetization was put forward.
With Beck he investigated the relation between
specific heat and molecular field for ferromagnetics.
In 1910, Weiss spent a period in the laboratories of
Kamerlingh Onnes ; the influence of this period on
the subsequent work of Weiss and his students is

most apparent. In 1011 began the lengthy series of
measurements of atomic magnetic moments leading

to the introduction of a new unit, ihe Weiss or

experimental magneton. Bohr’s maguoton is a funda-
mental unit with theoretical justification and, to

within a fraction of 1 per cent, five times the Weiss
unit. It is a measure of Weiss’s enormous prestige

that his experimental unit appears to have been
preferred on the Continent up to the outbreak of the

Second World War. Zurich before the First World
War must have been particularly stimulating, with
Einstein, Schrodinger, Ehrenfest, Debye, Piccard and
Weiss shared between the University and Hoch-
schule- Weiss always took pride m the fact that he
was one of the small group that founded the Soci6t6

Suisse de Physique, and that he was president up
to 1914.

During the War, for about a year, Weiss was
attached to the Direction des Inventions, Pans.
With Cotton he devised a sound-ranging system for

locatmg enemy artillery batteries. During 1916-18
he returned to his Zurich chair.

In 1918 came the call to assist with the building
up agam of the University of Strasbourg. No finer

choice could have been made. In the Institut do
Physique, electric light and central heating were
quickly installed, the director’s apartments were
converted into laboratories, part of the basement
was given over to accumulators, charging plant and
switchgear. The building was wired to provide
current for the electromagnets that the workshops
made in addition to quantities of galvanometers,
potentiometers and other apparatus. (Weiss’s design
of electromagnet is now standard equipment, and the
Paris cyclotron magnet owes much to his interest

and advice.)
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The research programme of the Institute was

divided up, magneto -optics to Ollivior, ferromagnet-

ism to Forror, paramagnetism to Fo6x, X-radiography
to Hocart, mathematical physics to Bauer, high-

frequency work to Ribaud, to all of w-hom Weiss
conveyed his enthusiasm. Every Monday all the
research workers mot for a session of “questions de
I’ordre du jour”. Weiss went to endless trouble at

these meetings to help a worker finding honest diffi-

culties ; he went to similar trouble in rebuking a
worker doing slovenly work or presenting it badly if

he or she should have known better. Of particular

joy to Weiss was the formation of a Strasbourg
section of the Soci6t6 de Physique fran9aise—the
first of the provincial sections. There was but one
choice for president. In the 1919-39 period Weiss
continued his practice of shuttmg himself in the
laboratory one or two days a week and being avail-

able to no one. Rather more than forty papers were
produced m these yeai's.

Large numbers of foreign workers came to the
Institute, and Weiss was always most helpful and
kmdly to them, gomg out of his way to assure himself
that they wore comfortably housed, had sufficient

money, and that all was well at their homes. The
number of British students was small, but Rumanians
and Poles came in plenty. Many of the workers were
mature, being schoolmasters to whom the French
lyc6e teaching programme afforded plenty of leisure.

Weiss was a charming host, and there were many
happy receptions held in the long wide corridor of
the Institut de Physique following scientific meetings.
Everyone met everyone, and not the least charming
feature was the manner in which the other members

of the Weiss family devoted themselves to puttmg
everyone at ease. Weiss could chat readily m German
(including Swiss, Alsatian and Mulhouse patois),

Dutch and English besides his native French. Happy,
and believing m the value of the work being accom-
plished m Alsace, Weiss declined advancement in

Paris ,* in 1926 he had been elected a member of the
Academy of Sciences. He was also doctor honoris
causa of Geneva.
Weiss retired from the post of director at Stras-

bourg in October 1936, but contmued to direct the
magnetic laboratories until 1939, when the University
was dispersed. Weiss himself went to Lyons, and,
despite serious heart trouble, worked hard editing
and translating papers presented to the International
Magnetism Congress held m Strasbourg four months
before the outbreak of war. In November 1940 he
died in his seventy-sixth year.

I am indebted to Prof. G. Fo^x, director of the
Institut de Physique at Strasbourg, for furnishmg
me with some of the details mentioned.

C. R. S. Manbebs

We regret to announce the followmg deaths :

Mr. F. W. Frohawk, well known for his illustrations

of bird and insect life, on December 10, aged eighty-

five.

Brigadier H. St. J. L. Wmterbotham, C.B., C.M.G.,
D.S.O., formerly director-general of the Ordnance
Survey, and recently general secretary of the Inter-

national Geodetic and Geophysical Union, on Decem-
ber 10, aged sixty-eight.

NEWS and VIEWS
Crystallization of Synthetic Penicillin

The recent announcement in Science (104, 431 ;

November 8, 1946) that du Vigneaud, Carpenter,
Holley, Livermore and Rachele have isolated the
crystallme triethylammonium salt of synthetic peni-

cillm-II, identical in all respects with the optically

active triethylammonium salt of natural penicillin,

has solved on© more of the extraordinarily difficult

series of problems that this remarkable substance
has set. Readers will recall the statement on penicillin

chemistry which appeared in Nature of December 29,

1945, p. 761, wherein an account was given of the
co-operative effort of British and American chemists
working under the auspices of the Medical Research
Council (London) and of the Committee on Medical
Research (Washington), and which will appear
shortly m monograph form. During this highly
successful essay in irans-Atlantic co-operation,

chemists in the United States and in Britain were
able to show that in the reaction between certain

oxazolones bearing a potential aldehyde group and
d-penieillamine, antibiotic activity correspondmg to
a 0*03 per cent yield of penicillin could be produced
with regularity, and this could be raised to a 0*22

per cent yield under better conditions. This product,
moreover, had a ‘bacterial spectrum’ similar to that
of natural penicillin, and when isotopic ‘tracer’ tech-

nique was applied to the problem by use of penicill-

amine containing radioactive sulphur, the added
natural penicillin was isolated as a triethylammonium
salt which could be recrystallized repeatedly without
sensible variation of its radioactive sulphur content.

In addition, the presence of penicillin m the synthetic
mixture was shown by its destruction by the enzyme
j>enicillinase.

The us© of partition chromatography by an
American firm on the synthetic reaction mixture led

to an active material containing 2-6 per cent of

penicillm, while an application of the ‘counter-current

distribution’ principle of Craig to this problem by
du Vigneaud and his colleagues has raised the yield

in one case to more than 16 per cent. The innate
mstability of penicillin frustrated efforts to fraction-

ate such products, and it was only when the one-

stage condensation process was modified to a two-
stag© process that a readily reproducible yield of

activity could be obtained which proved thoroughly
amenable to fractionation by the ‘counter-current

distribution’ method. Eventually crystals of tri-

©thylammonium penicillin-II were obtained, identical

in all respects with the correspondmg salt of the
natural product. Although us© of Z-penicillamine in

the synthesis apparently leads to biologically in-

active material, du Vigneaud and his colleagues have
found that d-penicillamine can be replaced by d-

cysteme, the thiolthreonines and P-mercaptoleueine

with production ofnew penicillins which may possess

different ‘bacterial spectra’. It cannot yet be said

that “what was only a path is now made a high-

road”, but the knowledge that is now being garnered

with regard to the mechanism ofthe reaction involved

in the two -stage synthesis may on© day make it

possible for synthetic peniciUms to compete with the

natural products.
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Engineering at the City and Guilds College :

Prof. E. F. D. Witchell

Iisr conferring the title of emeritus professor in

mechanical engineering upon Edward Frank Daiby
Witchell, the Senate of the University of London has
signified its appreciation of a distinguished career m
academic circles. His retirement severs a long and
valued connexion with the University and with the

City and Guilds College. After attendmg the City

and Guilds College during 1898-1901 as a student m
the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Witchell
jomed the staff: of the College and eventually was
appomted assistant professor and reader. His election

as a member of the Institution of Mechanical En-
gineers and as president of the Association of
University Teachers was followed by his appomtment
as professor m 1931, election as a fellow of the City
and Guilds of London Institute in 1934 and appomt-
ment as deputy vice-chancellor of the University of
London for 1945-46. His ability m debate and
intimate knowledge of University procedure inevit-

ably destined him to serve on the numerous academic*
boards, mcluding the Board of the Faculty of
Engineering, the Board of Studies in Civil and
Mechanical Engineering and as its secretary for

thirty-two years, the Academic Council and the
Senate,

As a teacher, Witchell will long be remembered by
many old students of the City and Guilds College for

his clear and concise treatment of the subjects under
discussion ; his apparently effortless ability to explain
fundamental prmciples, his fund of wit and sense of
humour gave to his lectures a freslmess that is rarely

met in lecture theatres. It is among Old Centralians,
perhaps, that his versatile qualities have been most
freely displayed, and no small debt of gratitude is

owed to him for the part he has taken m promoting
social life between students, past and present, and
mspirmg the loyalty and devotion to the College that
IS characteristic of the Old Centralians.

Division of Colloid Chemistry, American Chemical
Society Prof. C. Edmund Marshall

Pbof. C. EDMDisrn Mabshall, professor of soils at
the University of Missouri, has been elected chairman
of the Division of Colloid Chemistry of the American
Chemical Society, in succession to Dr. Geoffrey E.
Cunningham of the Dollinger Corporation, Rochester,
H.y, Other new officers of the Division are : Dr.
Robert D. Void (vice-chairman), of the University
of Southern California ; Dr. W. O. Milligan (secretary-
treasurer), of the Rice Institute, Houston, Texas

;

Dr. E. A. Hauser, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology ; Dr. M, W. Tamele, ofth© Shell Development
Company, Emeryville, Calif, ; and Dr. J. W.
Wniiams (chairman of the Symposium Committee),
of the University of Wisconsm, Madison.

Prof. Marshall was born at Bredbury, Cheshire,
on January 9, 1903, graduated from the University
of Manchester and received the degree of M.Sc. for
work on colloid chemistry. He was awarded a three-
year research scholarship by the Ministry of Agricul-
ture, and spent two years investigating the chemistry
ofhumus at Rothamsted Experimental Station. The
followmg year was spent m Prof. C. Wiegner’s
laboratory at Zurich, studying coUoid chemistry and
mmeralo^. In 1928, he was appomted assistant
lecturer in agricultural chenaistry at the University
of Leeds, wher^ he started research m the colloid
©hanistry and mineralogy of soils and clays, which

he has contmued up to the present. In 1936, Dr
Marshall was invited to become visiting associate

professor of soils at the University of Missouri ; he
decided to remam there, and m 1941 was ap^iomted
professor of soils. He was elected president of the
Soil Science Society of America this year.

Tycho Brahe Celebrations

The University of Copenhagen celebrated the four

hundredth anniversary on December 14 of the birth

of Tycho Brahe (see Nature, December 14, p. 856),

and honorary degrees were conferred on twelve
astronomers from Denmark, Great Britain, Holland,

Norway, Sweden, the United States and the U.S.S.E.

The British representatives were Sir Harold Spencer
Jones, Astronomer Royal, and Prof. F. J. M. Stratton,

professor of astrophysics in the University of Cam-
bridge.

A Century of Chemistry in Britain

As part of the centenary celebrations of the

Chemical Society, an exhibition illustrating the

achievements of British chemistry during the past

century and the part which chemistry plays to-day

m everyday life, organised by the Chemical Society

and the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research, is to be held at the Science Museum, South
Kensmgton, during July and August 1947. The
Chemical Society is preparing the first part of the

exhibition, which is to be historical in character,

illustratmg the great advances that have taken place

during the hundred years of the Society’s existence.

How great are those advances will be noted when it

is realized that, at the foundation of the Society,

Dalton’s atomic theory was but thirty years old ,*

and the study of organic chemistry was m its infancy.

Each branch of cliemistry is under the car© of a

panel of experts who are now engaged m preparing

an account of the progress in the past hundred years

which this exhibition servos to illustrate. The Depart-

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research is pre-

paring a modem section dealing with the applications

of chemistry to everyday life. Between the two parts

of the exhibition there will be a linking section which
will explain the processes by which the chemical

engineer turns raw materials into the products which

are familiar in the day-to-day life of ©very citizen.

This will lead on to sub-sections dealing with such

themes as textiles, agriculture, homes and buildings,

roads and transport, fuel and power, health and food.

The Department is having the co-operation of the

Agricultural Research Council, various research

associations and other organisations in the prepara-

tion of these exhibits ; and the Central Office of

Information is to be responsible for the design and
layout of this part of the exhibition.

Aristotle’s Views on Falling Bodies

Alvabo-Abbbbto has published an article (An.

Acad. Brasil. Cienciaa, 18, No. 1, March 31, 1946)

which emphasizes a misunderstanding regarding the

teachmg of Aristotle on the velocities attained by
falling bodies of different masses. It is often assumed
that he taught that the velocity was proportional to

the weight of the body, and that Galileo was the

first to show the falsity of this assumption. A letter

from J. F. Hardcastle which appeared in Nature, 92,

684, January 22, 1914, pointed out that Aristotle

was referring to motion in a resisting medium, and,

that the velocity which he was considering was fne
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terminal velocity. This velocity is attained when
the force of resistance in the medium m which the
body IS moving is equal to the weight of the body.
Greenhill had also a letter m the same issue, and in

the following week Sir William Ramsay and Sir

Oliver Lodge had letters which supported the point
of view of Hardeastle and Greenhill. Hardcastle
quotes from St. Thomas Aqumas’s “Opera Omnia”
(Leonine edition), which shows quite clearly that
different media were considered by Aristotle—earth,

air or water or other thmgs—and if air is twice as
‘subtile’ as water, then for an equal distance the tune
of translation in water will be twice that m air. It
may be added that the story, so often repeated, about
Galileo droppmg the weights from the Leaning Tower
of Pisa close to the professors’ heads as they came
out from their lectures is now admitted, like some
other stories about Galileo, to be apocryphal. Among
these must be included the story that Galileo was the
first to disprove the alleged statement of Aristotle
about the velocities attamed by fallmg bodies of
different weights.

Lunar Auroras

Shy and Telescope of September contams a short
note on this subject which deals with a suggestion
made by Prof. Mohd. A. R. Khan, Hyderabad, in
Popular Astronomy of June. This suggestion is that
auroral phenomena would occur on the portion of
the moon’s surface that is lighted up by earthshine,
should there be any appreciable atmosphere on our
satellite. While it would not be possible to observe
the auroral streamers, he suggests that a study of
the spectrum of the earthshme on the moon might
reveal the presence of the stronger of the forbidden
lines of oxygen and nitrogen which are characteristic
of auroras. Simultaneous spectra of neighbouring
regions of the sky should also be obtained to avoid
confusion between lunar and terrestrial auroral light.

Prof. J, Kaplan, University of California, not only
supports the suggestion but also enlarges upon it.

He points out that direct photographs made with
infra-red sensitive plates and filters would record the
auroral band at 15,000 A. due to ionized nitrogen.
Variations in such photographs would reveal the
presence of the aurora ; they would require shorter
exposure times, and would also be easier to obtain
than the corresponding spectra.

The New Anatomy

Classical anatomy, the study of visible structure
for structure’s sake, has long smee exhausted itself

(and others). But a new generation of anatomists is

showing us that, when morphological observations
are correlated with parallel biochemical and bio-

physical analyses and with considerations of function,
profitable advances may result, and that, handled in
tMs way, anatomy has still much to contribute to
biological science. Prof. J. Z. Young, m his inaugural
lecture as professor of anatomy at University College,
London, developed this theme and put forward some
stimulating suggestions for future progress in
anatomical research. He deplored the rigid depart-
mental segregation of anatomists, physiologists,
biochemists, pharmacologists and so on, which so
usually exists in medical schools, and urged that all

should regard themselves primarily as human
biologists. Each worker must necessarily practise
his own specialized technique; but he ^ould en-
deavour to correlate his findings with those derived

from other, and often widely differing, techniques,
and so view his problem from all possible angles.
Prof. Young’s own work on the degeneration and
regeneration of nerve, m which a correlation of
histological with physico-chemical findmgs led to an
entirely new concept of the nerve fibre, is a case in

pomt. He gives a tunely warning to biologists against
a too mechanistic interpretation of their subject.
Livmg structures show an organisation or pattern
on a higher level than that ordinarily regarded as
physical or chemical ; consequently a purely physical
or chemical approach is generally inadequate for the
total handlmg of a biological problem.
Another fact, often overlooked in our preoccupation

with seeking to relate cause and effect, is that living
systems exhibit a continuous and spontaneous
activity of their own, which is the very essence of
bemg ‘alive’, quite apart from any response which
they may make to external stimuli or experimental
manipulations. This is well seen in the case of the
nervous system, where the concept of refiex action,

which appeals so much to the ‘cause and effect’

mentality, has singularly failed to account for the
more important features of higher nervous activity.

In this connexion Prof. Young makes the inteiesting

suggestion that the overall pattern of organisation of
the neuropil, rather than the detailed point con-
nexions of the mdividual fibres, might have some
significance m the mterpretation of higher nervous
functions. The title of Prof. Young’s address was
“Patterns of Substance and Activity in the Nervous
System” (London : H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1946.

la. 6d. net). Following the tradition of his distin-

guished predecessors at University College, he is

primarily interested m the nervous system, and he
chose to illustrate his theme in that context ; but the
theme is applicable to all biological inquiry, and his

stimulating and thoughtful address will be widely
welcomed, particularly by medical men of science.

Faculty of Science, Fouad I University

The annual report for 1944-45 of the Faculty of

Science, Fouad I University, Cairo, gives a brief

indication of research work in progress, with lists of

papers published and titles oftheses for which degrees

in science were awarded. In the Department of
Applied Mathematics, R. H. Makkar has completed
a thesis on “Series of Polynomials”, and M. Tolba is

investigating the question of two points expansion
of functions, while in the Department of Applied
Mathematics, Prof. M. A. Omara is engaged on determ-
ining the velocity potential of the fiuid motion
induced by a cylinder movmg in an infinite mass of

compressible fluid, and Dr. Hammad is still investi-

gatmg the passage ofsunlight through the atmosphere.
In the Department of Physics, Prof. Fahmy has
continued his work on the relativity of the electron

and proton, in addition to supervising investigations

on molecular polarization of vapours at different

temperatures, electron polarization, electron dif-

fraction and the viscosity of gases. Other work,
under Dr. Mokhtar, has covered the scattermg of

supersonics, the measurement of absorption co-

efficients by acoustic materials and the tone qualities

of musical instruments. The Meteorological Section

has investigated matters connected with rainfall,

sea-breezes, thunderstorms, floods in Egypt and
north-east winds in the Nile Delta, while the Elec-

tronics Section has studied secondary emission,

electron reflexion, X-ray analysis and Young’s
modulus.
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In til© Department of Botany, work on the
anatomical determination ofPkaraonic plant remains,
carbohydrate and nitrogen metabolism, plant re-
actions to colciiicme and (S-mdolylacetJC acid, the
effect of environmental factors on stomatal move-
ments, the bacteriostatic effect of fungal metabolic
products and organic chemicals and the ecology of
Lake Edku are continning ; other investigations
include a substitute colourmg matter m butter, and
the auteeology of certain organisms. In the Depart-
ment of Zoology, Prof. K. Mansour continued his
study of some of the morphological and physiological
aspects of the Lamellibrachiata (some of which have
been reported m Nature), Prof. A. Naef his studies
of the primitive Chordata, Dr. M. Waly his work of
the Reptiha of Egypt and tho fishes of the Nile, and
Dr, E. Edialil the physiological investigation of the
metabolism and excretion in some desert reptiles.
Other investigations have covered the effect of
triphenylchloroethylene on the development of the
gonads of the frog, Egyptian spiders, the tympanic
region of the Egyptian Insectivora, Ghiroptera and
Bodentia, yolk formation in the eggs of Mollusca, the
chick embryo, etc. Work in the Department of
Entomology has dealt with the biology of Egyptian
insects, ecological studies of the insect fauna of
freshwater ponds in the region of Cairo, and a
biological and ecological survey of the Astero-
lecaninse. A note on the Library states that exchange
activity with other universities and learned societies
has now been resumed.

Francis Amory Septennial Prize of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences

IIiSTDEB the terms of a gift in the will of the late
Francis Amory of Beverly, Massachusetts, the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences offers a
substantial prize for outstanding work on the
alleviation or cure of diseases affecting tho human
reproductive organs. The gift provides a fund, the
income of which may be awarded at seven-yeai
intervals ‘‘as a prize and gold medal, or other token
of honor or merit”, to any individual or individuals
for work of “extraordinary or exceptional merit” in
this field. The next award is to be made in 1947.
No formal applications and no essays or treatises
from individuals are solicited ; but suggestions will
be welcome from any appropriate source that will be
of aid to the Committee m making a wise selection.
Becommendations may be addressed to Secretary,
Amory Fund Committee, American Academy of Arts
and Sciences, 28 Newbury Street, Boston, Massa-
chusetts, D.S.A.

Institution of Civil Engineers : Awards
Tct following medal, premiums and prizes of the

Institution of Civil Engmeers have been awarded for
the papers mentioned, which have been discussed, or
published without oral discussion, during the session
1945--46. Baker Gold Medal

:

G. L. Groves, in
recognition of his work m connexion with the Ilford
Tube. Coopers Hill War Memorial Prize : G. A,
Maunsell, “Menai Bridge Beconstruction”. Telford
Prmdmns : K. C. Appleyard and G. Curry, “Open-
cast Coal Production in Wartime” ; R. F. Wileman

H. W. Clark, “The Measurement of the Dis-
charge of the River-basins ofthe Whit© Nil© (Sudan)
and None (Great Britain)”

; M. B. James, “Renewal
Ext^ion of Pumping Machinery for the Metro-

pohtan Water Board”

;

A. E. Reid and F. W. Sully,

“The Construction of the Kmg Feisal Bridge and the
Kmg Ghazi Bridge over the River Tigris at Bagh-
dad” ; J. N. McFeeters, “Concrete Runways” ; J. K.
Fisher, Alfred Goode and C. E. Docker, “Some
Problems in the Design and Construction of Large
Airfields” ; J. D. Atkinson and George Cardiaeos,
“The Reconstruction of the Diyala Weir” ; Robert
Struthers and J. W. Lovatt, “Construction of a
Heavy-Duty Concrete Rimway” ; Rudolph Glossop
and A. W. Skempton, “Partiele-size in Silts and
Sands”

; C. H. Dobbie, “Some Sea Defence Works
for Reclaimed Lands”. Manhy Premium

:

Rowland
Nicholas, “Highway Planning, with Particular Refer-
ence to Traffic Capacities”. Crampton Prize : C. T.
Mitchell, “Some Economical Aspects of Modem
Earthmovmg Equipment” ; George Graham and
F. R. Martm, “Heathrow. The Construction of High-
grade Quality Concrete Paving for Modern Transport
Aircraft”. Trevithick Premiums : James Lorimer,
“Some Uses of Explosives in Civil Engineering”:
A. H. Toms, “Repairs to Railway Viaduct over
London Road, Brighton, after Damage by Enemy-
Action m May 1943”. Indian Premiums : Sir Claude
Inglis, “Trainmg Works constructedm the Rupnarain
River in Bengal—after Model Experiments—to
Prevent Further Bank Erosion endangermg the
Bengal-Nagpur Railway Line Lmkmg Calcutta with
Bombay and Madras” ; C. G. Sexton, “The Con-
struction of the Coronation Bridge over the Tista
River, North Bengal, India” , Philip Claxton, “The
Still-Water Pocket Principle”.

The followmg Medal and Prizes have been awarded
to students for papers read before local associations.
James Forest Medal and a Miller Prize : O. H.
Senogles, “The Superficial Geological Deposits of the
Manchester Area” (North-Western Association, Man-
chester). Miller Prizes : F. N. Kirby, “The Develop-
ment of the Parsons Steam-Turbine” (Newcastle-on

-

Tyne and District Association) ; 0 . A. Williams, “A
Survey of Current Practice on the Design of Storm-
water Overflow Works” (Newcastle-on-Tyne and
District Association) ; Wilfred Eastwood, “Surface
Water Dramage from Roads and under British
Conditions” (Yorkshire Association) ; G. S. Glen-
drnnmg, “Distribution of Rainfall and Run-off from
Catchment Areas” (Edinburgh and District Associa-
tion) ; T. E. H. Williams, “Bridge Construction with
Special Reference to Foundations” (Birmingham and
District Association) ; R. W. Wmkler, “Repairs to
an Early Nineteenth Century Sea Wall” (Edinburgh
and District Association) ; G. F. Clark, “Timber
Bridges—Various Types and Their Construction”
(Edmbtirgh and District Association )

;

D. D. Tre-
harne, “Opencast Coal Production” (South Wales
and Monmouthshire Association).

Announcements

The honorary degree of D.Sc. has been conferred
by the University of Oxford on Prof. H. C. Urey,
professor of chemistry and director of nuclear
research in the University of Chicago.

Db. F. Dixey, director of geological surveys,
Nigeria, has been appomted director of Colonial
Geological Surveys, m which position he will b©
adviser on all geological matters to the Secretary
of State for the Colonies.

Db. Augustix E. Riggi has been appointed
director of the Argentine (Bernardino Rivadavia)
Museum of Natural Sciences at Buenos Aires.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible

for opinions expressed by their correspondents.

No notice is taken of anonymous communications

Activation of Metallic Copper by Oxidation
and Reduction

The activation of copper by repeated oxidation

and reduction is ascribed by previous authors to an
increase in surface area^, and our experiments have
confirmed this conclusion. In the activated state, as
measured by the interference colours produced durmg
oxidation, the area is at least five to ten times as
great as the measured area.

Copper oxide films on active metal, when reduced
by hydrogen at 300° C., gradually lighten in colour as
the reaction proceeds, but do not show interference

colours. The reduction is evidently not simply a
reversal of the process of oxidation. A marked
feature of the reduction is an induction period during
which the decrease in pressure of hydrogen is pro-
portional to the square of the time. This indicates

that metallic nuclei are produced at a number of
active pomts and increase m diameter as the first

power of the time. Separate nuclei cannot be seen,

so that their numbermust be considerable. The extent
of the growth of these nuclei is limited, probably
because the film is finely subdivided by gaps m the
material. Before the whole of the oxide is completely
converted to metal, a second type of nucleation
appears which is visible. These nuclei increase in

diameter linearly with time, and this is believed to
be due to the recrystallization of small copper nuclei

by a process analogous to smtering, and also to those
processes observed by Kornfeld^ in the recrystalliza-

tion of stretched aluminium wire. The recrystalliza-

tion of the copper in a mixture of crystals of metallic

copper and oxide may lead to the formation of in-

clusions of oxide in the resultant metal, and the
phenomena observed by Ransley® during the re-

duction of oxide inclusions in metallic copper might
be expected to occur.

Ransley showed that in the reduction of oxide
inclusions in massive copper by hydrogen at 700-
800° C., hydrogen diffused through the metal to
the oxide, and water was produced at such high
pressures that its escape caused cracks and blistermg
of the surface, producing the well-known embrittle-

ment. A similar blistering has been observed durmg
the activation of copper. Reduction of the inclusions

by carbon monoxide did not occur by the same
mechanism, since this gas, being insoluble in copper,

cannot diffuse to the oxide. The reduction in this

case took place, without embrittlement, by the
diffusion of oxygen, possibly as ions, from the in-

clusions to the surface, where it reacted with the
carbon monoxide. This difference between the mech-
anisms of the reactions of carbon monoxide and
hydrogen is paralleled by their behaviour in experi-

ments on the activation of copper.
If, after a series of reductions with hydrogen,

carbon monoxide is used to reduce copper oxide,
the rate for the first reduction is very similar to that
with hydrogen. A second reduction following oxida-
tion in the normal manner is, however, very slow and
erratic, and cannot be completed at 300° C. in a
reasonable time. The oxidation and reduction with
hydrogen must be repeated before the carbon
monoxide reduction goes smoothly. During the first

U R E

reduction with carbon monoxide, the activation pro-
duced by hydrogen is very largely destroyed.
In the reduction of the oxide with carbon monoxide,

metallic nuclei are formed very rapidly and in large
numbers. In general, patches of metallic copper are
formed on the surface long before reduction is

complete. Under certam conditions, a complete
covering of metal is formed on the oxide within a few
mmutes. The metallic film formed on the surface
durmg the first reduction with carbon monoxide must
be very porous, and the reaction continues because
gas can diffuse to the oxide down numerous cracks
in the metal.
The following sequence of events probably occurs

during the reduction and oxidation reactions. Dur-
ing the reduction of the oxide by hydrogen, oxide
particles will be enclosed in the metal which is formed.
The reduction of these inclusions leads to embrittle-
ment and the formation of a cracked metal film.

This, it is suggested, is the process whereby the film
IS activated. This film expands on oxidation and the
cracks are partly healed; but sufficient capillary
passages remain to facilitate a subsequent reduction
by hydrogen. However, after a carbon monoxide
reduction, the metal film is much more compact,
because embrittlement of the metal will not have
taken place. Hence, on oxidation an oxide film is

formed which is more perfect than when hydrogen
is used. If a second reduction with carbon monoxide
be now attempted, the film, being relatively free from
cracks, is impermeable to the reduemg gas, and the
reaction is brought to a standstill.

These results mdicate that there is some specific

action by hydrogen which is absent when carbon
monoxide is used, and is responsible for the activa-
tion of copper. This may be an effect analogous to
that causmg the embrittlement of massive copper on
reduction with hydrogen.

W. E. Gabneb
F. S. Stone

Department of Inorganic and
Physical Chemistry,
University, Bristol.

Hov. 14.

^ Hinstelwood, Proc. Poy. Soc , A, 102, 318 (1922). Constable, "Proe
Boy Soc

, A, 115, 570 (1927) ;
A, 107, 278 (1925).

* Zornfeld, Phys. Z. Sowjd Union, 7, 432 (1935) ; 12, 301 (1937).
* Ransley, J. Inst. MetcUs, 66 (1939).

Structure of the Sydnones
The communication from Prof. Wilson Baker and

his collaborator^ prompts us to intimate that we also

have concerned ourselves with the sydnones, but
from the point of view that their formation might be
related to the racemization ofa-acetylammocarboxylic
acids by acetic anhydride. Bergmann and Zervas^
adduced evidence that this change depended on
enolization of the anhydro-compound to I.

N==C~CH3

/
P.C=C OH

+
Ph.N=N

BrC=C—

O

(I) (H)

Accordingly, we have resolved H-nitroso-N-phenyl
alanm by means of brucine, and from the brucine salt,

m.p. 147-149°, less soluble in acetone or benzene,
have prepared the de^x^ro -rotatory form of the acid,
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[a]D == + 68 3“. This is converted by acetic an-

hydride into the optiealiy inactive K-phenyl-C-
methylsydiione described by Earl and Mackney^.
Also the rates of racemization and of sydnone forma-
tion by acetic anhydride in ethereal solution at the
ordinary temperature are pai’alleL Furthermore,
IST-phenylsydnone exhibits its relationship

to enols m that it undergoes instantaneous HN
brommation m glacial acetic acid solution, Ann
yieidmg a monohromo derivative, m.p. 134®. ^ ^

The structure (II) of this product follows

from the fact that whereas hydrolysis by
hydrochloric acid yields phenyl hydrazine
hydrochloride, alkaline hydrolysis furnishes sodium
benzene diazotate, identified by conversion mto
benzene-azo -^-naphthoL

This experimental evidence justifies the analogy
quoted above, and is in Ime with the ideas expressed
by Prof. Wilson Baker and W. B. Ollis.

J. Kenneb
KIathleen Maceay

Department of Applied Chemistry,
CoUege of Technology,

Manchester 1.

Nov. 19,

1 Nahire, 158, 703 (1946).

^Siodhem Z., 203, 280 (1928); compare Du Vigneaud and others,
J. Bioh Ch&m.y 96, 511 (1932) ; 98, 295 (1932) ; 99, 143 (1932).

Chem. Soc., 899 (1935),

The fused-rmg structure for the sydnones is as
unacceptable to Prof. Wilson Baker and his colleague^
as to Mr. Eade and myself. They suggest that since
a reasonable structure of the classical type cannot be
assigned to these substances, they are probably
hybrids of some of the possible extreme dipolar
structures, but they give no experimental evidence.
The subject having been raised, it might be as well
to indicate the lines on which we have don© further
experimental work.
N-Phenyl-C-phenyl-sydnone can be prepared by

the action of acetic anhydride on a benzene solution
of N-nitroso-a-anilinophenylacetic acid. If one of
the optically active forms of the acid is used, the
sydnone is inactive and identical with that prepared
from the inactive acid. This was expected, but it is

conceivable that racemization might not have
occurred in building up the fused-ring structure.
Further experimental evidence is available from the
ready decomposition of N-phenylsydnone in boiling
aqueous solution when a little sodium carbonate or
sodium acetate is added. There is a rapid evolution
of carbon dioxide and the formation of resmous
products. This suggests an analogy with the de-
composition of the products obtained when nitroso-

compounds condense with ketenes. One of the two
products formed from nitrosobenzen© and diphenyl-
ketene

again leading to the unlikely bicyclic structure.

The similarity in behaviour of the carbonyl and
nitroso groups suggests an analogy between the
sydnones and the compounds formed by the action
of excess of acetic anhydride on the a-acetylammo-
carboxylic acids^.

—CBLK

3 (!jooh

N-
11

G

-OHP

G-0

N-
11

C

-CP

CH, 0
K,
CH, O

G—OH

In this case there is no need to consider a possible

bicyclic structure.

A further fact which must be considered in arriving

at a satisfactory structure for the sydnones is the

frequent occurrence of phenyl isocyanide among the

decomposition products of N-phenyl-sydnone (for

example, on its pyrolysis).

Taking all our present Imowledg© of the sydnones
mto consideration, I venture to suggest that we have
in their structure a partly formed bond. There must
always be a stage in the formation of a chemical
bond between two reactmg atoms m which they can
be regarded as neither being uninfluenced by one

another, nor in a state of complete and settled com-
bination. It is usually not possible to arrest the

process at this stage, but m the sydnones the five-

membered rmg controls the situation. The sydnones
do not show any obvious dipolar characteristics, and
if their structure is to b© regarded as a hybrid of

two dipolar structures, it may be merely one way of

saying that there is present an incipient non-polai

structure which one might write, faute de mieua,

P—N CH

1,

1

N G=-0

the wavy line indicating an incipient Imk between
the carbon and nitrogen. The same wavy line may
have the further symbolism of mdicating the doubt
which must remain m our minds on this structural

question until considerably more experimental evi-

dence is forthcoming.
J. C. Eabl

Thurlton,
Haddiscoe,
Norwich.
Nov. 21.

^JUTaSure, 158, 703 (1946).
* Staudinger, *‘Die Ketene** (1912).
* Bergmann. and Zervas, Bioehem. Z., 203, 280 (1928).

C.Hs-

=0—0 =

i-i
is very unstable and decomposes spontaneously to
carbon dioxide and benzophenone aniP, It is con-
ceivable that sydnone formation might involve the
foUowmg steps

P— CHa

io ioOjH

-H~0 iJ—N- -OH iJ—N OH

HO 0=0 V

Colorimetnc Estimation of Penicillin II

The Kapeller-Adler^ method for the estimation
of phenylalanine depends on the nitration of phenyl-

alanine to give 3 : 4-dmitrophenylalanui© ; this is

then reduced by alkaline hydroxylamme to a
coloured nitroso derivative. It appeared prob-

able that, by virtue of its phenylacetie
radical, penicillm II (G) might be estimated
in the same way and in the presence of

penicillm I (F).

Unfortunately, hitrated samples of peni-

ciLlm II treated with hydroxylamine gave

^^^^0=0
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colours varying from light straw to dark brown;
these were unsuitable for colorimetric purposes. A
trace of ethyl alcohol appeared to catalyse the nitra-

tion, but there was no improvement in the final

colour, A modified procedure^ m which tho nitro

derivative was reduced with powdered zinc and then
coupled with sodium 1 : 2-naphthaquinone-4“Sulphon-

ate, gave no better results.

The most promismg method was to combine the
Kapeller-Adler nitration procedure with the di-

azotization technique introduced by Bratton and
Marshall® for estimating sulphonamides. This depends
on the nitration of the phenyl radical to a dimtro
derivative, which is reduced with powdered zinc to

form the corresponding diamine. After diazotization

and couplmg with N- (1-naphthyl)-ethylenediamine
dihydrochloride, a mauve dye is formed and is suit-

able for colorimetric measurements. Prelimmary
experiments led to the adoption of the followmg
procedure.

About 1 mgm. of sodium penicillm II was accur-

ately weighed, placed in a small evaporatmg basin

and treated with 2 ml. of a nitrating mixture (20 per
cent potassium nitrate in concentrated sulphuric

acid). The mixture was warmed on a steam bath for

an hour and then diluted with 10 ml. of water. About
0*1 gm. of zinc was added and the heatmg continued
for 15 min. more. After standmg at room temperature
for 15 min., the reduced solution was filtered through
a IsTo. 41 Whatman filter paper and made up to 20 ml.
with distilled water. 3 ml. of this solution were
shaken for 5 min. with 1 ml, of a 0*05 M solution of
sodium nitrite and then mixed with 5 ml. of ethyl
alcohol, followed by 1 ml. of 0*05 ilf IST- (1-naphthyl)

-

ethylenediamine dihydrochloride. The coloured solu-

tion was made up to 10 ml. with distilled water
and, after standmg in the dark for 20 min., was
examined on the Spekker photo-electric absorptio-

meter, using a No, 5 green filter (Chance Bros. O.G.l).

A calibration curve was prepared by plottmg the
quantity of penicillin II used against the correspond-
ing reading of the absorptiometer.
The calibration curves for phenylacetic acid and

phenylalanine, which behaved m the same way as
penicillin II, were approximately linear for quantities

between OT and 0*3 mgm.; over this range, the
two curves could be almost superimposed on each
other. The curve for sodium penicillin II was less

steep and tended to flatten off much sooner. The
coefficient of variation for the estimations was about
10 per cent.

As was to be expected, the reaction here described
gives no colour when penicillin II is replaced by
penicillin I. However, the method for penicillin II
has only a limited field of application, for many
aromatic compounds give a similar colour. Never-
theless, it is thought that the technique may be of
value for estimation of penicillm II in ‘purified’

penicillin.

We wish to thank Mrs. A. C. T. Hickman for

technical assistance.

J. E. Page
F. A. BoBmsoiT

Research Division,
Glaxo Laboratories, Ltd.,

Greenford, Middlesex.
Nov. 20.

*

^ KapeUer-Adler, B., Bwohem. Z., 252, 185 (1932).
* Hess, W, C., and Sullivan, M. X., Areh, Bioekem,^ 6, 165 (1944).
* Bratton, A. C., and MarshaU. B K., Biol Chem., 128, 537 (1939)

Test of a Cancerogenic Substance in Respect
to the ^Non-disjunction’* Frequency of

the X-Chromosomes in Drosophiia

Some tests have been made with cancerogenic
substances on Drosophila in respect to mutation
frequency^*®. The results showed that the mutation-
rate does not increase under treatment with cancero-
genic chemicals.

We mvestigated the effect of benzpyrene on the
non-disjunction frequency of the X-chromosomes m
Drosophila females. We found mixmg benzpyrene
crystals with their standard food to be a convenient
method of treatment. In this way one can trace
the presence of the substance throughout the com-
plete life-cycle by fluorescence microscopy.
The cultures were kept in darkness. The primary

non-disjunction was investigated. We used ‘bar’

males and ‘white’ females from two inbred stocks
which were kept pure for five years, and so may be
considered as well-balanced stocks from the point of
view of modifying factors. In this standard arrange-
ment the frequency of exceptions was 1 : 500, or
0*2 ± 0*05 per cent without benzpyrene.

Big. 1 Big. 2‘

Big 1. Larva: of Drosophila trbated with benzpyrene under
ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT. A CONTROL IS SLIGHTLY ILLUMINATED BY

ITS NEIGHBOUR

Big 2. Eggs of Drosophila female maintained on food
CONTAINING BENZPYRENE UNDER ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT. IN THE

MIDDLE ARB THREE DARK CONTROLS

In the first test, the ‘white/white’ females were
treated only during their larval life (Fig. 1). In this

case benzpyrene was found in the ovaries of the
females but not in the eggs when laid. There was not
a significant difference between the control and the
treated cultures in respect to the number of
exceptional offspring.

In the succeeding test, the adult females were fed

entirely on food containing benzpyrene, and in this

Treatment
Number
of treated
females

Offs EJring

Total ex.
(per cent)Beg.

$

Bx.
$

Beg.
c?

Ex.

In larval
life (I) 24 1190 2 1096 7 0 394-0*13

In adult
life (II) 10 1235 - 998 —

15 1290 2 1167 —

26 2525 2 2165 _ 0*044-0*03
Controls 24 1075 2 1049 3

10 1466 5 1188 1
15 1470

1

1 1200 3
49 4011 8 3437 7 0*24-0*05
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case, using tlie fluorescence microscope, we were con-

vinced of the presence of the benzpyrene also in the

eggs when laid (Fig. 2). In this test the ratio of

exceptions was 1 : 2,300, or 0 04 i 0*03 per cent.

The standard errors showed a statistically significant

diflerence (0-16 ± 0-059) in the negative direction

between controls and the second test. None of the
treatments used gave any detectable mcrease in the
non-disjunction frequency ; but treatment with
benzpyrene decreased the number of exceptional

flies, that is, the mutation-rate. The reason for this

is not known, but perhaps such chemical agents in

the egg help m separating the synapsed X-chromo-
somes, whereas, on the other hand, it is known that
colchicine causes an increase of exceptional flies®.

Gy. FlBiiasr

G. Matoltst
Biological Research Institute,

Tihany.
Oct. 26.

^’Auertach, Ch., Froc. Roy. Soc. JEdin..^ 60, 164
* Friedricli-Ereksa, H., Biol. Z.^ 60, 498.
* Gelei, G., and Csik, L., Biol. Z., 60, 275

Chemical Composition of Rickettsia prowazeki

The chemical composition of the causative organ-
ism of epidemic typhus fever, Rickettsia prowazehif is

quite obscure. A chemical study was therefore under-
taken of Rickettsia cultivated m the lungs of white
mice, purified suspensions of which are used for the
preparation of vaccmes^.
A batch of mice (1-2 thousand) was sacrificed

3-4 days after intranasal inoculation. Those limgs
in which the riokettsise were most abundant were
selected after morphological control. The suspensions
of minced lungs prepared in physiological saline were
subjected to prolonged differential centrifugation at

4,000 rev. per min. until a sediment of pure rickettsiae

was obtained, which were then washed four times
with distilled water. 250 mgm. riekettsise was pre-

pared from the whole, and this mass was analysed
for lipoids, proteins, nucleic acid, carbohydrates and
ash accordmg to the methods used in the study of
viruses®. After three-fold successive extraction with
acetone, alcohol and ether, and subsequent solution
in chloroform, 113 mgm. lipoids (46-6 per cent) was
obtained. The lipoids were divided into two fractions,

namely, neutral fat (29-7 per cent) and phospho-
lipids (15*8 per cent). A separate sample was sub-
jected to 2-hour hydrolysis in 2N hydrochloric acid ;

this yielded 4-1 per cent carbohydrates (by the
Hagedorn-Jenssen method, computed in glucose
terms). The ash content was 3 per cent. The residue
after extraction of lipoids was used for determination
of protein and separation of nucleic acid. Direct
determmation gave 30*2 per cent protein, and in the
residue (77 mgm.) after extraction of nucleic acid,

34-7 per cent. After a two-fold precipitation the
yield of nucleic acid was 29 mgm. or 12 per cent.
Nucleic acid gave a positive Feulgen reaction (see

table).

The above data are of interest from several pomts
of view. It will be noted that rickettsise are rich in

lipoids, approaching in this respect animal viruses.

The high content of lipoids accoxmts for ether treat-
m^t of i^ickettsiae as proposed by Craigie for the
pwpajpation of vaccines. As to the high content of
nucleic acids (12 per cent), this brings rickettsise close
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Chemical composition of Rickettsia prowazeki as compared with
THAT OP BACTERIA AND VIRUSES

Pro-
teus
ml-
gans^

Sarcina
lutea^

Spor-
ang-
ium
sp.®

Gono-
coccus^

Ricket.
Prow.

En-
Xnflu- cephal-
enza omve-
virus® litis

vims®

lipoids 11*5 10-14 40 6 42—48 45
Phospho-
lipids ' 4 2 16 8 35
Neutr.
fat 7 2 29 7 10

Protein 47 2 67 6 37*4 71-83 34 7 52-84 49
Nucleic
aod 13 0 10 5 12 6 14 12 0 3 5 4
Carbo-

1

hydrates 14 2 8*5 3 5 4 1 4
Ash

!

6-10 3 0 5-6

to bacteria. The fact that nucleic acid of rickettsi®
belongs to the type of thymonucleic acid is of great
theoretical importance in connexion with nucleic acid
metabolism m mtracellular infection. The com-
parison of the chemical composition of rickettsia
with that of viruses and bacteria suggests that, in

this respect and in their cultural and biological

properties, rickettsise occupy an intermediate position
between bacteria and viruses.

V. I. Tovabnickij
Institute of Virology of the
Academy of Medical Sciences,

Moscow.
M. K. Ejrontovskaja

Central Institute of
Epidemiology and Microbiology,

Moscow.
N. V. Cebxjbkina

Institute of Virology of the
Academy of Medical Sciences,

Moscow.

^ Kiontovskaja, M. K!., Z Mikrobiol. Epidem, Immun.. ISTo 1/2 (1943)
(Buss ).

® Taylor, A., and Scliarp, B., J. Inf. B-w., 72, 31 (1943).
® Belozerskij, Mikrobiol, 8, 504 (1939); 12, 31 (1939); Biochim.^

9, 140 (1944) (Buss); Adv. Mod, Biol, 18, No. 1 (1944).
* Stokinger, H., J. Bad., 47, 129 (1944).

“Chambers, L., and Henle, H., J. Exp. Med., 77 261 a 943).
* Taylor, A., J. Immun., 47 261 (1943).

Man^s Reaction to Mosquito Bites

In reply to the query of Dr. Bristowe^, variations
in the attractiveness of different individuals to

mosquitoes can be demonstrated in field experiments,
which prove that whatever attracts mosquitoes can
be measured quantitatively. Anophelines are readily
deterred by minute quantities of pyrethrum®, and in

huts sprayed regularly random ingress is elimmated,
and it then becomes possible to demonstrate their

acute discrimination. In such huts I found that
c. 250 per cent more females of Anofheles funestm,
A, gambicB and A. melas were attracted to three men
than to one man, and by rotating sleeping duties I
showed that over a period of three months one of the
four men used was fairly consistently more attractive
than any of the other three.

Of greater mterest was the proof that there was
considerable variation in the attractiveness of the
same individual at different times. I obtamed daily
catches of A. melm from three Africans sleepiug
separately in experimental huts xmder close super-
vision. Individuals often became more attractive than
their companions, and remained so every day for a
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^eek or so, then to return to normal. For example,

the least attractive of these three men suddenly
became most attractive for eight days out of nine,

aad in this period attracted 186 $4!. melas, while his

nearest rival attracted only 77 ; during two successive

days at the beginning of this period he attracted

five tunes as many mosquitoes as either rival.

Statistical analysis shows that these results are
significant. De Meillon® showed that thorough de-

odorization with soap and water considerably
diminished attractiveness to A, funestus, but this

factor seems insufficient to account for these results,

\^rhich I consider to be due to variations m the
physiological condition of the men.

It IS likely that there are wide differences between
the relative attractiveness of different individuals of
different habits, but I loiow of no proved case of
absolute immunity, and thmk that such claims are
usually made by fortunate individuals who have
escaped the more obvious consequences of mosquito
bites and, therefore, erroneously concluded that they
have never been bitten.

C. R. Ribbands
3 Mowbray Road,

Cambridge.
Nov. 23.

‘ Bristowe, W. S., Nature, 168, 750 (1946).

*Elbbands, C. E., Bull. Bnt. Res., 37, 163 (1946).
• De Melllon, B., Pub. S, Afr. Inst. Med. Res,, 6, 323 (1935).

Anopheline Mosquitoes as Natural Vectors
of Equine Dermal Filariasis

Papadaniel^ has reported, under the name of ‘g41e

Imerofilarienne^ a dermatosis affecting horses and
mules in Greece. The disease is associated with the
presence of microfilarisB in the skin lesions. Analogy
with filariasis elsewhere would suggest that the in-

fection is insect-borne. From the available literature

it appears that the natural vectors in Greece have
not previously been described.
In the course of an investigation by members of

this Laboratory on malaria transmission m eastern
Macedonia, developmental forms of filarial larvae

were observed in Anopheles sacharovi (var. elutus) and
in A. maculipennis (var. typio%is). Between July 24
and August 27, 1946, the total of mosquitoes dis-

sected was 466, of which the majority were A.
sacharovi and the remainder A. maculipennis. Filarial

larvae were found in fourteen A. sacharovi and in one
A. maculipennis (var. typicus). The infection-rate in

A. sacharovi was 3 per cent- The larvae were recovered
from the musculature of the mosquito thorax or neck,
in numbers varying from one to eight per mosquito.
In the fresh preparation, the larvae were actively
motile. The length varied from 0*9 mm. to 2*3 mm.
and the diameter from 26 [x to 66 p.

In the same series of dissections high plasmodial
sporozoite and oocyst rates were recorded. In two
specimens of A. sacharovi, simultaneous infection

with filarial larvae and plasmodial oocysts wa»s

observed.
Local human inhabitants showed a high incidence

of malaria but no clinical evidence of filariasis. Fresh
blood preparations taken from 96 persons by day
and from 69 persons by night showed no microfilariae,

in addition, 30 specimens of venous blood, examined
by Fiillebom’s concentration technique®, gave
negative results.

Local mules were found heavily infected with
microfilariae. In this part of our investigation we
were fortunate to have the assistance of Major S.

Papadaniel, of the Greek Army Veterinary Corps.
Exammation of the exudate from skin lesions showed
microfilariae in large numbers. The length of these
forms varied from 160 p, to 170 p and the diameter
from 3 p to 4 p.

Investigations are proceeding. Full details of the
work will be submitted for publication elsewhere.

Our thanks are due to Major J. C. W. MacFarlane
and Sgt- J. Tait for their help with the venous blood
exammations.

J. D. Abbott
A. T. Roden
M. Yoeli

No. 2 Mobile Malaria Field Laboratory,
R.A.M-C.

^Papadaniel, Ann. Mid. Vit. (Oct. 1936).
* Piillebom, “Handbuch der Pathogenen Mikroorganismen”, 8 (1928).

Division of Labour in Ants

Modeen work on ant behaviour has shown that
there is much greater individuality between one
ant and another than was supposed. There is

great variation m the mdividual psychology of ants r

in their instmcts, m their powers of learnmg, in their

experience and their degrees of reaction to stimuli

(see Schneirla, Chen, et al.^ ) . This individuality reaches
its highest development m the Formicinse, where the
social integration is also greatest—a fact which has
appeared, to some people, surprismg.
The basic integratmg force of the ant conmnmity

is that the offsprmg have experience of living mothers
in their midst, while they themselves are sterile. The
queens thus represent the shared fertility of the
workers. This factor, coupled with the emotional
bond of frequent mutual regurgitation, and the
psychological and physiological similarity of the
individual workers of the colony, leads to a most
intimate mental and physical relationship.

Thus an ant reacts very quickly to the reaction
of its neighbours ; and when one ant responds to a
stimulus, the other ants in close proximity to it are
stimulated to similar reaction unless they are already
reacting to a stronger stimulus, or their response to
that particular stimulus is already fully satisfied.

The gesticulatory antennal commimication system
is an entirely adequate method of communication for

the working of this method of the division of labour.

One ant feeling hunger will leave the nest and forage,

exciting other workers which it meets to do the same

;

another ant is stimulated to undertake the building
operations required in another part of the nest, and
similarly attracts other ants to that operation. These
initial respondants to the stimuli are termed the
‘excitement centres’®.

The strength of the ‘excitement centre’ weakens
as the operation nears completion or the reaction of

the individual is satisfied, and eventually it fails

completely. The operation will often be changed
owing to the creation of a new stimulus ; licking

the larvae may change to going out to forage if they
show signs of hunger, or to moving them to a more
humid chamber if they show signs of desiccation.

The ‘excitement centres* also function withm the
various operations causing the attraction and counter-

attraction of ants between the various centres of
activity.
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Worker-polymorpliism accounts for very little of

the division of labour in ants, although the soldier

reacts differently to stimuli from its fellow workers.

The mechanism of the division of labour depends
on the reaction of the individual ant, and it is of

considerable interest that in the ants the factors of

individual variation in behaviour and social integra-

tion are complementary and not in conflict.

Derek Wragge Moreey
75 Gloucester Place,

London, W.l.

^ Schneirla, T. 0., /. Comp, Psychol, 16, 243 (1933) ; 17, 303 (1934)

S3, 41 (1941) ; 35, 149 (1943) ,
J New York Soe,, 52, 153

(1944) and other papers. Chen, S. 0., Physiol. Zool , 10, 420,

437 (1938).

‘Wragge Morley, B. D., in the press.

Atmospheric Pressure Changes

The pressure in the atmosphere at any point is

determmed by the weight of air above that pomt, so

that pressure changes depend on the three-dimensional
held of motion. The relation is normally expressed

by the pressure-tendency equation :

ou

= —Jg
dxv (py) dz.

where is the rate of change of pressure p at
at

height g is the acceleration due to gravity, p the
density, and v the wind vector.

It is customary to examine the pressure tendencies

associated with certain theoretical approximations
to the wind. The large divergence of the geostropic

wind J when the latter has a north or south com-
ponent has recently led Jeffreys^ to recall the para-

dox that storms should move with a velocity com-
parable with that of sound unless they have a special,

but xmknown, kmd of structure.

This is not the case, smce there is in the atmosphere
a natural brake mechanism which forces all pressure

systems to move with relatively slow speeds. A good
approximation to the wind is a:ffbrded by the gradient

wind G, defined with its magnitude G by the equation

where x is the curvature of the trajectory (positive

in anticyclonic motion) and X = 2oi sin 9, <0 being

the earth’s angular velocity and 9 the latitude.

Making use of an expression due to Matthewman^,
the rate of change of pressure p associated with the
gradient approximation is, very closely.

dt

dx

ds

where ^ denotes space differentiation along the
os

stream-line and % is the south-north component of
G. f is the distance from the centre of the earth.

Each term on the right-hand side is potentially very
large, and some further mechanism is required to

explain why the observed pressure changes are
invariably so small. In a non-steady pressure field,

the trajectories of air particles differ from the in-

stantaneous stream-Imes. In order to show the
mechanisai of control, it is sufficient to represent this

differ^ce by

(x — Xg) — G xg sin 0

for a pressure system moving eastwards at speed G
without distortion. The suffix s relates to the stream-

Ime, and 0 is the angle from which the gradient

wind blows, measured clockwise from north.

The tendency equation then takes the form

0

dxg ^ 2£o cos 9 ^ It

^ - GxgS % - —Y vajdp

Now G is dependent on the pressure tendency itself,

being, in fact, proportional to its local value.

IS, therefore, implicit on the right-hand side of the

equation as well as explicit on the left, and one may
effectively transpose the terms containing G by

writing

dt Xj \ ds ds r J
•

It IS possible to assess the magnitude of all terms,

including F, from synoptic charts of the free atmo-

sphere. Alternatively, one may carry the theoretical

work a stage further by examining the typical upper

pressure distributions associated with the commonly
observed surface pressure systems. A more detailed

account of the theoretical work will appear elsewhere,

by courtesy of the Director of the Meteorological

Office, London.
The equation has been applied to schematic models

of warm-sector depressions, cold depressions, warm
anti-cyclones, cold high-pressure ridges, developing

secondary depressions and frontal waves, and to

systems of straight north-south isobars. In each case

F may be represented explicitly in terms of the

(vertically integrated) parameters of the pressure and

stream-line fields. Its value is normally between

10 and 50 in middle latitudes, though it can be even

higher : it may therefore be regarded as a control

factor, and only a fraction of the large pressure

tendencies suggested by the terms on the right-hand

side of the above equations can in practice ever be

realized.

The braking mechanism in the movement of

pressure systems thus lies in the distortion of the

trajectory which the movement itself creates. The

normal movement of systems can be explained on

the basis of the gradient wind approximation. (A

discussion of this approximation is appended to the

full paper.) By a refinement of the theory it is

further possible to discriminate between fast- and

slow-moving systems, and to show how the method

is capable of yielding information on the develop-

ment as well as the translation of the pressure

system. Smce only a contribution of the order of

25 X ^ need be sought m examining the field of

dt

divergence, a much more hopeful outlook on the

synoptic problem of pressure changes should emerge.

C. H. B. Pribstbey
Whitecroft,

Little Chalfont,
Amersham.
Nov. 9.

Jeffreys, H., Quart. J. Roy. Met. Soc., 117 (Jan. 1946),

* Matthewman, A. G., PhU. Mag., in the press.
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Thickness Measurements of Thin Films

I bBxID With interest the description by Gunn and
Soott^ of their method of measuring the thickness

of thm films. I have been using the same method
for some time, but have found necessary a number
of modifications and precautions which it may be
helpful to record.

Gunn and Scott use multiple-beam wedge inter-

ference with monochromatic light between a reference

surface and a slide on which the film is deposited.

Silver IS evaporated over the slide and the film, and
at a film border the step corresponding to the film

thickness gives rise to a displacement of the mter-
ference frmges. The method suffers from the slight

disadvantage that in measurmg the fringes with the
travelling microscope a certain area of the slide is

covered, and, therefore, if accurate figures are to be
obtained the film must be uniform in thickness and
the slide plane over this area. These requirements
can be avoided if white light is used and the frmge
system observed by means of a spectrometer. Other
advantages, such as improved sharpness, of these
Trmges of equal chromatic order’ are treated in

detail by S. Tolansky^ in another connexion.
The technique is to project an image of a line of

the mterference surfaces on to the slit of a spectro-

meter, the line crossing a film border. In this way
the thickness at a single point of the film border is

determined.
Inaccuracies in both methods arise due to the

imperfect reflectivity of silver at visible wave-lengths.
This causes the phase change upon refiexion to differ

appreciably from 180°, and the equation governing
interference must be written (normal incidence)

nk — 2]it + 28,

where 8 takes account of the phase change. If a
relative fringe displacement is to correspond to a
change in optical thickness only, then 8 must be
consbant. However, 8 depends on the substance in

front of the silver and, for semi-opaque silvering,

also on the substance backing the silver. Therefore,

m the case of interference with transmitted light an
error will certainly bo introduced due to the change
in refractive index at the film border of the substance
backing the silver ; unless, mdeed, the film under
consideration has the same index as the glass sup-
porting slide. Thus accurate measurement of film

thickness is made possible only by having opaque
silvering over glass and film, and using interference

in refiexion rather than in transmission.

0 0*2 04 0-6 0*8 1*0

Bllm thickness t

Wave-leiigiii 4

In measurmg the optical thiclmess \},t by depositing
the film over the silvered glass slide, a similar error
IS mtroduced, of the order of 20 per cent m for a
film 400 A. thick.

Another phenomenon in the measurement of re-

fractive index is that the effective optical thickness,
as determmed by the interference method, is not [if

for films less than about one wave-length thick but
follows the curve shown, in which the effective

refractive index n' = effective optical thickne_s3

actual thickness t

IS plotted agamst for a true refractive
wave-length X

index of 1*6.

This curve has been deduced theoretically by the
application of Maxwell’s equations, but has also been
verified by experiment.

It is seen that, owing to this effect and to the
phase change on refiexion, large errors can be mtro-
duced m measurements on very thin films.

I am greatly indebted to K, Donaldson, a member
of Dr. Tolansky’s team at the University of Man-
chester, for mtreducing me to the technique and
difficulties of multiple-beam mterferometry.

K. W. Plbssner
Electrical Engineermg Department,

Imperial College of Science and Technology,
London.
Hov. 14.

A. F., and Scott, It A., Natim, 158, 621 (1946).
® Tolansky, S., J. Sci. Insir., 22, 161 (1945).

Choice of a ‘Reality Index' for Suspected
Cyclic Variations

Thebe are natural phenomena which, without
being purely periodical in character, show cyclic

variations with maxima of different height, minima
of different depth and varymg mtervals between
consecutive maxima or minima. While m many
cases the cyclic variations are so strongly marked
that there can be no doubt as to their reality, in

other cases it might be difficult to decide whether
the variations appearing in a series of observed
quantities are of real significance or not. In the
latter cases it would be advantageous ifwe could find

a ‘reality index’ which would mdicate the degree of

reality of suspected cyclic variations in a similar

manner as, for example, in the calculus of correlation

the correlation coefficient expresses the degree of

relationship between two sets of observed quantities.

In an earlier communication^, I reported on a
function which could be used as criterion for the
reality of cyclic variations. This function is really

the probability that the number of extrema actually

found is less than the number which would be ex-

pected if the terms of the series were distributed at

random. This criterion, however, has the followmg
disadvantage : it holds good only for long cycles,

but not for short ones. If, for example, in a sufficiently

long series of observed numbers large numbers always
alternate with small ones, the existence of a short-

cycle variation is very probable. Thus the reality

mdex should, in this case, have a value near 1 ; the
above function, however, is zero in this case.

A more suitable reality index can be found by
making use of an interesting investigation by W. O,

Kermack and A. G. McKendrick®. These authors

pointed out that, in an infinitely long series ,ef
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quantities distributed at random, tiie mean length
of a ‘run’ is 2-5, and that the standard deviation from

this average is given hy S = where r denotes

the number of runs counted. By ‘run’ is meant
either a sequence of decreasing terms beginning with
a maximum and endmg with a minimum, or a
sequence of increasing terms beginnmg with a mmi-
mum and endmg with a maximum ; and by length
of a run is meant the number of terms of which the
run consists, the two extrema at the begmning and
the end of the run being included. If the series is

finite, the first run begins with the first term of the
series and the last run ends with its last term, while
all the other runs begin and end with extrema as
stated above. In this case the mean length of a
run (for random distribution) is less than 2-5 ; but
if the series is not too short, the difference between
2-5 and the accurate mean length of a run can be
neglected.

Consider a senes ofN observed quantities contam-
ing B extrema (that is, B terms which are either
greater or less than both their neighbours). Then
L, the observed average length of a run in this
series, and r, the number of nms, obviously are given

by X == T? and r = ^ + 1. If we put D =
Jtii 1

L — 2 ‘5, then, according to the results obtained by
Kermack and McKendrick, a suitable reality mdex R
should fulfil the followmg conditions :

(1) i2 = 0fori) = 0, (2) i2 = 0-5forD= ±8,
(3) i2->lforD~>oo, (4) i?~>lfor^~>0andi:)=l=0.

Among all the functions satisfying these conditions
it will, for practical purposes, be best to choose one
for which the calculation is as easy as possible. I
therefore propose to take

p -

as reality index for suspected cyclic variations. Then,
values of R near 0 would refute the supposition of
cyclic variations, values of R near 1 would point
to their reality, while values of R near 0-6 would
leave the question doubtful.
Sometimes it may happen that cyclic variations

are covered by secondary fiuctuations ofan accidental
character ; these fiuctuations may arise from errors
of observation or may have their origin in the
observed phenomenon itself. In this case it will be
necessary to eliminate the secondary fluctuations by
forming averages of the observed quantities in order
to reveal the cyclic variations. An example will
elucidate the application ofthe proposed reality index
to a given series of observed quantities.
The heights of all simspot maxima observed

hitherto are characterized by the following Zurich
numbers: 92-6, 86*5, 116*8, 158*6, 141*2, 49*2,
48*7, 71*7, 146*9, 131*6, 97*9, 140*5, 74*6,
87*9, 64*2, 105*4, 78 1, 119*2. This series con-
sists of 18 terms, 11 of them being extrema. Thus
we have iV" = 18 and B ^ 11 ; hence, r = 12,
iS» = 0*05,jD==: 2*4,D= - 0*1, J2 = 0*2. (The value
of is given here only to one decimal place ; for
its more accurate calculation is impracticable be-
cause of the shortness of the series concerned.) The
small value of R indicates no cyclic variation in the
above series. This is interesting, because some
authors have concluded from the sequence of seven
alternating terms near the end of the series that

high sunspot maxima generally alternate with low
ones. This conclusion is mcompatible with the small
value of R,
Now take rumiing averages of every four con-

secutive quantities of the above series. The resulting

senes is: 113 4, 125*5, 116*2, 99*4, 77*7, 79 1,

99*7, 112*0, 129*2, 111*2, 100*2, 91*8, 83*0,

83*9, 91*7. The number of terms has decreased
to 15 and the number of extrema to 4. Thus N = 15

and ^ == 4 ; hence, r = 5, ^8^ = 0 12, = 3 8,

D = -|- 1-3, JS=:0*9. This value of the reality

index R is so near 1 that the existence of real cyclic

variations is beyond question. But as the value of

R for the original series was only 0*2, it is clear

that the cyclic variations in the height of sunspot
maxima are covered by secondary fluctuations.

I hope the reality mdex as proposed here will

prove to be useful for the study of cyclic variations

m many branches of science.

W. Gleissberg
University Observatory,

Bayazit, Istanbul.

Nov. 2.

1 Nature, 157, 663 (1946)
* Ptoc, Roy, Soe, Edin,, 57, 228 (1936).

Mathematical Technology

The new synthesis in mathematics discussed by
Erd^lyi and Todd and in the leading article in Nature
of November 16 has had a long wait for explicit

recognition. Ignored or sniffed at by ‘real’ mathe-
maticians and, because of his natural tendency to

mathematical irredentism, a worry to department-
alized institutions, the mathematical interproior has
for too long lurked in a scientific and administrative
underworld. Por that matter, there is no such thing,

officially, as a ‘mathematician’; be has to be described
either as a teacher, a physicist, or a statistician, even
if non© of them.

There is as much permanent beauty in this branch
of mathematics as in any other, for those who can
recognize it. Essentially this new. synthesis centres

about what may be termed ‘mathematics of organ-
isation’, and thus draws from material scattered all

over the conventional mathenoatical ‘subjects’, as

well as from subjects, such as the design of office

forms and filing systems, the mathematical content
of which is not derived from the dynamics of material
systems, and is therefore classed as ‘recreations’ or

‘trivia’ m academic mathematics.
The controlling science of this interpretative mathe-

matics is logic. The electrotechnical materialization
of axiom systems has become known to most people
recently ; not only the theoretical foundations, but
also day-to-day practice demand explicit knowledge
of logic and scientific method. This necessity was
pointed out to me some years ago by the late H.
Glauert. He said, “If anybody brings you a differ-

ential equation to solve, find out the physical problem
it is supposed to com© from. Nine times out of ten

it doesn’t arise.” Very rarely in technical work, and
practically never in statistical work, is the question

submitted the one that needs to be solved. Worse,
the computational problem is usually submitted after

the experiment has been done, and has been done
to give answers to the wrong problem. The inter-

pretative mathematician thus needs, besides tech-

nical qualifications, considerable powers of persuasion

in order to discover what his client reahy needs.
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Also it IS almost essential that he should have worked
in a cognate field of research, not as a mathematician.
The trouble is that scientific workers are never

explicitly taught scientific method and argument.
Even statistical techniques are taught without this

foundation, and, therefore, often degenerate into a
modern Pythagorian mysticism. It is noteworthy
that, m my experience, the best junior computors
are, ceteris panbus, not science but hbrarianship

students. The course for hbrarianship includes those

essentials of logic and classification that are essential

in the intelligent operation of computmg schedules,

calculatmg machmes and strategic computing m-
stallations of the punched card and electronic type.

(Use of highly trained scientific or mathematical
workers for whole-time computation is a waste of

valuable skill.)

Inasmuch as we tram scientific men to answer
questions but not to ask them, we cannot complam
if strategical computors are described as ‘electronic

brains*. The interpretative mathematician, by devis-

ing machinery to answer questions, is, with his

colleague the technologist who devises machmery to

perform actions, makmg it possible for human beings

to live like human beings, instead of like machines,
especially in clerical activities. He needs no apology,

but he does need opportunity and facilities.

R. A. Faibthobnb
S.M.E. Computing Laboratory,
Royal Aircraft Establishment,

South Farnborough,
Hants.

Establishment of Cytochemical Techniques

In 1936 there appeared an admirable book
“Histochemie Animale*’, by L. Lison. In this book,
Lison tried to teach chemistry to the histologists, and
by the weight of his own reasoning he was forced to

discard a great many time-honoured histological

methods the validity of which had never been really

investigated. Recently, in an article entitled

“Establishment of Cytochemical Techniques*’^, J. F.

Danielli endeavours to do a similar thmg for cyto-

chemistry, and, smce some of his criticisms concern

techniques which form the backbone of modem
cytochemistry, it might, perhaps, be feared that his

remarks will leave the cytochemist with a gloomy
feelmg of bemg suspended in mid-air without any
reliable method to clmg to. There is no doubt, how-
ever, that Dr. Danielli’s plea for more exactness in

cytochemistry is necessary and justified, and it is

to be hoped that his article will have the same
wholesome effect as Lison’s book.
One of the points raised by Dr. Danielli concerns

a technique which has been used at the Carlsberg

Laboratory, and I should therefore like to add a
few clarifying remarks. The principle involved is to

stratify a cell by centrifugation, divide it and examine
“the distribution of substances in the various frag-

ments so obtamed”. This we have done in several

cases^*®, and we still believe that the conclusions

drawn from these experiments are valid. Danielli’s

example of the untrustworthiness of the method con-

cerns a case in which the respiration of the halves of

sea-urchin eggs added up to more than the respira-

tion of the intact egg. This, however, is concerned
with the distribution of respiratory activity, and K.
Linderstrom-Lang and I have, for the very reason

illustrated by this example, repeatedly stressed^*® the

fact that the only conclusions to be drawn from
experiments of this type are those based on the
quantitative distribution of substances. In the case
of an enzyme, as in our peptidase experiments, it

is therefore necessary to kill the cell fragments.
,
to

remove diffusion difficulties by thorough cytolysis,

to make sure of free contact between enzyme and
substrate under conditions which are standardized
for the enzyme determmation, and to check that
under these conditions the amount of enzyme found
in the halves adds up to the value for the whole egg.
Ifthese provisions are made, we think that deductions
are justified ; but such deductions permit, of course,
only indirect conclusions with regard to physiological
activity.

H. Holteb
Carlsberg Laborator).^

Copenhagen.
‘ DanieUi, J. F., Nature, 157, 755 (1946)
• Phihpson, T., Compt rend. lab. Carlsberg, 20, No. 4 (1933).

*Holter, H., J Cell, and Comp. Physiol, 8, 179 (1936).

^Linderstrom-Lang, K
,
Compt rend. Lab Carlsberg, 19, No. 13 (1932).

• Lmderstrom-Lang, K
,
and Holter, H., Ergeb. der Enzymforsck ,

3, 309 (1934) (see p. 311).

It is most pleasing to read Dr. Holter’s firm re-

statement of the basic principles which he and his

colleagues at the Carlsberg Laboratory regard as
essential in cytochemical studies by ‘stratification’

methods. We are completely m agreement on these
points.

Most of the correspondence which has reached me
on this matter has expressed agreement with the
emphasis which I placed on the need for caution.

Of the few dissentients, none has complained of
feelmg “suspended in mid-air”; nevertheless, I con-
tinue to hope that their position will ultimately
become plam to them.

J. F. Dakcelli
Chester Beatty Research Institute,

Fulham Road,
London, S.W.3.

Effect of Pressure on Crystal Growth
I HAVE been greatly interested in the comments

arising from my suggestion that the expansion of
setting plaster-of-Paris might be due to the pressure
exerted by crystals of gypsum growing non-iso-

tropically in a not completely confined space^. The
original suggestion was speculative, and it was made
clear that it had no direct experimental confirmation.
Undoubtedly, more direct proof would be required
before it is accepted. Butm pure water or in solutions
of accelerators, in which expansion is greatest, the
rate of growth parallel to the o-axis is some 10-20
tunes greater than that perpendicular to th© c-axis,

and a considerable relative mcrease in solubility

would be required to make the rate of growth
parallel to the c-axis negligible compared with that
perpendicular to it. It is not possible to express this

in quantitative terms, or translate it into a force ;

but while experimental proof is lacking, the suggestion

cannot be dismissed a priori, and is at least a possible

explanation of a phenomenon for which no reasonable

alternative is available.

F. R. Himswokth
I.C.I. (Billingham Division), Ltd.,

BiUiagham.
1 168. 13, 684 (1946).
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X-RAY ANALYSIS IN THE STEEL

INDUSTRY

X-RAY analysis m tho steel industry formed the
subject of a conference organised by the X-Ray

Analysis Group of the Institute of Physics, and held

at Sheffield on November 8 and 9. Dr. W. H. Taylor
presided over a well-attended meeting.

One of the main X-ray methods used in the study
of the structure of steels and associated materials is

that based on the Debye-Scherrer powder technique.

The Conference opened appropriately with a paper
by Dr. A. J. Bradley^ on how to use this technique
in problems requirmg the highest possible accuracy
in measurements of the intensity and position of the
diffraction lines. Using specimens of thm annealed
wires of platmum or copper in a powder camera of
the Bradley-Jay type, he showed that it is possible

to resolve the Kcc doublet for all Imes of the diffraction

pattern down to the smallest angle reflexions. With
a good reflecting material, therefore, the technique is

capable of givmg very high standards of definition.

Dr. Bradley then went on to consider the disturbmg
eflects of such factors as height of the collimating

slits, size and absorption of the specimen, and varia-

tions m the focal spot of the X-ray tube. He showed
how they would iiifluence the position and intensity

of the diffraction lines, but gave formulae for deducing
the true values. He also drew comparisons between
the photometer and the human eye as instruments
for assessing the line positions and intensities. He
finds that the photometric curve of a line is of the
form y ^ Aj{B when y is the height at a
distance x from the peak ; this, to a first approxi-
mation, gives a parabolic top to a line. He concludes
that the blackening of a line as seen by eye is

inversely proportional to the latus rectum of this

parabola ; also that the eye sees only the top and
upper slopes of the lines, and sees the width of a line

as the distance between those points where the
curvature of the photometric record changes sign

from the convex appearance at a peak to the concave
appearance between peaks. He ended by showing
how best to interpret both the visual and the photo-
metric measurements.

Dr. G. W. Brindley, who opened a brief discussion,

directed attention to the problem of estimating the
proportions ofmaterialsm a mixture from the relative

intensity of the lines from the mdividual constituents.

He gave examples where the estimation could be
very seriously m error because the particles were of
different size and absorbing power.
The second paper was a contribution by Dr. W. A.

Wood®, on the application of X-rays to the study of
internal stresses and deformation in iron and steel.

The X-ray method for internal stresses, as first used,
particularly in Germany, depended on measuring the
lattice dimensions of a test piece in various directions,

and treating the difference between these values and
the normal unstressed lattice parameters as elastic

strains, from which, with the aid ofstandard elasticity

theory, the equivalent mternal stresses could in prin-

ciple be deduced. This early procedure was described
at previous conferences. Dr. Wood therefore con-
fined himself to a review of the method in the light

of Ms work at the National Physical Laboratory
on the changes m lattice dimensions and macro-
struibture of the metallic grain under known applied
str^ses. These researches showed that the early
^ocedpre must used with caution* One reason is

that the lattice stress-strain cur\^es cease to follow
Hooke’s law when the primitive external elastic range
of the steel is exceeded. This means that plastic

deformation of itself results in permanent interna]

stresses which become superposed on the applied or
macro-stress, and results m a residual lattice strain

Another reason is that the extent of this residual

strain remaming on removal of the stress differs for

different crystallographic planes ; therefore the early

procedures for stress determmation could lead to a

different answer accordmg to the particular planes
used for measurement. Fmally, since the magnitude
of the residual strain associated with a given lattice

plane depends on the previously applied stress, the
stress-strain ratios, or apparent elastic moduli, have
not the fixed values required by the simple pro-
cedures. Dr. Wood attributed these effects to the
conditions associated with breakdown of the perfect
grams of the primitive elastic range into the smaller
disoriented crystallites produced during plastic

deformation, and the fact that the X-rays examine
only certain selections of these orientations. The
breakdown is shown by the peripheral spread of
the reflexion spots into continuous arcs along the
diffraction rings ; a lower limit to the crystallite size

this produces is shown by the fact that later radial

broadening of the diffraction ring reaches a steady
value. In conclusion, Dr. Wood pointed out that
although the use of the X-ray method calls for new
discrimination, in particular the desirability of con-
fining measurements to planes showmg minimum
residual strain and longest elastic ranges, at the same
time it has brought to light previously unknown
properties of the metallic lattice.

Mr. G. B. Greenough, in discussion, indicated that
he had repeated the work of Dr. Wood and confirmed
the presence of the internal strains produced in the
plastic range. He gave figures for the residual strains
of various planes in aluminium and magnesium as
well as iron, and emphasized the point that whereas
mechanical measurements take an average over all

the grams, X-ray methods select grains of certain
orientations, thus taking account of anisotropy. He
also directed attention to the theories of Masing
and Heyn on the production of internal stresses
as the result of the irregularity in deformation of
differently oriented grains in polycrystalline aggreg-
ates.

The third paper, by Mr. H. J. Goldschmidt®,
dealt with the application of X-rays to the study of
electro-deposited layers of chromium on steel. Mr.
Goldschmidt had exammed the structural conditions
associated with layers of high hardness and wear-
resistance, and found that these properties are decided
largely by the base metal and the conditions at the
interface. In a good deposit, the electrolytic hydrogen
enters the steel surface in the initial stages of
deposition and expands the lattice to a size favour-
able for linking with the chromium eventually
deposited. The linkage is metastable j and, after
plating is finished, the tendency of the steel and the
chromium to revert to their natural lattice dimensions
leads to marked internal strains, Mr. Goldschmidt
considers that these strains are the essential cause of
the great hardness and wear-resistance. He has foujq^
that in poor-quality deposits no such linkage occurs,
the iron and chromium lattices being separate. Mr.
Goldschmidt has also applied the X-ray method to

the study of the structural changes on annealing
the samples up to 1,000° C., and distinguishes
between three classes of occluded hydrogen according
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to the firmness of binding in the lattice. His
points were illustrated by a number of intorestmg

slides.

Dr. W- Bottoridgo, commenting on this paper,

referred to results ho has obtained in examination of

thicker deposits of chromium. He behoves that

conditions at the interface would not influence the
properties of the outer layers of a thick deposit. Dr.

T. LI. Richards considered that Goldschmidt’s experi-

ments explain the mechanism of adhesion rather than
enhanced wear resistance and hardness. The ex-

planation of these properties is not, however, one

of the simpler problems confronting the X-ray
worker.

The next paper introduced other difficult problems.
This paper was by Dr. A. H. Jay^ under the provo-
cative title of his successes and failures m X-ray
applications . Ho began with four failures . The firstwas
lack of success in detecting the graphite in cast iron ;

this he attributed to the erosion of the graphite on
preparmg the cast iron surface and the formation of

pits into which the incident X-rays did not sufficiently

penetrate. The second was the failure to estimate
the amount of silica in zircon flour to nearer than

2 per cent ; a task, however, which, his hearers might
have thought, would have been expected to be
troublesome. The third was the difficulty ofestimatmg
quantitatively the constitution of iron ores, because
some constituents, for example, goethite or limonite,

gave such poor X-ray reflexions that they could be
present to an appreciable amoxmt and remain un-
detected. The fourth was the failure of X-rays to

detect any difference of structure m a steel when it

was in the tough condition and when it was m the
‘temper brittle’ condition. Dr. Jay then tempered
the breeze by referring, though more briefly, to his

successes. He quoted two : first, his establishing the
difference in structure between steel in the tempered
and the annealed condition, the former exhibitmg
partial recrystallization only of its constituents and
the latter full recrystallization ; secondly, a successful

determination of the desirable chemical changes in

refractory bricks during manufacture, and the light

thrown on the mechanism of failure which might
occur during firing. It is well known that he could
have quoted others.

The Conference concluded with a paper by Prof.

G. I.Fmch on the rather different, but complementary,
field of surface structure covered by electron diffrac-

tion. Prof. Pinch® set out to show the type of problem
to which this technique could be usefully applied,

and illustrated his points by slides showing a fascin-

atmg series of electron diffraction patterns. He began
by a group demonstratmg the use ofthe technique for
studying the degree of order of the atomic arrange-
ment m a surface of thin film, the diffraction patterns
rangiag from the diffuse halo of the disordered state
to the sharp rings or diffraction spots characteristic

of crystallinity. He then illustrated his experiments
on the Beilby layer associated with polished surfaces
of metals and inorganic crystals, and demonstrated
the interesting point that the amorphous layer,

though undoubtedly produced durmg polishing, did
not always persist as a disordered layer but might
s^ntaneously crystallize to the structure of the
substrate, particularly on well-defined cleavage
planes. Prof. Pinch ended by showing electron pat-
terns obtamed during his later researches on the
mechanism of crystal growth and the manner in

which minute crystals were influenced by the struc-
ture of the surface on which they were deposited. In

conclusion, he certainly succeeded m making his
hearers ‘electron-diffraction conscious’.

W. A. Wood
^ ‘‘The Intensity KeUtions of Debye-Scherrer Powder Diffraction

Lines”, A. J. Bradley,
®“The Application of X-Bays to Study of Internal Stresses and

Deformation”, W. A Wood.
* “An X-Ray Investigation of Blectrodeposited Chromitim”, H. J

Goldschmidt
‘‘‘Some Successes and Failures in the Application of X-Rays to

Industrial Problems”, A. H Jay.
“ ‘‘The Surface Structure of Metals”, G. I. Finch.

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC
AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.

NEW ZEALAND
ANNUAL REPORT

The twentieth annual report of the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research, New

Zealand, covers the year 1945-46 (Wellington : Gov.
Prmter. 25.). Mr. D. E. Sullivan, Mmister responsible
for the Department, refers m his introductory state-

ment to the way m which the Department has kept
abreast of scientific developments overseas durmg
the later years of the War, iustancing the use of
radar to assist coastal navigation and of antibiotics

to assist the control of plant and animal diseases.

The necessity of maintaiumg close personal contact
with laboratories and research stations in other
countries has led to a policy of sending young men
of science abroad for varymg periods to gam ex-
perience and provide a reserve of framed personnel
to meet the increasmg demand for scientific services.

The secretary’s report refers to the groupmg of the
Department’s activities into the Auckland Industrial
Development Laboratories, which has made good
progress during the year. It is hoped that new
activities sponsored in the Laboratories may ultim-
ately be taken over by imits of industry and serviced
therefrom, leavmg the Laboratories to concentrate
on further research and development, and to under-
take only such specialized services as are essential to
industry and yet unlikely to be provided in New
Zealand by private firms. It is also anticipated that
the policy and organisation in relation to secondary
industries of the Dominion Physical Laboratory, the
Auckland Industrial Development Laboratories and
the Defence Development Section, Christchurch, will

do much to strengthen the link between research and
secondary industries. During the year the Radio
Development Laboratory and other sections in

Wellmgton have been absorbed into the Dominion
Physical Laboratory, and the chemical, physical and
engmeering activities have been grouped to meet
more readily the requirements of the secondary
industries.

Durmg the year the Soil Bureau, Grasslands

Division and Botany Division have combmed m
investigations covering areas where soil erosion is in

progress or threatens. Over considerable parts of

the Dominion the decrease of soil fertility through
erosion can now be measured, and means for checking

the losses indicated. The Grasslands and Botany
Divisions have carried out surveys and initiated

investigations, on hill country m both Islands,

designed to conserve soil fertility. Other work of

the Soil Bureau has covered soil chemistry, physios
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and biotics, while the Botany Division of the Plant
Research Bureau has continued to investigate weed
problems, some of which, such as nassella, constitute

a serious threat to good pastoral land. The Grasslands
Division continues to breed, test and multiply im-
proved strains of grasses and clovers, while studies

of the best utilization of these by the animal, direct

and through conservation, as silage or hay, are pro-
ceeding. Similar investigations on arable supple-

mentary fodder crops, both alone and in association

with pastures, are in progress in the Agronomy
Division, which also contmues to produce high-
quality seeds for certification. The Entomology
Division has focused its attention on the grass-grub,

the major insect pest affectmg pastures, but has
completed its study of the control of cheese-mites,
in co-operation with the Dairy Research Institute,

which established the value of dichloroethyl ether
for this purpose. The Plant Diseases Division, in

dealmg with a wide range of diseases affectmg crops,

has included numerous trials of new insecticides such
as D.D.T. and ‘Gammexane’ as well as investigations

on proofing canvas, etc., against fungal attack and
the control of moulds which stain plaster walls.

Much of the work of this Division has been carried
out in collaboration with other divisions, for example,
the Plant Chemistry Laboratory, where an investiga-
tion of the value of antibiotics for control of plant
and animal diseases and the exploration of New
Zealand flora for new strains has been initiated. The
Plant Research Laboratory has also investigated
hormone weed-killers such as 2 ; 4-dichlorophenoxy-
acetio acid ; while investigationsbythe Plant Diseases,
Botany and Soil Survey Divisions of the yellow-leaf
disease of PJiormium (New Zealand ‘flax’) indicate
that the disease occurs on soils where other plants
suffer from mineral deficiency. The relation of
phormium to shortages of trace elements is being
examined, and the Botany Division has amassed
much information on the management of phormium
plantations which should be valuable in placing the
industry on a sounder basis.

Work at the Wheat Research Institute has led
to the breeding of a new high-protein wheat givmg
excellent baking quality, and the wheat and flour-

testmg services of the Institute have been used to
keep damage to flour through unfavourable harvest
conditions at a manageable level. A new millmg
machme devised by the Institute to give an 80 per
cent extraction without loss of nutritive quality in
the flour has proved satisfactory in commercial trials.

Tobacco research has revealed a variety which
possesses good resistance to black root-rot, a disease
which is now appearing in certain types of soil, and
promismg results have been obtained in trials of a
new type of curing-kiln conducted m collaboration
with the Chemical Engineering Section of the
Dominion Laboratory. Fertilizer experiments, nutri-
tional studies and a soil survey of tobacco blends
are other activities in this field.

Investigations under the Dairy Research Institute
have included land-cress taint in cream and butter,
thp use of ‘Parchfoir and ‘Pliofilm’forwrapping butter
packed in P%nus radiata boxes, trials of a method of
'^jfrapping matured cheese m ‘Pliofilm’, the use of
transparent wrapping materials for packmg skim-
nflik powder and the formulation of a specification
fot pi^Olwnent for wrapping butter. Final reports of
the Work oia the effect of mastitis as indicated by the
Hume modification of the bromthymol blue test on
the composition smd oheese^makiag properties of the

milk have been forwarded for publication, and wor
on sbarters for cheese manufacture, the cleanmg o
milkmg machines and on dairy cow nutrition ha
contmued. The Dairy Research Institute has als«

undertaken to compile, at the request of a committei
on which the various other bodies, such as the Whea
Research Institute, the Dominion Laboratory, th
Plant Chemistry Laboratory and the Otago Medica
School, also concerned with research on food foi

human consumption, are represented, the informatior
already in existence on the composition of the main
classes of dairy produce. Fruit cold-storage research
has continued on similar lines to those described in

the previous report, and some notes are included on
manurial investigations in the research orchard at
Appleby, and other investigations under the Plant
Diseases Division, Auckland, and the Cawthron
Institute, Nelson.
The Industrial Psychology Division has completed

its investigation into the attitudes and problems of
the girl worker in industry, and a report is being
published. Reportsarealso inpreparation on socialand
welfare activities in industry and on an investigation
on music in New Zealandfactories. An investigation
concerned with the personnel function of manage-
ment m the smallish firms, with the view of ascer-

taining what techniques of management are meeting
with success and the underlying attitudes of mind or

philosophy, is m its initial stages. Surveys and in-

vestigations were carried out for nineteen firms and
organisations, as well as vocational exammations
involving the use of psychological tests for seven firms
and one Government organisation. The New Zealand
Leather and Shoe Research Association contmued
investigations on the quality of sole leather, the effect

of perspiration on upper leather, and shoe comfort

;

and during the year a pilot drying plant suitable for

the conveyor system of shoe manufacture was designed
and erected. An investigation of the curing of calf-

skins was commenced during tho year.
The Manufacturers’ Research Committee has no

scientific or technical officers of its own, all industrial
projects being carried out in departmental or research
association laboratories, and as further trained staff

and equipment become available it is hoped to extend
the scientific services and testing organised under
the Committee and available to the large number of
small units in New Zealand which are unable to

provide such facilities for themselves. In particular,
it IS hoped shortly to offer service m fuel technology.
The Committee has during the year sponsored the
formation of a research association for the pottery
and ceramic industry. The Woollen Mills Research
Association in its first year of work carried out many
tests on unshrinkable finishes, and has studied lab-

oratory methods of dyeing after-chrome blacks, as
well as metachrome dye-baths in dyo-houses, by
means of pH measurements ; it was discovered
that under commercial conditions the use of ammon-
ium sulphate was an unreliable method ofneutralizing
alkali in scoured wool or for controlling the pH of

the dye-liquor. Tests have also been made of D.D.T.
and ‘Gammexane’ for the protection of wool against
carpet beetles.

Ln addition to the work of the Plant Research
Bureau already noted, there may be mentioned its

garden pea breedmg work, maize-breeding project,

linen flax investigations, studies of the toxicity to

farm animals of indigenous and exotic plants, and on
medicinal plants as well as seaweed investigations.

Valuable work on different aspects of tomato pro*
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duction and on the nse of small applications of cobalt

sulphate for the control of bush sickness has been
carried out at the Cawthron Institute. Research
work at the Canterbury Agricultural College on the

control of house-flies, on sheep dips, the pre-emergence

decay of peas and, at the Massey Agricultural College,

on plant propagation, drainage and the improvement
of mutton and wool, is also noted in the report,

which reviews further the activities of the Dominion
Laboratory in physical chemistry, ceramics, paint

and building research, chemical engmeering, metals
and corrosion, oil, bitumen and tar and coal survey.

The work of the Dominion Observatory m time
service and seismology continued on the usual lines,

and that of the Dominion Physical Laboratory has
been replanned in accordance with post-war needs.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
(Meeting marked with an asterisk * is open to the public)

Saturday, December 28
ROYAL Institution (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.l), at

Spin.—Prof H Hartridge, P.R.S • "Colours and How We See Them”
{Christmas Juvenile Lectures, 1).*

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
APPLICATIONS are mvited for the following appointments on or

before the dates mentioned :

Leotukbr in Porbnsio Mbdioine and Toxicology, and a Leoturee
m Hygiene and public Health—The Secretary, Channg Cross
Hospital Medical School, 62 Chandos Place, London, W.C.2 (Decem-
ber 30).
ASSISTANT Leotuebr (Grade Ilb) in Mechanical Engineering

—

The Secretary, The University, Edmund Street, Birmingham 3
(December 31).

Research Assistant, Milk Utilization Department, Auchincruive,
Ayr—-The Secretary, West of Scotland Agricultural College, 6 Blyths-
wood Square, Glasgow (December 31)
director of a Public health Laboratory in the Southern

Rhodesia Government Service—The High Commissioner for Southern
Rhodesia, 429 Strand, London, W.0.2 (December 31)
READERSHIP IN GEOGRAPHY, and the READERSHIP IN GEOLOGY,

tenable at Queen Marv CoUege^—The Academic Registrar, Umversity
of London, Senate House, London, W.C.l (December 31).
Educational Psychologist in the Ipswich Education Department

—The Chief Education Officer, 17 Tower Street, Ipswich (Decem-
ber 31).

Entomologist to cany out fundamental research on bees, and a
Biologist to assist m the research work of the Bee Research Depart-
ment—^The Secretary, Eothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden,
Herts (December 31).
Provincial Supervisor of the Kational Milk Testing Service in

the Bristol province under the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
—The Advisory Bacteriologist, 22 Berkeley Square, Bristol 8 (Decem-

Sbnior Laboratory technician in the Department op Path-
ology at Broadgreen Hospital, Edge Lane Drive, Liverpool—The
Medical Officer of Health, Hospitals Department, Gordon House,
Belmont Grove, Liverpool 6, endorsed ‘Laboratory Technicians*
(December 31)
Deputy City Analyst—The Medical Officer of Health, Public

Health Department, Leeds, endorsed ‘Deputy City Analyst* (Janu-
ary 8),

Head of the Department of Chemistry and Biology—The Clerk
to the Governors, South-East Essex Technical College and School of
Art, Longbridge Road, Dagenham, Essex (January 3)
Lecturer in Chemistry—The Clerk to the Governors, South-

East Essex Technical College and School of Art, Longbridge Road,
D^enham, Essex (January 6).

Lecturer in the Department of Animal Husbandry, and a
Lecturer in Biochemistry—The Bursar and Secretary, Royal
Veterinary College and Hospital, Royal College Street, London, K.W.l
(January 11).
Metallurgist as Chief Officer of the Liaison and Technical Service

Department—The Secretary, British Hon-Ferrous Metals Research
Aweiation, 81-91 Euston Sweet, London, N.W.l (January 11).
Principal Scientific Officer m the Radar Research and Develop-

ment Establishment of the Ministry of Supply-*—The Secretary, Civil
Smice Commission, 6 Burlington Gardens, London, W.l, quoting
No 1721 (January 13).
Chair of Geography, tenable at King's College—^The Academic

R^trar, University of London, Senate House, London, W.0.1
(January 14)
Senior assistant Observer—

T

he Director, The Observatory,
Cambridge (January 15).
Research Officer, and an Assistant Research Officer, in the

Pmonnel Research section ofthe Leather Industries Research Institute,
Rhodes University College, Grahamstown, South AMca—-The Secre-
^ry. Office of BUgh Commissioner for the Union of South AHica,
South Africa House, Trafalgar Square, London, W,0.2 (January 17).

Lecturer (Grade I) in the Department of chemistry—The
Secretary, Royal Technical College, Glasgow (January 18)

Chair of Electrical Engineering, and a Lecturer in Mathe-
matics, at Canteibiiry University College, Christchurch, New Zea-
land—The Secretary, Umversities Bureau of the British Empire, 24

Gordon Square, London, W C.l (January 31)
Lecturer in Architectural construction at Aucldand Univer-

sity College, Auckland, New Zealand—The Secretary, Umversities
Bureau of the British Empire, 24 Gordon Square, London, \\ C 1

(January 31) ^ ^
Chair of Mathematics tenable at the Imperial College of Science

and Technology—The Academic Registrar, University of London,
Senate House, London, W C 1 (February 6) « n

Official Fellowship in Chemistry—The Rector, Lincoln College,

Oxford (February 8)
Chair of Physiology—The Bursar, Royal Veterinary College,

Royal College Street, London, NW 1 (March 1) ,, ,

Chemist and Bacteriologist—The Chief Engineer, Mid-Wessex
Water Company, Frimley Green, Aldershot, endorsed ‘Chemist and
Bacteriologist'. „ ^ ^
Chief Laboratory Technician—The Medical Supermtendent,

Selly Oak Hospital, Birmingham.
Director of the South African Fisheries

m Cape Town—^The Scientffio Liaison Officer,

RESEARCH INSTITUTE
South Africa House,

Trafalgar Square, London, W 0.2.
, ,

Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering—The Registrar, Rings
College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne „
Plant Breeder in the Hop Research Department—The Secretary’,

Wve College, Wye, Ashford, Kent. ^ ^
Director of Research—The Secretary, Institute of Brewing,

Goring Hotel, Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W.l.

REPORTS and other PUBLICATIONS
(not included in the montJdg Books Supplement)

Great Britain and Ireland

International Committee for Bird Preservation (British Section)

Annual Report for 1941-1945, Pp 36. (London: Intemationaj
Committee for Bird Preservation, c/o Zoological Society, [1 i

Carnegie Umted Kingdom Trust. Thirty-second Annual R'eport.

1946. Pp viii -f 44. (Dunfermline : Carnegie Umted Kingdom Trus^
1946.) . .

[17

Empire Cotton Growing Corporation. Report of the Adtoimstrative

Council of the Corporation, submitted to the Twenty-fifth Annual
General Meeting on June 25th, 1946. Pp. ii -f 22. (London: Empire
Cotton Growing Corporation, 1946.) , „ .

1^7
Memoirs of the Cotton Research Station, Trinidad. 4

*

Genetics, No 26 ; (i) The Genetics of ‘Corkv’—(1) The New World
Alleles and their Possible Role as an Interspecific Isolating Mechanism,
by S. G. Stephens , (ii) The Crinkled Dwarf Allelomorph Series in

the New World Cottons, by J. B, Hutchinson; (lii) Evidence on
Chromosome Homology and Gene Homologym the Amphidiploid New
World Cottons, bv R A. Silow. Pp. 54. (London . Empire Cotton
Growing Corporation, 1946.) 2s. M, ^

ii7
Imperial Bureau of Soil Science. Technical Commumcation No.

43 * Land Classification for Land-Use Planning. By G. V. Jacks. Pp-
ui + 90 (Harpenden : Imperial Bureau of Soil Science,

**The Effects of the Atomic Bombs at Hiroshima and Nag^ki :

Report of the Bntish Mission to Japan. (Pubhshed for the Home
Office and the Air Ministry.) Pp. vi -f 22 -f 24 plates. (London .

H M. Stationery Office, 1946.) Is. net. __ t^7
Nuffield Foundation. Report of the Trustees for the Three Y^rs

ending 31 March 1946. Pp. 64. (London: Nuffield Foundation,

1946.) t^7

Broadcasting Policy. (Cmd. 6852.) Pp. 28. (London : H-M. Station-

ery Office, 1946.) 6d. net.
Department of Scientific and Industnal Research : Fuel Res^rch.

Survey Paper No. 68 : Rapid Survey of Coal Reserves and Production .

a First Appraisal of Results. Pp. vin + 24. (London. H.M. Statione^
Office, 1946.) 9d. net.

, _ |1®7
Mmistry of Health Salaries of Whole-time Public Health Meffical

Officers: Intenm Report ofAskwith Memorandum. Pp 12. (London:
H.M. Stationery Office, 1946 ) 2d. net. ^ ^

^[1®7
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, belles

B : Biological Sciences No. 586, Vol. 232 • Smoking and Tobacco
Pipesm New Guinea. By A. C. Haddon. Pp. 278 4- 7 plates. (London :

Cambridge University Press, 1946.) 60s
Impenal Bureau of Plant Breeding and Genetics, The New (Rneti^

in the Soviet Union. By P. S. Hudson and R, H. Rmhens. Pp. 88.

(Cambridge : Imperial Bureau of Plant Breeding and Genetics, Schow
of Agriculture, 1946.) 6s- „ i

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Section B (Biology).

Vol. 62, Part 2, No. 24 : The Use of Rats for Pressor Assaj^ of Pitmtery

Extracts, with a Note on Response to Histamine Adra^nne.
By F. W. Landgrebe, M. H. I. Macaulay and H. Waring. Pp. 202--2ip.

Is. 6d. Vol. 62, Part 2, No. 25 • Chemically Induced Mt^aicism in

Drosophila melanogaster. By Charlotte Aueibach, Pp. 211-222. 2s.

Vol. 62, Part 2, No. 26: Situs Inversus 'mceram in a White RAt
(Mm nowegicus). By Dr. R- A. R. Gresson. Pp. 223-224 -f 1

6d. (Edinburgh and London : Oliver and Boyd, 1946J [1^
Royal Society of Edinburgh. Plant Invades. By Sir Wimam

,

Wright Smith. (Address of the President at the Annual Statotory

Meeting, October 22, 1945.) Pp. 8, (Edinburgh and London : Oliver

and Boyd, 1946.) Is. U.
. „ ^ • a

University of Cambri<^e : Department of CoEoid Science. A mt
of Papers published during 1912-46 under the direction of Erie

Keightley Eideal, F.R.S., presented to him on Ms Resignation from

the John Humphrey Plummer Professorship of Colloid Spence, J^c
1946. Pp. 46. (Cambridge: Department of Colloid Scaence, The
University, 1946.) > 1^77
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John Innes Horticultural Institution. Thirtv-sixth Annual Eeport,
1945. Pp. 28. (London : John Innes Horticultural Institution,
1946) [177

Institute of Social Medicine, Oxford. First Annual Heport, 1945.
Pp. 20. (Oxford : Institute of Soml Medicine, 1946.) [177

College of the Pharmaceutical Society ot Great Britain Annual
Beport for 1945 ol the Kesearch Departments. Pp. 20. (London *

Pharmaceutical Society, 1946 ) [177
List of Whole-time Awards for Scientific Besearch, other than

Professorships, offered by Public and Private Bodies in Great Bntain
and Northern Ireland. Fourth issue Pp. 36 (London . Boyal
Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 1946.) Is. [177

Other Countries

Skrifter udgivne af Kommissionen for Danmarhs Flskeri- og
Havundersogelser. No 11 * Om Lunfjordens Torskebestaud. AX
Erik M. Poulsen. Pp. 136 4 50 kr No. 12 • Fisken- og Havunder-
sogelser ved Faeroerne Af A. Vedel T&mng Pp. 127. 5 50 kr No.
13 : Havets Planteverden i okologisk og produktionsbiologisk Belys-
ning. Af E Steemann Nielsen. Pp. 108. n p. (Kobenhavn : C A.
Beitzels Forlag, 1942-1944.) [17
Banish Review of Game Biology. Edited by Jagtraadets vildt-

biologiske Undersogelser. VoL 1, Part 1 ; The Species of Capillana
parasitic in the Digestive Tiact of Danish Gallinaceous and Anatme
Game Birds. By Holger Madsen. Pp. m + 112- (Copenhagen . J. H.
Schultz, Ltd., 1946.) [17
Meddelelser fra Kommissionen for Danmarks Fisken- og Havunder-

sogelser. Sene Hydrografi, Bind 3, Nr 2 The Influence of the
Currents in the Danish Waters on the Surface Temperature in Winter,
and on the Winter Temperature oi the Air By Aage J. C. Jensen,
Pp. 62. Sene Hydrografi, Bind 3, Nr. 3 * The Hydrography of the
West Greenland Fishing Banks By A. Kulench. Pp. 45 + 7 plates.
Sene Plankton, Bind 3, Nr 4 : Die Productions bedingnngen des
Phytoplanktons im tJbergangsgebiet zwischen der Nord- und Ostsee.
Von E. Steemann Nielsen. Pp 55. Sene Plankton, Bind 3, Nr. 5

:

Investigations on the Quantity and Distribution of Zooplankton in
Icelandic Waters. By Poul Jespersen. Pp 77 Sene Plankton, Bind
3, Nr. 6 : ‘Uber das Fruhhngsplankton bei Island und den Paroer-
Inseln. Von E. Steemann Nielsen. Pp. 14 Sene Plankton, Bind 3,
Nr. 7 : Investigations on the Pood of the Herring and of the Macro-
plankton in the Waters round the Faroes By Poul Jespersen. Pp. 44.
(Kobenhavn : C. A. Reitzels Forlag, 1940-1944 ) [17
Meddelelser fra Kommissionen for Danmarks Fiskeri- og Havunder-

sogelser. Serie Fiskeri, Bind 10, Nr. 7 : Migration of Cod marked on
Places off the Faroes. By A. Vadel T&ning. Pp. 52.

Serie Ihskerij^Biud 11, Nr. l : Survey of the Benthonic Animal Com-
mumties of Faxa Bay (Iceland). By Hermann Emarsson. Pp 46.
Serie Fisken, Bind 11, Nr. 2 : Contributions to the Biology of the
Coalftsh (Qaaus mrens L.) in Faroe Waters. By E. Bertelsen Pp.
68. Sene Fiskeri, Bind IL Nn 3 : Experiments on Menstic and other
Characters in Fishes, 1, By A. Vadel T&ning. Pp. 66. (Kobenhavn .

0. A. EeitzeJfl Forlag, 1940-1944.) [17
„0arlsberg Foundation's Oceano^aphical Expedition round the
World 1928-30 and previous Dana Expeditions under the Leadership
of the late Prof. Johannes Solimidt. Dana Report No. 18* Die
Scyphomedusen. Von G. Stiasny. Pp. 29 4- 2 plates. 3.50 kr.

;

3«. Dana Report No 19 : Myaidacea-Lophogastnda, 1. Par Prof.
Lpuis Fage. 62. 7 50 kr. : 6«, Dana Report No, 20 : Les Gymno-
somes, 1. Par A. Pruvot-Fol Pp. 54. 7 50 kr. ; Qa. Dana Report

Study of a Collection of the Fish Schindhna from South
Pacific Waters. By Anton Pr. Bniun. Pp 12. 1.20 kr. , la. Dana
Report No. 22 : Indo-Paciflc Leptocephalids of the Genus An^mUa

;

Systematic and Biological Studies. By Poul Jespersen. Pp 128 + 4
pl^es. 24 kr.; 20a- (Copenhagen: 0. A. Reitzels Forlag, London*
Oirford University Press, 1940-1942.) [17

itr ® J^oiindation's Oceanographical Expedition round the
World 1928-30 and previous Dana Expeditions under the Leadership
of the late Prof. Johannes Sclimidt. Dana Report No. 23 : Mysidacea-
Lophogastnda, 2. Par Prof. Louis Fage. Pp. 67. 11 kr. ; 9a. Dana
Report No. 24 : The Biology of Spirula spirula (L ). By Anton Fr.
Braun. Pp. 46 -f- 2 plates. 10 kr. ; 8a. Dana Report No. 25 “Ober
ivelmi^sw typica G. O. Sars nebst emigen allgemeinen Bemerkungen
uber die Leptostraken. Von Folke Under. Pp. 38 4- 1 plate. 10 kr.

;

8a. Dana Report No 26 : List of Supplemcntarj!' Pelagic Stations in
the Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic. By A. Vedel T&mng. Pp. 15.
5 kr. ; 4a JHna Report No, 27 ; Euphausiacea, 1, Northern Atlantic
Spemes. By Hermann Einarsson. Pp. 185, 30 kr.

; 25a. (Copenhagen

:

Forlag
, London : Oxford University Press, 1942-

1945.) [X7
Meddelelser fra Kommissionen for Danmarks Fisken- og Havunder-

sogelser. Sene Hydrografi, Bind 3, Nr. 4 : Drift-Bottle Expenmentsm the Northern North Atlantic. By Frede Hermann and Helge Thom-
?

87 4- 4 plates. (Kobenhavn * C. A. Reitzels Forlag,
1946

) [X07
totitute of Tl^retical Astronomy of the Academy of Sciences

or the U.S S.R. Ephemerides for the Determination of Time Correc-
gons by Equal Altitudes (Zmger’s Method) for 1946 2ist Year,m pi. (Moscow and Leningrad : Academy of Sciences Press, 1945 )
10 50 roubles. flgy
tv Vetenskapsakademiens Handhngar. Serien 3,

the Genus PeUoatega Wiman and the Classification

K Stegocephahens. By Tage Nilsson Pp. 55. Seneu 3,
No. 2 : On the Proper Motions of Stars and the Absorption

in Hie Region ofthe Open Cluster Messier 52. By Ame Lundby.
' Almquist and Wiksells Boktiycken A.-B.

;

CJo., Ltd., 1946 ) [167
A^icultura: Servipo florestal, Se^fto de botftnica.^ No. 1 : Chaves para a determinacSo de gSneros indlgenas e

i OicotileddEeas no Brasil. Vol. 1 : 1217 gdneros de 152
* UbOTato Joaouim Barroso. 2a edieSo. Pp. 272 (27
CMo de Janeiro : Minist^o da AjqricuJtum, 1946.) [167^ WestlSdl^., BuReHn No. 21:

piraht ISonduras. Report by Dr. Ernest F. Thompson.
Myoeafee Co., Ltd., 1946.) lo cents, [167

State of Connecticut Public Document No 24 Sixty-fifth Report
of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station for the Year
1941 Pp. lii 4- 768 4- 78 (New Haven, Conn. Connecticut Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, 1941) [177

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 430:
Commercial Fertilizers

;
Report for 1939 Bv E. M. Bailey. Pp. 63

Bulletin 431 * Tetranycbidae of Connecticut. Bv Philip Garman
Pp 63-88 Bulletin 432 . Diseases and Decavs of Connecticut Tobacco
Bv P. J Anderson Pp 89-162. Bulletin 433 * Tobacco Substation at
Windsor; Report for 1939. Bv P J Anderson, T R Swanback and
O. B Street Pp. 163-210 Bulletin 434 Connecticut State Entomo-
logist ; Thirtv-mnth Report, 1939. By Dr R. B Friend Pp. 211-322
Bulletin 435 The Improvement of Naturally Cross-Pollinated Plants
by Selection in Self-Fertilized Lines, 3, Investigations with Vegetatively
Propagated Fruits By Donald F. Jones and W. Ralph Singleton
Pp. 323-348 Bulletin 436 Commercial Feeding Stuffs , Report on
Inspection, 1939. Bv E. M. Bailev Pp. 349-450. Bulletin 437 : The
Fortv-foiirth Report on Food Products and the Thirtv-second Report
on Drug Products, 1939. Bv B M Bailey. Pp 451-486 Bulletin
438* Annual Report for the Year ending October 31, 1939. Pii
487-552. BuUetm 439 Soil Management for Intensive Vegetable
Production on Sandv Connecticut Valiev Land By M. F. Morgan
and H. G. M Jacobson. Pp 553-592 Bulletin 440 : The Biology of
Anasa tntis DeGeer, with particular reference to the Tachimd Parasite,
Tnchopoda penmpes Fabr Bv Raimon L Beard. Pp. 593-686
(New Haven Conn. . Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station,
1939-1940 ) [177

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin 441:
Commercial Fertihzers

,
Report for 1940. By E. M. Bailey. Pp. 60

Bulletin 442 * Chemical Investigations of the Tobacco Plant, 8, The
Effect upon the Composition of the Tobacco Plant of the Form in

which Nitrogen is Supplied. By Hubert Bradford Vickery, George W
Pucher, Alfred J. Wakeman and Charles S, Leavenworth Pp. 61-120.
Bulletin 443 Commercial Feeding Stuffs , Report on Inspection,
1940 Bv E. M. Bailev. Pp 121-222 Bulletin 444 : Tobacco Substa-
tion at Windsor ; Report for 1940. By P. J Anderson, T. R. Swanback
and S B. LeCompte, Jr Pp. 223-286. Bulletin 445 : Connecticut
State Entomologist; Fortieth Report, 1940. Bv Dr. R B. Fnend.
]Pp 287-384 Bulletin 446 Annual Beport for the Year ending
October 31, 1940 Pp. 385-446. Bulletm 447 : The Forty-fifth Report
on Food Products and the Thirty-third Report on Drug Products,
1940 By E. M. Bailey. Pp 447-482. Bulletm 448 * A Portable
Charcoal Kiln, using the Chimnev Principle. Bv A. Richard Olson
and Henrv W. Hicock. Pp. 483-514. Bulletin 449 * Forest Lysimeter
Studies under Hardwoods. By Herbert A. Lunt. Pp. 516-572. Bulletin
450 : Chemical Soil Diagnosis by the Universal Soil Testing System.
By M. F. Morgan, (A revision of Bulletm 392.) Pp. 573-630 + 8
plates Bulletm 451 Role of the Dosage-Response Curve in the
Evaluation of Fungicides By Albert E. Dimond, James G. Horsfall,
J. W. Heuberger and E M. Stoddard Pp. 631-668. (New Haven,
Conn. . Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 1 940-1 941.) [177

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. Circular 187 : The
Shelton and Hebron Strawberries. By D F. Jones and W. R. Singleton.
Pp 4. Circular 138 * Early Sweet Corn Hybrids, Spancross, Marcross
and Oarmelcross. Bv W. R. Singleton and D. F. Jones. Pp. 6-12
Circular 139 * Turf Management By M. F. Morgan, B M Stoddard
and J. P. Johnson. Pp. 13-28, Circular 140 : Oriental Fruit Moth
Parasites. By Philip (Jarman. I'p. 29-48. (Circular 141 : I^aws and
Regulations concerning the Inspection of Nuraories in Connecticut and
Transportation of Nursery Stock Compiled by R. B Friend and M. P.
Zappe. Pp. 49-84. Circular 142 : Peat and Swamp Muck for Soil

Improvement m Connecticut Bv M F. Morgan Pp. 85-96. (New
Haven, Conn. : Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 1939-
1940.) [177

Gonnecticut Agricultural Experiment Station Circular 143*
Control of the Pear Psylla in Connecticut By Philip Garman and
J. F. Townsend Pp 12. Circular 144 Control of the European Com
Borer by Sprays and Dusts. By Neely Turner. Pp, 13-16. Circular
145 : Control of the Apple Maggot By PhiUp (Jarman. Pp 17-26
Circular 146 * Loams for Top-dressing. By Herbert A. Lunt. Pp.
27-34 Circular 147 : Control of the European Com Borer by Sprays
and Dusts. By Neely Turner. Pp. 35-44 Circular 148 : Sweet Com
Hybnds, Lexington, Lincoln and Lee. By W. R. Singleton and D. F.
Jones. Pp. 45-52. Circular 149 : Herbs and their Culture. By Ruth
M. Hendnekson and Frances M. Johnson. Pp. 53-72, (New Haven,
Conn. . Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 1941.) [177

South African Institute for Medical Research Annual Report for

the Year ended 3ist December 1945. Pp. 46. (Johannesburg : South
Afncan Institute for Medical Research, 1946.) [177

A.SC.W.S A Dliscellaneous Pubhcation 1 : The Soil ; its Develop*
ment. Destruction and Conservation. Pp 30. (Cape Town: Association
of Scientific Workers of South Africa, 1946.) Is M [177

Inadequate Diets, Deaths and Diseases and a Food Plan for Madras,
by K G. Sivaswamy

;
Nutntional Diseases, by Dr. M. P. Chacko

;

Food Hints, by Dr. S Gurubatham. Pp, 84. (Royapettah, Madras

:

Servants of India Society, 1946.) 2 rupees [177
Food Control and Nutrition Surveys, Malabar and S. Kanara, by

K. G. Sivaswamy, the late V R Nayanar, Dr R. G. Kakade and L. N.
Rao ; and Diet and Disease Surveys, by Eleven Doctors. Pp.n 4* 75 4-

84 + vu -I- 66, (Royapettah, Madras . Servants of India Society,

1946.) 4 rupees. [177
Cawthron Institute, Nelson, New Zealand Silver Jubilee of ihe

Cawthron Institute, 1920-1945, Pp 16 + 1 plate. Silver Jubilee

Commemoration Lecture, October 1945 : The Contributions of #ie

Cawthron Institute to Science and New Zealand Agriculture, with
Bibhography of Scientific Papers and Reports. By Sir Theodore Rl^
Pp. 58 + 13 plates. (Nelson Cawthron Institute, 1945.) [17i

Indian Cenlaral Jute Committee. Technological Research 1938-44

:

Research Results recommended for Practical Application, being a
Review of some of the Work done from the Inception of the Techno-
logical Research Scheme up to 31st October 1944 By 0. R, Nodder.
Pp. IV + 63. (palcutte : Indian Central Jute Committee, 1946,.)

14 annas , U. da. [177
Chicago Natural History Museum. Report of the Director to

Board of Trustees for the Year 1946. Pp. 135. (Chicago

:

Natural History Museum, 1946.) 1 dollar. ' [1*7
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SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
BOOKS

Although m his pamphlet, *‘Newsprint—

a

Problem for Democracy”, Sir Walter Layton
was concerned more specifically with the consequences
of the reduction in size and freedom of circulation of

newspapers, the position he discloses is not without
relevance to the scientific and technical Press.

Scientific and technical periodicals may also be

described as imported articles, being like the news-

paper printed either on imported newsprmt or on
newsprint made in British mills from imported pulp,

and they are equally vulnerable to any factor inter-

fermg with imports. Similarly, scientific work and
interests, as much as knowledge of public affairs, have
suffered from the compression and also from the

selection that are inevitable when newspapers are

confined to four pages. Matters of scientific and
technical importance raised or debated in either

House of Parliament, for example, are frequently

unreported or at best receive bare mention in the

daily Press ; the scientific and teelimcal Press

can rarely afford the space to discuss the topic

adequately, and sometimes it is overlooked entirely.

Some attempt is made by the Parliamentary and
Scientific Committee m Science in Parliament to

remedy this position, but the summaries thus pub-

lished are usually too belated for any effective action

to be taken.

Sir Walter Layton’s pamphlet makes it abundantly

plain that the critical importance of an adequate

supply of newsprmt is not adequately appreciated by
the Government, and scientific workers on their side

have the painful experience of the war years to

impress on them the failure of either the Ministry of

Supply or the Board of Trade to realize that books
and periodicals are tools of research as essential os

apparatus and laboratories. To a Government de-

partment a first-class scientific monograph or work
of reference is equaled with the latest novel or a bag
of chalk, and most technical or scientific librarians

could testify to their inability to secure any accelera-

tion of the import of the text-books which research

workers were urgently demanding. It is understand-

able that the output of British scientific and technical

books should in -war-time have dwmdled to negligible

proportions, and it was inevitable that the supply of

such books from European sources should be inter-

rupted. That no Government department should

have appreciated that this situation accentuated the

need to import American books is another question,

and such departmental short-sightedness was at

times a direct handicap to research and to our war
effort.^

What IS discouragmg is to find so slight an improve-

ment in the position eighteen months after the

termination of hostilities in Europe. The output of

British scientific and technical books is still slight,

due in large part to the shortage of man-ppwer.

Dollar strmgencies are still allowed to curtail our

imports of American books. American publishers are

to be congratulated on the enei^ with which they

have faced the situation and for their enterpri|© ip
^
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the reproduction of important German scientific and
technical books ;

nevertheless, we are entitled to ask

whether it is likely to be in the interest of Britam
or of its scientific workers to leave such developments

exclusively in other hands.

The shortage is particularly acute as regards

publications of the text-book class. Correspondence

in the columns of The Times on the shortage of books

and the difficulties which imiversity students experi-

ence in consequence is corroborated in the annual

reports of important public libraries, one of which
states that twenty students may be waiting at the

same time to use the sole copy of a particular book
which the students themselves are unable to buy or to

borrow elsewhere. Moreover, the abnormal demands
at present made on the universities, and the shortage

of teachers increase the importance of text-books in

university education. Without books, as Sir Charles..,

Grant Bobertson observed m this connexion, a real'

university education is impossible ; nor m such

conditions is it possible to explore in the newer
universities the possibilities of the tutorial system
as opposed to the lecture system on lines, for example,

such as Dr. C. H. Waddmgton has suggested.

The repercussions of this shortage of books are in

fact not felt solely in the universities, or in research,

in industry, or in Great Britain alone. They affect

the Colonial Service courses and also, as Sir Stanley

Unwin has pomted out, there is an acute and un-

satisfied demand for British books on the Contment
of Europe and elsewhere. One function of the British

Council IS to make known British culture and
achievements ; but the actual production of scientific

and technical text-books certainly does not come
within its competence. It is doubtful whether much
success can be expected to attend the establishment

of an emergency pool of text-books, for example, by
the University and Besearch Section of the Library

Association ; such copies as exist are unlikely to be
idle and available for poolmg. Moreover, such
measures are at best palliatives and should not be
allowed to deflect attention from the main objective
—^the increase of production.

As Mr. H. M. Cashmore, president of the Library
Association, urges in his letter to The Times, the
production of books, including the reprinting of
standard texts, is a matter of vital importance.
Scientific men may well be expected to take what-
ever steps are in their power to facilitate and co-

ordinate supplies of materials, and to renew their

representations to the Government on the importance
of books not only in the training of students, in the
formation of opinion and the promotion of inter-

national understanding and the exchange of know-
ledge, but also as essential tools in research and
production. Nor should they forget that in the
presOTit situation it behoves them to see that the
most effective use is made of available supplies of
material for book production. There is no room for

books or for periodicals which will not bear searching
objective scrutiny, and the pi^esent shortage of
labour makes it the more imperative that scientifio

workers should not only set their own house in order
by 4he elimiriation of redundant books and period-

icals ; but also, by the ngorousness of their cnticisn

and the impartiality and objectiveness with whicl

they review scientific and teclinical publications, thej

can ensure that the highest possible standards o

production and content are attained. This mucl
being done, however, the central problem is the man
power situation. Until the various industries con

cerned in the production of books can employ th<

requisite number of workers and also make full us(

of their material equipment, the supply of all types

of books is bound to continue seriously to la^

behind the demand.

DEVELOPMENTS IN RUBBER
SCIENCE

K ^

*

'Advances in Colloid Science

Initiated by the late Elmer O. Kraemer. Vol. 2

Scientific Progress in the Field of Rubber and
Synthetic Elastomers. Edited by H. Mark and
G. S. Whitby. Pp. xl + 453. (New York : Inter-

science Publishers, Inc., 1946.) 7 dollars.

The appearance of a comparatively comprehen-
sive book on rubber science is an event of some

importance. The last publication of the kmd was
Davis and Blake’s “Chemistry and Technology of

Rubber” (1937), and a comparison of this with the

volume under review makes one immediately aware
not only of the considerable advances which have
taken place in almost every aspect of the subject, but
even more strikingly of the shift of emphasis away
from organic chemistry and towards physics and
physical chemistry. Tins is not due to any reduction
in the significance or importance of the organic

chemical aspect, but rather to an effioreseenco of new
concepts and ideas of a somewhat revolutionary
character in the physical realm which have combined
to make rubber science one of the most fascinating of

present-day studies.

In the second volume in the senes appearing under
the title “Advances m Colloid Science” the editors

have succeeded m choosmg recognized authorities to

wnte on their particular branches in such a way that

the whole subject is fuUy covered, without mtroducing
any undesirable repetition. Of the nine princip^
chapters, five deal mainly with physics, two with
physical chemistry, and two with organic chemistry.

In addition there are an excellent short introductory
chapter by G. S. Whitby on the structure of synthetic

elastomers, and an appreciative review of the work of

the late Elmer O. Kraemer, by whom this series of

volumes was initiated.

The rubber-like state, characterized by long-range

elasticity, is associated with an amorphous or dis-

ordered arrangement of long-chain molecules in a

state of micro-Brownian motion. If the regularity of

structure along the molecular chain is sufficient, the

amorphous state may, under suitable conditions,

transform to a partially crystalline state, while at low

temperatures both crystallme and amorphous states

give place to the glass-hard condition. The transition

to the glassy state—the so-called second-order

transition—is discussed by B. F. Boyer and B. S.

Spencer, of the Dow Chemical Company, while it©

phenomena of crystallization are treated by L. A.

Wood of the U.S. Bureau of Standards. Anothei
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ia)4>erfectly understood in terms of detailed reaction

mochanisms. From Stevens’s review of the subject

there is seen to be much conflicting evidence on the
effects of illumination, and further work designed
with the object of providing more reliable experi-

mental data IS clearly called for.

Taken as a whole, this volume provides a much-
needed co-ordination of recent developments, and
will be eagerly studied by all whose work is associated

with rubber and polymers, and, it is to be hoped, by
others as well. L. R. G. TRELOAit

ELECTRIC FILTERS AND CRYSTAL
LATTICES

Wave Propagation in Periodic Structures
Electric Filters and Crystal Lattices. By Prof. L4on
Brillouin. (International Series m Pure and Applied
Physics.) Pp. xii+247. (New York and London;
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1946.) 205.

^T^HIS book deals not with a special branch of

1 physical science but with a general method and
its applications to different problems. Its striking

feature is the number and variety of subjects which
are accessible to the same mathematical treatment

:

on one side problems of pure physics, like scattering

of X-rays by crystals, thermal vibrations in crystal

lattices, electronic motion in metals, and on the
other side problems of electric engmeermg, namely,
propagation of electro-magnetic waves along periodic

circuits and filtering properties of such systems.
In a very attractive introduction the history of

the problem is described. The work on periodical

structures is as old as modem mechanics itself, since

Newton’s derivation of the velocity of sound in his

“Principia” is based on the consideration of a linear

lattice. Many distinguished mathematicians of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have written
about this subject : the Bernoullis, Taylor, Euler,

Lagrange, Cauchy, Baden-Powell and others. Lord
Kelvin gave a detailed discussion of the wave propa-
gation in a one-dimensional lattice and discovered
all its main properties ; the non-linear relation

between wave-number and frequency, the existence

ofalnaxrmum frequency ofpropagation for systems of
equal particles and of several frequency branches for

systems of different particles ;
inmodem termmology,

he found the ‘filtering’ properties of a periodic

stmeture. These results were re-discovered when
Einstein’s theory of the specific heat of solids de-

manded a detailed study of crystal lattices.

The succeedmg chapters of the book are devoted
to a careful presentation of the facts indicated in

the introduction. First a mechanical model of
particles coupled by elastic springs is used, but
soon (Chapter 3) electric stmetures are considered.

Already here, in the linear case, the idea of the
reciprocal lattice is introduced. A whole chapter (5)

is devoted to the discussion of the velocity and the
dow of energy, and the results are expressed in the
language of electro-technics by regarding the vibrating
system as a transrmtter of signals, or as a filter for

waV'es. This way of thinking, familiar to the electrical

eugmeer# 'tb somewhat strange to the physicist. I

thMi I have never looked on a lattice as a
Uter. But this aspect is most interesting,

it liiot. di06tolt and most useful to express the
r^dhs in fwinfe of ^

^passing bands” and ‘‘stopping

U R E

bands”, impedance and other such technical express

-

sions.

The propagation of waves in two- and three

^

dimensional lattices is discussed with the help of th
reciprocal lattice and of the ‘Bnlloum zones’. This

conception was the main contribution of the author ’

to lattice theory ; he has published it in several

papers and in a book, “Quantenstatistik” (Springer),

and it has been used with great advantage in many
investigations. The boundaries of the zones in

reciprocal space are th© locus of possible discon-

tinuities of the energy distribution. Special cases of

this general theorem are Bi'agg reflexions of X-rays,

the energy distribution of electrons m metals and
so on. The author applies it also to th© theory of

specific heat and other thermal properties of solids

This is the only point in th© book with which I

cannot fully agree. Bnlloum derives the distribution

law of frequencies of lattice vibrations and shows

that each branch contains as many frequencies as

th© number of cells of th© lattice, and he continues

(p. 161) ‘ “This is a very important and general

result of the zone theory”. In fact, it follows simply

from the existence of the branches and has nothing

to do with th© zones. This is evident from tlio fact

that it was found many years before the zones

were discovered. The generalization of Debye’s

theory of specific heat based on this theorem (whore

a separate characteristic temperature is attributed

to each branch) dates also from the pre-zone period.

While all the considerations so far are based on
approximations (perturbation theory), Chapter 8 is

devoted to a study of rigorous solutions in simple

cases (Mathieu’s and Hill’s equation). The last two
chapters are the most interesting ones as they give

a full account of the author’s own work on the

propagation of waves along an eloctjnc lino. Here
matrix calculus is applied, and most interesting rela-

tions to Pauli’s and Dirac’s matrices, used m the

theory of th© spinning electron, are rovoaled.

The book is delightfully wi’itton. The author does

not shrink from repeating a formula which has been

derived before, so as to save the reader turning

over pages. He never says “It is easy to prove” as

many writera do (meaning, you have to work hard
and spepd a considerable time) ; but he gives the

proof clear and simple. It is a work not only for

instruction but also for enjoyment. Max Born

MAMMALS OF NEVADA
Mammals of Nevada
By E, Raymond Hall. Pp. xi+710+11 plates.

(Berkeley and Los Angeles : University of California

Press ; London : Cambridge University Press, 1946.)

42s, net.

This is a work by an enthusiast who lives for his

subject and makes his subject live. Such is th©

thoroughness of the groundwork on which it is based

and th© completeness of the treatment that it as

unlikely to be superseded. Dr. Hall’s knowledge is

based on the examination of some eighteen thousand

specimens, most of which were collected by expedi-

tions led by him between 1930 and 1936, during

which he covered the whole State of Nevada.
The fiLTst part of the book is devoted to an explana-

tion of his methods and to a discussion of general

considerations of taxonomic and allied questions

:
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the factors responsible for geographic distribution
(ecological factors), fiuctuations, dines, speciation,
etc. There is a most interesting section on the
characteristics of desert animals and their mode of
life, with particular rofer-ence to the conservation of
moisture in the body.
The treatment of sub-species is sensible. The

routine habit of regarding a geographically isolated
form as a sub-species because it does not intergrade
with any other forms has led to many absurdities
such as the numerous ‘species’ of rodents from the
isles of western Scotland. Dr. Hall found that pikas
{Ochotona) occur in three widely separated mountain
ranges m Nevada. Many rule-of-thumb systematists
would treat them automatically as species. The
author’s criterion is this. If the variation between
these isolated fomas does not exceed the variation
found between forms whidi have a continuous
distribution, then he treats them as sub-species ; and
this is what he does with tlie Nevadan pikas.

Dr. Hall’s way with common names is an example
which should be universally followed. He gives the
same common name to all sub-species of a given
species instead of straining to invent so-called
common names for each local race. He argues that
the differences between sub-species are not usually
apparent to the layman, and that for practical pur-
poses when dealing with non-migratory kinds of
mammals (in which no more than one sub-species
occurs in one place) common names of species almost
everywhere suffice if the locality concerned is stated.

The geographical data are excellent. There is a
general discussion of the topography of Nevada and
its climate. At the end of the book is a gazetteer
giving the latitude and longitude of each place men-
tioned in the text and particulars of the maps used
by the author. There is also a map on which are
marked the Nevadan type localities, and in the body
of the work are many distribution maps of individual
forms.
The treatment of each foim is very complete, and

full hold diUa are given. The author distinguishes

between juvenile, young, sub-adult and adult, m that
order of ascending age. Most authors seem to use
‘juvenile’ and ‘young’ indifferently. There is a
glossary of technical terms which includes some clear

diagrams explaining the conventional skull measure-
ments of the different orders

The check-list is supplemented by a ‘hypothetical’

list of mammals which have not been recorded from
Nevada but which the author thinks might occur
there. There is a key to the mammals of Nevada
which has good illustrations and no doubt works very
well, but it is a pity that the layout of the key is so

old-fashioned. The alternative halves of the main
dichotomies are widely separated, which necessitates

turning over several pages to find the second alterna-

tive and compare it with tho first, and the minor
dichotomies are indented progressively farther and
farther, which is tiring to the eye. Much better is

the type of key with the two alternatives of each
i dichotomy adjacent to each other and with no
marginal indentations, thus :

(1) Four toes on hind foot (16)

Three toes on hind foot (2)

(2) No tail (4)

Tail (3)

(3) Black ears—Mirabih dictu.

White hcynmdiiin,

et<5f., etc.

However, that is the only criticism T would make of
this book.

Dr. Hall has not only written an excellent text-
book on Nevadan mammals—he has written a book
much of which will be of interest to all students of
mammalogy. T. C. S. Morrison-Scott

CORROSION OF METALS
Metallic Corrosion, Passivity and Protection
By Dr. Ulick R. Evans. Second Edition, with an
Appendix by A. B. Wmterbottom. Pp. xxxiv-f 863.
(London : Edward Arnold and Co., 1946.) 505. net.

The first edition of Dr. XJlickR. Evans’s “Metallic
Corrosion, Passivity and Protection” appeared

m 1937 and was reprinted in 1938, but has for some
years been out of print. The second edition will be
welcomed enthusiastically by all those interested in,

and concerned with, the corrosion of metals. Wliile
the war years probably did not yield such a flow of
new knowledge and information on corrosion as those
just before the War, substantial advances have been
made between 1938 and the present time. The author
has striven effectively to avoid undue lengthening of
the text in spite of his finding it desirable to refer to
the work of some thousand additional contributors
to knowledge on corrosion beyond those mentioned
in the first edition. The new volume seems, m spite

of some expansion of the text, to be of a very con-
venient and easily handled size. An important
addition is an appendix on optical methods for the
determination of films on metals by A. B. W'inter-
bottom, who has made a special study of this subject.

The general arrangement and presentation are on
the lines of the earlier edition, each chapter being
divided into three sections which deal respectively
with the scientific, technical and mathematical
aspects of the part of the subject under discussion.

Dr. Evans mentions that this arrangement seems to
have made some appeal to the younger generation,
but it cannot fail to have advantages also for research
workers and technologists.

The text has been improved by some rearrange-
ment, such as the collecting together of information
on statistical approach into one section of the chapter
on testing. The author has a unique knowledge and
experience of corrosion studies and gives a masterly
survey of the present position. Each in its proper
place andm fitting sequence, the various contributions

to knowledge of the subject are explamed. The views
of other workers are represented with admirable
fairness, and the numerous contributions to funda-
mental knowledge of corrosion by the Cambridge
school are mentioned with the author’s usual modesty.
His own flair for recognizing the more obscure

features of corrosion and for devising and using
methods of gaining enlightenment on them, to which
the Cambridge school of corrosion research owes so

much of its success, has obviously assisted the author
greatly in presenting this matchless store of informa-
tion.

A remarkable feature of the work is the wide range
of technical processes and products that are discussed

in the light of modem knowledge and experience.

The book opens very appropriately with an intro-

duction on the principles of electrochemistry in which
the author deals with electrode potentials, polariza-

tion, over-potential and the effect of surface f
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Each of the fourteen chapters which follow is

introduced by a section dealing with the fundamental
aspects, which are linked up very usefully with tech-

nical matters and practical problems in the further

sections. Technologists concerned with the fight

agamst corrosion and all students of the subject will

find this book mvaluable. H. Suttoit

A NATURE DIARY
The Country Diary of a Cheshire Man
ByA. W. Boyd. Pp. 320+15 plates. (London: Wm.
Collins, Sons and Co., Ltd., 1946.) 125. 6d. net.

ANATURE diary, even the baldest, is ever

fascinating, not only to keep but also to read.

It is undoubtedly the diary-like form of Gilbert

White’s letters that helps them to hold their place

as the great classic of country and Nature writing.

The present book inevitably draws upon itself com-
parison with that masterpiece, a comparison from
which it emerges with all credit, for it is of the

authentic Selbome school, detailing the daily happen-
ings of the coimtryside with a gusto that communi-
cates itself to the reader, touching on this item and
that item with an enthusiasm and insight that brmgs
iUummation to the most everyday subject. Take, for

example, the following remarks on the grey squirrel

and the red squirrel ; “One of the alien grey squirrels,

now so securely established m England, was killed in

Cheshire and given me a few days ago, and it is easy
to see how the belief arose that it mter-bieeds with
our native red squirrel, although no authentic

evidence whatever of hybridization between the two
species has ever come to light. The one given to me
was just changing its coat, and possibly that accentu-

ated the redness of its fur in certain parts of the

body ; there was a russet streak along each flank and
the same colour on the face, the hind legs, and to a

less extent on the back.”
We agree with the author regarding supposed

hybrids between these two species, having so far

failed to obtain any evidence of fraternization of

these animals in a wild state.

Mr. Boyd’s notes of his home county happenings
are interspersed with short accounts of trips abroad
in search of buds, such as a visit to Finland and
another to Spain, and very interesting are his de-

scriptions ; yet not, in the reviewer’s opmion, half so

fascinatmg as his day-to-day reports of little homely
things. He ranges over a wide field : birds may be
his chief interest but he does not forget to mention
that April 27, 1942, saw “green-veined white butter-

flies flying in the sunshine, and the beautiful pale

lilac purple-streaked marsh violet has come into

flower” ; he adds, “although red campions were out
eleven days ago, most of them still remain in bud”.

Mr. Boyd makes an interesting observation with
regard to birds on an experimental seed farm. “Gulls

do harm in a remarkable way. They regurgitate some
of the grain they have swallowed, and these pellets

fall among the carefully numbered lines of wheat and
oatis and produce ‘rogue’ plants. The activities of

tho ^itot-tailed field-mice have the same result, for

they collect giain from several rows and heap it in

Ihe pteoe ; one vole had carried 350 gi*aias of
rye ^itated them thirty-five yards away.”

It be interesting to know if the culprits
WOTC i^^ttfled for certa^^in, as it sounds more like the
wolk 0fthat Ettle rodent the hank vole.

Evotomys glareolus, than of the grass-oatmg, short

-

tailed, or meadow vole, M%crotus agrestis.

A word of praise must be given to the excellent

photographs—landscape, birds, insects and flowers

—

that illustrate this volume, the picture of that
curious plant herb Pans and the study of white water
lilies bemg particularly good. Fbanoes Pitt

GRAMME AND THE INVENTION
OF THE DYNAMO

Zenobe Gramme
Notice bio-bibliographiquo suivio de la description de
la dynamo par son inventeur et d’autres documents.
Par Jean Pelseneer. (Collection Nationale No. 6.)

Deuxitoe 6dition. Pp. 80. (Bruxelles : J. Leb^gue
et Cie., 1944.) 15 francs.

This booklet fails into tliroe main parts—

a

bibliographical note on Z4nobe Gramme by the
author, the reprint of four papers by Gramme, his

only published work, and a bibliographical list con-
cerning Gramme and his invention, three items of
which are reprinted in full, being difficult to obtam
in the origmaL
Z4nobe Gramme was born in 1826, into a large

family of a Belgian minor Civil Servant. His educa-
tion was most elementary, as he had not shown much
aptitude for routme school work. He was skilful with
his hands from early childhood and took carpentry
as his profession. Through a Belgian acquaintance
he obtained a job as a model-maker to a firm of

instrument manufacturers in Pans, where he became
interested in electricity. Soon he had inventive ideas

and began to construct m his home an electro-

magnetic machine capable ofdelivering uni-directional
currents and thus suitable for replacing galvanic
batteries, the only commercial source of olootric

power at the time. He was granted a patent for his

invention m 1867, and founded a company for its

exploitation in 1870. A description of his machine
was first given in the Gomptes Eendus in 1871,
Gramme’s career from a carpenter’s apprentice to

a very successful company director differs from the

more common fate of many self-taught inventors.

He showed remarkable intuitive skill in concept,
design and construction of his machine. A new
source of power was gamed by the rapidly developing
industrial society, of which it was in great need.
The author devotes much space to the discussion

ofthe priority dispute between Gramme and Pacmotti
(1841—1912). Pacmotti, a professor of the University
of Pisa, built an experimental model of an electro-

magnetic machine in 1860 and described it m detail

in 1863 m an Italian journal. Pacinotti’s machine
shows several remarkably modern design features

and is close to Gramme’s in its main idea. But he
was a little too early with his invention, so that he
did not succeed in findmg sufficient financial backing.
Gramme’s machine was conceived quite independently
and at once proved commercially successful. M.
Pelseneer is inclmed to give Gramme the olive branch
for the mvention, and uses arguments against

Paeinotti which do not always carry conviction. It

is interesting to note that Gramme did not take sides

in the priority quarrel, which in the main raged after

his death in France in 1901. Gramme’s photograph
is used as a frontispiece to the booklet, which is tidy

if not very attractive in app^rance.
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Bibliography of Indonesian Peoples and Cultures
By Raymond Kennedy. (Yale Anthropological
Studies, Vol. 4.) Pp. 212. (New Haven, Conn. : Yale
University Press ; London : Oxford University
Press, 1945.) IGs. 6d. net.

This bibliography aims at giving a complete list

of works relating to the islands of the Indian
Archipelago from the point of view of anthropology
and sociology, including archaeology, linguistics, and
studies of acculturation, but not omitting those works
on geography, history, and economics which are

pertment to anthropological studies in general. The
bibliography is set out on a geographical basis

—

general works first, then works dealing with particular

areas, the list being divided m each case into works
in Dutch and those m other languages. Eight mam
divisions are used^—Indonesia m general, Sumatra,
Java, Borneo, Celebes, the Lesser Sundas, the
Moluccas, and Netherlands New Guinea. There are

seven maps which show the location of the places and
peoples appearing in the list. The mainland of the
Malayan Peninsula and also the Philippme Islands

are omitted from this volume, which is published in

photolitho.

The list has taken some sixteen years to compile
and must be very nearly complete ; nevertheless,

one or two omissions are to be found, and the very
paucity of these is a testimony to the completeness
of the whole.
Marsden’s “Memoirs of a Malayan Family”

(London, 1830) should have found a place under
Sumatra, and Favre’s “An Account of the Wild
Tribes mhabitmg the Malayan Peninsula, Sumatra
and a Few Neighbouring Islands, etc.” (Pans, 1866)

might have justifiably been included in the general

Indonesian list, though it is true that Favre deals

primarily with the Golden Chersonese. Where there

are several editions of a book there seems to be some
inconsistency as to citation—thus, only an early

(1783) edition of Marsden’s “History of Sumatra” is

given, but only the latest (1930) edition of Hamilton’s
“New Account of the East Indies”. It is, however,
obvious that in a work of this kind perfect complete-
neiss is almost impossible of achievement, and an
occasional omission does little to impair the value of

such a thorough and meticulous bibliography.

J. H. Hutton

' Organic Chemistry for Students of Agriculture

(and Allied Subjects)

By Dr. Cyril Tyler. Pp.viii+341. (London; George
Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1946.) 155. net.

AS the author points out in his preface to this

book, there are many excellent text-books on

I

organic chemistry. This particular book, however,

[
has been written specially for the agricultural

I
student. It has been designed to cover those parts

ofelementary theoretical organic chemistry which the
student must master before passing on to a study of

the carbohydrates, fats, proteins, etc., a sound know-
ledge ofwhich is essential to an understanding ofplant

biochemistry, animal nutrition and dairy chemistry.

Dr. Tyler’s simple and direct style will appeal to

the student, and the excellent way in which he
illustrates his text will prove a great help toward
that appreciation of organic chemistry which can
only come from a knowledge of structure. From the
agricultural student’s point of view his treatipent of
the carbohydrates, fats and proteins calls for especial

5 praise, while the chapters towards the end ofthe book

which concern vitamms, hormones, essential oils and
other substances with which the agricultural student
must have acquaintance are treated adequately.
The author’s approach to his subject is essentially

factual, and his book contams no mention of the
history which lies behind our knowledge of the sub-
ject.^ It might be argued that the inclusion of matter
of historical interest would have meant the excision
of certam parts of the existing text if the book was
to be sold at its present reasonable price. It is,

however, difficult to make theoretical organic chem-
istry live’ without some reference to its history. No
doubt those whose students use this book will cover
this aspect in their lectures. R. G. B.

The B.D.H. Book of Organic Reagents for Analytical

Use
Nmtli and enlarged edition. Pp. x-f-196. (London :

British Drug Houses, Ltd., 1946.) 45 . 6d. net.

The appearance of a new edition of this well-
Imown book will be welcome to all analytical

and other chemists. Three reagents, dihydroxy-
tartaric acid osazone for calcium, phenylthiohydantoic
acid for cobalt, and phenylaminobenzene-azo-benzene
sulphonic acid for magnesium, have been omitted as
a result of experience obtained since the last edition.
Four new reagents are included for the first time :

triketohydrindene hydrate for the determmation of
free ammo-acids, 8-hydroxyquinaldine for the estima-
tion of zinc, benzyHsothiourea hydrochloride for the
characterization of sulphonic acids, and p-nitro-
benzene-azo-orcmol for the determination ofberyllium.
In addition, the whole text has been thoroughly
revised and the general level of excellence and
accuracy of the previous editions well mamtained.

F. B. Kipping

Rapid Tomato Ripening
For Nurseryman and Amateur, with Notes on
Possible Application to other Fruit. By L. D. Hills
and E. H. Haywood. Pp. 143+ 12 plates. (London :

Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1946.) 8s. 6d. net.

The English climate is far from ideal for the
production of outdoor tomatoes. The amount of

ripe fruit harvested is almost always less than the
total crop, even when this has been limited, as is the
general practice, by pinching out the growing points
of the plants.

Growers will therefore welcome this book, which
describes in detail the use of ethylene or coal gas to
ripen the green fruit after picking. This is the first

practical manual on the subject, and as such deserves
wide circulation among tomato growers. It describes
the construction and operation -of ripenmg boxes and
chambers suitable for handling a few pounds or
several tons of fruit. The book, which is based upon
the authors’ own experience, is written in a free-and-
easy style, and though the frequent parentheses
occasionally obscure the sense, the practical directions
will be easily followed by the non-scientific reader.
The authors are less fortunate in their attempts at
scientific explanations ; thus on p. 41 we read “The
thermometer, by the expandmg of the mercury
molecples in which temperatures are measured . .

and on p. 131 we are told that “The formula of
ethylene is CgHjOH ; that of acetone or amyl acetate
... is OgHgO”. The book is not, however, written
formen ofscience; and theseextraordinary statements
do not detract fro3A its undoubted value to the
tomato grower. It is attractively produced e«d
illustrated. - W.
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CHEMISTRY OF ‘TERYLENE’

By J. R. WHINFIELD

A RECENT amioiincement by the Calico Prmterw’

Association, Ltd., and Imperial Chemical Indus-

tries, Ltd., relates to a new fibre-forming polymer
derived from terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol,

to which the name ‘Terylene’ has been provisionally

assigned.
Polymeric ethylene phthalate was among the first

of the condensation polymers to be described by
W. H. Carothers in his well-known series of papers

entitled
‘

'Studies on Polymerization and Ring
Formation”^* He later reported the preparation of

p-xylylene carbonate and, incidental to the problem
of effecting rmg-closure through the meta- and para-

positiohs of the benzene nucleus, of a number of

polyesters derived from the acids m- and p-CeH4

(OCHa™C00H)2. With these exceptions, however,

the piibhshed work of Carothers m this field is

founded exclusively on the reactions of aliphatic

bifunetional compounds, more especially of those m
which the reactive terminal groups are separated by
an unsubstituted poljmaethylene cham. What indeed

lends so much distinction to this work is the range

and depth of the conclusions drawn from the study
of the reactions of such comparatively simple com-
pounds. It IS now well known that these investiga-

tions laid the foundations for the subsequent develop-

ment of nylon, the first representative of a class of

piuely synthetic fibres.

A typical nylon is poly-hexamethylene adipamide,

obtained by the inter-molecular condensation of

hexamethylene diamine and adipic acid, the condi-

tions of the reaction being so adjusted as to yield a
poijrmer having a molecular weight in excess of 8,000.

Its structure is represented as follows :

. . . --.NH~(CH2)eNH-~OC(CH2)4CO~
NH(CH2)sNH---OC(CH2)4--CO-- ...

Poly-hexamethylene adipamide is a microcrystal-

Ime substance. In the massive state the crystals are

rtodomly orientated, as may be shown by means of

X-rays. It melts rather sharply around 270® C., and
themolten polymer, which is very viscous,may readily

be extruded into fibres. These fibres can then be

extended to some four to five times their original

length by the process of cold-drawmg, and thereby

acquire great strength and pliability. X-ray exam-
ination of the cold-drawn fibres shows that the

crystals have become orientated m a direction

parallel to the fibre axis.

Microcrystallmity and a capacity to yield strong

and pliable fibres are properties by no means confined

to the linear poly-amides; they are exhibited in

varying degree by the analogous poly-esters and the

poly-anhydrides of the component acids as well as

by other types of polymers such as those of ethylene

and vinylidene chloride. The particular importance

and value of the poly-amides from the fibre pomt of

view resides very largely in their high melting points,

which are much in excess of those of the polymers

euumerated above. Microcrystallmity and high

iholeohlar weight are apparently the essential attri-

butes of fibre-forming polymers ; high melting point

^nda ca^in degree of chemical stability are practical

,
neee^tie^V
The iiTOrk: resulting m the discovery of ^Terylene’

tod aa Its starting point tdhe general problem of the
hetweeh crystallinity and the molecular

arcAtitedito polymers, and was pursued in a

U R E

number of directions. It was commenced at a tmie

(1939) when theie was already available a good deal

ofinformation on this question, most ofwhich pointed

to the view that molecular symmetry was the

dominant factor determining microcrystallinity-.

From this pomt of view, therefore, isomerism m the

benzene nucleus, resulting m both symmetrical and
unsymmetrical distributions, presented some inter-

esting possibilities.

The polymeric poly-methylene phthalates first

described by Carothers were all devoid of crystal-

linity ; the corresponding isophthalates and tere-

phthalates were unknown. Of these the former should

be amorphous and the latter crystallme

These expectations were experimentally confirmed

Polymeric ethylene isophthalate proved to be an
amorphous resm, while polymeric ethylene terephtha-

late was found to be highly crystalline. The structure

of polymeric ethylene terephthalate is represented

thus •

• • —0(CH2)2—0—0C<4 ^ CO—0(CH2),—

O—OC ^CO— ...

It is of incidental mterest to note that Bucher and
Slade® reported so long ago as 1909 the preparation

of the anhydrides of both isophthalic and terephthalic

acids. They state : “The properties ofthese anhydrides

mdicate that they have a high molecular weight
and that they may be represented by the formula

[CeH4(C0)20]:,”.
A few mmor difficulties were encoimtered m the

preparation of polymeric ethylene terephthalate, but

m most respects this follows the usual procedure

appropriate to this class of reaction. It may conveni-

ently be obtamed by direct esterification of the

glycol or by catalysed ester-interchange between the

glycol and dimethyl terephthalate. The solubility

of the poly-ester in organic liquids is very restricted,

and in order to follow the progress ofthe reaction it was
found necessary to determine the intrmsic viscosity in

nitrobenzene at 150° C. This did not provide a

reliable basis for the calculation of molecular weight.

Polymeric ethylene terephthalate—or ‘Terylene’—

as obtained by the solidification of the viscous

reaction melt is a hard, porcelain-like substance,

melting slightly above 250° C., and displaymg random
crystalline orientation. It is also obtainable in a

condition of random crystalline orientation as a

powder, by recrystallization from nitrobenzene and
a few other solvents m which it is sparingly soluble

at high temperatures.
If, however, the molten polymer is cooled very

rapidly by quenching with water, it solidifies to a

colourless, transparent and completely amorphous
glass. In this form it is physically unstable, and on
gently warming reverts suddenly to the crystalline

state in a rather striking manner. These two foinns

of the material are distinguished by some difference

m chemical reactivity.

Fibres are obtamed by extrusion from the melt
and subsequent cold drawing, and are highly orien-

tated (see Nature, Dec. 14, p. 871). A knowledge of

their full range of properties must await the results

of the more detailed evaluation now in progress. At
an early stage of the work, however, it seemed
evident that these properties were of a promising
order from a textile pomt of view.

‘Terylene’ was first prepared in the expectation

that it would prove to be a fibre-forming pqlymer,
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but the influence on the propertieKS of the inatenal
as a whole of the syrnraetrically disposed, recurring
benzene nuclei in the linear chain could not be
predicted with any degree of certainty. All that
could be inferred was that, m comparison with the
purely aliphatic fibre-forming polymers, the chains
would be less flexible, since there are fewer points
of rotation in a given length. Nevertheless, they
apparently retain sufficient suppleness to permit
cold-drawing. That the poly-ester would have a
high melting pomt appeared probable but by no
means certain.

The possible effect of the ester linkages on the
general chemical stability of the fibres was a very
speculative matter. On one hand, unlil^e the amide
linkages in the poly-am ides (and in natural silk) the
ester linkage should not induce instability to heat
and light, and it has now been reported that ‘Terylene’
IS notably resistant towards these agencies. On the
other hand, the normal susceptibility of the ester
linkage to hydrolysis at first gave rise to some
misgivings. It was therefore rather surprismg to
find that ‘Terylene’ fibres remained apparently
unaffected when subjected to quite severe hydrolytic
treatments. This behaviour must be accounted for
by the high degree of orientation and the close
molecular packing—the density of ‘Terylene’ approxi-
mates to 1*4—^whereby access of hydrolytic agents
IS rendered difficult, if not altogether prevented. In
this connexion it is of interest to remark that imdrawn
‘Terylene’ fibres are readily dyed by many dyestuffs
commonly used for the dyeing of cellulose acetate
rayon, but after cold-drawmg the dye affinity of the
fibres is very much reduced.
The higher polymeric polymethylene terephthalates

show diminishing melting points with increasing
length of the polymethylene chain separating the
ester linkages ; trimethylene terephthalate melted
at 221® C. and the decamethylene ester at 123° C,

These higher esters, however, all yielded orientated
fibres when in a condition ofsufficiently high molecular
weight. On the other hand, esterification ofdiethylene
glycol with torephthalic acid gave only amorphous,
rubber-like poly-esters from which useful fibres could
not be obtained. It is Imown that similar products
result from the estenfication of diethylene glycol and
its homologues with the acids HOOC(CH 2)nCOOH.
The effect of the ether linkage is, however, variable.

The higher polymers of ethylene oxide are crystallme,
and Dr. J. T. Dickson, while engaged on the present
studies, obtained microcrystalhne fibre-forming poly-
mers by esterifying the glycols HO(CH2)nOH with
the acid

HOOC COOH.

From acids of the series p-HOOC

—

CcIi4,{Cli 2 )n

OH, microcrystalline fibre-forming poly-esters were
obtained Tby self-condensation. These are of the
type :

... —PC <4 ^ 0—PC

(0Hs)„—P—PC ^ (CH5)n—O— • • •

The poly-ester derived from p-hydroxymethyl
benzoic acid is in many respects not dissimilar from
^rylene’, but shoves a greater tendency to persist
in the amorphous condition-—behaviour perhaps

attributable to its rather lower degree of molecular
symmetry.
The investigations which have now been briefly

outlined were pursued by my colleagues (in particular,
Dr. J. T. Dickson, Mr. W. K. Birtwistle and Dr. G. G
Ritchie) and me in the laboratories of the Calico
Printers’ Association, Ltd., durmg the period 1939-41,
and met with many difficulties on account of the
War. The preparation of ‘Terylene’ on a somewhat
larger scale ultimately became necessary, and this

was undertaken at a later period by Dr. D. V. N.
Hardy of the Chemical Research Laboratory’
(Department of Scientific and Industrial Research),
at the request of the Ministry of Supply. A sample of
‘Terylene’ jorepared by Dr. Hardy was eventually
submitted to Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., for

preliminary evaluation.

I would like to conclude this short account by an
acknowledgment of my indebtedness first to the
work of Carothers, ofwhich the present investigations
are a logical extension ; secondly, to my early

association with the late C. F. Cross, the discoverer
of the viscose reaction, from whom I first acquired
an interest m the chemistry and structure of fibres

that has endured for many years.

^ See Part 1 of the collected papers of W, H. Carothers in Vol. 1 of
“High Polymers” (Interscience Publishers, Inc

,
New York, 1940).

* For a more detailed discussion of this question see Whmfleld, Chm,
epd Ind., 63, 354 (1943)

* J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 31, 1919 (1909).

GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTING AND
ENGLISH OILFIELDS

At a Geophysical Discussion on English oilfields,

held at the rooms of the Royal Astronomical
Society on November 22, a large attendance demon-
strated the interest aroused by the geophysical
methods which have been widely applied in the
intensive search for oil in Britain over the past

ten years.

Dr. J. Phemister, in opening the discussion, gave
a general account of the types of structure in which
oil may be found, ofthe distribution ofsuch structures

in England, and ofthe geophysical methods employed
in their detection. The types of structure possible m
England include the stratigraphic trap, the closed

anticline or dome, and the traps against an uncon-
formity or a fault. In each case the porous stratum
which is a potential oil reservoir must he sealed off

by impermeable rook against both vertical and
lateral dissipation of fluid, and the seal must have
remamed effective. In considering the distribution

of structures which might act as oil-traps, the field

of mquiry may be limited to those geological forma-
tions which provide some indication of the presence

of oil. Such indications include seepages, gas-escapes,

oil-impregnations, elaterite veins, and bituminous
coatings in fractures and joints. The formations sug-

gested by such signs m worthy of consideration are

the Wealden and Corallian of the south of England,
the Coal Measures, Millstone Grit and Carboniferous

Limestone of, the Midlands, and in Scotland the

Calciferous Sandstone Series. From a well at Hard-
stoft in the Carboniferous limestone, more than
3,600 tons of oil had be^ obtained in the years

1919-38. To these possibiifites,the Magnesian Lime-/
stxine of nurdiem Yorkshhe has recently been
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as a considerable gas-fieid in it has been proved by
boring.

Closed anticlines in the Corallian and Wealden of

southern England have now been extensively tested

but no oil-field has been found. The naam purpose
of geophysical survey in this region would be to

locate structural crests in Mesozoic strata below a
cover of Tertiaries, and to detenmme the depths to

the Palaeozoic platform agamst which the Mesozoic
strata overlap unconformably.

Structures m Carboniferous strata west of the
Pennme Chain have so far proved non-productive,
but east of this Ime four small oil-fields have since

1939 produced more than 300,000 tons of oil. They
occur in closed anticlines in Millstone Grit which are

concealed from surface observation by a thick uncon-
formable cover of Jurassic, Triassic and Permian
sediments. The structures were located principally

by seismic survey, and this discovery represents a
great achievement in the application of quantitative
methods of refraction surveying on the part of the
geophysical staff of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. In
the search for similar oil-bearing structures, geo-
physical surveys have been extended over wide areas
of Lmcolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Norfolk. Many
structures have been found, which although they
have not been productive, are thought to mdicate
possibilities which should not be neglected.

In prospecting for concealed structures of the kind
in question, two classes of geophysical survey—^the

gravitational and the seismic—are of particular value.

Gravitational survey may be carried out by the
Edtvds balance or by the gravity meter (gravimeter).

The latter, bemg more rapid in operation and
requiring leas laborious corrections, is more suited to

reconnaissance survey and has been extensively used
in England by the oil companies. This instrument
measures the amount by which changes between a
base station and other stations distributed over the
area to be surveyed. Corrections for latitude, altitude
and, when necessary, terrain are applied, and from
the corrected observations a chart showing contours
of equal difference in g (isogams) is prepared. The
isogam chart shows the positions of local gravity
maxima. These may be rendered less apparent but
cannot be obliterated by regional changes.

Interpretation of gravitational surveys is based on
the fact of experience that, close above the crest of
a dome formed in a normal series of sediments, the
force of gravity reaches a local maximum value.
Similarly, above the position where an unconformable
platform of old rocl^ comes nearest to the surface,

gravity attains a maximum. Between these two
structures, fundamentally different geologically,

gravitational survey may not be able to discriminate,
but it will supply the information necessary to decide
the position for a boring which will prove the nature
of the rocks in the concealed structure at least

expense.
Seismic surveys also may be carried out by two

methods. In the reflexion methods, depth to a bed
whiej^is accepted as an areal marker is deduced from
the time elapsmg between the firing of a shot at the
surface and the arrival of the wave reflected

from the bed. The method has not proved reliable

in inv^tigating the presence and depth of the
Limestone in England. The refraction

on the contrary, has proved capable of
con^nrn^ the top of this formation with consider-

prOAion, its predictions have been checked
by Iwihg. survey may foe carried out by

U R E

the procedure of arc -shooting in which the seismo-

graphs are stationed on the arc of a circle of about
two to three miles radius and centred on the shot-

point. Anomalously short travel-time signifies the

approach towards the surface, along the radius

concerned, of a high-velocity medium. By shooting
a number of arcs, the interesting area can be
delimited. In straight-line shooting the seismographs
are set out on a line through the shot-point, and the
time-distance graphs constructed from the observa-

tions yield data for calculating the depth to the
refracting interface and the average velocity of the

waves m the overlying and underlying rocks. The
velocity is to a considerable degree diagnostic of the
rocks, as the following figures, provided by Mr. K.
Davies, chief geophysicist, Anglo-Iranian Oil Co.,

show : Keuper Marl, 7,600-9,000 ft. per sec. ,* Coal
Measures strata, 12,000-14,000 ft. per sec. ; Carboni-
ferous Limestone, 18,500-19,600 ft. per sec.

A gravitational survey at present in progress in

the region between Bristol and London, and the
results achieved up to date, were then described by
Mr. L. H. Tarrant, of the geophysical staff of the

Anglo-Iranian Oil Co., Ltd. The instrument in use

IS the Frost gravity meter, which consists of an air-

damped box-beam carrying at one end a gold weight
and at the other a drum to compensate air-buoyancy.

A frictionless pivot is effected by a ligature device.

The beam is suspended by a mainsprmg which is

attached to the framework vertically above the axis

of rotation of the beam and is in an almost astatized

condition. By raisiag or lowermg the point of attach-

ment of the mamspring, the beam is set for the

average value of gravity of the region which is to be
surveyed. Observations are made by reading on a
divided dial the rotation required to increase or

decrease the tension on a readiag spring required to

return the beam to the null position corresponding
to an arbitrary zero of gravity anomaly at a station

accepted as the base station of the survey. The
divisions of the dial are calibrated by leading at

stations between which there is a known difference

of gravity. An instrumental correcAon must be
applied to the observations for drift of the zero ; this

is determmed empirically by re-occupying an earlier

station at two-hour intervals, and applied on the
assumption of a linear change with time. Tempera-
ture correction is elimmated by thermostatic control

of the instrument. The sensitivity of this gravity
meter is rather better than 1/50 milligal (0*000,02

cm./sec.^), and the probable error of an observation
estimated from a number of observations at individual
stations is 1/30 milligal.

The area which it is intended to survey covers about
5,000 square miles and overlaps in the south-west the
locus of a gravity meter survey south of the Mendip
Hills earned out earlier by the Gulf Exploration
Co., Ltd. About 2,000 square miles have been covered
and nearly four thousand stations occupied. A
magnetic survey has been run concurrently but not

with such detail, 850 observations having been made.
The chart of isogams constructed from the observa-

tions corrected for difference in latitude, elevation

and, in some cases, terrain, reveals a regular dis-

position of maximal and mmimal areas of gravity

anomaly. On the west, high values of gravity ave

conspicuous and are readily correlated with the

Mendip anticline and the partly concealed outcrop
of the Carboniferous Limestone along the eastern

flank of the Bristol basin. The Mendip axis can Be
traced under cover of th® Mesozoic strata as a long
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Spur of dimiuisliuig gravity anomaly, and low
maximal ridgos indicate its continuation as a line of
minor importance which curves oast and then oast-
south-east beneath the north margin of Salisbury
Plain.

The most remarkable and unexpected feature of
the isogam chart is a deep trough of low-gravity
values extending in a south-north direction approxi-
mately through Cirencester. From this axis gravity
increases steadily and rapidly eastwards, and the
chart shows a plateau of high gravity with two broad
maximal areas between Oxford and Swindon and
north-west of Oxford. Magnetic anomalies show a
similar areal disposition of high and low values, but
the maxima are considerably displaced from the
gravity ‘highs’. No geological mterpretation of these
significant gravity anomalies is bemg put forward at
present by the Company’s scientific workers, who
hope to obtain complementary data by the applica-
tion of seismic refraction methods of survey. It is,

however, of interest and importance to recall that a
boring at Burford reached Coal Measures at 1,200 ft.

from surface. The difference found by the gravity
meter between the values of g at Bristol and Oxford
is 8*5 milhgals, the difference by pendulum measure-
ment bemg 10 milhgals.

The rate of survey by gravity meter is high in a
country so well provided as England with good roads
and with bench-marks, spot-levels and contours.
The instrument can then be transported rapidly from
station to station in a motor-car, and little time need
be spent in surveying station sites for exact position
and elevation. The average area covered each day
in the survey described by Mr. Tarrant was 10 square
miles, and the average number of stations occupied
was nineteen. In countries poorly provided with
topographic maps progress is very much slower ; and
whore the ground conditions are difficult, it is esti-

mated that to keep the gravity meter fully employed
the services of three topographic surveyors are

required. The instrument itself is easily portable,

being of small bulk, moderate wejight (36 lb.) and
possessing a reliable system of clamps.
Mr. Tarrant was followed by Mr. J. E. R. Wood,

also of the Anglo-Iranian geophysical staff, who
described, in illustration of seismic refraction survey,

an investigation which has just been carried out in

north-east Yorkshire. The object of the survey was
to study the Magnesian Limestone, which was already
known to occur at 2,400 ft. in a bormg one mile south
of Redcar. To obtam basic information, the seismic

survey was begun by carrying out a Ime-shoot as

near as possible to this boring and orientated parallel

to the probable tmderground strike of the limestone.

It was found that the limestone acted as a refracting

medium transmitting waves with a velocity of

19,600 ft. per sec. and that the average velocity in

the overlying strata was 11,800 ft. per sec. From
Inspection of the time-distance graph and the ampli-
tudes of the pulses, which were becoming weak at

16,000 ft., it was decided that the main survey by
arc-shooting would be most effectively carried out
usmg a radius of 14,000 ft. A system of arcs was
then laid out, and in order to avoid distortion of the
arc-time profile the shot-points were located suitably
to the inclination of the refracting medium, so far as
this may be indicated by the contours of the base
of the Rhsetic series.

From the results of arc-shootmg, time-contours of
interval 1/100 sec. were constructed over the area
from the sea to XJpleatham Hills in the south and

between Marske and Grangetown. The contours
revealed a dome in the Magnesian Limestone below
the southern outskirts of Redcar, and a bore has
since been drilled. The difference m depth of the
limestone in the two bormgs differed from that
calculated from the seismic results by only 40 ft., a
length representmg 3/1000 sec. It is of interest to
note that the system of arcs and Imes shot over the
area contained three closed polygons, aroimd which
the sum of the time differences was small and less

than the limit of accuracy of measurement. This
fact indicates that the pulses employed came from
the same stratum throughout the survey, and that
there are no significant changes of velocity m either

the refractmg medium or the overlymg strata. In
extending the survey southwards, difficulties in

interpretmg the results were encountered, and are

ascribed to (a) distortion of arc-time profiles when
shot across troughs and, possibly, faults in the lime-

stone ; (h) the possibility of change in the true

velocity in the refractmg stratum ; and (c) the pos-

sibility that the pulses did not arrive from the same
bed on reversal of the direction of shootmg.

In openmg the general discussion which followed

the formal contributions, Prof. V. C. Illing stressed

the distinction between findmg structure and finding

oil. Suitable structure is necessary, but of as great

importance to the main issue is the geological history

of the strata in which oil is sought ; and in assessing

the oil-bearing potentialities of a region, as great

consideration must be devoted to this aspect of the
problem as to the discovery of structure. While
there can be no question that certain British rocks

had contained oil, is it to be expected in the light of

•their past geological history of severe foldmg and
rupture that they now retam sufficient to repay the
expense of intensive search ? Prof, Illing said he
had some years ago expressed his dubiety, and he
contmued to be dubious of an affirmative answer to

this question. Regarding the purely geophysical

aspect of the search for oil, one marvelled at the
precision of predictions based on the results of

seismic refraction survey. He was puzzled, however,
by the failure of the reflexion method to yield reliable

evidence of the Carboniferous Limestone, and would
be greatly interested to know what explanation
might be adduced.
The production of considerably more than

300,000 tons of crude oil which has already been
attained was mentioned by Prof. A. O. Rankine, who
emphasized the importance of the part played by
geophysical survey in this achievement. While the

evidence from bormgs and mining for coal had
indicated the possibility of a fold near Eakring, it

was by geophysical survey by the seismic refraction

method that the existence of a closed structure m
the Carboniferous Limestone had definitely been
proved. He left it to Mr. Wyrobek to discuss

the failure of the reflexion method. Referring

to the mterestmg nature of the gravitational

anomalies between Bristol and Oxford, he hoped
that it would be possible for the geophysicists

of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company to investigate

by seismic refraction tests the buried structures

which had been mdicated by the gravity meter
surveys. Mr. Wyrobek then put forward his

view that reflexion of oompressiqnal waves is most
efficiently effected when the high-velocity medium is

comparatively thm and is, so to speak, suspended in

low-velocity strata. He believed the lack of success

in detecting the Carboniferous Limestone by seo^no^i
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reflexion survey was due to the massive character of
the limestone, which absorbed a high proportion of
the energy. He pomted out also that it is covered
by strata of Millstone Grit and Coal Measures age,

which have fairly high velocity characteristics. In
contrast to this purely physical explanation, the
suggestion was made by Prof. W. G Fearnsides and
supported by Prof. O. T. Jones that the existence of
a transition zone of mterbedded limestones and shales
between the Millstone Grit stiata and the massive
limestone may be responsible for the confusing and
bafflmg reflexions.

In reply to a question by Mr. Wyrobek whether
the accuracy of prediction of depth of the Magnesian
Limestone from refraction shooting had been tested
m the Redear area, Mr Wood said* that the dis-

crepancy between prediction and boring data was
50 ft. at 2,120 ft. depth.
Dr. E. C. Bullard, in closing the discussion, directed

attention to the fundamental advances which are
being achieved alike in the study of the concealed
geological structure of England and of the correlated
magnetic and gravitational anomalies, and in the
development of precise instruments of physical
research, as a consequence of the quest for oil. The
honours in the contribution of data fundamental to
the elucidation of structure in England were evenly
divided between the American and British oil com-
panies. He would himself bo interested to know
whether Hater’s pendulum station at Arbury Hill
had been occupied in the gravity meter survey in
the Oxford district, and Mr. Tarrant stated in reply
that while this station lay considerably beyond his
survey, the desirability that the gravity meter survey
should be linked with absolute measurements of
gravity was being constantly borne in mind by his
Company’s geophysical staff.

SYNCARIDA IN RELATION TO
THE INTERSTITIAL HABITAT

By Dr. A. G. NICHOLLS
Department of Biology, University of Western Australia

The Syncarida occupy an important position
among the Crustacea, and are of considerable

interest to carcinologists by virtue of certain primitive
featur^ which they show. The more typical forms,
Anaspides and Paranaspides, are familiar to all

zoologists, but it is possible that the less well-known
Bathynellidse may have an even greater interest. On
account of their small size, these have tended to be
overlooked, but no one has devoted more attention
to them than has Dr. P. A. Chappuis, of the Speleo-
logical Institute at Cluj, in Transylvania. His work,
extended over many years, has been carried on
through the difficult times of the War, and the
accounts of it have recently reached ns m a series of
papers dealing with subterranean fauna m general.
As much of the more mtcresting results have been
publMfed in some of the less readily accessible
jouroate ofcentral and south-eastern Europe, a review

these be of interest to zoologists.
A?:^ ^oount of the history of Bathynella, and the

gentm pcmjtbaihyndla, was given by Chappuis^
ih X939, the math points of which may be briefly
rwapithlated. discoveredbyVedjovsky
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in 1880, from a well in Prague. His description,
|)ublished two years later, was based on two specimens
one of which was later lost, the other being a poor
preparation mounted in Canada balsam. Vedjovsky,
at that time, did not attempt to classify this crustac-
ean, regarding it as of uncertain position, but lie

believed that it was of common occurrence and had
previously been overlooked owmg to its small size

(1-5 mm.). In 1899 Caiman^, on a re-examination of
Vedjovsky’s preparation, was able to place it m the
Syncarida. It then receded into the background--
if not into' oblivion—since no one was able to find
more specimens until Chappuis, in 1913, rediscovered
it in an abandoned well near Basle. Shortly after his

discovery the well was filled in and the new source
thus lost, but not before Chappuis had collected a
number of specimens, three of which he sent to the
British Museum (Hatural History). These enabled
Caiman to give a thorough description of Bathymlla'K
Three years later, Chappuis again foimd Bathynella m
the Swiss Jura Mountains, and sent specimens to
Delachaux, who described these as a second species
whidh he named after Dr. Chappuis.
Smce then, owmg to the intensification of interest

m the fauna of underground waters, it has been found
m many places in Europe, as shown on the chart
given by Chappuis^. Its discovery in England by
Lowndes'^ was by chance, but is none the less inter-

esting on that account.
The related genus Parahathynella was first described

by Chappuis® in 1926, his specimens having been
obtained from a stream flowing from the Svela Voda
Cave in Jugoslavia. A second species was described
by Sars® in 1929, from the Batu Cave, Kuala Lumpur,
and Karaman’ extended our knowledge of the
European species by finding more mature specimens
at Skoplje. These were regarded by Chappuis^ as
belonging to a distmct species, but there would not
appear to be adequate grounds for this view.

It is a characteristic feature of the Bathynellidse
that, up to 1939, they had always been fomid in wells,

in springs, or in streams in caves ; that is to say,
they are associated with water of subterranean origin.

Because of the isolated nature of the localities where
Bathynellidse had been found, Chappuis® considered
the possihilily of their having been transpprted from
one body of water to another over the surface. He
concluded that this was most improbable, and it has
been generally assumed that they inhabited the water
of crevices (Spaltengewdsser) which were m general
interconamunication, a hypothesis which it is difficult

to accept in view of their occurrence at pomts so far
removed from the apparent centre of distribution as
in the Pyrenees and in England.

Cbappuis’s more recent work, however, has shed
new light on this problem, and has opened a new
field of investigation. Largely as the result of the
work of the late Dr. C. B. Wilson®, it has been known
for some time that the mterstitial spaces of sandy
beaches are inhabited by a varied and extensive
fauna in which copepods are abundant. This fauna
is not restricted to the marine environment, but is

also to be found around the shores of lakes, and this

environment has also received much attention of
recent years^®. Chappms^^ has now extended these
investigations to yet another type of habitat He
has found that by digging holes in the sand and
rubble within a few yards of swiftly flowing streams*
and by collecting and filtering the water which
accumulates in such pools, he has been able to collect

a considerable and varied fauna.
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111 oTxo Hiieli pool lu tho Koros Valloy, from about

(50 litres of water, he coUoctocl a now isopocl, eight

species of copepods, an ostracod, throo spocios of
mites, nomalodos, oligochad.os, Hydra, a quantity of

mse(‘t larva', and Bathynella, Tn another place ho
found yot another new isopod (ro])resentmg a new
genus), au amphipod, and a varied avssorlmeiit of
other forms similar to the first.

He extended this work during the years which
followed, and found places where he could collect

Bathynella by the hundred, in all stages of develop-
ment^-. He later identified these as B. chappmsi, and
gave additional notes on their biology Thus he
has established Bathynella as an inhabitant of th^
permanent water of the water-table (Qrundwasser),

in suitable soil conditions, which indicates that its

presence in wells, springs, and streams has been
accidental. This fact, together with its small size,

accoimts for its having been overlooked and for the
difficulty in finding it again subsequent to its first

discovery.

Chappuis’s discovery of the true habitat of Bathy-
nella, and the abxmdant supply of material thus made
available, has made possible for the first time a full

account of its developmental stages. This work was
undertaken by Bartok^"^ who, though writing in

Hungarian, has given a four-page summary of his

work m German and a useful table showing the comse
of development of the body and its appendages
through the seven stages. This account is well

illustrated with clear text-figures. A point of con-
siderable interest is that in the youngest stage,

although the thoracic region is fully segmented, the
abdomen consists of only three segments ; one
segment is added at each stage up to the fourth, in

which the full number of six first appears. Of the
appendages, the first and second antenme show a
progressive development from the first stage onwards,
attaining thoir full development in the fifth stage.

The second antenna in the youngest stage resembles

the thoracic legs in structure.

Of tlie thoracic logs, only the first four pairs are

present in the first stage, the fifth and sixth appearmg
in the second and third stages respectively. A
peculiarity is shown in the order of appearance of the

last two pairs ; the eighth pair appears first, in the

fifth stage, while the seventh pair does not appear
until the sixth stage. Although the pleon is only

three-segmented at first, the smgle pair of pleopods

characteristic of Bathynella is present at that stage,

though not fully developed.
In the caudal region the anterior pair of appendages

first appears in the fourth stage, simultaneously with
the appearance of the sixth abdominal segment,

whereas the posterior appendages, interpreted as

furcae, are present ^throughout.

When Bathynella is referred to m a general text-

book of zoology, itiis usually dismissed as a degenerate

Syncarid which has taken to an underground exist-

ence. However, while at first sight it might be

expected that such a form, which has left the normal
environment for a subterranean existence, should
rightly be regarded as degenerate, Bathynella never-

theless shows certain very interesting features which
can only be regarded as primitive. Its habitat, as

Chappuis has shown, is analogous to that of the

interstitial harpacticoid copepods. In conformity

with their adoption of this peculiar habitat, both

forms show a number of common features, such as the

slender, elongate, very fiexible body, and the loss of

eyes. Although the interstitial o0|i6pods are thus

U R E

Specialized for this existence, they are far from being
degenerate ; and there would not appear to be any
primary reason for assuming that the Bathynellid^
are degenerate because they share tho same tyjTo of
habitat.

'The chief primitive characters shown by the Bathy-
nelhdae are first, the retention of a free first thoracic
somite ; secondly, the presence on this somite of
appendages (maxillipeds), which are practically
undifferentiated from the other thoracic legs ; and,
thirdly, the possession of two pairs of appendages on
the terminal segment of the abdomen. So far as the
thoracic appendages are concerned, Parahathynella
shows a greater number of segments in the exopods,
thus indicating that it is more primitn-e than Bathy-
nella m this respect.

The mterpretation of the appendages of the caudal
region has been the subject of divergent views and
some controversy. In no other groups of Crustacea
are there examples of the terminal abdominal seg-

ment bearing two pairs of appendages ; even the
other Syncarida show a tail-fan similar to that of the
Decapoda. There is no doubt that the anterior pair
are uropods, but the posterior pair, which are com-
posed of smgle segments each armed with spines and
setae, are not so easily identified. Vedjovsky contented
himself with callmg them Behwanzplatten ; Caiman®
interpreted them as probably furcal rami, though
possibly the halves of a divided telson such as is

found in many amphipods and some other Crustacea.
Chappuis® gave preference to the theory of the
divided telson, and Caiman® concurred. But Sars®
regarded them as a second pair of uropods, homo-
logous with the third pair of the amphipods. It is

possible that in drawmg this homology he was misled
by an inaccuracy in one of his figures to which
Nicholls^® later directed attention. The latter showed
that they could not be homologous with the third pair
in amphipods, and accepted the divided telson as an
explanation. However, in 1939 Chappuis^ reverted
to Caiman’s original interpretation and gave new
reasons for regarding them as furcal rami, explaining
that the caudal segment was probably composed of
the sixth abdominal segment with which the telson

had become fused, and thus these appendages must
be telsonic. Bartok^^ suggests that the presence of
these appendages in the first yoimg stage, while the
abdomen is still not fully segmented, proves that
Chappuis’s latest mterpretation is correct, since the
telson could not be completely divided into two parts

and still give rise to additional segments. However,
this does not close the controversy, because there are
reasons for believmg that the two pairs of caudal
appendages in the Bathynellidae may represent those
of the fused sixth and seventh abdomma^ somites,

and may thus both be interpreted as uropods.
Chappuis^®, after discussing the habitat and dis-

tribution of certain forms which he obtained from the
interstitial spaces of sand and rubble m th© valleys

of Transylvanian rivers, concluded that they are of
marine origin, relics from the tertiary period when
a great part of central Europe was covered by the
Sarmatian Sea. It is a fact that some of the copepods,
isopods, and amphipods found in that habitat have
marine forms as their nearest relatives- He suggested
that as this sea became increasingly fresh aaad later

dimmished in extent, many ofits inhabitantsremamed
behindm the sand and rubble masses of the emptying
valleys, and'are known to-day inthe extensive variety

of forms wl^ich inhabit such an ©nviitonment- He
concludes ;
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“Eines der aitasten Eleinante dor Subterranfaiiaa

ist wohl Bathynella, Wit koiinen zwar nicht sagon,

seit warm das Tier untenrdisch loben muss, das

©inziga was wir liberliaupt wisseii ist, dass ihre

nachsten lebonden Varwaiidten in Ost-Iiidian, Aus-

tralian und Tasmanian zu finden sind imd dass dio

fossilen Verwandetn im Perm und Carbon lebten.

Salt dam Palaeozoikum sind wader in Marinen- noch

in Susswasser-Ablagarungen "Cbarrest© von Syncari-

dan gefundan warden. Bathynella ist dahar ainas der

aitasten Elemanta unserar Siisswasserfauna, dann

schon ihra fossilen Vorfahren lebten in solchem. Das
©iganartige ist, dass sich die varschiedanen Bevolker-

ungan nicht artlich diffaranziart haben. Bathynella

aus Siidangland ist yon den Tieren aus Siebanburgan

(Transylvania) kaum zu imterscheiden.”

If Chappuis’s theory b© correct, here is good evi-

dence for the antiquity of the Bathynallidsa, and the

fact that they have retained certain primitive

characters supports this opinion of their great age.

At the same time, in association with their subter-

ranean habits, they have doubtless undergone some
specialization, which has led to their being regarded

as degenerate.

The recent discovery by Chappuis of the true

habitat of Bathynella may have important results

when similar situations in other parts of the world

are studied in the same way. It would not seem

unduly optimistic to suggest that an extension of his

methods to other localities will not only widen the

present known distribution of the Bathynellidae, but

may also brmg to light hitherto -unsuspected forms.

Among these may be expected new Syncarida, which

may throw further light on crustacean affinities. The
discovery by Pennak and Zmn^® of a new crustacean

belonging to a new order (Derocheilocaris, Mystaco-

oarida) was the result of further investigation of the

sand environment of marine habitat. The alluvium

of mountain streams is as yet practically rmexplored,

and may be expected to provide valuable information.

Bathynella itself, although possibly related to the

ancient Sarmatian Sea, is clearly not restricted to the

area covered by that sea. Parabathynella, although

represented by species within that region, is also

known from Malaya. The other Syncarida are

Australian, and this region may well yield new
subterranean forms.

Koonunga and Micraspides would appear to be

mtemdediat© forms between the true surface dwellers

{Anaspides and Paranaspides) and the subterranean

Bathynellidse. Sayce^’ found Koonunga m “reedy

pools beside a tiny runnel” under conditions where

the water dries up for varying periods, and although

it possesses small ©yes, it “shuns strong light”.

Micraspides, which is without eyes, was found in

water “drained from sphagnum’*’, in detritus on the

floor of pools in the bed of a creek and from the water

which filled holes dug near a lake, in ground inhabited

by the burrowuig “land-crab”, Engceus^^. The size

of these forms (nearly 10 mm.) precludes the possi-

bility of their being interstitial m habitat, but it is

possible that Micraspides may inhabit the burrows

of Bngmus,
These two forms thus link the surface dwellers with

tire subterranean, not only on account of their mor-

phology^®', but also by reason of their habitat. While
it chrUibt be disputed that the Anaspidid^e-Koonun-

gid^^tbypellidae form a series showing reduction in

oOhiplWty of structure, the possession by the Bathy-
hellidjfe of ptimitiv© features not seen in the other

forms uot so much that they are degenerate

as that they are primitive forms which have -under-

gone simplification in relation to their undergroxmd
existence. They have not been subjected to the same
modifying influences as have the higher forms, which
show clear evolutionary trends leading towards the

condition of the higher Malacostraca.
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RADAR DETECTION OF METEOR
TRAILS

By Sir EDWARD APPLETON,
G.B.E., K.C.B., F.R.S.

AND

R. NAISMITH
Radio Division, National Physical Laboratory

I
N' the course of ionospheric observations mad©
durmg the International Polar Year 1932-33, a

transient type of radio echo was observed from
levels in the upper atmosphere about 100 km. above
the ground. Such echoes wore found to last only a
second or two and were noted to be equally frequent
both by day and by night. A solar origin in terms of
ultra-violet radiation could thus b© excluded, and
it was pointed out that, possibly, the ionization
trails of meteors were responsible, since Skellet had
already noted major increases of abnormal E layer
ionization to occur at night when meteors were
observed to pass overhead.

Since 1932, many studies of these transient echoes
have been made as part of the programme of the
Radio Research Board of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research, and evidence has gradually
been accumulated supporting the view that their
persistent occurrence throughout the day is due to
the general incidence of sporadic meteors. Most
valuable studies of echoes from scattermg centres in

the £^-layer of the ionosphere have been made by
Eckersley and his co-workers, though, in their latest

study of the direction of arrival and polarization of
these scatter echoes, it was concluded that the results
did not conform wi h the hjqoo thesis of meteoric
origin. Quite recently, however. Hey and Stewart,
working with 5-metro waves, have shown a definite
correlation between ionization bursts and meteor
showers, and, using the results of more than one
observing station, have in cerfcam cases been able to
determine the approximate position of the meteor
radiant.

Since January 1944, daily observations have been
made at the Research Suation, Slough, of the diurnal
and seasonal variation of these transient echoes. On
October 10, 1946, however, an exceptional oppor-
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Fig 1. (fl) Transient ECHOES RECORDBB ON 27 Mo /SBC ON October 9 1946 (6) Ionization tkails recorded at
Slough during the Giacobinid meteor shower on October lO, 1946

tunity occurred forteating the meteoric hypothesis of

their origm during the Giacobmid shower. For that

purpose a radar sender and receiver operating on a

frequency of 27 Mc./s. was used. The aerial system,

designed to radiate prmcipally in an upward direction,

had been erected for us by 60 Group of the Royal
Air Force. Pulses of 15 microsec. duration and of a
repetition rate of 50 per sec. were used, and the

usual cathode-ray oscillograph display of ground- and
echo -pulses was employed. For photographic record-

ing the whole of the tube except the time base was

masked oif, and a strip of photographic paper moved
slowly in a direction at right angles to the time base,

so that the breaks in the time base, due to the ground

pulse and the echoes, formed traces on the paper.

In Fig. la IS shown a record ofthis type in which the

range marks are also indicated automatically. The
record, which was made before midnight on October

9, 1946, is of ten minutes duration. Three transient

echoes were recorded as occurring at 2148, 2151 and

2155 G.M.T. (The contmuous rising trace in the middle

of the record is due to the echo from a single aircraft

flying away from the observing station.) In Fig. 16

is shown, for comparison, the type of record obtained

at the height of the meteor shower on October 10,

1946, which illustrates the very numerous echoes

registered during a similar ten-mmute mterval. The
duration and ranges of the transient reflecting

meteor trails can be clearly measured. It is also

interesting to note that the reflecting trails did not

reach levels substantially below 90 Ion. above the

ground.
A comparison of the rat© of transient echo occur-

rence during the shower and at other times is shown
in Fig. 2. For example, on the night of October 2/3,

1946, which IS taken as illustrating normal conditions,

the rate of occurrence is low, though it is noted that

the rate is higher after midnight than before- This

is in keeping wuh the hypothesis that sporadic

meteors are responsible for the transient echoes, for

in the morning hours the point of observation on the

earth is running into such meteors and in the evening

it is running away from them. On the same figure

is shown the result for the Giacobinid meteoi shower

which occurred between OOCO and 0600 g.m.t. on
October 10, 1946, wi h a maximum of activity

between 0300 and 0400 g.m.t. No visual observations

on this particular shower, which occurred when the

weather was cloudy over almost the whole of Great

Britam, are yet available to us for comparison. It

is, however, of interest that the shape of the curve in

Fig. 2, which was obtained by radio methods, bears

a sfcrikmg resemblance to that shown m Fig. 3 which

Fig. 2, Meteor shower of October 9,
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IS clue to ¥. (i- Wc^tsoll'^ unci shows the results of

visual rneasureiuonts raado in the Unitocl States on

the last occasion when an intense meteor shower,

associated with the same comet, was observed.

This complete conOrmation of the theory of the

meteoric origin of sliort-peuoci ionospheric echoes is

most satisfactory, for we can now count our radio

“Between the Planets”, by K (i Watson, p (Blakiston

Coinpanv, Philaclelpbia).

methods ofionospheric soundingas providing a reliable

techuiciue of meteor exploration which is applicable

in all weathers and also during daylight. Moreover,

since it IS found that the effective reflecting power of

meteor trails is increased as the exploring i^adio-

frequency is reduced, we have been able to show that,

usmg pulses of lower radio-frequency, many meteor

trails may be detected and examined which osca]>c

even telescopic visual recognition

NEWS an
Physics at the Royal Holloway College, London

Prof. S. Tolansky

Db. S. Tolansky, who has been appointed to the

chair of physics at the Royal Holloway College,

University of London, was bom in 1907. He went

to Armstrong College, Newcastle, where he started

research in spectroscopy under Prof. W. E. Curtis

After a period in London with Prof. A. Fowler and

another in Berlin with Prof. F. Pasclien, he joined

the Physics Department of the University of Man-

chester in 1934. Dr. Tolansky has become a leading

expert on hyperfine structure of spectral lines. He
has made a number of important contributions and

has elucidated the nuclear spins for a number of

elements : As, Sb, Sn, Pt and Br I. He has also

studied the nuclear magnetic isotope and quadripole

effects for various atoms. Recently, Dr. Tolansky

has developed new and powerful methods of interfero-

metry, applying them particularly to the detailed

investigation of surfaces of crystals, films, etc. These

methods, which combine the properties of multiple-

beam interferometry with those ofwedge fringes, have

proved a valuable means of investigating the struc-

ture of surfaces in a w^ay that was not possible before.

With it he has found it possible to measure differences

of level of a few atomic diameters.

Institute of Experimental Psychology, Oxford
Dr. William Brown

Those interested in psycholog;^^ will be sorry to

hear of the retirement under the age limit of Dr.

William Brown from the Wilde readership in mental

philosophy at Oxford. Dr. Brown retired from the

directorship of the Oxford University Institute of

Experimental Psychology last year. It was through

Dr. Brown that the laboratory of experimental

psychology was re-established—it had been started

by Prof. W. MacDougail but disrupted by the First

World War. The Wild© readership was first held by

Prof. G. F. Stout who, after five years, moved to

St. Andrews ; and then by Prof. MacDougail, who
xetamed it for seventeen years until he accepted the

chair of psychology at Harvard. William Brown was

a worthy follower m 1921 of these great psychologists.

He hadhad considerable experience in clinical nervous

and mental diseases during the War as medical officer

in charge of Craiglockhart War Hospital for neur-

asthenic officers and as neurologist to the Fourth

Army in the British Expeditionary Force in France.

With such experience, it was natural that Dr.

Brown’s mterests should be directed towards psycho-

’jChe nature of bis publications showed

tiiat this was so. In 1920 he published “Psychology

and Psychoiiherapy’% which was so popular that it

passed ffiur editions. In 1924 he edited and

d VIEWS
contributed to “Psychology and the Bcicnces”, and
in 1926 he published “Mmd and Porsonahty’% and
“Science and Personality” in 1929. In 1938 he wrote

“Mind, Medicine and Metaphysics” and “Psycho-

logical Methods of Healing”. These books were meant
to popularize psychological treatment rather than
contribute fresh knowledge to the subject, but were
very valuable because of Dr. Brown’s clear thinking

and wide knowledge. Brown is also interested m
social psychology, and in 1939 published “War and
Peace: Essays m Psychological Analysis”. In 1940,

jointly with Prof. Godfrey H. Thomson, he wrote

“The Essentials of Mental Measurement”. Oxford

will miss Dr. Brown’s genial personality ; he is

contmumg in full-time work in medical psychology

in London

Dr. William Stephenson

Db. William Stephenson, who has succeeded Dr.

William Brown as director of the Institute of Experi-

mental Psychology at Oxford, was appointed assistant

director on its foundation in 1936. He had previously

held the position of tutor and supervisor of post-

graduate students m psychology at University

College, London, and had specializedm mental testing

and in the correlations of mental aptitudes with one

another, having before that worked under the late

Prof. Charles Spearman, who regarded him as his

most outstandmg pupil. Dr. Stephenson’s researches

m statistical psychology proved, among other things,

the existence of a verbal factor, distinct from general

intelligence, which needed to be ‘partialled out’

before correlation, coefficients between mental tests

could give mathematical support to Spearman’s
theory of a central intellective factor, g. Indeed, his

jomt research with Dr. William Brown, entitled

“A Test of the Theory of Two Factors” (Brit, J.

Psychol., 23 ; 1933) ; and summarized in Nature (130,

588, 1932, and 133, 724; 1934), was held by
Spearman to b© the most adequate and convincing
vmdication yet produced of the scientific claims .of

his theory of g. During the Second World War, Dr.

Stephenson was m charge of the work of applying

mental tests in the Army, When the scientific results

of this work come to be published, it should bo

found to be of the greatest interest and importance.

Ettore Marchiafava (1847--I935)

Fob centuries the Roman “Campagna” was a

hotbed of malaria, and the part played by this

scourge is well recognized m the “Decline and Fall

of the Roman Empire” It is not surprising to find,

therefore, that Italian malariologists have enriched

our knowledge of its etiology and prevention. Before

1880, medical men and patients attributed the
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'shivering ague’ to an enigniatie nocturnal 'miasm’.

In that year Lavoran doscribefl the malaria parasite

His discovery was (‘onfirmod and am] >1 died by
Marchiafava and Cobi of Homo, who observed
amoeboid movements of the plasraodium withm the
red blood corpuscles and recorded an instance of the
experimental transmission of malaria m man. A
translation of Marchiafava and Bignami’s researches

on “Summer-autumn malarial fevers” was published
by the New Sydenham Society in 1894. Born in

Rome on tTanuary 3, 1847, Ettore Marchiafava m
1883 became professor of morbid anatomy and in

1916 of clinical medicme, remainmg actively inter-

ested m medical research until his death on October
22, 1935, at the age of eighty-eight. He was the

grand old man of Italian medicine, a leader of inter-

national science, and founder of the first Italian

anti-tuberciilosjs sanatorium at Rome. Marchiafava
was elected an honorary fellow of the Royal Society

of Medicine m the year of its centenary, and one of

his last publications was a communication in 1933 to

its Section of Neurology on degeneration of the brain

in chronic alcoholism. Distinguished in appearance
and most approachable, he was a fascinating lecturer

who made the dead live again as he recounted their

clinical story and correlated it with the post-mortem
findings.

Australian Guided Projectiles Range

Subject to a satisfactory agreement between the
two Governments on the financial and other aspects

of the undertaking, the Australian Government has
accepted the British Government’s proposal that a
firing range and associated technical facilities should
be set up m Australia for experiments with guided
})rojectiles and other long-range weapons. Lieut.-

General J. E. Evetts, fomiorly senior military adviser

to the Ministry of Supply, has left for Australia to

collaborate with the authorities there in the detailed

planning and execution of the project. In view of the

numerous representations received, the Australian

Guided Projectiles Committee and the director of

Native Affairs will report to the Australian Cabinet

to ensure the safety and welfare of aborigines m the

proposed range area.

The Hon. J. J. Dedman, Australian Minister for

Defence, made a statementm the House ofRepresent-

atives on November 22 on the project for a guided
missiles range and technical establishment in

Australia. He emphasized that the scheme is a joint

venture of Great Britain and Australia, The firing

point will be in the vicinity of Mount Eda in South
Australia, between the Transcontinental and North-
South Railways, The direction of the centre line of

the range is such that, if prolonged, it would pass

roughly midway between Broome and Port Head-
land in Western Australia ; that is, m the middle

of tho Ninety Mile Beach. The first step is to build

a short range of about 300 miles, designed to be

capable of extension at a later date, and to reserve

the necessary area. The Government has also ap-

proved of the reservation of the Salisbury Munitions

Factory for use, to the extent required, for the

developmental work to be undertaken in Australia.

Research and development on guided missiles has

been under way for some time in Great Britain,

whereas, so far, Australia has done no work in this

field. Hence for some considerable time, by far the

greater portion of the scientific sta:ff required for the

trials or research and development associated with

them must be drawn from Britain. The capital

cost of the range head and the first 300 miles of tlie

range is £3,000,000, and tho eventual annual main-
tenance cost of the range project is £3,000,000. if

the development work is exyianded, considerable

additional capital and maintenance expenditure will

be involved.

Excejit for a few pastoral leases at the firing

point and in South Austialia, the Central Aboriginal

Reserves and a few more pastoral leases adjacent

to the Ninety Mile Beach in Western Australia,

the area of the range and that which it is pro-

posed to reserve for eventual extensions is largely

uninhabited For some years the range will come
short of the Central Australian Aboriginal Reserves.

Durmg this period, it is expected that accuracy of

control will be largely jierfected ; hence the risk to

the aborigines, when the range is extended, will be
negligible, for the average density of population is

probably about only one native in every 50-100

square miles. Until the control is perfected, nom*
but non-explosive missiles will be fired, possibly at

the rate of one a week. A \"ery limited number of

observation posts may have to be established along

the line of fire m the aboriginal reserve ; m this con-

nexion the director of native affairs and other

authorities concerned in aborigine welfare are to be
consulted.

Fire Research m Great Britain

H.M Government, through the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research, has decided to

establish a comj^rehensive Fire Research Organisation

,

jomtly with the Fire Offices’ Committee. A Fire

Research Board has been appointed jomtly by tho

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research and
the Fire Offices’ Committee. The members of the

Board are : Lord Falmouth (chairman), head of Fm*
Research (“F”) Division, formerly Ministry of Home
Security, now D S.I.R., past member of the Advisoiy
Council and Executive Committee of the National

Physical Laboratory, and ofthe Fuel Research Board :

Dr. S. F. Barclay, head of the Research Department
of Mather and Platt, Ltd., manufacturers of fire-

fighting equipment ; Mr. J. W Berry, general

manager. Royal Insurance Co., Ltd., member of the

Fire Offices’ Committee ; Mr. E. L. Bird, editor of

the Journal of the Royal InsUtution of British Archi-

tects, member of the Joint Committee of the Building

Research Station and the Fire Offices’ Committee on

the Fire Gradmg of Buildings ; Sir George Burt,

chairman, John Mowlem and Co , Ltd., chairman of

the Building Research Board and of the Interdepart-

mental Committee on House Construction ; Dr. S- F.

Dorey, chief engineer surveyor, Lloyd’s Register of

Shippmg; Dr. P. Dunsheath, chief engineer an<l

director, Henley’s Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. ; Mr.

A. J. Makins, general manager, Commercial Union
Assurance Co., Ltd., member of Fire Offices’ Com-
mittee ; Air Commodore G. Powell, managing
director, British Aviation Services, Ltd. ; Mr. A. S.

Pratten, chief officer, London Salvage Corps ; Sm
William Stanier, scientific adviser, Ministry of Supply,

and lately scientific adviser, Ministry of Production,

and chief mechanical engineer, L.M.S. Railway

;

Prof, D. T. A. Townend, director of the British Coal

Utilisation Research Association ; Mr. W.H . Tuckey

,

director of the Fire Offices’ Committee Fire Pro-

tection Association. The m^bers of the Board

serve in their personal capacity and not as represent-

atives ofany organisation to which they happ^
to belong.

^

‘

^
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Organisation of Fire Research

The Fire Kosearch Organisation is a joint scheme
ill which an industry and the Govei’nmont are part-

ners, sharing the cost equally. It will be resjionsible

for the conduct of research on all asiiocts of the pre-

vention and extinction of fires, on tho safety ol life

in fires and the mitigation of damage, except that

on the fire resistance of buildings the Organisation

will collaboi’ate with the building research organ-

isation of the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research, where much research on this subject has
already been done. A Fire Research Station will be
jointly established. The capital cost is likely to* be
of the order of £75,000-£l 00,000, and the ultimate
annual running cost up to £50,000, both shared
equally between the Department and the Fir© Offices’

Committee. As part of its contribution to the capital

cost, the latter will transfer its Fir© Testing Station

at Elstree to the Government. The following are

the broad subjects on which research will clearly

have to be undertaken, although it will be for the
Fir© Research Board to make a selection and allot

pciority of work * (1) methods of preventmg the
occurrence of fires

; (2) methods of extinguishing
fires and equipment

; (3) fire protection of buildings,

that is, on the fire resistance of buildings, properties

of building materials, and elements of structure,

safety of life in fi|-es, the prevention of the spread
of fir© within buildings and from building to buildmg ;

(4) other fire hazards, for example, ships, aircraft,

special industrial hazards.

Textile Machinery Production in Britain

The crucial importance of the relations between
the textile industry and the textile machinery
industry was emphasized in the report of the Working
Party for the Cotton Industry, which recorded the
broad impression that there is a clear need for more
effort in Great Britain in regard to the perfection of
the design of the machinery and the development of
new methods of processing. This report has now been
followed by a broadsheet (No. 252), in which Political

and Economic Planning sets forth the facts and
findings ofa preliminary survey of the textile industry.
The War has given rise to a very large accumulated
demand for textile machinery from all textile manu-
facturing countries, since they have been unable
to obtam new machinery for six years. Normal
obsolescence requirements have been accelerated by
production at high pressure with a minimum of
maintenance, and total demand for textile machinery
is likely to remain at a high level for years. More-
over, Germany and Japan are for the moment almost
completely out of the picture, and the United States,
the only other country with a large potential capacity,
is at present preoccupied with its domestic market
and was never a large exporter of textile machinery.
For the time being, the task of satisfying world
demand will in the main fall upon the British indus-
try, and in view of the need to encourage exports
v^ith favourable long-term prospects, P.E.P. suggests
Miat textile machinery should be given a high
priority, in respect both of the allocation of labour
and ra^ir materials and the proportion of output
devoted ifeo export.
Thp opacity of the industry must be increased

vteE bejjtond. its pre-war limits. In the spinning,
weaving i*ndSuiting sections, this could be facilitated
by makipg bf the engineering resources of other
areas* In aE of the industry shortage of

labour is the limiting factor to increased capacity,

and the productivity of the present labour force is

low in comparison with other mechanical engineering

industries. Among the most important measures o

reorganisation and modernization rocommondod an
mechanization of machine shops and Coimdrios, which
should increase productivity, and, by ereniirg bolter

conditions of work and pay, help to attract now
recruits ; an increase in the average size of producing
unit, particularly at the foundry-level , and standard-

ization of product. At present, too many difforont

types of machinery are manufactured for work on
identical fibres, with heavy demands on skilled

labour and restricted possibilities of using automatic
machine tools.

Insect Control in Australia

The us© of D.D.T. as an agricultural insecticide

has been investigated by G. A. H. Holson and T. *

Greaves (J. Ooun. Sci. and Inrl. 18, No. 4, .

Canberra, Australia, November 1945). They find

that it is effective against a variety of lopidopterous

pests and also certain aphids, including Myzua persicce -

and Macrosiphum. gei, which can act as vectors for

virus diseases. D.D.T. was inoffectiv© against the

cabbage aphid Breincoryne brassicce, woolly aphis and
red spider. On the debit side, bees were sonously
affected by this insecticide when visiting tho flowers

of sprayed bean plants. Tho experiments wore on
varied scales, from laboratory tests to field trials,

and several methods of application wore used. D.D.T.
dusts were also found by T. Greaves (ibid., 18, No. 2,

May 1945) to provide the best control for a number
of cabbage pests in north Queensland. Load arsenate
and calcium arsenate wore also effective, but it would
seem necessary to apply all throe substances only
to tho early stages of growth of tins crop, as they are

toxic to man and higher animals. R. F. Powning
(ibid., 18, No. 2, May 1945) has evolved a method
for the analysis of D.D.T. and j^yrothrins in koroBono-
based sprays. The two insecticidal compouents are

separated by passage through a column of alumina.
D.D.T. passes through, and is then boiled with
alcoholic caustic potash to liberate hydrochloric acid,

which can be titrated with standard silver nitrate

solution. Pyrethrins are liberated from the alumina
and estimated by the usual methods. Wheat stored
in bulk is sometimes attacked by Bhizopertha dominica
and other insect pests. F. Wilson (ibid., 18, No. 2,

May 1945) has showfi that such outbreaks can be
largely controlled by applying finely ground mag-

«

nesite or dolomite to the surface of the mound.
Smaller mfestations can b© dealt with by fumigation
with carbon disulphide or ethylene dichloride.

Indexing and Filing Unpublished Material

The report of the meeting on February 15, 1946,

of the Association of Special Libraries and Informa-
tion Bureaux to discuss the “Indexing and Filing of

Unpublished Material” (see Nature, 167, 259 ; 1946)

has now been published. It includes the papers by
Miss L. G. Thomerson on “Filing and Indexing
Systems of Patra”, Mr. W. Ashworth on “Corre-

spondence Filmg Problems of the British Cast Iron

Research Association”, Mr. A. E. Dodd on “The
Filing of Unpublished Material in the British

Refractories Research Association”, and by Miss D.
Knight, “Unpublished Material in the Library of the

National Institute for Research in Dairying”, which
have not already appeared in the Mourned of Bgcu-
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mentation, Tho discuKRion incliuiow contribiit lonp;

>om Dr. F. 8b(^g^^orda, diroaior of Iho Nodorl«aidH(‘li

\stituut voor DocuTuoutat lo on R(^gLs<i*a1nni% and
'

' L 0. Oroonovold, oft-ho Royal Dutch Shell Lal)ora-
ty, and indicates tlio wide variety of |)ractic<3 . Two

f^)ints whu‘b might bo noted in i)asHing aro : first,

^"fio importanco of relating tho filing system to tho
quantity of material it is called upon to handle ; and
’iecondly, that not4ibIy in regard to corres])ondonco,
the paxiors and discussion oollocted in this report
/indicate a number of factors in ofBciont registry
service whicli should be impressed firmly on all

those using correspondence files, whether they
bear any responsibility or not for the fling system
itself.

Delinquency among Young People In Colombia

1 In Mevista de la Umveraidad del Cauca (No. 9,

iTuno 1946), Luis (larlos P6rez deals with factors
•esponsible for crime among young people in Colombia.
The author firovidos statistics based upon the results
of certain investigations, m particular of the cases
where there has boon death of one or both parents,
and those present some mtorosling features. When
the mother survives, the number of delinquents
increases, but when tho father survives it decreases ;

the greatest number comes from cases where both
parents aro alive. Offences against property are by
far the most numerous, and next to these, but veiy
much less numerically, aro offences against persons
and oases of vagranty. Oases of lapses after reforma-
tory treatment aro numerous ; they suggest that it

has no effect or that the icacliing is practically the
negation of correctional. Other matters are discussed,
such as tlio larger number of male than of female
criminals, tho criminality of women in Colombia (in

1944, exit of a total of 6,217 people condemned for
offences, only a little more than 6 x)or cent wore
women), tho problem of crime among tho Indians,
the Indian in relation to tho law in Colombia, etc.

In conrw^xion with the last point, there is no general
legislation

; tho protectors and judges of the Indians
ai*e usually the missionaries. They aro authorized to
exercise civil, penal and judicial jurisdiction over
them, in accordance with a law passed in 1890.
Difficulties arise in those oases where it is not very
easy to differentiate between Indians who are
civilized and those who are not. The methods for
obviating this diffxoully are by no means ideal, and
alterations in tho system are matters of great
importanco.

Fruit Production and Propagation

Thb war-time concentration o» food production and
the turning over ofmany fruit-tree nurseries to short-
term crops has resulted in an acute shortage of
young trees to meet the needs of tho expanding
industry and the^privato garden alike. In addition,
much experienced labour has been lost to the industry
in general, so there is real need to make Icnown in
a practical form the most up-to-date methods of
propagation and the accumulated experience of
orchard management. These objects are admirably
achieved by two recent pamphlets issued by the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (“Apples and
I^ears'L Bull. 133. Pp. 119-f 18 plates. 2s.6d^net;
and “Fmit Tree Raising ; Bootstooks and Propaga-
tion”. Bull 136. Pp* 46+2 plate^. 1^. Bd. net.

J
London: H.M. Stationery Omoo)/ The aHs ^of
budding and, ^aftihg can onl^ be fully acquired by

observing the groon-fingored doxterily of llio ox-

porioncod propagal.or, and prolicKwicy and .speed urn

only achieved after long practice (100 buds oi- 70
grafts an hour are said to be good avonigon) ; novor-

tholess, Biillolin No. 135 does as mucli as can bo dom*
by jirocopt. It includes, inte?* alia^ chajitors on the
classification and uses of rootstocks ;

propagation
from seed, cuttings, stools and layers ; tree shaping ;

control of pests and diseases, and a useful cakmdar
of nursery operations.

Bulletin No. 133 is a woll-illustrated text-book of

commercial apple and pear production, and covers all

aspects of the subject from planning and planting to

storing and marketing. There is a particularly good
chapter on top-working and frame-working, but that

on pruning might have been improved by roforonco

to the results of pruning and shaping trials at the
research stations. In the chapter on soil management,
on the other hand, the section on cover crops does
not distinguish very clearly between ostabli.shed com-
mercial practice and recent exporimontal resulls

which have not been tested commercially. Both
bulletins provide the orchardist with authoritative

manuals at negligible cost.

Diseases of Cereals in Scotland

The high atmospheric humidity in Scotland favours
the rapid development of eyespot (Cercosporella

herpotrichoides) on wheat and barley, but the severity

of the disease is offset by the relatively long rotations

employed. A survey carried out in 1944 (Mary B.
Glynne, Ann. Appl. Biol., 33 , 1, 36 ; 1946) showed
76 per cent of the autumn-sown wheat crops to be
affected, and some 9 per cent showed obvious loss.

Nearly all spring-sown crops of barley were affootod ;

but damage appeared to be less than on wheat.
Sharp eyespot {Oorticium Solani) was widespread
and was particularly common in Aberdeenshire ;

loss

is apparently slight, but deep lesions may cause some
straggling. Take-all disease {Ophiobolm graminis) was
seen on loss than half the wheat crops, and in only one
case was 10 per cent of the straws affected. Except
in Dumfriesshire and Aberdeenshire, it was much
less common than eyespot, a conclusion similar to
that reached by B. W. G. Dennis {Ann. Appl. Biol.,

31 , 370 ; 1944).

Coryndon Memorial Museum, Nairobi

The annual report for 1945 of the Museums
Trustees of Kenya announces the appointment of
Dr. L. S. B. Leakey (upon his release from war
duties) to the full-time curatorship of the Coryndon
Memorial Museum. Dr. Leakey, well Imown for his

work in East African prehistory, has already

carried out a groat deal of work for this Museum
in his capacity first as honorary curator and
then as part-time curator. The Curator’s report

for the same year reports the holding o/ a Con-
ference of Curators of East African Museums
under the chairmanship of Dr. Leakey, and it is

hoped that in future tlais will be an annual event.

It was decided that a Federation of East and Central

African Museums should be formed and linked with
the Museums Association of England and the Empire.

The same report makes reference tto the possible

development of the Museum as Kenya’s War
Memorial. During the year, the Governor called for

suggestions as to what form the Kenya War Metnorial-

shouid take, and a special committee was appoipild,

.

' to consider schemes 'sent in. Out of the'
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received, two were selected lor ii/ (inal clxoico Of
these, one was a scheme tor a '‘Technical CViIlege

for All Races”, and the other a ‘ Mnsenms Service

Extension Scheme”, which was submitted by the

c,urator and by the Executive Comraitte© of the

Natural History Society. It will be remembered
that Dr. Leakey referred to these proposals in a
broadcast on the needs of the East African peoples

which he made during a recent visit to Great Britain.

He made it clear that so far as the East African

native is concerned, the scheme envisaging a tecTinical

college IS overwhelmingly favoured.

South Afncan'Association for the Advancement of

Science

The South African Journal of Science of June 1946

(volume 42 ; from the Association, Johannesburg)
contains the report of the Johannesburg meeting in

1945 of the South African Association for the
Advancement of Science, including the presidential

address of E. C. Chubb, director of the Durban
Museum, on “Museums and the Advancement of
Science”, the sectional addresses and the papers read
or presented to the sections. The president, after

indicating the services which the British Museum had
rendered to the advancement of science, gave an
interestmg review of the activities of the museums
of South Africa. Dr. H. van Gent’s presidential

address to Section A dealt with the contribution of

variable star research to the progress of astronomy.
While Mr. H. Wilson’s presidential address to Section

B, “Methane ; a Neglected National Asset”, dis-

cussed the potentialities of methane and urged the
sorioBS co-ordinated exploration of the country’s

resources of natural gas containing methane. Prof.

0. J. van der Horst’s presidential address to Section D,
“Revolution in Evolution”, reviewing the influence

of Hugo de Vries’ conclusion regardmg evolution by
sudden mutations, discussed more particularly the
nature and origin of the trophoblast or feeding layer

surrounding the mammalian embryo, and Prof, C. P.
Lestrade, addressing Section E, dealt with “Some
Problems of Bantu Language Development”. Prof.

Lestrade was concerned mainly with whether all or

any of the South African Bantu languages should
survive, and if so, with the part they should play
m the life of the Bantu-speaking peoples, and
secondly, how we could best ensure that the languages
deemed worthy of survival could play the part
desired, and he referred in conclusion to the lessons

to be learned from the language situation in the
Philippines. Of equal practical interest is A. J.

Limebeer’s presidential address to Section E on “The
Employment of the Partially Disabled considered as

a Social Policy”,

Congress on Colonial Agriculture

The Institut National pour Tfibude Agronomique
da Congo Beige (INEAC), 12 me aux Laines, Brussels,

is organising* at Yangambi, in the Belgian Congo, an
‘agricultural week’ during February 27-March 5.

There will be visits to the Yangambi laboratories

and gardens and to the neighbouring experimental
Papers will be read concerning Colonial

agrieultural questions, including particularly agn-
, carnal :^tkod8 of promoting soil conservation. A
^
repopt will fee published m due course. Papers (two
iypewiitien c^ies) should be sent to the InsHtute at
Brussels by jWuary 15 or to Yangambi (Belgian
Cemgo) by Ffebihiiary 1.

University of Sheffield : Appointments

The (Jouneil of tlie Uim'orsity of Shcfhold Jias madt*

the following appointments : Dr. Arthur (L Walker,

special lecturer in diftorontial geometry in the

University of Liverpool, totheehairot rnathomaties.

in succession to tho late Prof. P. J. Daiuell , Dr.

T. S. Stevens to be senior loctiiior m organic chem-
istry ;

Dr. Quentin H. (hbson to be lecturer m
physiology ,

H. J. V. Tyrrell to bo assistant lecturer

in chemistry ; Dr.W J. P. Neish to bo camber research

assistant in the Department of Pathology.

University of Cambridge : Appointments

The following appointments have been made in

the University of Cambridge W. L. 8. Fleming
to be director* of the Scott Polar Research Institute

in succession to Prof. B\ Debenham, wlio has resigned
:

j

Dr. L E R. Pieken, Dr, R. J. Punijihroy ami H. W.
j

Lissmann to be assistant directors of research ni

zoology. Prof. Carl Slormor, of tho Univorsity of

Oslo, will deliver the Rouse Ball Lceturo for I94fh 47.

Announcements

Prof. W. V. Mayneord, professor of ])hysics

applied to medicine at tho Royal (Saucer Hosjntal,

London, will deliver a senes of six lectures at th(‘

British Institute of Radiology on “The Ajiplications

of Atomic Physics in Medicine” on Wednesdays be-

ginning January 1 at 5 p.m

The Rector and Fellows of Lincoln College,

Oxford, propose to elect an official fellow m chem-
istry, the appointment to commence on October 1,

1947 . Particulars may bo obtained from tho Rector,

to whom application, including a jiersonal record and
the names of three referees (but no testimonials),

should be made before February 8, 1947.

An election to tho Pinsont-Darw in StudontHlup in

mental pathology will bemade at ( \vmbridgo in March,

ft is of the annual value of not. loss than £225 amt
IS tenable for three years. Tho student must engage

in original research into any jiroblom having a bear-

ing on mental defects, but may carry on educational

or other work concurrently. Apxihcations should be

sent before February 28 to the Secretary, Pmsent-
Darwin Studentship, Psychological Laboratory, Cani-

bridge Applicants should state their age and quali-

fications and the general nature of the research that

they wish to undertake. No testimonials are required,

but applicants should give the names of not more
than three referees.

Fourteen member firms of the Scientific

Instrument Manufacturers’ Association of Great

Britain, Ltd., have formed an Electronics Section.

The first chairman is Capt. A. G. D. West, director

of Cinema-Television, Ltd. On© of the main objects

of tho Electronics Section will be to further and

improve the manufacture of British electronic instru-

ments and apparatus, an industry which has ex-

perienced a rapid growth during the last few years.

Mr. Robert D. Potter, former science editor of

the New' York Herald Tribune and staff physics writer

on Science Service, Washington, D.C., is resigning

after, six years as science editor of the American

Weekly to found his own science writing organisation.

His firm will be known as “The Wordshop” with

headquarters at Scarborough-on-Hudson ,N.Y .
,U .S .A

.

Mr. Potter was a founder-member and twice president

of the National Association of Science Writers.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

The JSditorH do not hold themselves responstble

for opinions expressed by th&hr eorrespondents,

JSfo notice is taken of anonymous communications

Hillirnetre Wave Propagation

[KFOitMATiotT fiHB iXH'ontly booii (liBcloHod about tho

absox'piion ])atul in tho ()xyt?(^n niolooulo for eloctro-

Hxagnotic radiation of wave-longth in tho region of

5 inm.h TIuh ooinninnicaiion given proiimmary de-

tails of an oxporiiniaital invost.igat ion on propagation

over aoa of waves in t/iiis wave-length region.

Tho tost-s wori^ (‘-arriod out. at. \\h3ym0nth, where a

traxiBimitor was sot ii]) on a site on the northern

breakwater of INirthind Harbour. Jn tho course of

tho oxponnKUits two t.ransniittor positions were used,

one at a height of 15 ft.., the other at 48 ft. above
moan soa-hwi^I. TJio receiver was nxountod at tho

masthead of one of H.M. ships, at a height of 63 ft.

Two wavo-longths wore used, ono of 5-81 mm.,
which is in the oxygon absorption band ; tho otlior

of 6*35 mm , which is just outside tho absorption

}>and.

Tho transmitter was a klystron oscillator operating

at a wavo-iongth of twice tho required value. Its

output was fed into a crystal distorter which gave a

second“harmonic output power of some 10 pW. Tho
aerial syskmi was a 16-in. paraboloid fed by a wave
guide, giving a gam of about 40 db., with vertical

polarization. A superhotorodyne receiver with crystal

mixer and a similar aerial were used for rooeption.

Because of tho narrow beam-width consequent upon
its high gain, the aerial on board ship was fitted on a

radar mounting stabilized against shi]) movement.
Tho received signal was recorded (‘.ontinuously on a

recording mi Uiammetor

.

Over a period of a week, twonty-fiv© runs wore

made, moving on a straight (‘ourso to or from tho

transmh/tor, covoring a rangi^ from loss than a kilo-

metre up to some 12 kilomotros.

Figs, 1 and 2 are reprosontativo curves of signal

strength plotted against distance, cuiwos A and B
taken for tho high transmitter site at the two wave-
lengths, and 0 and J) corresponding curves for the

low transmitter site. For unattenuated free-spaco

propagation,' tho signal strength should vary in-

versely as til© distance d, and reference curves pro-

portional to l/d have been included m each figure.

Ignoring for the moment tho oscillatory nature of the

curves, it will be soon that for the 6*35 mm. wave-
length curves, A and C/, i.lio moan level closely follows

the 1/d curve ; this indicates that absorption is

.small. For B and D, however, taken at 5*81 mm.
wave-length, tho moan (uirves fall progressively below
the 1/d lino, showing the existence of aimospherii*.

absorption. Tho nature of the curves and some un-

certainty in tlio range figures make it impossible t(»

state a precise value for tho attenuation constant

;

but a figure of about 1*5 db./km. is indicated. This
is considerably higher than tho value of about
0*5 db./km. given by Bonngorh even allowing for

additional water vapour attenuation in the present

measurements, which for the prevailing relative

humidity of about 90 per cent will not amount to

more than about 0-1 db./km. Beringer’s measure-
ments were made in the laboratory on oxygen mix-

i tures contained in a short length (A* wav© guide.

The other striking feature of the curves is the

interference pattern shown. It might have been

U R E
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considered improbable, except possibly for very calm

seas, that any considerable amount of specular

reflexion from the sea surface would occur at wave-

lengths so small compared with normal sea wave-

heights. However, the figures show a regular pattern

of interference between the direct and refected rays.

This explanation is confirmed by the close correlation

between the observed maxima of the curves and their

positions as calculated theoretically and show for

curve A by the short vertical lines. The positions of

the maxima are calculated simply from those values

of the phase difference angle ^ between the direct

and reflected rays which make ^
=« (2n ~|- 1 )tc. The

effect of the difference in transmitter height is clearly

shown in the difference in spacing of the maxima
between curve A and curve 0.

Curve C shows the greatest amplitude of inter-

ference recorded during the trials. To give some
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of the magnitude of the reflexion coefficient, theoret-

ical envelopes of maxima and minima have been
added as cham-dashed lines to this curve ; for the

best fit, as shown, a value of reflexion coefficient of
0*8 is required. These envelopes have been corrected

for the effect of the narrow aerial beam width, which
cuts down the amplitude of the reflected ray at close

ranges. Similar envelopes for curve A require a
reflexion coefficient of 0*25. This estimated value was
the smallest obtained during the trials, all others

being intermediate between these limils.

The sea surface was in all cases fairly calm, with
ripples not exceeding 12 in., low swell, and wind force

2. For curve G the sea surface was smoother, but
not markedly so, than for curve A,

Certain laboratory measurements have been carried

out on reflexion from water at the nearby wave-
length of 8-7 mm. From these measurements, which
it is hoped to report shortly, it is estimated that the
reflexion coefficient of a plane sea surface for the
range of grazing angles (less than 1°) occurring here
would lie between 0*88 and 0*97. Thus for an actual

sea surface the values obtained approach this upper
limit.

The work is being continued with the view of
getting accurate figures of attenuation and extending
the frequency range.

H. R. L. Lamont
Research Laboratories of the
General Electric Co., Ltd.,

Wembley, Middlesex.
A. G. D. Watson

Admiralty Signal Establishment,
Haslemere, Surrey.

Nov. 15.

> Beringer, Phys. JRev., 70, 63 (3 940).

Solar and Sidereal 6-Hourly Variations
of Cosmic Rays

The study of the solar variations of cosmic rays
has been continued in order to ascertain the possible

existence of a third and fourth harmonic. The
miterial for the analysis consists, as before^, of
bi-hourly numbers of triple coincidences for 860
complete days during the period May 1941-April
1944.

With regard to the harmonic of the 6-hour period,

it is found that when all the data are taken together,

no appreciable variation is apparent. But the result

is entirely different if the data are arranged in 12

monthly groups and each one analysed separately.

The following table gives the amplitude and phase
for each group after correcting for non-cyclic varia-

tion and for pressure by using the barometric
coefficient 0-345 per cent per mm. The first group
refers to January for all three years, the second to

February, and so on.

Table 1

Croup Ampl. Phase Group Ampl. • Phase

1 0*117% 2“ 7 0 098% 122“
2 0*034 37® 8 0 100 112“

3 0*032 190® 9 0 089 128“
4 0-102 270® 10 0-040 218“

. 0-0H7 321® 11 0 040 308“
0-028 42“ 12 0-014 294“

ProbaWe error : ± 0-030%

As shown the table, the phase increases regularly
in chronologic^ order, suggesting that a , sidereal

afeot is jiiwink The existence of this effect is better

Solar time dial. The radius of bach circle represents the
PROBABLE ERROR

shown, however, if the importance of the probable
error is diminished by taking groups of pairs of
months. In the harmonic dial of the accompanying
figure, the mean amplitudes and phases for these
bi-monthly groups ha\’’e been plotted. January has
been combined with July, February with August,
and so on, in order to avoid increasing the smoothing
effect. The orderly progression of the points in an
anti-clockwise direction is beyond doubt.
But the possible existence of a superimposed solar

variation cannot be excluded. To separate the two
effects, if they actually exist, w© can eliminate the
sidereal one by taking the mean values of the groups
of three or multiples of three successive months.
Table 2 gives the mean amplitude and phase for
cosmic rays of the 6-monthIy groups Novomber-April
and May-October, together with, for comparison,
the corresponding amplitude and phase for pressure.

Table 2

Cosmic rays Pressure
Ampl. Phase Ampl. Phase

Nov.-Aprfl (0 032 d= 0-012)% 3X8® 0 035 mm. 173®
May-Oct. (0 034 ± 0 012) 115® 0-024 841®

As the table shows, the wave in cosmic rays is in
the two cases opposite in phase to the pressure wave.
The amplitude for cosmic rays is somewhat less than
three times the probable error ; but the fact that the
means of any other pair of groups of six successive
months appear to be always in a similar corre-
spondence with those of the pressure wav© seems to
indicate that a real solar variation does exist, and
that it is controlled by the barometric oscillation of
the 6-hour period—a similar result to that obtained
for the semi-diurnal variation^.

As the variation of pressure for each monthly
group is known from barograph readings, the ratio

of the cosmic ray wav© to the pressure wave, the
value of which is roughly — 1 per cent per mm.,
enables us to obtain and eventually to remove the
real solar variation. By doing so we obtain for the

^amplitude of the sidereal variation the value 0-007
per cent, which is six times greater than the probable
error dz 0*009. The times of maxima arq 4, XO, 16,
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22 hr, sidonnil inno. The foart}). maximum appears

fco occur at about, tho time as that of the maxi-
mum of t»!xe 24-liourly sideroal variation previously

obtaiuodb
Khmert®, by a tot.ally different method, has also

deduced t/he exiNt<uice of a 6-liourIy sidoi'oal variation,

though iliB amplitude is not given.

It may bo noteworthy that in tho studies of radio-

frequenciy energy from tho stars, several maxima have
been recorded which, according to Rober'^, may be
associated with projections from the Milky Way
analogous to tho arms of other spiral nobulse. If

cosmic rays arc gonorated, as previously suggested^,

in the stars, a similar cause might account for the

sidereal fourth harmonic.
With regard to tho third harmonic, no variation

for cosmic rays appears which could bo regarded as

real,

A. Bupibribb
Department of Physics,

Imperial College of Bcionce and Technology,
London, S.W.7.

^Biipcricr, JVatim, 158, 190 (1940).

®Diipcrior, Pnr, Phys. ,SV
, 67, 404 (1915)

»Ehmcrt, Z. Phys,, 1 1, 200 (1930).

* Reber, Afttrophys. */,, 110, 279 (1914)

Solar Radiation at 480 Mc./sec.

For several months past, daily measuremonts of

radio wavos from tho sun at 480 Mc./sec. have been
made here at true noon. The normal observed
intensity is about 5 x 10”*^® watt/sq. cm. per Mc./soc.,

corresponding to an apparent solar temperature of

about a million degrees. Superimposed on this are

slow day-to-day variations of abou. 15 per cent which
are quite closely con elated with tho apparent area

of sunspots. This variation is no doubt the same
phenomenon on a greatly reduced scale which was
observed by Pawsoy^, Tlio apparent solar diameter
is about J®, and no observable variation (less than
0*1°) has boon found from day to day.
On November 23 a partial solar eclipse occurred

hero. On that day the observed solar intensity

dropped about 25 per cent compared to the observed

intensity on November 22 and 24. This is approxim-
ately the amount of the sun’s disk obscured by the

moon at noon. No changem solar width was observed.

On November 21 a great radio storm was observed
similar in type to that described by Hey®, It started

about 1630 a.M.x., increased in severity to about
1800 a.M.T. and then died down. A second smaller

outbreak occurred about 1930 o.m.t. The storm
manifested itself as greatly increased apparent radio

intensity. The sounds coming from the ampliher

were typical hissing or rushing noises quite similar

to thermal agitation noise. However, instead of being

steady as is the normal solar noise, this storm noise

varied from second to second in amplitude. Thus
the output meter showed an erratic reading, and the

audible effect m headphones was much like wind
whistling through the trees when no leaves are on
the limbs. Occasionally great swishes occurred above
the rapidly varying background. No snaps or cracklmg
sounds could be heard which might be interpreted

as lightning or sparking discharges of any kind.

At the peak of
,

the disturbance the antenna was
tui-ned to declination 57° N., which is practically at
right angles to the sun. All the solar background

disappeared, but the occasional swishes could still be
heard, quite weakly now. Since this storm was not
expected, adequate arrangement had not been made
to record its peak intensity. Observation of the
output meters showed the background intensity to bo
more than four hundred times normal for a "period
of several minutes. The great swishes probably rose
to several thousand times normal, judging from
listening.

Exchange of telegrams with G. C. Southworth of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories produced the in-

formation that solar intensity measurements had
been made at a wave-length of IJ cm., but nothing
unusual had been observed at this wave-length on
November 21.

On the following night the apparatus was operated
again to measure radiation from the galaxy. Since
motor-car ignition noise is much less at night, the
sensitivity was increased to about thirty times that
used during the day. All night long there wore quite
faint noises similar to those heard at the preceding
noon, but perhaps 10® times fainter. Duo to faintness
only individual swishes could be heard. These
occurred at irregular intervals of from a second to a
couple of minutes between swishes. Each individual
swish lasted only about one quarter second. Often
the swish was accompanied by famt grmdmg sounds
with noise components near 300 cycles. The phe-
nomenon weakened and died out toward dawn. The
next day the sun appeared normal, and no more
night-time swishes have since been encountered.

It seems likely the above night-time effect is

directly associated with the previous noon-day
effect, and that perhaps the whole phenomenon
originated in the earth’s atmosphere and not in the
sun at all. The individual swishes might be due to
noises set up in the upper atmosphere when some
charged particle passed through it. Such a particle
might easily originate in the sim.
The apparatus used here is automatically record-

ing and usually operates unattended. Upon looking
over my charts, I find that a similar phenomenon
may have occurred on October 17 in a much attenu-
ated form. No one was present when this chart was
made. The baokgiound i'ose to only about twenty
times normal on this day, and then only for a minute
or so at a time. Several sharp spikes, most likely

caused by swishes, are present on the trace.

Due to unsteadiness of the bacicground, it was
impossible to measure accurately the solar width on
November 21. However, estimates show it to be not
more than a few degrees and probably less at the
half-intensity points.

Groxb Rbber
212 W. Seminary Ave.,

Wheaton, Illinois.

Nov, 24,

* Pawsev, Nature 157, 1 58 (1 946).
» Hey, NaJture, 157, 47 (1946).

Demodulation by Superconductivity

Wb have examined further the anomalous fluctua-

tions m the superconducting bolometers previously
reported by Andrews, Milton and Desorbo^ and find

that, m part, such fluctuations are due to the
absorption by the stipqrconduotor of modulated
broadcast radio waves and the conversion of ihe
modulation wave, by the superconductor, to simple
audio-frequency. Our eiperiments were carried out
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with supoicoiiduciiiig bolometers nsmg small ribbons

of columbiLun rntritle mounted in cryostats, and
employing circuits as described in the procoding

reference. Following the discovery on Dec^embor 2,

1946, o{ demodulation of hroadpist waves at 1,090

kilocycles, we generated waves in the laboratory at

frequencies ranging from 200 to 30,000 kilocycles,

and found that demodulation occurred only m four

bands centred approximately at 1, 3, 5 and 16 mega-
cycles. We have found this demodulation to occur

only within a narrow temperature zone correspondmg
to a part of the transition interval between the

normal and the superconducting state. The tempera-

ture for maximum den odulation was not affected

by changing the radio-frequency. Quality of reception

was comparable with good standard radio reception.

Although no timed radio-frequency circuit or antenna
was used, the signal generated was estimated to bo
of the order of ten to one hundred microvolts at the
terminals of the ribbon. Demodulation could be
reduced or eliminated by passing small direct currents

through the superconductor.
Superconductors may be useful for generating or

receiving waves in frequency ranges where the use
of present methods is difficult, or for improvmg
present methods.

This research was carried out under a basic

research contract with the Physics Division, Office

of JSTaval Research, United States ISTavy, at the
Chemistry Department, Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Maryland,
DoNAiiD H. Andrews
Chester W. Clark

Doc. 10 (by cable).

‘J. Opt Sor, Jmer, 86, 518 (1946).

Determination of the Variation of Compose
tion of Airborne Crystalline Materials

with Particle Size

The ‘cascade impactor’^ is a four-plate sami)ling

insfcrument so designed that particles in successive

size ranges are deposited in turn on the corresponding
plate. While some overlapping of sizes occurs, the
ent-off of the second, third and fourth plates is com-
paratively sharp (v- ref. 1), and this can be utilized

in the followmg manner.
The microscope slides normally used in the instru-

ment are covered on one side by a thin sheet of
‘Cellophane’ or aluminium foil, the foil being held in

position on the slide by a small amount of cellulose

acetate cement at either end The foil is then coated
with a thin film of Canada balsam in xylene This
must be done immediately prior to use, or alterna-

tively the slides must b© stored in xylene vapour.
The slides are inserted m the usual way, and a sample
much denser than for normal counting is taken. It is

necessary to avoid continuing the sample to a point
where the greater part of the sticky surface ha'^ been
covered by dust. The slides are removed and a
small amount of a thin solution of Canada balsam
applied over the trace by means of a wire The
shdes are located m their former "position and re-

exposed i in this manner a dense linear trace is built

up. The pMes removed and covered with
a CQve^lp eupporbed on a spacing ring. Should one
|Jate becbihe heavily coated compared with the other
three, it is Removed, and replaced by an ordinary slide

made adhesxwe with balsam, and the sampling con-
tinued imtil thd rest have reached the desired density.

Immediately after the dense sample has boon taken,

another sample for counting is obtained, and this

enables the size range on each ]}late to bo deiorminod
To obtain the X-ray diffraction pattern, the cover-

slip and glass slide aro removed, and the linear trace
on the foil treated by the usual powder methods.

This method would seem to have the following
advantages over previous methods for determining
the variation m composition with particle size :

(1) The sample undergoes no treatment before the
diffraction pattern is obtained . Even low-temperature
ashing of filter samples may alter the crystal structure,

while the possibility of chemical reaction when
aqueous media are used in size separations is always
an uncertain factor. (2) Coaguhe are deposited m
the range appropriate to their Stokes law size—

m

the same manner as they would be in the breathing
passages. Elutriation methods of size separation

redisperse coagulae into their ultimate jiarticles,

thereby producing erroneous results. (3) The sample
obtained is representative of the dust m a consider-

able volume of air (5 cu. ft. in the samples so far

taken). (4) There is no question of selective coating

of the sample placed m the diffraction camera- This
is of importance when flaky materials such as micas
are present

Tnis method compares favourably on a time per
sample basis with elutriation methods, and seems
suitable for the study of aerosols consisting of mixed
silicates and silica.

Thanks are expressed to Dr. A. Woods of tlie

National Physical Laboratory for help and advice.

H. A. Drxtbtt
Department for Research m Industrial Medicine,

Medical Research Council, London Hospital.
Xov. 16.

> Ma.\, rC. R ,
»SVt Imfr., 22, No. 10 (1945)

Response Curve of the Yellow Receptors of

the Human Fovea
The micro-stimulation ajiparatus^ has been usetl

recently for studying the shapes of the response curves
of some of the receptors w*luch take part in human
foveal colour vision. It will be i^omomberod that Granit
found evidence for seven kinds of ‘modulator’ in the
retmse of such animals as frogs, snakes and rats,

which had maximum responses at the following
approximate wave-lengths : 6000, 5800, 5400, 5200,

5000, 4600 and 4400 angstrdms. All these had narrow
response curves. In the cat, on the other hand, the
response curves appeared to be wider, having legs

which were farther apart. Particularly was this the
case with the ‘modulators’ produced from ‘dominators’
after the retina had been exposed to red, to green, or

to blue lights.

Now the three-colour theory of Thomas Young
postulates three kinds of modulator in the human
fovea . red, green and blue (or violet), and supposes,
moreover, that these have very wide response curves

indeed, which spread in each case over, roughly, half

the visible spectrum. The question that arises, there-

fore, is : Does man resemble the frog, in having
receptors with very sharp response curves ? Or does

he resemble the cat, m having receptors with some-
what broader response curves ? Or, is he unique in

possessing three types of receptor only, havmg
exceptionally broad response curves ?

I have found two methods of obtaining the response
curve of on© of the receptors ofthe human fovea, both
depending on a study of the antichromatic responses*
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I’HB OmiVMS FOli THE EKOEPTOKS OF THE FROO, THE RAT AND THE
OAT WERE OBTAINED BY PROli*. GRANIT THE HUMAN CURVE WAS

OBTAINED BY THE AUTHOR

(1)

It was found that when a yellow test-object

has been sufficiently reduced either m intensity or in

visual angle, it is replaced by white. But if a second
yellow object is placed near the first, in the visual

field, the latter is seen to become yellow again If

the second conditioning object is not yellow, but
some other colour, then it facilitates the reversion

of the first to yellow if it refiects yellow rays,

but not otherwise. This effect was employed for

obtaining the shape of the response curve of the
yellow human foveal receptor, in the following

way. Two point sources of light of about the same
brightness were presented to an observer by means
of the micro-stimulation apparatus. One of these

was a yellow test light of fixed intensity, produced
by suitable colour filters. The other was a conditioning

light, produced by a monochromator, which could be
altered in both wave-length and intensity. It would
have been better for botlx sources to have been pro-

duced by monochromators, but unfortunately only

one was available. The intensity of the conditioning

source having been adjusted, the wave-lengths were
determined, first in the orange, and then in the

yellow-green, at which the test-source underwent a
transition from yellow to white. When the con-

ditioning source had a high intensity, a considerable

difference in wave-length was necessary ; but as the

intensity was reduced, the wave-lengths approximated
more and more to one another, until finally they

became identical. When the wave-lengths were plotted
against the log of the intensity, the curve shown m
Fig. 1 was obtained. In the same diagram are also
plotted three typical response curves, as found by
Granit for the retinas of animals Granit’s method
of obtaining response curves differs radically from
that used by me, so also do the data on which the
curves are based ; none the less, the similarity between
the two kinds of curve is striking.

(2)

When either the visual angle or the light

intensity, or both, are made small, noimal foveal
colour vision is replaced by reduced foveal colour
vision, which is a form of dichromatism in which
orange-red is one primary and greenish -blue is the
other. During this change, yellow is replaced by
white, and blue by dark grey or black Consequently,
since the luminosity curves indicate the total effect-

at different parts of the visible spectrum of all the
photo-receptors which are in operation, the luminosity
curve for reduced foveal vision should differ from that
for full foveal vision, at two spectral regions, namely,
yellow and blue. In both these regions the curve
for reduced vision should fall below that for full

vision. But further, a study of these curves should
give an indication of the magnitude of the changes
which have taken place. In Fig. 2 are given three
curves : (a) for the light-adapted fovea, as shown in

Pig. 50, on page 83, of Wright’s book, ‘‘Besearches
on Normal and Defective Colour Vision” ; (5) for
the fovea for a 20-mm. test-object at a low inten-
sity of illumination, as shown by Wright in

Nature, 151, 726 (1943 ) ; (c) the differences of the
ordinates of (a) and (b) at different wave-lengths.
The latter curve should indicate the shapes of the
response curves for the yellow and the blue receptors.

The former is shown clearly, but the latter is too near
the base line for any definite conclusions to be
reached about it.

If the response curves for the yellow receptor given
by methods (1) and (2) be compared, it will be seen
that, while they are of the same general form, they
are not identical. Both are alike in one important
respect, namely, in reaching maxima at about 5850
angstroms ; also both indicate the presence of a
modulator with the very narrow type of response
curve, similar to those found by Granit in the retinas

of many lower animals. The differences between the
response curves given by the two methods may
be due to several factors. Thus in the first

method, the retinal area under investigation was
many times smaller than that used for the second
method.
In spite of these differences in detail, the following

conclusions appear to be justified : (1) there is

present, in the human fovea, a receptor with a sharp
response curve in the yellow region of the spectrum j

(2) that this has a peak at, or near, 5850 angstroms
;

(3) this receptor takes part in the antichromatic
responses, being responsible for one of the changes
which affects colour vision when the intensity or the
visual angle is reduced.
Method (1) has been used for investigating the

other receptors present in the human fovea. There
is a receptor having a response curve m the red and
another in the green. Both these resemble the one'

in the yellow, in having narrow response curves.

Lastly, these three appear to be too sharp for the
light-adapted luminosity curve to be produced by
their summation, thus indicating the presence of
other receptors in the long-wave region of the visible

spectrum. This conclusion is in agreement with iha^Bg. 2
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recently arrived at as the result of employing other

methods of micro-stimulation.
The evidence so far available seems to point to the

receptors responsible for human colour vision being

very like those found by Granit in lower animals.

The response curves are narrower than those found
in the cat. The position with regard to dominators
having broad response curves is far from clear. The
evidence seems to be that all modulators become
dommators when the light intensity or area ofstimula-

tion IS sufficiently reduced. The details of this

change, if indeed it takes place at all, and the means
by which it is brought about, will require further

investigation.

Note added in proof.—Smee the above letter was
written, Prof, Grairit has sent me some curves
showing the responses obtained after selective adapt-
ation in cats. These occupy the red, yellow and
green parts of the spectrum, with maximum sensit-

ivities at 6000, 5800 and 5400 A. respectively. The
response curve for the yellow receptor is very similar

in shape, and reaches a maximum at almost the
same point as that obtained by me for the human
fovea, which is shown m Fig. 1.

H. Habtridge
Physiological Department,

St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical College,

London, E.C.l.
Nov. 12.

^ To be described in Phil, Tmm. Roy. Soo.

A Quantitative Study of the Toxic Action of
Quinones on Pfanana gonocephala

The puiT^^s^ "the experiments to be described
in this paper have been : (1) to continue studies on
the mechanism of the antibiotic and toxic effects of
certain quinone derivatives^ ; and (2) to extend
earlier investigations* and to study the so-called axial

gradients in a quantitative way. Flanaria gonocephala
was chosen as a suitable model organism for both
purposes. Eleven different qumone derivatives have
been tested.

Where solubility allows a sufficiently high con-
centration (p-benzoqmnone and toluqumone), pro-
gressing from higher to lower concentrations of
qumones, a marked change from a fixation-like effect

to a histolytic one is found in Planarians.
As log-log plottmg of mean values of death-times

shows, the e:ffect of concentration follows the
equation

log t ~ log 6 4“ G log or tc^ ~ b,

where t is tune, c is concentration, a and 6 are
constants.

There is a break in the curve at about 1/1,000
molar concentration, corresponding to the transition

from fixation to histolysis, where a > 1 for the
former, a < 1 for the latter effect. Where solubility

dpes not allow a sufficiently high concentration, of
course, the second (histolytic) part of the curve is

th^ only one present. Examples of these curves are
^iv«p ux-yig. 1 ; the other substances give similar
ei^es^ naphthoquinone derivatives behave
diffierehily a > 1 in the histolytic curves of lawson
(2%y<^o;Sy-.t,i-naphthoquinone) and iso-naphth-
assarhi (4V^dl^<hfOxy-l,4^naphthoqum A pos-

Eig. 1. Curves of death-tunes ; —o— , iJ-benzoquinone ;
—x—

,

'P-naphthoquinone

sible explanation for this exceptional behaviour is that

these two substances can react in two tautomeric
forms (as ortho- and para-quinone derivatives), and
that the effect described is due to a change in the
adsorption equilibrium of these two forms, corre-

sponding to the change of concentration.

No investigations, as yet, have been made of the
action of quinones on lower animals, but there are

many records of the antibacterial effects of these
substances®. Two theories of the mechanism of these
effects have been published. E. A. Cooper® explains

the antibacterial action of the quinones as a kind of
tanning reaction between bacterial proteins and
qumones ; K. Wallenfels*, on the other hand, believes

that the antibiotic effect is due to an inhibition of

certain enzymes necessary m bacterial metabolism.
In Planarians, the break in the curve obviously
indicates a change from one predominant mechanism
to another. The fixation-like effect is, doubtless,

due to a protein reaction ; whereas for the histolytic

one no satisfactory chemical explanation can bq
given. Similar effects have been described by Herzog
and Betzel® in disinfection and interpreted as poly-

merization and adsorption respectively, but in oui:

ease polymerization does not seem probable.
Toxicity of the quinones used in the experiments

decreases m the following order : naphthazarm,
1,4-naphthoquinone methyl-naphthazarin, p-benzo-
quinone, toluqumone, 1,2-naphthoquinone, 2,6-di-

methoxy-benzoquinone, p-xyloquinone, 4-methoxy-
toluquinone, isonaphthazarm, lawson. As the con-

stant a is specffic for each quinone derivative, there

are some slight changes of this order at extreme
concentrations

.

Detailed investigation of histolysis in the different

regions of the Planarian body leads to a serious

criticism of the well-known theory of physiological

gradients of Child®. As stated before®, even in a
simple organism like a Planarian, there seems to

exist not a uniform axial gradient, but rather a
bundle of gradients of different kmds and directipns*

This is confirmed by the pi^esent experiments in a
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very striking manner. Xn higher concentrations of
quinones, decay begins at the anterior region, in lower
concentrations at the posterior region ; so there is a
certain concentration where an inversion of gradient
occurs. An example is shown in Fig. 2. This indicates

that at least two complexes of factors are involved
in' the histolytic process, the first being primarily
effected by higher, the second by lower, concentra-
tions.

Full details of the results obtainod will be published
elsewhere.

L. V. BiSRTALAOTFY
Zoological Institute,

University of Vienna.
0, Hoffhakh-Ostknhof
0. ^SOHR3SIBB

1st Chemical Laboratory,
University of Vienna.

Oct. 11.

‘ Hoffmaim-Ostciihof, 0., and Loe, W. T-T.. Monatsh. Ch&m. (Vienna),

70, ISO (1946). Hoffmann-Ostonhof, (J., and Biach, E., MonaUh.
Ch&m (in the i>ross). Mxperientia (Basic) (in the press).

Bertalanffy, L., Mxologta Oeneralis (Vienna), 15, 295 (1942)
Of. also V. Bortalantly, T^., “Theoretische Biologic**, 2 (Berlin,

1942).
® Cooper, E. A., JBiocfiem. J., 7, ISO (1913). Cooper, E A ,

and ISficholas,

8, E., J. So6. Chem, Ind

,

46, T59 (1927). Oxford, A. E., and
Eaistrick, H., Ohem. Ind., 61, 128 (1942). Oxford, A. E., Chem.
Ind., 61, 189 (1942).

* WaUenfcls, 1C., ChemU (Berlin), 68, 1 (1945).
* Herzog, 11. 0., and Bcizcl, 11., Hoppe-HeyUrs Z. physiol. Ohm.,

74, 221 (1911). Cf. also Clark, A. J., “The Mode of Action of
Drugs on Cells'* (London, 1933).

“For example, Child, 0. M,, Ptoioplasma (Berlin), 6, 447 (1929).

Action of Fluorine on the Teeth of

Rachitic Rats

Ih previous communications, it has been shown
that the action of fiiuorine on th© dentin of the rat’s

mcisor tooth depends on the Ca : P ratio of the dietL
With low Ca : P ratio diets, fluorine causes a fine

hypercalcified line in the predentin forming at the
time of the injection, but on normal or high Ca ; P
ratio diets, this does not happen, and the effects of
fluorine on the predentin are not seen until it starts
to calcif;^* It was suggested that thi§ difference was
due to the dlffei^ences in the blood cjaloium level, as

this is low with low Ca : P ratio diets and norniai
or high with the other diets. This supposition has
been tested in two ways : by raising the blood calcium
of animals on the low Ca : P ratio diet, and by lower-
ing the blood calcium of animals on the high Ca : P
ratio diet, and observing the effects of fiLuorine after
this has been done.
Four litters of young rats were placed on a diet

oflow Ca : P ratio (0-25 : 1), similar to that previously
used, for 28 days. Three different procedures were
then adopted : some were dosed with 27 i.u. of
vitamin I) by mouth and given an injection of
sodium fluoride solution two days later ; some were
given only an injection of sodium fluoride solution,
and some were only dosed with vitamin D. The rats
were killed at intervals up to eight days after the
sodium fluoride injection. Whereas the incisors of
the rats given sodium fluoride alone all had the usual
hue in the predentm, the teeth of those previously
given vitamin D showed either nothing at all or else

an extremely faint line in the most proximal predentin

.

One litter was given a rather larger dos'^ of sodium
fluoride than usual ; all the rats getting sodium
fluoride alone died in tetany, but those given vitamin
D before injection had no tetany and survived. It
has been shown® that vitamin D dosage in rats on
this diet causes a transient rise in blood calcium
lastmg 4-6 days.
Yoimg rats from three litters were placed on the

Steenbock and Black rachitogemc diet (Ca : P ratio,

4:1) for 28 days, and were then starved for 1, IJ,

If, 2 or 3 days. At the end of this time some were
killed as controls and the rest given injections of
sodium fluoride and returned to the diet. Many of
the rats had violent tetany after the period of staiwa-
tion, accentuated by the injection of fluoride, and
two died. The rest were killed at intervals and
examined. The four rats starved for one day showed
no changes in their teeth due to the injection of
fluoride. Of the other injected rats, two starved for

IJ days, and all the other rats, fifteen altogetXier,

had the same hypercalcified line in the predentm as
had previously been found in rats on the low Ca : P
ratio diet given an injection of fluoride. Measure-
ments showed that the line was laid down at the
tune of injection, and that the average incremental
rat© of predentm formation after that was 6{x per
day. As is well known®, starvation causes a fall m
the blood calcium of rats on high Ca : P ratio diets,

often to tetanic levels.

Thus under conditions when the blood calcium is

rAised, the action of fluorine on the predentm is

greatly lessened or prevented, while when th^ blood
calcium is lowered, this effect of fluorine is caused
in rats previously found not to show it. These
observations strengthen the theory previously put
forward that the action of fluorine on the teeth is

related to the level of the blood calcium.
The expenses of this work were defrayed by grants

from the Council for Soientifle and Industrial

Kesearch, and from the Staff Research Fund, Univer-
sity of Cape Town.

J. T. iBVIBCi

Department of Physiology,
Medical School,

University of Cape Town,
Nov. 9.

^ Irving, J. T., Natme, 151, 363 (1943) ; X mnt. Bes., 22, 447 0943).
* Irving, J X ,

X myswl, lQ6, 16 (1946).

» Oavins, A. W ,
X Mol. Ohem,, 69, 237 (1924) Wilder^ T. 8,. X

Chm*i 81, 66 (1929). Hramex, B., Shear, M. X, a»d 3f|
X Miol Chem,, 91, 271 (1931).
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Etherifications Accompanying Girard Treat-

ment for the Separation of Ketonic

Substances

Thb roagontB devised by Girard and Sandulesco^

for the aoparaiion of ketonic substances are widely

employed in a variety of fields, especially for the

isolation of ketonic steroids. Although the conditions

under which these reagents are normally employed
are comparatively mild, it has now been shown that,

in certain cases, etherification of reactive alcohols

can occur.
During the investigation of the reactions of

‘P’-7-bromocholesteryl acetate^ (I), we have dis-

covered that one of the products obtained by alkaline

hydrolysis is A®-cholestene-3-(p) : 5(oc)-diol (II). This

compound, m.p. 181°, is readily hydrogenated to

chole3tane-3(p) : 5(a)-diol (III), previously pre^iared®

by hydrogenation of a-oholesterol-oxide (IV).

(Ill) (IV)

Only two A®-oholestene-3(13) : 5-diols, differing in

configuration at Cb, can possibly exist, and two such

‘diols’ had already been tentatively assigned this

structure. Bergstrdm and Wintersteiner^ obtained a

compound, m.p. 138°, from ‘^’-7-hydroxycholesterol

(V) by refiuxing in ethanol containing 10 per cent

of acetic acid. Prelog, Ruzicka and Stein® isolated

a compound, m.p. 155*5—156°, from the non-sapon-

ifiable portion of extracts of pig spleen, which they

suggested might he an isomer of the Bergstrdm and
Wmtersteiner dioL The reactions of these two sub-

stances were consistent with the formulations

suggested, but m neither case was any rigorous

structural proof obtained, for example, by hydro-

genation, etc.

We have now shown that the former compound
is actually *p’-7-etho3^cholesterol (VI; = Et),

formed by a facile acid-catalysed etherification re-

actiw t i^hstitution of methanol for ethanol m this

reactiongiyes ‘^*-7-methoxycholesterol (VI ; M ^ Me),
168^* 'feese formulations are supported by

analytical data, including metho^yl and ethoxyl

determinaticrtf^

U R E

Treatment of ‘p’-7-bromocholesteryl acetate (1)

either with sodium methoxide or with silver nitrate

and methanol, followed by alkaline hydrolysis, also

yields ‘|3’-7-methoxycholostorol (VI ;
B == Me). It

was observed that its physical constants and those

of its acetate and benzoate wore in close agreement

with those of the supposed diol obtained from pig

spleen®, and mixed molting point determinations,

kindly carried out by Dr. Prolog, confirmed the

identity of the products.

Bergstrom and Wmtersteiner'^ first isolated what

has now been shown to be the 7-ethoxy-compound,

following the Girard separation of the ketonic and
non-ketomc materials obtained by aerial oxidation

of cholesterol, the separation being effected in the

usual manner in ethanol solution m the presence of

acetic acid. Although these workers realized that

the 7-hydroxy-compound had undergone some change

during the treatment, their supposition of an iso-

merization reaction was incorrect. Prolog et al,^ ®

employed the Girard reagent in methanol, and it is

reasonably certain that the 7-methoxy-steroid does

not occur in the natural material, but that it is

formed during the Girard separation from
hydroxycholesterol originally present in the extract.

H. B. Hbnbest
E. K. H. JONTES

Imperial College of Science and Technology,
London, S,W.7.

JSTov. 18.

^ Girard, A ,
and Sandulcsco, G., Acta, 19 , 1095 (19.JG).

* Henbest, H. B , Jones, E 11. H , Bide, A E ,
Beevers, B. W., and

Wilkinson, P. A., Nature, 158 , 169 (1046)

® riattner, Bl. A ,
Betrzilker, Th., and Lang, W., IteU, Ohim. Acfa,

27, 513 (1944). Blattnor, Bl. A., and Lang, W., Chim. Acta,

27, 1872 (1944).

Bergstrdm, S., and Wintorsteiuer, 0
,
J. Biol Ohem., 148 , .503 (1942)

;

141, 597 (1941).

“Prelog, V., Buzicka, L., and Stoin, i\, lldv* Ohim. Ada, 26, 2222

(1943)
® Prolog, V., and Jluzicka, L., Helu. Chim. Acta, 26, 086 (1943).

Analysis of Boron Trifluoride ; a Double
Compound of Silicon Tetrafluoride

and Trimethylamine

In connexion with nuclear cross-section studies in

which boron trifluoride was used as a reference gas,

a method of analysis of this gas was devised based

on the condensation of boron trifluoride with acetyl

fluoride to form acetyl fluoborate. This material is

mvolatile at -- 120° C., and volatile impurities from

the boron trifluoride can easily be pumped off and
their volume determined^

During these studies, particular attention was paid

to silicon tetrafluoride as the most likely volatile

impurity remaining in the gas after two fractional

distillations in vacuo at — 160° 0.

The volume of the sample of boron trifluoride to

be analysed was determined in a calibrated bulb

attached to the vacuum apparatus, in which mercury

cut-offs were used throughout in place of stopcocks.

It was then frozen out in liquid nitrogen in a

bulb attached to a 300- e.c. reaction vessel, and

an excess of acetyl fluoride prepared by the method
of Nesmejaow and Kahn® afterwards condensed in

the same trap. On warming, the gases volatilized

and reacted. The contents of the vessel were pumped
out slowly through an eflioient liquid-nitrogen trap,

tide temperature of the condensate wetB raised to

-- 120°, and the silioon tetre^flueride collected and
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ilK volume doieriuniecL To^siK of tlio elTicioncy of
tlie inothoti» uMirif; syiithoiic mixtums of Bifa and
SiK III proporUoiiH 2 . 1, nhowod that roeovory of
tlu^ wilicon totmfluorule was always more than 99 per
cent complete. From those rosultvS it was estimated
.that 0-2 per (iont of impurity could be detected in

200 c.c. of boron trilluonde using this particular
apparatus, whidi was not Hpecifically designed for

this purpose and had an unnecessarily high internal

surface volume ratio.

The use of trimotliylamino as a condensing agent
for the boron triJluorido, which was first tried, was
found to be imjiracticablo owing to the formation of

a double compound with silicon tetraduoride which
has not j)reviously boon reported. Tt is characterized

by the following ])ro(^odurc.

20 sJ c.c. of silicon tetrafluoride which had been
freed from hydrogen chloride by careful fractional

distillation in vacuo at — 150®, together with 80*8 c.c

of irimoihylamme dried by passage over ])hosj)horus

pentoxido, wore (‘.ondonsed m a traj) cooled by liquid

nitrogen. On ])ormittmg the mixture to warm uj)

and volatilize, a cloud ot white solid was produced,
and analysis of the gas remaining revealed that this

consisted of 49 •! c.(*. excess tnmethylamine. The
gaseous reactants had thus combined in the volume
ratio NMog/SiF^ “ ~ J *04. A later experiment using
an excess of silicon tetrafluoride gave a volume ratio

lSrMe3/l8iF4 - ~ 1*01. It therefore appeared that these
two gases had formed an equimolecular double com-
pound, which proved to have a dissociation pressure

of about 45 mm. at room temperature, and 0*1 mm.
at

N . Miller
Univorsity of Fdmburgh,

Late of National Kosearch Council,

Atomic Fnergy Division,

Chalk Hiver, Out.
Oct. 25.

^ Scol, X. (tnorff, 2S0, liiU (I94;p.

^XoBmefaow and Kahn, Her,, 67, 672 (1964).

abandoned if the assumed extension of the sun is

untenable.

W. F. Sedgwick
JElanmore,

Highdown Road,
London, S.W.15.

‘Velsico! 1068*

Keaims, Ingle and Metcalf^ have recently com-
mented on the properties of a chlorinated hydrocarbon
of empirical formula CxoHgCig which was described
as ‘‘possibly a mixture of isomers which as yet have
not been resolved and evaluated individually”. In
a note'*^ on this new insecticide it has been stated
that m solubility the compound, to which the trade
name "Velsicol 1068’ has been assigned, resembles
D.D.T, and benzenehexachloride. It seems desirable
to direct attention to the fact that imhke the two
latter compounds, we have confirmed the observation
of Kearns and co-workers^ that the new compound is

soluble m all proportions in most organic solvents,
mcludmg deodorized kerosene. This property is of
considerable importance in formulating products for
test purposes. It appears that apart from the results

of Kearns and co -workers^ little has been published
on the insecticidal efficacy of 1068, but these workers
presented results to support their statement that
“(1068) was found to be more toxic than D.D.T.
and to compare favourably in toxicity to the pure
Y isomer of benzenehexachloride”®.

T. F. West
Hygienic Chemical Co., Ltd.,

600 Commercial Road,
London, E.14.

Nov. 19.

^ Koams, 0, W., Ingle, L., and Metcalf, R, L., J. Feon, Bnt,, 88, 661
(1945).

* Nature, 158, 701 (194G).

» Taylor, B. L., Nature, 166, 85 (1946).

Checking of Sir James Jeans’ Numerical
Calculations

In the preface to his “Introduction to the Kinetic

Theory of Gases 1940, the late Sir James Jeans
intimates that X had checked “all the numerical
calculations” in the fourth edition (1925) of his

“Dynamical Tlieory of Gases”, It should, however,
be stated that as a rule I only checked one or two
of the items in the tables. As regards these and the
numerical results given in the text, I did indeed as

a rule agree, at least approximately, with Jeans’

figures
; but in a few cases, some of which are to bo

mentioned in a forth(‘.oming note in the Philosophical

Magazine, nay results differed substantially.

Another quite distinct point is that, in the third

edition (1933) of his book “The Universe Around Us”,
Sir James Jeans credits me on page 254 with a theory
of the tidal origin of the planets which may seem to

adumbrate his own theory. But whereas I did in

effect suggest that the outermost planet might have
been produced by the tidal action of a passing star

on the nebulous sun, assumed to extend to the
planet’s orbit, I supposed that the remaining planets
were each produced in succession by the tidal action
of the nearest existing planet on the contracting
solar body* llkifcis supposition must, however, foe

A Revival of Natural Oyster Beds
In Nature of October 26, p. 686, Dr. P. Korringa

has discussed the problem of revivmg natural oyster
beds. In general, I agree with his views ; but I
should like to add some comments on the origin of
the oysters used when trying to revive a depleted bed.
In the south-eastern part of Norway, we often have

great mortality among oysters reared in netting trays.

This mortality, however, only affects oysters taken
as spat from districts with different hydrographical
conditions. Oysters from spat spawned in the
same waters have never failed. When we first

noticed this, we believed that the spat from other
districts might have been damaged during transport.

But if this was the case, the mortality should be
greatest shortly after arrival. Heavy mortality can,
however, take place a year or two after trans-

plantation ; although in the same locality the native
oysters ifliourish.

We are inclined to believe that oysters from the
western coast of Norway axe not aMe to stand the
rather large variations in salinity occurring on the
Skagerrack coast.

Alb Dannevxg
Fledevig Sea-fish Hatchery^

Arendal, Norway.
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ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF
H/EMOGLOBIN IN RED CELLS

By D. L. RUBINSTEIN and H. M. RAVIKOVICH
Central Institute for Haematology and Blood Transfusion,

Moscow

S
OME years ago Macallum, Bradley and Adams^*®
discovered that the absorption spectruna of red

corpuscles is entirely devoid of the y- or Soret-band
—the broad absorption band of hsemoglobm located
between 400 and 430 mn—whereas the a- and p-bands
in the visible part of the spectrum remain unaltered.
This band appears only after haemolysis, when intra-

globular haemoglobin becomes free and passes mto
solution. This phenomenon has smce been confirmed
by Keilin and Hartree**.

These authors, however, do not support Adams’s^
contention that the disappearance of the y-band is

due to intraglobular haemoglobin being chemically
bound to sfcromatin. Especially convincmg were
experiments in which they had obtained a similar
obliteration of the y-band by emulsifying mmute
droplets of a hsemoglobm solution in paraffin or
castor oil. It has been inferred that the disappearance
of the y-band—both in intact red cells and in the
haemoglobin-oil emulsion—is a purely optical phen-
omenon. However, no plausible explanation of this
peculiar phenomenon could be suggested.
’ In a previous investigation carried out in collabora-
tion with Iljina and Shpolsky®, we managed to detect
the vanished y-band in intact red cells by means of
a spectro-photo-electric technique. The important
point was to adjust the cuvette with the red cells

quite close to the photocell, thus gathering on its

surface the major part of rays scattered by the
suspension. This can be easily achieved by means of
a selenium photocell because of its flat surface, the
absorption curve scarcely diffioring in this case before
and after haemolysis (Pig. 1). Ifan antimony-caesium
photocell is used, a considerable part of the scattered
light is prevented by its spherical bulb from reaching
the photosensitive layer. As a result, the y-band in

the spectrum of intact red cells, although sfcill distinct,

is obviously dimmed (Pig. 2).

In the same investigation a spectrographic tech-
nique for detecting the vanished y-band has also

Fig. 2. y-Band m absorption spootnim of a red-coil suspension

(1) before (2) after haemolysis. Antimony-caesium photocell

been devised. Instead of the usual set-up, a light

beam was directed on the cuvette with the red-cell

suspension at a small angle (not greater than 40-45°)

to the optical axis of the spectrograph. Only the light

that is scattered in a backward direction was thus
allowed to reach the collimator : it displayed the
y-band specific for haemoglobin.

In the present investigation a further analysis of

the Macallum-Bradley-Adams phenomenon has been
attempted. It is obvious that the obliteration of the
y-band thus far observed is a phenomenon of light

scattering. But the scattering of light in a turbid
disperse system depends upon a large difference m
the refractive indices of both its phases. This pro-
vides a means of experimentally controlling the
phenomenon under investigation.

The experiments of KeiUn and Hartree mentioned
above have been repeated and their results wholly
confirmed. Indeed, the y-band disappears com-
pletely even if the hcemoglobin solution is emulsified
in oil in a much greater proportion than in these
authors’ experiments (for example, 1 part of a
1 -6 per cent haemoglobin solution dispersed in drop-
lets of 1-7 fjL in diameter per 4 parts of ‘Vaseline’

oil). However, the y-band in the spectrum of the
haemoglobin emulsion could be detected by a simple
procedure.

This could be achieved by adding concentrated
sucrose to the haemoglobin solution before emulsifying
it m oil. A syrup containing 70 gm. sucrose per
100 gm. solutionhasapproximately the same refractive

mdex as our ‘Vaseline’ oil, namely, 1*49. It has been
shown by photometric measurements that the
addition of such a high sucrose concentration reduces
the turbidity of a water-in-oil emulsion to a small per
cent of its initial value. The y-band, that was
entirely obliterated in the haemoglobm-oil emulsion,
becomes perfectly distinct if the haemoglobin droplets
have been saturated with sucrose (Fig. 3).

An attempt has been made to apply a similar
technique to red-cell suspensions. This was not easy,

since most of the substances that could raise the
refractive index of the solution would, at the same
time, hasmolyse the red cells. The best results were
finally obtained by means of a dextrin preparation,

^ refractive index n « « 1*40 corresponding to a
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Fig. 3. (1 ) y-Baiui In absorption spectrum of a sucrose-hsemoglobin
solution (68 i^or cent siuu'oso) omulsifled in ‘Vaseline’ oil ; (21 y-

band of oxyfunmoglobiiu Hydrogen tube, 55eiss quartz spectro-
graph “fhr (Jhomikor”, Hilger microcoll

concentration of 70 gin. dextrin in 100 o.c. solution.

This is, of course, far from reaching the refractive

index-level of tho rod cells (which would have resulted

in producing ‘laked blood’ without haemolysis). But
the discrepancy between tho two refractive indices

is smoothed sufficiently, thereby considerably in-

creasing the transparency of the suspension and
distinctly revealing tho y-band (Fig. 4). This effect

is certainly not duo to hsemolysis, since the y-band
disappeared again upon diluting the suspension ten-

fold with physiological saline,

Tho experiments described throw some light on
the mechanism of tho obliteration of tho y-band in

the absorption spectram of rod corpuscles. A tent-

ative explanation of this phenomenon follows.

In a rod-coll suspension wo must distinguish be-

tween two kinds of scattered rays corresponding to

tho two interfaces on which light scattering occurs.

Light rays may be scattered oir passing from the

medium into the hsemoglobin-oarrying particle, and
are in this case evidently devoid of any specific

FffK

tig. 4. (1) y-Baud lu absorption spectrum of a red-cell suspension
In a dextnn^allne solution (70 per cent dextdn dlssolyed In,

physiological saline) ; (^) y-band of oxvbssmoglobln. Hydrogen
tube, Zeiss japeotrograpE “fdr 0heinifc<u:^,, microcell

absorption bands. Bays of the second type enter the
disperse particle and are scattered on passing from
it back to the dispersion medium. If tho latter has
a smaller optical density than the particle (lor

example, a corpuscle suspension in physiological
saline), a part of the rays undergoes thereby a com-
plete interior reflexion. The scattered rays of the
second type naturally possess all the spectral bands
specific for the dispersed substance.
The proportion of scattered rays of these two types

depends upon the angle at which the light beam is

scattered by the suspension. Rays of the first type
are scattered mostly forward m the direction of the
entering beam. They prevail, therefore, m the narrow
light beam passing through the red-cell suspension
when the usual spectrographic technique is applied—leading, in this case, to the disappearance of the
Y-band. As the angle at which light is scattered
becomes larger, there appears an increasing pro-
portion ofscatteredrays ofthe second type, namely, of
such rays as have traversed the interior of the red
corpuscles, undergomg selective absolution in them.
As has been previously described, their investigation
reveals in the absorption spectrum of red corpuscles
the Y-band otherwise lacking.

The effect de^iends largely upon the wave-length
of scattered light. Being of no importance in the
visible part of the spectrum (bands a and p), its role
becomes prominent in the ultra-violet.

‘Macallum, A. B., and Bradley, E., Science, 71, 341 (1930).
“ Adams, G., Bradley, B., and Macallum, A. B ,

Biochem J , 28, 482
(1934).

* Keilin, T)., and Hartree, E. F., Nature, 148, 75 (1941).
^ Adams, G., Biochem. J., 82, 640 (1938).
* Iljina, A. A ,

Ravikovicli, H. M., Rubinstein, B. L., and Shpolsky
E, V., O. R. Acad. Sci

,

U.S S.R., 48, No. 5, 325 (1945).

THE BRITISH COUNCIL
ANNUAL REPORT

Although it is not easy in the absence of
any financial statement to judge from the

report of the British Council for the year ended
March 31 as to how far the activities of the Council
are now in balance either geographically or function-

ally, the report gives a convincing answer to some of
the more captious criticisms, and in particular it is

possible to assess from it how large a contribution

the Council is making to the interchange of know-
ledge. Geographically, the most interesting feature

of the report is the accoimt of the activities of the
Council in liberated Europe and the intense demand
for British books an 1 for inforniation regarding
Britain in Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, Hungary,
Greece, Italy, Holland, Belgium, Poland, Sweden and
Yugoslavia. Work in Latin America has also gone
ahead, but in the colonies, protectorates and mand-
ated territories there has been consolidation rather
than expansion. With tjie withdrawal from the
United Kingdom oflarge numbers ofAllied troops and
civilians, the work of the Council at home changed
considerably. Leave courses gradually diminished,,

but the scholarship programme was considerably

extended, 405 being offered as against 115 in 1944,

and some 307 holders of British Council scholarships

arrived m the United Kingdom 4HI’kLg the year. A
Students’ Welfare Departinent wbs established to

supervise the general welfare of such stud^ts and
certain other students from overseais and td
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them faciliticfci for study, travel and recreation.
Lecture courses for such students and other overseas
visitors, an information services department, exliibi-
tions and a series of informative pamphlets are
among the ways m which the Council has sought to
help overseas visitors to understand the British
way of life.

Turning to the functional activities, the greater
part of the book grant has been concentrated on
building up British Council libraries, especially in
liberated Europe. The book review scheme was
extended to cover many new countries, and circula-
tion of British Books to Gome was doubled, the
periodical now reaching sixty-three countries. Forty-
one brochures in twelve languages were published.
Although the Book Export Scheme introduced m
1941 largely as a war-time measure has been with-
drawn, the Cotmcirs book copyright work has
largely increased. The Council was also instrumental
in allocatmg and distributing to numerous learned
institutions back sets of periodicals given by individ-
uals, learned societies and publishers, and as a
further step towards overcoming the shortage of
back sets of periodicals and fillmg the gap in informa-
tion caused by the War, it has arranged for the
indexes and contents list of sixty specialist journals
for the years 1939-45 to be microfilmed. One set of
these microfilms will be lodged in each of fourteen
European countries and in China, either in the
principal library where a microfilm reader is available,
or in the Council’s library. Much information about
publications now available in Europe has been
obtained for British organisations, and 533 new
exchanges between British and foreign periodicals,
involving thirty-nine different countries, were ar-
ranged during the year.
The total distribution of Monthly Science News

was about 70,000 at the end of March, and the
distribution of articles on engineering and technology
was continued, 113 sets going to thirty-nine countries.
The Information Section was fully occupied, chiefly
with bibliographical inquiries, and requests from
Moscow for books, papers, and other scientific
infomation considerably increased. An exhibition of
British medical books published during the War
was held in Moscow, and articles sent to Moscow for.

publication included a senes on the work of the
Department of Industrial and Scientific Research.
Scientific supplies to China considerably mcreased
during the year, and the report refers to the lasting
impression on the Chinese people made by the
CounciFs staff during the last three and a half years
under Dr. Isfeedham’s direction.

The British Medical Bulletin has now reached its
fourth volume, and sets of volumes 2 and 3 were
sent to liberated Europe as soon as possible. A
selection of articles from the BulleUn made by
members of the Medical Faculty of Leyden was
published in January 1946 as a book under the title
‘‘Recent Medical Science, 1940-5”. About five
hundred foreign and Empire medical journals are
now received in exchange for the Bulletin, in addition
tp others received for the Medical Library, while
fifty ipcdical films were reviewed for distribution
oypr^eas,.

,

f^^^aeering consultant, Prof. S. J. Davies,
%ee<)0 in the autumn of 1945 to investigate

engineering and scientific educa-
the arrangement of courses, the

Pqw^^ahdl^raries available, and the distribution
of books and periodicals. In con-

junction with the librarian of the Science Depart
ment, the Agricultural Department prepared a

handlist of British Biological Societies and Journals,

and a corresponding list covering agricultural societies

and journals is in preparation. An agricultural

officer was appointed to the ComiciPs staffm Turkey,
and original articles were supplied for the British

Agricultural BulleUn x>ubhshed in Turkey.
In addition to the scholarship programme already

mentioned, the educational services of the Council
include the recommendation, at the request of
universities, schools and other educational institutions

overseas, of suitable British candidates for vacant
teaching posts in English language and literature, i

British history and institutions and on other sul

jects A list of such appointments made or reeon
mended durmg the. year is given in the repo
as well as a note on three specialized vacatn
courses provided in the summer of 1945 : a t\

weeks special electrical engmeermg course at Que« n
Mary College, London ; a residential course on
“Britam, its System of Government, of Education
and of Life, and its Ideals of Empire” at the
University of St. Andrews ; and a residential course,

at Wadham College, Oxford, in conjunction with the
Oxford University Delegacy for Extra-Mural
Studies

IRON AGE DISCOVERIES IN

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

I
N’ the Illustrated L.ondon News of October 19 aria

November 3, Prof. K. Absalon, of Brno, describes
the remarkable discoveries made by his grandfather,
Dr. Wankel, in the cave of By5i Skala. Wanke
excavations in 1872 have only been described in

popular tourist guide, “Bilder aus der rnUhrischc »

Schweiz”, published in 1882, but have now beei
supplemented by Prof. Absalon’s own operations
between 1922 and 1939.

The cave was inhabited in the Upper Palaeolithic,

age and has left stratified relics of a ‘primitive
Aurignacian’, a Gravettian and a long Magdalenian
occupation. A completely sterile travertine seals the
palaeolithic layers and represents a hiatus, correspond- ^

ing to the Mesolithic, but the cave was reoccupied
in Neolithic times and thereafter down to the first

Iron Age. *

The most significant discoveries of Wankel referred
to the last-named occupation. The cave had been'
used as the workshop of a smith, who doubtless,used
the rich iron ores of the district. Wankel reco|Vmd
and described an important series of smiths’ wols,

,

including tongs, the earliest dated examples fron|

temperate Europe, but these unfortunately have
never yet been illustrated. Absalon figures ai^pther

discovery that may be of even greater signi^^^e,
namely, a ring of cast iron. If metallurgical '4pid3/ .

proves that it was really cast—and Prof* Ab&loi|J
offers it to his English colleagues for examinati!ic^ir--»fv^

it will be the oldest piece of oast iron from Europe
but without microscopic examination it is actfig^y
very difiicult to distinguish cast from forged iron.

The smithy was abandoned when use was made ol

the cave for the burial of an Early Iron Age chieftain,

with rites more Oriental than European. Like the
^

occupants of the ‘Royal Tombs’ of Ur, this Hallstatt
|

chief was conveyed t-o the tomb on a wheeled I
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^'whicli wa« buriod with him, and was accompanied by
' numerouH rolainers wlaughiorod at hi« obsoqmos.
^Moro than Ihrty hnnum «kolotona wore found, all but
five bomg thono of young women, Numorouw animals

and onormouH quantitu^M oj' grain wore also deposited

I with the dead, as well as a lino variety of ornamouts
' and impk^nunits in bronze and iron, chai'actoristic of

the Jato Hallstatt Ago. The body was, however,
I burned and tlu^ site of the pyre covered with a layer

f'Of largo stones.

The illustrations of the Hallstatt objects in

,

^Wankol’s book reproduced hero are inadequate, and
, ^ full publication of the relics is to bo desired. Prof,

libsalon, liowovor, states that a monograph on the
.dalseolithic oxcavafions ha.s just boon published-

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
' (Meetlngn marked imth an adensk are open to the jmhUc)

Tuesday, December 31

Koval Institution (at 21 Albcmuiile Strwt, Loudem, Wl), at
IJ p.m.—Tiof. H Hartiid«r, K R S “Coloius and How wo S(‘e

Theiii*^ (ChriatiuaB JuvoniUi Locbuiea, 2)*

Wednesday, January I

K0YAT4 vSocraTY or Arts (at .Tohn Adam Street, Adolphi, London,
W 0.2), at 2,:j(j p.m.—Mr. Derek McCulloch : “The Children’s Hour’’
(Dr. Mann Juvenile Xanituro).

British Institute of lUmoLoaY (in the Rcid-Knox Hall, 32 Wcl-
lack Street, Loudon, W.I), at 5 p.in— Prof. W. V. Mayncord : “The
Applications of Atomic l^hysies in Modieluo” (succeeding lectures on
January 8, 15, 22, 20 and Fijbruary 5).

Thursday, January 2

KOYAL Institution (at 2I Albemarle Street, Ijondon, Wl), at
j 3 p.m.— Prof. n. llartrldge, D.R.S. : “Colours and How we See
Them” ((diiistmas Juvenihj LeetiireH, 3).*

KoYAL Hooikty OF Meiroine, Kmurow)oy SECTION (at 1 Wimpolc
street, London W 1), at 8 p.m. Prof. E D. Adrian, P. S :

jfT'Goneral Prlueiplos Governing Nervous Activity” (Hnghlings Jackson
^ temorUl Leeture),

j
Friday, January 3

Institution of Meoiianioal ENaiNEims (at Storey’s Gate, St.

James’s Park, London, S,W.l), at 5.30 p.m —Mr. H G. Conway,
Mr. B M, Parker and Mr. 1). A. L Robson “The Development of
Aircraft Hydraulic Machinery” (Discussion).

Saturday, January 4

KOYAL INBTITUTION (at 21 Albemarle Street, London, W.I), at
3 pm—Prof, IL Hariridgo, F.K.8, “Colours and How we See
Thom” (Christmas Juvenile Lectures, 4).*

APPOINTMENTS VACANT
AjpmoATiONS are invited for the following appointments on or

before the dates mentioned :

Bpuoational iASYOHOCoarST for the City of Portsmouth—The
Chief Bduoation Oliicer, Education OlRces, 1 Western l^arade, Bouth-
sea (January 4).

pRiNcrPAL OFFICER (temporary) to take cliargo of development of
el* trioal and meciianical earth-moving and road-making plant
rec dred bv the Army, and Senior Officers (temporary) with high
qualltotions in Civil, Structural or Moehameal Engineering, at the
Military Englne(?riag ENptulmental EHtablishment, Christchurch,
Hants,-—The Direetor of Selentlilc and Technical Administration (D),

Boom 27, Xvybridgo House, Adam Street, Sfiaiid, London, W.0.2,
quoting No. 1). 2240 (January 0).

NTOAL BACTERloLoaiST—The Houso Govonior, Koyal Victoria
nary, Newcastle-upon-Tyne (January 18)

' ENIOR Lecturer in PHYBIOS—The Principal, Sir John Cass
Te hnical Institute, Jewry Street, London, E.0.3,
Lecturer in Zoolooy, and a Lecturer in Mathematics—

T

he
Kogistrar, University of Tasmania, Hobart, Tasmania.

REPORTS and other PUBLICATIONS
(not mclu4ed m the moiMv Boohs Supplement)

Great Britain and Ireland

British Welding Keseareh Association. Arc Welded Structural
Steelwork, 1 : Stanchion Bases, Caps and Joints. KeeommendAtlons
for the Design, Pabrioation and Erection of Welded Stanchion Details

12. ffrondpn; British Welding Kese^roh Association, 1946)

Proceedings of the Koyal Irish Academy Vol. 51, Section A,
No. 2 . The Calibration of a Photo-cleetnc Nucleus Counter By P. L
Nolan and L. W. Poliak, l^p. 7-32. (Dublin . Hodges, Figgis and Co
Ltd., London* Williams and Norgate, Ltd

,
1940 ) 2« [187

Imperial Forestry Institute: LJiilversitv of Oxford Twenty-
first Annual Report, 1944-45. Pp 10. (Oxford . Imperial Forestry

Institute, 1916)
,
[237

Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture. Calendai
for 1946-1947. Pp. 50. (Edinburgh: Edinburgh and East of Scotland

College of Agriculture, 1946 )

Kadio Transmission of linger Prints Bv Siipt, F. B. Cheinll

Pp 12, (London Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis, 1 946.) [23/

Privy Council O&ce , Tieasury. Report of the Committee on the

Provision for Social and Economic Research, (Omd. 6808.) PP*
(London HM. Stationery Ollice, 1946.) 3d. net [23/

Humane Destruction of Rats and Mice. By Major C. W Hume
Pp. 4. (London * Universities Federation for Animal Welfare
1946.) [237

Report of the Astronomer Royal to the Board of Visitors of the

Koval Observatory, Greenwich, read at the Annual Visitation ol

the Royal Observatory, June 1, 1946 Pp. 26. (London: Bpvaj
Observatory, Greenwich, 1946 ) .

Koval Bodetv Report on the Needs of Research m I imdamental
Science AHer the War. Pp 62 (London: Koval Society, 1945.) [25/

Current Affairs (Published fortnightly.) No 8 Food and Faim-
mg By the lit. Hon, Walter EhoL Pp 20- (London Bureau of

Current Alhurs, 1946 ) 8s. dd pei amiiira. ^ I'"'

Map lieview (Published loiinightly ) Ho 6. From June 13th to

June 26th, 1946. 40 m, x 30 in. (London Bureau of Giiirent

Aifairs, lOtC.) 18s 6d per annum. ^ , . o.. li

Farm Mechanization Enquiry. Farm Case Study No 1 ^ A Study

of a 200 Acre South VVarwieksbirc Olay Farm in relation to d® Ust'

of Machinery. By John W Y. Higgs, from the field work of Miss

H J Thompson. (PubUshod for the National Enstitute of Agnciutural

Engineering) Pp. 20 (Loudon. HM Stationciy Ollice,
1946J

Is net ^ t A [ V
VeitieilUum on Mushrooms * Consideration of the Commercial Aspect

of the Disease, with Notes on its Introduction, I’revenlion and Con-

trol By Fred 0 Atkins. Pp. 56. (Yaxley, Peterborough . Midlands

Group Publications, 1946 ) 5«. , , „ . r ^
^

Burton-on-Trent Natural History and Archmological Society, I^ocm I

Koeords for 1945. Edited by H J. Wain Pp 24 ( Burton-on-Treni

H. J, Wain, Hon. Sec., Dunolm, Bictby Lane, 1946.) Is.
, , .

1^^

The Objects of the Society for Freedom m Science. Second edition

Pp 12 (Oxford • Di John R. Baker, Sec., Umversitv Museum, 1 946 ) [3

8

Institution of Cavil Engineers and the Institution of Municipal ami

Countv Engineers. Report of Joint Committee on Location of Under-

ground Services. Pp. 12. (London . Institution of Civil Engineers,

1946 ) 6<L
, ^ .n

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research . Fuel Keseardi.

Technical Paper No. 52 The Extraction of Ester Waxes from .British

Lignite and Feat, BvDr C M. Cawlev and Dr J G.Kmg. Pp.iv+29.
(Loudon H.M Stationery 0 face, 1946 ) 6fl5.net. ^ [18

Ministry of Health : Department of Health for Scotland, Report
of the Intor-Dopartincuta] Committee on the Rag Flock Acts (Cmu.
080(5) Pp. iv-b30. (London H.M. Stationery Oflice, 1940.)

not.
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh. Annual Report by the

Curator of the Laboratory for the Youi 1915. 1^). 10. (Edinburgh *

Itoval College of Idiysicians of Edinburgh, 1946.) [18

Fitzwnlium Museum, Cambridge, Annual Report for the Year
ending 3I December 1945 Pp. 10. Friends of the Fitzwilliam Museum.
Thirtv-soventh Annual Report for the Year 1945. 1^). 4. (C<ambndge

Fitew’llllim Museum, 194(5.) , i v'®
Registrar-General’s Statistical Review of England Wales mt

the Year 1941. (New Annual Series, No 21.) Tables, Part 2 : Oml-
Pp Vi +92 (London : H M. Stationery OflRe, 1946.) U. 0(2. not. [18

Forestry Commission. Bulletin No 18 Spring Frosts, with special

reference to the Frosts of May 1935. Second edition. Pp* HI +
plates (London. H.M Stationery Office, 1946 ) 2s Qd,mt. [18

Engineering Research in the IJmversity : the Inaugural Lecture

to the Chair of Civil and Mechanical Engineering given in the Umver-
sity of London, (^ueen Mary College. By Prof. Edmund Gifien. Pp
12 (London Oxford University Press, i94C ) Is*

Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society. 4ol 24 (N S >,

No. 10 : Observations on riie Pasrao Disease of Iriax and on the

Causal Fungus Sphaerella hnorum Wollenweber. Bv J. B, Lougnnane,

R McKay and H. A. LalTerty. Pp. 89-98 -i-plates 2--4. 3s. Vol. 24

(N.S.), No. 11 : A Study otSeptoria oxmpora Penz. and Saoc Isolated

from Diseased Bariev By Dr. Robert McKay. Pp. “fplates

5-7. 3f. Vol 24 (N.S ), No. 12 : Studies on Ureides, Part 2, The
Chemistry of Trluret and related Compounds. By A E. A. wernen

andJ. Grav Pp. 311-118 Vol 24 (N.S.), No. 13 Evidence for

a Mitotic Hormone , Observations on the Mitoses of the EmbTVo-Sac
of FrUillana impenatis By Prof. Henrv H Dl^on Pp* 119-1244-

plates 8-10. 2» U. Vol. 24 (N B.). No. 14 The Occurrence of Nickel

and Magnetite in some Irish Serpentines, in conjunction with a

netic Survey. By D W Bishop. Pp 125-134. 18, (Dublin. Hodges,

Figgis and Co., Ltd.; Londdn * Williams and Norgate, Ltd.,

1940 )

Economic Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society. VoL 3, No. W *

The Influence of Mechanical Treatment of Milk and Creana on the

Sue Distribution of the Fat Globules. By J* Lyons, Pp* *A9-27^

(Dublin: Hodges, Figgis and Co*, Ltd., London. Wiuiams and
Norgate, Ltd ,1946) 2s. _ ^ ^ li?

Forestry Commission. BuUetm No. 17 : The Cultivation of tbe f

Cricket Bat Willow* Pp* 50+17 plates. (London , H M. Stationery «

Office 1946 ) 2g net.

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research Forest :^o(fecte

Research Laboratory. Leaflet No. 39 i Timber Decay and its Contw
Pp. 12. (Princes Risborough : Forest Products Research Laboratorjj

1946 )
' [It I

Ministry of Health ‘Nurses Salaries ^^mmittee: Mental
Sub-Commttee. Further Kecomme^ations • Menml Nurses

Not«4 No, 7. Pp 12* CDondon: H*M. Statloniw Office,

2d.net. ' ; ,
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Ministry of Education * Science Museum Nayal Mininj? and

Degaussing • an Exhibition of Repicscntative British and German
I^Taval Mining and Degaussing Mateiial hsed (lining the War 1939--

1045. Pp viii4-27. (London it M, Stationery Ollice, 1946 ) Gd.

net. I"* 48

Itiiral Education and Welfare in the Middle East Bv It. B. Allen.

\ Beport to the Director General, Middle East Supply Centre,

September 1944. Pp vi+24. (London It M Stationciy Omce,
1946.) Dj 6(i net ^ „ t*'*®

Scientiflc Instrument Manufacturers* Association of Great Britain,

Ltd. Beport of the President and Council for the Year 19 1-5-1 946

Pp 8 (London* Scientific Instrument Manulacturei s’ Association of

Great Britain, Ltd , 1946 )
[148

Other Countries

Commonwealth of Australia Council for Scientific and fntlustnal

Research Bulletin Ho. 192 . Investigations of Guayiile (Parthemvm
argentatum Gray) in South Australia. By B L. Crocker and Dr.

H C Tnimble. i’p. 44 d- 12 plates (Melbourne : Government
Printer, 1945.) [187

Publications of the Kaptevn Astronomical Laboratory at Groningen.

No. 51 On the Interstellar Line Intensities as a ("Criterion of Distance

;

No 52 . The Luminosity Law and Density Distribution of the O
and Early B Stars. Bv Prof. Dr P J Van Rhijn Pp m 4- 47 +
hi -E 25. No 52 A Study of the Sconno-Centauriis Cluster. By A.
Blaauw. Pp iv -f 132 (Groningen, Hoitsema Bros ,

1946 ) [187

Dispersion of Small Organisms Distance Dispersion Bates of

Bacteria, Spoies, Seeds, Pollen and Insects, Incidence Bates of Diseases

and Injuries. Bv D. O Wolfenbarger (Reprinted from the American
Midland Naturalist, Vol 35, No 1, January 1946.) Pp. 152. (Notre
Dame, Ind. : University Press, 1946 ) ,

[187

U S Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publication No,
605 A Vegetable Gardener’s Handbook on Insects and Diseases. By
W. H. White and S P Doolittle Pp ii + 30 (Washington, D C

;
Government Printing Oflice, 1946) [18/

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections Vol 106, No 3, A List

of Fresh-water Fishes from San Jos<5 Island, Pearl Islands, Panama
By Samuel F Hildebrand (Publication 3847 ) Pp n -f 4. Vol. 106,

No 4 . Notes on the Herpetology of Peail Islands, Panamd By
Doris M. Cochran (Publication 3848 ) Pp n 4- 8. Vol 106, No. IT :

Be\iew of the New World Species of Hippodanua Dejean (Coleoptera

:

Coccinellidae.) By Edward A. Chapm (Publication 3855 ) Pp
li 4- 40 4* plates. Vol 106, No. 12 . Descriptions of Two New
Leafbirds from Siam By H G. Deignan (Publication 3856 ) Pp*
li 4- 4. (Wasliington, D C. * Smithsonian Institution, 1946.) [187

TTniversity of California Publications m American Arcbseology
and Ethnology. Vol 43,No.l. Primitive Education in North Ameiica.
By George A Pcttitt. Pp. m 4- 182. (Berkeley and Los Angeles,
Calif. University of California Press ;

London : Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 1946.) 2 25 dollars.

,
[237

East African Industrial Research Board Third Annual Report,
1946. Pp. iv 4- 32. (Nairobi : East African Industrial Research
Board, 194#.) is Gd.

Biological Abstrads. Beport for 1945. Pp. 10. (Philadelphia:

University of Peunsvlvama Press, 1946.)
,

[237
Sri-Pratapnsimha MaiatHIa Bfthabhislieka Grantha-n aia. Memoir

No 4, Investigations into I^rcliistoric Arebmologv of Gujurat. Being
the Oifieiiil Beport of the First Gu3urat Ifrohistoric Expedition 1941-42.

ByProf.UasmukhD Sankalia. Pp.xvni 4” 336 4> 31 plates (Baioda,
Baroda State Press, 1946.) 21 rupees.

, ^
[237

Jamaica. Animal Beport of the Department of Agriculture for the

Year ended 31st March 1945 Pp. 14. (Kingston: Government
Printer, 1946.) [247

Experimental Research on the Possibility of the Distinction between
Plants and Animals accor<lmg to the Effect of Sulfanilamide upon
their Cells, By Dr. Stephane D. Demetriad^s. Pp 16. (Athens
Author, 18b Aschpion Street, 1946.) [18

Bioiogie und Medium. Von Prof Dr Ludwig von Bertalanlfv

Pp. IV 4-22 (Wien. Springer Veriag, 1946 ) ,
[18

Caribbean Commission. Crop Inquiry Seiics No, I Livestock

m the Caribbean. Pp xi4-15S Ciop Inquiry Senes No 2 Grasses

and Grassland Management in the Canbbean. Pp 1x4-68. (Wash-
ington, D.C. : Caribbean Beseaich Council, 1946 ) ^

Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Ecology at Harvard College.

Vol 96, No. 3 : The Genera of Fossil Conchostraca, an Order of

Bivalvcd Crystacea. By Porev E. Raymond Pp 215-3084-6 plates.

(Cambridge, Mass * Harvard College, 1946.) [18

East African Industrial Research Board. Third Annual Beport,
1945. Pp. IV 4-31. (Nairobi ’ East African Industrial Research Board,
J946.) is Gd. ^ [18

Contribueion a la histoire de la penieilma Por Prof. Dr Florencio

Bustinza Pp 51. (Madrid The Author, Universidad de Maiirid,

1946.

)
[148

Annuaire de TUmversit^ de Sofia * Facult<? de m^deeme Tome 25 :

Homozygous Translocations obtained in the Second Generation from
Material treated with Neutrons Bv Dontcho Kostoft (In Russian,
with Summary in English.) Pp. 709-720. (Sofia . University de
Sofia, 1946 )

” [148
Colonv of Mauritius Final Report on Nutiitional Investigations

m Mauritius, 1942-45. Pp iv4-S9. (Port Louis Government Printer

;

London: Crown Agents for the Colonies, I94(i.) 1 rupee. ll4S
Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science. Annual Report

for the Year 1945. Pp 28 (Calcutta: Indian Association for the
Cultivation of Science, 1946 ) [148

Experiments on the Presence of Carcinogenic Substances m Human
Surroundings, By Theodore van Schelven. Pp. 16 (Amsterdam

.

Kosmos Publishing Co ,
1946 ) 1 dollar [148

Ffihrer durch die Schweizerische Dokumentation : Guide de la

Documentation en Suisse Zw'^eite vermehrte Auflage. Pp. 80 (Ziinch

.

Schweiz. Veremigung fur Dokumentation, Eidg Techn. Hochschule,
1946.) 4.66 francs [148

Berieht hb«M geobotanische Forschungsinstitut Rhbel in Zurich
fiir das Jahr^^T von E. Riibel uud W. Ludi Pp. 124. (Zurich

,

Geobotani&Ohd J^rschungsinstitut Etibel, 1946 ) [148

Repoit of His Maiestv's Asiionomoi at the CaT)(‘ of Good

to the Secrctaiv of the Admiraltv toi the yeai 1 91 5. Ip 1/. (GfVsl
of Good Hope Roval Obsorvatorv, 1946

)
, a

Bulletin of the Bingham Ocoanogiaifiiic I.omv’tmu ^ ol 9, Article?

4 and 5 Studies on the Maime Resources oi Sonthoni New Englaiul.

4 The Biology and Economic linpoifcam'c oi tlic Ocean J o’lt

(New Haven, Conn Yale Umveisitv, 1 040 ) o an aouais
. « i *

‘f
Report and Accounts of the Natipnal Botanic Gai dons of 8oiit»

Africa (and the Karoo Gardens, Wiutehill and Wpicestei) foi tin

Year ending 31st Decembei 1945 Pp 16 (Kirstenbosch . Natipm
,

Botamc Gardens of South Africa, 1946 ) 3d L n«
U.S Department of the Interior* Geological Survey. Water-

Supply Paper 8S9-F . Ground Water in the IJjgh Plains of iexas

Bv W. N White, W L Bioidhurst and J. W. Lang (Oontnbutions

to the Hydrology of the United States, lOtl-43 ) Pp iv -f 381-4.12 -p

plates 17-21 25 cents. Water-Supply Ihipor 9()/-A : Notable Local

Floods of 1930 Paxt 1 . Floods of September 1939 m Co orado River

Basm below Bouldci Dam By J. S Gatewood
|

10 cents Water-Supply Paper 96 /-B . Notalfie lavcal I loods of 1939.

Part 2 Flood of July 5, 1939, m Eastern Kentucky. By Ilovd F.

Schrader Pp m-f41-60 +•plates 7-11 10 cents Water-Supply

Paper 9b7-C Notable Local Floods of 1939 ihu t 3 . I lood of August

21, 1939, m Town of Bvldwin, Maine. Bv Minor R Stackpolc Ip,

ill -1 61 -68 4- plates 12-14 1 0 cents Water-Supply Papei 970 . (^lality

of Surface Waters of the United States, 1913, vMth a bummaiv of

Analyses of Sticams m Colorado Basin, Pni'OS Ri^c*

Busms, 1925 to 1943. By C S. Howaid and S K. Imwe I ]>. iv-f 180

30 cents (Washington, DC.. Government Printing Othce, J945-

1946 )

US Department of the Inteiior Geological Sin yey

Siipply Papei 973 Sirface Water SupT)lv of the United states,

1943 Part s Oluo River Basm Pp x-1-052 1 35 dolhns Water-

Supply Papei 975 Surface Water SiipTilv of the United States,

1943 ‘Part 5 Hudson Bay and Upper Mississippi Hivcx Basins 1 p

1X4-412 70 cents. Water-Supply Papei 982 * Sui face W atei Supply

of the United States, 1943 Part 1 2 Pacific Slope Basinsm \V ashmgton

and Upper Columbia River Basin Pp. m 4~2.)8. 40 cents Watei-

Supplv Paper 990 . Watci Levels and Aitcsian Pressure in Observation

Wells'm the United States m 1943 Part 5 Northvwstern States.

Bv O E. Meinzer, L. K. Wenzel and others Pp iv 4-280 46 cents.

W^ater-Supply Paper 991 : Water Levels and Artesian Pleasure m
Observation Wells in the United States in 1943. 1 art 6* South-

western States and I’emtoiv of Hawaii. Bv 0 E Mein/er, L. K
Wenzel and others. Pp v4-3()6 50 cents Watei-Supply Paper 1004

Surface Water Supply of the United States, 1944 Part 4 bt Lawienco

River Basin Pp. v-l-228 40 cents (Washington, D C Government

Printing Office, 1945-1946 )
-ir i i -xi,. i . a luii

Dominion Museum Recoids m Zoology. Vol. 3, No. 1
^

Variety of the Coastal Porpoise. By Dr. \\ . R. I . Pp. 4.

Vol 1, No. 2 Sharks of New Zealand. By W, J. Phillips Pp. 6-20.

(Wellington : Dominion Museum, 1916
) i .. xt i ^

Dominion Museum Records in Eiitoii^iologv \ol. I, No. 1 * Nivv

Lepidoptcia from the Homoi-Milfoid District. By Dr J 4 . Salmon.

Pp 12 Vol. 1, No 2 . A Portable Appaiaius for the Extraction from

Leaf Mould of Collcmbola and other Minute Or gamHins. By Dr. J . I

Salmon Pp. 13-18 (Wellington. IRjnHnum Miisemm, 1 91K) [ 58
,

Indian Research Fund Assoaation bpecial Report No 15 Studies

on Protein, Fat and Mineral Metabolism in IndianH. By Dr. K. 1

Basu Pp 114-64. (New Delhi Indian Ramirch I'Mnd Association,

1946 ) 12 annas [loo

U.S. Department of the Intciior Geological Survey. Bulletin,

943-C * Nickel-Copper Prospoc.t near Spirit Mountain, Copper Rivei

Region, Alaska By Jack Kingston and Don J. Miller (Mmeia!

Resources of Alaska, 1 941 and 1 942.) Pj) ii 4- 19-58. 10 cents. Bulletin

945-E Chromite-bearmg Sands of the bouihein Part of the Coast

of Oregon Bv Allan B Griggs (Strategic Minerals Investigations,

1944 ) Pp V4-113-3 50 4-plates 41-53 55 cents. Bulletin 946-B

Qmcksilver-Antimony Deposits of HiuUiico, Guerrero, Mexico. By
James J McAlistei and David Hernandez Ortiz (Geologic Investiga-

tions in the American Repulilics, 1944 ) Pp. iv4-49~^2-(-plate8 7--^4

75 cents Bulletin 946-C Bcheehte Deposits in the Northern Part of

the Sierra de Juarez Northeiu Territory, Lower California, Mepco,
By Carl Fnes, Jr

,
and Eduardo Schmiiter. (Geologic Investigations

m the Ameiican Republics, 1944.) Pp. iv 4- 73-1 ()2-4-plates 2a-38. -a

cents Bulletin 94()-D Tungsten Deposits of the Southern Part of

Sonora, Mexico. By John H. Weise, in collaboration with Salvador

Cardenas. (Geologic Investigations in the American Reimbh(*s, 1944-

45) Pp IV 4- 103-130 4-plates 39-44 3.) cents. Bulletin 946-E

San Josd Antimony Mines near Wadlev, State of ban Luis lotosi,

MEXICO Bv Donald E White and Jenaio Gom4’cs R (Geologic

Investigations in the American Republics, l9<4-'4.5 ) l*p. m-t-333-

154 4-platos 45-59 40 cents. BiiHotm 947-A Mineial Investigations

of the Geological Siuvey in Alaska m 1913 and 1941 By John C
Heed. (Mineral Resouices of Alaska, 1943 and 1 944 ) Pr) u 4- 6. 5 cents

Bulletin 949 Bibliography of North Aincucan Geology, 1942 and
1943. Bv Emma Mertms Thom Pp. vin 4-460. 70 cents (Wash-
ington, D C Government Printing Office, 1945-3 916) [358

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections Vol 106, No - : The
Vegetation of San Jos6 Island, Republic of Panan & Bv C. 0 Erlanson

(Publication 3846.) Pp ii 4-3 2 4-2 plates. Vol 106, No 5: Echiuoderms
from the Pearl Islands, Bay of Panan d, with a Revision of the Pacir

Species of the Genus Eneope Bv Austin H Claik (Publication 38 4i

Pp U4-114-4 pUtos Vol 106, No 7 Mammals of San Jose IsUnu
Bav of PinairA By Remington Kellogg (Publication 3851 ) Pp
U-F4. (Washington, D G. Smithsonian Institution, 1946 )

Smithsonian Institution . Bureau of Ameucan Ethnology. Bulletin

|

143 Handbook of South Ameucan Indians Edited by Julian H.|
Steward. Vol. 1 : The Marginal Tribes Pp. xix 4-024 4-132 plates.

,

2.75 dollars Vol. 2. The Andean Civilizations Pp xxxiu 4-1035 4-192 >

plates. 4 25 dollars (Washington, D.C. . Government Pnntm
^

Office, 1946.) [^^v

'

Ontario Research Foundation Annual Report for 1945. Pp
(Toronto , Ontario Research Foundation, 1946.) [ ,



NAME INDEX

'^‘^BADIE, — . . Djolcctucs, 123

fbbott, i. D ,
and othets • Anophclme Mosquitoes as Natural Vectors of

Equine Dermal Filanasis, 913

Abdon, Di, N “O , and Borglin, N E Disturbances m Oxidative Meta-

holism in Choline Deficiency, 793

Abetti, Prof. At the first General Assembly of the International Council

of Scientific Unions since the War, 228

'Abraham, Dr E. P , and others An Antibacterial Substance from Arctium

7 minus and Onopordon tauitcum, 744
Adaptation of Staphylococcus aureus to Growth in the Presence of

certain Antibiotics, 818
s Absalon, Prof K Iron Age Discoveries in Czechoslovakia, 954

Academy of Sciences of the USSR . 220 Years of the, 315

New buildings of the, 661

Academy ofSciences, Vienna Vols 148-151 of Section lla of the Proceedings,

741

Ackley, R R. Surface-Active Agents, 580

(Adam, Pi of N K Physical Chemistry and Biology, revi-e^, 358

»Adams (John Couch) and the Discovery of Neptune (Prof W M Smart),

I
479, 648

[Adams, N 1 (Page, L., and) * Space Charge in the Magnetron, 631

Adams, Prof. Roger . Awarded the Priestley Medal of the American
Chemical Society, 371 ,

work of, 371

Adlam, G H J. Death of, 231 ; obituory by G Fowles, 408

Admiralty Compass Department Development of a small Two-Phase
Induction Motor, 54

Adrian, Prof. E. D. , Awarded the Copley Medal of the Royal Society.

781. 841

Adrian, Prof. E. D., and others ' Inhibiting Action of Fluorophosphonates

on Cholinesterase, 625
Advani, G. D (Karve, Dr. D. D., and) : Selected Topics from Organic

Chemistry, review by Or. F. B. Kipping, 731

Advertising, Institute of Incorporated Practitioners in , Report on Stand-

ardisation of Type Atea Sizes for Trade and Technical Journals, 266

Aeronautical Society, Royal . Discussion on Engineering Problems of

Future Aircraft, 896
Aeronautics* College of (E F. Relf), 225
African (East) Industrial Research Board . Annual Report for 1944, 562

Annual Report for 1945, 741

African (South) Archaeological Society Handbook Series No. I, Method In

Prehistory (A J, H. Goodwin), 53

Publication of a new series of Bulletins, 194

> frican (South) Association for the Advancement of Science . Report of

the Johannesburg meeting Ph 1945, 942
>ge|ng, Club for Research on : Conference on Ageing in Man and other

Animals, 276
, ,

,

^gharka^, Prof. S. P. : Retirement from the Ghose chair of botany at the

University College of Science, Calcutta, 125 ;
work of, 125

“Agricultural Advisory Service, National : Appointment of provincial

directors, 445
, ,

Agricultural Machinery Development Board : Fourth Annual Inspection by

the, 615
, ^

Agricultural Research Council : Appointment of Dr A. N. Drury, Dr.

Joseph F Duncan and Prof. T J Mackie as members, 479

Awards of post-graduate Scholarships, 581

Agriculture and Fisheries, Ministry of . To send a mission to North America

to study the development of the Poultry Industry in the U.S.A and
'

,

Canada, 412
i

' Award of post-graduate Scholai ships, 662
*

fj' Bulletin 133, Apples and Pears, 941
. f Bulletin 135, Fruit Tree Raising—Rootstocks and Propagation, 941

[Alilman, Prof. H, VV, ; Recession of Glaciers, 630

Ahuia, Lieut.-Colonel M. L, and others , Action of Heparin on the Venom
of Bchis cannatus, 878

Ainsworth, G. C. Jubilee of the British Mycological Society, 693

Aircraft Constructors, Society of British Aircraft Exhibition at Radlett

Aerodrome, 443
. . , , s

Airy (G. B.) and the Discovery of Neptune (Sir Harold Spencer Jones),

829
,

(Prof. W. M. Smart), 830
, ,

Altken, Dr. A. C. : Bibliography of Mathematical Tables, review, 252

Appointed to the chair of mathematics in the University of Edin-

burgh, 264 ;
work of, 264

, ,
,

‘Altken, Yvonne, and Drake, F. R. : Trtfolium subterraneum Linn, in Aus-
' tralia, 176 ^
Alyappan, Dr, A. * The Iravas and Culture Change, 493

Akeroyd, E. L, and others ; Drinking Water from Sea Water, 172

Albert, E , and Laurlat, E. Analgesic Properties of Derivatives of Diphenyl-

d ethylamine, 202 , . „ , ,

J^ldington, Dr. J N , Awarded a Leon Gaster Memorial Premium by the

Illuminating Engineering Society, 548
Axander, Dr P . Fibrous Proteins, 476

V|»xander, Samuel On the Nature of Value—^the Philosophy of (Milton R.

J} Konvitz), review, 398
Af,fn, Prof Hannes Sunspots and Magneto-Hydrodynamic Waves, 488

4 *Changes m Cosmic Ray Intensity associated with Magnetic Storms, 618

A|inciia Institute of Hygiene and Public Health General Health Survey

. W ' of the Unions of SIngur, Bora, Balarambati and Begampur by the

Singur Health Centre, 209
®an. Dr. D A Museums-—Aiutotis Mutondis, 616

, H, R., and Clavier, C. A. ' Disintegration of Magnesium and Alumin-

ium by Deuterons, 832
oft, Dr. Ruth : Hypocuprasmiain Cattle, 796

Allen, Cecil J Railways—How they are Built and How they are Run, 870
Allen, Prof G C Appointed to the University of London chair of political

economy at University College, London, 782
Allen, Prof H S. Obituary of Prof William Peddie, 50
de Almeida, Miguel Ozorio Speed of Colloidal Particles, 205
de Almeida, Miguel Ozono, and others Convulsions Produced m Frogs

by Sudden Changes of Temperature, 64
Alpatov, Prof V V Specific Action of Optical Isomers of Mepaerme upon

Dextral and Sinistral Strains of Bacillus mycoides Flugge, 838
Alper, Tikvah : Fluorescence Fatigue, 45 i

Alvaro-AIberto Aristotle’s Views on Falling Bodies, 906
American Academy of Arts and Sciences Francis Amory Prize to be

awarded in 1947, 903
American Association for the Advancement of Science Research Confer-

ence on Cancer (edited by Forest Ray Moulton), review by Dr F

Dickens, 217
American Chemical Society • Awards, 371 ^

Election of Prof C Edmund Marshall as chairman of the Division of
Colloid Chemistry, 906

American Philosophical Society Symposium on Forestry and the Public

Welfare, 21

1

Year Book for 1944,266
Year Book for (945, 338

American Physical Society . Resolution on the Freedom of Science, 477
American Plant L Society Herbertia 1944, 422
Aminoff, D, and others Specific Serological Characters of the Mucoids

of Hog Gastric Mucin, 879
Anaesthetics Committee Standardization of Curare, 743
Anderson, E. A. . Appointed assistant conservator of forests. Gold Coast,

374
Anderson, Dr H L. ' Power Production by Nuclear Energy, 255
Anderson, J. ' Effect of Hydrogen Peroxide in the Presence of Copper

Sulphate on the Shrinkage of Wool, 554
Anderson, Sir John Formal opening of the Austin Wing of the Cavendish

Laboratory, Cambridge, 160

Elected a trustee of the Beit Memorial Fellowships, 162

The Machinery of Government, 247
Andrade, Prof E N daC Principles of Rheological Measurement, 614
Andrewes, Or C. H. . Heterogenesis and the Origin of Viruses, 406
Andrewes, Dr C. H , and others : Chemotherapy of Typhus. 204
Andrews, Dr. Donald H , and Clark, Chester W. Demodulation by Super-

conductivity, 945
Angus, Dr, W Rogie, and Stott, Geoffrey : Diamagnetic Susceptibility of

Isomerldes, 705
Animal Welfare, Universities Federation for Annual Report for 1945, 52
Ansell, W. H, . London Traffic and the London Plan, 439
Anson, M L. ; Surface-Active Agents, 580
Anson, M L., and Edsall, John T. (edited by) . Advances in Protein Chemis-

try, Vol 2, review by Dr. J. A. V. Butler, 323
Anthropological Institute, Royal : Huxley Memorial Lecture for 1941

(Prof H Breuil), 15, 337
Huxley Memorial Lecture for 1945 (Prof. A L. Kroeber), 16, 387
Appointment of a Mining and Metallurgical Committee, 701

Antl-Locusc Research Centre . Grant for developing research activities, 231

Apothecaries in London, Society of Gold Medals in Therapeutics awarded
to Sir Alexander Fleming and Sir Howard Florey, 828

Appleton, Sir Edward : Geophysics of the Ionosphere, 189

Research and the Smaller Firm, 638
Appleton, Sir Edward, and Hey, J. S. : Circular Polarization of Solar Radio

Noise, 339
Appleton, Sir Edward, and Naismith, R. . Radar Detection of Meteor

Trails, 936
Arber, Agnes Goethe’s Botany—^The Metamorphosis of Plants (1 790), and

Tobler’s Ode to Nature (1782), review by Prof C. W Wardlaw, 808
Archer, A. I. . Electron Accelerator of Synchrotron Type, 583
Arens, Dr. J F., and van Dorp, Dr, D. A Activity of ‘Vitamin A-Acid’

in the Rat, 622
Arens, Dr. J. F. (van Dorp, Dr. D. A., and) . Biological Activity of Vitamin

A-Acid, 60
Argentine (Bernardino Rlvadavia) Museum of Natural Sciences : Appoint-

ment of Dr Augustin E Riggi as director, 903

Argentine Physical Society : Joint meeting with the Observatory of

Cordoba to celebrate the seventy-fifth anniversary of the founda-
tion of the Observatory, 55

Aristotle’s Views on Falling Bodies (Alvaro-AIberto), 906

Arlltt, Prof, Ada Hart . Psychology of Infancy and Early Childhood, third

edition, review by Dr. Susan Isaacs, 321

Arndt, Dr. Walter * Obituary by Dr. Maurice Burton, 612
Arnold, Dr. R C. • Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243

Arnold, Prof R N , Appointed to the regius chair of engineering at the

University of Edinburgh, 409 ; work of, 409

Ashby, A, W. . Awarded a Ministry of Agriculture post-graduate Scholar-

ship in Agricultural Economics, 6M
Ashby, Prof Eric . Genetics in the LI.S S.R., review, 285

Ashmore, Dr. P G , and Dainton, Dr. F. S. : Chain-initiating Process in

the Reaction between Hydrogen and Oxygen between the Second

and Third Explosion Limits, 416
Ashworth, F. . Awarded a Non-Section Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers. 21

Ashworth, F., and others , Silicon Carbide Non-ohmic Resistors, 742

Ashworth, VV. Correspondence Filing Problems of the British Cast Iron

Research Association, 940

ii
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Asiatic Society of Bengal, Royal : Presidential Address (Prof M N
Saha), 3!2

ASLIB : Twenty-first Annual Conference, 233, 490
Report of the Proceedings of the Twentieth Conference, 302

Branch meeting to be held at Liverpool, 445
Report on the Indexing and Filing of Unpublished Material, 940

ASLIB in collaboration with the Library Association ' Study Group on
Special Ltbrananship, 21

Asprey, Dr. G F Appointed lecturer m plant physiology in the University

of Aberdeen, 827
Astbury, Prof W T War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 262

Fibrous Proteins, 474
Degree of Docteur honoris causa of the University of Strasbourg con-

ferred on, 827
Elected a member of the Royal Society of Sciences of Uppsala, 827

Astbury, Prof W, T, and Brown, C J * Structure of Terylene, 871

Astronomer Royal Report for I945--46, 700
Astronomical Society, Royal ; Discussion on the Geophysics of the Iono-

sphere, 189

Discussion on the Use of a Large Astronomical Telescope in Great
Britain, 220

George Darwin Lecture (Prof Bengt Edl6n), 313
Conversazione to celebrate the discovery of Neptune, 479
Presidential Address (Prof H H Plaskett), 764
Geophysical discussion on English Oilfields, 931

Atherton, F R., and others Phosphorylation, 21

Atkins, Fred C Verticillium on Mushrooms, 661

Atkins, Dr.W R G. Structure and Mechanics of the Protozoan Flagellum,

763
Atkinson, Nancy Antibacterial Activity in Members of the Native

Australian Flora, 876
Atomic Energy Commission Report on the Scientific and Technical

Aspects of the Control of Atomic Energy, 767
Atomic Energy Research Establishment . Appointment of Miss Marion

Gosset as librarian, 374
Atomic Scientists' Association Discussion on Power Production by

Nuclear Energy, 255
Need for International Contacts, 442

Audus, Dr. L. J. ’ A New Soil Perfusion Apparatus, 419
Auerbach, C, Mosaics in Drosophila, 64
Auerbach, C., and Robson, Dr J. M. Action of Mustard Gas on the Bone

Marrow, 878
Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research : Programme of

Research on Wool Production and Manufacture, 70
Work carried out during 1945 (G Lightfoot), 869

Australian (South) Museum : Report for the period July 1944 to June
1945, 53

Ayer, A. J. • Appointed to the Grote chair of philosophy of mind and
logic at University College, London, 782

B^ABKIN, Dr. B P* : Antagonistic and Synergistic Phenomena in the Auto-
nomic Nervous System (Presidential Address to Section 5 of the
Royal Society of Canada), 207

Baborovsky, Prof George : Death of, 612 ;
obituary by Dr G. Druce,

698
Babsky, Eug. B., and Mmajev, P F. . Combined Action upon Muscle of

Adlenosme Triphosphate, Acetylcholine and Potassium, Calcium and
Magnesium Ions, 238

Sensitization of Muscle to Choline and Acetylcholine, and the Sup-
posed Existence of Choline Acetylase, 268

Changes in the Activity of Cholinesterase of Nervous Tissue under
the Influence of Constant Curient, 343

Bach, Dr. S. J. * Crystallization of Arginase, 376
Bacharach, A. L, : Nutritive Values of Foods and Condiments, 87
Bachmeier, A. J (Bateson, Dr S , and) • Thermally Evaporated Anti-

Reflexlon Films, 133

Badger, Dr. G. M. ; Biological Activity of Compounds in Homologous
Series, 585

Baird, J L. : Obituary by Dr. R L. Smith-Rose, 88
Baird, Lieuc.-Colonel P. D. * Awarded the Dr, W S. Bruce Memorial

Prize for 1946, 662
Baitsell, George A. (edited by) : Science in Progress (Walter R. Miles,

Selig Hecht, George D. Birkhoff, Henry Eyrmg, K C. D. Hickman,
Edwin J. Cohn, Detlev W. Bronk, Otto Loewi, Peter Debye, Isidore I.

Rabi and C A Elvehjem), Fourth Senes, review by Prof J, A.
Crowther, 3

Baker, Frank : The Rumen Process as a Functional Field—an Attempt at

Synthesis, 609
Baker, Frank C , and others : Contributions to the Archaeology of the

Illinois River Valley, 615
Baker, Dr. John R,, and Sanders, Dr, F K. : Establishment of Cytochemical

Techniques, 129
Baker, Dr John R., and Tansley, Prof A G • The Course of the Con-

troversy on Freedom in Science, 574, 796
Baker, Prof. VVilson, and Ollls, W. D. Structure of the ‘Sydnones’, 703
Bakkcr, Dr. Jacob . Appointed adviser to the chief mining engineer of

the National Coal Board in Great Britain, 617
Bald, J. G. * Plant Viruses, 885
Bald. J. G., and Norris, D. O. Plant Viruses, 885
Bald, J. G., and Oldaker, C E. W. • Plant Viruses, 885
Balfour-Browne, Prof. F. : Elected president of the South-Eastern Union

of Scientific Societies for 1947, 210
Ball, Dr. E. : Experimental Morphology—Shoot Apices In Sterile Culture,

763
Ballm, Dr. H. H. : The Organisation of Electricity Supply in Great Britain,

review by C. W. Marshall, 892
Balls, Dr. W. Lawrence : Dielectric Properties of Raw Cotton, 9
Balseiro, Jose A, (Rodriguez, Antonio E , and) : La absorcion luminosa

del plasma sanguineo, 171

Bamford, Dr. C» H. (Dewar, M. J. S., and) : Polymerization of Methyl
Methicrylate, 380

Banerjee, Prof. Bhupatl Kurpar (Majumdar, Prof. Subodh Kumar, and)
X-Ray Study of Noble Metals dispersed in Borax- and BjO,-Glasses,

Banerjee, N. G , and others Effect of Dyeing, Mercerizing and Incensivelyl

Delignifying Jute Fibres on their Structure, 100
|

Banerjee, Dr. S. S , and Mukerjee, Prof G C ; Space-diversity Reception f

and Fading of Short-wave Signals, 413 »

Bangham, Dr D H Shrinkage and Cracking of Cementive Materials, 12

Banister, J (Fegler, J ,and) . Blood Viscosity and Rate of Oxygen Exchange,

488
Banks, W H., and Barkas, Dr W W . Collapse of Capillaiies m the

Drying of Porous Gels, 341

Bannerjee, N. S . Science and Human Welfare, 721 i

Bannister, L C , and others X-Ray Examination of Self-Recovery in

Copper, 705
Banting, Frederick Grant . He Conquered Death, the Story of (Margaret

Mason Shaw), review by T H Hawkins, 814
Banwell, C. J (Lovell, Dr. A. C B

,
and) . Abnormal Solar Radiation on

72 Megacycles, 517
Barac, G. * Anti-Oxygen Stabilization of Bilirubin in Alkaline Medium by

Ascorbic Acid and Cysteine, 97

de Barandiaran, Prof J. M. * Anthropology on the Continent of Europe
in War-time, 14

Barany, Ernst Role of Ultra-filtration in the Formation of Aqueous/
Humor, 665 i

Barber, Dr H. J , and Wragg, W R * Composition of the Antimalanal

Drug R63 and the Ing and Manske Hydrazine Hydrolysis of,

N-Substituted Phthalimides, 514
Barber, N. F., and others A Frequency Analyser used in the Study of

j

Ocean Waves, 329
Barby, D , and Bowman, C. A M The Pei feet Buffer, 586

Barclay, H. A. Hay : Appointed senior veterinary officer, Nigeria, 195

Barcroft, A. L * Appointed agricultural officer, Malaya, 870
Barcroft, Sir Joseph : Human Ecology in relation to the Physico-Chemical

Factors, 257
Barett, C S ' War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 263
Barkas, Dr. W W Principles of Rheological Measurement, 614

Barkas, Dr W W. (Banks, W. H , and) : Collapse of Capillaries in the

Drying of Porous Gels, 341

Barkla, H M. * The Lower Curie Point of Ferro-electric Salts, 340

Barlow, K E The State of Public Knowledge, review by R. Brightman,

357
Barnes, C A. ' Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship by

the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 411

Barnes, D. E (Goward, F K , and) Experimental 8 MeV. Synchrotron

for Elearon Acceleration, 413
Barnes, Dr H F. . Gall Midges of Economic Importance, Vol. I, Gall

Midges of Root and Vegetable Crops , Vol. 2, Gall Midges of Fodder
Crops, review by Dr. V B Wigglesworth, 852

Barnes, Dr Sarah • Erratum to Application of D D.T, as an Insecticide, on
page 31 1 of the issue of March 9, 162

Barnes, Winston H. F : The British Institute of Philosophy, 279
Barnett, Sir Louis • Death of, 612
Barnothy, Prof. J. Quantization of the Solar System and its Consequences,

309
Barnsley, G E : Awarded a Ministry of Agriculture post-graduate Scholar-

ship in husbandry, 662
Barr, Dr Guy Measurement of Viscosity, 244
Barter, Dr. R M. Appointed to the University of London readership in

chemistry at Bedford College for Women, 162

Fibrous Proteins, 475
Barrett, M A. • Appointed agricultural officer, Kenya, 702
Barry, J. M. . Awarded an Agricultural Research Council Scholarship,

581
Barry, Dr. Vincent C The Thyroid and Tuberculosis, 131, 797

Anti-Tubercular Compounds, 863
Bartholdy, Dr. P Mendelssohn . Re-dedIcation of Science In Germany, 170

Bartlett, Prof. F C Ageing In Man and other Animals, 276, 277
Obituary of Dr. Charles S. Myers, 657

Bartlett, Dr. M. S * A General Class of Confidence Interval, 521

Barton-Wnght, Dr E. C • Appointed microbiologist to Whitbread and
Co., Ltd., 828

Baruch, Bernard . Atomic Energy for Industrial Purposes, 477
Basak, B. S , and others • Effect of Dyeing, Mercerizing and Intensive

Delignifying Jute Fibres on their Structure, 100

Basu, Mrs. Chameli * Meson Production m Copper, 379
Batchelor, G K. : Double Velocity Correlation Function In Turbu

Motion, 883
Bates,W J. . The Use of a Large Astronomical Telescope in Great Britai

221
Bateson, Dr. S., and Bachmeier, A. J. • Thermally Evaporated Anti-Reflexlon

Films. 133
Bauer, S. H. (Silbiger, G., and) . Structure of Electron-deficient Molecules,

716
Baur, — ; Dielectrics, 123
Bavin, E. M , and Middleton, T. R. : Retlculocytosis following the Admini-

stration of Thymine to Splenectomized Rabbits, 627
Bawden, Dr. F. C. : Heterogenesis and the Origin of Viruses, 407
Bawden, Dr. F C., and Kassanis, B. . Plant Viruses, 885
Bawden, Dr F C., and Pirle, N W . Purification of Tobacco Mosaic,

Virus, 488
Plant Viruses, 885

Baykov, Alexander : The Development of the Soviet Economic System,
review by Maurice Bruce, 395

Bayliss, Dr, L. E. : Title of University of London reader in physiology

conferred on, 233
Beaie, Edmund P. . Retirement from the pro-chancellorship of the Univer-.

sity of Birmingham, 868
Beals, Ralph L : Contemporary Culture of the Cahita Indians, 69 ^

Beattie, Sir Carruthers • Death of, 409 , obituary by Sir H Spencer Jone^"-'

576 ft''

Beattie, Prof. C. P. : Appointed professor of bacteriology in the University,

of Sheffield, 231 ; work of, 231 ;

Beattie, Dr. May H : Appointed honorary demonstrator in bacterioiogX{

in the University of Sheffield, 702 '

Beatty (Chester) Research Institute of the Royal Cancer Hospital (Free),|

London* Retirement of Prof E L. Kennaway from the directorship|l

5 1
*‘5

Appointment of Dr. Alexander Haddow to the directorship, 51
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eauchamp, R S A.: Appointed director of freshwater fisheries. Research
I

Station, Jmja, Uganda, 702
feaufoy, Dr L. A Title of University of London readenn civil engineering
J confer! cd on, 267
^,eau|aid, L (Lacombe, P., and) : War-time Progress m X-Ray Anaiysis,
;

’ 26 1

leaver, S H Appointed to the Sir Ernest Cassel readership in economic
geograpliy at the London School of Economic and Political Science

i 21

ieck, A H, ‘ Electron Optics for Students, review, 685
lecker, Di M L Appointed superintendent metallurgist to the British
f, Iron and Steel Research Association, 336 ; woik of, 336
ISeckmann, C O., and others : Diffusion in Solution, 445
Bedford College for Women Appointment of Dr R. M. Barter to the

University of London readership in chemistiy, 162
Beekeepers’ Association, British Establishment of a Research Committee.

51

eer, Arthur, and Stagg, J. M. Seismic Sea-Wave of November 27. 1945,
63

eeson, Dr. CPC. The Moon and Plant Growth, 572
elcher, Ronald, and Wilson, Dt Cecil L. : Qualitative Inorganic Micro-

analysis, review, 79
,elfast College of Technology . Appointment of Dr. Frank Bell as pro-

fessor of chemistry, 617
Jelinfante, Dr A H. : Obituary, 698
jell, D J Chemistry and Nature, review, 854
Bell, Dr Frank Appointed professor of chemistry at the Belfast College

of Technology, 617
Bell, J W, F Appointed an assistant lecturer in physics at University

College. Hull. 513
Bell, T. ; Appointed senior agricultural officer, Palestine, 870
Bender, M M ,

and others ' Diffusion m Solution, 445
’.enham, Dr F, : The National Income of British Guiana, 1942, 161
jennett, S H , and Kearns, H. G H. . Control of Pear Midge, 630
Bentley, Prof B. H : Death of, 18 ,

obituary, 263
Bernal, Piof J D Shrinkage and Cracking of Cementive Materials, 13

The Place of Scientific Societies in the New World (Presidential
Address to the Jubilee Congress of the South-Eastern Union of
Scientific Societies), 210

War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 261
Physics and Chemistry of Swelling and Shrinking, 571
Conditions of Survival, 590
Science and Human Welfare, 721

Berry, Dr. W. E. . Rapid Tomato Ripening (L D Hills and E. H. Haywood),
review, 929

Bertalanffy, L v., and others : A Quantitative Study of the Toxjc Action
of Quinones on Planana gonoccpbala, 948

Bertram, D. S., and others • Transmission of L canmi to Laboratory
Animals, 418

Best, ® • Appointed assistant director of veterinary services, Nigeria,

Bettendge, Dr. W • X-Ray Analysis In the Steel Industry, 919
Bevilacqua, E, M , and others . Diffusion In Solution, 445
Bhaduri, J. L. ; Occlusion of the Oviduct in the Cloaca after Spawning In

some Salientia, 749
’Bhagavantam, Prof, S , and Rao, B. Ramachandra ; Diffraction of Light by

Ultra-sonic Waves of Very High Frequencies, 484
Bibby, Cyril : Appointed senior lecturer at the College of St Mark and

St. John, Chelsea, 93
The Doctors' Diagnosis, rev/ow, 219
A Survey of Sox, review, 397

Bickley, Dr, W. G, Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, review, 895
Bide, A. and others . A New Route to 7-Dehydrochoiesterol, Pro-

;

vitamin D^, 169
Bllvoet, Prof. J. M, War-time Progress In X-Ray Analysis, 262
Biles, R. W„ and Maxfield, G W ; Awarded a Williams Premium by the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21

Billig, E. : Mechanical Stresses In Transformer Windings, 65
togham. Prof. E. C ; Obituary, 370
r%p|ey, J. B, (Dick, A, T,, and) : Molybdenum-Thiocyanate Complex.
i', '“t 516
'\^^Asa- Death of, 231

;
„ 'fical Institute of Tihany, Hungary : Work of the, 456
'M, Arthur J. : Electrolytic Reduction in Liquid Ammonia, 60

I
„tFReduction by Dissolving Metals, 585

pitch, S F., and others * Hydrocarbon Azeotropes of Benzene, 60
prkbeck College * Title of University of London reader in chemistry

conferred on Dr. D. J. G Ives, 267
firkhoff, George D., and others : Science in Progress, edited by George A.

Baltsell, Fourth Series, review by Prof. J, A. Crowther, 3
(jflrklnshaw. Dr. J. H, : Mycology and Medicine, 693
firks, J. B . Magnetic Dispersion of Iron Oxides at Centimetre Wave-

lengths, 671
Birmingham Central Technical College : Appointment of Dr Patrick D.
' Ritchie as head of the department of chemistry, 548
Bishopp, D. W, : Aphosphorosls and Phosphate Reserves, 25
fijorkman, Erik : Mycorrhiza In Pine and Spruce Seedlings grown under
! Varied Radiation Intensities in Rich Soils with or without Nitrate
^ Added, 71
llilack. Dr. L. M. : Plant Tumours Induced by the Combined Action of
, , Wounds and Virus, 56
Wick, William • Genetics of Blight-Resistant Potatoes, 30
fflacketc, Prof P. M, S. * Science and Human Welfare, 721
Wackwell, D, E., and others : Use of Lead Sulphide Cells In Infra-red

Spectroscopy, 873
flair. Dr. G W. Scott , Principles of Rheological Measurement, 614
flane, M A : Appointed agricultural officer. Gold Coast, 374
Wegvad, Dr H. Fifty Years of Danish Marine Biology, 92
f^ncowe, John W., and Caldwell, Dr, John ; A New Virus Disease of

Tomatoes, 96
Bpckris,^Dr J. O’M : Effect of the Solvent on Hydrogen Overpotential,

iBoer, J., and others i Isolation of the Growth-promoting Factor Present
in the Fatty Acids of Summer-Butter, 201

paerger. Dr. A . Degree of doctor honoris causa of the University of
} Montevideo conferred on, 702

Degree of doctor honoris causa m agrarian sciences of the University
of Buenos Aires conferred on, 702

Bohr, Prof Niels • At the first General Assembly of the International
Council of Scientific Unions since the War, 228

Bolt, F D. : Awarded a Fahie Premium of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, 21

Bolton, Pi of J Shaw : Death of, 781
Bolton, W (Common, Dr. R H , and) Influence of Gonadal Hormones

on the Serum Lipochrome and Riboflavin of the Domestic Fowl, 95
Bond, Elizabeth B , and Bragg, Sir Lawrence The Rutherford Papers in

the Library of the Cavendish Laboratory, 714
Bonet-Maury, Dr Science and Human Welfare, 72!
Booker, Dr. H G, * Awarded a Radio Section Premium (Duddell Premium)

of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21
Boorman, K. E., and Dodd, B. E : An ‘Incomplete’ Form of a Agglutinin,

589
Boorman, K E , and others * Poly-agglutmable Red Cells, 446
Booth, A D . Phase Angle Determination in X-Ray Crystallography, 380
Booth, C F Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the institution of

Electrical Engineers, 21
Bootham School Survey of Askham Bog, review, 814
Borchardt, Ruth (edited by) Four Dialogues of Plato, including the

‘Apology of Socrates’, (translated by John Stuart Mill), review by
F. Ian G Rawlins, 570

Borglin, N. E. (Abdon, Dr N -O , and) Disturbances in Oxidative Meta-
bolism m Choline Deficiency, 793

Born, Prof. Max War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 261
Elastic Constants of Ice, 830
Electric Filters and Crystal Lattices, review, 926

Born, Prof Max, and Brimbte, L. J F * Science in Egypt, 43
Borowskaja, D Effect of Rontgen Irradiation on the Serum Concent of

Hsemagglutinins In Human Blood, 269
van den Bos. W, H. . Obituary of Dr. H E Wood, 17
Bose, Prof S R. Antibiotics in a Polyporus (Polystictus sanguineus),

Boswell, I 1 , and others : Surface Charge of ‘Electrets’, 835
Boswell, Richard Peter Awarded a Busk Studentship in aeronautics, 21
Bosworth, Dr. R C L. : Thermal Inductance, 309
Bottcher, —. : Dielectrics, 123
Bougault, J., and others * Purification of Benzene and Toluene, 631
Bourne, Prof. E. J. Appointed to a lectureship in the University of

Birmingham, 300
Boutry, Prof. G,-A. . Optique instrumentale, review by Dr E- H. Linfoot,

533
Bovien, P., and others ' Observations on the Moth Plusia gamma in Den-

mark in 1946, 628
Bowden, J, • Appointed entomologist. Gold Coast, 702
Bowden, K , and others : Acetylenic Ketones, 205
Bowman, CAM. (Barby, D , and) : The Perfect Buffer, 586
Boxer, Jaques (Reltler, Dr. Rudolph, and) • An Antibiotically Active and

Slightly Pathogenic Member of the Boc. brevis found in Man, 24
Boyd, A W : The Country Diary of a Cheshire Man, review by Miss Frances

Pitt, 928
Boyd, Brigadier John S. K. Appointed director of the Wellcome Labora-

tories of Tropical Medicine, 374
Brabazon of Tara, Lord . Physiology in Horse-racing, 673
Brachi, D P. . Appointed an assistant lecturer In geography at University

College, Hull, 513
Bradley, Dr. A. J X-Ray Anaiysis in the Steel Industry, 918
Bragg, Sir Lawrence * War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 260, 262

The Austin Wing of the Cavendish Laboratory. 326
ANyarded a Royal Medal of the Royal Society, 781, 842

Bragg, Sir Lawrence (Bond, Elizabeth B , and) : The Rutherford Papers In
the Library of the Cavendish Laboratory, 714

Brambell, Prof. F. W. Rogers, and Mills, Ivor H. . Presence of Fibrinogen
in the Yolk Sac Content of Rabbits, 24

Brand, T T. Appointed conservator of forests, Nigeria, 374
Brasseur, Prof H. : War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 260
Braunstein, Dr A E , and Kritzmann, M G : Co-Ammopherase, Co-

Decarboxylase and Pyridoxal, 102
Brazier, Dr L G • Awarded a Transmission Section Premium (Sebastian

de Ferranti Premium) of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21
Joints and Sealing Ends for Pressure Cable, 194
Development of High-Voltage Gas Pressure Cables, 757

Breckpot, Prof. R. ; Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
Bremner, Dr J. G M. ; Bond-Energies and isomerization, 593
Bremner, J. M , and others Metallo-organic Complexes in Soil, 790
Brenchley, Dr. W, E. Modern Aspects of Plant Nutrition, review, 397
Brett, Dr. M. A. : Taxonomic Problems of Fungi, 694
Breuil, Prof H. . Lad6couverte de I’antiqult^ de I’homme et quelquesunes

deses evidences (Huxley Memorial Lecture of the Royal Anthropo-
logical Society for 1941), IS, 337

Brian, M V. (Tomes, G. A. R., and) . An Electronic Method of Tracing the
Movements of Beetles in the Field, 551

Brian, Dr P. W ,
and others Fungistatic Activity of Ethylenic and Acety-

lenic Compounds, 876
Brian, R. C. (Geoghegan, M J., and) . Influence of Bacterial Polysaccharides

on Aggregate Formation in Soils, 837
Briars, A. B Appointed agricultural officer, Nyasaland, 513
Bndger, G W. Combustion of Carbon and Carbon Monoxide, 236
Bridgman, Prof. P W Awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics for 1946, 825 j

work of, 825
Bnghtman, R. : Reflexions on Planning, a Plea for the Family, review, 357

Science of Management, review, 602
A Reference Book of Industrial Research, review, 645
Appeal to Clio, review, 684
Theory and Practice of Government, review, 770

Brillouin, Prof. L6on : Wave Propagation in Periodic Structures, review
by Prof. Max Born, 926

Brimble, L. J. F Scientific Posts in the Development ofAtomic Energy, 193
Brlmble, L J F (Born, Prof. Max, and) . Science m Egypt, 43
Brindley, Dr. G. W. * X-Ray Analysis In the Steel Industry, 918
Bristol City Museum and Art Gallery Annual Report for 1945, 41

1

Bnstowe, Dr. W S. . Man’s Reaction to Mosquito Bites, 750
British Aircraft Constructors, Society of; Aircraft Exhibition at Radlett

Aerodrome, 443



VI NAME INDEX
British Association Presidential Address (Sir Richard Gregory), 114

Election of Sir Henry Dale as president for 1947, 124
Election of Officers, 162
Conference on London Traffic and the London Plan, 338, 438
Mathematical Tables, Vol 1, Circular and Hyperbolic Functions,

Exponential and Sine and Cosme Integrals, Factorial Function and
Allied Functions, Hermitian Probability Functions, second edition,
review, 360

British Association of Chemists, and others Conference on Science and
Human Welfare, 721

British Beekeepers’ Association • Establishment of a Research Committee, 5

1

British Bryological Society Jubilee of the, 580
British Chemical Manufacturers, Association of, m conjunction with the

Institution of Chemical Engineers, the Institute of Petroleum, and
the British Chemical Plant Manufacturers Association • Memorandum
to the Government on Chemical Engineering as a Profession, 20, 93

British Chemical Plant Manufacturers Association, in conjunction with the
Institution of Chemical Engineers, the Institute of Petroleum, and
the Association of British Chemical Manufacturers Memorandum
to the Government on Chemical Engineering as a Profession, 20, 93

British Commonwealth Scientific Conference Opened by Herbert
Morrison, 90

British Council To show French films in Microbiology and Protistology, 20
Annual Report for the Year ended March 31, 1946, 953

British Drug Houses, Ltd : Appointment of Dr Frank Hartley as manager
of the Scientific Services Department, 581

The B.D H. Book of Organic Reagents for Analytical Use, ninth edition,
review by Dr F. B Kipping, 929

British Electrical and Allied Industries Research Association : Annotated
list of published papers, 785

British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers’ Association Appointment of
Bruce H Leeson as director, 336

British Embassy in Buenos Aires Appointment of Major T A Rattray as

agricultural attach^, 867
British institute of Philosophy ' Twenty-one Years of the, 279
British Institution of Radio Engineers : Twentieth Annual Report, 444

Twenty-first anniversary, 660
British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Committee (Ministry of Fuel and Power

and) Technical Report on the Ruhr Coalfield, 226
British Iron and Steel Research Association Appointment of Dr. F, D.

Richardson as head of the Chemistry Department, 127
Appointment of M W Thnng as head of the Physics Department, 162
Appointment of Dr W C. Newell as head of the Steel Castings

Division, 162
Appointment of E. L. Diamond as mechanical engineer to the Plant

Engineering Division, 162
Appointment of Dr. M. L Becker as superintendent metallurgist, 336
Appointment ofW C Fahie as head of the Instrument Section in the

Physics Department, 443
British Medical Association Committee • A Charter for Health (under the

Chairmanship of Sir John Boyd Orr), review by Cyril Bibby, 219
British Mission to Japan Report on the Effects of the Atomic Bombs at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 151

British Museum (Natural History) : Lectures by Dr. J. Ramsbottom on
Edible Fungi, 479

Re-opening of the, 617
Acquisitions at the, 722

British Mycological Society : Fiftieth anniversary meeting, 412
Jubilee of the (G C. Ainsworth), 693

British Photographers, Institute of : Olaf Bloch Memorial Award for 1947,

870
British Postgraduate Medical School : Appointment of Dr. C. V. Harrison

to the University of London readership m morbid anatomy, 617
Appointment of Dr John McMichael to the University of London chair

of medicine, 782
British Rheologists' Club : Discussion on the Measurement of Viscosity, 244

Conference on the Principles of Rheological Measurement, 614
British School of Archeology at Athens Annual of the, Vo! 40 for

1940-45. 661
Appointment of J M Cook as director, 870

British Social Hygiene Council Appointment of Dr Fred Grundy as

chairman of the Executive Committee, 548
Brockway, Prof L. O. ; War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 263
Broda, Dr E • Ultra-micro Methods m Nuclear Chemistry, 313

Determination of the Upper Limits of the Fission Cross-sections of
Lead and Bismuth for Li-D Neutrons by a Track Count Method, 872

Broda, Dr E, and Wright, P K Determination of the Upper Limits of
the Fission Cross-sections of Lead and Bismuth for Li-D Neutrons
by a Chemical Method, 871

Broili, Prof. F. • Obituary by Prof. D. M S. Watson, 16

Bronk, Detlev W , and others Science in Progress, edited by George A.
Baitsell, Fourth Senes, review by Prof. J. A Crowther, 3

Brooker, H. R, and others: Electrical Contacts, review by Dr Edwin
Rhodes, 647

Broom, Dr. R. The illustrations of the Australopithecinx, 714
Broste, K., and Fischer-MoHer, K : The Mediaval Norsemen at Gardar

—

Anthropological Investigation, 803
Brown, C, J. (Astbury, Prof W T , and) * Structure of Terylene, 871

Brown, Dr. E. . Fibrous Proteins, 475

Brown, Dr. G L : Human Ecology in relation to the Physico-Chemical
Factors, 257

Brown, H N Dry Ice, 489
Brown, Harley P Structure and Mechanics of the Protozoan Flagellum, 763
Brown, Dr. William . Personality and Religion, review by the Rev J. C

Hardwick, 1 12

Retirement from the Wilde readership in mental philosophy at the
Oxford University Institute of Experimental Psychology, 938 ; work
of, 938

Browne, Major G. St J. Orde Labour Conditions in East Africa, 319
Brownlee, K. A Industrial Experimentation, review by D J Finney, 687
Bruce, Maurice i Language as a Social and Political Factor in Europe (Stanley

Bundle), review, 325
Democratic Values, review, 395
Co-operative Living in Palestine (Henrik F Infield), review, 398

Brues,
j
^o f. Charles T. ; Insect Dietary, review by Dr. V. B Wigglesworth,

Brumberg, Dr E. M ,
and Lanonow, Prof L Th Ultra-Violet Absorpi

in Living and Dead Cells, 663
f.

Brunt, Prof D Human Ecology m relation to the Physico-Cherr
Factors, 256 2

Bryological Society, British Jubilee of the, 580
Buddin, W , and Garrett, S D The Take-all Fungus m the south

England, 204
Bugge, J. A. W. Solid Diffusion and Petrogenesis, 274
Bugge, P E , and others . Surface Area Determination, 28
Buist, J M * Principles of Rheological Measurement, 614
Bull, B A Pharmaceutical Products and their Manufacture, 193

Bull, H. Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain in Solids, 537, 538
Bullard, Dr. E C . Geophysical Prospecting and English Oilfields, 934
Bullock, Prof. Theodore Holmes A Preparation for the Physiological

Study of the Unit Synapse, 555
Bullough, Dr W. S Mitotic Activity m the Mouse, 454

Appointed honorary lecturer in zoology in the University of Sheffield,

702
Bunn. C W Polymers and Polymerization, 224
Bunn, C W , and Emmett, H Topography of Crystal Faces, 164
Bunting, Dr. • Science and Human Welfare, 721
Bunton, C. A

,
and others Nitration of Phenol and Aniline Derivatives—

Role of Nitrous Acid, 514
Burch, Dr. C R The Use of a Large Astronomical Telescope in Great

Britain, 221
Burgers, Prof. J M At the first General Assembly of the International

Council of Scientific Unions since the War, 228
Science and Human Welfare, 721

Burges, Dr N A Appointed to the chair of botany m the University of
Sydney, 659 ,

work of, 659
Burgess, P F Appointed assistant conservator of forests, Malaya, 870
Burk, R E, and Grummitt, Oliver (edited by) Major Instruments of

Science and their Applications to Chemistry, review by L V Chilton,
76

Burke-Gaffney, Dr H J O’D Appointed assistant director of the Bureau
of Hygiene and Tropical Diseases, 127

Burkitt, M C Prehistoric Archaeology of Gujurat, review, 853
Burnet, Dr. F M Vaccinia Haemagglutinin, 1 19

Heterogenesis and the Origin of Viruses, 406
Burnett, G M., and Melville, Prof H W * Effect of Environment on th'

Reactivity of High Polymers, 553
Burroughs, Ann M (Hawking, Frank, and) • Transmission of Litomosoides

cannii to Mice and Hamsters, 98
Burton, Dr Maurice . Obituary of Dr Walter Arndt, 612 J

Bush, Raymond Frost and the Fruitgrower, second edition, review bj

Dr. John Grainger, 78
*

Bushneil, G H S Contemporary Culture of the Cdhita Indians, 69
Buston, Dr H W , and others : Cause of Physiological Activity of

‘Gammexane’, 22
Busvine, Dr J R New Synthetic Contact Insecticides, 22
Butler, C P : Active Aurora of September 26, 1946,558
Butler, Dr. J A V. . Life and the Second Law of Thermodynamics, 153

The Tools of Protein Research, review, 323
Digestion (edited by H. J. Vonk, Dr. J. J. Mansour-Bek and E. J. Slijper),

Part I , review, 689
Biochemical Perspective, review, 728

Butt, F H. • External Moi phology of Amphimallon majahs, the European
Cockchafer, 5 12

Buxton, Anthony Fisherman Naturalist, review by Seton Gordon, 499
Byers, A , and Hlckinbottom, Dr. W. J. Oxidation of Olefins by Peracids,

341
Bystrom. A. : Oxides of Lead, 275

V—'ABOT, E C. Dual Drainage of Lakes, 715
Calcutt, G , and others Production of Metabolic Benzpyrene Derivaci

in vitro, 417
Caldwell, Dr. John * Mosaic Disease of the Narcissus, 735
Caldwell, Dr. John (Blencowe, John W., and) : A New Virus DiseastC'

Tomatoes, 96 h
,

Callender, Dr. Sheila T E. Awarded a Rockefeller Medical Fellowship,;^

Callow, D., and others Adaptation of Staphylococcus aureus to Growt
the Presence of certain Antibiotics, 818 *

Caiplne, J C Awarded a John Hopkinson Premium of the Institution
Electrical Engineers, 21

"

Cambridge Philosophical Society : Hopkins Prize awarded to Prof J

Cockcroft and to Prof E A Milne, 743
Cameron, Prof. G R Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276, 277

DDT, review, 359
Camis, Prof M • Deoth of, 422, obituary by Dr R S Creed, 576
Campbell, G. A., and West, Dr T. F. : The Truth about D D T., 21

Campbell, G. A (West, Dr T. F , and) * DDT, the Synthetic Insecticide
review by Prof G R Cameron, 359

Campbell,]. G. : Primary Carcinoma of the Liver in the Duck, 711
Campbell, J W Food Habits of the Wigeon, 488
Campbell, Dr Norman R Awarded a Radio Section Premium of i

Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21

Experiment and Theory in Statistics, 521
Canada, High Commissioner for the United Kingdom in * Appomtmc,J

of J. A Young as assistant agricultural adviser, 513
Cancer Hospital (Free), Royal • Retirement of Prof E L Kennaway f

the directorship of the Chester Beatty Research Institute, 51

Appointment of Dr. Alexander Haddow to the directorship of t

Chester Beatty Research Institute, 51 ,

Title of University of London professor emeritus of experimerf
pathology conferred on Prof E L, Kennaway, 267

Appointment of Dr J. F Danielli to the University of London read*
ship m cell physiology, 513 1]

Cannon, Prof. W B Obituary, 87
^

I
Cansdale, G S Appointed senior assistant conservator of forests^ C I'

Coast, 374 I'

Cantacuz6ne Institute (the Staff of the) Handbook of Infectious Dis &
(under the direction of Prof C lonescu-Mihaesti and Prof M C f
review by Dr. G. Lapage, 398

’’

Carlsberg Laboratory : Comptes rendus of the, 126
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j- jtrlstrom, Diego, and Edelstam, Carl Methods of Marking Reptiles for
Identification after Recapture, 7-48

Xvmichael, Dr. E A Human Ecology in relation to the Physico-Chemical
Factors, 256

I
irnegie. Sir Francis Death of, 231

r arnegie Corporation of New York • Annual Report for 1945, 351
i^arnegie Institution of Washington • Retirement of Dr John A Fleming
f fi om the directorship of the Department ofTerrestrial Magnetism, 21

Appointment of Dr M A. Tuve as director of the Department of
. Terrestrial Magnetism, 21

Yearbook No 44 for 1944-45, 526
Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland Forty-fourth Annual

Report, 385
Carnegie United Kingdom Trust • Grants for Museums, 16!
Carpenter, Dr C M. Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis. 243
Carpenter, Prof, G D Hale* Mimetic Polymorphism, 277
Carr, J G , and Currie, Dr Ethel D. . Awarded jointly the Nelli Prize of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh for 1943—45, 18
Carter, — Dielectrics, 123
Carter, Kenneth * Appointed secretary of the Therapeutic Research

Corporation of Great Britain, Ltd , 743
Carter, R J Electrometric Analysis, 845
Casimir, Prof H. B G , and Polder, D Influence of Retardation on the

London—van de Waals Forces, 787
Caspar/, Dr Ernst * Oxidation of Tryptophane by Homogenized a+ a-\~

and aa Ephestia Tissue, 555
Castle, Lieut.-Colonel J C Copies of Nature for Service Men in Italy. 445
Cactelain, E , and others . Purification of Benzene and Toluene, 631
Cave-Browne-Cave, Wing-Comdr T. R. * London Traffic and the London

Plan, 440
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge : Formal opening of the Austin Wing

by Sir John Anderson, 160
The Austin Wing of the (Sir Lawrence Bragg), 326
The Rutherford Papers in the Library of the (Elizabeth B. Bond and

Sir Lawrence Bragg), 714
Ceburkina, N. V , and others : Chemical Composition of Rickettsia

prowazeki, 912
Cermdk, K Obituary of Prof J. Uzel. 230
3erny, Dr. Jaroslav Appointed to the University of London chair of

^
Egyptology at University College, 162

-habrier, P , and others Purification of Benzene and Toluene, 631
Chadwick, Sir James ; Atomic Energy and its Application (Melchett Lecture

for 1946 of the Institute of Fuel), 479
Chagas, Dr C , and others* Low-Voltage Discharge of the Electric Eel,

746
Chakrabarty, Dr S K . Cascade Showers under Thin Layers of Materials,

1 66
Chalmers, Dr B., and others Thermal Etching of Silver, 482

Gram Boundaries in Metals, 875
Chamberlain, Dr N H . Purification of Textile Fibres, review, 810
Chamberlain, Dr N H , and others Alginic Acid Diacetate, 553
Chamberlin, R T The Moon’s Lack of Folded Ranges, 205
Champion, Dr. F. C. (Ray, R R , and) . Single Scattei ing of Fast 8-Particles

by Protons, 753
Chapman, Prof S Geophysics of the Ionosphere, 191
Chapman, Prof V. J. • Marine Algaa of New Zealand, 596
Charles University (Karlova Universita), (Prof V. VojtiSek), review, 431
Chasten, Dr. J, C., and others ; Electrical Contacts, review by Dr. Edwin

Rhodes, 647
Chatha^^House Study Group . Report on the Pattern of Pacific Security,

'* atterjee, Dr. D. : A New Genus of Cucurbicaceae, 345
Indian Species of Arisaema, 490

-elsea Polytechnic : Appointment of Dr J F. J, Dippy as head of the
Department of Chemistry, 867

Course of lectures on Recent Advances in Dairy Technology to be
given at the Central Laboratories of the Express Dairy Co , Ltd , 870

emical Committee, Joint • Memorandum on Patent Law Reform, 725

^
emical Engineers, Institution of Bursaries in Chemical Engineering, 21

',;|imical Engineers, Institution of, in conjunction with the Institute of
Petroleum, the Association of British Chemical Manufacturers, and

i J the British Chemical Plant Manufacturers Association : Memorandum
,

,
to the Government on Chemical Engineering as a Profession, 20, 93

‘ f^mical Industry, Society of: Messel Memorial Lecture (Dr. W P
yj Cohoe), 91

^

^emical Industry, Society of (Nutrition Panel of the Food Group) .

Conference on the Nutritive Values of Foods and Condiments, 85
emical Industry, Society of (Roads and Building Materials Group) *

Symposium on Shrinkage and Cracking of Cementive Materials, 1

1

hemical Industry, Society of (South Wales Section), the Society of Public
Analysts and other Analytical Chemists (Physical Methods Group),
and the Royal Institute of Chemistry (Cardiff and District Section) :

Meeting devoted to Electrometric Analysis, 844
tmical Plant Manufacturers Association, British, m conjunction with the

Institution of Chemical Engineers, the Institute of Petroleum, and
the Association of British Chemical Manufacturers : Memorandum

^

of the Government on Chemical Engineering as a Profession, 20, 93
mical Society . Symposium on Polymers and Polymerization, 222
Tilden Lecture (Prof. M. Stacey), 702

^ Eleventh Llversidge Lecture (Prof. Harold C. Urey), 743
,

paraday Lecture to be delivered by Sir Robert Robinson, 785
to Exhibition at the Science Museum of British Chemistry during the past

Century, 906
;^|emistry, Royal Institute of : Award of the Meldola Medal of the Society
• ' of Maccabasans to be resumed for 1946, 869
l^j imistry. Royal Institute of, and the Institute of Physics : Joint discussion

on Dielectrics, 121

®i‘nr»lstry. Royal Institute of (Cardiff and District Section), the Society of
Chemical Industry (South Wales Section), and the Society of Public

i Analysts and other Analytical Chemists (Physical Methods Group) :

Meeting devoted to Electrometric Analysis, 844
lists, British Association of, and others : Conference on Science and

J
jp Human Welfare, 721
I |T.T. Induction of Conjugations in Perdmecium, 715

r
nery, Dr, E* M. : Are Hydrangea Flowers Unique ?, 240
‘Till, Supt. F. R. : Radio Transmission of Finger Prints, 525

Cherry, E C Awarded a Radio Section Premium (Ambrose Fleming
Premium) of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21

Cherwell, Lord • Power Production by Nuclear Energy, 255
Cheshunt Experimental and Research Station Report for 1944, 266
Chesters, Prof C G. C : Elected president of the British Mycological

Society for 1947, 693
The Relation of Soil Fungi to Forestry and Soil Fertility, 694

Chicago Natural History Museum Annual Report for 1945, 678
Chilton, L. V. Instruments in Present-day Science, review, 76
Christ, Henry I. Naming the Constellations, 869
Chnstopherson, D G. * Defence Against the Atomic Bomb, 151
Chu, S. P Recent Marine Biological Research, 884
Chubb, E C. * Museums and the Advancement of Science, 942
Cicardo, Vicente H (Izzo, Prof. Roque A , and) The Thyroid and Tuber-

culosis, 590
City and Guilds College * Title of emeritus professor in mechanical engin-

eering conferred on Prof. E F D Witchel! fay the University of
London, 906

Ciuca, Prof M (the Staff of the Cantacuz^ne Institute under the direction
of Prof C. lonescu-Mihaesti and) Handbook of Infectious Diseases,
review by Dr G Lapage, 398

Civil Engineers, Institution of Civil Engineering as a Career, 33
Presidential Address by Sir William Halcrow, 742
Election of officers for 1946-47, 742
Christmas lantern lectures on Railways, 870
Awards, 908

Claesson, Stig A New Type of Diffusion Cell, 834
Clar, Dr. Eric ; Arrival from Czechoslovakia to work in the Chemistry

Department of the University of Glasgow as an I C I Fellow, 827
Clark, A M • Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship by the

Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 41

1

Clark, Chester W (Andrews, Dr Donald H., and) : Demodulation by
Superconductivity, 945

Clark, F E. Le Gros : Science and Human Welfare. 721
Clark, j Desmond Prehistoric Finds from Abyssinia, 454
Clark, Prof W E. Le Gros The Inside Story of the Skull, review, 5

Early Man and Apes m the Far East, review, 427
The Illustrations of the Auscralopithecinte, 714

Clarke, N Appointed assistant director of veterinary services, Nigeria,
195

Clarke, R C. . Appointed land surveyor, Hong Kong, 702
Clavier, C. A (Allan, H. R ,

and) Disintegration of Magnesium and
Aluminium by Deuterons, 832

Clayton, R. J * Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, 21

Clayton, R J , and others Radio Measurements in the Decimetre and
Centimetre Wavebands, 33

Coal Board, National : Appointment of Prof Douglas Hay as chief mining
engineer, 336

Appointment of Prof H. L Riley as director of carbonization research,
867

Coales, J. F . Awarded a John Hopkinson Premium of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, 21

Coates, R, H . Awarded a Non-Section Premium of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, 21

Cochrane, V. W Rust of Cultivated Roses, 30
Cockcroft, Prof J D . Atomic Energy, 206

Awarded a Hopkins Prize of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, 743
Cohn, Edwin J., and others : Science in Progress, edited by George A.

Baitsell, Fourth Series, review by Prof. J, A. Crowther, 3

Cohoe, Dr. W P. Science and Anglo-American Relations, 91

Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Heredity and Variation in Micro-
organisms, 363

Cole, Prof F J. John Ray’s Tomb, 345
Cole, Horace • Appointed lecturer in the chemistry of glass at the Univei-

sity of Sheffield, 93
Colebrook, F. M. . Basic Mathematics for Radio Students, review by Dr.

L. E C Hughes, 254
Coleman, Dr. D. * Fibrous Proteins, 474
Coles, Robert R. : Sky Fantasia, 580
Collar, A R. Degree of D Sc. of the University of London conferred on,

21

College of St. Mark and St John, Chelsea * Appointment of Cyril Bibby as

senior lecturer, 93
Collenberg, Prof, Q, and Scholander, A Influence of the Nature and

Concentration of Supporting Electrolyte on Polarographic Diffusion

Current, 449
Collie,—'. : Dielectrics, 123

Collls, C B., and others Hydrocarbon Azeotropes of Benzene, 60

Colonial Office ; Post-War Training for the Colonial Service, 73
Appointments and promotions, 195, 374, 513, 702, 870, 908
Organisation of the Colonial Service, 319
Labour Conditions in East Africa (Report by Major G. St J. Orde

Browne), 319
Colwell, Dr. H- A. Death of, 158 ;

obituary, 229
Common, Dr R H*, and Bolton, VV. Influence of Gonadal Hormones on

the Serum Lipochrome and Riboflavin of the Domestic Fowl, 95

Commonwealth Fund of New York ; Fellowships Awards for 1946-47, 126

Fellowships for 1947, 662
Comne, Dr. L. J Babbage’s Dream Comes True, review, 567

Conway, Dr. Elsie : Browsing of Patella, 752
Cook, Sir Frederick London Traffic and the London Plan, 440

Cook, J. M. . Appointed director of the British School of Archaeology m
Athens, 870

Cooke, Miss P. M * Science and Human Welfare, 721

Cooper, B S. : Industrial Spectroscopy, 346
Cooper. Herbert J. (edited by) ; Scientific Instruments, review by L. V.

Chilton, 76
Cope, Prof. Thomas D. : Charles Mason and Jeremiah Dixon, 381

Cordoba Observatory ; Celebrations of the Seventy-fifth Anniversary of

the foundation of, 55

Seventy-fifth Anniversary of the (Dr, E. Gaviola), 402 „ , , ,

Corin, Thomas : Awarded a Sir William White Post-graduate Scholarship

in Naval Architecture by the Institution of Naval Architects, 548

Corlctc, E. C. B. : Awarded an Aluminium Development Association

Research Scholarship by the Institution of Naval Architects, 548
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Corner, E. J. H Japanese Men of Science in Malaya during Japanese

Occupation, 63
Cornett, M I (McHenry, E W , and) Vitamin B and Fat Anabolism, 349
Cornford, E. C Obituary of Dr L B C Cunningham, 408
Cornish, Dr Vaughan The Photography of Scenery, review by F Ian G

Rawlins, 431
Corson, Dr J F Retirement as acting assistant director of the Bureau of

Hygiene and Tropical Diseases, 127
Coryndon Memorial Museum, Nairobi Annual Report for 1945, 941

Appointment of Dr L S B Leakey as full-time curator, 941
Cosslett, Dr. V. E Introduction to Electron Optics, review by A H Beck,

685
Cotereau, H , and others Effect of Vitamin P on the Thyroid in Guinea

Pigs, 343
Cotton, A D ; Importance of Taxonomy, 105
Cotton, Prof. H. • Electric Discharge Lamps, review by V J Francis, 146
Cotton Trade War Memorial Fund : Scholarships for students, 93
Coulson, Dr. E. A , and Herington, E F G Theory of Binary Azeotropes,

198
Coulthard, R. : Appointed assistantdirector of veterinary services, Nigeria,

195
Coumoulos, Dr Helen * Dental Condition of Five-year-old Elementary

School Children, 559
Courcy-I reland, M G. de Appointed senior agricultural officer, Uganda,

702
Courtaulds, Ltd. . Gift of £60,000 to the Manchester College of Technology,

19

Cousins, C. M. (Wolf, J ,and) : Hypochlorite Sterilization of Metal Surfaces
Infected with Bacteria suspended in Milk, 755

Coutts, Dr W. E • Testicle and Spermatic Tract Lesions in Lympho-
granuloma Venereum, 487

Cowley, J. M.,and Rees, A. L. G. ; Refraction Effects m Electron Diffraction,

550 ®
Cowling, T. G. . General Magnetic Field of the Sun, 31

Cox, A. J ; Appointed conservator of forests, Gold Coast, 374
Cox, J. W : Geophysics of the Ionosphere, 190
Graggs, Dr J. D , and Hopwood, W Observation of Spectral Lines with

Electron Multiplier Tubes, 618
Craig, D. P. ' Long VVave-length Absorption Bands of Aromatic Molecules,

235
Craig, Dr Howard Reid : Appointed director of the New York Academy

of Medicine, 662
Cranbrook Institute of Science, Michigan : Award of the first Mary Soper

Pope Medal to Dr. Frans Verdoorn, 866
Cranley, M. J * Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship "by the

Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 412
Creed, Dr. R. S. * Obituary of Prof M Camis, 576
Creveld, Prof S. van, and Mastenbroek, Dr G G A : Use of Normal

Human Plasma Fractions in Haemophilia, 447
Crew, Prof. F A E : Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276, 277
Crisp, Dr. D J • Fibrous Proteins, 475
Cricchley, Dr. M . Ageing In Man and other Animals, 276
Cromwell, Dr. B T. : Appointed reader in botany at University College,

Hull, 513
Cronin, H, F. : London Traffic and the London Plan, 440
Cronshaw, Dr. C. J. T. : Technical Service, the Vital Link between the

Producer and the Consumer, 638
Cronshey, James F. H. : The Perfect Stage of Botrytis squamosa Walker, 379
Crowfoot, Dr. D. M., and others . An Antibacterial Substance from Arctium

minus and Onopordon tauncum, 744
Crowther, Prof. J. A. : Science Presents Itself, review, 3

Cruickshank, A. J. O. : Appointed an assistant in electrical engineering
In the University of Glasgow, 513

Cuer, P , and Lattes, C. M, G. , Radioactivity of Samarium, 197
Culllnan, Stephen J. (Walsh, Thomas, and) Marsh Spot Disease of Peas, 30
Cunllffe, Dr A. : Appointed an assistant lecturer in physics at University

College. Hull, 513
Cunningham, G. E , and others . Alginic Acid Diacetate, 553
Cunningham, Dr LB C. * Obituary by E C Cornford, 408
Curd, Dr. F H. S., and Rose, Dr. F. L. * A Possible Mode of Action of

Taludrine’, 707
Currie, Dr. Ethel D , and Carr, J. G. Awarded jointly the Neill Prize of

the Royal Society of Edinburgh for 1943-45; 18

Cury, Amadeu, and others • Tinea nigra, 65
Czekalowski, J. W (Skarzynski, B., and) : Utilization of Phenols and

related Compounds by Acbromobacter, 304

UaDSWELL, Dr. H. E , and Wardrop, A. B Cell Wall Deformations
' in Wood Fibres, 174

Dahlgren, Prof Ulric * Death of, 371
Dalnton, Dr F. S. (Ashmore, Dr P. G., and) : Cha'n-initiatlng Process in

the Reaction between Hydrogen and Oxygen between the Second
and Third Explosion Limits, 416

Dakin, Prof. W. H . Life-History of a Species of Metapenaeus m Australian
Coastal Lakes, 99

Dale, Sir Henry • Elected president of the British Association for 1947,

124, work of. 124
Elected a trustee of the Beit Memorial Fellowships, 162

D’Alelio, Dr. G F : Experimental Plastics and Synthetic Resms, review by
F. Ian G Rawlins, 689

Dalgleish, Dr C. E, (Mann, Dr. F. G., and) : Adrenaline Carboxylic Acid
(N-Methyl-/?-(3 4-dihydroxypheny!)-serine), 375

Dalladay, Arthur J. (edited by) * The British Journal Photographic Almanac
and Photographer’s Daily Companion for 1946, review, 79

Daliing, Prof. T. • Eradication of Tuberculosis in Cattle, 31

1

Dalton, John • Memorial to, 193

Daly, E- F., and Sutherland, Dr. G B B, M •: Infra-Red Recording with the
Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, 591

Danietli, Dr. J. F. • Establishment of Cytochemical Techniques, 129, 917
Appointed to the University of London readership in cell physiology

at the Royal Cancer Hospital (Free), 513
Daniels, Marc . Health of University Students in Italy, 783
Danish Biological Station . Fifty Years Work of the (Dr. H. Blegvad), 92
Oannevig, Dr. Alf . A Revival of Natural Oyster Beds, 951

Darby, Prof H C The Theoi y and Practice of Geography, 741

Darbyshire, J ,
and otheis . A Frequency Analyser used m the Study ol

Ocean Waves, 329
Darlington, Dr C D Postal Communications with the U S.S.R., 29

Awarded a Royal Medal of the Royal Society, 781, 842
Darwin, Sir Charles Scientific Instruments in Britain, 67
Dastur, Prof R H The Periodic Partial Failures of American Cottons in

the Punjab, 524
Datar, Dr D S , and Datar, S S Feeble Paramagnetism of Hexavalent

Chromium, 518 ^

Davey, Flight-Lieut E. G. ; Appointed assistant director ofthe Observatory,
Mauritius, 870

David, Capt. W W. • Torpedoes, their Use and Development during the
War, 364

Davidson, Dr Martin (edited by) The Gyroscope and its Applications,

review by Dr. Robert C. Gray, 250
Davidson, R P. . Appointed agricultural officer, Uganda, 702
Davies, Dr. E. T Appointed to the chair of mathematics at University

College, Southampton, 513 ; work of, 513
Davis, R. The Electric Spark, review, 603
Davis and Orioli Catalogue No 125 on Classics of Science and Medicine,

869
Davson, J , and Susman, W Bone Formation in the Lung, 204
Dawson, R. B., and Escritt, J. R. Leather-Jacket Control with Benzene

Hexachloride and with D D.T ,
448

Use of Growth-promoting Substances for Weed Control in Sports
Turf, 748

Dawson, Warren R The Huxley Papers, review by Dr E Hindle, 855
Day,W R. ; Root Disease in Conifers, 57
De Greve, L (Van Itterbeek, Prof. A, and) Resistivity of Thin Nickel

Films at Low Temperatures, 100

De Meillon, Dr. Botha ; Effect on some Blood-sucking Arthropods of
‘Gammexane’ when Fed to a Rabbit, 839

De Meillon, Dr. Botha, and Golberg, Dr Leon Nutritional Studies on
Blood-suckmg Arthropods, 269

De Navasquez, Dr S. J, Title of University of London reader in pathology
,,

conferred on, 233
De Oya, J. C., and others * Alloxan Diabetes and Kidney Function, 589
Debye, —. • Dielectrics, 122
Debye, Peter, and others • Science in Progress, edited by George A

Baitsell, Fourth Senes, review fay Prof. J A. Crowther, 3

Defence Research Policy. Committee on Formation of a, 509 ^
Deldpine, Prof • Racemic Acid, 512

,

Delf, Dr E M. : Culturing Algae and Flagellates, review, 146
Demerec, M. • Mutations in Bacteria, 274
Dennis, R. W. G. (Garrett, S. D., and) . The Take-all Fungus in Scotland, 204
Dent, Miss B M. (Fleming, Sir Arthur, and) • What an Industrialist Expect

of an Information Service, 491
Dent, Dr C. E. • Awarded a Rockefeller Medical Fellowship, 412
Desch, Dr. H E : Japanese Men of Science m Malaya during the War, 513
Oesirant, Dr. M. : Absorption Spectrum of Trithioformaldehyde and

Thiometaformaldehyde, 518
Devons, Dr S. : Power Production by Nuclear Energy, 255
Dewar, M J. S., and Bamford, Dr. C. H. Polymerization of Methyl

Methacrylate, 380
Dewey, John : Problems of Men, review, 322
Dey, Arun K. : Composition of Cupric Ammmo Nitrates, 95
Diamond, E L, • Appointed mechanical engineer to the Plant Engineering

Division ofthe British Iron and Steel Research Association, 162
DIanderas, Colonel : At the first General Assembly of the Internatlorr

Council of Scientific Unions since the War, 228
Dias, M. Vlanna, and others • Convulsions Produced In Frogs by Sudden

Changes of Temperature, 64
Dick, A T , and Bingley, J B. : Molybdenum-Thiocyanate Complex, 516
Dick, Dr. J. . Resignation as lecturer in mechanical engineering at the

University of Sheffield, 93
Dickens, Dr. Frank . Cancer Research in the United States, review, 217

Appointed to the Philip Hill chair of experimental biochemistry at

Middlesex Hospital Medical School, 513, 577 ; work of, 577
Dicker, Dr. S. E • Elected to a Beit Memorial Fellowship, 162
Dillon, Michael • Self, a Study in Ethics and Endocrinology, review, 43

L

Dingle, Prof H * Science and Ethics, 184
In charge ofthe Departments of the History and Philosophy ofScienpe
and ofthe History of Medicine at University College, London, 445 r

Dion.W M., and others • Nitrogenous Manuring and Eyespot of Wheat, I

Dippy, Dr. J F J . Appointed head of the Department of Chemistry at

Chelsea Polytechnic, 867 ; work of, 867
Dippy, R. J. : Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, 21
Ditchburn, Prof R. W. : Appointed to the chair of physics in the Univer

sity of Reading, 192 ,
work of, 192

Background of Applied Science, review, 894
Dixey, Dr. F : Appointed director of Colonial Geological Surveys, 908
Dixon, Lieut C G. : Appointed senior geologist, British Guiana, 870
Dixon, Prof. H H. Mitotic Hormone, 756
Dixon (Jeremiah) * Charles Mason and (Prof Thomas D. Cope), 381 <

Dixon, Dr. M., and Needham, Dr. D, M. . Biochemical Research on Chemicak
Warfare Agents, 432

Dixon, Dr. T. F. Appointed professor of biochemistry in the Royal Medical i

College, Baghdad, 374
Dobell, Dr. Clifford • Ob/tuory of Dr. J. J. Drbohlav, 697 ,

Dodd, A. E. : Filing of Unpublished Material in the British Refractori<dsi

Research Association, 940
,

m
Dodd, B. E (Boorman, K. E., and) * An ‘Incomplete’ Form of a Agglutinin »#

589
Dodds, Prof E. C. • Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276
Dodds, Prof. E. R. * The Need for Moral and Intellectual Leadership, 279
Dominion Observatory, Wellington * Annual Report for 1943-44, 65
Donaldson, Group-Captain E. M New Air Speed Record, 371
Donaldson, W. A. : Appointed an assistant in mathematics in the Unlvi^r*

sity of Glasgow, 513
Doncaster, J. P., and Kassanis, B • Plant Viruses, 885
Donn, William L • Meteorology with Marine Applications, revieW by

Prof. P A Sheppard, 181 ,

Donovan, P. A. ; Appointed agricultural officer, Sierra Leone and Gambia,
870

I

J
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Dorgelo, E G Sintered Glass, 702
' Dot man. Cape. A. E Appointed veterinary officer, Kenya, 195
Dormer, K. J. Anatomy of the Primary Vascular System m Dicotyledonous

Plants, 737
van Dorp, Dr D. A

,
and Arens, Dr J F Biological Activity of Vitamin A-

Acid, 60
van Dorp, Dr. D. A (Arens, Dr J. F., and) . Activity of ‘Vitamin A-Acid’

in the Rat, 622
Dostiovsky, I, and Hughes, Prof ED A Convenient and Efficient

Fractionating Column and its use In the Separation of the Heavy
Isotopes of Hydrogen and Oxygen, 164

Douglas (Parker), Audrey M B., and others . War-time Progress in X-Ray
Analysis, 260

Douglas, D G , and HacKay, C A. Surface Tension of Slightly Soluble
Fatty Acids, 716

Douglas, R. W Viscosity of Associated Liquids, 415
Douglass, P M. (Russell, VV L., and) Embryos from Unborn Mothers, 55
Dovaston, H F . Diseases of Flax, 723
Dove, G. A W : Appointed geologist, British Guiana, 702
Dovey, V J , and others , Analysis of the Electrical Response of the Human

Cortex to Photic Stimulation, 540
Doyer, Dr Lucie C. Plant Pathogenic Fungi, 694
Drake, F. R. (Aitken, Yvonne, and) . Tnfoltum subterraneum Linn m

Australia, 176
Drbohlav, Dr. J J, Obituary by Dr Clifford Dobell, 697
Driver, C M. (Hawkes, J G,, and) Origin of the First European Potatoes

and their Reaction to Length of Day, 168, 713
Druce, Dr. G. Obituary of Prof George Baborovsky, 698
Druett, H A : Determination ofthe Variation of Composition ofAirborne

Crystalline Materials v/ith Particle Size, 946
Drury, Dr A N. * Appointed a member of the Agricultural Research

Council, 479
Drygalski.Dr E. von, und Machatschek, Dr. F. • Gletscherkunde, review by

Dr. M F Perutz, 218
D’Silva, Dr J L. : Appointed to the University of London readership in

physiology at St Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical College, 513
Duchesne, Dr. Jules Spectroscopic Arguments for Isomeric Structures m

a-Ch!oro-Acids, 452
Dudley, D, R. The University and Society, review, 686
Dudley, Dr J R. ; Fibrous Proteins, 476
Duff, R. B. (Percival, Dr. E G V , and) • Production of a Derivative of

5 * 6 Anhydroglucose by the Hydrolysis of an Ethereal Sulphate, 29
Duffy, E. : Alloxan Diabetes in the Rabbit, 454

Appointed assistant pathologist to the Royal Cancer Hospital, Glasgow,
827

* Duguid, Prof. J. B Ageing In Man and other Animals, 277
’Dunbar, Dr. Flanders Emotions and Bodily Changes, third edition, review

by Prof L J, Witts, 252
Duncan, G A.* International Trade, 616
Duncan, Dr. Joseph F. : Appointed a member of the Agricultural Research

Council. 479
Duncanson, W. E. : Degree of D Sc ofthe University of London conferred

on. 617
Dunlop Rubber Co. • Retirement of Dr. D. F Twiss as chief chemist, 159

Grant to the Department of Colloid Science, University of Cambridge,
for research work on molecular structure, 338

Dunn, E., and others Control of Wireworm, 587
Dunsheath, Dr. P : Research and the Smaller Firm, 638
Dunsmulr, R., and others . Resonance Methods of Dielectric Measurement

I at Centimetre Wavelengths, 33
Junworth, J. V (Hill, J, M„ and) Rate of Spread of Discharge along the

Wire of a Geiger Counter, 833
Puperier, Dr A : Solar and Sidereal Diurnal Variations ofCosmic Rays, 196

Solar and Sidereal 6-Hourly Variations of Cosmic Rays, 944
Dyers and Colourists, Society of Symposium on Fibrous Proteins, 473
Dymond, Miss D, . Appointed a member of the University Grants Com-

mittee, 740
Dyson, Dr. G. M. : Taste and Smell, review, 40

llAGLE, Dr. H : Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243
Pales, Dr. N. B. . Recent Marine Biological Research, 884
tarl. Prof J C. : Structure ofthe Sydnones, 909
casibmd. Ltd. : Cases for periodicals, 662
Eastman Kodak Company Films for recording Ultra-Violet Radiation, 702
Ebro Observatory • Observations at the, 41

1

Economic and Social Research, National Institute of , Annual Report for
1944-45,208

Edelstam, Carl (Carlstrom, Diego, and) * Methods of Marking Reptiles for

,

Identification after Recapture, 748 k
Edge, Dr. W, L. • Awarded the Keith Prize of tne Royal Society of Edin-

burgh for 1943-45, 18
,Ed!6n, Prof, Bengt : The Identification ofthe Coronal Lines, 313
€dridge-Green, Dr. F. W. , Colour Receptors in the Human Fovea, 30!

Edsall, John T. (edited by Anson, M, L., and) Advances in Protein Chemis-
' try, Vol. 2, review by Dr. J A. V. Butler, 323

Education, Ministry of ; IntensIveTraining Courses in Technical Colleges, 93
Edward, Dr, J. T* ; Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship by

the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 41

1

t Edwards, A. B. • Kerguelen Lavas, 172
I.Efflatoun Bey, Prof H. C. : A Monograph of Egyptian Diptera, Part 6,

f Family Bombyliidae, Section I, 34
Egerton, Sir Alfred . Recent Low-Temperature Research at the Imperial

(

College of Science and Technology, 105
Science and Human Welfare, 721
Awarded the Rumford Medal ofthe Royal Society, 781, 841

Ehrenberg, Dr W. • A Theorem In Statistical Mechanics, 308
Ellers, Dr. H t Fibrous Proteins, 475
El-Katib, Dr. M M. Taha : Skim Cheese as an Indispensable Food for the

Poor in Egypt, 747
(I
Electrical Engineers, Institution of. Awards of Premiums for 1945-46, 21

f

' Seventy-five years of the, 194

I
Election of officers for 1946-47, 194

Electrical and Allied Industries Research Association, British : Annotated
I list of published papers, 785

Electrical and Allied Manufacturers’ Association, British . Appointment of
Bruce H. Leeson as director, 336

Electrodepositors’ Technical Society . Election of officers for 1946-47, 127
Electronics, Institution of, and others " Conference on Science and Human

Welfare, 721
Eley, Dr, D. D. . Structure of Catalytic Metal Films, 449
Elliott, Dr. G. H . Fibrous Proteins, 475
Elliott, Dr S. D Appointed to the University of London readership in

bacteriology at the London Hospital Medical College, 782
Ellis, A G. * Awarded a Transibission Section Premium (John Snell

Premium) ofthe Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21
Ellis, E. G. • Principles of Rheological Measurement, 614
Ellis, Dr G. W. • Obituary of J. A Gardner, 17
Ellison, Dr M A. : Spectrographic Observations of the Solar Flare of

July 25, 1946,450
Elvehjem, C A , and others : Science m Progress, edited by George A-

Baitsell, Fourth Senes, review by Prof J. A Crowther, 3
Elvin, H, L Appointed a member ofthe University Grants Committee, 740
Emmett, H (Bunn, C W , and) . Topography of Crystal Faces, 164
Emmons, Dr C W Mycology and Medicine, 693
van den Ende, M , and others ; Chemotherapy of Typhus, 204
English Electric Co Contribution of experimental equipment as well as

£10,000 to the Hawksley Hydraulic Laboratory of the Imperial
College of Science, 160

Ensgrom, A. Quantitative Microchemical and Histochemicai Analysis of
Elements by X-Rays, 664

Entomology, Imperial Institute of • A Review of the Literature on Sot!

Insecticides (Dr. H C. Gough), S3
Retirement of Dr S. A. Neave from the directorship, 739
Appointment of Dr W. J. Hall as director, 740

Epstein, Dr. M. • The Annual Register for 1945, review, 254
(Edited by) . The Statesman’s Year Book for the Year 1 946, review, 43

1

Erd6lyi, A , and Todd, John ; Advanced Instruction in Practical Mathe-
matics, 690

Ericsson, Hans • Purification and Adsorption of Diphtheria Toxoid, 350
Esentt, j. R (Dawson. R. B , and) Leather-Jacket Control with Benzene

Hexachloride and with DDT, 448
Use ofGrowth-promoting Substances for Weed Control in SportsTurf,
748

’Espinasse, Paul G Appointed professor of zoology at University College,
Hull, 513, 577 ; work of. 577

Essen, Dr L., and Gordon-Smith, A. C. . Radio Frequency Measuring
Technique, 33

Evans, A. C. . Distribution of Number of Segments in Earthworms and its

Significance, 98
Evans, Dr. Alwyn G. • Reactions of Organic Halides m Solution, 586

Bond-Energies and Isomerization, 593
Evans, Dr Alwyn G., and others • Fnedel-Crafts Catalysts and Polymeri-

zation, 94
Evans, Prof. C. Lovatt Starling’s Principles of Human Physiology, ninth

edition, review by Prof H. S Raper, 1 13

Appointed a member of the Medical Research Council, 479
Evans, Dr. D P. • Electrometric Analysis, 845
Evans, Prof- M G. Polymers and Polymerization, 223
Evans, Dr R C • War-time Progress m X-Ray Analysis, 261
Evans, Dr. Ultek R . Metallic Corrosion, Passivity and Protection, second

edition, review by Dr H. Sutton, 927
Evans-Pntchard, E. E. : Appointed to the chair of social anthropology in

the University of Oxford, 159 ; work of. 159

Evershed.J. * NewMeasuresoftheSodium LineDi in the Solar Spectrum, 205
Solar Rotation and Shift towards the Red Measured in Prominence

Spectra, 275
Ewald, Prof P P • War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 260
EWer, D W. . Recent Marine Biological Research, 885
Ewer, R. F. : A Response to Gravity m Young Hydra, 58
Exhibition of 1851, Royal Commissioners for the : Awards of Overseas

Science Research Scholarships, 41

1

List of Whole-time Awards for Scientific Research, fourth edition, 701

Experimental Stress Analysis Group ; Suggested formation of an, 478
Express Dairy Co., Ltd. : Course of lectures on Recent Advances in Dairy

Technology to be given under the auspices of the Chelsea Poly-

technic, 870
Eyring, Henry, and others . Science m Progress, edited by George A.

Baltsell, Fourth Series, review by Prof. J. A Crowther, 3

Fabian, Gy., and Matoltsy, G. Test of a Cancerogeruc Substance in

respect to the ‘Non-disjunction’ Frequency of the X-Chromosomes
m Drosophila, 91

1

Fibidn, Gy (Matoltsy, G., and) : Measurement of the Photodynamic Effect

of Cancerogenic fubstances with Biological Indicators, 877
Fabry, Prof. Charles * Propagation de la chaleur, review by Prof. R. W.

Ditchburn, 894
Les radiations, review by Prof R W. Ditchburn, 894

Fagg, W B ' Anthropology on the Continent of Europe in War-time, 14

Fahie, W, C ' Appointed head ofthe Instrument Section in the Physics

Department of the British Iron and Steel Research Association, 443 ;

work of, 443
Fairfield, Dr L : Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276
Fairley, Dr N H. : Appointed to the Wellcome chair of tropical medicine

at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, 162

To cease to be director of the Wellcome Laboratories of Tropical

Medicine, but to become consultant in tropical medicine to the

Wellcome Foundation, 374
Fairthorne, R A. : Mathematical Technology, 916
Fairweather, Dr. A : Awarded a Measurements Section Premium of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21

FantI, Dr P., and Nance, M : Acceleration of Thrombin Formation by a

Plasma Component, 708
Faraday Society : Discussion on Dielectrics, 121

Discussion on the Physics and Chemistry of Swelling and Shrinking, 571

Farrington, Prof. Beniamin : The Character of Early Greek Science, 721

Science and Human Welfare, 721

Faulkner, O T. : Retirement from the post of principal of the Imperial

College of Tropical Agriculture, 476



X NAME INDEX
Feachem, R W. * A South American Anthropological Symposium, review,

769
Fearnsides, Prof W G Geophysical Prospecting and English Oilfields, 934
Fedotov, Prof D M Russian Work on Chemical Induction in Adult

Animals, 367
Fegler, J , and Banister, J . Blood Viscosity and Rate of Oxygen Exchange,

488
Feldberg, Dr W , and others : Inhibiting Action of Fluorophosphonates

on Cholinesterase, 675
Feldman, Dr William H Awarded the Alvarenga Prize of the College of

Physicians of Philadelphia for 1946, 195
Felix, Dr A . Heterogenesis and the Origin of Viruses, 406
Fellgett, P B., and others . Use of Lead Sulphide Cells m Infra-red Spectro-

scopy, 873
Fermor, Sir Lewis . The Significance of Science for India, 312
Ferranti, V Z de Elected president of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, 194
Use of Electrical Power in Great Britain, 545

Ferreira Filho, J Martins, and others Tinea nigra, 65
Ferner, Prof R M Death of, 698
Ferry, Dr. John D . Awarded the Eli Lilly and Co Prize of the American

Chemical Society, 372 ; work of, 372
Field Studies, Council for the Promotion of First Report on Flatford Mill

Field Centre, 681
Fierz-David, H E- Die Entwicklungsgeschichte der Chemie, review by

Dr. E J Holmyard, 643
Finch, Prof G. I X-Ray Analysis m the Steel Industry, 919
Fincham, J. R S. Awarded an Agricultural Research Council Scholarship,

581
Findlay, Dr G. M Heterogenesis and the Origin of Viruses, 406
Finlay-Freundlich, E. Structure of the Globular Star Clusters, 455
Finnegan, Dr Susan ; Acari as Agents transmitting Typhus in India, Aus-

tralasia and the Far East, 267
Finney, D J • Statistics in Industrial Research, review, 687
Fire Research Board . Appointed jointly by the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research and the Fire Offices’ Committee, 939
Fischer, Albert Biology of Tissue Cells, review by P. B Medawar, 461
Fischer, E K. Surface-Active Agents, 580
Fischer-Moller, K. * The Mediaeval Norse Settlements m Greenland-—

Anthropological Investigations, 803
Fischer-Moller, K. (Broste, K , and) : The Mediaeval Norsemen at Gardar

—

Anthropological Investigation, 803
Fisher, J E. Rotational Forces and Mountain Building, 204
Fisher, Prof R. A Fisher’s ‘Problem of the Nile’, 453

Testing the Difference between Two Means of Observations of Unequal
Precision, 713

Fisher, W A. P : Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain in Solids, 537,
617

FitzGerald, Dr Oliver * Urease m the Gastric Mucosa and its Increase after
a Meat Diet, Soya Bean Flour Diet or Urogastrone Injections, 305

Flamsteed : Tercentenary of, 192,265
Flamsteed (1646-1719), John , Tercentenary of (Sir Harold Spencer Jones),

290
Fleming, Sir Alexander • Awarded the honorary Gold Medal of the Royal

College of Surgeons, 743
Awarded a Gold Medal in Therapeutics of the Society of Apothecaries

of London, 828
(edited by) : Penicillin, review fay Dr. J. Marshall, 772

Fleming, Sir Arthur, and Dent, Miss B M. What an Industrialist Expects
of an Information Service, 491

Fleming, Dr John A- • To retire from the directorship of the Department
of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution of Washington,

Fleming, W. L. S» : Appointed director ofthe Scott Polar Research Institute.
942

Fletcher, Dr. A., and others An Index of Mathematical Tables, review by
Dr. A. C. Aitken, 252

Fleure, Prof H J • Obituary of Harold J E Peake, 508
Florence, Prof P. Sargant • Social Research and its Organisation, 368

The Social Survey, 696
Florey, Sir Howard ; Awarded a Gold Medal in Therapeutics of the Society

of Apothecaries of London, 828
Fodor, Dr. P. J. . Specific Inhibition of Esterase in Ester-Hydrolysing

Enzyme Systems, 375
A Role of Inertia in Hydrodynamic Lubrication, 452

Fomenka, L D , and others Adenosine Triphosphate in Mammalian
Spermatozoa, 624

Food and Agriculture Organisation ofthe United Nations Report ofthe
First Session of the Conference held at Quebec, 334

The Work and Aims ofthe (Nutrition Society conference on), 412
Report of the special meeting on Urgent Food Problems, 720

Ford, C. S., and others . Outline of Cultural Materials, 337
Ford, E : Recent Marine Biological Research, 885
Forest Department ofSierra Leone : Report on Administration for 1945,804
Forest Products Research Laboratories Bulletin No. 1, Dry Rot in Wood,

fourth edition, 52
Special Report No. 6, Swelling Stresses in Gels, and the Calculation of

the Elastic Constants of Gels from their Hygroscopic Properties, 479
Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun Annual Report for 1942-43, 615
Forsyth, P. J, E., and others Grain Boundaries in Metals, 875
Fortescue, Prof. C L : Title of emeritus professor in the University of

London conferred on, 782
Foster, Dr. J. S. : Awarded the Henry Marshall Tory Medal of the Royal

Society of Canada, 206
Fouad I University, Cairo : Retirement of Prof F. J. Lewis from the chair

of botany, 124
Annual Report for 1944-45 of the Faculty of Science, 907

Fowles. G. : Obituary of G. H, J. Adlam, 408
Fox, Dr. F. W., and others : Nutritional Value of High-Extraction Wheat

Meals, erratum, 267
Francis, John . Eradication of Tuberculosis in Cattle, 31

1

Francis, y. J, : Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, 21

Electric Discharge Lamps (Prof H Cotton), review, 146
pectnc Discharge Lighting (F. G. Spread bury), review, 430

Frank,— Dielectrics, 123

Frankland, Prof Percy F Death of, 698 , obituary by Prof W N
Haworth, 780

Fraser, Sir Francis . Ageing m Man and other Animals, 276
Frazier, Prof R H Electricity for Engineers, 203
Freeman, G M. (Weissenberg, Dr K , and) Principles of Rheological

Measurement, 614
Freeman, W. E . Appointed senior botanist, Nigeria, 374
French, D M , and others Diffusion m Solution, 445
French, Eleanor • Obituary of Dr. Otto May, 370
Freney, M . Fibrous Proteins, 476
Frenkel, J. • Electric Contacts between Metallic Bodies, 757
Fretter, Dr Vera Recent Marine Biological Research, 884
Freund, Prof Ernst Obituary by Dr R. Willheim, 229
Frey, Hilde (Webster, Dr. J F , and) * Changes Occurring in Bacillus

fusiformis during the Application of Penicillin, 59
Friends, Society of To erect a memorial stone to John Dalton, 193
Fries, Dr Nils Nutrition of Fungi, 694
Frodsham, Jack (Taylor, H , and) • Assay of Toxic Effect of ‘Gammexane’

on Man and Animals, 558
Frohawk, F W. . Death of, 90S
Frohlich, Dr H Dielectrics, 122

Theoretical Physics m Industry, 332
Frolova, S L., and others Cytological Basis of High Fertility in Autotetra-

ploid Buckwheat, 520
Homostyly of the Flowers of Buckwheat as a Morphological Manifesca-

tion of Sterility, 520
Frost, P B., and Gould, E F. H. * Telephone Interference arising from Power

Systems, 63

1

Fuel, Institute of Melchett Lecture for 1946 (Sir James Chadwick), 479
Fuel and Power, Minister of ; Appointment of a Mineral Development

Committee, 193
Fuel and Power, Ministry of (Fuel Efficiency Committee) : Conference on

Fuel and the Future, 55
Fuel and Power, Ministry of, and British Intelligence Objectives Sub-Com-

mittee Technical Report on the Ruhr Coalfield, 226
Fyfe, J L • Polyploidy in Sainfoin, 418

(jABE, M, and others Effect of Vitamin P on the Thyroid in Guinea
Pigs, 343

Gabor, Dr D • The Electron Microscope, review by L V Chilton, 76
A Zonally Corrected Electron Lens, 198

Gabriel, Dr. L G. Physics and Chemistry of Swelling and Shrinking, 571
Gainer, G C. (Walker, O J , and) Determination of Fluorides in Water,

275
Gale, Dr Ernest F , and Taylor, E Shirley Action of Penicillin m Prevent-

ing the Assimilation of Glutamic Acid by Staphylococcus aureus, 676
Gale, Dr Ernest F , and Tomlinson, Helen M. R . Co-Aminopherase, Co-

Decarboxylase and Pyndoxal, 103
Gamow, Prof G . Mr Tompkins Explores the Atom, review by Prof. J A.

Crowther, 3
Rotating Universe ?, 549

Gans, D. M Surface-Active Agents, 580
Gardiner, A. C , and others : Freshwater Biology and Water Supply m

Britain, 421
Gardner, J A Obituory by Dr G W Ellis, 17
Garforth, Francesca M (Ingold, Prof C. T , and) ; Polyatomic Electronic

Spectra, Further Analysis of the Vibrations of the State of Ben-
zene, 163

Garhck, G. F. J , and Gibson, A F Luminescence Processes in Zinc
Sulphide Phosphors, 704

Garner, Prof F. H , and Nissan, Dr. Alfred H ‘ Rheological Properties of
High-Viscosity Solutions of Long Molecules, 634

Garner, H M. Appointed principal director of Scientific Research (Air)
to the Ministry of Supply, 867

Garner, Prof W. E , and Stone, F S. ' Activation of Metallic Copper by
Oxidation and Reduction, 909

Garrett, Dr. S. D Epidemiology for Plant Pathologists, review, 147
Garrett, S D. (Buddin, W, and) The Take-all Fungus in the south of*

England, 204
Garrett, S D , and Dennis, R W G The Take-all Fungus in Scotland, 205
Garrett, S G (Samuel, G., and) . Club Root of Brassicas, 171

Gartlein, Dr. C W Photoelectric Recording of Meteors, 65
Garton, C G. Awarded a Measurements Section Premium (Mather Prem-

ium) ofthe Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21
Dielectrics, 123
Capacitors for Measurement Purposes, 275

Garton, F W J Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
Gauld, D. T , and others . Application of Fertilizers to an Open Sea Loch, 187
Gaumann, Prof Ernst : Pflanziiche Infektionslehre, review fay Dr S D

Garrett, 147
Gaviola, Dr E Nuclear Energy and its Utilization, 92

Seventy-fifth Anniversary of the Cordoba Observatory, 402
Gaydon, Dr. A G (Minkoff, G, J., and) • A Christiansen Filter for the Ultra-

Violet, 788
Gear, Major D. J. . Appointed geologist, Uganda, 870
Gee, Dr. Geoffrey Polymers and Polymerization, 224

Physics and Chemistry of Swelling and Shrinking, 571
General Microbiology, Society for Discussion on Heterogenesis and the

Origin of Viruses, 406
Genetics. National Institute of, Rome Publication of No. I of Genetica

Agraria, 547
Gent, W L G. Electric Induction in Molecules and the Polarity of the

C—H Bond, 27
Geoghegan, M. J , and Brian, R C. Influence of Bacterial Polysaccharides

on Aggregate Formation in Soils, 837
Geological Museum, South Kensington Re-openmg of the, 492
George, Miss Mariam, and others Pterygospermin, the Antibacterial

Principle of Monngo pterygosperma, Gaertn., 745
George, Miss Manam, and Pandalai, K M. Synergic Action of Penicillin

and Bacteriostatic Dyes, 709
George, Prof, Thomas N, Appointed professor ofgeology in the University

of Glasgow, 299 ; work of, 299
German Physical Society in the British Zone—Gottingen Meeting (Prof

N. F. Mott), 861
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Gerstel, D U. Genetics and Plant Breeding, 630

Gesn&r (Conrad) and Johann Jacob Srheuchzcr (Dr Douglas Guthrie), 559
Gevers, Dielectrics, 123

Ghoneuti, Prof Ahmed Relation between Fit and (o) Protein, (b) Heat
Value in Buffaloes' Milk, 342

Gibb, J A. Awarded a Ministry of Agncultui c posc-gi aduate Scholarship

in agnculruial engineering, 662
Gibson, A. F (Garhck, G. P J., and) Luminescence Processes m Zinc

Sulphide Phosphors, 704
Gibson, Dr, David t, and Robertson, Pi of J. M A Crystallographic

Approach to Stereochemistry, review, 1 1

1

Gibson, J. : Structure of Giaphitc. 752
Gibson, Dr. Quentin H. . Appointed lecturer in physiology at the Univer-

sity of Sheffield, 942
Giffen, prof E Obituary of Prof E H Lamb, 865
Gilbert, Dr. G. A. To engage m research work in the United States, 300

Fibrous Proteins, 475
Giles, Robin • Appointed an assistant m natural philosophy m the Univer-

sity of Glasgow, 513
Giller, S • Appointed senior coffee officer, Kenya, 195

Gillespie, R J., and others . Cryoscopic Proof of the Formation ofNitron-
ium Ion, 480

Gilhver, K., and others : Adaptation of Staphylococcus aureus to Growth in

the Presence of certain Antibiotics, 818
Gilmour, Darcy, and others * An Account of Experiments undertaken to

Determine the Natural Population Density of the Sheep Blowfly.

Lucilia cuprina Wied , 804
Gilmour, J S L ’ Appointed director of the Royal Horticultural Society’s

gardens at Wisley, 92 ; work of, 92
Giovanelli, R. G. ; A Theory of Chromospheric Flares, 81

Girard, —. Dielectrics, 123

Glaciers, Committee on * Report for 1945, 107

Gleissberg, Dr W. ; Choice of a ’Reality Index’ for Suspected Cyclic

Variations, 915
Clock, Dr Gertiude E ‘ Antithyroid Drugs and Cytochrome Oxidase

Activity, 169

Glynne, Mary D, : Diseases of Cereals in Scotland, 941

Glynne, Mary D., and others ! Nitrogenous Manuring and Eyespot of
Wheat, 171

Goddard, D. R., and others ' Isolation of Salts of the Nicronlum Ion, 480
Goethe's Botany—The Metamorphosis of Plants (1790) and Tobler’s Ode

to Nature ( 1782), (Agnes Arber), review by Prof. C. W. Wardlaw, 808

Golberg, Dr, Leon, and Thorp, J. M . Loss of Thiamin during the Baking of

Bread, 22
Golberg, Dr Leon (De Meillon, Dr Botha, and) Nutritional Studies on

Blood-sucking Arthropods, 269
Gold Coast Forest Service * Report for 1943-44, 245
Goldschmidt, Dr E. . Polyploidy and Parthenogenesis in the Genus Saga,

587
Goldschmidt, Dr. E, (Haas, Dr. G., and) ; A Decaploid Strain of Artem/a

sahno, 239
Goldschmidt, H, J. : X-Ray Analysis in the Steel Industry, 918

Goldschmidt, Dr, Richard B. Mimetic Polymorphism, a Controversial

Chapter of Darwinism, 277
Goldstein, A , and others ; Cause of Physiological Activity of ‘Gammexane ,

22
Golightly, W, H. ; Modern Insecticides and their Use against Wireworms,

448
Gollancz, Victor , Our Threatened Values, review by Maurice Bruce, 395

Good, R. D’O. * Appointed to the chair of botany in University College,

Hull, 513, 659 ;
work of. 659

Goodall, D. W ; Appointed plant physiologist, West African Cocoa Re-

search Institution, 195
. k, . j

Goodall, Dr R R , and Levi, Dr A A, : A Mlcrochromatographic Method

for the Detection and Approximate Determination of the Different

Penicillins in a Mixture, 675

Goodwin, A J, H. , Method in Prehistory, 53

Gordon, A. R,, and others Diffusion in Solution, 445

Gordon, Douglas S. ; Appointed lecturer in electrical engineering in the

University of Glasgow, 513
Gordon. Prof. R, M., and others . Transmission of L cannii to Laboratory

Animals, 418
Gordon, Seton : Nature in the Field, review, 499

Gordon-Smith, A. C (Essen. Dr L ,
and) ; Radio Frequency Measuring

Technique, 33 < r, l
Gosset, Miss Marion : Appointed librarian of the Atomic Energy Research

Establishment, 374 , « , . . l. j c u
G6th, Dr. Andrew ; Value of Determination of Bisulphite-binding Sub-

stances of Blood in the Diagnosis of Vitamin Bj Deficiency,

Gough, Dr. H.C • A Review of the Literature on Soil Insecticides, 53

Gould, E, F H. (Frost. P. B., and) Telephone Interference arising from

Power Systems, 631

Gould, N. K. . Ornamental Trees. Shrubs and Vines, review. 772

Gould, Ronald : Appointed general secretary of the National Union of

Teachers, 92 ;
work of, 92 . , „ , r

Coward, F. K , and Barnes, D. E. Experimental 8 MeV. Synchrotron for

Electron Acceleration, 4)3
Grabau, prof. Amadeus W. t Obituary by Dr H Dighton Thomas, 89

Graham, J., and others : Cryoscopic Proof of the Formation of Nitronlum

Ion, 480
Graham, J F * Appointed supernumerary entomologist. East African

Locust Directorate, Kenya, 513
Graham, Dr Stanley . Social Paediatrics, review, 568
Grainger, Dr. John . Frost Damage to Fruit Trees, review, 78

Plant Viruses, 885
Gramme, Z6nobe—Notice bio-bibliographique suivie de la descrip^on

de la dynamo par son mventeur et d’autres documents (Jean Pel-

seneer), review, 928
Grande-Covian, F,, and others . Alloxan Diabetes and Kidney Function, 087

Grant, Dr Julius Cellulose Chemistry for the Student, review, 855

Grant, Miss M. W, • Methods and Results of Nutrition Surveys, 106

Nutritional investigations in Mauritius, 679
, , .

Graves, George : Trees, Shrubs and Vines for the North-eastern United

States, review by N. K Gould, 772
Gray, Dr Robert C. . Applied Gyroscopy, review, 250
Greaves, T (Helson, G. A. H., and) : Insect Control in Australia, 940

Greaves, Prof W M H. The Use of a Large Astronomical Telescope in

Great Britain, 220
Green, L. L , and Livesey, D L. ; Fission Fragment Tracks in Photographic

Plates, 272
Greenough, G B * X-Ray Analysis in the Steel Industry, 918
Greenshields, F , and others ; Freshwater Biology and Water Supply in

Britain, 421
Greer, E N , and others : Heat Damage in Cereal Seeds, 120
Gregory, E J • Appointed senior agricultural officer, Uganda, 374
Gregory, Sir Richard • Civilization and the Pursuit of Knowledge, 1 14, 148

H, G. Wells, a Survey and Tribute, 399
London Traffic and the London Plan, 438

Greig, Sir Robert . Resignation from University Grants Committee, 740
Gndgeman, N. T. The Chemical Composition of Foods (Dr R A. McCance

and Dr E M Widdowson). second edition, review, 325
Grierson, R * Awarded an Installations Section Premium of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, 21

Griffin, Dr Donald R Supersonic Cries of Bats, 46
Bats and their Ways, 52

Griffin, James B , and others • Contributions to the Archeology of the
Illinois River Valley, 615

Griffith, A, L Aerial Reconnaissance in Forestry, 562
Griffith, Prof T W Obituary by Prof. J Kay Jamieson, 698
Griffith, W H , and Wade, N J Choline and Phospholipid Synthesis, 630
Griffiths, J H. E * Anomalous High-frequency Resistance of Ferromagnetic

Metais, 670
Gnmsdale, T. F. : Some American Fossil Foraminifera and Corals, Part I,

718
Groenoveld, Dr C * Indexing and Filing of Unpublished Material, 941

Gross, F , and others : Application of Fertilizers to an Open Sea Loch, 187

Grove, j. F , and others . Fungistatic Activity of Ethylenic and Acetylenic

Compounds, 876
Grummitt, Oliver (edited by Burk, R E , and) Ma|or Instruments of

Science and their Applications to Chemistry, review by
L. V. Chilton, 76

Grummitt, Dr W, E., and Wilkinson, Dr. G. . Fission Products of U-®®, 163

Grundy, Dr. Fred * Appointed chairman of the Executive Committee of the
British Social Hygiene Council, 548

Cuba, A ,
and Szent-Gyorgyl, Prof. A. Fluochrome in Muscle, 343

Guha, Prof B C, and others. Role of Thiamin and Riboflavin in the

Biosynthesis of Vitamin C, 238
Guinier, Dr. A. : War-time Progress m X-Ray Analysis, 261

Gunn, A F., and Scott, R. A. : Measurement ofThickness ofThln Films, 621

Gunn, Dr. D. L . Appointed principal scientific officer to develop the
research activities of the Anti-Locust Research Centre, 23

1

Gurevltch, J (Polishuk, Z , and) Enhancement of Immune Antibodies by
Human Serum, 589

Gustafson, Prof Torsten Elimination of Certain Divergencies in Quantum
Electrodynamics, 273

Gustafsson, A. Cytogenetics of Rosa canina, 64
Effect of X-Rays on Agricultural Seeds, 438

Gutenberg, Beno : Properties of the Earth’s Crustal Layers, 563

Guthrie, Dr Douglas : Conrad Gesner and Johann Jacob Scheuchzer, 559

Guttman, Dr. Eric, and Thomas, Elsie L. . Transition of Neurotics from
Army to Civilian Life, 161

Guy’s Hospital Medical School • Title of University of London professor of
physiology conferred on W. R. Spurrell, 233

Title of University of London reader in pathology conferred on Dr.

S J. De Navasquez,233
Appointment of Dr. J. M Robson to the University of London reader-

ship in pharmacology, 513

Hi AAR, D ter • Angular Momentum of the Solar System, 874
Haas, Dr. G , and Goldschmidt, Dr. E : A Decaploid Strain of Artemia

salina, 239
de Haas, Prof. W. J., and Westerdijk, J. B. * Strong Magnetic Fields, 27

1

Hackney, Frances M. V. . Enzymic Oxidation of Ascorbic Acid by Apples,

133

Hadamard, Prof J. * At the first General Assennbly of the International

Council of Scientific Unions since the War, 228
Haddow, Dr Alexander . Appointed director of the Chester Beatty

Research Institute of the Royal Cancer Hospital (Free), 51

Heterogenesis and the Origin of Viruses, 406
Hagg, Prof . War-time Progress m X-Ray Analysis, 262
Hahn, Dr Arnold Johann Ludwig Steiner and the History of the Achro-

matic Lens, 803
Halberstadt, E. S , and others : Kinetics of Aromatic Nitration—the

Nitracidium Ion, 514
Halcrow, Sir Wilham . London Traffic and the London Plan, 439

Elected president of the Institution of Civil Engineers for 1946-47,742

Presidential Address to the Institution of Civil Engineers, 742
Haldane, Prof. J B. S. ; Human Ecology in relation to the Physico-Chemical

Factors, 255
The Formal Genetics of Man, 722

Hale, J B., and others Plant Viruses, 885
Hale, Dr. J H. * Resignation as assistant bacteriologist and demonstrator

at the University of Sheffield, 93
Halifax, Lord : Fifth Montague Burton Lecture of the University of Leeds,

58 i

Hall, E Raymond : Mammals of Nevada, review by T. C. S. Mornson-Scott,

926
Hall, George * Development of the Colonies and their Resources, 317

Hail, Dr T A. : Recent Low-Temperature Research at the Imperial College

of Science and Technology, 105

Hall, Victor E (edited by Luck, James Murray, and) : Annual Review of

Physiology, Vol. 8, review by Dr, O, A. Trowell, 729

Hall, Dr. W. J. : Appointed director ofthe Imperial Institute ofEntomology,

740
Halle, Dr. R • Resignation as assistant lecturer and research assistant in

the Department of Glass Technology at the University of Sheffield,

547
Halstead, Cyril A ; Appointed assistant in geography at the University of

Glasgow, 827
Hammond, Dr. J. : Ageing In Man and other Animals, 276, 277
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irvingif Prof J. T , and others Nutritional Value of High-Extraction Wheat
Meals, erratum, ISl

Irving, W J M. Appointed senior agricultural officer, Uganda, 702

Isaacs, Dr Susan : Method in Child Psychology, review, 321

Ishaq, S M. (Rehman, M. A , and) • Bending of Skis, 444

Ivanov, Prof 1.
1 ,

and Kassavma, B. S * Action of Prostatic Secretion on the

Motility and Metabolism of Spermatozoa, 624
Ivanov, Prof I. 1., and others . Adenosine Triphosphate m Mammalian

Spermatozoa, 624
Ives, Dr. D J. G. : Title of University of London reader in chemistry

conferred on, 267
Izzo, Prof. Roque A., and Cicardo, Vicente H : The Thyroid and Tuber-

culosis, 590

Jack, K. H. . Iron-Nltrogen, Iron-Carbon and Iron-Carbon-Nitrogen
Interstitial Alloys, their Occurrence in Tempered Martensite, 60

Jackson, Forbes * Awarded an Installations Section Premium (Crompton
Premium) of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21

Jackson, Prof Willis Dielectrics, 123

The War-time Education and Training of Radio Personnel, 546
New Dielectrics In Telecommunications, 547

Jackson, Proi Willis, and others ; Resonance Methods of Dielectric

Measurement at Centimetre Wavelengths, 33

Jacob, H (edited by) • On the Choice of a Common Language, review, 431

Jacobs, S. E., and others Cause of Physiological Activity of ^Gammoxane’,
22

Jacoby, Dr F : The Pancreas and Alkaline Phosphatase, 268
Jacquersson, R War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 261

Jagitsch, Robert Reaction Velocity at Phase Limits and Its Dependence
on the Frequency of the Vibration of the Lattice, 583

Jahn, C. A H , and others : Electrical Contacts, review by Dr. Edwin
Rhodes, 647

James, Dr. E. G. (Proctor, R. F., and) : Radio Frequency Measuring
Technique, 33

James, Dr. W O. : Demonstration of Alkaloids in Solanaccous Meristems,
377

Biosynthesis of the Belladonna Alkaloids, 654
Jameson, H. R. (Thomas F. J D., and) : Practical Control of Wireworm

with ‘Gammexane’, 273
Jamieson, Prof. J. Kay : Obituary of Prof. T. W. Griffith, 698
Janossy, Dr. L., and Wilson, Dr. J. G. : Interpretation of the Meson Spec-

trum near Sea-Level, 450
Jansen, Prof. B. C. P., and others : Isolation of the Growth-promoting

Factor Present in the Fatty Acids of Summer-Butter, 201

Japan, British Mission to • Report on the Effects of the Atomic Bombs at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 151

Jarman, Dr. T. F. : Awarded a Dorothy Temple Cross Research Fellowship
In Tuberculosis, 412

Jarratt, R. S. . Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain in Solids, 538
Jay, Dr. A. H. * X-Ray Analysis in the Steel Industry, 919
Jeans, Sir James : Death of, 409 ; obituary by Prof. E A, Milne, 542
Jeffreys, Dr. Harold : Elected to the Plumlan chair of astronomy and

epcperlmental philosophy at the University of Cambridge, 662, 866 ;

work of, 866
Jenkins, E, N. (Heller, Dr. K., and) • Behaviour of Hypochlorite and of

N-Chloroamines at the Dropping Mercury Electrode, 706
Jepps, Dr. Margaret W. : Vernalization of Sponge Gemmules, 485
Jessop, G* : Polarographic Determinations In the Presence of Triethano-

lamine, 59
Jimenez-Diaz, C., and others : Alloxan Diabetes and Kidney Function, 589
Joel, Charles A. : Studlen am menschllchen Sperma, review by Dr, Arthur

Walton, 729
Johansen, F, C. ; Appointed deputy scientific research manager of the

L.M S. Railway, 827
Johns, M. E., and others : Moulds Producing Penicillin-like Antibiotics, 446
Johnston, D. (Thompson, W. P., and) • Endosperm Failure m Barley x Rye

Crosses, 204
Joliot, Prof. F. : Science and Human Welfare, 721

,

Joly, M : New Evidence for the Formation of Molecular Complexes in

Monolayers by Penetration, 26
Jones, A. : Discovery of Comet Jones (1946 h), 548
Jones, Dr. Abel J : In Search of Truth, review, 604
Jones, A. M. : Awarded a Rockefeller Medical Fellowship, 412
Jones, A. V. . Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship by the

Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 411
Jones, Dr. B. : Appointed G. F. Grant professor of chemistry at University

College, Hull, 513, 613 , work of, 613
Resignation as lecturer in organic chemistry in the University of

Sheffield, 547
Jones, D. Rudd . A Medium for Investigating the Breakdown of Pectin by

Bacteria, 625
Jones, E. : Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain in Solids, 537

Jones, Dr. E. R. H,, and others : A New Route to 7-Dehydrocholesterol,
Provitamin Dj, 169

Acetylenic Ketones, 205
Jones, Dr. E. R. H, (Henbest, H. B., and) : Etherifications Accompanying

Girard Treatment for the Separation of Ketonic Substances, 950
Jones, Sir Harold Spencer The Royal Greenwich Observatory, 80

The Use of a Large Astronomical Telescope in Great Britain, 220
Tercentenary of John Flamsteed (1646-1719), 290
Obituary of Sir Carruthers Beattie, 576
G. B Airy and the Discovery of Neptune, 829
Tycho Brahe (1546-1601), 856

' Honorary degree of the University of Copenhagen conferred on, 906
Jones, Prof. J. H * Title of emeritus professor in the University of Leeds

txinferTed on, 581
Retirement from the chair of economics in the University of Leeds,

r 739 t Vwrkof,739
'
; N. SL : Browsing of Patella, 557
j' Joi^et, Prof^ O. T. : Geophysical Prospecting and English Oilfields, 934

loi^esil Dr. Wt. Idris: Appointed director-general of research to the
'

iNartonpJi^al'Board.ySI
: Anthropology on the 'Continent of Europe In

Joseph, A. E , and others An Antibacterial Substance from Arctium mmus
and Onopordon tauncum, 744

Josephs, H, J. Heaviside’s Electric Circuit Theory, review by Dr L. E. C-
Hughes, 430

Juhn, Mary * Colour Changes in Feathers of Hens, 274
Julius, Sir Geoige • Death of, 18 ,

obituary by Sir David Rivett, 124

K.ALMUS, Dr, H Letter from Prof. Alfred Kuhn on scientific work in'^

Germany, 232
Kalmus, Dr. H., and Kassanis, B. : Abrasives and the Transmission of Plant

Viruses, 171

Kansu, Prof Shevket Aziz : Anthropology on the Continent of Europe in

War-time, 16

Kaplan, Prof J . Lunar Auroras, 907
Karlova Universita (The Charles University) (Prof. V. VojtiSek), review, 431

Karmarkar, K. R (Narllkar, Prof. V. V., and) * Condensations in a Non-
static Universe, 550

Karve, Dr. D. D., and Advani, G. D. Selected Topics from Organic
Chemistry, review by Dr. F. B. Kipping, 731

Kassanis, B (Bawden, Dr F C., and) * Plant Viruses, 885
Kassanis, B. (Doncaster, J. P., and) : Plant Viruses, 885
Kassanis, B. (Kalmus, Dr. H., and) : Abrasives and the Transmission of

Plant Viruses, 171

Kassavtna, B. S , and others : Adenosine Triphosphate in Mammalian
Spermatozoa, 624

Kassavma, B. S. (Ivanov, Prof. I. I., and) : Action of Prostatic Secretion on
the Motility and Metabolism of Spermatozoa, 624

Kearns, H G. H. (Bennett, S. H., and) : Control of Pear Midge, 630
Keevil, N. B., and others : Choline and Phospholipid Synthesis, 630
Kelsall, Dr A. R. : Appointed full-time lecturer in medicine in the Uni-

versity of Sheffield* 547
Kemp, Dr. Stanley : Obituary by Prof. A. C. Hardy in the Journal of the

Marine Biological Association, Vol. 26, No 3, 884
Kendall, David G. ; Fisher’s 'Problem of the Nile’, 452
Kennaway, Prof. E. L : Retirement from the directorship of the Chester

Beatty Research Institute of the Royal Cancer Hospital (Free), and

from the chair of experimental pathology In the University of

London, 51

Title of University of London professor emeritus of experimental

pathology conferred on, 267
Kennedy, Raymond : Bibliography of Indonesian Peoples and Cultures,

review by Prof. J H. Hutton, 929 ^

Kennedy, Raymond, and others ; Outline of Cultural Materials, 337

Kenner, Prof. J., and Mackay, Mrs. Kathleen . Structure of the Sydnones,

909
Kent, P. W. • Appointed an assistant lecturer m the University of Birming-

ham, 300
Kentie, A , and others : Isolation of the Growth-promoting Factor Present

In the Fatty Acids of Summer-Butter, 201

Kerlogue, R H., and others : Surface Area Determination, 28

Kerr, G. R. G. : Appointed regional assistant chief conservator of forests,

Nigeria, 702
Kernch, J E . An Experimental Introduction to the Theory of Probability,

/"CViGv/ 3^0
Kesteven, g'l. • The Coefficient of Variation, 520

Key, K H. L. : The General Ecological Characteristics of the Outbreak
Areas and Outbreak Years of the Australian Plague Locust, 423

Degree of D Sc (Econ.) of the University of London conferred on, 617

Keynes, Lord, The New Theory of Money (J. R. N. Stone), 652
Khamsavi, A. (Tolansky, Dr S , and) . Cleavage of Selenite and Mosaic

Structure, 519
Khan, Mohd A. R. * The Old Moon in the Arms of the New, 479

Meteor Observations in India in 1943-44 at Begumpet, Deccan, India,

548
Lunar Auroras, 907

Kiepenheuer, Dr. K, O : Origin of Solar Radiation in the 1-6 Metre Radio
Wave-length Band, 340

Kierland, Dr. R R. . Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243

Kilby, B. A., and others Inhibiting Action of Fluorophosphonates on

Cholinesterase, 625
Kindler, J. B ,

and others : Methyl Bromide as a Debusing Agent, 757
King, Dr. A. J. : Awarded an Installations Section Premium ofthe Institution

of Electrical Engineers, 21

Vibration Problems, 267
Analysis of Vibration Problems, 757

King, G. Molecular Rotation in Keratin, 134

King, Dr, Harold Botanical Origin of Tube-Curare, 515

King, H., and others : Chemotherapy of Typhus, 204
King, J., and others Infra-red Recording with the Cathode Ray Oscillo-

scope, 196

King, Dr. J. D. : Appointed director of the Dental Research Unit at Kings
College Hospital, London, 195

King, R., and others * Thermal Etching of Silver, 482
Grain Boundaries In Metals, 875

King, R. B. (Thonemann, P. C., and) ; Production of High-frequency

Energy by an Ionized Gas, 414
King's College, London : Appointment of Dr A. D. Ross to the University

of London chair of civil engineering, 21, 125

Retirement of Prof. C, H. Lobban from the chair of civil engineering, 91

Appointment of Prof. J T. Randall to the Wheatstone chair of physics, /

162 ' A
Title of University of London reader in civil engineering conferred on

,

Dr. L. A. Beaufoy, 267 1

King’s College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne : Establishment of the Luccock

Medical Research Fellowships, 93 ?

Appointment of Prof. Meirion Thomas to the chair of botany, 613
|

Title of professor emeritus In the University of Durham conferred on
j

Prof J. W. Heslop Harrison, 828 '

Title of professor emeritus in the University of Durham conferred on
|

Commander C. F. Hawkes, 828
King’s College Hospital, London : Establishment of a Dental Research ,

Unit by the Medical Research Council, 195 j

Kinloch, D. : Appointed senior assistant conservator of forests, Go!(|
|

Coast, 374 „
I
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Kippinr. Or. F B. * Selected Topics from Ornanic Chemistry (Dr. D. D.
Karve and G. D* AdvanI), review, 731

A Laboratory Manual of Qualitative Organic Analysis (Dr* H. T*
Openshaw), review, 814

The B.D H. Book of Organic Reagents for Analytical Use, ninth
edition, review, 929

Kirkaldy, J. F, • Degree of D,Sc. of the University of London conferred on,
21

Klrke, H, L : Geophysics of the Ionosphere, 190
Kirkwood,— Dielectrics, 123

' Klasens. H. A, . Transfer of Energy between Centres in Zinc Sulphide
Phosphors, 306

Klasens, H A., and Wise, M. E Decay of Zinc Sulphide Type Phosphors,
483

Klein, A., and others : Drinking Water from Sea Water, 172
Kloet, George Sidney, and HIncks, Walter Douglas : A Check List of

British Insects, review, 183
Klyne, William ; Practical Chemistry for Medical Students, review, 814
Knight, Miss D. : Unpublished Material in the Library of the National

Institute for Research in Dairying, 940
Knowles, E C. . Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
Koch, Dr. Lauge : East Greenland Pack-ice, 7S6
Kochanovski, Dr. AdiSla : War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 260
Kon, S. K., and others ; Deterioration on Storage of Dried Skim Milk, 348
Konvitz, Milton R. : On the Nature of Value, the Philosophy of Samuel

Alexander, review, 398
Kopal, ZIenek . Amateur Astronomy In Czechoslovakia, 661
Korenchevsky, Dr. V. - Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276, 277
Kornnga, Dr P * A Revival of Natural Oyster Beds, 586
Koschtojanz, Prof Ch. S , and Turpajew, T. M. • Role of SulphydrII Groups

in the Action of Acetylcholine and Inhibition of the Vagus Nerve, 837
Kowarski, Dr. L. * Power Production by Nuclear Energy, 255
Kraal, Miss Johanna Felhoen Anthropology on the Continent of Europe

in War-time, 14
Kraemer, Elmer O (initiated by the late) * Advances in Colloid Science,

Vol. 2, Scientific Progress in the Field of Rubber and Synthetic
Elastomers (edited by H. Mark and G. S. Whitby), review by
Dr L R. G. Treloar, 924

Kreger, Dr. D . X-Ray Fibre Pattern of part of a Single Starch Grain

—

Powder Photographs of Potato, Wheat and Arrowroot (A'larantcf)
Starch, 199

Krishnan, Sir K. S. : War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 262
Kritzmann, Maria, and Samarina, Olga . Reversible Splitting of Glutamic

Aminopherase, 104
Kritzmann, M G (Braunstein, Dr. A. E., and) . Co-Amlnopherase, Co-

Decarboxylase and Pyndoxal, 102
Kroeber, Prof. A L. The Ancient Oikoumene as an Historic Culture

Aggregate (Huxley Memorial Lecture for 1945), 16, 387
Krontovskaja, M K , and others Chemical Composition of Rickettsia

prowazeki, 912
Kruyt, Dr. H. R. . Presidential Address to the first General Assembly of

the International Council of Scientific Unions since the War, 227
Kudo, Prof Richard R. . Protozoology, third edition, review by Dr. G.

Lapage. 688
KOhn, Prof. Alfred Letter to Dr H Kalmus on scientific work In Ger-

many, 232

Labour and National Service, Ministry of . Training Grants for
Engineers, 828

Labour and National Service, Ministry of (Electrical Engineering Com-
mittee of the Technical and Scientific Register) ; Training of Demob-
ilized Electrical Engineers, 93

Labout, Dr, J. W, A, : Fibrous Proteins, 475
Laby, Prof.T, H. : Obituary by Prof. H S W. Massey, 157
Lacey, Gerald Turbulent Flow in Alluvium, 166, 552
Lacombe, P., and Beaujard, L. : War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 261
Lagergren, B. M., and others 5 Transfer of Phosphate by Coenzyme 1, 746
Laird, Prof, J. : Death of, 231 , obituary by Prof. A. D. Ritchie, 263
Laister, E. H., and others : Electrical Contacts, review by Dr Edwin

Rhodes, 647
Lai, Dr. R. B. : Health Survey in India, 209
Lamarck : Bicentenary Celebrations, 35
Lamb, Prof, E. H. . Title of University of London professor emeritus of

civil and mechanical engineering conferred on, 267
Death of, 545 ; obituary by Prof. E. Giffen, 865

Lamb, J., and others Resonance Methods of Dielectric Measurement at

Centimetre Wavelengths, 33
Lamont, Dr. H, R* L. . Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the institution

of Electrical Engineers, 21
Lamont, Dr. H. R, L , and others ; Radio Measurements in the Decimetre

and Centimetre Wavebands, 33
Lamont, Dr. H- R. L., and Watson, A. G. D. : Millimetre Wave Propagation,

943
Lampitt, Dr. L. H. ; The second Sir William Jackson Pope Memorial

Lecture, 785
Landau, Rom : Sex, Life and Faith, review by Cyril Bibby, 397
Lander, Prof. C. H. ; Retirement from the University of London chair of

mechanical engineering at the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, 191 ; work of, 191

Appointed dean of the Military College of Science, 617
Title of emeritus professor in the University of London conferred on,

782 ^

Langdon-Brown, Sir Walter : Death of, 509
Lapage, Dr. G. * Health Survey In India, 209

Handbook of Infectious Diseases (the Staff of the Cantacuzfene Institute

under the direction of Prof. C lonescu-Mihaestl and Prof. M. Ciuca),
review, 398

Protozoology, review, 688
Larionow, Prof. L. Th. (Brumberg, Dr. £. M.* and) : Ultra-Violet Absorption

in Living and Dead Cells, 663
Larsen, Ellinor Bro, and others : Observations on the Moth Plusia gamma

in Denmark in 1946, 628
Laszt, Prof. L„ and Vogel, H. : Glycogen Phosphorylysis in Alloxan-diabetic

Raes, 588

Latham, Lord * London Traffic and the London Plan, 438
Latham, Miss L R Appointed an assistant lecturer in geography at

University College, Hull, 513
Lathe, Dr. G. • Science and Human Welfare, 721
Latta, R., and others . Methyl Bromide as a Delousing Agent, 757
Lattes, C. M G. (Cuer, P., and) Radioactivity of Samarium, 197
Lauchlan, A. D. Elmsiy : Electrometric Analysis, 844
Lauder, Dr I , and Wright, S E. : Hydrolysis of Chloral in Heavy Hydrogen

Water, 381
Laurence, D. J. R. : Awarded an Agricultural Research Council Scholar-

ship, 581
Lauriat, E. (Albert, E ,and) AnalgesicPropertlesofDenvativesofDiphenyl-

ethylamine, 202
Laver, F J M • Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, 21
Lavoipierre, Michel * A New Acanne Parasite of Bees, 130
Lawrence, Dr J. Stewart : The Sulphonamides in Theory and Practice,

review, 398
Laycock, G. F. ; Mineral Resources and Exploration, 20
Layton, Sir Walter ; Newsprint, a Problem for Democracy, 923
Le Pelley, R. H : Appointed senior entomologist, Kenya, 374
Lea, A. J. . Adrenal Cortical Hormone and Pigmentation, 556
Lea, C H , and others . Deterioration on Storage of Dried Skim Milk, 348
Lea, Dr. D. E. • Actions of Radiations on Living Cells, review by Prof. J. S.

Mitchell, 601
Lea, Dr. F M., and Lee, C. R. • Shrinkage and Cracking of Cementive

Materials, 1

1

Leach, R. : Banana Leaf Spot, 886
Leakey, Dr. L. S. B : Man’s Ancestry in Africa, 479

Acheulean Culture in Kenya, 637
Appointed full-time curator of the Coryndon Memorial Museum, 941

Le3o, A., and others : Low-Voltage Discharge of the Electric Eel, 746
LeSo, A E Area, and others : Tineo nigra, 65
Lebour, Dr Mane V. * Recent Marine Biological Research, 885
Lederberg, Joshua, and Tatum, Prof E. L Gene Recombination in Escheri-

chia colt, 558
Lee, Dr. A R., and others * Volume Flow of Plastic Materials, 706
Lee, C. R. (Lea, Dr.,F. M., and) ; Shrinkage and Cracking of Cementive

Materials, 1

1

Lee. Dr. E., and Parker, Dr. R. C Use of Lead Sulphide Photo-conductive
Cells for High-speed Pyrometry, 518

Lees, Dr. Howard • Effect of Copper-Enzyme Poisons on Soil Nitrification,

97
Soil Perfusion Apparatus, 674

Lees, Dr Howard, and others Metallo-organic Complexes in Soil, 790
Lees, John : Breeding of the Rock-Dove, 30
Leeson, Bruce H. : Appointed director of the British Electrical and Allied

Manufacturers’ Association, 336 ; work of, 336
Lefevre, S. * War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 260
Leggat, G. J. : Appointed assistant conservator of forests, Uganda, 195

Leicester City Museum and Art Gallery : Forty-first Annual Report, 374
Fortieth Annual Report, 580

Lelper, Prof R. T. : Title of emeritus professor of helminthology in the
University of London conferred on, 267, 335 ; work of, 335

Lemin, Dr. D. R. : Fibrous Proteins, 475
Lennard-Jones, Sir John ; Retirement as Director General of Scientific

Research (Defence), 192
Lethbridge, T. C. * Norse Culture In Greenland, 803
Levan, Dr, Albert : Mitotic Disturbances Induced in Yeast by Chemicals,

and their Significance for the Interpretation of the Normal Chromo-
some Conditions of Yeast, 626

Levi, Dr. A A. (Goodall, Dr. R. R., and) , A Microchromatographlc
Method for the Detection and Approximate Determination of the
Different Penicillins in a Mixture, 675

Levy, P. R. : Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship by the
Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 41 1

<

Lewis, D. : Useful X-Ray Mutations in Plants, 519
Lewis, Prof. F. J. : Retirement from the chair of botany at Fouad I Univer-

sity, Cairo, 124 ; work of, 124
Lewis, Prof. G. N : Obituary by Prof. Eric K Rideal, 16

L’Hermite, R. ; Shrinkage and Cracking of Cementive Materials, 11

Libermann, D. : Sulphonamides and the Thyroid Gland, 557
Library Association * University and Research Libraries of Great Britain,

their Post-War Development, 109 '

Tenth week-end Conference, 410
Library Association, in collaboration with ASLIB : Study Group on Special

Librarianship, 21
Lidweii, O. M ' A Particie-size Distribution Function for Air-borne

Dusts, 61

Liebert, Dr. A : Death of, 698
LIghefoot, G, : Annual Report of the Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research, Australia, 869
,

LImaye, V. D : Indian Plywood for Tea Chests, 55
Lincoln College, Oxford * To elect an Official Fellow in chemistry, 942
Lindahl, P. E., and others : Transfer of Phosphate by Coenzyme 1,746
Lindbiom, Prof. Gerhard ; Anthropology on the Continent of Europe in

War-time, IS

LIndiey, D. V. ; Linear ‘Curves of Best Fit* and Regression Llpes, 271
Lindsey, G. R. G. • Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship by

the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 185 i , 41

1

Lines, G W. : Appointed principal agr(cu|tural officer. Sterna Leone, 195

Linfoot, Dr. E. H. : The Use of a Large Astronomical Telescope m Greaf
Britain, 221 « , 1

Text-Book of Optics, review, 533
,

i !

Lmkola, Hilkka (Virtanen, Prof. Artturi I , and) j Organic Nitrogen Com-
pounds as Nitrogen Nutrition for Higher Plants, 515

Linsdaie, Jean M. : The CalifqrniaGroundSquirreb review by Dr» E. Hindle,

771
Lipscomb, W. N., and Whittaker, A, G. : Structure of Vanadium

chloride, 455
Llpson, Dr. H. : An X-Ray Encyclopaedia, review* 8I

I

Uissmann, H. W- ; Appointed art assistant director of research in jpaology

in the University of Cartibridge, 942 f

Livesey, D. L. (Green, L. L.,and) : Fission Fragment Tracks !n Photographic
Piates, 272 ‘

Lloyd, Malor-GemeraJ Cyril 6«lfi*»tiort If Bdtish Aumy, 77$# 821
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Lloyd, Dr. Dorothy Jordan : Death of, 781

The Story of Leather, review, 812
L.M.S. Railway Appointment of F C. Johansen as deputy scientific

research manager, 827
L M S Research Laboratories • Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain in

Solids, 538
Lobban, Prof C H Retirement from the chair of civil engineering at

King’s College, London, 91 ;
work of, 91

Lockspeiser, Sir Ben : Appointed chief scientist to the Ministry of Supply.

867
Lockwood, J F, assisted by Simon, Anthony . Flour Milling, review by

Dr. T. Moran, 77 ...
Lodge, J. L, and others • A Direct Method for Determining the Index of

Refraction of Thin Films, 703
Loeb, Prof. Leonard B., and Meek, John M . The Mechanism of the Electric

Spark, review by R. Davis, 603

Loewi, Otto, and others : Science in Progress, edited by George A Baitsell.

Fourth Senes, review by Prof J- A Crowther, 3
London Hospital * Appointment of Dr. Dorothy S. Russell as director of the

Bernhard Baron Institute of Pathology, 410
London Hospital Medical College : Appointment of Dr F C O. Valentine

to the University of London readership in chemotherapy, 162

Appointment of Dr. S. D Elliott to the University of London readership

in bacteriology, 782
London School of Economic and Political Science . Appointment of S. H.

Beaver to the Sir Ernest Cassel readership in economic geography,
21

London School of Economics . Appointment of Edward A Shils to the
University of London readership in sociology, 162

London School of Hfygiene and Tropical Medicine • Appointment of Dr.
N H. Fairley to the Wellcome chair of tropical medicine, 162

Appointment of Dr. George Macdonald to the University of London
chair of tropical hygiene, 162

Title of University of London professor emeritus of helminthology
conferred on Prof. R. T. Lei per, 267

Appointment of Dr. B, S. Platt to the University of London chair of

human nutrition, 782
London Scientific Film Society : Commencement of the ninth season, 266
London Zoo : Recent Additions to the (Dr Edward Hlndle), 637, 702
Long, Dr. L. H., and Norrish, Prof R G. W. : Heat of Sublimation of

Carbon. 237
Longsworth, I. G , and others : Diffusion in Solution, 445
Longuet-Higgins. H. C. : Structure of Electron-deficient Molecules, 716
Lonsdale, Dr. Kathleen , War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 261

Statistical Structure of Ice and of Ammonium Fluoride, 582
Appointed to the University of London readership in crystallography

at University College, London. 782, 866 ,
work of, 866

Lorch, 1 J, : Demonstration of Phosphatase in Decalcified Bone, 269
Loring, Hubert $., and others (edited by) : Annual Review of Biochemistry,

Vol. 15, review by Dr. D J. Bell, 854
Lothian, G. F. : Industrial Spectroscopy, 346
Loughman, B. C. : Awarded an Agricultural Research Council Scholarship,

581

Loutit, J. F., and others : Poly-agglutinable Red Cells, 446
Lovell, Dr. A. C B., and BanWell, C. i. . Abnormal Solar Radiation on 72

Megacycles, 517
Lowe. D. N. : Elected secretary of the British Association, 162

London Traffic and the London Plan, 438
Lowry, R. A., and others . Hydrocarbon Azeotropes of Benzene, 60
Luck. James Murray, and Hall, Victor E (edited by) , Annual Review of

Physiology, VoL 8, review by Dr. O. A. Trowell, 729
Luck, James Murray, and others (edited by) : Annual Review of Biochemis-

try, Vol IS, review by Dr. D. J. Bell, 854
Luckwill, Dr. Leonard C : A Fruit-setting Hormone from Apple Seeds,

663
Lumb, M. (Sykes, G., and) ; Influence of Glucose In the Assay of Strepto-

mycin, 271
Lund, Soren * Colpomenia peregrine Sauv. In Denmark, 204
Lundquist, Frank * Function of ProstatIc Phosphatase, 710
Lung, W S. (Ho, Prof. T. L , and) * Change of Frequency of a Light Wave

by the Variation of its Optical Path, 63
Lupton, A. W. Death of, 612 ; obltmary, 698
Lyddon, A J. ; London Traffic and the London Plan, 439
Lynn, Dr. J. E ; Fibrous Proteins, 476
Lype, E. F. : Thermodynamic Equilibria of Higher Order, 456

MaASKANT, Dr. L. Fibrous Proteins, 475
MacArthur, Dr. L : Fibrous Proteins, 474, 475
Maccabaeans, Society of : Award of the Meldola Medal to be resumed for

1946, 869
McCance, Dr. R.A.. and Widdowson. Dr*E M. * The Chemical Composition

of Foods, second edition, review by N. T. Gridgeman, 325
McCartney, Eugene S., and Titiev, Mischa (edited by) * Report of the

Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters, Vol. 26, 1940,

review, 254
McCombie, Dr. H , and others Phosphorylation, 31

' McCombie, Dr. H , and Saunders, Dr. B C. : Fluoroacetates and Allied

Compounds, 382
McConnell, Rev. J. : Production and Annihilation of Negative Protons, 2B0
Maolonald, Dr. A M. • Awarded a Rockefeller Medical Fellowship, 412
Macdonald, Dr. George : Appointed to the University of London chair of

tropical hygiene at the London School of Hygiene and Tropica!
Medktne, 162

Hacek, J., fifid others : Anthocyanins of Gladiolus, 342
Macey, H. HL : Shrinkage and Cracking of Cementive Materials, 13

MacfarlabevJVC : Awarded an Installations Section Premium ofthe institu-

tion qf Electrical Engineers, 21
MWfeferlane, lDr., ,1. W. : Awarded an Installations Section Premium of the

I

;
ln»titutfehi,of Electrical Engineers, 21

/fWS«rlan.e,W. 't : Awarded an Installations Section Premium ofthe Instltu-
tion of H^ricat Engineers, 21 '

4* ^ FunglstaticActivltyofEthylenlcandAcety-

McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc. : To publish the papers and centennial addresses

delivered at the'George Westinghouse Centennial Forum, 127

Machatschek, Dr. F. (Drygalski, Dr. E. von, und) : Gletscherkunde,‘review

by Dr M. F. Perutz, 218
McHenry, E W.,and Cornett, M L. • Vitamin B and Fat Anabolism, 349

McHenry, E. W , and others . Choline and Phospholipid Synthesis, 630

McHenry, E. W., and Patterson, J. M . Choline and Phospholipid Synthesis,

630
MeUwain, Henry • The Magnitude of Microbial Reactions involving Vitamin-

like Compounds, 898
McIntosh, Andrew H i Relation of Crystal Size and Shape to Contact

Toxicity of D D.T. Suspensions, 417
McIntyre, G A., and others . An Account of Experiments undertaken to

Determine the Natural Population Density of the Sheep Blowfly,

Luaha cuprina Wied., 804
MacKay, Dr, B R • Presidential Address to Section 4 of the Royal Society

of Canada, 206
MacKay, C. A. (Douglas, D G., and) • Surface Tension of Slightly Soluble

Fatty Acids, 716
Mackay, Dr. I. F. S. : Resignation as lecturer in experimental physiology

in the University of Sheffield, 547
Mackay, Mrs. Kathleen (Kenner, Prof. J., and) * Structure of the Sydnones,

909
Mackay-Mure, John : Education for What ?, 660
McKee, J. H. (Nelson, J. B , and) Cerium Tungstate as a Semi-Conductor,

753
McKenna, J. • Appointed assistant lecturer in chemistry in the University

of Sheffield, 547
Mackenzie, Dr. C. J : Elected a member of the Royal Society under

Statute XI I. 781
McKie, Dr. Douglas : Title of University of London reader In history and

philosophy of science conferred on, 267
Mackie, Prof. T. J. . Appointed a member of the Agricultural Research

Council, 479
McKinnon, D. D. Appointed an assistant In mathematics In the University

of Glasgow, 513
MacLachlan, Dr D. ; War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 263
MacLagan, Dr. D. Stewart : An Anti-Tick Salve for Lambs, 132

McLean, D. : Electrolytic Detection of Small Amounts of Lead in Brass or

Zinc, 307
McLean, F. C. • Awarded a Fahie Premium of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, 21

Maclean, J. A. R. • Appointed chemist. West Africa Cocoa Research Insti-

tute, Gold Coast, 374
McLennan, Assoc. Prof. E. I., and others : Tropic-proofing of Optical

Instruments by a Fungicide, 469 ^

McManus, Dr. J. F. A : Histological Demonstration of Mucin after Periodic

Acid, 202
McMichael, Dr John : Appointed to the University of London chair of

medicine at the British Postgraduate Medical School, 782
MacmiHan, Lord . Resignation from the board of trustees of the Belt

Memorial Fellowships, 162 .

MacNalty, Sir Arthur S. . Sir Thomas More as Public Health Reformer, 732

Maepherson, John S. : Appointed an assistant in mathematics in the Univer-

sity of Glasgow, ^3
Maddock, A. J. : Dielectrics, 122
Mager, J (Hostrln, Dr, S., and) : Differentiation between Glucose, Galac-

tose and Mannose by a Colour Reaction, 95
Magnay, H. S. ; Appointed a member of the University Grants Committee,

Mahalanobls, Prof, P. C. : Use of Small-size Plots in Sample Surveys for

Crop Yields. 798
Mahdlhassan, Prof. S. . Bacterial Origin of some Insect Pigments, 58
Mair, Dr. Lucy P. ; Modern Problems of Colonial Land Tenure, review, 893
Majumdar, Prof. Subodh Kumar, and BanerJee, Prof. Bhupati Kumar :

X-Ray Study of Noble Metals dispersed in Borax- and Bj,Oa-G lasses,

753
Malabotti, A. : Influence of Heteroauxin on the Cotyledons of Phaseolus

vulgaris L , 880
Malm, M., and others Transfer of Phosphate by Coenzyme 1, 746
Malpress, F. H. : Cis-Trans Isomerism of DIethylstllboestrol, 790
Manchester College of Technology : Gift of £60,000 from Courtaulds, Ltd.,

19
Manchester Federation of Scientific Societies : Formation of, 579
Manchester Joint Research Council : Conference on Research and the

Smaller Firm, 638
Manchester Libraries Committee : Annual Report of the, 784
Mandelbaum, K., assisted by Schneider, J. R. L. : The Industrialisation of

Backward Areas, review, 532
Mandell, Wilson : Degree of D.Sc. in the University of London conferred

on, 782
Mander, Sir Frederick * Retirement as general secretary of the National

Union of Teachers, 92
Manders, Major C R. S : Obituary of Prof. Pierre Weiss, 904
Manley, R. O. B. : Honey Production In the British Isles, review by E. B.

Wedmore, 689
Mann, DrJ F G., and Dalglelsh, Dr, C. E • Adrenaline Carboxylic Acid

(N-Methyl-/5-(3 : 4-dihydroxyphenyl)-serlne). 375
Mann, Dr. P. J G., and others Metallo-organic Complexes In Soils, 790
Mann, Dr. P. J. G„ and Quastel, Dr. J. H. * Manganese Metabolism In Soils,

154, erratum, 662
Mann, Dr. P J. G. (Heintze, S. G., and) • Divalent Manganese In Soil

Extracts, 791
Mansour, Prof. K. : Source and Fate of the Zooxanthellae of the Visceral

Mass ofTndacna elongata, 130

Food and Digestive Organs of Lamellibranchs, 378
Mantle Chambers of Tndacna elongata, 523

Mansour-Bek, Dr. J. J. : Extracellular Proteolytic and Lipolytic Enzymes
of some Lamellibranchs, 378

Mansour-Bek, Dr. J. J., and others (edited by) : Digestion, Part I, review

by Dr. J. A. V. Butler. 689
Mansurova, V. V., and others : Cytological Basis of High Fertility ih Auto-

tetraplold Buckwheat, 520
Homostyiy of the Flowers of Buckwheat as a Morphological Manifests^

tion of Sterility, 520
Marchiafava, Ettore (1847-1935), 938
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Mardles, Dr. E W. J. : Movement of a Thin Plate In Non-NewtonUn
Liquids, 199

Measurement of Viscosity, 245
Marine Biological Station, Millport • Jubilee of the (Prof. C M Yonge), 506
Mark, H** and Whitby, G S. (edited by) : Scientific Progress in the Field of

Rubber and Synthetic Elastomers (Advances in Colloid Science, initi-
ated by the late Elmer O Kraemer, Vol. 2), review by Dr. L. R. G.
Treloar, 924

Markham, Roy (Smith, Dr. Kenneth M , and) : An Insect Vector of the
Turnip Yellow Mosaic Virus, 417

Marsh, J K * Elements Occupying the Position of No. 61, 134
Marsh, J, T. : An Introduction to Textile Bleaching, review by Dr. N. H,

Chamberlain, 810
Marsh, J T , and Wood, Dr. F, C. : An introduction to the Chemistry of

Cellulose, third edition, review by Dr, Julius Grant, 855
Marshall, Prof C. Edmund : Elected chairman of the Division of Colloid

Chemistry of the American Chemical Society, 906 ; work of, 906
Marshall, C W. ; Electric Power System Control (H. P, Young), review, 463

Electricity Supply in Great Britain, review, 892
Marshall, Dr. J. Penicillin and its Clinical Uses* review, 772

Venereal Diseases in Great Britain, 846
Marshall, Dr. W T. • Appointed to the chair of engineering at University

,
College, Dundee, 443 ;

work of, 443
Martin, Dr. A. J. P ; Fibrous Proteins, 474
Martin, J. C, : London Traffic and the London Plan, 440
Martin, Dr. Louis : Obituary by Sir Percival Hartley, 408
Martyn, Dr. D. F. . Polarization of Solar Radio-frequency Emissions, 308

Temperature Radiation from the Quiet Sun in the Radio Spectrum,
632

Martyr, R F, : Appointed lecturer in fruit and vegetable culture at the
Midland Agricultural College, 412

Mason (Charles) and Jeremiah Dixon (Prof. Thomas D Cope), 381
Massey, Prof. H S. W. : Obituary of Prof. T. H. Laby, 157

Geophysics of the Ionosphere, 190
Atomic Physics, review, 429

Massignon, —. * Dielectrics, 123 '

Mastenbroek, Dr. G. G. A. (Creveld, Prof S van, and) . Use of Normal
Human Plasma Fractions in Haemophilia, 447

Mather, R. • Appointed meteorological officer, Malaya, 870
Mathleu, M Science and Human Welfare, 721
Matoltsy, G., and Fibiin, Gy. Measurement of the Photodynamic Effect

of Cancerogenic Substances with Biological Indicators, 877
Matoltsy, G. (Fibi&n, Gy., and) . Test of a Cancerogenic Substance in

respect to the ‘Non-disjunction’ Frequency of the X-Chromosomes
in Drosophila, 91

1

Matthaei, E , and others : Tropic-proofing of Optical Instruments by a
Fungicide, 469

Matthews, Dr. B, H C. : Human Ecology In relation to the Physico-Chemi-
cal Factors, 256

Mattingly, P. F. : A Technique for Feeding Adult Mosquitoes, 751
Maulik, S . Degree of D.Sc. of the University of London conferred on, 21
Mauritius Observatory Appointment of Flight-Lieut. E. G. Davey as

assistant director, 870
Maxfleld, G, W. (Biles, R. W., and) • Awarded a Willans Premium by the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21
Maximovich, G A : Porosity of Rocks and Geospheres, 31
May, Dr. Otto Obituary by Eleanor French, 370
Mayne, S. J. : Appointed geologist, Tanganyika, 374
Mayneord, Prof. W V Series of lectures on the Applications of Atomic

Physics in Medicine, 942
Meadows, G. W., and others : Friedel-Crafts Catalysts and Polymerization,

Medawar, P. B, : The Explanted Cell, review, 461
Medical Press, International Association of the : Publication of a Biblio-

graphical Builetin covering medicine, veterinary science and pharma-
ceutical chemistry, 784

Medical Research Council ; Establishment of a Dental Research Unit at
King’s College Hospital, London, 195

Award of Rockefeller Medical Fellowships, 412
Award of a Dorothy Temple Cross Research Fellowship in Tuberculo-

sis, 412
Further gift from Sir Leonard Rogers to the endowment for research

In tropical medicine, 445
Appointment of C, A. B. Wilcock, Prof. C. A. Lovatt Evans and Prof.

R. A. Peters as members, 479
Medicine, Royal Society of : Meeting to celebrate the centenary of

anaesthesia, 578
Meek, Dr. C. K. ; Land Law and Custom in the Colonies, review by Dr.

Lucy P. Mair, 893
Meek, John M. (Loeb, Prof. Leonard B„ and) : The Mechanism of the

Electric Spark, review by R. Davis, 603
Megaw, E C. S. : Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, 21
Megaw, Miss : Dielectrics, 123
Megson, N. J. L. . Dielectrics, 121
Meitner, Prof. Lise * Atomic Energy, 93
Mejbaum, Miss Wanda : Determination of Pentoses In Nucleotides and

Nucleosides, 275
Melin, Prof. Elias : The Relation of Soil Fungi to Forestry and j5oll Fertility,

Melin, Prof. Elias, and Wik6n, Torsten ; Antibacterial Substances in Water
Extracts of Pure Forest Litter, 200

Mellanby, Dr. Kenneth ; Man’s Reaction to Mosquito Bites, 554, 751
Mellon Institute ; Annual Report for 1945, 799
Melville, Prof. H. W. : Polymers and Polymerization, 223

Appointed a member of the Advisory Council for Scientific and Indus-
trial Research, 445

Melville, Prof. H. W. (Burnett. G. M., and) i Effect of Environment on the
Reactivity of High Polymers, 553

Melville, Dr. R. : Nutritive Values of Foods and Condiments, 86
Menon, I, G. K., and others : Action of Heparin on the Venom of Echis

carinatus, 878
Menzies, Dr. A- C : Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
Merck Research Laboratories : Three papers on Biotin, 716
Merrill, Prof Elmer D. : Seventieth birthday of, 577

Plant Life of the Pacific World, review by Dr. yv. B. Turrll|,8l3

Metallurgists, Institution of : To commence an Appointments Register,
870

Metcalfe, G. J., and others : Grain Boundaries in Metals, 875
’Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters * Report of the, Vol. 26,

1940 (edited by Eugene S. McCartney and Mischa Titiev), review, 254
Papers of the, VoL 28 (1942), review, 360
Papers of the, Vol. 29 (1943), review, 325

Middlesex Hospital Medical School : Title of University of London professor
of morbid anatomy and histology conferred on Dr R, W Scarff, 267

Appointment of Dr. Frank Dickens to the Philip Hill chair of experi-
mental biochemistry, 513, 577

Middleton, T, R. (Bavin, E. M., and) . Reticolocytosis following the Admini-
stration of Thymine to Splenectomized Rabbits, 627

Midland Agricultural College • Appointment of R F. Martyr as lecturer in

fruit and vegetable culture, 412
Miesowicz, Dr. M. : The Three Coefficients of Viscosity of Anisotropic

Liquids. 27
Mikhail, M Magnetic Susceptibilities of certain Organic Compounds and

Glasses, 172
Miles, Walter R , and others . Science in Progress, edited by George A.

Baitsell, Fourth Series, review by Prof J A Crowther, 3

Military College of Science Appointment of Prof. C. H. Lander as dean.
617

Mill, John Stuart (translated by) . Four Dialogues of Plato, including the
‘Apology of Socrates’ (edited by Ruth Borchardt), review by F. Ian

G Rawlins, 570
Mlllen, D. J

, and others • Spectroscopic Identification of the Nitronium
Ion, 480

Miller, Dr J. C P., and others : An Index of Mathematical Tables, review

by Dr. A. C Altken, 252
Miller, j. L., and others : X-Ray Examination of Self-Recovery in Copper.

70S
Miller, Dr N. : Analysis of Boron Trifluoride, a Double Compound of

Silicon Tetrafluoride and Trimethylamine, 950
Miller, R : Appointed agricultural superintendent, Nigeria, 195

Miller, prof.W C : Appointed director of the Equine Research Station of

the Veterinary Education Trust, 743
Mills, Ivor H. (Brambell, Prof, F. W. Rogers, and) : Presence of Fibrinogen

in the Yolk Sac Content of Rabbits, 24
Mills, John A (Human, J. P. E , and) : Action of Thionyl Chloride on Car-

boxylic Acids in Presence of Pyridine, 877
Milne, Prof E. A. : Obituary of Sir James Jeans, 542

Awarded a Hopkins Prize of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, 743
Milne, Prof.W P. : Tide of emeritus professor in the University of Leeds

conferred on, 581, 781
Retirement from the chair of mathematics at the University of Leeds,

781 ; work of, 781
Milne-Thomson, Prof. L M. : Infinitesimal Calculus, review, 771
Milton, R. F., and Hoskins, J L. : Bactericidal Power of Electrolytic Hypo-

chlorite, 673
Mllward, G. E. An Approach to Management, review by R. Brightman, 602
Minajev, P F (Babsky, Eug. B.^ and) * Combined Action upon Muscle of

Adenosine Triphosphate, Acetylcholine and Potassium, Calcium and
Magnesium Ions, 238

Sensitization of Muscle to Choline and Acetylcholine, and the Supposed
Existence of Choline Acetylase, 268

Changes in the Activity of Cholinesterase of Nervous Tissue under the
Influence of Constant Current, 343

Mineral Development Committee : Appointed by the Minister of Fuel and
Power, 193

Minkoff, G J., and Gaydon, Dr. A. G. : A Christiansen Filter for the Ultra-

Violet, 788
Minkoff, G. J., and others Nitration of Phenol and Aniline Derivatives

—

Role of Nitrous Acid, 514
Mitchell, A ' Awarded a Ministry of Agriculture post-graduate Scholarship

in husbandry, 662
Mitchell, Prof. J S . Mechanism of the Biological Action of Radiations,

review, 601
Mitchell, Prof PhilipH. ; ATextbookof Biochemistry, review by Dr, J. A. V.

Butler, 728
Mitra, Prof, S. K. : Geomagnetic Control of Region Fj of the Ionosphere,

668
Mitfany, David * American Interpretations, review by Maurice Bruce, 395
Mitton, H. E. : Death of, 371*

Moggy, Dr. A. B. : Appointed Brotherton Research Lecturer in physical

chemistry m the Department of Textile industries in the University

of Leeds, 828
M0ller, Dr. C. : New Developments in Relativistic Quantum Theory, -^3

Molllson, Lieut.-Colonel P. L , and Reddy, Capt. D J. : Blood Groups of
Burmese, 629

Moncrleff, R. W : The Chemical Senses, review by Dr.|G. M. Dyson, 40
Monroe, G. S. (Ipatieff, V. N., and) : Synthesis of Methanol, 631

Monroy, A., and Montalenti, Prof. G. ’ Cyclic Variations of the Submicro-
scopic Structure of the Cortical Layer of Fertilized and Partheno-

genetic Sea Urchin Eggs, 239
Montague, A. D. T. : Appointed senior agricultural officer. Gold Coast,

Montalenti, Prof. G. (Monroy, A., and) : Cyclic Variations of the Sub-

microscopic Structure of the Cortical La/er of Fertilized and Par-

thenogenetic Sea Urchin Eggs, 239
Moore, Dr. E. S. • Our Earth (Presidential Address to the Royal Society of

Canada), 206
Moore, F. Joan . Dry Rot pf Potatoes, 630
Moore, Dr. J, E. : Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 242
Moore, J. H : Hybridization in Rana, 715
Moore, Prof. T S. * Retirement from the chair of chemistry at Royal

Holloway College, 159 ; work of, 159
Moore, W. C : Plant Pathogerfic Fungi, 694

New Plant Diseases, 715
Moran, P A. : Random Associations on a Lattice, 521

Moran, Dr. T.* Flour Milling, review, 77 . . -
More (Sir Thomas) as Public Health Reformer (Sir Altbur S. MacNalty), 732
Moreira, M. F., and others : Low-Voltage Disimarge ofthe Electric Eel, 746
Morgan, Richard G., and others : Contributions to the^Archaeblogy of the

Illinois River Valley, 615
Morgari, Prof, T* W, : Obitpesry by Dr, F, W, Sansom®, 50
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Lloyd, Dr. Dorothy Jordan : Death of, 781

The Story of Leather, review, 812
L.M.S. Railway Appointment of F C. Johansen as deputy scientific

research manager, 827
L M S Research Laboratories • Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain In

Solids, 538
Lobban, Prof C H Retirement from the chair of civil engineering at

King’s College, London, 91 ;
work of, 91

Lockspeiser, Sir Ben : Appointed chief scientist to the Ministry of Supply.

867
Lockwood, J F, assisted by Simon, Anthony . Flour Milling, review by

Dr. T. Moran, 77 ...
Lodge, J. L, and others • A Direct Method for Determining the Index of

Refraction of Thin Films, 703
Loeb, Prof. Leonard B., and Meek, John M . The Mechanism of the Electric

Spark, review by R. Davis, 603

Loewi, Otto, and others : Science in Progress, edited by George A Baitsell.

Fourth Senes, review by Prof J- A Crowther, 3
London Hospital • Appointment of Dr. Dorothy S. Russell as director of the

Bernhard Baron Institute of Pathology, 410
London Hospital Medical College : Appointment of Dr F C O. Valentine

to the University of London readership in chemotherapy, 162

Appointment of Dr. S. D Elliott to the University of London readership

in bacteriology, 782 '

London School of Economic and Political Science . Appointment of S. H.
Beaver to the Sir Ernest Cassel readership In economic geography,
21

London School of Economics . Appointment of Edward A Shils to the
University of London readership in sociology, 162

London School of Hfygiene and Tropical Medicine • Appointment of Dr.
N H. Fairley to the Wellcome chair of tropical medicine, 162

Appointment of Dr. George Macdonald to the University of London
chair of tropical hygiene, 162

Title of University of London professor emeritus of helminthology
conferred on Prof. R. T. Lei per, 267

Appointment of Dr. B, S. Platt to the University of London chair of

human nutrition, 782
London Scientific Film Society : Commencement of the ninth season, 266
London Zoo : Recent Additions to the (Dr Edward Hlndle), 637, 702
Long, Dr. L. H., and Norrlsh, Prof R G. W. : Heat of Sublimation of

Carbon, 237
Longsworth, I. G , and others : Diffusion in Solution, 445
Longuet-Higgins, H. C. : Structure of Electron-deficient Molecules, 716
Lonsdale, Dr. Kathleen , War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 261

Statistical Structure of Ice and of Ammonium Fluoride, 582
Appointed to the University of London readership in crystallography

at University College, London. 782, 866 ,
work of, 866

Lorch, I J, : Demonstration of Phosphatase In Decalcified Bone, 269
Loring, Hubert S., and others (edited by) : Annual Review of Biochemistry,

Vol. 15, review by Dr. D J. Bell, 854
Lothian, G. F. : Industrial Spectroscopy, 346
Loughman, B. C. ; Awarded an Agricultural Research Council Scholarship,

581

Loutit, J, F., and others : Poly-agglutinable Red Cells, 446
Lovell, Dr. A. C B., and BanWell, C. i. . Abnormal Solar Radiation on 72

Megacycles, 517
Lowe, D, N. : Elected secretary of the British Association, 162

London Traffic and the London Plan, 438
Lowry, R. A., and others . Hydrocarbon Azeotropes of Benzene, 60
Luck, James Murray, and Hall, Victor E (edited by) , Annual Review of

Physiology, Vol. 8, review by Dr. O. A. Trowell, 729
Luck, James Murray, and others (edited by) : Annual Review of Biochemis-

try, Vol 15, review by Dr. D. J. Bell, 854
Luckwill, Dr. Leonard C : A Fruit-setting Hormone from Apple Seeds,

663
Lumb, M. (Sykes, G., and) ; Influence of Glucose In the Assay of Strepto-

mycin, 271
Lund, Suren * Colpomenia peregrina Sauv. In Denmark, 204
Lundquist, Frank * Function of ProstatIc Phosphatase, 710
Lung, W S. (Ho, Prof. T. L , and) * Change of Frequency of a Light Wave

by the Variation of its Optical Path, 63
Lupton, A. W. Death of, 612 ; obituary

^

698
Lyddon, A J. ; London Traffic and the London Plan, 439
Lynn, Dr. J. E ; Fibrous Proteins, 476
Lype, E. F. : Thermodynamic Equilibria of Higher Order, 456

MaASKANT, Dr. L. Fibrous Proteins, 475
MacArthur, Dr. 1. : Fibrous Proteins, 474, 475
Maccabaeans, Society of : Award of the Meldola Medal to be resumed for

1946, 869
McCance, Dr. R.A.. and Widdowson, Dr.E M. * The Chemical Composition

of Foods, second edition, review by N. T. Gridgeman, 325
McCartney, Eugene S., and Titiev, Mischa (edited by) * Report of the

Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters, Vol. 26, 1940,

review, 254
McComble, Dr. H , and others Phosphorylation, 31

' McComble, Dr. H , and Saunders, Dr. B C. : Fluoroacetates and Allied

Compounds, 382
McConnell, Rev. J. : Production and Annihilation of Negative Protons, 2B0
Maolonald, Dr. A M. • Awarded a Rockefeller Medical Fellowship, 412
Macdonald, Dr. George : Appointed to the University of London chair of

tropical hygiene at the London School of Hygiene and Tropica!
Medicine, 162

Hacek, J., fifid others : Anthocyanins of Gladiolus, 342
Macey, H. HL : Shrinkage and Cracking of Cementive Materials, 13

MacfarlabevJVC : Awarded an Installations Section Premium ofthe Institu-

tion qf Electrical Engineers, 21
MWEferlane, lDr., ,1. W. : Awarded an Installations Section Premium of the

I

;
ln»titutfeh,of Electrical Engineers, 21

/fWS«rlan.e,W. 't : Awarded an Installations Section Premium ofthe fnstltu-
tion of H^ricat Engineers, 21 '

4* Wd FunglstaticActivlty ofEthylenlcandAcety-

McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc. : To publish the papers and centennial addresses

delivered at the'George Westinghouse Centennial Forum, 127

Machatschek, Dr. F. (Drygalski, Dr. E. von, und) : Gletscherkunde.Yeview

by Dr M. F. Perutz, 218
McHenry, E W.,and Cornett, M L. • Vitamin B and Fat Anabolism, 349

McHenry, E. W , and others . Choline and Phospholipid Synthesis, 630

McHenry, E. W., and Patterson, J. M . Choline and Phospholipid Synthesis,

630
McUwaIn, Henry • The Magnitude of Microbial Reactions Involving Vltamln-

llke Compounds, 898
,

McIntosh, Andrew H i Relation of Crystal Size and Shape to Contact

Toxicity of D D.T. Suspensions, 417
McIntyre, G A., and others . An Account of Experiments undertaken to

Determine the Natural Population Density of the Sheep Blowfly,

Luaha cupnna Wled., 804
MacKay, Dr, B R • Presidential Address to Section 4 of the Royal Society

of Canada, 206
MacKay, C. A. (Douglas, D G., and) • Surface Tension of Slightly Soluble

Fatty Acids, 716
Mackay, Dr. I. F. S. : Resignation as lecturer in experimental physiology

In the University of Sheffield, 547
Mackay, Mrs. Kathleen (Kenner, Prof. J., and) * Structure of the Sydnones,

909
Mackay-Mure, John : Education for What ?, 660
McKee, J. H. (Nelson, J. B , and) Cerium Tungstate as a Semi-Conductor,

753
McKenna, J. • Appointed assistant lecturer In chemistry in the University

of Sheffield, 547
Mackenzie, Dr. C. J : Elected a member of the Royal Society under

Statute XII. 781
McKie, Dr. Douglas : Title of University of London reader In history and

philosophy of science conferred on, 267
Mackie, Prof. T. J. . Appointed a member of the Agricultural Research

Council, 479
McKinnon, D. D. Appointed an assistant In mathematics In the University

of Glasgow, 513
MacLachlan, Dr D. ; War-time Progress In X-Ray Analysis, 263
MacLagan, Dr. D. Stewart : An Anti-Tick Salve for Lambs, 132

McLean, D. : Electrolytic Detection of Small Amounts of Lead In Brass or

Zinc, 307
McLean, F. C. • Awarded a Fahie Premium of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, 21

Maclean, J. A. R. • Appointed chemist. West Africa Cocoa Research Insti-

tute, Gold Coast, 374
McLennan, Assoc. Prof. E. L, and others : Tropic-proofing of Optical

Instruments by a Fungicide, 469 ^

McManus, Dr. J. F. A : Histological Demonstration of Mucin after Periodic

Acid, 202
^

McMichael, Dr John : Appointed to the University of London chair of

medicine at the British Postgraduate Medical School, 782
Macmillan, Lord . Resignation from the board of trustees of the Belt

Memorial Fellowships, 162
. .

MacNaity, Sir Arthur S. . Sir Thomas More as Public Health Reformer, 732

Maepherson, John S. : Appointed an assistant in mathematics In the Univer-

sity of Glasgow, 513
Maddock, A. J. : Dielectrics, 122
Mager, J (Hcstrln, Dr. S., and) : Differentiation between Glucose, Galac-

tose and Mannose by a Colour Reaction, 95
Magnay, H. S. : Appointed a member of the University Grants Committee,

740
Mahalanobls, Prof, P. C. : Use of Small-sIze Plots in Sample Surveys for

Crop Yields. 798
Mahdlhassan, Prof. S. . Bacterial Origin of some Insect Pigments, 58
Mair, Dr. Lucy P. ; Modern Problems of Colonial Land Tenure, review, 893
Majumdar, Prof. Subodh Kumar, and Banerjee, Prof. Bhupati Kumar :

X-Ray Study of Noble Metals dispersed in Borax- and 8*0a-G lasses,

753
Maiabotti, A. : Influence of Heteroauxin on the Cotyledons of Phaseolus

vulgaris L , 880
Malm, M., and others Transfer of Phosphate by Coenzyme 1, 746
Malpress, F. H. : Cis-Trans Isomerism of DIethylstllboestrol, 790
Manchester College of Technology : Gift of £60,000 from Courtaulds, Ltd.,

19
Manchester Federation of Scientific Societies : Formation of, 579
Manchester Joint Research Council : Conference on Research and the

Smaller Firm, 638
Manchester Libraries Committee : Annual Report of the, 784
Mandelbaum, K., assisted by Schneider, J, R. L. : The Industrialisation of

Backward Areas, review, 532
Mandell, Wilson : Degree of D.Sc. In the University of London conferred

on, 782
Mander, Sir Frederick * Retirement as general secretary of the National

Union of Teachers, 92
Manders, Major C R. S : Obituary of Prof. Pierre Weiss, 904
Manley, R. O. B. : Honey Production In the British Isles, review by E. B.

Wedmore, 689
Mann, DrJ F G., and Dalglelsh, Dr. C. E • Adrenaline Carboxylic Acid

(N-Methyl-/5-(3 : 4-dihydroxyphenyl)-serine). 375
Mann, Dr. P. J G., and others Metallo-organic Complexes In Soils, 790
Mann, Dr. P. J. G„ and Quastel, Dr. J. H. * Manganese Metabolism In Soils,

1 54, erratum, 662
Mann, Dr, P J. G. (Heintze, S. G., and) • Divalent Manganese In Soil

Extracts, 791
Mansour, Prof. K. : Source and Fate of the Zooxanthellae of the Visceral

Mass of Tridacna elongata, 130

Food and Digestive Organs of Lamellibranchs, 378
Mantle Chambers of Tndacna elongata, 523

Mansour-Bek, Dr. J. J. : Extracellular Proteolytic and Lipolytic Enzymes
of some Lamellibranchs, 378

Mansour-Bek, Dr. J. J., and others (edited by) : Digestion, Part I, review

by Dr. J. A. V. Butler. 689
Mansurova, V. V., and others : Cytological Basis of High Fertility ih Auto-

tetraplold Buckwheat, 520
Homostyiy of the Flowers of Buckwheat as a Morphological Manlfesta^

tion of Sterility, 520
Marchlafava, Ettore (1847-1935), 938
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Mardles, Dr. E W. J. : Movement of a Thin Plate in Non-Newtonian
Liquids, 199

Measurement of Viscosity, 245
Marine Biological Station, Millport • Jubilee of the (Prof. C M Yonge), 506
Mark, H., and Whitby, G S. (edited by) : Scientific Progress in the Field of

Rubber and Synthetic Elastomers (Advances in Colloid Science, initi-

ated by the late Elmer O Kraemer, Vol. 2), review by Dr. L. R. G,
Treloar, 924

Markham, Roy (Smith, Dr. Kenneth M , and) : An Insect Vector of the
Turnip Yellow Mosaic Virus, 417

Marsh, J K * Elements Occupying the Position of No. 61, 134

Marsh, J, T. : An Introduction to Textile Bleaching, review by Dr. N. H,
Chamberlain, 810

Marsh, J T , and Wood, Dr. F, C. : An Introduction to the Chemistry of
Cellulose, third edition, review by Dr, Julius Grant, 855

Marshall, Prof C. Edmund : Elected chairman of the Division of Colloid
Chemistry of the American Chemical Society, 906 ; work of, 906

Marshall, C W. ; Electric Power System Control (H. P, Young), review, 463
Electricity Supply in Great Britain, review, 892

Marshall, Dr. J. Penicillin and its Clinical Uses^ review, 772
Venereal Diseases in Great Britain, 846

Marshall, Dr. W T. • Appointed to the chair of engineering at University

,
College, Dundee, 443 ;

work of, 443
Martin, Dr. A. J. P : Fibrous Proteins, 474
Martin, J. C. : London Traffic and the London Plan, 440
Martin, Dr. Louis : Obituary by Sir Percival Hartley, 408
Martyn, Dr. D. F. . Polarization of Solar Radio-frequency Emissions, 308

Temperature Radiation from the Quiet Sun in the Radio Spectrum,
632

Martyr, R F, : Appointed lecturer in fruit and vegetable culture at the
Midland Agricultural College, 412

Mason (Charles) and Jeremiah Dixon (Prof. Thomas D Cope), 381
Massey, Prof. H S. W. : Obituary of Prof. T. H. Laby, 157

Geophysics of the Ionosphere, 190
Atomic Physics, review, 429

Massignon, —. ' Dielectrics, 123 '

Mastenbroek, Dr. G. G. A. (Creveld, Prof S van, and) . Use of Normal
Human Plasma Fractions in Haemophilia, 447

Mather, R. * Appointed meteorological officer, Malaya, 870
Mathieu, M Science and Human Welfare, 721
Matoltsy, G., and Fibiin, Gy. Measurement of the Photodynamic Effect

of Cancerogenic Substances with Biological Indicators, 877
Matoltsy, G. (Fibiin, Gy., and) . Test of a Cancerogenic Substance in

respect to the ‘Non-disjunction’ Frequency of the X-Chromosomes
in Drosophila, 91

1

Matthaei, E , and others : Tropic-proofing of Optical Instruments by a
Fungicide, 469

Matthews, Dr. B, H C. : Human Ecology in relation to the Physico-Chemi-
cal Factors, 256

Mattingly, P. F. ; A Technique for Feeding Adult Mosquitoes, 751
Maulik, S . Degree of D.Sc. of the University of London conferred on, 21

Mauritius Observatory Appointment of Fllght-Lieut. E. G. Davey as

assistant director, 870
Maxfield, G. W. (Biles, R. W., and) • Awarded a Willans Premium by the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21

Maximovich, G. A : Porosity of Rocks and Geospheres, 31

May, Dr. Otto Obituary by Eleanor French, 370
Mayne* S. J. : Appointed geologist, Tanganyika, 374
Mayneord, Prof. W V Series of lectures on the Applications of Atomic

Physics in Medicine, 942
Meadows, G. W., and others ; Friedel-Crafts Catalysts and Polymerization,

Medawar, P. B. : The Explanted Cell, review, 461
Medical Press, International Association of the : Publication of a Biblio-

graphical Bulletin covering medicine, veterinary science and pharma-
ceutical chemistry, 784

Medical Research Council ; Establishment of a Dental Research Unit at

King’s College Hospital, London, 195

Award of Rockefeller Medical Fellowships, 412
Award of a Dorothy Temple Cross Research Fellowship in Tuberculo-

sis, 412
Further gift from Sir Leonard Rogers to the endowment for research

in tropical medicine, 445
Appointment of C. A. B. Wilcock, Prof. C. A. Lovatt Evans and Prof.

R. A. peters as members, 479
Medicine, Royal Society of : Meeting to celebrate the centenary of

anaesthesia, 578
Meek, Dr. C. K. . Land Law and Custom in the Colonies, review by Dr.

Lucy P. Mair, 893
Meek, John M. (Loeb, Prof. Leonard B., and) : The Mechanism of the

Electric Spark, review by R. Davis, 603
Megaw, ECS.: Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, 21
Megaw, Miss : Dielectrics, 123

Megson, N. J. L. , Dielectrics, 121

Meitner, Prof. Lise • Atomic Energy, 93
Meibaum, Miss Wanda : Determination of Pentoses In Nucleotides and

Nucleosides, 275
Melin, Prof. Elias : The Relation of Soli Fungi to Forestry and jSoll Fertility,

694
Melin, Prof. Ellas, and Wlk6n, Torsten ; Antibacterial Substances in Water

Extracts of Pure Forest Litter, 200
Mellanby, Dr. Kenneth ; Man's Reaction to Mosquito Bites, 554, 751
Mellon Institute : Annual Report for 1945,799
Melville, Prof. H. W. : Polymers and Polymerization, 223

Appointed a member of the Advisory Council for Scientific and Indus-

trial Research, 445
Melville, Prof. H. W. (Burnett. G. M., and) : Effect of Environment on the

Reactivity of High Polymers, 553
Melville, Dr. R. : Nutritive Values of Foods and Condiments, 86
Menon, I, G. K., and others : Action of Hqparin on the Venom of Echis

carinatus, 878
Menzies, Dr. A. C : Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
Merck Research Laboratories : Three papers on Bfotin, 716
Merrill, Prof Elmer D. : Seventieth birthday of, 577

Plant Life of the Pacific World, review by Dr. yv. B, Turrill,8l3

Metallurgists, Institution of ; To commence an Appointments Register,

870
Metcalfe, G. J., and others : Grain Boundaries in Metals, 875
.Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters * Report of the, Vol. 26,

1940 (edited by Eugene S. McCartney and Mischa Titiev), review, 254
Papers of the, VoL 28 (1942), review, 360
Papers of the, Vol. 29 (1943), review, 325

Middlesex Hospital Medical School : Title of University of London professor

of morbid anatomy and histology conferred on Dr R, W. Scarff, 267

Appointment of Dr. Frank Dickens to the Philip Hill chair of experi-

mental biochemistry, 513, 577
Middleton, T. R. (Bavin, E. M., and) . Reticolocytosis following the Admini-

stration of Thymine to Splenectomized Rabbits, 627
Midland Agricultural College * Appointment of R F. Martyr as lecturer in

fruit and vegetable culture, 412
Miesowicz, Dr. M. : The Three Coefficients of Viscosity of Anisotropic

Liquids. 27 ^ .

Mikhail, M Magnetic Susceptibilities of certain Organic Compounds and

Glasses, 172
Miles, Walter R , and others . Science in Progress, edited by George A.

Baitsell, Fourth Series, review by Prof J A Crowther, 3

Military College of Science Appointment of Prof. C. H. Lander as dean,

617
. . u

Mill, John Stuart (translated by) . Four Dialogues of Plato, including the

‘Apology of Socrates’ (edited by Ruth Borchardt), review by F. Ian

G Rawlins, 570
Mlllen, D. J

,
and others • Spectroscopic Identification of the Nitronium

Ion, 480
Miller, Dr J C. P , and others : An Index of Mathematical Tables, review

by Dr. A. C Altken, 252
Miller, J. L., and others : X-Ray Examination of Self-Recovery in Copper.

70S
Miller, Dr N. : Analysis of Boron Trifluoride, a Double Compound of

Silicon Tetrafluoride and Trimethylamlne, 950
Miller, R ; Appointed agricultural superintendent, Nigeria, 195

Miller, Prof.W C : Appointed director of the Equine Research Station of

the Veterinary Education Trust, 743
Mills, Ivor H. (Brambell, Prof. F. W. Rogers, and) : Presence of Fibrinogen

in the Yolk Sac Content of Rabbits, 24
, _

Mills, John A (Human, J. P. E . and) : Action of Thionyl Chloride on Car-

boxylic Acids In Presence of Pyridine, 877
Milne, Prof E. A. : Obituary of Sir James Jeans, 542

Awarded a Hopkins Prize of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, 743

Milne, Prof.W P. : Tide of emeritus professor In the University of Leeds

conferred on, 581, 781 n j
Retirement from the chair of mathematics at the University of Leeds,

781 ; work of, 781
Mllne-Thomson, Prof. L M. : Infinitesimal Calculus, review, 771

Milton. R. F . and Hoskins. J L : Bactericidal Power of Electrolytic Hypo-

chlorite, 673 ....

Milward, G, E. An Approach to Management, review by R. Brigh^an, 602

Minajev, P F (Babsky, Eug. B.i and) * Combined Action upon Muscle of

Adenosine Triphosphate, Acetylcholine and Potassium, Calcium and

Magnesium Ions, 238
. . e> j

Sensitization of Muscle to Choline and Acetylcholine, and the Supposed

Existence of Choline Acetylase, 268
Changes In the Activity of Cholinesterase of Nervous Tissue under the

Influence of Constant Current, 343 , c i j
Mineral Development Committee : Appointed by the Minister of Fuel and

Power, 193 _ , l • t.

Mlnkoff, G J., and Gaydon, Dr. A. G. : A Christiansen Filter for the Ultra-

Violet, 788
. ,

Mlnkoff, G. J., and others Nitration of Phenol and Aniline Derivatives—

Role of Nitrous Acid, 514
, • l*

Mitchell, A • Awarded a Ministry of Agriculture post-graduate Scholarship

in husbandry, 662 , „ ,

Mitchell. Prof. J S . Mechanism of the Biological Action of Radiations,

review, 601
. r.. i * \/

Mitchell, Prof Philip H. ; ATextbookof Biochemistry, review by Dr, J. A. V.

Butler, 728 ^ ^
Mitra, Prof, S. K. : Geomagnetic Control of Region Fj of the Ionosphere,

668
MitFany, David * American Interpretations, review by Maurice Bruce, 395

Mitton, H. E. : Death of, 371’
, u i

Moggy, Dr. A. B. : Appointed Brotherton Research Lecturer in physical

chemistry in the Department of Textile Industries in the University

of Leeds, 828
M0ller, Dr. C. : New Developments in Relativistic Quantum Th^ry, 403

Mollison, Lieut.-Colonel P. L , and Reddy, Capt. D J. : Blood Groups of

Burmese, 629 4a
Moncrleff. R.W : The Chemical Senses, review by Dr.^S. M- Dyson, 40

Monroe, G. S. (Ipatieff, V, N., and) : Synthesis of Methanol, Wl
,

Monroy, A., and Montalenti, Prof. G. ’ Cyclic Variations of the Subrnicro-

scoptc Structure of the Cortical Layer of Fertilized and Partheno-

genetic Sea Urchin Eggs, 239 ^ „
Montague, A. D. T. : Appointed senior agricultural officer. Gold Coast,

513
Montalenti, Prof. G. (Monroy, A., and) .* Cyclic Variations of the Sub-

microscopic Structure of the Cortical La/er of Fertilized and Par-

thenogenetic Sea Urchin Eggs, 239 .At., t
Moore, Dr. E. S. • Our Earth (Presidential Address to the Royal Society of

Canada), 206
Moore, F. Joan . Dry Rot pf Potatoes, 630
Moore, Dr. J. E. : Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 242
Moore. J.H : Hybridization in Rana, 715 , , . n
Moore, Prof. T S. * Retirement from the chair of chemistry at Royal

Holloway College, 159 ; work of, 159

Moore, W. C : Plant Pathogerfic Fungi, 694
New Plant Diseases, 715

Moran, P A. : Random Associations on a Lattice, 521

Moran, Dr. T.* Flour Milling, review, 77 a ki i-.\
More (Sir Thomas) as Public Health Reformer (Sir ^hur S. MacNal^). 732

Moreira, M. P., and others ; Low-Voltage Discharge ofthe ElectrW tel, 7^
Morgan, Richard G., and others : Contributions to the^Archaeblogy of the

MUnois River Valley, 615
Morgap, Prof, IT* H, : Obitqory by Dr, F, W. Sansome, 50



xviii NAME INDEX
Morgan, Dr. W. T. J. : Enzymic Decomposition of A, B and 0 Specific

Blood-group Substances, 759
Morgan, Dr. W. T. J., and others Specific Serological Characters of the

Mucoids of Hog Gastric Mucin, 879
Morlson, Dr. J, E, : Awarded a Rockefeller Medical Fellowship, 412
Morley, Derek Wragge Division of Labour In Ants, 913
Morozov, N. A. : Galactic Influence, 65
Morozov, Nikolai : Death of, 264
Morrison, Herbert r At the opening of the British Commonwealth Scientific

Conference, 90
Science and Human Welfare, 721

Morrison-Scott, T. C. S. • Mammals of Nevada, review, 92$
Morton, Miss M. T. * Awarded an Agricultural Research Council Scholar-

ship, 581

Morton, Dr, T. H. : Fibrous Proteins, 475
Moscicki, Prof. I. . Obituary, 544
Moser, W. : Appointed assistant lecturer In chemistry in the University

of Sheffield, 547
Moses, Irene G R . Trade Marks in India, review, 604
Moss, A. E. : Appointed senior agricultural officer. Gold Coast, 195
Mott, Prof N. F ; German Physical Society in the British Zone—Gottingen

Meeting, 861
Mottram, Dr. J C Diurnal Variation in Tumour Production, 488
Motz, H., and Worthy, W, D : Magnetic Field Calculation by Relaxation

Method, 455
Moulton, Forest Ray (edited by)* A A A.S Research Conference on

Cancer, review by Dr. F Dickens, 217
Mountbatten, Admiral Lord Louis Elected president of the British Institu-

tion of Radio Engineers, 445
Presidential Address to the British Institution of Radio Engineers, 660

Mourant, Dr. A. E. A ‘New’ Human Blood Group Antigen of Frequent
Occurrence, 237

Moussatchd, H. ; Action of Choline Esters on a Brazilian Amphibian, 715
Moussatch6, H., and others : Convulsions Produced in Frogs by Sudden

Changes of Temperature, 64
Moxon, L. A : Variation of Cosmic Radiation with Frequency, 758
Muhsam, Dr H. V, : Representation of Relative Variability on a Semi-

logarithmic Grid, 453
Mukerjee, Prof. G C. (Banerjee, Dr, S. S , and) : Space-diversity Reception

and Fading of Short-wave Signals,! 413
Mukerjl, Dr. B. ; Antimalarlal Drugs of the Indigenous Materia Medica of

China and India* 170
Muller, Dr Alexander Appointed deputy director of the Davy Faraday

Laboratory of the Royal Institution, 870
Muller, Dr. H. J. * Awarded the Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine

for 1946. 658
Mumford, A H. • Geophysics of the Ionosphere, 190
Mumford, Prof. Lewis : Programme for Survival, 890
Munro, Moira C. D. ; New Plant Diseases, 715
Muras, T. H. : John Tyndall’s Radiation Experiment, 203
Murdock, G. P., and others : Outline of Cultural Materials, 337
Murray, Dr. John : A Rare Rh Gene Triad In Mexican Indians, 306
Murrell, W. A. i A White Blackberry, 55
Museums Trustees of Kenya : Annual Report for 1945, 941
Mushran, Dr. S. P. : Thorium Borate Sol and Gel, 95
Muskett, Prof, A. E. : Plant Pathogenic Fungi, 694
Muspratt, J. 1 Experimental Infection of the Larvas of Anopheles gambiae

(Dipt , Cultcldae) with a CoeJomomyces Fungus, 202
Mussa, S., and Takla, B. * Surface Tension of Mercury, 31

Mutch, VV. E S. ; Appointed assistant conservator of forests, Nigeria, 870
Mycological Society, British : Fiftieth anniversary meeting, 412

Jubilee of the (G. C. Ainsworth), 693
Myers, Dr. C. S. * Death of, 545 ; obituary by Prof, F. C, Bartlett, 657
Myres, Sir John L. : Devastation, 605

Supernatural Omnibus, review, 726

N1 AISMITH, R. (Appleton, Sir Edward, and) Radar Detection of Meteor
Trails, 936

Nance, M. (FantI, Dr. P., and) ; Acceleration of Thrombin Formation by a
Plasma Component, 708

NarayanamurtI, D., and Ranganathan, V. Laminated Skis, 444
Narlikar, Prof, V. V , and Karmarkar, K R. : Condensations in a Non-

static Universe, 550
National Agricultural Advisory Service : Appointment of provincial

directors, 445
National Bureau of Standards . New Units for the Measurement of Radio-

activity, 373
National Coal Board : Appointment of Prof. Douglas Hay as chief mining

engineer, 336
Appointment of Fr. Jacob Bakker as adviser to the chief mining engin-

eer, 617
Appointment of Dr. W. Idris Jones as director-general of research, 781
Appointment of Prof. H. L. Riley as director of carbonization research,
867

National Foundation for Scientific Research, Brussels : Seventeenth Annual
Report for 1943-44,266

National institute of Economic and Social Research I Annual Report for
1944-45. 208

'

National Institute of Genetics, Rome : Publication of No. 1 of Genetica
Agraria, 547

^
National Institute of Medical Research, London . Appointment of Dr. Janet

S. F, Niven to the staff of, 827
Natlonal^Museum of Wales . Gift of St. Fagans Castle from the Earl of

Plymouth, 783
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, 361 ^

An Automatic Computing Engine for the, 827
National Research Council of Canada Twenty-eighth Annual Report, for

the year 1^44-45, 68
Establishment of a Division of Medical Research, 207

] f To set up a Flight Research Section of the Division of Mechanical
Engineering; 232.

Il^iomal Union of Teachers: Retirement of Sir Frederick Mander as
general seerte^ary, 92

'olipjDiwalti Gpuld as general secretary,. 92

Naval Architects, Institution of : Awards of Scholarships, 548
Scholarships for 1947,702

Navllle, Pierre . ThiSorle de [’orientation professionnelle, 180

Neave, Dr. S. A, Retirement from the directorship of the Imperial

Institute of Entomology, 739
Needham, A E . Eedysis and Growth in Crustacea, 667
Needham, Dr. Dorothy : Science and Human Welfare, 721

Needham, Dr. D. M. (Dixon, Dr. M , and) Biochemical Research on Chemi-
cal Warfare Agents, 432

Needham, Dr. Joseph : History is on Our Side, review by R Brightman,

684
Needham, W, : Awarded a Non-Section Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, 21

Needham, W , and others Silicon Carbide Non-ohmic Resistors, 742
Neish, Dr W J, P. : Appointed cancer research assistant at the University

of Sheffield. 942
Nelson, J B , and McKee, J. H. • Cerium Tungstate as a Semi-Conductor,

753
Neumann, Georg K,, and others . Contributions to the Archaeology of the

Illinois River Valley, 615
Neumann, Mrs H. Appointed an assistant lecturer in mathematics at

University College, Hull, 513
New York Academy of Medicine Lectures to the Laity, No 9, The March

of Medicine, review, 5
Appointment of Dr. Howard Reid Craig as director, 662

New York Academy of Sciences (Physics and Chemistry Section) Confer-

ence on Surface-Active Agents, 580
New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial Research : Nine-

teenth Annual Report, 32
Twentieth Annual Report, 919

New Zealand State Forest Service : Annual Report for 1945, 597
Newell, Dr. W C . Appointed head of the Steel Castings Division of the

British Iron and Steel Research Association, 162
Newitt, Prof D M. : Recent Low-Temperature Research at the Imperial

College of Science and Technology, 105
industrial Chemistry and Chemical Engineei^ing, review, 251

Newth, Dr F. H. . Appointed art assistant lecturer in the University of
Birmingham, 300

Newton, H C F , and others Carrot Fly Control, 417
Newton : Tercentenary Celebrations, 90

Robert Hooke’s Letter of December 9, 1679, to (Dr. Ernest VVeil), 135

Nichoils, Dr. A G. . Syncarida in relation to the Interstitial Habitat, 934
Nichols, Prof. J. E : Development of Milk Recording m Great Britain, 522
Nickelson. A S : Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
Nicol, Prof Hugh Photosynthesis, Philosophy and Priestley, 200
Nicol, J. A C , and Young, Prof. J. Z. Giant Nerve Fibre of Myxicola

infundibulum (Grube), 167
Nielsen, Eigil Studies on Tnassic Fishes, I (Palaeozoologica Groen land lea),

review by Dr. T. Stanley Westoll, 75
Nielsen, Prof. E Steemann . Carbon Sources In the Photosynthesis of

Aquatic Plants, 594
Nielsen, Prof. E Steemann (Otterstrom, C V , and) • Fish Mortality due

to a Brown Flagellate, 70
Nielsen, ErikTetens, and others : Observations on the Moth Plusia gamma

in Denmark In 1946, 628
Nigeria Forest Service , Report for 1943, 245
Niggll, Prof Paul Grundlagen der Stereochemie, review by Dr, David T.

Gibson and Prof. J M Robertson, 1 1

1

Nllssen, Dr. B- : Fibrous Proteins, 475
Nissan, Dr. Alfred H. (Garner, Prof F. H , and) Rheological Properties of

High-VIscosity Solutions of Long Molecules, 634
Niven, Dr. Janet S. F * To join the staff of the National Institute for

Medical Research, London, 827
Noble, Dr Mary : Plant Pathogenic Fungi, 694
Nock, O S . Railways—How they are Built and How they are Run, 870
Nordstrom, Frithiof, och Wahlgren, Einar Svenska PJarilar, review by

Dr. A. D. Imms, 498
Norlin, George • The Quest of American Life, review by Maurice Bruce, 395
Normand, Sir Charles, and Rao, K. Nagabhushana * Distribution of Wet

Bulb Potential Temperature in Latitude and Altitude, 128
Norris, D O (Bald, J G , and) • Plant Viruses, 885
Norrish, Prof R. G. W (Long, Dr. L. H , and) * Heat of Sublimation of

Carbon, 237
Northern Polytechnic Jubilee (1896-1946), 680
Northrop, Dr John H , and Stanley, Dr W M Awarded half the Nobel

Prize for Chemistry for 1946, 826 ;
work of, 826

Nuffield, Lord • Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276
Nuffield College : The Further Education of Men and Women, 143
Nuffield Foundation : First Report, 760
Nutman, S. R , and others Application of Fertilizers to an Open Sea Loch,

187
Nutrition Society : Conference on the Work and Aims of the Food and

Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, 412
Nutrition Society, and others : Conference on Science and Human Welfare,

721

Oakes. W. G • Dielectrics, 123
Oakes, W. G. (Powles, J. G., and) : Dielectric Behaviour of ‘Polythene’ at

Very High Frequencies, erratum, 21

Ockenden, F. E, J : Introduction to the Electron Microscope, 444
O’Gorman, Colonel Mervyn * London Traffic and the London Plan, 440
Olbrechts, Prof. F. M. ; Anthropology on the Continent of Europe in

War-time, 15
Oldaker, C. E, W. (Bald, J. G., and) Plant Viruses, 885
Oiiphant, Prof. M. L. : Power Production by Nuclear Energy, 255

Rutherford and the Modern World (Third Memorial Lecture of the
Physical Society), 445

Science and Human Welfare, 721
Olivo, Prof. O.M , and others * Electro-cardiogram of the Embryo at the

Beginning of the Contractile Function of the Heart and of Explants
Cultivated in vitro, 344

Ollis, W. D. (Baker, Prof. Wilson, and) i Structure of the ‘Sydnones’, 703
Onsager, L. : Dielectrics, 122
Onsagerj. L., and others : Diffusion in Solution, 445



Ontario Research Foundation • Annual Report for 1945, 800
Openshaw, Dr. H T. Appointed to the Purdie lectureship In the chemis-

try department of the United College of St. Salvator and St Leonard,
University of Sc. Andrews, 127

A Laboratory Manual of Qualitative Organic Analysis, review by Dr.
F. B. Kipping, 814

Openshaw, Dr H. T,, and others • Phosphorylation, 31

Orbeli, L. A. (edited by) : Advances in Biological Sciences In the U.S.S.R,
within the Recent 2S Years, 1917-1942, review, 534

Ordnance Survey A Brief Description of the National Grid and Reference
System, SIO

Orowan, Dr. E. : Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain in Solids, 538,
539

Principles of Rheological Measurement, 614
Ortega y Gasset, Jos6 Mission of the University, translated by Howard

Lee Nostrand, review by D. R. Dudley, 6S6
Orton, prof. J. H : Biology of Patella in Great Britain, 173

Survival of Oyster and other Littoral Populations, 586
Orwell, George : The Prevention of Literature, 372
Osborn, E M , and others , An Antibacterial Substance from Arctium minus

and Onopordon tauricumt 744
Osborne, W. A ,* Essays and Studies,* review by T. Raymont, 428
Ossowski, Dr. : Science and Human Welfare, 721
Ostrowski, Prof, A. : Vorlesungen fiber Differential- und Integralrechnung,

Band I, Funktionen einer Variablen, review by Prof L. M. Milne-
Thomson, 771

Otterstr0m, C V., and Nielsen, Prof. E. Steemann • Fish Mortality due to
a Brown Flagellate, 70

Owen, Dr. David • Alternating Current Measurements at Audio and Radio
Frequencies, second edition, review by Dr. L. E. C Hughes, 534

Owens, John . Centenary of, 192
Oxford, Dr. A E , and Singh, Dr. B N. . Factors contributing to the

Bacteriolytic Effect of Species of Myxococci upon Viable Eubacteria,

745
van Oye, Prof. P. : Sixtieth birthday of, 372
Ozorio de Almeida, Miguel : Speed of Colloidal Particles, 205
Ozorio de Almeida, Miguel, and others : Convulsions Produced in Frogs by

Sudden Changes of Temperature, 64

Page, Dr. A B. P : Title of University of London reader m applied

entomology conferred on, 513
Page, ’Harold James : Appointed principal of the Imperial College of Tropi-

cal Agriculture, 410 ,
work of, 410

Page, Dr J E , and Robinson, F. A. * Colorimetric Estimation of Penicillin II,

910
Page, L , and Adams, N I, Space Charge in the Magnetron, 631

Paget, Sir Richard Gesture as a Constant Factor in Linguistics, 29
Paic, Dr Mladen : War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 261

Pandalai, Dr. K Madhusudanan * Symbiotic Aspects of Nitrification, 484
Pandalai, Dr. K, Madhusudanan, and others Pterygospermm, the Anti-

bacterial Principle of Moringa pterygosperma, Gaertn., 745
Pandalai, Dr. K. Madhusudanan (George, Miss Mariam, and) . Synergic

Action of Penicillin and Bacteriostatic Dyes, 709
Pannekoek, Prof. A : Retirement as director of the Astronomical Institute

of the University of Amsterdam, 740 ; workof,740
Parham, B. E. V ; Appointed senior agricultural officer, Fiji, 195

Paris, Dr. E. T, ; Appointed principal director of Scientific Research (De-
fence) to the Ministry of Supply. 867

Park, Prof. J. : Death oft 158

Parker, Eric : The Countryman’s Week-End Book, review byT. H. Hawkins,
430

Parker, Dr. R C. (Lee, Dr. E.,and) * Use of Lead Sulphide Photo-conductive

Cells for High-speed Pyrometry, 518

Parnum, Dr. D. H. : Awarded a Webber Premium of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, 21

Parrot, J. L., and others : Effect of Vitamin P on the Thyroid in Guinea
Pigs, 343

Parshad, R. ! Determination of Transverse Wave Velocities in Solids, 789
Physical Basis of a New Theory of Absorption of Ultrasonics in Liquids,

874
Parsons, S. J., and others * Fluctuations in Cosmic Radiation at Radio-

frequencies, 234
Parsons, Miss U . Awarded an Agricultural Research Council Scholarship,

581
Partington, Prof. J. R., and others Surface Charge of ‘Electrets’, 835

2. John E. : Appointed lecturer in electrical engineering in the

University of Glasgow, 513
ge. Dr. S. M. • Application of the Paper Partition Chromatogram
to the Qualitative Analysis of Reducing Sugars, 270

Paton, G • Appointed agricultural officer, Nyasaland, 374
Patterson, Dr. John : Work of, 614

, ,

Patterson, J M., and others : Choline and Phospholipid Synthesis, 630

Paul, E. B. (Poole, M. J., and) : Short-lived Radioactivity from Lithium

Bombarded with Neutrons, 482
Paul, William : Atomic Energy and Social Progress, 477
Pautsch, Prof. Fryderyk ; Action of the Pigmentary Hormone of a Stick

insect, Pixtppus morosus, on Vertebrate Melanophores, 344

Pawsey, Dr. J L. • Observation of Million Degree Thermal Radiation from
the Sun at a Wave-length of I *5 Metres, 633

Payman, Dr. W. . Death of, 371 *,
obituary by Dr F. V. TIdeswell, 441

Peake, Harold J E • Death of, 442 ;
obituary by Prof H. J Fleure, 508

Pearce, J. A. (Hay, R. L ,
and) : Accelerated Storage Tests to Assess the

Quality of Dried Whole-Egg Powder, 454
. „

Pearce, M. • Recent Low-Temperature Research at the Imperial College of

Science and Technology, 105
Pearce, Dr. R* W. B. : Title of University of London reader in spectroscopy

conferred on, 233
Pearl, R T. : Appointed director of horticultural studies and reader in

horticulture at University College, Nottingham, 412
Pearsall, Prof. VV. H., and others : Freshwater Biology and Water Supply in

Britain, 421
Peddle, Prof. William : Obituary by Prof. H. S, Allen, 50
Peeling, E. R. A., and others i Cryoscoplc Proof of the Formation of Nltro-

nium ion, 480

Peevers, R. W, and others: A New Route to 7-DehydrochoIesterot,
Provitamin D^, 169

Peierls, Prof R. E * Defence against the Atom Bomb, 379
Fundamental Particles, 773
Use of the Electrolytic Tank for Magnetic Problems, 831

Peill, P. L D. • Permanent Bleaching of Ligno-Celluiosic Materials, 554
Peiser, H. S. : War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 263
Peklo, Prof. Jaroslav : Symbiosis of Azotobacter with Insects, 795
Pelseneer, Jean . Z6nobe Gramme—notice biobibliographique suivie de la

description de la dynamo par son inventeur et d’autres documents,
review, 928

Pemberton, Dr, J : Appointed full-time lecturer m medicine m the
University of Sheffield, 547

Pepper, Dr D. C. : Friedel-Crafts Polymerizations, 789
Pepper, Prof. Stephen C. The Basis of Criticism in the Arts, review by

Prof A D. Ritchie, 253
Perdval, Dr E. G- V , and Duff, R B * Production of a Derivative of 5 : 6

Anhydroglucose by the Hydrolysis of an Ethereal Sulphate, 29
Pdrez, Luis Carlos . Delinquency among Young People in Colombia, 941

Perks, M. Appointed surveyor, Northern Rhodesia, 702
Perrin, Prof F. . Power Production by Nuclear Energy, 255
Perry, Richard A Naturalist on Lindlsfarne, review by Frances Pitt, 73

1

Perry, Stuart H. . The Cedartown, Georgia, Meteorite, 756
Perti, Onkar Nath (Singh, Bawa Kawtar, and) Liquid Racemic Compounds,

716
Perucz, Dr M F : A Text-Book of Glaciology, review, 218
Peters, L • Fibrous Proteins, 475
Peters, Prof. R. A. : Appointed a member of the Medical Research Council,

479
Current Researches on Vitamins and Hormones, review, 647
Catatorulin Effect of Aneurln Disulphide, 707

Petralia, S , and others * Electrocardiogram of the Embryo at the Beginning

of the Contractile Function of the Heart and of Explants Cultivated

tn vitro, 344
Petroleum Institute, in conjunction with the Institution of Chemical

Engineers, the Association of British Chemical Manufacturers, and

the British Chemical plant Manufacturers Association * Memorandum
to the Government on Chemical Engineering as a Profession, 20, 93

Petrzllka, Prof V. ; War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 260
Phemister, Dr. J. ' Geophysical Prospecting and English Oilfields, 931

Phillips, C. E Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain in Solids, 539

Phillips, Dr F Coies . Appointed to the George Herdman chair of geology

at the University of Liverpool, 782 ;
work of, 782

Phillips, Dr. H. ' Fibrous Proteins, 474
Phillips, J. W, and others : Fluctuations in Cosmic Radiation at Radio-

frequencies, 234
Phillips, Dr. M. A. ; Obituary of Prof A E. Tchitchibabin, 865
Phillips, Richard : Seasonal Variation In the Rate of Growth of Young

Cattle, 202
Philosophy, British Institute of : Twenty-one Years of the, 279

Philpot, Flora J , and others . Moulds Producing Penicillm-like Antibiotics,

446
Philpot, J. St. L : Technique of Electrophoresis, review, 41

Photographic Society, Royal . Ninety-first Exhibition, 440 ,

Physical Society : international conference on Fundamental Particles and

Low Temperatures, 160

Third Rutherford Memorial Lecture to be delivered by Prof. M L. E.

Ollphant, 445 __
Thirty-first Exhibition of Scientific instruments and Apparatus, 785

Physical Society (Low-Temperature Group) : Meeting on Recent Low-
Temperature Research at the Imperial College of Science and

Technology, 105

Physical Society, and others : Conference on Science and Human Welfare,

721
Physical Society and the Institute of Physics : Meetings to celebrate the

jubilee of the discovery of the Electron, 743
Physicians of Philadelphia, College of : Alvarenga Prize for 1946 awarded to

Dr. William H Feldman, 195

Physics, Institute of (Industrial Spectroscopic Group) : Conference on
Industrial Spectroscopy, 346

Physics, Institute of (Manchester Branch) : Conference on Methods for

Measuring Stress and Strain in Solids, 537

Physics, Institute of (X-Ray Analysis Group) : Conference on War-time

,
Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 260

Conference on X-Ray Analysis in the Steel Industry, 512, 918

Physics, Institute of, and the Physical Society : Meetings to celebrate the

jubilee of the discovery of the Electron, 743

Physics, Institute of, and the Royal Institute of Chemistry , Joint discussion

on Dielectrics, 121
,

Pickard, Sir Robert : Progress In Industrial Research, review, 324

Picken, Dr. L. E. R : Appointed an assistant director of research in zoology

in the University of Cambridge, 942
Pickering, E. G , and others : Electrical Contacts, review by Dr. Edwin

Rhodes, 647
Pickles, J. S. * Awarded a Pans Exhibition (1881) Premium of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, 21 ........
Pickles, M. M. ' Effect of Cholera Filtrate on Red Cells as Demonstrated

by Incomplete Rh Antibodies, 880
Pielou, Dr. D P. : Lethal Effects of D.D.T. on Young Fish, 378

Pierce, A. E. . Demonstration of an Agglutinin to Trichomonas foetus in

Vaginal Mucus, 343 . . . , , .

Piggott, Stuart ; Appointed to the chair of prehistoric archaeology in the

University of Edinburgh, 91 ; workof,9l ... .
<*

Pinkard, F. W., and others : Function of Bacterial Polysaccharides in the

Soil, 836 J
Pippard, A B . High-Frequency Resistance of Superconductors, :p4

Pine, N W. (Bawden, P. C, and) • Purification of Tobacco Mosaic Virus,

488
Plant Viruses, 885 ^

Pitt, Frances : Friends In Fur and Feather, review, 79

Game Animals of Britain, review, 462^
,

A Naturalist on Lindisfarne (Richard Perry), review, 731

A Nature Diary, review, 928
, ^ ,

Pitt, Dr. H. R. * Appointed to the chair of mathematics at Qp^n’s Uni-

versity, Belfast, 546 ^
Planer, G. V.^ s^nd others ; Surface Charge,of ’Blectrets , 835

,
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Plank, Dr J. E, van der Origin of the First European Potatoes and their

Reaction to Length of Day, 168, 712
Plaskett, Prof H H. * The Use of a Large Astronomical Telescope in Great

Britain, 220
Astrononnical Telescopes, 764

Platou, Dr. * Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 242
Platt, Dr, B. S, ; Appointed to the University of London chair of human

nutrition at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,

782
Piessner, K. W Dielectrics, 123

Thickness Measurements of Thin Films, 915

Plummer, Prof. H C. Death of, 509 ,
obituary by Prof W M. Smart, 697

Plymouth, Earl of : Gift of St. Fagans (^astle to the National Museum of
Wales, 783

Pohl, Dr Robert Theory of Pulsating-Field Machines, 489
Polanyi, Prof M Re-dedication of Science in Germany, 66

Polymers and Polymerization, 222
Bond-Energies and Isomerization, 592

Polanyi, Prof. M , and others Friedel-Crafts Catalysts and Polymerization,

94
Polder, D (Casimlr, Prof. H B G., and) Influence of Retardation on the

London-van de Waals Forces, 787
Folding, J B. * Awarded a Wellcome Veterinary Research Fellowship, 55

Polgar, N , and Robinson, Sir Robert : Phthioic Acid, 489
Polishuk, Z , and Gurevitch, J. , Enhancement of Immune Antibodies by

Human Serum, 589
Political and Economic Planning Broadsheet No. 251, Population—

a

Challenge and a Choice, 265
Broadsheet No. 241, Vital Statistics, 281
Broadsheet No, 242, Retreat from Parenthood, 281

Broadsheet No 244, A Complete Maternity Service, 281

Broadsheet No. 250, The Social Use of Sample Surveys, 283
Broadsheet No. 249, Tnside the Unions, 410
Broadsheet No. 248, Child Health and Nutrition, 509
Broadsheet No. 252, Survey of the Textile Industry, 940

Pollard, E W. : Earthquakes recorded in the Isle of Wight on May 3, May 8
and May 1

1 , 20
Earthquakes registered during August, 581

Pollock, A V,, and others Moulds Producing Penicillin-like Antibiotics,

446
Pollock, J. B : Appointed metallurgical chemist, Uganda, 702
Poison, Dr. A., and Sterne, Dr. M. : Production of Potent Botulinum

Toxins and Formol-Toxoids, 238
Pontecorvo, Dr, G , and White, Dr. M J. D. : Heredity and Variation in

Micro-organisms, 363
Poole, H G , and others . Spectroscopic Identification of the Nitronium

Ion, 480
Poole, M, J., and Paul, E. B. : Short-lived Radioactivity from Lithium

Bombarded svith Neutrons, 482
Popjak, Dr. G. J. : Elected to a Belt Memorial Fellowship, 162
Potter, Robert D. : Retiring as science editor of the American Weekly to

found his own science writing organisation, 942
Powell, A, K., and others : Production of Metabolic Benzpyrene Deriva-

tives m vitro t 417
Powles, J. G. : Dielectrics, 123

Powles, J. G., and Oakes, W. G. : Dielectric Behaviour of ‘Polythene’ at

Very High Frequencies, erratum, 21

Pownlng, R. F. ; Insect Control in Australia, 940
Praeger, Dr. R. Lloyd : Additions to the Irish Flora, 1939-45, 615
Prit, Prof. S. ; Rostlina pod Drobnohledem (The Plant under the Micro-

scope), review, 431
du Pr6,— : Dielectrics, 123
Preis, Karel (1846-1916), 233
Prentice, Dr. Ian W. *, Resolution and Synthesis of Virus Complexes

causing Strawberry Yellow-edge, 24
Preservation of Rural England, Council for the : Report of the, 827
Price, D • Surface-Active Agents, 580
Price, John . Foreign Affairs and the Public, 741
Price, O. T. W. Awarded a Ministry of Agriculture post-graduate Scholar-

ship in agricultural economics, 662
Price, Dr. W. C . Industrial Spectroscopy, 346
Priestley, C. H B Atmospheric Pressure Changes, 914
Priestley, Dr. R, E. : The Undergraduate's First Year, review, 249
Princeton University, 1746-1946 (Prof Hugh S Taylor), 692
Pringsheim, E. G : Pure Cultures of Alga:, review by Dr. E. M Delf, 146
Proctor, R. F„ and James, Dr. E. G. : Radio Frequency Measuring Technique,

33
professional Civil Servants, Institution of, and others . Conference on

Science and Human Welfare, 721
Pruett, J Hugh : Once in a Blue Moon, 194
Prunty, Dr. F. T. C. . Awarded a Rockefeller Medical Fellowship, 412
Psychical Research, Society for ; Work of the, 338
Public Analysts and other Analytical Chemists, Society of (Physical Methods

Group), the Royal Institute of Chemistry (Cardiff and District

Section), and the Society of Chemical Industry (South Wales
Section) : Meeting devoted to Electrometric Analysis, 844

Pulvertaft, Dr. R.. J. V. : Title of University of London professor of clinical

pathology conferred on, 233
Pumphrey, Dr, R J. : Appointed an assistant director of research in zoology

in the University of Cambridge, 942
Purchase, Dr. B. : Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276
Puri, G. S. ; A Fossil Leaf of Woodfordia fructicosa, 172

Uplift of the Pir Panial Range, Kashmir, 172
Pyle, B. C. Awarded a Non-Section Premium (Ayrton Premium) of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21

^^UASTEL,' Dr. J. H (Mann, Dr. P. J. G., and) . Manganese Metabolism
In Soils, 154; erratum, 662

QUls^’s Universltfy, Belfast . Dr H R. Pitt appointed to the chair of

J,

, '

' mathomaticst,S46
pueijUdO;. A, (Rombouts, J. E., and) : Effect on Rats of Purified Diets with

' Synthi^, B/)ptial[i\ins*i 792

RtABI, Isidore I., and others ‘ Science in Progress, edited by George A.
Baltsell, Fourth Series, review by Prof J. A. Crowther, 3

Radcliffe Observatory, Pretoria Occultations observed during 1939-44, 65
Radcliffe-Brown, Prof A. R. Retirement from the chair of social anthro-

pology in the University of Oxford, 158 ; work of, 158
Radio Corporation of America Re-appearance of the RCA Review, 373
Radio Engineers, British Institution of Twentieth Annual Report, 444

Twenty-first anniversary, 660
Radio Industry Council : National Radio Exhibition to be resumed in

1947, 785
Radlett Aerodrome . Aircraft Exhibition at (Society of British Aircraft

Constructors), 443
Raju, M. Kanaka : Raman Spectra of Mixed Crystals, 631
Ralston, A W, : Surface-Active Agents, 580
Ramachandran, G N I . Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholar-

ship by the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 412
Ramsay, Dr. j. A . Role of the Earthworm Nephridium in Water Balance,

665
Ramsbottom, Dr. J. Lectures at the British Museum (Natural History)

on Edible Fungi, 479 “

Mycology Then and Now, 693
Randall, Prof J. T. Appointed to the Wheatstone chair of physics at

King’s College, London, 162
Awarded the Hughes Medal of the Royal Society, 781, 844

Randolph, L F • Chromosome Numbers in Iris, 274
Ranganathan, V. (Narayanamurti, D., and) Laminated Skis, 444
Rankme, Prof. A O. • Geophysical Prospecting and English Oilfields, 933
Rao, B. Ramachandra (Bhagavantam, Prof S., and) Diffraction of Light

by Ultra-sonic VVaves of Very High Frequencies, 484
Rao, B. S. . Degree of D Sc. of the University of London conferred on, 21

Rao, K Nagabhushana (Normand, Sir Charles, and) . Distribution of Wet
Bulb Potential Temperature in Latitude and Altitude, 128

Rao, R. Raghunandana, and others Utilization of Groundnut-Cake
Hydrolysate as Medium for Production of Streptomycin, 23

Pterygospermm, the Antibacterial Principle of Moringa pterygosperma,

^ Gaertn., 745^2lo, R. Raghunandana, and Venkataraman, P. R. Relations between the
Source of Nitrogen and Antibiotic Formation by Aspergillus fumi-
gatus, Fresenius, 241

Rao, S Srinivasa, and others Utilization of Groundnuts-Cake Hydrolysate
as Medium for Production of Streptomycin, 23

Rao, V. SItarama Segmentation of the Spinal Cord in the Human Embryo,
628

Raper, Prof H S. * Principles of Human Physiology, review, 113
Appointed dean of the Medical School and professor of chemical

physiology in the University of Manchester, 233
Rational Press Association . Rationalism in Education and Life, review, 570
Ratsey, O. L. ; Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, 21

Rattray, G B. ; Appointed agricultural officer, Kenya, 374
Rattray, Major T. A. : Appointed agricultural attach6 to the British

Embassy in Buenos Aires, 867
Raven, Canon C. E. : Synthetic Philosophy of the Seventeenth Century, S3
Ravikovich, H. M. (Rubinstein, D. L., and) : Absorption Spectrum of

Haemoglobin in Red Cells, 952
Rawlins, F. Ian G : Modes of Mathematical Thought, review, 393

The Photography of Scenery (Dr. Vaughan Cornish), review, 431
Four Dialogues of Plato, including the ‘Apology of Socrates* (trans-

lated by John Stuart Mill, edited by Ruth Borchardt), review, 570
Experimental Plastics and Synthetic Resins (Dr G. F D’Alello),

review, 689
Ray, R R., and Champion, Dr. F C . Single Scattering of Fast /3-Particles

by Protons, 753
Ray’s (John) Tomb (Prof F J Cole), 345
Rayleigh, Lord Resignation from the board of trustees of the Belt Mem-

orial Fellowships, 162
Raymont, J E G , and others Application of Fertilizers to an Open Sea

Loch, 187
Raymont, T. A Budget of Erudition, review, 428
Rea, Eric Appointed director of the South-East Province of the National

Agricultural Advisory Service, 445
Read, J * To engage in research work in the United States, 300
Read, Prof. John Registration of Organic Reactions, review, 287
Read, J C Awarded a Non-Section Premium (Llewellyn B. Atkinson

Premium) of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21
Reber, Grote • Solar ^Radiation at 480 Me /sec , 945
Reddy, Capt. D. J. (Mollison, Lieut.-Colonel P. L , and) * Blood Groups of

Burmese, 629
Redman, Dr R. O : Post-War Astronomy, 51
Reed, R. 1., and others : Kinetics of Aromatic Nitration—the Nitronium

Ion, fl48

Nitration of Phenol and Aniline Derivatives—Role of Nitrous Acid, 514
Rees, A L. G (Cowley, J M , and) : Refraction Effects In Electron Diffrac-

tion, 550
Rees, Bryant E. : Classification of Dermestid Beetles, 30
Rees, Dr. H. G. (Salway, Dr. A. H,, and) : Nutritive Values of Foods and

Condiments, 86
Rehman, M A , and Ishaq, S M. : Bending of Skis, 444
Reichenbach, Prof Hans : Philosophic Foundations of Quantum Mechanics,

review by Sir Edmund Whittaker, 356
Reichner, Herbert . Catalogue of Books on Literature, History, Arc, Law

and Science, 195
Reid, R. B : Appointed agricultural officer. Northern Rhodesia, 374
Reiner, M., and others : Volume Flow of Plastic Materials, 706
Reitler, Dr. Rudolph, and* Boxer, Jacques An Antibiotlcally Active and

Slightly Pathogenic Member of the Boc. brevis Group found in Man,
24

Relf, E. F. : College of Aeronautics, 225
Renold, C. G. : Research and the Smaller Firm, 628
Research on Ageing, Club for . Conference on Ageing In Man and other

Animals, 276
*

Research on Multiple Sclerosis, Association for Advancement of : Forma*
tion of, 742

Research Council of Alberta : Twenty-sixth Annual Report, 700
Revessi, Antonio : Industrial Reconstruction In Italy, 374
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Rheoloj?ists' Club, British : Discussion on the Measurement of Viscosity,
244

Confeience on the Principles of Rheological Measurement, 614
Rhodes, Dr A J ; Amnlotic Inoculation of Chick Embryos, 666
Rhodes, Dr. Edwin : Electrical Contacts In Commerce, raviQw, 647
Rhodesia (Northern) Advisory Committee on Industrial Development .

First Report of the, 301

Ribbands, Capt, C. R. Man’s Reaction to Mosquito Bites, 912
Ricamo, R., and others * Electrocardiogram of the Embryo at the Beginning

of the Contractile Function of the Heart and of Explants Cultivated
m vitro, 344

Richards, , : Dielectrics, 123

Richards, Marlon B. : Conditioned Pyridoxine Deficiency In Rats on Diets
containing Flours of Different Extraction-Rates, 306

Richards, Dr T. LI. • X-Ray Analysis in the Steel Industry, 919
Richardson, Dr, E. G. • The Velocity of Sound, a Molecular Property* 292
Richardson, Dr F, D. : Appointed head of the chemistry department of

the British Iron and Steel Research Association, 127
Richardson, H. H., and others Methyl Bromide as a Delousing Agent, 757
Richardson, Dr. H. L. : Science and Human Welfare, 721
Richardson, Dr. Lewis F. : Chaos, International and Inter-molecular, 135

Richens, R. H (Hudson, P. S., and) * The New Genetics in the Soviet
Union, review by Prof Eric Ashby, 285

Riches, J P R, * Use ofSynthetic Resins In the Estimation ofTrace Elements,
96

Richter, Dr. D * Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276, 277
Richter, Victor von : The Chemistry of the Carbon Compounds, edited by

the late Prof. Richard Anschuta, Vol 3, The Aromatic Compounds,
translated by A J. Mee, review by Prof E. L. Hirst, 181

Rideal, Prof. E K * Shrinkage and Cracking of Cementive Materials, 14

Obituary of Prof. G N. Lewis, 16

Presentation to, 300
Physics and Chemistry of Swelling and Shrinking, 571
Appointed a member of the University Grants Committee, 740

Ridehatch, Miss L. : Science and Human Welfare, 721
Riemann, A. L, Coppered-Tungsten Hard Glass Seals, 756
Rigden, P. J , and others ; Volume Flow of Plastic Materials, 706
RIggI, Dr Augustin E. * Appointed director of the Argentine (Bernardino

Rivadavla) Museum of Natural Sciences In Buenos Aires, 908
Riley* Dr D. P . Science and Human Welfare, 721
Riley* Prof. H. L. * Appointed director of carbonization research to the

National Coal Board, 867 ; work of, 867
Rishbeth, Mrs. K, • The Ancient Oikoumene as an Historic Culture Aggre-

gate, 387
Native Culture of the Marianas Islands, 457
The Iravas and Culture Change, 493

Ritchie, Prof A, D. ; Plato and the Present Day, review, 182
Philosophy and Aesthetic Criticism, review, 253
Obituary of Prof. John Laird, 263
Science in relation to the Community, 639

Ritchie, Dr. Patrick D. * Appointed head of the department of chemistry
at the Central Technical College, Birmingham, 548

Rltson, — . . Dielectrics, 123

Rivett, Sir David : Obituary of Sir George Julius, 124

Riviire, Prof. G. H. ; Anthropology on the Continent of Europe In War-
time, 16

Roberts, A. D • The Preparation and Coverage of Critical and Select
Bibliographies, 491

Roberts, F, F, : Locating High-frequency Cable Faults, 41

1

Roberts, F. M, ; Underground Spread of Potato Virus X, 663
Roberts, Dr. Harry ; Death of, 866
Roberts, R, O, Appointed chemist and petrologlst, Uganda, 513
Roberts, W.H Deoth of, 781
Roberts, W, O. (Shapley, A. H., and) : Correlation between Coronal

Emission and Terrestrial Magnetism, 715
Robertson, Prof J K ,

and others : A Direct Method for Determining the
Index of Refraction of Thin Films, 703

Robertson, Prof, J M. (Gibson, Dr. David T., and) : A Crystallographic
Approach to Stereochemistry, review, 1 1

1

Robertson, N. F. • Appointed plant pathologist. West Africa Cocoa
Research, Gold Coast, 870

Robertson, V. A. M. : London Traffic and the London Plan, 439
Robinson, F. A. (Page, Dr. J. E., and) Colorimetric Estimation of Penicillin

11,910
Robinson, Lady G M., and others Anthocyanins of Gladiolus, 342
Robinson, Sir Robert : At the first General Assembly of the International

Council of Scientific Unions since the War, 228
Science and Human Welfare, 721
To deliver the Faraday Lecture of the Chemical Society, 785
Organic Chemistry—Physical Methods and Biological Relationships, 815
Elected president of the Royal Society, 825

Robinson, Sir Robert, and others ' Anthocyanins of Gladiolus, 342
Robinson, Sir Robert (Polgar, N., and) * Pnthlolc Acid, 489
Robson, Dr J. M : Appointed to the University of London readership In

pharmacology at Guy’s Hospital Medical School, 513
Robson, Dr. J. M. (Auerbach, C , and) : Action of Mustard Gas on the Bone

Marrow, 878
Rock, L. G. B. ; Railways—How they are Built and How they are Run, 870
Rockefeller Foundation : Gift of 10,000 dollars to the University of Leeds

for research under Prof. W T. Astbury, 581

Roden, A. T , and others * Anophellne Mosquitoes as Natural Vectors of

Equine Dermal Fllariasls, 9l3
Rodgers, Charles : Death of, 78

1

Rodriguez, Antonio E , and Balseiro, Jose A. : La absorcl6n luminosa del

plasma sanguineo, 171

Rogers, Dr. Arthur W. : Obituary by Dr. Alex, du Toit, 157
Rogers (Low), Barbara W-, and others : War-time Progress In X-Ray

Analysis, 260
Rogers, Dr. H. J. .* Appointed Nuffield Research Fellow In oral biology In

the University of Leeds, 828
Rogers, Dr, J, S., and others ‘ Tropic-proofing of Optical Instruments by

a Fungicide, 469
Rogers, Sir Leonard Further gift to the Medical Research Council for the

endowment for research in tropical medtqlne, 445
Rojo, Rev, p. Antonio Due En el quarto centenario del nacimlento de

Tycho-Brahe, 740

Rollln,^B^V. : Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Spin Lattice Equilibrium,

Romansky, Capt J. M * Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243
Rombouts, J E,, and Quendo, A. : Effect on Rats of Purified Diets with

Synthetic B Vitamins, 792
Ropp, Dr R. S de . Penicillin as a Plant Hormone, 555
Rosahn, Dr, Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243
Rose, Antonio Don^ Dalle : Agrarian Reconstruction in Italy, 337
Rose, Dr. F. L. (Curd, Dr, F. H S , and) : A Possible Mode of Action of

‘Paludrine’, 707
Rosenberg, J, L , and others • Diffusion in Solution, 445
Rosenhead, Prof. L., and others An Index of Mathematical Tables, review

by Dr A C Aitken,252
Rosevear, D R. * Appointed regional assistant chief conservator of forests,

Nigeria, 702
Ross, Dr A D Appointed to the University of London chair of civil

engineering at King’s College, London, 21, 125 , work of, 125
Ross, Colin D : Appointed director of the South-West Province of the

National Agricultural Advisory Service, 445
Ross, Herbert H Caddis Flies of Illinois, 274
Ross, H M . Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain in Solids, 539
Rossiter, Major R J . Pattern of Recovery m Protein Deficiency, 304
Rous, Dr Peyton Heterogenesis and the Origin of Viruses, 406
Roussell, Aage Farms and Churches in the Mediaeval Norse Settlements of

Greenland, 803
Roux, Edward The Veld and the Future, review by Prof. L. Dudley Stamp,

853
Rowan, Prof. William Awarded the Flavelle Medal of the Royal Society

of Canada, 206
Rowe, Prof F M. . Death of, 866
Rowett, H, G. Q . Recent Marine Biological Research, 884
Roy, Prof, D N Entomology (Medical and Veterinary), review by Dr. A D.

Imms, 688
Roy, S. C., and others Role ofThiamln and Riboflavin in the Biosynthesis

of Vitamin C, 238
Roy, S. K , and others Role ofThiamln and Riboflavin in the Biosynthesis

of Vitamin C, 238
Royal Aeronautical Society ' Discussion on Engineering Problems of Future

Aircraft, 896
Royal Air Force Formation of an Education Branch, 19

Royal Anthropological Institute . Huxley Memorial Lecture for 1941

(Prof. H Breuil), 15, 337
Huxley Memorial Lecture for 1945 (Prof. A. L Kroeber), 16, 387
Appointment of a Mining and Metallurgical Committee, 701

Royal AsiaticSocietyof Bengal ‘ Presidential Address (Prof M. N. Saha), 312
Royal Astronomical Society : Discussion on the Geophysics of the Iono-

sphere, 189
Discussion on the Use of a Large Astronomical Telescope in Great

Britain, 220
George Darwin Lecture (Prof. Bengt Edl6n), 313
Conversazione to celebrate the discovery of Neptune, 479
Presidential Address (Prof. H H. Plaskett), 764
Geophysical discussion on English Oilfields, 931

Royal Cancer Hospital, Glasgow Appointment of E. Duffy as assistant

pathologist, 827
Royal Cancer Hospital (Free), London Retirement of Prof E. L. Kennaway

from the directorship of the Chester Beatty Research Institute, SI
Appointment of Dr. Alexander Haddow to the directorship of the

Chester Beatty Research Institute, 51

Title of University of London professor emeritus of experimental
pathology conferred on Prof E. L. Kennaway, 267

Appointment of Dr J. F. Danlelll to the University of London reader-
ship in cell physiology, 513

Royal College of Surgeons : Endowment of a Commonwealth Travelling
Professorship by a New Zealand industrialist, 740

Award of the honorary Gold Medal to Sir Alexander Fleming, 743
Royal Commission on Awards to Inventors : To investigate the claims of

Inventors, 443
Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851 ; Awards of Overseas

Science Research Scholarships, 41

1

List of Whole-time Awards for Scientific Research, fourth edition, 701
Royal Greenwich Observatory (Sir Harold Spencer Jones), 80
Royal Holloway College Retirement of Prof. T. S. Moore from the chair

of chemistry, 159
Appointment of Dr Gwyn Williams to the chair of chemistry, 159
Appointment of Dr. S. Tolansky to the University of London chair of

physics, 782, 938
Royal Horticultural Society . Appointment of J S, L. Gilmour as director

of the gardens at Wisley, 92
Royal Institute of Chemistry Award of the Meldola Medal of the Society

of Maccabaeans to be resumed for 1946, 869
Royal Institute of Chemistry and the Institute of Physics : Joint discussion

on Dielectrics, 121

Royal Institute of Chemistry (Cardiff and District Section), the Society of
Chemical Industry (South Wales Section), and the Society of Public

Analysts and other Analytical Chemists (Physical Methods Group) :

Meeting devoted to Electrometric Analysis, 844
Royal Institution • Meeting in memory of H, G. VVells, 548

Christmas lectures for a juvenile auditory (Prof H. Hartridge), 743
Graduate memberships to be Awarded In 1947, 870
Appointment of Dr. Alexander Muller as deputy director of the Davy

Faraday Laboratory, 870
Royal Medical College, Baghdad : Appointment of Dr. T F. Dixon as

professor of biochemistry, 374
Royal Observatory, Greenwich . Annual Report fotr 19^-46, 700
Royal Photographic Society ‘ Ninety-first Exhibition, 440
Royal Sanitary Institute (Section of Veterinary Hygiene) : Discussion on

the Eradication of Tuberculosis In Cattle, 311

Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh - Director’s Report for 1945, 701
Exhibition to commemorate the centenary of the Sewing Machine, 868

Royal Society ; Contributions towards the cost of travelling expenses, 127

Empire Scientific Conference Recommendations, 136

Discussion on Human Ecology in relation bo the PhysIcc^Chemical
Factors, 255

Report on the Needs of Research In iFismdsfcmental Science after the
W»r,3S, I,

'' '

,
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Croonian Lecture (Prof J B S Haldane), 722
Medal Awards, 781,84!
Election of Dr. C J Mackenzie to membership under Statute XII, 781

Annual Meeting, 825
Election of officers and council, 825

Royal Society of Arts . Second Sir William Jackson Pope Memorial Lecture

to be delivered by Dr. L. H. Lampitt, 785
Royal Society of Canada . Annual Meeting of the, 206

Flavelle Medal awarded to Prof. William Rowan, 206
Henry Marshall Tory Medal awarded to Dr. J S. Foster, 206
Election of Dr H. A. Innis as president for 1946-47, 207

Royal Society of Edinburgh : Elections and awards, 18

To award a David Anderson-Berry Silver-gilt Medal, 617
Election of officers, 662
Award of the Dr W. S Bruce Memorial Prize for 1946 to Lieut.-

Colonel P. D. Baird, 662
Royal Society of Medicine . Meeting to celebrate the centenary of anaes-

thesia, 578
Royal Society of New Zealand The T. K. Sidey Summer Time Award, 302
Royal Society of Sciences, Uppsala : Election of Prof. W, T Astbury as a

member, 827
Royal Veterinary College : Appointment of N. J Scorgle to the Courtauld

chair of animal husbandry, veterinary hygiene and dietetics, 743
Rubinstein, D. L , and Ravikovich, H M , Absorption Spectrum of Haemo-

globin in Red Cells, 952
Rudall, Dr K M. . Fibrous Proteins, 473
Bundle, Dr. F. F. : Awarded a Rockefeller Medical Fellowship, 412
Bundle, Stanley • Language as a Social and Political Factor in Europe, review

by Maurice Bruce, 325
Rush, Charles E. (edited by) * Library Resources of the University of

North Carolina, review, 254
Rushman,— , and Stnvens, — ; Dielectrics, 123
Russell, Dr A. S • The New Bodleian Library at Oxford, 656
Russell, Dr Dorothy S. : Appointed professor of morbid anatomy In the

University of London and director of the Bernhard Baron Institute

of Pathology at London Hospital. 410 , work of, 410
Russell, Jr, Horace (Yost, Prof Don M, and) Systematic Inorganic

Chemistry of the Fifth-and-Sixth-Group Non-metallic Elements,
review, 689

Russell, W. L., and Douglass, P M. : Embryos from Unborn Mothers, 55
Ryle, Prof. J. A Public Health in Great Britain during the War, 61

1

Ryle, M., and Vonberg, D. D. : Solar Radiation of 175 Mc./s., 339
Ryle, P. i : Awarded a Transmission Section Premium of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, 21

Ryves, P. M, : Meteors from Comet Giacobini-Ztnner, 545

SaCHAROV, V. V., and others • Cytological Basis of High Fertility In

Autotetraplold Buckwheat, 520
Homostyly of the Flowers of Buckwheat as a Morphological Manifesta-
tion of Sterility, 520

Saha, Dr. J. C, • Sphacellal Stage in the Life-History of Clavtceps purpurea
(Fr) Tul., 881

Saha, Prof. M, N. : The Significance of Science for India, 312
Conditions of Escape of Radio-frequency Energy from the Sun and the

Stars, 549
Origin of Radio-Waves from the Sun and the Stars, 717

Saha, Prof. M. N., and Saha, A, K. : Nuclear Energetics and )5-Actlvlty, 6
Salisbury, Sir Edward : Expansion of Plant Systematics, 535
Salpeter, E. E. : Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship by

the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 41

1

Salway, Dr. A. H , and Rees, Dr. H. G ; Nutritive Values of Foods ztM
Condiments, 86

Samarina, Olga (Kritzmann, Maria, and) : Reversible Splitting of Glutamic
Aminopherase, 104

Samoilov, Alexander : Commemoration of, 300
Samuel, Lord . The Need for Moral and Intellectual Leadership, 279
Samuel, G , and Garrett, S. G * Club Root of Brassicas, 171

Sanders. Dr. F. K. (Baker, Dr John R., and) : Establishment of Cytochemical
Techniques, 129

Sanders, T. R. B. • Appointed principal director of Technical Development
(Defence) to the Ministry of Supply, 867

Sandwith, N. Y. : A New Flora of Guatemala, review, 646
Sanger, Dr. Ruth A. : The Incomplete Antibody, a Quantitative Aspect, 487
Sanitary Institute, Royal (Section of Veterinary Hygiene)': Discussion on

the Eradication of Tuberculosis in Cattle, 311
Sankalia, Prof. Haskukh D. : Investigations into Prehistoric Archaeology

of Gujurat, review by M, C. Burkitt, 853
Sansome, Dr F. W. : Obituary of Prof. T. H Morgan, 50
Santos, M. Souza, and others : Low-Voltage Discharge of the Electric Eel,

Sarbadhikari, Prof. P. C. : Appointed to the Ghose chair of botany at the
University College of Science, Calcutta, 125 ; work of, 125

Sarna, Dr H. R ,
and Sharma, O. P, : An Observed Abnormal Increase m

Cosmic-Ray Intensity at Lahore, 550
Sarson, H. S. . Nutritive Values of Foods and Condiments, 85
Satchell, J E., and others • Carrot Fly Control, 417
Saunders, Dr. B. C., and others . Phosphorylation, 31

Saunders, Dr. B. C. (McCombie, Dr. H., and) : Fluoroacqtates and Allied
Compounds, 382

Saunders, Dr. O. A. : Appointed to the University of London chair of
mechanical engineering at the Imperial College of Science and
Techinplogy, 191 ; work of, 191

Savage, 4. : Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
Save, K. J. : The Warlls, review, 430
Saville, A. : Appointed research biologist in the Department of Oceano-

grapt^yJat University College, Hull, 513
Sq^rff, Dr. R., W. ; Title of Univemity of London professor of morbid

,

f anatorrijy aind histology conferred on, 267
j‘j, S^lamacfi, il>"* A. : Dielectrics, 123

Dfelectric DISi|>qrslon in Crystalline Di-isopropyl Ketone, 619
^walyan, Theodoreywu ; F^Cihrer durcli die SchwelTCerische Dokumeritatlon,
'' ipeweite'-

"

, ’/Ai!

f) t Qonrad Gestoer and (Dr# Douglas Guthrie), 55;9,

Schlapp, Dr. Walter . Appointment to the Brackenbury chair of physiology
and to the directorship of the Physiological Laboratories in the
University of Manchester, 233, 264 ; work of, 264

Schmidt, Rev. Pater W. • Anthropology on the Continent of Europe in

VVar-tlme, 15

Schneider, J R L. (Mandelbaum, K,, assisted by) : The Industrialisation of
Backward Areas, review, 532

Schoch, Dr. Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243
Scholander, A. (Collenberg, Prof, Q , and) • Influence of the Nature and

Concentration of Supporting Electrolyte on Polarographic Diffusion
Current, 449

Schreier, O , and others • A Quantitative Study of the Toxic Action of
Quinones on Planana gonocephala, 948

Schumann, T . Statistical Weather Forecasting, 551 &

Schutz, Dr F , and Hawthorne, J. N. : An Agent delaying the Absorption
of Penicillin, 132

Schuyler, Capt Garret L. ‘Container-dent Sensitivity’ of Solid Explosives,
551

Schwemlein, Dr. G X Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243
Science Museum : Catalogue of the Exhibition of Naval Mining and

Degaussing, 548 ^

Exhibition of British chemistry during the past century (Chemical
Society and the Department of Scientific and industrial Research), 906

Science and Learning, Society for the Protection of Annual Report for
1939-45, 92

Scientific Film Association , Catalogue of Scientific Films in Britain, 828
Scientific Film Society, London . Commencement of the ninth season, 266
Scientific Instrument Manufacturers’ Association of Great Britain Annual

Report for 1945-46, 699
Formation of an Electronics Section, 942

Saentific Research, Brussels, National Foundation for : Seventeenth
Annual Report for 1943-44, 266

Scientific Societies, Manchester Federation of ' Formation of the, 579
Scientific Societies, South-Eastern Union of Jubilee Congress of the, 210
Scientific Unions, International Council of * First General Assembly since

the War, 227
Scientific Workers, Association of* Meeting to inaugurate a National

Social Sciences Committee, 828
Annual Conference of the Agricultural Section, 869

Scientific Workers, Association of, and others . Conference on Science
and Human Welfare, 721

Scientific and Industrial Research, Advisory Council for : Appointment of
Geoffrey Heyworth as chairman, 445

Appointment of Prof. H. W. Melville as a member, 445
Scientific and Industrial Research (Australia), Council for . Programme o

Research on Wool Production and Manufacture, 70
Annual Report (G LIghtfoot), 869

Scientific and Industrial Research, Department of : Appointment of
G. V. B. Herford as director of the Pest Infestation Laboratory, 870

Scientific and Industrial Research (New Zealand), Department of : Nine-
teenth Annual Report, 32

Twentieth Annual Report, 919
Scorgle, N. J. • Appointed to the Courtauld chair of animal husbandry,

veterinary hygiene and dietetics at the Royal Veterinary College, 743
Scott, R. A. (Gunn, A. F., and) : Measurement of Thickness of Thin Films,

621
Scott Polar Research Institute : Appointment of W. L. S* Fleming as

director, 942
Scott-Hall, S. : Appointed principal director of Technical Development

(Air) to the Ministry of Supply, 867
Scottish Museum, Royal : Director's Report for 1945, 701

Exhibition to commemorate the centenary of the Sewing Machine, 868
Scottish Statistical Research Bureau : Formation of a, 194
Seaborg, G* T. : The Impact of Nuclear Chemistry, 313
Sedgwick, W. F. : Checking of Sir James Jeans’ Numerical Calculations, 951
Selye, Prof. Hans . Transformation of the Kidney into an Exclusively

Endocrine Organ, 131

Semat, Dr, Henry • Introduction to Atomic Physics, revised and enlarged
edition, review by Prof, H. S. W. Massey, 429

*Sen, R. K., and others : Effect of Dyeing, Mercerizing and Intensively
Delignifying Jute Fibres on their Structure, 100

Sergi, Prof. Sergio : Anthropology on the Continent of Europe in War-
time, 16

Seshachar, B. R., and Snnath, K. V. * Mlcronucleus of Epistyhs, 750
Seshadnnathan, N. : Morphological Changes In Bacillus fusiformis, 712
Shapley, A. H., and Roberts,W O : Correlation between Coronal Emission

and Terrestrial Magnetism, 715
Sharma, O. P. (Sarna, Dr H R., and) : An Observed Abnormal Increase

In Cosmic-Ray Intensity at Lahore, 550
Shaw, Prof. Milton C , and Strang, Jr., Charles D. • Role of Inertia in

Hydrodynamic Lubrication, 452
Shaw, Margaret Mason ; He Conquered Death, the Story of Frederick

Grant Banting, review by T. H. Hawkins, 814
Shaw, M. W , and others . Carrot Fly Control, 417
Shaw, Thurston ; Archaeology In Africa, 374
Shedlovsky, L : Surface-Active Agents, 580
Shepard, Ward : Food or Famine, review by Prof. L, Dudley Stamp, 853
Shepherd, E. Colston : London Traffic and the London Plan, 440
Shepherd, R B. ; Appointed assistant lecturer m chemistry in the Univer-

sity of Sheffield, 547
Sheppard, Prof. P. A. : Elementary Meteorology, review, 181
Shlls, Edward A. : Appointed to the University of London readership in

sociology at the London School of Economics, 162
Shine, H. J., and Turner, Prof, E. E- : Grlgnard Compounds as Condensing

Agents, 170
Shipton, H., and others : Analysis of the Electrical Response of the Human

Cortex to Photic Stimulation, 540
Shirley, H. T. : industrial Spectroscopy, 348
Shoffner, R, W. : Specific Time of Action of a Gene, 274
Shotter, G. F., and Hawkes, H. D. : Precision A.C./D C. Comparator for

Power and Voltage Measurements, 172
Shotton, D. C. : Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
Shreve, Prof. R. Norris : The Chemical Process Industries, review by

Prof. D. M. Newitt, 251
Shrubsail^ E. i. : Appointed conservator of forests, Malaya, 8/0
Shutcl^worth« R., and others : Thermal Etching of Silver, 482
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SSIbiger. G*, and Bauer, S. H. . Structure of Electron-defident Molecules,
716

Slllars, Dr R. W. : Awarded a Non-Section Premium of thednstitutlon of
Electrical Engineers, 21

Slllars, Dr. R, W., and others ; Silicon Carbide Non-ohmic Resistors, 742
Slll^n, Dr. L G* ; War-time Progress In X-Ray Analysis, 262
Simmons, Prof, Leo W, : The Role of the Aged In Primitive Society, review

by Prof. J. H. Hutton, 891
Simmons, Prof. Leo W., and others • Outline of Cultural Materials, 337
Simmons, R. T. : Tests for Rh Isosensltlzatlon of Red Cells in the Newborn.

486
Simon, Anthony (Lockwood, J. F., assisted by) : Flour Milling, review by

Dr. T Moran, 77
Simon, Prof, F. ; Power Production by Nuclear Energy, 25S
Simpson, A. : Appointed geologist, Nigeria, 702
Simpson, Dr, J. A. : Science and Human Welfare, 721
Simpson, 0„ and others : Photovoltaic Effects Exhibited In High-resIstance

Seml-conduccing Films, 28
Singh, Bawa Kartar, and Perti, Onkar Nath • Liquid Racemic Compounds,

716
Singh, Dr. B. N, (Oxford, Dr A. E

, and) . Factors contributing to the
Bacteriolytic Effect of Species of Myxococci upon Viable Eubacteria,
745

Slngur Health Centre General Health Survey of the Unions of SIngur,
Bora, Balarambatl and Begampur (All India Institute of Hygiene and
Public Health), 209

Sisson, G. M. The Use of a Large Astronomical Telescope In Great Britain,
222

de Sitter, Dr L. U. * Geological and Geophysical Studies during the War
on behalf of the Associated Collieries of the Netherlands, 48

Skarzynski, B., and Czekatowski, J. W, : Utilization of Phenols and related
Cornpounds by Achromobacter, 304

Skidmore, C. L. . Appointed assistant director of agriculture. Gold Coast,
702

Skinner, Dr. H. A. : Bond-Energies and Isomerization, 592
Skoglund, Dr. C. R, Reciprocal Effects due to Stimulation of the Spinal

Cord by Constant Currents of Opposite Direction, 131
Slljper, E. J., and others (edited by) . Digestion, Part I, review by Dr.

Smales, A. *A (Wilson, H. M , and) : Uranium In Urine, 590
Small, T : Degree of D.Sc. of the University of London conferred on, 21
Smart,^i^f W, M. : John Couch Adams and the Discovery of Neptune, 479,

Obituary of Prof H. C. Plummer, 697
G. B, Airy and the Discovery of Neptune, 829

Smith, D M. - Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
(edited by) : Collected Papers on Metallurgical Analysis by the

Spectrograph, review, 79
Smith, Dr. E Lester • Chromatography for Beginners, review, 730
Smith, Dr. Fred : Promoted to a senior lectureship in the University of

Birmingham, 300
Smith, J. A, B., and others • Deterioration on Storage of Dried Skim Milk,

348
Smith, James H, C., and others (edited by) . Annual Review of Biochemis-

try, Vol. 15, review by Dr. D. J Bell, 854
Smith, Dr. Kenneth M,, and Markham, Roy . An Insect Vector of the

Turnip Yellow Mosaic Virus, 417
Smith, P , and others ; Acetylenic Ketones, 205
Smith, Dr, R. A : Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, 21
Italian Radar, review, 288

Smith, S. E. * Sex Ratios, 64
Smith, Wright ’ Elected president of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

Smith-Rose, Dr. R. L. . Obituary of J, L. Baird, 88
Smithson. Dr. F. . Phase-Contrast Microscopy for Mineralogy, 621
Smithsonian Institution : Centenary of the, 328

Reports for 1944 and 1945, 561
Smyly, Dr. J. H Ageing In Man and other Animals, 277
Smyth, Dr D. H . Appointed to the chair of physiology In the University

of Sheffield, 660 ; work of, 660
Smyth, Henry DeWolf • Atomic Energy for Military Purposes, review, 360
Snodgrass, Dr. R. E. : Skeletal Anatomy of Fleas, 488
Social Hygiene Council. British : Appointment of Dr. Fred Grundy as

chairman of the Executive Committee, 548
Social Medicine, Institute of First Annual Report, 736
Soh, Prof. Hsin-Pei . Relativity Transformations connecting Two Systems

In Arbitrary Acceleration, 99
Sokolnikoff, Prof. I. S , with the collaboration of Specht, Asst. Prof. R. D.

:

Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, review by Dr W. G Bickley, 895
Somerville, G. W. : Appointed conservator of forests, Malaya, 870
Sosnowski, L„ and others : Photovoltaic Effects Exhibited In Hlgh-reslst-

ance Seml-conducting Films, 28
South-East London Technical Institute ; Course of lecture-demonstrations

on Television Practice, 870
South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies : Jubilee Congress of the, 210
Southwell, Dr. R. V, : London Traffic and the London Plan, 440

Relaxation Methods In Theoretical Physics, review by Prof G. Temple,
727

Sparck, Ragnar : Zoologisk Museum i K0benhavn gennem tre aarhundreder,
review, 183

Den Danske Dyreverden, review, 325
Speakman, Prof J, B. Fibrous Proteins, 473, 474, 475
Speakman, Prof. J. B,. and others : Alginic Acid Diacetate, 553
Specht, Asst. Prof. R. D. (Sokolnikoff, Prof. I S., with the collaboration of) .

Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, review by Dr. W. G. Bickley, 895
Special Libraries and Information Bureaux, Association of : Twenty-first

Annual Conference, 233, 490
Report of the Proceedings of the Twentieth Conference, 302
Branch meeting to be held at Liverpool, 445
Report on the Indexing and Filing of Unpublished Material, 940

Special Libraries andf Information Bureaux, Association of, in collaboration
with the Library Association : Study Group on Special Librarian-
ship, 21

Speiser, Andreas : Die mathematfsche Denkwelso, review fay F. Ian G.
Rawlins, 393 '

Spencer-Bragg, Arthur W : “999—Emergency review, 570
Sperber, 1 ; A New Method for the Study of Renal Tubular Excretion in

Birds, 131

Spreadbury, F G. : Electric Discharge Lighting, review by V J. Francis, 430
Spring, Prof. F S., and Woods, J C * The Reaction between N-Substltuted

Phthaiimides and Primary Amines, 754
Springall, Dr. H D, ; Bond-Energies and Isomerization, 593
Sproston, Nora G • Fish Mortality due to a Brown Flagellate, 70
Sproull, Dr. Wayne T • X-Rays in Practice, review by Dr H. LIpson, 81

1

Spurrell, W, R ; Title of University of London professor of physiology
conferred on, 233

Snnath, K V. • Mechanism of Crossing-over, 840
SrInath, K V (Seshachar, B R , and) . Micronucleus of Epistyhs, 750
St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical College Appointment of Dr. J L.

D’Silva to the University of London readership in physiology, 513
St. Thomas's Hospital Medical School Appointment of Dr, Ronald Hare

to the University of London chair of bacteriology, 233
Stacey, G J., and others • Phosphorylation, 31
Stacey, Prof. M Appointed to the second chair of chemistry in the

University of Birmingham, 300 ; work of, 300
Macromolecules Synthesized by Micro-organisms (Tllden Lecture of
the Chemical Society), 702

Stacey, Prof. M , and others : Function of Bacterial Polysaccharides in the
Soil, 836

Stagg, J M. (Beer, Arthur, and) : Seismic Sea-Wave of November 27, 1945,
63

Stamp, Prof. L. Dudley Britain’s Structure and Scenery, review by Dr.
A. E Trueman, 809

Soil and Civilization, review, 853
Standards, National Bureau of New Units for the Measurement o

Radioactivity, 373
Standley, Paul C., and Steyermark, Julian A • Flora of Guatemala, Part 4,

review by N. Y. Sandwith, 646
Stanley, Dr. W. M., and Northrop, Dr. John H * Awarded half the Nobel

Prize for Chemistry for 1946, 826 ; work of, 826
Stapledon,Slr R. George (edited by) . Farming and Mechanised Agriculture,

review by D. J. Watson, 812
Stapley, J. H., and others : Control of Wireworm, 587
Starkiewicz, J , and others ; Photovoltaic Effects Exhibited in High-resist-

ance Seml-conducting Films, 28
Starling, Prof. E, H. * Principles of Human Physiology, ninth edition by

Prof. C. Lovatt Evans, review by Prof. H S. Raper, 113
Star/, Z. (Telge, Prof. K., and) : Aggregation of Red Blood Cells In a

Strong Electric Field, 794
Statistical Research Bureau, Scottish : Formation of a, 194
Steabben, D. B,, and others * Poly-agglutinable Red Cells, 446
Steggerda, Dr. F : Indexing and Filing of Unpublished Material, 941
Steigmann, A. : Source of Oxygen Liberated during Photosynthesis, 345
Steindl, Joseph Small and Big Business, review, 532
Steiner (Johann Ludwig) and the History of the Achromatic Lens (Dr.

Arnold Hahn). 803
Steinhaus, Asst. Prof. Edward A : Insect Microbiology, review by Dr. V, B.

WIgglesworth, 644
Stephens, Mrs. I M (Huelin, Dr. F. E., and) : Catalytic Oxidation of

Ascorbic Acid, 703
Stephens, S. G. ; Gene Action In Gossypium, 64
Stephenson, Dr. W • Ageing in Man and other Animals, 277

Appointed director of the Oxford University Institute of Experimental
Psychology, 938 , work of, 938

Sternberg, Lieut -Colonel T. H. Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243
Sterne, Dr M. (Poison, Dr A., and) : Production of Potent Botulinum

Toxins and Formol-Toxoids, 238
Sterne, Dr M. (Wentzel, L. M , and) : Effect of Calcium on the Production

of Botullnus D Toxin, 446
Stevens, Dr T S . Appointed senior lecturer In organic chemistry at the

University of Sheffield, 942
Stevens, W L, : The Logarithmic Transformation, 622
Stevenson, N. S. : Appointed regional assistant chief conservator of

forests, Nigeria, 702
Steward, Julian H (edited by) . Handbook of South American Indians,

Vol. 1, The Marginal Tribes ; Vol. 2, The Andean Civilizations,
review by R. W. Feachem, 769

Steward, J S. : Application of ‘Gammexane’ to Arthropods of Veterinary
Importance, 636

Stewart, Prof. A W. : Work of, 613
Stewart, G. S. (Hey, J, S , and) • Derivation of Meteor Stream Radiants by

Radio Reflexion Methods, 481
Stewart, Prof M J. . Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276
Stewart, R. W., and others : A Direct Method for Determining the Index

of Refraction of Thin Films, 703
Steyermark, Julian A (Standley, Paul C., and) . Flora of Guatemala, Part 4,

review by N. Y. Sandwith, 646
Stiles, Prof. Walter : Trace Elements in Plants and Animals, review by

Dr. W. E. Brenchley, 397
Stock, Capt S. ; Appointed geologist, Somaliland, 195
Stokes, Dr. J. H. Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243
Stokley, James : Electrons In Action, review by Prof J. A Crowther, 3
Stone, F S. (Garner, Prof W. E , and) Activation of Metallic Copper by

Oxidation and Reduction, 909
Stone, J. R N. i Lord Keynes—the New Theory of Money, 652
Stormer, Prof. Carl . To deliver the Rouse Ball Lecture for 1946-47, 942
Stott, Geoffrey (Angus, Dr, W. Rogle, and) Diamagnetic Susceptibility

of Isomerldes, 705
Stoughtop, Prof. R. H .* Soft Fruits,/ev/ew, 569
Stradling, Sir Reginald : ShHnkage and Cracking ofCementvve Materials^ H

Elected president of the Association of Special Libraries and Informa-
tion Bureaux, 491

The Place of the Ititelfigence Group in a Technical Team, 491
Strand, Jr., Charles D. (Shaw, Prof Milton C., and) i Role of Inertia m

Hydrodynamic Lubrication, 452
Stratton, F. , A New Rb Allelomorph, 25
Stratton. Prof. F. J.. M. * The Deep Minimum iP the Light Curve of Nova

Herculls 1934,757
Stellar Spectrophotometry, review, 813
Hemo,rafy 4«ree of the U'ljilv^ifcy MCopt^hageri idonwwrstff on> 906

Strauss, H* D, H. f The Lombtfar Transifbrmation, 62 V
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Stress Analysis Group, Experimental : Suggested formation of an, 478

Strindberg, B, and others : Transfer of Phosphate by Coenzyme I, 746
Strivens, — , and Rushman, —. Dielectrics, 123

Strong, T A. : Appointed director of forests, Malaya, 195

Students* Federation, International : Formation of the new, 512
Suhrawardy, Dr. Hassan • Death of, 442
Sukhatme, Dr, P. V. * Size of Sampling Unit in Yield Surveys, 345

Sullivan, Prof. C. T. ^ Some Investigations in the Projective Differential

Theory of Scrolls (Presidential Address to Section 3 of the Royal
Society of Canada), 206

Summers, Montague : Witchcraft and Black Magic, review by Sir John L.

Myres, 726
Sumner, Prof J. B. * Awarded half the Nobel Prize for Chemistry for

1946, 826 ; work of, 826
Sumner, W. L. Progress in Science, review by T. H. Hawkins, 646
Supply, Ministry of : Some Properties and Applications of D DT, 126

Appointment of Sir Ben Lockspeiser as chief scientist, 867
Appointment of H M Garner as principal director of Scientific Research

(Air). 867
Appointment of T. R. B. Sanders as principal director of Technical
Development (Defence), 867

Appointment of Dr E T Pans as principal director of Scientific

Research (Defence), 867
Appointment of S. Scott-Hall as principal director ofTechnical Develop-
ment (Air), 867

Surange, K. R. : Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship by the
Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 412

Surgeons, Royal College of Endowment of a Commonwealth Travelling
Professorship by a New Zealand industrialist, 740

Award of the honorary Gold Medal to Sir Alexander Fleming, 743
Susman, W (Davson, J , and) Bone Formation in the Lung, 204
Sutherland, Dr G B B M , and others Use of Lead Sulphide Cells m

Infra-red Spectroscopy, 873
Sutherland, Dr. G B. B. M (Daly, E. F, and) Infra-Red Recording with

the Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, 591
Sutton, Dr, H. Dielectrics, 123

Corrosion of Metals, review, 927
Svensson, Harry . Electrophoresis by the Moving Boundary Method,

review by J St. L Philpot, 41
Swainger, Dr, K. H. • ‘Plastic’ Transverse Contraction of a Longitudinally

Strained Metal, 165
Swinney, Dr J. . Awarded a Rockefeller Medical Fellowship, 412
Sykes, G., and Lumb.M : InfluenceofGIucoseinthe Assay of Streptomycin,

271
Systematics Association Meeting on the Expansion of Plant Systematics,

Szent-Gyorgyi, Prof A * Medical and other Patents for the Use of Mankind,
94

Szent-Gyorgyi, Prof. A. (Guba, F., and) * Fluochrome in Muscle, 343

TaHA EL-KATIB, Dr, M. M. : Skim Cheese as an Indispensable Food for
the Poor In Egypt, 747

Takla, B. (Mussa, S.. and) : Surface Tension of Mercury, 31

Tamagnlnl, Prof. , Anthropology on the Continent of Europe in War-time,
16

Tansley, Prof. A. G. (Baker, Dr. John R., and) . The Course of the Con-
troversy on Freedom in Science, 574, 796

Tapsell, H, J. (Wood, Dr. W. A., and) : Mechanism of Creep in Metals, 415
Tarrant, L. H. . Geophysical Prospecting and English Oilfields, 932
Tattersall, Dr, R N, ; Appointed lecturer In medicine in the University of

Leeds, 828
Tattersfleld, C, P. : Fibrous Proteins, 475
Tatum, Prof E L. (Lederberg, Joshua, and) : Gene Recombination In

Escherichia call, 558
Taylor, Dr, C. B. Loss of Available Phosphate in Soil due to Micro-

organisms, 447
Taylor, E. Shirley (Gale, Dr Ernest F., and) : Action of Penicillin in Pre-

venting the Assimilation of Glutamic Acid by Staphylococcus aureus,

Taylor, Sir Geoffrey : Sixth International Congress for Applied Mechanics,
775

Taylor, H,, and Frodsham, Jack . Assay of Toxic Effect of ‘Gammexane’ on
Man and Animals, 558

Taylor, H E. : Appointed lecturer in the Department of Glass Technology
in the University of Sheffield, 702

Taytor, Prof. Hugh S : Princeton University 1746-1946, 692
Taylor, Jay L. B., and others Contributions to the Archaaology of the

Illinois River Valley, 615
Taylor, Dr. R. : Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
Taylor, Dr. S. : Science and Human Welfare, 721
Taylor, T. A., and others : Resonance Methods of Dielectric Measurement

at Centimetre Wavelengths, 33
Taylor, Dr. T. W. J. , Appointed principal of the University College of the

West Indies, 659 ; work of. 659
Taylor, Dr, W. H. * War-time Progress In X-Ray Analysis, 260

X-Ray Analysis in the Steel Industry, 918
Tazelaar, Miss M. A. : Appointed lecturer in zoology at University College,

Hull, 513
Tchernavin, V. ' A Living Bony Fish which Differs Substantially from all

Living and Fossil Osteichthyes, 667
Tchitchibabin, Prof A. E. : Obituary by Dr M. A. Phillips, 865
Teachers, National Union of. Retirement of Sir Frederick Mander as

general secretary, 92
Appointment of Ronald Gould as general secretary, 92

Teece, Dr, &3hel G. : Elected to a Beit Memorial Fellowship, 162
Teige, Prol IC, and Stary, Z, : Aggregation of Red Blood Cells in a Strong

, ,

lEleccytp Field, 794
Tenpple, Prof, GL t The ‘Squares* Method for Potential Problems, review, 727
Tetole, R. aM others • Infra-red Recordihg with the Cathode Ray

'

' : Osciltoscopp, 196
Tp^fc Instiiiute t Scholiarahips for students, 93
'JThelfateer/, Ww^is'^ .‘Methoden der organischen ‘Chemle,

/^IppertdrliuW % jby Prol JWhn Rea#, 28(7

Therapeutic Research Corporation of Great Bi Irain, Ltd Appointment of
Kenneth Carter as secretary, 743

Theys, P . War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 260
Thimann, Prof Kenneth V. (edited by Harris, Prof R S , and) Vitamins

and Hormones, Vol 3, review by Prof. R. A Peters, 647
Thomas, D. E. : Methods for Measuring Stress and Strain m Solids, 539
Thomas, D. G. : Powdery Mildew of Potato, 417
Thomas, Elsie L. (Guttman, Dr Eric, and) : Transition of Neurotics from

Army to Civilian Life, 161

Thomas, Dr Evan : Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 243
Thomas, F J. D ,

and Jameson, H R Practical Control of Wlreworm with
‘Gammexane’, 273

Thomas, G D. * Bond-Energies and Isomerization, 593
Thomas, Dr H. Dlghton Obituary of Prof. Amadeus W. Grabau, 89

Some American Fossil Foramlnifera and Corals, Part 2, 719
Thomas, L. H. : Viscosity of Associated Liquids, 622
Thomas, Prof. Meirlon : Appointed to the chair of botany at King’s College,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 613 ; work of, 613
Thomas. Dr P T,, and others : Heat Damage In Cereal Seeds, 120

Thomerson, Miss L G. : Filing and Indexing Systems of Patra, 940
Thompson, B. W. . Appointed professional assistant at the Royal Observa-

tory, Hong Kong, 702
Thompson, Sir D’Arcy Awarded the Darwin Medal of the Royal Society,

781.843
Thompson, Dr. H. W Dielectrics, 123

Polymers and Polymerization, 224
Infra-red Spectra and State of Aggregation, 234
Infra-red and Raman Spectra, review, 289
Industrial Spectroscopy, 346
Infra-red Recording with the Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, 591

Thompson, Dr, H W , and others Infra-red Recording with the Cathode
Ray Oscilloscope, 196

Thompson, Laura : Native Culture of the Marianas Islands, 457
Thompson, W. P , and Johnston, D ; Endosperm Failure in Barley x Rye

Crosses, 204
Thomson, R H K. : Fibrous Proteins, 475
Thonemann, P C. : High-frequency Discharge as an Ion Source, 61

Thonemann, P. C , and King, R. B . Production of High-frequency Energy
by an Ionized Gas, 414

Thorp, J M. (Golberg, Dr Leon, and) • Loss of Thiamin during the Baking
of Bread, 22

Thorpe, P M G , and others : Electrical Contacts, review by Dr Edwin
Rhodes, 647

Thorpe, Dr W H., and Wilkinson, D. H Islng's Theory of Bird Orienta-
tion, 903

Thring, M. W Appointed head of the Physics Department of the British

Iron and Steel Research Association, 162
Tlbeno, Prof. Ugo . Introduzione alia Radlotelemetrla (Radar), review by

Dr. R A, Smith, 288
Tickner, George * Death of, 442
Tideswell, Dr. F. V. : Obituary of Dr. William Payman, 441

Titlev, Mischa (edited by McCartney, Eugene S., and) . Report of the
Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters, Vol, 26, 1940,

review, 254
Tizard, Sir Henry : Resignation from the University Grants Committee, 740

Obituary of Sir Frank Heath, 823
Tobie, Waiter C. : Asperglllin, a Name Misapplied to Several Different

Antibiotics, 709
Todd, A R., and others : Phosphorylation, 31

Todd, John (Erdfilyi, A, and) , Advanced Instruction in Practical Mathe-
matics, 690

du Toit, Dr Alex L . Obituary of Dr Arthur W Rogers, 157
Tolansky, Dr. S. : Appointed to the University of London chair of physics

at Royal Holloway College, 782, 938 ; work of, 938
Tolansky, Dr. S , and Khamsavi, A. * Cleavage of Selenite and Mosaic

Structure, 519
Tomes, GAR, and Brian, M V. : An Electronic Method of Tracing the

Movements of Beetles In the Field, 551
Tomkeieff, S 1. . The Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., 315

Magmatic Rolls, 420
Tomlinson, F. W., and Wright, H. M- ; Mineral-Insulated Metal-sheathed

Conductors, 616
Tomlinson, Helen M. R. (Gale, Dr. Ernest F., and) : Co-Aminopherase,

Co-Decarboxylase and Pyridoxal, 103
Toms, B. A (Hartley, Dr. G. S., and) : Thermal Migration of Macromole-

cules, 45

1

Tordai, L (Ward, Dr A. F H., and) Standard Entropy of Adsorption, 416
Tosic, Dr J., and Walton, Dr Arthur • Formation of Hydrogen Peroxide

by Spermatozoa and its Inhibitory Effect on Respiration, 485
Tovarnickij, V L, and others ; Chemical Composition of Rickettsia prowa-

zeki, 912
Tow, P M * Elected to a Belt Memorial Fellowship, 162
Townend, Prof. D. T. A. Report on tha work of the Department of Coal

Gas and Fuel Industries, University of Leeds, 337
Townsin, R. L, : Awarded an Elgar Scholarship in Naval Architecture by

the Institution of Naval Architects, 548
Toy, Dr. F. C. . Existing and Potential Facilities for Research, 638

Research and the Smaller Firm In Britain, 797
Trade, Board of : Second Interim Report of the Departmental Committee

on Patents and Designs Acts, I

Working Party Report on Cotton, 213
Treloar, Dr. L. R. G. : Principles of Rheological Measurement, 614

Developments in Rubber Science, review, 924
Trevelyan, Dr. G. M . Social Life in Roman Britain, 802
Tribe, D. E. : Awarded a Ministry of Agriculture post-graduate scholarship

in husbandry, 662
Tnkojus, Prof. V. M. Chemistry of Sodium Ethylmercunthiosalicylate,

472,

Trillat, Prof. J. J ' War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 261
Trlllat, Prof J. J , and colleagues Secondary Electron Photography, 869
Tripp, Sir Alker . London Traffic and the London Plan, 439
Tropical Agriculture, Imperial College of ; Appointment of Harold James

Page as principal, 410
Retirement ofO T. Faulkner from the post of principal, 476

Trowell, Dr. O. A. : Reviews of Current Physiology, review, 729
Troy, Zeliaette : Publication and Distribution of Scientific Papers, 301
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Trueman, Prof. A. E, : Appointed deputy chairman of the University
Grants Committee, 299 ; work of, 299

Histoij of British Scenery, roWew, 809
Trueman, E. R, : Appointed an assistant lecturer in zoology at University

College, Hull, 513
Truscot, Bruce * First Year at the University, review by Dr. R E, Priestley,

249
Tucker, M. J , and others • A Frequency Analyser used In the Study of

Ocean Waves, 329
Tucker, N, A., and others ; Electrical Contacts, review by Dr. Edwin

Rhodes, 647
Tuerkischer, E., and Wertheimer, E, ; Liver Glycogen of Alloxan-Dlabetlc

Rats under Different Conditions, 201
Tuominen, Jaakko : Constitution of Trumpler’s Star NGC 6871,5, 489
Turner, Prof. E. E (Shine, H. J., and) • Grignard Compounds as Condensing

Agents, 170
Turner, Prof, J* S., and others : Tropic-proofing of Optical Instruments by

a Fungicide, 469
Turpajew, T. H (Koschtojanz, Prof Ch. S., and) : Role of Sulphydril

Groups in the Action of Acetylcholine and Inhibition of the Vagus
Nerve, 837

Turrlll, Dr. W. B. • Plants of the Pacific, review, 813
Tuve, Dr. M. A : Appointed director of the Department of Terrestrial

Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, 21
Twiss, Dr. D. F. : Retirement as chief chemist to the Dunlop Rubber Co

,

159
Twyman, Frank ; Resignation as managing director of Adam Hllger, Ltd.,

to become technical adviser to the firm and to their associates, 195
Industrial Spectroscopy, 346

Tycho Brahe : En el quarto centenario del nacimiento de (Rev. P. Antonio
Due Rojo), 740

Celebrations at the Universicy of Copenhagen, 906
Tycho Brahe, 1546-1601 (Sir H, Spencer Jones), 856
Tyler, A. : Auto-antIbody Concept, 756
Tyler, Dr. Cyril : Organic Chemistry for Students of Agriculture (and

Allied Subjects), review, 929
Tyrrell, G, W. . Petrology of Heard Island, 171

Tyrrell, H. J. V. : Appointed assistant lecturer In chemistry at the Univer-
sity of Sheffield, 942

Uganda forest department : Annual Report for 1944, 245
Annual Report for 1945, 886

Ullyott, P
,
and llgaz, O. : Currents of the Bosporus, 30

UNESCO ; Progress Report of, 298
Appointment of Dr. Julian Huxley as director-general, 870

Ungerson, Colonel : Science and Human Welfare, 721
United Kingdom in Canada, High Commissioner for the : Appointment of

J. A. Young as assistant agricultural adviser, 513
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation : Progress

Report of the, 298
Appointment of Dr. Julian Huxley as director-general, 870

United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the ; Report of the
First Session of the Conference held at Quebec, 334

Nutrition Society conference on the Work and Aims of the, 412
Report of the special meeting on Urgent Food Problems, 720

United States National Committee of the World Power Conference :

Report on Fuel Economy In the United States since 1939, 510
United States National Museum ; Reports for 1944 and 1945, 762
United States Public Health Service : Meeting on the Penicillin Treatment

of Syphilis, 242
Universities Federation for Animal Welfare : Annual Report for 1945, 52

Endowment of a research studentship at University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth, for work In rodent ecology, 126

University of Aberdeen . Appointment of Dr G, F. Asprey as lecturer In

plant physiology, 827
University of Amsterdam * Appointment of.Dr H. Zanstra as director of

the Astronomical Institute, 662, 740
Retirement of Prof A. Pannekoek as director of the Astronomical

Institute, 740
University of Birmingham . Appointment of Dr Maurice Stacey to the

second chair of chemistry, 300
Promotion of Dr Fred Smith to a senior lectureship, 300
Appointment of Dr. E. J. Bourne to a lectureship, 300
Appointment of Dr. M. Webb to an Imperial Chemical Industries

Fellowship, 300
Appointment of Dr. F. H Newth and P. W. Kent as assistant lecturers,

300
Opening of new Session, 547
Retirement of Edmund P. Beale from the pro-chancellorship, 868
Department of Chemical Engineering to give special attention to the

problems of fuel technology and the utilization of coal, 868
University of Bristol : Plans for Extension, 699
University of Buenos Aires ; Degree of doctor honoris causa In agrarian

sciences conferred on Dr. A Boerger, 702
Retirement of Prof. Bernardo A, Houssay from the chair of physiology,

739
University of Cambridge ' Appointment of Prof, D R. Hartree as John

Humphrey Plummer professor of mathematical physics, 195, 231
Presentation to Prof. E. K. RIdeal by the Department of Colloid

Science, 300
Grant from the Dunlop Rubber Co. to the Department of Colloid

Science for research work, on molecular structure, 338
Election of Dr. Harold Jeffreys to the Plumian professorship of astron-
omy and experimental philosophy, 662, 866

The professor of astrophysics to be director of both the University

Observai:ory and the Solar Physics Observatory, 785
Appointment ofW. L. S. Fleming as director ofthe Scott Polar Research

Institute, 942
Appointment cff Dr. L. E. R. Picken, Dr. R J. Pumphrey and H. W.

Llssmann as assistant directors of research In zoology, 942
University of Chicago : Honorary degree of D-Sc. of the University of

Oxford conferred on Prof, H. C Urey, 908
University of Copenhagen : Celebration ofthe four hundredth anniversary

of the birth of Tycho Brahe, 906

Conferment of honorary degrees on Sir H. Spencer Jones and Prof»
F. J. M. Stratton, 906

University of Dublin : Appointment of Dr. E T. S Walton to the Erasmus
Smith chair of natural and experimental philosophy, 476

University of Durham * Establishment of the Luccock Medical Research
Fellowships by King’s College, 93

Appointment of Prof Melrlon Thomas to the chair of botany at King’s
College. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 613

Title of professor emeritus conferred on Prof. i. W Heslop Harrison,
828

Title of professor emeritus conferred on Commander C J, Hawkes,
828

University of Edinburgh Appointment of Stuart Piggott to the chair of
prehistoric archaeology, 91

Retirement of Sir Edmund Whittaker from the chair of mathematics,
264

Appointment of Dr. A. C Aitken to the chair of mathematics, 264
Appointment of Prof R, N. Arnold to the regius chair of engineering,
409

University of Glasgow Appointment of Prof Thomas N. George to the
chair of geology, 299

Appointment of John E. Parton and Douglas S Gordon as lecturers

in electiical engineering, and A. J. O. Cruickshank as an assistant,

513
Appointment of John S Maepherson, W. A Donaldson and D D
McKinnon as assistants in mathematics, 513

Appointment of Robin Giles as an assistant in natural philosophy, 513
Dr. Eric Clar to work in the Chemistry Department as an 1 C I. Fellow,
827

Appointment of Cyril A Halstead as assistant in geography, 827
Resignations of Dr G F. Asprey, E. Duffy and Dr. Janet S F. Niven,
827

University of Leeds : Report on the work of the Department of Coal Gas
and Fuel Industries (Prof. D T. A. Townend), 337

Gift of £2,000 from Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., to establish a

research school in the Department of Blomolecular Structure, 581

Gift of 10,000 dollars from the Rockefeller Foundation for research
under Prof W. T Astbury, 581

Gift of £300 for 1946 and 1947 from the Yorkshire Copper Works for
a scholarship to students of pure and applied science, preferably

metallurgy, 581
Appointment of Dr. F C. Happold as professor of biochemistry, 581

Title of emeritus professor conferred on Prof. J. H Jones and Prof.

W. P. Milne, 581

Fifth Montague Burton Lecture to be given by Lord Halifax, 581

Retirement of Prof. J Harry Jones from the chair of economics, 739
Retirement of Prof. W. P. Milne from the chair of mathematics, 781
Title of professor emeritus conferred on Prof. W. P. Milne, 781
Appointment, of Dr. H. J Rogers as Nuffield Research Fellow in oral

biology, 828
Appointment of Dr A B Moggy as Brotherton Research Lecturer

in physical chemistry in the Department ofTextile Industries, 828
Appointment of Dr. R N. Tattersall as lecturer in medicine, 828

University of Liverpool * Appointment of Dr. F. Coles Phillips to the
George Herdman chair of geology, 782

University of London Appointment of Dr. A D. Ross to the University
of London chair of civil engineering at King’s College, 21, 125

Appointment of S. H Beaver to the Sir Ernest Cassel readership In

economic geography at the London School of Economic and Political

Science, 21

Degree of D Sc. conferred on J. F. Kirkaldy, S Maullk, B. S. Rao, T.
Small and A R. Collar, 2(

Retirement of Prof E. L. Kennaway from the chair of experimental
pathology, 51

Retirement of Prof T S Moore from the University chair of chemistry
at Royal Holloway College, 159

Appointment of Dr. Gwyn Williams to the University chair of chemis-
try at Royal Holloway College, (59

Appointment of Dr. Jaroslav Cerny to the University chair of Egyptol-

ogy at University College, 162
Appointment of Dr. Nk H Fairley to the Wellcome chair of tropical

medicine at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,

162
Appointment of Dr. George Macdonald to the University chair of

tropical hygiene at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical

Medicine, 162
Appointment of Prof. J. T. Randall to the Wheatstone chair of physics

at King’s College, 162
Appointment of Dr. R. M. Barrer to the University readership in

chemistry at Rpdford College for Women, 162
Appointment of Edward A. Shils to the University readership In

sociology at the London School of Economics, 162

Appointment of Dr. F. C. O. Valentine to the University readership In

chemotherapy at London Hospital Medical School, 162
Retirement of Prof C. H. Lander from the University chair of mechani-

cal engineering at the Imperial College of Science and Technology,
191

Appointment of Dr. O A Saunders to the University chair of mechani-
cal engineering at the Imperial College of Science and Technology,

191

Appointment of Dr S E. Hollingworth to the Yates-Goldsmid chair of

geology at University College, 233, 409
Appointment of Dr Ronald Hereto the University chair ofbacteriology

at St. Thomas’s Hospital Medical School, 233
Title of University professor of physiology conferred on W. R. Spurrell,

233
Title of University reader in physiology conferred on Dr, L. E. Bayliss,

233
Title of University reader In pathology conferred on Dr. J De

Navasquez, 233
Title of University reader in spectroscopy conferred on pr. R. W, B.

Pearce, 233
Title of University professor of clinical pathology confftred on Dr,

R.4. V. Pulvertaft,233
^

r%» T. ruiYci vAii.,

Title of University readef In colour
WH^t,233

conferred on Dr. W. D*
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Title of University reader in physics conferred on Dr C E Wynn-

Williams, 233
Title of University reader in civil engineering conferred on Dr. L. A.

Beaufoy, 267
Title of University reader in chemistry conferred on Dr, D. J G. Ives,

267
Title of University reader in history and philosophy of science con-

ferred on Dr. Douglas McKle, 267
Title of University professor of morbid anatomy and histology conferred

on Dr. R. W Scarff, 267
Title of University professor emeritus of civil and mechanical engin-

eering conferred on Prof E. H. Lamb, 267
Title of University professor emeritus of helminthology conferred on

Prof. R. T Leiper, 267, 335
Title of University professor emeritus of experimental pathology con-

ferred on Prof E. L Kennaway, 267
Appointment of Dr. Dorothy S. Russell to the University chair of

morbid anatomy and director of the Bernhard Baron Institute of
Pathology at London Hospital, 410

Appointment of Dr Frank Dickens to the Philip HiH chair of experi-
mental biochemistry at Middlesex Hospital Medical School, 513

Appointment of Dr. J F Danielli to the University readership In cell

physiology at the Royal Cancer Hospital (Free), 513
Appointment of Dr J L D’Silva to the University readership in

physiology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital Medical School, 5!

3

Appointment of Dr J, M Robson to the University readership in

pharmacology at Guy’s Hospital Medical School, 513
Title of University reader In applied entomology conferred on Dr.
A B. P Page. 513

Appointment of Dr C A Hart to the University chair of surveying and
photogrammetry at University College, 617

Appointment of Dr. C V. Harrison to the University readership in
morbid anatomy at the British Postgraduate Medical School, 617

Degree of D Sc. conferred on W. E. Duncanson, 617
Degree of D.Sc. (Eng.) conferred on Dr. Harold Heywood, 617
Degree of D.Sc. (Econ.) conferred on K. H L. Key, 617
Title of emeritus professor in electrical engineering conferred on

Prof. C L. Fortescue, 782
Title of emeritus professor in engineering conferred on Prof C H

Lander, 782
Title of emeritus professor In mechanical engineering conferred on

Prof. E. F. Dalby Witchell. 782, 906
Appointment of Dr. S. Tolansky to the University chair of physics at

Royal Holloway College, 782, 938
Appointment of A. J. Ayer to the Grote chair of philosophy of mind
and logic at University College, 782

Appointment of Dr. John McMichael to the University chair of medicine
at the British Postgraduate Medical School, 782

Appointment of Prof G. C Allen to the University chair of political
economy at University College, 782

Appointment of Dr B S. Platt to the University chair of human
nutrition at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
782

Appointment of Dr. Kathleen Lonsdale to the University readership
in crystallography at University College, 782, 866

Appointment of Dr. S D. Elliott to the University readership In bacteri-
ology at the London Hospital Medical College, 782

Degree of D.Sc. conferred on Wilson Mandell,782
University of Manchester : Appointment of Prof H S Raper as dean of

the Medical School and professor of chemical pathology, 233
Appointment of Dr. W. Scnlapp to the Brackenbury chair of physiology
and to the directorship of the Physiological Laboratories, 233, 264

Establishment of a centre for research in rheumatism, 578
Conference on Bond-Energies and Isomerization, 592

University of Montevideo : Degree of doctor honoris causa conferred on
Dr. A. Boerger, 702

University of Moscow : Conference in memory of Prof Alexander Samoilov,
300

University of North Carolina : Library Resources of the (edited by Charles
E. Rush), review, 2S4

University of Oxford : Retirement of Prof A. R. Radcliffe-Brown from the
chair of social anthropology, 158

Appointment of E E Evans-Pntchard to the chair of social anthro-
pology, 159

Appointment of Christopher F. C. Hawkes to the chair of European
archaeology, 300

Honorary degree ofD Sc. conferred on Prof. H. C Urey, 908
Retirement of Dr William Brown from the Wilde readership in mental

philosophy, 938
Appointment of Dr William Stephenson as director of the Institute

of Experimental Psychology, 938
University of Quito : Publication of the Revista de la Asociacion Escutla de

Quimica y Farmacia, 302
University of Reading , Appointment of Prof R. W. Ditchburn to the chair

of physics, 192
University of St. Andrews , Appointment of Dr. H T. Openshaw to the

Purdie lectureship In the chemistry department of the United
College of St. Salvator and St Leonard, 127

University of Sheffield : Appointment of Horace Cole as lecturer In the
chemistry of glass, 93

Resignation of Dr. Andrew Wilson as lecturer In pharmacology and
therapeutics, 93

Resignation of Dr J Dick as lecturer in mechanical engineering, 93
Reslgnatipn of Dr. J H. Hale as assistant bacteriologist and demon-

stri^or, 93
Appointment of Prof. C, P Beattie as professor of bacteriology, 231
Appointment of Dr. R. S. Illingworth to the chair m the Department of

Child 547
Appointment of Dr, A, R. Kelsall and Dr* J Pemberton as full-time

lectumrs in medicine, 547
,

Ap^pointment of R* B, Shepherd as assistant lecturer in physics, 547
V Appointment ofW Moser and J. McKenna as assistant lecturers in

tiheittfstry, 5-4^,

V Apl^intment Offi yvfllitinson as assistant lecturer in geology, 547
'

,
IW. 'HawtMitS as assistant lecturer in metallurgy.

Resignation of Dr. Brynmor Jones as lecturer in organic chemistry, 547,

Resignation of Dr, I F. S Mackay as lecturer in experimental physi-

ology, 547
Resignation of Dr E. Hutchinson as assistant lecturer In chemistry

547
Resignation of Dr. R Halle as assistant lecturer and research assistant

in the Department of Glass Technology, 547
Appointment of Dr. D. H Smyth to the chair of physiology, 660

Anointment of Dr, W. S Bullough as honorary lecturer in zoology.

Appointment of Dr. May H. Beattie as honorary demonstrator in

bacteriology, 702
Appointment of Derek R. Wood as lecturer in pharmacology, 702
Appointment of D. K. Hill and H E. Taylor as lecturers in the Depart-
ment of Glass Technology, 702

Appointment of Dr. Arthur G. Walker to the chair of mathematics, 942
Appointment of Dr. T. S. Stevens as senior lecturer in organic chemis-

try, 942
Appointment of Dr. Quentin H. Gibson as lecturer in physiology, 942
Appointment of H J V Tyrrell as assistant lecturer in chemistry, 942
Appointment of Dr W J. P Neish as cancer research assistant, 942

University of Strasbourg Degree of Docteur honoris causa conferred on
Prof W T Astbury, 827

University of Sydney Appointment of Dr. N. A. Burges to the chair^of

botany, 659
Appointment of Dr. W L. Waterhouse as research professor In agri-

culture, 743
University College, Dundee Appointment of Dr W. T. Marshall to the

chair of engineering, 443
University College, Hull • Appointment of Paul G 'Espinasse as professor

of zoology, 513, 577
Appointment of R D’O. Good as professor of botany, 513, 659
Appointment of Dr. B. Jones as G F. Grant professor of chemistKT, 513,

613
Appointment of Dr B T Cromwell as reader in botany, 513
Appointment of Miss M. A Tazelaar as lecturer In zoology, 513
Appointment of J. W. F Bell as assistant lecturer In physics, 513
Appointment of D. P. Brachl and Miss L R Latham as assistant lec-

turers in geography. 513
Appointment of Dr. A Cunliffe as assistant lecturer in physics, 513
Appointment of Mrs. H. Neumann as assistant lecturer in mathematics,

513
Appointment of E. R. Trueman as assistant lecturer in zoology, 513
Appointment of J. Webster as assistant lecturer in botany, 513
Appointment of A. Saville as research biologist in the Department of
Oceanography, 513

University College, London : Appointment of Dr, Jaroslav Cerny to the
University of London chair of egyptology, 162

Title of University of London reader in physiology conferred on Dr.

L E. Bayliss, 233
Appointment of Dr. S. E. Hollingworth to the Yates-Goldsmid chair of

geology, 233, 409
Title of University of London reader in history and philosophy of

science conferred on Dr. Douglas McKie, 267
Courses In the history of science, 445
Appointment of Dr, C. A, Hart to the University of London chair of

surveying and photogrammetry, 617
Appointment of A. J. Ayer to the Grote chair of philosophy of mind and

logic, 782
Appointment of Prof. G, C. Allen to the University of London chair of

political economy, 782
Appointment of Dr, Kathleen Lonsdale to the University of London

readership In crystallography, 782, 866
University College, Nottingham ; Appointment of R, T, Pearl as director

of horticultural studies and reader In horticulture, 412
Appointment of R. F. Martyr as lecturer in fruit and vegetable culture

at the Midland Agricultural College, 412
University College, Southampton . Appointment of Dr E. T. Davies to the

chair of mathematics, 513
University College of Science, Calcutta • Retirement of Prof. S. P Agharkar

from the Ghose chair of botany, 125
Appointment of Prof. P. C Sarbadhikari to the Ghose chair of botany.

University College of Wales, Aberystwyth * Endowment of a research
studentship by the Universities Federation for Animal Welfare for
work In rodent ecology, 126

University College of the West Indies To be established in Jamaica, 659
Appointment of Dr T W. J. Taylor as principal, 659 •

University Grants Committee : New terms of reference, 192
Appointment of Prof. A. E. Trueman as deputy chairman, 299
Resignation of Sir Robert Greig and Sir Henry Tizard, 740
Appointment of Miss D. Dymond, H. L. Elvln, H. S* Magnay and Prof.

E. K. Rideal as members, 740
University Teachers, Association of, and others : Conference on Science

and Human Welfare, 721
University Women, International Federation of. Twenty-sixth Council

Meeting. 125
Unna, P, J. H. : Limits of Effective Human Power, 560

Wave Energy—Sideways Flow and Losses by the Shore, 635
Unsworth, K ,

and others : Transmission ofL carinii to Laboratory Animals,
418

J
Unwin. Sir Stanley • On Translations, 616
Urey, Prof- Harold C. : Some Problems in the Separation of Isotopes, 743

Honorary degree of D Sc* of the University of Oxford conferred on, /

908
Ursell, F., and others : A Frequency Analyser used in the Study of Ocean

Waves, 329
U.S.S.R., Academy of Sciences of the ; 200 years of thd, 315

New buildings of the, 661
Uzel, Prof. J. : Obituary by K Cermak,230 ;

VALATIN, Dr. J. G : Heat of Sublimation of Carbon, 237
Valentine, Dr* F. <5* O, : Appointed to the University of London readership

In chemotherapy at London Hospital Medical College, 162
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Valko, E. I. : Surface-Acclve Agents* 580
Vallois, Prof. H. V. * Anthropology on the Continent of Europe In War-

time, IS

Valllk, Prof : Anthropology on the Continent of Europe In War-timc, 16
Van Itterbeek* Prof, A.* and De Greve, L. : Resistivity of Thin Nickel

Films at Low Temperatures, 100
Vasko* A. : Investigations of Near Infra-Red Radiations by means of Image

Convertors, 23S
*

Vaughan, Dr. Thomas Wayland : American Paleocene and Eocene Larger
I Foramlnifera, 718

Vebaek. Christen Leif! Inland Farms In the Norse East Settlement—
Archieologlcal Investigations in Julianehaab District, 803

Veeraraghavan, N , and others ; Action of Heparin on the Venom of
Echis cannatus, 878

Velsicol Corporation, Chicago : ‘Velsicol 1068', 701
Vengerov, Dr. Mark : An Optical-Acoustic Method of Gas Analysis, 28
Venkataraman, P. R„ and others : Utilization of Groundnut-Cake Hydroly-

sate as Medium for Production of Streptomycin, 23
Venkataraman, P, R. (Rao, R. Raghunandana, and) Relations between the

Source of Nitrogen and Antibiotic Formation by Aspergillus himigatus.
Fresenius, 241

Venkatarayan, S, V. Bud-rot of Areca Palms and ‘Hidimundige’ In Mysore,
882

yerdtateswaran, Dr S. ; The Law and Practice under the Trade Marks Act,
Sf 1940, review by Irene G. R. Moses, 604

« V^f^orn, Dr. Frans : Visitors’ Research Stations, 243

y, I Soper Pope Medal of the Cranbrook Institute
of Science, Michigan, 866 ; work of, 866

Vernon, Dr. P, E. • Agoing In Man and other Animals, 277
Vesey-Fltzgorald, Brian : British Gama, review by Frances Pitt, 462
Veterinary College, Roval : Appointment of N. J. Scorgle to the Courtauld

'A, ,

chair of animal husbandry, veterinary hygiene and dietetics, 743
Veterinary Educational Trust • Award of a Wellcome Veterinary Research

Fellowship to J. B. Poldlng, 55
Appointment of Prof. W. C* Miller as director of the Equine Research

Station, 743
Vickerstaff, Dr. T ! Fibrous Proteins, 475
Vickery, Dr. R* Q : Adsorption on Carbon of Rare Earth Organic Com-

plexes, 623
Vlenna^cademy^ofSclences : Vols, 148-151 ofSectlon lla ofthe Proceedings,

Vinnikov, J. A. .‘ Transformations of the Retinal Ganglionic Cells in Tissue
Cultures, 377

Virtanen, Prof. Artturi L : Fermentation of Woodrdust by Cellulose
Bacteria, 795

Virtanen, Prof. Artturi I , and Linkola, Hilkka : Organic Nitrogen Com-
pounds as Nitrogen Nutrition for Higher Plants, 515

Visiting Scientists, Society for : Series of discussion meetings, 581
Vogel, A. I. : Physical Properties of Aliphatic Hydrocarbons, 455
Vogel, H. (Laszt, Prof, L , and) : Glycogen Phosphorylysis In Alloxan-

dlabetlc Rats, 588
Vogt, Ceclle, and Vogt, Oskar Ageing of Nerve Cells, 304
VojtiSek^^Prof. V. : Karlova Universita (The Charles University), review,

Vonberg. D. D. (Ryle, M., and) : Solar Radiation on 175 Me /s, 339
Vonk, H. J., and others (edited by) : Digestion, Part I, review by Dr.

J. A. V. Butler, 689
de Vries, Dr. HI. : Concentration of Visual Purple In the Human Eye, 303

VVaCHTEL, Dr. Henry K. : Carcinogenic Substance from Human
Cancer, 98

Waddell, Agnes H. : Growth Curves, 29
Wade, G. C. : Botrytls Rot of Gladiolus, 756
Wade, N, J. (Griffith, W. H.* and) ; Choline and Phospholipid Synthesis,

630
Wade, W. G. : Awarded a Parsons Scholarship in Marine Engineering by

the Institution of Naval Architects, 548
Wahlgren, Elnar (Nordstrom, Frithlof, och) . Svenska Fjarllar, review by

Dr. A D. Imms, 498
Wakefield, Miss E M. : Taxonomic Problems of Fungi, 694
Walker, Dr. Arthur G, : Appointed to the chair of mathematics at the

University of Sheffield, 942
Walker, A. R. P., and others : Nutritional Value of Hlgh-Extraction Wheat

Meals, erratum, 267
Walker, J., and others : Chemotherapy of Typhus, 204
Walker, Dr. J. H. : High-frequency Alternators, 455
Walker, O. J., and Gainer, G. C. , Determination of Fluorides m Water,

275
Waller, Prof. I. ‘ War-tlnne Progress In X-Ray Analysis, 262
Walsh, A : General Purpose Source-unit for Spectrographic Analysis, 54

Industrial Spectroscopy, 347
.Walsh, Thomas, and Cullinan, Stephen J. Marsh Spot Disease of Peas, 30
Walter, W. Grey, and others i Analysis of the Electrical Response of the

Human Cortex to Photic Stimulation, 540
Walton, Dr. Arthur • Clinical Studies on Male Fertility, review, 729
Walton, Dr, Arthur (Tosic, Dr. J„ and) * Formation of Hydrogen Peroxide

fay Spermatozoa and Its Inhibitory Effect on Respiration, 485
, Walton, Dr. E. T. S, , Appointed to the Erasmus Smith chair of natural and

experimental philosophy In the University of Dublin, 476 ; work of,
476

* Wang,^Dr. T’U Chang ; Science and Human Welfare, 721
Ward, Dr* A, F. H., and Tordal, L. . Standard Entropy of Adsorption, 416

^ Ward law, Prof. C.W . A Wilt Disease of the Oil Palm, 56
Fusarium oxysporum on the Oil Palm, 712

, The Metamorphosis of Plants, review, 808
Banana, Leaf Spot, 886

.^Wardrop, A. B (Dadswell, Dr. H. E., and) : Ceil Wall Deformations in
‘ VVood Fibres, 174 «

,

Warhurst, Dr. E. : Bond-Energies and Isomerization, 594
Wmstferna, Dr, J. A. . War-time Progress In X-Ray Analysis, 261

4 Wassermann, Dr, Albert : Alglnlc Acid-acetate, 271
^'1 Waterer, John W : Leather In Life, Art and Industry, review by Dr. D.
F Jordan Lloyd, 812

Wateri^use, D. F
, and others . An Account of Experiments undertaken to

Determine the Natural Population Density of the Sheep Blowfly,
Luciha cuprma Wied , 804

Waterhouse, Dr. W. L. Appointed research professor In agriculture at
the University of Sydney, 743

Waters,([Dr.W A. ; American Techniques In Physical Chemistry, rev/ew,288
Glycol Splitting by Hydroxyl Radicals, 380

Watkins, James M. : Forage Resources of Latin America—El Salvador, 547
Watkins, W. M , and others • Specific Serological Characters of the Mucoids

of Hog Gastric Mucin, 879
Watson, A. G D. (LamonuJDr, H.vR*. L., and) . Millimetre Wave Propaga-

tion, 943
Watson, Dr. D J ' Orlp^Isatlpn of Agriculture, review, 812
Watson, Prof. D. M. S J Obituary pf Prof. F. Broill, 16
Watson, D. S * Awardfcd a John Hopkinson Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engljneers, 21
Watson, Prof. G. N. ^ Awarded the Sylvester Medal of the Royal Society,

78

1

, 843 ^ y
Watson, J. D. • O^ath of, 866
Watson, M, A. : insect Transmission of Beet Mosaic and Beet Yellows, 64
Watson, M A , and others Plant Viruses, 885
Watson and Sons, Ltd, W. . Document-recording camera and Microfilm

reader and printer, 579
Watson-Watt, Sir Robert ; Science and Human Welfare, 721
Webb, J. E , and Harbour, H. E. . Occurrence of Foot Louse of Sheep in

the British Isles, 587
Webb, Dr M. : Appointed to an imperial Chemical industries Fellowship

in the University of Birmingham, 300
Webb, Shirley Ambrosia Fungi, 756
Weber, H : Carbohydrate Metabolism In Alloxan-diabetic Rats, 627
Webster, J. : Appointed an assistant lecturer In botany at University

College, Hu^ll, 513
Webster, Dr, J F., and Frey, Hllde : Changes Occurring In Bacillus fusi-

formis during the Application of Penicillin, 59
Wedmore, E B : Bee-keeping, revieyr, 42

Honey Production In the British Isles (R. O B. Manley), review, 689
Wcedon, B. C. L , and others . Acetylenic Ketones, 205
Weldenrelch, Franz : Palaeolithic Child from the Teshik-Tash Cave, 171

Apes, Giants and Man, review by Prof. W E Le Gros Clark, 427
Wcigert, Dr. F , and others ; Production of Metabolic Benzpyrene Deriva-

tives in vitro, 417
Weil, Dr. Ernest ’ Robert Hooke’s Letter of December 9, 1679, to Isaac

Newton, 135
Well, E Catalogue No. 8, Books on Alchemy, Chemistry and Psychology,

Well, J, W., and others : Nitrogenous Manuring and Eyespot ofWheat, 1 7

1

Weil, Robert . Reflectivity of Nickel, 672
Weintroub, S. : Anti-reflexion and High-reflexIon Films, 422
Weir, Dr. J, : Nitroglycerine and Guncotton—a Double Centenary, 83
Weiss, Prof. Pierre • Obituary by Major C. R S. Manders, 905
Wcissberger, Arnold (edited by) ‘ Physical Methods of Organic Chemistry,

Vol. 2, review by Dr W A. Waters, 288
Welssenberg, Dr. K. • Measurement of Viscosity, 245
Welssenberg, Dr K., and Freeman, G. M . Principles of Rheological

Measurement, 614
Wellcome Foundation . Dr. N. Hamilton Fairley to become consultant

In tropical medicine to the, 374
Wellcome Laboratories of Tropical Medicine : Dr. N. Hamilton Fairley

to cease to be director, 374
Appointment of Brigadier John S. K. Boyd as director, 374

Wells, H. G. : Death of, 264
Meeting at the Royal Institution In memory of, 548

Wells, H. G., a Survey and Tribute (Sir Richard Gregory), 399
Wells, Dr. John West : West Indian Eocene and Miocene Corals, 718
Wells, P. A. : Central Institute of Management, 381
Wentzel, L. M., and Sterne, Dr, M. : Effect of Calcium on the Production of

BotuUnus D Toxin, 446
Wernick, Dr. S, : Elected president of the Electrodepositors’ Technical

Society for 1946-47, 127
Wertheimer, E. (Tuerkischer, E., and) : Liver Glycogen of Alloxan-dia-

betic Rats under Different Conditions, 201
West, Prof. Gilbert D. : A Simple Method of Demonstrating the Pressure

of Sound, 755
West, Dr. T. F. ; ‘Velsicol 1068’, 951 *

West, Dr T. F., and Campbell, G A : D.D.T-, the Synthetic Insecticide,
review by Prof. G. R Cameron, 359

West, Dr, T. F (Campbell, G. A., and) ; The Truth about D D.T., 21
Westerdijk, J. B. (de Haas, Prof. W. J , and) : Strong Magnetic Fields, 271
Westinghouse Centennial Forum McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc. to publish

the papers and centennial addresses delivered at the, 127
Westinghouse Educational Foundation : To provide funds for the award

of an annual George Westinghouse Newspaper Science Writing
Award, 161

Westminster Hospital Medical School : Title of University of London
professor of clinical pathology conferred on Dr. R. J. V. Pulvertaft,

Westoll, Dr. T Stanley : Tnassic Fishes from East Greenland, review, 75
Westwick, F., and others . Surface Area Determination, 28
Whale, H A. ‘ Awarded an Overseas Science Research Scholarship by the

Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851, 41

1

Wheeler, Dr, Olive A. * The Adventure ofYouth, review byT. H. Hawkins,
79

Wheeler, Dr. W. H. ; Rocket Development, 464
Whewell, Dr. C. S. * Fibrous Proteins, 474
Whiffen, — . Dielectrics, 123
Whinfield, J. R : Chemistry of Terylene’, 930
Whipple, G. A. : Appointed martaging director ofAdam Hilger, Ltd., 195

Whitbread and Co„ Ltd. • Appointment of Dr. E* C. Barton-Wrfgmt as

microbiologist, 828
Whitby, G. S (rydlted by Mark, H., and) : Scientific Progress fa Idte Field

of Rubber and Synthetic Elastomers (Advances in Colloid Science,

initiated by the late Elmer O. Kraexner, VoL2), review by Dr, L. R G.f
'

Treloar, ^4 '

'

White, Prof. C* M. * Turbulent Plbw in *67

White, J. C. ethers^!. Dftl»jrlor|i^|p|'o^.$«oragpci|pr|od5^^ Milk,



xxvfii NAME INDEX
White, Dr M J D (Pontecorvo, Dr G , and) Heredity and Variation m

Micro-organisms, 363
Whitehead, S Dielectrics, 122
Whitehead. Dr Stanley B Honeybees and their Management, review

by E B Wedmore, 42
Whiteley, Dr A. L. : Awarded a Measurements Section Premium (Silvanus

Thompson Premium) of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 21

Whiteley, A. L • 'Servo' Systems, 716
Whiting, J. W. M , and others Outline of Cultural Materials, 337
Whitrow, Dr G J * The Mass of the Universe, 165

Whittaker, A. G. (Lipscomb, W. N., and). Structure of Vanadium Tetra-
chloride, 455

’

Whittaker, Sir Edmund Retirement from the chair of mathematics in the
University of Edinburgh, 264 ;

work of, 264
Philosophy of Atomic Physics, review, 356

Whytlaw-Gray, Prof R. Obituary of Prof Otto Honigschmid, 543
Widdowson, Dr E M (McCance, Dr. R A , and) . The Chemical Composi-

tion of Foods, second edition, review by N. T, Gridgeman, 325
*

Wigglesworth, Dr V B. * Micro-organisms and Insects, review, 644
Life and Food of Insects, review, 728
Gall Midges and Agriculture, review, 852

Wik6n, Torsten (Melin, Prof Elias, and) : Antibacterial Substances in

Water Extracts of Pure Forest Litter, 200
Wilcock, C. A, B. : Appointed a member of the Medical Research Council,

479
Wilcocks, Dr Charles Appointed director of the Bureau of Hygiene and

Tropical Diseases, 127
Wild, John Plato’s Theory of Man, review by Prof. A D Ritchie, 182
Wilkins, H. P . A Thermal Eyepiece for the Telescope, 373

Variations in the Lunar Formation Aristarchus, 489
Wilkins, W. H., and Harris, G. C. M Bacteriostatic Substances in Fungi,

30
Wilkinson, D» H. (Thorpe, Dr.W H , and) Ising’s Theory of Bird Orienta-

tion, 903
Wilkinson, Dr. G. (Grummitt, Dr W. E., and) : Fission Products of

163
Wilkinson, Dr. H. : Nutritive Values of Foods and Condiments, 85
Wilkinson, P. : Appointed assistant lecturer in geology in the University

of Sheffield, 547
Wilkinson, P A , and others A New Route to 7-Dehydrocholesterol,

Provitamin Dj, 169
Wilkinson, P. R , Appointed entomologist (tsetse), Uganda, 374
Willcox, Lieut.-Colonel R, R. . Penicillin Treatment of Syphilis, 242

Testicle and Spermatic Tract Lesions in Lymphogranuloma Venereum,
487

Witlheim, Dr, R. • Obituary of Prof Ernst Freund, 229
Williams, Dr, F. C. . Awarded an Institution Premium of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, 21

Williams, Dr Gwyn * Appointed to the chair of chemistry at Royal Hollo-
way College, 159 ; work of, 159

Williams, J. W„ and others : Diffusion in Solution, 445
Williams, Dr. P. C. : Ageing in Man and other Animals, 276
Williams, Major P. E. : Appointed pasture management officer, Jamaica,

195
Williams, Robley C. (Hlltner, W. A., and) : Photometric Atlas of Stellar

Spectra, review by Prof. F J. M. Stratton, 813
Williams, Dr. S, E., and Hands, P. * Abnormal Solar Radiation on 75 Mega-

cycles, 511, correction, 828
Williams, Dr. Trevor llltyd ; An Introduction to Chromatography, review

by Dr. E. Lester Smith, 730
Williams, Watkin • Varieties of Red and White Clover, 267
Willmore, Dr. T. J, : Mathematics In Government Service and Industry,

236
Wills, W. H. : Awarded a Pa|',|s Exhibition (1881) Premium of the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers, 21

WiHshaw, W. E. • Awarded a Radio Section Premium of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, 21

Wlllshaw, W. E., and others Radio Measurements In the Decimetre and
Centimetre Wavebands, 33 ‘

Wilson, Dr. Andrew . Resignation as lecturer in pharmacology and thera-
peutics at the University of Sheffield, 93

Wilson, Dr- A. J. C : War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis, 260
Wilson, Dr. C. L : Industrial Spectroscopy, 348

"Wilson, Dr, C. L. (Belcher, Ronald, and) * Qualitative Inorganic Micro-
analysis, review. 79

Wilson, D. P. • Recent Marine Biological Research, 884, 885
Wilson, F. : Insect Control In Australia, 940
Wilson, G. Fox : Pests of Cotoneaster, 630
Wilson, H. M., and Smales, A. A. ‘ Uranium in Urine, 590
Wilson, J C. : Appointed assistant conservator of forests. Gold Coast,870
Wilson, Dr, J. G. : Momentum Spectrum of Mesons at Sea-Level, 414
Wilson, Dr, J. G. (Janossy, Dr. L., and) : Interpretation of the Meson

Spectrum near Sea-Level, 450
Wilson, J. K* : Nodule Bacteria of Legumes, 64
Wilson, J S. : London Traffic and the London Plan, 440
V/ilson, Miss M. A . Awarded a Ministry of Agriculture post-graduate

Scholarship in agricultural economics, 662
Wilson, S G. Appointed senior veterinary research officer, Nigeria, 195

Wilson, Dr. W, : The Cathode Ray Oscillograph In Industry, second edition,

review by Dr. L. E. C. Hughes, 814
Wilson, W. King : Rhubarb Leaves as a Feeding-stuff for Rabbits, 67
Wimpenny, R S. : Recent Marine Biological Research, 884
Winch, G.T. ; Awarded a Leon Gaster Memorial Premium by the Illuminat-

ing Engineering Society, 548
Windred, G. ; The Gas-filled Triode, review, 689
WlnfieW, Miss J N‘. : Awarded an Agricultural Research Council Scholar-

ship, 581

Wingate, J. M : Appointed assistant director of agriculture. Gold Coast,

702
Winterbotham, Brigadier H St, J L Death of, 905

Wise, M E. (Klasens, H. A,, and) : Decay of Zinc Sulphide Type Phosphors,
483

WItchell, Prof E. F. D : Title of emeritus professor in mechanical engineer-

ing in the University of London conferred on, 782, 906 ; work of,

906
With, Dr. Torben K , Occurrence in Human Serum of Yellow Substances

different from Bilirubin, 310
Witts, Prof L. J. Emotion and Illness, review, 252
VVokes, Dr Frank: Effect ofpH in the DyeTItration ofVitamm C In certain

Plant Materials, 133, erratum, 233
Wolf, J , and Cousins, C. M. * Hypochlorite Sterilization of Metal Surfaces

infected with Bacteria suspended In Milk, 755
Womersley, H. Acarma of Australia and New Guinea, Family Leeuwen-

hoekiidae, 53
Wood, Derek R, . Appointed lecturer in pharmacology in the University

of Sheffield, 702
Wood, Eric C. Computation of Biological Assays, 835
Wood, Dr. F C (Marsh, J T., and) An Introduction to the Chemistry

of Cellulose, third edition, review by Dr. Juljus Grant, 855
Wood, Dr H E. Obituory byW H van den Bos, 17

Wood, J E R ' Geophysical Prospecting and English Oilfields, 933
Wood, Dr, W. A X-Ray Analysis in the Steel Industry, 918
Wood, Dr. W. A , and Tapsell, H. J. Mechanism of Creep in Metals, 415

Woods, H. J. • Fibrous Proteins, 474
Woods, J. C (Spring, Prof F S , and) : The Reaction between N-Substi-

tuted Phthalimides and Primary Amines, 754
Wool industries Research Association • Report of the director of research

for 1945, 386
Working Party Reports Cotton, 213
World Power Conference . Fuel Economy Conference at The Hague In

1947, 338
World Power Conference (United States National Committee of the) :

Report on Fuel Economy in the United States since 1939, 510
Worley, L. G. Interpretation of the Golgi Apparatus, 274
Wormell, Dr. R. L. Fibrous Proteins, 475
Worthington, Dr E. B. Biology of Water Supply, 421

Worthy, W. D. (Motz, H,, and) . Magnetic Field Calculatioh by Relaxation
Method, 455

Wragg, W R (Barber, Dr. H J., and) • Composition of the Antimalarial

Drug R. 63 and the Ing and Manske Hydrazine Hydrolysis of N-
Substituted Phthalimides, 514

WrazeJ, Dr. W J. • Alpha-Gamma Transformation in Iron-Carbon Alloys,

308
Wrench, G. T * Reconstruction by Way of the Soil, review by Prof. L

Dudley Stamp, 853
Wright, H. M. (Tomlinson, F. W., and) : Mineral-Insulated Metal-sheathed

Conductors, 616
Wright, P. K. (Broda, Dr. E., and) : Determination of the Upper Limits of

the Fission Cross-sections of Lead and Bismuth for Li-D Neutrons
by a Chemical Method, 871

Wright, S. E. (Lauder, Dr. I., and) : Hydrolysis of Chloral In Heavy Hydro-
gen Water, 381

Wright, Dr. W. D. : Title of University of London reader In colour vision

conferred on, 233
Wunderly, Ch. * Action of Pepsin on Serum Proteins as Measured by

Electrophoresis, 556
Wyart. Prof. J. : War-time Progress In X-Ray Analysis, 261
Wyckoff. Dr. R. W, G. • War-time Progress of X-Ray Analysis, 262

Heterogenesis and the Origin of Viruses, 407
Wynn-Willlams, Dr. C. E. : Title of University of London reader in physics

conferred on, 233
Wynne, Charles G. : An Extension of the Lens-Mirror System of Maksutov,

583
Wyrobek, —. : Geophysical Prospecting and English Oilfields, 933

Yoeu , M., and others ; Anopheline Mosquitoes as Natural Vectors of

Equine Dermal FilarUsis, 913
Yonge, Prof. C M. . Jubilee of the Marine Biological Station, Millport, 506

Recent Marine Biological Research, 884
Yorkshire Copper Works * Gift of£300 for 1946 and 1947 to the University

of Leeds for award of a scholarship to students of pure and applied

science, preferably metallurgy, 581
Yost, Prof. Don M., and Russell, Jr., Horace : Systematic Inorganic Chemis-

try of the Fifth-and-Sixth Group Non-metalllc Elements, review, 689

Young, H. P. . Electric Power System Control, second edition, review by
C. W. Marshall. 463

Young, J. A. : Appointed assistant agricultural adviser to the High Com-
missioner for the United Kingdom in Canada, 513

Young, Prof J- Z. : Patterns of Substance and Activity in the Nervous
System, 907

Young, Prof J. Z (Nicol, J, A. C., and) : Giant Nerve Fibre of Myxicola
infundibulum (Grube), 167

ZaCHARIASEN, Prof W.H. : War-time Progress in X-Ray Analysis. 262
Zanitra, Prof H. : Appointed director of the Astronomical Institute of the

University of Amsterdam, 662, 740 ; work of, 740
Zoo (London): Recent Additions to the (Dr. Edward Hindle), 637, 702
Zoological Museum, Copenhagen : History of the, review, 183
Zurich Society of Natural Sciences : Meeting to celebrate the two hun-

dredth anniversary, 559



TITLE INDEX
AkBRASIVES and ch© Transmission of Plane Viruses (Dr H Kalmus and B.

Kassanis), 171

Absorption of Light by Blood Plasma (Antonio E Rodriguez and Jose A.
Balseiro), 171

Absorption of Penicillin : An Agent delaying the (Dr. F Schutz and J, N.
Hawthorne)* 132,

Absorption of Ultrasonics In Liquids : Physical Basis of a New Theory of
(R. Parshad). 874

Absorption Bands of Aromatic Molecules. Long Wave-length (D P.
Craig), 235

Absorption Spectrum of Haemoglobin In Red Cells (D. L Rubinstein and
H. M, Ravikovich), 952

Absorption Spectrum of Tnthioformaldehyde and Thiometaformaldehyde
(Dr. M. Deslrant), 518

Abyssinia : Prehistoric Finds from (J. Desmond Clark), 454
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R, (S. I, Tomkeleff), 315
Acari as Agents transmitting Typhus In India, Australasia and the Far East

(Dr. Susan Finnegan), 267
Actrina of Australia and New Guinea, Family Leeuwenhoekiidae(H Womers-

ley), 53
Acarine Parasite of Bees ; A New (Michel Lavoiplerre), 130
Acceleration (Arbitrary) : Relativity Transformations connecting Two

Systems In (Prof. Hsin-Pei Soh), 99
Accuracy (‘Sufficient’) : Experimental Data and (H. A Hughes), 29
Acetylcholine : Sensitization of Muscle to Choline and, and the Supposed

Existence of Choline Acetylase (Eug. B. Babsky and P. F. Minajev), 268
Acetylcholine and Inhibition of the Vagus Nerve Role of Sulphydril

Groups in the Action of (Prof, Ch. S, Koschtoianz and T. M, Turpa-
Jew), 837
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berg and B M Lagcrgren), 746
Coleoptera of France * Some, review by Dr A D. Imms, 78
Collapse of Capillaries in the Drying of Porous Gels (W. H. Banks and

Dr. W W. Barkas). 341
Collieries of the Netherlands (Associated) : Geological and Geophysical

Studies during the War on behalf of the (Dr, L. U. de Sitter), 48
Colloid Science Advances in (initiated by the late Elmer O Kraemer),

Vol. 2, Scientific Progress in the Field of Rubber and Synthetic
Elastomers (edited by H. Mark and G. S Whitby), review by Dr.
L. R. G Treloar, 924

Colloidal Particles : Speed of (Miguel Ozorio de Almeida), 205
Colombia : Delinquency among Young People in (Luis Carlos P6rez), 941
Colonial Agriculture (Institut National pour I’^tude Agronomique du

Congo Beige congress on), 942
Colonial Development and Man-power Problems, 317
Colonial Land Tenure : Modern Problems of, review by Dr. Lucy P. Mair,

893
Colonial Service : Organisation of the, 319
Colonial Services . Training for the, 73
Colonies ; Land Law and Custom In the (Dr. C. K. Meek), review by Dr.

Lucy P, Mair, 893
Colorimetric Estimation of Penicillin il (Dr. J. E. Page and F. A Robinson),

910
Colour of Heavy Lead Silicate Glass (Dr. W. M. Hampton), 582
Colour Changes m Feathers of Hens (Mary iuhn), 274
Colour Reaction * Differentiation between Glucose, Galactose and Mannose

by a (Dr. S. Hestrin and J. Mager), 95
Colour Receptors of the Human Fovea (Prof. H. Hartrldge), 97, 301 :

(Dr. F. W. Edridge-Green), 301
Colours and How we See Them (Prof. H. Hartridge), 743
Colpomenia peregnna Sauv in Denmark (S0ren Lund), 204
Combustion of Carbon and Carbon Monoxide (G. W. Bridger), 236
Comet Giacoblni-Zlnner Meteors from, S45
Comet Jones (1946 h), 548
Commerce , Electrical Contacts In, review by Dr. Edwin Rhodes, 647
Commonwealth Travelling Professorship for the Royal College of Surgeons,

740
Community : Science in relation to the (Prof A. D. Ritchie), 639
Community (International) • Conditions of Survival—Freedom ofThought

and the, 459
Composition of Airborne Crystalline Materials with Particle Size Deter-

mination of the Variation of (H. A. Druett), 946
Compounds in Homologous Series Biological Activity of (Dr. G. M.

Badger), 585
Computing Engine : Automatic, for the National Physical Laboratory, 827
Computing Machine The ENIAC, an Electronic (Prof D. R. Hartree), 500
Condensations in a Non-static Universe (Prof- V. V, Narlikar and iC R.

Karmarkar), 550
Condensing Agents Gngnard Compounds as (H. J Shine and Prof,

E. E. Turner), 170

Condiments : Nutritive Values of Foods and (Society of Chemical Industry
(Nutrition Panel of the Food Group) conference on), 85

Conditioned Pyndoxine Deficiency in Rats on Diets containing Flours of
Different Extraction-Rates (Marion B. Richards), 306

Conductors : Mmeral-insulated Metal-sheathed (F- W. Tomlinson and

.J
H. M. Wright), 616

Conference : Diplomacy by (Lord Hankey), review by R. Brightman, 770
Confidence Interval A General Class of (Dr. M. S. Bartlett), 52l

,

Conifers Root Disease in (W. R. Day), 57
Conjugations in Paramecium : Induction of (T. T, Chen), 7IS I

Constellations : Namting the (Henry 1. Christ)> 869
Consulting Work and Educational Institutions, 509
Contact Toxicity of D.D.T. Suspesnaiom^ : Relation of Crystal

.

Sizq anB
Shape to (Andrew H. Moinfesh)^ 417

*Contalp©r-dejnt Sensitivity’ of 6p'hd jGtarret |U Schuyler),
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Contractile Function of the Heart • Electrocardiogram of the Embryo at

the Beginning of the, and of Explants Cultivated m vitro (Prof O. O
Olivo, S, Petralia and R Ricamo), 344

Contraction ‘Plastic’ Transverse, of a Longitudinally Strained Metal

(Dr. K H. Swainger), 165

Convulsions Produced in Frogs by Sudden Changes of Temperature (Miguel

Ozono de Almeida, H Moussatch6 and M Vianna Dias), 64
Co-operative Living in Palestine (Henrik F. Infield), review by Maurice

Bruce, 398
Copenhagen : History of the Zoological Museum, review, 183

Copley Medal of the Royal Society av/arded to Prof. E. D Adrian, 781, 841

Copper : Meson Production in (Mrs. Chameli Basu), 379

X-Ray Examination of Self-Recovery in (J. L. Miller, L, C Bannister

and R M. Hrnde), 705

Copper (Metallic) * Activation of, by Oxidation and Reduction (Prof

W- £ Garner and F. S Stone), 909

Copper Sulphate Effect of Hydrogen Peroxide in the Presence of, on the
Shrinkage of Wool (J. Anderson), 554

CoDoer-Enzyme Poisons : Effect of, on Soil Nitrification (Dr. Hovi^ard

Lees), 97
Coppered-Tungsten Hard Glass Seals (A. L Riemann), 756
Copying on Microfilm Document, 579

Corals * West Indian Eocene and Miocene (Dr John West Wells), 718
Some American Fossil Forammifera and (T, F Grimsdale), 718 ,

(Dr,

H. Dighton Thomas), 719
Cordoba Observatory Seventy-fifth Anniversary of the (Dr. E Gaviola),

402
Coronal Emission and Terrestrial Magnetism Correlation between

(A H. Shapley and W. O. Roberts), 715

Coronal Lines * Identification of the (Prof. Bengt Edl6n), 313

Corrosion of Metals, review by Dr. H. Sutton, 927

Cortex (Human) : Analysis of the Electrical Response of the, to Photic
Stimulation (W Grey Walter, V J. Dovey and H Shipton), 540

Cortical Layer of Fertilized and Parthenogenetlc Sea Urchin Eggs . Cyclic
Variations of the Submicroscopic Structure of the (A. Monroy and
Prof. G. Montalenti), 239

Cosmic Radiation with Frequency Variation of (L A Moxon), 758
Cosmic Radiation at Radio-frequencies . Fluctuations in (J S. Hey, S. J

Parsons and J W. Phillips), 234
Cosmic Ray Intensity associated with Magnetic Storms : Changes in

(Prof. H. Alfv6n), 618

Cosmic Ray Intensity at Lahore : An Observed Abnormal Increase in

(Dr H. R. Sarna and O. P. Sharma), 550

Cosmic Rays Solar and Sidereal Diurnal Variations of (Dr. A. Duperier),

196
Solar and Sidereal 6-Hourly Variations of (Dr. A Duperier), 944

Cotoneaster : Pests of (G Fox Wilson), 630
Cotton (Raw) : Dielectric Properties of (Dr. W Lawrence Balls), 9

Cotton Working Party Report, 213 ’

Cottons m the Punjab (American) : Periodic Partial Failures of (Prof

R. H Dastur), 524
”

Cotyledons of Phaseolus vulgaris L. : Influence of Heteroauxin on the

(A. Malabotti), 880

Country Diary of a Cheshire Man (A. W. Boyd), review by Miss Frances

Pitt, 928
Countryman’s Week-End Book (Eric Parker), review by T. H. Hawkins, 430

Cracking of Cementlve Materials * Shrinkage and (Society of Chemical
Industry (Roads and Building Materials Group) symposium on), 1

1

Cracks in Glass Tubes : Spiral (Dr, John J Hopfield), 582
Creep In Metals : Mechanism of (Dr. W. A. Wood and H J. Tapsell), 415

Cries : Supersonic, of Bats (Dr. Donald R. Griffin), 46 ; (Prof. H. Hart-

ridge), 135

Criticism (Aesthetic) : Philosophy and* review by Prof. A. D. Ritchie, 253

Criticism in the Arts : The Basis of (Prof. Stephen C. Pepper), review by

Prof. A. D. Ritchie, 253
Croonian Lecture of the Royal Society (Prof J B S. Haldane), 722

Crop Yields : Use of Small-size Plots in Sample Surveys for (Prof P. C.
Mahalanobis), 798

Cross (Dorothy Temple) Research Fellowship in Tuberculosis awarded to

Dr. T. F. Jarman, 412
Crossing-over : Mechanism of (K. V Snnath), 840

Crustacea ; Ecdysis and Growth In (A. E, Needham), 667

Cryoscopic Proof of the Formation of Nitronium Ion (R. J Gillespie, J.

Graham, Dr. E. D. Hughes, Prof- C. K. Ingold and E. R. A. Peeling),

480
Crystal Faces : Topography of (C. W. Bunn and H Emmett), 164

Crystal Growth : Effect of Pressure on (Dr. M. H. Hey), 584 ,
(F. M L ),

584 ; (F. R. Himsworth), 917

Crystal Lattices * Electric Filters and, review by Prof Max Born, 926

Crystal Size and Shape : Relation of, to Contact Toxicity of D.D.T. Sus-

pensions (Andrew H. McIntosh), 417
Crystal Structure of Zinc p-Toluenesulphorrate (A. Hargreaves), 620

Crystalline Materials (Airborne) ; Determination of the Variation of

Composition of, with Particle Size (H. A. Druett), 946

Crystallization of Arginase (Dr. S. J. Bach), 376

Crystallization of Synthetic Pepicillln, 905
Crystallographic Approach to Stereochemistry, review by Dr. David T.

Gibson and Prof. J. M. Robertson, III

Crystallography at University College, London, 866

Crystals (Mixed) : Raman Spectra of (M. Kanaka Raju), 631

Cucurbitace® : A New Genus of (Dr. D Chatterjee), 345

Cultivation of Berried Fruits in Great Britain (Chas, H Oldham), review

by Prof. R. H. Stoughton, 569

Cultural Materials ‘ Outline of (G. P. Murdock, C S. Ford, A. E. Hudson,

R. Kennedy, Prof. L. W, Simmons and J. W. M. Whiting), 337

Cultural Missions of Mexico ; Report on the (U.S. Office of Education,

Bulletin No. 11), 510
. . . « , ^

Culture : Contemporary, of the Cahita Indians (Ralph L. Beals), 69

Culture Aggi^^e (Historic) : The Ancient Oifcoumene as an (Dr. A. L.

Kroeber^), 16# 387 rv s

Cupric Ammirto Nitrates : Composition of (Arun K Dey), 95

,C6ir»re (n An«s4eala. 743 , __“
re (Tube-) ; Biptanical Origin of (Dr. Harold King), 515

Point of Ferrp-eilectrto Salts : The Lower (H. M. Barkta), 340

Currents of the Bosporus (P Ullyott and O llgaz), 30
Currents of Opposite Direction (Constant) ; Reciprocal Effects due to

Stimulation of the Spinal Cord by (Dr C R. Skoglund), 131

‘Curves of Best Fit’ and Regression Lines • Linear (D V. Lindley), 272
Cyclic Variations (Suspected) : Choice of a ‘Reality Index’ for (Dr, W.

Gleissberg), 915
Cyclic Variations of the Submicroscopic Structure of the Cortical Layer of

Fertilized and Parthenogenetlc Sea Urchin Eggs (A Monroy and
Prof. G. Montalenti), 239

Cysteine Anti-Oxygen Stabilization of Bilirubin in Alkaline Medium by
Ascorbic Acid and (G. Barac), 97

Cytochemical Techniques : Establishment of (Dr. John R. Baker and Dr
F K Sanders). 129 ; (Dr. J. F. Danielli), 129, 917; (Dr H. Holcer),9l7

Cytochrome Oxidase Activity Antithyroid Drugs and (Dr. Gertrude E.

Clock), 169
Cytogenetics of Rosa canina (A. Gustafsson), 64
Cytological Basis of High Fertility m Autotetraploid Buckwheat (S L.

Frolova, V. V Sacharov and V V. Mansurova), 520
Czechoslovakia : Amateur Astronomy in (Zienek Kopal), 661

Iron Age Discoveries in (Prof. K Absalon), 954

Dairy Technology • Recent Advances in (Course of Lectures to be
given at the Central aboratories of the Express Dairy Co , Ltd
under the auspices of the Chelsea Polytechnic), 870

Daldinia concentrlca : Spore Discharge m (C. T. Ingold), 756
Danish Laboratories Accommodation for Scientific Workers in, 232
Danish Marine Biology Fifty Years of (Dr, H. Blegvad), 92
Danske Dyreverden Den (Ragnar Sparck), review, 325
Darwin (George) Lecture of the Royal Astronomical Society, 313
Darwin Medal of the Royal Society awarded to Sir D’Arcy Thompson, 781,

843
Darwinism Mimetic Polymorphism, a Controversial Chapter of (Dr.

Richard B Goldschmidt), 277
Data • Experimental, and ‘Sufficient’ Accuracy (H A. Hughes), 29
Davy Medal of the Royal Society awarded to Prof C K. Ingold, 781, 842
Day . Origin of the First European Potatoes and their Reaction to Length

of (Dr J E van der Plank), 168, 712, (J G Hawkes and C. M.
Driver), 168, 713

D.DT., the Synthetic Insecticide (Dr T F West and G. A. Campbell),
review by Prof G. R Cameron, 359

D.D T * Leather-Jacket Control with Benzene Hexachloride and with
(R B. Dawson and J. R. Escrltt), 448

Some Properties and Applications of (Ministry of Supply), 126
The Truth about (G A. Campbell and Dr. T. F. West), 21

DDT (Technical) : Composition of, 205
D.D.T. on Young Fish : Lethal Effects of (Dr. D. P Pielou), 378
D D.T. Suspensions ‘ Relation of Crystal Size and Shape to Contact

Toxicity of (Andrew H McIntosh), 417
Death . He Conquered—the Story of Frederick Grant Banting (Margaret

Mason Shaw), review by T. H Hawkins, 814
Docaplold Strain of Anemia salina . A (Dr. G. Haas and Dr. E. Gold-

schmidt), 239
Decay of Zinc Sulphide Type Phosphors (H. A. Klasensand M. E. Wise), 483
Defence Against the Atom Bomb (Prof. R. E Peierls), 379
Defence Against the Atomic Bomb (D. G. Chrlstopherson), 151
Defence In Britain * Re-organisation of, 641
Defence Research Policy • Formation of a Committee on, 509
Deformations . Cell Wall, In Wood Fibres (Dr. H. E. Dadsweli and A. B.

Wardrop), 174
Degaussing : Naval Mining and, 548
7-DehydrochoIesterol, Provitamin D, : A New Route to (H. B Henbesc,

Dr. E. R. H. Jones, A E. Bide, R. W. Peevers and P. A. Wilkinson),
169

Delignifying Jute Fibres on their Structure (Intensively) ; Effect of Dyeing,
Mercerizing and (N G. Banerjee, R. S. Basak and R. K, Sen), 100

Delinquency among Young People In Colombia (Luis Carlos P6rez), 941
Delousing Agent : Methyl Bromide as a (R Latta, H. H. Richardson and

J B. Kindler), 757
Democratic Values, review by Maurice Bruce, 395
Demodulation by Superconductivity (Dr. Donald H. Andrews and Chester

W. Clark), 945
Denmark * Colpomenta peregnna Sauv. in (Spiren Lund), 204
Denmark in 1946 . Observations on the Moth Plusia gamma in (P. Bovien,

Elllnor Bro Larsen and Erik Tetens Nielsen), 628
Dental Condition of Five-year-old Elementary School Children (Dr. Helen

Coumoulos), 559
Dental Research Unit established at the King’s College Hospital, London,

by the Medical Research Council, 195
Dermal Filariasls (Equine) . Anophellne Mosquitoes as Natural Vectors of

(J. D. Abbott. A. T. Roden and M Yoell), 913
Dermestid Beetles • Classification of (Bryant E. Rees), 30
Detection : Electrolytic, of Small Amounts of Lead in Brass or Zinc (D,

McLean), 307
Detection and Approximate Determination of the Different Penicillins in

a Mixture • A Microchromatographic Method for the (Dr. R. R.
Goodall and Dr. A. A. LeVl), 675

Detergents (Cation-active) : Effect of Electrolytes on (Dr. John A Hill

and C. L F Hunter). 585
Deterioration on Storage of Dried Skim Milk (Kathleen M Henry, S. K.

Kon, C. H. Lea, J A. B Smith and J. C. D White), 348
Determination (Approximate) : A Microchromatographic Method for the

Detection and. of the Different Penicillins m a Mixture (Dr. R. R.
Goodall and Dr. A. A. Levi), 675

Determination of Bisulphite-binding Substances of Blood in the Diagnosis'
of Vitamin Bj Deficiency : Value of (Dr Andrew G6th), 342

Deuterons : Disintegration of Magnesium and Aluminium by (H. R.
Allan and C A. Clavier), 832

Devastation (Sir John L. Myres), 605
Dextral and Sinistral Strains of Bacillus mycoides Flugge i Specific Action

of Optical Isomers of Mepacrine upon (Prof. V. V. Alpatov), 838
Diabetes : Alloxan, in the Rabbit (E. Duffy), 454

Alloxan, and Kidney Function (C. Jimenez-Diaz, F, Grande-Cqvlan and
J. C. De Oya), 589
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Diagnosis of Vitamin Bj Deficiency Value of Determination of Blsulphlte-
binding Substances of Blood in the (Dr. Andrew G6th), 342

Diamagnetic Susceptibility of Isomerides (Dr W. Rogle Angus and Geoffrey
Stott), 70S

Diary of a Cheshire Man ! The Country (A. W Boyd), tcvtQW by Miss
Frances Pitt, 928

Diatoms without Siliceous Frustules (N, Ingram Hendey), 588
Dielectric Behaviour of ‘Polythene’ at Very High Frequencies (J. G Powles

and W, G, Oakes), erratum, 21
Dielectric Dispersion In Crystalline Di-isopropyl Ketone (Dr. A. Schal-

lamach), 619
Dielectric Measurement at Centimetre Wavelengths : Resonance MethcwJs

of (F. Horner, T. A. Taylor, R. Dunsmuir, J Lamb and Prof. Willis
iackson), 33

Dielectric Properties of Raw Cotton (Dr. W. Lawrence Balls), 9
Dielectrics (Royal Institute of Chemistry and the Institute of Physics |oint

discussion on), 111 ; (Faraday Society discussion on), 121

Dielectrics In Telecommunications • New (Prof. Willis Jackson), 547
Dietary : Insect (Prof. Charles T. Brues), review by Dr. V. B. Wlggles-

worth, 728
Diethylstilboestrol Ch-Trans Isomerism of (F. H, Malpress), 790
Diets containing Flours of Different Extraction-Rates i Conditioned

Pyridoxine Deficiency In Rats on (Marlon B. Richards), 306
Diets with Synthetic B Vitamins (Purified) : Effect on Rats of (J. E Rom-

bouts and A. Querldo), 792
Difference between Two Means of Observations of Unequal Precision :

Testing the (Prof. R, A. Fisher), 713
Differential- und Integralrechnung : Vorlesungen uber (Prof. A. Ostrow-

ski), Band 1, Funktlonen elner Variablen, review by Prof. L. M
Milne-Thomson, 771

Diffraction (Electron) : Refraction Effects In (J. M. Cowley and A L G.
Rees), S50

Diffraction of Light by Ultra-sonic Waves of Very High Frequencies (Prof
S. Bhagavantam and B. Ramachandra Rao), 484

Diffusion In Solutlpn (I, G. Longsworth, C. Beckmann, M. M. Bender,
E. M. Beviiacqua, E B. Bevilacqua, D< M. French, A R. Gordon,
H. H. Harned/ L Onsager, J. L. Rosenberg and J. W. Williams), 445

Diffusion Cell * A New Type of (Stig Claesson), 834
Diffusion Current (Polarographic) : influence of the Nature and Con-

centration of Supporting Electrolyte on (Prof. Q. Collenberg and
A. Scholander), 449

Digestion (edited by H. J. Vonk, Dr J. J. Mansour-Bek and E. J. Sllfper),
Part I, review by Dr. J, A V. Butler, 689

Digestive Organs of Lamellibranchs : Food and (Prof. K. Mansour), 378
Dl-lsopropyl Ketone (Crystalline) Dielectric Dispersion In (Dr A.

Schallamach), 619
Diphenylethylamlne • Analgesic Properties of Derivatives of (E. Albert

and E. Laurlat), 202
Diphtheria Toxoid : Purification and Adsorption of (Hans Ericsson), 350
Diplomacy by Conference (Lord Hankey), review by R Brightman, 770
DIptera (Egyptian) : A Monograph of. Part 6, Family Bombyliidas, Section >

(Prof. H. C Efflatoun Bey), 34
Discharge along the Wire of a Geiger Counter : Rate of Spread of (J. M.

Hill and J. V. Dunworth), 833
Disease : Root, In Conifers (W R. Day), 57

A Wilt, of the Oil Palm (Prof. C. W. Wardlaw). 56
Disease (Health and) Child and Adolescent Life In (Dr. W. S. Craig),

review by Dr, Stanley Graham, 568
Diseases * Venereal, in Great Britain (Dr. James Marshall), 846
Diseases (Infectious) ; Handbook of (the Staff of the Cantacut^ne Institute

under the direction of Prof. C. lonescu-MIhaestI and Prof. M. Ciuca),

review by Dr. G. Lapage, 398
Diseases of Cereals In Scotland (Mary D. Glynne), 941

Diseases of Flax (H. F. Dovaston), 723
Disintegration of Magnesium and Aluminium by Deucerons (H. R. Allan

and C, A. Clavier), 832
Disk-shaped Extragalactic Nebulas ; On the Structure of (F. Hoyle), 175

Dissolving Metals • Reduction by (Arthur J. Birch), 585
Diurnal Variation In Tumour Production (Dr J C. Mottram), 488
Dixon (Jeremiah) : Charles Mason and (Prof. Thomas D. Cope), 381

Doctors’ Diagnosis : The, review by Cyril Blbby, 219
Document Copying on Microfilm, 579
Dokumentation (Schwelzerlsche) : Fuhrer durch die, zweite auflage, 742,

870
Dominican Republic • Earthquake on August 4, 581 ; Earthquake off the

Samana Peninsula on August 28, 784 ;
Earthquakes on September

25 and October 4, 784
Drainage of Lakes : Dual (E, C. Cabot), 715
Drinking Water from Sea Water (H Ingleson), 172 ; (E I. Akeroyd,

E. L. Holmes and A. Klein), 172
Drobnohledem : Rostllna pod (The Plant under the Microscope), (Prof.

S. Prit), review, 431
Drosophila * Test of a Cancerogenlc Substance In respect of the ‘Non-

disjunction’ Frequency of the X-Chromosomes In (Gy. FdblAn and

G. Matoltsy), 91

1

Mosaics In (C, Auerbach), 64
Dry Ice (H. N. Brown), 489
Dry Rot of Potatoes (F, Joan Mooi e), 630
Dry Rot In Wood (Forest Products Research Laboratories, Bulletin No I),

fourth edition, 52
Dual Drainage of Lakes (E. C. Cabot), 715
Duck ; Primary Carcinoma of the Liver In the (J. G. Campbell), 71

1

Dusts (Air-borne) : A Partlcle-sIze Distribution Function for (O. M.

Lidweli), 61
Dye Titration of Vitamin C in certain Plant Materials , Effect of pH in

the (Dr. Frank Wokes), 133 ,
erratuhn, 233

Dyeing, Mercerizing and Intensively Delignifylng Jute Fibres : Effect of,

on their Structure (N. G. Banerjee, B. S. Basak and R. K. Sen), 100

Dyes (Bacteriostatic) . Synergic Action of Penicillin and (Miss Mariam
George and K. M. Pandalai), 709

Dynamo : Gramme and the Invention of the, review, 928

Earth ; Our (Or. E. S. Moore), 206
Earth Tremor in Lancashire on July 21, 232

Earth’s Crystal Layers . Properties of the (Beno Gutenberg), 563
Earthquake

In Alaska on July I, 232
In Central Asia on November 2, 784
In the Atlantic Deep (north-west of Puerto Rico) on August 4, 232
In north-west Bengal on September 12, 784
In the Gulf of California on May 9, 20
In northern Chile (near Copiapo) on August 2, 581
In northern Chile on August 28, 784
In the Dominican Republic on August 4, 581 ;

(off the Samana Penin-
sula) on August 28, 784 ; on September 25, 784 ;

on October 4,
784

south of Kamchatka on October 2, 784
off the coast of southern Mexico on May IS, 20
south-east of New Guinea on May 3, 20
north of New Guinea on September 23, 784
in the Pacific Ocean Oust off Cape Cook) on July 18, 232
in the Pacific Ocean (off south-west Mexico) on September 18, 784
In the Solomon Islands on August 1 1, 581
in the Strait of Georgia on June 23, 232
west of Sumatra on May 8, 20
in Switzerland on May 30, 20
in Eastern Anatolia, Turkey, on June I, 20
at Martinique, West Indies, on May 21, 20

Earthquakes
during August, 581
registered during August by E W Pollard, 581
In New Zealand during 1943, 65
recorded in New Zealand during August, 784
registered In Spain during September, 784
Recent, 20, 232, 784

Earthworm Nephndium in Water Balance • Role of the (Dr J. A. Ramsay),

Earthworms Distribution of Number of Segments in, and its Significance
(A. C. Evans), 98

East (Far) Early Man and Apes In the, review by Prof W E. Le Gros
Clark, 427

Ecdysis and Growth In Crustacea (A, E. Needham), 667
Echis cannatus Action of Heparin on the Venom of (Lieut.-Colonel M. L.

Ahuja, N. Veeraraghavan and 1. G K Menon), 878
Ecological Characteristics of the Outbreak Areas and Outbreak Years of

the Australian Plague Locust : The General (K. H. L. Key), 423
Economic Techniques (New) : Essays In, review, 532
Economics at the University of Leeds, 739
Economics of International Trade, 616
Education : The Further, of Men and Women (Nuffield College), 143

Neighbourhood Planning in, 660
Education (Adult) : Science and, review by T. H. Hawkms, 646

The Universities and, 143
Education (General) : Museums and (Mrs. Jacquetta Hawkes), 743
Education (Visual) • Museums and the Development of, 743
Education for What ? (John Mackay-Mure), 660
Education In the British Army (Maior-General Cyril Lloyd), 775, 821
Education In the Royal Air Force, 19

Education and Life . Rationalism in (Rationalist Press Association), review,
570

Educational Institutions : Consulting Work and, 509
Eel (Electric): Low-Voltage Discharge of the (Dr. C. Chagas, A, Le5o, M F.

Moreira and M. Souza Santos), 746
Effective Human Power : Limits of (P. J. H. Unna), 560
Egg Powder (Dried Whole-) * Accelerated Storage Tests to Assess the

Quality of (R. L. Hay and J. A Pearce), 454
Egypt . Bombyliidae or Bee Flies of (Dr A D. Imms), 34

Science In (Prof. Max Born and L. J F, Brimble), 43
Scientific Equipment made In (Dr. H. E Hurst), 338
Skim Cheese as an Indispensable Food for the Poor In (Dr M. M.
Taha Ei-Katib), 747

Egyptian DIptera * A Monograph of. Part 6, Family Bombyliidas, Section I

(Prof. H. C. Efflatoun Bey), 34
El Salvador : Forage Resources of Latin America—(James M. Watkins),

547
Elastic Constants of Gels from their Hygroscopic Properties : Swelling

Stresses in Gels and the Calculation of the (Forest Products Research
Laboratory, Special Report No 6), 479

Elastic Constants of Ice (Prof Max Born), 830
Elasticity : Mathematical Theory of (Prof. I. S. Sokolnikoff, with the col-

laboration of Asst. Prof. R. D, Specht), review by Dr. W. G. Bickley,

895
Elastomers (Synthetic) , Scientific Progress in the Field of Rubber and

(Advances in Colloid Science, initiated by the late Elmer O Kraemer,
Vol. 2, edited by H. Mark and G. S. Whitby), review by Dr. L. R. G.
Treloar, 924

‘Electrets’ . Surface Charge of (Prof. J, R. Partington, G. V* Planer and
1. I. Boswell), 835

Electric Circuit Theory . Heaviside’s (H J. Josephs), review by Dr. L. E. C,

Hughes, 430
Electric Contacts between Metallic Bodies (J Frenkel), 757
Electric Discharge Lamps (Prof. H. Cotton), review by V. J Francis, 146

Electric Discharge Lighting (F, G. Spreadbury), review by V. J. Francis, 430

Electric Eel : Low-Voltage Discharge of the (Dr, C. Chagas, A. LeSo, M F,

Moreira and M. Souza Santos), 746
Electric Field (Strong) • Aggregation of Red Blood Cells In a (Prof, K,

Teige and Z. Stary), 794
Electric Filters and Crystal Lattices, review by Prof. Max Born, 926
Electric Induction in Molecules and the Polarity of the C—H Bond

(W. L. G. Gent), 27
, .

Electric Power in Aircraft : Generation and Regulation of (I. O. Hotk-
meyer), 54 -

Electric Power Systeni Control (H. P. Young), second edition, rwt&w by
C VY. Marshall, 463

Electric Spark : The Mechanism of the (Prof. Leonard B, Loch a»Mj John

M, Meek), reyfeMr by R. Davis, 603 , ^
Electrical Contacts (Dr. L. B. Hunt, wlbh the collaboration w E. G.

Pickering, Dr. J. C. Chaston, C. A. H- <fehn, E. H. Lafster, H, R.
,

Broker* P- M. G Thorpe and N, review by Dr. Edwin

Rhodes,' 647 i

'
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Electrical Engineers (Demobilized) Training of (Electrical Engineering
Committee of the Technical and Scientific Register of the Ministry

of Labour), 93
Electrical Power In Great Britain Use of (V. Z de Ferranti), 545
Electrical Response of the Human Cortex to Photic Stimulation Analysis

of the (W Grey Walter, V J Dovey and H Shipton), 540
Electricity for Engineers (Prof, R H. Frazier), 203 ; (Dr. L E. C Hughes),

203
Electricity Supply in Great Britain The Organisation of (Dr, H. H,

Balltn), revi&w by C. W. Marshall, 892
Electrocard lagram of the Embryo at the Beginning of the Contractile

Function of the Heart and of Explants Cultivated in vitro (Prof,

O. M. Olivo, S. Petralia and R. Ricamo), 344
Electrode (Dropping Mercury) Behaviour of Hypochlorite and of

N-Chloroamines at the (Dr K. Heller and E. N. Jenkins), 706
Electrolyte (Supporting) • Influence of the Nature and Concentration of,

on Polarographic Diffusion Current (Prof. Q Collenberg and A
Scholander), 449

Electrolytes on Cation-active Detergents : Effect of (Dr. John A. Hill and
C, L F. Hunter), 585

Electrolytic Detection of Small Amounts of Lead in Brass or Zinc (D.
McLean), 307

Electrolytic Hypochlorite . Bactericidal Power of (R F. Milton and J L
Hoskins), 673

Electrolytic Reduction in Liquid Ammonia (Arthur J, Birch), 60
Electrolytic Tank for Magnetic Problems . Use of the (Prof R. E Peierls),

Electrometric Analysis (Society of Public Analysts and other Analytical
Chemists (Physical Methods Group), the Royal Institute of Chem-
istry (Cardiff and District Section), and the Society of Chemical
Industry (South Wales Section) meeting on), 844

Electron . Jubilee of the Discovery of the, 743
Electron Acceleration Experimental 8 MeV. Synchrotron for (F. K.

Goward and D. E Barnes), 413
Electron Accelerator of Synchrotron Type (A I Archer), 583
Electron Diffraction : Refraction Effects In (J. M Cowley and A L. G.

Rees), 550
Electron Lens , A Zonally Corrected (Dr. D Gabor), 198
Electron Microscope (Dr D. Gabor), review by L V. Chilton, 76

Introduction to the (F E. J Ockenden), 444
Electron Multiplier Tubes • Observation of (Dr. J. D. Graggs and W.

Hopwood), 618
Electron Optics : Introduction to (Dr. V. E. Cosslett), review by A, H.

Beck, 685
Electron Photography . Secondary (Prof. J. J. Trlllat and colleagues), 869
Electron-deficient Molecules Structure of (H. C. Longuet-Higgins), 716 ;

(G Sllbiger and S. H. Bauer), 716
Electronic Charge by the Oil-Drop Method : Determination of the (V D.

Hopper), 786
Electronic Computing Machine ; The ENIAC, an (Prof. D. R. Hartree), 500
Electronic Method ofTracing the Movements of Beetles In the Field (GAR

Tomes and M. V. Brian), 551
Electronics • An Introduction to (Prof. Ralph G Hudson), review, 731
Electrons In Action (James Stokley), review by Prof. J A. Crowther, 3
Electrophoresis : Technique of, review by J. St. L. Philpot, 41

Action of Pepsin on Serum Proteins as Measured by (Ch. Wunderly),
556

Electrophoresis by the Moving Boundary Method (Harry Svensson), review
by J. St. L, Philpot, 41

Elementary School Children : Dental Condition of Five-year-old (Dr.
Helen Coumoulos), 559

Elements . Quantitative Microchemical and Hlstochemical Analysis of, by
X-Rays (A, Engstrom), 664

Elements (Flfth-and-Sixth Group Non-metalllc) ' Systematic Inorganic
Chemistry of the (Prof Don M. Yost and Horace Russell, Jr.),

review, 6S9
Elements Occupying the Position of No. 61 (J K. Marsh), 134
Embryo at the Beginning of the Contractile Function of the Heart and of

Explants Cultivated in vitro : Electrocardiogram of the (Prof. O. M.
Olivo, S. Petralia and R. Ricamo), 344

Embryo (Human) : Segmentation of the Spinal Cord in the (V Sitarama
Rao), 628

Embryos (Chick) : Amniotic Inoculation of (Dr. A. J. Rhodes), 666
Embryos from Unborn Mothere (S. L Russell and P, M. Douglass), 55
Emergency 1 : 999-— (Arthur W. Spencer-Bragg), review, 570
Emotions and Bodily Changes (Dr Flanders Dunbar), third edition, review

by Prof L. J. Witts, 252
Enamel Formation in the Rat’s Incisor Tooth (Prof. J T. Irving), 486
Encyclopaedia : An X-Ray* review by Dr, H. Lipson, 81

1

Endocranial Casts : Anthropoid and Human (Pierre Hirschler), review by
Prof, W. E. Le Gros Clark, 5

Endocrine Organ (Exclusively) ! Transformation of the Kidney irtto an
(Prbf. Hans Selye), 13!

Endocrinology , Self, a Study In Ethics and (Michael Dillon), review, 431
Endosperm Failure m Barley x Rye Crosses (W. P. Thompson and D.

Johnston), 204
Energy (High-frequency) . Production of, by an Ionized Gas (P, C. Thone-

mann and R. B. King), 414
Energy between Centres in Zinc Sulphide Phosphors : Transfer of (H. A

Klasens), 306
Engineering at the City and Guilds College, London, 906
Engineering at the University of Edinburgh, 409
Engineering at University College, Dundee, 443
Engineering Problems of Future Aircraft (Royal Aeronautical Society

discussion on), 896
Engineers i Electncityfor (Prof. R. H. Frazier), 203 ; (Dr. L. E. C. Hughes),

Training Grants for. 828
English OMfWlds : Geophysical Prospecting and (Royal Astronomical

Society 4iscussion on), 931
EHiAC, an Eleqtmnic Computing Machine (Prof. D. R Hartree), 500
Entomology (Medlttaland Veterinary), (Prof. D. N. Roy), review by Dr. A D.

/ M
,,

Imims* 688 -

,

;

ofAdsorpt% : Standard (Dr. A. F. H. Ward and U Tordal), 416
,

PiW^,Ti,ment on thC'fctt^fvlty of High Polymers : lEffect of (G. M. Burnett
^ '/..fyid Pr<li«^.VSi/&yil|e), 553

Enzyme Systems (Ester-Hydrolysing) Specific Inhibition of Esterase in

(Dr P J. Fodor), 375
Enzymes Extracellular Proteolytic and Lipolytic, of some Lamellibranchs

(Dr. J J. Mansour-Bek), 378
Enzymic Decomposition of A, B*and 0 Specific Blood-group Substances

(Dr. W. T.J Morgan), 759
Enzymic Oxidation of Ascorbic Acid by Apples (Frances M. V. Hackney),

133
Eocene Larger Foramlnifera * American Paleocene and (Dr, Thomas

Wayland Vaughan), 718
Eocene and Miocene Corals . West Indian (Dr. John West Wells), 718
Ephestia Tissue (Homogenized o-f- a-p and aa) . Oxidation of Tryptophane

by (Dr. Ernst Caspan), 555
Epidemiology for Plant Pathologists, review by Dr S. D. Garrett, 147
Epistylis Micronucleus of (B R. Seshachar and K V. Snnath), 750
Equilibria of Higher Order . Thermodynamic (E. F. Lype), 456
Equilibrium (Spin Lattice) • Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and (B. V. Rollin),

669
Equine Dermal Filariasls Anopheline Mosquitoes as Natural Vectors of

(J D. Abbott, A T. Roden and M Yoeli), 913
Erudition * A Budget of, review by T. Raymont, 428
Escherichia coli : Gene Recombination in (Joshua Lederberg and Prof

E. L Tatum), 558
Essays and Studies (W. A Osborne), review by T Raymont, 428
Ester-Hydrolysing Enzyme Systems Specific Inhibition of Esterase in

(Dr. P. J. Fodor). 375
Esterase in Ester-Hydrolysmg Enzyme Systems . Specific Inhibition of

(Dr. P. J. Fodor), 375
Etching ofSilver Thermal (R Shuttleworth, R King and Dr B. Chalmers),

482
Ethereal Sulphate • Production of a Derivative of 5 • 6 Anhydroglucose by

the Hydrolysis of an (Dr E G V Percival and R B. Duff), 29
Etherifications accompanying Girard Treatment for the Separation of

Ketonic Substances (H. B, Henbest and Dr. E R H. Jones), 950
Ethical Aspects of the Development of Atomic Energy, 889
Ethics ; Science and (Prof. H. Dingle), 184
Ethics and Endocrinology : Self, a Study in (Michael Dillon), review, 431
Ethoxyfluorsi lanes The (Dr. H G Heal), 672
Ethylemc and Acetylenic Compounds : Fungistatic Activity of (Dr. P. W,

Brian, J. F Grove and J C McGowan), 876
Eubactena (Viable) * Factors contributing to the Bacteriolytic Effect of

Species of Myxococci upon (Dr. A. E. Oxford and Dr. B. N. Singh),
745

Europe • Language as a Social and Political Factor In (Stanley Rundle),
review by Maurice Bruce, 325

Europe in War-time : Anthropology on the Continent of (W B. Fagg), 14
European Archaeology at the University of Oxford, 300
European Cockchafer : External Morphology of Amphimallon majalis, the

(F. H. Butt), 512
European Potatoes * Origin of the First, and their Reaction to Length of

Day (Dr. J. E. van den Plank), 168, 712 , (J. G. Hawkes and C M
Driver), 168, 713

European Scientific Periodicals • New, 372
Excretion In Birds (Renal Tubular) ; A New Method for the Study of

(I. Sperber), 131

Exeter : Roman Remains in, 336
Experientia, 372
Experiment and Theory In Statistics (Dr. Norman R. Campbell), 521
Experimentation : Industrial (K. A. Brownlee), review by D J. Finney, 687
Explosion Limits (Second and Third) * Chain-initiating Process In the

Reaction between Hydrogen and Oxygen between the (Dr, P. G.
Ashmore and Dr. F. S Dainton), 416

Explosives (Solid) - ’Container-dent Sensitivity’ of (Capt. Garret L,

Schuyler), 551
Extracellular Proteolytic and Lipolytic Enzymes of some Lamellibranchs

(Dr. J. J. Mansour-Bek), 378
Extragalactic Nebulae (Disk-shaped) • On the Structure Of (F. Hoyle), 175
Eye (Human) : Fixation Area in the (Prof. H. Hartrldge), 303

Concentration of Visual Purple In the (Dr, HI. de Vries), 303
Eyepiece : A Thermal, for the Telescope (H. P. Wilkins), 373
Eyespot of Wheat • Nitrogenous Manuring and (M. D. Glynne, W. M.

Dion and J. W. Weil), 171

FADING of Short-wave Signals • Space-diversity Reception and (Dr, S. S.

Banerjee and Prof. G C. Mukerjee), 413
Faith : Sex, Life and (Rom Landau), review by Cyril BIbby, 397
Falling Bodies . Aristotle’s Views on (AIvaro-Alberto), 906
Famine . Food or (Ward Shepard), review by Prof. L, Dudley Stamp, 853
Far East : Early Man and Apes In the, review by Prof W. E. Le Gros Clark,

427
Faraday Lecture of the Chemical Society (Sir Robert Robinson), 785
Farming and Mechanized Agriculture (edited by Sir R. George Stapledon),

review by D. J. Watson, 812
Farms : Inland, in the Norse East Settlement—Archaologlcal Investigations

In Jullanahaab District (Christen Leif Vebaek), 803
Farms and Churches in the Mediaeval Norse Settlements of Greenland

(Aage Roussell), 803
Fat and (a) Protein, (b) Heat Value In Buffaloes* Milk . Relation between

(Prof. Ahmed Ghonelm), 342
Fat Anabolism : Vitamin B and (E, W. McHenry and M. L. Cornett), 349
Fatigue : Fluorescence (TIkvah Alpen), 451
Fatty Acids (Slightly Soluble) * Surface Tension of (D. G. Douglas and

C. A. MacKay),7l6
Fatty Acids of Summer-Butter • Isolation of the Growth-promoting Factor

Present in the (J. Boer, Prof. B. C. P. Jansen and A. Kentie). 201
Faults • Locating High-frequency Cable (E F. Roberts), 41

1

Faune de France, 44, Col6opt&res Bruchides et Anthrlbides (Adolphe
Hoffmann), review by Dr. A D. Imms, 78

Feather (Fur and) : Friends in (Frances Pitt), review, 79
Feathers of Hens Colour Changes in (Mary JuhnJ, 274
Feeding Adult Mosquitoes * A Technique for (P. F. Mattingly), 751
Feeding-stuff for Rabbits . Rhubarb Leaves as a (W. King Wilson), 67
Fermentation of Wood-dust by Cellulose Bacteria (Prof. AhttuH I. Ver-

tanen), 795
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Ferns of Griqualand West : Preliminary Check List of the Flowering
Plants and (M Wllman), revitw, S70

Ferro-electric Salts : The Lower Curie Point of (H. M Barkla), 340
Ferromagnetic Metals , Anomalous High-frequency Resistance of (J H. E,

Griffiths), 670
Fertility (High) ; Cytological Basis of, In Autotetraploid Buckwheat (S. L.

Frolova, V V. Sacharov and V. V, Mansurova), 520
Fertility (Male) , Clinical Studies on, review by Dr. John Walton, 729
Fertilizers: Application of, to an Open Sea Loch (F. Gross, J E,G Raymont,

S. R. Nutman and D. T. Gauld), 187
Fibres (Textile) : Purification of, rav/cw by Dr. N. H. Chamberlain, 810
Fibres (Wood) • Cell Wall Deformations in (Dr. H E. Dadswell and

A. B, Wardrop), 174 ,

Fibrinogen In the Yolk Sac Content of Rabbits • Presence of (Prof. F W.
Rogers Brambell and Ivor H. Mills), 24

Fibrous Proteins (Society of Dyers and Colourists symposium on), 473
Field . An Electronic Method of Tracing the Movements of Beetles In the

(G. A R. Tomes and M, V. Brian), 551
Nature In the, review by Seton Gordon, 499

Filariasis (Equine Dermal) : Anopheline Mosquitoes as Natural Vectors of
(J D. Abbott, A T. Roden and M. Yoell), 913

Filing of Unpublished Material Indexing and (Association of Special
Libraries and Information Bureaux report on), 940

Films : Anti-reflexion and Hlgh-reflexIon (S. Welntroub), 422
Films (Anti-Reflexion) • Thermally Evaporated (Dr. S. Bateson and A. J.

Bachmeler), 133
Films (High-resistance Semi-conducting) : Photovoltaic Effects Exhibited

in (J. Starkiewicz, L. Sosnowski and O. Simpson), 28
Films (Thin) : Measurement of Thickness of (A. F. Gunn and R. A. Scott),

621

Thickness Measurements of (K. W Plessner), 915
A Direct Method for Determining the Index of Refraction of (Prof.

J. K. Robertson, R. W. Stewart and J. I Lodge), 703
Filter for the Ultra-Violet : A Christiansen (G. J Minkoff and Dr. A G.

Gaydon), 788
Finger Prints : Radio Transmission of (Supt F. R. Cherrill), 525
Fire Research : Organisation of, 940
Fire Research in Great Britain, 939
Firm (Smaller) j Research and the (Manchester Joint Research Council

conference on), 638 ; (Dr. F. C. Toy), 797
First Year at the University (Bruce Truscot), review by Dr, R E. Priestley,

249
Fish : A Living Bony, which Differs Substantially from all Living and Fossil

Osteichthyes (V. Tchernavin), 667
Fish (Young) : Lethal Effects of D.D.T. on (Dr. D. P. Pielou), 378
Fish Mortality due to a Brown Flagellate (C. V. Otterscr0m and Prof. E.

Steemann Nielsen), 70
Fisher’s ’Problem of the Nile’ (David G. Kendall), 452 ; (Prof. R. A.

Flsher).453
Fisheries : Research on Free Animals, with particular reference to (Dr.

A. G Huntsman), 128
Fisherman Naturalist (Anthony Buxton), review by Seton Gordon, 499
Fishes (Triassic) : Studies on, I (Palasozoologlca Groenlandlca), (Elgll

Nielsen), review by Dr. T. Stanley Westoll, 75
Fission Cross-sections of Lead and Bismuth for Li-D Neutrons by a Chemfea!

Method . Determinations of the Upper Limits of the (Dr. E. Broda
and P. K. Wright), 871

Fission Cross-sections of Lead and Bismuth for Li-D Neutrons by a Track
Count Method * Determination of the Upper Limits of the (Dr. E.

Broda), 872
Fission Fragment Tracks In Photographic Plates (L. L. Green and D L.

Llvesey), 272
Fission Products of U®*® (Dr, W. E. Grummitt and Dr G. Wilkinson), 163
Fit* (Best) : ‘Curves of, and Regression Lines (D. V, LIndley), 272
Five-year-old Elementary School Children: Dental Condition of (Dr.

Helen Coumoulos), 559
Fixation Area In the Human Eye (Prof. H Hartridge), 303
Fjirilar : Svenska (Frithlof Nordstrom och Einar Wahlgren), review by

Dr. A, D, Imms, 498
Flagellate (Brown) : Fish Mortality due to a (C. V Otterstrom and Prof

E. Steemann, Nielsen), 70
Flagellates : Culturing Algan and, review by Dr. E. M Delf, 146
Flagellum (Protozoan) : Structure and Mechanics of the (Harley P. Brown),

763
Flamsteed (1646-1719), John Tercentenary of (Sir Harold Spencer Jones),

290
Flatford Mill Field Centre. 681
Flavelle Medal of the Royal Society of Canada awarded to Prof. William

Rowan, 206
Flax : Diseases of (H, F. Dovaston), 723
Fleas : Skeletal Anatomy of (Dr. R. E. Snodgrass), 488
Flight Research Section of the Division of Mechanical Engineering to be

set up by the National Research Council of Canada, 232
Flora (Irish), 1939-45 : Additions to the (Dr R Lloyd Praeger), 615
Flora (Native Australian) ' Antibacterial Activity in Members of the

(Nancy Atkinson), 876
Flora of Guatemala, Part 4 (Paul C Standley and Julian A. Steyermark),

review by N. Y. Sandwich, 64$
Flour Milling (J. F. Lockwood, assisted by Anthony Simon), review by

Dr.T Moran, 77
Flours of Different Extraction-Rates * Conditioned Pyrldoxlne Deficiency

In Rats on Diets containing (Marion B, Richards), 306
Flow in Alluvium • Turbulent (Gerald Lacey), 166, 552 ; (Prof. C. M.JWhIte),

167; (Sir Claude Inglls), 552
Flow of Plastic Materials . Volume (Dr, A. R. Lee, M. Reiner and P. J.

Rlgden), 706
Flowering Plants and Ferns of Griqualand West : Preliminary Check List

of the (M. Wllman), review, 570
Flowers of Buckwheat : Homostyly ofthe, as a Morphological Manifestation

of Sterility (S. L. Frolova, V. V. Sacharov and V. V. Mansurova), 520
Fluochrome in Muscle (F. Guba and Prof, A. Szent-Gyorgyi), 343
Fluorescence Fatigue (Tikvah Alper), 451
Fluorides In Water : Determination of (O. J, Walker and G C. Gainer), 275
Fluorine on the Teeth of Rachitic Rats : Action of (Prof. J. T Irving), 949
Fluoroacetates and Allied Compounds (Dr. H, McCombie and Dr. B, C.

Saunders), 382

INDtX
Fluorophosphonates on Cholinesterase Inhibiting Action of (Prof, E. D.

Adrian, Dr W. Feldberg and B. A. Kilby), 625
Folk Museum : A Welsh. 783
Food of Insects : Life and, review by Dr V. B. Wigglesworth, 728
Food for the Poor in Egypt • Skim Cheese as an Indispensable (Dr. M. M

Taha El-Katib), 747
Food Habits of the WIgeon (J W Campbell), 488
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, 334

The Work and Alms of the (Nutrition Society conference on), 412
Food and Digestive Organs of Lamelllbranchs (Prof K. Mansour), 378
Food or Famine (Ward Shepard), review by Prof. L. Dudley Stamp, 853
Foods The Chemical Composition of (Dr R A. McCance and Dr E. M.

Widdowson), second edition, review by N T. Gndgeman, 325
Foods and Condiments * Nutritive Values of (Society of Chemical Industry

(Nutrition Panel of the Food Group) conference on), 85
Foot Louse of Sheep in the British Isles : Occurrence of (J. E Webb and

H E. Harbour), 587
Forage Resources of Latin America—El Salvador (James M, Watkins), 547
Foraminifera . American Paleocene and Eocene Larger (Dr Thomas

Wayland Vaughan), 718
Foraminifera and Corals : Some American Fossil (T. F. Gnmsdale), 718 ,

(Dr. H Dighton Thomas), 719
Foreign Affairs and the Public (John Price), 741
Forest Litter (Pure) . Antibacterial Substances in Water Extracts of (Prof.

Elias Melin and Torsten Wik6n), 200
Forest Woods (African) . Utilization of, 245
Forestry Aerial Reconnaissance in (A L Griffith), 562

Experimental, In Sweden, 71
Forestry In China, 700
Forestry In New Zealand, 597
Forestry in Sierra Leone, 804
Forestry in Uganda, 886
Forestry and the Public Welfare (American Philosophical Society sym-

posium on), 21

1

Formol-Toxoids : Production of Potent Botulinum Toxins and (Dr. A
Poison and Dr. M. Sterne), 238

Fossil Foraminifera and Corals • Some American (T F, Gnmsdale), 718 ;

(Dr. H Dighton Thomas), 719
Fossil Leaf of Woodfordia fructicosa (G. S. Purl), 172
Fovea (Human) ; Colour Receptors of the (Prof. H. Hartridge), 97, 301 ,

(Dr. F W. Edridge-Green), 301
Response Curve ofthe Yellow Receptors ofthe (Prof. H. Hartridge), 946

Fowl (Domestic) : Influence ofGonadal Hormones on the Serum Lipochrome
and Riboflavin ofthe (Dr. R. H Common and W, Bolton), 95

Fractionating Column ; A Convenient and Efficient, and its use in the
Separation of the Heavy Isotopes of Hydrogen and Oxygen
(I. Dostrovsky and Prof. E. D Hughes), 164

France Faune de, 44, Col6optbres Bruchides et Anthribides (Adolphe
Hoffmann), review by Dr. A. D, Imms, 78

Freedom of Intellectual Liberty, 372
Freedom In Science, 565
Freedom in Science : The Course of the Controversy on (Dr. John R

Baker and Prof. A. G Tansley), 574, 796
Freedom of Science (American Physical Society resolution on), 477
Freedom of Thought and the International Community : Conditions of

Survival—, 459
French Films In Microbiology and Protistology, 20
Frequencies (Very High) : Dielectric Behaviour of ‘Polythene’ at (J. G.

Powles and W. G. Oakes), erratum, 21
Diffraction of Light by Ultra-sonic Waves of (Prof. S Bhagavantam and

B. Ramachandra Rao), 484
Frequency : Variation of Cosmic Radiation with (L A. Moxon), 758
Frequency of a Light Wave : Change of, by the Variation of its Optical

Path (Prof. T. L Ho and W. S. Lung), 63
Frequency of the Vibration of the Lattice . Reaction Velocity at Phase

Limits and its Dependance on the (Robert Jagitsch), 583
Frequency Analyser used in the Study of Ocean Waves (N. F- Barber, F.

Ursell, J. Darbyshireand M. J. Tucker), 329
Freshwater Biology and Water Supply in Britain (Ptof, W. H Pearsall, A. C,

Gardiner and F. Greenshields), 421

Fnedel-Crafts Catalysts and Polymerization (Dr, A. G. Evans, G, W. Mea-
dows and Prof M. Polanyi), 94

Fnedel-Crafts Polymerizations (Dr. D. C. Pepper), 789
Friends in Fur and Feather (Frances Pitt), review, 79
Frogs : Convulsions Produced In, by Sudden Changes of Temperature

(Miguel Ororlo de Almeida, H. Moussatch6 and M. Vianna Dias), 64
Frost and the Fruitgrower (Raymond Bush), second edition, review by Dr.

John Grainger, 78
Fruit Production and Propagation, 941

Fruit Rot of Outdoor Tomatoes : Stem and (C J. Hickman), 454
Fruit Tree Raising—Rootstocks and Propagation (Ministry of Agriculture

and Fisheries Bulletin 135), 941 ,

Fruitgrower : Frost and the (Raymond Bush), second edition, review by
Dr. John Grainger, 78

Fruit-setting Hormone from Apple Seeds (Dr. Leonard C. Luckwill), 663

Fruits . The Protein of (Dr. A, C. Hulme), 58, 588
Soft, review by Prof. R. H, Stoughton, 569

Fruits in Great Britain (Berried) : The Cultivation of (Chas. H. OIdha.m),

review by Prof R. H. Stoughton, 569
Frustules (Siliceous) : Diatoms without (N. Ingram Hendey), 588

Fuel and the Future (Ministry of Fuel and Power (Fuel Efficiency Committee)
conference on), 55

Fuel Economy In the United States since 1939, 510
Fundamental Particles (Prof. R. E. Peierls), 773
Fungi • Ambrosia (Shirley Webb), 756

Bacteriostatic Substances m (W, H. Wilkins and G. C. M. Harris), 30

Edible (Lectures by Dr, J. Ramsbektom at the British Museum (Natural

History)), 479
Fungicide * Tropic-proofing of Optical Instruments by a (Prof J* S. Turner,

Assoc. Prof. E. L McLennan, Dr. J. S Rogers and E Mattipel). 469

Fungistatic Activity of Ethylenic and Acetylenic Compounds (Dr, P* W,
Brian, J. F. Grove and J. C, McGowan); 87$i ‘

Fungus : The Take-all (W Buddin and S. D. Garrett). 204 ; (S. D. Garrett f

and fL Wv'G- Dennis), 204
^

‘

.
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Galactic influence (N. a. Morozov), 65
Galactose and Mannose, Differentiation between Glucose, by a Colour

Reaction (Dr S. Hestrin and J Mager), 95
Gall Midges of Economic Importance (Dr. H F, Barnes), Vol I, Gall Midges

of Root and Vegetable Crops
; Vol. 2, Gall Midges of Fodder Crops,

review by Dr V. B. Wigglesworth, 852
Game * British (Brian Vesey-Fitzgerald), review by Frances Pitt, -462
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Radiation Experiment John Tyndall’s (T, H. Muras), 203
Radiations Les (Prof Charles Fabry), review by Prof. R. W. Ditchburn,

894
Mechanism of the Biological Action of, review by Prof J S Mitchell, 601

Radiations on Living Cells : Actions of (Dr. D. L Lea), review by Prof,

J S. Mitchell, 601
Radio Exhibition : National, to be resumed in 1947 (Radio Industry

Council), 785
Radio Frequencies (Audio and) ; Alternating Current Measurements a

(Dr. David Owen), second edition, review by Dr, L. E, C. Hughes,
534

Radio Measurements In the Decimetre and Centimetre Wavebands (R, J

Clayton, Dr. J E. Houldin, Dr. H. R. L. Lamont and W. E, Wlllshaw),
33

Radio Personnel : The War-time Education and Training of (Prof. Willis

Jackson), 546
Radio Reflexion Methods : Derivation of Meteor Scream Radiants by

(J, S. Hey and G. S. Stewart), 481
Radio Spectrum • Temperature Radiation from the Quiet Sun in the (Dr.

D. F Martyn), 632
Radio Students : Basic Mathematics for (F M. Colebrook), review by Dr

L. E. C. Hughes, 254
Radio Transmission of Finger Prints (Supt. F. R Cherrill), 525
Radio-Waves from the Sun and the Stars . Origin of (Prof. M N. Saha), 717
Radio and Radar Application of, to Astronomical Research, 546
Radioactivity . New Units for the Measurement of, 373
Radioactivity from Lithium Bombarded with Neutrons : Short-lived (M J,

' Poole and E. B. Paul), 482
Radioactivity of Samarium (P. Cuer and C M. G. Lattes), 197
Radio-frequencies : Fluctuations in Cosmic Radiation at (J. S. Hey, S. J.

Parsons and J. W Phillips), 234
Radio-frequency Emissions (Solar) . Polarization of (Dr. D. F, Martyn), 308
Radio-frequency Energy from the Sun and the Stars : Conditions of Escape

' of (Prof. M. N. Saha), 549
Radio-frequency Measuring Technique, 33
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Adlotelemetna (Radar) : Introduzione alia (Prof. Ugo Tibeno), review by

,
Dr. R. A. Smith* 288

Ra’Iways—How they are Built and How they are Run (Institution of Civil

f Engineers Christmas Lectuies), 870
/Ra*n n Spectra of Mixed Crystals (M. Kanaka Ra|u), 631

ilyiman Spectra of Polyatomic Molecules Infra-red and (Prof. Gerhard

/ ui Herzberg), review by Dr. H. W Thompson. 289
ita : Hybridization in (J. H Moore), 715

" ‘Mandom Associations on a Lattice (P. A. Moran), 521

Rare Earth Organic Complexes : Adsorption on Carbon of (Dr. R. C
Vickery), 623

Rat Activity of ‘Vitamin A-Acid’ in the (Dr. J F Arens and Dr. D. A.
van Dorp), 622

Rat’s Incisor Tooth : Enamel Formation in the (Prof J T. Irving), 486
Rationalism in Education and Life (Rationalist Press Association), review, 570

Rats Effect on, of Purified Diets with Synthetic B Vitamins (J E. Rombouts
and A, Querido), 792

Rats (Alloxan-diabetic) Carbohydrate Metabolism in (H Weber), 627

^
' Glycogen Phosphorylysis in (Prof L Laszt and H. Vogel), 588

I Liver Glycogen of, under Different Conditions (E. Tuerkischer and
I E, Wertheimer), 201

Rats (Rachitic) * Action of Fluorine on the Teeth of (Prof. J T Irving), 949
pRats on Diets containing Flours of Different Extraction-Rates Conditioned

Pyridoxine Deficiency in (Marion B. Richards), 306
' Ray’s (John) Tomb (Prof F J Cole), 345
Rayon Technology at Manchester, 19

iR C A, Review Re-appearance of the, 373
k Reaction between Hydrogen and Oxygen between the Second and Third

Explosion Limits Chain-initiating Process in the (Dr P. G. Ashmore
and Dr F. S. Dainton), 416

Reaction between N-Substituted Phthalimides and Primary Amines (Prof

F S Spring and J. C Woods), 754
Reaction Velocity at Phase Limits and its Dependence on the Frequency of

the Vibration of the Lattice (Robert Jagitsch), 583
Reactions (Organic) • Registration of, review by Prof. John Read, 287
Reactions of Organic Halides in Solution (Dr Alwyn G. Evans), 586

Reactivity of High Polymers * Effect of Environment on the (G. M. Burnett

and Prof H W Melville), 553
Reagents (Organic) The B D H Book of, for Analytical Use, ninth

edition, review by Dr, F, B. Kipping, 929
‘Reality Index’ for Suspected Cyclic Variations Choice of a (Dr. W.

Gleissberg), 915
Recapture * Methods of Marking Reptiles for Identification after (Diego

Carlstrom and Carl Edelstam), 748
Recession of Glaciers (Prof H W Ahiman), 630
Reciprocal Effects due to Stimulation of the Spinal Cord by Constant

Currents of Opposite Direction (Dr. C R Skoglund), 131

Reconstruction • Industrial, In Italy (Antonio Revessi), 374

Reconstruction m the Assam Hills (Prof J H Hutton), 35

Reconstruction by Way of the Soil (G. T. Wrench), review by Prof L.

! Dudley Stamp, 853
' Recovery In Protein Deficiency * Pattern of (Major R. J. Rossiter), 304
} Red measured in Prominence Spectra . Solar Rotation and Shift towards
! the (J. Evershed), 275
Red Blood Cells in a Strong Electric Field : Aggregation of (Prof. K

;
Teige and Z Stary), 794

I Red Cells : Absorption Spectrum of Haemoglobin in (D. L. Rubinstein

and H. M. Ravikovich), 952
Effect of Cholera Filtrate on, as Demonstrated by Incomplete Rh

Antibodies (M M. Pickles), 880
Poly-agglutinable (K E Boorman, J. F. Loutit and D B Steabben), 447

iKcd Cells in the Newborn : Tests for Rh Isosensitization of (R. T Simmons),
486

Reducing Sugars : Application of the Paper Partition Chromatogram to

the Qualitative Analysis of (Dr. S. M Partridge), 270

Reduction . Activation of Metallic Copper by Oxidation and (Prof W E

Garner and F, S. Stone), 909
Reduction by Dissolving Metals (Arthur J. Birch), 585

Reflectivity of Nickel (Robert Well), 672
Reflexion (Scattering and) . Additional Interference Fringes produced by

(V. D Hopper), 101

Refraction of Thin Films * A Direct Method for Determining the Index of

(Prof J K RobOrtson, R W Stewart and J. I. Lodge), 703

Refraction Effects in Electron Diffraction (J. M. Cowley and A. L G. Rees),

550
Register, 1945 • The Annual (edited by Dr, M Epstein), review, 254

Registration of Organic Reactions, review by Prof. John Read, 287
' Regression Lines . ‘Curves of Best Fit’ and (D, V. Lindley), 272
^^elative Variability on a Semi-logarithmic Grid , Representation of (Dr

i H V. Muhsam), 453
Relativistic Quantum Theory New Developments in (Dr, C Moller), 403

I Relativity Transformations connecting Two Systems m Arbitrary Accelera-

f
tion (Prof Hsin-Pei Soh), 99

Relaxation Method . Magnetic Field Calculation by (H Motz and W D.

Worthy), 455

^ Relaxation Methods in Theoretical Physics (Dr, R. V Southwell), review

by Prof. G. Temple, 727
I Religion . Personality and (Dr William Brown), review by the Rev J C

Hardwick, 1 12

Renal Tubular Excretion In Birds . A New Method for the Study of (1

Sperber), 131

* Reptiles : Methods of Marking, for Identification after Recapture (Diego

Carlstrom and Carl Edelstam), 748
Research Existing and Potential Facilities for (Dr F. C Toy), 638

Biochemical, on Chemical Warfare Agents (Dr. M. Dixon and Dr
D. M Needham), 432

Cancer, in the United States, review by Dr F. Dickens, 217
Experimental Cell (Sixth International Congress on), 302

Fire, in Great Britain, 939
Recent Marine Biological (Dr. N B Eales), 884
Recent Low-Temperature, at the Imperial College of Science and

Technology, 105

Social, and its Organisation (Prof P Sargant Florence), 368

VVool Textile, In Australia, 70
Research (Astronomical) Application of Radio and Radar to, 546

Research (Fire) : Organisation of, 940

Research (Industrial) • Progress in, review by Sir Robert Pickard. 324
A Reference Book of, review by R Bnghtman, 645
Statistics in, review by D J Finney, 687

Research (Protein) The Tools of, review by Dr J A. V. Butler, 323
Research (Scientific) . Future Organisation of, 389

List of Whole-time Awards for (Royal Commissioners for the Exhibi-
tion of 1851), fourth edition, 701

Research and the Smaller Firm (Manchester Joint Research Council con-
ference on), 638 ,

(Dr F C. Toy), 797
Research on Free Animals, with particular reference to Fisheries (Dr. A G

Huntsman), 128
Research in Chronic Rheumatism, 578
Research on Rodent Control, 126
Research on Multiple Sclerosis, 742
Research in the Textile Industries, 213
Research Fellowships Luccocic Medical (King’s College, University of

Durham), 93
Research Libraries ' University and, of Great Britain (Library Association),

Research Needs Libraries and, 109
Research Stations In the Tropics Visitors’, 243
Research and Development Industrial, in the United Kingdom (Sir H Frank

Heath and A L Hethenngton), review by Sir Robert Pickard, 324
Researches on Vitamins and Hormones Current, review by Prof R A

Peters, 647
Resin Ion-Exchange Methods (Synthetic) Use of Water Purified by, for

the Study of Mineral Deficiencies in Plants (Erie J Hewitt), 623
Resms (Synthetic) . Experimental Plastics and (Dr G F. D'Alelio), review

by F. Ian G, Rawlins, 689
Use of, in the Estimation of Trace Elements (J P R Riches), 96

Resistance Anomalous High-frequency, of Ferromagnetic Metals (J H E
Griffiths). 670

High-Frequency, of Super-conductors (A B. Pippard), 234
Resistivity ofThin Nickel Filmsat Low Temperatures (Prof A Van Itterbeek

and L De Greve), 100
Resistors Silicon Carbide Non-ohmic (F Ashworth. W Needham and

Dr R W Sillars),742
Resonance Methods of Dielectric Measurement at Centimetre Wavelengths

(F. Horner, T A Taylor, R. Dunsmuir, J. Lamb and Prof Willis
Jackson), 33

Respiration • Formation of Hydrogen Peroxide by Spermatozoa and Its

Inhibitory Effect on (Dr J Tosic and Dr. Arthur Walton), 485
Response Curve of the Yellow Receptors of the Human Fovea (Prof H

Hartridge), 946
Retardation on the London—van de Waals Forces * Influence of (Prof

H B G CasimirandD Polder), 787
Reticulocytosis following the Administration ofThymine to Splenectomized

Rabbits (E M Bavin and T. R Middleton), 627
Retinal Ganglionic Cells m Tissue Cultures . Transformations of the (J A.

Vinnikov), 377
Reversible Splitting of Glutamic Aminopherase (Maria Kntzmann and

Olga Samarina), 104
Revista de la Asociaaon Escuela de Quimica y Farmacia (University of Quito),

302
Revue d'Hematoiogie Publication of the first number, 443
Rh Allelomorph . A New (F. Stratton), 25
Rh Antlbodfies (Incomplete) . Effect of Cholera Filtrate on Red ‘|ls as

Demonstrated by (M M Pickles), 880
Rh Conference : International Hematology and, 412
Rh Gene Triad in Mexican Indians ; A Rare (Dr. John Murray), 306
Rh Isosensitization of Red Cells in the Newborn , Tests for (R T. Simmons),

486
Rheological Measurement . Principles of (British Rheologlsts’ Club confer-

ence on), 614.

Rheological Properties of High-Viscosity Solutions of Long Molecules (Prof
F H Garner and Dr Alfred H Nissan), 634

Rheumatism (Chronic) Research In, 578
Rhodesia (Northern) : Industrial Development of (First Report of the

Advisory Committee), 301

Rhubarb Leaves as a Feeding-Stuff for Rabbits (W. King Wilson), 67
Riboflavin in the Biosynthesis of Vitamin C • Role of Thiamin and (S. C

Roy, S. K. Roy and Prof B. C Guha), 238
Riboflavin of the Domestic Fowl .* Influence of Gonadal Hormones on the

Serum Lipochrome and (Dr R H. Common and W, Bolton), 95
Richter’s Organic Chemistry, review by Prof. E. L Hirst, 18

1

Rickettsia prowazeki : Chemical Composition of (V 1. Tovarnlckij, M. K
Krontovskaja and N. V. Ceburkina), 912

Rock-Dove Breeding of the (John Lees), 30
Rockefeller Travelling Fellowships in Medicine, 412
Rocket Development (Dr. W H- Wheeler), 464
Rocks and Geospheres . Porosity of (G. A Maximovich), 31

Rodent Control : Research on, 126
Roman Britain . Social Life in (Dr. G M. Trevelyan), 802
Roman Remains in Exeter, 336
Romanes Lecture for 1946 (Sir John Anderson), 247
Romano-Bntish Silver Hoard m Suffolk, 18

Rontgen Irradiation on the Serum Content of Hamagglutmins In Human
Blood • Effect of (D Borowskaja), 269

Root Disease in Conifers (W. R. Day), 57
Ronppa {Nasturtium) sylvestns . Chromosome Number of (Dr. H W.

Howard), 666
Rosa canma . Cytogenetics of (A Gustafsson), 64
Roses (Cultivated) Rust of (V. W. Cochrane), 30

Rostlina pod Drobnohledem (The Plant under the Microscope), (Prof 5.

Prat), review, 431

Rotating Universe ? (Prof, G. Gamow), 549

Rotational Forces and Mountain Building (J, E. Fisher), 204
Royal Air Force : Education in the, 19

,

Royal Greenwich Observatory (Sir Harold Spencer Jones), 80
Royal Medals of the Royal Society awarded to Sir Lawrence Bragg and to

Dr. C. D. Darlington, 781, 842
Rubber Science J Developments in, review by Dr, L. R. G. Trelqar, 924

Rubber and Synthetic Elastomers : Scientific Progress mi the Field of

(Advances in Colloid Science, initiated fay the lateElrnor O. Kraemer,

Vol. 2, edited fay H. Mark fand G. S. Whitby), review by Dr. L* R. G.

Treloar, 924
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Ruhr Coalfield and Its Exploitation (H Hartley), 226
Rumen Process as a Functional Field—an Attempt at Synthesis (Frank

Baker), 609
Rumford Medaj of the Royal Society awarded to Sir Alfred Egerton, 781, 841
Rural Life in Japan, review by Prof. J H Hutton, 462
Russia (Soviet) . Biology in (1917-42), review, 534
Russian Work on Cnemical Induction in Adult Animals (Prof, D. M.

Fedotov), 367
Rust of Cultivated Roses (V. W, Cochrane), 30
Rutherford and the Modern World (Prof M. U E. Oliphant), 445
Rutherford Memorial Lecture of the Physical Society, 445
Rutherford Papers in the Library of the Cavendish Laboratory (Elizabeth 8.

Bond and Sir Lawrence Bragg), 714
Rye Crosses (Barley x) , Endosperm Failure in (W. P. Thompson and D

Johnston), 204

SaG/\ (Genus) * Polyploidy and Parthenogenesis in the (Dr. E, Gold-
schmidt), 587

Sainfoin Polyploidy in (J L, Fyfe), 418
Salientia Occlusion of the Oviduct in the Cloaca after Spawning In some

(J L Bhaduri), 749
Salts of the Nicronium Ion * Isolation of (D R. Goddard, Dr. E D Hughes

and Prof. C K Ingold), 480
Salve for Lambs An Anti-Tick (Dr D Stewart MacLagan), 132
Samarium . Radioactivity of (P Cuer and C* M G Lattes), 197
Sample Surveys . The Social Use of (P E P Broadsheet No. 250), 283
Sample Surveys for Crop Yields . Use of Small-size Plots In (Prof. P C.

Mahalanobis), 798
Sampling Unit in Yield Surveys Size of (Dr. P V. Sukhatme), 345
Scattering of Fast /9-Particles by Protons . Single (R R Ray and Dr F. C.

Champion), 753
Scattering and Reflexion ; Additional Interference Fringes produced by

(V. D Hopper). 101

Scenery : Britain’s Structure and (Prof L. Dudley Stamp), review by Dr.
A. E Trueman, 809

The Photography of (Dr. Vaughan Cornish), review by F. Ian G. Rawlins,
431

Sceneiy (British) * History of, review by Dr. A. E Trueman, 809
Scheuchzer (Johann Jacob) Conrad Gesner and (Dr. Douglas Guthrie), 559
Scholarships : 1851 Exhibition Research, 41

1

Schweizerlsche Dokumentation * Fuhrer durch die, zwelte auflage, 742, 870
Science , Freedom in, 565

The Course of the Controversy on Freedom in (Dr John R. Baker and
Prof, A G. Tansley), 574, 796 ,

Freedom of (American Physical Society resolution on), 477
The Character of Early Greek (Prof. Benjamin Farrington), 721
Major Instruments of, and their Applications to Chemistry (edited by

R- E Burk and Oliver Grummitt). review by L V. Chilton, 76
Museums and the Advancement of (E. C, Chubb), 942
Progress in (W. L, Sumner), review by T. H. Hawkins, 646

Science (Applijjd) i Background of, review by Prof. R W, Ditchburn, 894
Science (Present-day) Instruments in, review by L. V. Chilton, 76
Science Presents Itself, review by Prof. J. A. Crowther, 3
Science and Adult Education, review by T. H. Hawkins, 646
Science and Anglo-American Relations (Dr. W, P, Cohoe), 91
Science In relation to the Community (Prof A. D. Ritchie), 639
Science in Egypt (Prof. Max Born and L. J. F. Brimble). 43
Science and Ethics (Prof, H. Dingle), 184
Science in Germany ‘ Re-dedicatlon of (Prof, M. Polanyi). 66 : (Dr. P

Mendelssohn Barthold/), 170
Science and Human Welfare (Association of Scientific Workers, the British

Association of Chemists, the Institution of Professional Civil Servants
the Association of University Teachers, the Physical Society, the’
N^utrltlon Society, and the Institution of Electronics, conference on),

Science for India : The Significance of (Prof, M. N. Saha), 312
Science and Life In the World (George Westlnghouse Centennial Forum),

Science of Management, review by R. Brightman, 602
Science, Philosophy and Society, review, 322
Science in Progress (Walter R. Miles, Selig Hecht, George D Birkhoff.

Henry Eyring, K. C D. Hickman, Edwin J Cohn, Detlev W Bronk
Otto Loewi, Peter Debye. Isidore I Rabi and C. A. Elvehjem, edited
by George A Baitsell), Fourth Series, review by Prof J A Crowther, 3

Science Progress : Re-appearance of, 161
Science To-day : Publication of No. 1, 579
Scientific Appointments at the Ministry of Supply, 867
Scientific Approach to Foreign Affairs, 741
Scientific Equipment made in Egypt (Dr. H. E. Hurst), 338
Scientific Films m Britain : Catalogue of (Scientific Film Association). 828
Scientific Information : Dissemination of, 478
Scientific Information Services, 353
Scientific Instruments (edited by Herbert J. Cooper), review by L. V.

Chilton, 76
Scientific Instruments in Britain (Sir Charles Darwin), 67
Scientific Instruments (British) ' Exhibition of, at Stockholm 66
Scientific Instruments and Apparatus : Exhibition of (Physical’Society) 785
Scientific Man-power in Britain The Balance of, 529
Scientific Papers . Publication and Distribution of (Zellaette Troy) 301
Scientific Periodicals : New European, 372

'

Scientific Periodicals • World List of, third edition, 785
Scientific Posts in the Development of Atomic Energy (L. J F. Brimble) 193
Scientific Research : Future Organisation of, 389

List ofWhole-time Awardsfor (Royal Commissionersfor the Exhibition
of 1851), fourth edition, 701

Scientific Societies in the New World : The Place of (Prof. J. D. Bernal) 210
Scientific Work in Germany, 232 '

Scientific Workers in Danish Laboratories • Accommodation for 232
Sclerosis (Multiple) : Research on, 742

'

Scotland . Diseases of Cereals in (Mary D Glynne), 941
Scrolls ; Sorne Investigations In the Projective Differential Theory of

(Prof C. T. Sullivan), 206 '

Sea-Level
;

Interpretation of the Meson Spectrum near (Dr, L. Janossy
and Dr, J G Wilson), 450 '

Momentum Spectrum of Mesons at (Dr. J G. Wilson), 414

Sea Loch (Open) Application of Fertilizers to an (F Gross, j E. G. F '1

mont, S R Nutman and D T Gauld), 187 I

Sea Urchin Eggs (Fertilized and Parthenogenetic) Cyclic Variations of ' ’

Submicroscopic Structure of the Cortical Layer of (A Monioy ^
Prof G Montalenti), 239 ,1

Sea Water Drinking Water from (H Ingieson), 172 ; (E L Akcio W
E L Holmes and A Klein), 172

Sea-Wave * Seismic, of November 27, 1945 (Arthui BcerandJ. M Stagg),6P'
Sealing Ends foi Pressure Cable Joints and (Dr, J G. Braziei), 19''i %
Seals Coppered-Tungsten Hard Glass (A. L. Riemann), 756 jf
Security in the Pacific Area, 579
Seed Germination of Nicotiana Tabaccum and Light (J. A. Honing), •*154

Seeds (Agricultural) . Effect of X-Rays on (A Gustafson), *488

Seeds (Cereal) Heat Damage in (Dr. J. S Hutchinson, E. N Gieei and
Dr. P.T. Thomas), 120

Segmentation of the Spinal Cord In the Human Embryo (V. Sitarama Rao),

628
Seismic Sea-Wave of November 27, 19^(5 (Arthur Beer and J M. Stagg), 63
Seismology • Bibliography of (Dr Ernest A. Hodgson), Vol. 13. Nos. 16-18

617
^ I

Selection within the Species Gasterosteus acuhatm L ; Physiologith 1
Isolating Mechanisms and (M J Heuts), 839 ,

Selenite and Mosaic Structure Cleavage of (Dr. S. Tolainky and A,
Khamsavi), 519 i

Self, a Study in Ethics and Endocrinology (Michael Dillon), review, 431
Self-Recovery in Copper X-Ray Examination of (J L, Miller, L C

Bannister and R M Hinde), 70S ^
Semi-conduccmg Films (High-resistance) ; Photovoltaic Effects Exhibited ^

In (J Starkiewicz, L Sosnowski and O Simpson), 28
Semi-Conductor Cerium Tungstate as a (J, B Nelson and J.H McKee), 753
Semi-logarithmic Grid Representation of Relative Variability on a (Dr,

i

H V Muhsam), 453
'

Senses , The Chemical (R W Moncrieff), review by Dr. G. M. Dyson, 40
Sensitivity’ ofSolid Explosives . ‘Container-dent (Cape. Garret L. Schuyler),

Sensitization of Muscle to Choline and Acetylcholine, and the Supposed
Existence of Choli ne Acetylase (Eug B BabskyandP F M!najev),268

;

Serological Characters of the Mucoids of Hog Gastric Mucin ; Specific
'

(D Aminoff, Dr. W T. J Morgan and W M, Watkins), 879
Serum (Human) Occurrence in, of Yellow Substances different from If

Bilirubin (Dr. Torben K. With), 310 I
Enhancement of Immune Antibodies by (Z, Polishuk and J. Gurevh

589
State of Vitamin A in (H. Hoch), 59

Serum Content of Haemagglutlnins in Human Blood . Effect of Ront'
Irradiation on the (D. Borowskaja), 269

Serum LIpochrome and Riboflavin of the Domestic Fowl : Influer
Gonadal Hormones on the (Dr. R. H. Common and W, Bolto

Serum Proteins , Action of Pepsin on, as Measured by Electroph
(Ch. Wunderly). 556

Service Men in Italy Copies of Noture for (Lleut.-Colonel J C, Castle
Service Training in Great Britain : Land Utilization and, 849
‘Servo’ Systems (A. L, Whiteley), 716
Seventeenth Century * Synthetic Philosophy of the (Canon C. E. Ravel
Sewing Machine • Centenary of the, 868
Sex : A Survey of, review by Cyril BIbby, 397
Sox Ratios (S. E. Smith), 64
Sex, Life and Faith (Rom Landau), review by Cyril Bibby, 397
Sheep ; Occurrence of Foot Louse of, In the British Isles (j. E. Webb

H. E. Harbour), 587
Sheep Blowfly, Lucilia cuprtna Wied : An Account of Experiment! und

taken to Determine the Natural Population Density of the (Da
Gllmour, D. F. Waterhouse and G. A. McIntyre), 804

Shoot Apices in Sterile Culture : Experimental Morphology—(Or. E, Bal
763

Short-wave Signals : Space-diversity Reception and Fading of (Or. S.
Banerjee and Prof. G. C. Mukerjee), 413

Shrinkage of Wool ‘ Effect of Hydrogen Peroxide In the Presence
Copper Sulphate on the (J. Anderson), 554

Shrinkage and Cracking of CementIve Materials (Society of Chem
Industry (Roads and Building Materials Group) symposium on),

Shrinking : Physics and Chemistry of Swelling and (Faraday Society gem
discussion on), 571

Shrubbs and Vines for the North-eastern United States : Trees, (Georgt
Graves), review by N. K Gould, 772 i

Sidereal Diurnal Variations of Cosmic Rays : Solar and (Dr. A. Duperler),
196

Sidereal 6-Hourly Variations of Cosmic Rays : Solar and (Dr. A. Duperler’
944

Sidey (T. K.) Summer Time Award (Royal Society of New Zealand). 302
Sierra Leone : Forestry In, 804
Silicate Glass (Heavy Lead) • Colour of (Dr* W. M. Hampton), 582
Siliceous Frustules : Diatoms without (N. Ingram Hendey), 588
Silicon Carbide Non-ohmlc Resistors (F. Ashworth, W. Needhtm and Dr*

R. W. Slllars), 742
Silicon Tetrafluoride and Trlmethylamln© ; Analysis of Boron Fluoride

Double Compound of (Dr. N. Miller), 950
Sliver : Thermal Etching of (R, Shuttleworth, R. King and Dr. B. Chalme

482
I I

Slnlstral Strains of Bacillus mycoldes FlUgge *. Specific Action of Op' i

isomers of Mepacrine upon Dextral and (Prof. V, V. Alpatov). 8a
^

Sintered Glass (E. G. Dorgelo), 702
Skeletal Anatomy of Fleas (Dr, R. E. Snodgrass), 488 ‘

Skim Cheese as an Indispensable Food for the Poor in Egypt (Dr. k'

Taha El-Katib). 747
Skis Bending of (M. A. Rehman and S, M. Ishaq), 444

Laminated (D Narayanamurti and V. Ranganathan), 444
Skull , The Inside Story of the, review by Prof. W. E. Le Gros Clark 5
Sky : The Night, in August, 127 , In September, 302 : In October,

^

in November, 581 , in December, 785
Sky Fantasia (Robert R. Coles), 580
Smell * Taste and, review by Dr. G. M. Dyson, 40
Smithsonian Institution : Centenary of the, 320
Social Anthropology at the University of Oxford, 158
Social Ufe in Roman Britain (Dr, G M Trevelyan), 802
Social Medicine at Oxford, 736
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Ifcy : The University and, review by D. R. Dudley, 686

Science, Philosophy and, review, 322
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Taylor), 447 r, r i
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